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New Bascule Bridge at Deering Station, Chicago

Bridge Erected With Minimum Traffic Interruption—Old Bridge in Service Until the

Last Moment—Signal Arrangement of the New Bridge

A few months ago the Chicago & Xorth diuble track, swing bridge of 176 ft. in of which were passenger trains. The

Western Railway put in operation a new length supported on a pier in the middle river traffic, while not heavy, was sufficient

bridge over the Xorth Branch of the Chi- of the river. The old bridge, built in 1887, to require keeping one channel continu-

cago River, at Deering Station, Chicago, was worn out, and it had become neces- ously available for navigation.

This bridge is a Strauss steel trunnion sary to replace it with a bridge of great In addition to the increased facilities

bascule bridge carrying three tracks. It er capacity and strength, on account of for handling the heavy railway traffic, the
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spans a channel of 145 ft., clear width be- the greater volume of traffic and the

twecn fenders, crossing the stream at an heavy power now on this line, which is

angle of 16 dcgs. THe rest pier and the the railway's main line between Chicago

front end of the movable span are skewed and Milwaukee. The railway traffic dur-

so as to be parallel with the channel. ing construction consisted of about 200

The new structure replaces an old, trains every 24 hours, abnut 80 per cent.

conditions for river navigation are greatly

improved with the new bridge. .\ single

channel, of 145 ft. clear width, replaces

the narrow channel on each side of the

old center pier, and this channel was deep-

ened to 215 ft. below the water level. The
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vertical clear iicc umler the span was

incrcascil fri'tii 16 5 ft. to 18.25 ft., which

permit, a I.i g; proportion of the Imats

navigating tlie channel to pass without

opening of the bridge. The superstruc-

ture is here arranged under four heads

for convenience in description. (1) Mov-

able span and counterweight. This in-

cludes all moving parts except machinery.

(2) Tower. (3) Operator's house. (A)

Machinery, power and operating eciuip-

ment. The movable span, being skewed

at one end to fit the angle of the channel,

has trii.?es of unequal length, the long

truss I i'!ng 186 ft. from the center of the

pared by the Strauss Bascule Bridge Co.

to Cover all feature* not covered by the

C. & N. \V. specilications.

The counterweiKlit consists of two re-

inforced concrete wings, one on each side

of the bridge ami outside the clearance

lines. They wcri' cast around the frame-

work of the ciiiiiiliTweight trusses, which

are mounted on trunnions set in heavy

bearings at the lo|) of the tower. The

aggregate used in the counterweights was

Fayalitc, a very heavy and hard rock

obtained in Nortlicrn Illinois. The con-

crete was mixed in different propcjrtions

for the two wings, in order to keep the

& N. \V. RV. DKF.RIXG BRIDGE—FIRST ST.^VGE OF ERECTION". THE COUNTER
WIvK.IIT PIVOT .\ND B.\SCULE .SP.\N PL.^CED RE.XDV FOR

PER.M.\NENT SETTIXG.

main trunnion to the center of the bear-

ing at the front end. Our illustration

shows the general outline of the bridge

in the closed position, and the general di-

mensions of the superstructure.

The live load used in designing was
Cooper's Class E-5S, applied as follows

:

Stringers—Track fully loaded. Floor

Beams—Full load on middle track and ^i

of full load on two outside tracks. Truss-

es—Three-quarters of full load on all

three tracks. The design, detail and ma-
terial were in accordance with the C. &
N. W. Ry. specifications for bridges, sup-

plemented by special specifications pre-

volume and outline tlic same for each, but

to give to each wing the weight necessary

to counter-balance its corresponding side

of the movable span. The concrete in the

counterweight for the short truss weighed

about 160 lbs. per cu. ft. at 20 days; that

for the counterweight of the long truss

about 168 lbs. per cu. ft.

The detail of the counterweights pro-

vided a number of horizontal, cylindrical

pockets for adjusting blocks. These
pockets are 1 ft. 11 ins. in diameter, and
extend all the way through the counter-

weight, except where interrupted by the

members of the counterweight trusses,

where they extend only 1 ft. 11 ins. from
the surface.

Cylindrical concrete adjusting blocks 1

ft. 10 ins. in diameter and 1 ft. 8 ins. to 1

ft. 10 ins. long were cast for these pockets.

The volume of the pockets constitutes

about 7 per cent, of the total volume of

the Counterweight, and it was estimated

that the counterweights would balance

the span when half of the pockets were
filled with adjusting blocks. This gave a

possible adjustment of S'/i per cent, of

the total amount of the counterweight

either way from the estimated require-

ment.

On account of the great weight of the

moving parts, the trunnions are of un-

usual size. The trunnions at the top of

the tower, carrying the counterweight

trusses, arc 24 ins. in diameter. The heel

trunnions are 17 ins. in diameter, and
those at the ends of the connecting links

are correspondingly large. The lour trun-

nions on each side of the bridge are so

arranged that the four lines, connecting

their centers form a true parallelogram,

a condition essential in applying the

principle of counter-balance of this type

of bridge. The counterweight, while re-

volving around a center different frotn

that of the moving span, always moves
through the same degree of angle as the

span, but in the opposite quadrant of the

circle.

The machinery is designed to open the

bridge the full angle of 87 degs. in one
minute, against an unbalanced load of

I'/z lbs. per sq. ft., acting normally to the

floor of the bridge. The specifications

also provide that machinery shall be of

such strength, and the power as to be suf-

ficient, to open the bridge slowly against

an unbalanced snow load of 10 lbs. per

sq. ft. of floor area of moving span, com-
bined with an unbalanced wind pressure

of 10 lbs. per sq. ft. of this area ; also, to

hold the bridge stationary in any positioit

against the snow load of 10 lbs. per sq. ft.

combined with a wind pressure of 15 lbs.

per sq. ft. The power installation consists

of two ISO H. P. motors coupled in paral-

lel. The power is alternating current, 3
phase. 60 cycle, 440 volts.

Auxiliary power is provided, consist-

ing of a 50 H. P. gasoline engine con-

nected through reduction gearing and re-

versible friction clutches with the spur

gear driven by the motors. This arrange-

ment makes the motors run idle wheti

operating the bridge with the engine. The
solenoid brakes on the motors, which are

normally released only when current is

driving the motors, are held in release

position during the operation of the en-

gine by special mechanism provided for

this purpose. Auxiliary hand brake is

provided for control of bridge when op-

erating with engine. The emergency
brakes to be described, are also available

for this purpose.

To relieve the operating machinery
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from the effect of applying brakes at the

motor shaft, emergency brakes operated

by compressed air are mounted on the

operating shafts, enclosing the operating

pinions. When set, these brakes seize the

operating struts and transmit the action

of the strut direct to the bearings of the

operating shafts, without passing it

through a single gear of the machinery.

Compressed air for these brakes is fur-

nished by a small electrically driven com-
pressed air unit which is automatically

controlled by the pressure of the air in

the storage tank. The following is a

table of quantities in the superstructure

:

Moving parts 1,769.000

Tower 757,800 lbs.

Machinery and trunnions.... 255,800 lbs.

Total 2.782,603 ll)s.

Concrete in counterweight. . .2,360,000 lbs.

When the bridge is in the fully open

position, the counterweights e.xtend about

14 ft. below the base of rail and their

inner surfaces are 8 ft. 3 ins. from the

centers of adjacent tracks. The operating

struts are between the counterweights and

the tracks, and when bridge is fully open

extend about 12 ft. below the base of rail.

This circumstance made it necessary to

build retaining walls just beyond the pier

to hold the embankment, placing the walls

inside the limits of clearance required by

counterweights and operating struts. To
provide the necessary clearance for the

operating struts, the face of the retaining

wall was placed at 5 ft. 8 ins. from the

center of track, for a distance of IS ft.

6 ins. adjacent to the pier. This was so

close to the track that hand railings could

not be erected on top of this section of

wall. To safeguard this section, a movable

platform hinged at one end and carrying

a hand rail, was built level with the top

and just clear of the face of the wall.

The other end was suspended by a rod

from the framework of the counter-

weight truss bracing directly above. .\s

the bridge opens, the platform, swinging

round its hinged end, drops down out of

the way of the operating strut, returning

to normal position at the top of the wall

as the bridge closes.

The pier at the front end of the span

consists of two cylinders, 12 ft. in diam-

eter, connected by a concrete girder 8 ft.

thick and reinforced with two embedded
trusses. The details are similar to those

of corresponding parts of the substruc-

ture under the tower. All cylinders were
carried down by open excavation, to rock

about 50 ft. below water level. The lower

section of each cylinder was provided

with a horizontal diaphragm 8 ft. above

the cutting edge, to make a working

chamber. In the center of this diaphragm
is a circular opening 3 ft. in diameter

over which is built up the working shaft,

consisting of a steel cylinder 3 ft. in

diameter. The horizontal diaphragm is

rigidly braced to the section of the cyl-

inder below, with solifl webbed radial

braces extending from the diaphragm to

the lower edge, which is heavily rein-

forced to make a cutting edge that would

not be crushed by hard pan or boulders.

The cylinders were delivered at the

bridge site riveted up in sections of about

8 ft. length. As the cylinder was carried

down by the excavation in the working

chamber, sections were riveted on above,

carrying up the working shaft at same

time as the large cylinders were handled.

As fast as sections were riveted on they

were filled with concrete ; this gave the

weight necessary to overcome the friction

the bond between cylinders and girders.

These rails were omitted from the two
rear cylinders, because the vertical posts

of the towers were embedded in the tops

of these cylinders and, in addition to

doing duty as tower posts, they served the

purpose for which rails were provided in

the other cylinders.

As the concrete girders were to extend

down to 2 ft. below water level it was
necessary to enclose the piers in a coffer

dam. A dam of sheeting and puddle was
constructed on the river side of each pier

and run shoreward well into the river

& N. vv. Kv. DEKRiNT, p.Rindi:. rKi:p.\K.\ToK\' TO Tin-: ri;mii\.\i. h
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against the sides of the cylinder and carry

it down, as excavation progressed. As
the cylinders approached the final depth,

it became neces.'-ary to add pig-iron on

top of the concrete to overcome this fric-

tion and make tbcra sink.

When the cylinders reached their linal

position on the rock, it was leveled off and

cleaned, and the working chambers and

shafts were filled with concrete. In the

top of each of four of the cylinders 18

track rails 12 ft. long were set, embedded
half their length in the cylituler, the r.tber

half projecting above the top to be built

into ihe concrete girders, to strengthen

bank. The bank formed the fourth side

of the dam. The reinforced concrete

girders were built in place, inside this

dam, on top of the cylinders, first erecting

the structural .steel trusses, building the

forms around them, assembling the rein-

forcing inside the forms, and proceeding

in the usual way with the filling of the

forms with concrete.

The bridge was erected in the open

position, the usual method of erecting this

type of bridge where traffic must be

maintained during erection.

As the floor members of first panel

(and some liracings between coiuiter-
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wciKlit trusses and certain minor parts of

the l)ri(lKc) couki not be erected while

traftic was still l)cing carried on the old

bridge, the plan of erection was to sus-

poi\d traffic on railway and river while the

old bridge was taken out and the new

bridge put into service. To make this in-

terruption as short as possible, every

member that could be erected was put

in place and riveted up before traffic was

suspended Power transmission connec-

tions were completed and the operation of

the machinery under power was tested.

The bridge was also moved through a

small angle and the counterbalance ad-

justed.

Immediately after the last train had

passed, the old span was swung open and

the arms blocked up on the old timber

pier protection. Eight o.xyacctylene

torches were immediately set to work to

cut the old bridge into three parts so that

the middle portion could be removed to

make way for the lowering of the new-

span. While the torches were cutting the

system merges into a two-track system

;

also the switches tn a number of industrial

tracks on both sides of the river whose

turnouts are close to the bridge.

The operating moclianism of the bridge

is so interlocked with the signal system

that it is impossible t.> unlock or open the

bridge when a signal is given clear for a

train, or while a tr;ini is within the limits

of the interlocking jibint. If is also im-

possible to clear a signal while the bridge

is open or unlocked. The interlocking is

efTectcd by means of electrically operated

locks applied to the controllers of the

liridge-lock motor and the bridge oper-

ating motors, and to the operating shaft

of the engine clutches. All operating

levers are electrically interlocked to in-

sure proper sequence of operation in

manipulating the levers.

The interlocking machine has a capacity

of 44 levers. It contains 18 levers for

signals, 16 levers for switches and de-

rails, and 3 levers for special locks be-

tween bridge and interlocking apparatus.

passes behind the green section of the arc.

In addition to the lights required by the

government, a special wigwag signal for

boats was installed on each side of the

span, just outside the lower chord and

over the middle of the channel. This is a

swinging lamp with a red lens, hooded so

that the rc<l light is distinctly visible

against the dark background, even in

bright day light. The purpose of this

signal is to warn approaching boats, by

the swinging of the lamps, that the bridge

cannot be opened immediately, and that

they must come to a stop. The lami>s are

operated by electric motors in the same

manner as the swinging signals which arc

now much in use at dangerous highway

crossings.

The general plan of construction, and

the designs of substructure, appr^iaches.

interlocking system, and temporary struc-

tures, were made by the engineering de-

partment of the C. & X. W. Ry., under the

direction of Mr. W. H. Finley. Chief En-

gineer. The superstructure was designed

by the Strauss Bascule Bridge Company

and built by the American Bridge Com-

pany. It was erected by the Kelly-.\tkin-

son Construction Company, and the power

and operating equipment installed by ^[r.

C. H. Norwood. The substructure was

constructed by The Great Lakes Dredge

and Dock Company. Mr. H. M. Spahr

was Resident Engineer in charge of all

field work for the railway company.

OET.ML.S OF THE Iir.F.RINr, I.Il-T nRirxlE OX THE C. & N. \V.

span apart, a scow derrick was at work on
each side of the span, removing the

operator's house, operating machinery

and deck. At the same time erectors

were busy erecting the remaining mem-
bers of the new bridge. By 8:00 o'clock

in the morning the old span had been cut

apart, the middle portion lifted out and

taken away on scows, and at 8:15, the

time fixed in the schedule, the new span

was lowered to the horizontal position.

After lowering the bridge, the few re-

maining members were erected, the deck

completed, and the end rails put on and

adjusted. At the same time track gangs

were at work re-aligning the tracks on

the approaches and raising them to the

established grade. By 6:00 p. M. the

bridge and tracks were in shape for trains

and traffic was resumed, after an inter-

ruption of less than 18 hours.

The signal operating mechanism of the

bridge is interlocked with the switch and

signal .system controlling the traffic on all

tracks adjacent to the bridge. The system

of tracks controlled by the interlocking

plant includes the switches about 200 ft.

south of the bridge where the three-track

This leaves 7 unused spaces, reserved for

possible future extension of the interlock-

ing plant. The power for operating the

interlocking plant is 110 volt D. C. from

storage batteries housed in a building ad-

jacent to the tracks and about 100 feet

from the bridge. The batteries are

charged by motor-generator sets receiving

power from the same source as the bridge

motors.

The signals installed are of the three-

position, upper-quadrant type, conform-

ing to the latest established practice on

the Qiicago & North Western Railway.

Detector bars are installed only at facing

points. The usual channel lights are

provided for navigation. These are

electrically lighted by lamps set on the

fenders on either side of channel ; also

bridge lights at front end of movable

span, consisting of lamps with uncolored

lenses, suspended in such manner that

they hang vertically wliatever the position

of bridge may be. In front of each lamp

is an arc of red and green glass, the red

glass being in front of the lamp when

bridge is closed. As the bridge opens, the

lamp, swinging about its point of support,

Oil Fuel for Locomotives.

Twenty-tive locomotives have been

changed from coal to oil burners on the

Florida East Coast Railway. A Clarke

burner is used. The fire pans are of the

round bottom variety, and slope from

back to front so that any surplus of oil

accumulating in the pan is drained out

at the forward end. A course of brick is

.set on edge along the sides of the fire pan

to protect the lower portions of the side

sheets from the intense heat, and also to

add to the sealing of the pan at its at-

tachment to the mud ring. Air is ad-

mitted at two points through a damper

at the front wall of the fire pan, and also

through a second damper controlling the

supply through the flash hole located

about two-thirds of the distance from the

burner back to the rear of the pan. This

second damper is manipulated by means
of a notched lever set in the floor 'if the

cab. Careful comparisons show a saving

of 18 per cent, in the cost of fuel re-

sulting from the use of oil.

Increased Demurrage Charges.

The Interstate Commerce Commission,

with a view to relieving the freight car

situation, has issued a circular announc-

ing that the commission on car ser\ ice

had increased the rate for the use of

freight cars to 75 cents a day, operative

from December 15, 1916. until May 1,

1017.
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Pulverized Coal for Locomotives
Increasing Cost of Fuel—Amount Used bv Locomotives—Its Cost—The Use of the Bv-

product—The Method of Application to a Locomotive—The Chemistry

of Combustion—Results Achieved—Economies Effected.

A most interesting paper on the com-

paratively new subject of pulverized fuel

for locomotives was recently presented

to the members of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers. The paper was

prepared by Mr. John E. Muhlfeld, presi-

dent of the Locomotive Pulverized Fuel

Company of Xew York. Before giving a

brief resume of the paper, permit us to

say that the success of the whole scheme

depends (after the mechanical details

have been worked out) in the complete

combustion of the finely divided particles

of coal, and this can only be accomplished

by a liberal and a properly directed sup-

ply of air, delivered to the highly inflam-

mable mass. Dealing with his subject

States now approximates $300,000,000 per

annum, of which from $75,000,000 to

$100,000,000 represents the proportion

that is expended to kindle, prepare, clean

and maintain fires on grates when loco-

motives are standing, drifting or other-

wise not actually using steam to move
themselves, either light or with trains.

Changes in the domestic and foreign sup-

ply and demand, as well as in the regu-

lations, methods and labor governing

mining operations, cause a progressive

increase in the price per ton of fuel.

The necessit)- for conserving the sup-

ply of oil in the rapidly exhausting fields

for other than railway fuel purposes will

soon eliminate it from locomotive service.

locomotive must be so improved as to

secure continuity of working steam pres-

sure, greater sustained boiler capacity,

boiler efficiency, reduced cylinder back
pressure, and more highly superheated
steam, all of which can be produced by
the use of pulverized fuel.

The large quantity of steam required

by the modern locomotive necessitates

excessive rates of evaporation, such as

can only be effectively and economically
produced by the burning of fuel in sus-

pension, in order to utilize the heat units

that now go out of the stack and into

the ash-pan when solid fuel is fired on
grates.

By mechanically feeding and burning

^ ^ I* J. .ii ^__- -. u-.-i^ v^m i-----.y»"
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Mr. Muhlfeld spoke in part as follows:

Xext to labor, the largest single item
of cost for transportation in this country
is the fuel for locomotive operation, and
as in the final analysis the cost per pas-

senger or per ton mile is largely condi-

tioned upon the unit yf motive power per
hour, it is easy to realize what the cost

must be if power is wasted.

In order to show how the use of pul-

verized fuel will materially assist in im-
proving steam railway operation, the fol-

lowing facts and conclusions resulting

from a number of years of investigation

and research, and of slow and painstak-

ing development in coal dust burning,

may be of immediate interest.

The expenditure for locomotive fuel

for the steam railways in the United

while the hi.ghcr prices and shortage in

supply of the larger sizes and better

grades of solid coals now in demand for

the commercial trade will bring about the

use of the less salable, by-product of the

mines in pulvtrized form.

Steam locomntives will eventually have

to be equipped so as to approximate to

electric machines by the use of pulverized

fuel, which in turn will eliminate smoke,

soot, cinders, sparks and fire hazards

;

reduce noise, bring down the time for

dispatching at terminals, and stand-by

losses; and incnase the daily mileage by

providing for longer runs and more
nearly continuous service between general

repair periods.

In order to provide the maximum
draw-bar horsepower per hour, the steam

pulverized fuel, arduous labor on the

part of the fireman is replaced by the

more skilled manual control of combus-

tion, and assistance is given to the en-

gineer in the operation of the locomo-

tive, and permits a better chance for the

observation of track and signals. The

future steam locomotive, on account of

its various limitations of size, height,

etc., will be required to produce the max-

imum possible hauling capacity per unit

of total weight. As the cylinder horse-

power available is entirely dependent

upon the boiler horsepower and the tem-

perature of the superheated steam pro-

duced, the use of pulverized fuel to in-

crease the heat value per cubic foot of

firebox volume, and provide a higher

average and more uniform firebox tern-
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perature in cnnibination with a reduced

front-end or waste-heat temperature, ap-

pears to be the most logical means for

the solution i>i the problem.

The opportunity for reducing the non-

productive lime of existing locomotives,

and for relieving terminal congestion that

is now caused by the necessity for clean-

ing fires, ash pans, flues and smoke-

boxes; inspecting and repairing draft,

grate and ash-pan appliances, and for

firing-up and supplying tiring tools and

equipment to locomotives burning coal on

grates, makes the use of pulverized fuel

one of tlic most effective and economical

means for increasing the net earning ca-

i.r so that the moisture will not exceed

I per cent., and th:it 95 per cent, of the

total will pass through a 100-mesh screen,

and 85 per cent. i ihe total will pass

through a 200-inisli screen. These fig-

ures apply to anthracite as well as to

bituminous coals.

.As over 8,000,000 tons of pulverized

fuel are now bcin^' used annually in

the United States for industrial kilns and

furnaces, it is n't thought tliat the

equipment or process for preparing pul-

verized fuel requires any comment.

The total cost to prepare pulverized

fuel properly in a suitably equipped dry-

ing and pulverizing plant ranges from

the fuel to the atmosphere during its

conveyance, or producing dust-clouds.

Complete control of the fuel flowing

to, and of the air exhausting from, the

tender must be maintained, and this can

only be done by installing special equip-

ment suitable for the requirements.

l-"or firing up a locomotive, the usual

steam blower is turned on in the stack,

a piece of lighted waste is placed on the

furnace floor, just ahead of the primary

arch, after which the pressure fan and

one of the fuel and pressure-air feeders

can be started. From 45 to 60 mts. is

ordinarily sufficient to get up 200 lbs. of

steam pressure form boiler water at 40

icction B"B
TRIPLE BURXKR TOR m.VKRIZEl) ITKL ON TIIF. NEW YORK CENTRAL.

pacity of present single- and double-track

steam roads.

From investigations up to the present

time, it has been found that any solid

fuel that, in a dry, pulverized form, has

two-thirds of its content combustible, is

suitable for steam-generating purposes.

Domestic and steam sizes and qualities

of anthracite, bituminous, and semi-

bituminous coals and lignite and peat, as

well as the inferior grades, such as

anthracite culm, dust and slush and bitu-

minous and lignite slack, screenings and

dust, are alt suitable for burning in pul-

verized form.

To produce the best results these fuels

should be mechanically dried and milled

so that they will be of about the same
dryness and fineness as Portland cement

;

15 to 45 cents per ton, depending upon

the capacity of the plant. For a railway

coaling station of average capacity, this

total cost will be less than 25 cents per

ton.

The raw fuel should be dried, pulver-

ized and stored in metal or other fire-

proof material containers. After pulver-

izing it should not be exposed to open

lights or to the atmosphere, and the pro-

duction of light "dust-clouds" should be

avoided.

Pulverized fuel should be handled w^ith

the same care as fuel oil.

Equipment for supplying tenders con-

sists of one or more overhead storage

bins equipped with suitable means for

supplying 15 tons of pulverized fuel to a

tender in 3 or 4 mts. without exposing

degs. Fahr. After firing up, the regulation

of the fuel and air supply is adjusted to

suit the standing, drifting or working

conditions, the stack blower being used

only when the locomotive is not using

steam.

The operation of the fuel-burning

equipment is as follows: The prepared

fuel, having been supplied to the enclosed

fuel tank, gravitates to the conveyor

screws, which carry it to the fuel and

pressure-air feeders, where it is thor-

oughly commingled with the pressure-air

and carried by it through the connecting

hose to the fuel and pressure-air noz-

zles and blown into the fuel and air

mixers.

Additional induced air is supplied in

the fuel and air mixers, and this mixture.
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now in combustible form, being mixed
with air, is induced into the furnace by

the smokebox draft. The flame produced

at the time the combustible mixture en-

ters the furnace, obtains its average max-
imum temperature from 2,500 to 2,900
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and like parts, which arc higher in tcm-

]icraturi' than the mchiiig point of

ferrous sulphide (FeS) and the sur-

rounding nul;d surfaces, wliile tlie leni-

I'crature nf the latter may he lower than

ilie meltiiiK point of the ferrous sulphide

( 1-eS).

The following formula shows the re-

sult of incomplete comhustion owing to

insufficient air:

2\\-S + 20 = 2 WO + 2S

By providing sufficient air through an

excess supply, the following formula

shows the result of complete combustion ;

2 FeS -f 9 O = I>, O. -f 2 SO.

For this latter process an oxidizing at-

mosphere must at all times be in the fire-

box to prevent the reduction of ferric

sul|)hide (.FeS;) to ferrous sulphide

(,1'eS), as expressed in the first formula.

The ferrous sulphide (FeS), as has

been shown, is the direct cause of honey-

comb, for the reason that it produces

ferrous oxide (FeO), which unites with

the silica to form a honeycomb that is

\cry fusible at temperatures over 2.-4110

(legs. Fahr.. whereas by the production of

ferric oxide (FeiO,), in combination with

the silica present, a highly infusible

ash is formed.

As a general rule an increase in the

percentage of silica, alumina and mag-

nesium in the fuel tends to decrease,

while an increase in the percentage of

iron, lime, potassium and sodium in the

fuel matter will tend to increase the fusi-

bility of ash, but in every case a rela-

tively high percentage of ferrous oxide

(FeO), resulting from an insufficient

supply of air for combustion, will be ac-

companied by honeycomb formation,

which will tend to adhere to various parts

of the firebox.

For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914,

tlie Interstate Commerce Commission re-

ports a total of 64,760 locomotives of all

classes in the United States having made
a total of 1,755,972,325 miles. This gives

an average for each locomotive owned of

al)out 27.115 miles per annum, 74 miles

per day, or but little over 3 miles per

hour. From the foregoing figures one

may easily suspect that over one-half of

the time of locomotives is now spent at

terminals in the hands of the transpor-

tation and mechanical departments, and

that most of this delay is probably due

to the necessity for cleaning fires, ash

pans, flues and smoke boxes ; inspecting

and repairing draft, grate and ash-pan

appliances ; and for firing' up and supply-

ing firing tools and equipment.

With pulverized fuel a locomotive hav-

ing the boiler filled with cold water may
be brought under maximum steam pres-

sure within an hour, and the fuel feed

then stopped until it is called for service.

When standing or drifting, at terminals

or on the road, the fuel feed may also be

discontinued, as the steam pressure can

be quickly raised. After the trip or the each trip. This is a good showing,

day's work is over, the locomotive can The steam railways in the anthracite

be immediately stored or housed, the ct al-mining district generally use for

ashpit delays IkIhk entirely eliminated. their locomotive fuel mixtures which will

In this respect ibe use of pulverized lun fr<pm 25 to 50 per cent, bituminous

coal is one of the most attractive and and the rest of anthracite pea and buck

quickest methods for increasing the earn- sizes which will pass through a ^-in. and

ing capacity of present single and double- <'ver a S-16-in. round opening. As anthra-

track steam railways. cite coal is very low in volatile matter

From the actual operation of steam lo- ignites slowly, and is a poor conductor of

comotives in regular train service the use heat, the bituminous mixture is used to

of pulverized fuel has demonstrated in overcome the trouble this causes when the

particular the practicability of eliminating smaller sizes must be burned on grat*f>,

smoke, cinders, sparks and fire hazards

;

and even then it necessitates the use of

increasing draw-bar horseiiower per hour unusually small exhaust nozzles to create

per unit of weight ; improving the ther- suflicient draft.

nial effectiveness of the steam locomotive In the experiments with pulverized an-

as a whole; reducing non-productive time thracite fuel for locomotives the idea has

at terminals; utilizing otherwise unsuita- been to utilize the grade of coal of lowest

ble or waste fuels; eliminating arduous commercial value, such as birdseye, which

labor ; providing greater continuity of is of a size that will pass through a

service and producing more eflfective and 5-16-in. and over a 1-J6 in. round open-

economical operation and maintenance. ing, as well as the refuse called culm or

T.M'.i.K 1. i'i:kf(irm.\nci;s of ti:n.\viif.ei. tvpk of irku;iit i.oco.motivk.
Pulverized

Item No. I No. 2 No. 3
Fuel: Ttituminous Bituminous Bituminous

Fineness, per cent through 200 mesh 0.85 0.85 0.85
Moisture, per cent 0.40 0.81 0.59
olatilc, per cent 24.72 36.27 24.36

Fi.xed carbon, per cent 68.43 58.29 65.05
Ash. per cent 6.85 5.44 10.59
Sulphur, per cent 1.96 0.68 0.84
H.t.u., per II) 14.739 14.334 13,912

Miles run, total 1,324 426 398
Cars per train, average 61 65 60
Adjusted tonnage per train, average 1,719 1,808 1,759
Speed when rrain was in motion, miles per hour, averaKC 26 25 24
lioilcr pressure H lun using steam (JOG lb.), average 198.3 193.5 194.9
Front-end draft when using steam, ins. nf water, average 7.15 7.79 6.69
Firebo.\ draft when using steam, ins. of water, average 3.50 3.22 3.18
Temperature of steam, deg. fahr 562 573 555
Coal fired per hour of running time, ib. (average) 3.275 3.063 3.457
Adjusted ton-miles per lb. of coal (average) 12.84 13.97 11.59

The performances given in Table 1 may slush, which passes through the 1-16-in.

lie of interest. They relate to a ten-wheel To reclaim this slush a couple of

type of freight locomotive, rated at 31,(K)0 wooden bins were installed, through

lbs. of cylinder tractive power, with 69-in. which the washcry water could be finally

diameter driver wheels, when used in fast passed for the collection of the solid

through-freight service on runs of from matter.

91 to 138 miles in length for the purpose The analysis oi the various fuels used

of testing various fuels under identical may be approximated as given in Table 2.

adjustment conditions. The locomotive Further work of this kind will deter-

was worked at its maximum capacity on mine just how great a percentage of an-

all trips, about 10 per cent, more tonnage thracite slush can be used with advantage,

than usual was liauled at practically liut the evaporative results so far ob-

fast-freight schedule speed. The exhaust- tained, may be stated at about 7 lb. of

nozzle opening was about 25 per cent, water from feed-water temperature per

larger than the maximum for hand firing. Ib. of coal. This indicates that consider-

T.VBI.E 2. .\N.M.YSES OF FUELS USED IN EXPERIMENTS.
Pulverized

Item Bituminous ,^-_—Anthracite \

Run-of-Mine Birdseye Slush
Moisture, per cent 0.50 0.50 1.00
Volatile, per cent 29.50 7.50 6.00
Fixed carbon, per cent 6O.p0 77.00 71.00
Ash, per cent 10.00 15.00 22.00
Sulphur, per cent 1.50 1.00 2.5
B.t.u., per lb 13.750 12,750 11.250
Fineness, per cent through '200 mesh 86.00 86.00 86.00

With the highest sulphur coal (No. 1) ably more than a 60 per cent, anthracite

and the highest ash coal (No. 3) there slush mixture may be utilized. This ac-

was less than 1 cu. ft. of slag in the slag complishment not only means a decrease

box at the end of each run. and practi- of 25 per cent, in the cost per ton for lo-

cally no collection of ash or soot on the comotive fuel, but also the release of a

flue or firebox sheets. In fact, with the large tonnage of commercial anthracite,

N'o. 3 fuel there was less than two hand- which is becoming more scarce and in

fuls of slag, ash and soot collected on greater demand each year.
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Electric Arc Welding
III—Details of Electric Welding Apparatus and Illustrations of Work Done by the

General Electric Company, and the Wilson Welding and Metals Company

As we have already stated, the metal their appliances designed to meet a vast

electrode process of welding is the latest number of requirements, and these are

and most efficient method of electric arc being constantly added to, so that the

.\Mri:uK CAP.xcrrv, .mutorcexerator set for direct
CURRENT.

welding. The improvements that have

come by prolonged experiments in alloys

calculated to make the most durable

welds are such that little more improve-

ment in this direction can be expected.

The same may be said of the apparatus

generally, and it is only in the large

field of untried work that new develop-

ments may be expected. .-V number of

enterprising firms have been employing

the best electrical engineering skill, with

a view to perfect their devices. .And

the general approval with which they are

meeting the requirements of the service,

and the remarkable degree of economy

secured by the use of their appliances

are such that their universal use is mere-

ly a matter it time. .Among these the

engmeermg
pace- with

skill may be

tlie demand.

said to keep

The Wilson

demand for their various equipments is

increasing rapidly and bids fair to take

a liigh place in the realm of electric

welding.

.\s at present perfected the essential

requirements for electric arc welding are

—a suitable source of direct current sup-

ply—a steadying resistance to be placed

in series with the arc, together with

means for adjusting the same; in other

words, a suitable control equipment—

a

means of holding the electrode so that

it can be properly controlled by the op-

erator—protective covering for the opera-

tor—suitable filling material—miscellane-

ous material, such as fire-clay or carbon

blocks, for making molds, fluxes, brushes

and other tools.

In regard to the current supply, while

this may be secured by the use of a

shop circuit, it is neither economical nor

altogether safe unless arrangements are

made for insulating the work. The best,

and at the last analysis, the cheapest,

method is that of a motor generater set,

WELDI.VC, TOOL OR ELECTRODE HOLDER WITH DIST.\NT CONTROL SWIIHL

Welder and Metals Company, New York,

has also made several important improve-

kl-:(.LA.\L\il(J.\ Ol- ITU-.H.IIT CAR K .\ I CKL I..S.

•General Electric Company, Schenectady, nicnts, especially in the economical use

K v., has already won an enviable repu- of the electric current, and the excellent

.tation for the stability and variety of quality of their metal electrodes, that the

tlic motor being constructed with char-

acteristics suitable for operation on the

sbcip or other circuit, and used to drive

1 low voltage generator. The generator

niay I)c cither shunt or compound wound,

the shunt-wound machine being satisfac-

tory where only one arc is to be operated,

while the compound-wound machine is

l)refcrable if several arcs are to be sup-

plied for the same unit. Generators giv-

iii.t; a potential of 75 volts will enable

sali^lactory results to be obtained.

The regulation of the current supply

i necessary because difTercnt welds re-

quire different strengths of currents. This

is effected by inserting resistance in the

u<lding circuit and connecting it in scries

wilh the arc. Without this resistance a

ccindilion of practical short circuit would

occur at the moment the electrode was

touched to the work when striking the

Mrc. The series resistance is also neces-

sary for the purpose of steadying the

arc, similar to the ordinary arc lamp.

Before starting the arc the operator
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sets the dial switch for the value of the

current he needs for the work, so that,

ill starting, the circuits are in normal

running position, and in order to weld

single application i^ necessary, care

should be taken to rtiiMve all scale. The
application of a sliiT wire brush will

usually have the desired effect. Somc-

liLILDING UP TL.VT SPOTS OX I.OCO.MOTUK UKU ERS.

there is no necessity for having relays

or switches open or closed, or in any way
disturb the electrical circuit.

It is also necessary that a suitable elec-

trode holder be provided, both in the

case of carbon and metal electrode weld-

ing. There are a number of forms of

these already in use, and all of them are

arranged with either a spring or a re-

liable clamp for holding the electrode,

the construction of either being such that

the electrode may be instantly removed.

The metal electrode holder most common-

ly in use differs from that of the carbon

electrode in that it is lighter and more

compact. The carbon electrode holder

has a disc shield on the handle to pro-

tect the hand of the operator from the

heat of the arc. This shield is not neces-

sary in the case of the metal electrode,

the gloves of the operator affording suf-

ficient protection.

As we have already stated, a protec-

tive hood is necessary for the operator

on account of the intense brilliancy of

the electric flame. These are furnished

with vari-colored glasses—several layer.*

of glass, one or more of red. and one or

more of blue or green, the combinatipn

being more satisfactory than any one of

these colors used alone. Sufficient en-

closures are frequently necessary around

the work so that the dazzling light will

not interfere with the vision of other

workmen in the vicinity.

The operation of welding was referred

to in our previous article, and as we
stated, can only be completely mastered

by experience. It is advisable under all

conditions to make one continuous ap-

plication of the arc. When more than a

limes chipping may have to be resorted

tu. or the piece may be tilted and the

arc applied and the impurities be allowed

to run off by gravity. The metal elec-

trodes are supplied in various sizes, rang-

« elded parts it has been demonstrated be-

yond Controversy that in an endless va-

riety of tests the strength of the welded

portion exceeds that of the other parts

of the metal. This, of course, implies

that the weld has been made by an ex-

perienced welder complying with the best

methods in vuguc and taking the best

care necessary in the accomplishment of

a perfect weld. In this connection it may
be stated that all skilled mechanics can-

not become expert welders. What is al-

most impossible to some, comes easy

to others, and the natural law of the

survival of the fittest applies to the art

(>f welding as to all other arts.

Coming to samples of work and the

important matter of saving in cost, we
have selected a few examples taken at

random from authentic sources which

have been verified by particular enquiry,

and are absolutely reliable. In the reclama-

tion of freight car knuckles, an appliance

peculiarly subject to wear or breakage, it

is shown that in one year repair work
has been done on these appliances by the

electric arc welder at a cost of less than

$5,000, which effected a saving of $26,-

000. Another example shows that in

building up flat spots on locomotive driv-

ers the expenditure by the use of the

electric arc welder did not exceed $2,

whereas by the older methods the cost

would at least have exceeded $200.

Statistics further show that on a cer-

AKIKIV i)F OPKR.\TI()N.< AT ONE .\Nn THE SAME Tl.ME WlTi; J. :.:...

I.NG WITH EACH OTHER. FOLK OPERATORS WELDING FOUR
DIFFERENT MKTALS. EACH WITH A DIFFERENT AMPERAGE

FROM A SINGLE GENER.\TOR.

ing from 1/16 in. to 9/32 in., and are fur-

nished in various lengths, usually about

12 ins.

In regard to the tensile strength of the

tain trunk line it was carefully estimated

that the cost of work to flues applied in

the old way was about $54 per engine per

year, while for those electrically welded
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the cost was $15 for welding and literally

nothing for repairs. For a road with

several hundred engines in operation it

can be seen at a glance what a large

saving could be effected. It is generally

claimed that no other investment in re-

.\pparently tliere is no limit to the wide

range of work to which the electric arc

may be applied, and in any case an arc-

welding equipment is a very valuable ad-

dition to a general repair shop. In many
cases the results will be just as satisfac-

SECTIOX OF LOCO.MOTIVE FLUE SHEET
WITH TUBES IN" PL.\CE RE.\DY FOR

WELDIXG.

lation to motive power and rolling stock

will yield similar returns.

Indeed, as is well known, on railroads

wherever the electric arc process has been

tried in welding flues, it has been found

most economical and satisfactory, and

therefore has been adopted by the largest

railroads and large locomotive builders.

Maintenance cost is entirely eliminated, in

SECTION OF LOCi^'MOTIVE FI.UE .^HEET
WITH TUBES WELDED BY .MET.XLLIC

ELECTRODE.

tory if the piece be repaired rather than

replaced with a new one, and much time

and material will be saved, and the re-

pair can often be done with the broken

part in place and without any disman-

tling.

A few more examples of comparative

cost of repairs may be added. Repair-

g mud rings, cost of welding. $6.50;

STE.\M WELDED liV ELECTRIC .^RC IN
COMPRESSED .MR T.-^NK.

and the flues can, in many cases, be run

about the three-year limit without re-

moval. Not only the flues, but, as we
have pointed out, all firebox work and

many other details of locomotive repairs

can be quickly made by this method.

Welded joints can safely be substituted

for riveted joints in tank cars, and in

passenger and freight cars, practically

any of the metal work can be repaired by

the use of the electric arc.

FIRE I!<»X END OF I.OCOMuTIX I
1^' 'ir.F.R

TUUKS P.\RTL\LLV WELDED. LIGHT
AKE.XS SHOW WELDED TUBES AND
DARK AREA SHOWS TUBES

READY Fi IR WELDING.

by other methods, $24.57. Welding two

spokes in driving-wheel center, cost of

welding. $7.98; by other methods, $99.98.

Repairing firebox. $134.89; by other

methods, $869..=i0.

To recapitulate, as we have already

stated, the motor-Kenerator set is the

most desirable equipment for several

reasons. It is a self-contained unit,

does not demand constant attention

when running, and the maintenance cost

is low. The welding circuits and the

shop circuits are electrically independ-

ent so that short circuits in the welding

circuit will not seriously interfere with

the shop circuits. The voltage in the

welding circuit can be regulated to suit

ihe work in hand bj' adjustment of the

generator field rheostat.

The control consists of a main gen-

erator panel and a separate panel for

each operator. Double-circuit panels

can be provided for, so that two operators

can work from, the same panel through
separate equipments. If the circuits are

duplicates, a set of switches can be pro-

vided for connecting the entire capacity

of both circuits to one electrode. This
can be used for carbon electrode weld-

ing.

A convenient type of switch is pro-

vided for adjusting the resistance in

series witli the arc and providing a num-
ber of steps in changing the current.

SAMPLES OF PIPE WELDIXG.

If an operator leaves his electrode in

~ontact w'ith the work longer than nec-

essary to start the arc, a relay on his

panel operates and introduces additional

resistance in series with the electrode,

thus reducing the current to a low
\alue. To restore the circuits to the

normal condition and to resume work-
ing it is only necessary to remove the

electrode from the work and break the

circuit. By this means a large number
01 operators can work from the same
machine since trouble on any one oper-

ating circuit is localized and does not

effect any other.

Circuit breakers are mounted on the

main generator panel, which will open
the circuit in case of a short circuit in

the cables or in the event of any ex-

cessive load being thrown on the gen-

erator.
,
Provision for the shortage of

cas, carbide or other material of that

iiature is unnecessary. The equipment
is simple and is easily understood by
the operators. Since no combustible

or explosive material is used in this

Drocess, there is practically no danger
of explosion or fire.

According to press despatches, the

Saxon State railways are now proposing

to employ women in the place of signal-

men, pointsmen and locomotive stokers,

as well as in the loading and unloading

of goods trains.
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The Yard Engine Question

Tests* of Two Engines in Switching Service—Superheated vs. Saturated Steam-

Classes of Switching Work In<linlcd in the Test—Carefully Collected

Data—Conclusions Favoring the Superheater Engine

-Three

III a proviouf issue wc pointed out

that the use of an old, unserviceable road

engine in yard service was not good prac-

tice. The road engine was originally

built til haul cars straight along with a

long, steady pull. It was therefore not

adapted to sudden, quick shifts, with

prompt starting and stopping, and with

considerable running and standing time.

The fundamental idea in road engine serv-

ice is steady work ; that of the yard en-

gine is intcrmittant. Yard engine work

in its particular line is as vital as road

work, and the yard engine is capable of

responding to the effect of improvements

which mean as much to the railway com-

pany as do those applied to the road en-

gine.

There are, of course, more road engines

on a railway than there are switchers,

but, engine for engine, the one is as im-

portant as the other. It does not follow

that a bathroom faucet may be permitted

to leak because the use of that room is

occasional and because the faucet does

not supply a steady stream for watering

the lawn. An inefficient yard engine

means a certain amount of loss every

time it is used, and this loss probably be-

comes greater and greater as time goes

on. W'itli some such ideas in view one of

our leading railways has turned serious

attention to the yard engine question and

has carried out a number of very carefully

conducted experiments to ascertain and

put into actual ngures the difference in

results between two sister engines, manned

by the same crew, doing exactly similar

work in each case, the one being an ordi-

nary saturated steam engine and the other

equipped with a superheater.

To do the work of testing with the

greatest accuracy an indicator was used

and the analysis of the cards taken was

close and definite. The railway company's

higher officials, in reporting the results of

this experimenting, indicate that: The

object of this test was to determine the

saving in coal and water per indicated

horse-power per hour of a superheated en-

gine over a saturated steam engine of the

same class, in several kinds of switching

service. The test was made possible by

the use of a Maihak indicator, which, with

a recording attachment, measures the to-

tal amount of work done by the engine,

whether going forward or backward.

The Maihak Indicator is of foreign

make and embodies the latest improve-

ments in indicator design. This indicator

is fitted with Rottcher's Efficiency Reck-

oner which enables the immediate estab-

lishment of the mean indicated efficiency

of all piston engines by simply reading

off a counting instrument and multiplying

by an apparatus constant. The latest form

of Crosby indicator practically performs

the same work.

With the instrument used careful read-

ings were taken and the results were

worked out in minute form. There has

been a considcralile amount of clerical and

mathematical work involved, but the rail-

way conducting the tests has not shrunk

from this labor and is now in possession

of invaluable and clear-cut information in

the form of data on the subject, and this

has guided the decision. Wc are able

through the courtesy of this railway com-

pany to place before our readers the re-

sults of the tests, which show a decided

superiority of performance for the su-

perheated locomotive over that using

saturated steam.

Tests were made with both engines in

three classes of switching, these classes

being the Hill Job, the Twelfth Street

Job, and the Nine-thirty Transfer. Giving

more specific information, it may be said

the Hill Job consists in taking the in-

coming freight trains and sorting them

out. The classification yard is on a slight

grade which permits of the cars being cut

loose after they are started down the lead

by the engine. The only hea\-y pull on

the job is taking a string of cars from
the incoming track to the head of the

yard.

In the Twelfth Street Job the engine

takes a string of cars from one of the

yards to another of the yards, a distance

of about seven miles, in the morning, and
also brings back a train to the first at

night. During the day the work done is

all about the Twelfth Street yard, which

is light intermittent switching.

The Nine-thirty Transfer, as the name
implies, is transfer work from the own-
ing company's yards to the yards of other

roads. Most of the transfers are heavy,

and this work is more like road work
than it is to switching.

In conducting the tests the tank was
calibrated by weighing off an inch of

water at a time with platform scales, the

tank being leveled up with jacks. The
tanks were fitted up with two reading

boards, at the right back corner and at

the left front corner, to average of the

two readings, giving the actual height of

water in the tank.

The reducing motion for the indicator

was the railway company's standard. The
indicator was attached to the front end

of the left cylinder at the steam chest

peephole by means of a short elbow of

long radius. This brought the indicator

to a perpendicular position and main-

tained it at the same height as the hori-

zontal rod of the reducing motion.

In testing, the engine was sent out on
a regular switching run and the following

items were taken : Recorder reading, coal

used, water used, time (total and stand-

ing), number of times injector was used,

minutes pop-valves were open, strokes of

engine and state of the weather. The
tank was leveled off at the beginning of

a run and at the end of the run. The
weight of coal was taken by the coal dock

scales, and to level the tank, the same
amount was taken as the pounds of coal

used. Water readings were taken by both

measuring boards at a start of a run, also

before and after taking water, during the

day, and at the finish of a run. The total

time of a run was the time from leaving

the coal dock at the beginning of a run

until the return to the coal dock at the

finish of a run. Standing time was the

time when the engine was not actually

engaged in switching, such as waiting for

blocks, bridges, trains, etc. The switch-

ing time, upon which the results are

based, is the difference between the total

time and the standing time.

The number of applications of the in-

jector was noted for each test and an

average of the amount of water lost

through the overflow was found for each

engine by weighing several times. The
total weight of water passing through the

overflow was deducted -from the amount
of water used in order to get the amount
of water evaporated by the engine. The
number of minutes the pops were open

was noted for each test and the dis-

charge per hour by the standard formula,

E = 105 X L X P X D, was calculated.

The pounds of coal equivalent to this dis-

charge were deducted from the total

weight of coal. This corrected weight of

coal is the weight upon which the results

are based. The number of strokes made
on each test was recorded by means of a

Crosby Stroke Counter attached to the

horizontal rod of the reducing motion.

Reducing the strokes made to miles gave

a comparison of the distance traveled on

each test.

In the formula quoted above

E = Discharge in pounds per hour.

L = Vertical lift of valve in inches.

P = Absolute pressure in lbs. per sq. in.

D = Nominal diameter of the valve in

inches.

The factor L is generally assumed to be

0.1 inch, but in view of the fact that the

pop-valves were simmering and not wide
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open for a part of the time set down or

noted as 'pops open," the value of L was

taken of one-half of this figure, or 0.05 ins.

In this case E = 105 X 05 X 3^ X 195

or 3.583 lbs. of steam discharged through

the pops per hour. If they were open 47

minutes, then 47/60 of 3.583, or 2.794 lbs.

of steam would have been lost in that

time.

Below we give the results of tests made

for each class of switching service, i. e.,

the terminal yard, the transfer service and

the hump yard work, and the explanation

of the data sheet is placed close to the

table.

The data sheet shows column 1—the

date of the test ; 2, the engine number

;

3, the run on which engine was tested

;

4, the engineer and fireman; it will be

seen that the same engineer and fireman

handled both engines on any one run

;

5—The time on the road in hours and

minutes, which was time from leaving

coal dock until return to coal dock, 6

—

Standing time in hours and minutes which

was time the engine was not actually en-

gaged in switching, such as waiting for

blocks, bridges, trains, etc. 7—Switching

time, which is, difference between column

5 and column 6. 8—Pounds of water used.

Water readings were taken before and

after taking water. Erom calibration

curve, set down, the pounds of water cor-

responding to those readings were deter-

mined. 9—Total weight of coal used.

10—Recorder reading. The recorder

reading was taken at the start and at the

finish of a run, the diflference shows read-

ing for the day. 11—.\verage length of

cards. Several cards were taken during

each run and the average length of these

cards determined. 12—Strokes of engine

by the stroke counter. 13—Miles traveled

equal circumference of main drivers in

feet times column 12, divided by 5,280.

14—Average speed in miles per hour. Col-

umn 13 divided by column 7. 15—Aver-

age mean effective pressure in lbs. per

sq. in. Column 10 times 15.5, times 140

divided by column 11, divided by column

12. 16—Average R. P. M. equals column

12, divided l)y column 7 times 60. 17—
La

Engine constant equals where L is

33,000

stroke. of engine in ft. a, is area of cylin-

ders in sq. in. 18—Average indicated

horse-power which is column 15 times col-

umn 16 times column 17 times 4. 19

—

Total I, H, P H, equals column 18 times

column 7. 20—Injector, times. 21

—

Pounds of water through overflow equals

injector applications times 11, which was
average amount lost through overflow for

each application. 22—Water evaporated

equals column 8 minus column 21. 23

—

Pounds of water evaporated per pound of

coal equals column 22 divided by column

9. 24—-Minutes pops were open. 25

—

Pounds of steam through pops equals col-

umn 24 divided by 60 times discharge per
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hour from formula E = 105 X L X P +
D. 26— Pounds of coal equivalent to dis-

charge through pops equals column 25

divided by column 23. 27—Corrected

weight of coal equals column 9 minus col-

umn 26. 28—Pounds of water evaporated

per I. H. P. H. equals column 22 divided

by column 19. 29— Pounds of coal per

I. 11. P. II. equals column 27 divided by

column 19. 30 and 31—Average in water

and coal per I. H. P. H. is the average for

the several tests on a given run. 32

—

Per cent saving in water is the difference

between the average value of water per

I. H. P. H. used by engine 4570 and that

for engine 4560 shown in column 30 times

100, divided by value for engine 4570.

33^Pcr cent saving in coal is the differ-

ence between the average value of coal per

I. H. P. H. used by engine 4570 and that

for engine 4560 shown in column 31, times

100, divided by value for engine 4570.

The accuracy of the results is beyond

question, as all the data were taken in a

careful manner and as deliberately as

possible under e.xisting conditions. Cor-

rections were made for the loss of water

through the injector and for the loss of

steam through the pops, which would give

a correct value for the water evaporated

by the engine.

In weighing the coal there was prob-

ably a small error due to the fact that it

was weighed by the coal dock scales.

However, it is believed that this error

would he less than 1 per cent, which would

affect the final results very little.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

Engine 4560, superheater, showed a sav-

ing in coal and water in all three classes

of switching as shown below :

i Percentage of \

saving in saving in

Run. water per coal per

I.H.P.H. *I.H.P.H.

Hill 19.8 16.6

12th St 17.8 17.5

9:30 Transfer 25.8 23.4

•I.H.P.H.—Indicated horsepower-hour.

The saving in the 9:30 Transfer run,

which was the heaviest class of switching

is the most pronounced. However, this

is to be expected as most of the work done

on this run is heavy compared to the light

switching done on the Hill Job and the

12th St. Job.

From the above summary of results the

following conclusions may be drawn

:

First—The superheater shows an appre-

ciable saving on switch engines in all

classes of switching work. Second—The
saving shown in light switching while not

so great as that shown in the transfer

work; is sufficiently large to warrant the

use of superheated engines in that serv-

ice.

From this it appears that the super-

heater engine is the best in any and all

kinds of switching service. The whole in-

vestigation has very satisfactorily demon-

strated the fact that superheating steam

has a dollar and cent value for yard serv-

ice. The superlualcr is acknowledged to

be efficacious as far as road engines are

concerned, and the table given above sets

the matter for switchers above doubt, and

points the way for an economy which

has not hitherto been generally sought,

but which is there, and can be had, by

any railway which desires to appropriate

it to its own use. Superheating is not

only a scientific success, but it is a legiti-

mate and logical economy for present day

equipment and operation.

The reason why the reduction in num-
ber of engines has been effected is that

engines will run longer on water, longer

on fuel and longer between fire cleanings.

They will also move more promptly and

do more efficient work. There is less es-

caping steam in cool or cold weather to

make- condensation from cylinder cocks,

etc., and enginemcn as well as all the men
concerned in yard operation, like the

supcrlieater engines very much better than

tl'.e others.

We have found by tests that a super-

heater engine can do a given amount of

work with less water and coal than the

saturated steam engine. This being true,

the superheater engine will go longer for

coal and water, than the saturated engine,

and thus save the time necessary to take

water or go to the dock for more coal.

This being true, it is apparent, since less

coal is used, the fire does not have to be

cleaned so often, which is another time-

saver for the superheater engine.

It is an accepted fact that a superheated

engine moves more promptly and works
more efficiently than a saturated engine,

and since the engine moves more promptly

or gets under way in a shorter time it will

cut down the time necessary for a given

amount of switching. In other words,

the superheater engine will handle more
tonnage at a high speed and at the same
time, show an appreciable saving in coal

and water.

New Railway in Ecuador.

A new railway is about to be construct-

ed in Ecuador, from the city of Chone to

Quito, passing through Santo Domingo
de los Colorados. This road will connect

Quito with the ports of Manta and Bahia

de Caraquez on the central western coast

of Ecuador, and a part of the import

and export duties collected at these ports

will be used for the construction of the

road. Additional funds are provided by
the assignment of a portion of the taxes

now used for other public purposes, and
the appropriation of certain sums former-

ly destined to other construction. For
the immediate financing of this work the

government of Ecuador will endeavor to

secure loans, to be guaranteed by the

revenues mentioned in detail in the laws

providing for the construction of both

these railroads.

Canadian Snow Plows.

An order was recently placed with a

Nova Scotia company by Canadian rail-

ways for 20 snowplows to be completed

with as little delay as possible. The
specifications differ only in slight degree

from those in previous orders. In the

new plows the large drawbar castings on

the front are extended to enable them to

be coupled together, if necessary, "nose

to nose." The side wings are remodeled

and have curved plates instead of straight

ones. An ice cutter is fitted to the for-

ward truck.

The essential particulars of the new
plows are : Length over all, 32 feet 1 9/16

inches; width over side sills, 8 feet 9%
inches; height, rail on top of cupola,

about 11 feet 3 inches; height, rail to top

of cupola, about 14 feet 10 inches ; width

over wings extended, 16 feet ; extreme

width cupola, 8 feet 9 inches ; extreme

length cupola, 4 feet ll^g inches; truck

center, 18 feet ; wheel base leader truck,

4 feet 2 inches ; wheel base rear truck,

5 feet 3 inches; weight, approximately

60,700 pounds ; draft gear, tandem
springs; couplers, 5 by 7 shank, 8^4

inches end ; air brakes, Westinghouse

K. D. 812; trucks (front end), 30-ton

truck; wheels, cast steel, 28 inches

diameter; journal boxes, tender type;

trucks (rear end), 30-ton standard;

wheels, M. C. B., 33 inches; axles, M. C.

B. standard; brake shoes, steel back;

springs, M. C. B. class; brake beams,

M. C. B.

Railway Equipment for Colombia.

An increase will be made in motive

power and rolling stock on the Colombian

Railway, Ferrocarril de Girardot, connect-

ing the city of Bogota with Girardot.

The management has recommended the

purchase of 12 locomotives, 12 passenger

coaches and 25 freight cars. The rail-

road is of the narrow gauge type, 112

miles in length. There are at present 14

locomotives, and 111 cars of various

kinds in service. Correspondence should

be in Spanish and addressed to Mr.
Daniel J. Reyes, manager of the railway

at Bogota, Colombia.

Railroad Ownership in Great Britain.

In great Britain the railroads are in the

hands of the government. This war
measure has thrown somp light on govern-

ment operation of railroads. During the

recent debate on the national food supply

question in the House of Commons, Mr.
Runciman, speaking for the government,

said of the railroads, that it was im-

possible to get the best use of tonnage out

of any government department. This

frank admission should check the demand
for government ownership and operation,

or it should stimulate someone to devise

a metliod of making government opera-

tion, pay like the Glasgow tramway system.
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Passenger Locomotive for the St. Louis Southwestern
Comparison with Types Formerly Used—Traffic Conditions Influence Design—New

Devices for Economical Operation

The Baldwin Locomotive Works has

recently built, for the St. Louis South-

western Railway, eight ten-wheel loco-

motives which are a direct development

of a design constructed in 1913. These

engines are used in through passenger

service, and it is interesting to compare
their leading dimensions with those of

American (4-4-0) and Atlantic (4-4-2)

type locomotives built for similar service

on this road in 1906 and 1909 respectively.

Such a comparison is as follows :

are in place. Some of the features of

the furnace equipment include a brick

arch supported on two water tubes, a

power-operated fire-door, and a grate

which is divided down the center and is

arranged to use the company's standard

grate bar, which also fits narrow fire-

boxes. The superheater flues, 30 in num-
ber, are electrically welded into the back

tube sheet.

These locomotives are fitted with 14-

in. piston valves, which are driven by

Type
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rewards of honest industry will be theirs,

,ind the New Ve:ir is full of hope.

\Vc desire to jjiecilically wish our

readers, advertisers and our many friends

throughout the country, what may prove

to be a truly happy New Year in more

«ays than one. Railway and Locomo-

tive l-:.sciNEEm.NC will endeavor, by the

introduction of sonic slight changes in the

method of handling railroad news, to

further stimulate tlie interest and sup-

port which it lias lici-n our earnest effort

to deserve.

The Old and the New Year.

It docs not require an array of sta-

tistics to demonstrate the fact that the

year that has just passed has been the

most prosperous in the history of Ameri-

can railroads. Government statistics are

of little value because they are a year and

a half old when they come to see the light,

and they fall very far short of complete-

ness at that. The railroads are the ar-

terial circulation system of the indus-

trial continent, and the quickening is seen

and felt by all who have eyes to see;

with the e.xception of an occasional car

shortage at some of the busiest centers,

the work has been admirably handled.

In spite of increased traffic with its at-

tendant extra hours of service, the list

of accidents among railway men has been

much lessened. The added mechanical

appliances that have come into use with

the present century have been improved

and their service extended during the

year with the result that a degree of

economy in the use of fuel, and the ex-

pense in general repair have been reduced

to a degree hitherto unapproached. Worn-

out locomotives and rolling stock are be-

ing rapidly replaced with more power-

ful engines and heavier cars, and every

city and town and village through which

the railroads pass feels the beneficial in-

fluence of the increased volume of traffic.

Our congratulations are offered to the

men who have met the tide of emer-

gencies. A fuller share of the well-earned

Coal Dust as Fuel.

We wish to call particular attention to

the digest. api>cariiig elsewhere in this

issue, of Mr. MuhUeld's paper on pulver-

ized fuel for locomotives. We have not

quoted it word for word but have endeav-

ored to bring out the salient features of

the whole subject. Mr. Muhlfeld is presi-

dent of the Pulverized Locomotive Fuel

Company, and has given a great deal of

painstaking effort and much careful

thought to the developing of apparatus,

which when applied to a modern locomo-

tive, will burn finely divided coal, and

actually consume what has heretofore

been regarded as commercial refuse, and

not only can it be used with advantage,

but it produces such highly beneficial re-

sults that it competes with, and in some

cases beats the good performance of high

grade fuel as generally fired.

The use in almost any form of a by-

product is one of the surest ways to se-

cure economy and reap a profit. The gas

industry and the derivatives of the treat-

ment of coal-tar products are two very

good examples of the commercial value

obtained from the use of by-products.

The use of waste, which is the tangling of

broken, knotted or catching treads of cot-

ton in the winding of bobbins, has grown

to such proportions, that a cotton mill

would to-day loose much of its produc-

tive value, if it was possible to entirely

eliminate the constantly formed bundles

of what at one time nobody wanted, and

which cost money to remove.

In the mining and handling of coal the

tendency is to break large lumps into small

ones, and the small ones are still further

reduced as the handling process goes on,

and finally the coal, irrespective of its

quality, becomes too finely divided for use

on a grate. In this state it becomes prac-

tically useless for the majority of fur-

naces and the locomotive with its hard

service and its sudden and imperative

calls for steam in large quantities, seemed

to be the most unpromising field for the

use of a by-product with its value practi-

cally unreachable. Notwithstanding all

this, pulverized fuel—the by-product of

the mine and the ceaseless jolt of the coal

car is now a recognized and legitimate

source of steam generating material. The

successful use of a by-product invariably

cuts into the total cost of production by

yielding a revenue which offsets part of

the overhead charges which haunt the

mine, the factory and the store. This is

the strict view taken by the science of

industrial economics, but there is not a

man concerned nor one who even hears of

it, but will feel some sense of satisfaction

at the disposal of what everybody was

willing should go to Davy Jones' Locker.

When all this is done at a profit, it has

almost the uncanny appearance of an tight

wheel switcher beating the speed record

of a "Superior Flyer."

Burning coal dust requires oxygen and

for a moment glancing at the six inch

surface of a one inch cube, and knowing

that the surface exposed to the air can

be almost indefinitely increased as the

cube is broken up, one can get an idea

of what rapid and complete oxidizing

really is in the flame way of a locomotive

in heavy service. If an ordinary track tie

was burned it might take a week to thor-

oughly consume it. If. however, it was

rplit up into sticks it might be burned

ii. a day. Suppose the sticks had been re-

duced to shavings, an hour might see it

completely consumed, and if the shavings

bad been cut into small chips, perhaps

fifteen minutes would suffice for it go up

in smoke.

In all these states, taken in the order

mentioned, the area capable of combining

with oxygen had been progressively m-

;reased and the combustion correspond-

ingly accelerated. The tie, when burned,

gave out a definite amount of heat,

whether it took a week or fifteen min-

utes, but the rapidity of combustion, con-

centrated the whole thing in a few min-

utes in the finely divided state.

Suppose the total heat obtainable to

have been 1500 B. T. U.. little steam

would have been generated by a week's

application of this quantity. The few

minutes required by the chips to deliver

the 1500 B. T. U. produces some result,

but the longer process is like trying to

push a nail into a board with a hammer

instead of concentrating the effect of the

energy in a sharp well-directed blow. The

pulverized fuel used in locomotives can

be burned at any desired rate. It can

be shut off for economy's sake as occa-

fion arises, and can be re-ignited by the

heat of the firebox when the engine is

drifting and the copious and enveloping

flow of oxygen which vigorously attacks

each particle as soon as the fuel is turned

on again, starts combustion. The reason

for the warning concerning dust clouds

becomes apparent on account of the inti-

mate mixture of coal dust and air, which

brings the whole a'mo = t to the explosive

point.

First Aidco i e Injured.

Surely we live - . progressive age

when every work'hiip has its medicine

chest and tables of instructions in re-

gard to first aiO to the injured, and
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selected experts trained like medical

graduates are ready to meet scientifically

the blows of circumstance that come

even to the most careful worker. Why
was this not thought of before? In the

clash of contending arimes there has been

centuries of preparation for the wounded,

yet in the battle of life among dynamic

forces and revolving machinery, and fly-

ing rivets, and roasting temperatures,

there was formerly nothing but a quid

of tobacco for a gaping wound or a piece

of string for a ruptured arterj-. Doubt-

less the workingmen's compensation act

has something to do with this, but under-

neath it all there is a kindlier spirit that

recognizes that after all we are our

brother's keeper. In all the leading rail-

road shops this spirit shows itself in

the admirable equipment, the keen in-

terest of the best and the brightest of

the mechanics who have come to look

upon safety first as a kind of prepared-

ness that involves a part of the necessary

education to get the best results in the

constant battle with the elemental forces

of nature.

The Chemical Treatment of Locomo-
tive Feed Water.

The Dearborn Chemical Company has

been requested by Railway and Locomo-

Ti\-E Engineering to furnish some in-

formation with reference to that com-

pany's theory of the treatment of scale

forming waters, especially from the loco-

motive point of view, in an effort to ex-

plain how it is possible for the Dearborn

treatment to result in scale removal and

scale prevention, through the addition of

less reacting material than is necessary to

cause complete reactions, with the scale-

forming elements in the water, and to

treat the water at an e.xpense rarely to

exceed three cents per thousand gallons

of water evaporated.

The theory underlying the Dearborn

method of treatment depends very largely

upon the reactions that take place under

slightly different conditions in organic

solutions from those of inorganic solu-

tions. Furthermore, it is rarely the Dear-

born Company's intention to completely

treat a water with reactive material but

rather to partially treat it, depending upon
certain cumulative actions which result in

the removal of the excess. For instance,

in a specific case it might be stated that

the basis of the preparation is an extract

extremely rich in tannin, the element

found in tea, sugars (saccharides and
glucosides), and starches. With these

materials are incorporated reactive agents

dependent upon the character of the water

which is treated and the entire mixture

subjected to continued "digestion" until

as far as possible the tannic acid in the

rich extract has united with the soda

salts to form what is known as commer-
cial tannate of soda. The excess soda

reagents present are designed to react

upon lime and magnesia in other forms

than carbonate. The tannins react very

largely upon the carbonate and also upon

the other salts of lime and magnesia, as

the tannate of lime or magnesia is a very

insoluble material and accomplishes the

removal of lime and magnesia ultunately

to a much greater extent than is the case

with strictly inorganic salts such as

caustic soda, soda ash, or tri-sodium

phosphate.

The tannates of lime and also of

magnesia which are both produced as a

result of the reaction, are bulky in gen-

eral appearance and structure and at the

same time are low in molecular weight

and specific gravity for which reason they

do not settle readily in the water unless

it is very quiet, but, on the other hand,

move readily with the currents set up in

the heated water, due to the application

of heat at some particular part of the

boiler. In this form, which is non-

crystalline, the flocculent precipitate has"

a further property of coagulating light,

suspended matter which might be preci-

pitated, thereby resulting in a much
clearer water, which, to a very great ex-

tent, overcomes a more or less foaming
tendency which otherwise would develop

by other methods of treatment for the

removal of the lime and magnesia salts.

The reaction, however, that precipitates

the lime and magnesia as tannate is not

complete, as tannates of lime and mag-
nesia are materials very rarely seen in

the dry state and under the proper tem-

perature conditions the tannates very

gradually change in the boiler to amor-
phous carbonate of lime or carbonate of

magnesia. The reliberation, into the

water, of the tannate radicle allows it to

combine either with the alkaline salts of

lime and magnesia, or with the free

alkalis, such as carbonate of soda (in

case such alkalis are presentl. This re-

sults in a still further reduction in the

lime and magnesia and makes it possible

to have one pound of reactive material

ultimately precipitate five to ten times as

much scale-forming material, as its or-

dinary reaction would lead one to believe.

Small amounts of the tannates of lime

and magnesia remain in the sludge in an

undecomposed form but 80 to 90 per cent

decompose readily. The resulting product

is, as a rule, carbonate of lime, but

never, in the presence of vegetable mat-

ter, in a crystalline form. It is a fairly

well known fact that if an amorphous
precipitate can be produced, and if the

precipitate can be retained indefinitely in

the amorphous condition, that it is prac-

tically impossiiilc to incorporate such a

precipitate in scale-formation. It stays

rather in the form of mud and has no
great power to solidify or pack together.

It is also a fairly well known fact that

lime and magnesia precipitated in an or-

ganic medium go from solution in the

amorphous rather than in the crystalline

form as even a small amount of vegetable

matter will prevent the formation of a
pure crystal. The medium, or more defi-

nitely, the tannins and the other vege-

table materials which are present, cause

a gradually concentrating organic me-
dium to be established, in which the lime
and magnesia, as above stated, are first

precipitated as tannate and gradually con-

verted into carbonate but are prevented
from passing further into a final crystal-

line state owing to this characteristic.

The presence of the vegetable matter
guards against the crystalline deposition

of the lime and magnesia salts.

Furthermore, the presence of sugars
which are always present in a very crude
form as glucosides and saccharides re-

sults iji a very material change in solu-

bihty. There is a method for the separa-

tion of lime from magnesia based upon
the solubility for these salts in a sugar
solution and this property of dissolving

lime and magnesia in sugar syrups of

various strengths is something that has
been known for a long time. The
product is not so much a solubility prod-
uct as it is a so-called addition product
of which the so-called saccharate of lime,

for instance, is the soluble product. By
reason of the presence of this medium
the reactions are carried much further,

apparently, than they would be if tannate
of soda was the only reactive material
in the preparation. As the precipitated

material increased due to the large

amount of incrustants thrown down, the

vegetable material in the water had grad-
ually increased, due to frequent additions
in each succeeding treatment with new
water, the proper balance is always main-
tained and with a proper system of blow-
ing out to remove the amorphous sludge,

from time to time, conditions can be
kept under perfect control.

Summing up the problem then, the

Dearborn Company bases its theory of
treatment first on a partial treatment with
the original introduction of a compound;
a continued removal of incrustants due
to possible catalytic action,* during which
the compound is left practically un-
changed, owing to the continual return-
ing to the solution of the tannate radicle

which is the more important one, from
the standpoint of reaction ; retaining at

all times an organic medium so that the
carbonates of lime and magnesia may
never be allowed to hecimc crystalline;

and in the production of certain condi-

tions of solubility which ultimately take
care of the last traces which cannot be
removed by the action of tannate alone.

The coagulating action of the precipitate

itself assists in keeping the water clear

and prevents the development of the

foaming troubles which so frequently

occur owing to the chemical treatment
of waters for locomotive boilers.

•Cnlalylic action is an intermediate 'i.itc in
which a compound is formed, and that by the
alternate composition and decomposition of the
compound the original agent is left practically
unchanged.
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Air Brake Department
The Universal Valve of" the U. C. Brake Ecjuipmeiit

The tj'pe of universal control valve for

passenger car service shown here is the

one adopted as a standard by the Penn-

sylvania Railroad and is being operated

in what is known as direct release, that

is, the graduated release feature is tem-

porarily cut out or is not being used.

A blanking flange is shown on the pipe

bracket and is at this time substituted for

the electric portion, the electric portion

being used only on the cars of certain

trains at this time, so that the valve as

shown in the present form is the iden-

tical type now in use on hundreds of the

passenger cars of this railroad. These

valves are mixed indiscriminately in

trains and improve the brake operation

wherever they are mixed with triple

valve equipments.

we have been alilc to obtain permission to

illustrate the operation of the universal

valve. One of the reasons for this is

that there arc certain men in Railroad

service who are laboring under the im-

pression that a new type of brake equip-

ment is manufacturid only for selling

purposes. Certainly the manufacture of

brake apparatus is a business proposition,

and while we have no figures with which

to back up any statements, it is safe to

say that it would startle the average rail-

road man to know just what an enor-

mous sum of mcini.y that has been spent

in the development of this brake, enough

at least to have made it a hopeless effort

for any individual to develop and place

it on the market.

The Engineers of the Westinghouse

brake equipment, the stop distance might

be cut down to about 1100 feet from a 60

mile per hour speed without using any

electric current whatever.

After the pneumatic features of a
brake are fully utilized, the use of elec-

tric current may become necessary to

provide certain features that are not only

desirable but in some instances absolutely

necessary, a? an example the Interbor-

ough Rapid Transit Company finds it an

absolute necessity, for in order to trans-

port about 1,500,000 passengers per day,

it is necessary to run 10 car multiple unit

trains about 90 seconds apart and in or-

der to do this, the highest type of pneu-

matic brake was found to be inetiicient

and the only brake that could be made
to meet the traffic conditions was the

29 33 30 at 34 39 38

SECTIONAL VIEW OF .\CTU.\L CON.STRUCTION' OF UNIVERS.\L V.\LVF.,

One of the cuts shown is a diagram-

matic view of the universal valve in re-

lease and charging position, the cut

showing a sectional view is of actual

construction and is the first cut of this

kind that we have been able to secure

and we take pleasure in giving our read-

ers a view of the actual construction of

this valve which in a few years will no
doubt be the standard air brake operat-

ing valve for passenger cars.

Before going into this matter in de-

tail it may be well to state that the brake

equipment is not being advertised to any
great extent and it is only recently that

Air Brake Company have repeatedly

stated and insist that an electrically oper-

ated air brake cannot become a necessity

until after all of the features of the

present types of air brakes have been
fully utilized and found inadequate. As
an example, under certain conditions the

high speed brake may be stopping trains

from 60 mile per hour speeds on level

track in say 1800 feet distance and oper-

ating the same brake with electric cur-

rent might result in cutting off 200 feet

distance from the stop or bring it to 1600

feet, while applying an efficient founda-
tion brake gear and a modern type of

electro-pneumatic. This particular traf-

fic condition has become such in the past

few years that even something more than

an electrically operated brake was nec-

essary and the Air Brake Company de-

signed an empty and load passenger car*

brake for use in the subways, which is

now in use.

On certain railroads the rapid develop-

ments in recent years in weights of car-

speeds, traffic, equipment and require-

ments has imposed conditions which pre-

vious tjTjes of brakes were inadequate to

meet in a satisfactory manner, and as the

Pennsylvania Railroad demanded certain
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improvements over the operation mani-

fested by triple valve equipments, it be-

came evident that the ordinary functions

of the triple valve must be supplemented.

Certain of these novel functions might be

considered desirable for a certain condi-

tion of service and undesirable for other

conditions, therefore provision was made

for the building up of parts containing

all of the improved features, or whereby

functions that are not required may be

omitted or again added when conditions

warrant it, and because of this the uni-

versal valve is provided, the term uni-

versal being adopted because of the facil-

ity provided for adapting the equipment.

later. The equalizing portion is bolted

to one side of the bracket, and the

eraergencj' portion on the other. The

equalizing portion is in one body com-

plete and governs the service operation

of the brake. On the other side of the

bracket the emergency portion is in two

separate section bolted together, one be-

ing the quick-action portion, the other the

high-pressure cap. As has been explained

the electric portion will be bolted at the

point on the bracket that the blanking

flange is now located.

Opposite the blanking flange, the pipe

connections to the brake pipe, brake cyl-

inder, and reservoirs are made, so that

per one of these one inch tap holes is for

the pipe connection to the service reser-

voir, the next one, or the one in the mid-

dle of the bracket is for the small emerg-

ency reservoir connection, the next one is

for the brake cylinder pipe connection

and the lower one is the brake pipe con-

nection.

It has been stated that there but one

size of universal valve for all sizes of

brake cylinders and that the flow of air

for charging the reservoirs was primarily

the same as all auxiliary reservoir vol-

umes were the same regardless as to the

size of the brake cylinder, however the

flow of air to and from the brake cylin-

AU^lLlABY BRAKE LARGE EMERGENCY SERVICE

RESERVOIR- RPE \ RESERVOIR RESERVOIR

BRAKE SMALL EMERGENCY

CYLINDER / RESERVOIR

I9RAKE CYLINDER-

EXHAUST

UNIVERSAL V.XLVE IN RIlI.r.ASE AND CHARGING POSITION.

by a proper combinations of mechanism,

to all conditions of passenger service.

We mention the foregoing so that our

readers will understand that this type of

brake was designed and manufactured to

meet a condition on the Pennsylvania

Railroad, and similar condition may or

may not develop on other roads, but in

the majority of cases certain ones are

present even if not recognized.

In last month's issue the objects of the

reservoirs used was explained and now
the bracket which is a fixture on the car,

contains two chambers, the quick action

chamber and the quick action closing

chamber their duties will be explained

any part of the universal valve may be

removed without disturbing any pipe

joints.

It will be noted that there are 8 pipe

connections or pipe taps used in the

bracket, 5 one inch, 2 one-half inch and

one }i inch, the latter leading to the aux-

iliary reservoir. The upper one of the

one-half inch taps is for the pipe connec-

tion to the large emergency reservoir and

the lower one is the brake cylinder ex-

haust port. One of the one inch tap

holes is always plugged with the single

brake cylinder per car and it is only used

with two cylinder equipments, leading to

the emergency briikc cylinder. The up-

ders is controlled by chokes in the pas-

sages in the bracket which is a fixture

on the car and the sizes of the brass

choke fittings correspond with the size of

the brake cylinder. For 14, 16 and 18

inch brake cylinders the sizes of the open-

ing throufth the choked fittings are 3/16,

15/64 and ,'4 inches, respectively, for the

service port chokes and the exhaust port

chokes or the ones through brake cylin-

der pressure escaped to the atmosphere

during a release of brakes are 17/64 inch-

es for the 14 and 16 inch brake cylinders

and there is no choke used with the 18

inch cylinder, the maximum size of cylin-

der ami llic exhaust port is wide open.
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Before it will be possible for anyone to

learn the operation of the universal valve

it is necessary to learn the names of the

principal parts of the valve, these parts

are numbered on the sectional view and

the names of the principal parts or of

these that will be mentioned in the de-

scription are

:

3. Equalizing slide valve.

4. ii(|ualizing piston.

7. Equalizing graduating valve.

12. Service port check valve.

12. Emergency reservoir check valve.

12. Service reservoir check valve.

16. Release piston.

19. Release slide valve.

21. Release piston spring.

30. Graduated release piston.

face pipe bracket, designated as type C,

to which arc bulled the quick action and

equalizing portimis, the third face being

covered by the blanking flange. The

bracket is bolted to the underframing of

the car, all pipe connections being made
to it so that no pipe connections need be

disturbed in the removal or replacement

of any one of the operating portions of

the Universal \'alve. This bracket con-

tains two chambers, the quick-action

chamber and the quick-action closing

chamber.

(2) Till- luiuiiliciiig Portion, which

controls (either directly or indirectly

through the medium of the other por-

tions of the universal valve) the desired

charging of the reservoirs, the applica-

to atmosphere. (2) I'rom the auxiliary

reservoir through the equalizing and re-

lea.sc slide valves to atmosphere. (3)

From the end chambers of the release

piston through the equalizing slide valve

to atmosphere. (4) From the auxiliary

reservoir through the equalizing slide

valve to the brake cylinder. The equal-

izing slide valve which controls the flow

of air ( 1 ) From the auxiliary reservoir

through the equalizing graduating valve

and release slide valve to atmosphere.

(2) From the end chambers of the release

piston through the equalizing graduating

valve to atmosphere. (3) From the auxil-

iary reservoir by the equalizing graduat-

ing valve to the brake cylinder. The equal-

lizing stop and spring which forces the

E.ND VltWS OF UN"IV1:KS.\I. valve showing RP.I.E.VSr. PISTON AND SLIDE VALVE, PROTECTION AND INTERCEPTING
VALVES.

32. Graduated release piston spring.

34. Charging valve.

76. Emergency piston.

7S. Emergency slide valve.

80. Emergency graduating valve.

85. Quick action valve.

88. Quick action piston.

90. Quick action valve spring.

99. Quick action chamber charging port

check valve.

HI. Protection valve.

115. Protection valve spring.

117. Intercepting valve.

121. Intercepting valve spring.

123. High pressure valve.

128. High pressure valve spring.

134. Emergency piston stop.

135. Emergency piston stop spring.

141. Cut ofif valve.

146. Cut off valve spring.

149. Safety valve.

The U-12 universal valve consists of

the following portions: (1) A three-

tions of the brakes, whether in service or

emergency, and the release of the brakes.

(3) The Quick--. Ictioii Portion, which

includes the various parts controlling the

quick action and high pressure functions.

These different portions contain parts

which are as follows:

1. The fific bracket contains the quick

action and quick action closing chambers

which supply pressure to control the

emergency piston and open the quick ac-

tion exhause in emergency applications.

The quick action closing chamber also

supplies the pressure to keep the quick

action e.xhaust open.

2. The cqtialicint; portion contains the

equalizing piston which moves the equal-

izing graduating and slide valves when
the brake pipe pressure is varied. The
equalizing graduating valve which con-

trols the flow of air (1) From the auxili-

ary reservoir to the resistance-increasing

cavity through the equalizing slide valve

equalizing piston slightly away from the

cylinder cap gasket following a service

application and thereby causes the gradu-

ating valve to lap. Without the stop and

spring, the seating of the equalizing pis-

ton against the gasket, especially when
soft and flexible, might result in exposing

a considerably larger piston area to the

action of brake pipe pressure when the

piston moves back to lap position than is

exposed to brake pipe pressure when the

movement away from application position

first commenced in response to the slight

differential betw-een brake pipe and auxil-

iary reservoir pressure that must be ob-

tained in order to cause the piston to

move to lap position. The consequence

of this is that the differential is suddenly

allowed to act on the full area of the

equalizing piston, which may be enough

greater (depending upon the amount of

contact between the piston and gasket)

to result in the total pressure on the pis-
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ton being slightly more than the resist-

ance of the piston and slide valve, in

which case the parts might move back to

release position. In other words, this

stop and spring are for the same purpose

as has always been that of the graduating

stop and spring. The service port check

valve which prevents the flow of high

pressure air from the brake cylinder to

the equalizing piston chamber (auxiliary

reservoir) during an emergency applica-

tion. The emergency reservoir charging

check valve which prevents the flow of

air from the emerency reservoir to the

brake pipe or the equalizing piston cham-

ber during a service or emergency, ap-

plication. The service reservoir check

valve which prevents the flow of air

from the auxiliary reservoir to the serv-

ice reservoir. The graduated release pis-

ton which holds the equalizing slide valve

in graduated release position when mak-
ing a graduated release with the cap set

for graduated release. The charging valve

which provides for the recharging of the

service reservoir without drawing any air

from the brake pipe until all the brakes

have been released. The release piston

which is a differential piston which causes

movement of the release slide valve.

The release slide valve which controls

the flow of air (1) From the large

emergency reservoir through the charging

valve to the service reservoir. (2) From
the large emergency reservoir to the auxil-

iary reservoir (only with graduated re-

lease cap in graduated release position).

(3) From the large emergency reservoir

to the back of the high pressure valve.

(4) From the back of the high pressure

valve through the emergency shde valve

to atmosphere. (5) From the auxiliary

reservoir through the equalizing gradu-

ating and slide valves to atmosphere. (6)

From the brake cylinder to atmosphere.

3. The quick action portion contains

the quick action chamber charging check

valve which prevents the flow of quick

action chamber and quick action closing

chamber air to tlic brake i)ipe during a

service application. The emergency pis-

ton which removes the emergency gradu-

ating and slide valves when the brake

pipe pressure is reduced at the proper

rate. The emergency graduating valve

which controls the flow of quick action

and quick action closing cham1)cr air

through the emergency slide valve to at-

mosphere during service applications and
controls the flow of air from these two
chambers to the quick action piston in

emergency. The emergency slide valve

which controls the flow of air (1) From
the back of the high pressure valve

through the release slide valve to atmos-
phere. (2) From the quick action cham-
ber to the quick action closing chamber.

C3) From the quick action, chamber to

the quick action piston. (4) From the

quick action closing chamber to the quick

action pi.ston. (5) From the quick action

chamber through the emergency gradu-

ating valve to atmosphere. (.6) From
the top of high pressure valve and bottom

of cut-off valve to atmosphere. (7) From
the brake cylinder to the quick action

chamber. The quick action valve and

piston which vents brake pipe air to at-

mosphere during an emergency applica-

tion.

4. The high pressure cap contains the

protection valve which vents brake pipe

to atmosphere, causing an emergency ap-

plication when the brake pipe pressure

has fallen to approximately 35 lbs. The
emergency piston stop which increases

the differential required to move the

emergency piston from service to emerg-
ency position. The intercepting valve

which, during an emergency application,

causes the service reservoir to equalize

with the brake cylinder and then cuts off

the service reservoir and permits the

small emergency reservoir air to equalize

with the brake cylinder. The high pres-

sure valve which separates the small

emergency reservoir from the brake cyl-

inder except in an emergency application.

The safety valve which limits the service

brake cylinder pressure. The cut-off valve

which cuts off the safety valve from the

brake cylinder during an emergency ap-

plication. The emergency check valve

prevents the sudden admission of air

from the brake pipe to the emergency
piston chamber but permits unrestricted

flow of air from this chamber during
emergency applications.

Blackening Brass Work.
The brass, which should be clean and

free from grease, is simply dipped in a

boiling solution of water 1 gallon, sugar
of lead 8 ounces, hyposulphite of soda 8
ounces. The work is allowed to remain
in the boiling solution until it turns first

blue and then black, which will take about
two minutes. The work should then be
removed and well washed in hot water
and dried. The deposit consists of sul-

phide of lead, and can be given a high
lustre by being polished with a dry brush
or a soft leather. An excellent lacquer
is the ordinary French polish as sold at

any oil shop. .\ thin coating should I)c

put on when cold and then gently warmed,
until the shellac melts and appears bright.

The lacquer should be kept in a well-

corked bottle whi-n not being used, and
applied with a good soft camel-hair brush.

Promoting Economy.

A consideralilo number r>f railway
employes bclitve that the company for

which they work has unlimited weallli,

and they flo not seem to realize that if

the Cinancial resources are large the ex-
penditures arc such as to leave only a
small margin of iirofit. They feel justi-

fied in getting all they can out of the
company and occasionally waste their

time or throw into the scrap pile a tool

that could be repaired at a slight cost.

There is a wide opportunity for econ-

omy in bringing railway men generally

and shop men particularly to realize

that time and material which thej' can
save have a direct and considerable

bearing on the condition of the com-
pany's treasury. Probably the place for

the most earnest efforts is in the ap-

prentice school. Lessons early learned
are more apt to be kept in mind, and
a thorough process of education and
enlightenment will result in an increase

toward econoniv.

Changes in the American Locomotive
Company.

The voluntary resignation of Mr. W.
H. Marshall, president of the American
Locomotive Company, and that of Mr.

James McXaughton, vice-president in

charge of the purchasing department,

came as a surprise to the railroad world.

The directors of the American Locomo-
tive Company have elected Mr. Andrew
Fletcher president, to succeed Mr. Will-

iam H. Marshall. Mr. Fletcher has been
a director and a member of the execu-

tive committee for several years. A suc-

cessor to Mr. J. McXaughton, the vice-

president, whose resignation was also ac-

cepted by the board, to take effect in

February next, has not been selected.

Mr. Fletcher is president of the W. &
A. Fletcher Company, manufacturers of

marine engines, with a plant in Hoboken.
The corporation is one of the oldest con-

cerns of the kind in the country. He is

a director of the William Cramp & Sons
Ship and Engine Building Company, presi-

dent of the Consolidated Iron Works and
the North River Derrick Company, and
besides being a director of these com-
panies also, he is a director of the Hobo-
ken Trust Company and the b'irst Xa-
tional Bank of Moboken.

Improvements on the Illinois Central.

Considerable improvements are being

made in the Illinois Central at Louisville,

Ky. The work includes a 17-state round-
house with an 8S-ft. turntable, to cost

$S6,(X)0; a machine shop of brick and steel

with tile roof, $20,000: a two-story lava-

tory building for enginemen and shop-

men, $10,000; a one-story building of simi-

lar construction and purposes for car re-

pairmen, $3,500; a paint shop and office

for car repair foremen, $3,500; sanding
facilities, including a sand drying house, a

wet sand bin of nine carloads capacity and
a dry sand bin of one carload capacity.

$4,000, and a station and yard oftice

building costing approximately $6,000.

In running a line of pipe in new work
it is a wise thing to cut in a tee now and
then and plug the outlet instead of using

a coupling, as very likely a branch line

will be wanted sooner or later. The ex-

tra expense is not great.
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Electrical Department
Beginning a New Series of Articles—Explanation of Terms Used—The Production

of Electricity—Conductors—Varied Resistance of Metals

Willi tlie opening of 1917 it is our

purpose to conduct the Electrical De-

partment on somewhat more extensive

lines than formerly. We intend to be-

gin with the explanation of a few fun-

damentals and pursue our investigations

step by step with a view of the needs

of our railway readers and men to

whom the information we propose to

give will be specially valuable. We will

deal with the machinery used in the

generation of electricity and in the loco-

motives used on the various railways in

the country. We intend to go into the

various methods of applying electrical

force—direct and alternating current

—

phase cycle and other terms will be ex-

plained and concrete examples made
plain by reference to existing install-

ations. The department will, as in the

past, be conducted by our associate

editor, Mr. A. J. Manson, of the West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing

Company.

We are all more or less familiar with

electricity. We know it rather by what

it does than what it actually is. We
see every day to what various uses it

is being applied, and we have a general

conception of the electrical units such

as the volt, the ampere and the watt.

The use of these words is so common
that we frequently use them, and other

electrical terms, without understanding

fully what they actually mean and what

they stand for. The purpose of this

article is to explain the meaning of

some of the various electrical terms,

and to show what relation exists be-

tween them.

Electricity is the name which has

been given to this invisible agent which

produces certain effects. Although

many of the effects produced by elec-

tricity are now welt understood, still

little is known of the precise nature

of electricity itself. It is not matter,

nor is it energy alone; yet it can be

combined with matter, and energ^y can

be expended to create and move it.

Its greatest importance is due to the

fact that the energy spent in generating

electricity in one part of a system can

be transformed into heat or light, or

work at some other part of the system,

and this transfer of energy may take

place at great distances. Apparently
electricity is indistrucible.

When wc speak of electricity we usu-

ally think of it as connected with lights,

or with power, as with something which

is flowing through conducting wires.

There arc, however, several kinds of

electricity. We have what is known
as statical electricity and also magnet-

ism—these two forms of electrical phe-

nomena being known long before the

current electricity.

Static electricity is produced by fric-

tion and remains upon the surface of

bodies. If one takes a glass rod and

rubs it with a piece of silk or flannel it

will be found to have acquired a prop-

erty which it did not previously pos-

sess, namely, the power of attracting

to itself pieces of paper, light bodies,

dust, etc. The glass is said to be

charged with static electricity. The
same condition exists if a stick of

sealing wax is rubbed with flannel or

woolen cloth or with fur. The quantity

of electricity produced by friction is

spoken of as a charge and a body when
electrified is said to be charged. When
the electricity is removed it is said to

be discharged.

We know that certain materials are

better suited for the passage of electric

currents than others. To those bodies

which readil}- allow electricity to flow

through them or rather over their

surfaces the term "conductors" is

given. To those bodies which do not

conduct electricity the term "insulators"

is given. .Ml of the metals are "con-

ductors"—some are better than others.

The human body is a conductor and so

also is water. On the other hand, oil,

glass, silk, shellac, mica, rubber, por-

celain, micarta, etc., are "insulators."

These substances are therefore used for

supporting electrical apparatus and
wires which carry electricity.

The ancients gave the name "magnet"

to certain hard black stones, which pos-

sessed the property of attracting small

pieces of iron. These stones were nat-

ural magnets or loadstones. It was
later found that artificial magnets could

be made from these natural ones. If a

piece of iron was rubbed with one of

these loadstones, it would acquire the

same characteristics as the stone itself,

and would attract small pieces of iron,

and if hung on a thread, it would point

north and south. It was found that

there were two opposite kinds of mag-
netic poles; one was called the "North
Pole" and the other the "South Pole."

Between these two poles, it was dis-

covered, there existed invisible "lines

of force" forming what is known ^s a

magnetic "field." Later experiments

proved that the magnet and magnetic

"lield" could be produced by winding

a coil of wire around an iron center and
passing electricity through the wire.

This is the method used to produce the

"field" in the electric generators and
motors of today.

We have mentioned above certain

materials which are conductors of elec-

tricity and others which are non-con-

ductors or insulators. The static elec-

tricity on a body will be conducted
away if the body is touched by a con-

ductor. If by any arrangement elec-

tricity could be supplied to the body
as fast as it flowed away, a continuous

current would be produced; that is, if

the ends of the conductor were kept at

diflFerent electric pressures or voltages.

In like manner a current of heat will

flow through a metal rod if the ends

are kept at different temperatures, the

flow being always from the higher tem-

perature to the lower. Electricity flow-

ing in a wire is analogous to water flow-

ing in a pipe. In water pipes a differ-

ence of level produces a pressure, and
the pressure produces a flow as soon

as the faucet is turned. So it is with

electricity—a difference of potential pro-

duces electric motive-force or voltage

and the voltage sets up a current as

soon as the circuit is closed. In the

pipe we have a certain number of units

—let us say, cubic inches—\vhich are

flowing at a certain rate per minute,

and these units are at a certain pressure

in pounds per square inch. In the wire

carrying electricity, there is the unit of

electricity, the ampere; the unit of quan-
tity, the coulomb; and the unit of pres-

sure, the volt. Increasing the pressure

in the pipe increases the flow of water,

so also increasing the voltage increases

the current or amperes. The amount of

water flowing depends also on the size

of the pipe. With a small pipe (offer-

ing high resistance) the amount of wa-
ter will be much less than with a larger

pipe of lower resistance. With elec-

tricity, the amount passing through

depends on the voltage and on the re-

sistance of the conductor. With a con-

stant pressure the quantity of electricity

will be directly proportional to the re-

sistance. The unit of resistance is des-

ignated as the ohm.

The ampere is the unit of electric

current and. as we have seen, is anal-

ogous to the wafer flowing through the

pipe. The unit of current or the am-
pere is defined in terms of the amount
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of silver which is deposited when elec-

tricity is passed through a nitrate of

silver solution. To be exact, it is the

atnount of current which will deposit

silver at the rate of 0.001118 of a gram
per second,, when flowing through a

solution made up of 15 parts by weight
of a neutral solution of silver nitrate

and 85 parts of water. We may fur-

ther explain that electricity is closely

related with chemistry and can be gen-
erated by means of chemical action.

Take, for instance, the so-called voltaic

pile and the various cells. The voltaic

pile is made by placing a pair of disks

—

one of zinc and one of copper—in con-
tact with one another, then laying on
the copper disk a piece of flannel or
blotting paper moistened with brine,

then placing a similar pair of disks, and
so on through the series, each pair of

disks in the pile being separated by a

moist conductor.

Battery cells are made by placing

two metals in a weak acid solution.

For instance, zinc and copper in a solu-

tion of sulphuric acid, or zinc and car-

bon in a solution of salammoniac.

It is also possible to bring out chem-
ical action by the passage of current

through certain solutions. When elec-

tricity is passed through a solution of

sulphate of copper or "blue vitroil," as

it is usually called, the solution is split

up. Metallic copper is picked up and
carried forward by the current and de-

posited on one of the terminals in the

solution. The amount of copper de-

posited is proportional to the amount
of current passing through. One of

the early forms of electric meters for

house circuit was of this kind. The
current taken by the lights in passing
through the solution would deposit cop-
per. The amount of this deposit in

ounces was determined by weighing the

terminal every month. From the in-

crease in weight the amount of current
was known and the consumer was billed

accordingly. The same chemical action
takes place when current is passed
through the silver nitrate solution.

The quantity of electricity that passes

through a circuit is comparable to the

quantity of water in the pipe, and equals

the product of the rate of flow and
the time. The quantity of electricity

conveyed by one ampere in one sec-

ond is called one ampere-second, or one
coulomb; that is, Q = C X t, where
Q is coulombs, C is current in amperes,
and t is time in seconds. If five am-
peres is flowing then, after 45 seconds,

5 X 45 =: 225 coulombs of electricity

have passed.

The ohm is the unit of resistance.

All substances offer some resistance to

the passage of electricity through them.
The value depends on the substance
itself, on its length and on its cross

section. The analogy between electric-

ity and the water in a pipe will help

us again. The amount of water which
flows under a constant pressure depends
on the resistance it meets with. If the

pipe is small, long and full of bends,
the water will run slowly through,

whereas if it is straight and of short
length the resistance to the flow will

be less. If the metal wire is very small
and of considerable length, only a very

feeble current may flow even when con-
siderable voltage or pressure has been
applied. Different metals have difi'er-

ent resistances. Copper is of very low
resistance, while iron is of relatively

high resistance. The resistance of all

metals increases with an increase in

temperature, while carbon and electro-

lytic solutions decrease with increased
temperature.

The ohm is defined in terms of the
resistance of a column of mercury. To
be exact, one ohm is the resistance of
a uniform column of mercury 106.3

centimeters long and 14.4521 grammes
in mass at 0° C. A conductor has a

resistance of one ohm when the pres-
sure required to send one ampere
through it is one volt. This brings us
up to the definition of the volt.

The ampere, the ohm and the volt

bear a certain relation to one another.

The volt is the pressure which will

drive one ampere through a resistance

of one ohm. There is, however, a
standard which determines the value

of the volt directly—namely, the Clark

Standard Cell at 15 degs. Cent. The
voltage of this cell is 1.434 volts.

As the power obtained from the wa-
ter in the pipe is equal to the product
of the amount and the pressure, so with
electricity the power is equal to the

volts multiplied by the amperes. This
power we call by the name watts. One
ampere at one volt equals one watt.
For instance, if we have 100 amperes
at 10 volts, the power will be 10 X 100

= 1,000 watts or one kilowatt. (Kilo
is a Greek word, and means one thou-
sand.) There would still be the same
power if 10 amperes at lOO volts were
flowing, as the product is 1,000. If this

current was flowing for, say, three
hours the energy consumed would be
three kilowatt hours.

Successful Hardening.

Uniform heating is essential for suc-

cessful hardening; care should be exer-

cised in the time allowed to bring the

object to the right temperature, and every

effort should be m.ide to heat all parts

of the object at the same rate. If the

heating is unequal, stresses will be set

up that may ultimately cause failure. In

the case of large objects the heating of

the interior lags behind that of the out-

side; when the outside of the object has

attained the desired temperature it should

not be allowed to exceed this point. The

final approach to the hardening heat
should be done slowly, so that the inte-

rior may reach the desired point with-
out carrying the outside beyond that

point. Until the object is uniformly heat-
ed throughout it will appear darker to-

wards the center, as the heating pro-
ceeds the dark shadow gradually disap-
pears, and when the object is uniformly
heated throughout, the surface assumes
an almost pellucid appearance.

Railroad Difficulties.

Transportation may be called a com-
modity, but it is not merchandise. What
a railroad sells is a capacity to effect

transportation; and what the public buys
is the use of that capacity and not the
means itself. All the money a railroad

spends, whether for labor, capital, mate-
rials, intelligence, or terminal structures,

is directly or indirectly for the purpose
of producing train miles. All the money
a railroad takes in is for passenger and
ton miles. A railroad does not sell its

trains; it sells only their capacity. What
it gets from the passengers and tons oc-
cupying that capacity is out of its control
entirely. Rates are made by state laws
or by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion. Unable to control its income, the
railroad has all the greater reason to
look at the cost of its train miles, that is,

to the control of its outgo. If it should
lose control of its outgo, having already
lost control of its income, it would ob-
viously be in a parlous condition. But
exactly that is taking place.

Westinghouse Air Brake and Union
Switch Companies to Consolidate.

It is reported that at separate meetings

of the directors of the Westinghouse Air
Brake Company and the Union Switch

and Signal Companies each board unani-

mously voted to consolidate these two
important Westinghouse interests. It has

not been decided when the stockholders

will be called upon to act on the consoli-

dation.

New ZccJand Railways.

According to the railways statement

made to parliament by the minister of

railways there were on March 31, 1916,

2,970 miles of railway in New Zealand,

against 2.955 miles at the end of the fiscal

year ended with March 31, 1915.

American Locomotives in China.

The setting up of 400 locomotives of

American make in the shops of the

Chinese Eastern Railway at Harbin for

the Russian Government served as a
good advertisement for American ma-
chinery and led to inquiries and to the

placing of many small orders that must
have escaped the statistician. This sort

of trade grows silently but efl'ectively,

and it produces large results if cultivated.
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The Baker Locomotive Valve Gear
Two Separate Motions Combined—()l)jects of the Baker Design—Result of Test

Made on the M. K. & T.

Tln^ \.iiM m.u IS what is called an out-

side gear, and it is really compounded of

two motions derived from different

sources. In other words, the crank

affixed to the main crank pin gives the

principal motion to the valve, while that

derived from the crosshead and combi-

nation lever moves the valve to a distance

equal to the lead plus the lap.

Our main consideration, however, is not

REACH ROD

The movement i^f the valve is the re-

sult of, or rather the compounding of two

separate and independent motions, eacli

with its own function to perform and

united only in their total result. The mo-

tion may, in a sense, be said to be the

algebraic sum of two motions which es-

sentially have notliing to do with one

another.

The lead and the lap distance is pro-

ate and distinct, but when combnicd, as

they are in the Baker valve gear, they

^ivc highly satisfactory results.

The maintenance of the valve gear is

rendered economical by reason of the

large pins which can be used and these

are possible because the levers and other

parts have been reduced to a minimum
of weight. The large pins have the effect

of reducing the rapidity of the inevitable

ECCENTRIC ROD
SECTION AT REVERSE YOKE

UNION LINK

ESSE.NTI.vr. IWRTS OF THE P.AKER VALVE GE.AR VOR LOCOMOTIVES.

so much with tlie construction and oper-

ation of the gear, as with the funda-

mentals of the design and what it is in-

tended to accomplish, and why it has a

place among the locomotive valve gears

at the present time. That it is a formid-

able rival of other valve gears is conceded

by those interested in such matters.

The primary object of this valve gear

is to provide a constant lead opening, to

provide a full and rapid uncovering of

the steam port at a time when a generous

supply of steam is required—a supply that

shall follow the retreating piston with a

pressure undiminished by any of the

"wire drawing" effects of restriced or ob-

structed passages, and to close the port

opening promptly and effectively at the

desired moment. Having done this, the

whole gear, as a valve mechanism, has

performed its function and has done all

that is expected of it.

There are certain incidental advantages

which go with the gear, and there are

certain highly valuable by-products which

are necessarily present with this gear, but

the primary object of the valve-moving

mechanism is to effect an efficient and

clean-cut steam distribution.

duced by the motion of the locomotive

cross-head back and forth, reduced by

the motion of the combination lever which

pivots on a point above the valve stem

for inside admission, and below for out-

side admission, and placed at a particular

distance from the valve stem cross-head.

This distance is arranged so as to always

give a motion equal to the lap, plus the

lead, and this state of affairs is not al-

tered by the fact that the pivot moves
backward and forward, as actuated by the

motion of the lower end of the bell-

crank, which moves by connection with

the main crank pin. The union link,

combination lever and cross-head of the

engine gives the valve its lap and lead

motion, and the main crank pin, the

eccentric crank, with its connections,

supplies the valve gear its reversing

movement and its variable cut-off mo-
tion.

The correct position of the eccentric

pin determines the motion of the valve, so

that it will give port opening at the proper

end of the cylinder and at the right time,

and also that it will close promptly. These

two motions from the main pin eccentric

and the locomotive cross-head are separ-

wcar ; they do not eliminate it. but this re-

duction of the rate of wear is undoubtedly

beneficial in more ways than one. In

order to bring this reduced wear, by rea-

son of the large pins and light gear, to

its very lowest terms, the moving parts

are well lubricated, so that the whole

mechanism is exceedingly efficient.

One of the fundamentals which must
be borne in mind is that the Baker valve

gear is not primarily intended to save

coal or to reduce water consumption. It

does both of these things, but they are

rather in the nature of logical results, or

if one may so say, these economies are

something like the by-products of the

gear, much as ordinary waste is a

by-product of the cotton industry. The
saving of coal and water which is effected

as a by-product is largely due to the dis-

tribution of steam—so managed as to

approximate to the theoretical. The
constant lead makes the engine smart and

capable of maintaining full capacity in the

various kinds of service which it may be

called upon to perform. To put it in

other words : the engine in no case works
against itself, as it might with large lead,

by admitting steam a moment or so before
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it can possibly assist in making the piston

move. Correctly designed and properly

maintained valve gear distributes steam

so that it will be applied only where and
when it is wanted, and reaches the piston

without loss or waste. Steam is as well

and economically applied by this gear as

water is by a man watering a lawn who
sprays only the sod and prevents the

water from reaching any of the gravel

walks, or the sides of the green house.

Some months ago a road test and cyl-

surface, 1,026 sq ft. ; steam pressure, 185

lbs.; piston valves 14 ins. diameter, 7 ins.

travel, 3-16 ins. lead : fuel, soft coal. The
average amount of coal per scoop was

about 12'/2 lbs. The trial took place be-

tween Denison and Muskogee, a distance

of 159 miles. Twenty-eight single trips

were made, or to put it another way, 14

round trips were completed. A few of the

principal results of this test have been

secured through the courtesy of Mr. Kel-

logg and are here appended for reference

:

TRIAL OF M. K. & T. LOCOMOTIVE NO.
AT DENISON, TEX.

825 OR 2-8-2 TYPE

S£.
^ i

1,832.6

6 3,092.7

7 3,590

8 3,324

9 3,904

10 3,131

11 3,518

12 2,628

13 3.130

14 3.219

15 3.387

16 2,851

17 3,582

18 3,086

19 3.072.5

20 3,437

21 3,005

22 3,171

23 2,510

24 3.165

25 2,250

26 3,584

27 2,815

28 2.825

5
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Comparative Compressed Air Consumption ol the

Empty and Load and the Single Capacity Brake
By WALTER V. TURNER, Assistant Manager Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

It will of course be understood that the

design of an empty and load brake would

be a comparatively simple proposition if

it were possible to use two complete brake

equipments for a car, one for the opera-

tion of brakes when the car is empty and

both when the car is heavily loaded, but

this is entirely impracticable because of

the fact that the volume of compressed

air now to be handled during a brake op-

eration is excessive and effectually pre-

vents the attainment of uniformity in

brake operation, in fact the time element

incident to the transmission of the com-

pressed air through large brake pipe vol-

umes is now the insurmountable obstacle

preventing the uniform operation of

freight car brakes and will no doubt con-

tinue as such until electric current is used

for the transmission of the operators' in-

tent.

As to the comparative volumes of com-

pressed air required for the operation of

two brake cylinders per car with the

empty and load brake, and where the

two cylinders are of the same diameter,

the volume of air required for a certain

brake pipe reduction is, roughly, V/2/8 or

19 per cent, more for the two cylinders

than for the standard single cylinder

brake, instead of 100 per cent more as

would ordinarily be e.xpected with the

use of two cylinders as compared with

one. A more accurate estimate or analy-

sis of the relative volumes of air required

may be made by considering the auxiliary,

load reservoir and brake pipe volumes

per car. Adding an average brake pipe

volume per car of 800 cubic inches, to the

auxiliary reservoir volume of 2450 cubic

inches, for a 10 inch equipment, the re-

sult is a total of 3250 cubic inches for the

single capacity brake. The empty and

load brake adds a load reservoir volume

of 525 cubic inches to this to care for the

load cylinder when it is being operated

making an addition of 525/3250 or 17 per

cent, increase in volume, or in other

words, for the same brake pipe reduction,

the empty and load brake uses 17 per cent,

more air than the single capacity brake,

instead of 100 per cent, more if two com-

plete brake equipments were used to pro-

duce the same results.

As the empty brake cylinder takes up

all of the shoe clearance and slack in the

brake rigging, a high leverage ratio may
be used for the load cylinder without any

evil effects of high leverage on the single

capacity brake or on the empty cylinder.

If the empty cylinder has a leverage ratio

of 9 to 1 and the load cylinder force in

multiplied V/2 times by the time it comes

to the empty cylinder push rod, the final

leverage multiplication for the load cylin- ivcness must be 2^^X20=^ pounds,

der is 1)4x9 or \3'/2, and thus, if the 1 he average maximum must then be 75

empty cylinder is responsible for 16

per cent, breaking ratio with the loaded

car, to the load cylinder is due, 1)4x16

per cent, or 24 per cent, braking ratio, and

the total for both is 40 per cent. This is

accomplished by the use of a special

clutch with a notched push rod for the

load cylinder and explains briefly why the

remarkably low air consumption is pos-

sible for the empty and load brake.

For the same brake cylinder pressure

the comparative effectiveness of the two

brakes is proportional to their respective

braking ratios. For fully loaded cars

having a load ratio of 3.75 to 1, the empty

and load brake is 40/16 or 2J^ times as

effective as the single capacity brake, the

cylinder pressure being the same in

each case. The standard, 10-20 lb.

retaining valve is furnished with the

empty and load brake, and is rarely

if ever used, in any but the 10 lb. posi-

tion. The 20 lb. position is provided for

use with the loaded car when the load

brake is not cut into operation due to the

presence of too few empty and load

brakes in the train, operation over a for-

eign road, etc. To retain a pressure as

effective for the single capacity brake as

is the 10 pounds retained for the empty

and load brake, it would be necessary to

employ a 2'4 X 10 ^25-pound retainer.

Similarly, the average brake of cylinder

pressure—by which is meant the mean be-

tween the average maximum (resulting

from the average brake pipe reduction)

and the average minimum (the retained

pressure, when the retainer is used)—
must be for the single capacity brake 2'^

times that for the empty and load brake.

This average, in the following compari-

son, is taken as the arithmetical mean be-

tween the average maximum and the re-

tained brake cylinder pressures, for the

same brake operation cycle will be as-

sumed for each type of brake and one so

divided between the application and re-

lease phases that the "arithmetical mean"
assumption will be the correct one.

Assuming an average cylinder pressure

for the empty and load brake of 20

pounds, the average maximum will be 30

pounds in order that (30-|-10) /2 should

equal 20 pounds. The average brake pipe,

reduction required to give 30 pounds

cylinder pressure on 10 pounds retained

pressure is 6j4 pounds. This is equiva-

lent in air consumption to a 1.17x6.5=7.6
pounds reduction for the single capacity

brake.

The average cylinder pressure for the

single capacity brake to be of equal effect-

pounds in order that (7S-f25) /2 should

equal SO pounds. The average brake pipe

reduction required to give 75 pounds on

25 pounds retained pressure is 15.7

pounds The comparative air consump-

tion is therefore 7.6/1 5.7= .485. That is,

the empty and load brake, in doing the

same work, requires only 48.5 per cent

or, in round numbers, 50 per cent of the

air required by the single capacity brake.

But this is not all. Leakage has been

neglected for the reason that it is some-

thing difficult of computation, but when

it is considered that the brake cylinder

pressures are in every instance 2)4 times

higher with the single capacity brake than

with the empty and load the leakage must

be at least twice as great for the former.

The question of brake reserve is even

more important. In order to get a 75-

pound cylinder pressure with a 15.7-pound

reduction, it is necessary that the brake

pipe pressure carried be at least 75 -f-

15.7^90.7 pounds. This would provide

no margin or reserve whatever. Equali-

zation from 100 pounds brake pipe would

be had on 25 pounds retained pressure with

an 18-pound reduction. The margin in this

case would be (18— 15.7)/15.7=14.7%.

That is to say, the reserve braking force

for stops and other emergencies is only

IS per cent, of the ma.ximum used in con-

trolling the train down the grade. With

the empty and load brake, on the other

hand, a 14.5-pound reduction from 70

pounds brake pipe (instead of 100

pounds) gives equalization on 10 pounds

retained pressure and the flexibility or re-

serve is (14.5—6.S)/6.5=123%. If a 90-

pound brake pipe pressure is carried, tha

reserve is (19.5—6.5) /6.5=2007o. Quite

a difference when it is necessary to stop

in a hurry, 200 per cent, as compared with

IS per cent. It is a serious difference

when the tax on the skill and nerve of

the man "dropping" the train is con-

sidered!

It is true that the retainer pressure may
be boosted with the single capacity brake

to 30 pounds, or even 50 pounds, which

is done, as a matter of fact, on one road.

But while this reduces in a measure the

air consumption and increases the reserve

braking force, as above figured, by re-

ducing the average brake pipe reduction

required, it decreases the brake flexibility

in rendering a train more liable to stall.

Tlie difference between the average maxi-

mum and average minimum cylinder pres-

sures is much reduced, giving a smaller

range of braking force to be used by the

engineer in making allowances for curves,

changes in grade, etc. Therefore, the
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comparison was made with the release

flexibility, or flexibility depending upon the

retainer pressure, the same for both types

of brake. If the braking reserve is bet-

tered by increasing the retainer pressure,

the flexibility is impaired.

The superior air consumption perform-

ance and reserve braking force of tie

empty and load brake may be utilized in

several ways. The speed of trains down
grades may be increased, the speed re-

striction or limitation now passing from

the brake to the question of wheel tem-

peratures. The length of trains and the

loading of cars may be increased or all

these increases made and still leave the

reserve in air supply and braking force

comfortably great, and remember that

this means increased traffic capacity, re-

duced unit costs and correspondingly in-

creased net revenue.

Set of Tools for Air Brake Repair Work Devised and Applied to

Every Requirement

By GEORGE K. DORWART, Denver, Colo.

The importance of the air brake in

modern transportation is such that a com-

plete knowledge of the most minute de-

tails of the device and all that relates to

it is of inestimable value not only to those

both in their design and the uses to which

tlicy may be put than many patented ar-

ticles, there is no proprietary right

claimed to their manufacture, and any

mechanic who finds the material and time

ing nut as is indicated, Pc. No. 8946.

Referring to parts of wrench as lettered,

they engage the following parts of feed

valves : A for turning spring box, Hex.

Pc. 1062. B for turning regulating valve

cap nut, Pc. 6905. C for turning flush

nut, Pc. No 18458. D for engaging

bracket bolt holes to turn body for remov-

ing cap nut, Pc. 8946.

Thus the entire valve may be taken

apart with a single tool in a very short

time.

Jtiir

TOOL FOR T.\KING M'ART THE FEED V.\LVE.

in charge of its operation, but particu-

larly to those who are engaged in the re-

pair work incident to the rapid deteriora-

tion of the numerous parts that make up

the complex device. That many skilled

mechanics have labored under the disad-

vantage of a lack of proper tools is well

known, and it is towards remedying this

defect that Railway and Locomotive

Engineering has secured the services of a

leading air brake expert who with years

of experience and opportunities for devis-

ing a full set of tools calculated to meet

every requirement, has prepared drawings

which embody the result of his work in

this direction. It will have been observed

that much space has already been given to

this subject, and many clever devices in-

vented by ingenious mechanics have been

described and illustrated and have been

warmly appreciated by the readers of

Railway and LoaiMOTivE Engineering,

but it is in the hope of covering the en-

tire subject that this series of articles has

been begun, and towards this end it will

be carried on.

The descriptive matter will necessarily

be brief, as the drawings themselves con-

vey the complete details rif each particular

tool and the use to which it may be put

will immediately be evident to the skilled

mechanic. It may be added that while

many of the devices are much superior

can readily equip himself with a complete

set of these tools, and in doing so will

greatly enhance his own value as an air

brake expert.

No. 2. Clamping Tools for Facing

Air Pump Valves.

Fig. 1 holds 9y2 ins. and small cross

compound pump valves. Fig. 2 holds 11,

ins. large cross compound pump valves.

The shank of Fig. 1 is inserted in lathe

spindle and the base of Fig. 2 is to be

held in self-centering lathe chuck. The
valves can be held securely by tightening

the knurled clamp nuts by hand. The

DOTTEIO LirJE:.5 SHOW* V/^L-VE^ CLAMf^E-O IM POSITION Tor? FAC.^^4G..

CuAvtvAPihjii Toov- For? rAONj<i.

STtMCll-'

SECTION VIEW OF CLAMPINfi TOOLS FOR F.\CING AIR TUMP VALVES

No. 1. Taking Apart the Feed Valve. !4 '" countersunk screw comes in con-

Thc feed valve, as shown in Fig. 1, is tact with one of the valve wings, prcvcnt-

placed in an ordinary bench vise clamp- ing valve from turning.
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Clearing Sand Pipes and Testing Injectors

Air sandiiiK arrangcmiiits with the trap

located below the runboard arc frequently

the cause of not a little trouble, because

By F. W. BENTLEY, Missouri Valley. Iowa.

i.ciul> applied ill connection with the test-

ing of injector bodies and reground seats,

which is the most important feature of

overhauling these parts. The annexed

sketch shows a simple arrangement for

this purpose which can be located near the

injector bench. Connected to the same air

pressure lead the different sized nuts take

the various sized injector body steam con-

nections. Placed close to the vise, the

injectors are readily swung out of the

same to the rack and tested out. The

ease with which this part of the work

can be done cannot fail to make the de-

vice fully appreciated.
SECTION VIEW OF S.XND PIPE CLE.XK-

ING DEVICE.

of the sand in the long drop or fall pipe

from the box becoming damp, sometimes

as far upwards as the box, with the result

that the sand will not run freely, if at all.

It is often a tedious job to clear the pipe

with a piece of wire or anything that can

be used for the purpose, and it is some-

times necessary to disconnect the pipe at

the box when the sand has been damp-

ened or clogged to such an extent that its

release is difficult.

The accompanying sketches show a very

handy and easily constructed device that

can be attached to the trap below, and by

means of the house air the pipes can be

quickly cleaned of all moist sand or other

obstruction. The appliance is constructed

out of pipe fittings on the siphon prin-

To Plant Air

VIEW OF JIG AS APPLIED TO IIN.

PLUG HOLE IX BOTTOM OF TRAP.

ciple, and is very powerful, and by sim-

ply plugging up the wheel pipe will in-

stantly draw everything free in any long

drop pipe from the sand box. It is quickly

applied and does away with the tapping

of pipes and disconnecting of parts to

loosen the damp or hardened sand. Dur-

ing recent wet weather the device made

short work of our sand pipe troubles.

Still I add another convenient device re-

^I'Pip,

INJECTOR TESTING DEVICE

No 7.

Locomotive Maintenance.

By F. .\. Whit.\ker.

The above topic is one that everyone

connected with the mechanical side of

railroading is very much interested in,

and one that is not given the attention it

ought to have. As every one knows, or

should know, a locomotive is one of the

principal sources of revenue of a railroad,

and when it is tied up for repairs it

means a decrease in the earning powers

of the railroad. The majority of our

railroads in the past, whenever a reduc-

tion was to be made in operating expenses,

cut the mechanical department, and the

reason for this is that other departments

automatically cut themselves with the de-

crease in business, and this is why en-

gines are tied up for repairs when busi-

ness is heavy and power is needed. The

practice on a good many roads is to give

the mechanical department a good allot-

ment for maintenance of engines when

business is good, and when business is

dull, shut down all but actual running

repairs. When necessity forces a com-

pany to take engines in the shop during

heavy business they spend two dollars to

do a dollar's worth of work. To my mind

the mechanical department should have

a sufficient appropriation every month so

that it could maintain the same force all

the year round and maintain the power

in the same shape all the time.

.•\ny mechanical man knows that when

you run an engine until it forces itself

into the shop you have extra work to do

thai you wouldn't have had if engine

had been stopped when she showed signs

(if being run down. To cite a small in-

stance, take driving tires; when tires arc

allowed to run the limit in regard to

tread worn and sharp flanges ;
this

means having to turn off a considerable

amount more to get the flange up again

besides reducing the mileage of the tires,

also boxes allowed to run when pound-

ing badly, you take the risk of broken

frames and rods. All this, by shopping

your engines periodically, could be

avoided and leaves more money to spend

in more profitable work. As everyone

knows, money spent on running repairs

to an engine after the engine has reached

a certain condition, is money wasted, as

most of the work is temporary and can-

not be guaranteed against engine failure.

If the work on engines is done regularly,

not spasmodically, it gives the mechani-

cal man a better chance to always have

his engines in good shape; as the old

saying, "A stitch in time saves nine," is

a good thing to apply to engines.

I have seen shops that if they were

worked regularly all the year round could

have turned out more engines in the year

than they did for the amount of money

expended, but on account of working

more floor force than they had machines

for in the three or four months that the

allowance was high, spent two dollars to

do a dollar's worth of work. This could

have been avoided by working only

enough men on floor that machines could

take care of and dividing the allowance

up into 12 regular periods. This policy

of either a feast or a famine is an ex-

pensive one to the railroads. I have seen

shopmen make $120 to $140 a month for

two or three months in a year and the

balance of the year $60 to $70, and when

you take into account that when men are

making anything over $90 the rest is over-

time at time and a half, that means a dol-

lar and a half for a dollar's worth of

work, and invariably more than that, as

when a man is worked a day, his capacity

decreases the longer he works. Let us

hope that some of our executives when

they are making the appropriations for

the mechanical departments will look

ahead far enough and see that we have

a regular appropriation every month. I

believe the engines will be in better shape

and we will have a better organization

and more work turned out in the year

than when we had the fat months and

then the lean.

Railways in Ceylon.

From the latest statistics it appears that

the length of railway open for traffic in

Ceylon at the close of September, 1915,

was 692J4 miles as against 672 miles at the

corresponding period of 1914. The increase

was due to the opening of a section of a

line to Chilaw. In the course of 1914-15,

rolling stock was increased by 18 new
passenger and 86 new goods vehicles.
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The Zerbe Automatic Drifting Device.

By C. L. Zerbe, .Icti.xg Ro.\d Foreman

OF Engines, Central Vermont R. R.,

Saint Albans, Vermont.

Since the introduction of the super-

heater, there has been constant desire to

secure an automatic drifting device that

will supply steam to valves and cylinders

when the locomotive is drifting, and shut

off when the engine stops. In the ac-

companying drawing it will be observed

that there is a ball in a supplemental

valve. The action is automatic. It does

not require any opening or closing of

valve before starting and after returning.

There is no steam escaping at cylinder

cocks or relief valve while engine is stand-

ing around stations or other places where

it is necessary to stop obscuring the vision

of the enginemen and carrying off oil in-

tended for lubrication. It opens when the

locomotive gets in motion and closes

when it stops, and there is no steam in

valve chambers when engine is standing

to cause engine to reverse hard.

It will be noted that the supplemental

valve is placed in the pipe line at a point

in the cab where the air gauge can be

easily seen by the enginemen. Steam be-

ing turned on from the boiler never need

be shut off unless it is necessary to make
repairs, as the supplemental valve con-

trols the steam that goes through the pipe

line to the header. The air pipe connec-

tion to the head of the supplemental valve

and the latter is held open against boiler

pressure while the engine is moving, al-

lowing steam to • pass through the pipe

line to the header.

When the locomotive stops, the ball

valve seats itself, cutting off the flow of

air to the air cylinders of the supplemen-

tal valve. A small vent port allows the

air to escape. The coiled spring around

TO STC<»IW cuesT

.SF.CTION VIEW OF ZERBE AUTO.MATIC
DRIFTING DEVICE.

cylinder has a ball valve in the pipe, and

an air gauge connected. The ball valve

case is connected to main reservoir, and

receives air at reduced pressure. When
a locomotive is standing the ball is on its

seat, and allows no air to pass. When
the locomotive moves the swaying and

jarring unseats the ball causing it to roll

about in the chamber, allowing air to pass

through the pipe continuously to the air

piston, which is connected to a disc valve.

Bench Hose Venting Device.

By J. A, Jesson, Louisville & Nashville

Railroad, Corbin, Ky.

The accompanying diagrammatic illus-

tration shows the details of an automatic

air blast, adapted for attachment to the

shop bench. It consists of a discarded

feed valve, a feed valve bracket, and a

Feed Valve Bracket

DET.^ILS OF BENCH IIOSI'- VF.N'TING DEVICE.

the piston stem, and steam acting in the

disc will close the same cutting off steam

through the pipe line. In the event of

the throttle vaive connections becoming

disconnected while the valve is closed,

there is a set screw in the cylinder head

of the supplemental valve that can be

turned in and hold the valve off its seat,

destroying the automatic feature of the

device. Then the flow of steam can be

controlled by the admission valve, and an

engine can be brought to terminal under

its own steam.

The reducing valve connected to the

independent brake in the E. T. equipment,

or signal line can be used to supply air

to the device thereby eliminating the use

of an additional feed valve. The air con-

nection could also connect to the train-

line in passenger service and in case

an emergency arose where it was

neces.sary to make an emergency applica-

of the brakes, and deplete the trainline,

air would be drawn from the ball valve

also and allowing tlie air to escape from

the supplemental valve cylinder causing

all steam to be cut off from the header.

The Central Vermont Railway have

several of these devices in use on their

freight and passenger engines, and they

are meeting all the requirements expected

of them.

freiglit car release valve with a specially

attached handle. The feed valve may be

easily fastened to any suitable location

on the bench, the release valve and its

accompanying handle being located at the

outer edge of the bench and parallel to the

side of the bench. A slight pressure ap-

plied by the hand or leg of the operator

on the release valve handle admits the

air from the piston chamber of the feed

valve, which operates tlie valve in the

usual manner. The drawing shows the

regulating portion cut off and tapped, and

while this is not absolutely necessary it

simplifies matters considerably in the

operation.

It should he remembered that the areas

of pipes vary as the squares of their

diameters—that is, a 2-inch pipe has four

times the area of a 1-inch pipe.

Air Brake Cylinder Pressures.

l'.\ \\ . 1'. Scott. Fort Worth, Texas.

In the course of your able articles on

air brake subjects, it would be gratify-

ing if more attention were given to the

brake cylinder. I have been in two in-

instruction cars within the last five months

and both instructors complained of a lack

of interest in air brakes by the men. I

said to both of them that the men had

heard too much about ports and passages.

1 advised them to switch off to brake

cylinder pressures and difference in brak-

ing power, also call in the officials and car

men, giving both classes about four lec-

ture per day on the great benefit of equal

cylinder pressures. It would be instruc-

tive and, I am sure, interesting to hear

from Mr. Turner on the subject.
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Locomotive Superheaters.

Hv \V. R. D.wis, CoLiMBis, Omi).

The excellent article on Superheater

Performance on Locomotives recently

published in Railway and Loc(imotive

Engineering is very interesting, and all

employees in the mechanical department

should be familiar with the details of the

appliance in order to carry out the invent-

or's plans to obtain the best results. Too

much cannot be said on this subect in the

way of educating those working with su-

perheater locomotives. All the early

troubles have now been solved, and the

superheater has come to stay, and it is a

very satisfactory device when properly

handled and maintained.

The fact that there is an average sav-

ing of about 30 per cent, in the use of

coal and water, is now beyond contro-

versy, but to my mind the most impor-

tant fact is that it has overcome steam

failures on locomotives. This is not only

a real gain to those who invest their

money in railroads, but particularly to

the Icicomotive engineer in lessening his

troubles and answering correspondence as

to why his engine failed, and therefore it

is well to become familiar with the ap-

paratus in order that one may be able to

make an intelligent report in case of fail-

ure, as well as to obtain the best results

from its use.

As is well known the application of a

superheater is placing an additional gen-

erator or auxiliary boiler on the locomo-

tive, in order to have all the water out of

the steam, which could not be done while

the steam was so closely associated with

the water in the boiler, so superheater

units were placed in the large flues in

order to transfer the steam from the boil-

er through these units before it reaches

the cylinders, thus absorbing the heat that

would otherwise largely be lost, but

which, thus utilized, increases the tem-

perature of the steam from 250 to 300 de-

grees above its heat when leaving the

boiler. This added heat permits a great-

er expansion of the steam, so that it can

be used economically in the cylinders,

which admits of equal efficiency with a

shorter cut-off of the valve opening after

the train had attained speed. Engineer-

ing authorities show that we do not de-

rive any more tractive effort from an en-

gine on account of the application of the

superheater. In actual experience, how-

ever, we find that an engine using super-

heated steam, with no other changes to

overcare the tractive effort, is able to han-

dle from 300 to 400 tons additional over

the same kind of engine using saturated

steam. Furthermore, the size of the cyl-

inders may be advantageously increased

from one to two inches in diameter, which

will still further considerably increase

the tractive power. The locomotive can

also be worked harder, increasing the

horse power, and still have a liberal mar-

gin to go on without failing for steam.

In our own ex|)eriencc engine No. 999,

when using saturated steam, hauled 3,500

tons over a ruling grade of a division,

with 200 pounds of steam pressure, full

stroked, starting at the foot of the grade

from a standstill, and was barely able

to haul nine trains out of ten over the hill,

but when this same engine was taken in-

to tlu- shop and converted to a super-

beater engine, it was able to take ten

trains consisting of 3,800 and 3,900 tons,

over the same hill, working in full stroke,

with boiler steam pressure at 185 ponds.

In applying the superheater, there is

apt to be a mistaken impression that is

all that is necessary, but it should Ix- re-

membered that its benefits and efficiency

can only be maintained by proper han-

In conclusion it will be admitted that

unless a pyrometer is applied to reach en-

gine, the engineer and firemen are un-

able to determine the exact amount of

superheat obtained, and as this appliance

is an added cost at first, our experience

shows that if the superheater apparatus

is kept in good condition at all times and

free from cinders in the superheater

tubes, so that all of the units are exposed

to the heat of the firebox, and the units

are kept free from leaks, and the nozzle

kept clean, we will obtain . the efficiency

from the superheater at all times, whe-

ther the crew are familiar with the degree

of superheat or not, as they can easily tell

whether the superheater is working prop-

erly by the action of the locomotive and

the amount of fuel and water consumed.

kjc
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Items of Personal Interest
.Mr. Thos. Carr lias been appointed

traveling fireman on the Chicago & .\l-

ton. with headquarters at Bloomington,

111.

Mr. C. B. Porter has been appointed

purchasing agent and general storekeeper

of the International & Great Northern,

succeeding Mr. J. O. Griffin.

Mr. R. B. Marchant, formerly treasurer

of J. G. White & Company, New York,

has been elected vice-president of the cor-

poration by the Board of Directors.

Mr. Edward L. Pollock, People's Gas
Building, Chicago, 111., has been appointed

Westarn representative of the Wilson

Welder & Metals Company, New York.

Mr. Frank S. Bogan. formerly assistant

car foreman of the Illinois Central, has

been appointed general car foreman on

the same road, with office at Clinton, 111.

Mr. H. D. Ponton has been appointed

assistant general storekeeper of the

Southern Pacific, Texas and Louisiana

Lines, with headquarters at Houston,

Te.x.

Mr. James Porteous, formerly car in-

spector for the Grand Trunk Pacific at

Smithers, B. C, has been appointed car

foreman at that place, succeeding Mr. F.

E. Dyraond.

Mr. W. J. Deneen has been appointed

chief dispatcher of the St. Louis, Browns-

ville & Mexico, with headquarters at

Kingsville. Tex., succeeding Mr. O. O.

Hollingsworth.

Mr. Charles Leat has been appointed

road foreman of engines on the .Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, eastern division,

with office at •-Argentina, Kas., succeeding

Mr. A. F. Bauer.

Mr. W. R. Culver, formerly store-

keeper of the Pere Marquette, at Grand

Rapids, Mich., has been appointed gen-

eral storekeeper of the same road, with

office at Saginaw, Mich.

Mr. A. C. Everham, formerly engineer

of construction for the Kansas City

Bridge Company, has been appointed ter-

minal engineer of the L'nion Pacific, with

office at Kansas City, Mo.
Mr. E. L. Cruger, formerly assistant

engineer of the Illinois Central at Chi-

cago. III., has been appointed district en-

gineer, with office at New Orleans, La.,

succeeding Mr. C. F. Weaver.

Mr. W. A. Carter, formerly passenger

car foreman of the Illinois Central, has

been appointed steam heat and air-brake

mspector of the Southern line of the same

road, with office at Memphis, Tenn.

Mr. William B. Smith has been ap-

pointed road foreman of engines on the

Boston division of the Boston & Albany.

with office at Beacon Park yard, Allston.

Mass., succeeding Mr. F. A. Hussey.

Mr. J. P. Harrison, formerly assistant

purchasing agent of the Louisville &
Nashville, at Louisville, Ky., has been

appointed purchasing agent on the same
road, succeeding Mr. P. P. Hurton, re-

tired.

Mr. Samuel T. .Armstrong, formerly

division master mechanic of the Inter-

national & Great Northern, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power

of the same road, succeeding Mr. C. W.
Taylor, resigned.

Mr. John Birse, formerly road fore-

man of locomotives of the Canadian Gov-

ernment Railways at Graham. Ont., has

been appointed district master mechanic,

district No. 3, with office at Transcona,

succeeding Mr. H. G. Reid.

Mr. Harvey Rhoads has been appointed

roundhouse foreman on the Louisville &
Nashville, with office at Covington, Ky.,

succeeding Mr. J. E. Mayhall, assigned

to other duties, and Mr. H. C. Jones has

been appointed night roundhouse foreman,

also at Covington.

Mr. F. .A. Purdy. general Canadian rep-

resentative of the Chicago Car Heating

Company, Montreal, has also been ap-

pointed direct representative of the United

States Light & Heat Corporation to the

railroads of Canada, with office at 61

Dalhousie street. Montreal.

Mr. C. W. Taylor, formerly superin-

tendent of motive power on the Interna-

tional & Great Northern, at Palestine,

Tex., has been appointed superintendent

of motive power of the Missouri, Kansas

& Texas, with office at Denison, Tex.,

succeeding Mr. W. J. Kellogg, resigned.

Mr. William J. Tyers has been ap-

pointed supervisor of bridges and build-

ings, Belleville divisign of the Grand

Trunk, with office at Belleville, Ont., suc-

ceeding Mr. J. McMahon, deceased, and

Mr. J. Phelan has been appointed super-

visor of bridges and buildings, with office

at Montreal. Que., succeeding Mr. Tycrs.

Mr. Ellis Corey, chairman of the Mid-
vale Steel & Ordnance Company, has

been elected a director of the Baldwin

Locomotive Works. Other new directors

are Mr. Sidney F. Hutchinson and Mr.

S. F. Tyler, of Philadelphia. The new
directors take the place of Mr. E. T.

Stotesbury. Mr. T. Dc Witt Cuyler, and

.Mr. John G. Shcdd, retired.

Mr. George McCormick, formerly as-

sistant general manager, mechanical, of

the Southern Pacific Texas lines, with

office at Houston, Tex., has been ap-

pointed general superintendent of motive

power of the Southern Pacific, with head-

quarters at San Francisco, Cal. Mr. Mc-
Cormick is a native of Texas, a mechani-

cal engineer and a railway man of wide

experience.

Mr William Barlow Ross, formerly

secretary and assistant treasurer of

Mudge & Company, manufacturers of

railway specialties. Chicago, has been

elected secretary and assistant treasurer

of the Safety First Manufacturing Com-
pany, selling agents for railway supplies,

with the same offices. Mr. Ross has had
wide experience among the Western rail-

ways.

Mr. H. G. Reid, formerly master me-
chanic, district No. 3, transcontinental di-

\ision of the Canadian Government Rail-

ways at Transcona. Man., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of rolling stock,

v.ith headquarters at Transcona. Mr.

Reid has had over thirty years' experi-

ence in the mechanical department of the

Canadian Pacific railway, and is from

Pembroke, Ont.

Mr. Hugh E. Creer, formerly sales

agent of the L"nion Railway Equipment

Company, Chicago, 111., has been ap-

pointed general sales representative of

the Camel Company, manufacturers of

railway specialties, with headquarters at

Chicago. Mr. Creer has had considerable

experience at railways, and was for some

years associated with McCord & Com-
pany, of Chicago, as a mechanical expert.

Mr. G. H. Peabody, vice-president, and

Mr. W. A. Austin, k. S. M. E., consult-

ing engineer of the Railway and Mine

Supply Company, 332 South Michigan

avenue, Chicago, have been appointed

Western representatives of the Southern

Locomotive Valve Gear Company, of

Knoxville, Tenn., and will handle matters

pertaining to the Southern valve gear,

and the Brown power reverse gear in

the Chicago territory. Mr. Peabody was

formerly Western sales manager for the

Lima Locomotive Works and Mr. Austin

was formerly connected with the Bald-

win Locomotive Works, and later chief

mechanical engineer of the Lima Loco-

motive Works.

Mr. A. C. Deverell and Mr. R. D.

Hawkins, superintendents of motive pow-

er of the Great Northern, with offices at

St. Paul, Minn., have had their jurisdic-

tion extended over the line of the Wa-
tcrtown & Sioux Falls, and Mr. A. G.

Bruce, master mechanic of the Great

Northern, with office at St. Paul, has had

his jurisdiction extended over the Water-

town & Sioux Falls, with office at St.

Paul, and Mr. D. W. Morrison, superin-

tendent of the employment bureau of the

Great Northern, has had his jurisdiction

extended over the Watertown & Sioux

Falls. The latter road has recently been

acquired by the Great Northern, and a

general extension of jurisdiction is being

carried out in other departments.
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George F. Johnson.

The Scainliiia\ iaii dramatist Ibsen said

that no man is great until he stands alone.

If this is so, then George F. Johnson, of

the Baldwin Locomotive Works, has

reached that enviable distinction. For
over seventy years he has been placing

locomotives in commission, and he is still

on the job. He was born in Philadelphia,

on December 17. 1&26. and took naturally

to railroading as an engine house was
built on his father's farm, and the family

had free access to the locomotives and
other machinery. The early locomotives

came in pieces from England, and were

assembled at their destination. .\t the

aRo of sixteen. Mr. Johnson was ap-

GEORGE F. .TOUNSOX.

prenticed to a machine and millwrighting

establishment, and began his career as a

railroad man as fireman on the Phila-

delphia and Reading railroad, in 1846, and

was promoted to engineer in 1847. In the

same year, Mr. Johnson was selected by

Mathias W. Baldwin to place a new lo-

comotive, the "America," on the Balti-

more & Ohio railroad. This resulted in

a permanent engagement with Mr. Bald-

win for that particular branch of engi-

neering, and it is safe to state that Mr.

Johnson has placed more locomotives in

commission than any other man, probably

more than any other two men.

It would be interesting, indeed, to fol-

low the details of his notable career.

.•\mong his early exploits was the placing

of 74 locomotives for the New York and

Erie, in 1849, every one of which he ran

over the road. Special offers came to

him, and he occasionally ran night ex-

press trains when it was difficult to se-

cure the services of experienced engineers.

Sometimes he was engaged by the rail-

road companies as special inspector dur-

uig constructing periods, and when the

locomotives were finished he had other

periods of instruction to engineers, be-

sides testing the engines, but he never

wandered far from the Baldwin works.

As a mark of the company's esteem he

was presented with a massive gold watch,

one of the first of the stem winders. This

was in the early fifties and Mr. Johnson

still has the watch and it looks like him-

self, a little older in the face, but may go
on forever.

In war time he placed hundreds of lo-

comotives for the government, at one timt

having 60 engines, which he ran under

their own steam to Nashville, Tenn., pass-

ing each locomotive safely through a por-

tion of the country traversed by the con-

tending armies. It became a common say-

ing that when Mr. Johnson passed a lo-

comotive through his hands it was reli-

able as far as human skill and experience

could give a good start as a safeguard for

its future operations. Among his later

achievements was the placing of the great

and only triple.x compound locomotive,

"Matt Shay," on the Erie railroad. Mr.

Johnson not only placed the great loco-

motive in service, but remained with it

until it was proven eminently satisfactory.

It is gratifying to know that Mr. John-

son is still in excellent health, and in every

way apparently good for many years serv-

ice, and it is generally expected that he

will round out the century before he

makes the long run where "all the lamps

arc white."

OBITUARY

J. Sterling Goddard

-Mr. J. Sterling (ioddard, for the last

ten years chief engineer of the American

Steel Foundries, Chicago, 111., died at his

home at Riverside, 111., recently, in his

forty-fifth year. He was a graduate of

Cornell University, and was for some

years employed in the engineering de-

partment of the Western Tube Company,

Kewanee, 111., and was also chief drafts-

man in the motive power department of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, at

Chicago, 111. His early death is much
regretted.

David McNicoU

David McNicoll recently resigned

senior vice-president of the Canadian Pa-

cific, died on November 26 at Guelph, On-
tario. He was a native of Arbroath,

Scotland, and emigrated to Canada at an

early age. He was over forty years in the

employ of the Canadian Pacific, beginning

as clerk in the freight department, and
filled many positions with honor and dis-

tinction. He retired from active service

in January. 1915.

William C. Nixon.

William C. Nixon, vice-president of the

St. Louis & San l-Vancisco Railroad, died

at St. Louis, Mo., on December IS, in his

59th year. He was from Illinois. He had

nearly forty years experience in the trans-

portation departments of several of the

leading Western railroads, and latterly

was in charge of maintenance and opera-

tion of the St. Louis & San Francisco.

He was a member of the .\mcrican Rail-

way Guild and other prominent societies.

T. E. Calvert.

The death is reported of T. E. Calvert,

chief engineer of the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy. He was a graduate of

^'ale University, and entered the service

of the Burlington in 1871. He was
thirty-five years in the engineering de-

partment and in various positions was

closely identified with the extensive de-

velopments of the road. He was seriously

injured in a motor car accident over a

year ago, and never completely recovered.

He was in his sixty-eighth year.

Application for Work on the

Pennsylvania.

The Pennsylvania offers the first oppor-

tunities for work to people who are its

neighbors. To aid in this laudable pur-

pose, every one of the 1.500 station agents

on the lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie

are appointed emplojtnent agents. The
agent will interview each applicant and di-

rect him to the nearest available vacancy.

If there are no vacancies, the application

will be forwarded to the general manager,

in whose office a clearing house plan is be-

ing established. The arrangement, it is

thought, will greatly aid in equalizing the

distribution of labor, and the opportuni-

ties for work in the railroad service. The
results cannot be other than beneficial, and

is well worthv of imitation.

Bonus to Santa Fe Employees.

President E. P. Ripley of the -Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, in a circular, an-

nounces that a bonus equal to ten per

cent of a year's pay will be distributed to

all employees who have been in the

service at least two years. .About 25,000

employees will share in the distribution.

.Ml are included whose annual remunera-

tion is less than $2,500, except those who
work under special contract schedules.

International Railway General Fore-

men's Association.

William Hall, secretar>' of the Interna-

tional Railway General Foreman's As-

sociation, has changed the address of his

office from 1136 West Broad, Winona,

Minn., to 1061 West Wabash, Winona,

where permanent headquarters for the

secretary's office has been recently es-

tablished.
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Railroad Equipment Notes.

The St. Louis Southwestern has placed

contract lor 13,000 tons of rails for 1918

delivery.

The Chicago Great Western has or-

dered five passenger cars from the Pull-

man Company.

The Great Northern has ordered 50

Mikado locomotives from the Baldwin

Locomotive Works.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered 6,500

tons of steel from the Bethlehem Steel

Bridge Corporation.

The Los Angeles & Salt Lake has or-

dered 1,000 gondola cars from the Pressed
Steel Car Company.

The Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha has issued inquiries for 50 ma-
chine tools for car shops.

The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe
has ordered 30 locomotives from the Bald-
win Locomotive Works.

The British Government has ordered
40 Consolidation locomotives from the

Canadian Locomotive Company.

The Cudahy Refining Company has or-

dered 500 30-ton tank cars from the

-American Car & Foundry Company.

The New York Central Lines have or-

dered 100 steel under-frames from the

American Car & Foundry Company.

The Texas & Pacific has issued in-

quiries for 12 Santa Fe type, 7 Pacific

type and 6 switching locomotives.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 30

Mallet and 10 Pacific type locomotives

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The French (government is reported or-

dering 100 additional small locomotives

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Missouri, Kansas & Te.xas has or-

dered 10 Pacific ("4-6-2) type locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company.

The Pittsburg & Shawmut has ordered
100 SO-ton steel underframe gondola cars

from the American Car & Foundry Com-
pany.

The Canadian (jovernmcnt Railways

have recently ordered 10 Santa Fe type

locomotives from the Montreal Locomo-
tive Works.

The St. Paul & Tacoma Lumber Com-
pany, Tacoma, Wash., has ordered a 70-

ton Shay locomotive from the Lima Loco-

motive Works.

The Norwegian State Railways and
other Norwegian railways have ordered

22 locomotives from the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works.

The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste.

Marie has ordered 50 miles of 8S-lb. open

hearth rail from the Illinois Steel Com-
pany for 1918 delivery.

The William Dederich Company, Lon-
don, Eng., has ordered 24 light locomo-

tives from the H. K. Porter Company for

use in the Belgian Congo.

The Duluth, Missabe & Northern has

ordered 4 eight-wheel (0-8-0) and 2 Mal-

let (2-8-8-2) type locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The French State Railways have or-

dered 100 80-ton Consolidation locomo-

tives from the American Locomotive
Company for delivery in January and
February, 1918.

The Union Pacific, which recently

placed order for 1,000 box and 1,500 auto-

mobile cars, is in the market for 2,500

refrigerator cars for the Pacific Fruit Ex-
press, and for 100 ore cars.

The Delaware, Lackawana & Western
has ordered 200 SO-ton steel gondola cars

from the Standard Steel Car Co. and 3O0

40-ton composite gondolas from the Bar-

ney & Smith Car Company.

The New York Central's recent order

for 25 baggage cars given to the Pullman

Company has been divided as follows

:

Michigan Central, 10, and the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, 15.

The Maine Central has ordered 2 super-

heater six-wheel switching locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company.
The.se engines will have 21 by 28-in. cyl-

inders, 51-in. driving wheels, and a total

weight in working order of 166,000

pounds.

The Erie has ordered 10 Pacific (4-6-2)

type locomotives from the .\merican Loco-
motive Company. The cylinders will be

25 by 28 inches ; driving wheels, 69 inches

in diameter, and total weight of engine in

working order 287,000 pounds, will be ex-

pended.

The Wheeling & Lake Erie has or-

dered 10 superheater Mallet (2-6-6-2)

type locomotives from the American Lo-

comotive Company. These locomotives

will have 25^j and 39 by 32 in. cylinders,

63-in. driving wheels and a total weight

in working order of 435,000 lb.
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The Russian Government is reported as

having closed for 66 additional locomo-

tives with the American l.oconiutive Com-

pany, (>6 with the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, and 21 with the Canadian Loco-

motive Company.

The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Po-

tomac has awarded a contract to install

automatic block signals on its double-

track line from North Acca, near Rich-

mond, Va., northward for a distance of

102 miles. The work will be done by the

General Railway Signal Company.

The Chicago & North Western plans in

1917 to equip 177 miles of road, single

track, with automatic block signals, Mil-

waukee, Wis., to Manitowoc, 75 miles, and

Clyman Junction, Wis., to Wyeville, 102

miles. In connection with this work, all

passing tracks will be lengthened so as to

hold 100 cars each, and this will mean 20

miles of new track.

The Russian Government has placed

additional orders for locomotives, bring-

ing the total now ordered to 331 engines,

divided as follows : .American Locomotive

Company, 140; Baldwin Locomotive

Works, 150, and Canadian Locomotive

Company, 41. It is understood that a

total of 350 locomotives will be placed at

this time, and probably more later.

Improvements are planned for the Cin-

cinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific at

Danville, Ky., to cost about $500,000. Ad-

ditions will be made to the shops and

yards, a new roundhouse erected, a fire-

proof office building and an overhead

bridge at the Perryville pike crossing.

The railroad company which has just ac-

quired 300 acres of land will be given

possession of a part the first of the year

and the remainder in the early spring.

Incrcsae in Railroad Men's Wagea.

It is very gratitying to observe tlic re-

ports coming to ur, from all over the

country of the increase of wages to that

large body of railroad men who arc, with-

out any fault of their own, working at

occupations that arc not sufliciently

organized to demand national attention,

but whose needs of betterment are as

great if not greater than those who are

in a position to command special legisla-

tion. The best feature in this spirit of

generous consideration on the part of

railroad companies is the fact that nearly

everywhere the increase is unasked, and,

we might venture to say, unexpected, and

that in nearly every case that has come

to our attention so far, the increase is

retroactive. To have ten per cent added

to the wages of last year passed over by

the employers to the employees at once

is a proof that after all there is some soul

in a corporation. Doubtless the past year

has been a prosperous one in railroad

work, but the increase in prices has

struck the railroads, perhaps, harder

than it has their employees. In any event,

the generous action of the companies

kindles the lamp of hope in the mind of

the humble toiler. He feels that he is not

altogether forgotten, and he will begin

the year's work with a degree of cheer-

fulness begotten of appreciation by those

for whom he will undoubtedly put forth

increased efforts.

The Illinois Central has completed 170

miles of automatic block signaling during

the past year. It is to be found on the

line from Gilman, 111., to Mattoon, 90

miles, and 80 miles between Paducah,

Ky., and Eddyville, and between Dugan

and Cecilia. On the Mississippi division,

in the states of Mississippi and Tennessee,

automatic bleck signals are now in course

of construction on 183 miles of line, the

work to be completed about March 1

next, and on the Louisiana division, in the

states of Mississippi and Louisiana, 191

miles, now about half completed, will be

put in operation March 1 next.

Increase of Wages on the Southern

Pacific.

The directors of the Southern Pacific

Company have authorized the payment of

a ten per cent bonus to all employees

not undc special contracts. Five per

cent will be paid on January 1, and five

per cent on July 1, 1917.

NVestinghouse Electric Grants Em-
ployees a Bonus.

A step in the riglit direction has been

taken by the Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing Company by granting an

extension of its present bonus system to

include salaried and office employees on

hourly rates, by which they will receive

a bonus of eight per cent, of their salary

each month prividing that their total ex-

cusable time absent and late during the

month does not exceed six hours, in-

curred on not liver three occasions. An
additional four per cent, will be given

each month to the employee who has not

lost any time frnni work during the month

through absence or tardiness, thus making

those affected to obtain an increase in

twelve per cent, for one hundred per cent,

attendance.

Several tliousaiid employees in the

Pittsburgh district will be benefited by

the granting of the bonus. We trust to

hear of this shining example being fol-

lowed by other corporations. The lamp

of hope should be kept burning in the

dark brow of constant labor.

Southern Pacific plants now give em-

ployment to 75.000 persons. 35,000 of

whom are in California, and they receive

annually more than $35,000,000 in wages,

or in the aggregate nearly $100,000 a day.

GOLD
Car

Heating

Lighting

Company

Manufacturers of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
HEATING
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CAFIS

VENTILATORS
FOR PASSENGER
AND REFRIGER-
ATOR CARS
ACETYLENE SYSTEM
OF CAR LIGHTING

Send for circular of our combina-
tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-
tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside
weather conditions.

Main Office, Whitehall BuUac

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
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Hydraulic
Riveters rued and portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Cnfllneers, Iron

rounders, Machinists.

100 Chtstnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Hit CHICAGO

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Ctierry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

M«ouf«clnr»r» of InJ«tor«. Elfctora,

BoHm- Wa.herm and Testers. Boiler Checks.

Check VilTM.

Statistics of Railways in the United

States.

The twenty-eighth annual report on the

statistics of railways in the United States

for the year ending June 30, 1915, has

been issued from the Government Print-

ing Office at Washington, and covers 80

pages of closely printed matter. Finan-

cial reports are presented with a degree of

fulness that leaves little to be desired, and

the report altogether shows considerable

improvement over that of previous years.

In regard to track mileage the report

shows that there are 253,788.64 miles of

single track in operation, to this must be

added second, third, and all other main

tracks, yards and sidings, making a total

of 391,141.51 miles, being an increase of

3,933.20 miles, as compared with the track

mileage of the previous year.

In regard to motive power and rolling

stock there are 66,229 steam locomotives,

and of other than steam, 273; passenger

cars, 55,810; freight cars, 2,370,532; com-

pany service cars, 98,752. The number

of employes listed, including officers, are

1,409,342. Of passenger engineers and

motormen there are 11,274; road freight

engineers and motormen, 22,966; yard en-

gineers and motormen, 11,971, making a

total of engineers and motormen number-

ine 47,839.

ASHTOIM
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The QumJitr Good* That LaM

Tha Athlon ValT* Co.

271 Frsnklte 5«r«.l. Boaton. Mms.
N*. 174 Mu<i«< St.. ClMmca. III.

Cold Metal Sawing Machines.

The Newton Machine Tool Works,

Philadelphia, Pa., has issued catalogue

No. 51, treating very fully of cold saw
cutting off machines. The enterprising

company has reached a high degree of

perfection in this department of special-

ties by reason of the fact that it main-

tains a corps of representatives trained in

shop and engineering departments to visit

the various plants and observe machines

of its manufacture under actual working

conditions, and in many instances valua-

ble suggestions are received and applied

in perfecting the machines. Cold cutting

saws up to 84 ins. diameter are now in

use, and metal up to 35 ins. diameter is

being cut. Among the recent devices that

are meeting with popular favor are saw

blade sharpening machines, slot sawing

machines, and an endless variety of mill-

ing machines of single, duplex and

multiple spindle type, portable drilling

machines and locomotive rod boring ma-

chines. There are nearly 100 illustrations

in the catalogue and all interested may
secure a copy on application to the com-

pany's works, 23d and Vine streets, Phil-

adelphia.

Electric Welding.

The Wilson Welder & Metals Com-

pany, New York, has just issued a cata-

logue of 63 pages of descriptions and

illustrations furnishing details of the de-

velopments of the company's system of

electric welding which is rapidly coming

into favor as shown by the first ten

months since the company began active

operations the railway mileage covered in

that period extending to about 60,000

miles, besides large orders from the

United States government and the two

largest locomotive works in the world.

Apart from the substantial features of

the appliances there is a marked gain in

the economical use of the power required,

and also a degree of perfection in the

metal electrodes which are composed of

iron homogeneously combined with such

an excess of manganese and copper over

the amount lost in the arc, as will insure

to the welded joint a substantial addi-

tional degree of toughness and ductility.

A full description of motor generator sets

are furnished, and a mass of interesting

data in regard to electrical units, shop

wiring, tables, fusing point of metals,

temperatures of furnaces, and other

matter, the whole being an unusually

valuable and attractive publication, copies

of which may be had at the company's

main ofTice, 52 Vandcrbilt avenue. New

York.

Fetirbanks Power Hammers.

The United Hammer Company, 141

Milk street, Boston, Mass., announces in

an illuminated circular the purchase of

the power hammer business of the E. &
T. Fairbanks & Co., of St. Johnsbury, Vt.,

and are prepared to furnish complete

Fairbanks power hammers of all sizes.

The company also furnishes parts and re-

pair sections of Fairbanks hammers al-

ready in use. As is well known, the

Fairbanks hammers have been in use

over 25 years. They were first manufac-

tured in 1890 by the Dupont Mfg. Co.,

St. Johnsbury, Vt, who marketed them

under the name "Dupont" hammers. In

1902 the business was taken over by E.

& T. Fairbanks & Co., St. Johnsbury who

have been manufacturing them since,

they giving the machine the name "Fair-

banks" hammers, which title will be con-

tinued in future. During the time E. & T.

Fairbanks manufactured these hammers,

they were sold by their selling agents,

the Fairbanks Co. of New York, and

branches in the west, and by the Cana-

dian Fairbanks Co. in Montreal and

branches for Canada. They are also

favo.rably known in Europe and other

parts of the world.

Reactions.

This (luartcrly publication devoted to

the science of aluminothermics and pub-

lished by the Goldschmidt Thermit Com-

pany, 120 Broadway, New York, devotes

much space in the latest issue to railroad
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repair work. Frames, driving wheels,

pedestal jaws, guide yokes. link frames,

heavy wlit-il lathe tuol.s are slicjwn with

compound fractures before and after re-

pair. The latter clas.s of work is just

looming into prominence, and is an illus-

tration of the unexpected uses to which

the Thermit process of welding may be

put. The method of welding high speed

steel tips to machine steel is fully shown

and it is generally recognized that the

Thermit steel improves the quality of

high speed steel, and the adoption of the

practice effects a large saving in this

class of work. A variety of operations

of various kinds are shown in the issue,

and the high character of the publication

is well maintained. Send for a sample

copy to the company's New York office.

American Anvils.

The additional railroad repair shops

that are springing up all over the country

in these busy times are calling for new

equipment, and in the blacksmith sec-

tion the reliable American anvils, made

by the Hay-Budden Manufacturing Com-

pany, Brooklyn, N. Y., are much in de-

mand. The variety in sizes and designs

aer of the familiar and popular type, but

the enterprising firm, after extensive ex-

perimenting with alloys, have produced

a steel which is conceded to have the

double quality of taking a harder temper

with a decreased liability to chip than

any other anvil hitherto manufactured.

Guarantees are furnished with all orders

filled. Send for a catalogue to the com-

pany's works. No. 254-278 North Henry

street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Railway Motors.

The General Electric Company is doing

a notable work in the solution of the

problem of providing rapid and eco-

nomical city transportation. The pro-

vision of suitable equipment for the

lighter type of cars has been simplified by

the development of high continuous ca-

pacity railway motors which are suffi-

ciently small to be suitable for the

smallest diameter of wheels used with

these cars, and which oflfer a considerable

reduction in weight compared with the

usual electric equipment for city service.

These various types of motors are fully

described and illustrated in Bulletin No.

44417, and copies may be had on applica-

tion to the company's office at Schenec-

tady, N. Y.

Engineering Fellowships.

The University of Illinois maintains

fourteen engineering fellowships for each

of which there is an annual stipend of

$500 open to graduates of American and

foreign universities and technical schools.

They must be accepted for two consecu-

tive collegiate years, and if all require-

ments are met the degree of Master of

Science will be conferred. Applications

must be received not later than the first

day of February. Preference is given

those applicants who have had some prac-

tical engineering experience. Among the

branches studies may be undertaken in

mechanical engineering, electrical en-

gineering and railway engineering. I'ull

information may be obtained by address-

ing the Director, Engineering Experiment

Station, University of Illinois, Urbana,

III.

Proceedings of the Gen. Fore. Assn.

The proceedings of the twelfth annual

convention of the International General

Foremen's Association, held at Chicago,

111., last August, has been compiled and

published by \Vm. Hall, secretary, 1061

W. Wabash, Winona, Minn, and forms an

elegant volume of 148 pages. The sub-

jects of the various papers and the dis-

cussions are presented in full. These em-

brace "Car Department Problems," "The

Counterbalance of the Steam Locomo-
tive," "The Classification of Repairs,"

and "Relation of Foremen to the Men."

It will thus be seen that the members
of the association did not burden them-

selves with an overwhelming variety of

subjects, but there is a genuine thorough-

ness and a note of sincerity all through

the able papers and interesting discus-

sions. The subjects taken up by the as-

sociation are finished to the hour. Their

close contact with the actual work in-

volved in their particular departments

gives them closer opportunities than falls

to the lot of many who, perhaps, make
more noise with less merit. Applica-

tions for copies of the book should be

made to the secretary.

Books.

We ought to reverence books, to re-

gard them as essential and mighty factors

of our life. Archbishop Fenelon once

said : "If the crowns of all the king-

doms and all the empires in the world

were laid at my feet in exchange for my
books, and for my love of reading. I

would spurn them all." Books never pall

on us. They are never troublesome, irk-

some, or in the way, but they immediately

answer our questions. We can ask John

Bourne re the early steam engines, the Earl

of Worcester of his hundred inventions,

and question James Watt, Trevethick,

Stephenson and Murdoch on the mighty

things they did in the early ages of steam.

Ericsson and Fulton may be consulteil on

the first Monitor, and about the .ship the

latter built to cross the great .\tlantic,

And, so on, in respect of all the great men
up to the present day, and things they

have done. Books not only answer the

mental questions we may put, but reveal

to us the depths of knowledge with which

we have and could have no access.
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The Ralston Steel Car Shop
Continuous Method of Assembling Applied to Railroad Cars—Thorough Equipment to

Build and Repair Cars—Parts Supplied to Railroads Making Their Own
Repairs—First Class Work Turned Out—Progressive Methods.

In the production of any vehicle ecnomi-

cal methods of assembly are of importance.

The manufacturers of automobiles have

learned this, and in order to cut down
assembly costs have universally adopted

the progressive or continuous system of

assembling. The Ralston Steel Car Com-
pany, Columbus. O., was among the llrst

plied. The plant has a ma.ximum capacity

of 60 all-steel cars and about 25 compos-

ite cars a day. A specialty is made of

miscellaneous repair work, including not

only the repairing of cars in the Ralston

shops, but also the furnishing of miscel-

laneous repair parts to railroads. The
company was orjjanized in 1905 by J. S.

riveting and assembling equipment
; power

plant, pattern shop, machine shop, store-

houses, paint shops, template shop, foun-

dry, and a number of smaller structures

including an oil and paint house, planing

mill, electric storage and repair shop, hos-

pital, air brake shop, rivet house and
storage bins, emery grinding shop, tool

gi-:n'ku/\l vikw of assk.miu,i.\(_; uoo.m, k.m..ston car company.

to adopt this method. I'ormcrly. a car

was assembled complete without being

moved, and there was always a jumble of

parts about the car. At the present time,

at the Ralston plant, the car advances in

11 stages, until the completed car is run

out into the yard. The various parts rc-

•quircd are distributed along the creeling

track in the order in which they arc ap-

, and .Xiiton liccker,

assistant to the prcsi-

Ralston, preside

vice-president ai

dent.

The works are situated on a site of 38

acres in East Columbus, a short distance

from Columbus. The company has also pro-

vided for future i xlensions. The works in-

clude a main building, which liouses the

forging, puMcliing, shearing, pressing,

steel storage, etc. The main shop extends

in a general east and west direction and

is divided into two main bays, each 1,410

X 637,s ft. wide. A 45 X 1,050-foot bay
adjoints this shop on the north, giving a

total floor space of 226,320 sq. ft. The
west end of this building directly adjoins

the storage yard for raw materials, and
houses the shearing, pressing and punch-
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ing departments. The center section of

the main building is devoted to riveting

and general construction, while the east

end of the building is given over to as-

sembling the cars. Three tracks are pro-

vided for erection purposes. Each track

is commanded by a number of Shepard

draulic pump furnished by the Dean
Bros. Steam Pump Company, Indianap-

olis; two Dean duplex horizcmtal pumps
having a capacity of 40 gals, a minute,

and two Snow steam pumps, one with a

capacit>- of 100 gals, and the other 50 gals,

a minute, also arc installed. The 200-gaI.

m^gg
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very fully equipped erecting shop.

The construction department is equipped

with five deep gap 102-in. bull riveters of

the Hanna type for riveting the sides of

the cars. The material for each riveter is

handled by Shepard electric hoists. The

riveters are of 50 tons capacitj', and are

operated by compressed air. In addition,

there are three 50-ton Hanna riveters with

48-in. reach ; a Shepard riveter for rivet-

ing center sills, and many other riveters

for miscellaneous work, ranging from 48-

in. reach down. An hydraulic riveter of

the alligator type is used for riveting

truck bolts.

Oxy-acetylene equipment is provided in

the paint shops for the final cutting out

of defective parts. There are two paint

shops, one being 467 ft. 7 in. x 104 ft. 10

in. and the other 465 x 120 ft. The for-

mer shop has six, while the latter has

eight tracks. Their respective capacities

are 60 and 80 standard 4S-foot gondolas.

The paint shops are heated with exhaust

steam, the fan and coil equipment having

only for repair work, but for the storage

of electrical supplies. A large quantity of

these supplies is carried on hand so that

repairs can be made quickly. The equip-

ment in the air brake house consists of

Westinghouse air brake test racks for

testing triple valves ; a Landis cutting off

and pipe threading machine of 2-in. ca-

pacity and a Landis threader and pipe

bending machine. The power house oc-

cupies one-half of a building, 52 ft. 3 in.

X 305 ft., the other half being given over

to general storage.

The Ralston plant is served by the

Pennsylvania, the Baltimore & Ohio and

the Toledo & Ohio Central railroads, the

latter being a branch of the New York

Central Lines. The facts which we have

here presented are drawn from Mr. R. V.

Sawhiirs article in the Iron Trade Re-

view. The shop is very thoroughly

equipped throughout and a fine and dur-

able type of car is turned out by this

company.

Every tool in the plant is equipped with

1 •!
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ilic Switch Engine (^)uestion

Modern View of the Switrli Engine— Special Machine for Special Work—l*roj)oilion

to Road Engines in the Lnited Slates—Examples of Modern Switchers

—Their Equipment—Details of Various Designs.

To u»c a homely plirasc the yard en-

gine i)as had to force itself into promi-

nence and demand that the spotlight be

turned on it when it holds the centre of

the stage. The former theory about the

yard engine was that any old decrepit

road engine, waiting for its turn to enter

the hack shop, might put in a few weeks

in the \ard. .
This idea is gradually being

discarded.

The latest annual report of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission gives the

facts as they are. In the United States

the total revenue-producing mileage is

1,210,000,000, and the total revenue-switch-

ing mileage is 310,000,000. This is an ac-

tual proportion of 0.39, which is over one-

third, and a little less than two-fifths.

Take the proportion at 1/3 as the estab-

lished figure, and it is easy to see the im-

portance of the switch engine as a special

and a ci'iistaiu improvement in the older

types in order to secure the highest possi-

ble efficiency. This is quite as true of

switching power as of road engines. As
freight trains increase in weight, service

requirements in terminal yards become

more severe, and the necessity of doing

tlie work in the most efficient manner

possible becomes more and more appar-

ent. These engines are subjected to such

hard service that the best of design, ma-
terials and workmanship are none too

good ; and the day is rapidly passing,

and has indeed passed, when any type of

discarded road engine can be considered

suitable for yard service.

Superheaters in large switching loco-

motives have become very common, and

the use of them is rapidly increasing.

The reduction in fuel and water consump-

tion, which accompanies the use of super-

"The reasons for iiie rcciuciion m num-
ber of yani engines used by us having

-•.upcrheaters are that engines will run

longer for water, longer for fuel and

longer for fire cleaning. They will also

move more promptly and do more effici-

ent work. There is less escaping steam

in cool or cold weather to cause con-

densation on account of cylinder cocks,

etc., and our enginemen like them very

much better than the others, as well as

all the men concerned in yard operation.

We have found by tests that a super-

heater engine can do a given amount of

work with less water and coal than the

saturated engine. This being true the

superheater engine will go longer for coal

and water than the saturated engine

will, and thus it saves the time necessary

to take water or go for more coal. This

being true, it is apparent that since less

G. N. Ril

machine designed for a special purpose.

Further than this, the total revenue mile-

age, represented by ten figures, as it is.

is dependent on the 1/3 revenue mileage

of the switcher. The switch engine is,

therefore, not only an important factor, it

is an essential part of the solution of the

problem upon which cheap transportation

rests. Road engines making the finest

records on earth, and contributing ma-
terially to a low cost per ton-mile for the

movement of cars, might easily have the

whole of their efforts wiped out and a

high cost per ton-mile produced by in-

efficient service in the yard ; with delays,

unnecessary handling, and slow move-

ment. Efficient haulage by a good, eco-

nomical road engine might be nullified in

its results by poor yard work.

One of the most conspicuous features

of locomotive development, during recent

years, has been the introduction of special

types for special conditions of service.

heated steam, results in certain advan-

tages apart from a reduction in fuel

charges, which are especially apparent in

switching service. With a lower steam

consumption, the fire does not have to be

forced as hard to develop a given amount
of power ; hence, smoke can be more
easily suppressed. Less time is lost on

account of running for water. This is a

most important consideration in a busy

yard. Another point is that, when using

superheated steam, there is less liability

of water being ejected from the stack.

This is a matter of special importance in

switching service about passenger sta-

tions.

In corroboration of this general view of

the superheater a superintendent of mo-
tive power on a prominent railroad,

which has made some exceedingly in-

structive tests on superheater and non-

supcrhcatcr onuincs. writes us as fol-

coal is used, the fire will not have to be

cleaned so often, which is another time

saver for the superheater engine. It is

an accepted fact that a superheated en-

gine moves more promptly afid works

more efficiently than a saturated engine

does, and since the engine moves more
promptly or gets under way in a shorter

time it will cut down the time necessary

for a given amount of switching. In

other words, the superheater engine will

handle more tonnage at high speed and
at the same time show an appreciable

saving in coal and water."

Certain labor saving devices are also

proving of great value on switching loco-

motives. Especially is this true of power
reverse gears. The ability to reverse the

engine with practically no physical ef-

fort, not only saves the engincman a

large amount of labor, but also facilitates

rapid movements. In a large yard a few

seconds gained in each reversal amounts
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in the aggregate to a material saving in

time. Simply because of the large

amount of handling that is inevitable in

the operation of an efficient switch-

ing locomotive, it is important to so ar-

range the fittings that the engine can be

handled with the greatest possible con-

venience. The power reverse mechanism

can be handled as easilj- as the brake

valve. The locomotive engineer is en-

abled to see what he is doing all the

time, and is not compelled to take a look

and draw back into the cab to pull a

heavy reverse lever over and then look

out to see the effect. He sees and acts

and modifies or alters the reverse lever

as events develop and he does this on

his own initiative and without depending

on signals. As psychologists would say,

this very largely reduces his "reaction

time."

By this they mean that after a signal

has been received or, in fact, when any

stimulus flows into the consciousness, a

certain time elapses before the nervous

system of the man can perceive it in his

brain, and put forth the necessary move-
ments for the act. By seeing the thing

he is concerned with himself, the "reac-

tion time" due to a signal, is eliminated

with a corresponding gain in time. With
heavy work, such as moving a lieavy

reverse lever all day, fatigue sets in and
this increases the "reaction time" as the

day wears on, and the fatigue itself slows

down the action in addition to increas-

ing the "reaction time." Thus a double

saving is effected, the man is more com-
fortable and happy at his work and the

yard men feel confidence that the en-

gineman sees clearly what he is about,

and is not liable to misinterpret any of

the signals given to him.

Our several illustrations represent sev-

eral designs of switchers recently built

by the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The
engine for the Atlantic Coast Line, al-

though of moderate weight, represents ad-

vanced construction as far as equipment

is concerned. It is designated by the

railroad company as Class E-11. This

locomotive weighs 129,500 lbs., and is de-

signed to traverse curves of 100 ft. ra-

dius. With 19.N24-in. cylinders, driving-

wheels 50 ins. in diameter, and a steam

pressure of 180 lbs., the tractive force

exerted is 26,500 lbs.

The boiler is 58 ins. in diameter, and

has a radial stayed firebo.x placed above

the engine frames. Special features of

the boiler equipment include a "Security"

brick arch, supported on water tubes,

and a Schmidt type superheater composed
of 18 elements. The firebox seams, in-

cluding that around the firedoor opening.

are electrically welded. This method of

construction has been employed in a large

number of Atlantic Coast Line engines,

with most satisfactory resijlts. The large

flues are electrically welded info the hack

tube sheet. Four rows of Baldwin ex-

pansion stays support the forward end

of the furnace crown. The heating sur-

face of this boiler is as follows : Fire-

bo.x, 110 sq. ft.; tubes and flues, 1,100 sq.

ft; arch tubes, 21 sq. it.; total, 1,231 sq.

ft.; superheater, 257 sq. ft.; grate area.

20.9 sq. ft.

The cylinder walls are of such thick-

ness that they can be subsequently bored

out for bushings, if necessary. The

steam distribution is controlled by piston

\alves 9>< ins. in diameter, and these

are driven by the Southern valve gear.

The Lewis power reverse mechanism is

applied.

The frames are of .40 carbon steel,

and the structural parts and spring rig-

ging are designed for severe service.

The tender tank has a straight top, and

carries 2,000 gals, of water and 6'.i tons

of coal. Some of the principle dimen-

sions are appended for reference : Boiler

—Type, straight ; thickness of sheets, J^s

in. : working pressure, 180 lbs. ; fuel, soft

coal ; staying, radical. Fire box—Ma-
terial, steel; length, 71?^ ins.; width, 42

ins. : depth, front. 63J^ ins. ; depth, back.

61 J^ ins.: thickness of sheets, sides, back.

features of the boiler construction in-

clude three rows of Tate flexible stays

over the forward end of the crown, and
the welding of the tubes into the back

tube sheet. The heating surface provided

is as follows : Firebox, 144 sq. ft. ; tubes

and flues, 1,416 sq. ft.; arch tubes, 19 sq.

ft.; total, 1,579 sq. ft.; superheater, 299

sq. ft.
;
grate area, 32.5 sq. ft.

The superheater is composed of 24 ele-

ments. The ratio of superheating to wa-
ter heating surface is not as high, in this

engine, as in many other recent designs,

but this is chiefly due to the compara-

tively short boiler barrel, as the tubes

have a length of only 11 ft. 6 ins.

This locomotive is equipped with 13-in.

piston valves, and the Walschaerts mo-
tion. The crank pins are of chrome-vana-

dium steel, and the materials used in the

construction of the engine are in accord-

ance with specifications issued by the

American Society for Testing Materials.

The tender has a 12-in. steel channel

frame, and the sloping back tank carries

6.000 gals, of water and 8 tons of fuel.

The principal dimensions are as follows:

Boiler—Thickness of sheets. ^ in. ; fuel.

G. M. Cr
SWITCHER 0-6 0, CTIC.Vr.O GRE.VT VVESTER.V R.\TLRn,\D.
ver, Supt. Motive Power. Baldwin Loco. Wks., Builders.

and crown, 5a in. ; tube, Vz in. Water space

—front. 4 ins. ; .'^ides and back. 3 ins. Tubes
—Diameter, 5' j ins. and 2 ins. ; material,

steel; thickness, i}/^ ins.. No. 9 W. G., 2

Ins.. No. 11 W. G. : number, SVi ins.. 18;

2 ins., 107; Length, 13 ft. 6 ins. Wheel
base—Driving. 10 ft. 6 ins. ; total engine,

10 ft. 6 ins. : total en.eine and tender. 41

ft. 10 ins. Weight—Total engine and

lender, about 195.000 lbs.

Locomotive No. 478, for the Chicago

(ireat Western, represents a class which

has been extensively built for that line,

and is designated by the railroad company
as Class B-5. This engine weighs 155,-

000 lbs., and exerts a tractive force of

35,350 lbs. It has 21x26 in. cylinders and

51-in. driving-wheels, and the working
pressure is 185 lbs. The locomotive is,

therefore, of considerable capacity for

one of the 0-6-0 type.

The boiler i^ 68 ins. in diameter, and

has a Gaino'i furnace; a design which has

been applied to road engines built for the

Chicago Great Western, as well as to

switchers. In the present instance, the

arch is supported on three wafer tubes.

The fire door is power operated. Other

soft coal ; staying, radical. Fire box

—

Material, steel ; length, 102 ins. ; width,

66 ins. ; depth, front, 63>1 ins. ; depth,

liack. 59J/^ ins. ; thickness of sheets, sides,

hack and crown, y% in. ; tube, J4 in. Wa-
ter space—Front. AYz ins. ; sides and back,

4 ins. Tubes—Diameter, 5}^ ins. and 2

ins. ; material, steel ; thickness, SJ^ ins..

No. 9 W. G., 2 ins.. No. 11 W. G.; num-
ber, hV2 ins., 24; 2 ins, 171; length, 11

ft. 6 ins. Wheel base—Driving, 11 ft.

6 ins.; total engine, 11 ft. 6 ins.; total en-

gine and tender, 44 ft. 1J4 ins. Weight

—

Total engine and tender, about 265,-

000 lbs.

Locomotive No. 13. for the Donora
Southern Railroad, is operating on a short

line in the Pittsburgh District. This is

a heavy engine, weighing 161,500 lbs.,

and developing a tractive force of 38,000

lbs. The cylinders are 22x26 ins. and
the driving-wheels are 52 ins. in diameter.

Steam at a pressure of 185 lbs. is supplied

by a 74-in. boiler, which has a long fire-

box placed above the engine frames. The
superheater is composed of 30 elements,

and the heating surfaces are as follows:

Firebox. 179 sq. ft.; tubes and flues, 1,546
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sq. ft.: total, 1,7-5 sq. ft.; superheater,

363 sq. It : grate area, 31.5 sq. ft.

The longitudinal seams in the boiler

shell have a strength equal to 30 per cent

of the solid plate, and the firebox staying

includes 700 flexible bolts. Three rows

of Baldwin expansion stays support the

forward end of the crown. The tirebox

contains a brick arch, which is supported

on studs tapped into the side sheets. This

engine is equipped with the Stephenson

link motion, and piston valves 11 ins. in

diameter. The principal dimensions are

as follows: Hoiler—Type, wagon-top;

thickness of sheets, J4 '"• a"d 13/16 in.;

fuel, soft coal ; staying, radial. Fire box

—Material, steel; length, 110 ins.; width,

41J.4 ins. : depth, front, 75 ins. ; depth,

back, 7V/J ins.; thickness of sheets, sides

and back, 5/16 in. ; crown, H in. ; tube,

'/2 in. Water space—Front. 4 ins. ;. sides

and back, S'A ins. Tubes—Diameter, 5'/j

ins. and 2 ins. ; material, steel ; thickness,

SVi ins, No. 9 W. G. ; 2 ins.. No. 12 W.
G.; number 5'A ins., 30; 2 ins.. 201;

length. 10 ft. 6 ins. Wheel liase—Driv-

ing, 11 ft. ins.; total engine. 11 ft. ins.;

total engine and tender. 44 ft. 10 ins.

tended wagon-top type, measuring 78 ins.

in diameter at the front end. .\ wide

tirebox is used, the grate dimensions be-

ing 106 X 78 ins. The furnace equipment

includes a Franklin power-operated fire-

door, and the Security brick arch support-

ed on tubes. There is a complete instal-

lation of flexible bolts in the water legs,

and the front end of the crown sheet is

supported by three rows of Baldwin ex-

pansion stays. The heating surfaces are

as follows

:

Saturated. Superheated

Firebox 186 sq.ft. 186 sq.ft.

Tubes 3,515 " 2,679 "

Arch tubes 28 " 28 "

Total 3,729 " 2,893 "

Superheater " 657 "

Grate area 54 " 54 "

The cylinders of the locomotives using

saturated steam are designed for inside

steam pipes, while the superheater engine

has outside pipes. The latter locomotive

is equipped with a Xathan five-feed lubri-

cator, a separate feed being run to each

cylinder barrel. The piston valves of all

the locomotives are 12 ins. in diameter,

and the valve gear is of the Walschaerts

coal ; staying, radial. Fire box—Ma-
terial, steel ; length. 108 ins. ; width. 72

ins. ; depth, front, 77)^ ins. ; depth, back,

65)^ ins. ; thickness of sheets, sides and
back, 5/16 in.; crown, H in.; tube, J4 in.

Water space—Front, sides and back 5

ins. Tubes—Diameter. 2 ins. ; material,

steel; thickness. Xo. 11 W. G. ; number,

450; length, 15 feet ins. Wheel base-
driving, 15 ft. ins.; total engine. 15 ft.

ins. ; total engine and tender. 49 ft. 5

ins. Weight—Total engine and tender,

365,000 lbs.

Car Heating Patent Suits.

The Chicago Car Heating Company
issues the following: By a recent de-

cision of the Commissioner of Patents in

the interference suit between Chicago Car

Heating Company and the Consolidated

Car Heating Company, dating from 1906

over certain vapor heating system patent

claims, the contentions of the Giicago

Car Heating Company were sustained in

all respects. The decision has now be-

come final, from which no appeal has

been or can be taken, and the Gosper Ap-

DOXOR.\ soltiii:k\ swiTe iii:r.

C. I.. Miller, President.

.\Tr..\NTIC CO.\ST LINE <;WITCHER.
R. E. Smith. Gen. Supt. of Motii Powe

\\'eight—Total engine, 161,500 lbs.; total

engine and tender, about 280,000 lbs.

Tender, 6.000 gals, of water and 6 tons

of coal.

Locomotive No. 32, for the Lake Term-
inal Railroad, is one of four heavy en-

gines of the 0-8-0 type. Three of these,

including engine No. 32, use saturated

steam, the fourth has been equipped with

a superheater composed of 30 elements.

An excellent opportunity will thus be af-

forded to try saturated and superheated

steam locomotives w-orking in switching

service under similar conditions.

These locomotives have 25x30-in. cylin-

ders and 55-in. wheels ; and with a steam

pressure of 180 lbs., they exert a tractive

force of 52,000 lbs. The saturated steam

locomotives weigh 225,100 lbs., while the

superheater engine is slightly heavier.

The ratio of adhesion is approximately

4.33. Switching locomotives are fre-

quently required to do their heaviest work
in localities where rail conditions are un-

favorable, and where a liberal ratio of

adhesion is an advantage. In service,

these locomotives traverse curves of 200

ft. radius.

In this design, the boiler is of the ex-

type, controlled by the Ragonnet power

reverse mechanism.

The height limit on these engines is 14

ft. 8 ins., and with large, high pitched

boilers the clearance is necessarily limited.

The front sand box is centrally placed

on the boiler, but in the case of the rear

sand box there was not room to do this,

on account of the wagon-top. Hence two

sand boxes are employed, and they are

situated right and left on the round of

the boiler. The tender is carried on

rolled steel wheels and archbar trucks. It

has a frame composed of 13-in. longi-

tudinal channels with cast steel end sills.

The tank is of the water bottom type,

with capacity for 7,000 gals, of water

and 12 tons of coal.

These few illustrations by no means in-

clude all the principal designs now being

built for switching service, but they clear-

ly indicate that the modern switcher is

a highly developed machine, and that, as

far as details and equipment are con-

cerned, it is now beginning to receive the

attention that it should have. Some of

the principal dimensions are as follows:

Boiler—Type. Wagon-top; thickness of

sheets. 13/16 in. and ^ in.; fuel, soft

plication (owned by the Consolidated Car

Heating Company) has been abandoned,

and no patent will be granted to the Con-

solidated Car Heating Company relating

to any matter involved in that interfer-

ence.

Manchurian Locomotives for Saigon,

The workshops of the South Manchuria

Railway at Shahokon recently constructed

and sent to Saigon. Cochin China, several

locomotives for the French railways there.

These locomotives were of what they call

the "10-wheeIer" type, weighing 64,103

pounds, or 103.053 pounds with tender.

It is likely more will be built

Nicaraguan Railway.

Mr. J. K. Choate, Vice-President of

The J. G. White Management Corpora-

tion, has just returned from a six-weeks'

trip to Nicaragua, where he spent con-

siderable time inspecting the property of

the Ferrocarril del Pacifico de Nicaragua,

which is being operated by The J. G.

White Management Corporation.
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One Thousand Steel Frame Automobile Cars for

the Chicago & North Western Railway
The Western Steel Car & Foundry

Company recently constructed for the

Chicago and North Western Railway

1.000 steel-framed automobile cars. After

a thorough canvass among automobile

shippers regarding sizes, clearances, etc.,

the following dimensions were employed

:

Length inside, 40 ft. ; width inside of lin-

ing, 9 ft. ; height on inside at side of car,

10 ft. 4^ ins. ; height on inside at center

of car, 10 ft. 8->4 ins.; height of door

opening, 10 ft. ; width of door opening,

10 ft ; cubic capacity of car, 3,788 ft.

The car is of steel-frame construction,

with girder center sills, which are of

channel beams weighing 40 lbs. per foot,

with H ins. top and bottom cover plates,

the top extending the full length of the

center sills, while the bottom plate ex-

tends for a distance of 24 ft. in the middle

rabbeted over and bolted to the same.

Special care is taken in the drying of

the lumber, as it is realized that the suc-

cess of a car constructed with inner lin-

ing depends on having lumber from which

sides are constructed properly, and care-

fully dried to prevent excessive shrink-

age. On the inside of the car for a

height of 5 boards from the bottom and

for a width of 9 boards at a point midway

between the floor and the roof of the lin-

ing is made double in thickness to permit

of the nailing of double decking and

cleating for securing loads.

The end framing of the car has two

center posts of 4-in. Z-bars weighing 10.3

lbs. per foot and two 3-in. Z-bars weigh-

ing 9.8 lbs. per foot. The corner posts

are ^-in. pressed section extending a

sufficient distance on the side and end of

Vulcan type of cast steel truck sides with

Buckeye steel truck boldsters. The

stresses and strains have been carefully

figured. The center girder section, which

is considered the "backbone" of the car,

has been made extra strong and has low

f:ber strains to withstand the violent

shocks that these cars are frequently sub-

jected to. The capacity of the car is 80,-

000 lbs. and its weight 46,100 lbs. The

car has all the requisites for the shipment

of automobiles and the means for secur-

ing them, so as to prevent shifting, but

they are also well adapted for general

service, especially so for the shipment of

large, light and bulky materials.

Few people have any conception of the

amount of transportation business done by

the various automobile manufacturers in

the country-. The Chicago & North West-

TVPE OF AUTO.MOBILE CAR FOR THE CHICAG',
Western Steel Car & Foundry

& .XORTIIWESTERX RAILWAY.
Builders.

of the car. The side posts and braces

are of J4 'ns. pressed shape, section

riveted to the side sill channel and to the

top plate Z-bar set edgewise, with the

outer flange extending dow-nward. The
inner flange extends upward. This shape

for posts and braces is used, because it

had been found that greater damage is

occasioned by side-swiping resulting from

thj square corner and the outside angle

of Z-bar post and braces used hereto-

fore.

An 8 X ^ in. steel fascia plate extends

from the side door opening to the cor-

ner of the car and across the ends, which

is riveted to the web of the Z-bar side

plate and to all posts and braces. The
wooden lining is bolted to this fascia

plate. The sheating is 1% ins. vertical

grain Oregon fir and extends from the

floor to the side plate fascia piece and is

the car for good secure bolting of the

lining of both sides and ends, the latter

of which is IK ins. thick. To prevent

the ends of the car from being forced

out of shape, the center posts have been

latticed from the top to the bottom. The
roof is the Hutchins latest design of all-

steel car roofing. Jacking brackets are

secured on the inside of the side plates

for convenience in loading. The door

openings are staggered and are 10 ft. in

width, and 10 ft. in height and are pro-

vided with Camel door fixtures having

adjustable center posts, which adapts the

car to the transportation of grain and

merchandise, as well as automobiles and

other bulky materials.

The car is equipped with Westinghouse

KC-1012 brake, Simplex draw bars.

Miner A-24-A draft gear, National Mal-

leable Castings Co.'s oil boxes and lids,

ern are fully alive to the requirements.

Average Cars per Mile on the Lehigh.

The average number of freight cars per

mile of railroad among those in trunk

line territory was 20.4 in 1900 and 24.7

in 1915. The Lehigh Valley, however,

had 25.3 cars to every mile of railroad in

1900, and fifteen years later had increased

its average to 31.7 cars. In 1900 the Le-

high Valley had a total of 34,954 cars in

service, while its mileage was 1,382. In

1915 its mileage had been increased to

1,442 and the total number of cars in

service had increased to 44.974. This

average of almost 32 freight cars to every

mile of railroad looms large, particularly

when compared w-th the average based

on all the railroads in the United States,

which is only 9.94, or less than 10 car*

per mile.
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A Study of "Engine Failures on the Santa Fe"
What a Failure Is and Wbat Is Not—Remedies.

The sul)jcct of engine failures is not

only of interest to railroad men, it is im-

portant. The first requisite is to have

clearly in mind what an engine failure

is, and then seek to avoid the causes

which bring it about. Determining what

an engine failure is or is not must of ne-

cessity be arbitrary. Some think all de-

tentions caused by the mechanical depart-

ment of one minute or over is an engine

failure, others again have a diflfcrent

standard.

The .\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe have

taken this matter up very carefully and

Mr. M. E. Haig, their mechanical engi-

neer, at Topeka, has taken considerable

trouble to systematize the handling of the

whole question. On that road an engine

failure is ordinarily considered to be a

failure, if resulting in delays to trains or a

can handle, but sbuuld engine tail, it is

not to be reported as an engine failure.

(7) It is not an engine failure when

delays to fast scheduled freight trains

occur when weather conditions are such

that it is impossible to make time, pro-

vided engine is in good condition. (8)

<Iucstion, what can be done to forestall

the engine failure which all would wish

to avoid? Right here the matter of im-

proved design and weakness of parts

must be carefully looked after. In

building new locomotives a thorough

canvass of the Santa Fc road is made

.\n engine failure shl^uld not be charged to gather the comments of mechanical and

when a freight engine is taken between operating officers. This information con-

terminals for passenger service, in an cems general performance of locomotives

emergency, and in such service runs hot. and relates to any weakness in parts

(9) An engine used after being ordered which may have developed. Where any

cut of service for repairs, should not have weaknesses arc found, reinforcements can

a failure charged against it until the re-

pairs have been made.

These exceptions are the result of care-

ful work in appraising the value of stand-

ardization in the conception of an engine

failure, modified by a series of circum-

stances which have come to the surface in

reduction of tonnage of trains from the practical daily life on an operated rail

time •an engine with crew takes a train un-

til the end of its run is reached. The reduc-

tion of tonnage is not, on all roads, con-

ceived to be an engine failure, as it is on

the Santa Fe. Including it, is logical be-

cause if an engine usually pulling say 30

cars, has to give up five, for any reason,

it is really and practically asking for an

read. One mav look in vain for any

be made which will provide the required

strength. Any undesirable feature ob-

served in locomotives on the road and in

regular service is eliminated when the

time for ordering new power comes along,

in addition to this, on the Santa Fe the

matter is followed up carefully by a me-

chanical department representative of a

System office. In our own experience we

symptom of a desire to bolster up poor knew of a superintendent of motive power

performance or take an undue or techni- wlio followed this practice, and in the

cal advantage, to protect the mechanical case of a steel tender frame and coupling

department. A failure is a failure, but attachments for engine and for cars, un-

whcre the contributing causes are outside til at length he had a practically unbrcak-

the power or control of the mechanical able tender frame, at which builders

department, which is vitally interested in looked with long faces, but secretly ad-

easement in some form. It is manifest engine performance, it is in accordance mired

that to bring the other five cars on, will

most certainly require the expenditure

of time, power and the burning of coal.

The Santa Fe, however, while it main-

tains its theory of an engine failure in a

general way, yet has formulated nine ex-

ceptions, in fairness to the mechanical de-

partment.

These are: (1) When a train is de-

layed as a result of an engine failure and

afterwards makes up the time, such delay

is not to be reported as an engine failure.

Again, if the train is delayed and reaches

the terminal late, due to other reasons, it

i.? not an engine failure. (2) Delays to

with the dictates of common sense

state the exact cause and to rate the en-

gine accordingly.

When it comes to figures we may give

what practically amounts to the Santa Fe

railroad's estimate taken on the average.

On that road the average figure given is

number of failures from all causes per

month on a railway of about 12,000 miles,

with about 2,000 engines in daily service,

and this figure, as given, comes to about

250. Usually about one-third of the en-

a;ine failures are caused by locomotive

Concerning failures due to other causes

than broken parts there is one item which,

no doubt, is responsible for preventing a

number of engine failures and that is the

inspection of locomotive front ends. This

has been gone into carefully on the Santa

Fe and front end arrangements have

been provided that not only improve the

steaming qualities of the engine, but cut

down fire claims. The front ends are in-

spected periodically to see that no holes

appear in the netting. The various parts

and the bolts, etc.. are properly secured to

prevent them shaking loose or holes form-parts breaking. It is interesting to note

that in former years the number of fail- ing which would permit fire or sparks to

passrng"cr trrins" where they are five min- ures due to broken parts approximated be blown out

utes late or less, at terminal or junction 165 per month. The number of failures

points do not constitute an engine fail- now occurring from the same cause has

ure. '(3) Delays to scheduled freight l>een reduced to an average of about 90

trains, when less than fifteen minutes late per month.

at terminal or at junction points, is not

an engine failure. (4) When an engine

is given excessive tonnage and stalls on

the maximum grades, providing the en-

gine is in good condition, the extra ton

One of the claims made by the Baker

valve gear people is that their endeavor

has been to facilitate this important point

which has appealed so strongly to the

Santa Fe. Their gear used on some of

nage saves its stalling on the grade from the engines we have illustrated, has

being viewed as an engine failure. (5)

Engines steaming poorly, or flues leaking.

on any run where the engine has been

delayed on side tracks not caused by a

legitimate engine failure, if the engine has

been on the road fifteen hours or more

per 100 miles, is not treated as an engine

failure. (61 Engines going to shops af-

ter beinc taken out of service, the master

mechanic having advised the Transporta-

tion Department what tonnage the engine

had the effect of reducing the weight of

the parts and has removed to a great ex-

tent the "whip lash" action of moving

parts which has a tendency to set up

hea\T strains and which eventually leads

to breakage of parts themselves, which are

amply strong enough from a theoretical

point of view, for the work they are

called upon to do.

.A.11 this raises in the mind of any prac-

tical railroad man the strongly pertinent

-Another matter which has a bearing on

the number of engine failures is close

roundhouse inspection. A number of de-

fects are discovered and remedied in-

stead of allowing the engine to go out

on the road and cause an engine fail-

ure. In this, as in so many phases of

railroad activity, "eternal vigilance is the

price of safety." The formulation of a

definite conception as to what does and

what does not constitute an engine fail-

ure is the first step, and we invite our

many readers to give us the benefit of

their views, and to state what is the prac-

tice on their roads, and how it works out.

We believe that the settling of the moot

pomt what is a failure can be followed by

a definite and .systematic endeavor, where

the efforts of all presses toward the same

point. It is like putting a target before a

firing squad ; each man knows what he has
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to do, and fewer shots go wide, and tiie

ring made around the bull's eye—econ-

omy—draws closer and closer to the cen-

tral point, as practice leads towards per-

fection.

Ill Effects of Bad Water and the Causes

Why Bad Water Exists.

Recently Dr. Sinclair gave some in-

teresting facts as to the origin of water

analysis and treatment, and the first ten-

tative steps to secure good water for

locomotives. Some remarks by Mr. \V.

A. Converse before the Pittsburgh Rail-

way Club go further on the same interest-

ing and important subject.

Water to the technical man is water

in an absolutely pure state, devoid of

all foreign substances, either gaseous,

liquid or solid. Chemically, water is

made up of two gases, hydrogen and oxy-

gen. Hydrogen gas when pure is odor-

less, colorless, tasteless and non-poison-

ous. It has, however, the property of

inflammability. It would riot, however,

give us the illumination, because of the

absence of carbon. O.xygen gas has iden-

tically the same properties as hydrogen,

with one exception, it is entirely devoid

of the property of inflammability. It will

not burn, but it is absolutely essential to

all processes of combustion.

Going back to the composition of water,

we will assume that we have three rect-

angular containers of identical capacity,

one of which is filled with oxygen and

the other two with hydrogen. If by

any method we cause the two volumes of

hydrogen to combine chemically with the

oxygen we will produce water, and if

the gases were pure we would naturally

produce absolutely pure water.

It is believed that water as it leaves the

clouds is in a practically pure condition.

In falling through the atmosphere, either

as rain or otherwise, it takes up certain

substances. Naturally these substances

taken up are dependent upon the sub-

stances contained in the atmosphere

through which it falls, which in turn are

to a large extent due to the industrial

conditions existing upon the surface of

the earth. But there is one substance

always present in the air, and that is

carbon dioxide (COj) or carbonic acid

gas. In a district where bituminous coal

is the chief fuel, and where this fuel is

largely imprcKnated with sulphur, it is in

the process of combustion converted into

another gas just the same as is the carbon

into CO:. This sulphur gas naturally

impregnates the atmosphere and is dis-

solved by water falling through the air,

and eventually converted into sulphuric

acid. Sulphuric acid is of such a charac-

ter that when in even a weak solution in

water it will dissolve metallic iron very

rapidly. There is also present in the

atmosphere, at all times, another class of

sub.stances commonly known as the am-

monia class. All are conversant with

ordinary household ammonia. The am-

monia in the air is the same substance,

but not present in sufficient quantity to

give the odor. The atmosphere carries

some of this in practically all neighbor-

hoods at all times.

Assuming now that the water has

passed down through the atmosphere and
has reached the immediate surface of the

earth, it has taken up some carbon diox-

ide (COi.), some ammonia, undoubtedly

some sulphur gases, and probably some
oxygen (since the air is made up, to the

e.xtent of 20 per cent of this gas)—all of

these gases being in solution in the water

itself.

At the immediate surface of the earth

further contamination takes place. That
depending upon the refuse which covers

the ground upon which the water falls.

If the surface is strewn with decaying

vegetable matter, the water takes up an-

other portion of CO2. Animal fats like

tallow and lard are partly made up of

fatty acids which are somewhat soluble

in water, and they are extremely destruc-

tive to metallic surfaces.

Follow the water as it sinks into the

ground we find that it takes up many
other and different substances, mostly

solid and mineral in character. If the

water in traveling down through the

earth comes in contact first with a deposit

of carbonate of lime commonly known as

limestone, it will take up or dissolve a

quantity of carbonate of lime, the amount
which it will take up above 3 1-2 grains

per U. S. gallon being dependent upon
the amount of carbon dioxide the water

has previously accumulated in passing

through the air and over the immediate

surface of the earth, and the length of

time the water remains in contact with

the limestone. If in traveling through the

earth it comes in contact with a deposit

of sulphate of lime, or what we know
in its natural state as gypsum, we would
naturally expect that the sulphate of lime

or gypsum would be the predominating

substance in the water.

It had come in contact with a deposit

01 salt (.chloride of soda) before passing

through the deposit of sulphate of lime

(gypsum), it would take up a very much
larger amount of sulphate of lime than

otherwise would be the case. In similar

manner we could go on and consider each

taken up from the earth, commonly found
in natural waters, sucli as carbonate of

magnesia, sulphate of magnesia, sulphate

of soda, etc.

Water is practically a universal sol-

vent. If we pass pure water through a

layer of limestone, it would take up 3 1-2

grains to one U. S. gallon. Waters for

locomotive use frequently contain as

much as S3 1-2 grains. This means that

SO grains excess is due to the presence

of CO: in the water taken in before the

limestone presented itself. As the car-

bon dioxide gas is readily reduced in

quantity, owing to a rise of temperature
in the water. If the water be maintain-ed

at 212 degrees F. for a sufficient length

of time, it will give up all its free and
loosely combined carbonic acid gas,

which would result in throwing out of

solution these SO grains of carbonate of

lime, leaving in solution the 3 1-2 grains

only.

First, silica. What is silica? Nothing
more nor less than ordinary, white sea

sand, so to speak. If we analyze nice

white sand we will find that upwards of

99 per cent, of it is silica. Silica consti-

tutes the base of our glassware, all of the

enamels on our bath tubs, and all that

class of material. Passing down to car-

bonate of lime, school crayon is the most
common or ordinary form of this sub-

stance
; all it contains other than car-

bonate of lime is a little binder to hold
it together, and an abrasive substance like

pumice stone to make it work satisfac-

torily for the purpose for which it is in-

tended. .\nother common form of this

substance is ordinary whiting.

Next we have sulphate of lime. In its

native condition it is known as gypsum.

DISSOLVED
SOLIDS

TOTAL

Ch,\rt No. 1.

Incrusting or

Scale forming solids

Non-Incrusting or

Corrosive or Foaming
Solids

("Silica

I

Carbonate of Iron

I

Alumina

I

Carbonate of Lime
J^ Sulphate of Lime

I

Carbonate of Magnesia

I

Sulphate of Magnesia
In presence with excess

of Carbonate of Lime

(Sulphate of Soda

Chloride of Soda (Salt)

Carbonate of Soda

I

Chloride of Lime
Chloride of Magnesia

That is true in a sense. It is not neces-

sarily triie, however, because of this fact;

if the water had previously come in con-

tact with a deposit of carbonate of soda

(soda ash) it would not dissolve or take

into solution any appreciable amount of

sulphate of lime. On the other hand if

Next, sulphate of magnesia and this is

Epsom salts. Chlorate of soda is com-

mon table salt, made up of metallic so-

dium which is vicious, and chlorene

which is even more obnoxious. Sulphate

of soda, even a weak solution of this is

harmful to iron or steel.
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The Southern Locomotive Valve Gear
The reports that come to us from

time to time in regard to the suitability

of the Southern Locomotive Gear arc such

that it will be of interest to the readers

of Railway and Locomotive Encineerinc

to present a brief resume of its construc-

tion and operation.

It should be known that it was designed

and invented by W. S. Brown, a loco-

the upper end of which is fulcrumed on

the link block pin. The link used in

this gear is stationary and rests in a

horizontal position, the link block slid-

ing forward and backward in the link

only when the reverse lever is moved.

The motion may be followed by as-

suming that the reverse lever is in the

extreme forward notch, and the link

eccentric rod, and as the eccentric rod

travels back this angle would be in-

creased, thereby having a tendency to

raise the forward end of the eccentric

rod, which, in turn, would have the ef-

fect of raising the upper end of the

bell-crank to move upward instead of

downward and thus reversing the move-

ment of the valve.

SOUTHER.N I.OC(5.\IOTI\K VAl.VK (iKAR ASSEMBLED.

motive engineer on the Knoxville Di-

vision of the Southern Railway, and is

named the Southern Locomotive Valve

Gear. Fig. 1 shows that it is of the out-

side radial type of gear and obtains

all of its motion from an eccentric

crank attached to the main crank pin.

block consequently at the forward end

of the link, instead of the center. As
the wheel revolves the eccentric rod

would move backward, and the end

attached to the eccentric crank would

also move upward, and this upward

movement would pull down the forward

After the main crank pin has passed

the bottom quarter the eccentric crank

will have passed the back center, and

from that point the motion of the valve

being reversed, so that when the main

crank pin reaches the back center the

eccentric crank will have reached the

KINEMATIC DI.AGRAM SHOWING VARYING POSITIONS IN FORWARP MOTION.

To the eccentric crank there is attached

an eccentric rod, the front end of the

eccentric rod being attached to what is

known as the transmission yoke, the

upper end of the yoke being attached

to one end of a bell-crank, and the valve

rod being attached to the other arm of

the bell-crank. Adjacent to the front

end of the eccentric rod is attached a

hanger, known as the radius hanger.

end of the eccentric rod, and conse-

quently pull down the upper arm of the

bell-crank, and in pulling this end of

the bell-crank downward the lower arm
of the crank would be moved forward,

thereby closing the front steam port

of an outside admission valve. Not
only so, but when the link block is in

the front end of the link the radius

hanger would be at an angle to the

upper quarter, the valve will have

moved tliroughout its travel, and the

back steam port will be opened for

the admission of steam. The move-
ment of the valve thus depends en-

tirely upon the angularity of the radius

hanger, and the position of the link

block in the link determines the point

of cut-off where the steam ceases to be

admitted into the cylinder.
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To elucidate the movement further

reference may be made to Figs. 2 and

3, showing kinematic diagrams of the

motion in full forward and backward

gear, respectively. The cranks are

fulcrum point be in the same ratio as

are the diameter of the eccentric crank

circle and the total lap twice the lead.

As we have already stated, the altera-

tion of the cut-off and reversal is ef-

tion represents the travel of the valve

in addition to the lap and lead.

It win thus be seen that there are

but eight points at which wear can

take place, or sixteen in all for an or-

KINEMATIC DI.-^GRAM SHOWIXG V.\RYING POSITION.'; IN BACK MOTION.

shown in four positions at 90 degrees

to each other, the corresponding points

being numbered, to render the se-

quences easy to follow. The lettering

is the same in both drawings. The
arrangement is for outside admission

valves, the difference being in the ec-

centric crank, which is set in the case

of outside admission valves at 90 de-

grees in advance of the main crank pin,

and for inside admission valves the

same amount behind the main crank.

This is the only variation required for

either inside or outside admission

valves. It will be noted that the arms

of the bell crank are set at rather less

than right angles to each other, thus

compensating to a certain extent for

the angularity of the eccentric rod atjd

main rod by causing the valve to travel

equal distances backward and forward

from its central position, and tending

to square the valve events with the

fected by moving the block, from which

the fulcrum lever B is suspended in the

sector or link J, by means of the main

reversing rod M, the reversing arm
shaft I, and the auxiliary reach rod K.

dinary two-cylinder engine, and these

consist of simple plain bushings. This

is the most costly and troublesome de-

tail of ordinary valve gear, not speak-

ing of the inevitable wear of the link and

WROUGHT FORCINGS IN SOUTHERN LOCOMOTOVE VALVE GEAR.

It is thus clearly shown that the posi-

tion of the block in the link deter-

mines the inclination of the path trav-

ersed by the fulcrum pin, and conse-

quently the travel of the valve. When

STEEL CASTINGS IN SOUTHERN LOCOMOTIVE VALVE GEAR.

piston travel. The valve spindle G is

united to the lower limb of the bell-

crank by a rod in the usual manner.
The eccentric rod, it will also be ob-

served, is served as a lever, the fulcrum

being the point of connection at B, and
it is necessary so to proportion the

eccentric rod that the lengths to this

the block stands in the center of the

link, as shown in Fig. 1, there is no
inclination of the travel of the fulcrum

pin, and the valve is moved only the

amount of lap and lead. If, however,

the block be moved forward or back-

ward, the fulcrum lever travels through

an enclosed path, of which the inclina-

link block in other valve gears equipped

with oscillating links, and which in the

case of the Southern Valve Gear may
be said to be entirely eliminated.

It may be added that, when properly

designed, the steam distribution is ex-

cellent, full admission being obtained

very early in the stroke, and a rapid

exhaust being obtained without ex-

cessive back pressure. Once carefully

fitted, little attention is called for, but

should adjustment be called for, it is

very simply carried out by the inser-

tion of suitable liners under the ends

of the link J. Variations of the cut-ofT

or reversal is performed with remark-

able facility, even when working under

full pressure, the design being such that

all stresses on the reach rod connec-

tions are eliminated, and motors are

not necessary for operating the revers-

ing mechanism.

Figs. 4 and S show the details of the

wrought iron forgings and steel cast-

ings respectively required in the con-

struction of the gear, and it will be ob-

served that they are all simple in con-

struction and moderate in cost.
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Regarding special tests that liuvc re-

cently bfcii made with a view to secure

data in cumparisun with locuniutivcs

equipped with other kinds of valve gear,

a very exhaustive test of the Southern

Locomotive Valve Gear was made, with the

result tliat this style valve gear developed

considerably more tlian the theoretical

tractive power of the locomotive, the

above test being conducted with dyna-

mometer car, and engine equipped with

Southern valve gear developed a draw

bar pull of 47,346 pounds against two

other type radial gears developing a

draw bar pull of 43,393 and 45,233, re-

spectively. These engines were worked

under the same conditions, as near as

possible to work locomotives. The South-

ern geared engine handled a total ton-

nage of 1,660 tons over the ruling grade,

wliile the highest tonnage handled by

either of the other engines was 1,586 tons.

This test also developed that the increased

tonnage was handled with no increase in

fuel, thereby meaning a saving in the fuel

account as well as increased tonnage

handled.

Several other tests have been made

from time to time ; for instance, a test

conducted between two passenger engines,

one equipped with the Southern gear and

anotlier with the Walschaert, developed

that the Southern geared engine only con-

sumed 5.78 pounds of coal per car mile,

or 52.04 pounds per engine mile, while

the engine equipped with the Walschaert

gear, on tlie same run, under as near

same conditions as possible, consumed

8.2 pounds of coal per car mile, or 74.54

pounds of coal per engine mile. On this

same test the water was measured, and

it was found that the engine equipped

with the Southern gear used 3,700 pounds

of water less in a distance of 168 miles.

Mechanical Firing of Locomotives.

.-\t a recent meeting of the St. Louis

Railway Club, -Mr. W. S. Bartholomew,

President of the Locomotive Stoker Com-

pany, read a paper on mechanical firing

o! locomotives. He said in part as fol-

lows :

.\s a matter of fact, no stok?r is auto-

matic, and never has been, and I assure

you that none will ever be made auto-

matic. The use of that word "automatic"

in connection with the mechanical firing

of a locomotive is a misnomer. The fire-

man has to attend to his firing, and he

has to use the shovel occasionally; he

always will have to attend to the fire and

use his head.

I would like to quote from a report of

the Stoker Committee of the Master Me-

chanics' .'\ssociation, for 1911, to give an

idea of the standing of the stoker five

years ago ; because most, if not all, of

what I have to say here, has to do with

the development of the use and applica-

tion of the stoker within the past five

years. The summing up of the com-

mittee's reasons given for the non-appli-

cation of stokers in any great numbers,

up to the year 1911, is contained in this

leport; this was made in 1912, at the

.Atlantic City convention.

That most, if not all, of the locomotive

stokers applied, up to the end of the

year 1911, were not suited in one or more

particulars to meet the variables in fuel,

locomotives, and operating conditions,

notwithstanding the fact that all the

stokers applied up to that time actually

had bona fide records of successful trips

under certain conditions. That practically

all such stokers had been designed with-

out due consideration having been given

to the usually severe requirements im-

posed upon strength of parts and correct

mechanical design by the stress of oper-

ating conditions and the lower mainte-

nance standards obtaining in railroad as

compared with industrial service.

That the size of locomotives, particu-

larly as to grate area and the tonnage

hauled per train under the existing con-

ditions of service up to the end of the

year 1911, did not make mechanical

stokers an absolute necessity. That noth-

ing had developed up to that time to in-

dicate that any less expensive fuel could

be used for firing locomotives with a me-

chanical stoker than with hand-firing.

That it would not be possible, as claimed

by some of the stoker inventors and pro-

moters, to do away with the regular loco-

motive fireman and have the work done

by a helper.

The only consideration left as an argu-

ment for the general application of me-

chanical stokers to modern locomotives

was the possible reduction in the amount

of physical labor and suffering of the

regular fireman sufficiently to enable him

to do the work without other relief.

Reference to the history of the exploita-

tion of labor-saving devices leads to the

conclusion, regrettable as it may seem

from a humanitarian point of view, that

labor-saving devices are not purchased

purely for the purpose of saving labor,

unless there is some financial return

—

some conserving of energy or some coii-

tribution to the wealth of the individual

—the purchaser—or the community at

large. Otherwise labor-saving devices are

not apt to be kept in general use.

That was about the situation, up to the

end of the year 1911.

About that time conditions changed

somewhat ; two new factors came in, one

of which was not the prime cause for

bringing into use the mechanical stoker.

At the last Traveling Engineers' Conven-

tion a paper on the subject of the me-

chanical stoker presented for considera-

tion the fact that the mechanical stoker

would Ho away with a second fireman.

Railroads will not buy stokers for that

purpose.

The real reason for the use of the mechan-

ical stoker is the fact that the conclusion

is now being reached that the locomotive

is about the only thing on a railroad that

earns money; and therefore the more

money that you can make a locomotive

earn, the better the returns will be in tlie

matter of cost of moving the traffic, a

thousand tons one mile, or a thousand

tons one mile per hour, or a thousand

tons one hundred miles per hour, or any

other unit that you may want to bring

your analysis down to. That is the real

reason and the real purpose of the n>c-

chanical stoker.

The Barnum underfeed stoker was one

of the stokers applied to locomotives ex-

perimentally. This stoker is of the under-

feed type, having two or more stokin;;

troughs placed longitudinally, but only

three or four were used in the actual in-

stallations. The troughs were supplied

with cast-steel hclicoid screws, the flights

of which were reduced in size at different

points in their length, each diameter beinjr

about 2 ft. long, and at the offset, where

the reduction in flight took place, de-

flectors or partial partitions were pro-

vided, with an aperture equal only to the

screw. The effect of the use of these

deflectors was to cause the coal to be

lifted up out of the stoking troughs and

forced over on to the grate areas at each

side, and, of course, part of the coal was

carried on through the reduced openings

in the partitions until the next deflector-

v,as reached, where more coal was de-

ducted from the quantity being forced

along in troughs, and this continued until

part of the coal had been carried to the

next reduced diameter of the flight of the

extreme forward end of the firebox anl

forced up out of the trough by the bot-

tom being slightly inclined upward. These

stokers were operated by the use of two

double-acting steam engines, one placed

on each side of the locomotive at the end

of the cross shaft. The screws were

driven with w-orm drive, the worms being

on the cross shaft and the worm wheels

being at the back end of the cast-steel

screws. Separate crushers of ample ca-

pacity were placed on the locomotive

tender to prepare the coal.

The Gee overfeed scatter type of stoker,

with movable directing wings, are placed

above the firing plate at the bottom part

of the ordinary fire door. One of these

stokers has been applied to a consolida-

tion locomotive on the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, and is in operation in regular serv-

ice today, firing the locomotive success-

fully. A crushing mechanism is placed at

the back part of the conveyor of this

stoker, which also serves as a measuring

or feeding device to start the coal into

the forwarding means of the conveyor.

The forwarding vanes of the conveyor

are not made all in one piece, but are

practically fingers which drop back of the

coal in the backward movement of the

reciprocating conveyor and serve to push

part, or all, of the coal in their vicinity
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forward, to be engaged by the next suc-

ceeding set of fingers in the foUowin.g

action of the conveyor. The reciprocating

action of this type of conveyor accom-

pishes the purpose not only of fcrwarii-

ing the coal but of partially measuring it

and serving it to the firing plate in sep-

arate charges, and the steam blasts are

operated in timed relation to the forward-

ing of these separate charges of fuel, and

serve as plungers to inject the coal into

the firebox in very much the same manner

as it would be fired with a scoop.

The direction of these separate charges

of fuel to the different parts of the fire-

box is accomplished by the movement of

the wings, in relation to which the jets

are also controlled, so that when the

wings are pointed toward the left-hand

side of the firebox the jet on that side is

shut oflt and the right-hand jet serves to

force the charge of fuel in conjunction

with the wings over to the left-hand side

of the firebox, and so on.

The individual characteristics of this

particular stoker are the firing of the coal

over the fuel bed in separate charges,

representing very nearly the general

scheme of hand-firing and the necessary

intermittent action needed to permit each

charge of fuel to be consumed before an-

other is placed in the same location in the

firebox.

The Standard stoker has arrangements

for crushing or preparing the coal, this

being accomplished by the use of a crush-

ing zone at the forward end of the heavy

cast-steel helicoid screw. The necessary

flexibilitj' for the movement between loco-

motive and tender is secured by the bal!

joint actions. Suitable arrangements are

provided for adjusting the jets to dif-

ferent degrees of force and also to shut

one or more of them oflf when it is de-

sired to stop the forcing of coal to any

given part of the firebox. The general

action of the jets is intermittent, being

controlled by an operating valve moved
mechanically by the arm and rod con-

nection shown.

The general arrangement of the Hanna
overfeed scatter type locomotive stoker

reveals the peculiar characteristic of this

stoker. It is the use of a combination of

movable mechanical directing means and

continuously operating steam jets for dis-

tributing the coal over the grate area. It

also has means for crushing the coal

preparatory to forwarding it to the ele-

vating and firing means.

The driving motor is a twin-cylinder,

double-acting steam engine placed on the

locomotive tender, usually in one of the

forward ends of the water space. The

operating routine is to have the coal

passed to the crusher through the open-

ing in the deck of tender, and after being

crushed the coal is forwarded by a cast-

steel helicoid screw to a receptacle at the

base of the elevating means, which is an-

other cast-steel screw placed in the ver-

tical casing just at the left of the ordi-

nary fire door of a locomotive. At the

top of the elevating means is a large

elbow, or goose-neck, through which the

coal is forced by the pressure of the

vertical elevating screw- and finally falls

by gravity over the directing vanes, or

wings, to the firing plate placed inside of

the regular firing door of the locomotive.

The Crawford mechanical underfeed

stoker is in use on a large number of

Consolidation and Pacific type locomo-

tives on the Pennsylvania Lines West.

The stoker was designed and developed

by Mr. D. F. Crawford, general manager,

Pennsylvania Lines West, and, as it was

cne of the first stokers to be applied to

locomotives other than in an experimental

way. The different stokers which have

been developed have each individual

characteristics as to mechanical design

and method of handling the fire. This

stoker is the foremost representative of

the underfeed principle of firing; it has

been in continual operation for the past

four or five years, and well illustrates

what can be done in the matter of suc-

cessfully firing locomotives in that way.

The Crawford stoker is designed on the

theory that the use, more or less com-

pletely, of the coking or gas producer

process, during the progress of combus-

tion, contributes toward economy and re-

duces the amount of black smoke usually

made by a locomotive when working at or

near its maximum output, and to secure

this coking of the coal the fuel must be

supplied to the fire from the bottom up-

wardly, hence the term underfeed stoker.

Having described the underfeed stoker

which has so successfully demonstrated

the correctness of the theory of that

method of firing a locomotive, the next

description is that of the Street locomo-

tive stoker, of which more than one thou-

sand are now in service on very large

modern locomotives. It may very prop-

erly be considered as the principal repre-

sentative of another method of firing;

namely, that of supplying coal to the en-

tire surface of the fire continuously at the

rate of combustion, no coking periods

being provided for as in the method just

described.

.\ full description of the Street loco-

motive stoker will be found in one of our

columns of our March, 1917, issue.

Mechanical Design of Electric Loco-

motives.

.\t the December, 1916, meeting of the

.American Society of Mechanical En-

gineers, Mr. A. F. Batchelder of Schenec-

tady, N. Y., presented a paper on the

"Mechanical Design of Electric Locomo-

tives," a synopsis I'f which we have en-

deavored to give bilow. He said in part

:

The steam locomotive has been devel-

oped by degrees to such a state of perfec-

tion that it is common to see it operate

at nearly 80 m. p. h. and with perfect

safety; but no one would think of operat-

ing at this speed backwards. With the

coming of the electric locomotive, the rail-

road man must have a locomotive that

will operate equally well in either direc-

tion.

With locomotives for the higher speeds

it presents new problems requiring the

most careful consideration of the running

gear details.

The steam locomotive has what now
seems to be natural characteristics to al-

low high speed operation in one direction.

These characteristics are low center of

at the point of the maximum lateral pres-

sure.

To demonstrate more clearly, it is well

to see what happens to a locomotive when
entering a curve. A locomotive having

a high center of gravity and with two
driving axles guided by a two axle swivel

truck will serve to illustrate the action.

As the locomotive enters the curve, its

tendency is to continue on in a straight

line but the flange of the leading wheel

gradually comes in contact with the outer

rail giving the guiding truck an angular

motion about its outer rear wheel and

exerting a lateral pressure against the

center pin thus giving the main frame an

angular motion around its outer rear

wheel.

The lateral pressure tending to displace

the outer rail at the rear wheel of the

leading truck is the amount of reaction

from slipping the two inner wheels.

The lateral pressure tending to displace

the outer rail at the rear wheel of the

main frame is the amount of reaction

from slipping the two leading drivers.

The greater weight being concentrated at

the drivers, and the distance of the truck

center pin from the main truck wheels

being greater, and the fact that there is

but one wheel to take the strain, it fol-

lows that the point of the greatest con-

centrated lateral pressure is at the rear

outer driving wheel.

These statements disregard the impor-

tant factor of time, in the accelerating and

centrifugal forces due to the rolling, gov-

erned by the height of the center of grav-

ity above the wheel hubs, which tends to

reduce the lateral pressure at the rear

outer driving wheel. With a high center

of gravity above the wheel tread the

accelerating and centrifugal forces also

tend to tip the locomotive up on the outer

driving wheels relieving the w-eight from

the inner wheels, thus lessening the force

required to slip them and at the same time

increasing the adhesion between the outer

rail and tie by the additional weight.

If this locomotive is operated in the

opposite direction, the lateral stresses at

these wheels are of the reverse order, the

guiding force now being applied at the

driving wheel flanges and the reaction

taken through the center pin to the truck

wheel flanges. The swivel truck, now
trailing, is free to oscillate from one side

to the other, and the reaction from the
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force of turning the main frame may be

applied at the center pin when the truck

wheel flanges are tight against the inner

rail allowing the force to accelerate the

truck as well as the main frame through

the gauge clearance to the outer rail, thus

gravity at the front end carried on the

center pin of a two axle guiding truck

tending to prevent rolling over and having

but little effect on the guiding and high

center of gravity on the rear end with

inside journal bearings allowing the loco-

motive to roll and increasing the time

element which thus reduces and distrib-

utes the lateral pressure against the rail

over a longer distance. This increases

the vertical pressure on the rail, thus

holding it more firmly in place. These

same characteristics can be obtained in

electric locomotives by the sacrifice of

double end operation.

The advantages gained in operating the

electric locomotive in either direction are

important. One way of doing this is by

using a four wheel guiding truck at each

end of the locomotive. With the use of

the extra truck, however, the value of a

high center of gravity largely disappears.

The lateral pressure against the rail at

the rear end now appears at the truck

flanges rather than at the flanges of the

driving wheels and the high center of

gravity no longer provides the same in-

creased vertical pressure on the outer rail

adding momentum, the value of which de-

pends upon the lateral distance through

which the truck is moved.

The momentum effect can be reduced

by introducing resistance against swivel-

ling, thus restricting the truck from oscil-

lating from one side to the other of the

track, the amount of this resistance to

be determined by the allowable amount
that can safely be applied to the truck

when leading. To increase the vertical

pressure on the outer rail the center bear-

ing of the truck can be made wide, thus

allowing the vertical component of the

lateral pressure at the center of gravity to

be transferred through the bearing to the

wheel, or with the narrow center bear-

ing the height may be made such that

the lateral pressure at that point will re-

sult in an increased vertical component
independent of the height of the center of

gravity.

The electric locomotive besides being

required to operate in either direction, is

often also required to be adapted for

operating high speed passenger trains and
heavy low speed freight trains over main
line tracks, to negotiate sharp curves, and
to be easy on light track and bridge struc-

tures. With locomotives having geared

motors, the requirement of operating the

passenger and freight trains can often be

met by changing the gearing to obtain

the proper speed and draw bar pull. The
running gear can be made with trucks of

short wheel base and coupled together.

the number of trucks depending upon the

required weight of the locomotive for its

maximum draw bar pull, and also on the

allowable weight per axle. .After provid-

ing all the safety appliances recommended
by the Interstate Commerce Commission,

it is important to arrange for the most

convenient location of the operator to al-

low him an unobstructed view of the

track and signals and to place convenient-

ly the appliances he must use.

The power efficiency as affected by the

mechanical design is governed largely by

the type of the traction motors. It is

apparent that the gearless motor mounted
directly on the axle allows the design

of the maximum efficiency on account of

its few bearings and its absence of gear-

ing and moving parts. The gearless mo-
tor which is mounted on a quill and driv-

ing through springs to the wheels may
be considered second in its possibilities

for high efficiency design, it having addi-

tional bearings and a greater number of

moving parts. The single reduction

geared motor with its additional bearings

and gear losses can be given third place

in its possibilities for high efficiency de-

sign. The single reduction geared motor
driving through gears and side rods to

the wheels may be placed fourth. The
gearless motor driving through side rods

tures that govern the maintenance cost.

The first cost of a locomotive will de-

pend largely upon the design chosen, but

its importance, except at the time of pur-

chase, becomes of little moment when tak-

ing into consideration the eight foregoing

features. The writer feels that too much
importance cannot be given to developing

to the utmost the mechanical part of the

electric locomotive, that is the simpleit

in design and is the highest in efficiency.

From the present outlook, the locomotive

for high speed passenger service with the

gearless motor, its armature being mount-
ed directly on the axle, and the locomo-
tive for freight and switching service with

the single reduction geared motor,

mounted on and geared to the axle lend

themselves best to simple design and low
cost of maintenance

Atlas Safety Gtiard.

A safety guard designed to hold up
brake beams in case of broken hangers

or similar failures has been placed upon
the market by the American Steel Foun-
dries. After being thoroughly tested, a
large number are already in use on sev-

eral of the leading railroads. As shown

DKT.MLS OF .\TL

and jack shaft to the wheels should lie

placed fifth.

The service time factor is dependent

upon the ability of the locomotive to

operate under all its service conditions

and without undue strains.

The cost of maintenance of the perma-

nent way is a very important item and
can be increased or reduced by the de-

sign of the locomotive, and the lowest

cost is obtained when the locomotive

meets its service requirements without

undue strains, when the rotating parts are

balanced, the weights per axle are suit-

able for the structures, a suitable equal-

izing system is provided to maintain the

proper weight distribution, and when pro-

vision is made to protect against fiange

wear.

The cost of maintenance of the locomo-
tive is dependent upon its safety of opera-

tion, its adaptability to service conditions,

its reliability, its convenience cf arrange-

ment, and the same considerations that

enter into its service time factor. The
care with which the material is selected,

the quality of workmanship, the ease with

which the parts can be inspected, adjusted,

repaired or replaced, and the simplicity

of the design are the most important fea-

.\S S.^FETV DfARD.

in the accompanying illustrations, the de-

vice is simple in construction and durable

in service. It consists of a supporting bar

beneath each end of the spring plank,

which absolutely prevents the brake beam
from dropping to the track, and at the same
time serves as a temporary hanger. The
bar is locked in place automatically by the

two springs, and may be readily removed
by pressing down the spring. There are

no rivets to cut, or bolts to be taken out,

or cotter pins to be removed. The de-

vice is applicable to any kind of truck,

and is a possible preventive of train deten-

tions, and often derailments, that n»ay

arise from fracture of any part of the

brake rigging. The device is highly

spoken of where it is in service, and its

adoption as an effective and popular roll-

ing stock appliance is already assured.

Locomotive Caution Signs.

The Erie railroad company has

adopted a system of using caution signs

in the cabs of the locomotives intended

for the protection of workmen who may
be engaged under or about the engines.

These signs are made of jacket iron, 6J4
by 7 inches in size, and have inscriptions

that explain themselves.
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Making Davis Steel Wheels
Car wheels are subjected not only to

excessive wearing conditions but to

shocks and strains as well. It is desir-

able that the metal at the circumference

removal tor turning. The essential feature

of this wheel is that it combines a man-

ganese steel tread and flange with a car-

bon steel plate and hub.

of a wheel be tough and hard, for the

larger the mileage obtained before re-

moving the wheel, the lower the mainte-

nance cost. .At the same time the metal

must not be brittle and it must have a

certain ductility in order to resist the

blows at frogs and crossings and to take

up strains ca'.ised by brake slioe heating.

(AI-IKR.MI.S'G THK UAVIS WHEEL.

The different types of car wheels em-

body these desirable qualities to a more

or less degree. However, during the past

few years a wheel which is believed to

retain these desirable qualities is on the

market. This is the Davis steel wheel,

often called the "one-wear" steel wheel

because of the mileage obtained without

'WIS C.\R WHEEL.

The method of producing such a wheel,

containing these two kinds of steel in

a single casting, is of special interest not

only from a foundry standpoint but to

the user of car wheels as well. The

mold for the wheel is placed upon a table

and revolved rapidly. The ladle is placed

about the mold and the steel passes into

the opening at the center. Powdered

fcrro-manganese is injected, through a

-mall nozzle, into the first metal which

enters the mold and combines with it to

make manganese steel. The centrifugal

action of the revolving mold immediately

throws this manganese steel to the rim.

where it forms a hard, tou.gh. wear-re-

sisting manganese steel tread and flange.

The value of this low manganese steel in

resisting abrasion is well known.

.\s the remainder of the metal entering'

tiie mold is not treated with manganese,

there is a gradual blending or shading

I iff of the manganese steel with the car-

bon steel which forms the plate and hub.

The plate of the wheel is of a fan-like,

corrugated design which is not only of

value in allowing the metal to flow freely

during the casting process, but also pro-

vides a design which takes up heat stresses

readily. After the wheels are cast they

are carefully annealed and finished. This

includes grinding all treads to the proper

M. C. B. contour and this insures a

perfectly round wheel. This reduces the

possibility of wheels sliding when brakes

are applied.

By this unique process of casting the

Davis wheel possesses the strength of the

rolled steel wheel and at the same time

retains the "one-wear" principle of the

cast iron wheel, thus eliminating the

trouble and expense of turning wrought

steel wheels. Due to its higher resistance

to wear the Davis wheel maintains a prac-

tically uniform wheel diameter through-

out its life.

During the manufacturing process the

wheels are very carefully tested and in-

spected at each step. The most severe

test being the drop test. Here each

wheel is supported at three equi-distant

points on tl>e flange and a 500-lb. weight

is dropped upon the hub from a height

of 6^ ft. This test is sufficiently severe

to reveal any imperfections in the cast-

ing and at the same time does not per-

manently affect the strength of the wheel.

Before being sent to the shipping room,

each wheel is tested with a scleroscope

for uniform hardness. The wheels are

alfo taped, those of the same diameter

being marked with the same tape number,

in order to insure uniformity in mating

the wheels when put into service.

Because the Davis Steel Wheel con-

tains a combination of ductile open-hearth

steel and also manganese steel, it com-
bines strength with resistance to wear,

and these qualities make it possible to

reduce weight. As it is a "one-wear,"

steel wheel, it carries no added thick-

ness at the rim.

Tests were conducted by Prof. L. E.

Endsley (at that time of Purdue Univer-

sity) at the East St. Louis plant of the

l\.\imi:k tl.st.

American Steel Foundries. The average

maximum static load on the flanges of the

Davis wheels was 381,000 lbs., that for

the rolled steel wheel was 386,500 lbs.
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superheated steam is used when doing a

definite amount of work than if it had

been merely saturated. Less fuel is re-

quired and less water is used with super-

heated steam with a correspondmg econ-

omy of both.

In the engine with the larger boiler ca-

pacity, the saving produced by the super-

heater acts as a reservoir which can be

drawn upon at will. The more economical

use of what steam is generated in the

superheater engine, and its heating on the

way to the cylinders, gives it an amount of

inder condensation. 2, Low conductivity

of heat, which prevents the chilling effect

of the cylinder walls from reaching all

but the film of steam in contact with them.

3, Reduction of back pressure owing to

the less weight of steam to be exhausted,

and the fluidity of the hot steam enabling

it to get out of the exhaust passages with

great rapidity. 4, Higher maximum mean

effective pressure in the cylinders owing

to the various smaller losses that super-

heated steam necessarily produces.

as knowing that such subjects although

conveying ideas embryonic and unde-

veloped are worthy of serious attention,

and while the engineering press is the

proper sphere for the presentation and

promulgation of such matters, where

the inventor or supply man may tell

his story in his own words, in the ad-

vertising columns, supplemented by

such other forms of publicity as the

press may afford. When the device or

process in question has been used on a

At the present time, when more accu- railway and reported upon by serious

extra heat w'hich enables it to meet the rate methods are employed, and when railroad officials and has become more

performance is looked at in detail, the or less established as legitimate rail-

use of superheated steam thus becomes a road practice, it may become a fit sub-

revenue-producer of such practical value ject for explanation and description be-

inevitable losses produced by contact with

the comparatively cool cylinder walls,

and yet it suffers practically very little

condensation. It loses some of the ex-

tra heat given to it, as it touches cylin-

ders, and valves, but even then it is too

hot to lose enough to bring it down to

the dew point. A regiment of soldiers

may charge up to a fort or trench, with

some loss of man-power but may still

have enough to carry the position.

If the steam represents the charge it

as to reach the status of a paying m-

vestment with minimum expenditure. It

is a triumph applied science directed to

one of the transportation problems of to-

day.

Railroad Clubs.

During tlie winter months the activity

of the Railroad Clubs is an educative

will be found that there are much fewer force of prime importance among rail-

casualties among the "superheated" forces road men. It is gratifying to observe

than if the regiment was represented by that the attendance and interest is

saturated steam. When we consider the growing with the growing years. Not

fore a railroad club.

We thus are in an age of amazing

progress, and the railroad clubs are do-

ing good work in their chosen field, and

their growing popularity is an incident

that should meet the approval of all

who are interested in the improvement
of the social life and higher education

of railroad men.

The Unstudied Reality.

On a large and well-known railway

system, a locomtive engineer of the old

heat units as representing the energy in only so but the papers presented are of school explained to some companions

the steam as regiments of soldiers, the

greater number of heat units in the "su-

perheated" steam regiment allow it to

bear the losses in the charge, without im-

pairing the regimental efficiency. The
"saturated" steam regiment, however, has

no excess of soldiers or heat units to re-

pair losses. It reaches the trench which

a higher order of excellence, while the that he had developed a certain kind of

discussions show a marked improve- caution. He said he always distrusted

nient both in matter and in manner over a brakeman who ran eagerly ahead to

that of the earlier days when public throw a switch for him. He had noticed

speaking among railroad men was an that whether the switch was set for the

undeveloped art. As is well known, men main line or for the siding, the eager

whose time is occupied in engrossing brakeman invariably threw it to the other

mechanical activity have little to say. position, and the engineman had been "on

here represents the cylinders, but its force Their work speaks for them, and while the ties," once or twice before he learned

already too much impaired to work
most effectively.

As steam passes to the cylinders, the

superheater constantly dries it. so that at

the moment of maximum work the dry

superheated steam is used in less quantity

than saturated steam. Back pressure is

there are a few upon whom the gifts of

tongues have fallen they are the excep-

tion. The railroad clubs have changed

this, and the regular attender at the

meetings realizes that we are all elo-

quent in the tilings that we understand.

Nothing could be more proper or be-

the value of distrust in such cases.

Mr. Marcus Dow, General Safety

Agent, N. Y. C, showed a moving pic-

ture, "The House That Jack Built," to

the N. Y. Railroad Ckib a short time

ago. In it an instructive bit of scenic

art is displayed, which throws a strong

reduced by reason of the smaller volume coming than that men who are engaged sidelight on the action of engineman and
and lesser weight, and if one may say so,

it moves faster and is more nimble than

saturated steam.

It has long been known that after

steam has been made hot enough to reach

the state of being perfectly dry, any small

addition of heat brings about an increase

in volume, and for this reason the em-
ployment of superheated steam certainly

shows itself to be more economical than

steam on the point of condensation. The
much higher temperature of superheated

steam, together with its much smaller

conductivity of heat and its much greater

fluidity makes the avoidance of even a

small leak a matter of importance.

Lastly the hauling power of the engine

is increased, because the mean effective

pressure in the cylinders is higher with

superheated steam, owing to the minimiz-

ing of losses. The economies, which are

produced by the use of superheated steam,

briefly stated, are: 1, Reduction of cyl-

in the same occupation should meet to-

getlier and compare notes, as it were,

on the means and methods of obtaining

the best results. Iron sharpeneth iron,

and so does tlie record of experiences

enlarge the mental vision and develop

tlio spirit of mental activity essential

to the best harnessing of the elemental

furces and material incident to the

great and growing problems of railroad

transportation.

It has been occasionally pointed out

tliat here and there there is a slight

tendency to take advantage of the rail-

road club to exploit some marketable

article by a member of some enterpris-

ing firm, and by this means advance the

interest of sonic scheme, perhaps laud-

able in itself, Init as yet in the realm of

experiment, but in regard to this it is

safe to state that the executive com-
mittees who supervise the introduction

of such papers may safely be trusted

brakeman of which we speak, though the

moving picture depicts a different inci-

dent.

The picture shows a railwayman at

breakfast with his wife. Some misun-

derstanding arises, hot words and indig-

nant looks are exchanged, and the man
hastily goes off to his work with anger

in his heart.

In this frame of mind, and brooding

over the distressing incident, he enters

the familiar railway yard. His mind is

occupied with the details of the quarrel.

A psychologist would tell you the man's

mind was technically "interested" in the

tiff with his wife, not pleasantly, of

course, but interested so that his atten-

tion became absorbed in it and the un-

happy occurrence constituted his domi-

nant thought. The danger lies here. Amid
the stream of sights and sounds entering

by the sensory channels of eyes and ears,

the m:ui's mind did mil recognize them.
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They come to him as surely as they do to

you and me, but he was so engrossed

with sad or resentful thoughts that the

other incoming sensations did not pass

the threshold of consciousness, and all

save the one gloomy idea was excluded.

He mechanically approaches the track,

on which a box car is being pushed by

a yard engine. He heeds it not. In his

state of mind he cannot heed it. He may
see it and hear it, but his ears are men-

tally dull and he looks at it with uncom-

prehending eyes. He is struck down by

the moving car, which rolls upon him

irresistibly, and to him it seems to come

abruptly and from out a silent world.

The dominance of the one thought rend-

ered him for the time, incapable of self-

protection. The same phenomenon e.xists

where a slight-of-hand performance

focuses the attention of the spectators on

the mysterious movements of one hand

of the performer, while their eyes are

practically blind to the movements of the

other hand. They see it but they do not

take it in. In any such case as those we
have mentioned, the eager brakeman, the

moving picture man, who truthfully rep-

resents an undoubted fact, and the spec-

tator watching an entertainer, all are

dominated by one idea, so overmaster-

ingly powerful that each is blind and deaf

to all else and may even appear idiotic in

other directions.

It is wellnight impossible to break the

strength of the engrossing thought, ex-

cept in some more or less peremptory

or violent way. Mr. Dow's picture shows

the thing as it is, and by implication

shows the need of studying this fact, for

undoubted fact it is. The picture reveals

the difficulties in the way, and the sinister

suggestion of untoward results. The les-

son must be taken, for himself, by each

beholder. Bitter reflections, day-dream-

ing, mentally enacting or analyzing a

course of conduct, lingering on the mem-
ory of friends or happy hours, all these

are dangerous where the world around

us is in vigorous action. In short, any-

thing that tends to rob the mind of that

swift alertness of thought and keen ap-

preciation of present actualities, is ter-

ribly out of place among the intricacies

of a busy yard, or in the operation of a

railway train in daily life upon the road.

Practical knowledge of surroundings must
be unflinchingly maintained, often as the

result of cruelly forced attention, amid
inviting distractions. The hitherto un-
studied reality of mind action exists and
must be reckoned with, in the legitimate

march of progress which we hope to

make in the exacting and strenuous rail-

road world.

age from 114,908 last November and 107,-

778 in December, to 59,892 on December
31. A spirit of co-operation has sprung

up. Those who detain cars arc compelled

to pay increased demurrage charges, mak-
ing delays unprofitable.

In regard to the charge that the rail-

road companies have not procured suffi-

cient new c(|ui|)ment the association

points out that tlie number of cars owned
by the railroads increased from 1,840,000

in July, 1907, to 2,518,885 in July, 1916,

a gain of over 36 per cent. Not only so

but it is also shown that the railroads

had a surplus of cars for nine years with

the single e.xception of the year 1909, so

that in spite of the financial troubles dur-

ing recent years cquipnient was kept ahead
of the demand. The orders for new
equipment at present on hand exceed the

capacity of supply, but the common cry

against the railroads obscur the mental
vision of all except those who take pains

to discover the truth.

The Facts in Regard to Car Shortage.

The .American Railway .Xssociation

with the approval of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission has established means
which has reduced the freight car short-

Development of Railroad Operating.
By Angus Sinclair.

For years after railroads were put into

operation the lines under one manage-
ment were nearly all short, one hundred
miles being about the maximum length.

Such lines were managed almost entirely

from the head office, all rates for pas-
sengers and freight being arranged by the

management, which took care that the

charges should not deviate from the legal

or established schedule.

In the control of train movements the

station agents exercised considerable in-

fluence. They controlled the loading and
unloading of freight and were at liberty

to delay trains while freight was being
handled. All trains were run on schedule,

but station agents were at liberty to ac-

celerate or delay train movements, and
tlicy enjoyed the privilege of deciding
how many cars should be placed upon any
train. For years each train had to take

along all the cars ready for movement,
and it was a common occurrence for

engineers having to double on every hill

they came to, a practice which tended to

greatly demoralize traffic.

This condition of operating led to the

appointment of a train inspector, who de-

cided the load each engine should be
called upon to haul. As the cars varied
greatly in capacity, this inspector decided
upon the loads being handled by the va-

rious locomotives. On some railroads the

inspector was called train master and
later superintendent.

The superintendent performed a va-
riety of duties that had not previously
fallen upon the station master or train

master. In most cases he was responsi-

ble for the proper operation of the rail-

road, not only for the regulation of train

movements but for the work of all rail-

road employees being properly performed.
The station agents continued to decide on
what rates should be charged for pas-
sengers and freight, but when any dispute

arose between i>assengcrs or shipper with

the agent the superintendent settled the

matter, unless the question was of suflS-

cicnt gravity to be appealed to the head

office.

On nearly all railroads the machinery

department has been majiaged repeatedly

from the operative department and the

locomotive superintendent had entire

charge of his own force and was respon-

sible to the general manager. When the

responsibilities of the division superin-

tendents came to be clearly defined they

had supervision over the workmen en-

gaged on the maintenance of way which
was shared to some extent by the engi-

neering department. In fact, before there

were regular superintendents the civil

engineers acted to some extent as super-

visors of train and traffic operations ; but

by degrees the engineers' duties became
curtailed to the engineering department
proper, which included care of track,

bridges and buildings.

In Great Britain, where my longest ex-

perience in railway work was gained,

there was no diversity of rates for pas-

sengers or freight. A regular schedule

of rates was e.'itablished by the manage-
ment under government supervision and
no deviations from that schedule was at-

tempted. I never heard of rate cutting

on European railways, which prevented

the business complications that became
common in the United States.

I had a few years experience on a

short railroad in New York State that

was in a position to compete with other

lines, and then the rates were fixed by
the superintendent, who habitually at-

tracted business by giving rates lower

than those charged by competitive com-
panies. Then the superintendent was
supreme and the prosperity of the com-
pany depended upon his energy in se-

curing business. I had heard him ac-

cused of being unfair, and he replied,

"Fairness be damned ; I must have the

business."

Such sentiments became widespread by

degrees and led eventually to State and
Government control of rates. As con-

solidation of mileage resulted in railroads

being very long, the superintendent lost

his supreme authority he e.xercised on

the shorter lines, but his position as a

ruler has become more comfortable and

his responsibility more limited.

Employees Insured on the Union
Pacific.

Nearly 40.000 employees on the L'nion

Pacific have been insured through the

group plan of the Equitable Life Assur-

ance Society. By the Continental Casual-

ty Company, they are also insured against

accident or sickness losses. All the em-
ployees come under the plan at the end

of one year's service. The cost to the

company will be about $750,000. In each

case the insurance amounts to one year's

salary, not to exceed $2,500.
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Air Brake Department
Operation of the Universal Valve—Elimination of the Brake Pipe Branch Cut

Out Cock on Passenger Equipment Cars.

In the past issues we have printed a

description of the general construction of

the universal valve of the U. C. passenger

brake equipment as applied to Pennsyl-

vania Railroad cars and have given the

names of the various parts. At the pres-

ent time it is desired to explain the op-

eration of the valve in charging the res-

ervoirs and during a service application

of the brakes.

duction made at a faster rate than at

which it can flow from the auxiliary res-

ervoir through the feed groove or past the

equalizing piston packing ring into the

brake pipe causes a differential in pressure

between the brake pipe and auxiliary res-

ervoir pressures, and as soon as the dif-

ference in pressure becomes sufficiently

great to overcome the resistance of the

equalizing piston and slide valve to move-

tem must be charged, and when com-

pressed air enters the brake pipe, it is

free to flow into the branch pipe leading

to the universal valve and to the upper

side of the equalizing piston, forcing the

equalizing piston and its attached valves

to the position shown in release and

charging. As these valves are now being

operated with the graduated release cap in

direct release position, instead of gradu-

AUXlLlARY BBAKE LARGE EMERGENCY SERVICE

RESERVOIR—-PIPE \ RESERV0IR___—RESERVOIR
BRAKE SMALL EMERGENCY

CYLINDER / RESERVOIR

BRAKE CYLINDER-

EXHAUST

uxivers.m: v.\lve in service position.

The two views of the valve in service

and in charging application position are

diagramnatic, the actual construction of

the valve having been shown last month.

It will of course be understood that the

valve is operating under the same condi-

tions as ordinary types of triple valves, a

brake pipe reduction produces an applica-

tion of the brake and an increase of pres-

sure in the brake pipe releases the brake,

provided, of course, that the proper dif-

ferential in pressure necessary to secure

movement is obtained in each case. With
the brake system charged, a brake pipe re-

ment, the valve will move to application

position and if the brake is in an opera-

tive condition it will apply. A release is

then accomplished by increasing the brake

pipe pressure at a sufficiently fast rate to

build it up enough higher than the pres-

sure in the auxiliary reservoir to overcome

the frictional resistance to movement of

the equalizing piston and slide valve.

Provided that tlie valve is then in an

operative condition, the parts will be re-

turned to release position, opening the

brake cylinder to the atmosphere.

Before a brake can be operated, the sys-

ated, therefore, as brake pipe pressure

passes through the feed groove in the

equalizing piston bushing into the auxil-

iary reservoir, auxiliary reservoir pres-

sure is also free to flow through suitable

ports to the chamber under the graduated

release piston. This can be readily traced

by following the port leading from the

graduated release piston chamber to the

graduated release cap where it will be ob-

served that the auxiliary reservoir pres-

sure is directly connected with the grad-

uated release piston chamber when the

valve is in direct release position.
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It will also be understood that the

equalizing slide valve bushing is at all

times in direct communication wif' the

auxiliary reservoir and the pressi-e m the

bushing is auxiliary reservoir pressure in

a similar manner that the pressure sur-

rounding the triple valve slide valve is at

all times auxiliary reservoir pressure.

Auxiliary reservoir pressure is also

free to flow to the chamber at the under

side or large end of the charging valve,

moving it upward to the position shown in

release and charging position, in which

the service reservoir and large emergency

reservoir are connected.

At tliis same time brake pipe pressure

reservoir pressure is always present in the

release slide valve chamber, and the port

leading to the emergency reservoir also

extends to the quick action portion, but

with the present arrangement this port is

shown plugged, while another port leading

from the released slide valve chamber

passes througli the quick action portion

and runs to tlie back of the high pressure

and intercepting valves. Erom this latter

port the small emergency reservoir is

charged from the large emergency reser-

voir (release slide valve chamber)

through a Iced groove in the intercepting

valve bushing.

In this manner all of the reservoirs and

position, when the system is charged, and
move under identically the same condi-

tion.

The release piston is of a double ended

piston type, with a small port drilled

through each piston, and the ends of the

pistons make a .seal on the gaskets at

cither cylinder cover, that is, when the

release piston and slide valve are in the

position shown in release, the release end

of the piston makes a seal against the

cylinder cover gasket and a portion of its

outside end is open through the equaliz-

ing slide valve and graduating valve to

the release slide valve exhaust port and
the atmosphere. The pressure at the ap-

AUXlLl*ay eSAKE LARGt EMERGENCY SERVICE

BESEBVOIB^ PtPE \ RESERVOIR ^RESEBVOIR

BRAKE SMALL EMERGENC""

CYLINDEq / RESERVOIR

9RAKE CYLINDER

EXHAUST

UNIVERSAL V.\LVE I.\ RELEASE AND CHARGING POSITION.

is also free to flow to the seat of the quick

action valve, and to the brake pipe seat

of the protection valve moving it to the

position shown, from wliere it can flow

to the emergency piston chamber, thence

through a ball check valve to the emer-

gency slide valve bushing, charging the

quick action chamber and the quick action

closing chambers. These flows of pres-

sure may he readily traced after a few-

moments' study of the diagram.

The large emergency reservoir, some-

times termed the quick recharge reservoir,

receives its charge of compressed air from

the equalizing piston chamber through a

ball check valve. The large emergency

chambers mentioned are charged to the

pressure carried in the brake pipe. It

must be noted, however, that the quick

action chamber and the quick action clos-

ing chambers cannot start to charge until

after there is about 40 lbs. pressure in the

brake pipe, that is, the tension of the pro-

tection valve spring must be overcome

before the protection valve can be lifted

from its brake pipe seat and have the at-

mospheric scat closed.

The equalizing piston, slide valve and

graduating valve are maintained in the

positions shown in charging under the

same conditions that a triple valve pis-

ton and slide valve are held in release

plication end of the release piston is bal-

anced through the port previously men-

tioned so that the emergency reservoir

pressure in the release slide valve cham-

ber positively holds the release piston in

the position shown, however, a release

piston spring assists in the movement of

the structure to release position.

In release position, the brake cylinder

is open to the atmosphere through the

release slide valve and exhaust port in the

bracket.

It will be noted that the protection

valve is held to its seat with combined

spring pressure and brake pipe pressure.

The intercepting valve is held to its
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seat with combined emergency reservoir

and spring pressure.

The high pressure valve is held to its

seat with combined spring and emergency

reservoir pressure.

The quick action valve is held to its

seat with combined brake pipe pressure

and spring pressure.

The cut off valve is held to its seat

with spring pressure, while the universal

valve is in release position.

It will also be noticed that each of the

slide valves have an exhaust port, the

equalizing slide valve exhaust port, the

release slide valve exhaust port and the

emergency slide valve exhaust port, and in

addition to the brake cylinder and quick

action exhaust ports, the protection valve

cap nut contains an exhaust or vent port

and" the E-6 safety valve has the usual

exhaust ports in the spring chamber.

With all reservoirs and chambers of the

system fully charged an application of

the brake is produced by making the usual

reduction in the brake pipe pressure, and

when this reduction takes place at a faster

rate tlian that at which the pressure in the

auxiliary reservoir can flow back into the

brake pipe through the feed groove in the

equalizing piston bushing, the difference in

pressure necessary to move the parts to

application position is created.

When sufficient difference is obtained to

result in a movement, the auxiliary res-

ervoir pressure moves the equalizing pis-

ton and its attached graduating valve to

first close the feed groove, thus posi-

tively separating brake pipe and auxiliary

reservoir pressures.

The movement that causes the piston to

close the feed groove also causes the grad-

uating valve to open the friction increas-

ing cavities in the face of the equalizing

slide valve to the atmosphere, thus mak-

ing the equalizing slide valve considerably

harder to move than when these cavities

are tilled with compressed air and the slide

valve more nearly balanced. When the

cavities are opened in this manner a

greater area of the face of the equalizing

slide valve is exposed to atmosphere, con-

sequently the slide valve is more difficult

to move than when the pressure sur-

rounding it is more nearly balanced ; how-

ever, when 4 or 5 lbs. difference in pres-

sure between the brake pipe and auxiliary

reservoir pressure is obtained, the equal-

izing piston will move the slide valve to

the position shown as service.

The first movement of the equalizing

slide valve opens the application end of the

release piston to the atmosphere and

closes the port leading to the release end

of the release piston, and as the pressure

at the release end is promptly balanced

by reaison of the small port drilled through

it. and as the pressure is exhausted from

the application end. the large emergency

reservoir pressure between the pistons

forces the structure to its application

position in which the brake cylinder ex-

haust port is consequently closed.

The full movement of the equalizing

slide valve connects the auxiliary and

service reservoirs, while the graduating

valve has opened the seryice port, permit-

ting pressure from both of these reser-

voirs to flow into the brake cylinder.

The same brake pipe reduction is ef-

fective on the brake pipe side of the emer-

gency piston, and as there can be no flow

back from the quick action or quick ac-

tion closing chambers into the brake pipe

the resultant difference in pressure moves

the emergency piston until it comes in

contact with the emergency piston spring

stop, where the graduating valve of the

emergency slide valve opens the chambers

mentioned through the emergency slide

valve exhaust port to the atmosphere, and

the pressures in the chambers reduce at

the same rate that at which the brake pipe

pressure is reducing.

The lowering of auxiliary reservoir

pressure permits the emergency reservoir

pressure to move the charging valve to

its lower position, thus separating the

service and emergency reservoirs.

In this manner the brake is applied

with any degree of force desired, as the

brake pipe reduction ceases, the valve is

moved to lap position, which will be ex-

plained in a future issue.

Eliminatiorr of the Brake Pipe Branch
Cut Out Cock on Passenger

Equipment Cars.

Undoubtedly all air brake men are

working toward a goal of 100 per cent

efficiency in air brake operation, and while

some of them may realize that it may
probably never be obtained, there is a

continued improvement in brake operation

on trains, and the attitude of many op-

crating officers has apparently changed

;

in fact, the air brake is no longer regard-

ed as a necessary evil, but rather as a

dividend earning asset.

Before obtaining 100 per cent efficiency

in operation it will first be necessary to

have brakes on trains 100 per cent opera-

tive, and if we actually believe that the

entire brake system of a train must be

regarded as a unit and that any part of

the system from the pump strainer to the

angle cock at the rear of the train being

defective, renders the brake on the train

defective, and that it cannot be regarded

as otherwise, it is evident that some radi-

cal action should be taken to maintain

brakes on trains, especially in passenger

service, 100 per cent operative.

The most formidalile obstacle in tlic way
(if preventing the operation of brakes on
passenger trains 100 per cent continuously

is the cut out cock in the brake pipe

branch leading to the tiipic or other op-

crating valve, and we believe that the

time has come to eliminate this cut out

cock as a part of a passenger car brake

system.

Many of our readers may take the

position that because a convenient part

of the brake system is improperly used or

used when not necessary, there is no log-

ical reason why it should be removed
from the car, and from one point of view

they may be right, but if it is earnestly

desired to operate every brake on every

car in a passenger train at all times there

is no necessity for a cut out cock in the

brake pipe branch leading to the operat-

ing valve. If there is a necessity for it,

it is a very frank admission that brakes

cannot be operated on all cars on a pas-

senger train at all times.

The objection to the cut out cock is

that it is being used to cut out brakes

when there is no necessity for brakes

being cut out, and the reason for being

cut occurs through a mistaken idea and
through a very convenient way of cut-

ting them out. To remove the convenient

way of cutting out would undoubtedly pre-

vent all of the unnecessary cutting out

of brakes, and in the event of it being

absolutely necessary to cut out a triple

valve, if such a thing ever becomes ab-

solutely necessary, it could be done with-

out the aid of a cut out cock in the brake

pipe branch.

It is difficult to imagine just what kind

of an occurrence along the road could

make it necessary to use or close the cut

out cock in the brake pipe branch on a

passenger car if the brakes on the train

have been properly tested at a terminal or

originating point, or if triple valve or

other repair work is of such an inferior

grade that a triple valve will not operate

correctly during the comparatively short

time between cleaning and test periods,

we must agree that the cut out cock is a

necessity. On the other hand, if the car

brake equipment can be properly cared

for, where is tlie necessity for the cut

out cock.

Even if the repair work and mainte-

nance of passenger cars is admittedly

faulty from an air brake point of view, it

would no doubt result in a decided im-

provement if this cut out cock were elim-

inated, so that in the event of a stuck

brake on a passenger train between sta-

tions, it would be necessary to disconnect

the brake pipe branch and insert a blind

gasket or plug the pipe, the delay result-

ing therefrom might be of sufficient dura-

tion or of enough consequence to attract

enough attention to warrant an investiga-

tion of the conditions that lead up to the

failure of the brake to release.

We print this for the purpose of ad-

vocating a better grade of air brake re-

pair work and inspection, and for 100

per cent operative brakes in passenger

service, rather than for the purpose of

suggesting some radical departure from
standard practices, and while this may be

viewed from many different angles, we
would be pleased to print any comments
on tliis sulijcct from any of our readers.
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Automobile Checks and Reminders
The Psycholoijical State Recognized—A Physical Barrier to Unbroken

Suggested—Methods of Compelling a Slow-Down or a Halt.

Speed

We have, before now, had occasion to

refer to the numerous accidents to auto-

mobiles which have occurred on level

highway crossings with railroads. It has

been the constant endeavor of railroads to

minimize, if they cannot altogether elim-

inate, the danger. Railway companies

have often devised the most conspicuous

signs and gates and have stationed watch-

men carrying flags and lanterns. The
signs and signals stand out clearly. They
are conspicuous and striking, but instances

are on record where they have proved

unavailing.

The sign or signal is undoubtedly seen

by the automobile driver, but is not acted

on. There is no tangible connection be-

tween the signal and the mind of the man
beholding it. Gates, lights or flag may be

seen, but it is upon the action produced

by such cognizance of the external ob-

ject that means safety. How long will

the mind notice of the external object

FIG. I.

last? There is no settled state of con-

sciousness, any more than there is no

place where an arrow is when it flies.

The attention of the driver may be di-

verted after he has seen the order to halt.

or he may be the victim of suggestion, or

become preoccupied.

Further than this, it seems to be detri-

mental to the enjoyment of the gratified

desire for speed to submit to an inter-

ruption. Such an interruption is contem-

plated and indeed considered imperative

by the railway showing flag or lamp.

This interruption would require a special

eflFort and this is irksome to the driver

;

he therefore mentally resists the thought

of a halt, a pause, and a fresh start.

Nearly every one of us has been con-

scious of this feeling at some time or

FIG. 2.

another. We would rather walk around

the end of a slowly moving vehicle than

alter our pace, although the detour neces-

sitated would cover a longer distance than

if we had made a stop, endured a deten-

tion and then began to proceed again. It

is almost as if man were to be regarded

as a species of machine, set to go at a

certain pace, and from his mental makeup
opposed to change. He exhibits mentally

a condition analogous to inertia in the

physical world.

One of the methods of holding the at-

tention and compelling appropriate action

is to place a physical handicap to un-

broken progress before the chauffeur,

compelling a deflection in his course or a

slight detour, which no doubt causes mo-
mentary inconvenience. By this means it

is hoped in part to supply the needed

connection between visible cognizance of

the crossing signals and the action which

brings safety in its wake.

The railroad commission of the State of

California, of which Mr. Richard Sachse

is chief engineer at San Francisco, has

before it six devices for the protection

of crossings, which it is endeavoring to

have adopted for trial purposes in the

State.

In Fig. 1, devised by Mr. F. E. Peters,

of Tropico, Cal., a parkway is interposed

in the highway on either side of the rail-

way track, which causes a motor car to

make four pronounced deflections in its

course in order to cross the tracks. A
safety grade crossing. Fig. 2, based on a

sketch from the Southern Pacific coast

division engineer's office, shows a central

light and necessitates a slight deflection of

route by a motor car crossing the tracks.

Fig. 3 shows a device by Mr. J. H.

Weatherford, city engineer of Memphis,
Tenn., by which a "bump" is introduced

^
r"

in the highway on each side of the rail-

way track. This does not obstruct the

view of the motor car driver, but it would

(as it is intended to) produce an un-

pleasant jolt if passed over at high speed.

Even if the chauffeur was willing to stand

the inconvenience rather than reduce

speed he would force the result of the un-

necessary jar upon the attention of the

other occupants of the car and it is more
than likely that their remonstrances would

have a deterrant effect upon reckless or

excessive speed at this point.

Fig. 4 causes four sharp turns in short

space, and was devised by Mr. Chas. R.

Blake, health commissioner of Richmond,

Cal. The four right angles have not only

to be negotiated by the motor car driver,

but the attempt has to be made under a
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notice to stop, almost thrust in the face

of the vehicle driver, and where a strong

woven wire fence adds difficulty to the

unlawful effort to move straight along.

Fig. 5, devised by Mr. Scott W. Alex-

ander, of Long Beach, Cal., supplies an

enforced detour around a most inhos-

pitable sharp pointed cairn of stone and

in face of an imperative notice to stop.

Fig. 6 shows a device by Mr. W. M. Hu-

mans, of Los Angeles, Cal., whereby a

detour is rendered necessary to get across

FIG. 5.

the tracks. The island in the center

forces the driver to turn and thus provides

him with the fraction of a moment to size

up the situation and if need be he can

run parallel to the tracks and so avoid a

collision.

These various devices have as an aim

the compelling of some action. They

force a driver to make appropriate move-

ment or deflection in order to ge.t past

FIG. 6.

the track at all. These devices are at

least a definite attempt to force not only

the cognizance of outside conditions and

to rouse the mind from their passive con-

templation to the decisive and saving act

of obedience to the call of rational and

effectual common sense.

The Baker Valve fjear.

In the January, 1917, issue of Railway

AND Locomotive Engineering we were

able to present to our readers some inter-

esting facts concerning the Baker valve

gear, and a table of the results of a test

made by Mr. W. L. Kellogg, superintend- matter of fact, for three successive years

ent of motive power of the Missouri, there has been no passenger fatality on

Kansas & Texas Railway. This month the Pennsylvania, and the passenger traf-

we are able to present, through the fie during that period approached six hun-

courtesy of Mr. Wm. Schlafge, general dred millions,

mechanical superintendent of the Erie, a

very close analysis of the performance of Masks in Locomotive Cabs.

engine No. 1690 with the Stephenson The Canadian Pacific is introducing a

gear, and subsequently as fitted up with mask in locomotive cabs which was de-

the Baker valve gear. scribed and illustrated in our pages Oct.,

The twenty-two items for each gear 1915, whereby the engineers have a clear

have been most carefully prepared and vision ahead in all kinds of stormy weath- •

averages set down so that comparison is er. It is attached to the window frame of

facilitated. In many cases there is not the engine cab and contains no glass, its

much to choose between the performance principle being based on the deflection of

of each of the gears tested, but the total wind currents by flanges. Between the

number of pounds of water supplied to upper plates of metal and an air chute is

the boiler (average) shows 109,959.5 with a broad slit through which the engineer

the Stephenson gear, and 98,905.25 lbs. surveys the track ahead.

with the Baker gear. This represents a

saving of water in favor of the Baker Japan Widening the RaUway Gauge.

mechanism of 11,054.25 lbs., which is over The present railway gauge in Japan is

five tons of water. This is not an insig- 3 ft. 6 ins., and was adopted when the

nificant saving by any means. first railway was built in Japan. A change

The steam delivered to the cylinders is desired, especially in the interest of a

per million foot-pounds of work, stated greater development of commerce and in-

as pounds of steam, shows that the dustry. The task is a large one, and it

Stephenson gear (average) supplied 16.1 is planned to inaugurate the work by wid-

Ibs. and the Baker 14.8 lbs., or a saving ening the gauge on the main trunk line

of 1.3 in favor of the latter. This saving, connecting Tokio with Shimonoseki, which

it must be remembered, is effected on less are 800 miles apart. This is the line

water used, so that as appears in the which connects with Corea and the Si-

table the total per cent saving of steam berian railway.

per thousand foot-pounds of work

amounts to 8.07. A persual of the various Pneumatic Tampers.

items will be found instructive. The Lehigh Valley R. R. has added

. pneumatic tamping machines to the

Pennsylvania's Record. maintenance of way equipment of each of

Much comment has been made in the its main line divisions, and pronounces the

daily press throughout the country on the innovation a great improvement over the

excellent record made by the Pennsylva- old method. One man with a pneumatic

nia during the year, when more than nine tamper can do as much work as two men

COMPARISON OF ERIE ENGINE NO. 1690, WITH STEPHENSON AND
WITH BAKER GEARS.

STEPHENSON GEAR BAKER PILLIOD GEAR
ENGINE No. 1690 ENGINE No. 1690

A.
^ ,

*
^

East West East West
Bound Bound Average Bound Bound Average

Total length of n,n, n,iles....;.. 86.5 92.25 89.375 86.^ 92.00 89.25

Time on road hrs 6.17 7.71 6.94 6.87 7.65 7.26

Detentions hrs 1.85 2.90 2.37 2.71 2.65 2.68

Runninn.me hr^::: 4.32 4.81 4.57 4.16 5.00 4.58

^Tnd Undeir'
".".'"';°*."'^°'.

2,859 2,784 2,821.5 3.022.6 2,921.2 2,971.9

Total average drawbar pull 13,650 11,890 12,770 ^2,454 13.004 12,729

Ti,tal averaee soecd 20 19.2 19.6 20.8 18.4 19.6

To I average D.B.HP W . .

.

728 609 668.5 691 638 664.5

Milion ft lbs work 6,234 5,791 6,012 5,688 6,317 6,002.5

Ave age steam pressure at mile posts 'l94.5 194 194.25 196.2 195.75 195.97

Average drawbSr pull at mile posts 18,091 16,033 17,062 17,151 17.722 17,436.5

Averaee sneed at mile posts 16.8 19.2 18 18.1 16.7 17.4

A^efage IH.P. at rn.le posts 959.2 931.2 945.2 962.8 896.7 929.75

Averale D.B.H.P. at mile posts... 810 821 815.5 828 788.2 808.1

Mechanical efficiency of engine, % 84.S 88.2 86.35 86 87.9 86.95

Total water to boiler, lbs 110,325 109,594 109,959.5 95,603 1,022,075 98,905.25

Total water used on detentions, lbs. 3,567 3,785 3,676 2,053 2,567.5 2,310.5

Total water loss, to air pump and
, .^. , , .„« , .^. , „„^

pops lbs. 6,713 6,870 6,791.5 5,188 5,404 5,296

Stiam qualit;, % . . 97.2 97.2 97.2 97.2 97.2 97.2

Total s?eamti cylinders, lbs 97,244 96,159 96,702 85,887 91,597 88,742

Steam to cylinders per D.B.H.P.
p« hr.. lb.??f... 30.9 32.9 31.9 29.9 28.7 29.3

Steam to cylinders per million ft.

lbs. works, lbs 15.6 16.6 16.1 15.1 14.5 14.8

Per cent, aaving in steam per mil-

lion ft. lbs, work. ^lO'

million passenger and freight trains were tamping by hand. In addition, the results

operated over twenty-seven thousand to the track are better and more perma-

miles of track, and the record shows that nent. Each pneumatic outfit consists of an

no passenger fatality occurred. As a air compressor and four tampers.
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The Veco FIusli Car Door
New Application of Mechanical Motion—Door Moved to Position by Hand. Made a

Flush Door by Mechanical Action—Tight and Always Under Inward
Pressure When Closed—Becomes Practically Part of the Car Side.

"Action and reaction are equal and op-

posite." This is Newton's third law of

motion and it has a very practical applica-

tion in combination with the simple

mechanism which makes the "Veco" car

door a tight (lush door, applicable to box
cars and to refrigerator cars. This door
runs and its weight is carried on a bot-

tom rail, formed by a bar of flat steel,

which is amply supported so as to pre-

a small roller to facilitate the movement
of the door to and from the door open-

ing. These side rods are placed, one at

each side of the door and parallel with

its vertical edges. A steel rod (known
as a ciinnccting rod) is placed parallel

with the bottom rail so as to co-act with

the malleable housing (in which the small

rollers work) and which so operate that

upon closing the door, the side rods ap-

ELEV.\T10.\ or "VECO" C.\R DOOR. SHOWINC. DETAILS.

vent displacement or bending; the up-

per rail is in the form of a Z-bar, and it

acts simply as a guide to prevent the

door from falling away from its intended

location.

Two upright square steel bars (known
as side rods), with malleable castings

(known as guides) arc placed at the top,

near the top corners of the door so as to

proach each other to the extent of about

3 ins., which distance can be increased or

decreased and thereby govern the pressure

against the door through the hinges, as

may be required. Likewise they recede

from one another upon opening the door.

This very simple opposing motion is pro-

duced by the operation of a bclI-crank

lever (known as the operating lever) lo-

the connecting rod. This is the only ex-

ample that wc know of, where opposing

motion or the "to and from' movement
of a pair of rods, maintaining their

parallelism, closes and opens a door, and
in this movement "action and reaction are

equal and opposite."

In order that the approach of the two
side rods may affect the door in the way
desired, three malleable castings (known
as hinge arms) with square openings, or

sleeves at the large ends, are slipped over

each of the two square side rods and are

respectively positioned, one near the top

of door, one at the center, and one near

the bottom along the two vertical edges

of the door. The small ends of the hinge

arms, carry round openings or sleeves

which engage with malleable castings

(known as hinge-sockets) by means of

steel pins or axles, thereby forming a

hinge of which the hinge-socket members
are permanently fastened to body of the

door on its vertical edges. These ends

are offset and lie inside the line of ap-

proach of the side rods.

The approach of the side rods toward
each other would carry the hinges directly

toward each other, but for the offset posi-

tion of the hinge-socket members, which
necessitate their pushing the door inward
and toward the door opening or berth.

The square sleeves of the hinge arm
members cause the square side rods to

rotate, and thereby intensify the inward
push on the door. The door thus urged,

moves perpendicular to its face and is

thereby tightly seated in its berth. The
motion of the side rods, upon closing the

door, is toward each other and upon
opening is away from each other, parallel

to the side of the car. The motion of the

door through pressure of the hinge upon
closing, is inward, and against the berth,

SECTION OF "VECO" C.W DOOR CLOSED, AND OPEN.

slide on the Z-bar; and two suitable
malleable castings (known as roller hous-
ing at the left, and operating roller hous-
ing at the right hand side), are placed at
the bottom of the side rods, near the bot-
tom corners of the door, each containing

cated near the lou. r right hand corner of
the door. The opcratinK lever has two
round raised fulcrum points. One ful-

crum point operate; in a vertical slot in

the operating roller hovsing; the other
registers and operates in a round hole in

and upon opening, it is outward and away
from the berth in a direction parallel to

the ties of the track. The motion im-
parted to the operating lever by a car

man, gives it, say a westward movement
in closing and an eastward movement in
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opening, which through the connecting rod

and operating roller housing, causes the

side rods and hinges to move the door

northward upon closing, and southward

upon opening. When seated in its berth,

the result is a "flush door,'' with the sides

and bottom, edges beveled, while the

top is square, forming a tight joint which

will not admit any foreign matter into the

car through the door opening.

The mechanism contains a gravity latch,

similar to that of an ordinary gate, and,

when the lever is in place, brings one

ample latch hole in line with two similar

holes in the lever, and a seal may be put

through these holes even in the dark if

the seal man does not have a lantern, by

his feeling for the holes, as they are lo-

cated so low down that the man sealing

the car does not have to carry a ladder

or look around for a soap box to stand on.

The whole of the mechanical action of

the "Veco" mechanism is intended to put

the door in its berth and to retain it se-

curely with holding pressure, also to re-

move it from its berth, thereby freeing

any outward pressure or binding that may
exist. One marked advantage of this

motion in and out of the berth, produced

by the combined "Veco" mechanism is

this. In the event that the load has

shifted and is resting against the door.

then to open an ordinary door in the

usual sliding fashion when bound on

account of the shifted load pressure, or

sharp box corners, against the door,

would be most difficult if not impossible.

When opening the "Veco Flush Door' it

first steps back and away from the load

about 254 ins. and thus frees itself en-

tirely before a man moves it away from

the door opening. The Veco flush door

is provided with an appliance which op-

erates when the door is away from the

opening, so as to hold it in an open posi-

tion, and thereby prevent it from whip-

ping back and forward in transit, or dur-

ing yard or terminal switching. This fea-

ture obviates the difficulty of doors bang-

ing against the door stops and destroying

the mechanism. The door stays where it

is put.

The "Veco Flush Door" when "home"
in its berth is practically integral with

the car, as it forms, for the time being,

part of the side of the car and lends

strength to the whole structure by rea-

son of the close fit it makes. For the

same reason, it is fireproof and weather-

proof, for where no opening exists, cind-

ers, sparks and weather conditions arc

effectually barred out and cannot enter

the car through the tightly closed open-

ing. It is also proof against pilfering, or

the efforts of the sneak thief, because the

door cannot be opened, or the car entered

through the door opening, without first re-

moving the seal. The door is mechanical-

ly all that could be desired, being strong.

durable and simple. It cannot fall off ir

swing open on curves, or during yard or

terminal operations, because the mechan-

ism is so designed that the door cannot

be dislodged from its berth by rough

handling, or by severe car structure dis-

tortion, or from outward pressure caused

by shifted load while engaged closely in

its berth. This is due to the inward

pressure e.xerted against the door

through the "Veco" mechanism, nor will

the door while disengaged, or away from

the berth, fall off, on account of the

mechanism being so designed that it can-

not be dislodged from its intended loca-

tion between the top and bottom rails.

The "Veco'' mechanism is designed to

be interchangeable with any size of door,

on any stj'le of car, new or old, on any

road maintaining it as a standard. It is

low in cost because of its simple construc-

tion and minimum variety of parts and

during the process of evolution, fiftj'-seven

different machining operations have been

eliminated, until almost nothing is left

to do but to clean the castings, provide

the rods and rails (which are standard

steel shapes) and put it all together. It

has also a small maintenance cost, because

wear has been brought to its lowest terms,

all of the parts are made amply strong

for the work they have to do and can be

quickly and easily replaced.

When we come to consider its advan-

tages as applied to refrigerator cars, it is

a one-piece affair operating the same as

the "Veco" box car door. It requires only

a little more clearance at the loading plat-

form because the refrigerator door is the

thicker of the two. A car so equipped can

be run in and placed opposite a warehouse
which requires it to be left, the "Veco"
door of the partly loaded car can be closed

and locked without the services of a yard

ergine or crew to move the car clear of

the loading platform. The refrigerator

door has just to be moved along the bot-

tom rail, which carries it; the operating

lever is brought up to a vertical position

and the door practically disappears as

such, into its berth, and becomes part of

the apparently unbroken side of the car,

adding to its strength and rigidity at .1

place which is necessarily always a weak
spot in any form of freight car con-

struction.

It cannot swing open in transit, as the

two-piece door can. the "Veco" door pre-

vents accidents by sideswiping passing

trains or striking persons who happen to

be within its reach. It also prevents the

loss and damage to freight loaded near

the door opening. Further, it will at all

times insure a tight joint on the four

edges of the door.

Wrought Iron.

Mr. H. E. Blackburn, instructor of

apprentices of the Erie Railroad, is noted

for his scientific attainments and for dif-

fusing the same among the apprentices

and other'.. Mr. Blackburn recently,

through the /.riV Maga.-iiic, sent out the

following sketch about Wrought Iron'.

Wrought iron, which is made from
pig-iron by a refining process, is not brit-

tle but tough, because the carbon has

been removed from the iron by a heat

process called puddling; consequently, the

wrought iron has liber and it can be bent

or forged into various shapes as well

as welded together, a feature not found
in pig or cast iron.

A furnace called a puddling furnace is

used to convert the pig-iron into wrought
iron. It consists mainly of a shallow

hearth filled with enough pig iron to

make a 400-pound charge. A coal fire is

built in a chamber outside, the flame

from this fire passes over a low fire wall,

and is deflected down by the roof of the

furnace on to the charge of pig-iron in

the furnace hearth.

The man who runs the furnace is

called a "puddler," because he puddles

the iron as it melts with a long iron

bar called a "rabler." Slag and cinder

continually form by the chemical union

of the impurities in the pigs and the sand

on the surface of the pigs.

This cinder is really silicate of iron,

and it protects the molten iron from
oxidation or loss of metal.

The heat of the furnace is raised very

high and the molten iron is constantly

stirred until the phosphorus and sulphur

is removed. The heat is then sufficiently

lowered until the carbon is removed, when
o.xide of iron is added ; then the metal

begins to boil and in twenty minutes the

metal begins to "stiffen up." The pud-

dler quickly separates into two or three

white hot balls the 400 pounds of spongj'

iron. They are removed from the fur-

nace and reduced in size in a machine
called a "squeezer." After this they are

run through rolls and formed into flat

bars called blooms. After they are cool

they are cut into short lengths, and a

bundle is made up called a "muck bar."

This bundle is heated up to a welding

heat and rolled into bars, rods, plates,

etc.

If a higher grade of iron is desired the

blooms are worked over again two or

three times. This makes a more compact
filler.

Beginning of Electrification on Rail-

roads Entering Chicago.

The beginning of what promises to be

an extensive scheme of the electrifica-

tion of the railroads entering Chicago,

similar to the system already in operation

on some of the leading railroads enter-

ing New York, seems assured. The first

step is being taken by the Illinois Cen-

tral, and a proposition has been made to

the city authorities whereby the railroad

proposes to adopt electric power on its

suburban trains. It would take at least

five years to complete the change, but it

is believed that it would eventually effect

a reduction in the cost of operation.
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Electrical Department
Relation of Electrical Units to Mechanics—Ohm's Laws in Rei'ard to Circuits.

In the preceding article we explained

the meaning of several electrical terms,

namely, the ampere, the unit of electric

current ; the volt, the unit of electrical

pressure ; the ohm, the unit of electrical

resistance, and the watt, the unit of elec-

trical power. We explained that electric-

ity was analogous to water flowing

through a pipe under a certain pressure

or head.

We have referred to the volt as the

electrical unit of pressure and have de-

fined the unit in terms of the Clark stand-

ard cell. Now, the term pressure is

measurable by the mechanical system and

the question at once arises as to the rela-

tion between the electrical and mechani-

cal units. Does the volt approximate the

grain, the ounce or the pound? On first

thought the volt appears as an electrical

unit, not a mechanical one, and therefore

it appears as if no comparison could be

drawn.

The laws of pressure or force, how-
ever, belong strictly to the science of

mechanics, and all questions of force

therefore can and must be looked upon
accordingly, if we are to arrive at a

proper comprehension of such forces, as

mechanics embraces all forms of force,

whether at rest or in motion, as applied to

matter. In other words, the means of

obtaining pressure, or of setting matter

in motion, is to be considered separately

from the pressure or motion which is the

result. Therefore, while the cause of

pressure or motion may be electrical, the

resulting force is mechanical. We may
not know what electricity really is, in it-

self, but still we may have a clear knowl-

edge of the results produced.

The whole system of electrical calcula-

tions as related to mechanics is based

upon the Centimeter-Gramme-Second sys-

tem ; the unit of length or space is the

centimeter, the unit of weight or mass is

the gramme, and the unit of time is the

second. This system is referred to as the

C. G. S. system.

The force required to move one gramme
at a velocity of one centimeter after hav-
ing been applied for one second is called

the unit of force and is known as the

Dyne. It will be noticed that this is a
purely mechanical definition, and there-

fore is parallel to the mechanical system
of units, based upon the force of gravity

and the laws of falling bodies.

The force of gravity varies slightly at

different positions on the earth's surface,

depending on the latitude, but for all

practical purposes a constant 32.2 can be
used. That is, the action of gravitation

is such that a falling body will in one

second reach a speed of 32.2 it per sec-

ond, or fur a given number of seconds

the speed will be a corres|iondiiig multiple

of this speed. Here we are considering

the unit of mass as the pound and the

unit of distance as the foot. If we know
the relation between the gramme and the

pound, and between the centimeter and

the foot we can express laws of gravity

in terms of the dyne, and thus show the

relation to the electrical units which, as

we stated above, is based on the dyne.

One pound avoirdupois is equal ap-

proximately to 453.6 grammes and 32.2

feet is equal approximately to 981 centi-

meters, so that the force of gravity after

one second is equal, appro.\imately, to

453.6 X 981 = 444,982 dynes of force.

In a previous article we stated that the

volt was the force which would cause one

ampere to flow through a resistance of

one ohm. The volt can be and is ex-

pressed in terms of the dyne. The volt

is equivalent to ICT or 1UU,000,000 dynes.

We have stated in the above paragraph

that one pound acting under the force of

gravity for one second has a force of

444,982 dynes. Dividing the value of the

volt (.100,000,000 dynes) by this number
of dynes we obtain a value of 224.73 lbs.,

so that the volt represents the energy of

224.73 lbs. when acted on by gravity

through one centimeter per second.

The unit of resistance is also expressed

in dynes and is 10*, so that the ohm is

equal to 2,247.3 lbs. These magnitudes
are so much greater than the general

conception of the value of these units that

a further comparison will be made. We
know that electricity is closely related to

heat and that current flowing through a

conductor will generate heat. We also

know that heat can be produced in metals

by vibrations, or by moving of the metal.

For instance, a wire when bent rapidly

back and forth, generates heat, due to

the movement of the particles of the wire

against the force of cohesion. If we ac-

cept the theory that electricity acts simi-

larly on the molecules, then we can see

the reason for the heating and realize

that the force or volt is of considerable

magnitude, as shown in the preceding

paragraph.

On the other hand, the unit of vibra-

tions produced must necessarily be rela-

tively small, and we find by Ohm's law
that a volt of force impelling vibration

upon an ohm of resistance which is ten

times as great as itself produces an eflfect

of one-tenth unit, which receives the

name of an ampere. This term, there-

fore, which represents the result pro-
duced, may be looked upon either

as a concrete amount or as a ratio.

The unit of force, one dyne, which we

apply for one second to one gramme to

produce a velocity of one centimeter per

second, is absorbed by the mass and held

as energy in the form of a dyne-centimeter

or one "erg" per second, which is the

statement of the matter in the form of

"work." The ampere, therefore, is a con-

crete amount in that it is the effect pro-

duced by one volt of force upon one ohm
of resistance, and it is equal to one-tenth

of a dyne-centimeter. If, therefore, we
multiply a volt in dynes by an ampere in

dyne-centimeters we get a watt in dyne-

centimeters, 100,000,000 X 1-10 10,000,000,

or 10'. This value is 1-10 of the volt and

therefore = 22,473 lbs. through one centi-

meter. If this amount of work were

done in one second, it becomes a Joule

or rate of doing work.

The watt is a parallel unit to the foot-

pound, in that each is a unit of pressure

or weight acting through a unit of space,

and in neither case is the element of time

introduced; that is, a watt of "work" will

be the same amount no matter how long

it may take to do it, exactly as a foot-

liound is equal to one pound lifted one

foot high without reference to the time

occupied. If, however, the time of per-

forming these amounts of work be limited

to the unit of time, that is, to one second,

we have in the former case one watt-

second, or one "joule," which is a rate

of doing work, or "power." We have no
specific name for the foot-pour»d lifted in

one second.

We may now institute a comparison
between the joule and the foot-pound. If

a joule is equal to 22.473 lbs, lifted

through one centimeter per second, what
amount is it equal to passing through one
foot per second? As one foot is equal

to 30.48 centimeters, the joule is obviously

22.473 X 1

equal to = .7373 lbs. raised

30.48

through one foot of space. If, therefore,

550 foot-pounds per second is equal to

550

one horse-power, then = 746 watts

.7373

must be equal to one horse-power.

We have seen that there is a relation

between the volt, the ampere and the
ohm. The voltage or force tending to

move the electricity is designated by E;
the rate of flow or current is designated
by I, and the resistance which the force
must overcome to produce the flow of
electricity is designated by R. The re-

lation existing between these three factors

was discovered and expressed by Ohm,
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and is known as Ohm's law of electrical

resistance. The law is as follows

:

"The current in a circuit is directly

proportional to the electromotive force,

E, and inversely proportional to the re-

sistance, R, and may be written as an

E
equation; thus, I = — That is, if the

R
electromotive force, E, is increased, the

current will be increased in the same pro-

portion ; if the resistance, R, is increased

the current will be decreased proportion-

ally. Likewise a decrease in the resist-

ance, R, causes a proportional increase

in the current.

There are three factors involved in this

equation, so that if any two of these fac-

tors are known the third can be deter-

mined. The following examples will il-

lustrate this point

:

Examples—
1. If 110 volts is applied to a circuit

having a resistance of 20 ohms, how much

current will flow?

E 110

Ans. I — — . I ^ = 5.5 amperes.

R 20

2. \\'hat voltage is necessary to obtain

23 amperes through a resistance of 340

ohms?
E

Aiis. I = — or E = I R or E = 23 X
R

340 = 7820 volts.

3. If it is desired to obtain 7.5 amperes

and the source of power is 110 volts, how
much resistance will be necessary to place

in the circuit?

E E no
Ans. 1 = — orR = — R=: =

R I 7.5

14.67 ohms.

The above examples illustrate problems

encountered when dealing with a simple

circuit, but the same princii)Ie or law ap-

plies to any direct current circuit no mat-

ter how complicated. Ohm's law is really

the foundation for the solution of electri-

cal prol)lcms and is used in nearly every

problem which occurs.

There are both series and parallel cir-

cuits encountered in electrical work and

it becomes necessary to determine the

current flowings or perhaps to make an

analysis of the voltage-drop throughout

the circuit. In the scries circuit the sev-

eral parts are all joined together in series,

as in Fig. 1. The total resistance is, in

this case, the sum of the separate resist-

ances, and this total resistance must be

obtained in order to determine the amount
of current flowing.

Examt'lc—
4. Referring to Fig. 1 with three coils

in series, across 110 volts, of 10, 17 and
21 ohms, respectively, what current is

flowing?

E E
Ans. I = — I = .

K R, -f R, + R.

110 110

I = = ^ 2.29 ampoics.

10 + 17 -f 21 48

5. There is a circuit of 9 arc lamps in

series, each lamp has a resistance of 5

ohms and 3.7 amperes is required to give

R, Rz—I ^MT-

~^J^SSSU-

FIG. 1. SERIES CIRCUITS,

the proper light. What voltage must be

applied?

E
Ans. I = — . E = IR. E =

R
3.7 (9x 5) — i.7 X 45 = 166.5 volts.

At times it is necessary to know the

voltage-drop across any or each of the

various parts which go to make up the

circuit. For instance, referring to Fig. 1

it might be interesting to know what volt-

age drop exists across each of the three

resistances. Ohm's law can be applied to

any part of a circuit. In this particular

problem we know from Example 4 that

there is 2.29 -{- amperes flowing. The

voltage-drop across each of the coils is

then E = I R and is as follows :

E = 2.29 -f X 10 = 22.93 volts drop

across the 10 ohm coil.

E = 2.29 -f X 17 = 38.95 volts drop

across the 17 ohm coil.

E = 2.29 + X 21 = 48.12 volts drop

across the 21 ohm coil.

An illustration of the parallel or divided

circuits is shown by Fig. 2. The current

on reaching point "a" divides, a certain

KTcalcr the less the resistance. Fof ex-

ample, if the resistance of a circuit is 2

nhnis the conductance is Yz. If the re-

sistance is J4 the conductance is 4. In

the case of the circuit. Fig. 2, the resist-

ances are r, and r^, so that the conduct-

1 1

anccs arc — and —

It is obvious that tlie joint resistance of

those two parallel circuits is less than

either one. Xow if we let R represent

1

the joint resistance, then — represents the

R
joint conductance, and this joint conduct-

ance will, of course, equal the sum of the

two conductances. We have then

1 1 1 r,-l-r,

FIG. 2. P.\R.\LLEL OR DIVIDED
CIRCUITS,

amount passing through r, and the rest

through r... The problem is to determine

how much current passes through each

branch. The amounts depend upon the

relative resistance of the two circuits, the

one with the lower resistance taking the

greater amount of current.

If both circuits were equal, the ciuTcnt

in each would be equal. If one is twice

the other then one-half would flow

through the first and double the half, or

one would flow through the second. In

other words, the amount of current would
depend upon the ability of the circuit to

carry the current or upon its "conduct-

ance." Conductance may be said to be

the inverse of resistance ; in fact, it is the

reciprocal of resistance. It may be de-

fined as equal to

1

— Therefore, conductance In-cnnies

R

R

R = -

The resistance of a parallel circuit can

be put into the form of a rule as follows :

"The joint resistance of a divided circuit

is equal to the product of the two separate

resistances divided by their sum.

E.vatnplc—
6. What is the joint resistance? Fig. 2.

.\lso, what current will flow from the

source of supph", and how will it divide?

r, r. 9 X 14 126

R =

jlims.

r. + r^ 9-fl4 23

The total current will then be I ^
R

110

= ^ 20.07 amperes. This current

5.48

will divide in the ratio of 9 to 14, that is,

14

— will go through t, or 12.21 amperes and

9

— will go through r, or 7.S6 amperes.

23

If there are more than two circuits the

same rule is followed. Suppose, for in-

stance, there are three circuits, r,, r., ri,1111 r.ra X nra Xr,r,

R r, r, rj rir,rj

r.r.rj

R =
TnT, -f r,r, -f T,r,

Conditions suggest that the railroids

have come to understand that there is

economy in doing more car-repairing

themselves than by farming it out to

private concerns. Orders placed for ma-
terial prompt the opinion that tluy will

imdertake it uii a greater scale tliau they

ever have.
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Air Brake Kepair Work Tools Devised and

Applied to Every Requirement
By c;F.OR(;F. K. DORVART. Denver. Colo.

No. 3. Tools for Facing Slide Valve lushinR guide fur bar .\, adapted for ap-

Seat in W. A. B. Steam Head. plicatiuii to ibc right hand side of steam

The annexed drawing shows the de- head. E shows dimensions of studs, of

)V'
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the grates and the clinker is thus formed.

If we keep our tire light and bright at

all times during the trip we will never be

bothered by clinker formation and the en-

gine will steam just as well when the trip

is about completed as it did when we
started, because we can keep the ash shaken

out and have a clean fire all the time.

Another advantage gained is that you do

not have to put the coal up under the

arch by bodily strength as you do when
the fire is banked at the door. The draft

coming through the light fire and travel-

ing to the flue sheet will help carry the

coal to the front of the fire box if we use

light scoopfuls and put it in with a

spreading motion.

Another contributor to poor firing is

poor tools, rakes especially. Generally

they are too long, and with our high coal

gates our room is Hmited and the fireman

does not use the long rake when he

should at times because it is so unhandy.

Rakes of the proper length should be

placed on engines, that is, the long rake

should be the same length as the inside

length of the fire box. My contention is

that when a fire needs raking it needs it

at that particular time, not after you have

lost 10 or 15 lbs. of steam, and have

filled the fire box with green coal in an

effort to get the pointer to move in the

right direction without the use of the

rake. Another advantage of light firing is

that when necessary to rake the fire it can

be done in a moment without getting the

rake red hot from one end to the other,

because you do not have a thick bed of

coals to break up, nor will the fire be torn

full of holes if the engine happens to

slip, for in this case the excessive draft

will find the thin bright spots in a banked

fire, and so the holes in the fire are

formed and excessive raking is the result.

Another saving is the free carbon, or

most of it, being burned instead of being

allowed to escape to the atmosphere in

the form of black smoke. But best of all

is the saving of labor for your fireman,

and the smile worn by the engineer who
handles the heavy tonnage trains and al-

••ays has the maximum amount of steam.

Electrification of the London, Brighton

& South Coast Railway, England.

By R. W. .•\. Salter, Lo.sdon, Encla.vij

The electrification of some of the

suburban street railways in or near Lon-
don, England, has had the effect of wak-
ing up the management of some of the

leading steam railways running out of

London to the necessity of keeping

abreast of the times. The passenger

traffic on the London, Brighton and .South

Coast Railway had fallen from 8.000.000

to 3,000,000 a year. The electric en-

gineers were put to work and decided to

employ the single phase system, with

overhead contact wires, working at a

presiure of 7.500 volts and 25 periods.

The success was immediate, the number

of passengers carried the first year being

over 10,000,(XXl The length of the single

track at present electrified is over 66

miles, while a contract just placed, and

under construction, amounts to over 150

miles, which v.ill nake the length of linf

station from 1,500 to 1,800 trams a day.

Plans were begun before the war broke

out, and have been carried on uninter-

ruptedly, and ere long, it will be possible

to make the journey from London to

Brighton in 45 minutes, at a speed of

about 70 miles an hour.

.>^
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. C Ciribbins has been appointed

division master meclianic of the Canadian

Pacific, with office at Smith's Falls, Ont.

Mr. II. J. .Morgan has l)een appointed

general storekeeper of the St. Louis,

Hrownsville & Mexico, with olVice at

Kingsville, Te.\.

Mr. Burton W. Mudge, president of

Mudge & Co., has been elected vice-presi-

dent of the Pilliod Company, in charge

of the western territory.

Mr. H. C. .Mien has been appointed

road foreman of engines on the Rocky

Mountain division of the N'orthern Pacific,

with ofiice at Missoula, Mont.

Mr. W. H. Sample, formerly master

mechanic of the Grand Trunk at Uattle

Creek, Mich., has been appointed master

mechanic on the same roail at Montreal,

Que.

Mr. N. H. Laken, formerly supervisor

of fuel economy of the Chesapeake &
Ohio, has been appointed road foreman

of engines on the same road, with office

at Clifton Forge, Va.

Mr. J. W. Surles, formerly general

foreman of the Southern Pacific at Hous-

ton, Te.x., has been appointed superinten-

dent of shops at that place, succeeding

Mr. J. A. Power, promoted.

Mr. B. Petrusich, formerly air brake in-

spector for the Southern Pacific at Rose-

bury, Ore., has been transferred to Port-

land, Ore., in charge of the air brake

equipment on the electric system.

Mr. G. C. -Nichols, formerly master me-

chanic of the Alabama, Tennessee &

Northern at York. .Ma., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power

and equipment with offices at York.

Mr. \V. Leighty, formerly mechanical

engineer of the Frisco system at Sprins-

ficld. Mo., has resigned to accept a posi-

tion as chief engineer of the Oxweld Rail-

road Service Company, Chicago, 111.

Mr. C. E. Jones has been appointed

supervisor of fuel of the Canadian North-

ern, having charge of all fuel for shops,

stations, water stations as well as locomo-

tives, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont.

Mr. O. P. Reese, formerly assistant en-

gineer of motive power of the Pennsyl-

vania Lines West, at Pittsburgh, Pa., has

been appointed superintendent of motive

power of the Central System of the Lines

West.

Mr. E. F. Dickinson, formerly super-

visor of signals of the West Jersey & Sea

Shore at Camden, N. J., has been ap-

pointed supervisor of signals on the Phila-

delphia division of the Pennsylvania

Railroad.

Mr. J. .\. Jones has been appointed

superintendent of telegraph of the

Southern, witli headquarters at Washing-

ton, D. C, and Mr. W. A. Beauprie has

been appointed assistant superintendent

of telegraph, also with olhce at Wash-

ington.

Mr. l-.ugeiie E. Reed, of New Hamp-
shire, who was nominated a member of

the Philippine Commission last year, has

been elected president of the Manila Rail-

way, wliich recently was purchased by the

government.

Mr. Louis v.. Thomas, formerly

passenger car inspector of the Illinois

Central, has been appointed traveling

steam heat and air brake inspector of the

northern lines on the same road, with

office at Chicago, 111.

Mr. hairfa.x Harrison, president of the

Southern, has been elected president of

the New Orleans & Northeastern, which

has recently been acciuired by the

Southern. Mr. Harrison's headquarters

are at \\a~liiii,i;ton, D. C.

T. a. TM.VST.

-Mr. T. K. Faherty, formerly road fore-

man of engines of the Baltimore & Ohio

at (irafton, W. Va., has been appointed

supervisor of locomotive operation of the

West Virginia district of the same road,

with office at Wheeling, W. Va.

Mr. James R. Sutton has been ap-

pointed assistant road foreman of engines

of the West low-a division of the North-

ern Iowa, succeeding Mr. Hiram Williams,

promoted to position of road foreman of

engines of the West Iowa division.

Mr. Ralph G. Coburn, formerly eastern

sales manager of the Franklin Railway

Supply Company, will henceforth devote

his entire time to the management of the

electrical department and exploitation of

the Stone-Franklin Lighting Equipment.

Mr. Robert C. Shaal has been appointed

eastern representative of the Pyle-Na-

tional Company, with office in New York;
Mr. N. S. Kcnney, representative, Mun-

sey building, Baltimore, Md., and Mr. W.
L. Jeflers, Jr., representative, Mutual

building, Richmond, \'a.

Mr. Waldo H. Marshall, whose resig-

nation as president of the .American Loco-

motive Company a month age was re-

corded in our pages, has become associ-

ated with J. P. Morgan & Company. In

hi> new position Mr. Marshall is attached

to the export department.

Mr. L. B. Jones has been appointed

master mechanic of the Pennsylvania,

with office at Verona, Pa., succeeding Mr.

J. C. Glass, transferred, and Mr. G. J.

Riches has been appointed master me-

chanic on the same division, succeeding

Mr. D. E. Cassidy, transferred.

Mr. George H. Groce has been ap-

pointed sales representative in the railroad

department of the U. S. Light & Heat

Corjioration of Niagara Falls, N. V., with

office at 1402 Railway Exchange, Chicago,

111. Mr. Groce has had a wide experience

ill the mechanical department of railways.

Mr. R. S. Claar, formerly assistant en-

gineer of the Duluth South Shore & At-

lantic, and the Mineral Range, has been

appointed office engineer ; and Mr.
t jeorge Mercer, formerly general foreman,

has been appointed superintendent of

liridges and buildings, with headquarters

at Marquette. Mich.

Mr. J. A. Power, formerly superintend-

ent of shops of the Southern Pacific,

Texas Lines, at Houston, Tex., has been

appointed assistant general manager suc-

ceeding Mr. George McCormick, whose

appointment as general superintendent of

motive power of the same was announced

in our paper last month.

Mr. H. T. .Armstrong, for the past

tliree years connected with the sales de-

partment of the American Locomotive

Company at Montreal, Canada, has been

assigned to the sales department of the

company's Chicago office, calling on all

railroads and industrial concerns using

locomotives in the western territory.

Mr. James Russell has been elected

\ ice-president and general manager of the

Minneapolis & St. Paul, with offices at

Minneapolis. Minn. Mr. Russell has had

a wide railway experience both in Canada
and the United States. Previous to his

present appointment he was general

manager on the Denver & Rio Grande.

Mr. J. G. Blunt, formerly superintendent

of the drawing room of the American

Locomotive Company, has been appointed

mechanical engineer of that company, with

headquarters at Schenectady, N. Y. Mr.

Blunt has had over twenty years' experi-

ence in railroad engineering work, chiefly

with the .American Locomotive Connany.

Mr. H. H. Westinghouse, of the West-

inghouse .Mr Brake Company, has been

elected to the newly created position of
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Chairman of the Board, and Mr. John F.

Miller elected president, and Mr. A. L.

Humphrey, formerly second vice-president

and general manager, was elected first

vice-president in addition to the general

managership.
.

Mr. E. F. .\llard, formerly road fore-

man of engines on the Northern Iowa

division out of Eagle Grove, la., has been

promoted to the position of road foreman

of engines on the West Iowa division,

with headquarters at Boone, la. Mr. Al-

lard had the honor of a banquet tendered

to him on leaving the Northern division,

and a diamond ring by way of remem-

brance.

Mr. Andrew Fletcher has been elected

president of the American Locomotive

Company. Mr. Fletcher is also president

of the W. & .\. Fletcher Company, manu-

facturers of marine engines, with exten-

sive works in Hoboken. New Jersey. He
is also a director of the William Cramp

D. t. lK.\WFuRU.

& Sons Ship and Engine Building Com-
pany, and president of the Consolidated

Iron Works and the North River Der-

rick Company.

Mr. P. F. Smith, Jr., formerly superin-

tendent of the Pennsylvania Lines West,

with office at Toledo, Ohio, has been ap-

pointed general superintendent of motive

power of the Lines West, with offices at

Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding Mr. D. F.

Crawford, promoted, Mr, Smith entered

the service of the Pennsylvania in 1887

as special apprentice at the Altoona shops,

and has passed through nearly all of the

positions in the mechanical department

with credit and ability.

Mr. H. D. Savage, vice-president of

the .^merican Arch Company, has been

appointed manager of sales of the in-

dustrial department of the Locomotive

Pulverized Fuel Company, with office at

.W Church Street. Mr. Savage is a gradu-

ate of the Kenyon Military Academy.

From 1897 to 1904 he served in various

capacities in the manufacturing depart-

ment of the Ashland Fire Brick Company,

and in 1914 was elected vice-president of

tlie .'Xmerican Arch Company, which posi-

tion he still holds in addition to his new

appointment.

Mr. Harry M. Evans has been ap-

pointed eastern sales manager of the

Franklin Railway Supply Company, with

office at 30 Cliurch street. New York.

He began railroad work as a callboy on

the Erie, and served in various positions

in the mechanical, transportation and

traffic departments of that road. He en-

tered the mechanical department of the

Franklin Railway Supply Company Octo-

ber 1, 1908, as traveling representative,

and was promoted to assistant western

sales manager in .August, 1916, which

position he held at the time of recent

appointment.

Mr. Grover C. Nichols has been ap-

jiointed superintendent of motive power

if the .Alabama, Tennessee & Northern,

with offices at York, Ala. Mr. Nichols is

from Arkansas and began his railroad

career in 1902 on the St. Louis South-

western serving an apprenticeship as a

machinist on that road. In a short time

lie was master mechanic of the Jones-

litiro. Lake City & Eastern, at Jonesboro,

.\rk. In 1913 he accepted an appoint-

ment in the Alabama, Tennessee &
Northern, which position he held until

his recent appointment as superintendent

of motive power and equipment.

Mr, Orville C. Wright, formerly as-

sistant engineer of motive power of tlio

Northwest system of the Pennsylvania

Lines West at Fort Wayne, Ind., has

lif-en appointed assistant engineer of mo-

tive power of the Lines West, witli offi-

ics at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. D. F. Crawford, formerly general

-superintendent of motive power of the

Pennsylvania Lines West, at Pittsburgh,

Pa., has been appointed general manager.

Mr. Crawford was educated at tlie Penn-

sylvania Military .'\cademy, and entered

the servic? of the Pennsylvania as an

a]iprentice in the Altoona shops in 1885.

lie rose through the various positions of

inspector in the test department, assist-

ant master mcclianic. assistant to the

superintendent of motive power, super-

intendent of motive power, and in 1903

was appointed general superintendent of

motive power of the Pennsylvania Lines

west of Pittsburgh, which position he

licid until appointed general manager.

He is the inventor of the Crawford un-

derfeed mechanical locomotive stoker

and other devices, and is generally ac-

l.iiowledgcd as among the leading me-

chanical engineers of our time.

Mr. J. L. Randolph has been elected

vice-president of the- F.conomy Devices

Corporation, with office at 30 Church

Street, New Y'ork. Mr, Randolph is from

New England, with an extensive railroad

and also other experience, beginning

his railroad career as a machinist ap-

prentice in the Concord (N. H.) shops

of the Northern Railroad, now a part of

the Boston and Maine. Subsequently he

served this road in the capacity of ma-

chinist, gang foreman, general foreman,

master mechanic and superintendent of

sliops at Keene, N. H. In April, 1911, he

accepted a position with the Franklin

Railway Supply Company in the mechan-

ical department. In February, 1914, he

was appointed eastern sales manager of

the Economy Devices Corporation, which

position he held at the time of his recent

appointment.

Mr. Arthur L. Humphrey, First Vice-

President and General Manager of the

Westinghouse Air Brake Company, has

been elected President of the Union

Switch & Signal Company, in accordance

ARTHUR L. HUMPHREY.

with merger proceedings of the two com-

panies, and will hereafter assume the

executive responsibility of both offices.

Mr. Humphrey was born in Erie County,

New '^'ork State. Before the year was

out he and the others of the family found

themselves pioneers in a new home in

Iowa. At the age of 14, after the usual

amount of country schooling, he struck

out for himself, passing successively

through positions of store-hand, cowboy,

substitute cook, machinist apprentice,

gang boss, mining engineer and general

contractor— all in the new pioneer ter-

ritory lying between the Missouri River

and the Pacific Coast. .\t the age of 22

he organized a general machine shop and

foundry at Seattle, which afterwards de-

veloped into the present extensive and

well-known Moran Iron Works, Rail-

roading again claimed him, and he be-

came constructing division foreman of
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the Mojave Division uf the Central

Pacific, then master mechanic and later

superintendent of motive power of the

Colorado Midland. In 1892. Political

urgency, due to Populislic activity, caused

the business men of Colorado to combine

and combat that inlluence in the Colorado

Legislature by electing a business man to

the State Legislature. .\Ir. Humphrey was

chosen and elected, serving two active

terms, one as Speaker of the House. Rail-

road lure, however, settled him on the

Colorado Southern in 1899 and on the

Alton in 1902, as superintendent of mo-
tive power. He became western manager

of the Wcstinghousc .\\r Brake Company

in 1893, general manager in 1905 and vice-

president and general manager in 1910.

Air brake and block signal development

in the control of railroad train movement

has become so intcr-rclated from an

engineering standpoint, that closer co-

operation between these two Westing-

house interests has been inevitable for

some years, and indeed was originally

planned by the late George Westinghouse

himself. Mr. Humphrey's broad expe-

rience as a railroad man qualifies him

effectively for the new responsibilities

assumed.

OBITUARY.
Harry C. Hooker.

Much regret is expressed at the death

of Harry Chester Hooker, assistant to

F. D. Underwood, president of the Erie

Railroad Company, at the early age of

47. Mr. Hooker was from Milwaukee,

Wis., and has been assistant to Mr. Under-

wood for si.xteen years. Mr. Hooker's

death occurred in this city on January 7th.

W. C. Nixon.

The death of W. C. Nixon, the recently

elected president of the St. Louis & San
Francisco railroad, is announced. He was
55 years of age, and had spent many
years in various capacities on the Frisco

system. Mr. Nixon was generally looked

upon as one of the best railway executives

in the Southwest, and his loss is very

keenly felt.

Charles T. Turner.

Mr. Charles T. Turner, who was master

mechanic at the Mount Clare shops,

Baltimore, Md., of the Baltimore & Ohio,

for many years, died on January 7 in

Baltimore. Mr. Turner had been in the

service of the company about 50 years,

and for the last few years was on the

company's pension roll.

Col. Herbert Hughes.
Cable advices announce the death of

Colonel Herbert Hughes C. B., C. M. G.

of Sheffield, England. He was a director

of the well known steel firm of William

Jessop & Sons, Sheffield, and prominent

ill all public matters having served as

lord mayor of Sheffield, acting briga-

dier-general of volunteers, and member of

the advisory board at the war office. Col-

oi.el Hughes represented the British gov-

ernment at the International Conference

on trade marks held at Washington, D.

C. a few years ago. He also acted in a

similar capacity at conferences in Berlin

and Madrid. .\s an eminent lawyer his

services were much sought for, and he

was in many ways a distinguished and

admirable type of an English gentleman.

He was sixty-four years of age.

Westinghouse Air Brake and Union
Switch Merger.

The plan for the merger of the Union

Switch & Signal Company into the West-

inghouse Air Brake Company was for-

mally declared effective January 12. The
officers of the company as chosen are as

follows : Chairman of the Board, W. D.

Uptegraflf, formerly president of the

Union Switch & Signal Company; presi-

dent, A. L. Humphrey, first vice-president

and general manager of the Air Brake

Company ; vice-president, John F. Miller,

president of the Air Brake Company

;

vice-president and treasurer, T. W.
Siemon, formerly vice-president of the

Signal Company; vice-president in charge

of sales, G. A. Blackmore, formerly man-

ager of sales of the Signal Company

;

acting vice-president and secretary, T. S.

Grubbs, formerly secretary of the Signal

Company ; controller, C. A. Rowan, con-

troller of the Air Brake Company;
auditor, F. V. Shannon, formerly auditor

of the Signal Company; assistant treas-

urer, M. K. Garrett, who was associated

with George Westinghouse's private office

in an accounting capacity for 25 years.

The directors of the Air Brake Company
have called a special meeting of stock-

holders for March 15, to ratify the merger

and also to approve an increase in the

capital of the company from $20,000,000

to $30,000,000 to finance the transaction.

Out of the increased capital it is pro-

posed to declare a stock dividend of 20

per cent to holders of Air Brake stock,

including the shares exchanged for the

stock of Union Switch & Signal Company.

General Foremen's Association.

The officers and executive committee

of the International Railway General

Foremen's Association met recently for

the purpose of selecting a meeting place

and time of holding the next annual con-

vention, and other important matters per-

taining to the welfare of the association.

It was decided to again meet in the Sher-

man Hotel, Chicago, 111., on September

4, S, 6, 7, 1917. The following topics were
selected for discussion : "Engine Failures,

Causes and Responsibilities. What Con-
stitutes a Failure?" W. R. Meeder, chair-

man, C. & E. I. Ry., Danville, 111. "Meth-
ods of Meeting the Requirements of Fed-

eral Inspection Laws." J. B. Wright,

chairman, Hocking Valley Ry., Columbus,

O. "Alignment of Locomotive Parts, to

Insure Maximum Service With Minimum
Wear." B. F. Harris, chairman, So. Pac.

Ry., Oakland, Cal. "What Interest Has
the Locomtive Foreman With Car De-

partment Matters?" Chas. Hobbs, chair-

man, Ann Arbor Ry., Owosso, Mich.

The Air Brake Association.

We have received from Mr. N'ellis,

Secretary of the .Air Brake Association,

a circular letter announcing that the next

convention of that association will be held

at Memphis, Tenn., on May 1-4. The
Chisca hotel has been selected as head-

quarters, the rates ranging from $1.50 to

$3.00 a day.

The announcement is made that Mr.
Walter V. Turner will deliver one of his

interesting addresses.

One afternoon will be devoted to in-

formal, unreported discussions of Air
Brake subjects, at which all members are

invited to speak their minds freely and
fully.

This is a very sensible innovation for

many of the members are too diffident

to speak freely when they expect to see

their remarks in print.

The different railroad companies and

the Pullman Company have displayed

readiness to transport the railroad mem-
bers of this association free of charge, or

at reduced rates.

American Locomotive Company.

The annual report of the .American

Locomotive Company shows an increase

in gross earnings in the last six months
of 1916, as compared with the same period

in 1915, of $23,464,735. At the present

time the company has on its books un-

filled orders amounting to $75,746,377.

At a meeting of the Board of Directors

of the American Locomotive Company,
held January 17, 1917, the following offi-

cers were appointed, effective February 1,

1917 : Mr. Columbus K. Lassiter, vice-

president in charge of manufacture ; Mr.

Harry B. Hunt, assistant vice-president

in charge of manufacture; Mr. James D.

Sawyer, vice-president in charge of sales;

Mr. Joseph Davis, vice-president and
comptroller.

Demand for Cars Abroad.

The orders coming to America for rail-

road equipment abroad continue to grow
in volume. Inquiries for 40,000 cars for

export are reported to be in the market,

and inquiries for an additional 20,000 are

expected. The latest inquiry was for

2,100 cars for Spanish railroads. The
order includes 600 gondolas and 500 hop-

per cars.
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RAILROAD NOTES.
The Illinois Central will expend about

S-tO.OOO in its shops at Louisville, Ky.

also of 400 50-toii gondola and 200 stock

cars.

The Russian Government has placed

orders in this country recently for 350

locomotives and 3,000 gondolas.

The Anaconda Copper Mining Com-
pany has ordered three locomotives from

the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Seaboard Air Line has issued in-

quiries for 20 Santa Fe (2-10-2) and 10

Mallet (2-8-8-2) type locomotive.

The Northern Pacific proposes to erect

extensive shops at Mandan, N. D., work

on which is to begin early next spring.

The Santa Fe has plans for extensive

shops at San Diego, Cal., to cost about

S500,000, with machinery, equipment, etc.

The L'nion Pacific is reported as having

I
laced an order with the Lima Locomo-

tive Works for 10 Mikado (2-8-2) loco-

motives.

The Paris-Orleans Railway, of France,

has placed orders in this country for 50

Mikados (2-8-2> to be delivered by No-
vember next.

The New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford has ordered 40 Santa Fe (2-10-2)

locomotives from the American Locomo-

tive Company.

The Queen & Crescent will expend

about $5(X3.00O on its shops and yard

facilities at Danville, Ky. A new round-

house will also be built.

The British War Office is reported or-

dering 50 Consolidation (2-8-0) type and

75 Prairie (2-6-2) type locomotives from

the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Lehigh Valley has placed orders

for 149 gasolene motor-driven cars for

track men to replace hand-cars. The
company has 183 cars of this class in use

now.

The Lehigh & New England has plans

for installing automatic block signals at

the Catasauqua tunnel, and for interlock-

ing plants at Benders junction and Stock-

ertown. Pa.

The American Locomotive Company
will build a number of Mallet engines for

the Virginian at a cost of $1,000,000. Each

of them will weigh 335 tons, exclusive of

their tenders of 70 tons.

The Texas & Pacific Ry. is inquiring

for 100 steel underframe convertible bal-

last and 100 10,000-gaIlon tank cars. Some
consideration is being given the purchase

The Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Omaha has been getting prices on 50 ma-
chine tools for its car shops, and the

Burlington has been getting prices on
equipment for its new shops at West
Burlington, la.

The Chicago, Terre Haute & South-

eastern has ordered 2 Consolidation

(2-8-0) t}'pe locomotives from the Ameri-
can Locomotive Co. Cylinders will be

25 by 32 inches ; driving wheels 61

inches ; total weight 244,000 lbs.

The Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul

will build 1,000 gondola cars in its Ta-
coma (Wash.) shops. The cars will have
wooden sides, and be equipped with steel

center sills. The trucks will be let to the

Griffith Wheel Works of South Tacoma,
Wash.

The French Government, through J. P.

Morgan & Company, has issued an in-

quiry accompanied by specifications for

approximately 20,000 railroad cars of four

types. It is understood, however, that

40,000 cars may be purchased and that the

total purchases will be about $40,000,000.

The Buflfalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh

announces that as soon as the material

can be secured automatic block signals

will be extended from J. & B. Junction to

Clarion Junction, Pa., just north of John-

sonburg, a distance of 20 miles. Forty

signals will be required to protect this

piece of track.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe ad-

vises that 28 Mikado (2-8-2) type loco-

motives ordered from the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works will have cylinders 27 by

32 inches and 63-inch driving wheels.

Each engine will weigh 3I7,(XX) pounds,

and will exert a maximum tractive pow-

er of 60,000 pounds.

The New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford was reported in last week's issue as

having ordered 40 Santa Fe type locomo-

tives from the American Locomotive

Company. This order has since been in-

creased to 50. These locomotives will

have 30 by 32 in, cylinders, 63 in. driving

wheels, and a total weight in working

order of 368,000 lbs.

On the recent order for freight cars

placed by the Union Pacific with several

car builders, Beftcndorf steel under-

frames will be applied to 1,500 box and

1,000 automoliile cars, and both steel

underframes and trucks are specified for

400 box and 2.700 refrigerator cars. This

makes a total of 5.600 steel underframes

and 3,100 trucks furnished the Union

Pacific by this company.
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The Nortlicrii I'acihc lias ordered 20

Santa Fc and 5 Mallet type locomotives

from the .American Locomotive Company.

The Santa I'"e type locomotives will have

28 by 30 in. cylinders, 63 in. driving

wheels and a total weight in wdrking

order of 320,000 lbs. The Mallet type

locomotives will have 26 and 40 by 30 in.

cylinders, 57 in. driving wheels, and a

total weight in working order of 456,000

lbs.

The Southern Pacific has ordered 24

Santa Fe type locomotives from the

.\merican Locomotive Company, and 9

six-wheel switching locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works. Of the Santa

Fe engines, 23 will have 27'-! by 32 in.

cylinders, 63 in. driving wheels, and a

total weight in working order of 344,000

lbs. The other will have 26'/s by 32 in.

cylinders, 57 in. driving wheels, and a

total wei.nht in working order of 341.000

lbs.

M. M. and M. C. B. Conventions.

The M. M. and ^L C. B. .Associations

will hold their annual convention for 1917

at .Atlantic City, June 13 to June 20. The
conventions will be held in the convention

hall on Young's Pier. The M. M. Asso-

ciation lead this year. The Railway Sup-

ply Manufacturers' Association will be

present in full force, and will have an

extensive exhibition of railroad appliance"..

The R. S. M. A. dues are $15.00, and
this entitles the member to all the priv-

ileges of the association and to one Ry.

Sup. Mfg. Association badge. Badges

for representatives or ladies $5.00 each.

Arrangements have been made with the

Philadelphia & Reading Railway for suit-

able accommodations for those desiring;

to exhibit rolling equipment. No charge,

other than the association membership
dues will be required, except for switch-

ing and demurrage. Track exhibits will

be on a siding of the P. & R. Ry., at

Mississippi avenue and Boardwalk, about

200 yards from the pier.

Improvement in the decorative features

is planned for this year. The color scheme
of green and white, which has proved so

attractive in past years, will be preserved.

The .Annex at short end of building pro-

vides for additional exhibit space. This

building being enclosed with glass, ex-

cept where curtains will be used. The
main building, booths surrounding the re-

ception and dance floor, will be rcstrictel

to light, clean and noiseless exhibits, and

so arranged tliat the floor may be usetl

for reception purposes. The machinery
hall extension will have a .plastered ceil-

ing, panel effect, and curtains hung on
windows at backs of booths, ocean ex-

posure. The floors of exhibit spaces will

be stained and aisle-ways covered with

new crex matting.

Additional facilities to provide power

has been arranged for. Exhibitors will

be furnished power as specified on the

application blanks for space. .All require-

ments for these facilities must be fully

stated on the application blanks. Con-

tract has been made with the Eldrcdge

Express & Storage Warehouse Co., of

Atlantic City, to deliver all freight ship-

ments from the railroads to exhibitors'

booth, to store all empty crates and boxes,

and return them to exhibitor. The ex-

press company will return shipments t:i

the railroad. J. J. Habermehl's Sons,

Bellcvue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphi.i.

Pa., have had the contract as oflicial

florists for the past seven years, have

again been awarded this contract. C. M.

Koury, of .Atlantic City, N. J., will have

the contract to provide for use of ex-

hibitors on a rental basis, furnishings for

booths, such as furniture, rugs, etc. In-

formation concerning mechanics and elec-

tiical work, together with other detailed

information, will be given in circular

No. 2, which will be issued later.

The Railway Supply Mfg. .Association's

secretary announces that application for

space, witli blanks in duplicate, should be

filled out witli full detail information, and

both original and duplicate blanks sent

to him, 2136 Oliver Building, Pittsburgh,

Pa., remittance by draft to accompany

the application, covering the amount of

space asked for at 40 cents per square

foot and adding to this the mcmbershi;)

fee of $15.00 and $5.00 for extra badges.

if required. The assignment of space

takes place on Friday, February 23, 1917,

space being assigned at the office of tho

Association at Pittsburgh, Pa., at 2 :30

p. m.

The Exhibit Committee are Messrs.

J. G. Piatt. Geo. R. Carr, C. W. Beaver.

J. D. CoNw.w, Secretary-Treasurer.

Extensive Equipment Orders.

Tlic railroads are certainly doing their

part to keep money in circulation. They

are spending money as fast as it is

earned. Orders for equipment are bein.sj

placed with a degree of magnitude

hitherto unapproached, so much so that

many of the orders being issued cannot

be filled this year. This is particularly

true of freight cars, over 60,000 of which

are ordered, representing an expenditure

of over $90,000,000.

American Locomotives in China.

Last month the steamship Brinkburn

discharged 20 locomotives of American
make for service on the Chinese railways.

Ten of these are to be used on the rail-

way from Wuchange to Changsha, which
is expected to be in full operation early

in March this year, and which is bein.i;

built from funds provided by the Hu-
kuaiig loan. The other ten locomotives

are for the Peking-Hankow railway line.

GOLD
Car

Heating
k

Lighting

Company

Manufacturers of

ELECTRIC.
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
HEATING
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

VENTILATORS
FOR PASSENGER
AND REFRIGER-
ATOR CARS
ACETYLENE SYSTEM
OF CAR LIGHTING

Send for circular of our combina-
tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-
tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside
weather conditions.

Main Office. Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
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Hydraulic
Riveters nxed and Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

•nd Accumulators.

JHattbewg' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Engineers, Iron

ronaders. Machinists.

100 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bld^. CHICAGO

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Mao'irn'-tDren of InJeetor«. EJertom.
Bo>ll«T W«.h»rii >n<) T.«tpni. Boiler Thcck.

ASHTOIM
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Good* That Lut

TKa Ashton Valve Co.

171 Frwiklh 3<TM<. Bntofi. Mus.
No. 174 Mark«( Si.. Oiiesgo. Ill,

An.-\lyzing Character, by Katherine M.

H. Blackford, M. D. and Arthur

Newcomb. Published by the Review

of Reviews Company, New York,

1916. Price $3.00.

Man with his god-like intellect—with

all his exalted powers, still bears in his

bodily frame the indelible stamp of his

lowly origin. These words are a para-

phrase of the concluding sentences in

Darwin's "Descent of Man," and in a

certain sense they are proved true in the

interesting and most instructive book be-

fore us. Everything about a man indi-

cates his character, it is only for the ob-

server to read it aright.

The characteristics which go with

Lolor, form, size, structure, texture, con-

sistentcy, proportion, expression and con-

dition—these nine fundamental differences

between men, have had a definite origin,

and are in fact the results of climate,

heredity, and the methods of getting a

living which Nature forced upon the

various races of men in the days when

the earth was young.

These facts are apparent in modified

form to the scientific observer. The fat

man, possibly of dark color, which we

^ee today comes of a tropical race wherv

life was easy and comfortable as com-

pared to the clear-faced and active bloiul

uhose lot was cast in the more northern

and colder latitudes, where to live was

a battle against the elements or with foes.

The fat man desires comfort, but does

i;ot desire to work for it himself, so he

appears at the present day (when rightly

placed) as the head of some large enter-

prise where he directs the work of

others. These and other explanations of

bodily differences between men and the

results which come from them are set

forth in a fascinating and easily under-

standable way, which gives valuable in-

formation and instruction, while it holds

ihe attention and interest as a good story,

well told, would hold it.

Life stories of .successful men are told

with careful attention to essential details

and in the same style of convincing nara-

tive, and the reasons for the failure of

other men are brought out. Good illus-

trations of heads are given so that one is

nnt only instructed in the meaning of the

"long head." or the "concave face," but

he sees it presented to him in the photo-

graph of some living man to whom suc-

cess or failure is rightly attributable. It

is not too much to say that the authors

have gone about their chosen theme with

a thoroughness that leaves nothing to be

ficsired. and throughout they have

evinced a careful and penetrating judg-

ment which inspires confidence and be-

lief in the mind of the reader.

Hugh Miller has said that to recount

the past is but prophecy turned about,

and that the difficulty of correctly read-

ing the past is not any harder than lore-

casting the future.

Our authors have looked back tu the

days when an intumed fold of skin be-

came through the lapse of ages a spe-

cialized organ of sense, and they have

shown how the texture of the skin of a

living man has a significance hitherto

little dreamed of in connection of char-

acter analysis of observation. After all,

a man rightly placed, with work a pleas-

ure, has a perpetual joy, and in a dim or

shadowy way (whether or not he knows
it), has gone back to some modification

of a far-away ancestral occupation which

now seems to come so "naturally" to him.

This book is a valuable contribution to

the subject of character analysis by the

observational method and its usefulness to

the railroad man of today is that those

who have the hiring of men. or the gath-

ering together of a staff, will be materially

helped in their selections of men, bj' an
easil}- attained scientific view of applicants

for positions. They will not have to trust

to vague "intuitions'" but will have a

groundwork of fact to go upon in the

diagnosis of probable failure or success in

the men they employ.

Proceedings of the Master Car Build-

ers' Association.

The report of the proceedings of the

Fiftieth Annual Convention of the Mas-
ter Car Builders' Association held at At-

lantic Cit>-, N. J., June 14, 15 and 16,

1916, has just been issued from the press

of the Henry O. Shepard Company. 632

Sherman Street, Chicago. 111. The com-
pilation and editing has been done by the

Secretary, Jos. W. Taylor. Karpen Build-

ing, Chicago, from whom copies may be

procured. The first volume extends to

544 pages and the second volume to 614

pages, in addition to which there are an

unusually large number of folders mak-
ing the largest volumes issued by the

.Association. In our July issue last year

we published a detailed account of the

subjects discussed, and it is not neces-

sary to recapitulate the matter at this

time. It is a noteworthy fact that the

number and variety of subjects seems to

grow with the growing years, and it is

surprising that so much could be said and

done in the three days allowed for the

convention, and all of it with such a de-

gree of thoroughness.

Publicity for Public Service

Corporations.

Mr. Ivy Lee delivered an address re-

cently before the American Electric Rail-

way Association, on "Publicity for Pub-
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lie Service Corporations," the substance

of which is now published and forms a

valuable contribution to the railroad lit-

erature of our tinue. As is well known

there was a time when ailroad managers

thought they were running a private bu-

siness. This is all changed. The pub-

lic has assumed control, and in dealing

with the public Mr. Lee believes that the

being and doing are far more than the

saying, and that a man v\ho goes into a

policy of publicity must believe absolute-

ly that he is right and that he can justi-

fy his policy upon the theme that truth

loves open dealing, and that he can rely

absolutely upon the refining and sterling

value of the truth. Mr. Lee's deductions

are admirable and copies of his valuable

pamphlet should be perused by all who

are influential in the conduct of rail-

roads. Mr. Lee's offices are at 61

Broadway, New York.

McLaughUn Flexible Conduits.

The Franklin Railway Supply Company

has issued Series C Bulletin 401, illustrat-

ing and describing the McLaucthlin Flexi-

ble Conduits that are u-cd between enguie

and tender or between units of Mallet

articulated locomotives, providing flexible

metallic connections lor air, steam and

oil, in place of rubber hose. The suc-

cessful operation of metallic hose is ap-

plicable to any class of service, and is

maintained at no expense except an oc-

casional renewable gasket. The several

joints are made of brass with sleeves of

bronze to insure strength. A hard gasket

is used for steam, soft rubber for air,

and asbestos for oil. A spring, used for

preventing vibration of parts, is also of

brass, thus making the joints and at-

tachments non-corrosive. A cotter pin

is all that is necessary to lock tlie nut in

place. The device has met with much

favor, and is included in the standard

specifications of a great many of the

larger railroad systems. Those interested

should secure a copy of the Bulletin re-

ferred to from the company's main office,

30 Church street, New York.

shows tliat employees of all kinds, from

laborers to those occupying official posi-

tions, are developing the "study habit"

and steadily accumulating specialized

knowledge thereby, vastly increasing their

efficiency and opening the doors that lead

to high attainment.

Our employees appear to be taking ad-

vantage of the fine opportunity provide<l

to qualify for higher positions. Beneficial

results are certain, for sound training

must produce a grade of railway men

better able to render admirable service to

the C. & O. than those who have no other

knowledge than that picked up in the

course of their every-day duties.

"When we stop to consider the pos>i-

bilities ahead of the laborer, for instance.

who devotes some of his spare time to

studying and successfully passing Instruc-

tion Papers on Algebra, Trigonometry,

and other mathematical subjects, we can

lake legitimate pride in the fact that we

have many such men on the C. & O.

They are not only building up success for

themselves, but arc also insuring the ef-

ficient operation and maintenance of our

railway properties, and the safety of em-

ployees and the traveling public. We be-

lieve that this spare-time home study is

lur.st gratifying to the executive officers

as well as to the management of the com-

pany, for it indicates the large caliber

of many of our men and is a happy

augury of the continued success of the

road.

"Our advice to the employees of the C.

& O. Railway who have a scholarship in

the International Correspondence Schools

is to take full advantage of the educa-

tional facilities provided by that institu-

tion. The man who devotes a portion of

his spare time, if only one hour each week

day, to acquiring the study habit and

working on vocational lessons that are

carefully prepared, accurate and practical,

will soon realize the truth of the saying

that "Efficiency is simply being qualified

to do the right thing the first time."

Correspondence School on C. & O.

There is a growing tendency among

railroad companies to encourage their

workmen to take a course in the Inter-

national Correspondence School of Scran-

ton, Pa., instead of encouraging special

schools. In an extract from the Chesa-

peake & Ohio Employees Magazine we

read

:

"A feature of our educational work

which should be encouraged by all who

are mindful of the welfare of the em-

ployees and the success of the company is

the training being given to many of our

boys and men by the International Cor-

respondence School of Scranton. Pa. It
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President Underwood's Good Wishes.

President F. D. Underwood of the Erie

Railroad has always been noted for the

encouragement given to employees as

there is a widespread desire manifested

among the employees to look for a good

word from the president when occasion

offers.

In the Erie Railroad Magazine for

January, President Underwood greets

officers and employees of every gr.ide

"The executive staff hereby extends its

heartj' good wishes for the ensuing year. J

You are seeing the property grow better

each month. Let us see that the pleasant

relations now existing continue, keeping

.ilive our interest until the plans for the

future improvement of the Erie bear full

fruit." Stnl Ut Cataht

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

SI

The Norwalk Ironworks Co.
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Makers of Air and Gas CompresBore
ror all Purpeeea
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Triplex Articulated Compound Locomotive for

the \irginian Railway
A triple articv.lated compound locomo-

tive, with 2-8-8-8-4 wheel arrangement.

has recently been built l)y the Baldwin Lo-

comotive Works tor the Virginian Rail-

way. As far as the general principles of its

design are concerned, this locomotive is

similar to the Erie triples, which have

now been in service a sufficient length of

time to demonstrate the value of the type

in heavy grade work. The Virginian loco-

motive e.xerts a maximum tractive force

of 166.300 lbs., and was designed with a

height limit of 16 ft. 10 ins. and a width

limit of 12 ft. at a height of 2 ft. 3 ins.

above the rail. The center line of the

boiler is placed 10 ft. 9 ins. above the

rail. Flanged tires are used throughout,

the lateral play between rails and flanges

>!de lircLux sheets are triple riieted. The
back tube-sheet is straight, and the tubes

have a length of 25 ft. Tlie furnace is of

the Gaines type, and the arch is supported

on five tubes.

.\s the fire-bo.x is placed above the mid-

dle group of driving-wheels, the space

available for the throat is exceedingly re-

stricted. Sufficient depth of throat has

been obtained by depressing the front liar

of the mud ring between the wheels.

Flexible Tate bolts stay the throat and
back of the firebox, and are used in the

lireakage zones in the sides : and four

rows of Baldwin expansion stays support

the forward end of the crown. The mud
ring is supported on vertical plates at the

fniin and back, and at one intermeJiat-

ing in the shell measures 20 ins. longi-

tudinally by 28 ins. transversely. The
throttle valve is seated immediately over

tliis opening, and the throttle pipe has

c;:st on it a supporting bracket which is

l:o;ted to the boiler shell. The valve is

lifted by a transverse rotating rod, which

passes through a stuffing-box in the side

of the boiler below the dome, and has an

outside connection with the throttle lever.

The latter is placed in a vertical position,

and is designed to give maximum leverage

and s'owest valve movement when the

valve is starting to lift.

The superheater header is of cast iron,

in one piece, and is designed for a 65-ele-

ment superheater having 2,059 sq. ft. of

siTtacc. The superheated steam pipes lead-

TRiPi.r.x i:.V(;i.\'E 2-8.s-s-4 for ttif. vircim.w i?\h.\v.\\-.

R. K. Jsck?on, Supt. Motive Power,

being '^ in. on the front and back drivers

of each group, and ^4 in. on the main and

intermediate pairs. The locomotive is

turned on Vs. on which the curvature is

18 degs.

The boiler is of the wagon top type,

with an outside diameter of 110 ins. at

the third ring. Both the main and auxil-

iary domes are mountcfl on this ring, the

latter being placed over a 15-in. opening in

the shell. The longitudinal seams are all

placed on the top center line. That on the

dome ring is welded throughout its entire

length, while the seams on the first and

second rings are welded at the ends. The
circumferential seam uniting the second

and third rings, and the scams uniting

the third ring with the throat and out-

point. Here the load is transferred to the

plate through a transverse cast-steel brace,

which is strongly ribbed, and supports the

longitudinal grate bearer.s. .Attention may
be caKed to the ash pan. which, in spite

of the limited space available, has two

large hoppers with cast-steel bottoms and

drop doors. The liack receiver pipe and

reach rod are run through the pan. which

has a longitudinal duct running tlirough

it for this purpose. Provision is made
for admitting air at the front of each

hopper and near the top of the duct at

each side, as well as under the mud ring.

The throttle is. of the Rushton type,

specially designed to suit restricted clear-

ance limits. The dome is 10 ins. high and

36 ins. in diameter; and the dome open-

ing back to the high pressure cylinders

are fitted witli slip joints, and the right

hand pipe has a connection, through a

suitable cast-steel elbow, with the Simplex

starting valve. This valve is placed in

the high pressure cylinder saddle.

When working compound, the two high-

pressure cylinders exhaust into a common
chamber, which communicates with the

front and back receiver pipes. In start-

ing, the intercepting valve is in such a

position that live steam enters both the

front and back receiver pipes as well as

the high pressure cylinders ; and the high-

pressure exhaust is conveyed to the smoke-
box through a separate pi|)e, which ter-

minates in an annular nozzle surrounding

the main nozzle Both the main and aux-
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iliary no/zlcs have rcmuvable thimbles.

The intercepting valve is so arranged that,

by admitting steam through a pipe connec-

tion from the cab, the loccimotive can be

worked single expansion at any time.

When drifting, saturated steam can be

admitted to the high-pressure cylinders

through a pipe connected with a lever

valve placed in the cab.

certain engine fitted with the Stephenson

gear was run a number of trips and rec-

ords of performance were kept. This

same engine was then equipped with Baker

valve gear and run on a series of similar

trips, doing practically the same work and

records were kept. .A comparison of the

records showed a superiority in favor of

the Baker gear.

FORM OF GAINES FURN.\CE WITH "SECURITY" BRICK .\RCH.

The high-pressure cylinder saddle is

made in two pieces, the upper of which

is riveted to the boiler shell, while the

lower is cored out for the intercepting

valve and pipe connections. All six cyl-

inders are cast from the same pattern

;

they are of vanadium iron, so designed

that bushings % in. thick can be subse-

quently applied if desired. The pistons

have dished heads of

forged steel, with cast-

iron bull rings held in

place by electrically

welded retaining rings.

The piston rods are of

nikrome steel, without

extensions. Vanadium
cast steel is used for

the cross-head bodies

;

they are of the Laird

type, and are as light as

is consistent with the

strength required. The

main crank-pins are of

nikrome steel, hollow

bored ; while the main

and side rods, and main

driving axles, are of

chrome-vanadium heat-

treated steel. Vanadium

steel is used for the

driving tires and also for

the springs. The valve

motions are of the Baker type, controlled

by the Ragonnet power reverse mechan-

ism.

An interesting table of valve gear tests

made by the Erie Railroad appeared in

our February, 1917, issue of Railway

AND Locomotive Engineerinx, on page

59. The tests were conducted so that a

The Ragonnet reverse gear was also

described in our last month's issue, in

which the satisfactory results of this gear

were shown for switching service. The
rapidity,- precision and directness of appli-

cation were in favor of this type of re-

verse gear. The elimination of "reac-

tion" time was mentioned, which is the

time required for an engincman to cognize

advantage of such an arrangement is too

ubviiius to need elaboration here.

This engine is equipped with the Street

locomotive mechanical stoker. This type

of engine not only requires mechanical

liring, as the demand made upon a fire-

man wiiuld be too heavy for sustained

physical work, and the deterioration in

the quality of the service of a very strong

man would be so rapid as to put econom-

ical operation out of the question. In

fact, the mechanical stoker is here a

necessity. In an interview by Dr. Sin-

clair with Mr. Samuel Vauclain, superin-

tendent of the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, published in our June, 1916, issue,

page 232, Mr. Vauclain said in eflfect that

the building of a locomotive of this class

would have been a commercial impossi-

bility if the mechanical stoker had not

been available. The Street stoker is now
used on about 1,245 engines on 24 rail-

roads as the company's record up to Jan-

uary 1 of this year shows. A detailed

description of its construction and oper-

ation are to be found in another column of

this issue.

The frames are vanadium steel castings,

6 ins. in width. The radius bars at the

two articulated frame connections are at-

tached to horizontal transverse pins, and

are fitted with case-hardened spherical

bushings, which embrace the hinge pins.

This construction has been used by the

builders in a number of recent Mallet lo-

comotives. It provides flexibility in

a vertical as well as a horizontal plane,

and prevents binding at the hinge-pins

when passing over sudden changes in

THE -ECOXO-MV TRll K .SIIUWING PEDESTAL TRAN.SOM.S. EQIAI.IZERS AND AX[.E BOXES.

a signal in his mind and make the neces-

sary muscular movement to operate the

reverse handle. In placing this gear on a

heavy engine, such as this for the Vir-

ginian Railway, whefe six sets of valve

gear have to be moved at the same time,

the railway have relieved the engineman
of much heavy physical labor, and the

grade or poorly surfaced track. The struc-

tural details include a number of steel

castings of unusual • design. The waist

bearers supporting the forward part of the

boiler barrel, for example, and the three

guide bearers, are all bolted to both the

upper and lower frame rails, and consti-

tute most effective transverse frame
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braces. The front bumper beam and deck

plate are combined in a large steel cast-

ing, furnished by the Commonwealth

Steel Co., and designed to house the Miner

A-59 draft gear. This stj'le of draft gear

is used at the back end also.

The tank is of such length that it over-

hangs the rear driving-wheels by a con-

siderable amount; and the weight of the

overhang is carried by a four-wheeled,

constant resistance engine truck of the

Economy tj'pe. This truck has a total

swing of 1314 ins., and the load carried

by it is equal to the total weight of an

express passenger locomotive of 30 years

ago. The leading truck, which is two-

wheeled, is of the Economy type also.

The Economy truck has a number of

interesting features, among which may be

mentioned the guiding principle which has

been here introduced. The pressure upon

the flanges of the wheels when rounding a

curve is in the end. transferred to the face

one pedestal would require the dislocation

of the other pedestal and the entire ped-

estal transom casting would have to be

forced back, which would require the

breakage of si.x bolts at the same time.

Furthermore, the arrangement is such

that a solid bearing is provided for equal-

izers on the boxes, and these equalizers

are formed with an easy and smooth

curve.

The springs and equalizers of standard

form can be used. The journal boxes

are not restricted as to depth because

there is no fixed tie rod immediately be-

low them, it being more advantageously

placed in the Economy truck. This gives

a railway company freedom to design the

form of box and depth of packing cellar,

which it may consider advisable. Axle

collars are easily removable, and are

made of cast iron to take up hub wear.

The pedestal shoes are made of pressed

steel. This truck has ample clearance, as

OfTLIXE OF THE ECOXOMV TRUCK. SHOWIXG HE.\RT SH.VPF.D SUPPORT FijR CR-\DLE .VXD
PEDEST.XL TR.S.XSOM.

of the pedestals. This pressure is never

constant It shifts from side to side, as

right or left hand curves are encountered.

This intermittent pressure has a tendency

to permit the pedestal bolts to work loose.

To obviate the result of this tendency, and

at the same time to greatly increase the

strength and rigidity whole structure of

the Economy truck, a steel casting is put

between the bar frames and is securely

bolted to them ; a tie rod, one on each side,

connects the front to the back pedestal

transoms, as these castings are called.

This arrangement makes it only neces-

sao' to cut the truck frames to the re-

quired length, when building, long for a

long truck, short for a short one. No
lips or end forging is necessary. Cut the

bar off square and the work is done.

The pedestal transom contains the ped-

estal, cast integral, so that each pedestal

not opiy receives its holding effect from

its own bolts, but it also has what holding

power is derived from the pedestal bolts

on the other side. In fact, to drive back

it is made low so as to secure the maxi-

mum clearance below the engine frame.

The bolster arrangement is such that

hangers are not used, and what is called

a "constant resistance" centering arrange-

ment has been devised for this truck. It

i: applicable to the two, as well as the

four, wheel truck. The cradle carrying

the center casting is placed on heart-

shaped supports resembling in form a

heart or the top of a Gothic church door.

The sides of the curved support are seg-

ments of circles and the "heart" thus made
>tands upon a wide base with point on

top. When the cradle moves to the right

(or the left, as the case may be), the

notched underside of the cradle practically

rolls upon one side of each support, and

docs this without raising the engine as

high as the three-point suspension link

does. The centering influence is supplied

by the change of support from two to one

lug on the corners of the heart-shaped

support, and by the slight rise they give to

the front end, and the inevitable return

ui the cradle to its normal position is as-

sured.

This arrangement not only supplies a

constant resistance to the side motion of

the center pin, but it makes the initial re-

sistance considerably greater than it is

with other styles of trucks. In fact, the

increased resistance augments the guiding

influence, which is the thing desired, and
it does this with little increased wear of

the parts. In fact, the whole arrangement

is, if one may say so, an approximation to

a rigid wheel-base between truck and driv-

ing-wheels when on tangent track, yet this

approximation to rigidity is not so strong

as to prevent free lateral movement in

curving. This approximation or tendency

exists sufficiently to give a strong satis-

factorj' guiding influence', without being

too easy, and without being too stiff, to

give the necessary fle.xibility for the exact-

ing service it is designed to perform.

-Attention should be called to the sand-

ing arrangements used

on this locomotive. There

are four sand - boxes

—I I

placed right and left over

I
:

the boiler, two for the

rT\ forward group of wheels

and two for the middle

group. Sand for the rear

group is carried in a box
which is placed on top

of the tank. The pipes

from this box are run

to the bottom of the tank

through two vertical

pipes, 4j^-in. diameter.

In connection with the

sanding equipment, rail

washers are placed at

each end of the locomo-

tive ; and a specially de-

signed value in the cab

controls the supply of

sand and washing water

simultaneously. When
the handle of this valve is turned in one
direction, sand is delivered under the

front drivers of each group, and water is

discharged through the washing pipes at

the rear; while if the handle is turned in

the opposite direction, sand is delivered

under the rear drivers of each group, and
water is discharged through the front

washing pipes. Suitable nozzles are also

provided for blowing out the sand traps

and their pipe connections by means of

compressed air. Flange oilers are applied

to the front and rear driving-wheels in

each group.

The exhaust steam from the rear cylin-

ders passes through a feed-water heater,

which is placed under the tank, and con-

sists of a long drum 22 ins. in diameter.

This drum is traversed by 31 tubes 2J4-in.

diameter, providing 437 sq. ft. of heating

surface. The exhaust steam passes

through the tubes. The feed-water is

handled by a Blake and Knowles piston

pump, which is placed between the tank

and the heater. The pump is placed un-
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der the tank and back of llio rear driving-

wheels. This arrangement requires a

flexible connection in the .<^tcam line lead-

ing to the pump, but the latter handles

only cold water, and is far more reliable

in service than it would be if placed be-

tween the heater and the boiler, where

hot water would have to be handled. The

locomotive is equipped with two injectors

also for use in cases of emergency.

The cab is roomy, and the tittings arc

conveniently arranged. The front wall

of the cab is sloped to follow the inclin-

ation of the back-head, in order to pro-

vide ready access to the stay-bolts. The

advantage of a power reverse mechanism,

as far as simplifying the arrangement of

the cab tittings is concerned, is most ap-

parent in a locomotive of this size. The

equipment includes a pyrometer and a

low water alarm.

Where practicable, the railway com-

pany's standard details have been used in

this locomotive. The driving tires and

driving boxes interchange with those of

the Class M-C Mikado type locomotives,

which are used in heavy freight service

on the low grade section of the line.

The tank has capacity for 13.000 gals.

;

it- is 33 ft. 4 ins. long. 11 ft. 4 ins. wide,

and 5 ft. 9 ins. deep inside. The top is

rounded to a radius of 22 ft. 1 in., and the

top and side sheets are joined by a piece

of plate which is bent to a 3-in. radius.

This provides a neat finish, and makes it

impossible for water to accumulate on top

of the tank. Supports for the tank are

provided by the guide bearer of the rear

engine, by two cast-steel bearers placed

respectively between the second and third

and the third and fourth pairs of wheels

of the rear groups, and by three bearers

composed of ^i-in. plates, which are

placed over the rear frame extensions.

Gauge, 4 ft. 8'/^ ins.: cylinders (6). 34

by 32 ins.; valves (piston), 14-in. diam.

Boiler.—T>-pe, wagon top: diameter.

100 ins.: thickness of sheets, 31/32 ins..

1 1/32 ins., I 1/16 ins. : working pressure.

215 lbs. : fuel, soft coal : staying, radial.

Fire Box.—Material, steel: length. 188

ins.; width. lOSJi ins.: depth, front, 93H
ins.: depth, back, 75J^ ins.: thickness of

sheets, sides, back, crown, tube, '/s ins:

Gaines furnace, length of grate, 144 ins.

W.\TER Space.—Front. i'A ins.; sides

and back, 5 ins.

Tubes.—Diameter. 5'i. ins. and 214 ins.;

material, steel; thickness, Sj'j ins.. No. 9

\V. G.; 2% ins.. No. 11 W. G.; number,

S'A ins.. 65; 2]4 ins.. 365; length. 25 ft.

Heating Svrface.—Fire box. 359 sq.

ft. ; tubes, 7,689 sq. ft. : firebrick tubes, 72

sq. ft.: total, 8,120 sq. ft.; superheater,

2,059 sq. ft. ; grate area, 108.2 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels.—Diameter, outside,

56 ins.; diameter, center, 49 ins.; jour-

nals, 11 ins. x 13 ins.

Engine and Truck Wheels.—Diame-

ter, front, 30 ins.; journals, 6'^ ins. x 14

ins.; diameter, back, 30 ins.; journals.

6;.. ins. X 14 ins.

Wheel Base.-Driving, 67 ft. 7 ins.;

rigid, 15 ft. 3 ins.; total, 91 ft. 3 ins.

Weight, Estimated. — On driving

wheels. 726.000 lbs.; on truck, front, 36,-

000 lbs.; on truck, back, 82,000 lbs.; total,

844,000 lbs.

Tank capacity, 13,000 U. S. gals.; fuel

capacity, 12 tons; service, freight.

tracted by removing their respective plugs.

The whole mechanism can be removed

without dismounting the valve. The ap-

paratus is very sensitive and so balanced

that when set for a desired pressure any

change in pressure on either side of the

regulator is quickly adjusted and pressure

is uniformly maintained whether cars arc

added to or taken from the train.

Automatic Pressure Regulator.

.\s the lar^e modern steel passenger

trains rc(iuire a greater volume of steam

than tliat formerly delivered, it has been

found necessary to increase the size of

the locomotive pressure regulating valve

to take care of the pressure. The Gold

Car Heating & Lighting Company, 17

Battery Place, New York, has put on the

market their No. 1014 Regulator, which,

beside.-; delivering ample flow of steam

for car heating, will deliver the necessary

volume to take care of a Turbo-Genera-

tor in addition, if the train should be so

equipped.

In our sectional illustration it will be

Locomotive Headlights.

The apparently endless controversy on

the subject of locomotive headlights has

passed through another phase by the In-

terstate Commerce Commission adopting

the 800-foot headlight, instead of the

1000-foot headlight order framed by Chief

Inspector McManamy and the brother-

hood chiefs, and which was approved by

the commission last year. The order as

now issued applies to all locomotives con-

structd after July 1, 1917, and for loco-

motives built prior to that date, the

changes required shall be made when the

engines are undergoing general repairs

after July 1, 1917, and all locomotives

must be equipped before July 1, 1920. The

order is intended briefly to furnish such

light after sunset as will afford sufficient

illumination to sec a man standing erect

at a distance of 800 feet.

.\LTI).\1.\TU l'KK.-.Sl KE REGUL.VTOR.

seen that by screwing down the handle

"T" until the spring "O" is sufficiently

compressed to move the diaphragm "U"

and the bell crank "I," the control valve

"H" is opened, allowing steam from inlet

side to act on piston "F," which in turn

opens the main valve "E," allowing full

volume of steam to enter the low pres-

sure outlet side of regulator. When this

pressure, acting on other side of dia-

phragm "U" through small port from low

pressure or outlet side, raises the dia-

phragm, it permits the control valve "H"

to partially close and allo\v the piston

'I'"" to raise sufficiently to also partially

close the main valve "E," so as to main-

tain the desired pressure on outlet side.

The valve is simple in construction and

easily got at in case of repairs. Both

control valves and main valves can be ex-

Copper Fireboxes with Bronze

Staybolts.

The British Government has placed an

order in this country for a number of

locomotives to be built for the South

African railroads. The fireboxes are to

be of copper: the back flue sheets at the

flue holes I'i in. in thickness, and around

the flange to be milled off to ^^ in. thick

;

the wrapper sheet and door sheets H in.

thick. The staybolts are to be of bronze

imported from England. They will be the

most expensive locomotive boilers ever

constructed at the Schenectady works of

the American Locomotive Company. The

Italian Government has also placed or-

ders for 100 locomotives of similar con-

struction and material, though the ten-

ders are different from any ever before

built in .\merica.

Ex-President Taft on the Railroads.

.\t the annual commemoration day

exercises of the Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore. Mr. Taft. speaking on the

"Wise and Unwise Extensions of Federal

Power." said; "The birthday of George

Washington never comes without linding

in our national affairs an issue and some-

times a crisis in meeting which we can

derive aid from Washington's advice, his

experience or his action. .\s we stand

on the brink of hostihties with Germany

and with .Austria, his injunction to the

American people that the best mode of

securing peace is proper preparation for

war comes home to us.
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The Walscliaerts Locomotive Valve Gear
Its Coaslruciioii and Adjustment—Examples of Methods of Disconnecting in Case

The constrnction of the W alschaerts

valve gear as originally applied by the in-

ventor to the locomotives of the Belgian

State Railways differed somewhat in de-

tail from the forms in which it now ap-

pears on the twentieth century locomo-

tives. The original means of causing the

radial link to oscillate on its central sus-

pension stud was by an eccentric, similar

to what is still used on the Stephenson

valve motion, and attached to the main

a.xle. to which a rod was attached, one

end of the rod being attached to the lower

end of the radial link. This eccentric

was set at right angles in advance of the

main driving crank, that is, while the pis-

ton was at the e.xtreme back end of the

cylinder, and the main crank pin conse-

quently on the back center, the e.xtreme

projection of the eccentric would be on

the top center. The device was first ap-

plied at a time when the outside admis-

sion D-sIide valve onlj- was in use. In

the case of a modern locomotive equippeil

with an inside admission piston valve tlic

eccentric would he set at right angles l.e-

hind or following the main crank. Tliis

change of position is made necessary as

an inside admission valve must necessar-

ily move in the opposite direction from
that of the outside admission slide valve.

In addition to the change of position in

the eccentric there is also a change neces-

sary in the relative positions of the ra-

dius bar, that is. the connection between

the link and valve rod, the outside admis-

sion valve requiring that the valve rod

of Breakage in Service

which are simply modifications of the

same general principle.

In the oscillating link as now in use,

there is an attachment extending beyond

and underneath the bottom of the link.

This attachment is variable in extent and
is adapted to form a suitable connection

tor the eccentric rod. The e.xact location-

of the connecting point must be carefully

dius bar is moved towards the center of

the link.

It will be readily noted that the motion

of the valve is derived from two distinct

sources—the eccentric crank by means of

an eccentric rod attached to an oscillating

link, and by a combination or lap

and lead lever attached to a connection

with the crosshead. The former gives

WAl S( I' \KKT^ \AI.\ K ^K \K .ill M'TKP
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calculated by the constructor on account

•1 the relation of the amount of throw
of the crank to the travel of the valve.

In ordinary practice a locomotive with a

piston stroke of 28 ins. would have a

valve stroke of 5k.i ins., while the path of

the eccentric crank would describe a circle

12 ins. in diameter. The center of the

M<;. 1. V\-.M.Pril.\KRIS VAI.XK c.y \h
Sr.IDE V

should he attached to the combination

lever above the radius bar as in W'al-

schaerts' original design, whereas with

an inside admission valve, the valve rod

attachment is made beneath that of the

radius bar. Such are the chief changes
in the construction of the valve gear.

AnV'.'IKIi rnu
ALVKS.

)fl'SII)K ADMISSION

eccentric rod attachment to the link woul.l

thus lie describing an arc 12 ins. in length

in a straight line to its extremities, wliile

the radius bar. being considerably nearer

the center of the link, would move in a

smaller arc, which would continue to

grow smaller in its dimensions as the ra-

the travel to the valve, the latter has a

controlling effect on the position of the

valve in regard to the requirements of

the amount of lap and lead necessary to

open and close the valve at the desired

points necessary in the economical use

of steam.

The link has the double quality common
t ) all link moticjns of reversing the mo-
lion of the engine, and also graduating

or varying the amount of travel of the

valve. In the Walschaerts gear the .gen-

eral construction is so arranged that the

engine will move forward when the link

block is below the center of the pin on

which the link oscillates, and will move
backwards when the link block is above

the central suspension point. The posi-

tion of the valve is controlled by the ra-

dius bar which is attached to the link

block at one end and to a connection with

the valve rod at the other end, and the

amount of lead or opening of the valve

at the end of the piston stroke by the

coml)ination lever, as already described.

The accompanying diagrams show de-

signs of the Walschaerts valve motion,

Fig. 1 illustrating the design adapted for

outside admission slide valves, and Fig. 2,

a design used with inside admission piston

valves. The lettering indicates the names
of the various parts. .A indicating the

valve, R the valve stem. C the coml)ina-

tion lever, D the crosshead link, E the

radius rod. F the reverse shaft. G the

lifting link. H the reach rod. K the re-
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verse Itvcr, L the oscillating or reverse

link, M the eccentric rod, N the eccentric

crank. The reverse lever is in the mid-

dle position, with the link block in the

center of the link.

In the adjustment of the gear, when ir-

regularities are noted in the opening of

the valves when running ahead, if the ec-

centric rod is shortened the valve !

while it would be impossible to lay down
rules to cover ever>- condition that might

arise, the accidents may generally he di-

vided into two classes : those in which it

is not necessary, and those in which it is

necessary to block the valve.

The lirst class of accidents includes only

thriif cases in which it is not necessary to

\vn the main rod. The valve must

moved ahead in a ratio corresponding to

the throw of the eccentric to the travel

of the valve, or in the figures referred

to, 12 to S'A, so that the valve will be

moved a little less than half of the varia-

tion made on the eccentric rod. If the

eccentric rod is lengthened the valve is

moved back. In the backward motion

with the link block in the top of the link

the opposite effect will be produced in

lengthening or shortening the eccentric

rod. In the case of alterations made on

the radius rod the same variation will be

made on the position of the valve, regard-

less of whether the link block is above or

below the center of the link. Changes

necessary will quickly suggest themselves

to the experienced mechanic, but organic

defects in the Walschaerts valve gear are

not easily remedied, and some authorities

claim that in case of any important varia-

tion from the exact action or position of

the valves to adjust the parts as nearly

correct as possible at the point of cut-off,

where the locomotive will likely be doing

its usually greatest amount of work. In

high speed locomotives this point may be

at one-third of the entire stroke of the

piston, and the lever should be held at

this point and the closing of the valve at

both points of cut-off examined and recti-

fied at this, point, even if some slight

sacrifice of the adjustment of the valve

should be made at its full stroke.

With these general remarks on the con-

struction and adjustment of the Wal-
schaert valve gear, some reference might

be made to the accidents incidental to

service, which, although not more com-
mon to this kind of valve gear than

others, are nevertheless inevitable to all

mechanism involving rapid and strenuous

operations. It may be remarked that

be blocked if the main rod is disconnected.

In the second class of accidents, the dam-

age may or may not make it necessary

to take down the main rod. When it is

possible to lubricate the cylinder and re-

lieve compression, otherwise than by re-

moving the cylinder cocks, the main rod

may be left up if in a condition to ram.

If there are relief or vacuum valves in

the cylinder heads these may be removed.

where the breakage has occurred then re-

ceives a motion from the lap and lead

lever only. The travel of the valve will

be equal to twice the total amount of tlie

lap and lead, approximately about 2'^ ins.

This gives a port opening at the end of

each piston stroke equal to the amount of

the lead. The main rod need not be re-

moved, as the cylinders will be lubricated.

The supply of steam on the disabled side

will be extremely limited, but a certain

amount of work will be done by the

steam admitted, and the engine may also

lie reversed in the usual way. In this

illustration the radius rod is connected

to the lift shaft arm by means of a link

or hanger. In Fig. 4 the radius rod is

directly connected to the lift shaft arm
by means of a slip block, the reverse

shaft being made in two pieces. To dis-

lonnect the radius rod it is necessary only

t'l remove the outer section of the lift

-liaft arm and remove the slip block.

In the general class of accidents, where

it is necessary to block the valve to cover

the steam ports, these may be divided into

two classes : first, cases where it is neces-

sary to take down the main rod ; and sec-

ond, those in which the main rod is in

condition to run. In the latter cases, the

description already given is considered

good practice as to leaving the main rod

up or taking it down. Taking up these

two kinds of accidents in their order,

and assuming that the main rod is broken

or the piston rod bent. In the case of

the inside admission valves, the locomo-

tive mav be disconnected and blocked as

This will prevent compression and also

permit of lubricating the cylinder.

.\s an illustration, assuming that an ec-

centric crank, eccentric rod or the foot

of the link is broken. Fig. 3 shows how
the valve gear may be disconnected in

such cases. Remove the eccentric rod,

disconnect the radius rod from the lifting

shaft and secure the link block by pieces

of wood fitted into both ends of the link

slot, holding the link block securely in the

center of the link. The valve on the side

shown in Fig. 4. Disconnect the rtdius

rod from the lap and lead lever. Sus-

pend it clear of the latter. Secure the

valve to cover the ports. There is usually

a set screw or other device for this pur-

pose. Clamp or block the crosshead at

the back end of the guides as shown in

the illustration. With the valve motion

disconnected in this way, the reverse

lever is free to operate the other side,

and the locomotive may be run with one

cylinder in operation. In the event of the
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crosshead arm, or combination lever

being broken, the same method may be

followed. .\11 broken parts that would

same course may be followed as shown
in Fig. 4, and already described, except

that the combination lever must be taken

FIG.

interfere with the running of the loco-

motive must, of course, be removed. In

the case of outside admission valves, the

down. If this was left in place, the

radius rod would strike it in its motion

with the movement of the link.

Again, if the valve has inside admis-

sion, the locomotive might be blocked as

shown in Fig. 5. Suppose the combina-

tion lever, a connector to crosshead, or

crosshead arm was broken. In such case

disconnect the radius rod from the lap

and lead lever. Suspend it clear of the

latter. Fasten the lower end of the com-
bining or lap arm lead lever ahead to

clear the crosshead on the forward

stroke. The locomotive can then be run

in with one side working. With outside

admission valves, under conditions simi-

lar to those assumed in Fig. 5, the com-
bining lever must be removed from its

place. When the radius rod is suspend-

ed a chain or wire should be used. Rope
is readily cut by the action of the radius

rod.

It w-ould, as we have already stated, be

beyond possibility to lay down rules in

advance for every kind of breakage that

may occur, as many accidents occur in

practice that are not foreseen in imagi-

nation, and it may be again stated the

VValschaerts valve gear is by no means
uncommonly subject to breakages, but, as

is well known, the unbreakable appliance,

like the ideal in art, eludes, and ever

will elude, the seeker after perfection.

The Chilled Iron Car Wheel in Railway Service

Nearly All Freight Cars Equip})ed With Them—Increase in Calling for Heavier

Wheels and Increased Thickness in Tires

At a recent meeting of the Canadian

Railway Club, Mr. George W. Lyndon,

the President of the Association of Chilled

Car Wheel Manufacturers, read a most

interesting paper on the chilled iron car

wheel. Below follows a brief account of

the paper, in which e.xtracts are made
with a view of presenting a comprehen-

sive digest of the subject. Among other

things, Mr. Lyndon said : 1 am quite

sure that the importance of the chilled

iron wheel to the transportation world

is not fully recognized by the general

public. We manufacturers designate it

"The wonderful single service chilled iron

wheel" because it is today, and has been

since its introduction in the year 1850,

the standard v,;hicle of transportation.

Some statistics will indicate the magni-

tude of the chilled iron car wheel indus-

try. The Interstate Commerce report of

the United States for the year ended

1914, shows the following:

Total number of freight

cars in commercial service 2,325,647

Total number of freight

cars in company service. . 124,709

Total 2,450,356

Add—Private car lines (ap-

proximated) 225,000

X umber of tons of freight

carried, year ended 1914. 1,109,271,040

Tons of freight carried one

mile, 54% of car capac-

ity, exclusive of private

car lines 288,319,890,210

Tons of car structure (esti-

mated 18 tons per car). 363,402,465,012

2,675,3.S6

Total wheel burden car-

ried one mile tons. 651,722,355,222

.\n analysis of the rolling stock will

show that 95 per cent, of all freight cars

are equipped with the chilled iron wheel,

therefore, we have in commercial freight

car service and company service and pri-

vate car lines in the United States alone

al)out 20,332,705 chilled iron wheels. To
this we must add the chilled iron wheels

serving under passenger cars, engine ten-

ders and street car lines, and we can

safely and conservatively estimate the

r.umber of chilled iron wheels running

today as about 25,000,0(X), taking into con-

sideration those used in the Dominion of

Canada, and the hundreds of thousands

which have been shipped abroad and to

.Mexico and South America. Twenty-five

million chilled iron wheels represent

,S.0OO,On0 tons of metal. The initial cost

at $25 per ton, $200,000,000. The scrap

value at $15 per ton, $120,000,000. Twenty-

five million wheels placed on a single track

would make a solid line of wheels 13,000

miles in length, over one-half of the cir-

cumference of the earth. If they were

placed on a single track with treads

2-3/10 feet apart they would encircle the

globe. If they could be piled on top of

each other, hub to hub, they would reach

a height of 2,760 miles. To replace 25,-

000,000 chilled iron wheels upon the basis

of 2,500,000 annual renewals would re-

quire ten years. Eight hundred thousand

tons of metal are used annually to provide

for 2,500,000 wheel renewals. I speak

for 25 manufacturers operating 50 foun-

dries, scattered from the Atlantic to Pa-

cific Oceans, located throughout the

United States and Canada, and having a

combined capacity of 20,000 car wheels

per day.

The method of manufacture has not

been materially changed and the pattern

introduced in 1850 by Washburn is prac-

tically the same in outline as that in use

today. By the joint action of our asso-

ciation and the committees with which we
have had to deal, it will be found that

the only thing that stands out promi-

nently is that but little metal has been

added to the wheel as the capacity of the

car has been increased, but the increase

in metal has been "grudgingly made" and

never proportionate to the increase of

duly required. Nevertheless the wheel
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tnaiiiitacturers, in the face ol restrictions

ill weight anri Mange dimensions, through

improved fmindry processes have heen

successful in maintaining the chilled iron

wheel up to a high standard.

A 33-in.. 525-ll)s. chilled iron wheel of

the Washburn type became staixlard soon

after the year of 1850 fur 10-ton freight

cars and also for passenger cars. Cars

of this capacity remained standard for

about thirty years. As late as 1875 there

were only occasional cars having a ca-

pacity as high as 12 tons. The heaviest

capacity passenger coaches weighed 18

tons. Sleeping and drawing room cars of

12 sections weighed 39 tons. Interchange

of traflic as we now kiunv it did not

exist.

An official of a great railroad of those

days charged another with running freight

trains as fast as 12 miles aii hour. "The
wear and tear is sonietliing terrible," said

he. "It is pounding the track to pieces.

Every ton of freight handled at that speed

is carried at a loss. The reduction of

speed to eight miles an hour will lessen

the cost more than $1,0(X) per day."

Such were the ideas of the foremost

men in charge of transportation in the

days of iron rails, hand brakes, link-

and-pin couplers, and fragile cars. Under
such conditions of light wheel loads, small

flange pressures, slow speeds, low annual

mileage, the wheels would last the entire

life of the car. Wheel mileage obtained

under such circumstances is sometimes

erroneously used to indicate the superior

service of wheels manufactured at that

time. The ton mileage, which is the true

basis for comparison, was extremely low

as compared with wheel performance at

the present time.

The introduction of the air brake, the

automatic safety coupler, hea\'y steel rails,

more rigid cars and interchange of traf-

fic have brought an era of rapid transit

of heavy capacity freight cars with time

schedules almost equal to that of express

trains. Daily runs averaging 30 miles per

hour, including stops, with an occasional

burst of speed as high as 50 to 60 miles

per hour, to maintain the high average

rate is not uncommon.

The 30-ton car introduced in 1885 was

the heaviest capacity car on any railroad

during the time of the World's Colum-

bian Exposition at Chicago in 1893. It

was strongly argued at that time that the

wheel load of 11.000 lbs., which was re-

quired under cars of 30 tons capacity, was

the maximum that could be carried on a

33 in. diameter wheel, because the area

of contact between the wheel and rail

was small, any greater load would cause

injurj' to both wheel and rail by reason of

the fact that the elastic limit in the metal

would be exceeded, resulting in dents in

the rail and flat spots in the wheel tread.

Not only was 11.000 lbs. per wheel con-

sidered the maximum wheel load, but

there was a good deal of doubt as to

whether this load was not in excess of

good practice. The introduction of the

30-ton car was very rapid <>n all railroads.

A chilled iron wheel weighing 600 lbs.

was used under cars of this capacity and

was recommended as standard in 1904

by the M. C. H. .\ssociation. It was later

miiilified and the weight increased to 625

lbs. in the year 1909, upon the recom-

mendation of our .Association.

.N'ntwithstanding the doubt expressed

regarding the maximum wheel load, cars

of 40 tons capacity were soon tried and

found to be satisfactory and almost imme-
diately thereafter the 50-ton car was de-

veloped for the coal-carrying trade and

found to be satisfactory.

The 700 lbs. wheel was used under 50-

ton cars and recommended as standard

in 1904 by the M. C. B. .Association, but

afterwards, upon the recommendation of

the Car Manufacturers' -Association, this

weight was changed to 725 lbs. and made
standard in the year 1909. It will be no-

ticed that in 1904 the first wheel made
standard for the 50-ton cars weighed 700

lbs. In 1909 we succeeded in getting the

weight increased 25 lbs. During the time

intervening a new wheel was introduced

of the rolled steel type and notwithstand-

ing the alleged superiority of metal, the

steel wheel, which was used instead of

the 700 lbs. chilled iron wheel, weighed a

minimum of 750 lbs.

The present indications are that the 50-

ton car is likely to be superseded in the

very near future by the 70-ton car for

carrying coal, iron ore and heavy,

rough freight. Cars of 70-ton capacity

have already proved successful from every

standpoint and are being built in compara-

tively large numbers at the present time.

The marvelous increase since the year

1875 in the capacity of cars and the tre-

mendous tonnage hauled has called for an

increase in the weight of the car struc-

ture froiTi 18.000 lbs. to 65,000 lbs., or

260 per cent, increase. .An increase in the

weight of rail from 50 lbs. to 125 lbs., or

150 per cent, increase. The axle, from

350 11)5. to 1.070 lbs., or 200 per cent, in-

crease. The weight of the wheel 525 lbs.

to 725 lbs., or 38 per cent, increase.

The percentage of increase in the wheel

is much less than for any other part of

the car. and while the carrying capacity

has increased from 10-tons to 70-tons. or

600 per cent., the weight of the heaviest

M. C. B. standard wheel has increased

only 38 per cent. This is a good record

for a wheel under adverse conditions witli

carrying capacity increased but the speeds

of which trains increased 600 per cent.

While the chilled iron wheel has always

met increased requirements by reason of

the rapid increases in the capacity of the

cars, there is one part of the wheel that

has received scant consideration and that

is the flange. During all the remarkable

railroad development, one dimension in

track structure has remained constant.

The space between the running rail and

guard rail has remained fixed at one and

three-quarters ins.

The chilled iron wheel manufacturers

have been trying for years to secure a

stronger llaiige and have demonstrated

the fact that three-sixteenths of an inch

can be added to the thickness of the pres-

ent M. C. B. flanges, compensation for the

increase made in mounting each wheel

three-tliirty-seconds of an inch closer to

the rail and still maintain the M. C. B.

standard throat to back of flange dimen-

sion of 4 ft. 6-29/64 ins.

This insures that the relation of the

liack of the flange to guard rail remains

the same as at present and no change in

track clearance is required. There can,

therefore, be no valid objection from a

track standpoint, to making a liberal in-

crease in the present flange thickness and

we have received the approval of our plan

from a special committee who were ap-

pointed for the purpose of investigation

through the .American Railway Engineer-

ing .Association.

Under the 10-ton car whose weight was

about equal to its capacity, the load car-

ried per wheel was approximately 5.000

lbs., which would require about 4.000

lbs. flange pressure to change the direction

of the truck when engaging curves. Under
the 70-ton car the load per wheel has in-

creased to 25.000 lbs., which requires al-

most 20.000 lbs. flange pressure to change

the direction of the truck, therefore, the

flange thrust has increased 400 per cent,

on account of the increased load, which is

further augmented by the high speed of

modern freight trains. Under present

conditions of increased load and speed,

the thrust on the flange including impact,

is at least 10 times greater than under

the old 10-ton car and the increased duty

has not been provided for.

The University of Illinois, under the

direction of our Consulting Engineer. Mr.

F. K. A'ial. has been conducting a series

of tests for the purpose of ascertaining the

stresses to which the wheel is subjected

in pressing the wheel onto the axle, and

service conditions, with the following re-

sults :

(1). When a wheel is pressed on an

axle a compressive stress is developed

radially and a tensile stress circumferen-

lially. These stresses are of large pro-

portion and extend all the way from the

hub to the tread.

(2). The plate of the wheel must

carry the load which produces a combina-

tion of stresses resulting in a wheel

slightly elliptical.

(3). On descending grades the heat

generated by the brake shoe, which is a

factor of load, grade and speed, causes a

tensile stress in a radial direction in oppo-

sition to the compressive stress which was

developed while pressing the wheel on the

axle.

(4). The heavy flange thrust causes a
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tending action in the plate which in-

lensilies the tensile stress developed by

the heat in the front plate and the com-

pressive stress in the back plate developed

while pressing on the axle. The ratio

between these stresses developed in the

70-ton car as compared to the 10-ton car

is mi«ch greater than that indicated by the

mere increase in carrying capacity. The

heaviest stress developed is probably that

caused by the sudden rise in the tempera-

ture of the tread of the wheel from brake

shoe application on descending grades. If

we assume that trains are now operated

at double the velocity they were 40 years

ago and the load on the wheels rive times

as great, there will be 10 times the heat

generated per unit of time on the tread

of the present wheel as compared to the

wheel under the 10-ton car. The flange

thrust being from five to ten times greater

indicates that we have ten times the force

to deal with that we formerly had.

Our Association believes that due to

the general conditions and considering the

safetj- factor of operation that three de-

signs of wheels of 675 lbs., 750 lbs., and

550 lbs. (with 3/16 of an inch increase in

the flange I respectively, for 30-, 50-, and

70-ton cars, would in a great measure

eliminate present troubles and our recom-

mendations would be

:

675 lbs. wheel for cars having a maxi-

mum gross load of 112,000 lbs.

750 lbs. wheel for cars having a maxi-

mum gross load of 161,000 lbs.

850 lbs. wheel for cars having a maxi-

mum gross load of 210,000 lbs.

The eight million tons of chilled iron

wheels running today possess a higher

relative market value when worn out,

based upon their first cost, than is usual

with other commodities purchased I)y the

railroads, .\bout 30 per cent, of all wheels

sold are removed by foreign lines and the

price paid for these removals is fixed by

the printed interchange rules of the M.

C. E. Association, as follows

:

Chilled

Iron. Steel.

New value, each $9.00 $19.50

Scrap value, each 4.75 4.50

Net cost $4.25 $15.00

Cost of removing from

and replacing in trucks,

per pair, $2.25, each 1.12 1.12

Cost under car, each.. $5.37 $16.12

Cost of two turnings. 3.25

Total cost of wheel

service (each) $5.37 $19.37

The total cost for wheel service for

other types of wheels is about four times

that of the chilled iron wheel and upon

this basis of comparison any substitute

must yield four times the mileage or time

service in order to equalize the cost. .\s

the M. C. B. .Association fix the price of

removals on 30 per cent, of the equip-

ment, it must follow that the same rela-

tive basis of cost must apply on the 70

per cent, of removals on your own lines.

Chilled iron wheels sold at a differen-

tial of $10 per ton, makes the net cost

of the three ^^ C. B. standards as fol-

lows :

625 lbs. M.C.B. Wheel for 30-ton cars.?3.1-'

675 " " " ' 40- " " 3.37

725 " ' 50- • " 3.62

.\11 chilled iron wheels, unlike other

types, are guaranteed for a minimum

service. Should any of these wheels fail

in service through the fault of the manu-

facturer a new wheel is supplied without

anj- cost to the user.

Maximum net cost of 625 lbs. M. C. B.

wheel, guaranteed for 6 years, 52c. per

year.

Maximum net cost of 675 lbs. M. C. B.

wheel, guaranteed for 5 years, 67c. per

year.

Maximum net cost of 25 lbs. ^L C. B.

wheel, guaranteed for 4 years, 90c. per

year.

Any wheel that is sold for $20 will cost

the railroad, in interest charges alone

(figure at 5 per cent, per annum), more

than the renewal charges of the chilled

iron wheel, because while the guaranteed

net cost to the railroads is based upon six.

five and four years' service, respectively,

the actual service is often twice as much.

During the two years last past, the price

of all commodities have reached their

highest figures. Nevertheless, the price of

the chilled iron car wheel has practically

remained constant. Based upon the an-

nual renewals of 2,500.000 wheels, any

other substitute at a price of $20 per

wheel will cost the railroads $50,000,000

initial investment the first year.

In summing up Mr. Lyndon said: (1)

We have given you the material and if

il is inadequate, its deficiency should have

been discovered in 67 years of universal

use.

(2) We have not yet reached the ca-

I
acity of the chilled iron car wheel, and

today we have in service wheels weigh-

ing 950 Ills., which are 225 lbs. heavier

than the heaviest M. C. B. standard. These

wheels are carrying a burden of 25,500

lbs. per wheel and they have given satis-

factory service under engine tenders of

12,000 gallons capacity.

(3) Our Association was organized in

the year 1908 for the purpose of improv-

ing the quality of the chilled iron wheel,

and in the year of 1909 we succeeded in

having three standard patterns adopted

by the M. C. B. Association, and previous

to that time there were as many patterns

in use as there were manufacturers, and

some railways used special patterns and

manufactured the wheels themselves.

(4) Through a close study of the ac-

tual service conditions of the chilled iron

wheel and through laboratory tests made
by universities in this country, and our

own tests, we have found some conditions

of service that are not adequately pro-

vided for and our recommendations are

the result of conclusions drawn from this

research work.

( 5 ) 25 lbs. per wheel would not ap-

preciably increase our tonnage, but this

addition of metal would materially in-

crease the factor of safety. If all wheel

renewals, based upon 2,500,000 annual re-

newals, were increased in weight 25 lbs.

each, the total increased tonnage would

be 31,250 tons at $10 per ton differen-

tial, making a total additional expendi-

ture of $312,500 annually.

(6) I have shown how little has been

done for the chilled iron wheel and how
little needs to be done in order to in-

crease the factor of safety.

(7) The chilled iron wheel has per-

formed, and will still perform, all the

functions required of it and its unim-

paired usefulness for nearly three-quar-

ters of a century is conclusive evidence

that it possesses special advantageous

qualities.

(8) Its principal characteristics are its

graded hardness of structure and its abil-

ity to carry any load that may be imposed

upon it. Chilled iron wheels will carry

anj- load without crushing or flowing, and

these special inherent qualities of chilled

iron should assure us of your co-operation

in any method by which the efficiency and

safet)- of the chilled iron wheel can be

improved.

Standard Type of Box Car.

The .American railrc.iads will eventually

have a standard type of box car. The
American Railway .Association charged

with the duty of bringing this about has

decided on a "three-to-five standard" for

a beginning for the double-sheathed, the

steel frame, single-sheathed, and the all-

steel cars. The first may be built for

either 60,000 or 80,000 lbs. capacity, the

second for 80,000 lbs., and the third for

80,000 or 100,000 lbs. capacity. Some of

these are being built. Meanwhile there

are about 1,100 types of box cars in

operation. .

Annccding Chains.

The strength of the weakest link is the

strength of a chain. The structure of

the metal composing the chain crystallizes

rapidly, and more so in some places than

in others. Hammered or rolled metal is

of a stringy or fibrous formation. Left

to itself it slowly resumes its original

granular formation, and on being re-

heated it assumes an approach to the

fibrous formation again. For this reason

all chains should be periodically annealed

and tested, the frequency of the anneal-

ing depending largely on the work which

the chains have to do. The intervals

should be short instead of long.

The Famous "999."

This locomotive, formerly on the Em-
pire State Express, is now, in a changed

condition, known as No. 1086, in service

on Pennsylvania division trains 30 and

37, between .Avis, N. Y., and Clearfield,

Pa.
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Experimental Refrigerator Cars on Pennsylvania R. R.

Statement of Past Experience by P. R. K.— Latest Form of Refrifrerator Construction

—Insulated Box Placed Inside Steel R<'cej>tacle—Easy to Get

at for Repairs or Alterations

The Pennsylvania Railroad has just

completed two types of refrigerator cars,

for the purpose of e.Nperimcnting as to the

most suitable type of car for milk train

service. The cars were built at .Mtoona,

Pa., and althougli primarily designed for

the carriage of milk, are of course ex-

pected to be available for transporting

other commodities. The cars are pri-

marily of the all-steel type, but tlic method

have adequate continuous insulation fully

surrounding the inside lining. The
amount of insulation under the roof,

which is liable to be heated excessively

by the direct rays of the sun, should be

greater tlian that in the sides and bottom,

and that the outside sheathing and roof

should be weathertight, also the vertical

air space around the ice baskets and
llirough the ice should be adequate.

Car No. 25SO has the space between the

ice baskets divided into three compart-

ments by means of two insulated wooden

bulkheads. The middle compartment is

6 ft. ZYi ins. long, and is used for quick

loading and unloading of cans and boxes

from and to station platforms. The cans

and boxes may be transferred to or from

the other two compartments, which con-

tain the refrigeratiiiK apparatus, while the

Kl IlilCl-.UATOU CAR INSIDE OX l"XI)ERFK.\ME

of construction adopted is such that the

superstructure is put together in sections,

and can be taken apart in sections for re-

pairs or alterations, if found necessary

or desirable. In the designs used it was

intended to utilize every available means

regardless of past practices to provide a

car that would furnish and maintain

adequate refrigeration for milk and

cream, either with ice placed in the ice

The bulkhead, in front of the ice cham-

ber, should be solid, with an air inlet into

the ice chamber, close to the ceiling, and

an outlet into the car, close to the floor.

The bulkhead should be made of non-

conducting material, or should be insu-

lated to promote dry refrigeration. The

floor should be smooth to permit sliding

the milk cans into place, and to provide

a Hat liase for racks when the car is used

train is in niotiuii. In this car the side

doors are of light construction, and the

insulated refrigerator doors are in the

two partitions. With the exception of the

differences just mentioned, these two cars

are exactly alike and may be described as

follows

:

The trucks are of special form. The

side-frames arc of cast steel. The side-

frame center opeiiincr, the spring plank.

r. R. R. RElRlGER.\TOR C.\R INSIDE (i\ IXDERFRAME.

bunkers or placed on top of the cans

or boxes, and this car is also available

for other shipments than milk and cream.

Past experience and past experiments

indicated the basic requirements, which

may be summarized as follows

:

The car to be such as will fill re-

quirements should have an inside lining

that is watertight and keeps moisture

away from the insulation. It should

for other shipments for which an air

space under the lading is of advantage.

Two cars, differing slightly from each

other, for experimental purposes, have

have completed and turned out of the

Altoona car shops of the P. Ri R.

Car No. 2500 is not partitioned, and all

of the space between ice baskets is in

one compartment. The side doors are of

the refrigerator type, and open outward.

and the 5 ft. 10-in. wheelbase are the

same as in freight trucks. The elliptic

springs and bolster are the same as are

used on tenders. The ends of the frame

are arranged for helical springs over the

journal boxes, and the car has clasp

brakes. The axles are of the passenger

type, with Sxll-in. journals, and the

wheels are rolled steel 33 ins. diameter.

The journal boxes are the pedestal type
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passenger car boxes. From this it will be

seen that the truck represents a combi-

nation of passenger and freight truck fea-
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ceiling sheets, all reinforced with U-
shaped braces riveted to the outside. It

forms a box which can be built up

mils removing a side, end or roof, for re-

pairs, without disturbing any other part

of the car. The connections between in-

P. R. R. REFRIGER.\TOR CAR M.^DE WITH ONE COMPARTMENT

tures, except the bolster side motion.

The underframe also combines pas-

ienacr and freight principles. Bolsters

END VIEW P. R. R. REFRIGERATOR
CAR—SIDE SHE.\THING PLACED.

have been omitted, and cantilevers to sup-

port the side bearings have been substi-

tuted. The load is carried on the end

sills and crossbearers, whence it is trans-

ferred to the center plate through the

center sills. The center sill construction

is of the box type, consisting of two

15-in., 40-lb. channels, spaced 12J^ ins.

apart, and two J4x20-in. cover-plates.

The side sills are 3;^xSxJ^-in. angles.

The spaces between the center sill cover-

plate and the side angles are covered with

li-in. steel plate, reinforced with L'-

shaped stifltencrs, riveted on top. The

back follower stop and front bumper cast-

ings are integral as used on freight cars.

The center plates are drop-forged steel.

Oak blocks are placed on the end sills

and cross-bearers to support the steel

box forming the inside lining. The

spaces between these blocks are filled

with insulation, consisting of four layers

of %-in. Keystone hair felt, separated by

wooden grids to form air spaces. The

inside lining consists of 3/16-in. floor

plates, %''m. side sheets and 3/32-in.

complete on the floor and then lifted to

its proper location on the oak supports.

The J4-iii- Kejstone hair felt is of as

great width as can conveniently be man-

ufactured and cut to the proper length.

It is lifted to the top of the lining

box and unrolled to drop down the sides

and so meet and join the insulation under

the floor.

.-\ continuous blanket is thus formed all

round the inside box. There are four

such blankets running transversely, sepa-

rated with wooden grids, made of ^-in.

strips of soft wood. Two additional lay-

ers, separated with wood grids, are placed

longitudinally on the top of the box, and

four layers are placed at the car ends to

correspond with the sides. In this way a

box insulated with hair felt and a sur-

rounding air space is set inside a steel

box, which forms the outside of the car,

and of course stands the wear and tear

of a car body, and is strong and properly

proportioned.

The Keystone hair felt referred to con-

sists of j4-in. hair felt placed between

two sheets of 90-lb. specification paper,

and securely sewed together. After the

insulation has been applied, the sides, ends

side and outside steel shells are wood.

The drains are made of indurated fibre.

Hence there are no metal connections be-

Exn VIEW OF COMPLETED 1

REFRIGERATOR CAR.

tween the inside and outside steel shells.

Height—Inside (average), 6 ft. 9%
ins. ; weight of car, empty, 78,000 lbs.

;

SIDE AND END VIEW OF P. R. R. REFRIGERATOR CAR TRUCK.

and roof are attached. These parts are

also reinforced with U-shaped braces, and

are so designed that the riveting can all

be done from the outside. This also per-

ice capacity in baskets, 10,000 lbs.; load-

ing capacity, 50,000 lbs., 2.450 cb. ft.;

distance between centers of trucks, 38 ft.

;

total wheelbase, 43 ft. 6 ins.
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Duplex 2-8-2-J-2-8-0 on llie Southern Railway

Novel Chaiifie in Locomotive Construction—Increased Tractive Effort—Few Changes

Required—Larger and Heavier Trains Pulled on Lower Ton-Mile Pounds of Coal

r.ftwcon .\shevillc, N. C. and llayiie,

S. C, there lies a stretch of track 69

miles long on the Southern Railroad, of

which Mr. J. Hainen is general supcr-

inteiuleiU of motive power and equipment

Mul assistant to the vice-president. This

nierly lieen. Willi ",500 gallons ol water

and 12 tons of coal the au.vilipry engine

carries a weight of 176,000 Ihs. as a maxi-

mum, the minimum being about 100,000

lbs. The mean is therefore 138,000 lbs.

The cylinders arc \»\2A in., as they have

for carrying .^team t<j tlie au.xiliary cylin-

ders and the arrangement of pipes for

conveying the exhaust steam away. Steam

is taken from the top of the superheater

header and conducted in a jacketed pipe

to the llexible elbow and steam pipe to

I llli:u.\ K.\U.\\.\\

single tracK line had been much con-

gested, until Mr. Hainen worked out a

design of engine which has a much

greater tractive power than the type of

engine formerly employed. The plan is

briefly the mounting of tender tanks upon

been bushed, being formerly 20 in. in

diameter.

The Mikado engine proper lias cylin-

ders 26 in. in diameter being bushed

down from 27 in. The Mikado drivers

arc 63 in. in diameter and those of the

OUTLINE OF A SOLTIIERX DLPLEX ENGINE.

the machinery of discarded locomotives.

There is a 4 per cent grade 3 miles long

on this division, and the new engines

built by the Southern have to encounter

this grade as part of the day's work.

The first of the new type of duplex

engines was put upon the road about a

year ago, and it proved to be so satis-

factory that seven such locomotives have

been turned out of the company's shops

at Spencer, X. C. The number of trains

has been reduced, though the total ton-

nage is considerably greater, and the speed

of the train's run has been increased. To
effect this satisfactory result it was not

necessary to buy new cylinders, wheels or

running gear. The parts used were taken

from scrapped Mogul and Consolidation

engines, so that the expense involved was

reduced to its lowest terms.

The scrapped engines furnished the

frames, cylinders, wheels, axles, side-

rods and valve motion complete. By the

use of specially designed carriers, the

tanks of Mikado tenders were mounted

where the l)oiler of the engines had for-

auxiliary are 50 in. diameter. The nor-

mal working pressure is 175 lbs. to the

square inch. The duplex engine has a

tractive effort of 64,(XX) lbs., while the

tractive effort of the single engine for-

the auxiliary cylinders. Live steam does

not reach the auxiliary valve chambers

in the ordinary way. In this engine these

are blocked up and steam passes through

a pipe tapped into the valve chamber on

the outside. .\ special elbow has been

designed for the exhaust steam and this

is fitted to a pipe which passes under the

tender and turns up at the back of the

tender. These engines have been worked

at full capacity for nearly an hour with-

out any signs of trouble. The valve

mechanism, which is the Stephenson link

motion on the auxiliary engine, is moved
by the reverse gear. The Walschaerts

valve gear operates on the Mikado proper.

Saturated steam or superheated steam

is supplied to the auxiliary engine, and

>uperheated steam is used in the front

or 2-8-2 engine. The cylinder saddle on

the auxiliary engine was not cut or

altorod in am wav. and the water bot-

TEXDER OF A SOUTHERN DUPLEX ENGINE, EQUIPPED WITH PdWER.

iiierly used did not go above 46.000 lbs.

This is an increase of 39 per cent.

The bushing of the cylinders was re-

sorted to in order to have less tax on

the boiler in supplying four cylinders.

The new design includes flexible piping

tom of the tank was cut into, so as to

provide room for the saddle. This, how-

ever, does not substract much from the

contents of the tank. It also affords

room for the exhaust elbow.

The valves governing the supply of
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superheated or saturated steam to the

auxiliary engine are operated from the

cab so that the engineman in charge may
use what he considers best for the cir-

cumstances he may find himself in.

On the portion of the Southern Rail-

way where the duple.x engines operate,

six passenger trains run daily and a num-

ber of freight trains are also moved. The
grades are 1.5 and 1.7 per cent., and on

this line the single, formerly used Mikado

engine, had a maximum capacity over the

first important grade, which is 22 miles

long, of 1,100 tons. The duplex engine

is now handling 1,400 tons over the same

grade. The 46 miles which form the rest

of the Asheville-Hayne division has

grades on which the previously used

Mikado could pull 1,150 tons, the duplex

locomotives now haul each about 1,600

tons. This_performance is the maximum
of which the duplex is capable and it

illustrates the economical results produced

by the increased tractive effort gained by

the comliination of Mikado and auxiliary

engines when made into the Southern

Railway duple.x locomotive.

The total ton-mile record of the for-

merly used Mikado showed 77,100 total

ton-miles, at the rate of 0.18 lb. of coal

per ton-mile. The duplex record amounts

to 104,40(J ton-miles with a consumption

of 0.12 lb. of coal per ton-mile. The
duplex engines have superheaters, brick

arches and the air pump exhaust is used

in heatint; the feed water for the boiler.

Efficiency of Brake Shoes

Brake Shoe Action Analyzed—Many Unnecessary Losses of

Cylinder Pressure by Poor Mechanism —Increas-

ing Retardation Approaching a Stop Explained

Master Blacksmiths' Convention.

The next cunvention of the Railroad

Master Blacksmiths, to be held at Hotel

Sherman, Chicago, 111., on .\ugust 21. will

see a change in the method of handling

subjects. Instead of committees report-

ing on subjects, individual papers will be

presented by members of the association.

The following is the programme of

topics

:

1. The Fifth Anniversary, papers by

\V. \V. McLellan and A. W. McCaslin.

2. Repairs to Locomotive Frames, by

P. Lavender.

3. Drop Forging and Its Possibili-

ties, by J. D. Boyle.

4. Meat Treatment of Iron and Steel

—Purposes and Results, by George Hut-
ton.

5. Why Railroads Should Adopt Spe-

cific Standard Safety Appliances to Com-
ply with U. S. Standards, by J. E. Dugan.

6. Making and Repairing Springs, by

J. W. Russell.

7. Up-to-date Smith Shops, by George

Eraser.

8. Scrap Reclaiming by Use of the

Oxy-Acetylene and Electric Welding

Process, by Walter Constance.

9. Treatment and Results of Carbon,

High Speed and Other Alloy Tool Steels

for Tools, by J. H. DeArment.
10. .'\ Modern Hammer and I fydraulic

Forge Shop, by R, F. .Scott.

At a meeting of the New York Rail-

road Club held a short time ago W. S.

Dudley, chief engineer of the Westing-

house Air Brake Company, made some

remarks on the efficiency of brake shoes,

which are worthy of consideration. He
said, when reading an interesting paper

on developments in air brake engineering,

that after the air brake mechanism has

delivered compressed air to the brake

cylinder sufficient to create a pressure say

of 100 lbs. per square inch on its piston,

much of this force may be frittered away

by losses detracting from the pressure ul-

timately realized at the brake shoe.

There are losses due to friction at the

brake cylinder piston packing leather, re-

sistances of piston and truck release

springs, friction at joints and supports, re-

actions on supports, pull in brake beam

hangers, "false" piston travel, and other

pressure losses. The sum of all the losses

is, in per cent., but a fraction of what re-

sults from the use of such a device as a

brake shoe to produce the desired retard-

ing force.

For every 100 lbs. pressure on the brake

shoe, not more than 10 or 12 lbs. aver-

age retarding force, i. e., tangential pull

on the wheel, is obtained when stopping a

modern train from 60 M. P. H. Ordinar-

ily 8 lbs. or 10 lbs. would be fair average

figures. With the present arrangement of

brake shoe and wheel, we are doing work
through the medium of an extremely in-

efficient mechanical process, viz., the force

of friction between a stationary block of

metal and a moving surface; the wheel

tread.

The ratio which the normal pressure

upon the brake shoe bears to the tangen-

tial frictional pull on the circumference of

the wheels, is, therefore, a measure of the

efficiency of the brake shoe in performing

its function of transforming the brake

shoe pressure into pull at the rim of the

wheel. Ordinarily this efficiency is called

the co-efficient of friction of the brake

shoes. A statement that the mean co-

efficient of brake shoe friction is 10 per

cent., conveys but little impression of

what the real state of affairs is. But if

we say that the brake shoe performs its

function at the expense of 90 per cent, of

the force delivered to it ; or, in other

words, has an efficiency of only 10 per cent,

we see much more clearly the true rela-

tion of the forces acting.

Once the brake is installed, variations

are uncontrollable. Consequently it is of

the utmost importance that the installa-

tion be made in the first place, to secure,

and maintain as nearly constant as may
I)e, the most favoralilc I)rake shoe surface

condition. The cliief consideration in this

connection, when using metal shoes, is the

temperature of the rubbing surfaces of

shoe and wheel during the stop. It must
be realized that only a very thin film of

the shoe and Vheel metal are actually un-

dergoing the abrasive action, offering the

resistance we call friction, and the foot

pounds of work being done is so great

that extremely high temperatures are

quickly developed at the working surfaces.

The Pennsylvania-Westinghouse Brake

Tests revealed much important data. The
performance of cast iron brake shoes

varies between wide limits. The ordinar-

ily-assigned causes for this variation (such

as speed and time of action) become

active chiefly as they affect the tempera-

ture of the working metal of the brake

shoe and wheel.

The brake shoe bearing area and con-

sequently the generation of heat in the

working metal and the resultant co-

efficient of friction varies considerably

during the progress of a single stop and

to a greater degree as the fit of the shoe

to the wheel may change, due to warping

or continued rubbing. Due to this effect

alone the emergency stopping distance

from 60 M. P. H. may change iiy as much
as 20 per cent.

The use of two shoes per wheel instead

of one will result in a higher coefficient

of friction and less wear per unit of work
done, the durability under clasp brake

conditions being about 40 per cent, greater

than under single shoe conditions, b'langed

shoes provide more available area than

unflanged shoes and, when worn in, may
shorten the stops about 12 per cent.

The use of two shoes per wheel per-

mits a design of rigging which makes pos-

sible the use of flanged shoes without

danger of pinching the flanges, thus elim-

inating excessive flange wear or non-uni-

form brake forces which result when
flanged shoes are used with rigid beam

connections. The wear of flanged shoes

is about 20 per cent, less than unflanged

shoes.

In brake tests previous to the Pennsyl-

vania-Westinghouse Tests of 1913, the

average of two, or at the most three,

stops under a particular set of conditions

was thought sufficient to establish the

average performance of the train, but ob-

servations during those tests and a con-

sideration of comparative records revealed

many instances of variations in perform-

ance which could not be accounted for by

any known differences in the equipment,

adjustment or manipulation. A study of

previous tests from this point of view led

to the conchisiim tliat variable factors ex-
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istcd, of which no accurate record had

been obtained, nor indeed was sufficient

data available to show definitely the ex-

tent of such variable performance as was

indicated. The determination of the

amount and cause of such variations in

performance as might result under sup-

posedly constant conditions was made the

subject of special study in the 1913 tests.

For this purpose a series of so-called

check runs was scheduled, one test to be

made at the beginning and another at the

end of each day's work, all conditions for

these check runs being kept the same as

far as possible throughout the entire series

of tests. These stops were all made from

a speed of 60 M. P. H. with the complete

train, standard braking conditions on the

locomotive, electro pneumatic equipment,

150 per cent, braking ratio and plain shoes

on cars. As anticipated, it was found

that even when the tests were run under

supposedly identical conditions, a wide

variation in performance was obtained.

One scries of these runs, made under

identical conditions, as far as they could

be controlled, affords a striking example

of how brake shoe condition alone may
affect the length of stop when other con-

ditions are apparently constant. The
average of the first five runs of this series

was 1,310 ft. From the experience gained

in previous tests it was evident that the

shoe condition during the period when

these tests were made, was not as good

as could be expected after a further

wearing in of the shoes. This shoe condi-

tion would not have attracted particular

attention ordinarily ; and, furthermore, the

five tests under the same set of conditions

would usually be considered ample to es-

tablish the average performance of the

equipment without further question.

However, knowing the importance of

what might be considered but a slight

change in brake shoe condition, many
more runs were made with the result that

the shoe bearing was greatly improved

and the average of the last five compara-

tive check runs was 1,121 ft. Here, then,

is a difference of nearly 200 ft. between

the average of five tests made after the

shoe condition was known to be good and

the average of five other tests made some
time before the shoes had been well worn
in. This shows the necessity for check-

ing by repeated tests, under as nearly as

possible the same conditions, in order to

detect influences which may not be appar-

ent without such careful checking and yet

would have an important effect on the

value of the comparisons.

The "mean coefficient of friction," that

is, the average coefficient of brake shoe

friction during the stop is the factor

usually mentioned in discussing stops.

But it should always be borne in mind
that this is a fictitious value, representing,

as nearly as may he, the aggregate effect

of the resistances which are varying more
or less during the stopping of the train.

These variations are quite consistent and

characteristic in quality, although they

vary considerably in quantity.

The Galton-Westinghouse tests were

the first to establish the character of

these variations. With constant brake

cylinder pressure a fairly uniform retarda-

tion c.xibts for a considerable portion of

the time during which a train is being

stopped from a high speed. But as the

stopping point is approached and the

speed becomes say 25 to 30 M. H. P., this

uniform deceleration is replaced by a con-

tinually increasing retardation until a very

high retardation is reached just as the

train comes to a standstill. We now
know that the fairly constant retardation

during the middle portion of the stop,

notwithstanding the continual decrease in

speed, is due chiefly to the fact that the

limit of tlie heat carrying capacity of the

metal brake shoe is reached very shortly

after the brakes become fully effective.

For some time thereafter the work being

done and the corresponding temperature

being imparted to the metal particles in

working or abrasive contact is so great

per unit of time, that the shoe cannot con-

duct the heat away fast enough to pre-

vent the contact particles becoming red

or white hot. or even gasified, producing

a substantially uniform, "molten metal"

condition of the rubbing surfaces, the

friction being still further reduced by the

roller action of the particles torn off and

being carried along by the surface of the

wheel. This continues until as the speed

is reduced until a point is reached where

the generation of heat is no longer beyond

the conductive capacity of the shoe metal.

The temperature of the rubbing sur-

faces then becomes lower, the abraided

metal particles are ground off at a rela-

tively low temperature, and therefore at a

relatively higher tensile and crushing

strength. Hence the rapid rise in retarda-

tion beginning at the point in the stop

where the brake shoe ceases to throw oflf

sparks and begins to discharge non-in-

candescent particles of metal.

When using high braking force to stop

from relatively low speeds, the contact

surfaces do not become so hot, and con-

sequently there is an almost continuous

rise in the retardation line due, first, to the

effect of the increasing brake cylinder

pressure, and thereafter, when the brake

cylinder pressure becomes constant, to the

decreasing temperature and better inter-

locking of the shoe and wheel metal at

lower speeds.

Concluding this section of his paper,

Mr. Dudley said: "The brake shoe,

therefore, being a mechanical device, of

inherently low efficiency, should be fa-

vored in every possible way, such as by

advantageous location on the wheels, by a

proper disposition of forces applied there-

to, by the use of two shoes per wheel, or

other means, so as to insure maximum
area of working surface in order to main-

tain as high and as constant a coefficient

of friction as can be secured. Where

such precautions are not observed and

where stops are made with brake shoes

not well worn to the wheel, variations of

20 per cent, or more in length of stop

may be expected, due to variations in

brake shoe performance alone. The rela-

tively light service pressures and slow

speeds of every-day service braking, fa-

vor the production of a shoe surface well

worn to the wheel and correspondingly

better performance when an emergency

arises."

Improved Car Flooring.

The problem of how to reduce the noise

incident to train operation and make
travel more pleasant, has engaged the at-

tention of many car constructors. Some
headway had been made recently, when
the problem seems to have been solved

after much experimenting by Mr. C. B.

Young, chief mechanical engineer of the

C. B. & Q. Kailroad. He has devised

a new system of car flooring, which with

a number of other unusual features, has

been embodied in a lot of new chair cars,

coaches and smoking cars, just placed in

service on the Burlington's through

trains, and greatly appreciated by the

travelling public.

The new method comprises a sub-floor,

consisting of 1/16 in. steel plate at first

applied, next a layer of insulating paper

on top of which is laid a one-inch course

of specially prepared hair felt, then comes

a 9/16 in. air space over which is placed

a specially constructed Yz in. metal floor-

ing, so shaged as to provide an anchor-

age for the composition flooring which is

spread over it. This flooring is in reality

a magnesite cement, laid in a plastic state.

It sets, after standing, but always remains

more or less flexible, and is not, therefore,

subject to disintegration due to the con-

tinual vibration. The aisles are laid with

strips of interlocking rubber, placed flush

with the composition flooring.

It is obvious, as Mr. Young claims, that

a floor with a very high sound and

weather insulation, which can be kept

clean and in a sanitary condition, and at

the same time posesses economical advan-

tages and durable qualities, is the ideal

flooring, and when to this is superadded

a complete quieting of the noise and dis-

agreeable vibrations incident to the older

type of car floors, it must be admitted that

the Burlington has made an important ad-

vance in the right direction, and one which

is sure to come into popular favor.

Progress on the Alaskan Railways.

Plans for the coming season on the

.\laskan railways include the construction

of all bridges in the Seward division, and

by next fall the old railroad between

Seward and Mile 71 will be completed

and readv for heavy traffic.
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The Street Mechanical Stoker

Design—Operation and Gro^vi;h of Its Application

The Street Locomotive Stoker is what

is known as the "scatter" type, that is, it

spreads the coal over the surface of the

fire. The Street machine is designed to

take screened coal on the tank, and the

tank is provided with a screen in the bot-

tom of the coal space, through which the

coal must pass before entering the stoker

proper. Beneath this screen there is a

screw conveyor, which carries the coal to

the locomotive, where it falls into a hop-

per located below the conveyor deck.

From this hopper it is, by means of an

endless chain conveyor, carried to a p.i;ni

livered. A convenient adjusting arrange-

ment is provided to regulate this.

This feature of delivering the finer

particles of coal through the center dis-

tributor is one of considerable value, as

it prevents a large percentage of this ma-

terial from going out of the stack and be-

ing lost.

One of the most important features of

the Street Locomotive Stoker is the vari-

able speed engine, which drives the mech-

anism. This engine is provided with seven

different speeds, and the machine can be

set at nny one of these seven speeds, and

MECHANISM OF THE STREET LOCOMOTIVE STOKER.

above the fire door, where it passes over

a screen, and then falls through three

openings in the back head (which are

separate and independent of the fire door

in the firebox) and through these openings

it is blown into the firebox by a steam

jet. One of these openings is placed di-

rectly above the center of the fire door,

and one at each side thereof. The screen,

referred to above, removes the finer par-

ticles from the coal, and delivers them to

the center distributor, above the fire door.

The coarser particles pass over the screen.

and are divided between the right and

left-hand tubes.

The screen is circular in form, and pro-

vided with openings of four different

sizes, and the quantity of coal delivered

to the center distributor depends upon the

lize of opening through which it is de-

will continue to run at that speed, re-

gardless of the load which it has to carry.

This enables the fireman to set the ma-

chine to feed a fixed and regular amount
of coal into the firebox, and then, as the

conditions require, to increase, or de-

crease, the rate of speed, and then come

back to the original point. In other

words, it gives him a fixed and known
point at which he can set the stoker to

feed, increase or decrease rate of speed,

and then come back to original point.

The first Street stoker was placed on a

locomotive in 1909, and up to the present

date over thirteen hundred of them have

been delivered and are in regular service.

About the first time that the machine

could be considered as beyond the experi-

mental stage was in 1912, and in that

vcar 174 machines were shipped. In 1913

there were 196 placed in service, in 1914,

167; in 191S, 252, and in 1916, 450. This

gives an idea of the rapid and regular

growth of the Street stoker business.

Railway Gauges.

The Great Western railway of Eng-
land was opened in 1838 with a gauge of

7 ft., and for some years all extensions

were similar. The difficulties of trans-

shipment from other roads having the 4

ft. S'/i in. gauge became intolerable, but.

like everything else British, it lasted a

long time. Finally in 1892 the change

was made with a degree of rapidity that

would be difficult to surpass. Many of

the best authorities now agree that it

would have been better if the narrow

gauge had been changed to the wider one,

hut the overwhelming majority, as usual,

right or wrong, carried the day.

Mount Royal TunneL

The Mount Royal tunnel of the Cana-

dian Northern is completed with the ex-

ception of laying a double track. The

excavations are in progress for the site

of the company's permanent station, plans

for which have been prepared by Warren

& Wetmore, New York. Six electric lo-

comotives are in course of construction

and will shortly be engaged in conveying

the rock through the tunnel to the Carter-

ville yards.

Russian Railways.

The new line from Petrograd to Alex-

androosk, extending to 930 miles, has been

completed. It runs over 100 miles north-

cast to Kem, a small port on the western

coast of the White sea. Turning to the

northwest, it reaches the most westerly

point of the White sea. The road then

follows the western shore to Alexan-

ilroosk, in Katherine Harbor. Much of

tlie new equipment was made in America.

New Shops on the Grand Trunk.

The construction of new repair shops on

the Grand Trunk at Port Huron, Mich.,

has been begun to replace those recently

destroyed by fire. The cost will be ap-

proximately $1,000,000. The site to be

used for buildings and track will extend

over 55 acres. The equipment will be the

most modern.

Flat Cars for Automobiles.

The shortage of cars for conveying

automobiles has induced some of the

western railroads to supply flat cars for

the purpose. The Los Angeles & Salt

Lake recently sent SO flat cars from Los

Angeles, Cal., to the Buick Motor Com-
pany plant at Flint, Mich., where they

were loaded with l.SO machines, and at

once moved in a special train to Los An-

geles.
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Eliminating the Human Agency.

Snmc years aK<> wlieii the feeling of

.lyinpathy among mankind was becoming

a quality in which the public took an in-

creasing interest, there grew up the idea

that the protection of workmen was a

matter of grave importance and manu-

facturers and railroads responded to the

popular sentiment. One of the examples

of this is the "dead man"s handle"' which

is now very largely used on electric tram-

ways and railroads. This handle shuts

off the electric current from the m.itors

and applies the brake in the emergency,

if for any reason the motorman relaxes

the pressure of his hand on the button in

the controller handle. This does not re-

quire the motorman to drop dead, if he

is incapacitated or faints, the mechanism

acts for his own and the pulilic safety.

The automatic stop signal, though not

at present extensively adopted, is an ap-

pliance that is of the greatest possible

value to train crew and to the public alike.

It takes full cognizance of a hitherto un-

studied phase of railroad operation, which

has too long been kept out of sight or

ignored. The stop signal deals with the

railroad heresy that all men will act alike

in a given set of circumstances. Acci-

dent investigations have revealed the fact

that the mental makeup of a man is the

determining factor in his behavior. Pro-

mulgating a rule or an order or showing a

signal, does not guarantee safety nnr does

it insure its being obeyed.

.^ny one of these simply shows limv

safely may l>c easily and readily obtained.

The stiip signal not only shows this but it

enforces its view of the case beyond the

possibility of wavering or delay. The stop

signal will one day be as cummonplace as

the air brake is today.

When the vertical plane coupler was in-

troduced it eliminated much human suf-

fering liy the lessening of accidents. Pre-

vious t" its coming a man had to go be-

tween approaching cars and in the brief

interval allowed him, raise one end of a

link so that it would enter the other

(Irawliar. Between rapidly moving cars,

this was almost equivalent to a man ad-

justing, liy hand, a small piece of iron

on an anvil, before a powerfully wielded

sledge could be struck swiftly down on

the iron. There was not even provision

for automatically placing the pin of the

drawbar, and the whole arrangement and

procedure looks to us today as crude as

it was barliarous.

Tiie vertical plane coupler did away

with all this. Init the process of changing

from the link-and-pin to the vertical

plane, was comparatively slow, and the

idea had to stand the well founded opposi-

tion that in car interchange troulile was

to be experienced during the transition

period. This trouble was met by having

a pin-hole in the knuckle and a central

slot in the knuckle for the link to enter,

when a link was necessary. The walls of

the knuckle around the pin-hole were

quite thill and rules dealing with the

cracks to uc permitted were framed by

the M. C. B. .\ssociation and a sort of

railroad tiiodus fivendi, was arrived at

and worked very well until the gradual

replacement of the liiik-aml-pin drawbar

by the vertical plane coupler was ...mi-

111 t'.e cases just given, the dead man's

handle, the stop signal and the vertical

plane coupler there is one principle, aside

from safety considerations, that is clearly

exemplified. It is the elimination, as tar

as possible, of the personal equation.

Human agency, wherever it can be, is

robbed of the dangerous element of choice.

Want of skill, misunderstanding, and de-

lay are removed, and a desire for "ma-

chine-made" conduct is apparent. Not

only this but the reduction of human

effort, bodily as well as mental, is also

one of the ends in view.

If we go a step further and consider

hose connectors between cars, we would

find many conditions and advantages

which would urge its adoption also. A
connector in any desirable and efficient

form, is the natural and logical sequence

of the adoption of the vertical plane

coupler. ^VhiIe its use would add to

safety, its greatest advantages would lie

found in the making up and handling of

trains. It would unquestionably save

time by eliminating human agency, and

this is in line with the trend of railway

appliance-design and railroad operation

today. The design of the connector, if

correct, would reduce the right-angle

bends in the train line and hence would

reduce the friction to the flow of the air.

It would cause less bending and kinking

of the rubber hose and would provide an

efficient train line whether or not the hose

l>e frozen. Much time would, in any case,

be saved.

The question of interchange might be

raised as an argument against the con-

nector, and in favor of leaving things

as they are. If this view had prevailed

when the vertical plane coupler was up

for discussion we might still have the

crude link-and-pin drawbar in use, today.

Provision for the inconvenience to be ex-

perienced in the changing, was made and

everyone accepted it and all tiltimately

profited by it. Profit is the inevitable con-

comitant of every progressive change in

equipment on a railroad, especially if the

change be in a desirable form of auto-

matic equipment. There is no escape

from it, and probable inconvenience dur-

ing the transition period can never form

a valid excuse for holding to a poor ar-

rangement with a better one in sight.

Provision can be made for connector in-

terchange, and car men and all concerned

can manage the transformation as they

did with the vertical plane coupler.

The M. C. B. .Association might with

profit appoint a committee to consider

this whole subject and by so doing, round

out the work they begun by eliminating al-

together human agency in the matter of

car coupling on the railways of the coun-

try where conservation of time in hand-

ling is becoming a most important and

pressing necessity.

Steel Substituted for Other MateriaL

.\t uiie oi the regular meciiaiiical de-

partment meetings of a prominent rail-

way, where the good of the service is dis-

cussed in a scnsi'ile and very practical

way, the su'nject of using cast steel top

checks for locomotive boilers was taken

up. It was thought that the boiler

check might be made of this material in-

stead of brass, and that thereby a saving

would be effected. Some saiiplcs had

lieen submitted at a previous meciin? and

it had been deciiled at the former gather-

ing to have one tried on a branch line

and one in the bad water district.

The reports of these trials were now
submitted and were entirely satisfactory,

indicating that one style of check, in the

sizes required, was applicable to all

engines. It was decided to put cast steel

boiler checks on each engine that went

through the shop, and that in time steel

would become standard in this particular

all over the line and the lirass boiler

checks would be scrapped. The bodies of

these checks are to be of cast steel and

the fittings are brass, as formerly; the

patterns for bodies have been recalled

from bronze metal companies and sent to

cast steel foundries.
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The subject of the breakages of driving

shoes and wedges was also brought for-

ward and the suggestion was made that

cast steel in place of grey iron might be

used for these parts. The patterns were

to be sent to a firm of steel makers and

cast steel will be used in future. At the

meeting evidence was presented that a

trial was not now necessary- as the cast

steel shoes and wedges had on a former

occasion proved themselves efficient for

the work required.

Picks for track men and others on

this road had been previously purchased

outside and for the year about 2.228 of

them had been bought. At the company's

shop a pick was developed made from an

old steel tire at a cost of 15 cents each.

The total cost of those picks bought

outside had come to $690.68. while those

made by the railway had reached a total

cost of $289.64, making a clear saving

of $401.04 for a year's consumption. This

is a good example of how old material

may be put to good use with thought

and a little shop work.

Reports showed that track hand

chisels were not, as a rule, sent into the

mechanical department shop for repairs,

many of the track men lav-ing them aside

and asking for new ones. It was shown

at this meeting that if the rule requiring

them to be sent in is followed a prob-

able saving of 5' 4 cents on each would

be the probable result. Master mechanics

and superintendents were notified of

what the shop authorities were prepared

to accomplish with the chisels when they

were turned in so that greater quanti-

ties might be handled, and the promised

saving would redound to the credit of

the mechanical department and to the

engineering staff on each division.

Second-hand steel tired wheels have

been used under cabooses with great satis-

faction. These second-hand steel tired

wheels had also been applied to cinder

cars and were found to be most service-

able under these cars. This is a case in

which more mileage is obtainable out of

old material by lessening the severity of

the service to which it is put. as an old

steam boiler which has its pressure re-

duced.

The Chilled Iron Car Wheel.

In another column of this issue will be

found a digest of a paper recently read by

Mr. Geo. W. Lyndon, president of the

Association of Manufacturers of Chilled

Car Wheels, before the Canadian Railway

Oub. In this paper Mr. Lyndon speaks of

the growing requirements of railways for

wheels to stand up under the enormous

loads now hauled as compared with

those of twenty years ago. He shows that

the chilled car wheel may have its flange

thickened by 3/16 of an inch, without

altering the distance between the running

rail and the guard rail at switches, frogs.

bridges, or curves. Xo alteration in the

track is required and the weight of the

wheel would only be increased by about

25 pounds.

This seems to be a most desirable im-

provement, and it can be made with little

or no trouble and at an exceedingly slight

increase in cost.- The necessity for a

strong flange is something that no one will

deny and this requirement is all the more

urgent when we consider the increased

flange pressure which modern loads have

put upon it Chilled iron is a particularly

good material for ordinary freight car

wheels, as the hardness of the tread is

fully up to or e.xceeds that of high carbon

tool steel. The distribution of the com-

bined carbon varies in the chilled iron

wheel when it is formed, and by the use of

a chill mould the tread and hub are made

to differ in composition. The melted

metal holds carbon in solution, and the

sudden cooling of the moulten mass at and

near the chill mould, "sets" the chemically

combined carbon and iron in the form of

carbide of iron (FcjC). This alloy is very

hard and yet the property of chilled iron

permits its hardness to be shaded off by

almost imperceptible degrees to the hub,

where the iron is softer, owing to there

being less combined carbon. This feature

gives the wheel its gripping hold on the

axle, when pressed on.

We have the chilled tread composed of

what is called '"cementite," having in it

about 3li per cent of combined carbon.

.\t the hub there is about SVi per cent of

graphite but no combined carbon

(cementite) but there is plenty of "ferrite"

or pure soft iron. The chill action, as it

were, automatically puts the hard,

cementite at the tread to resist wear, and

the purer iron at the hub to hold firmly

to. and without splitting at. the axle.

It is the hope of the chilled car wheel

manufacturers that the total weights of

the various wheels suitable for modern

heavy loads will be made greater. .\

committee of the M. C. B. .\ssociation has

this matter in hand now. The form of

wheel and contour of the tread are to be

taken up. The present form of tread,

which has a slope of 1 in 20. has proved

satisfactory in the past, and it adapts

itself without alteration to the inclined

rail, which is being introduced on a num-

ber of important railway systems. The

whole subject is one of vital interest and

merits the painstaking consideration

which manufacturers and railway men

are now taking in it.

terious paper shortage and probably aid

in reducing the enormous increase in price

to which the commodity has risen. The

railroads are usually prompt enough to

lend a helping hand in any good cause,

and it is indeed puzzling to know why an

article composed of such simple elements

so easily found and manufactured in

.America should rise to such unwonted

cost. The appalling war in Europe, of

course, is given as the chief cause, but

even a child knows that the belligerents

are not firing paper bullets at each other.

A good deal of paper is being used in

the divergent notes issued by the bellig-

erents, and some of our own officials and

other neutrals have been using a good

deal to little purpose. The subject is one

into which a government inquiry is being

made, and it is to be hoped that in the

interest of the public generally and pub-

lishers particularly, a reasonable reduc-

tion will be made in the near future.

Liquid Fuel for Locomotives.

One of the earliest applications of oil

fuel for steam raising was in locomotive

practice, the pioneer in this work being

Professor Urquhart. who utilized with

great success the waste residuals of Rus-

sian petroleum, known as astatki and maz-

out, when he was engineer of Grazi-

Tsaritsin Railway in Southeastern Russia.

In the year 1899 Professor Urquhart

read a paper before the Institution of Me-

chanical Engineers, in which he stated that

he had 143 locomotives burning this fuel

oil, besides fifty stationary boilers and

several furnaces. The burner used by this

pioneer worker was a steam burner and it

has been generally considered that the

steam burner was the right apparatus for

locomotive work. In later years, however,

considerable progress has been made in

the application of the pressure burner, it

having been successfully applied to loco-

motives on South .\merican railways.

New Westinghouse Plant.

The Westinghouse l-:iectric & Manufac-

turing Company has purchased aliout

500 acres of ground at Hssington. near

Philadelphia, fronting the Delaware river,

where it is being planned to rear a group

of buildings with appliances for the con-

struction of the larger kind of steam tur-

bines, condensers and reduction gears.

The initial development will cost aliout

$6,000,000. The plant will give employ-

ment to several thousand people, and un-

doubtedly will in the future rival the

company's East Pittsburgh plant.

Railroads and the Paper Shortage;

The example of the Lehigh Railroad in

collecting waste paper is an excellent one,

and as elsewhere reported steps are being

taken by all of the railroads entering New
Vork to utilize every scrap of paper hith-

erto burned at intervals to meet the mys-

Improvements on the Lehigh Valley.

Tlie electrification of the main line of

the Lehigh X'alley through the Pennsyl-

vania mountains, and the four-tracking of

the main line from the coal fields to New
Vork is under consideration.
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Air Brake Department
Operation of the L iiiversal V'alve in Emergency and (Graduated

Release Positions

In the description of the operation of

the universal valve of the UC brake equip-

ment, we have explained release and

charging and service application positions,

in last month's issue concluding with the

statement that when a brake pipe reduc-

tion ceases the lowering of auxiliary and

service reservoir pressures below that of

the brake pipe pressure permits the brake

valve are affected in a similar manner,

the emergency piston and graduating

valve closing off the escape from the

quick-action chamber and quick-action

closing chamber pressures through the

emergency slide valve and emergency

slide valve exhaust port to the atmos-

phere. .\ further reduction in brake pipe

jiressnrr merely results in a movement of

brake cylinder pressures become higher

than the pressure remaining in the brake

pipe, when the equalizing piston will travel

its full stroke, leaving the service port in

the equalizing slide valve open. It may
be well to note at this time that the emer-

gency piston will also keep the <|uick-

action chaml]cr and quick-action dosini;

chambers n-ducod cqiially with the brake

AUXILIARY BRfKE LARGE EMERGENCY SERVICE

RESERVOIR. PIPeX RESERV0IR__—RESERVOIR
BRAKE SMALL EMERGENCy
CYLINDER RESERVOIR

BRAKE CVLINOEB

—

EXHAUST

UNIVERS.VL \ \1 \ i: IX SERVICE LAP POSITION.

pipe pressure to become higher and move
the equalizing piston and graduating valve

to what is known as lap position. This

movement occurs provided that the brake

pipe reduction ceases before the point of

equalization between the auxiliary and

service reservoirs and the brake cylinder

is reached. In this event, the equalizing

piston and graduating valve are moved
just far enough downward to close the

service port in the equalizing slide valve

and stop the flow from the auxiliary and

service reservoirs to the brake cylinder.

The emergency piston and graduating

the pistons and graduating valves men-

tioned, permitting more auxiliary and

service reservoir pressure to pass to the

brake cylinders and permitting a further

reduction from the quick action and quick-

action closing chambers to escape to the

atmosphere. The brake cylinder pressure

is at such times limited to the adjustment

of the safety valve, which opens at 62 lbs.

and closes at 60 lbs.

There is no other movement of the por-

tions of the universal valve unless the

brake pipe reduction continues to a point

where the auxiliarj- service reservoir and

pipe pressure, until such time as the brake

pipe pressure becomes weaker than the

tension of the protection valve spring,

when an emergency or quick-action ap-

plication will occur.

A quick-action or emergency applica-

tion of the brake is caused by the brake

pipe pressure escaping at a faster rate

than that at which the quick-action cham-

ber and quick-action closing chamber

pressures can escape through the emer-

gency slide valve exhaust port to the

atmosphere. When this occurs, the equal-

izing piston assumes the same position as in
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service, while the emergency slide valve

travels its full stroke, opening the back of

the intercepting valve and high pressure

valves through the release slide valve to

the atmosphere. At the same time the

quick-action chamber and quick-action

closing chambers are momentarily opened

to quick-action piston chamber, but when

the emergency piston has moved the emer-

gency slide valve to its full stroke, the

quick-action closing chamber drains away

through a port in the quick-action piston

at such a rate that normally the quick-

action piston is held off its seat for a

space of about 10 seconds, holding the

quick-action valve off its seat and dis-

charging the remainder of the brake pipe

tercepting valve through the action of the

high pressure valve, which serves as a

pilot valve for the intercepting valve ; then

the intercepting valve spring promptly re-

turns the intercepting valve to its original

position, separating the brake cylinder

and service reservoir pressure, and per-

mits the emergency reservoir pressure to

equalize with that pressure already ob-

tained in the brake cylinder.

With the present arrangement the small

emergency reservoir only equalizes with

the brake cylinder in emergency, and the

amount of brake cylinder pressure devel-

oped depends entirely upon the size of the

small emergency reservoir. However, if

desired, the large emergency reservoir

brakes may be obtained at any time dur-

ing or after a service brake application;

it is only necessary for the rate of brake

pipe reduction to exceed the capacity of

the emergency slide valve port to dis-

charge air from the quick action and
quick-action closing chambers to the at-

mosphere.

If the brake pipe pressure reduces

through leakage, or from any other cause,

below the tension of the protection valve

spring, this spring opens the emergency

piston chamber to the atmosphere through

the port holes in the protection valve cap

nut, by moving the protection valve from
its atmospheric seat to its brake pipe seat,

and such a reduction e.xceeds the capacity

AUXILIARY BRAKE LARGE EMERGENCY SERVICE

RESER\ OIR—__J'IPE \ RESERV0IR_-^^RESERV0IR
BRAKE SMALL EMERGENCY
CYLINDER RESERVOIR

BRAKE CYLINDER -^Vt
EXHAUST

UNIVER.SAL VALVE IN EMERCF.NCY POSITION.

pressure to the atmosphere. At this time

the emergency slide valve has opened a

communication from the brake cylinder

to the quick-action chamber, keeping the

quick-action chamber and the emergency

slide valve bushing at brake cylinder pres-

sure in order that the emergency slide

valve may not become unseated.

The discharge of brake pipe pressure

through the quick-action valve opening

propagates quick action throughout the

train, while the first movement of the in-

tercepting valve instantly equalizes the

pressure between the service and auxiliary

reservoir and the brake cylinder and the

same equalization is effective on the in-

volume or any volume may be added to

give any desired emergency brake cylin-

der pressure to produce the braking ratio

for emergency applications. As this ac-

tion occurs, the cut-off valve cuts the

safety valve off from communication with

the brake cylinder and the maximum pres-

sure developed in the brake cylinder is

retained to the point of stop. This higher

emergency brake cylinder pressure is pre-

vented by flowing back into the service

and auxiliary reservoirs Ijy the action of

the intercepting valve and the service port

ball check valve shown in the equalizing

portion. It will be understood that the

emergency or quick-action application of

of the emergency slide valve to expand
the pressure from the chambers in the

bracket and the same quick action appli-

cation occurs. The release after an emer-

gency application is accomplished by in-

creasing the brake pipe pressure a trifle

above the pressure at which the service,

auxiliary reservoir and the brake cylinder

have equalized. Normally, with 110 lbs.

brake pipe pressure this will be at some
figure between 85 and 90 lbs., depending

somewhat upon the brake cylinder piston

travel.

As the brake pipe pressure has been dis-

charged the quick-action valve will have
been returned to its seat by the quick-
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action valve sprinR. and when the brake

pipe pressure asain cxceeils tlic tension

of the protection valve spring, the protec-

tion valve will l)e forced froin its brake

pipe scat to its atmospheric seat : the emer-

gency piston and slide valve will be moved

to their release position as the brake cyl-

inder pressure reduces thronsh the move-

ment ot the e<inali/ing piston and slide

valves and the consequent ninvement of

the release slide valve structure and the

opening of the brake cylinder exhaust

port, tlie high pressure valve will be re-

turned to its seat with the assistance of

the valve is shown in graduated release,

that is, the graduated release cap is shown

in grailuated release position, and to show

the direct release it must be assumed that

the graduated release cap is in the position

as sliown detached.

.\ssuining first a direct release, auxil-

iary reservoir pressure will at all times

be elTeotive on the lower side of the grad-

uated release piston as the position of the

release piston cylinder cover, or graduated

release cap, will insure this. When the

brake pipe pressure is then increased above

that in the auxiliary reservoir the equal-

the small end of the charging valve;

therefore, as soon as auxiliary reservoir

pressure exceeds that in the service res-

ervoir the charging valve is opened and

the service reservoir is nromptly charged

from the large emergency or as some-

times termed (juick recharge reservoir. If

the valve is being operated in graduated

release positimi, the port openings in the

graduated release cap wi!l be such that

large- emergency reservoir pressure will

be cffecti%e on the upper side of the charg-

ing valve piston and the charging valve

cannot be lilted and the service reservoir

lOXIUARY

BESEBVOIB

SMALL EMERGENCY

RESERVOIR

SRAKE CVLINOER

EXHAUST

f.NIVKRS.M. VALVK IX RELE.VSl-: .\ND CHARGINT. POSITION.

the high pressure valve >|)riim. ami the

<:ut-oflf valve spring will return the cut-

off valve to its original position, opening

a communication between the brake cylin-

<ier and the safety valve.

The various parts of the universal valve

are then in the position shown for release

and charging, and the charging of the

reservoirs and chambers takes place as

explained in the comments on this posi-

tion.

It has been made clear that this descrip-

tion will have no reference to the electric

operation of the valve until after the

pneumatic operation has been fully ex-

plained. There is. however, another fea-

ture, of graduated release, that is not at

the present time in use. In the drawings

i ing piston and slide valve will promptly

move to release position, and the release

liiston and slide valve will follow in ac-

cordance with the port openings thus

made. However, if the graduated release

cap is in graduated release position, it

will be observed that emergency reservoir

pressure is effective on the under side of

the graduated release piston, so that when

the equalizing slide valve moves to serv-

ice position, the graduated release piston

follows to the limit of its travel.

In the first place, or in direct release.

the present arrangement of universal

valve provides for a prompt charging of

the service reservoir through the service

reservoir charging valve by maintaining

service reservoir pressure on the top or

charged until such time as the auxiliary

reservoir pressure has been raised to a

figure within 5 lbs. of that in the emer-

gency reservoir.

In graduated release position, if the

brake pipe pressure is promptly restored

and maintained near the adjustment of the

brake pipe feed valve, the release of the

brake will be direct, that is. graduation

will net be atteinpted and the brake pipe

and emergency reservoir pressure becom-

ing equal will permit the graduated release

piston spring to return the valve to its

normal position and the equalizing piston

and slide valve can be moved to release

position without hindrance. If the brake

nipe increase ceases before the maximum

is reached, tliat is. if the brake valve ban-
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die is returned to lap position before full

brake pipe pressure is obtained, the grad-

uated release piston will stop the move-

ment of the equalizing slide valve in what

is known as graduated release position in

which there is an inflow of pressure from

the emergency reservoir through the re-

lease slide valve, and as a result the equal-

izing piston will be returned part way
toward application position and far

enough to reverse the movement of the

graduating valve and the release piston

structure will be moved to application po-

sition, retaining the pressure in the brake

cylinder that has not escaped when the

vahe first started to release the brake

cylinder pressure.

In this manner the pressure may be

graduate<i out of the brake cylinders in

any quantity desired and in proportion to

the increase in brake pipe pressure. When
desired to effect a complete release, the

brake pipe pressure need only be mani-

tained to the adjustment of the brake

pipe feed valve.

The graduation merely involves a move-

ment of the equalizing piston and grad-

uating valve, which in turn results in tlie

movement of the release piston structure

to- and from release position. Each time

the movement of the equalizing piston and

graduating valve reverses the release slide

valve structure, the inflow of emergency

reservoir pressure to the au.xiliary res-

ervoir ceases, so that the auxiliary reser-

voir is charged equally with the brake

pipe regardless of the rate at which the

brake pipe pressure is increased. If the

equalizing portion is returned to release

position and no graduation is desired, the

auxiliary reservoir is promptly charged

from the large emergency reservoir with

the service reservoir cut off so that there

is no drain whatever in the pressure in

the brake pipe while the brakes on the

train are releasing.

There are certain reasons for this ac-

tion which will be explained in connec-

tion with defects that are likely to be en-

countered in the operation of the univer-

sal valve, and a more thorough under-

standing of the object of the design of the

universal valve will be obtained from a

study of a revised code of tests which

will be printed in a future issue with

illustrations of the test rack and will tluis

aft'ord our readers much information.

Oils, Fats and Greases

Miscroscopic Conditions of Bearinji Surfaces—The Theory of Lubrication—Friction and Other Losses Entailed

by Motion—The Oil Film, Its Properties—The Surface Tension of Liquids—Lubricating

Superheater Locomotive Cylinders

The consideration of lubricants of any

kind is likely by the "law of association"

in the mind to call up the idea of friction.

There are two kinds of friction usually

considered, the friction of rest or static

friction ; and kinetic friction of that of

bodies in contact when moving relatively

over one another.

The general theory of friction may be

stated by saying that no matter how
smooth the surfaces in contact may ap-

pear, they are relatively rough when seen

through a microscope. A smooth surface,

as we would call it. is a surface made up

of iimumcrable scratches and the smaller

and liner the scratches are. the smuother

the surface is. A carefully liured cylinder,

when worn as it becomes in time, has re-

duced the possibly perceptible tool marks

to minute scratches, probably placed in

line with the Id and fro niutinn of tlu-

piston.

The condition of the two surfaces in

contact would probably look, uiidir a

microscope, like a "bastard" lile moving

over the surface of a "smooth" file with

this difference that the hills and hollows

would not be regularly spaced as they are

in a tile but would be large and small on

both flics, and following no particular or

settled direction.

it is easy to see that in order to move
such surfaces, one over the other, the

uppermost file would have to slide up the

sides of the trough-like irregularities of

the other, and would lift itself up .so as to

clear the crests of the ridges and then

catch on the next series of crests. This

lifting and falling of the uppermost or

movable surface constitutes useless work.

and the tearing away and breaking oft' of

the crests of the scratch-ridges requires

work to be done on them and this gen-

erates heat, all of which must be paid for

by an enforced tax on the machine, the

axle, the wheel, or the bearings as the

cafe may be, and paid for in the form we
call friction, which is represented by un-

productive work and the wear of material.

If the scratches coincided sufficiently to

produce a rhythmic rise and fall of the

movable bearing, we would have a series

of jolts or pulsations so timed as to pro-

duce a "musical" note, like that made by a

grasshojiper as he scrapes, with his

roughened legs, on the edges of his wing

cases, while he flies. This may account

for the singing sound made by a very dry

car journal when the car is moved about

in the yard or the squeaking of a rusty

hinge on a garden gate.

TIic function of a lubricant which de-

stroys any sound of squeaking and re-

duces wear, is to bathe both contact sur-

faces in oil. The car journal and its bear-

ing, iron and brass, the latter often filled

with some anti-friction metal, are such

that the tearing down of the high ridges

of either is less violent in their case and

so is accompanied with less friction than

other metal surfaces would pi-oducc. The

starting of any movement from a state of

rest is greater than when motion has been

established, because the inertia of the

masses of matter resists motion, and the

film of oil has reduced itself in thickness

while standing so that the actual contact

i:i more intimate, as the metals just be-

ginning to move, have not acciuircd any

momentum. Static friction or thai from

rest to motion is greater than kinetic

friction where motion has been estab-

lished and is continuous. A less amount

of friction exists for these metals, iron and

brass, and the value of the co-efticient for

lubricated surfaces, varies with the ve-

locity, pressure and temperature of the

surfaces in contact.

Oil when applied between the contact

surfaces fills the hollows ur minute micro-

scopic scratches of the metals, and tends

to lift the upper bearing away from the

crests of the small scratches, which are

always present on the most highly polished

surfaces. A thin film of oil exists between

the bearings, so that the metallic contact

is either very much reduced or disappears

altogether. This is on the assumption that

the lubricating film is split into two or

more exceedingly thin layers. The split

in the film is due to the adhesion of oil on

top, to the upper bearing; while the

li>wcr part of lilm adheres to the lower

bearing. The film itself is held together

by the cohesive attraction of its own

particles for one another. The movement

of the contact surfaces drags the upper

part of the oil film over the lower, and in

so doing, overcomes the comparatively

slight cohesion of the oil film particles, so

that less friction exists.

This action may be said to transfer the

harsh work of tearing oflf the metallic

crests of the small scratches to the easier

task of overcoming oil cohesion, even

though the oil film is under pressure, as

it undoubtedly is. The pressure in the oil

has been found by experiment to be inde-

pendent of the si)erd of the motion of the

surfaces, and is directly proportional to
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the load upon the lubricated surfaces.

This (act is of importance for the reason

that when supplying oil to a bearing the

pressure in the film must be overcome or

the oil will not enter and maintain its

form as a film. If the flow of oil to

where it is required is tardy or the

"head" from which it falls is too low,

the lubrication will be faulty or will fail

of its purpose altogether. If the pressure

in the film is below the pressure of the

atmosphere the "bearing" may even suck

oil into the film.

Oil has another function in the matter

of lubrication as well as providing a

mobile film between the moving surfaces.

Its constant flow carries away any metal

particles which wear off, it removes any

dirt or grit and suppHes fresh lubricant

all the time. Grease, on the other hand,

is slower of "flow," and though it tends

to remove metallic particles worn off and

to keep the bearings clean, after it has

done its work piles up as a ridge on the

edges of the contact surfaces and forms a

more or less effective barrier to dust, dirt,

sand and grit entering and working in

between the surfaces against the "flow,"

and the entrance of grit if it could thus

take place, would render the lubrication

less effective than otherwise.

When a rapidly revolving car wheel is

braked, the shoe presses hard against the

tread and one of the "problems" of wheel

and shoe, if one may say so, is the disposal

of the heat generated by the contact.

Heat is of course rapidly radiated, but it

is generated in such amount that it cannot

be wholly disposed of in this way. The
result is that the tread of the wheel and

the surface of the shoe become hot enough

to melt a thin portion of each and thus a

molten film is interposed between the sur-

faces. This hot metal actually forms

what amounts to a lubricant, the film

being rolled along like oil, and wheel and

shoe partially lose their grip on one

another, until the slackening speed per-

mits radiation to carry off all the heat

generated, and the shoe grips tightly while

the "wear" which had previously been

melted is disposed of in bright scintilla-

tions, burnt up like iron filings in a flame,

or is thrown down in an almost impalpable

powder.

There is a property which oil shares

with all liquids, which is believed to be of

the utmost importance in preserving the

film of oil between bearings and rubbing

surfaces. This quality is known as the

"surface tension of liquids." This surface

tension is due to the cohesive action of

the particles of the liquid. Cohesive force

acts in all directions below the surface,

and as there is no force tending to

counteract it above the surface, this un-

balanced condition where air and liquid

meet is thought to produce a kind of

tense "skin," like a drum-head, of almost

inconceivable thinness, and this tenseness

cau.sc.s the surface of the oil to resist any

tendency to tear it apart, so that the sur-

face film or "skin" is, to a slight extent,

stronKcr in the so-called "skin" or film

form, than the other portions of the liquid

below the surface.

The presence of a surface film may be

easily demonstrated in the case of water.

Dipping the hand into water, and watch-

ing it drain off until a drop or two re-

mains at the end of the fingers is an easy

experiment. These drops are nearly

globular in shape and it is the action of

the surface film which holds the small

particles of water which adhere to the

fingers, in the form of drops, which have

the appearance of, and approximate to,

the behavior of small sacks of water, like

an infinitely thin rubber bottle such as is

used in the sick room. Among insects,

the surface film is made use of in many
ingenious ways and the "pond skaters"

stand upon, and move over, the surface

film, their weight slightly depressing, but

not breaking the surface, as a child might

stand upon a sofa cushion and simply

depress its surface. The larva of the

mosquito has special apparatus for

piercing the film from below, and hang-

ing submerged from it while it breathes

air before going down on another quest

for food.

Returning to the consideration of oil,

this surface film of oil tends to resist the

breaking or tearing action of itself by the

minute scratches or the "hills and valleys"

on the contact surfaces. In the filling of

the minute surface hollows with particles

of oil, this tendency of the surface film to

resist tearing, and the cooling effect of the

oil, and the washing away of dirt and

grit, and the sliding or rolling of the

particles of oil one over another ; may not

individually be very great, but their com-

bined action results in what we call lubri-

cation, which reduces wear, and saves

power in the moving of one surface over

another, when in mechanical contact.

In considering the subject of oils and

fats we may say that there is no sharply

defined line of demarkation. Tallow is

not solidified oil, it is an animal product

containing Yj liquid fat or olein, and J^

solid palmitin or stearine. Those glj'-

cerides which are liquid below 20 degs.

Centigrade are for convenience called oils,

and those solid at or above that tempera-

ture are usually called fats. There is no oil

or fat found in nature composed of a single

chemical substance. There are generally

two or three ingredients, and many im-

purities exist in the cleanest material, such

as that which produces color, the remains

of vegetable or animal matter, and

resinous and mucilaginous material, and

all these fats and oils are insoluble in

water. Grease is simply animal fat in a

soft state. Lard is a white animal product

in a soft state, easily turned to oil by

heat and contains about 40 per cent of

palmitin and 60 per cent of the substance,

olein.

The problem of lubricating superheater

locomotives with oil unmixed with graphite

or other similar .substances, goes on apace.

Oil with a comparatively high flashpoint

is necessary, and a flashpoint of 525 degs.

Fahr. has worked well, even under severe

service conditions. When an engine is

shut off, and the relief valves are open,

allowing air to rush into the hot cylinders,

the oil feed on the majority of the various

types of locomotives is also shut off, and

consequently there is not very much oil

left in the cylinders under these circum-

stances.

We hope to deal more fully with super-

heater locomotive lubrication in a future

issue, as the growing use of this type of

engine appliance constantly raises the

question in many minds of what are the

essentials of the problem, and how have

they, or how are they, being met today.

Exhibition of the Nationad Railway

Appliance Association.

The ninth annual exhibition of the Na-

tional Railway .\ppliance Association will

be held in the Coliseum, Chicago, March
19-22, 1917. Bulletins with full instruc-

tions are already issued and the entire

exhibit space is already assigned. Ar-

rangements are completed for handling

the material and installing the exhibits so

that the opening of the exhibition will be

complete in every detail.

Transportation Club of Louisville, Ky.

.\t the annual election of officers and

directors of the Transportation Club of

Louisville, Ky., held at the Watterson

hotel on February 12, George C. Devol,

chief clerk general freight office, Louis-

ville & Nashville, was elected president;

Edward H. Bacon, division freight and

passenger agent, Chicago, Indianapolis &
Louisville, vice-president; W. T. Vanden-

burgh, commercial agent, Seaboard Air

Line, secretary-treasurer; and the follow-

ing as directors : Earl S. Gwin, president,

American Southern National Bank

;

Samuel S. Riddle, superintendent of

transportation, Louisville Railway
; John

S. Green, traffic manager H. Verhoeff &
Co.; J. B. Wathan, Jr., president. Old

Grandad Distillery Company.

Reducing the Cost of Train Operation.

Repeated experiments have demon-

strated the fact that with the single-shoe

type of brake on passenger cars 35 per

cent of the tractive effort of the locomo-

tive was consumed in pulling the train

against the effect of the brake shoes

dragging on the wheels after the brakes

were released. With the new clasp type of

brake with its increased shoe clearance

this loss is entirely avoided, with a ratio

of diminished cost.
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Electrical Department
Inductance and Capacity—Density of Electric Charge—Details of Condenser

The two preceding articles have ex-

plained the meaning of several electrical

terms such as the ampere, the volt, the

ohm and the watt. Ohm's law has been

explained and examples chosen to illus-

trate the use of this law. The relation of

the electrical units to mechanics has also

been pointed out. There are two other

important factors which should be con-

sidered—namely, inductance and capacity.

As early as 1831, Faraday discovered

that currents could be induced in a closed

circuit by means of magnets ; these mag-
nets being moved close to the coil. Sim-

ilar currents will be induced if the coil

or closed circuit is moved across a mag-
netic field. Continuing further, after this

discovery, he found that a current whose

strength was changing—i. e., either in-

creasing or decreasing—would induce a

secondary current in a closed circuit near

to it. Such currents whether generated

by magnet or by other currents are known
as Induction Currents. The modern elec-

tric generators, induction coils, transform-

ers and other appliances are based upon

this principle.

Since induction plays such an impor-

tant part in the electric field, we must

explain more or less in detail these dis-

coveries of Faraday so that the principles

will become entirely familiar to the read-

er and so that the priciples of the trans-

former, generator, etc., may be better un-

derstood when discussed in later articles.

Assume for instance that we had a

spool on which is wound a large number

of turns of insulated wire, the two ends

of which are connected to an electrical

measuring instrument which will indicate

when electric current is induced in the

wire and the direction of flow of this

current. If the North Pole of a bar mag-

net is inserted inside of the spool, a mo-

mentary current is observed to flow dur-

ing this time. When the bar magnet is

held stationary no current is induced and

when the magnet is pulled out the in-

duced or, as electricians would say, the

inducted current flows in the opposite di-

rection. The magnet does not grow any

weaker by being so used, for the real

source of the electrical energy generated

is the mechanical energy spent in the

moving of the magnet in and out of the

coil. If the ends of the wire are not

connected, so that the coil is open-circuit-

ed, no currents are produced. However,

an electro-magnetic force or a voltage

will be set up tending to produce a cur-

rent

As another illustration, place two coils

of wires with the centers on the same

a.xis. adjacent to each other. In the first

coil place a telegraph key in series with

a current supply so that when the key is

closed, electric current will flow through

the coil. We will call this coil the pri-

mary coil. Connect the other coil to the

electrical instrument for measuring cur-

rent. We will call this coil the secondary

coil. It will be found that whenever the

current is allowed to flow in the primary

coil, current will be induced in the sec-

ondary coil, but this current will only be

induced momentarily while the current in

tlie primary coil is building up from zero

to its maximum value. When the current

to the primary coil is broken, current is

again induced in the other coil, but only

while the current is falling off from max-
imum to zero. So long as a steady cur-

rent traverses the primary circuit there

are no induced currents in the secondary
' circuit.

Induction and induced current are gen-

erally associated with alternating current

and are not necessarily considered in_ con-

nection with direct current. The reason

for this is obvious. Direct current is of a

constant value, and as we have just seen

currents are not induced when the pri-

mary current is constant. Alternating

currents are not constant in value, but

change rapidly from a maximum to zero,

to a negative maximum, and back to zero,

this cycle taking place in a fraction of a

second. In the case of a 60-cycle current

there are 60 of these cycles per second.

We have seen that induced currents oc-

cur whenever the current changes in-

strength and the amount of the induced

current depends on the rapidity of the

rate of change. We should therefore ex-

pect a good deal of inductance when al-

ternating current is flowing through cir-

cuits of various kinds, and this is so. In-

ductance is an important factor when
dealing with alternating current and

must be considered and allowance must

be made for it, just as much as the re-

sistance of the circuit. Many times the

inductance of the circuit may be greater

than its actual Ohmic resistance.

We have pointed out that when a cur-

rent in one circuit is increasing or de-

creasing, there is an inductive effect upon

any near-by circuit. This inductive ef-

fect is due to the change in the number of

lines of force or magnetic field, as it is

called, which surrounds the circuit car-

rying the variable current. This varying

magnetic field extends outward from the

primary coil or circuit and the secondary

coil or circuit lies in this magnetic field

so that the turns of wire are "cut" by the

magnetic lines of force producing voltage

and current.

It is obvious that the magnetic lines

surrounding the primary circuit must
"cut" across other parts of the same cir-

cuit as they move inward or outwards.

Is there then a current and voltage cre-

ated inductively in the primary circuit it-

self? Certainly there is and this "self-

induction," as it is called, can be very

great. For instance a coil of wire of a

large number of turns will have a large

self-induction, because the same lines of

force "cut" the wire many times, the in-

duction being cumulative.

Turning on the current in the "pri-

mary," will have the same effect as sud-

denly plunging the bar magnet into the

coil, and turning off the current will have

the same effect as suddenly withdrawing

the magnet. The current induced by

plunging a magnet into a coil is an in-

verse current tending to push the magnet

out, while that induced by withdrawing

the magnet is a direct current tending to

draw it back. It therefore follows that

the self-induced voltage, when current is

turned on, will tend to oppose this cur-

rent, and prevent the current from in-

creasing as rapidly as it otherwise would.

The voltage induced, on stopping the cur-

rent, will tend to help the current to

continue. The value of this self-induced

voltage may be quite considerable. Espe-

cially will this be so as the rate of change

from the maximum number of lines of

force to the minimum is extremely rapid

wlien the current is broken.

Nearly every one is familiar with the

"kick" from a coil when the circuit is

opened. This "kick," which is the self-

induced voltage, may be several times as

great as the supply voltage, and in many
cases where circuits of considerable size

and capacity are being handled it is ex-

tremely dangerous to open up the circuits

unless adequate electrical apparatus is

available.

The unit of induction is called the

Henry. It is the induction in a circuit

when the electromotive force induced in

this circuit is one volt, while the current

varies at the rate of one ampere per sec-

ond. Since the henry is defined in terms

of amperes and volts, it follows that it

also can be expressed in terms of me-

chanical units, as was the ohm, the am-

pere and the watt in our preceding

article.

We have learned that whenever certain

materials are rubbed by other materials

static electricity is produced. In other

words, the non-conductor becomes
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charKcd. This charge of electricity re-

sides only on the surface of conducting

bodies. This is proved by the fact that

whether the body be of solid metal or

hollow, or even if it consists of wood,

covered with tin foil, if the shape be sim-

ilar, the charijc will be distributed in the

same manner over the surface, as if solid

or hollow had been employed.

The density of this electric charge de-

pends on the number of units of electric-

ity which have been imparted to the in-

sulated body and the area of the body.

Only in the case of the sphere does the

electric charge distribute itself uniformly

over the whole surface. This charge has

a certain "potential" or voltage in refer-

ence to other bodies. In order, therefore,

to determine the capacity of any body,

reference must be made to the voltage or

potential which a certain charge will give.

A large quantitv of electricity imparted to

a conductor or body of small capacity

will electrify it up to a very high poten-

tial just as a large quantity of water

poured into a vessel of narrow capacity

will raise the surface of the water to a

high level in the vessel. Capacity is also

comparable to the capacity of a bottle

containing air. The addition of a given

amount of air will raise the pressure

more or less, and the amount of air re-

quired to produce a certain pressure in

the bottle may l)c taken as the measure

of the capacity of the bottle.

.\ conductor that requires only one unit

of electricity to raise its potential from

zero to one will possess unit capacity.

The capacity of conductor is increased

by bringing near it a charge of an op-

posite kind and this principle is made use

of in the construction of the condenser.

In the consideration of various circuits,

capacity plays an important part. In

the case of alternating currents, it is often

essential that additional capacity be con-

nected or cut into the circuit either to

produce certain conditions or else to off-

set certain conditions. This results in

the use of the so-called condenser. The

construction of the condenser is consid-

ered below.

The effect of capacity is very notice-

able -in the case of submarine cables. The

cable acts as a condenser, the ocean form-

ing the outer coating, and the internal

wire the inner coating. When one end

of a submerged cable is connected to the

positive pole of a powerful battery, elec-

tricity will flow into it. Before any signal

can be received at the other end, enough

electricity must flow in, to charge the

cable up to a comparatively high poten-

tial. In the case of long cables several

seconds are required for current to pass,

which is a serious obstacle to rapid sig-

nalling. When the current is disconnect-

ed, this charge of current returns. To
obviate this retardation and increase the

speed of signalling in cables, several de-

vices arc .Tilopted. .\ delicate receiving

instrument is used ; in some cases a key

is cmpbi>cd which after every signal im-

mediately sends into the cable a charge

of the opposite sign, to sweep out, as it

were, the charge left behind. Often a

condenser is interposed so as to make the

signals shorter and sharper.

The manufactured condenser usually

consists I'f a \>ok of insulating material

in whicli ;iro placed a number of alternate

layers ni tin-foil, separated by paraftine

paper or mica as an insulator. .Ml of the

sheets of one set are connected to one

terminal and all of the other sheets to

another terminal.

Condensers are used in a great many

electrical circuits where special results

are required. The condenser serves as a

momentary storage reservoir into which

a sudden impulse or wave of current can

go. and tliis excess of energy will be re-

turned when the impulse has passed. It

is analogous to a reservoir connected as

a branch to a steam pipe line. When
steam is lirst turned on to the system the

reservoir fdls up to the same pressure as

the pipe line. If the pressure drops sud-

denly, lor a moment, the steam in the

reservoir discharges into the system, and

so maintains the supply. The steam

pressure now comes on again and the res-

ervoir tills up and is again ready to sup-

|dy the excess steam.

It is now apparent that capacity tends

to oppose and neutralize inductance, and

by proper proportioning of these quanti-

ties in any circuit the two can be counter-

acted and neutralize each other.

We liave previously stated that the

capacity of a conductor is measured by

the quantity of electricity which must be

imparted to it in order to raise its po-

tential from zero to unity.

A conductor which required only one

unit of electricity to raise its voltage

from to 1. would possess unit capacity.

."^ sphere one centimeter in radius pos-

sesses unit capacity. The greater the

sphere the greater the charge required

to raise the potential to one, hence the

greater capacity. It would be necessary to

give a charge of 100 units to a sphere

of 100 centimeters radius.

The unit of capacity adopted is termed

the Farad. A condenser of one farad

would have a capacity such that one

coulomb of electricity would be required

to raise the potential to one volt. A
Coulomb is the quantity of electricity

which is conveyed by one ampere, flow-

inc for one second.

A condenser of one farad capacity is

too enormous to be practically considered

and the practical unit is the Microfarad,

or one millionth of a farad. The earth

itself has only a capacity of 7/10,000 of

a farad.

In our next article we will begin with

the generation of electric current. The

princijile will 'irst be t.iken up and then

the design oi machines and electrical ap-

paratus will follow.

Divisions of the Southern Railway.

For administration purposes of the

various groiqis of the Soutliern Railway

System the following is copied from the

executive order issued by President

Fairfax Harrison:

Lines l-a>t : The following operating

divisions of .'Southern Railway Company,
viz.: Washington division, Danville divi-

sion, Charlotte diivsion, Richmond divi-

sion, Norfolk division, Winston-Salem

division, Columbia division, Charleston

division, Spartanburg division. Knoxville

division, Coster division, .-Xppalachia divi-

sion, .\sheville division. Murphy division,

Transylvania division.

Lines West: The Cincinnati. New Or-

leans & Texas Pacific Railway, .\labama

Great Southern Railroad. New Orleans &
Northeastern Railroad. Ilarriman &
Northeastern Railroad. Cincinnati. Burn-

side & Cumberland River Railway. North-

ern Alabama Railway, and the following

operating divisions of Southern Railway

Company, viz. : St. Louis division, I^uis-

ville Division, Memphis Division, .\tlanta

division. Columbus division, Birmingham
division and Mobile division.

The executive officers are as follows

:

T. C. Powell, vice-president resident

executive oflicer in the West and in

charge of traffic lines west, office. Cincin-

nati, O. : H. B. Spencer, vice-president,

in charge of construction, purchases, real

estate, etc., office, Washington, D. C.

;

E. H. Coapman vice-president, in charge

of operation, office. Washington, D. C.

;

H. W. Miller, vice-president, resident

executive officer at .Atlanta, office, .\t-

lanta. Ga. : Lincoln Green, vice-president,

in charge of traffic lines east, office,

Washington, D. C.

Demand for Rails.

The unprecedented demand for rails

continues to such an extent that many
orders remain unfilled, among which is

an order in the market from Great

Britain for 50.000 tons. 12.000 tons is

also wanted for Denmark, 10.000 tons

for Cuba, and 2.000 tons for Porto Rico.

Russia, also, remains a heavy buyer, and

the French government is negotiating for

an indefinite tonnage of rails.

Increase in Rates.

The New York State Public Service

Commission has notified the Ne.w York,

New Haven & Hartford that on March

20 local freight rates within the State of

New York will be raised about 10 per

cent. A similar increase will be made

by the two New Haven subsidiaries, the

Central New England and the New York,

Westchester & Boston.
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Freight Car Repairs

Varieties in Structural Details—Removing Defective Axles From Service

Xot long. ago Mr. L. K. Silcox read a

paper on Points on Freight Car Repairs

before the Car Foreman's Association of

Chicago, in which, among other things

he said, the subject of end frame rein-

forcement is now receiving a great deal

of attention. One large eastern road is

applying two pressed steel bellied

U-shaped braces to the end sheathing over

the end posts ; a truss rod through the

side and end plates and the angle plates

at the belt rails, inside and outside the car

in each corner. A lYz .\ 2J^ x M-m. angle

at the side and end plates is also used ; a

truss rod through the ends, just above the

belt rail, and l?i-in, flooring to the end

lining, for about V/2 ft. up from the floor.

The angle iron at the side and end plates

is in one piece, extending up about Ayi ft.

along each side plate. It spans each of

the corners to avoid sharp ends and is

bolted to the end and side plates.

Another road is applying 4 ins. (8.2

lbs.) Z-bars at each end post, 4 x 4 x 5/16

ins. angles at the end plates ; and diag-

onal braces 3 x f^ in. at the corners in

the roof, which are riveted to 5-4-in. gus-

set plates at the side plate ; and %-in.

gusset plates at the end plates. Gener-

ally speaking, a large number of roads

are endeavoring to provide additional sup-

ports to the end plate. .Another road fa-

vors the use of lateral straps, three at

each end of the car, made of 4-in. scrap

boiler flues, all of which can be applied

at a cost of from $10 to $12 a car. For

grain loading, some roads find it advan-

tageous to apply metal bands to the outside

of the sheathing, in the form of flattened

flues, bar-iron or light channel sections.

The cost of such applications would

probably not exceed $4 a car. Flattened

flues can also be punched into flat keys

and washers or they can be used for cor-

ner bands ; side door thresholds and stake

pockets for coal cars.

The question of equipping all-steel coal

cars, especially those of the flat bottom

type, for extended service after the floor

plates and the lower part of the side

sheets have become corroded to the extent

of impairing the strength of the car and
causing the load to be lost through open-

ings in the frame, is a serious problem.

Its solution depends entirely upon the

probable life of the car. Some roads,

which operate under unfavorable climatic

conditions and handle low-grade bitumi-

nous coal, rebuilding the car has been

found necessary at the expiration of from
nine to eleven years but where service

conditions are not so severe, the period

may be postponed to the fifteenth or even

eighteenth year. One road makes a prac-

tice of splicing the bottom of the side

sheet, thus saving fiO per cent, of the old

material. The splice is required to trans-

mit 6,200 lbs. when 80,000 lbs. is carried

by one side. From a material standpoint,

a good system to follow would be to have

the center sill cover-plates 21 x J4 i"s. and

the side sheet splices formed from the

same size of material and flanged. In

order to keep the sides from bulging, four

braces, one placed at eacli cross-bearer

and riveted directly to it, might be ap-

plied.

In connection with reinforcing the ends

of steel coal cars, especially where they

are used in lumber traftic, it is important

to provide against bulging. One road has

adopted a double row of pressed steel

lateral braces with lipped ends engaging

the entire surface of the corner post.

Two points in connection with the arch

bar truck appear to be of considerable

interest, so far as the actual performance

of the bars are concerned. Two Eastern

roads use cars of identical design ; they

are of the twin hopper all-steel type; in

one case the trucks are fitted with 7 x.Xy^-

in. bars; the other has 5 .x l'?4-in. sections.

The net area with the wide bar is 6.27

sq. ins., while that of the narrow one is

only 5.28 sq. ins. This is a difference of

19 per cent, with the same gross section.

It was possible in the case of a 50-ton

truck recently considered to reduce the

stresses in the bottom arch-bar at the cen-

ter of column bolt, from 21,000 lbs. per

sq. in. to 5,000 lbs. per sq. in. (practically-

400 per cent.) by applying a base casting

under the columns. Several large roads

have recently adopted this practice.

This does not mean that liability of fail-

ure would be reduced in this proportion,

because the most destructive element,

namely, crystallization, has been avoided

I]y the reduction in the W'Orking fibre

stresses mentioned above. Wrought iron

should be used, because of its having a

fibrous structure, while steel has not. For

this reason, the latter material will crys-

tallize very rapidly under vibration.

One of the refinements in the design of

the average freight truck which seems

seldom to receive definite attention is the

position of the side bearings. There

is a tendency in the practice of certain

roads in some sections of the country,

which makes it apparent that the subject

i? entirely misunderstood.

The real truth of the matter has

been forced on some roads through

their experience with the derailment

of locomotive tenders, and it has be-

come a live issue for this class of

c<|uipmcnf because there is more liability

of obtaining a higher center of gravity

than is possible in the case of the usual

freight car; the high center of gravity

causing a great tendency for the equip-

ment to roll dangerously. There is, gen-

erally speaking, only one remedy for such

cases and that is to decrease the distance

between the centers of side bearings, and
this has been successful in largely reduc-

ing the difficulty mentioned.

The following practice card covers in

\ery plain form a graphical method of

presenting to the man on the line the sub-

ject of axle inspection. It is the result of

very careful calculation and considera-

tion. The great gain in its use appears

in the fact that an inspector caniiot mis-

judge the condition of an axle. This
often occurs where the matter is left to

each man's discretion.

Standard car axles are provided with

3% X 7 in., 414 X 8 in., 5x9 in.. .^' ; x 10

in., and 6 .x 11 in. journals when new.

.\xles must be removed from service if

below the following limits :

FOR PASSENGER EQUIPMENT C.\RS.
Xormal .Tournal Journal Collar Wheel

size diameter length thickness fit

of not le^s not more not less not less
journal than than than than
(Inches) (Inches) (Inches) (Inches) (Inches)
.l«x 7 3H 7% ^. 474
4'4x 8 4 Hi .5^ S'A5x9 A\i 9% 'A 6<4
5!^xlO 5'4 10>4 '/< 6H
6 xU 5H ll'A A 7A

FOR FREIGHT EQUIPMENT C.-\RS.

Normal Journal Journal Collar Wheel
size diameter length thickness fit

of not less not more not less not less
jcurnal than than than than
(InchesI (Inches) (Inches) (Inches) (Inches)

.>4x 7 3ft 7H 'A *H
A'Ax 8 3H SH 'A i'A
5 X 9 4H 9H ft 6'A
5'Ax\0 5'4 lOK H 6J^
6 xll SH H-H 'A 7H
Journals must be calipered to see if they

are worn hollow or tapered. If the differ-

ence between the diameter of same jour-

nal measured at any two points is 1/22 in.

or more, the journal must be turned.

Axles must be closely inspected for

scams, cracks or flaws. Seamy journals

may be returned to service if seams can

be removed by turning, within the re-

quired limits. Cracked or flawed axles

should be tested by painting doubtful

part with whitewash and then holdin.Br

flattcner on one end of journal and strik-

ing with a sledge. Oil w-orking through

the paint will indicate flaw. .Axles

cracked, flawed or showing signs of ex-

cessive overheating or below limits in any

respect, must be scrapped.

• Defective axles likely to be held for in-

spection must have in addition to the car

number and initials stenciled on axle, sta-

tion symbol, date removed and defect

symbol as follows. The station symlxil is a

letter. J—Broken between hubs ; or Rent

between wheel hubs ; L—Fillet at back of

journal below limit ; M—Journal length

beyond limit ; X—Wheel fit below limit

;

O—Good for service ; P—Journal diam-

eter below limit : R—Cut journal ; S

—

Burnt journal; T—Tapered journal; V—
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bent journal; V—Broken journal; U

—

Seamy or flawed journal; Y—Collar be-

low limit.

Scrapped axles should have a piece

knocked oflf collar. Good judgment should

be used in yards and at wheel mounting

points in condemning axles. .-Kxles in

service should not be removed from cars

until worn to limit, when otherwise in

good order. Axles with one or more
wheels pressed off must not be returned

to service unless 1/16 or more above

above limit of journal diameter. Wheel

scats must not be turned down except they

permit the smallest amount necessary to

true up, if they require it. Axles must

not be turned to fit wheels except when

new axles are fitted to new wheels bored

to standard dimensions.

Fillets iin journals must be carefully

tried, using standard fillet gauge, placing

the Kauj-e on the journal parallel with the

center line of axle. If the vertical edge

of the gauge touches the vertical part of

the inside of the shoulder, axle must be

scrapped. Use the corner of the gauge

with J/^-in. radius for axles having 3f{x7-

in. journals and the corner with ^-in.

radius for axles having A'/i x 8-in., 5x9-
in., S'A X 10-in. and 6 x 11-in. journals.

M. C. B. limits must be closely followed

in condemning axIis muiir foreifin cars

in service.

Two Types of Passenger Cars for the Chicago, Milwaukee and

St. Paul Railway

Some of the Many Details of Equipment

Two types of modern sleeping cars for interior is of mahogany and walnut, the

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail- different types of wood being used in the

way, built by the Barney and Smith Car different compartments.

Co. of Dayton, Ohio, embody some in- The cars in general are equipped witli

teresting features. One is an eight-section Johns-Manville Salamander Keystone hair

sleeper with observation smoking-room, insulation. The Buckeye "Ohio" couplers

;

Ijearings ; Pennsylvania type of sliding

pipe clamps ; all toilet rooms arranged to

be locked from tlie outside so that in re-

stricted territories, the toilet rooms may
Ije locked without disturbing the occupants

of a compartment or drawing room.

EXTERIOR OF SLEEPING CAR '•PIEDMONT" OX THE C, M. & ST. P. R.MLW.W

and the other is an ordinary twelve-sec-

tion sleeping car, with smoking-room as

usual.

Both these cars are 72 ft. 6 in. long,

having steel centre sills and the fish-belly

type underframes. The sides, roof and

end framing are made of metal, and the

TWELVE SECTION SLEEPER
C, M. & ST. P.

Chaffee centering device ; Fowler upper

vestibule buffer ; Pullman wide-tj'pe of

vestibule. The Rex vestibule curtain

;

.\jax diaphragms; National trap doors;

Flexolith composition flooring on top of

chanarch metal flooring; sides sheathed

with % in. steel plate, butt riveted with

welt plate over joint and button head

rivets ; upper deck of car inside V* in.

Agasote; Imperial prismatic round cor-

nered Gothic lights are applied to outside

of car; Edwards window fixtures and

weather strip ; Blount door checks ; win-

dow curtains of Pantasote; Curtain Sup-

ply Co.'s 88 ring fixtures at curtains.

Seats, the Hale & Kilbourn ; Duner hop-

pers ; air pressure water system ; .\dams

& Wcstlake lever type of wash stand

faucets : Cook hot box cooler hooks ; Chi-

cago Car Heating Co.'s vapor system.

Multiple regulation with independent reg-

ulators for all parts of the car ; electric

lights to work in connection with the head

end system with pintsch gas for auxiliary

lighting ; Gibbs train connectors : Imperial

window screens ; Westinghouse high speed

brake; .American Slack Adjuster.

Trucks, 80-M lbs. capacity, Common-
wealth cast steel frame, 36 in. rolled steel

wheels. Railway Steel Spring Co.'s

springs, P. C. Creco brake beams and side

Everywhere the cars afford comfort to

the patrons of the road and the vehicles

themselves are elegant in appearance and

have the substantial look of being able to

give satisfactory service. The cars are

used on the Overland trains of the C, M.

& St. P. between Chicago and the Pacific

coast.

OBSERV.VTION END OF SMOKER
C M. & ST. F.
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The Value of an Efficient Air Brake
By WALTER V. 1 URNER, Assistant Manager, Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

The comments made by me during the

past year through this paper had refer-

ence largely to an efficient brake system

for freight cars, and while that subject is

at the present time very far from ex-

hausted, I wish to digress for the time

being and again mention the importance

of an efficient passenger car brake, and

not from a viewpoint of safety alone,

which usually involves a great amount of

matter concerning emergency stopping

distances, but rather to call attention tu

the dividend earning or revenue produc-

ing phase of an efficient passenger car

brake in congested districts.

The railroads carry the life blood of uur

society. They provide that circulation or

communication between parts which is in-

dispensable to the life of all organisms

—

pliysical, social and economic. If circu-

lation ceases, life also ceases : and the life

of an organism is healthful in the same

degree that the circulation is free and

active.

Railroads have an importance to the so-

cial body equivalent to that of the vas-

cular system to the human body, and this

should be enough to convince the pul)lic

that it is as unwise to hamper and inter-

fere with the operation of railroads as it

is for a man to restrict the flow in his

arteries.

It has been well said that time is the

essence of railroading ; that is, the fun-

damental purpose of a railroad is to save

time. To increase traffic capacity involves

operating at higher speeds and at more

frequent intervals trains of a greater num-
ber of cars, with greater carrying ca-

pacity. Increased traffic capacity means

a greater number of ton-miles and pas-

senger-miles per unit of time.

It goes without saying that an increase

in the number of tracks of a railroad

will enlarge its capacity, and enlarge it

in a greater proportion than the increase

in the number of tracks, for additional

tracks permit of the segregation of traffic

according to its kind, and also prevent a

tie-up on one track to tie up the whole

line. .Mso grade and curve reductions

enable the running of longer trains at

higher speeds, so far as getting trains

into motion and keeping them there is

concerned.

Rut to get the maximum volume of

traffic out of any set conditions of road-

way it is necessary to employ the most

improved means of train control ; that is,

there is a vital relation between train

control and the service which railway

properties can render, and this service is

the measure of their value.

The relation of the wheel flaiiBc and

the rail in providing lateral control to the

movement of trains is commonplace, and

crosses the threshold into consciousness

only when a broken flange puts the train

in the ditch, with great loss of life and

property. Similarly the significance of

longitudinal control, or, more simply

stated, the ability to stop, does not re-

ceive the appreciation it merits. Natu-

rally, were motion not imparted to a train,

it would require no provision for control.

To put a train into motion without ade-

quate control would be more futile, not to

mention the danger, than not to have

moved the train at all.

Consider the congestion in modern

tiaffic if it were necessary to remove all

forms of brakes from existing equipment.

Based on results of experiments con-

ducted in the Illinois Central Railroad by

Prof. E. C. Schmidt, and confirmed by

tests we have made, a passenger train

stop from a 60-mile per hour speed on

level track due to internal friction alone

would require a distance of over 30,000

ft., about 6 miles, as compared with 1,000

ft. the stop distance for a passenger train

equipped with the most modern type of

l)rake. The time necessary for the stop is

about 14 minutes in the first case against

about 20 seconds for the latter. Basing

the headway upon the time required to

run si.x times the stop distance, the mod-
ern trains with brakes could be operated

at intervals of 1.14 minutes compared with

34.1 minutes for trains without brakes:

that is, 30 trains can now run safely un-

der a condition that but one train could

l^c run without brakes.

In order to operate the two systems of

trains with equal safety it would be nec-

essary to run the train without brakes at

a speed from which it could stop in the

same distance as the train equipped with

modern brakes. This speed would neces-

sarily be about 9 miles per hour in order

for the train to stop in a distance of 1.000

feet. This lower speed permits reduced

headway amounting on the above to 7.6

minutes. If the velocity in miles per hour

i< multiplied by the number of trains per

hour, for each system of trains, a com-
parison of train miles per hour can be

made. This is 3.150 compared with 71

train miles per hour or a traffic capacity

44 times greater for the system of trains

using air brakes, the increase being due

to one thing alone, that is, the use of a

modern brake equipment.

Without the use of brakes it would be

impossible to operate trains over any

grade exceeding 10 ft. to the mile. At

this time a stop would be indefinitely pro-

longed and the time between trains cor-

respondingly increased. CfMisider what it

would mean tn the railro.Til if if was nec-

essary to carry tlic grade reduction to the

point of having two-tenths of one per cent,

as the maximum permissable grade.

Consi<ler further the clement of flex-

ibility, or ability to apply any part of the

total range of braking eflfort at the de-

sired moment, and imagine the degree of

skill required by an engineman in hand-

ling a train without brakes to "spot" cars

for loading or to stop at a water tank or

coal chute, involving, as it would, varia-

tions in grade, curves, train resistance,

etc.

Picture in your mind the number of

hrakemen that would be required to han-

dle our modern passenger and particularly

our modern freight trains; also the lack

of flexibility afforded the engineman in

making stops at desired points, and in

controlling a train down a mountain

uhereon it is necessary to make allow-

ances for changes in grade curvature and

other local conditions. There can be no

team work equal to that possible in one

player only—no co-ordination like that

found in a single man ; that is, the con-

trol of a train concentrated in one per-

son, with the corresponding concentra-

tion of responsibility, is the ideal condi-

tion, due regard being given to any and

all practical provisions for a watchman
to "watch the watchman." The fireman

in the cab, the "dead-man's' device for

electric traction service, the conductor's

valve on the train, and the automatic stop

and cab signals, are some to be properly

mentioned in this connection.

1 have thus briefly attempted to sketch

llic tremendous importance of adequate

control for the movement of trains, pro-

vided by the modern air brake, to the

question of traffic capacity', which is of

.-uch pressing moment to every railroad

manager, and in the near future, I pro-

pose to touch upon the financial phase of

the matter, or in other words, is the money
spent for modern brake apparatus a pay-

ing investment or does the return war-

rant the e-xpenditure?

Improved Lubricator Glass Casing.

By II. Kreiss, Elizabeth, N. J.

In changing tlie glasses in lubricators,

there is considerable difficulty in getting

the rubber gaskets out that surround the

glass. The cavity for the glass and the

body of the lubricator are one casting,

and there is no other way to get the gas-

ket and glass out except by digging it

out. The lul)ricators in use on the mod-
ern locomotive use glass casings with two

nuts, one in the front and one in the back.

The nut in the back is almost touching

the boiler, and if is difficult to get at

the nuts in the bark while the lubricator

is on llie engine. In the device shown in

the accompanying drawing I have per-

fected a method whereby the casing or

tube has a glass in each end which are

placed in position before they are put into
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the lubricator, and then fastened in place

by one nut, wliich is on the front of the

lubricator.

A triple feed lubricator has six glasses

and si.x nuts, but with my casing three

nuts are sufficient, thereby effecting con-

«((((((( mm)
SECTION OF LUBRIC.\TOR CASING.

siderable saving in material and labor in

replacing and repairing. Referring to the

drawing, Fig. 1 represents the casing; 2,

the glass; 3. the rubber gaskets; 4, the

nut; and 5, the oil passage to the tallow

pipe. The drawing shows a section

through the center of the glass.

Air Brake Repair Work Tools Devised and

Applied to Every Requirement

By GKORGK K. DORWART. Denver. Colo.

No. 5. Tool for Removing Piston Buah.

The accompanying reproduced drawing.

No. 5, shows the details of the various

parts of a substantial tool for removing

piston bush Pc. 25,847, S'A ins. cross com-

pound pump. It will be noted that the

studs marked B. are screwed into the

two lower cylinder head cap screw holes

for tlic purpose of supporting C. The

illustration is self-explanatory, and its

method of operation will be immediately

apparent tn those familiar with the con-

struction of the cross compound pump.

The tool has been found to be eminently

relial)le and expeditious in service. .

No. 6. Tool for Pressing in Piston Bush.

As a companion tool for pressing I'c.

25.847 piston bush of the Westinghousc

8Vi ins. cross compound pump, the draw-

NO. 6. TOOL FOR PRESSING IN PISTON
BUSH.

ing No. 6 furnishes details as to the va-

rious dimensions of the pressing tool,

which is simple in detail and easily con-

structed. The two tools together furnish

all that is necessary in removing the worn
bush and inserting the new bushing.

Railways in Saskatchewan.

The annual report of the Saskatchewan

Department of Railways for 1916 recently

published contains several interesting

statements indicating the growth of rail-

way mileage in the province since its

inception, also branch line equipment. The

instalments indicate that for the period

prior to the commencement of war very

great expansion in railway construction

took place. The total railway mileage in

the province today is 6,101.46, divided as

follows: C. P. R., 2.762.75; C. N. R..

2,206.78; G. T. P. R., 1,131.93.

I . .-
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Automatic Plate Valves.

Bulletin "1")" issued by the Mesta Ma-

chine Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., describing the

Mesta automatic Plate valves (Iversen

patent), which arc being used in both new

and re-built air and gas compressors, am-

monia compressors, vacuum pumps and

blowing engines.

NO. 5. DETAILS OF TOOL FOR REMOVING PISTON BUSH.

Angular Advance of Eccentrics

Br ROGKR ATKINSON. M. K.

To calculate accurately the angular ad-

vance of the eccentric when the lap and

Itad are known requires considerable

mathematical knowledge and many di-

mensions of the motion must be known

the lap, say I in., aiid the lead, say M
in.; then \% ins. represents the linear

advance of the valve. If the upper pi

valve arm of the rocker is greater than

the lower or link arm then this amount

If it is only required approximately it must be reduced accordingly to get the

may be obtained as follows : Add together linear advance of the eccentric Let the
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upper arm be 9 ins. and the lower 8

ins.; then 9:8 : : 1% :x from which

-x equals 1 in., the linear advance. This

is the amount that the centre of the ec-

centric must be advanced beyond the

right angle from the crank for a direct

motion and vice versa for an indirect mo-

tion (a) throw of eccentric (F) and (B)

indirect show position for direct; F and

R' show position for indirect. The angle

FOY is the angular advance, and if OF is

the radius of the eccentric, say 2^ in. then

when it coincides with the main rod cen-

tre line, and is at an angle with the cen-

tre line of the motion. This angle has

its sine=3-120=.02S which is the sine of

an angle of IVa" (nearly). Thus for an

indirect motion the angle C O F' from

the crank to the forward eccentric in-

stead of being 90°—2lVz=68y2° and the

angle COB' for the back being 90°

—

21J'2°=68V4° these become 68^°

—

1}4°=67° forward eccentric and 68V2-I-

\y2^0° back eccentric.

of the tile. The machine, as shown in the

ilhistration is compact and contains no

springs or complicated valves to get out

of order. In the use of one hundred files

the machine will pay at least 20 per cent.,

and even five hundred files would pay 100

per cent. As is well known, there is much
time lost by using dull or dirty files. The
loss in some of the larger shops would

pay the cost of the machine in a single

day. The machine can also be used as a

sand blast of small castings, a hand hole

being adapted for such articles. Send to

the company's office, Rogen Street, Cin-

cinnati, for a catalogue.

1-2J^ (i. e. linear advance radius)

::^.3636-|- which is the natural sine of the

angle FOY and is 2lya degs. nearly as

may be found by any table of Natural

Sines. Similarly the angle BOY' will

give the back eccentric and opposite cen-

tres F' B' give the eccentric positions for

indirect motion. It should be observed

that these angles FOY and BOY' are

Buckeye File Sharpening Machine.

A file sharpening machine has just been

placed on the market by the Macleod

Company of Cincinnati, Ohio, which in

point of simplicity and effectiveness is a

marked advance in the right direction.

It is adapted for either air or steam pres-

sure of 80 or 100 lbs. pressure, the latter

preferred. The abrasive used is a special

Center Line of Motion

only equal when the "centre line of the

motion," that is, a line from the driving

axle to the bottom rocker pin coincides

with the centre line from the driving axle

to the middle position of crosshead pin,

which is comparatively rare, as the cross-

head pin is usually above the driving

axle, and this angularity should be al-

lowed for.

Thus suppose the main rod is 120 ins.

long and the crosshead pin is 3 ins. above

the normal position of the driving axle,

then the crank pin is on the dead centre

Hint, moderate in price, and is used over

and over again as long as it retains any

cutting action. The lighter particles flow

away with the surplus water from the

overflow, a water jet preventing the file

from becoming overheated, and also pre-

venting dust, the chimney taking the sur-

plus air and exhaust steam.

The abrasive flint is directed against

tlie file, the angle of the file being fixed

by angle guides. A few .strokes each way

completes the recutting or re-sharpening

ItUCKFYR Fir.F. SHARPENING MACHINE.

The Locomotive Magazine.

LoNuoN, England

The present issue completes the twenty-

first year of The Locomotive, its first

number having appeared in the early part

of July, 1896, under the title (for the first

year only) of "Moore's Monthly Maga-

zine." From the beginning, the reception

of the journal was of the most gratifying

nature, the circulation continuing to in-

crease steadily
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. William I>ariiall has been appoint-

ed round house foreman of the Santa Fr,

with office at Barstow, Cal.

Mr. E. G. Goodwin has been appointed

fuel agent of the Southern Lines ILast,

witii headquarters at Knoxville, Tenn.

Mr. Fred H. Linley has been appointed

electrical engineer of the Duluth & Iron

K.ingc, with head(|uarters at Duluth,

Minn.

Mr. T. N. Murphy has been appointed

road foreman of engines on the middle

division of the Santa Fe, with office at

Newton, Kan.

Mr. W. Johnson has been appointed

master mechanic of district No. 6, Inter-

colonial division of the Canadian Govern-

ment railways, with office at Truro, N. S.

Mr. Arthur T. Kuehner, formerly dis-

trict motive power inspector of the Balti-

more & Ohio, has been appointed general

foreman of the same road, with office at

Riverside, Md.

.Mr. }. C. Ramage, superintendent of

tists of the Southern proper, has been ap-

|H)inted superintendent of tests of the en-

tire Southern system, with headquarters

ai .Mcxandria, \'a.

Mr. J. L. Jamieson has been appointed

foreman of locomotives of the Medicine

Hat division of the Canadian Pacific, with

office at Medicine Hat. .\lt., succeedinn

.\lr. W. J. McLean, transferred.

Mr. W. W. Darrow, formerly secretarj

of the Camel Company, manufacturers ni

railway specialties and supplies, with ut-

lices at Chicago, HI., has been appointed

general manager of the company.

Mr. D. P. Sparks has been appointed

machine shop foreman of the Rock Isl-

and, with office at Shawnee, Okla., and

.\lr. Richard Brown has been appointed

erecting forman at the same place.

Mr. W. S. Murrian, superintendent of

motive power of the Southern, at Knox-

ville, Tenn., has had his jurisdiction ex-

tended over both of the lines east and

west, with headquarters at Knoxville.

Mr. F. W. Burch has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Rock Island,

with office at Herington, Kan., and Mr.

C. Mitchell has been appointed night

roundhouse foreman at the same place.

Mr. L. W. Duflfee, formerly chief en-

gineer of the Meridian & Memphis, at

Mobile, Ala., has been appointed special

engineer of the Gulf, Mobile & Northern,

formerly the New Orleans, Mobile & Chi-

cago.

Mr. A. Roesch, formerly acting master

mechanic of the Colorado & Southern, at

Denver. Colo., has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic of the Santa Fe, with office

at Dcnxer, Colo., succeeding Mr. J. M.

Davis.

.\lr. W .
!'. Zane, formerly inspector of

signals "i the Chicago, Burlington &
yuincy. has been appointed assistant sig-

nal engineer on the same road, with

headquarters at Lincoln, Neb, succeeding

.Mr. M.J. I'ox. resigned.

Mr. E. C. Sasser, formerly superin-

tendent of motive power of the Southern,

with headquarters at Washington, D. C,

has been appointed superintendent of mo-

tive power of the Lines East, with head-

quarters at Charlotte, N. C.

Mr. B. F. Hines, formerly signal en-

gineer of the New Orleans & Northeast-

ern, has been appointed signal engineer of

the .Mabama & Vicksburg. and the Vicks-

burg. Shreveport & Pacific, with head-

quarter? at N'icksburg. Miss.

M. K. B.\RNrM.

Mr. O. R. Hale, formerly general mas-

ter mechanic of the United Railways of

Havana, at Havana, Cuba, has been ap-

pointed assistant superintendent of mo-

tive power of the Cuban Central railways,

with offices at Sagua La Grange, Cuba.

.Mr. D. C. Thomas, formerly superin-

tendent of small supplies in the purchasing

department of the Santa Fe, has been ap-

ointed sales representative of the Bareo

Brass & Joint Company, in the Weste.n

territory, with headquarters at Kansas

City. Mo.

Gen. George W. Goethals has opened

offices in the Wall Street Exchange
Building, 43 Exchange place. New York

City, where he will engage in civil engi-

neering, mechanical and hydraulic engi-

neering. He has already secured a staff

of special experts.

Mr. Hugh B. Holmes, formerly resi-

dent engineer of the Kansas City, Mexico

& Orient, at Kansas City, Mo., has been

appointed chief engineer, with headquar-

ters at Kansas City. He has been en-

gaged over twelve years in the engineer-

ing department of the road.

Mr. Harry Selfridge. formerly con-

nected with the mechanical department of

the Nevada Northern, has been appointed

assistant to the general manager of the

Pacific & Idaho Northern, at New
Meadows. Ida., with general supervision

o\er the mechanical department.

Mr. I. H. Drake, formerly master me-

chanic of the Pecos division of the Santa

!•> at Clovis, N. M.. has been transferred

to La Junta. Colo., succeeding >rr. W. D.

Deveny. and Mr. H. H. Stevens has been

appointed master mechanic at Clovis, N.

M., succeeding Mr. I. H. Drake.

Mr. Lloyd B. Jones, formerly assistant

engineer of motive power of the Penn-

sylvania at Williamsport, Pa., has been

appointed master mechanic, with office at

\'erona. Pa. Mr. Jones has been in the

employ of the company over twelve years,

having entered the service as special ap-

prentice in 1904.

Mr. J. .\. White, formerly manager of

the Boston and Chicago branch offices of

the U. S. Light & Heat Corporation, has

recently been appointed manager of sales,

battery department, with offices at Niag-

ara Falls. N. '^. Mr. W. W. Halsey has

been appointed manager of the New York

sales office of the company.

Mr. W. D. Deveny, formerly master

mechanic of the .\rkansas river and Colo-

rado divisions of the Santa Fe, at La
Junta, Colo., has been appointed me-
chanical superintendent of the Southern

district, with office at Amarillo, Tex.,

succeeding Mr. .\. Dinan. who has been

appointed master mechanic of the Pan-

handle division, with office at Wellington,

Kan.

Mr. E. B. Merriam, formerly assistant

engineer of the switchboard department

of the General Electric Company, has

been appointed as the head of the indus-

trial service department recently organ-

ized by the company to supervise educa-

tion, employment and provision of oppor-

tunities for advancement of employees of

the Schenectady works of the company.

Mr. Robert Patterson, formerly mas-

ter mechanic of the locomotive shops of

the Grand Trunk, at Stratford. Ont., has

been placed in charge of the General Car

&• Machinery Company's plant at Mont-

gomery, Que. Mr. Patterson's duties in

his new position will continue until the

end of the war. Meanwhile Mr. Charles

Kelso will act as master mechanic at

Stratford.
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Mr. \V. L. Kellogg, formerly superin-

tendent of motive power of the Missouri,

Kansas & Te.\as, has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the

Pere Marquette, with ofHce at Detroit,

Mich. Mr. Kellogg began his railway

career as a machinist's apprentice in the

the Missouri Pacific, and has filled nearly

every position in the mechanical depart-

ments of several of the leading western

railroads.

Mr. C. E. Goings, formerly supervisor

of signals of the Pennsylvania, has been

appointed inspector of signals, and Mr.

I-. L. Watson, formerly supervisor of

signals in the Philadelphia division of

the same road, succeeds Mr. Goings. Mr.

\V. 1. Bell, formerly supervisor of sig-

nals in the signal engineer's office, has

been transferred to the West Jersey &
Sea Shore, as supervisor of signals, with

headquarters at Camden, N. J.

Mr. Douglas I. Mackay and Mr. San-

ger B. Steel have been elected vice-presi-

dents of J. G. White & Company. Mr.

Mackay was at one time Police Commis-

sioner of New York City, and for the

last two years served in the capacity ni

assistant to the president of the White

Corporation. Mr. Steel will be occupied

in connection with the handling and dis-

tribution of securities. The company

transacts an extensive business in railway

equipments all over the world.

Mr. M. K. Barnum, formerly superin-

tendent of motive power of the Eastern

lines of the Baltimore & Ohio, has been

appointed assistant to Mr. J. M. Davis,

vice-president, in charge of operation and

maintenance. Mr. Barnum's long railroad

experience, and more especially his cli)>e

association with the handling and use of

materials for operating purposes ably fits

him for the work to which he has been

assigned. From apprentice on the Erie

railroad in 1884. he has filled almost every

intervening position on many of the lead-

ing railroads in the West. He enteml

the service of the Bahimore & Ohio in

1913. as general mechanical inspector, and

in 1914 was promoted to superintendent

of motive power.

Mr. Columbus K. Lassiter, whose ap

pointment as vice-president of the Amcr
ican Locomotive Company was announce '.

last month, has l)cen engaged in the serv-

ice of the company for twenty-tive year-,

beginning as clerk in the piece work (k-

partment of the Richmond Locnmoti\'

Works in 1892. In two years he was

chief clerk to the President of the Rich-

mond Works. Latterly he was transfer-

red to the Schenectady Works as chief

clerk to the general manager, where he

developed marked ability as a mechanical

expert and was appointed in 1907 me-

chanical superintendent of all mechan-

ical betterments for all the com-

pany's plants, with offices in New York.

Ilis services have been much sought for

by many engineering establishments.

Dr. W. F. M. Goss, for many years as-

sociated with the Schools of Engineering.

Purdue University, and since 1907, Dean

of the College of Engineering of the

University of Illinois, has resigned that

PKOF. W GOSS.

office, effective March 1, 1917, to assume

the presidency of the Railway Car Manu-

facturers' Association, an office to which

he was elected on February 1, subject to

his release by the university authorities.

The Railwav Car Manufacturers' Associ-

I' \l I, .iril.Sc i\ M^LIIK.

ation is of recent origin. It is made up

of representatives of fifteen different or-

ganizations engaged in the manufacture

of railway cars, freight and passenger.

It will seek to establish co-operative re-

lations with the purchasers of cars, and

to aid especially in the matter of stand-

ardizing the design and specifications of

cars.

-Mr. C. A. Gill has been appointed su-

perintendent of motive power of the East-

ern lines of the Baltimore & Ohio, with

headquarters at Baltimore, Md. Mr. Gill

has been over twenty years in the me-
chanical department of the road. Mr. A.

K. Galloway, formerly general master

mechanic of the Northwest district, suc-

ceeds Mr. Gill, at Baltimore, as general

master mechanic. Mr. W. M. Malthaner,

formerly superintendent of shops at New-
ark, O., becomes general master mechanic

of the Northwest district. ^Ir. F. E.

Cooper is appointed superintendent of

shops at Newark. Mr. F. W. Rhuark is

appointed master mechanic at Cleveland,

succeeding Mr. J. F. Gethins. Mr. W. F.

Moran succeeds Mr. Rhuark as master

mechanic at Garrett, Ind., and Mr. A. E.

McMillan is appointed master mechanic at

Newark, succeeding Mr. Moran.

At the recent annual meeting of the

board of directors, Mr. Paul Judson Myler
was elected president of the Canadian

Westinghouse Company, Limited, of Ham-
ilton, Ontario, Canada. Mr. H. H. West-
inghouse, retiring president, being elected

chairman of the board. In 1886, Mr.
Myler entered the employ of the Westing-

house Air Brake Company as bill clerk

in their Allegheny shops, and advanced

rapidly through the several bookkeeping

and auditing positions of the company.

In 1896 he was appointed secretary of the

Westinghouse Manufacturing Company,
a corporation then being organized with a

capital of $500,000 to do a general manu-
facturing l)usiness in Canada, at Hamil-

ton, Ontario. In 1897 he was made sec-

retary-treasurer. In 1903 the company
was reorganized as the Canadian West-

iiigliouse Company. Limited, capital $5,-

0UU.(XIO. to take over the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company's elec-

tric business and the air brake business of

the Westinghouse Manufacturing Com-
pany. Mr. Myler was made vice-presi-

dent and general manager in full charge

of the Westinghouse interests in Canada.

.\part from the extensive business affiilia-

tions. Mr. Myler is prominent in the so-

cial and economic life of the Dominion,

luing a leading member of various clubs,

atliletic, social and technical. Mr. Myler

is also connected with a number of finan-

cial and manufacturing companies in the

capacity of director.

.Mr. M. C. M. Hatch, formerly superin-

tendent of Fuel Service of the Delaware.

Lackawanna & Western, has resigned to

accept a position as assistant to the presi-

dent of the Locomotive Pulverized Fuel

Company of New York. Mr. Hatch spent

two years in the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology and two years at the Uni-

versity of California, in the latter institu-

tion taking the course in mechanical en-

gineering as a member of the class of

1903. He then spent about 18 months in

the shops of the Southern Pacific at West
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Oakland and Sacranientu, Cal., fuUowed
by 6 months in the test department and
months in the signal department of the

same road. In June, 1905, lie returned

east and entered the mechanical depart-

ment drafting room of the Boston &
Maine. He remained with that company
until October, 1911, serving during the

last 5 years of that period as chief drafts-

man. From October, 1911, to April, 191-',

he was engineer of tests of the New Eng-
land lines, that is, of the New Haven,

Boston & Maine and the Maine Central.

In .^pril, 1912, as above noted, he became
superintendent of fuel service of the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western, which posi-

tion he held np to the present time.

I'.EORGE H. HILL.

Obituary.

George H. HiU.

George H. Hill, for tlie last eight years

assistant engineer of the railway and trac-

tion department of the General Electric

Company, died at his home in Schenec-

tady, N. Y., on January 31. He was a

high authority in the electrification of

railroads. He was in his forty-fifth year

and gave promise of much usefulness.

He directed the equipment of many elec-

tric railroads. He was a writer of

marked ability, and an inventor of many
important devices. His early death is

greatly mourned by all who had the

honor of his acquaintance.

Walter J. McBride.

Mr. Walter J. McBride, formerly presi-

dent of the Haskell & Barker Car Com-
pany, Michigan City, Ind., died at his

home in Chicago last month in his fifty-

seventh year. He was closely identified

with several of the leading car construc-

tion companies, and was for several

years president of the American Car &
Foundry Company.

Archibald Buchanan, Jr.

.Mr. .Archibald Buchanan, Jr., chief of

till- i-i|iiipment division in the valuation

ilcpartnient of the New York Central at

New York, died on F'ebruary 5. Mr.

Buclianan came of a distinguished family

of railway men and learned railway en-

gineering in the shops of the New York
Ctntral at West .Mbany, and filled many
l>o:<itiuiis in the mechanical department

with credit and ability.

Charles Cyrus Ramsey.

Mr. Charles Cyrus Kamsey, for the last

seven years president of the Crucible

Steel Company, of .America, died last

month at Pittsburgh, Pa. He began his

career as a railroad man in the employ
of tlic Pennsylvania, and at an early age
yavc his attention to the manufacture of

. nuilile steels, and rapidly rose to im-

I.>rt.Tnt positions in that industry, lie

uas in his fifty-si.xth year.

Charles T. Schoen.

Mr. Charles T. Schoen, an eminent en-

i;iiieer and inventor of the pressed steel

car, died at Moylan, near Philadelphia,

I'a.. on February 4., aged 11 years. Mr.
."^chi^n perfected many inventions, among
• tilers a solid forged and rolled steel car

uheel, and was president of the Schoen
Steel Wheel Company. He was also

\ ice-president of the Colonial Trust Com-
liany of Philadelphia.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.

Mr. J. P. Murphy, Box C. Collinwood.
I ilii<i. announces that the fourteenth an-
nual convention of the Railway Store-

keepers' Association will be held at Chi-

cago, III., on May 21, 22 and 23, 1917. The
principal subjects for discussion will be

"Handling of Rails," "Handling of Cross
Ties," "Reclamation of Scrap" and "Han-
dling of Stationary." The Committee are

actively engaged in preparing for a large

and interesting convention, and special at-

tention will be given by the local com-
mittee for the entertainment of the mem-
bers and visitors.

Another Big Bridge.

The Paducah & Illinois is bridging the

Ohio river at Paducah with a structure

more than a mile long and 720 feet high,

said to be the longest span of any rail-

road bridge in the world. It represents

an expenditure of $6,000,000 and will be

operated jointly by the Nashville, Chat-

tanooga & St. Louis.

National Railway Appliance Company.
Announcement is made that the rail-

road department business of the U. S.

Nfetal & Manufacturing Company has been

taken over by the National Railway Ap-

I'liance Company, a new concern incor-

porated fur the purpose of selling railway

supplies. The new company has opened
temporary offices at 165 Broadway, New
York Cil>. and the othcials elected to car-

ry on the alTairs of the concern are as fol-

lows: President, B. A. Hegeman, Jr.; first

vice-president, Charles C. Castle ; vice-

president and treasurer, Harold A. Hege-
man ; assistant to president, F. C. Dun-
ham ; secretary and engineer. Edward D.

Hillman. The company has established a

liranch office in the McCormick building,

iTiicago, under the immediate manage-

ment of Walter H. Evans, and a branch

office in the Munsey building, Washing-

ton, D. C, under the management of J.

Turner Martyn. Both managers were
formerly connected with the railroad de-

partment of the U. S. Metal & Manufac-

turing Comjiany.

Du Pont Fabrikoid Company

The fJu Pont Fabrikoid Company, with

main offices at Wilmington, Delaware,

has purchased the Marokene Company of

F.lizabetli, N. J. The Marokene Com-
pany manufactures a material similar to

fabrikoid, whicli is used extensively by

the automobile, carriage and upholstery

industries. Mr. R. B. Heyward who has

been assistant superintendent of the

F"abrikoid Company's Newburgh plant

will become superintendent of the Maro-
kene plant at Elizabeth, N. J. No
changes will be made to the present staff

of employees. The purchaser will make
thorough investigations in order to learn

if any improvements can be made to the

product, and if possible will better same,

thus upholding the Du Pont standard.

.\11 the sales transactions of the Maro-

kene Company will be under the direction

of the Wilmington office, and the atten-

tion of Mr. J. K. Rodgers. sales manager

of the Du Pont Fabrikoid Company..

Improved Methods of Production

No doubt nearly everybody is more
or less familiar with the fact that im-

proved methods and large-scale produc-

tion, from the close of the Civil War
down to the beginning of the present

war, brought a great decline in the

price of various manufactured articles.

The same causes brought a decline quite

as great in the cost of transportation.

Thus it is calculated that for govern-

ment in all its divisions the people of

the United States paid in 1910 six

times as much as in 1870, for manu-

facturing five times as much, for mining

seven times as much and for transporta-

tion less than four times as much—the

latter absorbing a steadily declining pro-

portion of the national income. Compar-
ing our costs with those of other peoples,

probably transportation is the cheapest

thing in the United States today.
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A Clear Track
ahead, Railway men, when
you protect your metal
work with

DIXON'S
Silica Graphite

PAINT
It has a world-wide repu-

tation of over fifty years.

Made in FIRST QUAL-
ITY only. Made for

those who want QUAL-
ITY, LONGER SERV-
ICE and LOWEST
COST per year of service.

Because of the peculiar

oily nature and flake for-

mation of the pigment,

Dixon's Paint has no equal

in keeping moisture and
gases away from the metal.

Therefore metal properly

painted with it resists cor-

rosion longer than that

painted with any other

painjt. That is the reason

why leading railroads
throughout the entire
world use it as standard.

Write for booklet 69-B
and long service records.

Mad* tm JERSEY CITY. N. J., by th»

Joseph Dixon Crucible

dx3><^ Company d><^><n

ESTABLISHED IIZJ

Railroad Equipment Notes.

The Interborough Rapid iransit Com-
pany is in the market for 310 subway
cars.

The Rutland Railroad has completed

plans for a new round house at Burling-

ton, Vt.

The Northern Pacific has ordered 5,000

tons of 90-lb. rails from the Illinois Steel

Company.

The Interstate Railroad has ordered 500

freight cars from the Pressed Steel Car

Company.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

lias ordered 10 coaches from the Pullman

Company.

The Northern Railway of France has

ordered SO Mikado locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Chicago. Burlington & Quincy has

ordered IS 70-ft. coaches from the Ameri-

can Car & Foundry Company.

The Fort Smith & Western has ordered

2 Mikado (2-8-2) type locomotives from

tlie Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Sun Ning Railway (China) has

ordered 2 Mogul type locomotives from

the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The French Governinent is negotiationg

for 150.000 tons of heavy section rails,

and 20,000 tons of medium section rails.

The Richmond. Fredericksburg & Poto-

mac has ordered 200 steel-underframe box

cars from the Pressed Steel Car Com-

pany.

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis

lias ordered 5,000 tons of rails from the

Lackawanna Steel Company for delivery

next year.

The Texas & Pacific has ordered 12

Santa Fe (2-10-2) type and 7 Pacific

(4-6-2) type locomotives from the Bald-

win Locomotive Works.

The Canadian Pacific has ordered 25 lo-

comotives to be built in its Angus shops,

which, it is said, will be the heaviest en-

cines ever constructed in Canada.

The Louisville & Nashville has ordered

8 coaches, 6 baggage and mail cars, 4

rbair cars and 3 dining cars from the

\niorican Car & Foundry Company.

Ihc Southern Pacific Company has or-

drrcd 200 1 2,500-RalIon oil tank cars and

12') SO-ton steel drop bottom gondola cars

from the Ralston Steel Car Company.

The Louisville & Nashville has ordered

1,000 underframes from the Bettendorf

Company for 700 box, 200 stock and 100

refrigerator cars, which it will build in its

own shops.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe will

spend this year $500,000 on automatic sig-

nals in California, according to a notifica-

tion made by the company to the state

commission.

The signal installation by the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois during the calendar year

1916 comprised 10 miles of automatic

block on a single track between Fort

Branch and Ingle, Ind.

The Illinois Central has ordered 20

Pacific (4-6-2) type and 20 six-wheel

(0-6-0) type locomotives from the Ameri-

can Locomotive Company and 35 Mikado

(2-8-2) type locomotives from the Bald-

win Locomotive Works.

The Northern Railway of Spain has

ordered 40 superheater Mikado locomo-

tives from the American Locomotive

Company. These locomotives will have

23 and 2554-in. cylinders, and a total

weight in working order of 196.000 lb.

The Yazoo & Mississippi Valley has

given a contract to the Railroad Water &
Coal Handling Company of Chicago for a

300-ton coaling station, to serve four

tracks. This station is of the Holman
type, of timber construction with a con-

crete foundation.

The Chicago & North Western has or-

dered 20 Mikado (2-8-2) type locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company.

The cylinders will be 27 by 32 inches

;

driving wheels 61 inches in diameter, and

the total weight of each in working order,

302,000 pounds.

Advices from Petrograd state that the

Russian minister of finance has accepted

the tender made by American financiers to

construct a railway system from the Mos-

cow coal region to Donetsky, to advance

500,000,000 rubles for the work and to

finish it in three and a half years.

The Elgin, Joliet & Eastern has ordered

8 Mikado (2-8-2) type and 8 eight-wheel

(0-8-0) type locomotives from the Ameri-

can Locomotive Company. The former

will weigh 312,000 pounds and have cylin-

ders 28 by 30 inches and the latter will

weigh 216,000 pounds and have cylinders

24 by 28 inches.

The Seaboard Air Line has ordered 16

Mallet type locomotives from the Ameri-

can Locomotive Company, and 10 Santa

Fe (2-10-2) type locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works. The form-
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cr will have cylinders ^^ and 42 by 32

inches, 6J-inch driving wheels and will

weigh 497,000 pounds in working order.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has

placed an order with the Union Switch

& -Signal Company to furnish the materi-

als for the installation of automatic and

interlocking signals at Parsons, Kan.

This installation will include 70 three-

position ground signals and 7 one-arm,

three-position bridge signals.

The El Paso & Southwestern has recent-

ly placed a contract with the Union

Switch & Signal Company to furnish

the necessary material required for the

new extension of their automatic block

territory. This order will include 122

three-position upper quadrant signals and

3 two-arm, three-position signals.

The Baltimore & Ohio has placed or-

ders with the Union Switch & Signal

Company for 160 low-voltage, direct-cur-

rent, style "T." one-arm. three-position

signals, giving indication in the right-

hand upper quadrant, together with ap-

proximately 400 direct-current relays of

the Union model 13 neutral and model 12

polarized types.

The New ^'ork Central was recently

reported as liaving ordered 60 locomotives

from the .\mcrican Locomotive Company
and 90 from the Lima Locomotive Works.

The 60 engines ordered from the .Ameri-

can Locomotive Company include 45 Pa-

cific and -S Mikado locomotives for the

New York Central itself, and 10 Pacitic

type locomotives for the Michigan Cen-

tral.

The Pennsylvania Lines are building a

24-lcvcr mechanical plant at West Effing-

ham, III., controlling a yard junction, a

48-lcver electro-mechanical plant near

F.a.st St. Louis. III., at the grade crossing

of the .\lton & Southern, and a 32-lever

mechanical plant at Sniithboro, III., pro-

tecting a grade crossing with the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy. Two mechanical

plants are to be installed, one of 12 levers

ai Gibson, Ind., and one of 8 levers at

Rcelsville. Ind., both protecting siding en-

trances.

One Aspect of Discipline

To many the w-ord discipline calls up

the idea of rules and penalties for their

infraction, but this is not discipline in the

broad or in the fullest sense. There have

been men who have sat at a mahogany

desk and written out a series of rules for

the guidance of employes in shop or on

the road and have empowered their

subordinates to inflict penalties on those

who came short or who failed to rigor-

ously conform to those rules. Rules to

be of value caiuiot be written down ofT-

hand, unless the writer of them has had

experience in the matters he handles, and

has gone through the actual work of

which he writes.

Discipline, properly understixjd, is an

atmosphere, and rules are evolved. The
cultivation of this atmosphere is not the

work of a day but is a systematic growth,

and in the evolution of rules the em-

ployee may have something valuable to

say.

Shop operation requires the existence

of rules and regulations, and these should

comnuiid themselves to master and man
alike. It is said that the street traffic in

London depends on the respect which the

public has for the policeman at the

crossing, as the representative of law and

authority ; but there is something more

than this. The public are interested in

seeing the law carried out and would

Iiamper and delay a law-breaker as far

as possible, and if need be hand him over

to the authorities, simply because his

irregular behavior di.sarrangcd the sys-

tem that all desire to have upheld and

because he would inconvenience those

wlio obeyed. Such rules have public

support, and the policeman regulates the

traffic which he does not need to control.

.Applying the same principle to the shop,

the inherent common sense of any rule

will almost automatically produce o1)e-

dicnce. but in order to bring ahout this

slate of affairs it is wise to let the men
know the reason for each rale. The adage,

"Like master, like man" has its most per-

fect fulfillment in any industrial organiza-

tion, and the revealing of the purpose of a

regulation gives the head of any institu-

tion a quiet but most subtly powerful in-

fluence for good, if he desires to use it.

^^'hcn it comes to the imposing of some

Iicnalty. the greatest care must be taken

to insure that the mere rule is not exalted

so as to disgrace or humiliate the man
concerned. Here personality counts. Tact

is almost a determining factor, and justice

and fair-play are indispensable requisites.

Many a good man. making a slip, is saved

fiT all time and to his company by a

judicious word, possibly spoken in pri-

vate, by the foreman or other person in

authority. If a man ever actually requires

t^. be loudly "called down" in public, it is

almost proof positive that his undesirable

presence in the shop should have been

discovered previously. The voluble, ex-

cited, angry "call-down" reflects seriously

upon the managing power of the man
who does it, even if he is technically

right as far as the rule goes. Managing

men in a business has its commercial

value, and a rule-and-penalty code can

never be made to take the place of sympa-

thetic common sense. .\ man with the«r

desirable qualities can get good faithful

work out of his men all the time, and be

can get a strong business push from them

in cases of emergency. Discipline is an

atmosphere, not an army regulation.

GOLD

High Efficiency

Pressure Regulating

Valve

No. 1014

This valve has a very sen-
sitive adjustment and perfect
balance, so that when once
set for pressure desired any
perceptible change in pres-
sure on either side of regu-
lator is instantly compen-
sated and the pressure
supplied is maintained uni-
formly, wliethcr cars are
added to or taken from train.

Guaranteed
to Deliver the

Necessary Volume
for

Longest Trains

Also
for Turbo-Generator

Apparatus

Write for further information

GOLD CAR HEATING
& LIGHTING COMPANY

Whitehall Building

17 Battery PI., New York
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Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Winter Track Work, by E. R. Lewis.

Published by Railway Educational

Press, 14 East Jackson Boulevard,

Chicago, 111. 157 pages, cloth, illus-

trated. Price $1.60.

Mr. Lewis, in his capacity as assistant

to the general manager of the Duluth,

South Shore & Atlantic Railway, has had

exceptional advantages in observing the

details of track work, especially during

the severe winter weather experienced in

the Northwest. The work before us shows

how thoroughly Mr. Lewis has mastered

the subject, and how minutely he has

noted down his observations, the result

being a notable addition to track work

literature. The book has also the rare

quality of growing in interest as it pro-

gresses, and the book is not only of great

value to the trackman, but may also be

perused with profit by the operating man,

the traffic man and every one who is con-

cerned with keeping railroad tracks in

good condition at all seasons. The book

is divided into ten chapters embracing the

effects of climatic changes on all kinds of

track structures, the tools and supplies

necessary, snow handling equipment,

floods and wash-outs, with a special chap-

ter on ice, and a fine treatise on organiza-

tion. The effect of such a work cannot

fail to be of real value in raising the

standard of track work generally and the

readiness to meet emergencies particu-

larly. The illustrations are excellent and

the paper and presswork of the best.

Proceedings of the Master Mechanics'

Association.

The annual report of the proceedings

of the forty-ninth annual convention of

the American Railway Master Mechanics'

.Association, held at Atlantic City, N. J.,

June 19-21, 1916, has been issued from

the press of the Henry O. Shepard Com-
pany, Chicago, 111., and extends to 846

pages of letterpress and 32 large folders.

There are also numerous illustrations, the

whole forming a very complete report of

the proceedings. The volume also con-

tains a reprint of the Constitution and

By-laws, a list of members and an excel-

lent opening address by the President.

Of the number of reports of Committees

on special subjects there are no less than

26, chiefly bearing upon the locomotive

and allied subjects. The work as a whole

bears the impress of a degree of thor-

oughness not surpassed by that of any

other publication devoted to the work of

any associated body. The reports and

discussions all bear the stamp of careful

consideration and a ready mastery that

can only be acquired by men of close ex-

perience, and the discussions incident to

the presentation of the reports are par-

ticularly marked by a degree of clearness

that improves year by year and is the best

proof that the master mechanic of today

is not only accomplished in his high call-

ing, which is to be expected, but is also

scholarly in his attainments. The mar-

shalling of facts and the purity of lan-

guage are accomplishments that do not

come in a day, but are the genuine marks

of a thoughtful student graduated in tlie

art of expression. The book is in every

way another valuable addition to the

railroad literature of our time. En-

quiries for copies should be addressed

to the Secretary, Jos. W. Taylor, 1112

Karpen Building, Chicago, 111.

Hydraulic
Riveters nxcd and Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Crones

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydraats,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

"National" Pipe Standards.

An appendix to the 1913 edition book

of standards published by the National

Tube Company has just been issued from

the company's office, Pittsburgh, Pa. The

purpose of the work, which extends to

200 pages, is to supply the latest informa-

tion on the subjects contained in the 1913

edition. For the most part the informa-

tion contained is supplmentary, but in sev-

eral cases it replaces other data entirely.

Where a conflict occurs the appendix is

to be considered as the latest informa-

tion. Practically all of the specifications

appearing in the 1913 edition of the book

of standards have been modified more or

less and are now void. These constantly

change with the progress of the art.

Specifications covering products of the

company are also printed in loose leaf

form and may be had on request at the

general office or any of the district offices.

The index in the appendix contains both

ihe appendix and original book of stand-

ards and should be used in place of the

1913 edition referred to. Copies may be

had on application.

Cost Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Compony
Engineers, Iron

rounders, liachlnists.

100 Chtstnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldt CHICAGO

For
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the everlasting hammering incidental to .inch a work will be of value, and if it is

the older methods of flue cleaning. Time to l)e done at all it will be better to do it

and expense is saved I)y the use of Dixon's now, as in the far future it would be as

boiler graphite. Send for a copy of the difficult to accomplish as to account for

issue to the company's office, and read the the ten lost tribes of Israel,

testimonials.

Federal Boiler Inspection.

1 he antuial report issued from the of-

fice of Mr. Frank McManamy. chief in-

spector of locomotive boilers, presents a

summary of the tabulated data for the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1916, and in-

cludes inspection of all parts of locomo-

tives or tenders and accidents resulting

from failure. From the report it appears

tliat the niimlior of locomotives inspected

were 52,630; number found defective, 24,-

685 ; number ordered out of service for

repairs, 1,943; number of accidents, 537;

number killed. 38; number injured, 599.

Of the number kilted, 33 were members
of train crews ; 4 were roundhouse and

shop employees, and 1 non-employee. It

is shown that there is a considerable de-

crease in the number of accidents, al-

though unprecedented traffic conditions

existed and every available locomotive

was pressed into service. A larger ma-

jority of the carriers are reported as dili-

gent in their efforts to comply with the

requirements of the law.

Interborough Rapid Transit.

Not to be outdone by other railroads,

the Interborough Rapid Transit Company
has gone into the bulletin publication

business. No. 2, just issued, shows that

the company has something to boast about.

Nearly three billions of people have been

transported from place to place in the

crowded city in the last ten years and

only one passenger was killed in that pe-

riod. Of course, the conditions for safety,

especially in the subway lines, are ideal,

but the alertness and intelligence of the

employes generally, and the rare skill and

ingenuity of the leading men, particularly

in the mechanical departments, are of the

highest and best, of which Mr. Frank

Hedley, the general manager, is a shining

example. The only drawback is that there

are not more branches of the road in op-

eration. This may be amended in the

near future.

History of Railroads.

The Interstate Commerce Commission,

in its wisdom, issued an order several

years ago to all railroads to compile a

written history, giving the chain of titles.

The time limit has been several times ex-

tended and will likely have to be extended

further. As an illustration, the Burling-

ton system consists of some 225 small

roads, and there are about 100 in the Rock
Island system. This is a task involving

labor, research and ingenuity. Doubtless

New Haven Railroad Company's Anti-

Trespassing Campaign.

The New York, New Haven and Hart-

ford Railway Company has just issued

the third of a series of nine bulletins

warning people of the danger of trespass-

ing on the railroad tracks. 20,000 copies

of each bulletin, 180,000 in all, are being

distributed in factories, schools, stations,

freight houses, cabooses, crossing cabins,

section houses, work trains, shops, car in-

spection cabins, interlocking towers, tele-

graph poles, and all conspicuous places

along the lines of the railroad. If people

continue to be killed on the New Haven,

it can hardly be called the fault of the

railroad, if the people are trespassing.

Safeguarding Employees.

Xo less than fifty safety experts arc-

working under the auspices of the Na-
tional Safety Council on the problems in-

volved in the maximum and minimum re-

quirements in safeguarding employees in

industrial plants. Special leaflets are be-

ing issued monthly bearing on some sep-

arate feature of the work. Those already

published refer to "Ladders,'' "Stairs and

Stairways" and "Boiler Rooms." The
leaflets contain admirable suggestions

looking towards safety. Copies of the

leaflets may be had from the Secretary.

W. H. Cameron, Continental and Com-
mercial Bank Building, Chicago.

The Railway Signal and Permanent

Way Engineer's Pocket Book.

This useful and liandy volume is di

vided into three main sections, the first

of which deals with signalling and the

second with permanent way matters, while

the third part contains pages of squared

paper and tables of British measures with

their metric equivalents; these latter are

sure to be in demand, if we are to make
any serious endeavor to capture foreign

trade in the near future. In the first sec-

tion practically all details of construction

and their application in actual daily work-

ing are enumerated and explained in clear

phraseology. The second part gives use-

ful data and stresses for track and en-

gineering works, durability of materials,

and so forth. Prominent place is given

to the more important Board of Trade
regulations and restrictions that affect rail-

way engineers. Published by the Loco-
motive Publishing Company, London.
England. Price 75 cents. The book will

be mailed to any address on receipt of

price.
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Locomotive [ngine Running
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By ANGUS SINCLAIR

TbU popular book has been a RE-
LIABLE REFERENCE and comfort-
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ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.
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Connauglit Tunnel on the Canadian Pacific, Through

the Selkirk Range of the Rocky Mountains
The Connaught tunnel on the Canadian

Pacific railway is at the summit of the

Selkirk range in British Columbia. It

cuts through Mount Sir Donald at

Rogers' Pass, and this part of the C. P. R.

has been known by that name since the

road was opened. It was thought ap-

propriate to name the undertaking, just

completed, after Canada's former Gov-

fall which is frequently over 40 ft. in a

single winter in this range, difficulties

were numerous and operation was costly

and the building of long stretches of snow
sheds had to be resorted to, and the sheds

maintained over a large portion of the

route.

The new double track tunnel line elimi-

nates Ayi miles of snow shedding, reduces

ing streams and rivers. As a general

thing one may say that the coast, or Pa-

cific ocean side of these various mountain

ranges comprising the Coast or Cascade

range, the Gold range, the Selkirks, and

the Rockies proper, is more precipitate

than that on the eastern side, probably ow-
ing to the warm moist air derived from
the Japan current as it floats inland being

rORT.\L OF THE COXN.\UGHT TUNNEL DURING CONSTRUCTION. CANADIAN PACIFIC R^MLWAY.

crnor General, H. R. H., the Duke of

Connaught, known as Prince Arthur in

his younger days, brother of the late

King Edward VII., and uncle of King
George V.

The former route of the railway across

the Selkirk range was over Roger's

Pass at an altitude 4,343 feet., which was
approached by 2.2 per cent, grades. On
account of the excessively heavy snow-

the summit elevation by 552 ft., eliminates

about 2.400 degs. of curvature and shortens

the line 4.3 miles. The tunnel is 5 miles

long and is entirely on tangent, with a

grade of 0.95 per cent. Some of the finest

scenery in the Rocky Mountains is to be

had in the Selkirk range, as the road

passes along the side of the mountains at

a considerable height above the tiny silver

threads which are in reality r.npidly mov-

caught and precipitated in greater abund-

ance on the west side than that which

floats high in air above the lofty peaks

and crags and flows eastward toward the

prairies of the Northland.

The method of construction adopted at

the Connaught tunnel was to drive a
pioneer tunnel parallel with, and SO ft.

distant from the centre line of the main
tunnel and to drive cross cuts from this
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COMPLETED PORT.^L OF THE CONNAl^

pioneer to the main tunnel. In this man-
ner a number of faces could be worked
simultaneously and progress facilitated to

the large main tunnel met on July 7. J916.

The monthly progress is illustrated in

the diagram, from which it will be seen

zitc, and approximately one and a half

miles is lined with concrete.

1 he tunnel is ventilated by means of

two multi-blade fans 12 ft. 5 ins. in diame-

ter and 8 ft. 3 ins. wide. These fans are

driven by two 4-cyclinder, 4-cycle, 500 h. p.

Diesel engines. The entire ventilating

plant is housed at the west portal.

J.* G. Sullivan is chief engineer for

lines West, on the Canadian Pacific rail-

way, and it was under his general super-

vision that the tunnel was driven. Frank

Lee is principal assistant engineer oi

lines West on the C. P. R. The head-

quarters of the engineer's staff is at Win-
nipeg. Man. It is to the courtesy of the

chief engineer that we are able to give

this brief outline of this important and

costly piece of railway engineering, which

will in time pay back its cost to the rail-

way by the lessened cost of passenger and

freight haulage through this region in the

Rocky mountains.

In giving a brief synopsis of the work,

Mr. Sullivan when reading a paper be-

fore the Canadian Society of Civil En-
gineers' said, among other things:

The Rogers Pass tunnel is in the Sel-

kirk mountains nf British Columbia. It

is double tracked, live miles long, lowers

the summit of the former line, shortens

the line, eliminates many degrees of curv-

ature and avoids the expense and danger

of maintaining and operating four and a

half miles of snow sheds.

During the period from 1910 to 1913,

the traffic of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way Company was increased so rapidly

that it was evident that if the rate of in-

crease continued, the road would have to

be double tracked. A prominent consult-

ing engineer, who reported favorably on

the proposal to construct the tunnel, made
a further suggestion that it might be

necessary to double track the present line

CONNAUGHT TUNNEL

MONTHLY PROGRESS.

=HC

["T--]-Fl-T>-T-T-r
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MONTHLY PROGRESS DI.\GR.\M FOR CONX.\UGHT TUNNEL. C. P. R.

a degree previously unheard of in tun- that the maximum monthly enlargement in over the mountain and gauntlet the heavy
nelling. one month, at both ends, was 1,886 ft. This bridges in order to handle the traffic dur-
The contract for the tunnel was let on was in May. 1916. The material in the ing the period of construction. Mr. Sul-

July 1, 1913, and the steam shovels in tunnel is mainly schist, slate and quart- livan explained that he was aware that
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tunnels in Europe had been driven at a

rate two or three times as fast as any long

tunnel had been driven on this continent,

and he had, in a superficial way, an idea

of the methods employed. In a circular

letter sent to contractors dated April 8,

1913, the following statement appeared

:

"The necessity for this tunnel is so great

and the expenditure so large that it would

be worth considerable money to this com-
pany to have the tunnel completed as soon

as possible. Therefore, everything else be-

ing equal, the part\- who will guarantee

completion in the shortest time will be the

part}' who will receive the work."

Prices on the European method of tun-

nelling were asked for. Tunnels in

Europe have been driven at two or three

times the speed that any tunnel was ever
<il.C«G[

J'KoFILE OF COXNAUGHT TUNNEL -^ND OLD LINE.

INTERIOR OF THE CONN.XUGHT TrxXEI.. C. P. R.

pletion was three and a half years, which

would end on Jan. 1, 1917. There was an

allowance in extension of time of one day

for ever\- ten feet of soft ground en-

countered, which would require immediate

timbering. As there was some 1,660 ft.

of such ground, the time limit of the con-

tract was extended into June, 1917.

The work completed up to Dec. 19, 1915,

was as follows : 19,610 ft. of pioneer tun-

nel, 24,612 ft. of centre heading, 1,660 ft

of earth tunnel and 14,342 ft. of tunnel

enlargement in rock. At the same date

there remained to be driven 288 ft. of

centre heading, 10,398 ft. of tunnel en-

largement.

A pioneer tunnel was driven entirely

outside the regular section of the tunnel,

and a centre heading was driven along

tl'e centre of the main tunnel. The func-

tions of the pioneer tunnel were to pro-

vide a means of transporting the material

from the heading to a point back of where

the enlargement of the tunnel was being

made, and to provide for the carrying of

high pressure air pipes, water pipes, ven-

tilating suction pipes, etc.

.-Ml expectations as to speed in the exe-

driven in the United States or Canada.

Those who bid on the work were asked to

state the amount per day that they would

be willing to have inserted in a contract

to be paid as a bonus for time saved over

the agreed time, the same amount to be

exacted as a penalty for the time lost, be-

ing the time between the fixed day of

completion and the actual date of com-
pletion. This sum Mr. Sullivan thought

should be about $750 per day.

.\ railway engineer suggested drivint; a

pioneer tunnel and taking out an upper
heading through shafts into this tunnel,

taking out the rest of the bench with

steam shovels. It was pointed out to him
that this was impracticable, for the reason

that from an upper heading one cannot
drill to the bottom of the tunnel, and
therefore would have to clean up all the

muck in the bench before a round of

breast holes could be put in to break more

^ya-
SlfOWING LOCATION OF THE CONNAUGHT TUNNEL IN THE SELKIRK

MOINTAINS. C. P. R. IN BRITISH COLUMBI.V

Messrs. J. Sullivan and .\. C. Dennis' ideas

were prepared. The plan is to drive a

f;mall working pioneer tunnel, 8 ft. x 8 ft.

underneath the main tunnel.

The contract for this work was let on
rock. Plans showing a combination of July 1, 1913. The limit of time for com-

cution of the work have been more than

realized. For rock tunnelling where the

rock is of sufficient hardness to stand un-

til the mucking has been completed, the

method used here can be most successfully

worked, an ' \ speed of three miles a year
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can be easily made at a much less cost

than tuimcls driven at the same speed by

the European method. Furthermore, the

practice of radial shooting has given a

great deal less overbrcak than would have

resulted had the holes been drilled parallel

to the axis of the tunnel.

The work was laid out and commenced

under F. F. Busteed, engineer in charge of

double tracking, with J. \V. Shcppard as

assistant engineer. It has recently been

under the supervision of W. A. James,

engineer of construction western lines,

with H. G. Barber as assistant engineer,

T. Martin, resident engineer at the west

end and J. R. C. Macredie, resident engi-

neer at the east end. The contractors are

Messrs. Foley Brothers, Welch and Stew-

art. The construction work has been

supervised for the contractors by Mr. A.

C. Dennis.

Lubrication of Superheated Engines

Difference Between Salurated and Superheated Steam—The Action of High Temperatures-

Effect of Cold Air— Tilt' Effect of Smoke Box Gases—Catalysis Explained

—

What is Curhonization of Oil ?

-The

Some time ago Dr. P. H. Conradson,

chief chemist of the Galena Signal Oil

Company, of Franklin, Pa., gave to one

or more of the Railway Clubs, what was,

in each case, more than simply a lecture,

for the reason that it contained a dem-

onstration of what he sought to prove.

The subject chosen by Dr. Conradson

was "Locomotive Valve and Cylinder

Lubrication in Connection with Saturated

and Superheated Steam." Dealing with

oil in superheated cylinders is simply the

problem of getting the oil to do the work

of lubrication under high temperatures.

With saturated steam locomotives tlie

temperatures encountered are not exces-

sive, and the "wetness" of saturated steam

has, in a sense, a lubricating quality, which

is entirely absent in superheated steam,

which is artificially dried and has to carry

its lubrication along with it as a soldier

would carry his day's ration into an un-

productive enemy country.

An apparatus used by the lecturer con-

sisted of several coils of glass pipe, into

which oil and steam at high temperature

could be introduced, in full view of the

spectators. Steam at 400 degs. Fahr. was

introduced into these glass coils and oil

was also introduced by suitable means

and in suitable quantity. A grey mist

was seen to darken the coils of glass pipe.

At about 700 degs. Fahr. the mist disap-

peared, though oil and superheated steam

in the form of vapor was still entering

the glass tubes. The demonstration was

given when steam was shut off, the grey

mist of oil again appeared and this con-

densed, so as to form a finely divided

coating, made up of minute drops of oil

which spread themselves over the interior

surface of the glass tubes.

When the temperature is extremely high

oil may go over in the form of vapor with

the steam. The vapor aiding very ma-

terially in atomizing the oil, and lubricat-

ing the steam, which the speaker believes

to be essential. Dr. Conradson found in

the course of his investigations that it

was of great importance, in gaining the

best results to consider the form in which

the oil introduction takes place. He dis-

covered that oil when atomized did the

best work, for it was then in a highly

attenuated, emulsified, and so finely

divided a condition, as to mingle easily.

and if one may so say, impregnate the

superheated steam.

Tlie demonstration contained this

further interesting and instructive fact,

visible to all, by reason of the glass coils

used. At the beginning of the stroke

steam pressure and temperature are at

ihcir highest. As the piston moves for-

ward in the cylinder, both these decrease.

Then it is that the atomized oil, begins

to separate from the steam and condense

in a finely-divided coating of minute drops,

on the cylinder walls. Up to this point

the steam has been hot and clean and the

oil has been practically pure, and carbon-

ization has not taken place. The intro-

duction of cold air, or the hot ash-laden,

smoke-bo.x gases, produce effects which

were very clearly revealed in the dem-

onstration of which we speak.

The apparatus when showing a tempera-

ture of about 800 degs. Fahr. without the

oil carbonizing or burning, had the steam

supply abruptly shut off and an air valve,

communicating with the atmosphere,

quickly opened, as would happen with a

drifting locomotive. The admission of

cold pure air w'here hot steam had pre-

viously been, produced a blue smoke in

the apparatus. The smoke had a burnt

odor, due to the fact the oil had carbon-

ized or to speak plainly, had been burnt,

because oil is so largely composed of

carbon, and the conditions of high tem-

perature and a liberal supply of oxygen,

in the air, were present. The oil burned,

and left a black residium which, having

performed its part as cylinder oil, is now
useless for lubrication.

The introduction of smoke box gases

when drifting had been experimented

witliin the oil company's laboratories and

showed the resulting accumulation, to be

burnt and useless, for even in the hot

smoke box gases, sufficient oxygen was

present to carbonize the oil. In addition

to the carbonized oil, the residue in the

cylinders was found to contain a large

amount of cinders and ashes from the

front end, and under the influence of the

high temperatures of smoke box and

cylinders, a cementing action had taken

place where carbonized oil. ashes, soot and

fine cinders were found to he more or less

closely consolidated and that an excess

of oil under these circumstances increases

the cementation process, with anything

but desirable results.

It is evident from a perusal of the vari-

ous writings and sayings of Dr. Conrad-

son that he believes in atomizing the oil

for superheater locomotives and he also

believes the practice to be very beneficial

for saturated steam engines. The anatom-

ized oil, lubricates the superheated steam

so that wherever it ;o.<ches, a finely-

divided small bead-like deposition of oil

is layed down. In the cylinder, as the

piston progresses, and the pressure and

temperature diminish, this fine mist-like

oil condition automatically forms, and

coats the wearing surfaces with a film

sufficient to keep all running smoothly.

The oil which is swept up by the piston

as it moves in the cylinder, passes out,

in large measure, by way of the exhaust.

This loss is inevitable, but the oil passed

out is laden with the products of wear,

dirt or grit, and also with ashes, if the

smoke box gases have been drawn in.

In thus passing out of the cylinder and

being practically lost, this oil performs a

function similar to the feed from an oil

cup on a butt-end strap, it keeps the bear-

ing clean, as well as it provides a separat-

ing and moving film between the bearing

surfaces.

Some curious facts have been brought

out, as the work of investigation has pro-

ceeded. In the early days of the super-

heater in this country—Canada being the

pioneer on the continent—some trouble

was experienced with cracked and broken

cylinders and other parts which came in

contact with the superheated steam. The
trouble was thought to be due to the valve

and cylinder oils used. One road began

its superheater experience with engines

equipped with ordinary grey iron in steam

chest and cylinder packing rings, which

had given every satisfaction with its

saturated steam locomotives. These rings

wore out rapidly when subjected to super-

heated steam. The road subsequently

adopted a dense, fine-grained, high-grade,

air-furnace, iron. The new rings turned

out to be such an improvement that the

railway now uses them with their

saturated steam engines. R.Tilway? have

found out and will continue, from time

to time, to find out, the composition of

the metal best suited to their needs, and
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will succeed in securing oil capable of

lubricating in whatever superheating con-

ditions may be imposed. When one at-

tempts to consider the whole subject of

lubrication both for saturated and super-

heater locomotives, one has to go beyond

a simple study of the oil itself.

The investigation of the behavior of oil

under certain circumstances necessitated

reproducing the conditions by mixing oil

with various solid substances, which might

find their way into the oil, or be put there

by design. The unmi.xed oils were not

acted on by superheated steam but those

mixed with solid particles were found to

have become oxidized, and the receptacles

containing them were skinned over with

a sort of stifif, rubbery cement. This con-

dition was not due so much to chemical

action as it was to what is called catalytic

action. This word is Greek in origin and

means the causing or accelerating a chem-

ical change by contact or admixture with

a substance which is itself not consumed

nor permanently affected by the chemical

change. A housewife might roughly illus-

trate the meaning of this word by telling

you that in cooking green garden peas, a

pinch of soda in the boiling water will

prevent the peas from loosing their fresh

green color, and so appear more appetiz-

ing. This is not catalysis, but an analogy

therefrom, as the soda does not become

part of the peas, it assists in producing an

effect; just as soda makes vegetables

soften quicker- when boiling, than they

otherwise would do. The soda helps to

produce a result which has no effect upon

itself.

The fact that the presence of air when

admitted to the cylinders under cer-

tain conditions, was made apparent by the

apparatus used. After superheated steam

had been passed for a suitable length of

time into the tubes, steam was shut off,

and air admitted for a little while, as if

the engine was drifting, and at tem-

peratures of 400 to 500 degs. Fahr. no car-

bonizing took place. From about 550 to

600 and 700 degs. Fahr. when steam is

shut off and air enters, the oil becomes

sticky and gummy and finally carbonizes.

The fact that the presence of foreign sub-

stances causes the oils to break up by

catalytic action, and the experiment just

leferred to, would tend to emphasize the

fact that pure oil, of suitable quality and

the absence of air and front-end gases or

foreign bodies at high cylinder tem-

peratures, arc extremely important factors

in the problem.

When superheater locomotives began to

be employed here, some railroads did not

use any superheater valve oil. They have

continued to use saturated engine valve oil

with every satisfaction. Other roads be-

lieved that they must have special oil.

That idea was probably imported from

abroad, and many of these roads which

originally believed this have come liack to

the oil of good quality that they formerly

used.

The reason that oil with a flash point

of 525 degs. Fahr. can exist in a steam

atmosphere of 700 degs. Fahr. is the ab-

sence of the air necessary for combustion.

If a moving locomotive is shut off tight

a vacuum is at once created in the cylin-

ders, which allows air to enter through

the cylinder cocks, and smoke, gas and

cinders to be drawn from the front end.

Under these conditions, the oil in the

cylinders will burn, and carbonization,

which is an enemy to good lubrication, in-

evitably results. The remedy for this con-

dition becomes apparent, namely, to ad-

mit sufficient steam into the steam chests

and cylinders while drifting, to prevent

the creation of a vacuum, with the result

that good lubrication is maintained at all

times.

Like many other things at and about

railroads, the shroud of mystery which

seems at first to enwrap the behavior of

many familiar things, has clung for some

time to the matter of locomotive lubrica-

tion, but the obscuring folds of doubt are

giving way, as they are bound to give way,

before the penetrating light of scientific

investigations, which is really our only

pathway to knowledge in the profession

involving "steam and rail," which all love.

We hope in a future issue to pursue the

subject of lubrication somewhat farther.

We invite our readers to contribute from

their store of knowledge, and if there be

any who have some words of authority

to speak on the subject we will be glad

tn have them.

to reduce the number of cars on their

lines. As an illustration it may be stated

that by the direction of the Commission

on car service, the Seaboard Air Line has

turned over 1,000 empty box cars to the

Louisville & Nashville, the Mobile & Ohio

and the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis railroads. On these railroads there

has been a shortage of cars.

Rapid Replacing of the Omaha Bridge.

The four old spans of the Omaha
double-track bridge across the Missouri

river, having a total length of 1,000 ft.

and weighing 1,950 tons, were replaced

by four correspondingly stronger 2S0-ft.

new spans, which were erected on false

work parallel and adjacent to the old

spans in service. The old spans were

jacked up 2 ft. to correspond with the

raised grade of the new bridge. The old

spans were hauled out by a nine-part

tackle to the ends of the pier extensions

in SO minutes. The tackles were then

shifted to the new spans and moved to

their positions in VA hours. The new

spans weighed 3,580 tons. The spans

were seated on their permanent bearings,

the track restored and traffic resumed in

lO'/z hours after it had been diverted

from the old spans. The members of the

old spans are being removed by derricks

operated on the new bridge.

A Double-Action Snow Plow.

A unique combination snow plow has

been worked out by a railway official in

Spokane, Wash., and is now in operation.

It weighs 70,000 lbs., and is equipped

with a plow at one end and a sheer at the

other. It throws the snow to either side

of the track by the plow, while the sheer,

when in use, throws it to one side only.

The plow is fitted up inside with electrical

stoves and heating devices for the com-

fort of the crew in zero weather.

Steel Fireboxes for India.

Owing to the difficulty of obtaining cop-

per plates in England for requirements

unconnected with the war, railway admin-

istrations in India have been asked to con-

sider the substitution of steel for copper

fireboxes in preference to repairing the

latter. New steel fireboxes can be made
in England for existing engines, but must

be especially designed for each engine.

Relieving Car Shortage.

Reports received up to date show that

considerable progress is being made in

forcing freight cars to those sections

where car shortage is most acute. Rail-

roads which have a large excess of equip-

ment are being called upon for explana-

tions as to why they have not taken steps

- New Coal Pier, Baltimore & Ohio.

The new coal pier on the Baltimore &
Ohio at Curtis Bay has just been com-

pleted, and is the largest in the world,

having a capacity of 7,000 tons an hour.

The pier is of concrete and steel and is

electrically operated. The pier is in two

units, a car dumper, two loading towers

and a trimming tower. Each dumper

handles forty 100-ton cars an hour. In

constructing the pier it was necessary to

dredge a channel into the pier to a depth

of 30 feet. The pier was constructed in a

little over one year, and cost $2,500,000.

Varying Prices in Metals.

In the early days of iron mining in

America pig iron sold as high as $40

a ton, and steel rails at $130 a ton. For

some years before the present war boom
the former ruled at $15 a ton, and the

latter at $28 a ton. Improved methods

of production and cheap transportation

brought about the drop in prices, and

it is to be hoped that the drop in prices

will soon occur again.

New Tunnel Under the Hudson River.

A permit fnr building an $11,000,000-

highway tunnel under the Hudson river

from Canal street. New York, to Jersey

City, has been granted by the War De-

partment.
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Compound Locomotive for the Madrid, Saragossa

and Alicante Railway of Spain
The American Locomotive Company

liavc recently completed twenty-live 4-8-0

type locomotives for the Madrid, Sara-

gossa and Alicante Railway of Spain.

These engines were built strictly in ac-

cordance with specilications and drawings
furnished by the railway company, all the

dimensions being given in the metric

figures which the workmen used without

translating them into the English equiva-

lents.

This railway is one of the two largest

railways in Spain and connects large

cities such as Madrid, Zaragoza, Alicante,

Barcelona, Valencia, Cordova ana

Seville. These locomotives are duplicates

of e.xisting locomotives used on this road

and built in Germany. They were de-

signed to haul, outside of the weight of

engine and tender, a load of 280 tons at a

speed of 50 km. or 31 miles an hour on

15 mm. grades of .015 per cent, over

curves of 400 meters. 1.312 ft. radius; a

load of 310 tons at a speed of ()0 km..

I'ront bumper and front plate arc also

of steel plate. All the axles are of forged

steel, the crank axle being a single forg-

ing of basic open hearth steel having a

minimum tensile strength of 55 kg. per

sq. mm., 78,227 lbs. per sq. in., to 65 kg.

per sq. mm., 92,450 lbs. per sq. in., and an

elongation of not less than 18 per cent,

in 150 mm. L'nder-hung springs are used

as this arrangement is more suitable to

plate frame design.

Contrary to American practice, these

engines have what might be called a five-

point system of equalization. The front

truck first two pair of driving wheels,

and the last two pair of driving wheels

are all equalized with a separate system

for each. Weight distribution is obtained

by means of adjustable spring hangers.

The engine truck is the railway company's

design of four-wheel truck, all the weight

l)eing transferred to it by a spherical

center-pin bearing. The smokebox has a

liiiili exhaust pipe fitted with an adiu'itahle

eter at the front end of 1,642 ram. or 64.65

ins. It contains 185 tubes 55 mm. or 1.97

ins. in diameter, and 24 flues 133 mm. or

5.24 ins. in diameter and 5,3<J6 mm., 17 ft

5 ins., long. The firebox is 2,100 mm. or

82.7 ins. long and 1,900 mm., 74.8 ins.,

wide. The total heating surface of the

boiler is 222.5 sq. m., that is 2,395 sq. ft.

of which the firebox contributes 15 sq. m.,

161 .5 sq. ft. The grate area is 4 sq. m.,

43 sq. ft. The smokebox front is slightly

conical in form. This is usual continental

practice though it does not obtain in Great

Britain. In this particular case the

"Wind-splitter" is confined to the smoke-

box, but in France the front of the cab is

often pointed in front extending out some
distance toward the dome.

The tender tank is of the waterbottom

type with a capacity of 25 cubic m. 6,600

U. S. gal., of water and 6,000 kilos or 6^
tons of fuel. The tender has a channel

frame carried on two four-wheel trucks

k. Andn
4 8-0 LOCOMOTIVE, M.XDRID. S.^RAGOSSA AND

.\ssist. Loco. Supt., Madrid.

37.28 miles, an hour on 10 mm. grades of

.01 per cent, over curves of 400 meters,

1,312 ft., radius; a load of 340 tons at a

speed of 100 km.. 62.13 miles an hour, on

level track over curves of 700 meters, 22.97

ft., radius.

These engines are of the 4-cylinder.

balanced compound type. The low pres-

sure cylinders are between the frames

underneath the smokebo.x and drive on

the cranked axle of the leading driving

wheels ; while the high pressure cylinders,

outside the frames, are connected with

the second pair of driving wheels. The
cylinders are cast in two pieces, each

piece containing one high and one low

pressure cylinder. Steam distribution is

obtained by one set of valves driven by

one set of valve gear. A screw reverse

gear similar to American practice operates

the valve gear.

Main frames are of steel plate 28 mm.
or 1.102 ins. thick, with front rails of

soft steel 100 mm. or 3.937 ins. thick.

nozzle which is operated from the cab by

a screw and hand wheel. The smoke-

stack has a hood for checking the draft

when the engine is standing or drifting.

The use of these hoods is quite common
on European locomotives and is said to

be of considerable advantage while the

locomotive is standing in sheds or pas-

senger stations, more especially the latter.

The boiler is of the straight top type,

the inside firebox being of copper. On
19 engines, the water-space stays are of

manganese bronze. On the remaining 6

engines copper stays are applied to the

throat and in the lower rows in the sides

and backhead, manganese bronze being ap-

plied in the upper rows of the side and

backhead. .Ml the staybolts were drilled

all the way through with a central hole

5 mm. diameter. This hole is stopped on

the outside with a steel plug, being left

open on the inside. Crown bars are used

in the two front transverse rows. The
barrel of the boiler has an outside diam-

.V.ncT. Lucu. Li.... Builders.

having plate frames and semi-elliptic

springs over the top of each box.

Fuel—Bit. coal.

Piston valves. Factor of adhesion—4.63.

Weight in working order—87.5 tons, on

drivers 62.1 tons, on engine truck 25.4

tons, engine and tender 143.3 tons.

Boiler—Type straight top.

Firebox—Type wide.

Crown staying—Radial.

Tubes—Lap welded steel.

Flues—Cold drawn seamless No. 24.

Wheels—Driving material, all, C. steel.

Wheels—Engine turck steel tired.

Boxes^Driving. all, C. steel.

Brake-^Driver. railway company, truck

vacuum ; tender vacuum.

Engine truck—Plate frame cent, bearing

Exhaust pipe—Single, nozzles variable.

Grate—Stationary, wrought iron bars.

Piston packing Swedish iron.

Tender frame—Channel steel.

Tank—Stvle water bottom.
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Counterbalancing the Reciprocating and Revolving

Parts of Locomotives
Old and New Methods—Location of the Weights

The problem of counterbalancing the

reciprocating parts of the locomotive is

one, which after being reported upon by

competent authorities from time to time, is

still largely a matter where the methods

used are designs peculiar to each railroad.

This is not to be wondered at as the de-

signs and weights and speeds of locomo-

tives are as various as the conditions un-

der which they operate. In spite of these

variations there are, however, certain gen-

eral principles evolved from experience

that are universal in their application, and

which a brief recapitulation may impress

itself upon the minds of those who are

interested in the subject, as well as those

who occasionally call upon us for opinions

on subjects relating to the mechanical ap-

pliances used on railways.

The latest report of the Master Mechan-

ics' Association presented a series of

diagrammatic illustrations. Figs. 1 to 4.

The radius of the circle in each case rep-

resents the centrifugal force of the over-

balance, or in other words, the centrifugal

force of the weight added to partly count-

er-balance the reciprocating parts. It may
be taken for granted that the revolving

parts are correctly balanced, so that the

_ weight added for that purpose need not

be considered and is not represented in

the diagrams. The weight added for part-

ly balancing the reciprocating parts is the

overbalance which distorts the otherwise

perfectly balanced revolving parts. This

overbalance is represented in the black

parts of the diagram. Fig. 1, shows by

shaded and unshaded portions, the total

weight of the reciprocating parts, the

shaded portion within the circle being

balanced by the overbalance when the

wheel is in the position shown. The por-

tion within the circle is the unbalanced

weight of reciprocating parts, which tends

to cause a nosing on fore and aft irregu-

lar movement of the locomotive. Fig.

2, shows the position of the wheel after a

quarter-turn, in which the effect of the

unbalanced reciprocating parts is elimi-

nated, and the distorting forces are caused

by the centrifugal force of the overbalance

acting in a downward direction, the result-

ant eflTect on the track being the static

weight on the driving wheel plus the cen-

trifugal force of the overbalance. This

position gives the greatest weight on the

rail. Fig. 3 is similar to Fig. 1 and shows
the eflfect of unbalanced reciprocating

parts in the opposite direction, after an-

other quarter-turn. There are, however,
slight diflFercnces in the effect shown in

Figs. 1 and 3 due to angularity of connect-

ing rods, and other causes, but these need

not be considered. Fig. 4 shows the down-
ward force on the track when the crank

pin is down and overbalance is up, this

force being the difference between the

static weight on the driver and centrifugal

force of the overbalance. This position

gives the least weight on the rail, the pro-

portions in this figure show the overbal-

ance to neutralize about one-half the static

weight on the wheel, leaving half the static

weight as the downward force on the

track for this position of the crank.

In counter-balancing, the parts to be

considered are the piston head, rod and
nut; the cross-head, cross-head key, pin

and nuts ; one half of the total weight of the

main rod ; also the arm and link fastened

to cross-heads in the case of an outside

Fig. 1

portionally less weight if at a greater dis-

tance, will be the counter-balance required.

In calculating centrifugal and recipro-

cating forces they are usually estimated at

a speed in miles per hour equal to the di-

ameter of the driving wheel in inches.

This is generally referred to as diameter

speed. At this speed the reciprocating

parts, due to the laws of inertia, tend to

continue their motion at the end of each

stroke with a force about equal to forty

times their weight. The overbalance also

exerts a centrifugal force equal to about

forty times its weight, and is at a maxi-

mum at the top and bottom position of

the crank. This force is added to the

static weight, in the lower position of the

overbalance and is opposed to this weight

Fig. .3
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equally increasing ratio all through.

The general practice In counterbalanc-

ing locomotives is to balance a portion of

the total weight of the reciprocating parts,

usually about two-thirds. A number of

years ago a system was established to

leave unbalanced on each side of the loco-

motive, a portion of the reciprocating

parts equal to one-four-hundredth part of

the weight of the locomotive. An exact

11- _i:^

Center of
gravity

o« C, C
FIG. S.

Not balanced,

being out

of plane.

adherence to this rule has been found not

always to produce the best results. It is

advisable to obtain a ratio of the total

weight of the reciprocating parts on each

side of the locomotive to the total weight

of the locomotive in working order, as

many experiments have shown that at high

speeds the riding of an engine can be very

mucli improved by reducing the weight

of the counterbalance. This may be done

by increasing the amounts left unbalanced,

or by reducing the total weight of the re-

ciprocating parts. In view of the marked

improvements in material, the latter prac-

tice is the best. It should also be borne

in mind that in arranging for these ad-

vantageous variations, the calculations

should be based on the speed at which the

locomotive is usually expected to run.

High speed locomotives with 30 per cent.

of the reciprocating parts balanced, leav-

ing 70 per cent, unbalanced, and with less

than one-two-hundredth part of the loco-

motive unbalanced, the locomotive has no

vibration at a high speed, but has con-

siderable fore and aft movement at low

speeds. Thus, when counterbalancing for

very high speeds, a large portion of recip-

rocating parts may be left unbalanced.

The best practice shows, as we have al-

ready stated, that it is well to keep the

total weight of the reciprocating parts on

each side of the locomotive below one-

one-hundred and sixtieth part of the total

to be balanced to as much as 60 or 65 per

cent.

It is interesting to note the progress

made on the subject of counterbalancing

during the last twenty years. At the

Master Mechanics' convention in 1896, and

again in 1897, while much serious atten-

tion was given to the whole subject, a gen-

eral rule was adopted which will be of in-

terest to quote : "Divide the total weight

of the engine by 400; subtract the quo-

tient from the weight of the reciprocating

parts on one side, including the front end

of the main rod. Distribute the remainder

equally among all driving wheels, adding

to it the weight of the revolving parts for

each wheel. The sum will be the counter-

balance required if placed at a distance

equal to the length of the crank."

There is little reference to the weights

of engines at that time and it is safe to

assume that the above rule was framed

for locomotives weighing less than 150,000

lbs., or what were known as the American

or eight wheel engine. No particular

variation from the above rule was given

on account of variable speeds, and the

progress that has been made may fairly

Among other eminent engineers who

have given this subject much attention,

Mr. Roger Atkinson, formerly superin-

tendent of motive power of the Canadian

Pacific, has furnished us with his views on

the subject which we take the opportunity

of appending for the consideration of that

large class i.i our readers whose life work

is more or less devoted to the further im-

weight of the locomotive in working order,

and the balance one-half of the reciprocat-

ing parts. This rule is based upon diam-

eter speed. Where the normal speed is

regularly considerably below the diameter

speed, it may be desirable to increase the

proportion of the reciprocating weights

lie said to be a development arising from

increased weights of locomotives of more

complex designs, together with a very

marked improvement in the quality of ma-

terial, making it possible to introduce

special designs of piston heads, cross-

heads, hollow piston rods, and the use of

heat-treated and alloy steel, aluminum,

etc., making it possible to construct very

light parts, so that one-two hundred and

fortieth part of the total weight of the

locomotive in working order instead of

one-one hundredth and sixtieth part, as al-

ready expressed in representing a fair

average.

The subject of cross-counterbalancing,

that is a placing of the counter-weights at

some point varying from the exact center

of the crank pin, has been much discussed

with a view to correct the disturbances

caused by the parts revolving in different

planes, the consensus of opinion being that

it is deemed unnecessary in the case of

outside cylinders, on account of the dis-

turbing forces being slight when compared

to the principal reciprocating and centri-

fugal forces.

provement of the details of the modem
locomotive.

A weight \ revolving round an axis in

a certain plane can only be counterbal-

anced by a weight B or weights C C,

whose momentum is equal to the disturb-

ing weight and whose center of gravity

revolves in the same plane and at the op-

posite side of the same axis. Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8.

Thus, in the locomotive, especially with

side cylinders the balance weights being

in the wheels are a long way out of the

plane of the cranks or disturbing weight

and have, therefore, to be adjusted accord-

ingly, and the same applies to outside cyl-

inders, but in a less degree. We have,

therefore, the following conditions. The

disturbing weight A cannot be balanced by

a weight in the same plane and we can

only make it the resultant of two other

weights B and C, the one B in the rear

wheel being equal in the momentum to the

sura of the other two A and C, and C is of

such mass that the center of gravity of A
and C are in the same plane as B. Thus as-

suming the distance a equals one foot and

6 equals four feet then C equals one-

quarter .\ or .\ -^ C equals 4-^1, and,

therefore, B equals 5 the sum of the others.

We should then have two balance weights

in each driving wheel thus, Fig. 8.

C being dotted in the far wheel and C be-

ing the component in the near side wheel
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of the system of counterbalancing of the ters of gravity of tlie two weights and

opposite'side shown as A', B\ O. It would find the common C. G. B being equal S,

be absurd to put two weights in one and C equal 1, the C. G. is 1/6 from B

wheel when one equivalent weight at their viz at D and we, therefore, know that a

common center of gravity will have the line from the center through D should be

same effect. We, therefore, join the cen- the center of the counterweight which is

equal in momentum to the sum of B and

C at whatever radius we might put it.

The wheels, therefore, are thus made,

and the same pattern is good for both as

it reverses by revolving about the line

shown in Fig. 9.

Chilled Iron Wheels for Engine Tender Service

By F. K. VIAL, Chief Engineer, Griffin Wheel Company, Chicago

A review of the performance of The increases in weight have been grudg- Each 100 per cent, increase

wheels in engine tender service indi- ingly given without any reference to the pacity requires the following:

cates that the burden imposed upon the increased requirement, and the only sur- 34 ^^^ ^^^^^ increase in weight of axle,

wheel is much greater than in freight prise is that the service of the chilled ^^ " " rail.

in car ca-

The iron wheel has been so uniformly satis-

rail.

" car body.
" wheel.

service for similar wheel loads
. , v

Ufe of the wheel in terms of mileage is factory when so httle attention has been

very much reduced and the causes for paid to the principles involved. The fact

removal are often very different from that the service is so satisfactory is the

those found in freight service. These main obstacle to-day in the way of fur-

differences are sufficient to warrant a ther improvement. Failures of individual

c 1 ^..A . r^( tVip whole oroblem of wheels can usually be traced to the use

T^\ nn of chiUed 'ron wheels to of improper standards, rather than to find Further, the cost per pound of the chilled

se'rvice condhlo^s. SpS considera- -^^ -^ ^-^. "f whi.h the wheel is com- iron wheel is far below that of any other

tion must be given to standards for en-

gine tender service that shall have an

adequate factor of safety and render a

maximum service at a minimum cost. — .
'''

' ^ ... . . , ctrpccpc in the wheel that cause defects

In the early days of railroading, loads take care of the rapid increase in wheel stresses in the wheel that cause detects

in tne eany u<iya yj>- i» o>
_ £_ii„...: j„ki=

.

that were not known in the earlv de-

that the metal of which the wheel is com-

posed, is unreliable.

The increase in the requirements and

weight of various items entering into the

car; the axle, the wheel and the rail to

In other words, the wheel requires

about one third of the percentage of in-

crease in weight that is required in other

parts of the car for increasing capacities.

metal used in freight car construction

;

hence its remarkable economy.

The modern concentrated wheel loads

hauled at high velocities produce certain

and speeds were so low that the strains

developed in the wheel and rail were well

within the limits of the materials and

sections used and practically no consid-

eration was required or given to the re-

lation between wheel design and various

operating conditions. It was during this

period that foundry practice was devel-

oped to a high degree insuring uniform-

loads is shown in the following table

:

that were not k-nown in the early de-

Per Cent

Weight of Rail—Maximum
Capacity of Car—Maximum

1875
45 lbs.

0,000

Gross Load , ^'nnn
Average Tare Weight of Car • • 'f.OOO

Weight of Heavy Cars f^°
Weight of Body of Car 12,400

Weight of Axle "i
Number of Wheels 5-.°
Vertical load per Wheel =,000

Maximum Flange pressure in service.

.Area of Flange Section.

6,500

140,000
210,000
54,000
66,000
43,000
1,070

8
26,250
40,000

3.60 sq. in,

600
425
200
267
247
206

425
515
61

iron wheel the standard for railway

service.

The 60,000 lbs. capacity car was intro

duced about 1887 and it was thought by

195 BTU
415 sq. i

1,020 BTU 425
415sq. in.

11.50 sq. in. 73
IHi". Ill
850 lbs. 62

MPH (ignoring train resistance)

Area of Tread Surface /klt^'i^'
Area of Tread Section °;" f^'

'°-

Thickness of Single Plate ^-,- Si
Weight of Wheel •

oJj lbs.

These items are represented graphi- velopment of the chilled iron wheel.

most engineers that the load of 11.000 cally in the chart, in which it will be These consist of brake burning, shell out,

lbs., which each wheel must carry, caused noted that the wheel outclasses all other comby spots, cracked places and an oc-

a pressure over the small area of con- items in economy for increasing loads

tact between wheel and rail which was

greater than the metal could sustain

without crushing. It was only a few

years before this that 11,000 lbs. was con-

sidered a normal load for an engine

driver.

Notwithstanding these adverse opinions,

the 80,000 lbs. capacity car, and soon

afterwards the 100,000 lbs. capacity car.

were introduced to general service, and

recently cars of 140,000 lbs. capacity hav-

ing a wheel load of 26,000 lbs. have come

into general use. During the same period

the size and weight of locomotive tenders

have increased in similar proportion.

Although the chilled iron wheel has

been standard for freight cars since the

first railroads were established, it is only

recently that any attention has been given

to a clear study of the stresses developed

in various parts of the wheel from vary-

ing service conditions, such as gross load,

descending grade, flange pressure, etc.

casional broken wheel. The sudden in-

crease in temperature in the tread in con-

iK-ctiim with the relatively slow transmis-

sion of heat to the interior of the wheel

produces a decided difference in tempera-

ture resulting in unequal expansion, and

stresses that are sufficient at times to rup-

ture the metal where wheels are not

properly standardized.

Brake friction on long heavy descend-

ing grades is of course the origin of ex-

cessive heat in the wheel. The intensity

of the shoe pressure is a direct factor

of the degree of heating. Notwithstand-

ing the common knowledge that overheat-

ing is the princii>al cause of wheel failures,

no classification has ever been made of

railway equipment with respect to irregu-

larities in Ijraking power, which repre-

sents the feature tliat develops the maxi-

mum stresses within the wheel.

The only item used by the M. C. B.

Association in standardizing wheels has

been the gross load. This is correct only
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in so far as l)raking power and gross load

bear a constant relation to each other.

A superficial review of railway equip-

ment at once indicates wide variations in

this respect as shown by the following

tabic, which is reproduced here in order

to emphasize this important view of the

subject.

•44x8 JOtrRNAl. A\LES-

T»re
Weight

Freight Cars—60,000 lbs. capacity:

Light Cars 22,000 lbs.

Average Cars 32,000 lbs.

Heavy Cars 52,000 lbs.

Engine Tenders:
5.000 Gals 35,000 lbs.

5 It 9 JOUaNAL AXLES

—

Freight Cars—80,000 lbs. capacity:
Lighl Cars 27,000 lbs.

Average Cars 37,000 lbs.

Heavy Cars 50,000 lbs.

Engine Tenders;
7.000 Gals 49.000 lbs.

S'A X 10 JOURNAL AXLES-

Freight Cars— 100,000 lbs. capacity:
Light Cars 32,000 lbs.

Avera.qc Cars 41,000 lbs.

Heavy Cars ' 50,000 lbs.

Engine Tenders:
9,000 Gals 63,000 lbs.

6x11 JOURNAL AXLES—

Freight Cars— 140,000 lbs. capacity:
Average Cars 53,000 lbs.

F.nginc Ten<lcrs:
12,000 Gals 75,000 lbs.

The M. C. B. Association recommended

standard for chilled iron wheels, for all

the above varying conditions, consists of

the 625 lb. wheel for cars of ma.ximum

gross weight not to exceed 95,000 lbs.,

the 675 lb. wheel for cars of maximum
gross weight not to exceed 132,000 lbs.

and the 725 lb. wheel for cars of maxi-

mum gross weight not to exceed 161,000

lbs.

These standards, which were developed

for gondola freight service without ref-

erence to temperature stresses, have been

applied equally to passenger service and

have also been adopted by the American

Railway Master Mechanics' Association as

applicable to engine tender service for

equivalent wheel loads. This is an er-

roneous practice.

With the proposition that the heaviest

stresses developed in the wheel are tem-

perature stresses w-hich originate from

brake friction, and that the heating of

the wheel is proportional to the braking

power, it follows directly that wheels

which may be entirely satisfactory under

freight equipment in which the braking

power is IS per cent, of the gross load

are not at all suited for passenger service

having braking power equal to 75 per cent,

of the gross load, or for engine tender

service with braking power 33 per cent, of

the gross load, which is twice that en-

countered in freight service under the

same operating conditions.

The limitation for the M. C. B. wheel de-

signs, which apply to average freight

service, are shown in the following sum-

mary which also shows the entire disre-

gard of the factor of safety with refer-

ence to temperature stresses in M. C. B.

standards applied to engine tender serv-

ice, which are of more importance than

those originating from gross loads.

M. C. B. Sundardi. Engine Tender Requirements,

Site of
Journal

Wt. of
Wheel.
Lba.

625
675
725
850*

Gross
Load,
Lbs.

95.000
132,000
161.000
210.000

Braking
Power,
Lbs.

19,200
22.200
24,600
31,800

Per Cent.
Gross
Uad.
20.2
16.8
15.3
15.1

liraking
Power for
Equivalent
Gross I-oad.

31,500
44.100
56.700
67,500

Per Cent.
Gross
Uad.
33.2
33.4
35.2
32.2

Excess
Ilralcing

Power Over
M. C. B. Std.

65%
100%
130%
112%

'Recommended by the Association of Manufactuiers of Chilled Car Wheels for Freight Equip-

-95,000 LIS. Gloss LOAD

Braking Power

Tare
WeightTotal

13,200 lbs. 60
19,200 lbs. 60
31.200 lbs. 60

31,500 lbs. 90

132,000 LBS. CROSS LOAD

16.300 lbs. 60
22.200 lbs. 60
30,000 lbs. 60

44,100 lbs. 90

-161,000 LBS. GROSS LOAD

19,200 lbs. 60
24,600 lbs. 60
30,000 lbs. 60

56,700 lbs. 90

210.000 LBS. GROSS LOAD

31,800 lbs. 60

67,500 lbs. 90

Gross
Load
13.9
20.2
32.9

Per Cent
Cars

Represented

11.9
15.3
18.6

ferred to occurs only on long continuous

grades and not through the short appli-

cation of brakes required for stopping

trains. It is well known that aside from

the very ditTercnt condition with respect

ti> the heating oi h heels, engine tender

service is especially severe on account of

the high center of gravity, short wheel

base, shifting load and jerks from the

draw bar.

Taking into consideration the condi-

tions stated aliuve. without going into

the theory of the relation of stresses in

the wheel to increased braking power
which has been quite definitely established,

suffice it to say. that in order to produce

the proper factor of safety for various

classes of service, the following wheel

weights are what should be used and
eventually will be required.

FIG. 1. EXCESSIVE BRAKE BURNING AND COMP.Y TREAD.

In the above table it will be seen that

in heavy freight service the braking power
of each car is from 15 to 17 per cent, of

the gross load, whereas in engine tender

service, the braking power is 33 per cent,

of the gross load. This indicates that the

heating effect in the wheel is twice as

great in engine tender as in freight serv-

ice, and this fact must be considered when
establishing standards for engine tender

service.

It is understood that the heating re-

present Standard Proposed Standard
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roads have developed the standards given

above, and find them entirely satisfac-

torj' for the heaviest engine tenders on

divisions having maximum grades and

curvature. The increased weights are

used entirely to secure an adequate fac-

tor of safety and not to secure increased

mileage.

In various classes of service, it is found

in general that the chilled iron wheel will

give an average of 350,000 ton miles. On
this basis the net cost per 100.000 ton

miles, also the cost per annum (after de-

ducting scrap value) for the various

weights of wheels will be as follows

:

Avg. Load Avg. Mileage
Per Wheel Per Year

Tons Miles
FREIGHT CARS

60,000 Lb. Cap 4 8.000

80,000 " " S 8,000
100,000 " " 6'A 8.000

140,000 " " 8 8,000

ENGINE TENDERS
4,000 Gal. Cap 4 30,000
6,000 " " 6 30,000

8,000 " " 8 30,000
10,000 " " 10 30,000

The above mentioned costs are lower

than can be secured through the use of

any other tj-pe of wheel.

In substantiation of the facts given

above concerning wheel service under the

heaviest modern tenders, the following

test of four hundred 33-in. 92S-lb. chilled

iron wheels under engine tenders, having

gross load of 203,000 lbs. and tare weight

91,840 lbs., is here submitted. The max-

imum wheel loads were approximately 13

tons with an average load of 10 tons.

The total average mileage was 36,000 or

360,000 ton miles. Maximum mileage

with 32 wheels still running, 55.000 miles.

The average mileage was reduced on ac-

count of shell outs in 11 per cent, of the

wheels, which gave an average mileage of

30,000 miles or 300,000 ton miles. Worn
flanges, 28 per cent, of the total, averaged

34,000 miles. There were but two wheels

removed for brake burning and no wheels

removed for structural failure, nothwith-

standing that the service was on heavy

grades with a maximum amount of curva-

ture in the Alleghany mountains.

This represents exceptionally well reg-

ulated braking power with reference to

gross load, as compared with many other

railroads operating under more favorable

conditions where shelling out on the tread

of the wheel is one of the chief defects

which develop in service.

The illustration Fig. 1 shows excessive

brake burning and comby tread caused by

skidding on account of overheating in

certain engine tender service. The other

illustration. Fig. 2, shows a typical "shell

out," which is also caused by excessive

local heat developed in skidding short dis-

tances, not sufficient to produce typical

flat spots.

The actual limitation of the chilled iron

wheel is the abuse which occurs through
improper brake adjustments resulting in

excessive skidding, which produces the

various manifestations of overheating

commonly known as brake burning, shell-

ing, comby tread, etc.

As far as sustaining the concentrated

wheel load is concerned, there is no metal

which is so well adapted to wheel service

as chilled iron. Xo load has ever been

applied in crane service or in laboratory

tests that has left any indication of the

load having reached the maximum that

the metal can bear without permanent

deformation and these loads have ranged

from 100,000 lbs. to 200.000 lbs. per wheel.

From the standpoint of reliabihty in the

plate of the wheel, it is only necessary to

use the metal in the proper proportion for

Avg. Ton Wt. Cost Per Cost Per
Miles of 100,000 Wheel

Per Year Wheel Ton .Miles Per Year

32.000
40,000
50,000
64,000

1.07

1.16
1.24
1.46

120,000 723 1.24 1.49

180,000 773 1.33 2.39
240.000 850 1.46 3.50

300,000 950 1.63 4.89

the stresses developed in order to give

absolute safety.

The flange, which often received a side

thrust of 5,000 lbs. or 6,000 lbs. under the

ten-ton car, has been accorded but scant

consideration, although the pressures and

impacts under the heaviest loads have to-

day reached a magnitude of 40.000 lbs.

It has been considered that the thickness

of flange which was originally adopted in

the early days of railroading cannot be

increased without interfering with guard

rails and track. This idea, it has been

demonstrated, is not founded upon fact.

Many railroads are using flanges under

heavy equipment tliat exceed the M. C. B.

maximum gauge in thickness, and further

the question has been the subject of dis-

cussion by a sub-committee of the Ameri-
can Railway Engineering .Association's

track committee. All the discussions, and

the sub-committee's verbal report, were
entirely favorable to the proposition that

the present M. C. B. flange can be in-

creased 3/16 of an inch in thickness at

the rail line without interfering with

present track conditions. This increase in

thickness can be provided for by mounting
the wheels 3/32 of an inch closer to the

rail. As the matter now stands it is only

necessarj- for the M. C. B. wheel com-
mittee to say that an increased thickness

of flange will add an element of safety

to the wheel, and the American Railway

Engineering Association will meet them
more than half way.

Attempts to thicken the flange above

the rail line without any change at the

base line produces a wedge shape with

respect to the guard rail which causes

grooves to wear in the back of the flange

and develops a greater pressure against the

guard rail than would occur with flanges

increased 3/16 of an inch at the base line,

which is the recommendation of the -Asso-

ciation of Manufacturers of Chilled Iron

Wheels. This subject is being taken up
actively by numerous railroads at the pres-

ent time, and doubtless a new flange will

ultimately be made standard with a large

factor of safety above anything that is

possible with the present flange. The way
is absolutely clear for this improvement.

which can be obtained for the asking.

.When the relations between stresses,

which are developed in service in each

part of the wheel are analyzed, and the

wheel designed in each part to meet these

stresses, it will be found that the chilled

iron wheel will give a maximum degree

of safety together with a maximum mile-

age at the lowest unit cost of service for

any load that can be carried on steel

rails.

Steel Rails for the Pennsylvania.

The Pennsylvania has placed orders for

68,332 tons of steel rails for delivery in

1918. This compares with a total of 205,-

000 tons ordered for delivery in 1917. The
reduction in the amount ordered for 1918

is the high price prevailing for steel rails.

The 1918 order embraces 19,133 tons from

the Bethlehem Steel Company. 15,033 tons

from the Cambria Steel Company, 30,066

tons from the Lackawanna Steel Company,

and the remainder from other companies.

Mosty Tunnel Opened.
The second Mosty tunnel, near Jab-

lunkau, Austria, in the Carpathians, has

been opened for traflSc. The completion

of this tunnel has created a double track

railway connection from Breslau, Ger-

TYPICAL FORM OF SHELLED many, through Hungary to the Balkan

OUT SPOT.. States.
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Steel Hopper Cars for the Pennsylvania Railroad
Seventy-ton Cars Built by the Cambria Steel Co.—Eighty-five Ton Cars Buih at Ahoona

by the P. R. R.

Our tirst illu!itration gives a general idea

of the construction of a lot of new steel

hopper cars for the Pennsylvania railroad,

3,000 of which have recently been built at

the Steel Car Shops of the Cambria Steel

Company, Johnstown, Pa. These cars in

general were desipned by the engineers

of the Pennsylvania railroad, and as may

be seen, each has four hoppers, provided

with double doors, so that the contents

can readily and quickly be discharged.

The details of the construction of the

car doors, stilTeners and spreaders are of

special design, the spreaders being of

trough form, with outstanding flanges on

the lower edges, the flanges and the con-

necting portion being thicker than the web

portions, thereby providing a section of

maximum stiffness and strength for a

given weight. Heretofore these doors had

been stilTcned \>v the attachment to tlicm

and the method is covered by patent

K ranted to them.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has recently

turned out of their shops at Altoona, Pa.,

a type of car which they term the H-24

hopper car. It differs from the type built

by the Cambria Steel Company in that it

has five hopper doors, while the Cambria

car has four. The capacity of the cars

ordered from the Cambria Company is

140,000 lbs; the P. R. R. cars, also illus-

trated in this article, have a capacity of

170,000 lbs.

In describing the cars built at Altoona

no comparison is here instituted, as the

outside company complied fully with the

terms of their contract, and those built by

the P. R. R. are of somewhat later date.

The railway company believes that the

past titteen years have proved the steel

lbs., plus 10 per cent. ; cubical capacity

:

Im.x, 2,900 cu. ft.; heap, 328 cu. ft.; total,

3,228 cu. ft.

The new design, known as the Class

11-24 car, is patterned after their quad-

ruple hopper car. Class H-21/A, the de-

tails of which are interchangeable with it.

increa>cd volume is obtained by an

additional bay, 6 ft. 4 ins. long, thus pro-

viding for live hoppers instead of four.

The top and bottom members of the

sides of the 11-24 have been increased

SO per cent, in area over that of the

H-21/A, to take care of the additional

load.

The underframe is characteristic of

former P. R. R. designs, having a well-

balanced central member to absorb the

buffing stresses, while the major portion

of the load is carried by the side con-

struction. The backbone of the car is

SF.VF.\TV-TOX STF.EL GOX

of separate pieces ot pressed steel or struc-

tural sections riveted thereto, and in ad-

dition a door spreader was connected with

adjacent doors for the purpose of opening

and closing them. The present construc-

tion obviates the necessity of using a

separate stiffener, but the door spreader

itself serves as a stiffener and spreader

combined, and is attached directly to the

doors, the side flanges of the doors being

bent upwardly so that this can be done.

This construction materially reduces

weight and cost of each car, and at the

same time makes the work of building

them more simple than previously. This

particular detail, that is, the arrangement

of the doors and the spreaders in connec-

tion with them, was designed by Mr. Ralph

V. Sage, Contracting Car and Structural

engineer and Mr. Ralph E. Wilder, car

engineer of the Cambria Steel Company,

nOLA Bfir.T FOR THE P. R. R. BY TIIF. C

car to be a good investment and recent

development of the art tends tow'ard the

standardization of details and larger ca-

pacity equipment. Heavier rolling stock is

being added by the railroads throughout

the country as quickly as their road beds

and motive power will permit. More espe-

cially is this true of the coal carrying

roads delivering direct to tidewater. The
P. R. R. anticipating rolling stock of

greater capacity had just completed the

construction of an 85-ton hopper car at

their Altoona shops, the general dimen-

sions of which are as follows:

Truck center, 38 ft. 4 ins. ; length

coupled, SO ft. 4 ins. ; length over end sills,

48 ft. 4 ins. ; length inside, 46 ft. 6 ins.

;

width, extreme, 10 ft. 2 ins. ; width inside,

9 ft. 4% ins.; height from rail, 10 ft. 6

ins. ; truck wheelbase, 5 ft. 10 ins. ; light

weight of car, 60,000 lbs. ; capacity, 170,000

\MBRIA .'^TFEL COMPANY

composed of two 10-in. 30-lbs. per foot

rolled channels, 48 ft. 0>4 ins: long,

strengthened by spacers at the dia-

phragms, as well as by coverplates at

cither end. Cast steel striking plates

join the end and center sills, and space

the latter 12% ins. apart. This rein-

forcement is further supplemented by

two other steel castings, immediately

over the center plates, commonly known
as center plate reinforcing castings,

which extend forward and backward a

sufficient distance from the center line of

the bolster to form a draft gear stop

and act as a spacer for the center sills

at the point where the body bolster is

joined thereto. The center sill cover-

plate and bottom reinforcing angles are

not continuous on account of the clear-

ance required by the drop door operat-

ing device; therefore, the H x 18f4 ins.
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cover plates, one at either end, are but

7 ft. 2^2 ins. long, while the 4 x 4 x J^

ins. reinforcing angles at the bottom of

the center sills extend from the front

face of the center plate reinforcing cast-

ing back 5 ft. lOj^^ ins. beyond the center

line ot bolster and are 6 ft. 4^ ins. long.

.\ L'-shape ridge sheet, the four sec-

tions of which form a continuous mem-
ber extending between end slope sheets,

is substituted instead of a continuous

coverplate, and is so attached to the cen-

ter sill construction as to give the latter

the value of at least 24 sq. ins. in buffing.

The bottom member of the side construc-

tion is a 4 X 4 X j^ ins. angle, continuous

between pressed Z-shape end sills, and is

joined to the same by a cast steel push

pole pocket.

The body bolster is composed of a

}4-in. -vertical web plate, cut out over the

center sills to permit the same to pass

through, and which is secured at the top

to the end slope sheets by means of two

5 X iyi X ^ ins. angles, 8 ft. 10 ins. and

6 ft Syi ins. long; two S x 3;-2 x fs ins.

side sheets which connect the other three

parts into a homogeneous member. Al-

ternate posts in conjunction with inside

butt strips join adjacent sheets.

The end construction consists of a top

Liulb angle -i'/i x 5 in. by 19.3 lb. per foot,

and a 3/16-in. end sheet connected to the

sides by the cast steel corner casting and

an angle corner post. The end sheet ex-

tends downward 2 ft. 9J4 '"s. from the

top of the bulb angle and is flanged in-

ward at the bottom to support the floor

slope sheet. The end floor sheets, ridge

sheet and side hopper sheets all slope into

the drop bottoms at a sufficient angle to

discharge the load when doors are open.

Eight diamond-shape cross braces, lo-

cated two above each intermediate dia-

phragm, tie the sides of the car together.

These cross braces are located one above

the other at a distance of 42 ins., the cen-

ter line of the top one being 27 ins. below

tile top of car. A vertical /4-in. gusset

plate, 18 7/16 ins. wide at the top and

34 ins. wide at the bottom, is riveted be-

tween the lower flange of the upper, and

a U-shape casting and T-bolt, the leg of

the latter being threaded and screwed into

the end of the link, thus forming a posi-

tive adjusting feature as the position of

the T end of the bolt is fixed by the con-

necting casting, thus making a good job.

The car is carried on two cast steel side

frame trucks, having a 5 ft. 10 ins. wheel-

base, 6J4 X 12 ins. journals, and wrought
steel wheels. The side frames are of the

box section type, 7 ins. wide, 2 ft. 2f| ins.

high and 7 ft. OH in. over-all in length,

in which the brake beam hanger supports,

and bolster guides are cast integral. The
cast steel journal boxes, secured at either

end of tlie side frame with IJ/^-in. box bolts,

are also tied at the bottom by Ji x 6 in.

journal box tie bars, upon which rest two
4-in. shims which may be transferred to

the top of the box.

The bolster opening at the center of

the side frame is 17 ins. high and 20 ins.

wide, the width being reduced to 17 ins.

between the bolster guides. The top

flange of the tension member below the

opening is widened out to 13 ins. forra-

EIGHTYFIVE-TON, HIGH-SIDE, HOPPER BOTTOM STEEL GON'DOLA BUILT AT ALTOONA, PA., BY THE P. R. R.

reinforcing angles at the bottom extend-

ing from center to side sills, and a tie

plate which passes under the center sills

and is riveted to the web plate reinforc-

ing angles on either side, as well as to

the center sills, center sill reinforcing

angles and casting. Against the bolster

tie plate and immediately below the cen-

ter plate reinforcing casting, a drop

forged center plate is secured to the

underframe, 23 ins. from the center line

of car and riveted to the body bolster

is a cast steel side bearing, while at either

extremity is a roping and jacking casting.

Four intermediate diaphragms situated

between tlie five hoppers transfer the ma-

jor portion of the load from the center

to side construction.

The side construction is composed of

four distinct members, viz. : a S-in. 19.3

lb. per foot bulb angle, as top member
extending the length of car and joined

to the ends by a corner tie casting; a

4 X 4 x ^i ins. angle as bottom member,
previously mentioned as part of the

underframe, twenty-six vertical U-shape
posts spaced 3 ft. 2 ins. and 3 ft. 3 ins.

apart, an the details demand, and 3/16-in.

the upper flange of the lower cross brace,

as well as to the side sheets, thus adding

materially to the stiffness of the super-

structure.

The car has five hoppers which are di-

\ ided by the ridge sheet which spans the

center sills into two units each, each unit

having a pair of drop doors which are

oi>erated by a mechanism controlled from

tlie side of the car and when in release

position have a maximum opening of 3 ft.

5^4 ins. X 2 ft. 113/16 ins. per pair of

doors.

The door operating device consists of

a ratchet wheel, pawl, dog, an appropriate

casting for holding it in position on the

side of the car, a winding shaft, drum, a

chain connecting the drum with a sheave

directly above the center line of the doors

and between the center sills, connecting

links, T-bolts, T-bolt-connecting castings

and drop door channels, mechanically ar-

ranged to open and close the doors hold-

ing them in any position from minimum
to maximum opening. Simplicity and

flexibility are the predominating features

of this device, the door channels being

connected directly to the links by means of

ing a spring seat and spring plank an-

chorage, upon which a nest of six helical

springs support the bolster. To the sides

of the bolster opening and in the same

vertical plane as the face, lugs are cast,

to which the vertical legs of the U-shape

spring plank are riveted. The spring

plank is a pressed section J^-in thick and

16 ins. wide at the center, being spread

at the ends to 20 ins., and is secured to

the side frame at either end by eight

%-in. rivets. The spring plank supports

the third point suspension spring which

is placed at the center and extends in

either direction along the center line of

car a sufficient distance to support the end

of the brake beam strut. The bathtub

type bolster is composed of a lS/16-in.

plate which forms the body and a J^-in.

coverplate riveted to the top flanges and

supporting the drop forged center plate

and side bearings. Cast steel bolster

guides and center plate reinforcing cast-

ings complete the detail. The bolster is

7 ft. 8 ins. long, 17^< ins. wide and 14J4
ins. deep at the center, tapering to 7'A
ins. at either end. The weight of the

truck is 13,050 lbs.
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Fifty Mikado Type Locomotives for the

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
Equipped With Street Stokers, Superheaters, Brick Arches and Baker Valve Gear

The liaitiniorc & Ohio lias recently

placed in service fifty Mikado or 2-8-2

type of locomotives, which were built by

the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The
first Baldwin Mikados were built for

this road in 1910, and including the new
engines a total of 370 arc now in service.

These locomotives, although not among
the heaviest of their type, constitute a

most efficient group of modern power.

The new engines carry 222,100 lbs. on

the driving wheels, and as the tractive

force exerted is 54,600 lbs., the ratio of

adhesion is 4.08. The driving wheels are

64 ins. in diameter, an unusually large

size for a Mikado type locomotive. With
these proportions, hauling and speed ca-

pacity are so combined as to fit the en-

gines for both fast freight and heavy

drag service. The steaming capacity is

ample, and as the locomotives are

equipped with mechanical stokers they

can be worked at full capacity for sus-

sidi-ring each .scjuare foot of superheating

surface as equivalent to \yj sq. ft. of

water heating surface) is 5,293 sq. ft., or

one square foot for each 10.3 lbs. of

tractive force developed. This is a lib-

eral ratio for a heavy freight locomo-

tive

The frames are of 0.35 to 0.40 per cent,

carbon steel, annealed. They are 5 ins.

wide, and are spaced 42 ins. apart trans-

versely. Running gear details include

the Hodges design of trailing truck, Cole

long main driving boxes, and Franklin

adjustable shoes and wedges. The tires

are all flanged, but the play between

rails and flanges is sufficient to enable

the locomotive to traverse 22 deg. curves.

Flange lubricators are applied to the

leading driving tires.

The Baker valve gear is used on these

locomotives, and it is controlled by a

hand reverse lever. Mention should be

made of the pistons, which are of rolled

is interesting to nutt- that, in their prin-

cipal features, the latest locomotive.* of

this type are closely similar to the origi-

nal design.

Some of the principal dimensions are

here appended for reference.

Miscellaneous.—Gauge, 4 ft. 85^2 ins.;

cylinders, 26 x 32 ins. ; valves, piston 14

ins. diam.

Boiler.—Type, wagon-top; diameter, 78

ins.; thickness of sheets, 11/16 and Ji

in. ; working pressure, 190 lbs. ; fuel, soft

coal ; staying, radial.

Firebox.—^{aterial, steel ; length, 120

ins. ; width, 84 ins. ; depth, front, 81 ins.

;

depth, back, 7]'/i ins.; thickness of sides,

back and crown, >^ in. ; thickness of tube,

14 in. Water Space.—Front, sides and

back, 5 ins.

Tubes.—Diamiter, syi and 2' 4 ins.;

material, steel : thickness, S'/i ins., Xo. 9

W. G. 2'4 ins.. 0.125 in.; number, Syi

ins, 34; 2'4 ins., 218 ins.; length, 21 ft

wBK
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Opening of the Hell Gate Bridge and New York

Connecting Railroad
The first train operated over the New

York Connecting Railroad left the Penn-

sylvania station, New York, on March

9, and after passing through the East

river tubes proceeded to the Sunnyside

yards, Long Island, and traversed the

line of the Connecting Railroad to the

northern end of the Hell Gate bridge,

where dedication ceremonies were per-

formed li.\ Mr A. J- County, vice-presi-

York City, between the Pennsylvania and

New Haven systems, and between the

New England states and the states lying

west and south of the Hudson and East

rivers.

Mr. E. G. Buckland, vice-president of

the New York, New Haven & Hartford

Railroad Company, acknowledged ac-

ceptance of the New York Connecting

Railroad for the purpose of operation,

PRE?IDE.\T S.AMUEL REA DEDICATING THE HELL G.\TE BRIDGE AXI) THE \E\V
YORK COXNECTING RAILROAD. GUSTAV LINDENTHAL, DESIGNER

OF THE BRIDGE. ON THE LEFT.

dent of the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany; Mr. Gustav Lindenthall, the de-

signer of the bridge and chief engineer

of the East river bridge division ; and

Mr. Samuel Rea. president of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad. In the course of his

remarks, Mr. Rea stated that the New
York Connecting Railroad company was

incorporated a quarter of a century a^o,

and it* railroad and bridge had laktii

and prophesied that it would open up

for New England an era of greater pros-

perity than had ever been known before.

At the close of the ceremonies, which

were witnessed by 60 directors and of-

ficers of the Pennsylvania, the New York,

New Haven & Hartford, and the Long

Island railroads, tlie train proceeded to

the junction with tiie New York, New
llavin &• ll;irtf(ir.l Railroad, in the

scribed in the pages of Railway and Lo-

comotive Engineering with the comple-

tion of the span in January, 1916, but

may be briefly alluded to again now that

it is opened for traffic. The bridge

crosses the east channel of the East

river in New York City, and is a part

of the Z'/z miles of bridge work which

extends between 138th street to Law-

rence street in Astoria, Long Island.

The distance between the centers of skew-

backs in the span is 977 ft. 6 ins. The

distance between the near sides of the

tower piers at the coping is 1,015 ft. In

the center of the arch the top chord on

its upper edge clears the river at high

tide 307 ft. 6 ins., and on the lower side

of the chord 265 ft.

The bottom of the floor or roadway

system clears the river at high tide 135 ft.

In addition to the four railroad tracks,

there are two highway tracks suspended

on brackets outside.

The span as shown in the illustratiofi

is divided into 23 panels of 42 ft. 6 ins.

each, the bottom chord sections weighing

180 tons each and diminishing in pro-

portion to 85 tons at the center. It ex-

emplifies great engineering skill in its

design and construction, and has cost

over $27,000,000. Not only in its length

of span but in its general outline of

rugged strength and beauty, it is among

the most notable structures of its kind.

And as forming an enduring link be-

tween the leading eastern railway sys-

tems its importance cannot be over-

estimated. Not only is this bridge a use-

ful, and one may say, a necessary struc-

ture, but the whole conception and design

i< highl)' artistic, not to say, ornate.

Hi. I I. GATE BRIDGE AND API'KOAI III It I 111-. M.VV VdKK CONNECTING RAILROAD.

four years to construct. The railroad Ilronx, and then returned to the I'enn-

and bridije is transferred to the New sylvania station.

York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad The New York Connecting Railroad

Company, for 'ipcration as a part of its cimsi'its of a link of four-track elevated

system, to replace the river service over line, about 6 miles in length, and built

the Hudson and East rivers. It com- of concrete and steel. Its most notable

pletes the direct rail connection, via New feature, the Hell Gate bridge, was de-

Completion of Russian Railway Bridge.

Tlie railway bridge over the Amur
River at Khabarovsk, Siberia, was opened

to traffic on November 18, 1916. Its con-

strnction has taken five years and has cost

$9,270,000. It is 7,593 feet long, one of the

longest bridges in the world.
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Reclaiming Material

At a regular monthly mechanical de-

partment meeting on one of our leading

railway systems, the subject of reclaim-

ing air and signal and steam hose was
taken up, and a full and instructive dis-

cussion of the question was had. A com-
petent man had been selected for the

purpose of inspecting air, signal and
steam hose on the system in order to see

if it might be possible to reclaim much of

this material.

As a result of this man's work there

were 13,275 air hose examined, and in this

number the soap suds test was applied

to 1,031 of them. Out of the total ex-
amined 301 hose were reclaimed, and
this amounted to a saving of $195.30.

Steam hose gave less definite results.

and only 2,160 of them were examined.
The signal hose, of which 375 hose were
examined, required the soap suds test on
48, and out of the total 24 hose were re-

claimed with a saving of $11.16.

When these results are brought to-

gether, it amounts to the inspection of

15,810 separate pieces of air, steam and
signal hose. Soap suds test on 1,079

hose. A total reclamation of 325 hose
was made at a money saving of $206.46.

No attention had been paid during this

inspection to the age of the hose, but in

the discussion which followed it appeared
to be desirable to do so.

It was decided that hose two years old

and over should not be reclaimed as the

cost of conducting the test exceeded the

saving effected. All other hose that ap-

peared good, and shuwed no signs of

abrasion were to be tested, and if found

in good condition, to be reclaimed.

Another test reported at the meeting

disclosed the fact that a different batch of

14,035 air hose, carefully inspected, with

soap suds test on 607, which were the

total less than two years old in this batch,

only 151 proved to be good.

From these tests it appeared to the

meeting to be a waste of time, energy

and money to attempt to reclaim air

hose, as the cost of the work amounted

to more than the saving.

Since this meeting was held, a better

service from steam, air and signal hose

appears to have been developed by the

hose connector people, who guarantee

hose to last three years or they will sup-

ply new. The best average service looked

for on the railway of which we write

was two years' service, and they were

not absolutely sure of this service. With

the guarantee of three years' service, a

railway company is quite sure of the result

from the beginning. If discarded two-

year hose could be made to give a three-

year service, there is a positive saving

which is not experimental or doubtful.

Apprentice Schools.

The establishment of apprcmice schools

is one of the triumphs of the present cen-

tury, and the dawn of a better day is full

of hope, and doubtless the success of the

training schools already established will

induce others to follow in the same benig-

nant path. Already the important element

of natural selection is markedly active in

many of the classes. Under careful in-

structors it is speedily recognized whether

the young man has made the proper choice

of a calling or not. The unfitted are weed-

ed out and directed to other fields of hu-

man endeavor. The moral and intellectual

tone of the student apprentice is elevated.

Life becomes sweeter and higher and

nobler when the difficulties of a calling are

illumined by intelligent and kindly tuition.

The burden of labor lies lightly on the

shoulders of the studious youth who en-

joys the gathered wisdom of a proficient

instructor to his aid. To this is added

another important factor—that the amount
of work of the apprentice shows a marked
increase where there is a special instruc-

tor. Hence the apprentices under the new
system are being better paid, with the re-

sult that instead of being a burden to their

parents during their apprenticeship, the

young mechanics are self-supporting from

the beginning, and when they graduate

they have the proud consciousness of

knowing that they are fitted to take their

part in the world's work without fear or

favor. Verily, the world moves onward
and upward, and, in regard to a proper

method of learning important mechanical

occupations, it was high time.

The Chilled Iron Car WheeL
In anotlier column is printed an original

paper written for Kmi.w\\ asp Locomo-
tive Enci.neering by !•'. K. \'ial, chief en-

gineer of the Griffin Wheel Company and
consulting engineer for the Association of

.Manufacturers of Chilled Iron Wheels.

The paper, while it deals specifically with

chilled iron wheels used under tenders,

yet lets in a flood of light upon the whole

question of chilled iron wheels for freight

car service as well. It is altogether an
admirable addition to the stock of knowl-

edge available for the use of the railroad

world.

In the early days of railroading, the

chilled iron car wheel may have been un-

wittingly made too strong for the work
it was required then to do, or to put it

another way, the factor of safety of the

early wheel was greater than we would

require it to be to-day. Loads have been

added to, little by little, as time went on,

and stresses have increased gradually and
by small amounts at a time. The chilled

iron wheel has met the more strenuous

later day conditions with practically no
failure. Little attention has so far been

paid to several beneficial changes which
are now definitely proposed for the wheel.

The excellence of the material and the

careful work of the manufacturers have

been very largely relied upon rather than

the specific working out of the engineering

features of the problem or of obtaining

facts by systematic tests. This does not

say that individual railroads have been

lax in the matter, many have been fully

alive to the import of tlie problem, but

the M. C. B. .Association has not. if we
read Mr. Vial aright, acted officially and
authoritatively in the matter, as it was
possible for it to have done, but it is still

i.ot too late to investigate and to act.

The proposed flange increase appears

reasonable and is exceedingly easy to ac-

complish. It is eminently logical to in-

crease the resistance, when the blow
struck is known to be heavier than it

was before, that is if the resisting ma-
terial is not to ultimately succumb to

attack. The action of brakes upon the

chilled iron treads of car and tender

wheels, is a most important item in rail-

road service. Numerous defects have
their origin in the heating action of the

brake shoe. In fact the energy of a mov-
ing train has to be dissipated in this way
as heat, in order that the train may stop.

The ability to radiate heat rapidly may
one day modify the form and the material

of brake shoes. But that is in the future.

It is the endeavor of brake companies
and others interested in train stopping, to

secure powerful, rapid and smooth stops,

and in all this the heat element is the

salient feature and is the one thing at

least which must be adequately handled.

Form and material in the brake shoe may
have to be changed in course of time, but

the form of the wheel tread will probably
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remain as it is, and the wheel defects de-

veloped by heating are not by any means

diminishing. The stand taken by the

wheel manufacturers, and what tliey have

said, is certainly as wise as it is timely.

The manufacturers have seen the grad-

ual growth of wheel loads, and flange

shocks, and have noted the brake heat

defects in the wheels; and being keenly

alive to all this from the very nature of

their work, they have sounded a note of

warning to the railroads which it is only

the part of wisdom to hear and heed, to

investigate conditions and to make the

necessary provision for safety, and for

prolonged wear, and for greater all-round

reliability, and the M. C. B. Association is

now begining to deal with the questions

raised by the manufacturers in a scien-

tific way which shall secure the best en-

gineering and practical results. We com-

mend Mr. Vial's facts and figures (page

117) to all who desire information on

the subject or who are interested in hear-

ing of the possible improvements in the

wheel, its weight, its form, and its serv-

Electrification in Chicago.

The Railway Terminal Commission of

Chicago has presented their report calling

upon the Ilhnois Central to electrify its

lines for all train service within the city

limits in ten years. The general demand
for all of the other roads to electrify their

equipment has been referred back to a

sub-committee, the general opinion being

that it would be ruinous to attempt such

a gigantic undertaking at the present

time. Since the publication of the report

of the special committee of experts on

smoke abatement, the people of Chicago

realize that the smoke enveloping the city

is not caused by the locomotives but by

the many industrial concerns burning soft

coal in their midst, and while electrifica-

tion of transportation in densely popu-

lated districts has its advantages, it also

has its first costs, and these are utterly

beyond the reach of any railroad enter-

ing Chicago at the present time. When
the population has doubled, then, and not

till then, such expensive charges may be

looked for.

Doubtless this is the reason that the

Illlinois Central has been allowed ten

years' grace, but if the prices of material

continue as at present, and no increase

in rates are allowed, we doubt if the rail-

road referred to will be in a better po-

sition than it is to-day to proceed with

the gigantic undertaking proposed. It

has been said that all things come to

them that wait, and there is some truth

in this if the waiting is long enough. We
would recommend to these far-i;eeing

committees the advisability of going slow

in their attempt to tie the hands of the

next generation who may see more
clearly than we do, especially in such

cases where it has been clearly proved

that the popular world has been misled

as is shown in the smoke nuisance re-

port. The railroads will take care of

themselves if they are let alone, and we

do not know of any better qualified than

those who are entrusted with tlie future

of the Illinois Central.

It may be added that railroads can-

not cover their requirements and raise

their rates to meet added costs without

the sanction of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. In spite of their apparent

prosperity nearly all of the railroads are

utterly unable to accumulate funds for

the lean years that are sure to come,

taxes in ten years have doubled, and if

the}' double in the next few years it will

be a receiver they will be looking for and

not an electrician. Lines are not being

extended as they should be and the clamor

for local improvements brings into strong

relief that vast portion of the country

which still remains undeveloped.

The American Flexible Staybolt.

New devices must be developed toward

perfection by service and one seldom or

never hears of a new thing being perfect

at the start. This is true of railroad spe-

cialties and particularly so of locomotive

staybolts, which are subjected to stresses

in service that cannot be approximated on

any testing machine yet devised. The
American Flexible Bolt Company started

with a theory of a staybolt structure to

overcome the troubles and expense due to

use of the ordinary rigid staybolts and

with some few months of shop experience

in production, together with favorable

opinions as to their theory from many rail-

road mechanical department officers.

The American Staybolt was first

brought out in 1913. being made at that

time of two pieces of half-round iron laid

together, the ends being upset and welded

and the body twisted. The use of this de-

sign, while it served to demonstrate the

principle involved, also disclosed several

points on which improvement could be

made and accordingly, early in 1914,

change was made to the use of round iron

instead of half-rounds. The practice was

and is to slot out the body and re-form

it to a round, and twist it, in order to

obtain the principle of relative body flexi-

bility obtained in the original design.

The body slot now has all edges and

ends worked and rounded so as to present

no square or sharp edges for lateral vibra-

tion to affect. The fillets formerly used,

joining the body to the threaded ends have

been changed to long tapers, giving better

lines for the flow of the material from
the ends into the reduced diameter of the

body. Both of these structural changes

are in line with well known principles in

machinery design where lateral stresses

arc involved.

The re-forming or forging down of the

body was formerly done by hammering
but the use of hammers has now been

discontinued and the entire forming of the

body, after slotting and working, includ-

ing forming of the end tapers is done by

rolling, the subsequent operations being

twisting and then straightening in a press,

at which time the square for application

is formed. All of the forging operations

are completed with one heating of the

blank, the forged bolts being piled up still

red hot for slow cooling before machining.

Laboratory tests prove that the working

as now done to produce the body structure

of these staybolts eflfects a material im-

provement in its strength and ability to

withstand lateral stresses. The ratio of

yield point or elastic limit to the tensile

strength as shown by some sixty tests on

six of the leading brands of staybolt iron

was .676. The average ratio for the

.American Staybolt body as produced with

the above described methods was .738, an

increase of 9.17 per cent, or an indication

of great gain in the ability of the structure

to withstand service stresses and fulfill

claims made for these staybolts. Vibra-

tory tests also show great improvement

over the record attainable with the former

product.

The manufacturers of this type of stay-

bolt inform us that close to a million

and a half American staybolts have been

marketed, about half of these being for

913 locomotives ordered prior to January

1, 1917, three-quarters of which are of the

heaviest types of passenger and freight

power. A number of roads have stand-

ardized it for their requirements in main-

tenance as well as for new power and the

company states that it is doing a large

business at the present time.

Readjusting the Valve Gear.

In readjusting the valve gear it is very

common practice to use the original mark-

ings in the rim of the driving wheel in

trying the valve trams on the valve rod

to ascertain the exact location of the

valves. This practice should be abolislied.

It is an error to suppose that while these

markings, and it is time wel spent to be-

time that they were originally made that

they remain correct after the, locomotive

has had considerable service. Not only

have the main and connecting rods loosen-

ed, but the frames in all cases are nearer

the rails on account of the relaxation of

the springs, while, of course, the wheels

retain their original position. The main

rod also will likely be lengthened. Those

variations, however slight, affect the wheel

markings, and it is time well spent to be-

gin the operation of readjusting tlic valves

from the beginning and make new marks
on the wheels, and al.so prove that the

markings are correct by moving the en-

gine backward as well as forward and so

obtain as nearly correct as possible an ex-

act basis on which to conduct the inves-

tigation, and finally the readjustment of

the gear. Valve gear mechanism is im-

portant for the correct distribution of

steam means economy of operation.
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2-8-2 Type Locomotive for the Temiskaming and

Northern Ontario Railway

Substituting a General Utility for a Special Engine—Increasing Freight Traffic

to Be Handled—Many Locomotive Specialties Used

Tlie Ontario GuvtrnmciU have recently

received tor the Temiskaming & Northern

Ontario Railway six Mikado or 2-8-1 type

locomotives from the Canadian Locomo-

tive Company, Limited, Kingston, Ontario.

Tliese locomotives were specially de-

signed lor the T. & N. O. Ry service under

the supervision of Mr. H. L. Rodgers,

Mechanical Engineer for the Ontario

Government Railways.

These are the lirst engines of this type

to go into service on this road, up to the

present time, the ten-wheel and Pacific

type having been used in handling their

passenger trains, and ten-wheel and con-

solidation type being used for freiglit

service. In purchasing these locomotives,

the Commission, after careful considera-

tion of the question, decided to secure a

type equally adapted to both freight and

passenger service, the latter having re-

ccnilv become somewhat too heavy at

and the grate area 50 sq. ft. The sniokt

boxes of four of the engines are equipped

with the usual Master Mechanic's standard

arrangement of front end, while the re-

maining two are fitted with the Mudge
Slater arrangement, these latter being for

test purposes. On account of tlie line of

the T. & N. O. Ry. running for the greater

part through forest country, it is the en-

deavor of the raihvay to provide the most

modern devices obtainable for the elimina-

tion of danger of fires from engines

tlirowing sparks.

Tlie main frames are of vanadium steel

5 ins. wide throughout, spaced 43 in.

centres, the front extensions being cast

integral with the main frames. The rear

frames are the Commonwealth Steel Co.'s

design and the trailing truck is the same

company's cast steel "Delta" type. The

driving boxes are fitted with the Franklin

R;iil\vay Supply Company's automatic ad-

motive Co.'s works for the Siberian rail-

ways. This design provides considerably

more protection for the engine crew in

winter, which is very necessary in this

climate, and although enclo^icd all round

should not be uncomfortably warm in

summer as provision has been made for

ample ventilation.

The tender frame is composed of steel

channels, the centre sills being 13 ins. deep,

while the tank . is arranged with water

bottom and has a capacity of 7,000 gals.

(U. S.) of water and 12 tons coal. The

tender trucks are of the equalized pedestal

type, wheels 36 in. diameter.

Other specialties consist of Franklin

automatic firebox doors (Butterfly type),

and Franklin grate shakers, radial buffer

between engine and tender, Pyle National

Electric headlight type "E," Wilson pneu-

matic Sanders, Syi ins. cross-compound

Westinghouse air pump. Detroit five feed

2-8-2 FOR THK TEMI.'iKAMIXG & NORTHERN' ONT.\RIO R.MLWAY.
H. L. Rodgers, Mech. Eng. Ont. Govt.

times for their previous heaviest type of

passenger engine. In arranging the design

care was taken to have as many parts as

possible interchangeable with the rail-

way's standard consolidation type engine.

The boiler is of the extended wagon-top

tjpe with sloping throat and back head

and fire-box roof sheet, outside diameter

al the front end 71 ins., and at the dome
course 78 ins. There are 202, two-inch

tubes and 32 superheater flues, the length

being 20 ft. over tube sheets, and the

bridges between the tubes are 'i-i ins. wide.

The firebox is 96 ins. long by 7S!4 'ns.

wide inside the sheets and the back tube

sheet is 5^ in. thick. Water space at the

fiont of firebox is SYz ins. wide and at the

sides and back Ayi ins. The firebox is

equipped with the American Arch Co.'s

"Security" sectional brick arch supported

on four-inch tubes. The total heating sur-

face, including superheater, is 3.981 sq ft..

Company, Builders.

justable driving box wedges, a description

of which recently appeared in our columns.

The equalization system divides between

the second and third pair of driving

wheels and the springs throughout are of

vanadium steel, the driving springs being

composed of 5 x 7/16 in. plates.

The cylinders are 25 ins. diameter, 30

ins. stroke, while the steam distribution is

controlled by the Walschaerts valve

gear with 14. in. piston valves on five of

the engines, the sixth engine being equip-

ped with the "Young" gear and valves.

The driving wheels are 63 ins. diameter

over tread, the tires being Syi ins. thick

and secured with Mansell retaining rings,

as are also the engine truck wheels and

tender truck wheels. The cabs of these

engines are of a type new on the T. &
N. O. Ry., and are an adaptation of the

design used by the Russian Government

on the engines built at the Canadian Loco-

lubricators, Babcock water gauge glass

protectors, Oliver Boyer speed recorder.

The engines included many special fea-

tures, having the Locomotive Superheater

Co.'s latest type A superheater ; cab lights

;

American Arch Co. fire brick arch

;

vanadium steel frames. Commonwealth
cast steel rear frame cradle. Delta trailing

truck. Miner draft gear. Barber roller

bearings on tender, Lewis & Kunzer

metallic packing, Ohio No. 9 injectors,

Coale safety valves, Detroit No. 42 lubri-

cator, 5 feed; Babcock water gauge, cab.

vestibule type, side doors with telescopic

hood over tender completely closed in

from the weather. Two of these engines

are equipped with Mudge-Slater spark

arresters, and one is equipped with the

Young valve gear and Young steam chest

valve, while the others have the Wal-

schaerts valve gear with the builders'

regrular type of steam chest valve.
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With a maximum calculated tractive

power of 45,000 lbs., these engines have a

capacity, according to the railway com-

pany's rating, of 1,200 tons over the ruling

grade, 1.25 per cent, combined with 6 deg.

curves, on the North Bay and Englehart

Division. These engines have been in

service long enough to demonstrate that

they are highly satisfactory and have fully

exceeded the expected service for which

they were built.

The Canadian Locomotive Company,

Limited, are also completing an order for

50 Mikado locomotives for the Canadian

Government Railways, which are of about

the same class, but much heavier in

weight. They have also closed an order

with the British Government for 40 con-

solidation locomotives for use in France.

Some of the dimensions of these T. &
N. O. are appended for reference

:

Gauge. 4 ft. Syi ins. ; type of engine.

Mikado 2-8-2 class ; fuel, bituminous coal.

Weight in working order on drivers,

196,970 lbs. ; weight on front truck. 29,550

lbs.; weight on trailer truck 31,520 lbs.;

total. 258.040 lbs. ; tender, 146,200 lbs.

Wheel base, driving, 16 ft. 6 ins. ; wheel

base, engine, 34 ft. 8 ins. ; wheel base, en-

gine and tender, 63 ft. 4% ins.

Tractive power, 45,500 lbs. ; factor of

adhesion, 4.32.

Cylinders, 25 x 30 ins. ; driving wheels

—

diameter, 63 ins.; trailing wheels, 45 ins.;

engine trailer wheels 33 ins.

Boiler, extended wagon top ; boiler

pressure. 180 lbs.; boiler diameter, 71 ins.

and 78 ins.

Fire box, 96 x 7554 'is. ; tubes, luniiber

and diameter, 202 2-in. and 32 5y8-in.

;

length, 20 ft.

Heating surface—Tubes, 2,102 sq. ft.

;

flues, 895.5 sq. ft. ; water tubes, 30.5 sq. ft.

;

fire box, 191 sq. ft.; total, 3,220 sq. ft.;

superheaters, 747 sq. ft. ; equivalent, 4,340.5

sq. ft. ;
grate area. 50 sq. ft.

Tender frame, heavy steel channels

;

wheels, 36 ins. diameter; journals, 5J^ x

10 ins. ; truck, 4-wheeled equalized type.

Tank, water bottom ; tank capacity,

water. 7.000 U. S. gals. ; coal, 12 tons.

Fitting Piston Rods
Of the two best known methods of

attaching piston rod to crosshead, the

design with the key is most generally

used and weighs less than the one using

nuts. The use of piston-valve cylinders

has made necessary very secure fasten-

ing of the piston rod. It is the practice

with some designers to make the end of

the piston rod butt against a shoulder

on the crosshead, in addition to the taper

fit. The rod is very apt to be loose in

the taper and bear altogether against the

shoulder, or the taper may be too tight

before reaching the shoulder. More
uniformly satisfactory results can be ob-

tained by omitting the shoulder and re-

lying entirely upon the taper fit in one

direction and the key in the other.

Black's Positive Flange Lubricator

Reclaimed Grease May Be Used

A flange lubricator has recently been

perfected by Mr. W. F. Black and Mr. H.
S. Rauch, Avis, Pa., and has already met
the warm approval of many eminent en-

frogs and switches. In actual mileage,

made between the turnings, savings of

ever 300 per cent, are made, and the life

of rail curves are increased from 25 to

gineering authorities. It is in the form 400 per cent, by the adoption of flange

of a brake shoe, with the tread portion

removed, with a grease retainer and ori-

fices to permit the flow of grease to the

throat of the flange, the same being

mounted on a bracket adjacent to and in

contact with the wheel. This bracket is

so arranged that the shoe will follow the

lateral motion of the v;heel, fitted up with

springs on the bracket to keep the shoe in

constant contact with the flange. In or-

lubrication. The lois of metal from tires

due to sharp flanges, the weight of which
would be between 500 lbs. and 1,100 lbs.,

per wheel turning, depending on the num-
ber of wheels on the engine, expressed in

money value—the four-wheeled switcher

would be from $50.00 to $55.00, six-wheel

switcher from $55.00 to $65.00, consolida-

tion type from $65.00 to $70.00 and a Mal-
let from $95.00 to $110.00. These figures.

der to keep the shoe constantly- against of course, are exclusive of the cost of lay-

the wheel a rod is connected to the bot- ing up the power f.ir tire turning when

\. .__..£3_

tocA' ni/rj'

SICCTIONAI. VIEW OF BL.\CK'S FLANGE LUBRICATOR

lorn portion of the shoe, one end of

which is attached to any stationary part

of the locomotive, a spring and jam nut
fitted to this rod for the purpose of ad-

justing the pressure between the wheel
and the foot of the shoe. This for the

purpose of causing a sufficient friction to

generate the necessary heat to soften the

grease in the shoe, so that the same will

flow through the orifice designed for that

purpose, .^n important feature of this

lubricator is the fact that reclaimed driv-

ing box compound, or hard grease, or re-

claimed pin grease can be used for the

purpose of flange lubrication, thus cutting

down the cost of the same.

As is well known, there is a marked
economy in the use of flange lubricatcrs,

not only on wheel flanges, but on rails.

same miglit be in service, which in times

like the present amounts to a very con-

siderable item.

Russian Railways.

The projected railways for construction

during the period 1917-1922 comprise a
total of 31.346 versts (20,779 miles), of

wliich 2.000 versts (1,326 miles) are

branch lines. The cost of constructing

these lines is estimated at 600,000,000

rubles ($309,000,000 at the normal ex-

change rate of $0,515 to the ruble).

An act providing for setting clocks for-

ward one hour will be laid before Con-
gress, and it is declared it will be passed

by a large majority.
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Air Brake Department
Some Defects in the Universal Valve

Variations in the Emergency Features

April, 1917.

In conncclion with the description and

operation of the universal valve of the

UC brake equipment as applied to passen-

ger equipment of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, it may be well to again state that

the reference will be to the valve as it

is operated at the present time, that is,

pneumatically and in direct release po-

sition. This particular installation has

tro, a small and a lartjc emergency res-

ervoir, tlie large one being used for a

quick recharge of the auxihary reservoir

and the small one for a higher emergency

brake cylinder pressure.

The difference between the two instal-

lations is, that where one large emergency

reservoir is used for quick recharge and

a very high emergency brake cylinder

pressure the smaller reservoir is entirely

omitted and where the two features arc

separated, the small reservoir is added

and a port opening in the bracket is plug-

ged for the purpose of separating the two

pressures.

On some Pullman car arrangements two

brake cylinders for both service and

emergency operation are employed and

operated by the universal valve.

We have printed the names of parts

with a list of numbered indications,

and explained the purpose of each part,

and while the following list of disorders

of the universal valve and the method nt

locating the sources of trouble are largely

imaginary a study of the possibilities will

lead to a more thorough understanding of

the operation of the valve. We say pos-

sibilities, because these universal valves

have been in service for several years

operating under the same identical condi-

tions as the triple valve equipments, and

they manifest all the improvements over

triple valve operation that is claimed for

them and very seldom is there one found

in which there is any symptom of disor-

der. With an ordinary inspection and

cleaning to start with there appears to l<f

several years' service, without any atten-

tion whatever in one of these valves, and

so far the defects found, with one or two

exceptions, are due entirely to careless or

inaccurate repair work, or the excessive

use of oil on the parts.

Like every other equipment, some uii-

desired actions were encountered after

the valves had been in service for some

time and these have been promptly weed-

ed out until at the present time practical-

ly no fault whatever can be found with

the operation of the valve. As an ex-

ample, some of the former types of valves

were found to he working in undesired

quick action, owing to bent emergency

pistons and some failing to operate in

quick action when desired for the same
cause, but an additional ball check valve

added to the high pressure cap restricts

the flow or sudden inrush of pressure to

the back of emergency piston and the con-

sequent bending of these pistons has been

eliminated. A failure to obtain the prop-

er amount of brake cylinder pressure per

pound of brake pipe reduction to cor-

respond with other types of equipments,

under certain conditions, has also been

cases releasing ahead of triple valves dur-

ing slow predetermined rises in brake

pipe pressure. In fact, they improve

triple valve operation in direct proportion

to the amount of universal valves in the

train. When a valve is found that re-

quires over 2 lbs. increase in brake pipe

pressure to effect a release it requires im-

mediate attention. Such a valve will be

found with so much resistance to move-
ment, through an accumulation of dirt

from oiling the valves when cleaned, that

it will no doubt be necessary to drive the

equalizing piston out of the bushing.

Flange for E^uoliz.in^ Ct/linder Cap.
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slide valve and cause a blow or waste of

air from the release slide valve exhaust

port.

Do not expect the brake to apply with

less than a 5 lb. brake pipe reduction, but

expect an emergency or quick action ap-

plication of the brake if the brake pipe

pressure is permitted to leak down to 35

lbs. or less.

Do not expect the universal valve to

release upon the same increase in brake

pipe pressure required to release a triple

valve after an emergency application, as

the P triple valve will release when 62 or

62^-2 lbs. pressure is obtained in the brake

pipe, while the auxiliary reservoir pres-

sure of the universal valve will remain as

high as 85 or 90 lbs. when the valve is in

emergency position. It will also be no-

ticed that the universal valve applying

the brake in emergency will also exhaust

As the brake cj'linder port and several

other ones pass entirely through both

portions of the valve, it follows that a

leak through any of the body gaskets

could cause a blow; hence the importance

of knowing that all bolts and nuts are

tight and gaskets in good condition before

attempting to locate the source of a blow

from the exhaust ports.

The source of these various leaks or

blows at the exhaust ports will be taken

up at a greater length when the code of

tests for the universal valve is printed.

Do not confuse a short puflf of air from

the exhaust ports with a leak from some

defective portion. There will be a short

puflf of air from the equalizing slide valve

exhaust port as the brake starts to apply,

this being from the application end of the

release piston, and another exhaust of

pressure from the quick action, and quick

•Bo\t holes rot :

bc't.nq rie».9« Of Quick Act.on Portion
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emergency piston bushing. Other cases

are known where the higher emergency
brake c>liiiJcr pressure was not obtained

through the laihire of the intercepting

valve to operate and an investigation dis-

closed the fact that the bolts holding the

emergency portion of the valve to the

bracket were drawn up unnecessarily

tight, binding the intercepting valve in

the bushing.

Should the brake fail to remain applied

after a service reduction look first for a

brake cylinder leak past the brake cylin-

der packing leather or past the safely

valve or in the brake cylinder pipe.

If the brake releases through the ex-

haust port of the universal valve when
the brake valve handle is on lap position,

know first that the brake pipe pressure is

not increasing from leakage from the

main reservoir, then that there is no leak-

age in the auxiliary reservoir or its con-

nections, then expect to find a leaky grad-

uating valve in the equalizing slide valve.

A leak in the service reservoir would not

at this time aflfcct the release of brakes,

as the ball service reservoir check pre-

vents any leakage or passage of air from

the auxiliary to the service reservoirs. If

the universal valve was operating in

graduated release position, or with the

graduated release cap in graduated re-

lease position, the auxiliary reservoir leak

would only cause a graduation of the

brake and it would not release as with a

triple valve equipment.

Sometimes there are reports of brakes

sticking and upon investigation it is

found that the graduated release cap is

in graduated position and this is accepted

as a reasonable excuse for the sticking or

failure of the brake to release, while at

the same time the real cause is elsewhere,

for if the brake pipe pressure is promptly

increased to the maximum carried by the

feed valve the brake will release straight

away as a triple valve without reference to

the position of the graduated release cap.

Cases have been known where the

valve moved to release position after a

brake pipe reduction, due to a badly dis-

torted equalizing cylinder cover gasket

which extended into the equalizing piston

chamber and was compressed by the

movement of the equalizing piston to its

application position, and when the pres-

sures surrounding the piston equalized,

forced the equalizing piston far enough

toward release position to result in the

release of the brake. The possibilities of

such an action has been eliminated in the

late design of universal valves.

If the brake fails to release after an or-

dinary brake application, with full pres-

sure in the brake pipe, notice first that the

brake cylinder release spring is not bro-

ken or that the brake rigging has not

fouled, then expect to find a stuck pack-

ing ring on the equalizing piston.

Failure to release might be due to ex-

cessive friction of the release piston and

slide valve, or to a combination of tight

piston packing ring and stopped up ports

through the application portion of the re-

lease piston, but as stated these disorders

are largely possibilities.

If it requires 100 lbs. or more brake

pipe pressure to release a universal valve

after an emergency application, expect to

find a leaky service port check valve or a

defective intercepting valve seat that has

permitted emergency reservoir pressure to

leak into the auxiliary reservoir.

When making an inspection of the

brakes on a car equipped with a universal

valve, it is well to examine all of the ex-

haust ports to see that the thread pro-

tectors and the small sheet metal discs

have been removed from the port holes

a;id that the tape wrapping has been re-

moved from the safety valve.

There is really nothing complicated

about the construction and operation of

a universal valve, their performance in

service is of such a character that very

little attention is given them. They ab-

solutely do not manifest the disorders of

the triple valve, and there is no doubt but

that if oil was not used for lubricating

them, or if they were maintained dry.

each valve would run indefinitely without

any attention whatever. Practically the

only incorrect operation ever found is due

to oil on the pistons collecting dust from

the brake system until the friction en-

countered is such that it requires 10 or

15 lbs. brake pipe reduction to apply the

brake.

Where these valves are applied to Pull-

man cars there are two cylinders per car,

and. as stated, both cylinders are used for

service operation as well as both in emer-

gency. This means doubling the reser-

voir volumes so that the auxiliary res-

ervoir volumes are enlarged to a 12 .x 33

for two 16-inch brake cylinder and to

14 -x 33 for two 18-inch brake cylinders.

For two 16-inch brake cylinders a 16 x 48

service reservoir and two 20; S x 48 emer-

gency reservoirs are used. For two IS-

inch brake cylinders the service reservoir

is ISy. X 42, and there are two 22K' x 48

emergency reservoirs.

In the accompanying drawings, the port

openings in the faces of the equalizing

and quick action portions are shown, the

bolt holes being omitted, these will be

readily recognized from the outward ap-

pearance of the portions. The largest

figure of the drawings shows the ports

exposed when the equalizing cylinder

cover has been removed. The smaller of

the drawings shows the port openings ex-

posed when the graduated release cap is

removed.

great German war. Many people think

the rise of food and other prices in the

United States is not the result of any

very marked shortage of commodities, but

results from an extension of the get-rich-

quick idea that is uppermost in many
minds.

The evil, however, is here, and in the

mechanical departments of our railways,

the pinch of high prices for material has

been severely felt. For example, the prices

for car material were, say, about normal

1913-14, while this year they are more
than double. An article purchasable for

one dollar in 1914 would, in 1917, cost

$2.19, and in the matter of locomotive

parts, etc., a one dollar article in 1914 now
brings $1.38.

This matter of high prices is not a mat-

ter beyond control, by any means. The
Interstate Commerce Commission might

have certain power concerning what rail-

ways must pay out, since the commission

has the say as to the amount that may be

earned on each specific item of service.

Years ago, in Great Britain, railways

were, as a rule, equipped as huge manu-
facturing concerns, and even made their

steel driving tires, wheels and other parts

which, by common consent, have been

given over to manufacturers. It is fair to

say that railways have been better served

by supply concerns than they would have

been by making things themselves but it

is quite possible for railways to effect

many economies in small articles, recla-

mation of parts, guarantees of quality in

very many lines, supplied from the open

market, and insisting, wherever they can,

not on haphazard, but en fair usage of

equipment offered in interchange.

To Change the Meteorology.

The Hon. .Albert Johnson is carrying

i.n a crusade against the Fahrenheit ther-

n.ometer which is used in all English-

speaking countries and asks that the Cen-

tigrade thermometer be employed in its

place. The Centigrade thermometer is

used for nearly all scientific purposes and

is decidedly superior to the Fahrenheit

instrument, but the latter is in familiar

use among the great mass of people who
use heat measuring instruments. Prac-

tically all English-speaking people use the

Fahrenheit scale, even with all its incon-

veniences, and people who imagine that

they can effect a change by an act of

Congress reckon without authority.

Nothing is more difficult than to change

the established habit; of a people, a truth

which will slowly dawn upon the en-

thusiast who undertakes to change the

meteorology of a nation.

The High Cost of Railroading.

The high cost of living is only one

phase—and it is a distressing phase—of

the high-price-for-everything, through

which this country is passing during the

On the Southern Railway new car shops

will be constructed at Spencer, X. C, in-

cluding a steel car shed 109 ft. by 600 ft.

The shop will be 50 ft. by 100 ft.
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Rail Inclination and Wheel Tread Contour
Railroading in India may be just as

progressive and wide-awake as it is in

America. We here quote from Indian

Engineering of a recent issue. This

paper says : "It is somewhat remarkable

that American railways have not yet

fallen in with the European practice of

giving rails the inclination required to

correspond with the angle of the coning

of wheel treads. . . . Considering the

important purposes served by coning of

v/heels there can be no question of ever

abondoning it. . . . The inclination

of the rail is a corollary of the coning of

the wheel tread. . . . The question of

rail wear and rail breakage is nowhere

more live than it is in America, and if

only a small part of these losses is due

to the maintenance of a vertical rail the

change is worth making, remembering it

will benefit a mileage in the L'nited States

alone of over one-sixth above the rail-

way mileage of the whole of Europe."

This quotation was sent to us by a

gentleman who has taken a very intelli-

gent and vital interest in the whole ques-

tion of the relation of wheel to rail. We
have recently published the opinion of

Mr. George W. Lyndon, president of the

Association of Manufacturers of chilled

iron wheels, and in this issue there ap-

pears an article by Mr. F. K. Vial, the

consulting engineer of the wheel makers'

association.

It has been' stated that the life of rail

in the United States might be increased

at least thirty per cent, by the judicious

use of the inclined rail instead of the up-

right one. Whether this rather startling

estimate of the prolongation of the life of

rail, and corresponding reduction in the

"rail" account, is a correct one or not,

we cannot say. The whole matter can

be proved by data from roads using the

inclined rail, or verified or disproved by

rational experiment.

Mr. Lyndon advocates the thickening

of the flange of the chilled iron wheel

by 3/16 of an inch. This he says can

be done without altering the position of

rail and guard rail, all over any system.

To do this, however, each wheel would

have to be mounted on the axle 3/32

of an inch nearer the rail. Let us for a

moment glance at the effect of inclining

the rail so as to bring wheel and rail

into such relation as will reduce axle

stresses as far as may be.

Our diagram indicates the conditions

of contact between wheel and rail on

both the upright rail and the inclined.

The wear on the upright rail (left) is on

the inside of the top of the head, while the

wear on wheels is near the flange, pro-

ducing in time the so-called double flang-

ing. On the inclined rail (right) the wear
is directly over the center of the rail, while

on the wheel it is near the middle of

the tread and parallel to the angle of the

coning. It is only reasonable to estimate

that wheel wear corresponds in some
ratio to rail wear, as the surfaces of

each perform work in the process of

abrasion. It is perhaps unnecessary here

to call attention to the well recognized

fact that the present standard angle of

coning (1 in 20) could not be much va-

ried with any great advantage.

The saving of labor in turning worn
steel wheels is not the only economy pre-

sented by the inclined rail in the equip-

ment account; there is another, affecting

journal bearings, and axle stresses, which

becomes apparent on consideration. It

will be noted from our diagrams that in

car wheels and their axles, the distance

from the center of the journal bearing

to the position of the wheel-load when
the rail is inclined, is considerably less

tlian it is with an upright rail.

responsible for safety of train movement,
but also by the higher executive oflScers.

If in order to thicken the flange of a

chilled iron car wheel by 3/16 of an inch,

it is, as Mr. Lyndon points out, only

necessary to mount each wheel on the

axle 3/32 of an inch nearer the rail. By
this method we would shorten the lever-

arm of today's practice, which is Sjg ins.

on an upright rail, to 8 17/32 ins. This, if

it be found to be in every way practicable,

w'ould reduce the axle stress considerably.

Pushing the wheel over towards the rail

would reduce the axle stress 2,344 inch-

pounds.

As it is now with a level-arm of 85/^

ins. from center of journal to wheel-on-

rail position, this stress is 215,625 inch-

pounds. When by the inclination of the

rail the lever-arm becomes 7 59/64 ins.,

the axle stress sinks to 198,046 inch-

pounds, or a reduction of the stress to

LEVER .^R^r of level (LEFT) and inclined R.\IL (RIGHT).

The diagrams sliow an 80-lb. rail of

standard section. In the case of the up-

right rail, the distance from the center of

the journal bearing to the position of bear-

ing of the wheel on the rail is 8^ ins.,

while the corresponding lever-arm in the

case of the inclined rail is 7 59/64 ins.;

the difference, forty-five sixty-fourths of

an inch (45/64), being in favor of the

inclined rail. With a wheel load of 25,-

000 lbs. not an uncommon one nowadays,

the reduction of bending moment in the

axle, with the inclined rail, as compared

with the upright rail, is therefore 45/64

in. X 25,000 lbs. =: 17,578 inch-pounds.

This reduction in bending moment in

axles, where the stresses alternate every

revolution, is surely worthy of the most

careful .consideration, not only by the

mechanical men of a railroad company

17,578 inch-pounds, and if the wheel po-

sition be pushed outward along the axle

by 3/32 of an inch, the axle stress goes

down another 2,344 inch-pounds. Mr.

Lyndon's very practical proposal does

not alter the arguments of those who be-

lieve we should go seriously into the

question of inclining the rail.

As it is now, there is good reason to

believe that the chilled iron car wheel

can be improved and made stronger for

the heavier work ahead of it, if future

expectation can be measured by past

achievement we have an excellent wheel

tread contour. These other improvements

appear to be so easily within our grasp

that the time seems ripe for a joint con-

sideration of wheel weight, and contour,

together with rail inclination as has al-

ready been done in Europe.
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Electrical Department
The Generation of the Electric Current

April. I'j»17.

The few preceding articles have ex-

plained the meaning of several electrical

terms, and we have discussed in detail

Capacity and Inductance. In this article

we will begin with the generation of elec-

tric current. Reference will be made to

many, if not all, of the electrical terms

previously discussed.

The electrical apparatus used for the

generation of electricity is known as a

Generator. The word "Dynamo" is found

in a great many articles and refers to

the same apparatus. Tlie word Dynamo
was used when electric machines were first

built. It is derived from the Greek word,

duiiaiiiis, meaning power, but later it has

been very generally discontinued and the

word "Generator" has been substitued.

All generators are based upon the dis-

covery made by Faraday in 1831, that

electric currents are generated in conduc-

tors by moving them in a magnetic field.

Faraday's principle may be summed up

as follows : "When a conductor is moved
in a magnetic field, so as tc cut the lines

of force, there is an electro-motive force

induced in the conductor, in a direction

at right angles to the direction of the mo-
tion, and at right angles also to the di-

rection of the lines of force."

A most useful rule for remembering
this relation between motion, magnetism
and induced current, is as follows : Hold
the thumb, first and middle fingers of

the right hand at right angles to each

Direction of

Induced Current Direction of

Motion

other, illustrated in Fig 1. If the thumb

is pointing in the direction of the motion

and the forefinger is pointing along the

direction of the magnetic fields (the

magnetic field is supposed to go from the

north pole to the south pole), then the

middle finger will point in the direction

of the induced current. This rule is known
as "Fleming's" rule. Another way of re-

membering the direction of the induced

currents is to suppose a person swimming
in a conductor and turning so as to look

along the lines of magnetic force. If he

and the conductor be moved towards his

right hand he will be swimming with the

induced current.

The induced electro-motive force or

voltage is proportional to the number of

magnetic lines cut per second. The mag-
netic lines in a generator radiate out from
the pole pieces, around which are placed

the field coils. It is a well-known principle

that if a bar of iron has a number of turns

of wire wound around it, and electric cur-

rent is passed through these turns of w ire,

that the iron bar becomes a magnet with

lines of force radiating from the ends.

The greater the number of turns of wire,

or with a given number of turns the larger

amount of current passed through the

wire, the greater will be the strength of

the magnet so formed or, in other words,

the larger will be the number of the lines

of force.

We have stated that the voltage is pro-

portional to the number of magnetic lines

cut per second. With a constant speed

of rotation, the induced voltage will in-

crease in the strength of the field or, in

other words, will increase with the num-
ber of lines of force radiating from the

pole pieces. If the number of lines is kept

constant, the voltage will increase with the

increase in speed of rotation. In either

case, the number of lines cut per second

is increased.

In order to get some idea of the mag-
netic lines of force, we should conceive

the whole of the space in the magnetic

field to be traversed by lines. These lines

can be used to specify the direction of

the magnetic field and also the magni-
tude. The unit magnetic pole is one of

such strength that wOien placed at a dis-

tance of one centimeter from a pole of

equal strength it repels it with a force

of one dyne. (For discussion of the dyne
see February issue, page 62). If we
imagine the number of lines per square

centimeter of cross-section of the field

equal to the number of dynes of force,

(on a unit pole), then we will have in the

mind a sort of graphic representation of

the strength of the magnetic field.

In order to understand Faraday's prin-

ciple, we should have a clear conception

of what a current of electricity really

is as far as it is possible to know it. We
know that a wire carrying an electric

current looks in no way different from
any other wire. No one knows what
electricity is in itself, although we know
about a great many things that it does.

One thing is certain, however, and that

is, that the energy does not flow in the

wire itself but is transmitted along the

outside and around the wire. We know
that there is a magnetic field or magnetic

lines for force surrounding a wire carry-

ing electric current. The wire is sur-

rounded by a sort of magnetic whirl as

illustrated in Fig. 2. To set up this

magnetic whirl requires an expenditure

of energy and on breaking the circuit this

FIG. 2.

surrounding energy returns or flows back,

tending to maintain the current and this

causes the spark seen at the break of the

circuit.

Referring to Fig. 3, we have a simple

dynamo, the armature of which is re-

presented by only one coil of wire but

which serves as an illustration for the

generality of electric generators. Con-

sider the single rectangular loop of wire

as rotating in a uniform magnetic field

which exists between the poles of the

large magnets, the direction of the lines

of force, as we have stated previously,

passing from the north pole to the south

pole. If the loop be placed at first in a

vertical plane, the number of lines that

pass through it will be a maximum, but

as it is gradually turned to the horizontal

position, the number will be less and less

until the minimum or zero is reached.

Continuing the rotation, the lines begin

again to penetrate the loop from the op-

posite side so that there will be a reversal

in the direction of the flow of current

induced in the coil. During the half

revolution, the induced currents will be

ill the direction from back to front in the

part of the loop which is rising on the

left and in the opposite direction, namely

from the front to the back, in that part

which is descending on the right. If each

end of the loop were separately attached

to a metal collar on the shaft, and wires

connected to springs were pressed on each

of these collars an alternating current

would be supplied to the circuit. All

generator armatures are in principle as

this simple one coil armature. Tliere are,

of course, many turns of wire but each turn

is affected by the magnetic field as is this

single turn.

There are. as we all know, direct cur-

rent generators and alternating current

generators. We have seen that there is

a reversal of current in this single coil

Fig. 3 as rotation takes place, and this

reversal exists in all armatures whether

of the direct or alternating current type.

One might almost say that alternating
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current was -the normal t3pe and direct

current a manufactured or derived type.

In order to obtain direct current from

any armature, it is necessary to make use

of a commutator. This commutator

consists of a series of copper bars, one

for each end of each coil op which are

placed brushes. These brushes are set

at such a location that the current is taken

out of each coil in one direction only.

The copper bar or commutator segment,

as it is called, passes by the brush as the

reversal of current takes place.

Referring back to the simple generator

Fig. 3, the alternating current can be shown

graphically by Fig. 4A. If a simple commu-
tator was connected to this coil, then the

reversed currents would be "rectified" and

we would have a direct current which

could be shown graphically by Fig. 4B.

The current would be in one direction

but not continuous. The continuous value

is possible by means of a large number of

coils on the armature. For instance, if

one additional coil was used in this sim-

ple dynamo, placed at right angles to the

one illustrated, and connected to the com-

mutator, we would have a "rectified" cur-

rent super-imposed on the other current

and as shown by the dotted curves Fig.

4B since this coil would be 90 degs. from

the other coil The zero current value

would occur in the second coil when the

maximum occurs in the first coil. It may

now readily be seen that, adding more

and more coils, the variations become

smaller and smaller and with a large

number of coils, as in modern generators,

these variations cannot be detected and

the current is practically continuous, and

of uniform value.

The direct current generator produces

in the circuit a constant and steady volt-

age. This voltage exists even when no

demand is made on the generator, that is,

when no electric current is flowing. The
situation is analogous to an air blower or

fan. The office of the fan is to create a

certain air pressure and the quantity of

the resultant current of air is modified by

the friction or resistance of the pipe or

ducts through which the air flows. If

this duct leading from the fan be entirely

closed oflt, no air is carried away but

nevertheless, the rotation of the fan main-

tains the air pressure inside of the fan

casing. The energy of this air current

when the duct is open, is directly pro-

portional to the product of the pressure

given by the fan and the quantity of the

air flowing. A generator operating upon

an open circuit has only to raise the

electrical pressure or voltage between the

brushes. As the circuit is open, no energy

is expended in the circuit and the only

energy required to keep up the rotation

of the generator is that necessary to over-

come the frictional resistances of the

machine itself. If current is taken out of

the generator, say for the burning of

lights or the operation of electric motors,

the energy delivered by the generator is

directly proportional to the product of the

current and the voltage. The energy

therefore required to drive the generator

under these conditions is proportional to

the output.

The above conditions apply in general

to alternating current generators. When
operating upon an open circuit it raises

the voltage between the brushes, but this

voltage is not constant as in the case of

the direct current generator but, as we

have seen, varies from zero to its maxi-

mum (say 110) again back to zero, then

to a negative maximum and back to zero.

This variation is known as a "cycle" and

many of these occur per second according

to the "frequency" of the generator. On
connecting the generator to a circuit of

lights or to motors, a current will flow as

in the case of the direct current machine.

Since the voltage is not constant but

varies, we would naturally expect that the

current would vary, and this is true. The
variations being of the same number as

the voltage variations. The voltage and

current go out in the form of waves.

Some idea of how this electrical energy

passes along the wire can be shown by a

simple experiment. If one end of a long

piece of rope is made fast to an object

and so held stationary and the other end is

moved rapidly up and down, the rope not

being pulled tightly, a series of waves

will progress along the rope from the

moving end. It must not be supposed

that the conductor carrying the electric

energy moves and takes the form of

waves as does the rope. It is the elec-

trical energy itself which takes the wave

form. It should also be remembered that

although the wave form progresses along

the rope, the particles of the rope only

move up and down, proving that the wave

motion is a propagation of form, not of

matter.

Inductance and capacity exercise a most

powerful influence on an alternating cir-

cuit. The lines of force in the case of the

alternating current, are changing con-

tinually so that the inductance becomes

an important factor. It is practicall}' im-

possible to insert into an alternating cir-

cuit the right amount of capacity to com-

pletely neutralize the inductance or vice

versa. However, when the inductance

and capacity are approximately neutral-

ized there is a condition set up which is

analogous to a similar acoustic pheno-

menon and is spoken of as electrical

resonance. We have mentioned that

electrical transmission of energj' is be-

lieved to take place by a series of waves

;

hence every circuit can have a natural

period of vibration of its own as does a

tuning fork. If a voltage be applied to

a circuit for an instant, a wave moves
along it. is reflected from the ends, and

travels backwards and forwards. An
analogous phenomenon can be observed

by striking a long wooden rod with a

hammer. A vibration will travel back-

ward and forward along the rod being

deflected from each end until the energy

is dissipated in sound and heat. The
period of vibration of the rod depends

upon its elasticity and its density. The
elasticity and density of the rod is repre-

sented by inductance and capacity of the

electrical circuit. If the period of vibra-

tion or resonance of the circuit is in step

with the applied voltage, then these waves

will pass freely through the circuit.

The reason for employing alternating

cMrrents for electric lighting and power

is to enable the cost of conductors to be

reduced, as it is possible to use high

voltages for transmissirn, reducing this

high voltage to the suitable voltage for

the lights, by transformers. The cross

section of a wire necessary to transmit

a given amount of electrical energy in

watts with a given percentage loss in

volts, is inversely proportional to the

square of the voltage used, that is, if the

voltage is raised from 500 volts to 1,000

volts, the size of wire can be reduced

to one-quarter the cross section and

weight. The great advantage thus ob-

tained by the use of high voltage can be

realized either by a saving in the weight

of wire or by sending the current to a

greater distance with the same size of

wire.

New Shops on the Boston & Maine.

A new locomotive shop will be con-

structed for the Boston & Maine at East

Deerfield, Mass. It will be of brick and

steel construction 40 ft. in height, and 170

ft. wide, and 200 ft. long. The H. Wales

Lines Company lias secured the contract,

and the work will be rapidly proceeded

with.

You won't find half so much fault in

me if you think of me in my forge dress,

with my hammer in my hand, or even my
pipe.—Great Expectations.
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The Air Brake as an Insurance Against Accident
Hy WALTER V. TURNER, Assistant Maaager. Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

I'siiig .American railway statistics for

the year 1914, the average per diem mile-

age for each freight car is 24.5 and the

average lead per car, involving empty and

loaded car movements, is 13.9 tons. Tlie

revenue per ton mile, that is, the cost to

the consumer uf the railroad's i)ri)dnct is

tlic astonishingly low figure of 0.733 cents,

a rate unequalled by any other nation on

the face of the globe for transportation.

The product of these three figures gives

$2.50 as the daily revenue of a freight

car. .Xn amiual depreciation and main-

tenance charge of 4 per cent, added to 6

per cent, for the interest on the invest-

ment, gives a total of 10 per cent, wliich,

applied to an average cost of $40 lor the

air brake enuipment per car, results in a

daily charge of 1.095 cents for this equip-

ment. This is but forty-four one-hun-

dredths of one per cent, of the daily rev-

enue which the brake makes possible, a

revenue, which without the brake, would

drop to five cents per day or less with

the same ton-mile charge, instead of the

above S2.50, due to the fact that the ton-

mile per car would be cut 40 times ; that

ii^, it would take 40 cars without brakes,

theoretically speaking, to do the work of

one car equipped as at present. Prac-

tically considered, it is impossible to say

how much the unit costs per ton mile

would be raised if the brake were dis-

pensed with, for the features of neces-

sary grade reduction, lack of flexibility

and safety, make it absurd to attempt an

estimate.

However, using this same basis, it is

found that an additional investment for

the brakes of 4 per cent, of the value of

the car, using 1,000 for the latter, in-

creases its capacity forty fold. In other

words, an investment of 40 dollars cor-

responds to an alternate investment of 39

times $1,000 or $39,000. .Assuredly it re-

quires no marked business acumen to

choose between these alternatives.

It may be advanced that other coun-

tries, using brakes which do not even ap-

pro.ximate ours in efficiency (to say notli-

ing of cases where automatic brakes are

not used at all) are getting along; are

hauling freight every day. and are keep-

ing trains in motion pretty well generally.

I wonder if anyone advancing such an

argument is aware of the fact, that de-

spite greatly reduced labor costs, the ton-

mile rates elsewhere are a number of

times greater than ours. This is of great

concern to us, for, in the last analysis, a

difference in freight rate of one dollar

per ton fnr a certain haul may mean two
or three times this amount before the bill

reaches the ultimate consumer, not the

shipper, but the ultimate consumer of the

article shipped. .And after all the final

economic burden always rests upon the

commonwealth.

In a paper read before the Franklin In-

stitute of Philadelphia, I quoted Mr. W.
E. Symons in a previous discussion of

Car Brake Installation, in which in esti-

mating the value of a train with 200 pas-

sengers, on the usual legal estimate of

passenges, the train and its contents

would be worth $1,157,000 and the brakes

on the train would be worth approxi-

mately $2,275, which is a little less than

two-tenths of one per cent. (0.195).

Insurance has developed wonderfully

within the past few years into an exact

and indispensable science, an institution

which wholesomely establishes more
firmly every day that economic equity to-

wards which we shall and must come
>ome day. Did you ever consider the

air brake in relation to insurance? Sup-

pose that we assume that each full train

ci|uipment mentioned by Mr. Symons
makes 150 trips per year between New
York and Chicago. This is a very con-

servative estimate, providing ample time

for terminal layovers. The average per

diem value of the train must then be taken

at 150/365 X $1,157,000 or 475,000, as it

takes approximately one day for each trip.

It is difficult to say where the line should

be drawn between insurance charges for

the air brake and the service or traffic

charges, because the insurance rises in the

potential or latent power of the brake to

make an emergency stop when the neces-

sity therefore arises, and therefore prac-

tically all the wear and tear comes in,

and should be charged to ordinary serv-

ice. Using the liberal allowance of an

annual charge of 4 per cent, for deprecia-

tion and maintenance and 6 per cent, for

the interest on tlie investment, the total

daily charge on $2,275, the cost of the

equipment (brake), of almost 62 cents.

This is 13 one hundred thousands of one
per cent, of the train value, quite a re-

markable insurance rate. Even if multi-

I)licd one hundred times in order to in-

clude everything involved in the operation

of the train, such as signal systems, etc.,

it still remains at an unusually low rate.

Of course, safety appliances are in the

nature of preventive insurance, for in the

event of a wreck there is no reimburse-

ment for the damage. It is about as diffi-

cult to estimate the insurance value of the

air brake to transportation by rail as it is

to estimate that of the compass to trans-

portation by water. It may seem startling

to liken the worth of the air brake to that

of the compass, but it is true that each is

indispensable to its own service, and it

may seem even more startling to say that

the air brake is of even greater value than

the compass. This is not so extreme how-

ever, when one reflects that all of the ton-

nage handled, or practically all of it,

handled by water is also handled by rail,

and that much tonnage is carried by rail

which has nothing to do with water ship-

ment. In other words, transportation by

rail is the most important because there is

more of it.

The hazard for transportation by rail

calls for about a 1.25 per cent, rate in the

insurance world. The better insurance

comparison would then be this compared

with the rate that would be demanded in

the event that all railways would be

stripped of their air brake apparatus. The
rate would jump so high and to such an

uncertain figure that in all likelihood no

insurance company would be even willing

to consider the proposition.

I have attempted to point out a con-

trast of the most extreme conditions in or-

der that the present stage of railway

science may be measured as nearly as pos-

sible on an absolute scale. All inter-

mediate comparisons may be had accord-

ing to the development stages which are

compared. To provide for the making of

comparisons of degrees or in greater de-

tail and to facilitate an accurate analysis

of all the factors and their limitations for

maximum traffic capacity I have prepared

the following outline

:

Tr.vffic Car City F.\ctors and Their

Limitations for Maximum Traffic on
Steam and Electric Railways. Right

of Way Conditions Constant.

Factors. Car unit. Determined and

limited by. Length of car. Clearances on

curves. Width. Clearances. Height.

Clearances.

Car Capacity.—Weight. Rails and road

bed. Bridges. Contrast between empty

and loaded weight. Dead weight per ton

of lading. Volume of air for control.

Brake shoe duty. Draft gear capacit}-.

Carl Loading (average percentage of

possible capacity realized).—Cooperation

on part of shippers. Reduction of empty

hual. Grouping of 1. c. 1. lots.

Per Diem Mileage.—Terminal facilities

for loading. Unloading. Maintenance.

Demurrage.

Maintenance.—Organization. Cost.

Train Unit.—Locomotive capacity. Sin-

gle shoe brake rigging. Length of sidings.

Station platform length (electric rail-

ways).

Train Length—Number of Cars.—Train

control. Slack action. Serial brake ac-

tion. Electro pneumatic brake. Uniform

braking ratio. Impact— slid flat wheels.

Foundation brake gear. Brake cylinder

pressure regulator. Grade service. Vol-

ume of air. Release of brakes. Draft

gear capacity.

Time of Station Stops.—Car door ar-
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rangement and capacity for ingress and

egress. Station arrangement. Local con-

ditions as to number of passengers to load

and unload. Picking up and setting out

cars. Making up trains in rapid transit

service. Automatic car, air and electric

couplers.

Delays to Trains.—Terminal facilities.

Trains getting out of or into yards. De-

fective or inadequate equipment.

Acceleration.—Locomotive equipment

—

steam railways. Motor equipment—elec-

tric railways. Line voltage regulator.

Regenerative braking. Selective relays for

empty and loaded condition of motor cars.

Number of motors and trailers in train.

Train resistances. Foundation brake

gear. Grade.

Maximum Speed.—Acceleration. Station

spacing. Retardation. Electro pneumatic

brake. Grade. Running control. Stops.

Curves.

Retardation.—Maximum speed. Weigbt
of car. Volume of air. Brake shoe duty.

Difference between empty and loaded con-

dition. Foundation brake gear. Number

of cars—shocks due to serial brake ac-

tion. Air brake equipment. Rail condi-

tions. Regenerative braking.

System of Trains.—Factors. Deter-

mined and limited by. Safety. Retar-

dation. Maximum speed. Installation

and characteristics of signal equipment.

Headway or Spacing of Trains.—Ac-
celeration. Length of trains. Time of

station stops. Speed control devices.

Local roadway conditions. Station spac-

ing. Curves. Grades. Interlocking

plants. Bridges. Junctions, etc.

Air Brake Repair

Applied to

Work Tools Devised and

Every Requirement
By GEORGE K. DORWART. Denver. Colo.

NO. 7. ANVIL BLOCK FOR REMOVING AND
RIVETING SPRING RIVETS.

The annexed drawing shows the de-

tails of an anvil block, which when
clamped in bench vise at the projection

marked A, will be found very convenient

for removing and riveting spring rivets

on the following parts in connection with

engine air brake repair work : Dis-

tributing valve, application valve spring

pin, application piston spring pin, equahz-

ing piston spring pin. F 1 and F 2, triple

valves, slide valve spring pin.

This block may be readily adapted to

include all types of passenger and freight

triples by drilling suitable holes. The
pin holes are scribed on block from the

desired valves and, although there may
be quite a number of holes, no confusion

will arise owing to the fact that when the

• 7." -
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Reamers and Swages Used in the Repairing of

Air Pump Governor Cylinders
By L. E. BOWEN, Air Brake Foreman. Illinois Central Railroad

The accompaning illustration shows a ^n... .r..i.t.i /,

reproduction of a drawing of a set of

reamers and swages adapted for repair-

ing 1 in. and 1J4 '" air pump governor

cylinders. The reamers, as shown, are of

the expanding type, and if properly con-

structed and tempered will' do excellent

work, and can be readily made in the

average railroad repair shop. Reamer A,

frame I, and clamp J, are used to ream

1J4 in. cylinders. Reamer C is used to

ream 1 in. cylinders. The pieces E and F
are used to swage the inner portion of the

\y^ in. cylinders when the steam valve

stem goes through so that the stem may
be refitted and prevent the waste of steam.

The pieces G and H are used for swaging

the 1 in. cylinders. A reamer should be

used for each stem about .008 in. smaller

than the standard in order to insure a fine

fit. Applying over size pistons and re-

fitting steam valve stems reduces the cost

of repairs and makes an excellent job.

A couple of old cylinder caps should be

bored out to fit the swages F and H, to

act as guides.

^'
-OrsjiSn.t

DETAILS OF REAMERS AND SWAGES FOR REPAIRING
-MR PUMP GOVERNOR CYLI.N'DERS.

Type of Eight-Wheel Locomotive for the

Northeastern Railway of England
By ROBERT W. A. SALTER. London, England

The accompanying reproduction of a

photograph illustrates a type of eight-

wheel superheated locomotive recently

placed in freight service on the North-

eastern railroad of England.

These engines, capable of taking 1,2U0

tons along the level at a speed of 20

miles per hour, are employed for mineral

work. Thev are fitted with the Schmidt

Coal space is 5 tons. The total weights

of the engine in working order and light

are, respectively, 65 tons 18 cwt. and 59

tons 1 cwt.; the tender weighs 41 tons

4 cwt. in working order and 20 tons

light.

Heating surface is as follows : Water

contact, 90 tubes 2 in. diameter 722.2 sq.

ft., 24 tubes 5'i in. diameter 504 sq. ft.;

rinTiTwiiPEr. i.ocoMfiTivi-: imk

superheater (24 elements), and have

Stephenson's link motion, with steam re-

versing gear. The following are the

principal particulars:

Cylinders 20 in. diameter x 26 in.

stroke; boiler 15 ft. long with diameter

of 5 ft. 6 in. ; firebox 8 ft. long. The ca-

pacity of the tanks is 3,375 gallons, and

the well 565, which gives a total of 3,940.

K.ii, -,i h \ RV. OF F.\r,i..\\n.

fire contact, superheater heating surface

544.8 sq. ft., heating surface in firebox

144 sq. ft. These give a total of 1915 sq.

ft. Firegrate area is 23 sq. ft, and

boiler pressure 160 lbs. per sq. in.

It is interesting to note that the North-

eastern now includes as part of its sys-

tem the famous line between Stockton

and Darlington—the first railroad.

Better Than Really Required.

The advisability of substituting a

cheaper grade of gasoline, known as

"motor gasoline," for use in railway turn-

table motors and other similar machines,

was taken up' some time ago by the

mechanical department officials of a large

railway. The gasoline previously used

was that specified by the railway company

itself. This change in the quality of the

gasoline used did not effect the service

in any way, but exclusive of motors used

outside the mechanical department, a

saving per year of $4,000 can be credited

to that department.

The matter of using this cheaper, but

equally satisfactory "motor gasoline"

for section men's motor cars was brought

to the attention of the general manager

of the railway and the mechanical de-

partment saving urged as a reason for the

trial of the cheaper grade on track ve-

hicles and on some McKeen motor cars

owned and operated by this road. It is

quite likely that a substantial saving will

be effected in these two items, though we

have not the figures before us at this

writing and cannot give them to our read-

ers. The gasoUne question is quite a

"live issue" with many concerns, and the

satisfactory results obtained by the

mechanical department of this road will

no doubt stimulate investigation along

these lines by others of the "common car-

riers," who desire economies in the

smaller but constant expenditures.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. H. F. Emerson has been apointed

road foreman of engines of the Pennsyl-

vania Lines West, with office at Crest-

line, Ohio.

Mr. W. F. Stoops has been appointed

assistant road foreman of engines of the

Pennsylvania Lines West, with office at

Conway, Pa.

Mr. R. D. Quickel has been appointed

fuel agent on the Southern Railway

Lines West, with headquarters at Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

Mr. D. H. Varnell has been appointed

fuel supervisor of the Louisiana division

of the Texas & Pacific, with headquarters

at Alexandria, La.

Mr. A. W. McLean has been appointed

general foreman of the Rock Island shops

at Haleyville, Okla., succeeding Mr. S.

Jolley, resigned.

Mr. George L. Ernstrom has been ap-

pointed road foreman of the Yellowstone

division of the Northern Pacific, with

headquarters at Glendive, Mont.

Mr. J. E. McQuillen, mechanical super-

intendent of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa

Fe, has had his headquarters changed

from Cleburne to Galveston, Tex.

Mr. Irving Williams has been appointed

master mechanic of the Cumberland Val-

ley, with office at Chambersbburg, Pa.,

succeeding Mr. R. G. Bennett, resigned.

Mr. F. W. Board, formerly general

mechanical inspector of the Texas & Pa-

cific, has been appointed fuel agent on

the same road, with office at Dallas, Tex.

Mr. N. F. Thompson, formerly assistant

district engineer of the New York Central

at New York, has been appointed district

engineer, with headquarters at Albany,

N. Y.

Mr. George H. Berry has been ap-

pointed general foreman of the Louisville

& Nashville machine shops at Louisville,

Ky., succeeding Mr. Paul C. Huber, de-

ceased.

Mr. John Deifenbaker has been ap-

pointed roundhouse foreman of the Santa

Fe at Moline, Kans., succeeding Mr.
George Havener, retired under the pen-

sion system.

Mr. E. Tasker, formerly car foreman
of the Canadian Pacific at Crowsnest,

H. C, has been appointed car foreman at

I'ield, B. C, succeeding Mr. M. J. Jordan,

transferred.

Mr. C. E. White, formerly manager of

the Detroit Battery Company, Detroit,

Mich., has been appointed manager of

the Chicago branch of the United States

Light & Heat Company.
Mr. H. R. Pennington, formerly travel-

ing electrical inspector of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific, has been appointed
supervisor of electrical equipment, with

headquarters at Chicago, III.

Mr. James T. Eagan has been appointed

assistant road foreman of engines of the

Buft'alo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, in

charge of the district between East Sala-

manca, N. Y., and Du Bois, Pa.

Mr. F. H. Hardin has been appointed

master mechanic of the Adirondack divi-

sion of the New York Central, with office

at Utica, N. Y., succeeding Mr. C. F.

Deaner, assigned to other duties.

Mr. O. F. Dalstrom, formerly chief

draftsman in the bridge department of

the Chicago & North Western, has been

appointed bridge engineer on the same
road, with headquarters at Chicago, 111.

Mr. Frank E. Cooper, formerly general

foreman of the Baltimore & Ohio, with
office at Newark, Ohio, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of shops at the

same place, succeeding Mr. W. Mal-
tlianer.

Mr. W. Y. Cherry, formerly engine-

house foreman of the Pennsylvania Lines

West of Pittsburgh at Allegheny, Pa., has

been appointed master mechanic of the

Grand Rapids & Indiana, with office at

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Mr. J. C. Roesch, formerly superin-

tendent of the International & Great

Northern at Mart, Tex., has been ap-

pointed chief engineer, with headquarters

at Houston, Tex., succeeding Mr. O. H.
Crittenden, deceased.

Mr. D. J. McQuaig, formerly general

foreman of the Grand Trunk at Ottawa,

Ont., has been appointed acting master

mechanic of the Ontario lines, with office

at Toronto, succeeding Mr. W. G. Sealy,

assigned to other duties.

Mr. R. N. Kuhn, formerly roundhouse
foreman of the Baltimore & Ohio at

Flora, III., has been transferred to a simi-

lar position on the same road at Wash-
ington, Ind., and Mr. E. J. Dibble suc-

ceeds Mr. Kuhn at Flora.

Mr. H. A. Matthews, formerly mana-
ger of the railway sales department of

the United States Light & Heat Corpora-

tion at Chicago, 111., has transferred his

headquarters to the company's general

offices at Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Mr. F. T. Huston, formerly general

car inspector of the Pennsylvania Lines

West of Pittsburgh, at Fort Wayne, Ind.,

has been appointed assistant engineer of

motive power on the same road, with

headquarters at Fort Wayne.
Mr. E. Langham, purchasing agent of

the Canadian Northern on the lines West
of Port Arthur, has had his authority

extended over the entire system, with

the title of general purchasing agent, with

headfiuarters at Toronto, Ont.

Mr. C. W. Hyde, formerly road fore-

man of equipment of the Chicago & East-

ern Illinois, at Salem, III., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Illinois

division, with headquarters at Villa

Grove, III., succeeding Mr. W. K.

Meeder, resigned.

Mr. S. E. Westover has resigned his

position as general boiler foreman of the

Oregon-Washington Railroad and Navi-
gation Company, and has accepted the

position as superintendent of boiler con-

struction of the Willamette Iron and
Steel Company at Portland, Ore.

Mr. F. W. Douglas, chief engineer of

the electrical department of the Atlanta

Joint Terminals of the Louisville & Nash-
ville, the Atlanta & West Point, and the

Georgia Railroad at Atlanta, Ga., has been

appointed master mechanic, in addition to

his other duties, succeeding Mr. G. W.
Eaves, resigned.

Mr. Charles Haines Williams, of the

Chicago Railway Equipment Company,
Chicago, has been elected first vice-presi-

dent of the company. Mr. Williams has

had a wide experience as a railroad man,
and has been engaged for a number of

years as mechanical inspector with the

equipment company.

Mr. L. A. Mattimore has been appointed

master mechanic of the Arizona division

of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Coast

Lines, with office at Needles, Cal., suc-

ceeding Mr. G. A. Armstrong, transferred

as master mechanic to the Los Angeles

division, with office at San Bernardino,

succeeding Mr. J. C. Hicks, promoted.

Mr. F. Ronaldson, formerly district

master mechanic of the Farnham division

of the Quebec, district of the Canadian

Pacific at Farnham, Ont., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Ontario

district of the same road, with office at

Toronto, succeeding Mr. A. H. Kendall,

appointed Captain in the Canadian forces.

Mr. William Pollock has been ap-

pointed master boiler maker of the Balti-

more & Ohio, at Pittsburgh, Pa., Glen-

wood shops, succeeding Mr. John Howe,
transferred to a similar position at the

Mt. Qare shops, Baltimore, Md., and
Mr. M. C. Mickels has been appointed

assistant boiler shop foreman at the Glen-

wood shops.

Mr. W. N. Ingram, formerly master

mechanic, district No. 5, Intercolonial di-

vision of the Canadian Government Rail-

ways at Edmunton, N. B., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic, district No. 4,

Intercolonial division, with office at Stel-

larton, N. S., succeeding Mr. H. D.

Mackenzie, transferred from district No.

4 to district No. 5.

Mr. P. Alquist, formerly superintendent

of the car department of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas, with headquarters at

Denison, Tex., has been appointed to a

similar position on the Pere Marquette,

with office at Detroit, Mich., and Mr. T.

P. Cleaver has been appointed foreman
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of the car department of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texai, with office at Smitlivillc.

Tex.

Mr. J. J. Karibo has been appointed

master mechanic of the eastern district

of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &

St. Louis, with office at Bellefontainc,

Ohio, succeeding Mr. W. J.
Frauendiencr,

resigned; and Mr. E. J. Buckbee has

been appointed master mechanic of the

western district of the same road, vMth

office at Mattoon, 111., succeeding Mr.

Karibo.

Mr. Amos Wilson, formerly special in-

structor in the motive power department

of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

at Scranton, Pa., has been appointed su-

pervisor of fuel service, with head.iuar-

tcrs at Scranton, succeeding Mr. M. L.

M. Hatch, resigned; and Mr. J. R. Steed

has been appointed assistant supervisor

of fuel service, with headquarters at

Scranton.

Mr. Arthur L. Jacobs, who for seven-

teen years was in charge of the Water

and Electric Light Department of the city

of St Louis, has joined the Research De-

partment of the Powdered Coal Lngi-

neering and Equipment Company of Chi-

cago. This company is now preparing

elaborate plans for many installations of

their carburization process in the burning

of powdered coal as fuel.

Mr J L. Bacon has been appointed

mechanical representative of the Econonriy

Devices Corporation, in charge of the

Eastern territory, with headquarters in

New York. Mr. Bacon is a graduate of

Cornell University, and served four years

as special apprentice in the General Elec-

tric Company's shops at Schenectady,

N. Y., and was employed for some time

in the' operating department of the Inter-

borough Rapid Transit Company, New

York, and for the last few years was en-

gaged in the mechanical department of the

New York Central.

Mr. Henry Honaker, formerly master

mechanic of the St. Louis-San Francisco,

has been appointed assistant general su-

perintendent of motive power on the

same road, with headquarters at Spring-

field. Mo., and Mr. H. L. Worman, for-

merly traveling roundhouse inspector of

the St. Louis-San Francisco, has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Southern

division of the same road, with oflice at

Memphis, Tenn., succeeding Mr. Honaker.

Mr. Edward E. Loomis, formerly vice-

picsident of the Delaware, Lackawanna &

Western, has been elected president of

the Lehigh Valley Railroad. Mr. Loomis

began his railroad career in the law of-

fices of the Denver & Rio Grande in 1883.

In 1884 he was appointed secretary^ to

the general superintendent of the New

York & Lake Erie, and was promoted to

chief clerk in 1887, and chief clerk to the

general manager in 1892. In 1894 he

was appointed superintendent of the Ti-

oga division of the same railroad, and

ill 18W he was appointed superintendent

of the New York, Susquehanna & West-

ern, and the Wilkcs-Barre & Eastern.

In the same year he was appointed super-

intendent of the Lackawanna in charge

of the mining department. Latterly he

Hoe & Company, New York. In 1886

he entered into partnership with Mr.

James Hay, and the firm developed among

other products the first »nvil manufac-

tory in America. Under their joint man-

agement the firm was very successful.

Mr. Budden was active in promoting the

welfare of the district where he lived,

being prominently identified with building

and other societies.

Albert Clark Stebbins.

Mr. Albert C. Stebbins, a vice-president

of Nilcs-Bcment-Pond Company, 111

Broadway, New York, died on February

28, at I'lainfield, N. J. He learned the

machinist trade in New England, and in

1875 was appointed shop superintendent

in the Pond shops at Worcester, Mass.

Mr. Stebbins directed the construction of

the extensive shops at Plainfield, N. J.,

and was elected vice-president of the

company and manager of the Pond

Works. He served as a member of the

City Council and also as vice-president

of the Dime Savings Bank of that city.

Mr. Stebbins was 73 years of age.

F.mV.\RD E. LOOMIS

served as vice-president of the same road

as above mentioned.

OBITUARY.
Frederick Charles Budden.

Frederick C. Budden, treasurer of

the Hay-Budden Manufacturing Corn-

Walter Katte.

Mr. Walter Katte, for many years chief

engineer of the New York Central, died

on March 4 in New York in his 87th year.

He had a distinguished career as a rail-

road and bridge constructor. In the Civil

War he was Colonel of an engineer regi-

ment in the Union Army. He served as

chief engineer of the Third and Ninth

avenue elevated railways in New York,

and also constructed the West Shore rail-

road and rebuilt the N. Y. C. Line in Park

avenue, on the present elevated structure.

Oscar G. Murray.

Oscar G. Murray, chairman of the board

of directors of the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad, and formerly one of the receiv-

ers and later first vice president in charge

of traffic and the predecessor of Daniel

Willard as president of the company, died

in Baltimore, March 14, of a complication

of diseases. The death of Mr. Murray re-

moves from the railroad world one of the

widest known executives of the last gen-

eration. Mr. Murray would have been 70

years of age on May 20, next, having been

born at Bridgeport, Connecticut, in 1847.

FREDERICK C. BUDDEN

pany, Brooklyn, N. Y., died at his home

in Brooklyn on the 23rd of last month

in the 62nd year of his age. Mr. Bud-

den learned blacksmithing in Southamp-

ton, England, and came to America at an

early age, and was employed for some

time in the printing press works of R.

John Hickey.

John Ilickey, consulting engineer for

the Salt Lake & Utah Railroad and

regarded as one of the leading authori-

ties on mechanical engineering in the

West, died in Salt Lake City last month.

Mr. Hickey filled many important posi-

tions in the Western railroads, among

others that of superintendent of motive

power of the Northern Pacific at St.

Paul, Minn. He was president of the

Master Mechanics' Association from

1891 to 1893.
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DIXON'S
.'«4fel PAINT

"f'ouR COLORS ^;^
'^^fHDKO.VCRUCrBI*'^ "

•ERSKVCITY. N'i.

A Clear Track
ahead, Railway men, when
you protect your metal

work with

DIXON'S
Silica Graphite

PAINT
It has a world-wide repu-

tation of over fifty years.

Made in FIRST QUAL-
ITY only. Made for

those who want QUAL-
ITY, LONGER SERV-
ICE and LOWEST
COST per year of service.

Because of the peculiar

oily nature and flake for-

mation of the pigment,

Dixon's Paint has no equal

in keeping moisture and
gases away from the metal.

Therefore metal properly

painted with it resists cor-

rosion longer than that

painted with any other

paint. That is the reason

why leading railroads
throughout the entire
world use it as standard.

Write for booklet 69-B
and long service records.

M.d> In JERSEY CITY, N. J., by th«

Joseph Dixon Crucible

dX^Xn Company ^><^>^
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Railroad Equipment Notes.

Tlie Seaboard Air Line is in the mar-

ket for 1,000 box and 1,000 flat cars.

The Pere Marquette is inquiring for

six Santa Fe (2-10-2) type locomotives.

The Illinois Central is reported plan-

nini;- a shop and roundhouse at Palestine,

111, to cost $100,000.

The Michigan Central has ordered 7,000

tons of rails from the Illinois Steel Com-
pany for 1918 delivery.

John D. Williams, New York, is in-

quiring for 100 steel box and 100 wooden-

covered cars for China.

The Southern Railway is reported as

having ordered 2,000 cars from the

Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Philadelphia & Reading has or-

dered 20 Consolidation locomotives from

the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Chicago Burlington & Quincy has

ordered 125 12,000-gal. tank cars from

the Standard Steel Car Compatiy.

The Midvale Steel & Ordnance Com-

pany has ordered 1,000 steel coal cars

from the Cambria Steel Company.

The Interborough Rapid Transit Com-

pany has ordered 477 cars, including

trucks, from the Pullman Company.

The Union Tank Line has ordered

1,000 10,000-gal. capacity tank cars from

tlie American Car & Foundry Company.

The Nashville Chattanooga & St. Louis

has ordered 10 Mikado (2-8-2) type lo-

comotives from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.

The Canadian Government Railways

are reported as having ordered 20 loco-

motives from the Canadian Locomotive

Company.

The Delaware & Hudson Company is

expected to be in the market soon for

equipment for its Colonic shops, Waterv-

liot, N. Y.

The Belgian State Railways have put

out an inquiry from Havre, France, for

about 25,000 tons of steel rails of a weight

approximating 85 lbs.

order for 50,000 tons of steel rails for

delivery in 1918 with United States Steel

Corporation subsidiaries.

Tlie Belt Railway of Chicago has or-

dered live Santa Fe (2-10-2) type loco-

motives for hump yard service from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Union Tank Line Company has or-

dered 1,000 tank cars from the American

Car & Foundry Company, and 1,000 from

the Standard Steel Car Company.

The Alaskan Engineering Commission

has placed an order with the United

States Steel Products Company for rails,

angle bars, track bolts and spikes cost-

ing approximately $467,000.

The Canadian Government Railways

has issued an inquiry for 1,830 tons of

angle bars, 200 tons of track bolts with

Harvey grip thread, and about 6,0(X) kegs

of railroad spikes for delivery from June

15 to September 1, next.

The Grand Trunk has ordered 15 Mi-

kado (2-8-2) type locomotives; five of

which will be built by the American Lo-

comotive Company and ten by the Cana-

dian Locomotive Company. Each of

these engines will weigh 276,000 lbs., ex-

clusive of tender, which will have an

additional weight of 165,800 lbs.

The Russian Government is expected

to place additional orders for freight cars.

Russia recently ordered 3,(XX) box cars

of 1,200 poods capacity (approximately

43,200 lbs.) from tlie Eastern Car Com-

pany. Of these 600 will have air brakes

and hand brake operated from the plat-

form at one end of the car, and 2,400

will have air brakes but no hand brake

or platform.

The Union Pacific system has ordered

68 locomotives from the Baldwin Lo-

comotive Works. The order includes 25

six-wheel (0-6-0), 31 Mikado (2-8-2), 5

Santa Fe (2-10-2) and 7 Pacific (4-6-2)

type engines. The Union Pacific also

ordered 16 250-ton Mallet type locomo-

tives from the American Locomotive

Company. Cylinders will be 26 and 41

by 32 ins.

The French Government has placed an

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, al-

ready reported as being in the market for

20 Mikado and 10 Santa Fe type locomo-

tives, has ordered these engines from the

American Locomotive Company. The

Mikado locomotives will have 28 by 30-in.

cylinders, and a total weight in working

order of 330,000 lbs. The Santa Fe type
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locomotives will have 30 by 32-in. cylin-

ders, and a total weight of 380.000 lbs.

The Boston & Maine will install a 56-

lever electro-mechanical interlocking plant

at North Cambridge, Mass. The type

"S-8" interlocking machine will be a com-

bination of a 28-levcr, S. & F. frame, hav-

ing 9 levers for 9 signals, 6 levers for 8

switches and 7 levers for 8 facing point

locks. The electrical section will com-

prise 7 levers for 18 signals and 21 spare

spaces. The construction work will he

performed by the regular signal forces of

the railroad, the machine being furnished

by the Union Switch & Signal Company.

Fifteen hundred 20-ton (metric) four-

wheeled high-sided gondola cars, and 500

sets of steel work are being shipped from

Montreal to France for the Paris-Orleans

Railway. They have a light structural

steel underframe, steel side frame, and

end frame with wood lining, being of the

regular Continental type. The cars are

equipped with forged steel drawhooks,

cast steel buffers with springs, forged

screw couplings and safety chains. The

brake arrangement is of the hand lever

type, the brake being applied from the

ground and operates on one wheel only.

They have been built by the Canadian

Car and Foundry Company, Ltd.

Additional Safety Methods on

Radlroads.

The American Railway Association has

approved of an improved system of warn-

ings to automobile drivers in crossing

railroad tracks by adopting a uniform

system of painting crossing gates with

alternate stripes of black and white to

make them more striking. Circled warn-

ing signs at points on the highway 300

feet on each side of the crossing are also

approved. The signs have "R. R." paint-

ed in black on a white background to-

gether with a black cross. The adoption

of a circular disc 16 inches in diameter

with the word "Stop" painted in black

upon a white background will be used by

the crossing guards, instead of the red

and green flags formerly used. The Chi-

cago & Northwestern will be among the

first in the country to witness the in-

stallation of these devices.

Manufacturers as Engineers.

It was formerly the rule for a manu-
facturer who was not an engineer to

confine himself to the trade in which he

was especially engaged, and, when neces-

sity arose, to call in an engineer to ad-

vise him as to the purchase of a piece

of equipment. It is now the custom for

the manufacturer, to a considerable ex-

tent at least, to depend upon his own
judgment, aided by those who would sell

him the apparatus he is looking for.

New Roundhouse on the Lehigh Valley.

A new, rcinforced-concrcte engine

house at East Buffalo, a fifteen-stall addi-

tion to the present engine house at TifIt

I'arm, together with new machine shop-;,

power house, oil houses, etc., are improve-

ments which the Lehigh Valley Railroad

has begun building in this section of its

territory. Contracts for their construc-

tion have been awarded to the Westing-

house-Church-Kerr Company. The East

Buffalo engine house will be a model of

its kind. It will contain twenty-two stalls.

A 100-foot electrically operated turntable,

with air auxiliary for emergency, and a

2.S0-foot double-track water and ash pit,

constructed of steel and concrete, are

Iilanned. A Gantry crane will be used t"

remove ashes. The boiler plant will be

trebled in size. Special attention has been

paid to the installation of electrically

operated apparatus wherever possible.

Concrete Snowsheds on the Union
Pacific.

The construction of permanent con-

crete snowsheds costing over $1,000,000,

lias been begun on the Union Pacific at

some of the most frequently blockaded

points between Wamsutter and Rawlins.

Wyo., and the work will be rapidly pro-

ceeded with during the coming summer,

so that by next winter the mountainous

districts will be well provided for against

the frequently recurring blockades from

heavy snow slides.

New Equipment on the Lackawanna.

Last year the Lackawanna purchased

18 new locomotives, 10 steel express cars,

2 steel dining cars, 885 steel underframe

I)Ox cars, 500 steel hopper cars, 350 steel

gondola cars, 2 locomotive bucket cranes,

the total costing $2,575,880. For replace-

ment of equipment $357,219 was ex-

pended in applying steel underframes,

heavy draft gear and safety appliances

to freight cars, besides $54,376 for

equipping locomotives with superheaters

and other improvements.

Railway Signal Association.

The Railway Signal Association held a

meeting at the Auditorium Hotel, Chi-

cago, 111., on March 19th. Committees

reported on Signaling Practice, Mechan-

ical Interlocking, Maintenance and Oper-

ation, Standard Designs, Direct Current

Relays, Storage Battery and Charging

Equipment, Lighting Protection, D. C.

Automatic Block Signaling, Harmonizing

of Specifications, and Electric Testing.

Block Signals.

There are 99,885 miles of trackage of

railroads in the United States operated

under the block signal system, an increase

of 2,076 miles over that of 1915.

GOLD

High Efficiency

Pressure Reg^ulsiting

Valve

No. 1014

This valve has a very sen-
sitive adjustment and perfect
balance, so that when once
set for pressure desired any
perceptible change in pres-
sure on either side of regu-
lator is instantly compen-
sated and the pressure
supplied is maintained uni-
forml}', whether cars are
added to or taken from train.

Guaranteed
to Deliver the

Necessary Volume
for

Longest Trains

Also

for Turbo-Generator

Apparatus

Write for further information

GOLD CAR HEATING
& LIGHTING COMPANY

Whitehall Building

17 Battery PL, New York
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South American Railway Congress.

The Peruvian permanent commission

of the South American Railway Congress

has just been organized, the members o£

this commission being officials of rail-

ways and engineering societies. The

first South American Railway Congress

was held in Buenos Aires in 1910, and

it is expected that the second will be

held in Rio de Janeiro in 1918. The

new-ly organized Peruvian commission

will make efforts to have the third con-

gress meet in Lima in 1921, the cen-

tenary of Peru's independence, when a

celebration will also be held of the first

trip of a locomotive in South America,

which was in Lima in 1851.

Western Railway Club Meeting.

A paper on "Training Men for the Me-

chanical Department," was read by Mr.

F. W. Thomas, supervisor of apprentices

of the Santa Fe, before the members of the

Western Railway Club, at the Hotel Sher-

man, Chicago, HI., last month. The

attendance was large, and the keenest in-

terest was evinced in the reading of the

paper. The prizes awarded to the ap-

prentices under the admirable system are

the best proof of its operation, as well as

the number of promotions to those who
have graduated under it, and shows how
important a thing it is to train the human
hand, mind and heart, to utilize to the limit

the instruments placed in young hands.

Meeting of the N. Y. Railroad Club.

.^n interesting meeting of the New York

Railroad Club was held on March 16, 1917.

It is usual with the club at this season of

the year to have an electrical night, and

Mr. Edwin B. Katte, chief engineer elec-

tric traction of the New York Central. The

chairman of the committee in charge, ar-

ranged an excellent programme. Mr. L.

E. Johnston, president of the Norfolk &
Western, delivered an able address on the

"Economic and Operating features of the

electrification of the Norfolk & Western,"

and Mr. R. Beeuwkes, electrical engineer

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, pre-

sented an interesting paper on "The Pe-

culiar Engineering and Structural Feat-

ures of Electrification on the C. M. & St.

P." Both speakers illustrated their ad-

dresses with moving pictures, which were

very warmly appreciated.

Central Railway Club.

Major General GeorKc Goethals de-

livered an interesting address on "Some
Phases of the Panama Canal" before the

members of the Central Railway Club at

their recent annual dinner at the Hotel

Statler, Buffalo, N. Y. Over 50 rail-

way and supply men made the trip

from New York on special cars, and over

500 attended the dinner, making the occa-

sion one of the most notable events of

the season in the railway world. General

Goethals is the acknowledged authority on

all matters pertaining to the Panama
Canal and his address was most timely.

Increased Prices of Railway Material.

The records of the purchasing depart-

ment of the Pennsylvania railroad show

that locomotives costing $28,500 in 1914

now cost $39,500. Steel passenger coaches

in 1914 costing $15,000 now cost $20,000.

The standard steel gondola freight car has

in the same period increased in price from

$1,184 to $2,569. Smaller supplies show

even a larger increase in price ; axles for-

merly 1.5c. per lb. are now 4.1 per lb.,

bridge steel from $1.83 per lb. to $4.71

per lb., and steel castings from a price

range of 2.60c-6.10c per lb. to 5.50c-llc

per lb.

Public Works in Switzerland.

Two projects of internal improvement

are contemplated in Switzerland, the

electrification of the Federal railroads,

and the development of a waterways

system. The abundant supply of water

power for the generation of electricity

w'ill, when accomplished, largely free the

country from dependence on outside fuel

supplies and render impossible a recur-

rence of hardships attendant on its pres-

ent conditions.

Pressed Steel Car Company.

The orders placed last year with the

Pressed Steel Car Company were larger

than any year since 1906, but many or-

ders will not be filled for some months to

come. The large orders for cars for Rus-

sia were completed and the cars are now
doing excellent service. The company

has purchased grounds adjacent to the

McKecs Rocks works, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

costing $68,524, and extensions are already

in progress. There will be no delay in

filling orders if the material can be

secured.

Largest Private Telephone Switchboard

on the Pacific Coast.

The largest private switchboard on the

Pacific coast will shortly be installed in

the railroad office buildings of the

Southern Pacific in San Francisco, Calif.

The Western Electric Company is busy

completing the order which calls for an

8-position telephone switchboard, and

will permit of additional sections being

added in proportion as the company's

service grows at that point.

Railroads in Operation.

There were 2.30„SOO miles of railroads

in operation in the United Slates in 1916.

and it cost approximately $2,.346,066,990

to run the railroads during tlic same pe-

riod.

Hydraulic
Riveters rixedand Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High>Pressure Valves.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Cnfineers, Iron

rounders, Machinists.

100 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors. BJectora,

Boiler Washers and Testers, Boiler Checks,

riieck Valves.

Locomotive Electric Headlights

of all descriptions

THE

y^^~~
GENERATOR

ATIONAL SETS

COMPANY
900 SOOTH MICHIGAN HVENOE CHICAGO, lU.

ASHTOINJ
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Good* That Last

The Athlon Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street. Boiton, Mau.
No. 174 Market St.. Chicago,
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Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Proceedingi of the Traveling Engi-

oeers' Association.

The proceedings of the Twcnty-foiirih

Annual Convention of the Traveling En-

gineers' Association, held at Chicago, HI.,

on October 24-27, 1916, has been com-

piled by the secretary, Mr. W. O. Thomp-

son, Cleveland, Ohio, and issued in a sub-

stantial volume of 414 pages from the press

of the J. .\. Bell Company, Elkhart, Ind.

The papers presented and discussions cm-

brace the following subjects : "What ef-

fect does the mechanical placing of fuel

in fire-boxes and lubricating of locomo-

tives have on the cost of operation?"

"The advantages of the use of super-

heaters, brick arches and other modern

appliances on large engines, especially

those of the Mallet type." "Difficulties

accompanying the prevention of dense

black smoke and its relation to cost of

fuel and locomotive repairs." "Recom-

mended practice and make-up and han-

dling of modern freight trains on both

level and steep grades to avoid danger

to draft rigging and lading." "Assign-

ment of power from the standpoint of

efficient service and economy in fuel and

maintenance." The book is finely printed

and elegantly bound in flexible leather.

.^pplication for copies should be sent to

the secretary, care of the general office,

N. Y. C. R. R., Cleveland, Ohio.

Analyses of Coals.

The Government Printing Office has is-

sued Bulletin No. 119, presenting analyses

of coals purchased by the Government

during the fiscal year 1908-15. Prior to

1906, the coal was purchased mainly on its

reputation, or trade name, rather than on

its heating value. All this is changed, and

the methods of analyses and results arc

set forth with a complete degree of fulness

that should be of special interest to railroad

men looking for fuel economy. Con-

gress has acted liberally in providing the

means for carrying on a complete investi-

gation to a degree beyond what is possible

by private corporations, and the publica-

tion of this bulletin will be welcomed as

one of the very few Government publica-

tions worth looking at the second time.

This particular bulletin has an enduring

quality which time cannot diminish. More
than one copy cannot, under the law, be

given to one person. The price of the

publication is 15 cents.

The Locomotive Laboratory.

A very interesting illustrated pamphlet

of IS pages has been published by the Uni-

versity of Illinois showing the details of

the locomotive laboratory which was erect-

ed in 1913, and provides means whereby
the locomotive machinery may be run and

the locomotive worked throughout its

range of capacity, while the locomotive as

a whole remains stationary; thus permit-

ting all test measurements to be made with

the degree of accuracy possible in a sta-

tionary power plant. The descriptive

matter and illustrations show very clearly

the details of the mechanism, all of which

are of interest. The dynamometer is of

the Emery type and is so constructed that

it operates whether the locomotive is run-

ning backward or forward. Other details

arc equally ingenious, and all are import-

ant. Those interested in the bulletin or

other university publications should ad-

dress the Registrar, Urbana, 111.

may be secured from the Superintendent

of Documents, Government Building,

Washington, D. C. ,at 35 cents per copy.

Proceedings of the Association of

Transportation and Car Account-

ing Officers.

The proceedings of the twenty-sixth

regular meeting of this association was

held at Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 12-13, 1916.

have now been issued by the Railway

Equipment and Publication Company, 75

Church Street, New York, and embraces

274 pages of matter. Besides reports from

the E.xecutive and Arrangements Com-
mittees, other reports are published in

full on car service, on conducting trans-

portation, on continuous home route

cards, on handling railroad business

mail, and on office methods and account-

ing. A copy of the constitution and

changes in the same are also published,

together with discussions on the commit-

tees reports, and a list of the active, as-

sociate, and honorary members, and the

per diem rules of the American Railway

Association, which have just come into

effect. The compact form in which many
valuable statistics are presented shows

how carefully the secretary has attended

to the compilation of the work.

Weights and Measures.

The Department of Commerce, Wash-
ington, D. C, has issued a volume of 193

pages containing a report of the eleventh

annual conference of representatives from
various States held at the Bureau of

Standards, Washington, May 23-26, 1916,

to which is added an appendix on in-

specting and testing and other related

subjects. Many excellent illustrations il-

lumine the volume, among others ten

views of the details of the largest track

scale in the country which has been re-

cently installed at West Albany, N. Y.

The conference, which was largely at-

tended by representatives from all over

America, showed that excellent work is

being done by various manufacturers in

perfecting the devices used in weighing

and measuring, and also promulgating ad-

vanced methods in the inspection of

testing the same. Copies of the volume

Interborough Rapid Transit

In May, I'MS Raif.way and 1x)Comotivf.

Engineering issued the first published il-

lustrated article in reference to the im-

portant imprcivcment on the elevated lines

of the Interborough Rapid Transit Rail-

road of New York. At that time the work
was not completed, and the work was

largely experimental. Now the company
has issued an illustrated pamphlet show-

ing with full details how a twenty million

dollar railroad was built in mid-air. As
an engineering feat it was unique in many
respects, a third track with occasional

"humps" or raised parts for 17 double deck

stations, and all was done without taking

a train off the regular schedules. In one

year the traffic has increased 13 per cent.,

the passengers carried in 1915 being 302

millions, and in 1916 about 340 millions.

Marking Progress.

The Southern Railway has issued a very

handsome folder on the subject of "How
Times Have Changed." It is an illuminat-

ed reproduction of an advertisement of the

Orange and Alexandria Railroad in 1854.

in comparison with a view on this same
line, now part of the Southern's Washing-
ton division, showing one of the South-

ern's limited passenger trains on modern
double track protected by the electric au-

tomatic block signal system. It is interest-

ing at times to look back and get a bird's-

eye view of the progress of railroad evolu-

tion in this country.

The Armstrong

Automatic Drift Drill

IS DRIFT AND KAMHEE COHBINZD.

Tli« handle or driver U alwayi
ready to strike a blow aj the
spring automatically throwi it

back into position.

LEATES ONE HAND FREE TO
SAVE THE TOOL.

Special Circular Hailed on Request.

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL COMPANY
312 N. Francisco Ave.. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

The Norwalk Ironworks Co.
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Makers of Air and Gas Compressors
For All Porpoaea

Send for Catalog
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Description of

Power
The driving wheel lathe which we here

illustrate was buih and recently delivered

to one of our leading railways. It was

manufactured by William Sellers & Co.,

Inc., of Philadelphia, and is now in place

in the railway repair shop.

In designing such high power double

wheel lathes as we show here, the builders

Sellers' New Design of High

Wheel Turning Lathe
ments had to be sought for in the direc-

tion of reducing the time and the labor

taken in performing these operations.

Recognizing this, the manufacturers have

endeavored to produce a wheel lathe hav-

ing the necessary power and stiffness to

take the heaviest cuts ; and possessing,

in addition, certain features which greatly

also be self-contained and without loose

parts to be removed or replaced in chang-

ing wheels. The arrangement shown in

our illustration has these properties.

They grasp the inner and outer faces of

the tire without causing side strain.

They may be each clamped by one set

screw with an ordinary short wrench, and

have made every effort to reduce the time

and labor required for putting in and
chucking the work; and in handling the

tools for the various operations. The
actual cutting time, per wheel, in such
machines had been so reduced that the

time lost in handling and setting the

work and changing the tools had become
relatively greater; and further improve-

iii(;ii I'owKR ivinci-.i. tlrnint; i..\tiif..

facilitate the handling of the work and

the tools.

One of the characteristic attachments

of this lathe is a form of driver which

will securely lock the wheels against the

pressure of the heaviest cuts without side

strain in the wheel rims. It is essential

to hold the wheel with a resistance pro-

portional to the cut; and which would

they automatically tighten as the pressure

of the cut is increased and no loose bolts

or clamps are needed. Each driver is

mounted in a swing frame or plate se-

cured to the face plate of the lathe for

conveniently adjusting the driver to suit

diameters of wheels, location of crank

pins and number of spokes. What side

motion there is in the clamp is utilized
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in producing a toggle. This results in

a driving power proportional to the re-

sistance of the cut.

The set of tools required for roughing

and finishing the rims are carried in two

turret tool holders of special construction,

10 that each tool can be brought into po-

sition in its turn by simply rotating the

turret by a hand lever. When the vari-

ous working positions of the turret are

reached, a spring latch holds it securely,

while a further motion of the hand lever

clamps the turret tirmly. The turret is

made of steel, and the center clamping

bolt has a transverse opening for the

roughing tool; thus permitting a long bar

to be used, capable of frequent redressing.

As the forming tools are not subject to

frequent renewals, they are screwed di-

rectly to projections of the steel casting.

The tools are thus very rigidly supported.

As they are in the shape of flat cutters

they may easily be removed. The turrets

are made with the tools attached to pro-

jections from the body of the steel cast-

ing.

The turrets are mounted on slide rests

which are very heavy and low, carried on

a bench. These arc easily adjusted by

racks and pinions to suit the diameters

of wheels. The base of the slide rest is

arranged to swivel on the bench so as to

suit the angle of the wheel tread. The

slides are each provided with a feed

ratchet, the connections for which are

fitted with ball joints. A convenient mi-

crometer screw and stop on the side of

the cross slide enables the wheels to be

rough turned to the same diameter with-

out calipering. The stop can be swung

aside when the operation of finishing is

in progress.

The tool bench is broad and massive,

thus making a solid support for the tools.

The pinion shaft is provided with hold-

ing brakes, which permit the bench to

slide back in cases of extraordinary strain,

such as might be produced by the wedg-

ing of a broken tool between the tire and

the rest. This is an important safety

feature, but is not operative except in

case of emergency, when it acts auto-

matically. The bed is broad and of un-

usual depth, forming a very rigid base.

In addition to the special devices de-

scribed, the lathe has many other fea-

tures, some of which may be thus de-

scribed. The first is the pinions for driv-

ing the face plates. These are placed

in nearly the same horizontal plane as the

tools, and on the same side of the center.

The tool loads are thus transmitted di-

. rectly through the face plate without im-

posing any pressure upon the spindle

bearings.

Second, the front of the openings in

the turrets, for the forming tools, is made

with a slight taper, to fit which a corre-

sponding taper is provided on the tool

sockets. The tools are thus accurately

centered and securely held against side

motion. This also permits a reduction in

the size of the tool body without decreas-

ing the broad bearing surface which sup-

ports the tool near the cutting edge and

does not in any way impare its efficiency.

The next feature is the method of

power transmission. Power is transmit-

ted to the face plates from the long driv-

ing shaft through two gearing reductions,

and not directly from the shaft itself.

This arrangement, in connection with the

large diameter of the shaft, produces a

drive which is free from any tendency

to chatter. The spindle caps on the heads

arc made in one continuous piece, produc-

ing a nearly solid support for the hard-

ened steel step which is placed at the end

of the spindle for taking end thrusts. Se-

cured to the face plates are flanged bear-

ings through which the sliding spindles

pass, thus reducing their overhang when

supporting the work. These bearings are

supplied with split taper bushings for

taking up wear, maintaining an easy fit

without lost motion. When desired, these

bushings may be closed tightly upon the

spindle, thus forming an additional clamp.

For driving the lathe a motor of ample

size is provided, which has a speed range

of 2 to 1, which, together with the me-

chanical changes, gives spindle speeds

varying from ^ to I'A turns per minute

with numerous intermediate steps.

A suitable motor is used to move the

tail-stock, so that this heavy part can be

put in the desired position without any

work on the part of the operator, except

the moving of a controller handle. A
great saving in time is effected by this

means. Altogether this machine would

be an up-to-date addition to any railway

repair shop, where heavy work of this

kind is regarded as a matter of impor-

tance.

New Steel Pilots for the C. P. R.

.\ new kind of steel pilot has been

placed on a 4-6-2 type passenger loco-

motive on the Canadian Pacific Railway

through a specially arranged set of rollers

become triangular or three cornered in

shape, so that they resemble the ordinary

slat formation used on a wooden pilot

The tubes are passed through the rollers

cold, and after being cut into the desired

lengtlis they are flattened and bent at each

end to the proper angle to suit their

exact location in the pilot. The ends are

riveted to the frame and nosing by ^^-in.

rivets. The nosing is made of 3-in. by

3-in. by 5/16 in. angle iron, and the frame

is constructed of flat steel bars. A gen-

eral adoption of locomotive pilots con-

structed in this way is expected to be

established in the future on the road.

Railroads Organizing Farm Hands.

The railroads are taking an active pari

in the organization of an agricultural

army embracing the securing, distributing

and handling of farm labor to the end

that a solution of the food problem may

be reached. This is a highly patriotic

work, and there is only one solution

which is that more food products will

have to be planted and cultivated and

gathered. The question resolves itself

into the query—who is going to do all

this? The oflicials of the Baltimore &
Ohio railroad have made some excellent

propositions which if carried out and

taken up over the length and breadth of

the land would add greatly to relieving

the growing menace that faces the en-

tire country. A survey is being made to

ascertain the number of laborers needed

in various sections. As public construc-

tion work will not likely be great during

the year, the surplus labor can be utilized

on the farms. The railroad will convey

squads of workers, locating them where

farm labor is demanded. The farmers

will also be organized in groups, and a

systematic plan of distribution of labor

maintained. Efforts are also being made

to enroll vacationists during the summer

season to engage in such light farm work

as may be agreeable to them. Groups of

DET.MLSOF PILOT ON' 4-6- TYPE P.\SSENGER LOCOMOTIVE, C.^^^^t)I.^N PACIFIC

R.MLWAY.

which has the double merit of being easily

constructed and inexpensive in point of

cost. As show-n in our illustration it

has a neat and substantial appearance.

The bars of the pilot are made of old

boiler tubes, which, after being put

boys are also in course of getting ready

on a six hours a day basis in farm work,

and at such a remuneration as is equiva-

lent to the kind and amount of work done.

The scheme is full of promise, and the

results will be watched with interest.
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French Feed Water Heater
The Caille-Potonie System—Tests Made and Economies Claimed—Disadvantages

Admitted—Extracts From a Foreign Publication

The French feed water heater, known

as the Caille-Potonie system was described

and explained in Die Lokomotive some

time ago.

The Chemin de fer du Nord applied

the Caille-Potonie feed water heater to

some of their tank engines used in fast

local service. The economical results ob-

tained were so satisfactory that the com-

pany equipped quite a number of engines

with this apparatus.

Exhaust steam while passing up the

blast pipe encounters a deflecting plate,

operated from the outside, which with

hinge above, and deflecting edge below,

in the blast pipe, draws off a certain

amount of exhaust steam without inter-

posing an obstacle to the steam, sufficient

to produce any appreciable back pressure.

Steam drawn from the blast pipe passes

back through a pipe in which a regulat-

ing valve is placed. This regulating valve

is for the purpose of admitting to the

feed water heater only the amount of

steam necessary to raise the feed water

to approximately 212 degs. Fahr. When
the supply of steam is properly regulated

it gives up almost all its heat and con-

denses to water which is automatically

drawn off and falls to the ground. The
necessity for this is the fact that the ex-

haust steam used for heating the feed

water carries oil and could not be al-

lowed to mingle with the water entering

the boiler.

The heater itself is a cylindrical cham-
ber made of 5-32 in. steel plate with two

round heads inside, a few inches from

each of the heater end sheets. Between

the inside round heads a bundle of copper

tubes is placed, opening at each end into

the space between the round heads and

the heater end sheets. The tubes are H
in. in diameter, and .079 in. thick, through

which the heating exhaust steam flows

without coming in actual contact or

mingling with the feed water.

The feed water is drawn from the

tender, passed through the heater, and is

delivered to the boiler by the movement
of a double-acting steam pump, which
closely resembles the Westinghouse air

pump. The steam cylinder of the pump is

of similar construction to the air pump,
but the lower or water cylinder is made
so that the feed water- enters the bottom
pump chamber, and is delivered during
the down stroke to the heater, through
which it passes, abstracting heat of the ex-

haust sieam, and it is delivered to the

boiler during the up stroke of the pis-

ton The feed water is below the pump-
piston when being drawn into the heater,

and above the pump-piston when on its

wav to the boiler.

If a double-acting pump is used, it may
be located in any convenient place, as it

is independent of the height or position

of the heater. If, however, a single-acting

pump be employed it is necessary to put

the pump in such a position that the

water from the tender will flow to it by

gravity, because water at a temperature

of nearly 212 degs. Fahr. cannot be

"sucked."

When the engine is standing or drifting

or is in the round house, when the

throttle is closed, provision is made to

maintain steam heat in the apparatus, by

turning the exhaust steam of the feed

pump and that of air pump into heater.

In order that the heater may always be

kept full of water, and so prevent any

gathering of steam, should any tend to

form, the steam which would fill the

space above the heater tubes can escape

through a "float" valve, and pass to the

atmosphere.

The advantages claimed for the use of

the Caille-Potonie equipment is that no

live steam is used to heat the feed water,

and high temperature may be reached.

The amount of feed water delivered to

the boiler is claimed to be most easily

regulated, and made to conform to the

consumption of water according to the

work done.

\ calculation of the calorific efficiency

of such a feed water heater as this, is

given in this foreign publication as

follows : "The engine in question is said

to evaporate 17,600 lbs. of water per hour,

at a steam pressure of 170 lbs. Assum-
ing an overpressure of 10.6 lbs. every

pound of steam delivers almost exactly

900 P.. T. U. to the feed water heater.

In order to heat 17,600 lbs. of water per

hour from 32 degs. Fahr. to 212 degs.

Fahr. 3,174,400 B. T. U., are wanted, and

arc supplied by 3,174.400^-900 — 3,520

lbs. of exhaust steam. This amounts to

3520 1

= or 22 per cent, of tlic

9 X 17600 4.5

exhaust steam, if we assume that about

10 per cent, of the total amount of steam

is condensed in the cylinders, and is lost

elsewhere."

The deflecting plate in the blast pipe

has to be opened to a position which

covers one-eighth of the area of the pipe,

in order to draw off sufficient steam for

use in the feed water heater.

The Chemin de Fer du Nord, we are

told, ascertained that on seven of their

engines, equipped with the Caille-Potonie

feed water heater, kept in service for

seven months, an average coal saving of

12 per cent, was secured. There was,

however, considerable variation above and

below the average in the ligures for this

economy.

Some of the disadvantages incident to

the use of this apparatus are stated in

the article from which we quote. There

are the large number of parts comprising

the whole. These parts demand constant

attention, and, of course, with them goes

a maintenance charge. The apparatus

takes up a good deal of room and may
not always be applicable to some classes

of locomotives. The weight of the whole

outfit is about 13,200 lbs.* and it can-

not, therefore, be always advantageously

applied to any locomotive on account of

weight limitations on axles.

The economy it secured when the de-

vice properly applied, and the reduction

of stresses in the boiler, due to regular

and evenly supplied feed water at a prac-

tically uniform temperature, and the con-

sequent effective boiler performance, have
an attraction for railroad mechanical

men. The question of feed water heating

is being taken up scientifically in the

LInited States, based upon a somewhat
different principle, but the ends sought

are the same on both sides of the Atlan-

tic, and later on we will have the oppor-

tunity of explaining what has been done
in this country in order to make this im-

portant locomotive economy, our own.

The work already done in the United

States, which will shortly be made public,

embraces an apparatus that is much more
compact than the Caille-Potonie system,

and is about one-quarter of the weight as

given by the foreign paper. The American
design not only produces results superior

to those quoted, but it is more easily got

at for cleaning or repair, and both these

operations can be effected with a minimum
disturbance of parts. The whole subject

of feed water heating opens up an oppor-

unity to use a device for economical loco-

motive operation which bids fair, in the

future, to he one of the indispensable re-

quisites of locomotive equipment. The
treatment of this important question has

licen gone into in this country, by a com-
pany fully equipped for investigation, and
possessed of the ability to turn facts as

they are disclosed, to practical utility, and
to supply the demand which is likely to

follow orderly and painstaking work
directed to the exploitation of a reliable

and efficient means of reducing coal con-

sumption. The scientific use of otherwise

waste heat Is based on the principle of

employing a by-product with advantage
to the work of producing economy of

operation, and is thus a money saver.

alilp to verify thi^ fiRure.
t in rxccs'; of tlir cnrrcct
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Locomotives of

for the
The Lehigh Valley has recently placed

in service 70 locomotives which were

built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Of these 30 are of the Pacific (4-6-2)

type and 40 of the Santa Fe (2-10-2) type.

The Pacifies arc designated as Class K-5,

and the Santa Fe types as Class R-1.

The construction of these engines repre-

sents part of a systematic program for

increasing the efliciency of the motive

power and so distributing the locomotives

that heavy trains can be moved over con-

secutive divisions without reducing ton-

nage on account of grade conditions.

The new engines incorporate existing Le-

high Valley standards as far as is prac-

ticable, and resemble in many respects

the latest design of Class N-3 Mikado

type locomotives, 20 of which were built

for this road by the Baldwin Locomotive

Works in 1916.

the 4-6-2 and the 2-10-2 Type

Lehigh Valley Railroad
coal, and has 100 sq ft. of grate area as

compared with 75 sq. ft. for Class K-S.

The boiler of Class K-5 has a conical

ring in the middle of the barrel, increas-

ing the shell diameter from 83f4 ins. at

the front end to 94^ ins. at the dome
ring. "Diamond" longitudinal seams are

used, and they "break joint," that on the

first ring being placed on the left side

center, while the gusset seam is on the

top center ; and in the case of the third

ring, the seam is on the left side under

the dome flange. All the seams in the

firebo.\ and combustion chamber are

welded, as is also the seam around the

fire-door opening; and the tubes are

welded at the firebox end. The furnace

equipment includes an arch, supported on

five water tubes ; and a Street mechanical

stoker is applied. The firedoor opening

inca^i!re> 14x26 in>. and the Hnnr is

gether with the crank-pins, connecting

rods, and stub straps are made of

Ntkrome steel.

Walschaerts valve gear is used on 20

of these locomotives and Baker gear on

the remaining ten. The Ragonnet power
reverse mechanism is applied. The valves

are set with a travel of 6 ins. and a lead

of 5/16 in. The steam lap is 1 3/16 ins.

and the exhaust clearance '/i in.

The Class R-1 locomotives exert a

tractive force of 72,800 lbs., and burn a

mixture of fine anthracite and soft coal.

The boilers are similar in many respects

to those of Class K-S, except that they are

longer and the fireboxes are considerably

wider. The combustion chamber is 60 ins.

long, and the tube length is 21 ft. The
grate area is 100 sq. ft., and in considera-

tion of the large size of the firebox it is

interesting to note that the seams are

cr..\ss K.5.— r.xtiFic (jo. FOR THE LEHIGH V.^LI.F.V.

H. C. May, Supt. Motr Loco. Works, Builders.

The Pacific type locomotives were spe-

cially designed to handle fast freight

trains weighing about 2,0(K)-2,4(X) tons on

the low grade sections of the line, but they

are also fitted for heavy express passen-

ger traffic, and are being used for such

work on the Wyoming Division, where

grades are heavy. In this respect they

may be compared to the Class J-55 Ten-

wheeled locomotives which, for some
years, have been doing exceptionally

good work on this road. The Pacifies

are among the most powerful of their

type, exerting a tractive force of 48,700

lbs., or 55 per cent., in excess of the trac-

tive force of Class J-55. They are spe-

cially designed for burning bituminous

coal, and differ in this respect from the

greater part of the motive power on the

Lehigh Valley.

The boilers of Class N-3, K-5, and R-1,

are all of the same diameter at the front

end, and the same number and diameter

of tubes is used in each case. Classes

N-3 and K-S have tubes of equal length,

but the fireboxes are different, as Class

N-3 uses a mixture of anthracite and soft

pneumatically operated. The combustion

chamber is 48 ins. long.

The cylinders are bushed, and are de-

signed with outside steam pipe connec-

tions, and with exhaust passages of liberal

cross sectional area, free from abrupt

bends. The steam chests are fitted with

vacuum relief valves. When drifting,

saturated steam can be admitted to the

cylinders through a small pipe which

leads from a shut-oflF valve tapped into

the steam turret. This pipe is provided

with a line valve conveniently placed in

the cab.

Careful attention has been given to the

design of the machinery in order to

lighten the parts as far as is consistent

with the strength required. The piston-

heads are rolled steel, of light section and

are fitted with bull-rings of cast iron,

which are held in place by welded retain-

ing rings. Hunt-Spiller metal is used

for the piston and valve packing rings,

cylinder and steam chest bushings, and

crosshead shoes. The piston-rods are ex-

tended at the front, and are hollow

throughout their length ; and they, to-

welded throughout, as in the Pacific type.

Brick arches have been used, with

marked success, in the Class N-3 locomo-

tives, which have the same grate area as

Qass R-1. In the new engines the arch

is supported on six water tubes and the

Street stoker is applied.

Thirty of these locomotives are fitted

with Walschaerts valve gear, while the

remaining ten have the Baker gear. The
piston valves interchange with those of

the Pacific type locomotives, and the valve

setting is the same, except that in the

Class R-1 engines the exhaust clearance

is reduced from Ji-in. to 1/32-in. The
advantages of using the Ragonnet power
reverse mechanism are especially appar-

ent on a locomotive like this one, where,

on account of the unusually wide firebox,

the room available in the cab is limited.

It has been the practice, on all road en-

gines recently built for the Lehigh Valley,

to place the cab at the rear, regardless

of the width of the firebox.

The Economy front truck is used in

this design, in combination with the

Economy lateral motion front driving-
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box. These features have been described

in previous locomotive descriptions ap-

pearing in Railway .\xd Locomotive En-
GIXEERIXG.

The rear truck is of the Rushton

type, with inside journals. This design of

truck has been applied to all the Baldwin

Mikado t>-pe locomotives built for the

Lehigh Valley. The arrangement of

Rushton truck, with inside journals, was

patented in 1900, and has been applied

to a large number of locomotives. A
swing-beam is mounted on top of each

journal box, and from the ends of this

beam are suspended swing links. These

in turn support two parallel yokes, which

form part of the equalization system. The
yokes are placed, respectiveb', on the in-

side and outside of the engine frame, and

can therefore have no lateral movement;

but the journal boxes, and consequently

the wheels and axle, can move laterally,

the swing links then assuming an inclined

position. The journal boxes are held in

alinement by transverse braces, and are

made with suitable lugs to which the

radius bar is bolted. The yokes, while

they cannot move laterally, are free to

move verticallv with reference to the

thirty-six 2-10-2 type locomotives have

been ordered for delivery in the fall of

the present year.

Pacilic type engine—Cylinders, 27 x 28

ins. ; valves, piston, 14 ins. diameter.

Boiler.—Diameter, 83^4 ins. ; thickness

of sheets, J4 and 13/16 in.; working pres-

sure, 205 lbs. ; fuel, soft coal ; staying,

radial.

Fire box—Length, 120 1/16 ins. ; width,

90 ins. ; depth, front, 88j4 ins. ; depth,

back, 74 ins. ; thickness of sides, back, and
crown, fl in. ; thickness of tube, Yi in.

Water space—Front, 5 ins.; sides, 4

ins. ; back, 4J4 ins.

Tubes—Diameter, Sj4 and 2>4 ins.

;

thickness, the Sj/J ins., Xo. 9 W. G., and
the 2J4 ins., No. 11 W. G. ; number, the

S'j ins., 45; the 2^ ins., 254; length, 17

ft.. 6 ins.

Heating surface—Fire box, 229 sq. ft.

;

combustion chamber, 100 sq. ft.; tubes,

3,724 sq. ft. ; firebrick tubes, 40 sq. ft.

;

total, 4,103 sq. ft. ; superheater, 980 sq. ft.

;

grate area, 75 sq. ft.

Driving wheels—Diameter. 73 ins.

Engine truck wheels—Diameter, front,

33 ins.
;
journals. 7 ft. x 12 ins.

Wheel base—Driving, 13 ft. 8 ins. ; total

the 2J4 ins., Xo. 11 W. G.; number, the

SH ins., 45; the 2;4 ins., 254; length,

21 ft.

Heating surface—Fire box, 263 sq. ft.;

combustion chamber, 116 sq. ft.; tubes,

4,485 sq. ft; firebrick tubes, 59 sq. ft.;

total, 4,923 sq. ft.; superheater, 1,179 sq.

ft. ; Grate area, 100 sq. ft.

Driving wheels—Diameter, outside, 63

ins.; journals, main, 13 x 20 ins.

Engine truck wheels—Diameter, front,

33 ins.; journals, 7 x 12 ins.

Wheel base—Driving, 22 ft. 6 ins. ; total

engine, 41 ft. 8 ins.; total engine and
tender, 74 ft. 6 ins.

Weight—On driving wheels, 289,000

lbs. ; on truck, front, 29,000 lbs. ; on truck,

back, 52,000 lbs.; total engine, 370,000 lbs.;

total engine and tender about 540,000 lbs.

Tender—Wheels, diameter, 36 ins.;

journals, 6 x 11 ins.; tank capacitj', 9,000

U. S. gals. ; fuel capacity, 15 tons ; service,

freight.

Increase in Railroad Freight Cars.

In 1906 the railroads had 1,840,000

freight cars: on December 31, 1916, the

number had grown to 2,518.855, an in-

H. C. May. Supt. of Motive Power.

frames. Leaf springs support the frames

back of the trucks ; an arrangement which

promotes easy riding.

The reciprocating parts are similar in

design to those of the Class K-5 Pacific

type locomotives, and the cross-heads are

duplicates with the exception of the cross-

head pins, which are larger in the Class

R-1 engines.

The tenders are carried on Standard

Steel Works Company's rolled steel

wheels, and are equipped with equalized

pedestal trucks. In general design they

are similar, although the capacity of the

tenders used with the Class R-1 locomo-

tives is greater than those used with

Class K-5.

These locomotives, built in conformity

with the existing standards of the rail-

road, and designed for specific operating

conditions, constitute a notable group of

modern heavy power. Their principal di-

mensions are given in the tables. It may
be noted that 20 additional Pacifies and

-HE.WY 2-10-2 FOR THE LEHIGH V.M.LEY RAILRO.\D.
Bald» Loco. Works, Builders.

engine, 36 ft. 1 in. ; total engine and

tender, 68 ft. 10^ ins.

Weght—On driving wheels, 197,200 lbs.

;

on truck, front, 51,000 lbs.; on truck, back,

53,300 lbs.; total engine, 301,500 lbs.; total

engine and tender, 458,700 lbs.

Tender—Wheels, diameter, 36 ins.

;

tank capacity, 8,000 U. S. gals. ; fuel,

capacity, 25,000 lbs. ; service, fast freight

and heavy passenger.

Santa Fe type engine—Cylinders, 29 x

32 ins. ; valves, piston, 14 ins. diameter.

Boiler—Type, Wagon-top ; diameter,

83fi ins. ; thickness of sheets, y^ and
13/16 in.; working pressure, 200 lbs.; fuel,

hard and soft coal mixed ; staying, radial.

Fire box—Length, I26!4 ins. ; width,

W^Yi ins.; depth, front, 88fi ins.; depth,

back, 73 ins. ; thickness of sides, back and

crown, H in. ; thickness of tube, Y2 in.

Water space— Front, 5 ins. ; sides and

back, 4}^ ins.

Tiihcs—Diameter, SYi ins. and 2% ins.

;

thickness, the SYt 'ns., Xo. 9 W. G., and

crease of 678,000 cars. The railroads were

not only ordering additional equipment

;

they were constantly replacing old equip-

ment with new cars of greater carrying

capacity than the old. So that while the

number of cars in ten years increased Z7

per cent, the load-carrying capacity pro-

vided by the railroads increased 60 per

cent. During this same period the rail-

roads have been adding new tracks, ter-

minals, yards, etc., as well as improving

grades and increasing the hauling power
of engines. All of this has made it pos-

sible to get increased service out of each

car.

Fire Losses.

Fire losses and the cost of fire preven-

tion in the United States amount annual-

ly to $450,000,000 or more than the total

American production of gold, silver, cop-

per and petroleum in a year. The losses

attributed to the railroads are rapidly di-

minishing.
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Wooding Automatic Stop Signal and Speed Control

Description of the Apparatus—What It is Designed to

and How They Operate—The Speed Control

Stop—Trial Installation on the Lac

The track ramps for the Wooding de-

vice are about 25 ft. long, made out of an-

gle iron. Two of these angles are used for

each contact, one overlapping the other to

protect from snow and sleet, and to make

a knife-blade electrical connection when

engaging the train contact blade. The

two angles are held in their relation to

each other by a number of broad, flat,

U-shaped springs, which also force a firm

continuous gripping connection on the

train contact or tlie knife blade as the

latter forces its way between the edges of

the two angles, prying the lower one out

from under its cover.

These contacts, two or more to the

block, are supported on flexible or rigid

brackets connected to the track rail or to

the ties, parallel to the former, outside,

and from 2 to 4 inches above. The two

members of the contact, which we may

call the "split-ramp," are spread apart at

the ends to allow the engine "U-blade"

contact to enter, and the angles are curved

just back of the entrance toward the

track rail, 4 inches, so as to deflect the

train coi.tact, or U-blade, and break the

controlling circuit on the engine as it

passes through. Incidentally the length

of this curve also regulates and operates

the permissive speed control.

When the U-blade, which normally

stands at an angle of about 45 degrees,

with its lower edge away from the tender

and supported on the journal box, enters

the split-ramp the curve in the angle bars

toward the track carries the U-blade to

practically a vertical position and thus

moves it inward toward the wheel. This

movement breaks the automatic train ?top

circuit and turns a disc housed in the

closed receptacle at the axle box that

houses the U-blade hinge. The rotation

of the disc makes, or makes and breaks,

the permissive speed control circuit on

the engine and when a train exceedi; the

speed limit, with danger ahead, the elec-

trically-operated brake-valve at once flies

open and applies the brakes by reason of

the escape of air from the train line. The

automatic train stop circuit is normally

closed and supplied by the battery on tlie

engine. The permissive speed control cir-

cuit is normally open, but when closed it

is supplied by the engine battery. The

former circuit is designed to co-operate

with the line wire circuits and electrical

supply of the semaphore signalling sys-

tem on the road.

If the signals are at "clear" and the

electrical circuits along the track opera-

tive, as they would be, the breaking of

flie engine circuit by reason of the

U-blade passing through the split-ramp,

would not apply the brakes for the reason

that the line wire current would maintain

the energization of the supplementary en-

gine circuit and keep the electrically-

governed-air-valve on its seat, and no es-

cape of the train line air could take place.

THE ••SPLIT.R.\MP."

In the case of danger (for operative pur-

poses) this circuit is maintained by the

rotation of the disc from Its normal to

middle i)osition when the rate of the train

movement conforms to the pre-dcter-

mined safe speed. The movement of the

U-blade under such circumstances only

THE "U-BL.\DE.-

lirings the disc to the central position and

permits the engineer to complete the cir-

cuit by pressing a push button in the

cab, or this circuit becomes closed auto-

matically if preferred, and supplies the en-

gine apparatus. If the speed is higher.

Do—The Contact Features

nd the Automatic

kawanna

the deflection ot the L'-blade by the split-

ramp will be more sudden and this

sharper movement of the U-blade will

carry the disc to its extreme position and

break the permissive circuit and a positive

stop is at once made by the mechanism.

It may here be stated that in the Wood-
ing apparatus the permissive circuit is

nly completed and operative when the

iisc is in the middle position and the en-

-jiiieer presses the push button, or by be-

ing automatically closed through the bat-

tery and apparatus on the engine, to per-

mit the train to proceed independent of

the interrupted line wire circuit caused

by danger ahead. It is optional with the

railroads installing this appliance to

select the semi-automatic push button

plan, or the purely automatic. The for-

mer will not allow an engineer to pass

his train by a caution or home signal

without being conscious of the fact and

he therefore must press the button.

When the signals at the entrance of a

block are at "caution," the current in the

line wire and split-ramps in the block back

of the signal is reversed and the track

rail connection broken by the stop signal

relay in the next block. This condition

forces the engineer to bring his train un-

der control and meet the speed limit re-

quirements or the brakes will be applied

by an instant, eflScient, service application

that will stop the train before it reaches

the danger zone.

A brief description of the parts of the

apparatus is here in order, beginning with

tlie engine equipment. This consists of a

'•attery, one or two U-shaped blades the

logs of which are hinged inside of two
auxiliary iron boxes attached to the sides

of (but insulated from) the second jour-

nal box on both sides of the tender. A
circuit-breaker, to break the controlling

circuit on the train, and the permissive

speed control mechanism are housed in

one of a pair of these auxiliary boxes.

In the cab there is a magnet-controlled

air-valve, a whistle and a push-button.

The permissive speed control is a small

semi-circular iron disc with an electrical

Contact: pivoted inside of the bo.x just de-

scribed, and made to rotate when acted

on by the movement of the U-blade.

The track circuits, the relays and the

electrical supplies are practically the

same as those now used in the ordinary

automatic block signalling system : Two
line wires for double track roads, and
four line wires for single track roads.

One wire in each pair includes the track

contacts in completing a circuit with its

companion, to operate the appliance and
the signal lights.
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In the locomotive circuits, one side of

a small battery is grounded to the iron

parts of the locomotive or tender, the

other passes through a wire to the cir-

cuit-breaker in the auxiliary box, previ-

ously described, down through one leg of

the U-blade, and through it to the other

leg, back through a wire to one side of

the magnet-controlled air valve, and

through it to the ground or iron parts

of the locomotive and on to the battery.

The permissive speed control circuit

may be described by saying, beginning at

the side of the engine battery, not ground-

ed, a wire connects it with the open point

of a push burton, thence to an open con-

tact in the auxiliary box, to contact on

the speed control disc, to the U-blade and

through the U-blade "magnet" as already

described in the locomotive circuit. It

will be noted that this circuit is open in

two places and to become operative, it can

be closed automatically or by the engine

man pushing the push-button at the time

the permissive speed control mechanism

forms its electrical connection while the

U-blade is engaging the split-ramp.

This automatic or semi-automatic op-

erating feature is a matter of choice with

any railway installing the Wooding ap-

paratus.

When the blocks are clear, the track re-

lays are energized by the track batteries

and hold all circuits closed. This sup-

plies the split-ramps with current from
the line wire circuit battery to energize

the magnet-controlled air-valve in the cab

and it holds the brakes from being applied

v»hile the controlling circuit is broken by

the deflection of the U-blade as it passes

through the line wire into the split-ramps

up through the U-blade to the magnet-
controlled air-valve, through it to the

ground or iron parts of the locomotive

.VORM.\L POSITION— STOP CIRCUIT
CLOSED SPEED CONTROL CIRCUIT

OPEN.

through the split-ramp. Before the con-
trolling circuit is broken on the engine,
the current from the line wire battery
passes through the track relay, out

.MIDDLE POSITION— STOP CIRCUIT
OPEN SPEED CONTROL CIRCUIT

CLOSED.

and into the track rail, back through it to

the track relay, and through it to the op-

posite side of the battery from which it

started. The curve at the outgoing end
of the split-ramp restores the circuit car-

ried on the train, by closing the circuit-

breaker in bringing the U-blade back to

its normal position, while the current is

still flowing from the line wire battery.

In this way the current from the battery

on board the train overlaps the current

from the line wire batteries to hold and
maintain the energizing of the magnet-
controlled air-valve on board the train,

as long as the blocks are clear. On the

other hand, should a block be occupied by
a train, or have a switch, or a bridge be

ren, or a broken rail or any other dan-

_. rous condition that would break the

track circuit, it would de-energize the

track relay which would fall open and
break or reverse all the circuits. This

would reverse the current in the split-

ramp and cut it out from the track rail,

and when the approaching U-blade en-

gaged the split-ramp and broke the con-

trolling circuit on board the train there

would be no current to take its place, and
instantly the magnet-controlled air-valvc

would be de-energized, releasing the air

and applying the brakes, and at the same
time the released air would blow an air

whistle in the cab.

During these operations the same
wires, relays and battery supplies are op-

erating the main signal lights beside the

track. Under double track operation a

red light shows at the back of the block

occupied, a caution signal at the back of

the second block, and clear signals in the

other blocks. On single track roads the
signals are produced in the blocks ahead
also. For economy, the signal system can
be installed so that no signals are operat-

ed except when a train is present and
causes the clear signal to appear in the
block ahead, providing they are clear for

two blocks ahead. If not clear, either a
caution or a red signal will appear in-

stead, depending on whether the danger is

just in the hrst or in the second block

ahead, and displays a red and a caution

signal back of the trains as described un-
der double track operation.

The permissive speed control is to save
time, by allowing an engineman to run
his train safely up to another train or
dangerous point without being stopped by
the automatic train stop. The engineman
may do this at the reduced speed, prede-
termined by the operating officials, as a
safe speed. This is done both by the en-

gineman and the speed regulating mech-
anism, or automatically.

The semi-circular speed control disc is

rotated by the U-shaped blade as it passes

through the curve in the split-ramp. If the

curve is twice as long in the one case as in

the other, the longer curve will properly

deflect the U-blade and rotate the disc

half as fast as in the shorter split-ramp

or it will allow the train to move twice as

fast in order to produce the same result,

such as causing the disc to assume the

middle position. A train can run faster

with safety entering a block than it can
on leaving the block to enter one in dan-
ger, so the split-ramps are permanently
installed with the long curves near the

E.XTREME POSITIO.N—BOTH STOP AND
SPEED CONTROL CIRCUITS OPEN.

entrance of a block and the short curves
near the outgoing end.

As long as the track is clear and the

signals show clear, the appliance auto-
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matically holds itself from operating the

brake, but when a caution signal is ap-

proached the engineman must recognize

it and reduce the speed of his train to

that predetermined as safe. The tiun.hiiik'

of the push button is a practical acknowU
edgmcnt that he cognizes the condition

of afTairs. The engineman also knows

that he must further reduce the speed of

his train to a minimum as he passes the

ne.xt split-ramp. If he fails to recognize

the caution signal, which is of vital im-

portance, the brakes will be applied in

time to stop the train in safety, regardless

of the speed it is traveling at.

This appliance is said to meet all the

lequirements set forth by the .\merican

Railway Association. It not only protects

the trains from the dangers described

without interfering with the engineman

in his control of the train, e.xccpt when he

fails, but it is also self detecting and no

part of the appliance along the track or

on board the locomotive can become in-

operative without setting the signals at

danger and stopping the train.

Railroad men arc aware of the fact

that notwithstanding the great value of

the automatic signals, that they lack a

vitally important and useful purpose,

which is the power to reach out and stop

a train that is running blindly to destruc-

tion while the signals stand helpless be-

side the track, having performed the full

service for which they are at present de-

signed.

This invention has been produced in a

simple :in<l practical form, and through

the rourte^y <>t the Lackawanna Railroad,

a demonstrating section has been installed

on the company's heaviest trunk line

within seven miles of New York City.

The parts of this appliance have been es-

pecially designed to perform their function

in the simplest and best way known. Its

simplicity and practicability is open to

the investigation of any one who will

give it consideration.

The Laying Out and Maintenance of Shoes and Wedges

Recent Important Improvement in Wedge Design

.^s is well known, the severe strain on

the driving shoes and wedges of a loco-

motive is such that their replacement is

one of the items of expenditure at regu-

lar intervals, while their proper adjust-

ment is a constant necessity in locomotive

running. In locomotive construction or

general repairing, the work of fitting and

laying out the shoes and wedges may be

said to be comparatively easy of accom-

plishment. The object to be aimed at is

to have the centers of the axles of the

driving wheels at right angles to the

frames, the main drivers being at a cer-

tain fixed distance from the cylinders, and

the other axle or axles at equal distances.

When the driving boxes have become

worn and the wedges require refitting or

replacing, it becomes a more involved me-

chanical problem, and a brief statement of

the methods of operation cannot fail to

be of interest to many Of our readers.

To begin with, a center line on the

frames between the two main driving

pedestals on both frames, showing exactly

where the center of the axle should be,

is a prime necessity. The drawings will

show the required distance from the cen-

ter or back of the cylinder to the center

of the axle. In either case the measure-

ments from the cylinder are not always

reliable, and should not be taken as a

basis of new construction or repair work.

A more reliable method is to start from a

center punch mark on the saddle, and

centrally located between the frames and

about the same height as the top of the

frames. An adjustable tram may be

stretched from this point to the center

of the pedestals, where a temporary mark
may be made on the top of the frames.

The center of the frame, longitudinally,

can readily be ascertained by calipers. A
straight edge laid across the frames at

these points should be at right angles to

the line of the frames, and measuring the

distance to the cylinders, the central line

of the pedestals can readily be located.

taking care to maintain the exact right

angle of the straight edge to the frames

whatever slight variation there may be in

the location of the cylinders. A distinct

mark should then be scribed on the top

and sides of the frames. When this line

is correctly established, it should form the

basis of every other operation.

Lines stretched through the centers of

the cylinders should square exactly with

this line, but it will be found that there

are not infrequently slight variations in

the cylinder lines ; that they are not al-

ways exactly square to each other, and

that the central lines of the cylinders may
vary slightly from the line of the frames.

These variations may be insignificant, but

it is well that the line of the frames, if

they are exactly parallel to each other,

should be adhered to.

It need hardly be stated that in repair

work the faces of the pedestal jaws should

be carefully straightened to a face plate,

and should also be tried by a long straight

edge crosswise, so that the faces of both

pedestal jaws on both frames should be

true to each other. In fitting the binders

or bottom braces they should fit perfectly

tight before being quite drawn up to the

frames ; in other words, an allowance

should be made for the subsequent loosen-

ing and tightening of the binders. The
shoes should also be a little longer than

the exact distance between the binder and

the lower side of the top of the frames.

The shoes should be carefully fitted to

the rounded top of the pedestal jaw. This

careful fitting of the shoes is of the ut-

most importance. When the shoes and

wedges and binders are in place, before

beginning to mark off the amount to be

planed, or the amount to be filled with

liners, as the case may be, the wedges

should be raised about five-sixteenths of

an inch from the binders, allowing suf-

ficient space for loosening the wedges if

necessary. A spreader, consisting of a

piece of pipe with adjustable bolt, can be

placed, one near the bottom and another
near the top. holding the shoes and
wedges securely in their places, and a

straight edge can be rested upon the upper
or lower spreader and held in place by
small screw clamps.

The sizes of the driving boxes, that is,

the distance from their faces bearing

against the wedges having been ascer-

tained, we are now ready to lay off or
adjust the front shoes. The central line

of the pedestal being the chief factor in

the operation, all measurements must be

carefully started from this line. The
shoes should be marked at three different

points, the points running square to the

top of the frames, the markings on the

inside of the shoes agreeing exactly with

the marks on the outside, and from these

three points, or center punch marks, all

of the other shoes and wedges may be
marked by a suitable tram corresponding

to the distance between the axles, and,

of course, agreeing with the length of the

connecting rods, taking care in the case

of repair work to add to the markings,

as the var>-ing sizes of the boxes may
require, if there be any variation.

It should be observed whether the driv-

ing boxes are bored exactly central, as the

incidental wear sometimes compels a va-

riation from the true center. This is not

infrequently the case with the main driv-

ers where the tendency to wear irregular-

ly is the greatest, and where the planing

of the box bearing on the wedges or the

boring out of the new brass may have

caused a deviation from the original cen-

ter of the box bearing.

\\'hen the shoes and wedges are planed

or lined to their proper thicknesses they

should be carefully fitted to a straight

edge reaching across the frames and filed

till they are perfectly parallel to each

other.

Such in brief is the general method of

operations, but not infrequently special

tools are used by mechanics in order to
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insure a greater degree of accuracy. And
it is certain that too much care cannot

be taken in securing a perfect alignment

both in regard to the important feature

of having the axles exactly square to the

frames, as well as having the centers of

the other axles equidistant to each other.

In the newer forms of locomotive valve

gears the exact location of the main axle

is of importance in making it possible

to maintain that degree of accuracy and

adjustment of the action of the valve gear

that aids in the perfect control and dis-

tribution of steam in the cylinders.

In the adjustment of driving-box

wedges while running a locomotive, it

might be said in a general way that there

is a tendency, especially among the

younger engineers, to meddle too much
with the wedges. In the event of a driv-

FR.^NKLI.V AUTOMATIC ADJUSTABLE
DRIVING BOX WEDGE.

ing box becoming heated it is very neces-

sary that the wedge should be looseiie'J,

otherwise they should be let alone. In

setting up wedges the position of the

cranks is an important factor. The best

practice is to have the cranks in the

upper forward eighth position. At that

point the driving box is readily held hard

against the shoe, that is, when moving

the engine forward, and the wedge ma\

be readily screwed up tight, and then

drawn down a sufficient distance, less than

one-eighth of an inch, to allow the driv-

ing box that degree of freedom of mo\L-

ment essential to safe running, li the

wedge bolt or bolts be loose in the wedge

they should be screwed upwards the

amount of the slack, so that the bolts

will not permit of a further lowering of

the wedge, the loosening and pounding

of the driving boxes in the shoes and

wedges being the chief cause in the wear

and tear of the frames and running parts

of the locomotive.

In this regard a most important im-

provement has recently been made in

maintaining the correct adjustment of the

movable wedge by what is known as the

Franklin automatic adjustable driving-

box wedge. As shown in our half-

tone illustration, it consists of an ad-

justing and a floating wedge held in place

by a coil spring. The adjusting wedge
is tapered on one side to suit the taper

of the pedestal jaw and on the opposite

side to accommodate the lesser taper of the

floating wedge. The wedge bolt passes

down through the pedestal binder, but

instead of being held in place by ad-

justable nuts, a spring cap and coil

spring is mounted on the bolt, the lower

end of the spring resting on a bracket.

The tension of the spring holds the ad-

justing wedge in position and automati-

cally maintains the wedge in its proper

adjustment to the driving box. The
floating wedge being slightly shorter than

the distance between the binder and top

of the pedestal jaw, the effect is that the

floating wedge will slightly relieve the

adjusting wedge, completely preventing

any tendency to sticking or seizing of

the driving box, thereby eliminating any

need of adjustment while the locomotive

is running, and, consequently, reducing

to a minimum the wear and tear of the

working parts of the locomotive.

The New Special Westinghouse "Fifty-

Hour" Air Strainer.

The new special "Fifty-Four" air com-

pressor strainer recently brought out by

the Westinghouse Air Brake Company
embodies features called for by modern

WT.STI.NGHOUSE AIR STRAINER.

service conditions that were not existent

nor necessary in the older type. De-

mands of the modern heavy locomotive

and car equipment, also longer trains,

require a much greater air supply in the

same time than formerly. This has been

adequately met by the greater size and

( a[iacity of the compressor, also by in-

creased efficiency at each step of com-

pressor development, and the develop-

ment and modification of the air strainer

to keep pace with the heavier demands
of the modern conditions now naturally

follows. Earlier efforts were made from
time to time in this direction, but they

did not result in securing in full measure

the improvement deserved and the new
"Fifty-Four" is presented to meet the

demands of heavy compressor service.

The prime requirements of such a com-
pressor strainer are, proper capacity to

present to the compressor a large volume
of air at low vacuum and easy suction,

also to deliver air to the compressor free

from dust, grit and other foreign sub-

stance, thus providing positive assurance

of freedom from unnatural wear of the

VIEW OF WESTINGHOUSE AIR STRAIN-
ER AS APPLIED TO AIR COMPRESSOR.

air cylinder parts, heating, due to choked

air passages and from worn packing

rings, and derangement of regulation por-

tions of the valvular parts of the air

brake system on the locomotive. The
Westinghouse "Fifty-Four" contains ef-

ficiently this important double function.

The fifty-four square inches of suction

screen area permits and provides a soft

and gentle suction, or low vacuum line,

at the intake port. The same large screen

area and unusually liberal volume of

curled hair filter material assures delivery

of purified air and long periods between

cleaning of the hair filter itself.

While primarily planned for the Sl/i-

inch cross compound compressor, for

which a manifold attachment has been

designed to require but one strainer, the

"Fifty-Four" may be used with material

advantage on the 9}4-inch and 11-inch

compressors, the piping for same being

arranged for close connection, or, if

desired, it may be run off to an isolated

and more protected location. The strainer

is tapped for a two-inch pipe for the 8j4-

inch cross compound, but the piping may
be reduced for the smaller size com-

pressors.
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Compartment Dining Car on the Erie Railroad

I nique Design—Two Aisles, One on Each Side of the Dining Tables

—

Tables Centrally Placed for Parties of Six, Four or Two

The dining-car service on Erie trains

is planned for efficiency. In providing for

260,000 meals annually, an immensity of

detail is necessary. The larder must be

kept fully stocked so that patrons may

backs for three seats, and partly encircl-

ing a round table, and the curve of the

next "pile" representing three other seats

at the other side of the round table.

This arranRtmdit can li- scin in our

provided each with two seats. At the

table level, the partition is practically a

window of opaque art glass, which can be

let down into the wooden base of the

partition, so th.-il if a party of four de-

r.RIE DINER WTTII U.NIorE DESl ALLY PRIV.XTE T AP.LES.

secure what they desire. Supplies must

be carefully inspected to secure freshness

;

the food well-cooked and properly served,

although the kitchen facilities are neces-

sarily limited.

The Barney & Smith Company has re-

cently delivered to the Erie Railroad two

dining cars of all-steel frame construc-

tion which represent the latest develop-

ment in coach design. They are now in

service on through express trains. The

design which is certainly unique, must be

credited to Mr. F. D. Underwood, presi-

dent of the road, and the builders, whose

work has been supervised by Mr. William

Schlafge, the general mechanical ."luperin-

tendent, and his staff, have carried out

the work in a way that is highly creditable

to them and to the Erie Railroad.

A radical departure has been made over

the seating arrangement that is commonly
employed, as in these cars the tables are

in the center of the car and the

partitions make partly enclosed com-

partments, leaving two aisles, one

on each side, instead of being placed

at the sides. They are so arranged that

four persons may be seated at each of

four tables and two persons seated at each

of six tables, making a total seatinsr

capacity of 28. It is possible to accom-

modate six persons at the round tables.

This arrangement provides maximum
convenience to the patrons, greatly im-

proves the conditions required for prompt

and satisfactory service, and affords a

desirable degree of privacy.

The ground plan of tables, seats and

partitions are in outline like the steel

sheet piling used at the ferry slips of

some railroads. These are, in fact

I-beams with the top and bottom flanges

curved downward and away from each

other ; the curved flange of the pile

representing the partition, making the

third illustration, the photograph for sire to sit together the lowered glass

which was taken over the top of the

partitions. These are too high for a

seated passenger to look directly over the

I)artitions, yet a general view through

the car can be had. Referring again to

the sheet pile, as a sort of ai^iiroximatc

partition makes both tables practically into

one, and the four passengers may con-

verse with all the sociability to be found

at the round tables. If the pairs of pas-

sengers do not know each other, the

raised glass partition secures the desired

ERIE DINER WITH SQU.^RE T..\BLES. GL.\SS PARTITIOX C.\X BE LET DOWN.

description of the table and scat plan, one

may say that the web of the pile repre-

sents the centre partition between round

tables and on each side of this central

partition, two square tables are placed.

privacy for each table. Our second illus-

tration shows this arrangement with the

glass partition drawn up.

The underframes of these dining cars

are of the built-up type having center
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sills of the deep girder type, while the

side and end frames are of pressed steel,

riveted to the roof construction through

the medium of continuous rolled steel

carlines. The exterior is covered with

art glass stand on ornamental metal

bases and produce a pleasing effect, which

breaks the dead level of top of the table

partitions by an elegant and highly

decorative arrangement.

INTERIOR OF ERIE DINER SHOWING ROUND TABLE.

sheet steel riveted to the frame. The

trucks were designed by the Standard

Car Truck Company and are of the six-

wheel built-up steel type, and have the

Standard Steel Car Company's design of

clasp brakes.

The cars are lighted with electric lights

placed on the ceiling, the current for

which is suppHed by storage battery and

the axle lighting system of the U. S.

The interior rinish of the dining room

in front of the buffet and the passageway

is of light Cuban mahogany, the larger

panels in the dining room being relieved

by a narrow inlay of boxwood. The floor

covering in the dining room is of maroon

flexohte, while that in the passageway in

front of the buffet and end of the car is a

y^ inch inlaid rubber. The kitchen

and pantry floors are covered with copper

SECTION SHOWING TABLE ARRANGEMENT ERIE DINER.

Heat and Light Corporation of Niagara

Falls, N. Y. Current is thus always

available. The lamps in the dining room
are all of the semi-indirect type affording

a flood of illumination without any un-

pleasant glare. In the passageway and

at the ends of the car pendant lights are

located at suitable intervals. On top of

the table partitions a number of lamps of

upon which is a series of wooden racks,

which prevent those in the kitchen from

slipping. The cars are insulated through-

out against changes of temperatures with

J4 ins. flaxinum.

Some of the principal dimensions of

these cars are as follows : Length over

end posts, 78 ft. 10 ins. ; length center to

center of tracks, 60 ft. 4 ins.; width over

side sills, 10 ft. ; height from top of rail

to top of roof, 14 ft. 3 ins.; height from

top of rail to bottom of side sill, 3 ft.

75^ ins. The weight of the car is about

155,400 lbs. One of these cars will leave

Xew York on the day train, while the

other will leave Buffalo, also on the

daylight run.

New G-E Illuminating Fixture Throws
Light Downward.

The city of Buffalo recently installed

a new type of ornamental street light-

ing unit in one of its suburbs. The unit

is also efficient and economical.

This type is equally suitable for light-

ing large open spaces, as docks. lumber

and railroad yards, platforms at rail-

road and interurban street railway sta-

tions and the streets and open places

in industrial plants. Where it is desir-

able a pendant form, as illustrated, of

the same type unit is used.

In the old type a large proportion of

the rays are thrown upward and lost,

while those of the new unit are all re-

directed at a downward angle to the

surface where illumination is needed.

An artistic fixture contains a pris-

matic refractor used to collect the up-

NEW DESIGN OF LIGHTING FIXTURE.

ward rays of the 100 candle-power

Mazda C lamp in this case, and re-

directs the upward light at a slight

downward angle, illuminating the sur-

faces used for traffic. This saves and

applies to a useful purpose the light

thrown upward and wasted with the

average installation. The candle-power

of the light used with this unit may
vary, but the Mazda C lamp should

be used without exception. This unit

is the latest addition to the General

Electric Company's many types of out-

of-door lighting fixtures.

The application of the improved lamp,

where it is already in service, is being

warmly appreciated by the traveling

public.
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Fifty-Ton Box Cars on the Intercolonial Railway
Car Height Limited by Overhead Bridges and Other Restrictions—Interior

Marks Showing the Loading Height for Various Commodities

The Intercolonial Railway of Canada

have recently bought one thousand box

cars for use on that road. The cars are

made with steel frames, and 500 have

been turned out by the Canadian Car &
Foundry Company of Montreal and SCO

by the Eastern Car Company of New
Glasgow, N. S.

The superintendent of rolling stock of

the Canadian Government Railways says

of these cars

:

"We think that these are a little better

proportioned than other box cars, so far

as the general dimensions are concerned,

as we had to pet the total height as low

as possible and the effect of doing so

seems to be a car that does not look top-

forced with ;<i in. plate \9'/i ins. wide and
about 5 ft. long, securely riveted to the

bottom of center sill. Top and Iwttom

bolster cover plates '/j x \5 ins. Bolster

center brace is of malleable iron or cast

steel. ."Ml rivets used in the bolster con-

struction are •}4 in.

Two pressed cross bearers are used per

car of !4 in. thick plate with 5/16 in.

pressed center stiflfcner securely tied at

top and bottom with 6 x Vi ins. plates.

Five cross ties per car of 5 x 3 x 5/16

ins. angles with ]4 in. pressed center

stiflFener are employed and center sill ties

of 6 X Vi ins. ; two at bottom and four at

top between bolsters. Side sills and end

sills are of 10 in', x 15 lb. channels and

Gusset plates for side posts and braces

are 5/16 in. thick pressed to shape with

closed corners, four ^ in. rivets in posts

and braces and three }i in. rivets in side

plate.

The flooring is built-up, combined with

underframe, ends trimmed straight and
corners cut off. Bolster center braces are

of malleable iron, or cast steel, securely

riveted in place with }i in. rivets. Center

plates are made of cast steel securely

riveted in place. Pressed steel side bear-

ing plates of suitable design are applied,

riveted to the bolster.

The rtiX)ring is supported on each side

sill, and on two steel Z-bar stringers and
on wooden floor supports of pine, bolted

STEEL FK.X.ME UO.\ t AK FOR C.\NAL)1\.\ ( ,( )\ l-.K.N .\l t.M K\lL\\.\i;

heavy. About the only special design

that we might point out is the small end

door, located I6J/2 ins. from the floor and

which is used for loading the car with

rails at the steel mills. We have used

such an opening for many years and find

it of much advantage. We also rein-

forced the ends by heavy inside double

lining, as shown, with very satisfactory

results and it is a very rare occasion on

which the end is bulged out."

The center sills of these cars consist of

two 15 ins. X 35 lb. channels reinforced

at top with 5 X 4 X ^ ins. angles and at

bottom with 4x4x5^ ins. angles. The
top angles run the full length of the car

and the bottom angles run through the

bolster and stop at back of draft gear

plates.

Bolsters are built up of 5/16 in. web
plates. The bottom of bolster is rein-

floor stringers of 3 ins. x 6.7 lb. Z-bars

are run the full length of car. End sills

to have a 12 x ^^ ins. cover plate. Diag-

onal braces at ends are of 5 x S'/z x H
ins. with angles or channels of equal

strength.

The design of underframe conforms to

the M. C. B. requirements. It is guaran-

teed by the builder to be of ample strength

to carry the load designated (100,000

lbs.) plus an overload of 10 per cent., in

addition to the total weight of car com-

plete with all fittings attached, without

taking any permanent set. The framing

is entirely of steel throughout

The end plates are tied to the side

plates with H x 6 ins. plates diagonally

across each corner, placed near center of

end plate and extending to side plate at

an angle of 45 degs. secured with two

^i in. rivets at each end.

to center sills. The Z-bar stringers are

continuous, without a splice, for the full

length of car.

Flooring is secured to Z-bar stringers

with ^i in. button-head bolts, two in each

board. The ends of the flooring boards

at door openings are secured with -yi in.

button-head bolts, the heads of bolts are

on top, but do not project above the level

of the floor. Grip nuts are applied to

each bolt

The side doors are arranged on each

side of the car, are made spark and
weatherproof. A hood of No. 14 gauge

iron is applied over door track. Each
door is fitted with Camel No. 30 door

hangers and "Positive" door fastenings.

The door rails, braces and stiles are of

pine. .\ l'/4 X 1V4 x 54 ins. angle-iron

brace is riveted or bolted across the face

of the door about 13 ins. from top with
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f^ in. rivets to hold it securely in place.

Door handles are cast iron, and are

of the railway standard. The cars are

equipped with VVestinghouse standard

automatic brake equipment. Schedule

K. C. 1012. The general arrangement and

details conform to M. C. B. requirements.

Braking power is 60 per cent, of the light

weight of car based on 50 lbs. cylinder

pressure.

The drawgear is Miner Twin Spring

Type, and is of the latest type casting ap-

plied in accordance with recommendations

of company supplying them. Drawbar

yokes are 1^x5 ins. and are forged from

solid billets of steel. The ends are not

welded on. Cast steel buffing blocks of

approved design are applied at each end.

The fish-belly underframes have 5/16

in. web plate, 2 ft. 4 ins. deep with out-

side top angles 3'/2 x 3 x 5/16 ins. and

inside bottom angles i'/z x 3 x ^ in. and

outside 3,'/2 x 3 x 7/16 ins. Cover plate ^,4

X 23 ins. run the full length of the web

in one piece. Side channels are 9 ins. x

13.25 lbs. per foot. End channels are 10

ins. X 15 lbs. per foot.

Bolster web plates are 5/16 in. thick.

Malleable iron bolster center braces are

applied. The bolster cover plates top and

bottom are l^ in. thick, 15 ins. wide.

Channels 9 ins. x 15 lbs. per foot are

riveted to the outside of the web plate at

each end extending from within 12 ins. of

the bolster to end sill. Outside bottom

as follows : Capacity, 100,000 lbs. ; length,

inside lining, 40 ft. 6 ins. ; width, inside,

9 ft. ins. ; height, floor to bottom of

carline, 9 ft. ins. ; width, side door open-

ing, 6 ft. ins. ; lieight, side door opening,

EXD DOOR FOR LO.VDIXG C.\R WITH
R.MLS.

about 8 ft. 6 ins. ; height, rail to center of

drawbar, 2 ft. lOyi ins. ; height, rail to

floor, 3 ft. 10V4 ins. ; center to center of

bolsters, 31 ft. ; height, rail to top of run-

ning board, 14 ft. 'A in.

INTERIOR OF C.\R, SHOWING HEIGHTS TO WHICH V.\RIOUS COMMODITIES
MAY BE LOADED.

angles extend 12 ins. beyond the bol-

sters. The inside bottom angle extends

to the draft gear castings. Floor sup-

ports 5 X 3 X 5/16 ins. angles, five on each

side extend from center sill to side sill.

Some of the general dimensions arc

The information concerning these cars

has been put within our reach through the

courtesy of Mr. George R. Joughins,

superintendent of rolling stock of the

Canadian Government Railways. The
Dominion owns and operates not only the

Intercolonial Railway, but also the Inter-

national Railway, the New Brunswick &
Prince Edward Island Railway, the
Prince Edward Island Railway, the St.

John & Quebec Railway and the National
Transcontinental Railway.

How Smoke Box Gases Enter Cylinder.

We have been asked to say how it is

that with throttle tightly closed and no
relief valves used on an engine, that

smoke-box gases enter the cylinders of

superheater engines. Our enquirer prac-
tically answers his own question, where
he says

:

"Referring to the article in your April
issue in regard to the lubricating of super-
heater locomotive cylinders in which you
mention the presence of smoke-box gases

in the cylinders when engine is drifting

with throttle shut tight. We have had
a little discussion in regard just how
these gases gain admittance to the cyl-

inders.

"With the reverse lever hooked up,

would the valve not open the exhaust

port before the piston had completed its

stroke, and on account of the piston mov-
ing away from the exhaust port would
this not account for the gases being

drawn into the cylinder, also with piston

valve when steam is shut oflf, the valve

would naturally ride on the bottom of

the valve cylinder, and the rings not be-

ing tight at the top would permit of

gases being drawn over the top of the

piston.

"We would appreciate your explanation

in a subsequent issue of Railway and
Locomotive Engineering."

It does not seem to us that any further

explanation need be given, as Mr. Bowyer
fully explains what does occur, and what
he says does take place and accounts for

smoke-box gases getting into the cylinders

and interfering with the lubrication. This,

of course, is governed to a greater or

lesser extent by the speed at which engine

is drifting, and particularly so if engine is

not equipped with relief valves, for the

reason that in the latter case no air can

enter from the admission port to the cyl-

inder, and it has to reach there from the

smoke-box through exhaust port, as

stated by our enquirer. Even with tlie

small relief valves generally in use on

locomotives, as compared with size of

cylinders and area of the exhaust pipes

and passages, it naturally stands to rea-

son that even with the use of small re-

lief valves, smoke-box gases will quite

often find their way to the cylinders of

the locomotive when drifting with throttle

shut tight.

Success is a result of mental attitude

and the right mental attitude will bring

success in everything we undertake.
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The Stephenson Locomotive Valve Gear
Shifting Link Still an Important Factor on the Lighter Type of Locomotives

—

Details of Its Construction—Approved Methods of Adjustment

—

Name of Original Inventor

The general introduction of outside

forms of valve gearing for controlling the

admission of steam to the cylinders of

the modern high-powered locomotive, and

the greater convenience in adjustment

and repair when compared with the older

forms of valve gear, has given an impe-

moved forward on the quadrant, the link

is dropped downward until the upper ec-

centric rod is in line with the center of

the link block attached to the lower end

of the rocker. With the parts of the

proper length and location this position

of the link would have the effect of plac-

With these elementary parts in mind,

suppose we proceed to the adjustment of

the valve gear. It may be said at the

outset that there are degrees of profi-

ciency required from the assembling of

the parts of the valve gear to the simple

matter of squaring the eccentric rods in

a quick roundhouse readjustment It is

safe to assume that the designer's work

is correct and we can safely proceed with

the adjustment of the valve gear, which

is generally the last operation in the con-

struction or repairing of a locomotive.

.\ssuming that the four eccentrics are

loose on the driving axle of a locomotive,

move the driving wheels until one of the

main crank pins is on the dead center

—

say the left forward. If the eccentric

which is designed to move the engine in

a forward direction is intended to be next

to the frame, the eccentric may be tem-

porarily put in place about 80 degrees

above the line of the crank pin, the larger

part of the eccentric inclining toward the

crank pin. The eccentric intended for the

tus to the spirit of further improvement ing the rocker so that the valve would backward motion should be placed a simi-

which is in every way laudable. The bo opened admitting steam to the front 'ar distance below the crank pin or center

^^
ltMttr_Slai/t

n Cmlnl Uiu of XcHmt _

s-

shifting link motion or Stephenson valve

gear, as it is generally called, is, however,

still an important factor in locomotive

construction, and our series of articles on

the subject of locomotive valve gears

would not be complete without a brief

description of its construction and ad-

justment. To the young engineer or ma-

chinist the combination of levers and rods

and eccentrics and sliding links as shown

on Fig. 1 may be involved in mystery, but

a little attention to the separate details

of the device and the arrangement of the

mechanism is not difficult to understand.

Beginning with the valve, which is

usually of the D pattern, a valve stem

and rod are attached to the upper arm of

a rocker shaft, the lower arm of the

rocker in turn being attached to a slidablc

radial link. The link is suspended by a

hanger attached to the arm of a tumbling

or lifting shaft, the upper arm of which

in turn is coupled to a reversing rod

which is joined to the reversing lever.

Attached to the link also are two eccen-

tric rods which, in turn, are connected to

two eccentric straps fitted to eccentrics

attached usually to the main driving

axle of the locomotive. Two eccentrics

are provided for each cylinder, and they

are so adjusted in their relation to the

main driving crank that one of each pair

will run the locomotive in one direction,

and the other two in the reverse direc-

tion. It will be readily noted that by as-

suming that the reversing lever has been

end of the cylinder, the presumption being

that the piston would then be at the ex-

treme end of its stroke on the forward

center.

.\ssuming that the condition referred

to is on the right side of the locomotive.

line of the axle. The eccentrics on the

other side of the locomotive can be sim-

ilarly attached after moving the crank to

the suitable dead center, and all four ec-

centrics held in place by adjustable set

screws.

the main crank pin on the left side would

be on the top center, and the link on that

side would be at its longest angle of in-

clination with a full opening of the valve

port admitting steam to the back of the

cylinder and so pressing the piston for-

ward and consequently moving the en-

gine forward.

Assuming again that the links have

been attached to the rockers and the link

hangers adjusted to the arms of the re-

versing shaft, the forward eccentric rod

should be adjusted to the top of the link,

and the back eccentric rod to the bot-

tom of the link. The length of the valve

rod should be correctly fitted so that
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when the rocker is plumb the valve will

rest exactly on the center of the valve

seat, that is, the amount of lap over the

front and back ports should be identical.

Any variation from this is the beginning

of involved troubles that are beyonl

remedy. In adjusting the valve rod it

should be seen that the engine is level.

There are various devices for revolv-

ing the wheels, the older method of mov-
ing the locomotive with pinch bars has

disappeared, and rollers mounted in suit-

able chairs, which, by means of long

screwed bolts, can be drawn under tlie

driving wheels, thus raising tlie latter

clear of the rails and thus enabling them

to be slowly revolved by such means as

may be most available. It is also de-

sirable to have some convenient way oi

ascertaining the e.xact moment at which

the outside edges of the valve close tlie

front and back steam ports without hav-

ing to refer each time to the valve itself.

In Fig. 2 it is shown how this may be

done with a trammel o, and scribing two

lines a and b on the valve rod correspond-

ing to the closing position of the front

and back ports. The figure shows the

trammel o in position. A strip of tin held

between the port and the valve serves as

a gauge to insure the edges of the port

and valve being in line with one another.

The trammel is a bent one in the form

shown in the figure, the straight end be-

ing placed in a center pop mark made at

a convenient fixed part of the cylinder

casting. The steam chest may then be

closed.

Fig. 3 shows how the dead center posi-

tion of the crank may be found. Revolve

the driving wheel until the crank ap-

proaches the dead center, then with a

pair of dividers or short trammel c de-

scribe a line d on the crosshead, using

the trammel from a fixed center pop mark
on the guides or cylinder, also with a

suitable trammel e used from a center

pop mark on the frame or wheel guard

describe an arc / on the edge of the

wheel rim. Revolve the wheel slowly

past the center until the crosshead again

reaches the same position as above, but

on the return stroke found by using the

trammel c. Another arc g is described

on the edge of the wheel with the same

trammel as for line f, and used from the

same center pop mark on frame. Bisect

the space between the arcs / and ^ at r
and revolve wheel until trammel inter-

sects at X. The engine will then be ex-

actly on the dead center. The same proc-

ess is gone through for finding the op-

posite dead center.

Supposing that we begin by examining
the position of the valve on the right for-

ward center. Place the reversing lever

in the extreme forward notch and re-

volve the wheels until the trammel
touches the dead center point, then we
proceed to scribe a mark with the valve

trammel on the valve rod. Move the

wheels again until you reach the other

end of the crosshead or piston stroke

where it is presumed marks have been

made on the wheel rim in the manner
already described, and again mark the

valve rod. We will suppose that Fig. 4

shows the opening marks. It will be

seen that the valve opening at the front

end is about three-sixteenths of an inch,

while at the back there is about one-

sixteenth of an inch of lap, or in other

words there is no opening until the valve

rod has moved one sixteenth forward.

FIG. 4. FIRST MARKING.

In this case the valve rod must be moved
one-eighth of an inch ahead in order to

equalize the opening at both ends of the

stroke. To do this the right forward ec-

centric rod must be shortened one eighth

of an inch. Anotlier trial of the tram-

mel should show both marks as in Fig. 5.

The eccentric rod is now squarely ad-

justed, but supposing that the amount of

valve opening or lead desired should be

one-sixteenth of an inch, to obtain this

change the right forward eccentric should

FIG. 5. ECCENTRIC ROD .ADJUSTED.

be moved further away from the crank,

and while the eccentric is being moved,

the valve rod should be carefully ob-

served by holding the valve trammel in

position and the eccentric secured at the

desired point, and after again experi-

mentally revolving the wheels and mark-
ing the valve rod, when the engine is on
the dead centers, the marking should

show as in Fig. 6.

It is hardly necessary to state that the

backward motion, with the reversing

FIG. 6. ECCENTRIC ADJUSTED.

lever in the back notch, may be adjusted

in the same way, and so on with the left

side of the locomotive. Other details,

such as the length of the reversing or

reach rod, should be observed, and it is

pood practice to leave a larger clearance

between the link block and the top of the

link slot than at the bottom, as tlie tend-

ency of the link to drop slightly after the

parts are beginning to wear is inevitable.

It is also necessary to examine the

amount of valve travel at the point of

cut-off, necessarily with the reversing

lever nearer the center of the quadrant.

In the event of any important variation

this point of cut-off may also be correctly

adjusted if the link saddle is movable,

otherwise the exact adjustment of the

valves at the extreme travel may be

slightly sacrificed in favor of a correct

adjustment at the point where the loco-

motive may be required to do its regu-

lar amount of work.

But enough has been said to start the

intelligent mechanic in the right direction,

and it may be remarked in closing that

this link motion may see much service in

the years that are to be in spite of the

improvements essential to the heavier

t>"pes of locomotives and to which we
have already referred. As a masterly

contrivance it perfected Stephenson's lo-

comotive. The inventor, William Wil-

liams, a young Welsh draughtsman, in

the employ of the Stephenson Locomo-
tive Works at Newcastle, England, sub-

mitted a sketch showing the idea. It was
applied by Robert Stephenson to the new
locomotives in 1842. It was never pat-

ented. It is rarely that the young in-

ventor's name is ever associated with it.

It is doubtful if he ever had any substan-

tial reward for his master stroke of sur-

passing ingenuity, but in the memory of

many whose opinions are worth regard-

ing, his name is folded deep as a genius in

invention, fortunate in one particular

that his idea was immediately applied.

Extracting a Broken Set Screw.

.^mong the various ve.xing problems

that constantly arise in railroad repair

work generally, and roundhouse work
particular!}-, one of the most serious ag-

gravations is that of a broken set screw,

the renewal of which is sometimes a very

tedious operation, to be taken care of

at once to the sacrifice of all else.

Matters of this kind arc now performed

expeditiously by means of an extracting

tool which has been designed for the pur-

pose. It resembles a drill with a coarse

left-handed thread, and to remove a

broken set screw, cap screw, stay bolt or

stud, a hole is drilled in the remaining

portion into which the extractor is slipped.

As it is turned it exerts a reverse influ-

ence on the broken set screw and the lat-

ter is backed out on its own thread. The
new tools are made in three different

sizes covering practically all machine shop

requirements. They are sold in sets.

Rolling Stock Construction.

It is estimated that 7,500 locomotives

and 300,000 cars have been constructed in

the United States in twelve months. This

could be nearly doubled if material and

labor could be mobilized, and the manufac-

turers are not hampered by other difficul-

ties besides perfecting organization and
enlarging their factories.
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Dealing with Contingencies

A contingency may be defined as the

possibility that that which happens

might not have happened; that which

does not involve necessity. It is in fact

a possibiUty, and many apphances used

on railroads are designed to obviate the

results of a contingency, though it may

not prevent the happening. An e-xample

of this is the dead man's handle on elec-

tric trains. Motormen do not habitually

drop dead while at work. Such an oc-

currence may not take place once in a

dozen years, yet the appliance operates if

that remote contingency does take place.

White lights for "clear" signals have

been eUminated for fear that enginemen

might mistake a white, town or city light

for a railway signal. Enginemen do not

mistake such lights everj- night, but they

might do so, and to guard against this

chance the green color for "clear" has

been adopted.

The interlocking signal system was de-

vised so that a route having been "set up"

could not be falsely indicated. All tower

men would not make this mistake, but

there is a possibility that a few would,

and it is the uncertainy of the man's be-

havior which gives the interlocking sys-

tem its greatest value. The time-lock,

used at interlocked diamond crossings,

prevents a towerman from changing his

mind for a certain period of time when

he has made, say the north and south

bound route "clear" and has blocked the

cast and west track. Towermen do not

all feel the impulse to alter the route in

the face of an oncoming train, but there

is the chance that some towerman may,

and it is to prevent him from so doing

for a delinitc period of time after he has

"set up" a route, that the time-lock de-

stroys his free-will until a moving clock-

like mechanism has run down.

All these show the possibiltics for mis-

takes, misunderstandings, sudden im-

pulses, failures and perverted intention

and judgment, and the mechanism in each

case is designed to operate so as to

thwart the results of these contingencies.

In all these instances the real faulty

mechanism is the living man, apparently

normal, yet with a mental make-up

which cannot be absolutely relied upon to

remain normal in all cases. Good inten-

tions have little or perhaps nothing to do

with it. In some cases it is practically

impossible for a man obsessed by a dom-

inant thought to obey or take the normal

and safe course.

These appliances show that the rail-

road world is slowly coming to aban-

don the fallacy that all men will act

alike under similar circumstances. Sup-

pose a street car collides with a cart

on the street. The few short seconds

after the passengers realize that a col-

lision is inevitable tell the tale of mani-

fold action and reckless impulse. A few

of the passengers remain calm and quiet,

others rush for the door, some shout and

yell, some try to escape by the windows,

some rush to apply the brake at the con-

ductor's end, some ring the bell, some

break the seats or injure themselves in

their frantic haste, many foolish and

useless acts are performed ; and yet the

cause of the pell-mell rush, confusion and

agitation is the same for all. The stimu-

lus which produces abject fear or wild

and meaningless excitement does not dif-

fer for each man, it is a single cause.

The reason for this heterogeneous jum-

ble of strange actions is not so much to

be found in the prospect of collision,

but is directly traceable to the differing

mental make-up of the different passen-

gers. The stimulus is the same for all

;

the results are multiform, and foolish.

In another column of this issue will be

found an account of an -automatic stop

signal, which is a legitimate attempt to

deal with a real contingency, just as

much as the dead man's handle deals

with a contingency or the signal time-

lock restrains untoward impulse. We
are not concerned in the success of the

W'ooding device, nor in any other form
of stop signal, but we believe the princi-

ple involved to be right, and in time some
such apparatus will be universally adopted.

The contingency involved in mental

failure is as real and as pressing as the

possibility of a man being stricken by

some sudden physical ailment, or even

death. One may think it is remote, but

it is there as surely as if marked by a

bodily deformity.

One of the laws of psychology is that if

two objects or two ideas are presented

to the brain of a man, the mind inclines

to the ont- which seems to it to be the

more interesting of the two. As interest

deepens, atttnti'n becomes stronger and

in time the less attractive thing will fade

from the mind, and if it be intrinsically

important a positive effort of attention is

all that prevents it from sinking below

the level of consciousness. A hot driving

crank pin requiring attention or a pleasant

conversation thought over again, a word

of praise revived in the memory, divides

the attention with surrounding objects,

and a signal with its imperative warning

may even fail to awake a quick and un-

derstanding cognizance, and the time for

action, on a rapidly moving train, may be

short enough to suffer its practical oblit-

eration from the mind of the beholder

until it is too late.

AH men do not fail in this way, but

some have so failed ; perhaps there have

been long intervals between the lapse of

.\ and the failure of B, but it is impos-

sible, with the human mind constituted

as it is, to entirely eliminate this form

of mental miscarriage, and the only ra-

tional course left is to face the contin-

gency, acknowledge its existence and pro-

vide means for preventing the conse-

quences, be they slight mishap or dire

disaster, just as the chance of sudden

death of a man on duty, would otherwise

cause a serious accident, if the danger

was less remote than it is. It is there

however and the mental failure is a con-

tingency which must be reckoned with, if

safety is to be secured.

Special Apprentices

It has been said that all wisdom
Cometh from the East. This may have

been true at some remote period of the

world's history, but it is not true now.

The system of educational training of

mechanics was a reproach to European

civilization, and it was not much better

in America before the dawn of the twen-

tieth century, and while it would be in-

vidious to make comparisons between the

East or West of America, it is generally

admitted that the West has blazed the way

in the special training of apprentice*

for positions of responsibility, .^s the

apprentices approach the completion

of their period of apprenticeship par-

ticular selections are made and the boys

are started on a course designed for

junior mechanical officers. This spe-

cial course extends over one year,

and assuming that three years and

a half have been already taken uo

in a thorough training in the railroad

machine shop, the additional year is

divided as follows: four months in the

roundhouse, two months in the boiler

shop, two months in the freight car
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shop, two months with a traveling en-

gineer and two months inspecting in-

coming and outgoing engines.

A course of reading accompanies the

period in each department. Strict ex-

aminations must be passed. The course

is exacting. There is no time for pleas-

ure or diversion. A Spartan simplicity

is maintained. They are not supposed

to be(;pme master mechanics in all of

thes^ irades, but the young men are

read^ for division foremanships in

some isolated places. It is remarkable

how much information they obtain, and

it is also remarkable how anxious they

are to learn the details of the trades

in such a short time. In addition to

the course of reading and studying and

the answering of hundreds of questions.

they are required to write a letter once

a month describing the work that they

have done. When through with this

latter course a man so equipped is fit to

go anywhere. The results are said to

be of the most satisfactory kind.

Xor is this all. Another batch of the

best and brightest of these well-drilled

graduates are sent to the best contract

shops in the country to complete their

studies. Six months more are spent in

this way, ranking as assistant depart-

ment foremen and given responsible

work to do. The large manufacturing

corporations act very liberal in the

matter, and at the end of their period

of finished training they return from

whence they came and are immediately

placed in positions which they can fill

without fear or favor, alike a credit to

themselves and to the railway company
that has provided them with such op-

portunities. From such men loyalty

may be expected, and efficiency comes
natural, and thoroughness is a char-

acteristic. Surely we live in an age of

progress.

Gross Profits from "Littles."

At a general staff meeting of the

mechanical department of one of our

leading railways, the subject of head-

linings for passenger cars was taken up.

It was suggested that black or stove-pipe

iron be substituted for composite board.

The stove-pipe iron, it was stated, could

be obtained in sizes suitable for the work,

and that a strip of this material might be

used over the joints. A report was to be

drawn up by a competent officer dealing

with the actual saving that would be ef-

fected. The matter would then take on
a dollar and cent aspect, which appealed
strongly to those present.

A statement was made by one of the

sUff to the effect that he believed from
what experience he had had with black

iron headlining that a saving of three-

quarters of the cost of composite board
lining would result in the systematic sub-
stituting of this material for that usually

employed on this road. The stove-pipe

iron would answer the purpose just as

satisfactorily as the "board" did, and

moreover it was cheaper than the com-
posite board and it was more durable.

The stove-pipe iron headlining could be

painted or decorated in an artistic man-
ner, and while it did not mar the appear-

ance of the coach was less expensive and
would last longer than the board, both

of these characteristics made for economy.
A member of the staff stated that as far

as could be learned at the date of the

meeting, a saving of $671 annually had
been realized by the change.

At this meeting the proposal was also

made that malleable iron be used instead

of brass for car trimmings. The meeting

favored this proposal and it was deter-

mined that the malleable iron should be

"mahogany annealed." It was thought

that if the work of making these malleable

iron castings were plased in the hands of

one concern, economy of patterns would
result and that the single firm would be

able to quote terms and prices which

would be advantageous to the railway.

At the time the meeting was held it had
not been possible to put the scheme

through entirely, and brass castings were
authorized when a shortage of the amount
occurred in the manufacturer's output

took place, but any initial shortage would
shortly disappear and the full economy
anticipated by the railway would be

realized.

Here are two instances—the headlinings

and the trimmings—in which small but

positive savings were effected. This pro-

cedure if adhered to would in time

produce a substantial amount and it gives

the thoughtful railroad man "food for

thought," as to the far-reaching results

which may be obtained on any railway

willing to shake off the chains of mere
custom and to look about for methods of

substituting cheaper but quite as satisfac-

tory material for that which is an inherit-

ance from former and practically standard

practice. In the long run small savings,

introduced in a variety of ways, will reach

an astonishingly high figure, and be on the

right side of the ledger. It is analagous

to the business maxim that small profits

and quick returns in time brings forth a

most desirable pecuniary reward to those

who carry it out with steady determina-

tion.

The Metric System.

V\'e thought that we had done with the

metric system, but it seems that there is

a revival of a propaganda for its adop-

tion, and the American Institute of

Weights and Measures has deemed it of

sufficient importance to interpose objec-

tions to the proposition of establishing

the metric system of measurement in

.America. As nothing new can be added
by those who favor its adoption the sub-

ject is now unworthy of any further con-

sideration. If there were any surpassing

merit in the system as compared with the

scale of measures now in use, and which
are overwhelmingly tlie preponderating

standard of the world, it would have
come into use long ago. The metric sys-

tem has not been adopted anywhere on
account of its superiority. It was estab-

lished in some countries by compulsion

at a time when modern organized manu-
facture was only beginning, and if it has

become suitable to them they have a

right to be let alone. So have we.

Some years ago a few semi-literary

reformers undertook to change the spell-

ing of many words. If they had eyes to

see and ears to hear they might have
noted that no sudden change occurred in

any age in regard to the spelling of the

words in a language. The changes are

gradual as conditions vary, and sweeping

changes in orthography should not be

looked for. The same law of natural se-

lection applies to weights and measures,

and it is because the world is already

well provided with standard measures

that any change is not only unnecessary

but impracticable.

Legislation Hindering the Railroads.

It is universally conceded by press and

public that with such widespread and

pressing demand for larger terminals,

greater facilities and more equipment, it

is absolutely necessary that the railroads

be granted the higher rates necessary to

place them in a position to meet rising

costs and give them the earning basis to

attract new capital for the additional

transportation facilities and services so

urgently required. The lack of sufficient

means for many years past has prevented

the railroads from providing such facili-

ties and betterments in advance of traffic

demands, and while labor and material

costs were reasonable. It would seem
that the Government, instead of reflecting

the will of the people in aiding in the

development of the country, has resolutely

determined to clog the wheels of progress

along the only lines on which real prog-

ress can move.

Railroads in Russia.

The trouble with Russia has been the

lack of railroads. If the fruit of the

revolution in that country awakens the

people to the development of that vast

country, it will call for enormous quanti-

ties of steel. Famine in one district and
surplus grain and meat in another are due
to the lack of railroads. Russia should

have over 200.000 miles of new railroads

to meet the requirements of the public and
this will be accomplished if a stable

democratic government is reared on the

wreck of the Romanoff dynasty. The
United States quite is able to supply the

demand which will come from the unde-

veloped regions of Asia, Africa and
South America. There is sure to be an

era of railroad building after the war.
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The Universal Valve Test Rack

The pliotographic views shown in this

issue of Railway Locomotive Engineer-

ing are of the universal valve test rack

which is operated in conjunction with the

standard triple valve test rack also a

diagrammatic view of the combination is

shown. We have a two-fold purpose in

presenting this diagram and in printing

a revised code of tests for the universal

portion should be tested with a quick

action portion and high pressure cap

known by test to be in good condition

and conversely when these portions are

tested they should be operated with

an equalizing portion that is known

by test to be in perfect condition,

this should be done for the purpose

of preventing the confusion that would

provided that no disorders are mani-

fested, and it is best first to commit to

memory just what tests the valve will be

required to pass ; thereafter the actual

testing of the valve will be a compara-

tively simple operation.

When testing the universal valve a

blanking flange is placed on the triple

valve stand and the auxiliary reservoir

PHOTOGR.\PHIC VIEWS OF UXIVERS.\L V.M.VE TEST RACK.

valve. The first is, that a study of the

code of tests will lead to a more thorough

understanding of the operation of the

valve, and the second is, to formulate a

code of tests that for practical purposes

will very materially simplify the testing

of universal valves and shorten the usual

time required to test all portions of the

valve.

The standard code deals with tests for

each portion separately, and the printed

matter in itself tills a pamphlet and it

specifies that each portion should be

tested separately, that is, an equalizinf;

arise in attempting to locate the source

of a disorder if each portion contained a

defect. In every day practice, in clean-

ing and testing universal valves this will

be found to be unnecessary, as very few

defects are manifested, but in the event

that some disorder is encountered, it is

best to test the different portions sep-

arately or in combination with portions

known to be in good condition.

It will be observed that but about 10

applications of tlie l)rakc nr aoplications

of the universal valve are required to

pass tlie valve through a complete test

volume is used as the small emergency

reservoir volume, and the valve A, or

brake valve of the triple valve rack is

used to operate the universal valve. The

only connections between the racks are

the brake pipe, the auxiliary reservoir as

stated and the connection between the

auxiliary reservoir of the universal valve

rack and the differential valve of the

standard rack, this latter connection with

the intent that the differential valve

weights may l)e used in the friction tests

in a similar manner that they are used

with the triple valve test.
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The universal valve is to be placed on

the test rack with the graduated release-

cap in direct release position, all reser-

voir cocks should be closed at this time

and remain closed until such time as

specified in the code of tests, which also

applies to the cock in the pipe between

the auxiliary reservoir of the universal

valve test rack and the differential valve.

The following is an outline of the com-

bined code of tests for the universal valve

which should be committed to memory

:

Protection Valve Opening.—Charg-

ing Quick Action and Quick Action

Closing Chambers.—Preliminary Leak-

age Tests.—Charging Tests.—Leakage

Tests.—Release Position: 1, Equalizing

slide valve and graduating valve leak-

age; 2, Release slide valve leakage; 3,

—Charging valve opening test.—Inter-

cepting valve leakage.—Safety valve

adjustment.—Charging valve leakage.

—Intercepting valve test.—Blov? down
time for quick action closing chamber.

—Service port check valve leakage.

—

Equedizing piston ring leakage.—Appli-

cation test. Service sensitiveness.

—

Friction release test. Ring leakage

check.—Graduated release test.—Charg-

ing valve sensitiveness test.—Service

port capacity test.—Emergency slide

valve exhaust port capacity.—Protec-

tion valve sensitiveness.—Equalizing

piston stop leakage.—Sensitiveness to

emergency.—Service magnet port open-

ing.—Emergency magnet port opening.

—Emergency switch piston port open-

ing.

and quick action closing chamber should

then start to charge and the time re-

quired is from to 75 lbs. in from 14 to

18 seconds.

Test all gaskets and cap-nuts for

leakage. If tliere is any blow of air from
any of the exhaust ports, the charging

test should be repeated after the blow or

leakage from the exhaust ports is rem-
edied. If the valve is apparently free

from leakage the charging tests may be

conducted.

Charging Tests.—Graduated Release

Cap in Direct Release Position.

Open cut-out cock to anxiliary reser-

voir. With the auxiliary reservoir and

bleed-cock closed ; the auxiliary reser-

voir should charge from to 70 lbs. in

DI.-\GR.AMMAT1C VIEW OF COMRI.NF.D TRIPLF. V.\LVE .\ND UNIVERS.\L V.VLVE TEST R.ACK.

Release piston seal leakage; 4, Emer-
gency or high pressure vcdve leakage;

5, Protection valve atmospheric seat;

6, Emergency slide valve or graduating

valve leakage; 7, Emergency piston

seat leakage.

Leakage Tests.—Emergency Position.

1, Equalizing slide valve leakage; 2,

Release slide valve leakage; 3, Appli-

cation end of release piston seal leak-

age; 4, Emergency valve seal leakage;

5, Upper seat of cut off valve; 6, Emer-
gency slide valve; 7, Emergency piston
seal.

Emergency reservoir check valve
leakage.—Sensitiveness of emergency
piston and graduating valve.—Quick
action chamber charging port check.

—

Graduating valve leakage. — Safety
valve leakage.—Cut off valve leakage.—
Service reservoir check valve leakage.

TESTS FOR UNIVERSAL VALVE
GROUPED TO FORM A COM-
BINATION AVOIDING SEPA-
RATE TESTS FOR EACH

PORTION.
Protection vcdve opening. — Charging
quick action and quick action clos-

ing chambers.—Preliminary

leakage tests.

With a cleaned or repaired valve

boiled to the test rack, auxiliary, service

and both emergency reservoir cocks

closed, with the blanking flange on the

triple valve stand, brake valve in posi-

tion No. 1 arid the differential valve

handle on lap, open the brake pipe

fork and note that protection valve

lifts from its brake pipe, to atmos-

pheric seat, by the time SO lbs. brake

pipe pressure is shown on the brake

pipe ga?e. The quick action chamber

from 28 to 43 seconds. The pressure in

the brake pipe being 80 lbs. Close emer-

gency reservoir drain-cock and open stop

cock in emergency reservoir pipe. Emer-

gency reservoir should charge from to

70 lbs. in from 65 to 80 seconds. Open
rock leading to the small emergency res-

ervoir which is the auxiliary reservoir of

the triple valve test rack, this reservoir

should charge from to 70 lbs. in from

43 to 55 seconds. Close the service res-

ervoir drain-cock and open the cock in

the service reservoir pipe. This reservoir

should charge from to 70 lbs. in from

30 to 35 seconds.

Leakage tests.—Release position.

Close brake cylinder cut-out cork and

brake cylinder exhaust port cock, and

test at equalizing slide valve exhaust port,

for leakage from the equalizing slide

valve gradiiating valve or from the re-
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lease piston seal. If no leakage is dis-

covered, open brake cylinder exhaust port

cock, and test at this point for release

slide valve leakage, and also at the re-

lease slide valve exhaust port for release

slide valve or equalizing slide valve

leakage. Test for leakage at the quick

action valve exhaust port, also for leak-

age from the protection valve vent ports.

Test for leakage from the emergency

slide valve or graduating valve tlirough

the emergency slide valve exhaust port

and for leakage from the emergency

valve seat. Leakage at the quick action

valve exhaust port may be from the

emergency slide valve or graduating

valve and if in doubt as to the source of

leakage, remove the quick action piston

cap which will expose the port from the

emergency slide valve.

Leakage tests.—Emergency position.

Close brake pipe cut out cock and

open brake pipe drain cock, which will

apply the brake and move the universal

valve to the emergency position.

Test at equalizing slide valve exhaust

port for equalizing slide valve, graduating

valve or for application piston seal of re-

lease piston leakage. Close brake cylinder

exhaust port cock and test at release

slide valve exhaust port for leakage from

the brake cylinder or from the emergency

reservoir pressure. Leakage here at this

time may also be from the equalizing

slide valve. Test for leakage from the

upper seat of the cut off valve by remov-

ing the safety valve. Test at quick ac-

tion exhaust port for emergency slide

valve leakage. Test at protection valve

vent ports for leakage from the seal of

the emergency piston on its leather

gasket. Test at emergency slide valve

exhaust port for leakage from the emer-

gency slide valve or from the upper seat

of the emcrpcncy or high pressure valve.

Emergency reservoir check valve leak-

age.—Sensitiveness of emergency pis-

ton and graduating valve.—Quick action

chamber charging port check.—Grad-

uating valve leakage.—Safety valve

leakage.—Cut off valve leakage.—Serv-

ice reservoir check valve leakage.

—

Charging valve opening test.

.\s these tests are largely a matter of

observation, they can be made with one

operation of the brake. With all stop

cocks in reservoir pipes open and all res-

ervoirs charged, the brake cylinder ex-

haust port cock open and the brake valve

and differential valves in the positions

used when starting triple valve tests.

Close brake pipe cock and bleed the aux-

iliary reservoir down to 70 lbs. Note
any building up of pressure on the aux-

iliary reservoir gauge which will indicate

emercency reservoir check valve leakage.

Leakage must not exceed 1 lb. in 30 sec-

onds time.

Open auxiliary reser\-oir cock, make

a 10 lb. brake pipe reduction with the

brake valve in position No. 5. This

should move the emergency piston and
graduating valve and discharge quick ac-

tion chamber pressure through the emer-

gency slide valve exhaust port. Failure

to do so win indicate excessive friction,

piston ring leakage, or back leakage from
the charging port checlf valve. Make a

further reduction to obtain 30 lbs. pres-

sure in the brake cylinder, close the

brake cylinder cut out cock and note the

brake cylinder gauge hand. Any in-

crease in pressure will indicate graduat-

ing valve leakage which should not ex-

ceed 5 lbs. in 20 seconds. This test is for

the equalizing 'slide valve graduating

valve.

Test at safety valve exhaust ports for

safety valve leakage. Test at emergency
slide valve e.xhaust port for leakage from
the cut off valve seat.

Open brake cylinder cock, bleed the

service reservoir down to 50 lbs. and
close service reservoir cut-out cock. An
increase in pressure on the service reser-

voir gauge will indicate leakage past the

service reservoir check valve. Such leak-

age must not exceed 2 lbs. in 20 seconds

time. Re-open cock and return brake

valve handle to release position the

cliarging valve must lift and start to

charge service reservoir at the same rate

that auxiliary reservoir is charging.

Intercepting valve leakage. — Safety

valve adjustment. — Charging valve

leakage.

Make 10 lbs. brake pipe reduction and
return valve handle to lap position, dose
auxiliary and service reservoir stop-

cocks and brake cylinder stop-cock.

.\n increase on the auxihary res-

ervoir gauge at this time will indicate

leakage from the emergency reservoir

past the seat of the intercepting valve and
such leakage should not show 1 lb. in 20

seconds time. Re-open cocks and make
a further reduction and note that 50 lbs.

brake cylinder pressure is obtained for a

20 lb. brake pipe reduction. The safety

valve should open at 62 lbs. and close at

60 lbs. brake cylinder pressure. After ob-

taining 50 lbs. in the brake cylinder, the

brake cylinder exhaust port cock may be

closed and the brake valve placed in re-

lease position and the reservoirs re-

charged when another brake pipe reduc-

tion will increase brake cylinder pressure

to such an extent that the safety valve

adjustment may be noted or corrected as

required. .\t the completion of the safety

valve adjustment, move the brake valve

to release position and as the brake re-

leases quickly, back to lap position. Un-
der this condition leakage from the

emergency reservoir past the small end

of the charging valve will show on the

service reservoir gauge and must not ex-

ceed 3 lbs. in 20 seconds. During this

time the auxiliary reservoir pressure must
not increase over 1 lb. in pressure.

Intercepting valve test.—Blow down
time for quick action chamber.—Serv-

ice port check valve leakage.

Clu^e brake pipe stop cock and open

brake pipe bleed-cock. The universal

valve must apply in quick action and

brake cylinder pressure build up from
to 60 lbs. in not more than 2 seconds and

reach not less than 65 lbs. pressure.

Failure to accumulate the specified pres-

sure indicates too strong an intercepting

valve spring, excessive leakage past the

intercepting valve, or past a loose inter-

cepting valve bushing, or a restricted

emergency valveport At this same time

the quick action closing chamber should

drain away from 80 to 10 lbs. in not over

10 seconds time. Close service and aux-

iliary reservoir stop cocks. Leakage from

the brake cylinder into the auxiliary res-

ervoir pa.>t the service port check valve,

will, at this time, show on the auxiliary

reservoir gauge, and such leakage must

not exceed 1 lb. in 30 seconds at this

time.

Equalizing piston ring leakage.—Appli-

cation test.—Service sensitiveness. —
Friction release test—Ring leakage

check.

With brake valve and differential-valve

handles on lap position, close all reservoir

stop-cocks, remove charging valve body
and apply resistance increasing device.

With brake valve in position No. 2 and
valve J in position No. 2, and under this

condition the brake pipe gauge hand
should show an increase to 7 lbs. in one

minute. .\ new valve should not, how-
ever, be condemned until the increase has

been found to be less than 6 lbs. during

three different tests. These figures are

based on a perfect fitting ring and the

valve J in position No. 2 increasing the

brake pipe pressure from to 8 lbs. in

one minute. For condemning cleaned

valves from further service the pressure

should be less than 4 lbs. in one minute.

In order to obtain accurate results it

is best to ascertain what the rate of in-

crease in the brake pipe space is with

valve J in position No. 2 and have the

ring leakage test governed accordingly.

If this should be found to be, say 9 lbs.,

the passing figure for new valves should

be 8 lbs. or not less than 7 lbs. while the

condemning test for cleaned valves

would be less than 5 lbs. On the other

hand if the increase in the brake pipe is

7 lbs., the passing figure for new valves

is 6 lbs. and the checking figure 5 lbs,

and for condemning cleaned valves 3!^

lbs. -Xt the completion of the test, re-

move friction increasing device, replace

charging valve body and re-open the res-

ervoir cut-out cocks. These cocks should

be tested for leakage at specified periods,

and be maintained free from leakage. If

found to be leaking during a ring leakage

test, the pressure must be bled from the

reservoir in question to prevent interfer-
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ence with the ring leakage test.

With all reservoirs fully charged, the

cock between the auxiliary reservoir and

differential valve open, lever D in posi-

tion No. 1, valve B in position Xo. 4.

place brake valve in position Xo. 5. This

rate of reduction should move the equal-

izing piston and graduating valve, closing

the feed groove in the equalizing piston

bushing and open the friction increasing

cavities in the face of the slide valve, to

the atniosphere. When lyi lbs. differen-

tial between the brake pipe and auxiliary

reservoir pressure is obtained, there

should be a discharge of air from the

vent port of the differential valve and

then the valve B should be placed on lap

position and the brake valve in position

No. 4, changing the rate of brake pipe

reduction under which condition the uni-

versal valve should apply when the

proper difference between brake pipe

and auxiliary reservoir is obtained. Fail-

ure to obtain the proper differential dur-

ing this test indicates an enlarged feed

groove and failure to obtain the applica-

tion after the change in rate of brake

pipe reduction indicates packing ring

leakage.

After a 10 lb. reduction made in this

manner, place valve B in position No. 1

lever D in position No. 2 and valve J in

position Xo. 2. Then place brake valve

in position Xo. 2 and with brake pipe

pressure then under the diaphragm of

tlie differential valve, the universal valve

must release in one minute's time with-

out causing a blow at the vent port of the

differential valve. A discharge from the

differential valve will indicate undue fric-

tion and failure to apply will indicate

packing ring leakage past the equalizin.^;

pisf.n.

Graduated release. — Charging valve

sensitiveness test.

Change graduated release cap to grad-

uated release position and charge reser-

voirs to 80 lbs. After a 25 lb. brake pipe

reduction, graduate the release by alter-

nating the brake valve handle between

lap and release positions. It will be un-

derstood that all other valve handles and

levers have been restored to their normal

position after each test unless otherwise

specified and as the valve handle of the

brake valve is alternated from the posi-

tions mentioned, the pressure should be

graduated out of the cylinder and at

least 6 graduations should be obtained

before the brake cylinder pressure is en-

tirely exhausted. Less than the required

number of graduations indicates exces-

sive friction or a restriction in the flow

from the emergency reservoir into the

auxiliary.

At the end of the release note when
charging valve lifts and starts to charge

the service reservoir. Charging valve

should lift before the auxiliary reservoir

pressure reaches 80 lbs. Failure to do so

indicates friction in the movement of the

charging valve or leakage past the pack-

ing rings of the charging valve.

Service port capacity test.— Emer-
gency slide valve exhaust port capacity.

— Protection valve sensitiveness.

—

Equalizing piston stop leakage.—Sen-

sitiveness to emergency.

After recharging reservoirs, place

brake valve handle on lap position, and
open the brake pipe exhaust cock with

the smaller disc. Brake cylinder pres-

sure must build up from to 50 lbs. in

from 4 to 5 seconds. The drop from 70

to 50 lbs. in the brake pipe should take

place in 3 seconds time and this applica-

tion must not produce quick action.

Should quick action occur it indicates i

weak emergency piston graduating spring

or a restricted emergency slide valve ex-

haust port. If the valve passes the test,

close cock and move brake valve handle

to position Xo. 6, valve should apply in

emergency when brake pipe pressure is

between 25 and 35 lbs.

After valve moves to quick action po-

sition, close au.xiliary and service reser-

voir cocks and note au.xiliary reservoir

gauge. The valve having passed all pre-

vious tests, any building up on the aux-

iliary reservoir gauge would at this time

be from the equalizing piston stop seat

or through a porous casting. Recharge

reservoirs to 70 lbs. pressure, place brake

valve handle on lap position and open the

large disc brake pipe cock. The rate of

drop in the brake pipe should be from

70 to 50 lbs. in 2'/i seconds and should

move the universal valve to emergency

position. Failure to do so indicates an

enlarged emergency slide valve exhaust

port, excessive friction in the emergency

portion, emergency piston spring too

strong, or emergency piston packing ring

leakage.

Service magnet port opening.—Emer-

gency magnet port opening.—Emer-
gency switch piston port opening.

When released and recharged, open

right hand cock on electric portion blank-

ing flange. This will show whether the

service magnet port is open. Open left hand

cock on electric blanking flange, which

is the emergency switch piston port, then

open middle cock of the blanking flange

which must produce an emergency applica-

tion and cause a blow at the emergency

switch piston port. Failure to respond

to these openings indicates restrictions in

the ports leading to the cocks. Return
graduated release cap to direct release

position before removing universal

valve from test rack.

11 ins. in diameter, has yi-in. holes

punched in the bottom and sides. The
other may be a 10-gallon drum, 12 ins.

in diameter. The larger vessel is filled

about one-quarter full, and the articles to

be treated are placed in the smaller ves-

sel, which is lowered into the liquid, thus

immersing them. When the vessel is

withdrawn nearly all of the fluid drains

back into the larger vessel. To harden
the coating, the contents are spread on a

wire draining surface, and in a short time

are ready to be packed. It is claimed that

articles so treated will keep free from
rust for 12 months.

Railroad Mileage.

The mileage of American railroads af-

gregates 270,000, and forms 40 per cent,

of the railways of the entire world. Rus-
sia comes next with 50,000 miles. The
other countries and their respective mile-

ages in order being Germany, 40,000; In-

dia, 35,000; France, 32,000; Canada, 30,-

000; Austria-Hungary, 29,000; Great

Britain, 25.000; .\rgentina, 21,000; Aus-
tralia, 20,000; Mexico, 16,000; Brazil,

16,000; Italy, 11,000; British South Africa,

11,000; Spain, 10,000; Sweden, 9,000;

Japan (including Corea), 7,000; China,

6,000; Belgium, 6,000, and Chile, 4,000.

Of the world's railways outside the

Cnited States slightly more than one-half

are government owned or controlled ; of

the telegraphs outside this country ap-

proximately two-thirds are government
owned and operated.

Canada's Railway Problem.

Mr. W. F. Tye, C. E., speaking before

the Canadian Society of Engineers, said

that they had a railway problem, and a

weighty one, which must be obvious to

every intelligent Canadian. Not only

have enormous sums of money been sunk

in the past in extravagant railway con-

struction, but the country is confronted

with still more capital outlay, while im-

mense sums are being handed over an-

nually by the people of Canada to make
up deficits in operation, and to meet fixed

charges. The country is over-railroaded.

It has thousands of miles of lines through

territory that is not and may never be

productive.

Preventing Steel from Rusting.

.Articles of steel may be protected from

rust by a coating of cheap varnish diluted

to two or three times its bulk with methyl-

ated spirits. Two drums, each open at one

end ; one, an ordinary five-gallon drum,

University of Illinois.

Professor C. R. Richards, professor of

mechanical engineering and head of the

department since 1911, has been ap-

pointed dean of the College of Engineer-

ing and director of the engineering ex-

periment station of the University of

Illinois to succeed Dr. W. F. M. Goss,

who has resigned to become president of

the Railway Car Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation of New York.
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The Generation of Electricity in Various Types of Machines
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In the preceding article we discussed

the generation of electricity, and pointed

out that the generation of current is based

upon Faraday's discovery which is that

electric currents are generated in con-

ductors by moving them in a magnetic

field. We then explained the relation be-

tween motion, magnetism and induced

current. A most useful rule for remem-

bering this relation was shown by an

illustration of the right hand with the

thumb, forefinger and middle at right

MAGNET

FIG. 1. M.XGNETO GENERATOR,

angles. The simple dynamo was illus-

trated and explained and the difference

between direct current and alternating

current was discussed. With these facts

and principles in mind, we will consider

the electric generator more in detail and

make mention of the various types.

.\s has already been pointed out, the

function of the field magnet is to provide

a large number of magnetic lines of force

and the function of the armature is to

cut (electrically) these lines of force.

Armature
FIG. 2. SEPARATELY EXCITED

GENERATOR.

The wires on the armature are wound on

an iron core which contains slots of suf-

ficient width and depth to receive the

coils. When the coils are in place they

are slightly below the surface of the core.

This iron core may be regarded as be-

longing to the magnetic circuit. It forms

a ready receiver for the magnetic lines

leaving the pole pieces or fields, and

keeps these lines of force concentrated

and in the most effective position. The
true armature would consist only of the

copper conductors electrically, it is not

necessary for the iron core to rotate, only

the copper conductors, but mechanically,

it is necessary as the coils must be sup-

ported tightly and securely against the

centrifugal force due to the rotation at

high speed and against the electric attrac-

tion and repulsion which exists between

the conductors and field magnets.

In all generators, the voltage or electro-

motive force is proportional at all times

to the rate of cutting of the lines of force.

The rate of cutting depends on three

quantities: (1) The number of magnetic

lines provided by the field magnet. (2)

The number of copper conductors con-

nected together upon the armature. (3)

The speed at which the conductors are

rotating.

This voltage exists while the generator

is being driven, i. e., while the armature

is revolving. The current depends upon

the resistance of the main circuit. When
the main circuit is open and there is no

current flowing, the only force required

tr> drive the generator is that necessary

to overcome bearing and windage friction.

When current is flowing through the

armature conductors, forces are set up

lietween the windings and the fields- so

that additional power is required to keep

the armature rotating, the tendency being

for the armature to stop. That is, the

work spent in revolving the armature

maintains the current in the armature

conductors. There are certain losses in

all machines so that the power required

for the generation of electricity which is

termed the "input" is greater than the

power received from the generator or the

"output."

There are five simple methods of ob-

taining the magnetism for electric gen-

erators and can be divided into two groups

or classifications according to whether

the generator itself supplies current for

its own magnetism or whether the

magnetism is provided from some other

source.

In the very oldest machines there was

no attempt to have the generators excite

their own fields and use was made of

permanent steel magnets. It was difficult

to build magnets which would maintain

a sufficient magnetic strength. Shocks and

vibration to which machines were sub-

jected, would cause the magnets to

gradually decrease in strength. A diagram

of a machine of this tjrpe is shown in

Fig. 1. This method of excitation has

been entirely discontinued except in very

small machines known in the present day

as "magnetos." Due to better facilities

and greater experience it is possible to

"age" magnets so that there is practically

no decrease in magnetism over a long

period of time.

The next step in advance was to sub-

stitute for the steel magnets electro-

magnets excited by means of electric cur-

rent from some independent source, sudi

as a battery. This type of generator was

used by Faraday in some of his experi-

ments, but it did not come into acceptance

until several years after. A circuit

diagram of a separately excited generator

FIG. 3. SERIES GENER.^TOR.

is shown in Fig. 2. Obviously it is neces-

sary to use direct current This method

of excitation is used with alternating

current machines. Direct current ma-

chines are usually self-excited.

In the case of the self-excited gen-

erators there are three possible methods:

(1) The whole current from the armature

may be carried through the field coils

FIG. A. SHUNT GENER.\TOR.

which are connected in series with the

main circuit. .\ machine connected in

this way is known as a Series Generator.

(2) Part of the current from the arma-

ture may be diverted from the main cir-

cuit and pass through the field coils. A
machine connected in this manner is

known as a Shunt Generator. (3) The
fields may be supplied from a combina-

tion of the above mentioned two types.

.\ machine connected in this manner is

known as a Compound Generator.

The Series Generator consists of but
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one circuit—the circuit diagram is shown

in Fig. 3. The winding on the field

magnets consist of a few turns of heavj-

wire through which passes all of the cur-

rent generated in the armature, except

that which may pass through a rheostat

connected around the series field. This

rheostat is nothing but a resistance box

or a strip of German silver and provides

a means of adjusting the field strength to

obtain a given current output

In the shunt-wound generator, the

ampere turns requisite for excitation is

obtoined by passing a small current

through a large number of turns of fine

wire. The circuit diagram is shown in

Fig. 4. It is to be noted that the shunt

field is connected across the armature so

that the field winding is in parallel to the

main circuit and the adjustable rheostat

is always connected in series with the

shunt field so that the amount of current,

hence the field strength, can be adjusted

so as to obtain adjustment in the voltage.

Combining the principle of the series

and shunt generator, we have the com-

pound generator. Circuit diagrams are

shown in F.g<. 5 and 6. The field coils

consist of two parts. One part is of fine

wire connected across the main circuit

(long shunt connections) or across the

armature (short shunt connections) and

the other part consists of a few turns of

heavy wire through which passes the

main circuit current. Each of the above

main types—namely, series, shunt and

compound generators, have each their

proper application.

The series generator, as it is called,

is primarily a constant current machine.

When there are a large number of lamps

o

1° i
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Traffic Capacity Factors and Their Limitations for

Maximum Traffic on Steam and Electric Railways
By WALTER V. TURNER, Assistant Manager, Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

In last month's issue of this pai)cr, I

hail an outline of traffic capacity factors

and what they were determined and lim-

ited by, with the object of pointing out

the value of an efficient air brake, such

as the Amue electro-pneumatic empty and

load passenger car brake, which has be-

come a necessity on certain electric rail-

way systems in this country. At the

present time I am merely dealing with the

transportation problem which demands a

solution, and the most important consider-

ation is an efficient brake.

The outline mentioned begins with the

car unit and the part this has in deciding

maximum traffic capacity for a railway

system. The capacity of a road depends

upon what it can carry, the extent to

which the total loading is realized during

all movements, the daily mileage the car

makes, and the condition in which it is

maintained. The length, width and height

of the car govern the load it can trans-

port, and these in turn combine to estab-

lish the total weight of the car, while

right-of-way clearances limit all of these

dimensions.

Clearance limitations on curves dictate

as to the length of the car, if the clearance

between the truck center plates is in-

ci eased the center of the car on the inside

of the curve approaches the clearance

limit set for way structures. If the length

or overhang beyond the center plates is

added to, the fouling line comes on the

outside of curves and the additional re-

quirement arises that the couplers must

have increased swing. This in turn means

that new equipment will not couple satis-

factorily with old, so far as operation on

curves is concerned. The new 67 ft. cars

of the New York Municipal Railways

probably represent the maximum length

of cars for electric traction service, while,

on account of sharp curves on industrial

sidings, 44 ft. is probably the maximum
length of freight cars that may be advan-

tageously used.

The height and width of all vehicles

must, of course, conform to tunnels,

bridges and various road structures. How
simple many problems would be if it were

only possible to start anew without the

necessity for conforming to old limita-

tions, such as ample clearance to provide

for future development, the 6-ft. gauge

or over and all other things to corre-

spond. The most difficult problem the

railway engineer has to solve is the one

of interchange and conformity with exist-

ing equipment and conditions.

The weight of rolling stock can be no

greater than what can be safely carried by

the rails and roadbed and bridges. The

advent of heavy motive power has brought

about the strcngtliening and replacement

of bridges and the laying of heavier rail.

The tax an axle load imposes depends

upon the number of axles, and tliercfore

it is to be expected that a train of heavy

axle loads would more severely burden

the rail than a train with a great axle

load on the locomotive only. The rail is

the principal limiting factor for wheel

loads, and it has been nip and tuck for

the makers of steel rails to keep the pace

with the recent increases in the wheel

loads. The bridge is the limiting factor

for total wcisht of vehicle and it must be

remembered that a bridge strengthened to

successfully withstand or sustain a single

Mallet locomotive and cars of the usual

weight might not be able to handle two

or three locomotives together, or a loco-

motive and train of cars each of which

approaches the weight of the locomotive.

Certain of the large freight cars of to-

day weigh about 315,000 lbs. when loaded,

the lading capacity is to be 245,000 lbs.,

which makes the ratio between empty

and loaded weights 4.5, or, viewed in an-

other way, the dead weight per ton of

lading is 571 lbs. This decrease in dead

weight with relation to lading capacity

and also the greatly increased total ca-

pacity of the modern freight car display

a significant trend toward reduction of

unit costs on the part of the more and

more efficient American railways. It also

displays an operating condition corre-

spondingly difficult, for the contrast be-

tween the empty and loaded weight has

become so great that former brake appa-

ratus, fully able to care for the wide

range of operation through which it has

served so long, has now become quite in-

adequate. A curious inconsistency is

encountered in the expectations of some

people concerning the permanence and

range of brake equipment designed for

operating conditions of 20 years ago to

continue with unchanging efficiency and

at the same time unquestioningly discard

for all time the wooden underframe and

the draft gear of archaic capacity.

The braking ratio for a brake installa-

tion is defined as the nominal relation be-

tween the brake shoe pressure, equal on

each wheel, and the weight each wheel im-

poses on the rail. If all wheels are not

braked, or not braked equally, it is taken

as the relation between the sum of all

brake shoe pressures and the total weight

of the car.

The single capacity brake is the one

most generally found in railroad service

today. It is one in which a constant

braking force is used for all conditions of

car loading, which results in a widely

varying braking ratio. If a freight car

is braked at 60 per cent, of its empty

weight, as explained in these columns in

the past on a cylinder pressure of SO

pounds, and the ratio of loaded to empty

weight is three to one, the braking ratio

for the loaded car becomes 60/3, or 20

per cent., the cylinder pressure basis still

remaining 50 pounds. With a loaded to

empty car weight ratio I'f 4.5 to 1, the

loaded car braking ratio drops to 60/4.5,

or 13.3 per cent. The brake iastallation

must base the braking ratio on the empty

weight of the car, and not higher than 60

per cent., otherwise if this 60 per cent

was based on the loaded weight of the

car the empty car braking ratio would be

raised to a prohibitive point because of

the far more violent running of slack and

the slid flat wheels that it would produce

in long trains.

Many ask why it is that today shocks in

train operation occur with a magnitude

and frequency unknown a few years ago.

For the same velocity differences between

two cars in a train are bound to exist

The severity of the impact depends

directly upon the car weights, the heavier

the cars the greater the force of impact

Other things being equal, the 70,000-pound

car will give almost twice the shock ob-

tained with the 40,000-pound car, and this

is a partial answer to the question and

will be referred to later on.

The new tj-pes of motor cars for the

New York Municipal Railways are built

to accommodate 260 passengers, making

a load of about 35,000 pounds, the empty

weight being 85.000 pounds and about

120,000 pounds when loaded. This repre-

sents an empty to loaded weight ratio of

1.41, quite insignificant when compared

with the different ratios found in freight

service, but in the electric systems in

New York trains are run "on the second"

and it is essential, for the sake of maxi-

mum traffic volume, to have retardation

at all times being independent of the con-

dition of car loading, and, of course, an

empty and load brake is required. This

is quite apart from the questions of con-

trol on grades and slack action in trains,

because the weight ratio is so small as to

render the former negligible and the

electro-pneumatic brake circumvents any

difficulty from the latter.

The empty and load brake for these

motor cars is so arranged that a constant

braking ratio is obtained for all conditions

of car loading, and brake flexibility is at

the same time maintained : and this latter

is the ability to graduate braking eflfort

on or off in any desired series of steps
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from maximum to minimum. This is the

ideal brake operation, but the apparatus

necessary to obtain this highly desirable

result is, at the present stage of the air

brake art, a refinement quite out of keep-

ing with the features of modern freight

ser\ice. The differences between empty

and loaded weights of steam road pas-

senger cars are so comparatively slight

that the demands encountered are not

similar to those of very dense interurban

traffic.

In the passenger empty and load brake

the selective mechanism is thrown into

engagement by the opening of the car

doors. Before the car doors are shut the

passengers have been discharged and taken

on, and the car loading is that under

which brake operation will take place until

the next stop is made. Closing the car

doors disengages the selective mechanism

to save it from wear and tear and from

cutting in and out from inequalities of

track. One portion of this device is at-

tached to that part of the trucks which

keep it at a constant distance from the

rail., the other portions are connected to

the car body, and the relative motion be-

tween the two—a function of the move-

ment of the truck springs and therefore

of the car weight—provides that base for

the variation of the volumes and valves

which give the desired results. This de-

vice also operates selective relays which

provide a current supply to the motors,

so proportioned to the weight of the car

that acceleration, as well as retardation.

is constant, irrespective of conditions of

car loading. Without this means for pro-

viding uniform retardation the headway
and schedule of trains, to the extent that

they are dependent upon retardation.

would be impaired 40 per cent, during

loaded car movements, which, of course,

constitute the critical phase of train

operation.

In past articles I have called attention

to the advantages of the empty and load

brake in freight service, showing how the

correct braking ratio provided does away
with the slack action effects due to dif-

ferences in braking ratio through the train

that are always encountered with the

single capacity brake and I have also

pointed out the importance of considering

the increased volumes of compressed air

necessary for operating the larger brake
cylinders made necessary by increased car
weights.

These volumes in turn have taxed the
ability of the air handling devices to con-
form to the time limits required for proper
train operation. As an example, the 10-

inch brake cylinder of the 50.000-pound
car requires an auxiliary reservoir volume
of about 2.500 cu. ins. of compressed air

while the modern Pullman car, requiring
two auxiliary and two supplementary
reservoirs for proper control, store a
volume of about 50.000 cu. ins. of com-
pressed air. The brake pipe connecting

such cars has not been increased in size,

hence the need for air brake devices of

a design that will not overtax the capacity

of the brake pipe to supply air from the

locomotive. The empty and load brake

for freight service reduces the amount of

compressed air volume required for train

control down to about one-half that re-

quired by a single capacity brake, which

in comparison is equivalent to a valve gear

on a locomotive which would do the same

work as the existing type with a demand

upon the boiler for steam supply which

would be but one-half of that now re-

quired.

The eight-wheel coach of the year 1880

had as many brake shoes through which

to dissipate the kinetic energy of the

moving trains of that time as the eight

wheel coach of the present time, but the

weight of the coach has more than

doubled, thereby doubling the horse power

or duty of each brake shoe. Speeds have

also increased, which means that the

brake shoe duty has increased as the

square of the speed. Contrasting the two

cars mentioned running at a speed of 35

miles per hour for the older type of car,

the speeds averaged years ago, and the

1,50,000-pound Pullman car of today run-

ning at a speed of 65 miles per hour.

The horse power required to effect a stop

from these respective speeds in 25 seconds

time is 149, as compared with 1.540. or

dividing this total by the number of shoes

in each case, the dut>' for each shoe is

1S.6 horse power for the lighter car and

128.3 for the modern car, or the work for

the shoe for modern conditions of service

is 6.9 times greater for the heavy car.

This necessitates an efficient type of

clasp foundation brake gear, which

among other advantages has two brake

shoes per wheel, thereby halving the load

per shoe, and returning the shoe more
nearly to the temperature at which it can

do its most efficient work. Where a set

of shoes in a certain service lasts but 10

days with the single shoe type of brake

gear, a full set of shoes will last the clasp

brake 28 days in the same identical

service. If worn to the thinness that

halving the work of the brake shoe

permits, a set of shoes will last 33 days

as compared with 10 for the single shoe

per wheel gear.

This points to a great possibility in sav-

ing, both in brake shoe material and the

cost of replacement.

All of these matters bear a vital rela-

tion to car capacity, and this will also be

affected by the capacity of the draft gear

to absorb shocks. Naturally as the weight

of the car increases the draft gear will be

called upon to perform greater service

when the same velocity differences are

set \tp between cars in stopping with

brake equipment of outdistanced capacity,

and, in starting with locomotives of

greatly increased tractive effort. Of
course, all the punishment in mixed trains

will be on the draft gear of relatively

small capacity cars, and if these are to

be spared during the transition period it

will be necessary to employ the most

modern train control equipment

Brake Cylinder Piston Rod Clamp.

By T. H. H.^Hx, M.\chinist,

Norfolk & \\'esterx Railway,

Bluefield, W. Va.

In removing pistons from brake cylin-

ders a variety of devices more or less

insecure are used by air brake repair

machinists, and the annexed sketch shows

the details of a piston rod clamp that will

DETAILS OF BRAKE CVLIXDER PISTON
ROD CLAMP.

be found ver>' reliable for holding the

spring securely in place in the brake cyl-

inder where the plain piston sleeves are

used. This clamp is easily constructed

and quickly applied and held in place by

a set screw, as shown, and prevents the

piston springs from jumping out while

the piston is being removed for cleaning

or renewing the packing leather.

Developing Engine Failures.

Bv Harvey De Witt Holcombe,

Meadville, Pa.

There are a great variety of opinions

as to the effects of engine failures ; some
roads figure their failures on the dollar

and cents cost basis as money lost, while

other roads base their reputation on the

high percentage of trains handled on time,

and there are really only a small number
of roads which look on the failure record

in its true light—that is, as a means of ed-

ucation to show up weakness or poor de-

sign of equipment and to check up poor

workmanship.

In the past theory has been our safest

guide to success, for is it not a fact that

theory had figured to a nicety the remark-
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able savings that were later proved by

the introduction of the Mallctt type loco-

motive and the application of superheated

steam, but on the other hand, this same

theory may go astray and it becomes

necessary to apply actual service tests to

bring out every day practicability. Suc-

cessful manufacturing concerns will invite

criticisms of tlicir product for the pur-

pose of increasing or bettering machines,

while on a large railroad some glaring

example of poor design will be "written"

up so as to place the blame of whatever

failure has occurred on the fellow who
cannot in turn put it up to some other

fellow. As an example of this point,

there happened to be several hot truck

journal failures on a certain class of

engine. Of course, the first question

raised was that the roundhouse force was

not giving the proper attention to this

work. After several failures and subse-

quent "call downs," the roundhouse fore-

man dug into the matter and reported that

the wool packing was not up to standard.

This packing was examined, and it was

found that the packing was even better

than the ordinary. The next excuse of-

fered was the quality of oil being used

and even this was proved to be quite

good, so after there was no let up in the

hot truck failures, the matter was "de-

veloped" as it should have been in the

first place, and it was found that the size

of the axle was altogether too small for

the weight it was required to carry.

"Developing" this case in the proper

way would have saved much expense

and lost time to the company, for the

matter should have been given prompt at-

tention after the first failure.

The question has often been raised as

to just what constituted a failure, and the

best answer to this should be : on a road

where any detention is used as a means

of developing the reasons thereof for the

purpose of applying the proper remedies

to prevent a re-occurrence, a failure

should only be classed as a failure when

it is caused by a broken part that could

not have been discovered by inspection.

While on a road where one department is

trying to "put it up" to the other fellow,

anything which causes a train to be late,

should be classed as an engine failure.

If an engine is rated to take so many

passenger cars over the division in a

stated time and the transportation adds

another hea\'y coach to the train so that

the engine does not maintain her running

time, this would not be considered as an

engine failure for even an engine is

limited in what it can efficiently do; but

if this should happen on the road which

classes everything as a failure, there is

no doubt but that the mechanical depart-

ment would have to stand another un-

just record on their failure sheet. In a

case where an engineer could pro'ent the

ctitting of a driving wheel journal by

giving it proper attention at the critical

time, and by so doing bring his train to

the terminal a few minutes late, he should

be commended rather than suspended.

This should not be classed as a failure

but as a detention.

On a road where they measure their

success by the few engine failures they

have, it is almost similar to the boasts

of a man who claims he never makes

mistakes. We all make mistakes, but it

is the successful man who seldom makes

the same mistake twice. Beware of the

road which claims to be perfect, also

believe just about half what you liear of

the road which has a great number of

failures, for this latter, if they handle

their failures in the nature of experi-

ence, will soon be better than the man
who does not know how to handle a

failure.

On a large road, where it was almost

impossible to get a train over the road

on time, it became necessary to appoint

a new master mechanic, and the man
who was selected was advised not to

take the appointment because of the

"raw-hiding" a man in his position was

sure to get. His predecessor had been

a man with a strong constitution who
had ruled his division by brute strength,

so when the new master mechanic took

charge he found a "one man" organiza-

tion, that is an organization where every

one looked on the master mechanic as

the one and only authority. The very

first morning the new man arrived, he

was confronted with an engine being off

the turn table during the worst and

most trying rush period of the day, but

simply went into his office and smoked a

cigar. This was such an unheard of

action for a master mechanic to do that

the foremen seemed lost. After looking

over the place a few days, the new man
called his foremen into his office and told

them frankly that he was turning the

place over to them to handle, for he

would be busy working up means to pre-

vent their failures. From that time on

he would like to keep in touch with the

work, but he could not give very much

personal attention to any details, .\fter

going over the records for the past year

or two at that point, the new master

mechanic began to order certain classes

of engines into the back shops for new

fire boxes, although the entire boiler

force swore that the life of the old box

was good for another year or so. How-
ever, the master mechanic had his way,

and the engines began to receive new

fire boxes. Not only new fire boxes

were given, but he also ordered new side

rods, scrapping apparently good rods,

and the erecting shop put up a big kick,

but to no avail. Slowly but surely, the

failures began to stop on that division

and it soon began to be a model for the

other divisions to look up to. The real

secret of success was due to the fact

that the new master mechanic made a

careful study of all the past failures and

adopted such measures as to prevent a

rc-occurence. He found by making a

careful study of the entire situation

where certain engines would suddenly

fail although their fire boxes were

marked up as being good for several

months. It was the same with side rods,

motion work, guides, crossheads, etc.,

and after he assembled all the failure in-

formation, he simply worked out a

.schedule covering how long each part

could be used before it was liable to faiL

Was not this a case where "developing

engine failures" was the actual means of

protection to the compamy?

With the present equipment on the

roads, it is almost impossible to secure

mechanics who have become efficient in

the repairs of all the many specialities

now used, therefore we must profit by

failures when they do occur and build

up our forces to prevent a re-occurence.

If the mechanics are not educated to

the point where they catch on quickly

to some special type of stoker, fire door,

reversing mechanism of special valve

motion, do not let us condemn this

equipment till the matter has been thor-

oughly "developed." Cases of where the

shop forces did not understand some

special attachment has resulted in the

removal of that attachment due to the

fact of the prohibitive cost of main-

tenance. "Developing" of this case would

soon bring to light the exact cause and

proper steps could be taken to prevent

future failures.

The day for the roundhouse force to

guess at the cause of failures is past and

it becomes necessary to go thoroughly

into any case before deciding what or

who is to blame. The day of the old ex-

cuse "poor coal" has passed for nearly

all coal is analyzed and tested very care-

fully before being assigned to any

t>'pe of engine, and when the division or

the master mechanic or the roundhouse

foreman claims a failure is due to poor

coal, the chances are that he is trying

to hide some of his own short-comings,

but as there is no coal testing outfit on

the road, the matter will end there.

To prevent engine failures let the rea-

sons be thoroughly analyzed and the

blame placed where it properly belongs,

then if anyone gets angry because he

is criticised he does not have the right

kind of backbone to get results by learn-

ing from past mistakes.

Railway Business Association.

On .April 18 the general executive com-

mittee of the Railway Business Associa-

tion met in New York, to consider plans

for the railway supply industry co-oper-

ating with the Council of National De-

fense. The committee will meet from

time to time, and the perfected plans will

be made known at an early date.
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Air Brake Repair Work Tools Devised and

Applied to Every Requirement
By GEORGE K. DORWART, Denver, Colo.

No. 9. Revolving Bench Stand for

Holding Distributing Valve While

Making Repairs.

The annexed drawing illustrates a re-

volving bench stand for holding the

DEVICE FOR HOLDING DISTRIBUTING
V.\LVE WHILE MAKING REPAIRS.

Westinghouse distributing valve while

making repairs. The stand can be

quickly adjusted to convenient height by

revolving the tapered pin and placing it

in the suitable hole. The distributing

valve, when clamped to the face plate,

can be revolved to stand at any suitable

angle and firmly held by the set screw

shown at the top of the outer tube of the

stand. It will be observed that no bolts

are used in clamping the distributing

valve to the face plate. The projection

in the center of the valve enters a recess

in the face plate at A, and is securely

held by the cam clamp at the top of the

face plate, engaging the flange of the dis-

tributing valve.

Holes, as indicated, are drilled through

the face plate for the purpose of inserting

the nozzle of air hose for blowing out the

ports. These holes may be scribed from

distributing valve gasket—Piece number

16,943. The 1 in., or outer pipe, is

screwed permanently into the base, and

this in turn clamped firmly to the bench

by hand wheel or large nut and washer.

The J^-'i-, or inner pipe, revolves, and is

supported at different heights by a taper

pin.

No. 10. Gauges for Air Valve Caps.

This drawing shows details of gauges

for air valve caps of 95 i ins. and 11 ins.,

and C.C. pumps Pc. Nos. 1906 and 1697.

When made of steel ^ in. in thickness

and hardened they are good for many
years of reliable service. .\ hole is

drilled in the body of the plate so that

the gauges may be suspended on a pin or

hook when not in service.

DETAILS OF GAUGES FOR AIR VALVE
CAPS.

Panama Builds Its First Railroad—The Chiriqui National Railroad

The population of the Republic of Pan-

ama is for the most part concentrated in

the Canal Zone, especially at the terminal

cities of the canal. The western part of

Panama is a cattle raising country and

its people have felt the need of a railway

to bring the ranches in touch with the

seacoast. This want has now been satis-

fied by the completion of the Chiriqui Na-

tional Railroad which has been built \<y

.American engineers and officially inaugu-

rated for public service by the President

of the Republic of Panama. On that oc-

casion the Cabinet and about 100 invited

jrucsts from the cities of Panama and

Colon were present at the ceremonies.

The new line extends from the port of

Pedregal on the Pacific, passing through

the city of David and terminating at K!

I'oijuctc. which is 3..V)0 feet above the >ca

level. Branches to La Conccpcion and

Potrcrillos bring the total trackage up to

sixty miles. The railroad is notable in

By W. F. SCHAPHORST, New York.

IIIKPj' 1 .NAll'i.NAl. K.Ml.WAV 1'A.NA.\1A CA.N.M, Zi.i.Ni;, KlU UAViU V.\LLEV.
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(lie respect that to reach Boquete, 10 miles

of 4% to 5 per cent, continuous grade is

resorted to.

The locomotives used are consolidation

type or 2-8-0, with 120,000 lbs. on the

produce, the probability is that the cur-

rent year will find the railway fuel prices

increasing in such a way as will produce

a serious increase in railway expense.

Oil, packing houses, sugar refineries and

RIO MAIAC.l A IIRIDGE—CHIRIOUI NATIONAL RATI.ROAD

driving wheels. These engines arc capable

of liauling trains weighing 125 tons, at a

specfl of 10 miles an hour on the max-

imum grade of 5 per cent. The railroad

is now commercially operated. R. W.
Hebard & Co. are the American en-

gineers and they have, temporarily, as-

sumed the management of the property.

Pulverized Fuel for Locomotives.

Recently the .American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers listened to a very inter-

esting and instructive paper presented by

Mr. John E. Muhlfeld, president of the

Locomotive Pulverized Fuel Company, 30

Church St., New York. The paper dealt

with the experiments and results obtained

by the company in the burning, in locomo-

tives, of fine, powdered coal. Practical

tests were made on the engines of the

New York Central Railroad, the Atchi-

son, -Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, the

Delaware & Hudson Company, the Mis-

souri, Kansas & Texas Railway, and the

Central Railway of Brazil. The results

of locomotive performance on these roads

were set forth in the paper as well as a

full description of the apparatus aiu) the

chemistry of coal combustion. Thi> pa-

per has now been issued in pamphlet

form.

Steam railways in the United .States arc

now expending about $300,000,0(X) annual-

ly for locomotive fuel. Of this total from

f"5.000.0n0 to $100,000,000 represents the

proportion that performs no service in the

way of developing tractive power. With
the existing domestic and foreign demand
for almost more fuel than the mines can

like companies look to their by-products

for a goodly part of their profits. Why
should not the mine operators adjacent

to railways utilize the waste and inferior

fuels for producing their light, heat and

I)Ower and thereby release the better and

more costly fuel for the domestic and

foreign use and in order to secure a

cheaper revenue haul on railways?

One of the surest, and at the same time

the most scientific methods of production,

is the utilization of what has hitherto

)iccn a waste, by transforming it into a

source of revenue. Tliis is the principle

made use of by the superheater, the feed

water heater, the brick arch and the pul-

verized fuel burner. The pamphlet issued

by those engaged in carrying on this

work is well worthy of careful reading.

It tells how the use of a by-product of

the mine, such as the inferior grades of

anthracite and bituminous coal, lignite

and peat can he effectively and eco-

pomically utilized in the pulverized form

for locomotive and stationary boiler pur-

poses by liurning it in suspension, instead

nf on grates or in retorts, and in a manner

that has been finally and successfully de-

veloped and is now on the market as a

practical success. The company will send

this pamphlet to anyone interested, on

request.

Vapor Car Heating Company.

The \'apor Car Heating Company has

taken over all of the heating and ventilat-

ing business of the Chicago Car Heating

Company, and the Standard Heat & Ven-

tilation Company. The main office and

headquarters of the business will be in

the Railway F.xchange, Chicago. The

officers of the company are as follows:

Egbert H. Gold, president; J. E. Baker,

vice-president ; J. Allan Smith, vice-presi-

dent; Samuel Higgins, vice-president and

treasurer ; Winthrop Gold, assistant treas-

urer ; Edward A. Schreiber, general man-

ager; .Arthur P. Harper, secretary and

comptroller; Otto R. Barnett, general

counsel. Those in charge of the branch

offices are as follows: Samuel Higgins

and George T. Cooke at New York City

:

I'rank F. Coggin at Boston, Mass. ; F.

A. Purdy and S. P. llarriman at

.Montreal. Canada; Harry F. I.owman at

Washington. I). C. ; Lewis B. Rhodes at

.\tlanta. Ga.

The Association of Railway Supply
Men.

The .\ssociation of Railway Supply

Men are arranging for an extensive ex-

hibit during the thirteenth annual convcn-

lidii of tlie liiternatinnal f^ailway General

I'orcmen's .\ssociation. which will be held

in Chicago. Septemlicr 4 to Septcmlier 7.

inclusive. The growing importance of the

convention is such that exhibition spaces

are being rapidly arranged for among the

members of the supply men's association.

The membership includes the leading man-

ufacturers and others interested in the

railway supply business, and there is every

indication of the largest convention in

the history of the general foremen's asso-

ciation. Mr. H. A. Varney. 122 South

Michigan avenue, Chicago, III., is secre-

tary and treasurer of the Association of

Railway Supply Men.

Changes on the New Haven.

.At a meeting of the board of directors

of the Xmv York, New Haven & Hart-

ford Railroad Company, held on April

24, the resignation of Mr. Howard Elliott

as president was accepted. Mr. E. J.

Pearson, vice-president since March, 1916,

was elected president, to succeed Mr.

Elliott. The board of directors created a

committee of inter-corporate relations,

which is to consist of the presidents and

vice-presidents of the various companies

comprising the New Haven system. Mr.

Elliott is to be chairman of this commit-

tee, and will work with the various presi-

dents to co-ordinate and harmonize the

activities of the companies.

New Detroit Company.

.\ new company has been formed at

Detroit under the name of the Oxy-

.\cety!cne Kquipinent Company, to handle

welding apparatus and equipment of all

kinds. The company is under the man-

agement of C. H. Dockson. one of the

oldest and best known apparatus sales-

men in the country.
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New Design of Plate Fulcrum Scales

Longer Service Without Repairs—Massive Plates More Durable Than

Knife Edge Bearings.

What is claimed to be an improve-

ment in heavy track scale construction

has recently been established on the

Pennsylvania Railroad and bids fair to

meet with popular approval on railroads

generally. As is well known, a degree

of perfection has been reached and ap-

proved by the American Railway Asso-

fulcrum type, wherein knife edges are

entirely eliminated and the loads are

carried by these plates of steel. With
this construction the vital parts of the

scale are not excessively worn, hence a

means is provided for retaining the ac-

curacy of the scale almost indefinitely.

Fig. 1 shows a plate fulcrum track

FIG. 1. VIEW OF PLATE FULCRUM SCALE.

ciation in regard to the material and

amount of stresses corresponding to the

dimensions of the knife-edge method of

balancing the extension levers in track

scales generally. The bearing pressure

of 7,000 lbs. per linear inch of knife

edge bearing recommended has been

found to be a conservative estimate ca-

pable of sustaining and registering very

correctly the weights of locomotives

and cars for a limited time, and while

the repairs incident to intermittent

stresses resting on such delicately bal-

FIG. 2. ( O,\.N-|:CTI0N liKTWEF.N END
EXTENSION LEVER AND TRANS-

VERSE EXTENSION LEVERS.

anccd appliances are neither frequently

necessary nor difficult of accomplish-
ment, the need for a track scale, which
will meet the weighing conditions on a

busy railroad and maintain its accuracy
and sensitiveness for a long period of

years without repairs having to be made
has led to the development of the plate

scale recently built for the Penn-

sylvania Railroad.

This scale has a weighing rail 52 ft.

in length, and in order to eliminate

complications the scale is made in two

sections. The supports for the main

levers and the longitudinal extension

levers are formed by means of massive

base plates which are securely anchored

to the concrete foundation.

In designing the scale a load of 400,-

000 lbs. is considered concentrated at

each section, and the plate fulcrums

throughout the scale are designed to

successfully withstand this load for an

indefinite period. The load from the

main girders is transmitted to the plate

fulcrums through massive bearing

blocks engaging with the upper portion.

These bearing blocks are securely tied

together by means of transverse brac-

ing so that the load is transmitted

through true vertical center lines.

Where the end-extension levers con-

nect to the transverse extension lever a

refined construction is adopted so as to

make provision for expansion and con-

traction of the longitudinal extension

levers. Fig. 2 illustrates this construction.

The lower portion of the struts en-

gaging with the plate fulcrums in the

tips of the longitudinal extension levers

is ground to a radius and engages with

a hardened steel plate, thus providing

freedom of action without disturbance

of the transverse extension lever when

expansion or contraction takes place.

The transverse extension lever is di-

rectly connected to the weighing beam.

Fig. 3 shows the beam outfit. Metal

bases, pillars and shelf are used, and a

means is provided for transverse ad-

justment so as to maintain the connec-

tion from the tip of transverse exten-

sion lever to the butt of the beam in a

vertical position when the nose iron of

the transverse extension lever is moved.
The beam is graduated to 300,000

lbs. by SO lbs., and an au.xiliary

weight of 100,000 lbs. capacity is pro-

vided, thus giving a . total weighing

capacity for the scale of 400,000 lbs.

An indicator moving over a graduated

arc is also provided, thus furnishing a

very accurate means for balancing tlic

beam. The main poise is provided with

ball bearings so as to eliminate fric-

tion to as great an extent as possible.

The plate fulcrum track scale has

been developed jointly by E. & T. Fair-

banks & Company, A. N. Emery and the

Pennsylvania Railroad, and this type of

construction for track scales, as we have
already stated, is being adopted as a

standard by the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company.

Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co.'s Agencies.

The following firms have completed ar-

rangements whereby they will become
agents for the sale of the products of the

Vanadium-Alloys Steel Company of

FIG. 3. BEAM OF PLATE FULCRUM
SCALE.

Pittsburgh, Pa. : E. T. Ward's Sons, Bos-

ton, Mass. ; George Nash Company, New
York and Chicago; Field & Co., Inc.,

Philadelphia, Pa. A full stock of high

speed steel, alloy and carbon steel will

be on hand at the various agencies as well

as at the Vanadium-Alloys Steel Com-
pany's warehouses at Pittsburgh. Pa.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. T. H. Roomey has been appointed

fuel superviscr of the Eastern division of

the Texas & Pacilic, with headqtiarters at

Marshall, Tex.

Mr. Henry B. Oatley, chief engineer of

the 1-ocomotive Superheater Company,
has been called to active duty as a lieu-

tenant in the New York naval reserve.

Mr. George Moth has been appointed

division master mechanic of the Canadian

Pacific, with office at Edmonton, .Mta.,

>ucceeding Mr. A. E. Dales, transferred.

Mr. G. P. Trachta has been appointed

master mechanic of the Casper division

of the Chicago, Burlington &. Quincy,

with office at Casper, VV'yo., succeeding

.\Ir. J. O. McArthur, transferred.

Mr. E. I'. Thomson, formerly chief

clerk to the president of the Chicago, In-

dianapolis & Louisville at Chicago, 111.,

has been appointed assistant to the super-

intendent of motive power at Lafayette,

Ind.

Mr. II. A. Lane, formerly assistant to

the chief engineer of the Bahiniorc &
Ohio Railroad, has been appointed chief

engineer, with ofiice at Baltimore, Md.,

succeeding Mr. R. N. Begien, appointed

general manager of the eastern lines.

Mr. J. W. Cuyler, formerly master me-
chanic of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacilic at Armourdale, Kans., has been

transferred to Herington, Kans., as master

mechanic of the Kansas division, succeed-

ing Mr. R. J. McQuade, transferred.

Mr. James Hall, formerly master car

repairer, coast division of the Southern

Pacific, with headquarters at San Fran-

cisco, Cal., has been appointed general

car foreman in charge of the passenger

car department, with office at Sacramento,

Cal.

Mr. D. P. Kellogg, formerly superin-

tendent of shops of the Southern Pacilic

at Los Angeles, Cal., has been appointed

superintendent of motive power on the

same road, with headquarters at Sacra-

mento, Cal., succeeding Mr. T. VV.

Younger, resigned.

Mr. C. L. Sharp, formerly general fore-

man of locomotives, Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific, at Shawnee, Okla., has been

appointed master mechanic of the Louis-

iana division at Eldorado, Ark., succeed-

ing Mr. W. F. Eddy, who has been ap-

pointed superintendent of fuel economy.

Mr. A. R. Ruiter, formerly general

foreman of locomotives on the Chicago,

Rock Island & .Pacific, at Chicago. 111.,

has been appointed master mechanic of

the Kansas City Terminal, and St. Louis

divisions, with headquarters at .Armour-

dale, Kans., succeeding Mr. J. W. Cuyler,

transferred.

General Charles Miller has been elected

president of the Galena-Signal Oil Com-
pany, succeeding Mr. S. A. Megeath, who
has resigned to take charge of the refining

and foreign business of the company with

headquarters at 17 Battery Place, New
York.' General Miller's headquarters will

be at Franklin, Pa.

W. F. Schaphorst, M. E., advertising

engineer, and author of technical articles

that have been published in R.mlwav and
l.oco.MOTi\-E Engineeri.nc, has established

ar. engineering advertising service office

in the Woolworth Building, New York
City. He solicits business with manufac-
turers of high grade engineering products.

Mr. R. N. Begien has been appointed

general manager of the eastern lines of

the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. Mr.
Begien graduated from Harvard Univer-

sity in 1897, and after several years' cn-

.uineering service in Central America, en-

tered the service of the Baltimore & Ohio
in 1902 as assistant engineer and advanced

to the position of chief engineer, which

position he held until appointed general

manager.

Mr. J. H. McGoff, formerly mechanical

superintendent of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway, at Topeka, Kans., has

been appointed mechanical superintendent

of the eastern division of the eastern lines,

with headquarters at Fort Madison, Iowa;
and Mr. I. C. Hicks, formerly master me-
chanic at San Bernardino, Cal., has been

appointed mechanical superintendent of

the western district of the eastern lines,

with headquarters at Topeka.

Mr. J. W. Kelker, formerly in the en-

gineering department of the American
Locomotive Company, has been appointed

mechanical engineer of the Pilliod Com-
pany, succeeding Mr. Ross G. Graham, re-

signed; and Mr. K. J. Ekiund. assistant

to the president of the Pilliod Company,
has been transferred from New York to

Chicago as assistant to Mr. Burton W.
Mudge, president of Mudge & Company,
and vice-president of the Pilliod Com-
pany.

Mr. Elisha Lee has been appointed gen-

eral manager of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road lines east of Pittsburgh, succeeding

Mr. Simon C. Long, who died last month
after five years' service as general man-
ager. Mr. Lee is from Illinois and a

graduate of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology. He entered the service

of the Pennsylvania Railroad in the en-

pineering depatment in 1892, and has filled

many positions in the engineering and

transportation departments. In 1911 he

was appointed assistant to the general

manaper of the Pennsylvania lines east of

Pittsburgh, which office he filled until his

appointment last month as general man-
ager.

Mr. Harvey B. Slaybaugh, formerly as-

sistant secretary of the American Arch
Company, has been elected secretary, with

offices at 30 Church St., New York. Mr.
Slaybaugh is a graduate of Oberlin Col-

lege and entered railway service in 1893.

He served as timekeeper, stenographer,

accountant and storekeeper in the loco-

motive department of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, and in 1899 he was
transferred to the office of the superin-

tendent of motive power. In 1908 he was
appointed chief motive power clerk. In

July, 1910, he left the railway service to

become assistant secretary of the Amer-
ican .Xrch Company as stated above,

which position he held until elected

secretary of that company.

OBITUARY
James B. Brady

James B. Brady, vice-president of the

Standard Steel Car Company, died at

Atlantic City, N. J., on April 13, after a

long illness. Mr. Brady was a unique and

popular character among railway men
generally and railway supply men particu-

larly for many years. He was associated

with a number of the leading railway

supply firms and amassed a consider-

able fortune.

George Henry Frost.

George Henry Frost, for many years

pubHsher of the Engineering News, died

at Plainfield, N. J., last month in his

eightieth year. He was a native of

Canada and graduated from McGill Uni-

versity, Montreal, in 1860. He was for

several years in the service of the Chicago

& North Western Railway. He founded

the Engineering .\'ews in 1874 and con-

tinued its publication until 1911. He was
a member of several engineering societies

in the I'nited States and Canada.

Simon Cameron Long.

Simon Cameron Long, for the last five

years general manager of the Pennsyl-

vania fines east of Pittsburgh, died on

March 25, while traveling on a train to

his home at Merwin, Pa. He was born

near Harrisbnrg, Pa., in 1857, and gradu-

ated with the degree of civil engineer

from Lafayette College in 1877. He en-

tered the service of the Pennsylvania in

1881, and was promoted supervisor in 1885,

assistant engineer 1889, superintendent

1902 and was appointed general manager
of the eastern lines in 1911, which posi-

tion he held at the time of his death. Mr.
Long was in his sixty-first year.
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pIXON'S
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'
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A Clear Track
ahead, Railway men, when
you protect your metal

work with

DIXON'S
Silica Graphite

PAINT
It has a world-wide repu-

tation of over fifty years.

Made in FIRST QUAL-
ITY only. Made for

those who want QUAL-
ITY, LONGER SERV-
ICE and LOWEST
COST per year of service.

Because of the peculiar

oily nature and flake for-

mation of the pigment,

Dixon's Paint has no equal

in keeping moisture and
gases away from the metal.

Therefore metal properly

painted with it resists cor-

rosion longer than that

painted with any other

paint. That is the reason

why leading railroads
throughout the entire
world use it as standard.

Write for booklet 69-B
and long service records.

Umim tB JERSEY CITY. N. J., by tfa*

Joseph Dixon Crucible

dXx><>< Company d><x>^
ESTABLISHED Itn

Railroad Equipment Notes.

The Carnegie Steel Company has or-

dered 20 70-ton dump cars from the

Standard Steel Car Company.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has

ordered 800 refrigerator cars from the

American Car & Foundry Company.

The Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio has

ordered 9 Mikado and 7 Mallet locomo-

tives from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.

The Chicago & North Western has

ordered 2,000 50-ton steel frame gondola

cars from the American Car & Foundry
Company.

The Chicago & Eastern Illinois has or-

dered 7 Santa Fe (2-10-2) type locomo-

tives from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works for delivery in January, 1918.

The Blue Ridge will rebuild its round

house and shops at Anderson, S. C, which

were recently burned at a loss of $25,000.

The new structure will be of brick.

The San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf pro-

poses to construct a new machine shop at

Xorth Pleasanton, Tex., at an estimated

cost of $87,000 for structure and new
equipment.

The EI Paso & Southwestern system

has placed an order with the American
Locomotive Company for 5 Mikado (2-

8-2) type locomotives, each weighing 321,-

000 lbs. and having cylinders 29 by 30 ins.

The Los Angeles & Salt Lake is re-

ported contemplating improvements at

Provo, Utah. A new round house, ma-
chine shops and coal chutes are to be

built and yards rearranged and extended.

The Chicago & North Western has

ordered SO Mikado (2-8-2) type locomo-

tives from the American Locomotive
Company. These engines will each weigh

303,000 lbs. and will have cylinders 27 by
32 ins.

The Union Pacific has let the contract

for the erection of a brick and steel power
house, 76 by 209 ft., at Omaha, Neb., at

$450,000; also for the erection of its new
brick and stone passenger station at North
Platte, Neb., at $120,000.

The South African Railways have or-

dered 8 Mallet type locomotives from
the American Locomotive Company.
These locomotives will have W/i and 26

by 24-ins. cylinders, and a total weight in

working order of 194,000 lbs.

at Salamanca, N. Y. Westinghouse
Church Kerr & Company, New York, is

reported to have the contract

The Indian Refining Company has or-

dered 9 6,000-gallon, 30-ton tank cars

from the Chicago Steel Car Company,
Chicago, and 15 6,000-gallon, 40-ton and
60 8,0(K)-gallon, 50-ton tank cars from the

Standard Car Construction Company,
Sharon, Pa.

The Philadelphia & Reading has or-

dered 500 bo.x cars from the Pullman
Company, 500 box cars from the Ameri-
can Car & Foundry Company, 500 gondola
cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company
and 500 gondola cars from the Standard
Steel Car Company.

The Norfolk Southern is having SCO

wooden underframe gondola cars recon-

structed into 40-ton box cars. Steel center

sills will be applied and ends of cars re-

inforced with "Z" bars. The American
Car & Foundry Company will rebuild 250

cars and Mt. Vernon Car & Manufactur-
ing Company 250 cars.

The Western Pacific, it is said, will

consolidate its shops at Stockton with
those at Oroville, Cal., and will enlarge

the capacity of the latter and install ad-

ditional machinery. The shops at Sacra-

mento, Cal., will hereafter be used for

new construction, all the repair work
being done at Oroville.

The Union Pacific is to install auto-

matic block signals on its line from Point

of Rocks, Wyo., to Wamsutter, 53 miles;

from Hermosa, Wyo., to Buford, 12 miles,

and from Archer, Wyo., to Pine Bluffs,

35 miles. These signals are model 2A,
base-of-mast, furnished by the General

Railway Signal Company.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy will

make an expenditure of $150,{XX) during
the next few months to improve its

terminal facilities at this point. Among
the improvements contemplated are ex-

tensions to the present roundhouse, a few
minor shop buildings and additional track

facilities. The work will be done by com-
pany forces.

The Pennsylvania Lines West of Pitts-

burgh have awarded a contract to the

Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago,

for the designing and building of a rein-

forced concrete, three-track automatic

electric locomotive coaling plant, and also

a reinforced concrete "Rands" gravity

sand plant, which will be built at the new
terminal now under construction at Akron,

Ohio.

The Buffalo, Rochester &; Pittsburgh The Southern Pacific has completed
has planned a machine shop and erecting plans for the reconstruction of car shop
.hop and an addition to its round house No. 3 at Sacramento, Cal., which was
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burned last fall. Car shop No. 9 at the

Sacramento plant is being enlarged and

additional tracks, air lines and steam

lines are to be placed in the buildinR. A
new SO-ton, 64-foot span crane is being

installed in the boiler house and two

1,500 lb. forging hammers in the black-

smith shop.

tions were made by employees. Of these

7.8S4, or 91 per cent, were adopted. The

decrease in the number of suggestions as

compared with that of the previous year

amounted to 49 per cent., showing evi-

dently that the management is placing

every available safeguard around the em-

ployees.

The June Conventions.

After discussing very thoroughly the

advisability of holding the annual me-

chanical conventions in June of this year,

the leaders of the Master Car Builders

and of the American Railway Master

Mechanics' Associations have decided

that no conventions shall be held.

The principal reasons given for this

decision are that the war conditions exist-

ing in the United States demand that all

important mechanical officials should be

at their headquarters attending to the

duties likely to be arduous while the war

excitement lasts. The train movements

are likely to be unusually heavy this sum-

mer and will entail energy and manage-

ment by every official to keep the trains

moving promptly. Anything calculated

to interfere with this regular movement

would be detrimental to the railroads

generally, and to the country at large.

For this reason the executive committees

of both associations decided to postpone

the conventions till the advent of more

peaceful times.

The Executive Committee of the Rail-

way Supply Men's Association took action

similar to Master Car Builders' and Rail-

way Master Mechanics' Associations.

Organization of Gear Manufacturers.

The American Gear Manufacturers has

organized for the purpose of advancing

and improving the gear industry in a gen-

eral way by standardization of gear design

manufacture and application. The as-

sociation includes in its membership the

leading manufacturers of gears. The
officers elected are the following: Presi-

dent, F. W. Sinran ; vice-president, H. E.

Eberhardt; secretary, F. D. Hamlin;

treasurer, Frank Horsburgh. The Execu-

tive Committee is composed as follows

:

F. W. Sinran, Van Dom & Dulten Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio; H. E. Eberhardt,

Newark Gear Cutting Machine Co.,

Newark, N. J.; F. .D. Hamlin, Earle Gear

& Machine Co., Philadelphia, Pa. ; Frank

Horsburgh, Horsburgh & Scott, Cleve-

land, Ohio ; Biddle Arthur, Simonds

Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

;

George L. Markland, Philadelphia Gear

Works, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Milton Rupert,

R. D. Nuttall Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Meeting of Mechanical Engineers.

The American Society of Mechanical

Engineers will hold its next meeting at

Cincinnati, Ohio, May 21 to 24, 1917. The

meeting is being held coincident with the

meeting of the National Machine Tool

Builders' Association. Among other

papers there will be a discussion of prob-

lems arising from the manufacture of

munitions, such as specifications, ma-

terials, limits, special machines, and train-

ing the working force. A largely attended

meeting is expected.

Changes in Supply Organization.

The National Railway .\ppliance Com-

pany announces that it has taken over the

railroad department business of the

United States Metal and Manufacturing

Company and have established head-

quarters at 50 East 42d street. New York.

Mr. B. A. Hegeman, Jr., is president ; Mr.

Charles C. Castle, first vice-president;

Mr. Harold A. Hegeman, vice-president

and treasurer; Mr. F. C. Dunham, as-

sistant to the president, and Mr. Edward

D. Hillman, secretary and engineer.

Branch offices have been established in

the McCormick Building, Chicago, 111.,

under the management of Mr. Walter H.

Evans, and at the Munsey Building,

Washington, D. C, under the management

of Mr. J. Turner Martyn.

Safety Suggestions on tiie Baltimore

& Ohio.

On the various divisions of the Balti-

more & Ohio there were held 198 meet-

ings in 12 moiiths, at which 8,268 sugges-

Honors for Safety Awarded.

The American Museum of Safety an-

nounce the award of the Harriman

Memorial Medals for the year 1916, for

the highest possible degree of safety ef-

fort on American steam railroads. The

gold medal is awarded to the Alabama

Southern railway company whose record

is remarkable, no fatality occuring either

to passengers or employees. Among
2,000 industrial workers only two were

injured. The silver medal is awarded to

the Illinois Central with an equally ex-

cellent record. The bronze medal is

warded to the individual considered most

conspicuous in safety promotion, and Mr.

James A. McCrea, general manager of the

Long Island, whose unceasing activity in

safeguarding human life has had far-

reaching results, was awarded the special

bronze medal.

GOLD

High Efficiency

Pressure Regulating

Valve

No. 1014

Adversity sometimes gives a man cour-

age; prosperity too often takes it out of

him.

This valve has a very sen-
sitive adjustment and perfect
balance, so that when once
set for pressure desired any
perceptible change in pres-
sure on either side of regu-
lator is instantly compen-
sated and the pressure
supplied is maintained uni-
formly, whether cars are
added to or taken from train.

Guaranteed
to Deliver the

Necessary Volume
for

Longest Trains

Also
for Turbo-Generator

Apparatus

Write for further information

GOLD CAR HEATING
& LIGHTING COMPANY

Whitehall Building

17 Battery PI., New York
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Hydraulic
Riveters Pixed and Portable

Punches, Shears,

Presses, Lifts, Cranes
and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Companv
Cnsineers, Iron

Pounders, Machinists.

100 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manuf«clurers of Injectors. EJecturs.

Bollf^r Washprs and T-sters. Boiler Pbects.
< li.M-k v«lv»ii

Locomotive Electric Headlights

of all descriptions

-fi

^7",E __ TURBO

ATI0r4AL sns
COMPANY

900 SOUTH MKHICtN tVENUE CHICAGO. III.

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

ASHTOIM
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Coodt That Lait

The A*bton Valve Co.
271 Franklin Street, Bcxton, MaM.

.A. PR.\a:iCAL M.\NUAL ON OxY-Acety-

lene Welding and Cutting, With

A Treatise on Acetylene and Oxy-

gen. By P. F. Willis, St. Louis, Mo.

180 pages, flexible covers. Price, SO

cents.

This illustrated handbook furnishes a

very complete and interesting educational

course in o.xy-acetylene welding and cut-

ting, and is divided into eight chapters

embracing a department in the question

and answer form, followed by a full de-

scription of apparatus and installation,

and the best methods of preparing for

welding of different materials, with many

e.xamples of actual experience by the

author. While the book may be said to

lie primarily adapted for the instruction

of beginners, there is much matter that

will be found useful to practised hands,

and the handy form and popular price of

the Look is such that it cannot fail to

meet with a ready sale.

How TO Run an Automobux. By Victor

W. Page. The Norman W. Henley

Publishing Co., 2 West 45th street.

New York. 178 pages, 72 special en-

gravings. Price One Dollar.

Mr. Page is already well known as an

engineering writer of ability, and his

latest book is sure of a popular reception.

The work treats in a concise and clear

way of all of the best known automobiles,

and furnishes full instructions for start-

ing and running, as well as caring for

them. It is divided into four chapters,

embracing automobile parts and their

functions; general starting and driving

instructions ; typical 1917 control systems

;

care of automobiles. The book is the

work of one who has thoroughly mastered

the subject in all its details, and who has

the fine faculty of imparting information

to others. -\I1 the problems possible in

automobile running are solved, and a

careful perusal of the book furnishes the

mental equipment necessary.

The LocoMOTire Engineer's Pocket

Book and Diary, 1917. The Loco-

motive Publishing Company, 3 Amen

Corner, London, E. C. .Xngus Sin-

clair Company, New York. 340 pages,

flexible covers. Price One Dollar.

The 1917 edition of this popular diary,

primarily intended for British or Co-

lonial engineers contains a mass of in-

formation that will be found useful to

merlianical railway men in every section

of the globe. There is no problem in con-

nection with the construction and running

and repairing of locomotives but is treated

concisely and clearly in its pages, together

with tables simplifying calculations, re-

cipes, alloys, feed water heating, lubrica-

tion and kindred subjects. Tn brief, its

liigh character earned through many

years of improvement is well sustained.

"National" Preparedness.

The National Tube Company, Prick

Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.„ has published

a unique calendar, setting forth in melo-

dious and stirring verse, the various uses

and surpassing merits of "National" pipe.

The verses are by Berton Braley, and it

would be well if many of our magazine

versifiers would take a lesson from his

masterly production. His ear is fault-

less. The verses are illumined by thir-

teen colored illustrations. There is a

grace and dignity about the production

which stamps it at once as a gem in ad-

vertising that is unrivalled in our memory.

We understand that copies may be had

on application to the company's main of-

fice at Pittsburgh.

The Six Metric Myths.

The .American Institute of Weights and

Measures has issued Bulletin No. I. set-

ting forth with convincing logic the un-

desirability of changing the standard of

measures now in use in America to the

metric system. The six metric myths, so

called, are a condensed classification of

the arguments that have been advanced in

favor of the metric system, and while there

is nothing particularly new in these metric

myths, they are all taken up and disposed

with a degree of fairness and force that

leaves nothing further to be desired.

Copies of the Bulletin will be sent free to

any address on request to the Commis-

sioner, 20 Vesey street. New York.

Graphite.

The latest issue of Graphite, the organ

of the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company,

Jersey City, N. J.,
furnishes interesting

data in regard to the graphite lubrication

of locomotives, laying particular stress on

the saving of cylinder packing in super-

heated locomotives. Many eminent au-

thorities agree that with the use of graph-

ite there is less of bypass of steam past

the packing rings, which, of course, means

a saving of fuel, .-^s cylinder packing is

a source of considerable trouble in high-

powered locomotives when there is super-

heat, the proper use of graphite is a dis-

tinct advantage.

Staybolts.

The latest issue of "Staybolts" published

by the Flannery Bolt Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., presents interesting details

showing that step by step the use of the

Tate flexible bolt has been gradually

extended in recent years to cover the

breaking zone of the rigid staybolt, and

it has clearly demonstrated that the

greater use of the flexible bolt to cov?r
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larger sheet area* has been fully justified.

It is also gratifying to observe that in

spite ot tlio rtpidly iiKrea$Ulg donand the

company has been able to fill all orders as

promptly as formerly.

Safety Engineering.

The latest issue of Safety lingin, tring

has, among other interesting matter, an

able article "About Boiler Safety," from

the pen of R. L. Hemingway, safety en-

gineer, Industrial .-Kccident Commission,

California. The article calls particular

attention to the pernicious effects of small

leaks in boilers, which, the writer claims,

have much more serious effects than is

generally believed, and such leaks should

be stopped as soon as they are discovered.

The publication is full of valuable matter

in the interest of safety and is well worthy

of perusal.

The Pennsylvania Railroad System.

The Pennsylvania Railroad System has

issued, in booklet form, a historical and

descriptive treatise covering the territory

traversed by its lines. The principal ob-

ject of the booklet is to point out the

most interesting and picturesque incidents

connected with the settlement and subse-

quent development of this region, which

has become the richest and most thickly

populated in the United States ; also to

set forth the present character of the

various portions of the territory with ref-

erence to industry, mining, agriculture

and commerce. The book is profusely

illustrated, and is accompanied by a large

folding map of the territory served by

the Pennsylvania system.

Pipe Fittings for Air Brake Service.

The Westinghouse .\ir Brake Company
has issued their Special Publication No.

9021, on "Extra Quality Pipe Fittings for

Railroad Air Brake Service." This is a

high grade, carefully prepared booklet,

which emphasizes the better air brake

service and saving of money made possi-

ble to railroads by the use of reliable pipe

fittings in all air brake work on locomo-

tives and cars.

Safety Posters on the New Haven.

In furthering its campaign to prevent

accidents due to trespassing upon its

tracks, the .\'cw York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad Company is issuing

several thousand posters in Italian, Polish.

Hungarian and Greek, calling attention to

the perils of using railway property as a

highway. At frequent intervals 180,000

trespassing posters in English have

been placed in factories, schools, sta-

tions, freight houses, cabooses, crossing

xabins, section houses, work trains, shops.

car inspection cabins, interlocking towers,

telegraph poles and various other places.

The foreign language posters will be dis-

tributed in appropriate places where there

are large numbers of Italians, Poles, Hun-
garians and Greeks.

A Little Story of the Boston & Provi-

dence Railroad Company.

Mr. Charles E. Fisher, 3309 Arch

Street, Philadelphia, Pa., has published a

pamphlet giving a brief history of the

Boston & Providence Railroad. It is il-

luminated with illustrations of early lo-

comotives, liuildinKS and viaducts, and

furnishes much interesting data in regard

to the early motive power of the road be-

fore it became leased to the Old Colony

Railroad in 1888. The pamphlet is one

of those rare publications that becomes

more valuable with the lapse of time.

The author shows an enthusiastic interest

in the work, and has many pood words to

say about the early pioneers in locomo-

tive construction in New England.

Fuel Combustion.

The Bureau of Mines has issued Tech-

nical Paper No. 137, dealing very fully

with the subject of "Combustion in the

Fuel Bed of Hand-filled Furnaces." Es-

pecially in the matter of furnace design

and results of tests, the publication is

worthy the attention of all interested in

this important subject. The work is the

joint production of W. Kreisinger, F. K.

Ovitz and C. E. Augustine. Copies may
be had from the Superintendent of Docu-
ments, Government Printing Office, Wash-
ington, D. C. The price of this publica-

tion is IS cents.

The President Urges Efficiency.

The President of the United States

in a recent statement, said;

"To the men who run the railways of

the country, whether they be managers or

operative employes, let me say that the

railways are the arteries of the nation's

life and that upon them rests the immense
responsibility of seeing to it that tho?e

arteries suffer no obstruction of any kind,

no inefficiency nor slackened power."

Might of the roaring boiler.

Force of the engine's thrust.

Strength of the sweating toiler,

Greatly in these we trust.

But back of them stands the schemer,

The Thinker who drives things through;

Back of the Job—the Dreamer,

Who's making the dream come true

!

—Bcrton Bralcy.
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You Want Tool Holders

That Have Made Good

ARMSTRONG TOOL HOLDERS
WERE AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award at the Pan

ama-Pacilic International Exposition

THEY ALWAYS MAKE GOOD

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL CO.
The Tool Holder People"

312 N. Francisco Ave., Chicago, U. S. A.

Read all the Books on every Shelf—

But do your Thinking for yourself.

The Norwalk Ironworks Co.
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Makers of Air and Gas Cotnpressorf
For All Parpoae*

Stndfor Catalog
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Efficient Type of Bottom for Railway Water Tank
Comparison Vi ith the Wooden Tank and Wooden Bottom—Increased Storage

Capacity of Elliptical Bottom—Advantages of Steel Construction

—

Building and Maintenance Charges

Among the various changes in railway sub-structures for these tanks were also and are placed around the outside,

equipment which are constantly taking made of wood, topped by a grillage of The present day steel tank is, however,

place, there are probably none more con- wooden beams supporting the tank bot- a marked departure from its wooden pre-

spicuous at the present time than the torn. In time, this form of construction decessor in every phase of its construc-

abandonment of the wooden water tank became obsolete, and both the sub-struc- tion. There are two general types used

for the all steel structures on most of our ture and the wooden grillage, on account for railway service, known as the ellip-

big lines; and. aside from the differences of their temporary character and their tical, and the conical bottom, tank, both

fO.VK Al, TANK nOTTO.M. L. & E. RV. (ONRAI. BOTTOM TANK, ILL. ( ENT. U. R.

in the various materials used, there is no
single factor more closely allied with this

improvement than the change in the form
of the tank bottom.

The first tanks liuilt for railway service

were naturally modeled after those used
for various kinds of industrial service at

the time, and were, of course, made of

wood with flat wooden bottoms. The

frequent failure, were replaced by a steel

tower with a grillage of steel I-beams.

The same theory was not, however, ap-

plied to the super-structure, and we lind

the. wooden tank of today built essentially

as it was several decades ago with its

wooden staves held against each other

and against the edges of the flat bottom

by metal hoops which bind it together.

of which have the tower posts directly

connected to the shell-plates, and the bot-

tom plates joining the shell-plates on the

line of a true tangent.

The elliptical type has a bottom whose
cross section approximates to a semi-el-

lipse, while the conical bottom is made up
of a straight conical section connected to

the tank-shell by a circular arc tangent to
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liolli tilt inclined lirittoni anil to tlio cylin-

drical shell. Both types have larKC di-

nmctcr, riveted steel riser pipes directly

. onnected to the tank bottoms.

Among the numerous advantages which

these types of bottom construction have

over the flat bottom of the wooden tank,

none arc more apparent than the economy

of material effected. The wooden tank

bottom, being perfectly flat, must of ne-

cessity be supported from underneath, and

this requires the grillage of l-bcams.

above referred to. This grillage, which

may. in point of fact, be said to serve no

useful purpose whatever, as an actual con-

tainer for the stored water, weighs

nevertheless a very considerable amount,

in .some cases, a large percentage of what

a superimposed steel tank would wcij;b.

The steel tank bottom, on the otlur

han<l. is entirely self-supporting; no gril-

lage, bracing or stays of any kind are re-

quired ; while the induced stresses, which

arc readily determinable, are less than

those in the lowest course of the tank

shell.

In close connection with its self-sup-

porting properties, the steel bottom has

the added advantage that its chances of

permanency are much greater, and its rate

of depreciation much less, than in the case

of the wooden bottom with its grillage

construction. Every part of the steel bot-

tom is clear and open to the air ; it has no

points of contact with other surfaces tend-

ing to harbor dirt and moisture and so

induce corrosion. It is completely acces-

sible for inspection and painting. The

same cannot be said for the plank and

grillage bottom, as the area of contact be-

tween the bottom planks and the upper

flanges of the grillage beams is entirely

inaccessible; it can neither be seen, nor

painted, and. having a natural tendency to

hold moisture, it becomes a frequent cause

for the corrosion of the beams undcrtuath

and the rotting of the planks above.

In the case of steel tanks where the

posts have a batter so as to give a wide

base, as in the case of tanks having a

considerable elevation, such as are used at

railway repair shops, the tops of the

posts are joined to a steel ring w-hich en-

circles the tank and the inward pressure

at the top of the posts is not permitted

to bear upon the tank itself.

There is, however, still another economy

effected by the steel bottom which may

be called an economy of volume, rather

than one of material. When we consider

a wooden tank bottom we have a bottom

and a bottom only ; when we consider a

steel tank bottom, we have not only a

bottom, but, at once, a tank, complete in

itself, and possessed of a very considerable

storage capacity. This extra capacity in

most cases makes a very noticeable addi-

tion to the cylindrical portion of the tank

above. Taking as an illustration a flat

bottom tank twenty feet in diameter by

twenty feet in depth, we find that it con-

lain<^ approximately forty-seven thousand

gallons ; while the addition of a hemi-

spherical bottom will increase its capacity

hfteen thousand seven hundred gallons, or

J3 1-3 per cent. This increase in volume

is accompanied by a saving of material

which is an economy well worth while.

\'iewing the subject from the broad

standpoint of total cost, covering both

initial cost and maintenance charges, the

steel bottom tank is found to play an im-

IHirtant part in reducing the latter. As
stated above, both the elliptical and coni-

cal tvpes have large ri\eled steel risers

the side of the riser. This automatically

flushes out all the sediment without inter-

rupting the service of the tank, and the

operation practically costs nothing. In

marked cntrast to this we find that when

a flat-bottom tank is to be cleaned, it is

necessary to draw off all the water, and

shovel or scrape out the dirt. The dif-

ference in the amount of work done and

the cost, as compared with the other sys-

tem, is very apparent.

From a constructional viewpoint, the

steel bottom again shows its superiority

to the wooden bottom. The wooden

OKDI.NAKV WOODEN TANK AND HEMISPIIERIC.M, P.OTTO.M STEEL TANK WITH
CAPACITY OF 200,000 GALLS. 51 FT. 6 INS. HIGH.

riveted directly to the tank bottoms. These

are made from four to eight feet in di-

ameter and serve as settling basins for all

foreign material and sediment contained in

the water, and are equipped with wash-

out valves at the bottom.

Where the water is especially muddy
the ct)nical type is generally used. In this

case the mud which is deposited on the

sloping sides of the bottom is precipitated

into the large riser, where a considerable

amount may accuinulate before it inter-

feres with the inlet or outlet pipes which

extend several feet above the bottom.

When it is desired to clean the tank, it is

only necessary to turn the rod controlling

the wash-out valve and projecting through

planks of the flat bottom tank, should,

of course, fit very tightly into the

staves at their lower ends. To make
this joint, a deep groove is cut into the

inside surfaces of the staves into which

the bottom planks may or may not fit

snugly. In any event, this joint, which is

at the point of greatest pressure in the

tank, must be kept tight by the holding

pressure of the hoops alone, as the water

pressure tends to continually force the

joint open. Furthermore, this cut. or

groove, in the staves, which is made across

the grain of the wood, serves as a place

for the entrance of wate.r, as indicated by

the many cases of early decay at this

point.
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In the steel bottom tank there is no

riglit angle joint between the bottom and

the shell ; they join tangentially with no

tendency for one to spring away from tlie

other. Moreover, there is no probability

of the water entering the joints, as they

are made tight by calking only, mak-

ing a "metal to metal" joint without the

use of any foreign material. This is then

painted, leaving nothing to decay or cause

trouble.

The total result of the correct design

and construction of the steel bottom is,

that it is free from repairs, it does not

. leak, it does not fail and is always open

to inspection. By the use of this type of

bottom, it is possible to make the tank and

tower an integral unit of verj- pleasing

proportions and good appearance, which

item, in itself, is worthy of some consid-

eration.

The above-mentioned qualities, it would

seem, have met with the approval of many
of our railway executives, as indicated by

the adoption of the all-steel structure by

a large proportion of our leading roads.

This change has been made in most cases

only after very careful investigation into

the construction, length of life, class of

service and cost per year of tank service

of each tank, and appears to be a sound

endorsement of the newer type of

structure.

Modernizing Locomotives.

About 1890-5 there were locomotives

•of the 4-4-0 class. One of them weighed
about 116.000 lbs. and had a load of 74.-

500 lbs. on the driving wheels. This en-

gine developed a tractive effort of 21.-

290 lbs. To-day a locomcTtive. recently

built, with two cylinders, a single group
of driving wheels, develops a tractive

power of 84,500 lbs. That is about 3V;

times as much as the 4-4-0 engine. Thus
is. progress exemplified. In Europe the

high cost of fuel directed attention to the

possibility of greater efficiency and the

various savings which might be effected.

This viewpoint was sooner reached in

the older countries than it was here, and
led to many improvements, but our
progress has been substantial and rapid

when once it had tjot under way.
Among the various things which have

been done in the L'nited States was the

introduction of the superheater. This
appliance has added greatly to the effi-

ciency of the locomotive, and by that wc
mean that it is enabled to make more
ton-miles and make them faster than the

same engine would if not equipped with
a superheater. The steam that is gen-
erated is heated, so that cylinder conden-
sation is not permitted to restrict the

good use that is made of the steam sup-
plied to the cylinders; and when to the

.-.dvantage gained by the employment of
superheated steam, there is added a care-

fully workcd-out design of valve gear;

a very long step toward the desired end.

has been taken.

Formerly the capacity of an engine

was, as mathematicians would say, a

function of the physical power and en-

durance of the fireman. The mechanical
stoker, however, has altered all that.

Take for example the Street automatic

stoker, by test it was found that a good
fireman was able to shovel from 2'/, to 3

tons of coal an hour, while the mechani-
cal stoker was almost without limit,

though in practice, from 5 to 6 tons an
liour is usually satisfactory. The use of

tlie mechanical stoker proved that even

the restricted area of the grate, often not

larger than a good sized dining room
table, had not been used to its full value.

Pulverized fuel has lately been shown
:ts a very valuable steam producer, and
a company having the matter in hand
has by the design of a thoroughly work-
able appliance, shown that what gave ex-

cellent results in stationary practice, was
not only available for locomotive use,

but was an econoniical steam producer
of exceptional value. In this connection

one is led to regard the firebrick arch,

which is required where cheap, otherwise

waste coal, is used. This arch appliance

has a wide and beneficial function to per-

form in the firebox of any engine. It

prevents waste of coal by combining the

oxygen of the air with the carbon of the

coal, in the flame surging in the firebox,

and so brings about better combustion. In

fact the brick arch produces combustion
so thoroughly that the powerful draft

created by the exhaust steam does not

draw through the flues a dense black

cloud of unburned gas, but the carbon is

thoroughly consumed in the white-hot

hurricane of flame that the blast pro-

duces. The rapid escape of particles of

unburned carbon is checked, and the

baffled gases give up much more heat than

can be extracted from the coal on the

Krate, when burned in the usual way. A
definite quantity of coal, giving out a

definite quantity of heat, when burned
with the arch in place means more water
turned to steam with a larger liberation

of heat, from the definite supply of coal.

Just here the use of the automatic fire

door may be made to add its quota to

the general economy so far attained. The
opening of the fire door for however brief

a time produces an undesirable result. It

allows cold air to enter above the grates

and reduces the flow of air through the

layers of coal lying on the grates. This
has the result of directly checking some
part of the advantage gained in other ways
and militates against the economies of

good hand firing and the effect of the

brick arch. It docs not by any means
destroy these advantages, but it has a

tondcncy to reduce them, and the longer

the door is kept open the worse it will

be. .\ fireman doing his best to close the

door (|!ii:-kly nevertheless nullifies iiart

of the ecunomy lie has produced by his

good firing. The automatic door closer
does that work far better and quicker than
he can do it, and so reduces to a minimum
what there is of waste by the compar-
atively tardy operation of the door. Steam
operated grate shakers are, in a sense, in
the same class. A grate can be quickly
shaken on the road and any desired amount
of shaking can be had, and any section of
the grate can be shaken independently of
the others. This appliance does its work
well, and incidentally relieves the fireman
of much physical exertion; while at the
round house the quick and thorough shak-
ing out of the fire that can be had by
the steam operated grate shaker is in-
estimable. It permits quick turning of
an engine and easily and satisfactorily

assists in getting the engine ready for a
return trip. An engine on the road is

worth far more as a money earning ma-
chine than two in the shop.

The feed water heater is an important
revenue producer for very obvious rea-
sons. Water open or free to the air boils
at 212 degs. Fahr., and if water is heated
by otherwise waste steam, a correspond-
ing reduction of the heat required to boil
it, under pressure, is a manifest econ-
omy, just as painting a house already
primed must use up less material than if

the priming coat had to be bought and
applied. The feed water heater is effi-

cacious on the well-known economic truth
that the use of a by-product is the sur-
est way to wealth. The heat-containing
steam, which would otherwise escape as an
unused by-product of locomotive opera-
tion, when turned to account is made to

yield its heat to cold water, and insofar as
it accomplishes this, it reduces the amount
of coal burned in the firebox to produce
a given result.

Force feed lubricators ensure positive

lubrication. With their use there is no
doubt that the lubricant gets to the place
where it will do most good. Any pres-
sure of steam getting into the oil pipes,

from whatever cause, does not hold back
the oil which is forced to flow in one
direction only. Pockets in the pipes offer

no permanent obstacle to the flow of oil.

The work the oil is sent to do, it must do,

and its reliability and its steady flow
leave little to be desired. Flange lubri-

cators reduce friction on curves especially.

They reduce wear of flanges and though
seemingly of small importance, as far as

any one curve is concerned, they are ben-
eficial, and the effect of the oil is cumu-
lative and the action of the force feed

luliricator when spread over a period of

time brings down the power required to

drive an engine round a curve, and as

this power is derived from steam, and
the steam requires the burning of coal, a

positive and at least measurable amount
of fuel saving must be placed to the credit

of the lubricator.

(Cniliiiiird on pasc 210.)
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Mallet Articulated Locomotives for the Philadelphia

& Reading Railway
The I'hiladclpliia & KeadiiiK have

recently received, from the Baldwin

Locomotive Works, six Mallet locomo-

tives of the 2-8-8-2 type, which develop

a tractive force of 98,400 lbs. each and are

used in heavy freight and pushing serv-

ice on 3 per cent, grades. These locomo-

tives are of special interest, because of

the restricted clearance limits imposed.

The height limit is 15 ft., and the width

limit over the low pressure cylinders is

11 ft, while the width over the running

boards does not exceed 10 ft. 8 ins. The
boiler center is placed 9 ft. 9 ins. above

the rail, and this comparatively low ele-

vation has increased the difficulty of

working out some of the details of the

design.

The boiler is of the Woottcn type,

which is standard on this road, and it is

one of the largest Wootten boilers thus

far built, as it has a diameter at the

throat of 102 ins., and a grate area of

108 sq. ft. It is designed for a pressure

Owing to the restricted clearance limits,

it was necessary to mount the safety-valves

in a specially designed casting, which

projects downward into a 26-in. circular

o|)ening in the boiler shell. This open-

ing is placed just ahead of the combustion

chamber. The main dome is of pressed

steel and is 10;<i in. high. The whistle

is placed in a horizontal position, and its

connection is tapped directly into the

boiler shell.

The throttle is of the Rushton type,

with auxiliary drifting valve. The throt-

tle lever is placed in a vertical position on

the right-hand side of the cab, and is

connected to the tlirottic stem through a

transverse rotating shaft. Piston valves,

14 ins. in diameter, control the steam dis-

tribution to all the cylinders, and the

valve gears are of the Walschaerts type.

The front and back reverse shafts are

sui)ported on the guide bearers, and are

bent to clear the boiler. A single reach

rod, placed on the center line of the In-

mounted over these boxes and the frames

are supported on inverted leaf springs

suspended from the beams. The forward,

central equalizer is connected to the

beams over the front boxes through a

half-elliptic spring which is placed in a

transverse position. This arrangement

was adopted instead of using springs

over the front driving boxes.

The radius bar, which connects the

front and rear frames, is attached to a

horizontal pin secured to the front frames,

and has a ball-jointed connection with

the hinKc pin. This arrangement, which

is covered by a patent, has been applied

by the builders to a number of articulated

locomotives recently built by them. In

the engines now under review, the frames

are not interlocked in any way ; so that

the articulated joint has maximum flexi-

bility in both horizontal and vertical di-

rections.

There are four sand boxes, two lor the

fnin i.:roup of wheels and two tor the

2-S-8 2 TYPE LOCOMOTI\T.S FOR THl- nni.Ariy.IJ'III A \ Ri:\ni\(

I. .\. .Si-ule Supt. of Motive Po« r.,il<hvin Locomotive Work- r.uildcr

of 225 lbs., but in service the safety-

valves are set at 210 lbs. The total

equivalent heating surface is 7,901 sq.

ft. The designer incorporates a com-

bustion chamber 46 ins. long, and a brick

wall, 26 ins. high, is built across the

throat of this chamber. The equipment

includes a Street locomotive stoker and

Franklin power-operated fire-door and

grate shaker. The grate is divided into

three sections by two longitudinal bear-

ers. The bars in each side section arc

connected so aj to shake in three groups.

In the central section, there are drop

plates at the front and back, and the

bars between the drop plates are con-

nected to shake in two groups. The ash-

pan has three hoppers, two of which are

placed outside the frames, between the

rear driving-wheels and the trailing

truck. The fire-door opening is single,

and has a width of 35 ins. The dies used

in flanging the firebox sheets and back-

head are the same as those used for the

Mikado type locomotives now on this

road. ,

comotive, connects the front and back

reverse shafts. This arrangement, which

is regularly used on Baldwin Mallet lo-

comotives, occupies but little room, and

is particularly convenient on an engine

where the clearance is restricted, as it is

in this case. The Ragonnet reverse gear

is used.

The high pressure pistons are of box

form, while the low pressure pistons have

cast steel dished centers, with cast iron

bull rings, bolted on. The bull rings are

widened at the bottom, to give ample

bearing area, and no extension piston

rods are used.

The forward frames are stopped just

ahead of the leading driving pedestals,

and are bolted and keyed to a large steel

casting, which supports the low pressure

cylinders. The forward equalizing beam

is fulcrumed underneath this casting.

The forward equalization system divides

between the second and third pairs of

driving-wheels. As there is not room to

place springs over the boxes of the first

and .second -pairs of wheels, beams are

back group. The boxes are placed right

and left on the round of the boiler, and

the bell is similarly situated on the right-

hand side. Front bumper steps are pro-

vided instead of a pilot, and the equip-

ment in this respect is in accordance with

the requirements for switching service.

The detail parts of these locomotives

are designed to interchange, where prac-

ticable, with those of the Mikado type

engines on the Reading. The following

parts were furnished by the Standard

Steel Works Company : Connecting rods,

driving axles, piston rods, stub straps,

crank pins, driving tires, smoke-box rings,

springs, tender wheels. The dimensions

are given in the table

:

General—Guage of track. 4 ft. S'/i ins.

;

cylinders, 26 ins. x 40 ins. x 32 ins.

;

valves, piston, 14 ins. diam.

Boiler—Type, Wootten. conical ; di-

ameter. 90 ins. ; thickness of sheets, 15/16

in. ; working pressure, 210 lbs. ; fuel,

hard and soft coal mixed ; staying, radial.

Fire Box—Material, steel ; length,

144J4 ins.; width, 108!'4 in?- : depth, front,
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84J'5 ins. ; back, 65;2 ins. ; tliickness of

sheets, sides, fg in.; back, ^ in.; crown,

H in. ; tube, f^ in.

Water space—Front, 5 ins. ; sides,

back, 4 ins.

Tubes—Diameter, S'/i and 2^4 ins.

;

material, S'A ins., steel; 2% ins. iron;

thickness, 5]^ ins. No. 9 W. G. ; 254 ins.

No. 11 W. G.; number, 5% ins., SO; 214

ins., 277 ; length, 23 ft. ins.

Heating surface—Fire box, 264 sq. ft.

;

combustion chamber, 94 sq. ft. ; tubes,

5,389 sq. ft. ; total 5,747 sq. ft. ; super-

heater, 1,436 sq. ft. ; grate area, 108 sq. ft.

Driving wheels—Dliameter, outside, 55j4

ins.; journals, main and others, 11 x 13

ins.

Engine truck wheels—Diameter, front,

33 ins.; journals, 7 ins. x 11 ins.; di-

ameter, back, 33 ins.

Wheel base—Driving, 39 ft. 8 ins.

;

rigid. IS ft. ins.; total engine, 55 ft. 10

ins. ; total engine and tender, 83 ft. 2J/2

ins.

Weight—On driving wheels, 435,200

lbs. ; on truck, front, 23,000 lbs. ; on truck,

back, 20,300 lbs.; total engine, 478,500

lbs. ; total engine and tender, about 630,-

000 lbs.

Tender—Wheels, number, 8; diameter,

36 ins.; journals, 6 ins. x 11 ins.; tank

capacity, 8,000 gals. ; fuel, 13 tons ; serv-

ice, freight.

Practical Elimination of Corrosion in Hot Water Supply Pipe

Mr. F. X. Speller, Metallurgical Engi-

neer, National Tube Co., recently read a

paper before the American Society of

Heating and Ventilating Engineers. He
said, among other things

:

In discussing the general principles of

the mechanism of corrosion, the writer

pointed out on a previous occasion the

wide difference in durability found with

the same kind of pipe in different kinds

of service, and how this difference had

been noticed in the same class of service

by varying the conditions of heating so as

to remove more or less of the free oxygen

from the water. Free o.xygen and car-

bonic acid in water have been proved to

be the cause of practically all the trouble

with hot water supply lines, as these

gases are retained in the water with the

closed systems of heating used almost

universally in this country. Two methods

of removing these gases from water, giv-

ing the percentage removed under various

conditions, were: (1) by reducing the

pressure of the heated water—for exam-
ple, by the use of an efficient "open" type

heater under atmospheric pressure, or

partial vacuum, and (2) by keeping the

hot water in contact with a large surface

of iron under pressure for a sufficient

length of, time to remove and "fix" the

oxygen and carbon dioxide.

The latter principle has been in use at

two plants during the past year: at the

Research Laboratory and Hospital Build-

ing, National Tube Company, McKees-
port, Pa., and at the Irene Kaufmann
Settlement, Pittsburgh, Pa. Both installa-

tions have demonstrated that the corro-

sion of iron or steel pipe can be arrested

and practically eliminated by this process.

The course of the water circulating be-

tween the heater and storage tank and the

temperature of the filter is maintained the

same as the water in storage. Where cir-

culation of hot water has to be maintained

in buildings, the outlet line can be taken

up through the filter bed and the return

connected in at the bottom of the filter.

In one plant discs of "Cambridge"
metal lath were used. Strips of this or

other suitable form of sheet iron may be

used provided it is spaced so as to fill the

chamber and yet leave a cellular structure

with openings not over one-quarter or

three-eighth inch through which the

water can freely circulate. Rust occupies

a space several times that of metallic iron

and this must be provided for.

The average daily consumption of

treated hot water in the Kaufmann Set-

tlement varied from 600 to 1,200 gals. In

the other system using untreated water

somewhat less was used. The normal

temperature of the hot water is 170 deg.

Fahr.

The original piping in this building was
about worn out at the time the present

system was installed ; in fact, this was the

main reason for selecting this location for

these experiments. Once rust starts, the

action is usually accelerated, so that the

arresting of corrosion in old pipes is of

great significance and promise.

It is, of course, necessary to filter the

fine rust out of water so treated before

use, and it is also necessary that the filter

be so designed in connection with the

heater as to be kept hot when no water is

being drawn.

The Settlement was built in 1910, using

wrought iron and steel pi-ie for the hot

and cold water lines with storage tanks

and gas heaters. AW the hot water piping

was showing signs of serious corrosion by
1915. a number of pieces having already

been replaced with brass pipe. Every
week or two replacements and repairs

had to be made.

With the approval of the directors, a

new hot-water heating system, to supply

the residence and laundry alone, was put

into use, December, 1915. This consisted

of a storage tank filled with alternate

pieces of corrugated and plain steel

sheets. No. 26 gauge, arranged radially

around a filter. The water was heated by

a Stewart heater passed downward be-

tween these plates, being thereby deoxi-

dized to a large extent. The water then

flowed upwards through pipes to the top

of the filter and downwards again

through the filter and finally up through

the central pipe to the system. The
return with check was brought into the

bottom of the chamber underneath the

filter bed.

The Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory was
.employed to make tests at this time, De-
cember, 1915. The relative corrosion of

pieces taken from the same length of pipe,

with and without treatment, indicated the

results obtained by eliminating this

amount of oxygen from the water. The
pipes carrying deoxidized water were in

use a month longer and carried 50 per

cent, more water but showed from 62 to

85 per cent, less corrosion, based on the

deepest pitting in the pipe carrying un-

treated water. The best results were

found with the steel pipe, which had the

least amount of mill scale on the inside

surface. There was no practical differ-

ence between the best grades of so-called

"genuine" wrought iron and steel pipe

under these conditions.

These Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory

experiments also indicated that water,

which has been in contact with the plates

in the deoxidizer, still carried consider-

able gas in solution, but that this gas con-

sisted mainly of hydrogen and nitrogen.

The hydrogen frequently ran as high as

20 per cent. The oxygen in untreated

water frequently runs as high as 26 to 30

per cent, of the volume of dissolved gases.

It is also of interest to note from the

gas analyses and oxygen determinations

made from time to time that the rate of

removal of oxygen has not diminished

with length of service. Plates which were
removed from the McKeesport plant after

eight months' service had a thick layer of

rust over the surface, but the efficiency of

the tank was even greater after use.

The question as to how long these plates

will last often comes up. That depends

on the quantity of water treated. Assum-
ing the raw water contains 9 c.c. of free

oxygen per liter and is completely deoxi-

dized, from the analysis of the rust

formed, about 220 lbs. of iron will be used

up in treating 1.000,000 -gals, of water.

At this rate and figuring the cost of sheet

iron scrap at 2c. per lb., the cost of mate-

rial for deoxidization of water is well

within the usual cost of chemicals for the

treatment of boiler water.

Rebuilding French Railroads.

The pressing need for .\morican en-

gineers, railroad men and technical work-

men to help rebuild the railroads, canals

and highways of the devastated regions of

France is emphasized in a report just

made by Albert Claveille, Under Secre-

tary of Transportation.
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Railway Water Supply
Consumption and

Mr. C. R. Knowles, superintendent of

water service on the Illinois Central

Railroad, recently spoke on this subject

to the members of the New York Rail-

road Club. Among other things he said

:

The estimated annual consumption of

water by locomotives alone on tlie rail-

roads of the United States is 45O,O(X),00O,-

000 pals. The cost of furnishiuR this

water, not including maintenance, interest

and depreciation of water stations, is

over $16,000,000 per year. Water for

other than locomotive supply is not in-

cluded in these figures. Assuming the

water stations to be spaced an average

distance of 20 miles apart, it is necessary

to maintain nearly 13,000 water stations

to supply the water required by more

than 60.000 locomotives hauling 1,000,000,-

000 passengers and 2,000,000.000 tons of

freight annually. The twelve reservoirs

in the Croton water shed, which supply

New York City with water, with a stor-

age capacity of 104.443.000.000 gals., would

furnish our railroads with water for

about two months.

The consumption of water by locomo-

tives will vary greatly with existing con-

ditions, such as the power and speed, the

curvature, gradients and tonnage of

trains, also condition of rolling stock and

track and the ability of the engineer and

fireman. A test made showed the fol-

lowing :

Consolidation Locomotives:

Water used per engine mile. . .219.6 gals.

Water used per 100 gross ton

miles 17.3 gals.

Mallet Locomotives:

Water used per engine mile... 257.6 gals.

Water used per 100 gross ton

miles 14.25 gals.

Mikado Locomolizrs:

Water used per engine mile... 202.5 gals.

Water used per 100 gross ton

miles 10.1 gals.

The Mikado engines were given the

preference in fast freight runs and this

service permitted of greater economy in

fuel and water.

An analysis of the use of 4.550.000.000

gals, of water on 2,000 miles of road in-

dicated that locomotives consumed 74 per

cent, of this amount or 3.367.000.000 gals.,

washing and filling boilers at terminals

used 16 per cent., amounting to 728.000.000

gals.

.\s an example of the enormous in-

crease in the consumption of water by

the railroads during the last quarter of

a century, a compilation of the figures

showing the water consumed at a rail-

road in central Illinois may be cited.

The amount used at this point in 1895

was 72.000.000 gals., while in 1905 it had

increased to 141.404.000 gals., and in 1915

Cofit— Lakes* and Ponds Furnish tin- first \\ ater

to 238,630,000 gals. .According to these

tigurcs, the consumption has practically

doubled every ten years. It may be said

in passing, that the consumption in 1915

was 42,000,000 gals, less than that of 1914

because of a campaign against water

waste.

While water supply is among the most

important requirements, it has perhaps re-

ceived less consideration than almost any

other department, many railroads being

apparently indifferent to the necessity for

more economical and serviceable installa-

tions. While many of the water stations

constructed 20 years or more ago are still

in use, the expense for maintenance and

operation is often excessive and an ade-

quate supply uncertain. With freight trains

on important trunk lines of low gradients

loaded with 2,000 to 5.000 tons and engine

tender storage of 9,000 and 10,000 gals.,

the development of a water supply may
certainly be classed among the most im-

portant features of modern railway oper-

ation.

In the selection of a railway water sup-

ply, two important features are to be con-

sidered : first, the water must be satisfac-

tory as to quality, and, second, it must be

available in sufficient quantity. To secure

an ample supply of satisfactory water, it

is often necessary to pipe it from a dis-

tance. If water from surface supplies is

not available within a reasonable distance,

consideration should be given to water

from ground sources, or from impound-

ing reservoirs, if a suitable location may
be found.

Streams usually carry considerable mat-

ter in suspension and the problem of pro-

tecting the intake lines from mud. sand,

leaves, etc., is quite important. The mat-

ter carried in suspension by the water of

streams may be readily removed by

settling basins or filtration and the water

is usually of a good quality, except where

the streams are polluted by sewage or in-

dustrial wastes. Smaller streams are

often affected by organic and vegetable

matter, especially after a prolonged dry

period, followed by light rains, which

bring the deleterious matter into the

streams, but do not flood the streams so

as to carry the impurities away. This

condition accounts for a great deal of

the trouble experienced from foaming and

pitting by water that is usually considered

good water.

The smaller lakes and ponds usually

offer the most favorable conditions for

establishing a pumping station, both as

to construction and in quality of water.

They are little affected by storms, and

while the quality of the water of the

large lakes is uniformly good, the effects

of currents and storms sometimes cause

a great deal oi turbidity and sewage pollu-

tion, as well as stoppage of intake, if the

intake is near the shore. \'ery few, if

any, intakes of railway water stations are

far away from shore or breakwater, and
as the -.hnrcs of lakes in the vicinity of

cities are being constantly extended, chiefly

through the dumping of rubbish, these in-

takes arc a constant source of trouble and
expense.

A well is not always the most satisfac-

tory method of securing water, as where
the head is far below the surface, the cost

of raising the water is excessive, but sur-

face conditions are often such that the

only available water supply is secured

from wells. Well waters, as a rule, are

pure and clear, although many are ver>'

hard. .\ hard water is not objectionable

for drinking purposes, but is unsatisfac-

tory for boiler use.

The general tendency of railroads has

been to attempt to standardize the pump-
ing equipment, it being assumed in many
instances that if certain equipment gave

good results under certain conditions, that

it should be adopted as standard and used

in all cases, regardless of local conditions.

While it is desirable to adopt certain

standards as applying to water supply,

such as tanks, pump houses, etc., it is a

mistake to include the pumping equipment

in such standardization. In the selection

of pumping equipment, much is depend-

ent upon the source of supply, local con-

ditions, available fuel and existing facili-

ties. While fuel consumption is the most
important factor in pumping efficiency, it

often represents only a small part of the

cost of operation. In man\ instances, at-

tendance and interest and depreciation

charges may make up the greater part of

the operating expense. Steam is most

commonly used in pumping water and is

economical or otherwise, according to

whether the installation is near a source

of fuel supply.

Gasoline engines, while not the most

economical pumping units, are even less

so with the increased cost of gasoline and
the expense of operating these engines.

Gasoline engines now in service may be

converted into oil burning engines by the

use .of attachments for vaporizing the

heavier oils before they enter the cylin-

der. Oil engines of the Semi-Diesel type

are being used extensively in railway

water service and are proving very eco-

nomical power units. Oil engines are

more restricted than steam pumps and

their use is necessarily limited to a certain

extent, particularly where there is a wide

range of duty, as they will not operate suc-

cessfully under an overload and providing

excess power cuts down the efficiency.

They are coming into greater favor as the
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centrifugal pump is being developed, as

an oil engine and centrifugal pump make

an ideal installation under favorable con-

ditions.

Cast iron pipe is undoubtedly preferable

to either wrought iron or steel pipe for

underground water mains because of its

greater resistance to corrosion. There

are considerable data on the life of cast

iron pipe, which go to show that it is

good for 100 years under almost any ordi-

nary soil conditions. Suction lines are

subject to rapid decay and the increased

life to be obtained from wrought iron pipe

will fully justify its use for this purpose.

Too much stress cannot be placed upon

the maintenance of pipe lines. We are in-

clined to overlook this feature, for the

reason that they are, for the most part,

underground, but if they were brought to

the surface and their true condition real-

ized, it would doubtless prove an in-

structive but very unpleasant surprise.

Up to within the past few years, stand-

ard tanks rarely exceeded a capacity of

50,000 to 60,000 gals., while the tanks on

many lines today include tanks holding

100,000 to 150,00" gals., and even 200,000

gals. While the tendency toward larger

tanks has been marked, the development

along this line has been all too slow and

the efficiency of the water service im-

paired to a great e.xtent by limited stor-

age. The construction of large tanks has

been retarded to some extent owing to

permanent location, on account of the

possibility of track changes and other

construction features. By installing pen-

stocks, it is possible to select a perma-

nent location for a tank, remote from the

track and out of the way of future con-

struction. In addition to permitting a

more satisfactory location of the tank, a

penstock offers many other advantages, as

it does not obstruct the view of signals,

etc., offers better drainage and gives less

trouble from soft track and ice in winter.

All natural waters contain more or less

foreign matter, either in suspension or

solution and the relative degree of purity

is dependent on the locality in which they

originate. It is unnecessary to detail here

the disadvantages of a poor water, as

they are only too apparent on our rail-

roads. The .American Railway Engineer-

ing Association estimates a saving of 7

rents per pound for incrusting matter

kept from entering the boiler. In arriving

at a cost of 7 cents for incrusting mat-
ter, the committee realized that the

benefits derived from water treatment are

numerous, but usually of an intangible na-

ture. However, valves were placed on

four of them—loss of fuel resulting from
the insulating effect of the scale, renewal

of flues, repair work on flues and boilers

in the roundhouse and the loss of engine

time during repairs. On account of its

intangible nature, the reduction of engine

faihires was not rr.nsidered in determining

this figure. It has been found that the

average cost per engine failure, exclusive

of labor and material for repairs, amounts

to $17, and on one division the engine

failures resulting from boiler troubles

were cut down over 1,000 per year by the

treatment of the water, thereby giving

saving in this one item alone of $17,000.

From this it is seen that 7 cents is very

conservative.

There are two methods to be followed

in the treatment of boiler water. It may
either be purified by treating plants before

it enters the boiler, or it may be treated

inside the boiler by the use of compounds.

Concerning interior treatment, while in

the case of stationary boilers conditions

are favorable for the use of compounds,

the interior of a locomotive boiler is so

small in proportion to the steaming ca-

pacity that there is a definite limit to the

permissible viscosity of the water. Time

for reaction is a factor also and as a

general thing interior treatment would

appear inadvisable. The proper treatment

is by means of a purifying or softening

plant before the water enters the boiler.

Water is generally considered as free

as the air we breathe and much of the

waste is due to carelessness on the part of

employees who fail to realize its cost.

This lack of co-operation, due to igno-

rance of the value of water, sometimes

aided and abetted by departmental views

and jealousies, causes thousands of dol-

lars expense. American railroads con-

sume daily approximately 1,750,000,000

gals, of water, at a daily expense of about

one hundred thousand dollars. These fig-

ures should be enough to convince almost

anyone that water is not free, and that a

saving in water is quite as important as a

saving in coal, oil or other supplies. It is

safe to say that IS per cent, of all the

water used by railroads is wasted. By
waste is meant that quantity of water

drawn in excess of the amount actually

required.

Large quantities of water may be

wasted in taking water at tanks and pen-

stocks. A conservative estimate of

the total cost of this waste per annum
is $60 per tank or 5 per cent, on $1,200

and will pay the interest and depreciation

on the cost of construction of a new 100,-

000 gallon tank at each station in five

years.

One of the most expensive sources of

water waste is at engine houses, in con-

nection with the use of boiler washout

hose and valves. The water used for

washing locomotives invariably has to be

handled twice to secure the high pressure

necessary to properly wash locomotive

boilers. The average cost for such water

is in excess of 10 cents per 1.000 gals. A
boiler washout hose, with a one-inch noz-

zle, at 100 lbs. pressure, will easily waste

12.000 gals, of water per hour at a cost of

$1.20 tn $1.50.

T-aws prohibiting the use of public

drinking cups have made the bubbling

drinking fountain a necessity, but the

makeshift affair commonly constructed of

half-inch to one and one-half inch pipe

and flowing constantly, is an abuse to this

system of providing drinking water in a

railroad shop and wastes from $150 to

$350 per year for each fountain. A single

bubbling fountain, with a quarter of an

inch opening at 25 lbs. pressure, will de-

liver 425 gals, per hour, which would

furnish ample drinking water for 10,000

men and allow 50 per cent, waste. The
only satisfactory- way to control this waste

is to restrict the size of opening and equip

all fixtures of this kind with self-closing

valve.

Yard hydrants for sprinkling, filling

car tanks and coach yard service also

cause a heavy waste of water. A one-

inch hydrant of this type will waste from

20 to 30 cents worth of water per hour,

or $5 to $7 per day. Forty or fifty of

these hydrants are often installed in a

single coach yard and, as there are nearly

always a number of them open and run-

ning, the loss is enormous.

Leaking or improperly adjusted valves

in toilet flush tanks will waste from $3 to

$50 per month for each battery, depending

on the number of fixtures and cost of

water. A case was found recently where

toilet facilities at a large terminal were

causing a loss of over $400 per month.

In another instance, the loss was over

$150 per month. The trouble was cor-

rected by cutting down the waste of

water and the saving at these two points

alone amounts to $10,000 per year. An-
other source of waste is through leaks in

underground mains. These underground

leaks are not always easy to detect, for,

if the pipe is laid in a porous formation

or near sewers, the water finds a ready

outlet without reaching the surface. The
saving effected in handling cinders with

modern cinder pit facilities is often de-

stroyed by the waste of water by hose

connections.

As an example of what may be accom-

plished by a campaign against water waste

the Illinois Central System reduced the

expense for city water by $34,573.79. The
expense for city water was further re-

duced during the year ending June 30.

1916, to $174,101.31, showing a reduction

in the cost of city water in two years of

$85,695.42. This is a net saving, all of

which has been accomplished by the elim-

ination of water waste.

With the exception of a few of the

larger railroad systems, no distinct water

departments are maintained. On the ma-

jority of roads the development of water

supply and design and construction of

water stations is handled by someone in

the Engineering Department in connec-

tion with other duties, while the mainte-

nance and operation comes under the

supervisor or foreman of bridges and

buildings, whose principal duties are along

other lines.
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Tlic investments necessary to provide

improved facilities, together with the cost

of pumping and properly treating the

large quantities of water required, repre-

sent such heavy expenditures that more
careful and extensive investigation should

be given the subject of water supply, with

a view of greater economy and more sat-

isfactory service. To accomplish the de-

sired results, a well organized water

department is necessary. The organiza-

tion of such a department does not neces-

sarily mean a heavy additional expense

for salaries, etc., but rather the recon-

struction of the existing organization,

placing the forces used in water service

on a definite basis, with a supervising

head directing the energies of the depart-

ment in the proper channel. In fact reor-

ganizing the water service forces as a

distinct unit would, on many roads, effect

an actual reduction of force. That there

is an urgent necssity for such an organi-

zation has been proved by the results ob-

tained by the roads which have established

a department to handle this very impor-

tant feature of railroad operation.

At the Mt. Clare Shops of the Baltimore & Ohio
Extensive Installation of Antoniatic Machines—Complete

Modern P^qnipment—Able Personnel

An extensive installation of automatic

machines has been made in the Mt. Clare

shops of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,

Baltimore, Md. These embrace 12 Potter

& Johnston Machine Company's auto-

matic chucking and turning machines,

piston and piston ring machines, screw

shaving machines. There are 7 single

spindle and 4 four-spindle Gridley auto-

matic and semi-automatic machines, fur-

nished hy the Xational-Acme Manufac-

turing Company. Windsor, Vt. There

?re also 2 New Britain automatic spindle

chucking machines.

These machines are designed for the

manufacture of many of the smaller ap-

pliances of the modern locomotive, and

embrace such articles as air pump piston

heads, piston packing rings, valve bull

rings, link motion bushings and pins,

globe valves, drain and cylinder cocks,

wash-out plugs, oil cups and caps for

link motion, side rod grease cups and

similar appliances.

In observing the various processes

through which any of these or other ar-

ticles passed from the rough casting or

forging to the finished product, the most

striking feature of the operations was

the almost complete absence, in nearly

every instance, of manual labor. Then

the degree of rapidity and the perfect fin-

ish of each part left nothing to be desired.

In regard to Potter & Johnston machines,

whose works are located at Pawtucket,

R. I., one attendant was operating a bat-

tery of six machines, and the work done

by hand was of the simplest kind—placing

the piece in the chuck or on the arbor,

and removing the finished product. A
feed and speed table is attached to each

machine, directing the proper speed and

feed gears for any parts to be handled by

the machines. The turret containing the

stations upon which the tools are bolted,

is advanced, revolved and returned auto-

matically with a comparatively small loss

of time, and when the turret slide has

advanced to the cutting point of the tools,

the feeding motion is automatically

thrown in. On the machine shown in

our illustration the turret travel is 9

inches, sufficient to permit of having all

turret tools piloted in a bushing mounted

in the chuck before the actual cutting

operations commence. The machine is

possessed of great rigidity. Either belt

or motor drive is applied to these ma-
chines—a bracket being bolted upon the

base of the larger machines, upon which

the motor is mounted, substituting for

the driving pulley a clutch gear, which

meshes into the pinion on the motor

shaft.

The Gridley piston and ring machines

are semi-automatic, especially designed

lor making pistons and piston rings.

work. .\ semi-automatic machine is one
in which the rough piece of work is

placed in the chuck by the operator and

on which all of the various operations,

such as turning, drilling, boring, tapping,

facing, etc.. are automatically performed,

::$ well as the rotating of the turret ; that

is, the machines are fully automatic,

except putting the unfinished piece of

work into the chuck by the operator.

Special reference may be made to the

Xew Britain machines and their superb

structure and operations. In the machin-

t;UlL)LKV -VILLTIPLESl'lXULE .MTO.M.XTIC.

They turn the outside of the ring's eccen-

tric at the same time that the insides of

the rings are being bored concentric.

They are adapted for the smaller sizes

of piston rings.

It can be seen at a glance the great

advantage in the design of tliese machines

over the earlier forms, as they not only

control the absolute accuracy of the

product, but also its adaptability to work
that has heretofore to be made on hand-

operated turret machines, but which can

now be made by Gridley automatics. It

may be added that the machines gener-

:\lly are made in three sizes, and are

especially serviceable for the smallest as

well as the largest kinds of locomotive

ing of cylinder cocks on what was known
as a Libby machine with five heads at-

tached to the turret, the operator removed

the finished part and inserted another

rough casting in one head, while four

operations were going on simultaneously,

including boring, tapping, facing and cut-

ting the valve seat at the rate of one per

minute at a cost of about 75 cents per

hundred. This machine was the product

of the New Britain Machine Company,

Xew Britain, Conn., and while it is not

our purpose to make comparisons looking

towards favoring any particular maker,

which would, indeed, be difficult where

all were so rapid in producing the finished

product and so uniformly perfect in
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finish, a marked peculiarity of the New
Britain machines is their adaptability to

an extensive variety of work. They are

also adapted to engage a combination tap

and die head, a very ingenious appliance

that may be fitted to all machines for cut-

ting internal and external threads of dif-

ferent diameters and pitches on the same

end of a piece of work at the same time.

"The tap is fastened directly to the sliding

spindle and threads according to the

pitch. Both tap and die have their own

starting levers and cams, so that they are

entirely independent of each other, with

the exception of driving.

The illustration showing the New Brit-

ain automatic, known as size 24, is of the

single head type, with four working spin-

dles and five chucking positions. This

machine is adapted for service on an end-

less variety of parts, including air brake

and general locomotive parts, nearly all

kinds of valves, unions and steam fittings,

up to and including 2-inch taper pipe

sizes, as well as all the lighter appliances

used on motors. It is rigid in construc-

and the screw cutting tool passed rapidly

along the outer face of the casting, the

plug was completed without any center-

ing or dog-fastening, and the price of

product reduced to 75 cents per hundred.

The oxy-acetylene and electric welding

processes were much in evidence. Broken

and cracked cylinders had a brick arch

built over them and submitted to a heat-

ing process that lasted for many hours,

when the oxy-acetylene torch was applied

with rapid and satisfactory results. The
cylinders were rebored and machined and

no further failure recorded. The elec-

tric torch was being used in welding the

studs on smoke-box front ends, instead

of drilling and tapping and applying nuts

to the inner projecting ends of the studs.

The oxy-acetylene seemed to be the fav-

orite method of welding in general boiler

repair work. We observed an improve-

ment in cutting oflf the projecting ends

of boiler studs by the use of the oxy-

acetylene torch, instead of cutting, with a

chisel, which frequently had the effect

of slightlv damaging the thread in the

The Railroads' Supreme Patriotic Duty

How the railroads can do more work
with existing facilities is set forth in an

eight-page official bulletin just issued to

all the railroads of the United States by

the Executive Committee of the American

Railway Association's Special Committee

on National Defense. The appeal is force-

fully eloquent and eminently practical

;

rules are presented categorically how
motive power may be conserved ; the

prompt repairing of cars is insisted upon;

the importance of train-loading is pointed

out, and the intelligent use of embargoes

IS explained, all looking towards meeting

a great national emergency, calling for

the best of which we are capable. The

committee, of which Fairfax Harrison,

president Southern Railway System, is

chairman, together with the other mem-
bers, including Howard Elliott, of the

New Haven ; Hale Holden, of the Bur-

lington
;
Julius Kruttschnitt, of the South-

ern Pacific, and Samuel Rea, of the Penn-

sylvania, are doing an admirable work,

and we know that their earnest appeals

to the railroad men to rise to the full

measure of their patriotic duty will not

be made in vain.
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tion and has ample reserve power reliable

in all speeds and feeds at a speed at which

the best tool steel is capable of meeting in

modern practice. What is known as the

differential, a hurry-up motion, has the

quality of operating the turret at high

speed when tools have finished cutting. On
work which requires a slow feed, this

hurry-up with quick indexing greatly in-

creases the rate of production. In case the

machine is used on brass work with a very

coarse feed, the differential can be thrown
out of action by removing the high-speed

shifting dog. This fine machine is com-
ing rapidly into popular favor.

The introduction of the new machines
with their amazing output seemed infec-

tious, so much so, that W. S. Eyerly,

foreman of No. 2 machine shop in the

Mt. Clare works, contrived a rapid

method of turning out boiler wash-out
plugs. By the old method of turning on
lathe centers, they had cost about 4 cents

each. By adjusting an appliance to hold

the square head of the plug on the revolv-

ing end of an ordinary lathe and a move-
able piston actuated by compressed air

on the other end, the plug was held at

once with sufficient degree of tightness,

sheet by the vibration incident to the cold

cutting process.

.•\mong the 2,700 men employed in the

works there are already many enlistments

for service in the army, but the enter-

prising heads of the motive power de-

partment are meeting the situation in a

manner worthy of emulation. The latest

and best kinds of machines are being in-

stalled and the most approved methods

are adopted. Mr. F. H. Clark, general

superintendent of motive power, is the

riKht man in the right place, while Mr.

1.. Fincgan, the shop superintendent, is

possessed of the rare faculty of getting

the best out of the skilled mechanics.

Mr. R. Bowler, a young engineer of

marked ability, had charge of the new
machines and was familiar with every

detail of their intricate construction, and

has the fine quality of imparting his mas-

tery of details to others. In brief, the

.Mt. Clare shops of the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad are not only models in structure

and appliances, but examples of accomp-

lishment that would be difficult to sur-

pass, while the faces of the skilled me-

chanics were illumined with the joy of

contentment.

Pulverized Fuel on Canadian Engines.

The Prairie Provinces of the Dominion

have large deposits of coal, but much of

it has hitherto been unsuitable for rail-

way fuel for locomotives. During recent

years experiments have been made re-

specting the use of pulverized fuel for

locomotives. It has been used for several

years in connection with certain kinds of

metallurgical work and has been found

of great economic importance. The tests

made on locomotives show that the use

of pulverized coal is as efficient if not

more efficient than the ordinary method

of burning coal, and, in addition it does

not cause smoke, cinders, nor sparks. Its

use is not only an economy, but would

probably add to the comfort of the pas-

sengers.

The railway fuel problem in Central

and Western Canada is an important one,

and, considering the introduction of pul-

verized fuel on railways in the United

States and the economy effected by its

use, points to the time when engines

equipped with the Locomotive Pulverized

Fuel Company's apparatus may be used in

Canada.

Safety Engineering.

The May issue of Safety Engineering is

an exceptionally interesting number, con-

taining among a large number of excel-

lent articles, a paper on "Welded and

Screwed Connections," wherein the rela-

tive strength of oxy-acetylene and

screwed pipe connections as shown by

hydraulic pressure tests are fully de-

scribed.
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The Operatinfi Side of a Railroad
To Tnsun- Promotion Requires E\|»friein;'. Self-Coiifidciue. Jiul^in.nt. ami an A>Minip-

tion ol Ke.-«|u)n>il>ility

By A. J. STONE, Virc-PretiJenl of the Erie Railroad.

The Kailroad Men's Improvement So- own ability, and the lumiilative effect of shopmen. >wiichnien. general office clerks,,

ciety of New York have addresses of an one poor job after another tinally results and many iiher; in fact, all other occii-

improving character delivered periodically

at their meetings. At the May meeting

held in the Machinery Club rooms Mr.

A. J. Stone, vice-president of the Erie

Railroad, read the following address:

I have been asked to talk to you upon

the subject of "The Operating Side of a

Railroad," but as I reflect upon the net

'

results of my own work durinK the past

few months, as shown in the balance

sheet, I am beginning to doubt the pro-

priety of an attempt on my part to en-

lighten you, and I therefore ask for lati-

tude in the premises.

You have favored me with the oppor-

tunity of addressing you, and I thank you

very much for the privilege. I have kept

in close touch with your Association

through some of your members, and have

had a genuine admiration for you all, bt-

cause of your effort to improve yoiir

understanding of the conditions with

which you are surrounded in your busi-

ness. The many side lights which have

been thrown upon the railroad work by

those who have addressed you must be

of great value to you, because each

speaker has doubtless done his best to

make his remarks interesting and in-

structive. Your organization is com-

mendable and unique in that it is a

self-supporting body with the single pur-

pose of educational study, and the steady

growth of your membership speaks vol-

umes for the high character of the .\s-

sociation. I respect you for the eff..rt

which you are making, and if I am in a

small degree able to say anything to you

tliat will encourage you in your efforts

or inspire you I shall be grateful for the

opportunity.

Men need inspiration in their work.

That does not apply to young men alone,

but to both young and old. It seems to

me the older I grow the more need I

have for inspiration, and I have observed

in my own case that as the years pass

the enthusiasm of youth dulls to some

extent and greater effort is required to

shake off the tendency to become blase.

The object of your society is self-

improvement. Therefore. I have taken

the liberty to speak of some of the prin-

entire loss of conlidence and unfits

man for the assumption of responsibility.

Whatever the task at hand it should be

done well, if for no other reason than

to build up one's own character. We
never know when a piece of good work

may be taken notice of to our advantage,

l.ut we are almost certain that a job

poorly done will attract attention and

criticism.

.Avoid giving an impression of being

.onceited. \o man likes a ctMiccited per-

son, but conceit should not be confounded

with self-confidence, as confidence is ab-

solutely • essential to success. A man

must have convictions and tlun liavc the

A. J. STONE,
President, Erie Ra ilroad.

courage to l)ack those con\ictions. It is

not immodest for a man of clear head

and clean principles to fairly measure

himself with his associates in his work.

To constantly defer to other people's

opinion brands a man as a weakling. On

the other hand, a man must know when

to defer and not permit his own convic-

tions, no matter how strong, to render

him non-amenable to properly constituted

authority. .A good soldier scrupulously

ciples which I have found valuable and obeys orders without the slightest indi-

which may be valuable to some of you in cation of insubordination.

pointing the w-ay in which your future

success may be advanced. Edwin Mark-

ham, author of "The Man With the Hoe,"

says that "poor work breaks down char-

acter." That is a very true statement.

A thing poorly done eats into one's self-

respect and causes one to depreciate his

In the matter of promotion in the oper-

ating department, with few exceptional

railroads, there is no established line of

promotion. Men who have started in

various branches of the service have

reached the top—track laborers, station

agents, yard clerks, firemen, brakemeru

pations c>f whatever nature have produced

successful general managers who have

passed on to executive office. Young mea
who have ^;oud character, good health,

integrity, (.;rcat energy and a well-bal-

anced mind and disposition have de-

veloped their judgment to act, which is.

finall}' the key to successful work.

An important qualification which marks,

a man's work in the operating department

is a willingness to assume responsibility.

There is great difficulty in advancing men
in the service who have not the self-

confidence to take on responsibility or

assume authority. Somewhere in the

Good Book there is a statement to the

effect that "To him that hath, shall be

given." I do not believe that promise

refers particularly to riches, but that it

applies equally to the question of confi-

dence to assume responsibility. A man
who has good judgment and who knows
he is right, and who is willing to

back his knowledge with his action,

will attract attention and will be given

additional responsibility as fast as he is.

willing and shows his capacity for as-

suming it. Every official sooner or later

rinds it necessary to shift some of his

responsibility and work to others, and if

the man who shows capactiy for doing

things is available he is pretty apt to get

his share of the load. An example of

this came to my notice some years ago.

.\ good position was vacant in the gen-

eral office of a railroad. The general

superintendent wrote to each of his eight

superintendents asking them to nominate

a man for the place. Each superintend-

ent looked over his men and picked out a

man whom he felt he could recommend
as competent. Each one had advanced

himself in his individual work and seemed

eligible for promotion. The general sup-

erintendent sent for each of them separ-

ately, sized them up, talked with them

about their experience, etc., and finally

asked them the question, if they thought

they could handle the job. Seven out of

eight either said they would try, they

didn't know or they would think it over

and let him know. They were evidentlj'

making an effort to be modest, believing

this would be an evidence of merit. The
eighth, although the youngest and least

experienced of the lot, replied that he

knew he could do the work satisfactorily

and was anxious for the job. He got it

and made a success of it, and some years

afterward the general superintendent told

him of the circumstances and why he had
selected him for the place. This little
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narrative illustrates the value of self-

confidence.

The railroads have been hampered by

restrictions imposed by a hostile public

through Congress, the various commis-

sions and legislatures to the point where

the business is in a precarious condition,

and this condition is reflected in the

comptroller's balance sheet. A business

of the magnitude of ours, in which little

new capital has been invested for the

past several years, must necessarily have

outgrown its facilities. Previous to the

present period and for many years mil-

lions of dollars annually have been e.\-

pended in additions and betterments to

the railroads. This represented bor-

rowed capital largely, although much of

it came out of earnings. Of recent years

the railroads' credit has been so impaired

as to make it impossible to borrow capi-

tal with the result that the physical facili-

ties have stood still while the country's

business has constantly grown and is

away beyond the railroads' ability to

handle with efficiency or expedition.

The railroads are now before the In-

terstate Commerce Commission asking

for an increase of 15 per cent, in rates. .^

few years ago a 10 per cent, increase was

requested and flatly refused by the Com-
mission. Later a more modest 5 per cent.

increase was asked, and after many weeks

of effort, during which manufacturers and

business men supported the railroads' ap-

plication, the Commission granted what

amounted to between 3 and 4 per cent, in-

crease. That was a mere drop in the

bucket. Had the 10 per cent, originally

asked been freely and quickly granted, a

far different situation would have con-

fronted the railroads and the public today.

It would have been possible, out of the

increased earnings, to have spent many
millions of dollars in development work,

and the facilities thus provided would have
been available now to handle the business

offered.

It is now a generally known fact that

the reason the Germans did not reach

Paris in August, 1914, was because the

railroads failed to meet the military re-

quirements. So with all the German ef-

ficiency in military matters, they failed in

their railroad efficiency, and that failure

has cost Germany dearly. Of course, it

is probable that this country may never

need railroad facilities as did Germany
in 1914, but the lesson is there neverthe-

less, and our Government is now awaken-
ing to the importance of a better atti-

tude towards this great industry. It may
be that some of you do not fully under-
stand to what extent the railroads are

prepared to meet the military necessity

of the Government. Let me first say
that as badly as our railroads have been
hampered they yet represent a most mag-
nificent transportation machine, and one
which is capable, under proper direction

of meeting all military requirements.

This would be accomplished at the sacri-

fice for a time of nearly all other busi-

ness, but nevertheless it would be accom-

plished. It was freel}' predicted a few

months ago that with the advent of war
one of the first steps to be taken by the

Government would be to take over con-

trol and operate the railroads, and it can

be said to the credit of the railroad ex-

ecutives and directors of this country

that they arose immediately to the neces-

sities of the Government without the

slightest coercion or threat of legisla-

tion. The railroads today stand ready to

carry out the military and commercial

requirements in time of war under a

form of organization which is most satis-

factorj^ to the Government and to the

public.

-At a meeting of the presidents of the

railroads of the United States in Wash-
ington, D. C, on April 11, 1917, the fol-

lowing resolution was adopted

:

"Resolved: That the railroads of the

United States, acting through their chief

executive officers here and now assem-

bled, and stirred by a high sense of their

opportunity to be of the greatest service

to their country in the present national

crisis, do hereby pledge themselves, with

the Government of the United States,

with the Governments of the several

States, and with one another, that during

the present war they will co-ordinate

their operations in a continental railway

system, merging during such period all

their merely individual and competitive

activities in the effort to produce a maxi-

mum of national transportation efficiency.

To this end they hereby agree to create

an organization which shall have general

authority to formulate in detail and
from time to time a policy of operation

of all or any of the railways, which pol-

icy, when and as announced by such tem-

porary organization, shall be accepted

and earnestly made effective by the sev-

eral managements of the individual rail-

road companies here represented."

.^s a result of the above resolution

there sits in Washington today a com-

mission of five railroad presidents who
have all of the authority of all of the

boards of directors of all of the railroads

in the United States so far as the use of

the railroads may be required by the

Government, not only as to the require-

ments for the movement of men and ma-
terial engaged in warfare, but as to the

commercial requirements for the trans-

portation of material as best may meet
the needs of warfare. This railroad or-

ganization which has been created in

Washington, to which the railroads are

pledged, makes it possible for a single

board to utilize the freedom of all of the

railroad mileage of the United States as

though it were one system. The rail-

roads have always, so far as has been in

their power, responded to the needs ot

the public in time of national crises, and

in this instance the organization which
has been developed is as complete as

though Government ownership prevailed.

There isn't a railroad executive in the

L^nited States who is not ready to salute

and accept orders from this commission

of his own creation. I have not heard a

dissenting voice or opinion in regard to

the wisdom of the course which has been

followed. It must mean a great relief

and satisfaction to the President of the

United States, to Congress, and all those

in authority, to know that by the spon-

taneous and united action of the railroad

executives, the railroads of the country

have been practically turned over to the

Government with a satisfactory adminis-

trative organization, thus making it un-

necessary for any of the energ>' of the

President and of Congress to be devoted

to the creation of a railroad organization

to meet the requirements of the Govern-

ment. If the manufacturers of material

could muster themselves into so com-
plete an organization as has been per-

fected by the railroads, a great load

would be lifted from the shoulders of the

Government at a time when every man
in public life is overburdened with the

responsibilities of oflSce. We railroad

men should all be inspired by the patri-

otic spirit which has actuated the organi-

zation of the railroads and the placing of

same so completely at the service of the

Government without the compulsion of

legislation or the promise of reward.

Every railroad oflicer feels keenly the re-

sponsibility of his present position, and

the great army of two million railroad

workers stand ready to meet all of the

transportation requirements of the war.

In passing it- should be stated that the

railroad labor organizations have with

magnificent patriotism pledged themselves

to remain at industrial peace with the

railroads during the continuance of the

war. Of late years the activity of labor

organizations on the railroads has grown
most unbearable. The advent of the war
found the railroads and the labor organi-

zations on the point of a bitter strife with

every indication of a general suspension

of traffic. Upon the urgent request of the

Government, the railroad managers

agreed to the adoption of the eight-hour

day and a peace contract was signed 24

hours before the Supreme Court had

handed down its decision confirming the

constitutionality of the Adamson law. A
marked change has since occurred in the

attitude of the men when it was found

that the country must have a solidified

organization to run the railroads during

the war.

We have had strife with labor organi-

zations in the past, and may have it in

the future, but not during the war. A
state of truce at present prevails which

will not be broken by either side and it

is hoped that the experience which is

ahead of us may result in bringing the-
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employes ami their employers closer to-

gether for their mutual welfare.

The impression prevails in some quar-

ters that the railroads have a desire to

exterminate the labor organizations.

Nothing is further from the truth. Labor

unions, when properly organized and

honestly ailnunistercd are a help to the

lailroads instead of a hindrance. When
improperly organized and administered

they are a menace, not only to the rail-

roads but to the public. One great evil

which arises out of the concerted action

of labor organizations in negotiating their

demands with the railroads is the ten-

dency on the part of the rank and file,

who are not in close touch with their

committee, to fall into the error of per-

sonal antagonism, thus impairing their

efficiency and destroying the "cspirit de

corps" of the service and generally low-

ering the efficiency of the work. An agi-

tation for a general strike throughout

the United States, or a large section of

the United States is naturally widely

heralded in the newspapers, each con-

tending side desiring to blame the other

to the point where such a bitter feeling

prevails as to render impossible anything

like perfect service. It is not human

nature to c.xpeit that a fight can be car-

ried on with one hand while the other

serves. Thus, even though a dispute ends

in a settlement without resort to a strike,

the service ui the railroads is very seri-

ously impaired by the cumulative ef-

fect of inditTerent service. It is a relief

to know that the differences have now
been settled and that during the con-

tinuance of the war no industrial strife

is likely or, according to agreement, can

take place. "This is a consummation de-

voutly to be wished," as the Bard of .Xvon

phrased it.

(To be coiititiurd in the July issue.)

Graphite as a Lubricant

Flake Graphite Used on llie Loiifi Island Railroad—.Applied Direct to (;\liiiders of Saturated

or Superheated Locomotives—Used on .Air Cylinders of ^'. A. B. Pumps

III winter a snowfall which coats the

road with a line, hard, white, glistening

mass of snow crystals enables sleighs

containing very considerable loads to be

drawn over it vvitli a minimum of resist-

ance, where wheels would only be

clogged. If, however, the snowfall should

continue, the road would become im-

passable even for sleighs, simply because

there was too much of it and not because

the dry, hard, snow was not in itself

quite satisfactorily "slippery."

This commonplace simile practically

epitomizes the story of graphite as a

lubricant. Little is good, too much clogs

the machine.

,^s was remarked in one of our pre-

vious articles on "Oils, Fats and Greases"

(March, 1917, page 93) the' best macliined

or filed wearing surface is, under the

microscope, found to be made up of ex-

ceedingly minute scratches, something re-

sembling the markings of a phonograph

disc, but in some instances the scratches

would perhaps be finer and they would

be without any design or any regularity,

but would resemble miniature mountains

and valleys with ?purs here and deep de-

clivities there.

Flake graphite, if judiciously applied,

would fill up the valleys and depressions

and would tend to bring the whole to a

flat smooth surface. Flake graphite is

almost, if not entirely, unaffected by heat,

and tends to cling closely to the metallic

surface with which it comes in contact.

It has good wearing qualities, and when

its use is understood, may be valuable in

quite a large number of cases. It has

been found of service when used with

grease in lubricating switch and signal

mechanism.

Up to the present no very conclusive

series of tests exists, nor has been carried

out on railways, for locomotive lubrica-

tion. The Long Island Railway has had

some measure of success with graphite.

the general foreman of locomotive re-

pairs at Richmond Hill, L. I., has made
some experiments which prove that the

lubrication of steam engines with flake

GR.\rHITE LUBRU ATOR ON THE I.. I. R. R.

graphite is not an impossibility. Under

the policy adopted by the railroad, the

best results that can be had are, as far

as possible, assured. This policy is not to

adopt graphite as the "standard," or the

"one-and-only," method of lubricating lo-

comotive cylinders where saturated or

superheated steam is used. The policy is

to let it be known that a graphite cup is

used on the road. No engineman is com-
pelled to use it, nor is there any per-

suasive inducements offered. Graphite on

the Long Island stands on its merits, and
the railroad officials are not interested in

securing a paper or any other record of

success fur graphite, or indeed for any
other locomtive specialty.

If any engineman has the good of the

company sufficiently before him, or if he

desires by intelligent care to reduce his

lubrication charge, he is free to apply for

one of the company's graphite cups, and
it is given to him with proper instructions

as to its principle and the method of its

successful manipulation. In thus leaving

the matter practically optional with the

engineman and others who may be able

to use graphite, the Long Island has ap-

plied what evolutionists would call a kind

of "natural selection," by which graphite

lubrication is secured almost automat-

ically to the more intelligent and pains-

taking type of man. This is practically

Nature's method in the organic world

applied on a railway at the present time

to a subject which Dame Nature knows
nothing of. This same method or mode
of procedure here outlined may have

other and as advantageous applications

as that on the Long Island if the mechan-

ical department officers of other roads

would consider this method seriously.

A probable theory of how the Long Isl-

and graphite cup works may be briefly

summarized as follows : The cup to begin

with is clean and dry, that is, free from

oil or grease, and contains a pin; or,

more properly, a "pin-valve" which is

made a "slip fit" for the guide bushing in

which it works, .^bove this is a "stop,"

which is threaded and capable of adjust-

ment, so that it governs the movement of

the small spindle or pin-valve. When this
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cup is rilled with flake graphite, on each

pressure stroke a small amount of steam

or air is trapped in the graphite cup

;

and as the plunger does not make a per-

fect seat owing to graphite under it.

When the exhaust stroke takes place this

little amount oi trapped steam blows a

small portion of the graphite out of the

cup. It is a question whether the cup

really performs its function as regularly as

this, and it may be that the cup only works
when some change in the working condi-

tion of the cylinder takes place, such as

shutting off, changing the reverse lever

notch, etc.

Flake graphite is a finely divided sub-

stance, and its distribution along the cyl-

inder walls and up through the ports to

the valve chamber takes place automat-

ically and thoroughly, much as fine dust

would sift in at a window in a room
if the window was only half an inch open.

Dust would be found in all parts of the

room, after the process had gone on for

some time. The important matter to be

attended to, on pain of total failure, is

that the least amount of graphite must be

admitted, which will do the work, and no

excess can be permitted, but all must pass

out by the exhaust, when it has traversed

the area to be lubricated. The beneficial

effects of a moderate snow-fall, and the

blocking and clogging effect of too much
snow have to be remembered in this con-

nection and this actual fact must never
be forgotten. The graphite being free from
oil does not form into balls or become a

sticky mass, but is distributed by the flow

of the steam and the back and forward
sweep of the piston, the graphite passes

out in due time, with the exhaust steam.

Graphite is a solid substance and does

not change its form and must be disposed

of; that is why so little is requisite. While
glancing over this brief resume of what is

actually being done on this road, the

reader must bear in mind the kind of

results which can be had, if the whole
matter is put into the hands of men who
have voluntarily expressed the wish to

try it. It is said of those who thus use

it that they find the handling of the re-

verse lever easier than it was formerly.

Graphite has been applied to the lubri-

cation of the air cylinder of W. A. B.

pumps on this road. Those who have

used it are said to have noticed the more
satisfactory and easy working of the en-

gineers' brake valve, and the absence of

heating of the pump. An idea of the

amount of graphite used for air cylinder

lubrication may be had when it is said to

amount to half an ounce in IS hours.

Graphite for air cylinder lubrication is fed

in by the same kind of cup as that used

on the steam cylinders of locomotives.

It appears at least to be a justifiable

belief that the life of the air pump may

be lengthened if sufficient care be taken

by the engineman in the use of a trifling

amount of graphite. The two engines

using this form of lubrication are in the

hands of exceptionally good enginemen.

on the Long Island. The graphite being
free from oil has no tendency to gum up,

and the testimony of those who expe-
rienced the better working of the brake
valve with graphite fed in small quantity

to the air cyhnder of the pump, looks like

reliable evidence that everything is work-
ing satisfactorily. We do not hold any
brief for graphite lubrication, any more
than dr the officials of the Long Island

Railroad, but in the interest of our read-
ers we have presented the facts as we
found them on this railroad.

We are informed that this kind of
graphite cup can be applied to stationary

engines, and furthermore that two other
styles of graphite feed cups are on the
market as well as the one used on the

Long Island Railroad, and that where
graphite has been so applied the results

have been satisfactory. Mr. Sweeley of
the L. I. R. R. states that the graphite
cup, which he has patented, works quite as

well when applied to the steam pipe of
a locomotive using saturated or super-
heated steam, and that a test and appli-

cation has been made in the U. S. Navy.
The device is handled by the Nathan

Manufacturing Company of New York.

Saving on Couplers

Experiments Have Shown Saving on Couplers and Knuckles

At the monthly meeting of the mem-
bers of the mechanical department of

one of our leading railways a report con-

cerning the saving on couplers was
brought up. When couplers are broken

and the yokes are in good condition, the

yokes are taken off and applied to new
couplers. New couplers with yokes are

supplied as usual. Cast steel couplers

distorted or bent are straightened and

put into service again. An accumulator

for the riveter was ordered for one of

the shops, so as to facilitate the applying

of yokes to couplers. This is evidence

)f the importance of this work as viewed

on the railway in question.

Some pilot couplers made of steel and

used in connection with wooden pilots

had to be modified to suit conditions by

cutting off the stem and riveting on a

band, and couplers with broken stems are

worked over for use on pilots, and this

plan had the beneficial effect of eliminat-

ing the purchase of new pilot couplers.

ft was stated that 329 pilot couplers had

thus been reclaimed, and that the net

saving effected amounted to $2,533, and

that on a given date, as many as 1,441

defective car couplers had been rendered

serviceable by building up the butt ends

to standard size. The total saving thus

brought about amounted to $4,740. The
saving effected by the reclaiming of the

knuckles was laid over for a subsequent

meeting, but it is fair to suppose that

the railway which has made such a

marked reduction of cost on couplers will

be able to accomplish some substantial

results when the matter of knuckles is

seriously taken in hand.

At the subsequent meeting it was also

stated that the savings to date which had
been effected by reclaiming couplers and
knuckles had been very considerable. On
couplers built up on the butt end, 11,010

had been handled, with a corresponding

saving of $36,222. Pilot couplers, of

which a total of 474 had been taken care

of, produced a saving of $3,648. As
many as 12,972 knuckles were reclaimed,

and theer had been a saving of $17,492 as

a result. These three items gave a total

saving of $57,363. Still greater savings

in these matters were confidently expected

when the accumulator for the hydraulic

riveter was installed as part of the rivet-

ing plant devoted to this work. A report

of actual performance was looked for as

soon as sufficient time had elapsed to col-

lect data.

There is no doubt that much good
work in the way of substantial economy
can be had by the careful and intelligent

pursuit of small and seemingly unimport-

ant details. No one article when expe-

ditiously repaired will yield any great re-

turn, but the constant and systematic at-

tack on "littles" brings about a result

which is cumulative and in the aggregate

amounts to a very considerable sum. In

these days, when new appliances are

being devised and put in operation with

such beneficial results the question of

economies to be effected by not throwing

away a good part because of the wearing

out or failure of the part it is associated

with, may become a source of indirect

revenue which is well worthy of careful

investigation.

Opportunity for Economy.

There is wide opportunity for economy
in bringing railway men in general and

shop employees in particular to realize

that time and material which they can

save in their personal work can have a di-

rect and considerable bearing on the con-

dition of the company's treasury and con-

sequently on their own prosperity.
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In the Southern Railway Shops at Alexandria, Va.
Ill Coii<;ress—At the Union Terminal, Washington, D. C.

While it is our policy to prisint prum-

ini'iitly that which is new in relation to

the mechanical appliances used on rail-

ways, it is occasionally interesting to

glance briefly at places where the old and

new seem to meet each other, and mem-

ories of the storied past commingle w ith

the stirring present. The repair shops

of the Southern Railway at Alexandria,

\'a., are a fine example of this kind.

While the roundhouse is entirely modern

in its complete details, the machine shops

have seen little outward change since they

were used by the Union forces in the

Civil War time. The stationary engine

that runs a part of the equipment bears

testimony by the inscription on a brass

plate on the cylinder: "Built at the Shops

of the U. S. Military R. Rd., Dcpt. Alex-

andria, Va., 1864. W. H. McCafferty.

M. M." Surely .Mr. McCafTcrty buildcd

better than he knew. The engine, about

75 horse-power, looked as if it would

round out the century. It is in excellent

condition, and has undergone little repair.

It is of the horizontal, slide valve type,

and in its burnished beauty looks as good

as new.

In the roundhouse, the locomotives

were of the latest and most powerful

types and in excellent condition, and it is

not too much to state that the engineers

seem to take a particular pride in their

engines. One engine, No. 1110, is a

shining example. This ten-wheeler runs

through the beautiful Shenandoah valley

every day, and H. S. Brown, the engineer,

is looked up to with the eyes of envy and

admiration, as he sits in a gilded glory

of burnished brass that runs around the

back of the boiler head and surrounds

every pipe, like the shining tracery of an

alcove in Solomon's temple. One may be

said to be climbing the golden stairs on

entering the glorified cab or pacing the

steps to the dazzling head-light, while

the hand rails and jacket bands are too

bright to be touched by common hands.

The records of many of these fine lo-

comotives are noteworthy. S. R. Kelly,

the general foreman, had No. 1349 run

out for our special edification. It was a

fine specimen of the Pacific type, equipped

with superheater, brick arch, and South-

ern valve gear. The total weight of the

engine is 232,000 pounds, 141,500 pounds

on the drivers, 48,000 pounds on the

front truck, and 42,500 pounds on the

trailer. Tender. 132,000 pounds. Diame-

ter of driving wheels, 72^ inches. Cyl-

inders, 24 inches by 28 inches. Tractive

effort rated at 35,000 pounds. The en-

gine runs 159 miles every day, hauling

ten heavy steel cars, and has been in

constant service for the last three years,

with a record in that period approaching

170,00(1 miles. The valve packing had

just been changed last month for the

first time, but this is not to be wondered

at, as the rings were of Ilunt-Spiller

iron. The valve cylinders were not re-

bored. \o failure of any kind had been

recorded in regard to the operation of

the locomotive. Running 106 miles with-

out taking water in the fast-mail service

from .Mcxandria' to Charlottesville, and

thence to Monroe. The cylinder pack-

ing had been renewed four times during

the three years, but of other general re-

pairs or renewals there were none. Mr.

Kelly spoke warmly in favor of the

flange oilers, and waxed eloquent on the

Southern valve gear. The eight simple

but massive bearings, through which the

valve motion is transmitted, seemed in

fine fitting condition. The link block re-

maining stationary on this type of gear-

ing, except when the reverse lever is

moved in reversing or changing the

amount of valve stroke, there is little or

no wear in the link, and if the link and

link block are properly hardened, there

is literally nothing on the gearing to wear

with the exception of the eccentric crank

bearing. The inevitable settling of the

engine on account of the relaxing of the

springs slightly affects the opening of the

valves, but the variation is easily recti-

fied by inserting a thin liner under each

end of the link bearing. One sixteenth

had been inserted in the three years'

service. The reverse lever, though com-

paratively easy of movement, is equipped

with power reverse gear on the larger

types of locomotives, as E. C. Sasser, the

superintendent of motive power, believes

in the use of every modern device that

has proved itself as aiding efficiency and

relieving the physical strain incident to

the handling of high-powered locomo-

tives. Both Mr. Sasser and Mr. Fuller,

the master mechanic, are mechanical en-

gineers of marked ability, masters of de-

tail, and polished by experience. H. C.

Linn, engineer of locomotive No. 1349,

holds the record for coal, that is for the

economical use of coal.

Coming back to Mr. Kelly, his engag-

ing personality is heightened by his

wealth of reminiscences of the early rail-

road days. He described with a fine de-

gree of fullness a locomotive valve gear

applied to a locomotive on the Lehigh

Valley railroad last century. According

to his account, it must have had a re-

semblance to the Corliss gearing. It

worked to perfection with four valves on

each cylinder, opening and closing with

all the exactness of the best automobile,

motors of our own day. George Strong

was the name of the inventor, but at

that time there was no metal tough

enough tn riniain in good condition with

the streinidus service incident to the

jumping-jack motion of the valves. They
rattled themselves loose in a day or two,

and the locomotive may truly be said to

pass along the Lehigh Valley road in a

pillar of cloud by day, as the valves would

not remain tight, and after repeated and

frantic efforts to furnish durable metal,

the appliance passed to the scrap heap.

We regret we had not more time

among such earnest men and such inter-

esting surroundings, but we had promised

to look into the halls of Congress and

listen to the words of wisdom that fall

from the lips of our legislators. The
proposed increase in the postal rates on

publications passing through the mails

was being discussed. The interruptions

were frequent and acrimonious. The

lower House, so called, seemed to us to

be over-worked, making little visible

progress, the voices of the angry and

passionate law-makers might be com-

pared to the forceful exhaust of an over-

loaded freight engine making futile ef-

forts to round a curve on a slippery track.

Like a lobster, it seemed to move more

easily backward than forward. It lacked

momentum or sand or something to do

the expected trick. It would be hardly

fair to say that the legislative machine

lacks power, but it lacks promptitude in

accomplishment. Where there is so

much smoke we should not look for a full

head of steam.

Inventors are much in evidence in the

marble corridors of Washington, their

pockets stuffed with blue prints, and their

thoughtful faces wrapped in gloom. Good
men are quick to recognize the good

qualities in others, but an inventor to be

recognized in Washington is something

hardly to be hoped for. The inventors

may have world-moving wonders in their

pockets, but nobody has time to bother

with them. They can wait. W'att,

Stephenson, Fulton and others of the il-

lustrious dead had to wait until in the

undiscovered future their dreams came

true.

Things were clearer at the Union ter-

minal, where a Pacific locomotive pano-

plied with the flags of the .Allies, and a

train of palatial cars were awaiting the

foreign war missions about to pass over

the Baltimore & Ohio railroad to New
York. The heads of the mechanical de-

partment were there in force, and there

was no guess work about the perfection

of detail in the fine equipment. "Safety

First" was emblazoned on the locomotive

front end, and the motto seemed to be

the watchword of the system. With the

exception of the lower house of Congress

"all is well on the Potomac."
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Boston & Maine Steel Postal Car
Built for the Railway Service of the Post Office Department

1-16 illA steel postal car used on the Boston

•& Maine Railroad, built by the Barney &
Smith Car Company of Dayton, Ohio, is

here illustrated. The cars are entirely

of steel construction and were built in

sides, ends and headlining

flat steel plates.

The half-tone view which we give oi

the interior of tlie car shows the col-

lapsible centre tables for sorting mail

side of the upper deck ceilings 9 ft. IJ4 ins.

The whole interior of the car has been

laid out so as to facilitate the work that

has to be done. This is not the result

of haphazard guessing but is born

BOSTON & M.MXE R.\ILRO.\D STEEL POST.\L C.\R.

conformity with the specifications is-

sued by the Railway Mail Service Di-

vision of the Post Office Department for

stresses, strains, buffing shocks, etc. The
underframe was of the built-up type

havini; liody bulsters also of the built-up

matter. The supports are made of ordi-

nary pipe and suitable fittings. The car

l:as an abundance of artificial light, sup-

plied from Pintsch gas burners. The
piri-el racks are high above the floor,

and are more or less out of the way,

I.\TI;RI()K of I!. & M. STKIU. I'O.ST.M. t.\R

type, side sills consisting of a 6k4x'/!

ins. angle, and center sills of the fish-

belly type 26 ins. deep at center. The
supcrstructi:re consisted 'also of steel

shapes. Sheathing for outside was !/g in.

steel plates, while the interior finish for

of practical experience. The men can

work with comfort without in any way
interfering with one another, and the

immense amount of work done in cars of

this kind attest their usefulness and

necessity in the present day when com-

munication by mail is one of the recog-

nized business activities of the country.

The car is carried on two 6-wheel

trucks, and is equipped with the usual

mail bag catchers, one on each side so

that mail may be picked up en route

without the train being compelled to stop.

The mail bag for the station where the

stop is omitted is dropped off from the

post office car while the train is running.

Women on the Pennsylvania

General Maiiagcr Elislia Lee has di-

rected the superintendents of the Penn-

sxlvania Lines east of Pittsburgh to in-

vestigate and report in what capacities

girls or women can be efficiently em-

Iiloyed on all parts of the railroad; what

numbers can be utilized, and to what ex

tent they can perform the work now

lieing done by men. A considerable de-

pletion of the forces of male employees

is expected on account of the war, and

the experiment of employing women has

1)ccn tried in Philadelphia with very suc-

cessful results. In addition to clerical

work, tlie lighter kinds of machine shop

work, signalling, car cleaning, and other

work is being experimented with, and the

outlook is full of promise.

The movement has caused much dis-

whilc the mail pouches and liags are hung cussion and promises an easier solution

from hooks immediately below them. of a problem presented in connection with

The length of the mail room is 60 ft. the present movement for organizing regi-

5 13-16 ins. in the clear and the width ments of mechanics and construction ex-

inside l)etween sheeting 9 ft. 1 5-16 ins. perts to he sent to France as quickly as

Height from tlie lop of floor to tlic under- possible.
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Fitting Engines with "Staying Power."

Some of our principal railways have

announced that they have reduced their

passenger service so as to employ the

locomotives hitherto hauling passenger

trains, on freight trains. This means

fewer pasenger trains and more freight

trains. This is perhaps a necessary thing

to do and it is patriotic, but the present

conditions suggest another method of se-

curing the prompt movement of freight.

As a general thing passenger engines are

not good freight engines though everyone

knows that they can be used for freight

service in an emergency.

Our article found on another page of

this issue, on "Modernizing Locomotives,"

gives a brief outline of the possibilities

now within the reach of the superintend-

ent of motive power and the higher of-

ficials of the railways which are likely

to be called upon to transport commod-
ities necessary for daily life of large sec-

tions of the population and these commod-
ities are not all foodstuflfs. Many ar-

ticles of commerce are practical neces-

sities, and war material has first place

on the list of goods to be moved.

The freight engines as they stand are

capable of being made more efficient than

they were by the addition of certain spe-

cialties which are built to be applied as

the engines are now, and they do not re-

quire to be extensively or expensively al-

tered in order to do better work and more

(.f it than in their present condition.

Mail) Idiomotives turned out by the build-

ers have these appliances from the very

first. It is not with this equipment of

new engines, desirable as that certainly

is, that we are now concerned, for as

Rudyard Kipling would say, "That is an-

other story."

It has been proved in the days of pro-

found peace, and as a purely commercial

proposition, that with a properly designed

and properly operated superheater in

switching service, that three superheater

engines will do the work of four not so

equipped. Extending this to road work,

one can get an idea of the latent possi-

bilities in the way of economy which the

superheater holds out to those who are

willing to employ it. This easily applied

contrivance comes at once into the class

of improvements by which more ton-

miles can be made, and made with greater

rapidity than is possible with engines

lacking the superheater device.

The mechanical stoker is an appliance

in the same class, that is. it enables an

engine to do more work and do it quicker

than an engine of large capacity can do

without it. Efficient valve gear is in

the same class for rapid and economical

work. Automatic firedoors make for the

same goal. Power reverse gear assists

very materially in the same direction, as

it enables an engineman to regulate the

cutoff point more accurately than with the

hand lever and the notched quadrant. This

regulation of the valve gear is possible

with the ordinary form of gear, but the

exertion required has no doubt a deter-

rent efTect on the engineman, which is

entirely absent with the power gear. The
easily worked power gear positively in-

vites an engineman to make fine adjust-

ments, while the knowledge that he can

only do this by manipulating a heavy or

hard-to-move lever has a tendency to

make him take it easy at the expense of

the engine, when he is not under the eye

of an exacting superior.

Feed water heating puts an economy of

the class we are considering right in the

hands of the man at the throttle. Waste
heat is reclaimed and made to work again.

It is utilizing a by-product of locomotive

operation and forcing waste heat to yield

a substantial saving of coal, and with less

of the fluctuations of temperature, which

is detrimental to the boiler, while it en-

ables the coal burned to attack its work
of boiling water, with a large part of the

work already done at little or no ex-

pense. The brick arch is easily a coal

saver, and a ton-mileage increaser. The
coal thrown into the firebox is by this

appliance made to give out the full meas-

ure of heat obtainable in the hurricane of

gas and flame that surges in the firebox

and rushes through the flues.

Pulverized fuel offers a great advan-

tage in the burning of fuel, for what
would otherwise be thrown away is made
to serve as a useful and cheap steam pro-

ducer. 1 hi? appliance used with the brick

arch has much economy to its credit. It

is a user of the by-product of the mine,

and a locomotive fitted with it, the brick

arch and the feed water heater, would
be a consumer of by-products which would
made such an engine faiilr princvps in

the production of more ton-miles, cheaply

and expeiliticuvly made than is usually

the case with ordinary engines built as

they originally were.

When it comes to the savings in rail-

way repair shops, the field is already

"white unto the harvest." The use of

lateral mmiin driving boxes permits of a

long whetl ba<-e, and the introduction of

another pair of drivers to carry more
weight and so increase the tractive effort.

Steam grate shakers, automatic firedoors,

automatic wedges and hollow staybolts,

are appliances for straight coal saving.

.\ir operated ash pans and cylinder cocks,

force-feed lubricators for big engines,

flange lubricators, radial buffers, steam

and air connectors, constant resistance and
articulated trucks, lighter weight of recip-

rocating jjaris. made of Nicrome steel,

all help forward the desirable work of re-

ducing time at roundhouses, or give less

maintenance costs or reduce wear, which
means less friction and consequently less

coal burned and longer life of parts and a
general all round atmosphere of saving in

the varieties of activities on the road and
in the shop, filled with the spirit of scien-

tific economy, where each appliance for

each operation contributes its maximum
quota to the work in hand and so materi-

ally increases the quantity of work that

can be done, shortens the time in which it

can be done, and keeps the cost within

reasonable limits. In times of stress and
strain like the present, the locomotive, as

a war machine, must be fitted up so as to

have a mechanical "staying power." and as

far as may be. imitate that great moral

factor making steadily for victory and
peace, which distinguishes the British and
French troops on the firing line to-day.

Air Brake Convention.

From our report of the proceedings of

the -Air Brake Convention, held last

month in Memphis, Tenn., it will be ob-

served that the subjects discussed were
not only more than usually interesting

but much new lipht was thrown upon sev-

eral subiects of real importance, and

reflects great credit on the various com-
mittees to which the subjects were sub-

mitted. It is a valuable proof, if proof

were needed, of the growing importance

of such meetings and an evidence of the

quickening effect of men of experience

coming together for a common purpose.

In times like the present perhaps it is

well that some of the larger conventions

should he suspended, more * particularly

those that might interfere in some way
with the continued duties of department

heads, but th« added knowledge, to be
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gathered from a meeting like that of the

air brake men does far more than make

up for the brief absence from their work,

to which they return with renewed zest

and quickened intelligence.

In the increased volume of transporta-

tion which is sure to come in the moving

of men and material, anything that adds

to the approach toward perfection in the

air brake is of importance, and the meet-

ing to which we allude cannot fail to be

far-reaching in its results.

Where the Heat Comes From.

A hot box is usually said to be caused

by e.xcessive friction due to some rough-

ness in or on the brass, or to the fact that

the lubrication is in some way defective.

These are what philosophers would call

proximate causes, for behind them there

is another cause from which the others

come. The proof of this is that if a hot

box develops there are several ways of

overcoming it. One is to repack the box,

another is to put in a new brass or to

cool the old one off with water or ice.

These may remove the trouble, but there

is another way, not often resorted to on

railways, and that is to let the car stand

still. If it is left on a siding a sufficient

length of time the hot box cools.

This simple procedure brings us nearer

to the "causing cause," as philosophers

term it. It is, in fact, the motion of

the car, which, meeting the secondary

causes of rough brass or poor lubrication,

produces the heat. This heat is due to

the motion given to the car by the loco-

motive, and this motion of the locomotive

is due to the burning of coal in the fire-

box, so that it is part of the heat of the

burning coal thus appears at the journal

of the troublesome car. The journal re-

sists the motion of the train drawn by

locomotive and its resistance or protest

against motion is a hot box.

The motion of a train is the energy of

the burning coal transformed into move-

ment, and in order to bring the train to

rest brakes are applied. The whole of the

motion is turned into heat at the brake

shoes and sparks and radiating scintilla-

tions of burning iron show as the train

gradually comes to rest. If it were pos-

sible to measure the heat transferred from

the burning coal in the fixebox at the

moment the brakes were applied, we would

have just that amount of heat to dispose

of before the train came to a stop.

The dissipation of heat at the brake

shoe is a convenient way of doing the

work, as the heat is ultimately radiated

in large volume to the atmosphere after

doing some incidental work of heating the

cold wheel and shoe and burning off and

wearing down the surface of each. If

the train could be plunged into a soft

yielding substance, the motion of the train

could be made to do the work of com-

pressing the yielding material and the

train would gradually come to rest. If it

were possible to run the train against a

powerful spring the same effect would be

produced, only that the spring would give

back the energy imparted to it in a strong,

steady back push which would move the

train in the opposite direction.

Part of the higher temperature to be

found in the New York subway, and which

has to be, and is, disposed of, before it

becomes excessive, is caused by the vast

number of trains that are constantly

stopped by brakes in the confined space

underground. A volume of air from the

outside, and a similar amount from the

inside, equalling two tall "Empire" and

three "Trinity" buildings on Broadway,

has to be put into the subway, and taken

out, once in about 25 minutes to pro-

perly ventilate this understreet thorough-

fare. Stair openings, gratings and vents

provide for the necessary in and outflow

of air. The subway is, therefore, always

cool and pleasant. There are other causes

for what heat is liberated in the subway,

but this is one of them, and its effects

are promptly disposed of. Energy can-

not be destroyed, though it may be trans-

formed into motion, friction, light and

heat. When dissipated in the air as heat,

it is simply lost to us, but is never de-

stroved.

not have been reached, it has surely been

approached.

This has justly been called the "age of

machines," and the mechanical excellence

we have attained has a two-fold advan-

tage for the community at large. Not
only are the products of mechanical ope-

ration turned out rapidly, cheaply and

accurately, but this work done by the

unintelligent servant of man—the machine

—has the effect of releasing the hands of

workmen for other and more onerous

tasks, but the inventive mental faculties

of man are freed, to engage in the work

of planning for further steps ahead and

for analyzing the machines as they work

so that betterment may be achieved and

new methods may be evolved by those who
are thus enabled to think as they work.

The Age of Machines.

There is no country in the world so

well prepared to move large bodies of

men and munitions as the L'nited States is.

The Civil War and the Cuban expedition

furnished object lessons that have not been

forgotten. In stating that the American

railroads are ready for any emergency we
are saying what is true. Germany has

done somthing in railroading smce the

Franco-Prussian war, but they have a

long way to go before they can catch up

with this country. This marvel in transpor-

tation owes much of its possibility to the

perfection of mechanical details devel-

oped in the machine shops. In the matter

of standardization, and rapidity of con-

structive details a degree of perfection

has been reached that it seems no idle

boast to say that the age of perfection has

almost been reached in mechanism to-day

in America, just as the age of perfection

in architecture was reached in Athens in

the age of Pericles. A visit to any of

the machine shops on the leading railways

and an opportunity to observe the degree

of accuracy and the speed of production in

contrast with the methods of last cen-

tury reveals a marvel in progress that has

no parallel in the realm of human en-

deavor. The grosser elements of the earth

seem to take shape without the aid of

the human hand, and fall ready for use,

as one might shake a ripened tree and

t^atlicr the generously bestowed products

Id meet the common needs of every-day

life. Improvement in material has done

much, but improvement in mechanism has

rlonc more, and while the perfect end may

England and the Railroads.

Hon. Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of

the Interior, in an address before the

Committee of the Council of National De-

fense, said that "England, at the beginning

of the war, was prepared in one respect

at least; that is, in respect to her rail-

roads. The minute war began the gov-

ernment took over the railroads, upon

an extremely simple plan, viz., that they

should be paid the amount of net revenue

per annum that they had received in

1913. Then the railroads were tied to-

gether. Unnecessary terminals and yards

were eliminated. Things were so disposed

as to unite all the railroads of England

into a single system. I was surprised, in

talking to Mr. Thomas, a member of the

British war delegation, a member of par-

liament and president of the^ Railroad

Men's Union over there (and that is an

organization of 400,0(i0 men), to learn

what has resulted. Mr. Thomas told me
that, notwithstanding the fact that the

government pays nothing for the trans-

portation of troops, munitions, or actual

war material, business had so increased,

and the economies created were so great,

tliat after paying the 1913 revenue to the

railroads, the government was making

money out of the operation of the roads."

8000 Locomotives Idle at Essen.

The Glasgow Herald states that in a

case before the Prize Court, London, re-

cently, in which the government was ap-

plying for the condemnation of cargoes

of lubricating oils which were ultimately

destined for Germany, an affidavit was

read, stating that there was great short-

age of fats and oils in Germany. The

shortage was causing particularly serious

embarrassment at the present time, the

lubricating of locomotives and railway

carriages being one of the gravest prob-

lems which the Germans had to face. In

March there were 8,000 locomotives at

Essen awaiting repairs, the wear and

tear having been principally due to the

shortage and bad quality of the lubricat-

ing oils.
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Air Brake Department
rweiitv-l'ourlli Aiiiiiial Coiivnitinii of the Air Brake As^sociation

June, 1917.

The members of the Air Brake Asso-

ciation assembled for their 24tli annual

convention at the Hotel Chisca, Memphis,

Ti'nn.. Tuesday, a. m., May 1.

A welcoming address was delivered by

the Mayor of the city, Mr. T. C. Ash-

croft.

The president. Mr. T. VV. Dow. Erie

R. R., in his address called attention to

the fact that the advisability of postpon-

ing the 1917 convention' had been dis-

cussed by tile Executive Committee, but

in view of the excellent work done by

some of the committees, its was decided

to hold the meeting as scheduled.

It was unanimously decided to send to

the President of the United States a

telegram assuring him of the loyal sup-

port of the members in convention as-

sembled, and by a unanimous vote it was

decided that each member of the Air

Brake ."Kssociation present should be as-

sessed one dollar as a contribution to the

Red Cross Society.

In spite of previous indications to the

contrary, the usual large attendance was

present.

Much new business was brought before

die association, particularly that of a

recent decision of the Master Car Build-

ers' Association to have three members

of the AW Brake .Association admitted to

act w iili the Air Brake and Train Signal

Committee of the former association, the

object being to have the detailed work of

this committee approved of by the --^ir

Brake Association before it is discussed

or adopted as a recommended or stand-

ard practice by the Master Car Builders'

Association.

Obviously, this is a very commendable

arrangement whereby the two associa-

tions may work in entire harmony and in

view of this, both the president and sec-

retary requested the members to co-op-

erate through adhering strictly to the

subject under consideration during dis-

cussion, and to refrain from making re-

marks of a radical nature that upon re-

flection would not appear logical to the

minds of the members of the older asso-

ciation.

The afternoon session was devoted to

an informal discussion of any topics sug-

gested by the members, and of which no

stenographic record was taken. At this

time methods of efficient cleaning and

testing of freight car brakes was touched

upon, also the subject of condensation in

locomotive air compressor steam cylin-

ders and the prevention of moisture from

entering the brake system. This led up

to changes in the location of locomotive

distributing valves for the purpose of

preventing the entrance of moisture and
freezing in cold weather, and finally the

need of a retarded application type of

distributing to assist in the smoother

handling of freight trains.

The first paper on technical subjects

presented was one continued from last

year entitled "Slack action in long pas-

senger trains. Its relation to triple

valves of different types, and consequent

results in the handling of passenger

trains," by J. .\. Burke and Wm. Holtz-

field.

The authors of the paper pointed out

that the troubles rising from slack action

President .\i

T. W. DOW.
lirake Association, 1915-16.

in long passenger trains is intensifying

rather than diminishing, and that during

the past year the progress made in an

effort to correct such troubles has not at-

tained a degree which the situation de-

mands, in fact it appears that in spite

of the attention given to the smooth han-

dling of long passenger trains, the situa-

tion is growing worse.

The paper sets forth the conditions that

produce the violent slack action and

deals with it from a viewpoint of brake

applications only. The principal factors

that tend to produce undesirable slack

action from brake applications in these

trains is summed up as

(a) The percentage of braking ratio

on the locomotive being lower, consider-

ing the total weight of engine and tender,

than the braking ratio employed on the

ordinary passenger car.

(b) Unbraked weight, or load on cars

for which no additional braking effect is

provided, at the head end of the train,

tending to increase the shock due to

slack action, in the form of jerks if this

weight or portion of the train is brought

to a sudden stop, such as might be the

case if the slack was pushed back in the

train and then jerked out again quickly,

and may be produced during ordinary

brake operations by quickly shutting off

the engine tlirottle and then applying

brakes somewhat heavily. This action is,

of course, produced by the rear portion

of the train, tending to stop in a shorter

distance than the head end.

(c) Applying the engine brakes and
then the train brakes (or where the dis-

tributing valve operates in advance of

the car brakes).

(d) Trains with brake conditions that

produce effective braking force on the

engine and head cars in advance of the

rear cars.

(e) Cars in trains having a lower per-

centage of braking ratio to their total

weight than the balance of the cars.

(From various causes.)

(f) The severity of any shock pro-

duced from the before mentioned will

depend upon the degree in which any or

all of the factors mentioned exist. The
number and weight of cars, rate of speed

and amount and rate of producing brake

cylinder pressure.

The effects of unequal brake piston

travel, differences in operation with dif-

ferent types of equipment is touched

upon, along with the effects of increased

weights of cars and locomotives, the lat-

ter necessarily resulting in the employ-

ment of larger air volumes, large air

valves and heavy foundation brake gear.

Wliile dealing with length of trains, the

time element incident to brake operation

and foundation brake gear problems, the

paper does not clearly set forth any spe-

cific remedy for the existing conditions.

Our readers will understand that there

have been numerous experiments made
with new designs of brake gear and with

new types of operating valves ; in fact

the inventions and attachinents to triple

valves imenikil to produce smooth han-

dlings are so numerous as to confuse the

entire subject.

Mr. P. J. Langan takes the stand that

trains of ordinary length can be handled

without serious shocks, but, however, that

there should be a limit to the length of

passenger trains so far as the viewpoint

of brake operation is concerned, and that

there is one particular qualification that

the brakes after being moderately applied

and slack adjusted, the reduction of brake

pipe pressure may be continued, and if
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brakes are held on to the stop, that is,

if two application stops are not attempted

unless all brakes can be released entirely

before being reapplied, no serious shocks

will result.

Messrs. G. H. Wood and F. Van Ber-

gen explained how brake applications

should be made to avoid shocks to trains,

touching upon the amount of skill and

judgment demanded from the engineer,

while Mr. Goflf, inventor of the Goflf sys-

tem of air brakes, advances the opinion

that where it is frankly admitted, as at

the present time, that the amount of

knowledge, skill and judgment required

to handle modern trains is such that the

human equation is the dividing line be-

tween rough and smooth handling of

passenger trains, the inventor should be

the logical person to solve the difficulty,

by designing a brake that will make pos-

sible the desired results, inferring that it

not only would be, but has been done.

A representative of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, Mr. John Adair,

safety appliance inspector, touched upon

the inspection of locomotive brake equip-

ment, explaining what was required by

the Federal law, going into detail con-

cerning the observations to be made with

the brake valves in different positions,

supplementing the standard . form of

printed instructions.

These matters will be touched upon,

beginning with the series of questions and

answers to be started in the August issue

of Railway and LocoMOTnE Engineer-

ing which will cover all of the require-

ments of the Federal regulations.

The second paper entitled "What is the

safe life of an air brake hose?" by a com-

mittee, M. E. Hamilton, J. W. Walker,

M. S. Belk and G. W. Nowland was the

result of a large number of tests made

by various members of the association

and was sub-divided into three questions

;

first, the safe life of an air brake hose

;

second, why is the length of service

not greater? and third, what may be done

to increase the life of the hose?

It is generally agreed that the life of an

air brake hose is largely what it is made

to be by conditions of service. After the

examinations of hose, in service, and re-

moved for various causes, the committee

is of the opinion that results of the tabu-

lation indicate that the average life of

the best hose is 28.6 months, and that an

air brake hose should not be allowed to

continue in service after 28 months.

These opinions are based upon the ob-

servations of conditions of thousands of

hose from which average figures were

obtained.

As to why the length of service is not

greater is generally attributed to abu'^e

or unfair usage of hose, where failure to

uncouple hose by hand instead of pulling

them apart by starting the locomotive,

also through "cornering" cars or couplers

passing as well as rapid changes in tem-

perature of the hose, where they may be

frozen hard and within a few seconds

time be thawed out, all of which, in ad-

dition to a natural deterioration, results

in the premature failure of many hose.

The removal of air hose at the end of

28 months service would no doubt in-

crease the number of hose purchased

and, therefore, increase the total cost of

hose, therefore, any economy effected

would not be apparent in the purchasing

or first cost in the Storehouse Depart-

ment, but would be reflected in the main-

tenance of equipment account and in the

earning capacity of the various units of

equipment.

As to the third question being, what

may be done to increase the life of the

hose in service, the committee agrees

that, with hose of the present manufac-

ture, the "life saving" should begin in the

mounting room. Nipple ends should be

rounded to present no cutting edge when

inner lining is pressed against the nipple,

either when mounting or when thereafter

pulled apart. Hose clamps used should

be flexible, and should not be used after

they have elongated sufficiently to allow

the clamp shoulders to come together

when clamping the fittings on the hose.

Every effort should be made to stop

the abuse of hose while shifting, and have

hose couplings parted by hand, either by

assigned men to uncouple them or by

insisting that train or yard men, or both,

do so.

Also an brake hose should be purchased

from manufacturers whose products give

the best general results, and a table show-

ing this to be prepared without giving the

names of manufacturers.

During the discussion of the paper, it

was generally agreed that air hose should

also be condemned largely upon their

appearance, and that the life of hose in

passenger service should be much less

than that permitted in freight service,

notwithstanding the fact that a hose fail-

ure or burst Iiose is much more prefer-

able in passenger service from a view-

point of possible damage to equipment or

possibility of wrecks, hence, a hose re-

ninvcd from passenger service should not

be transferred to freight service for

further service.

In view of the constantly changing

conditions and the enormous amount of

money involved in the purchase of air

brake hose, it was decided to continue

•he subject to the next meeting.

The third paper of the convention was

"Handling heavy tonnage trains on grades

with air brakes exclusively," by a com-

mittee composed of Messrs. C. H. Raw-

lings. J. E. Fitzgerald, S. S. Aycr and

r. T. Goodwin.

The committee infers that, where rail-

roads have heavy grades tn descend, a

convenient "dead line" should be estab-

lished where equipment may be inspected

and properly repaired before the descent

is begun, and this point not necessarily

being where the descent of the grade be-

gins. Inspections at such points develops

the fact that there are still many freight

car brakes in poor condition and that the

retaining valve and its piping are not re-

ceiving proper attention at all points. It is

essential that retaining valves and piping,

brake cylinders and piston travel receive

careful consideration at such inspection

points if trains descending mountain

grades are to be controlled by air brakes

e.xclusively.

The principal points brought out are,

that after a brake test and necessary re-

pairs at the summit of a grade, particular

care is so exercised that the brake sys-

tem is fully charged to the pressure de-

sired, and that the engineer should have

a knowledge of the tonnage to be handled

and the number of cars in the train and
that the brakes are in good condition.

During cold weather, it was considered

advisable, where permissible, to promptly

apply brakes at the beginning of the de-

scent and work steam for a short distance

for the removal of ice and snow from be-

tween shoes and wheels, retaining valve

to be turned up before descent is begun.

After starting from the summit, a full

application of brakes should be made as

soon as practicable, without stalling, the

object being to test the holding power or

retarding effect of brakes and secure the

use of the retaining valves.

The speed of the train for the first mile

should be exceptionally low for the pur-

pose of permitting the wheels to assume a

gradual heat, to compensate for expan-

sion of the metals. The speed thereafter

should imder no circumstances exceed

the schedule rate as provided by the

time table or special instructions.

Speed, on a 4 per cent, grade, should

not exceed 10 miles per hour, if braking

conditions are favorable, if unfavorabL",

this speed should not be permitted.

Speed and air pressure are the most im-

portant factors and should be constantly

observed at both ends of the train. The

engineer will, of course, understand that

the critical time in grade liraking is dur-

ing the time of recharge of brake pipe

and auxiliary reservoirs, and that he

should regulate the application of brakes

to maintain, as nearly as possible, a uniform

speed. To accomplish this a one re-

duction method must be followed, that

is, making a brake pipe reduction suf-

ficient to hold the train, and in recharg-

ing to keep the brake valve in release

position until the brake pipe pressure

is fully restored, before an attempt is

made to return to running position.

Where no time is permitted for running

position, brake applications may be made

from release position but then 2 sec-

onds time should be allowed in running

position for a partial equalization of

pressure in the brake pipe to take place.

Where duplex retaining valves are
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used, all valves should be turned tu the

high pressure position on heavily loaded

cars, and if it is found that wheels arc

hecuniiiig overheated, the retaining valves

un cars may he alternated or turned down

temporarily.

On grades where places are designated

for trains to stop to permit of the cool-

ing of wheels, the first stop should not

be more than from 5 to 7 miles from the

point wlicre heavy braking commences,

and train should remain at such point

for at least 10 minutes time to accomplish

tlie (lesireii result. It the train consists of

loads and empties, and all the retaining

valves are not required, it is advisable

to turn up retaining valve handles on

all loaded cars and every second or third

one on the empty cars which should be

alternated at intervals to avoid the

liability of overheating the wheels. On

a 2 per cent, grade with 75 to 80 heavily

loaded cars, very good results are ob-

tained by using 75 per cent, of the re-

tainers in the high-pressure position, be-

ginning at the head end of train and the

remaining 25 per cent, to have retaining

valve handle in low pressure position.

Should the train be composed of lighter

loads, the low pressure position of re-

taining valve handles will be sufficient.

On long trains of empty cars it is ad-

visable to use 50 per cent, of the retain-

ing valves, alternating them every 10

miles.

On light grades, where low speeds are

necessary, the use of from 20 to 25 per

cent, of the retaining valves (for short

distances), is found to be of great as-

sistance in the control of slack action.

Wlicn handling long freight trains over

undulating grades, or where the resist-

ance of curvature is great, in different

parts of the train, generally speaking, the

slack of the entire train should be bunched

before the train brake is applied, princi-

pally on account of the time element

factor incident to serial action of brakes,

the brakes applying at the head end first,

thus tending to bunch the slack harshly.

From such action the bunching of slack

in advance of the brake application

tends to avoid a rapid change in slack

conditions.

There are several ways of bunching the

train, but the important feature is to

bunch it gently, and this can be success-

fully done with the independent engine

and tender brake, but on account of the

liability of bunching the slack too severe-

ly, the use of the independent or straight

air brake for this purpose is generally

condemned.

However, it has been proved by ex-

perience that the train slack can be

gathered in gently with the use of the

engine and tender brake alone.

After it has been determined that the

slack is all in, after a graduated applica-

tion of the brakes on the engine alone, a

moderate brake pipe reduction can be

made with no shock of any consequence

to the rear of the train, but the driver

brake must be permitted to work in con-

junction with the train brakes.

The graduated use of the independent

brake is recommended for cases where

curvature sets up a retarding effect,

tending to allow the engine to drift out

the slack, and when slack conditions have

thereafter changed the independent brake

should in all cases be graduated off.

It is also pointed out that when trains

are stopped on a grade, hand and not air

brakes must be employed to prevent any

undesired movement of the train, and

that liability of wheel sliding is greatest

when starting a train after a short stop

where retaining valves are in use, and

ample time should be permitted for the

retaining valves to reduce the brake cyl-

inder pressure before attempting to start,

and after starting, speed of train should

be slow for some distance so that train-

men may make inspections for wheel

sliding or other disorders, from the

ground.

Short movements with long heavy

trains should be avoided, but where it is

absolutely necessary to make them, a

sufficient number of hand brakes to hold

the slack should be applied throughout

the train.

On Wednesday evening, May 2, Mr.

W. V. Turner delivered an illustrated

lecture on the "Manufacture of the

Shrapnel Shell."

lie mentioned the reasons for the

Westinghouse Air Brake Company first

starting the manufacture of these shells,

during the business depression at the be-

ginning of the European war, reviewing

the difficulties at the start of manufactur-

ing, and contrasted the complexity of the

construction of the shells and fuses with

that of the construction of air brake

apparatus.

He explained in detail, by means of

lantern slides, just how shrapnel and

high explosive shells were constructed,

stating that on some parts, 170 different

gauges were used, and that over 10,000

different gauges were necessary before

the work on the first contract for shells

could be started.

He stated that the workmanship on

such shells was required to be so accurate

that when the finished product was in-

spected the measurements must conform

to the one ten-thousandth part of an inch,

and the weight must not vary more than

3 grammes in order that the place and

distance of explosion may be accurately

timed.

Mr. Turner displayed a considerable

knowledge of modern methods of war-

fare, illustrating methods employed by

the artillery corps of the French army in

the use of high explosive and shrapnel

shell in the barrage fire.

Mr. Turner concluded with a stirring

appeal to the patriotism of the nation.

urging everyone to "do their bit" and

condemning the "passive" patriotism,

stating that just what caused this nation

to enter this world conflict was of no

moment whatever, considering that we
were now engaged in war.

He insisted that this conflict was one

solely of autocracy against democracy,

and while some citizens might prefer the

laws as formulated by the German Em-
pire, the majority favored the present

form of government, and the lecture

culminated in a patriotic demonstration

during which a substantial sum of money

was presented by Mrs. P. J. Langan,

from the Air Brake Association, to the

Red Cross Society through Miss Stone,

a youthful Red Cross nurse whose father,

a well-known Memphis physician and

surgeon, is abandoning his practice and

sailing for France for duty in the Red

Cross service.

On Thursday morning. May 3, the dis-

cussion on handling heavy tonnage trains

on mountain grades was continued, and

one of the old-time association discus-

sions was precipitated.

Messrs. Langan, Von Bergen, Hamil-

ton, Wood, Smith, Remfry, Lyons con-

tributed in an attempted solution of the

problems as to air pump and main reser-

voir capacity, brake pipe pressures to be

carried, speed and tonnage per brake, and

fixed rules governing operation of trains

on grades that should be employed.

A very spirited argument was finally

broken up by Mr. Turner who stated that

to him those factors mentioned meant

nothing whatever ; that pressures, air

pump and main reservoir capacity were

merely an incident to the subject or

a matter of convenience to the main sub-

ject which as he sees it, is a matter of

obtaining a retarding force in proportion

to the per cent, of grade that it was nec-

essary to descend, that is, on a 4 per cent,

grade a retardation equal to 4 per cent,

must be obtained to control the train,

and pointed out that it was a matter now
entirely out of the hands of the members
when large capacity cars were considered,

and that the matter was strictly up to a

design of brake, in view of the fact that

with the standard brake equipment it is

impossi1)le to obtain the necessary per-

centage of retarding effect for the loaded

car on a heavy grade in order for it to

be handled with air brakes exclusively,

while due regard is being given to per

cent, of braking ratio when the car is

empty.

Our readers will, of course, understand

that this problem has been solved with

an efficient "empty and load" brake for

modern large capacity freight cars.

Following the close of the discussion

a paper entitled "The Functional Inter-

Relation Between the Component Parts

of the AW Brake System," by Mr. W. E.

Dean, was read by the author in which

he summed up various problems relating
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to the foundation brake rigging employed

on cars. The paper contained several dia-

grams and charts of exceptional value

and merit, and adds a chapter in refer-

ence to air brake literature.

Several of the charts show the critical

point of wheel sliding as based upon the

per cent, of forces acting on the revolving

car wheel. The paper also sets forth in

detail the faulty construction and un-

desirable effects found in the standard

single shoe per wheel type of brake gear,

and points out how the evils may be

scientifically as well as practically cor-

rected with the installation of a clasp or

two shoes per wheel type of gear.

All of the information contained in the

paper was obtained from a result of tests,

there being very little room left for dis-

cussion. The conclusion of this paper

was followed by the reading of what may

be termed a preliminary report of a large

committee investigation, the subject of

"Slack Action in Long Passenger Trains"

being in a measure a continuation of the

first paper presented at the 1917 con-

vention.

This committee is composed of Messrs.

G. H. Wood, W. F. Peck, M. E. Hamil-

ton. Mark Purcell, C. U. Joy, L. S. Ayer,

T. F. Lyons, L, P. Streeter, M. S. Belk,

W. J. Hatch, C. H. Rawlings, J. A.

Burke. R. C. Burns, and Wm. Spencer.

This committee was appointed for the

purpose of ascertaining the actual facts

concerning the operation of brakes in

passenger trains, and, if possible, to sug-

gest or recommend remedies to the end

that rough handling may be eliminated

or reduced to a minimum.

This committee advises that through

the prompt and generous response of

the railroads throughout the country, they

have been able to obtain considerable

information regarding the subject, but are

not as yet ready to submit a final or com-

plete report.

An elaborate series of tests were con-

ducted along with about 3,000 observa-

tions of train handling of trains of from

four to eighteen cars. In the first phase

or sections of the report, an effort was

made to learn everything possible con-

cerning conditions leading up to rough

handling on trains throughout the entire

country, that is, weights, make up and

length of trains, type of brake equipments

used, and maintenance of brake piston

travel, type of brake gear, number of

brake equifjments per car, and what in-

structions governing train handling were

recommended, also whether direct or

graduated release was being used, amount

of slack found between cars, type and

strength of draft gear, air pressures, and

reservoir proportions and capacity all

received due consideration through an

investigation that develops that many im-

provements are possible with instructions

and close supervision.

It was also discovered that rough han-

dling can occur through certain methods

of brake application even where modern

ft'undation brake gear and brake oper-

ating mechanism are in use.

In order to determine to just what

extent rough handling could be eliminated

through the proper proportion of auxili-

ary reservoir and brake cylinder volumes

as constantly specified by the air brake

companies, one railroad furnished an 18

car passenger train for test purposes,

with the brake equipment of the cars so

modified, by the use of a special device,

that these proportions could be main-

tained very closely as specified by the

manufacturers, that is, so that the brake

cylinder pressure could be built up in

proportion to the amount of brake pipe

reduction made, regardless as to the in-

equality of the brake piston travel exist-

ing between the various cars.

Mr. G. H. Wood, of the Santa Fe Sys-

tem, was chiefly responsible for tests

made with this modification, and as he

read the portion of the paper setting forth

the results, the diagrams of the brake

performance with reference to slack

action and shock were shown on a screen

with lantern slides.

While it is generally believed that with

modern equipment throughout, trains

can be handled without shock, but the

general desire of the committee was to

develop, if possible, some method of han-

dling equipment in use at the present

time without serious shock or damage.

It is well known that rough or unsatis-

factory handling of passenger trains is

universally prevalent, and attempts to

compensate for conditions are being made

by prolonging the time in which the train

stop is made. With such a trend of

manipulation it is possible to provide

satisfactory handling, of course, at a

sacrifice of time, and with the addition

of tlie modification mentioned, an in-

creased flexibility is obtained.

Having a satisfactory base upon which

to work, the committee was retained to

continue their investigations throughout

the coming year, and make a further re-

port at the next convention.

In tlie afternoon of May 3, Mr. W. V.

Turner delivered an illustrated lecture on

modern types of passenger car brake

equipments which was supplemented by a

moving picture of the operation of

universal valve of the U. C. brake equip-

ment, which was the same film shown at

the Atlanta convention in 1916, repeated

by request.

At the same time some slides were

sliown of freak inventions upon which

patents had I)een obtained.

Mr. Turner explained that any novel

idea was sufficient to obtain a patent un-

der our present laws, but that the grant-

ing of the patent was merely a license to

go into court and contest claims of in-

fringement. This part of the lecture was

vorv amusing, considering tlic absurdity

of the ideas manifested by these patents.

On Friday morning, a paper by Mr.

R. C. Burns, entitled "Suggested Practice

for the Cleaning and Lubricating of

Brake Cylinder Packing Leathers" was

read.

The paper sets forth the practices at

certain points on the Pennsylvania Rail-

road in cleaning and lubricating brake

cylinders. Briefly, where track conditions

are such that transportation facilities per-

mit, the piston, spring and non-pressure

head are removed from the brake cylin-

der to be cleaned and the piston and

leather are brought to a repair room
where a special installation of different

sized brake cylinders are installed in

which the cleaned piston and leather are

placed and -tested. This arrangement

provides by means of yokes required pis-

ton travel for the leakage test and an ac-

curate test is made through controlling

the pressure to the test cylinders with a

series of straight air brake valves, in-

stead of the cut out cocks usually em-
ployed for such purposes.

If, during the test, the leakage from the

brake cylinder does not exceed 5 lbs. per

minute from an initial pressure of SO lbs.,

it is assumed that the piston and leather

are in a suitable condition to be replaced

in the car cylinder.

If one fails to pass the required test,

another piston and leather that are known
to have passed a satisfactory test are

su1)stituted or placed in a container to be

transported to the car, thus to the intent

that leather will not be damaged while in

transit and in this manner brake pistons

and leathers are being cleaned and tested

before replacement in a repair room, and

in a similar manner that triple valves are

being handled.

Photographic views in conjunction with

the paper give an excellent idea as to

how this work is quickly and efliciently

done and at the same time an adjustable

gage for the brake cylinder expander

ling is shown, through the use of which

all expander rings are gauged Iicfore

being returned to service.

In connection with the maintenance of

freight car brakes, it may be added that

a brake test is being made on all cars

arriving in yards wliere such repair work

is done, and where a brake equipment is

not due for any attention a brake cylinder

leakage test is made, with a 6-in. brake

piston travel and SO lbs. cylinder pres-

.«ure and if the leakage exceeds 12 lbs.

per minute, the necessary repairs are

made regardless as to last date of sten-

cilh'ng of cleaning. Packing leathers that

fail on the test rack, after it has been

determined that tliere is no leakage from

follower plate studs, are returned to the

manufacturers for re-treating where the

leathers are tlioroughly cleaned, the old

filler withdrawn from the pores and a

new filU'r f..rc.'.I inio tlu- pores, making
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the leathers practically as good as new.

This paper was followed by the read-

ing of suggested changes in the Associa-

tions recommended practice, and a large

mmiber of additions were sanctioned.

These suggestions for changes to con-

i. i-m with improved practices and new
types of equipment are received during

the year by a committee composed of

Messrs. S. G. Down, H. A. Wahlcrt, \V.

.\. Campbell, J. R. Alexander and II. .\.

Clark.

The revision was followed by the elec-

tion of officers for the ensuing year.

Mr. T. W. Dow, retiring as president.

Mr. C. H. Weaver, L. S. & .M. S. R. R.

is the president elect with C. W. Martin,

r. R. R., first vice president ; F. J. Barry,

\. Y. O. & W. R. R.. second vice presi-

dent; T. F. Lyons, L. S. & M. S. R. R.,

third vice president.

The executive members are : L. P.

Streetcr, III. Cent. R. R. ; Mark Purcell.

Northern Pacific; G. H. Wood, Santa

Fe R. R.; C. M. Kidd, Norfolk and

Western and Mr. R. C. Burns. Penna.

R. R., was elected as an executive

member.

The following manufacturing firms had

u'.iusually large exhibits : Vapor Car

Heating Co., New York Belting &
Packing Co., Edna Brass Manufacturing

Co., Chicago Railway Equipment Co.. H.

W. Johns-Manville Co., New York &
New Jersey Lubricant Co., Jos. Dixon

Crucible Co., Barco Brass and Joint Co.,

Detroit Lubricator Co.. .\shton Valve

Co., Garlock Packing Company. A. M.

Beyers Co., Leslie Regulator Co. and the

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company.

The New York Air Brake Co.. exhibit-

ing the improved type P. S. equipment

for passenger cars, and the type J brake

pipe, feed valves and several other de-

vices.

The Wcstinghouse Air Brake Co. ex-

hibited the retarded application type of

distributing valve and reservoir, quite a

number of other devices recently brought

out, among them the special "54" air

strainer and the improved triple valve

test rack.

This test rack will be mentioned in a

future issue as it supersedes the standard

type, is a great deal more simple in op-

eration and efficient, and only occupies

about one-half the space required by the

standard rack.

The close attention of the members

throughout the entire proceedings was

particularly marked; and it is not too

much to state that the various papers

were marked by a minuteness of detail

that showed that the various committees

had given that degree of thought which

the importance of the subjects called for,

and promises well for the future activity

of the -Association by constantly keeping

before the membership the need of a co-n-

plete mastery of the involved mechanism.

New and Unique Design of Steam

Generating Plant
.Among recent improvements in boiler

construction and the application of means
for a more economical use of fuel, the

accompanying illustration shows a de-

sign of boiler which the inventor J. P.

.'Spiegel. Toronto, claims will be smoke-
less in operation, efficient and economi-
cal, silent, and requiring a minimum of

atlention. The chief departure from the

iidinary type of boilers is the absence
of the fire box. A fluid burning appa-
ratus is applied and a jet is located op-

posite each fire tube. The jets are pro-

vided with conical spreaders intended to

pioduce a cylindrical jet of flame slightly

smaller than the diameter of the tube.

Each jet has a mixing chamber with

alternating air and gas conduits supported

operate the appliances, the advantages

claimed being that the gas generated is

burnt under conditions which insure per-

fect combustion, the loss of heat by

radiation in ordinary locomotive furnaces

being almost entirely avoided. It is

claimed that any grade of fuel used under
such conditions may be used to advant-
age, perfect regulation of the firing beuig

obtaineil automatically and manually,
while the complete elimination of the fire

box is not only more economical in point

of construction and repair, but utilizes

the heat immediately in proximity to the
water surrounding the flues. A patent
has been applied for, and the results of
the experiments now in progress will be
watched with interest.

.>;kction view of new desig.n of uoiler.

by a burner frame close to the rear tube

p'.ate of the boiler. Compressed air ap-

pliances furnish the necessary pressure

for feeding the jets. .\ control valve

regulates the supply. .\ relighting ap-

pliance and other minor details are fully

provided, as well as feed water heating

and feeding appliances. The exhaust

steam from the valve chests of the loco-

motive leads into tlie tender where a

condensing chamber, drainage cocks, and

safety valves are provided, and also

pressure gauges adapted to the various

receptacles into which the tank is divided.

Returning to the fire jets, which are

enclosed in an air tight housing, the ex-

haust steam being no longer available

to create a draft, a fire is projected into

the draft pipe and driven by a steam

turbine or other suitable motor supplied

with steam from the boiler. A hinged

damper is provided at the lower end of

the draft pipe, and may be operated by

any suitable mechanism.

it will thus be seen that the operation

is simply started by extraneous means,

after which steam will be supplied from

the boiler that mav be necessary to

Pulverized FueL
The use of pulverized fuel is meeting

with considerable favor in various in-

dustries, and the Locomotive Pulverized

Fuel Company, 30 Church Street, New
York, have recently placed on the market

an adaptation of a low pressure feeder

for cement kilns that is meeting every

requirement at a greatly reduced cost.

The results are reflected in greater kiln

capacity and less fuel consumption. The
substitution of feed screws of different

pitch is the only change necessary to

increase or decrease capacity beyond the

limits of the normal speed range. .\s

an illustration approximately 165 horse-

power is required to compress and deliver

1.000 cubic feet of free air per minute at

80 pounds pressure, as generally used in

cement kiln pulverized fuel feeders, but

to deliver the same amount of air at 8

ounces pressure, as successfully used in

the locomotive pulverized fuel feeder,

only 5 horsepower is required.

The degree of economy is thus particu-

larly marked and in the near future an ex-

tensive use of pulverized fuel may be
confidentiv looked for in operating plants.
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Electrical Department
Reasons for Care in Inspection of Generators

199

In the preceding article the various

types of electric generators were taken

up. W'e explained how the first gener-

ator, or simple dynamo, did not include

Ue\d coils but consisted of permanent steel

magnets; how the next step in advance

was to substitute electro-magnets for the

steel magnets excited from some inde-

pendent source ; how the next step was to

make the generator excite its own fields.

Of the self-excited machines there are

three types : the series, the shunt and the

compound. These three types were dealt

with and their electrical connections were

shown by various diagrams. Of the three

types the compound is the most common
and is used almost universally. It was

pointed out that the voltage of a shunt

generator drops slightly as the load comes

on, i. e., as the amount of current taken

from the machine increases. In order to

keep up the voltage to a constant value,

or to increase the voltage with the load,

which is often very desirable, series turns

are placed on the field coils so that witn

the increase of load there is an increase

of field strength, which in turn increases

the voltage for the same speed of rota-

tion as the conductors on the armature cut

a greater number of lines of force. The
loss of voltage of the shunt machine is

therefore compensated for. The gener-

ator is "over-compounded." The over-

compounding is usually given as percent-

age of no-load voltage. Thus a 9 per

cent over-compounded 230-volt generator

will have a full load voltage of approxi-

mately 250 volts. By putting on a num-
ber of more series-turns than is neces-

sary to keep the voltage constant, it is

possible to over-compensate, and the

voltage is actually increased. This prin-

ciple is used in a great many cases, es-

pecially where the power load is some
little distance away from the generator

and where it is necessary to maintain a

constant voltage. We know from Ohm's
law ("explained in our issue of January.

1917, page 23) that the voltage drop in the

wires from the generator to motors or

lamps will increase with the increase in

current. In order to keep a constant

voltage at the motors, the generator volt-

age must increase with the load an amount
equal to the decrease due to the voltage

drop. (Compound generators having this

increase in voltage are spoken of as

"over-compounded." This automatic ad-

justment of the voltage, due to the ar-

rangement of windings of the generator,

is know as "self-regulation." Over-com-
pounded generators are used in connec-

tion with railway operations and similar

conditions.

A compound generator always has a

low resistance shunt usually of German
silver connected across the terminals of

its series field winding. It is easily un-

derstood that it would be impossible to

wind the series field of the generator so

that it would give e.Kactly the voltages

desired. Moreover, the generator might

be used in other conditions and a dif-

ferent over-compounding would be neces-

sary. By means of the German silver

shunt, the amount of current passing

through the series field can be adjusted to

suit the voltage conditions.

When a self-excited generator is first

started the slight residual magnetism
left in the pole pieces induces a small

amount of voltage in the armature. This

small voltage, in turn, produces a small

current in the field, which strengthens the

residual magnetism. This increase in field

Voltmeter

strength, increases the current and the

generator builds up to its rated voltage.

"Voltage regulation" is often spoken of

in connection with generators. It is the

change of voltage from no load to full

load expressed as the percentage of full

load, .\ssuming that we have a shunt

generator, which under full load will give

110 volts and at light loads will be 126.5

volts. The regulation is then

126.5 — 110

=: 0.15 or IS per cent.

110

Electric generators are used by the

thousand. Their application is almost

universal. They are made in all sizes

from 1 kilowatt to 50,000 kw. Many
methods of drive are used Some are

arranged for belt drive. They have two
or three bearings, shaft and pulley. Others

are the "coupled self-contained" type.

They have two bearings and a shaft for

direct connection to a prime mover such

as a steam engine, internal-combustion

engine or water power.

Engine type generators consist of a com-
plete field and armature without bearings

or shaft, the armature arranged for

mounting on the extended shaft of the

prime mover.

Turbo-generators are built for steam
turbine drive. This type is a very im-
portant one as a large percentage of new-

machines are turbine driven. The gen-
erators differ from the ordinary engine
type mainly in the mechanical features re-

quired for the high speed of the turbines.

Of the three types of generators the

most common for direct current work is

the compound, with the shunt generator
second. There are a few applications

where the shunt machine is better adapted
than the compound one. Usually gener-
ators for charging storage batteries are
shunt wound, although this is not univer-

sal. A very large number of the gener-
ators are alternating current. As pointed
out in the preceding article, the alter-

nating current generators are separately

excited and the voltage is controlled and
regulated by the operator in charge.

The care and inspection of electric gen-
erators is very important. Successful op-

eration depends on proper care being

given to the electrical apparatus. We will

outline in considerable detail what meth-
ods should be followed, what parts should
be inspected, etc., and will show the rea-

son for giving close attention to these

parts. Much, which will be covered, con-

cerns electrical apparatus in general and
applies especially to electric motors.

The most important thing is to keep the

generator clean. Accidents serious

enough to put the electrical apparatus out

of commission are liable to happen unless

the apparatus is protected and is given

careful inspection and care. It is ex-

tremely important that the insulation must
be kept clean and dry. Oil and dirt in

the insulation are as much out of place

as grit or sand in a cylinder or a bearmg.

Voltage, as we know, is analogous to

pressure and it is the electrical insulation

which keeps this electrical pressure or

voltage in the wires. A breakdown in

the insulation allows the electric current

to flow into the metal frame of tne ma-
chine and the machine is no longer opera-

tive and is what is known as "grounded."

Practically, every insulation used in the

construction of electric generators is af-

fected by the action of oil. In other words,

oil has a harmful effect and gradually

causes deterioration of the insulation.

There are parts of the machine which are

exposed and not covered by insulation. It

is a well-known fact that electric current

will travel over the surface of the insu-

lation and in every machine where bare

parts are exposed, there is a sufficient
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distance allowctj between tlic iron I'rame-

work and the bare parts, so that the elec-

tric current will not creep along over the

surface and result in grounding the ma-
chine. These distances are so chosen that

the "crccpage" distance is sutBcient under

average conditions. That is, under nor-

mal conditions of moisture and dust.

However, if oil and dirt are allowed to

accumulate around the windings and parts

of the generators and motors, the creep-

age distance will be reduced as the com-

bination of dirt and oil is more or less

a conductor. Distances which are sat-

isfactory when dry and clean are no longer

satisfactory if covered with dirt and oil.

Neat and economical electrical generator

design docs not consider creepagc dis-

tances suflficient to withstand the voltage

when the insulation is covered with dirt

and oil, but is designed for clean condi-

tions.

When the electric apparatus is in-

stalled, care should be used not to handle

it roughly by means of bars and hooks,

as considerable damage may result. Par-

ticular tare should be given to the arma-

ture as in machines of any size the weight

of the armature is sufficient to crush the

windings if allowed to come in contact

with any projection. When unpacking

cases of electrical apparatus, it is much
better to do this work in the cool part

of the day so as to prevent "sweating."

The moisture which collects on the wind-

ings, coils, etc., providing they are much
cooler than the surrounding atmosphere,

would e.xist over the whole surface and

might under certain conditions work into

tlie insulation. The presence of moisture

is very nearly, if not actually, as serious

as oil, and machines must be protected at

all times from moisture. It is true that

there are special motors built to with-

stand severe moisture conditions. These

machines, however, are specially treated

with a varnish and thoroughly baked so

that they are impervious to moisture.

If a machine has been exposed to mois-

ture, the windings should be thoroughly

dried before being put into service. This

is particularly true of nearly all machines

which have been in storage, especially in

unhealed warehouses, or machines that

have been idle for sometime. Machines

which have been in transit for some time

will collect a great deal of moisture which

must be thoroughly removed. After once

being dried thoroughly and put into oper-

ation the machine will keep itself in con-

dition, free from moisture due to the in-

ternal heat of the motor or generator

which is formed by the pasasge of elec-

tric current.

Small motors can be baked in ovens

to remove this moisture, and all sizes can

be dried by passing an electric current

through the windings of such a value that

the temperature will be raised to a point

not over 8S degs. Cent. The temperature

must be raised very gradually, several

hours being required in large size ma-

chines, and this temperature is main-
tained for several days. The length of

time that this drying occupies is deter-

mined by taking measurements of the

insulation resistance. In generators or

motors which have been exposed to mois-

ture, this insulation resistance may be

about zero, which means that the. insu-

lation has practically no power to hold

the electric current in the wires. As the

moisture is driven out of the insulation by

the heat in the windings, this insulation

resistance becomes greater, and when all

moisture is out the resistance is normal.

There is always danger of over-heating

the windings of the machine when dry-

ing them with current as the inner parts

which cannot quickly dissipate the heat

and which cannot be examined, may get

dangerously hot, while the more exposed

and more easily cooled portions are still

at a moderate temperature. It must be

borne in mind that insulation is more
easily injured by over-heating when damp
than when dry. As mentioned above, the

higher the insulatior. resistance, the bet-

ter is the general condition of the insu-

lating material. Even though the insu-

lation is in exactly the same condition,

the insulation resistance of any machine
is much lower when hot than cool.

Some of our readers may have occa-

sion to test an electric generator or motor
for the condition of insulation and fol-

lowing is the method and procedure to

follow: Refer to Fig. 1, which shows the

connections. .\ 500-volt direct current cir-

cuit is used, and a 500-volt direct current

voltmeter is connected to a double pole

switch and to a pair of leads noted in

the figure "to resistance." When this

double pole switch is thrown into the up-

per position the 500-volt circuit is con-

nected to the voltmeter so that the volt-

age of this circuit is shown. When the

switch is thrown to the down position,

the voltmeter will read the voltage across

the insulation. The voltmeter, as can be

seen by following out the circuit, is In

series with the resistance to be measured.

The measured resistance can be readily

calculated by using the following formula:

R=r (V-v)

where

V=voltage of the line.

v=voltage reading with insulation in ser-

ies with the voltmeter.

r=resistance of voltmeter in Ohms (this

is generally marked on a label in an

instrument cover).

R=the resistance of insulation.

In addition to the above insulation test,

the strength of the insulation is measured
by what is known as a high voltage or

breakdown test. It is made by subjecting

the insulation to a voltage much greater

than it will stand in actual service. It

is exactly analogous to the tests which
are made on steam boilers, where the

pressure is raised to one, something above

that which it will be subjected to in actual

service. This high-voltage test is in the

nature of an over-strain and must be

applied with great caution. High voltage

tests should not be made when the insu-

lation resistance is low, and it must be

borne in mind that the insulation is more
easily broken down when hot than when
cold.

The foundation on which the machine

is to be placed must be solid enough to

prevent vibration. There is nothing bet-

ter than solid masonry or concrete, but

it is perfectly feasible in the case of

machines not exceeding 50 kw. capacity

to use timber bases. In the case of con-

crete foundations bolts properly spaced

are formed right in the concrete so that

the machine can be bolted solidly to it.

The foundation must be carried down to

a solid bottom or made of such an area at

the bottom as to prevent sinking or dis-

placement when the machine is put in

place.

American Locomotives in Peru.

It i< iilhci:illy reported that the most

acceptable locomotive in Peru is that

manufactured in the L'nited States, not

only Viecause of the excellent construction

and material of the heavy .American ma-
chine, but because its mechanism is under-

stood by Peruvian engineers and machin-

ists. With the exception of locomotive

orders from Germany, amounting to

$9,416. all the locomotives imported in

1915 came from the L'nited States. In

other railway supplies the United States

supplied 80 per cent, of the total rail-

ways imports of Peru last year.

Canadian Railways.

It appears that the Canadian railways

are in much need of equipment. It has

been recommended that the government
undertake to provide a sufficient supply

of locomotives and cars to meet the press-

ing needs of the service. They could be

secured under trust agreements to the

operating companies under lease, a con-

tract of purchase which could be agreed

upon in the future.

United States Steel Corporation.
Order for steel now on the books of

the United States Steel Corporation are

equal to 80 per cent, of the corporation's

annual capacity. On April 30th the un-
filled orders amounted to 12,183,083 tons,

an increase of 471,439 tons, compared with

11,711,644 on March 31st, being the prev-

ious published record.

Appliances for Flue Welding.
The Draper Manufacturing Company,

Port Huron, Mich., has recently issued a
booklet descriptive of its pneumatic flue

welder for scarfing, welding and swedg-
ing boiler tubes, and pneumatic tube
welding machines for welding and
swedging locomotive superheater tubes,

and other devices.
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Car Loading and Train Length as Bearing Upon
the Vahie of Adequate Train Control

By WALTER V. TURNER, Assistant Manager, Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

In previous articles I have pointed out

the importance o£ car capacity in relation

to traffic capacity of a railroad system

and at the present time I desire to touch

upon the subject of car loading as af-

fecting the capacity of a railroad system

to transport commodities.

It is idle to provide rharvelously im-

proved carrying capacities of the car unit

by employing steel construction, etc., and

then not utihze it. The extent to which

this full capacity is realized when loading

a car is of great significance from the

standpoint of operating economy. Cam-

paigns are now being waged by various

railroads to awaken the shipper to the

necessity for loading cars to their full

capacity and thereby assisting himself as

well as others to reduce car shortages.

Live stock and bulky freight of small

weights prevent the utilization of full

capacity, as do less than carload lots, or

shipments. The latter will be grouped to

advantage as improved systems for so

doing are evolved and put into practice.

Of course the reduction of the empty

haul increases the average load for the

car, and with every superintendent of

transportation this problem of routing

the cars to cut down the empty haul is

a live issue.

The application of the empty and load

freight brake dispenses with the haul-

ing of empty cars back and forth over

mountain grades in order to provide the

necessary braking control by keeping the

average tonnage per brake to the pre-

determined safe figure, and as mountain

grades are usually the "neck of the bot-

tle" for the flow of railroad traffic, these

"necks" are restricted by every empty

car used for the purpose for which it

was never built, namely, that of provid-

ing adequate control for the load carried

in other cars.

Inasmuch as only from 10 to IS per

cent of the total life of a freight car is

spent in actual transit, gleaning the rev-

enue producing tonnage, or ton-miles,

improvements in terminal facilities arc

highly desirable to provide means for

more promptly loading and unloading

cars and for making inspections and re-

pairs—light or heavy, as facilities permit •

—simultaneously with the handling of

lading. Demurrage charges are being

more and more scientifically established

to penalize carelessness and lack of co-

operation on the part of shippers causing

needless detentions to cars by using them

as storehouses.

The traffic capacity of the car unit is

most closely involved in the ever-present

problem of maintenance, and this in turn

is dependent upon the factors of organi-

zation and cost. In general, it is true

that if maintenance charges are stinted

depreciation charges will jump. The
ideal is, of course, that point for each

where the total is minimum and where
if either one or the other is raised, or

lowered, the sum will increase in amount.

L'nfortunately, in only too many cases it

is true that a penny wise and pound fool-

ish policy prevails in greatly reduc-

ing maintenance work and in suf-

fering the more than proportionately in-

creased depreciation unconsciously, be-

cause it not only resembles, but really is,

"indirect taxation." What is not seen

and not known usually gives small con-

cern.

Maintenance and service are insepar-

al)le, however, even where neglected

maintenance does not cause an imme-
diate increase in depreciation, for ex-

ample to disregard a leaky brake cylinder

packing leather does not mean greater

depreciation of the 'brake apparatus but

so far as service is concerned the brake

equipment might as well be entirely

dispensed with if the elaborate means for

putting air in the brake cyhnder are un-

supported by adequate means for keeping

it there.

As to the train unit or train length, it

is needless to say that the number of cars

hauled in a train is a vital factor in the

matter of maximum traffic capacity. The
maximum train length will depend upon
the locomotive capacity, for the available

tractive effort should be such as to start

a train without the necessity for the

"taking slack" so violently as to endan-

ger on each occasion, the integrity of the

train. In passenger service, the single

shoe per wheel type of foundation brake

rigging is responsible for the highly in-

creased train resistance which marks a

needless loss in locomotive capacity and

also in fuel and water consumption of

from 30 to 35 per cent in many cases.

The lengths of sidings or passing tracks

will also govern the lengths of trains on
single tracks, the only exception being

where trains of maximum length never

need pass one another, the only "meets"

of such trains being with trains of shorter

lengths, where "sawing by" is resorted

to. The final limiting value of the in-

ferior train length must not be more than

twice the length of the siding. In such

case, however, the "sawing by" becomes
so very much involved that the practical

operating limit for the inferior length of

train will be the siding capacity. In some
respects this factor of siding length

should appear under the division "System

of Trains" for a single train considered
alone involves no element of passing
track length.

For electric railways the length of the
station platform frequently determines
the length of the train that is permissible
to operate, for obviously passengers can-
not enter or alight from cars standing
beyond the reach of the platform. A
very important feature of the reconstruc-
tion of some of the New York subways
has been the extension of the platforms
to permit the running of longer trains.

Unfortunately for our reputation for

statesmanship, legal limits have in some
cases been established for the number of
cars to be permitted in a train, but it is

to be hoped that the sense of reason and
fair play among our people will soon pre-
vail on their representatives not to apply
artificial restrictions on the arteries of
commerce and handicap society as a
whole to just that extent.

The element of train control is prob-
ably the most significant of all factors in

this problem of train lengths. Consider-
ing first the question of serial brake
action, or the behavior of brakes on single

cars or individual cars in sequence and
in relation to the train as a whole. When
an ordinary pneumatic brake application

is started at the front end of the train,

the first car is the first to experience
brake action, and each car follows from
the head end to the rear, according to its

position in the train, the brake on the last

car being the last to apply. The time be-

tween the application of the brake on the

first and the last car of a train is called

"time of serial action." For any given

type of air brake equipment this time

varies with the length of the train, there-

fore when a brake application is started,

the first car will have had its speed re-

duced before the brake applies on the

last car, and before the slack in the train

runs in, by an amount proportional to the

severity of the brake application, to the

total amount of slack in the train and to

the time of serial action. The severity of

the brake application, or, in other words,

the rate of retardation set up, depends

upon the brake cylinder pressure realized;

the basic cylinder pressure for the nomi-

nal braking ratio ; the nominal braking

ratio, and the efficiency factor. This may
be briefly summed up in the mathematical

formula,

P

R = Pef

C
where

R = the retarding factor in per cent.
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1' :=: the nominal braking ratio, per cent

based on.

C = the basic cylinder pressure (or P,

pounds per square inch,

p =; the effective cylinder pressure,

pounds per square inch.

cf= the efficiency factor.

By the retardation factor (R) is meant
the relation of the actual retarding force

to the total weight of the vehicle. It is

a measure of the rate of retardation. A
retarding factor of 100 per cent obtains

where the retarding force equals the

weight of the car, or in other words,

when the retardation is equal to that due

to gravity—32.2 feet per second, or 22

miles per hour per second. As before

noted, the nominal braking ratio (P) is

the ratio between the nominal brake shoe

pressures on the wheels of the car and
the weight of the car. It is the "nomi-

nal" braking ratio because it makes no

allowances for losses in the transmission

of the brake cylinder force, by the multi-

plying, or leverage system, of the founda-

tion brake gear, to the normal or per-

pendicular brake shoe pressure on e:ich

particular wlieel in the whole train.

I he basic cylinder pressure (C) as-

sumed to be in the cylinder when the

liraking ratio is cstalilished, is taken as

the nominal pressure arising from a full

service, or emergency, brake application,

according to the service of emergency

braking ratio in question.

The actual pressure (p) realized in the

cylinder when the braking ratio is estab-

lished, depends upon the brake pipe re-

duction made, the piston travel, the

cylinder packing leakage. For the pur-

pose of computation and comparison, it is

necessary to dedfct 5 pounds from this

pressure especially when it is relatively

low, to give the effective pressure be-

cause it will take about 5 pounds to com-
press all release springs and place the

brake shoes against the wheels. For the

higher brake cylinder pressures of 35

pounds or more this deduction may be

neglected, and the (ef), the efficiency fac-

tor, be made to compensate for release

spring effect, that is, for the lower pres-

sures, the efficiency factor, flexible like

Ihe cloak of charitv as it is, cannot be

made to c.ner the proportionately great

sin of this initial loss, in other words, the

efficiency factor cannot conveniently be

made a function of cylinder pressure in

addition to one of speed and type of

foundation brake rigging.

The efficiency factor (ef> is the com-
bined product of the brake rigging effi-

ciency (e) for transmitting and multiply-

ing the cylinder force into normal brake

shoe pressure, and the coefficient of brake

shoe friction if) which is the measure of

tangential force acting on each wheel in

relating to the, normal brake shoe pres-

sure. It is not possible, nor is it neces-

sary, to separate these two factors for the

purposes of computation. The combined

product is the connecting link between

the actual average retarding force which

must have been acting to effect a given

stop distance obtained in actual service

and the nominal brake shoe pressure de-

termined by multiplying the brake cylin-

der pressure by the brake piston area,

and the leverage ratio of the brake rig-

ging.

Holding Device for Lifting Air Pumps.

llv F. W. Bentlev, Missouri N'allcy, Iowa.

A large number of local devices are in

use for holding a 9^-in. air pump while

lifting it to place on the locomotive, or

lowering it as the case may be. In the

use of chains, no matter how securely

slung they may be around the pump, they

have frequently been known to slip and

cause troulile, while gral) books and irons,

that were designed for the purpose, have

also failed at the critical moment.

The accompanying sketch shows a very

simple plate, or what may be called a

t!irce-piece arrangement, which though

perhaps requiring a little longer time in

attaching, is a thoroughly safe and prac-

tical contrivance for the purpose. The

four upper main tap bolts are removed

and th^ respective plates applied. Four

tap bolts are used for securing the plates,

and when not in use the bolts are held on

the plates by f^-in. nuts. It will be

observed that it is necessary that the left

hand plate be cut with a larger radius at

the bottom to accommodate the left valve

cylinder cap.

On a long, higli lift, running board

cranes and pulley blocks need all the at-

tention that is possible, and the device de-

scribed secures the pump against mishap.

For an arrangement entirely safe under

all circumstances, in connection with the

lifting of pumps, we have found that this

device admirablv meets all demands.

DEVICE FOR LIFTING AIR PUMPS

The Demand for SteeL

The address of General Goethals before

the American Steel and Iron Institute in

New York cleared aw-ay much of the fog

that has enshrouded the merchant ship-

ping program since it was launched. N'ow

it is apparent that at the maximum the

demands to be made upon the trade will

not exceed 1,000,000 a month, if it ap-

proximates that much. This estimate

covers all steel for war purposes, includ-

ing that to be furnished to the Allies.

Piston Puller for W. A. B. Air Pumps.

Hv J. H. H.MiN. Machinist. Norfolk &
Western Ry., Bluefxeld, Va.

The design of piston puller shown in

tile accompanying sketch has been used

by the writer in the repair shops here

lor piilliii;4 t:ic high pressure and low

^.A-s-lWl

OLTTilLSOF PlON&£«..

riF.TAII-S OF PISTON PULLER FOR WEST-
INC.IIOUSE AIR PUMPS.

pressure air piston of the Westinghouse

8!i ins. cross compound pumps off the

• piston rods with very satisfactory re-

sults. While the device was designed

especially for the compound pumps, it

will prove equally as serviceable when

,il)plied to the pistons of the 9!,4 ins., or

1 1 ins. pumps.

The piston puller is attached in the

usual way, and the screw tightened, and

then by striking the plunger a few blows

with a sledge the piston is very easily

and readily removed from the rod.
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Air Brake Repair Work Tools Devised and Applied

to Every Requirement
By GEORGE K. DORWART. Denver, Colo.

No. 11. Clamping Tools for Facing

Air Pump Valves.

The accompanying drawings show the

details of clamping tools for facing air

pump valves, Fig. 1 is adapted for hold-

ing the 9'/2 ins., and also the small cros;

compound pump valves. The dotted

lines show the valve clamped in position

for facing. Fig. 2 is arranged for facing

the 11 ins., and also the cross compound
pump valves, and is to be used in self-

centering chuck. The knurled clamping

nut can be readily tightened and removed

by hand. The 1-4 in. set screw shown at

the lower edge of both devices comes in

contact with one of the valve wings,

thereby preventing the valve from turn-

ing.

It will be observed that the shank oi

Fig. 1 is tapered for the purpose of being

inserted in a lathe spindle, while the base

of Fig. 2 as stated, is held in the self-

centering lathe chuck. DETAILS OF CL,\MPING TOOLS FOR FACING AIR PUMP VALVE.S.

Electromagnetic Brake.

By O. E. K.\i.\, Greenville, Tex.

It will be of interest to the readers of

Railway and Locomotive Engineering

to learn that we have in operation a loco-

motive on the International & Great

Northern railroad, equipped with a new
design of brake that is attracting much
attention. The locomotive is one of the

smaller types of passenger engines with

a tractive force of about 15,000 lbs., and

it is claimed that it hauls 1,260 tons

without slipping. The device is the in-

vention of J. L. Earl, Morgan City, La.,

and the accompanying drawing will show

the main features of the contrivance.

The truck to which the appliance is

attached is of the two bar braced type,

provided with spiral springs on which

rest brackets surrounding the core of an

electromagnet, and parts duplicated on

each side of the truck. Underneath the

brackets are dogs attached to rods which

are attached to a lever, the lever being

also duplicated on the other side of the

truck, a rod connecting the two levers

which are connected by suitable means to

an operating rod leading to the cab in

control of the engineer. A source of

electric current with attached controller

lead wires for supplying current to the

magnet. If the electric current is sent

through the magnets the poles through

induction magnetise the wheels, and they

in turn will magnetize the track so that

the traction between the wheels and the

track will be increased.

On the other hand when it is desired

to use the magnets as a brake, the rod
may be moved so as to move the dogs
out from under the brackets and thereby
permit the poles to contact with the

wheels, and the wheels will be magneti-
cally gripped, thus causing the magnets to

exert a braking action. The cutting off

of the current releases the poles from the

wheels, whereupon the springs raise the

poles out of contact with the wheels

to magnetize the wheel and track through
induction, and also means to release the

positive holding appliance and permit the

pole to come in contact with the wheel
when a braking action is desired, as

already described.

It is e.xpected that a record of the tests

made in the working of the device will

be available for publication in a short

time. Meanwhile the appliance is looked

VIEW OF NEW DESIGN OF ELECTROMAGNETIC BRAKE.

when a reverse motion of the rod will

reverse the motion of the dogs and the

dogs will be wedged upwardly an<l held

out of contact with the wheels.

It will thus be seen that the device is

extremely simple, involving the combina-

tion of an electro-magnet having a pole,

means for yieldingly supporting the pole

in close proximity to a car wheel, with

means for positively holding the pole out

of contact with the wheel, means also

for energizing the magnet pole when held

upon with much curiosity here, and while

it would be premature to venture

opinions in regard to its merits, it is

gratifying to know that it is getting a

fair chance in these days when it is so

difficult to introduce anything new in the

mechanical appliances used on railways.

Its simplicity is a step in the right di-

rection, because the modern locomotive

with its multiplex appliances has become
a burden greater than some of us can

bear.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. Bcnjaniiii \\ . Uiippj, iiigiiiccr ol

structures, Boston & Maine Railroad,

Boston, Mass., has boon appointed Major

in the Engineer Officers' Reserve Corps.

Mr. W. T. Abington has been appointed

superintendent of shops of the Denver 4
Rio Grande, with office at SaJt I-ake City,

Utah, succeeding .Mr. E. J. Harris, re-

signed.

Mr. \V. G. Hall has been appointed shop

superintendent of the International &
Great Northern, with offices at Palestine,

Tex., succeeding Mr. VV. A. Brule, pro-

moted.

Mr. A. R. Thompson has been appointed

load foreman of engfines of the Chesa-

peake & Ohio, with office at Cane Fork,

W. Va., succeeding Mr. D. S. Baals,

transferred.

.\Ir. W. Wells has been appointed divi-

sion master mechanic of the Sudbury di-

vision of the Canadian Pacific, with head-

quarters at Sudbury, Ont., succeeding Mr.

T. Hambly, transferred.

Mr. Joseph P. Donnellan has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Pennsyl-

vania division of the Delaware & Hudson,

with office at Carbondale, Pa., succeeding

Mr. George S. Graham, resigned.

Mr. D. E. Barton has been appointed

acting superintendent of shops of the At-

chison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with office

at -Mbuquerque, N. M., succeeding Mr.

\V. .\. George, granted leave of absence.

Mr. Tony Goodman has been appointed

general foreman for the Missouri, Kan-

sas & Texas, at Woodward, Okla.. and

Mr. John Rarnhill has been appointed

night foreman of the same road at

Greenville, Texas.

Mr. E. P. Pfahler, formerly motive

power inspector of the Baltimore & Ohio,

at Baltimore, Md., has been appointed

master mechanic at Glenwood, Pa., suc-

ceeding Mr. A. K. McMillan, transferred

to Newark, Ohio.

Mr. J. S. Ralston is president of the

Ralston Steel Car Company; Mr. Anton

Becker, vice-president; Mr. C. N. Rep-

logle, vice-president and general manager,

and Mr. F. .\. Livingston, secretary and

treasurer.

Mr. W. L. Jury, formerly general fore-

man in the locomotive department of the

Sante Fe at Topeka, Kan., has been ap-

pointed assistant superintendent of shops

at that point, and Mr. J. Frizzel succeeds

Mr. Jury as general foreman.

Mr. D. M. Ferine, formerly superin-

tendent of motive power of the New York

division of the Pennsylvania, has been

advanced to the personal staff of the gen-

eral superintendent of that division, with

headquarters in New York City.

Mr. Willis M. Deming has resigned his

position with the General Electric Com-

pany, of Schenectady, N. Y., and expects

to engage in business on the Pacific coast.

Mr. Deming has been in the service of

the General Electric fur twenty-eight

years.

Mr. .A. N. Lucas, formerly general fore-

man of the locomotive department of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Mil-

waukee, Wis., has been appointed assis-

tant superintendent of motive power on

ihc same road with offices at Milwaukee,

Wis.

Mr. E. J. Brennan, formerly shop su-

perintendent of the Baltimore & Ohio at

Glenwood, Pa., has been appointed gen-

eral master mechanic on the same road

with office at Pittsburgh, and .\Ir. R. B.

Stout, formerly master mechanic at Cum-

berland, Mil., succeeds Mr. Brennan.

Mr. H. 1. McMinn, formerly with the

Pennsylvania Railroad, has entered the

service of the Franklin Railway Supply

Company as shop superintendent in charge

of the manufacture of the Stone-Franklin

Lighting Equipment, with headquarters at

Bush Terminal, Brooklyn, New York.

Mr. W. J. Bennett has been appointed

assistant superintendent of motive power

and car department of the Denver & Rio

Grande, with office at Denver, Colo., and

Mr. E. J. Harris has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic of the Utah lines, with office

at Salt Lake City, succeeding Mr. Ben-

nett.

Mr. William A. Garrett formerly as-

sistant general manager of the Reming-

ton .'\rms Co., Eddystone, Pa., has been

commissioned Major Engineer, Officers'

Reserve Corps, and has been assigned to

active duty. Major Garrett was formerly

vice-president of the Chicago, Great

Western.

Mr. Thomas C. Donaldson has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Rochester

& Buffalo division of the Buffalo, Roches-

ter & Pittsburgh, with office at Salamanca,

N. v., and Mr. William F. O'Brien has

been appointed road foreman of engines

on the same road, with office at Roch-

ester, N. Y.

Mr. J. B. Ennis, chief mechanical engi-

neer of the American Locomotive Com-

pany since December, 1912, has been ap-

pointed vice president of the company, in

charge of engineering. Mr. Ennis has

been in the service of the company since

its incorporation in 1901, prior to which

time he was with the Rogers and Schen-

ectady Locomotive Works.

Mr. H. H. Maxfield, formerly super-

intendent of motive power of the Western

l'eMiis>Kania division of the Pennsylvania

railroaci, has been appointed supermtend-

ent of motive power of the New York

division, and Mr. J. L. Cunninghame, for-

merly master mechanic of the Philadel-

phia division at Harrisburg, Pa., suc-

ceeds Mr. Maxfield as superintendent of

motive power of the western division.

Mr. J. R. l.ovejoy, vice-president of the

General Electric Company, Schenectady,

N. \., announces the appointment of Mr.

John (i. Barry as general sales manager

of the company. Mr. Barry has been a

resident (if Schenectady for the past

twenty years and his many friends are

glad to learn of his advancement and in-

creased responsibilities. Mr. Harry con-

tinues his present duties as manager of

the railway department.

^rr. W. S. Rugg, formerly district man-

ager of the New York office of the West-

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-

pany, has been appointed manager of the

railway department, with headquarters at

East Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding Mr. C.

S. Cook. Mr. Rugg is a graduate of

Cornell University, and has had many

years' experience as an electric engineer.

He served for several terms as one of

the managers of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers.

Mr. G. .A. Moriarity, promoted to the

newly created position of mechanical sup-

erintendent, Lines East, New York, New
Haven & Hartford, entered the service of

the Baltimore & Ohio as machinist ap-

prentice ill 1887, later working for several

roads as machinist, returning to the Balti-

more & Ohio as machine shop foreman.

He was later with the Erie, serving in

several capacities. Entered the service of

the New Haven as master mechanic in

19()7. In January of this year he was

made general master mechanic of the

Eastern (irand Division.

Mr. C. T. Stewart has been promoted

to the recently created position of me-

chanical superintendent. Lines West, on

the New York, New Haven & Hartford.

His first railroad service was with the

Erie as a caller. He served with that

road later as engine dispatcher, special

apprentice, fireman, engine inspector and

foreman. He then went with the Lacka-

wanna as machinist, serving later as fore-

man and general foreman, entering the

service of C. N. E. as master mechanic

in 1905. In 1913 he was made assistant

mechanical superintendent of the New
Haven.

Mr. H. C. Oviatt. who has been ap-

pointed general superintendent. Lines

West, on the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, entered service of the railroad

as fireman. Promoted to engineer in 1894,
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remaining six years in that capacity. He
was later air brake inspector, road fore-

man of engines, master mechanic at New
Haven, general inspector, assistant me-

chanical superintendent, and in Septem-

ber, 1913, was made superintendent of

Old Colony Division. Since then he has

been superintendent of Shore Line Divi-

sion and later of New Haven Division.

Mr. C. L. Mcllvaine formerly master

mechanic of the New York, Philadelphia

& Norfolk, at Cape Charles, Va., has been

appointed master mechanic of the Phila-

delphia division, and Mr. James Millikeii,

formerly superintendent of motive power

on the same road at Wilmington, Del., has

been appointed special engineer in the

office of the general superintendent of

motive power of the lines east of Pitts-

burgh and Erie, and Mr. C. D. Voung.

formerly engineer of tests at Altoona

shops, has been i)romoted to superinten-

dent of motive power at Wilmington, suc-

ceeding Mr. Milliken.

Mr. F. Quattrone, chief engineer of the

Italian State railways, returned to tlie

I'nited States last month. In the early

months of the war Mr. Quattrone placed

large contracts running into many mil-

lions of dollars for locomotives, cars ano

other railway material. Recently he has

been attached to the International Food

Commission of London, and now returns

to the United States as a special dele-

gate of the Italian State railways, to be

attached to the Italian Fml)nssy at Wash-

ington, and will have in charge the pur-

chase and shipment of all materials to

be contracted for by the Italian Govern-

ment.

Mr. M. A. Baird, who has been ap-

pointed signal engineer of the Erie, is

from Port Jervis, N. V. He received a

grammar school education and began his

railroad career with the Erie Railroad

January 19, 1887, and served until Oc-

tober 23, 1907, as laborer, blacksmith,

signal foreman and signal maintainer. He
was appointed general signal inspector

October 23, 19fJ7. and in March, 1909,

was made supervisor of signals on the

New York division. Mr. Baird was pro-

moted to general inspector September 1,

1911, and served in that capacity until

October 1, 1915, when he was advanced

to chief inspector, the position he held

previous to his recent appointment, which

was eflfectivc May 1, 1917.

Mr. Thomas Dunbar, Sr., has been

elected president of the Acme Supply
Company, of Chcago, 111., succeeding Mr.
H. H. Schroyer. retired. Mr. Dunbar
entered the railway field with the Pull-

man Company in 1885 as a car builder and
was later a tempi itc maker. He became
general foreman of the company in 1893

and in 1902 was made superintendent. In

1904 he became manager of the works
of this company, which position he held

until 1910, when he was appointed man-
ager of the mechanical department. Re-

signing from this position in .\pril, 1916,

he went to .\rizona for his health. The

offices of the Acme Supply Company have

recently been moved to 325 North Leam-

ington avenue, Chicago, adjacent to the

company's works.

Mr. John G. Barry, manager of the

railway department of the General Elec-

tric Company, of Schenectady. N. Y., has

been appointed general manager of the

company. Mr. Barry began his industrial

career as production clerk for the Thom-
son-Houston Company, at Lynn, Mass.,

in 1890. In 1892 the company joined with

the Edison General Electric Company
and formed the General Electric Com-
pany, and two years later Mr. Barry was

transferred to Schenectady in the railway

department. He was shortly afterwards

appointed assistant manager of the rail-

way department, and in 1907 he was ap-

pointed manager of the department, which

\\.\LIEK .\I.E.\.\.M>KR.

position he held up to the time of being

appointed general manager.

Mr. C. H. Weaver, elected president of

the .\ir Brake .Association, has a record

rif thirty-two years continuous service with

the New York Central. He commenced

work as machinist at the Elkhart shops

of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

in 1885, and was foreman of air brake

repairs at the F'lkhart shops in 1891. In

I>-'93 he was appointed air brake instructor

in charge of the air brake instruction car,

and in 1905 he was appointed supervisor

of air brakes of the Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern, the Indiana, Illinois & Iowa

railway and also the Lake I-".ric and West-

ern railway. His present position, since

the consolidation of the Lake Shore with

the New York Central is supervisor of air

brakes. New York Central railroad, west

c f Buffalo, with hcadf|uarters at Cleveland,

Ohio. Mr. VWavcr is one of the leading

cxi)erts and instructors on the air brake.

Mr. Walter .\lcxandcr, chairman of the

Kailroad Commission of Wisconsm smce

.\ugust, 1916. has been appointed super-

intendent of motive power of the Chicago.

Milwaukee & St. Paul with headquarters

at Milwaukee. Wis. Mr. .\le.xander came
from Scotland at an early age and served

an apprenticeship as machinist and drafts-

man with the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.

Paul, and attending the classes of the

University of Wisconsin, graduating in the

course of mechanical engineering in 1897.

For three years he was instructor in

engineering in the University of Wiscon-
sin and one year at the .Armour Insti-

tute and another year at the University

of Missouri. He returned to railway

work as assistant district master mechanic

of the St. Paul at Minneapolis. Minn.

Later he was promoted to master me-
chanic on the same road at Milwaukee,

uhich position he held at the time of his

appointment as a member of the railroad

commission.

OBITUARY.

Louis B. Pomeroy.

Loins r>. Pomeroy. a well known con-

sulting engineer on railway equipmeni

('ied at his home in Orange. N. J., on

y'ay 7. Mr. Pomeroy was born at Port

Byron, N. J., in 1857, and was graduated

from Irving Institute, Tarrytown. For a

number of years he was a special repre-

sentative of the Carnegie Steel Company,
and he'd a similar position with the Cam-
bria Steel Company. Later he was as-

sistant general manager of the Schenec-

l?dy Locomotive works. .At the time of

liis death he was connected with the

Safety Car Heating and Lighting Com-
pany.

Roscoe B. Kendig.

Ro.scoe B. Kendig, chief mechanical

engineer of the New York Central rail-

road, died, on May 10, in Detroit. Mich.

Mr. Kendig was born in Renovo, Pa., in

1868, and served as machinist apprentice

on the Pennsylvania Railroad. He be-

came an e.vpert draftsman, and in 1900

was appointed chief draftsman of the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern rail-

road, and in 1910 general mechanical en-

gineer of the New York Central Lines,

and in 1912 chief mechanical engineer.

Albert E. Manchester.

.Albert E. .Manchester, general superin-

tendent of motive power, Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, died on May 4, in his

seventieth year lie began railway serv-

ice in 1864 in the mechanical shops of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, anri

.served in nearly every position in the

mechanical department. For the last six-

teen years he served as superintendent of

motive power, and was recently promoted

to general superintendent of motive power.

Be gentle, but like the nettle, which is

not so gentle that it is trampled on.
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Railway Fuel Association Convention.

The members of the International

Railway Fuel Association, with Mr, W. H
Avcrcll in the chair, held a convention

the middle of last month. The question

of pulverized fuel was taken up in a

report prepared by Mr. VV. L. Robinson,

chairman of the committee. He brought

out the idea that as mining rates increased

and the war demand for fuel liecame more
urgent, something had to be done to meet
the condition. The use of p\ilverized fuel

was one of the ways, and a very import-

ant way, to meet the case. Pulverized

fuel would be attractive also in a forest

region of country, where at present oil

fuel is required by law.

The average delay on one of the largest

roads at its heaviest running repair sta-

tion is from 10 to 11 hours and the lowest

delay is from 3V4 to 5 hours. Of these

delays ash pit work forms an important

factor. The use of pulverized fuel would
reduce terminal delay to half what it is

at the present time. Attention was called

to the fact that only about two-thirds of

the total fuel purchased by railroad com-
panies for locomotive operation is actually

used for hauling trains, the remaining one-

third going into the so-called "standby"

losses. These facts are pertinent at the

present time and the whole subject is well

worthy of careful study.

"The Results of Fuel Economy" was
handled in a paper by Mr. W. P. Hakiiis.

He mentioned that one of the largest

single items of waste of fuel is by allow-

ing engines to remain under fire longer

than necessary, owing to the length of

time elapsing between the engine being

disconnected from the train and the time

the lire is "kncxrkcd." There are many
delays encountered in housing engines

after arrival, in addition to the wasting of

fuel, and these tend to reduce the time of

washing out boilers, with correspondingly

objectionable results, and this curtails the

time which might be profitably spent in

repairs. P'iring up an engine in antici-

pation of a call is bad practice, unless in

special cases where a serious delay to

main line traffic is to be avoided. Dis-

patchers and yard masters should be in

possession of information which would
render such "protective firing" unneces-
sary. When an engine stands a consider-
able time under fire, the netting becomes
clogged, and eventually prevents good,
steaming on the road, with consequent
loss of time or extra consumption of fuel.

.Another waste is by improper firing. .\

good deal of coal that is shovelled by the
fireman is wasted by reason of too much
being put in at a time.

The matter of soot was taken up by
Mr. F. A. Moreland. All the forms of
soot usually produced were shown by
views and explained by the speaker. All
forms are detrimental to the transference
of heat from the flame to the water. The

paper practically advanced or supported
:m argument for a mechanical soot blower
of some kind in every steam plant. The
committee on Fuel Tests reported. It

seems that the opinion prevailed that coal

specially prepared as to size ff>r locomo-
tives was superior to run-of-mine. Tests
were made, and the committee believe that

there was very little to justify the prevail-

ing opinion. Lump coal, cracked, gave
probably better results.

.\ very full and comprehensive report
on the subject of Feed Water Heating
was presented at this covcntion, which
dealt particularly with the apparatus of

the Feed Water Heater Company of 30
Church St.. New York. The effect on
boiler maintenance was shown, and the

actual economy of fuel, due to the appli-

cation of heat wasted through the stack

to the work of heating the feed water,
was made plain. The whole arrangement
is in essence the utilization of a by-product
of locomotive operation, and this the sci-

ence of economics recognizes as one of

the surest methods of producing wealth,

or, in this case, reducing the amount of
coal burned to do a given piece of work.
RaiLW.AY I.OC0.M0T1VE .\ND F.Sr.lNEERINC

will take the matter up in the near future.

Mr. O. G. Hall, chairman of the com-
mittee on Coal Storage, said no unusual
activity as regards coal storage has been
noticed in Canada or the United States

for some time past. .\ movement is on
foot at Toronto to develop the hydro-
electric power of Ontario and an inquiry,

•iriginating at Ottawa, is on foot to as-
certain the possibilities of briquetting

lignites. As to the absorption of water
by submerged coal in storage, a quotation
from .Mr. Oscar W. Palmberg was sut)-

mitted. .An appeal to the coal operators,

coal miners, railroad officials and em-
ployes, to increase the fuel supply of the

country and eliminate waste in the use
of fuel, closed the meeting. The appeal
was the result of the work of the execu-
tive committee.

Railway Signal Association.

The Railway Signal .Association will

liold its mid-year meeting at the Hotel
Mc.Alpin, New York, on June 12th and
13th. The candidates for offices for next
year are as follows: For president, W.
H. Elliott, signal engineer, N. Y. C. R. R..

Albany, N. Y. ; for second vice president,

C. J. Kelloway. signal engineer. A. C. L.,

W dmington, N. C. ; for secretary treas-

urer, C. C. Rosenberg. City Realty Build-
ing. Bethlehem, Pa.: for directors (two
years), E. G. Stradling, signal engineer.

C. I. & L. Ry.. Lafayette. Ind. : A. P. Hix.
signal engineer. T. R. R. Asso. of St
L.. St. Louis, Mo.; J. H. Cormick,' sig-

nal engineer. Can. Nor. Ry., Winnipeg,
Man.; A. H. Rice, signal engineer, D. &
H. Co., .Albany, N. A'. For members of

nominating committee, active: G. K.

Thom;is. assistant signal engineer, .A. T.

& S. F. Ry. Topeka, Kan.; C. G. .Mc-

Cauley, supervisor signals. Wash. Term.
Co., Washington, U. C. ; junior: H. W.
Chevalier, draftsman, Sig. Dept., C. M. &
St. P. Ry. Milwaukee Shops, Wis.; H. E.

Johnson, signal foreman. T. & O. C. Ry..

Columlius. O.

American Gear Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation Convention.

The fir^t loiuciition of the aliove as-

sociation was held at the Hotel .Schenley,

Pittsburgh, Pa., on .May 14 and l.i, Mr. F.

W. Siiiraii, president, in the chair. .After an
executive meeting in the early part of the

day, Mr. S. L. .Nicholson, sales manager of

the Wcstinghouse Electric & .Mfg. Com-
pany, spoke on "The Ins and Outs of an
Industrial Org inization," and Mr. James E.

Gieason i)resented a paper on "The Spiral

or Curved Tooth Bevel Gear." On the

following morning papers were presented
by Mr. Frank Murgess on "Job Gearing—
To What ICxtent Can It Be Standardized."

and by Mr. Wm. (ianschow on ".Advan-

tages of Gear Standardization." In the af-

ternoon. .Mr. George L. Markland dis-

cussed the "Difficulties of Gear Sta:idird-

ization."

Canadian Railway Club.

The annual meeting of the Canadian
Railway Club was held at Montreal. (Juc..

on May cSth. G. E. Smart, master car
Iiuildcr. Canadian Government Railways,
was elected president. The other officers

elected were: C. W. Van Hurcn. general
master car builder. Canadian Pacific Ry.,

first vice president; T. C. Hudson, master
mechanic. Canadian .\orthern Quebec Ry.,

second vice president. Executive commit-
tee: J. Hendry, master car builder. Grand
Trunk Ky.

; W. H. Winterrowd, assistant

to chief mechanical engineer. Canadian
P:icihc Ky.

; E. J. .McVeigh, general store-

keeper. Grand Trunk Ry. ; C. H. W. Con-
nell. division engineer. Canadian Northern
Quebec Ry.

: .A. Crumpton. assistant valu-
ation engineer. Grand Trunk Ry. ; E. .A.

.\"ix, assistant works manager, Canadian
Pacific Ry.. .Angus shops.

American Association of Engineers.

The tliir.l .iinuial convention of the
.American .Association of Engineers was
held in Chicago on May 18. The nomi-
nation for officers which was for director,
one to be elected, were .Mr. R. C. Yeo-
man, Dean of Engineering. Valparaiso
University. Ind.. and Mr. Wm. H. Salwas-
ser, School of .American Bridge Company
Gary. Ind. The convention adopted a res-
olution ofl^ering the national headquarters
as a recruiting station for the U. S. army.
All members of the association who enlist
will be carried during the term of enlist-
ment without the payment of dues. The
meeting was well attended.
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DIXON'S
|^«'*t PAINT' "Four colors ^v--

A Clear Track
ahead, Railway men, when
you protect your metal
work with

DIXON'S
Silica Graphite

PAINT
It has a world-wide repu-

tation of over fifty years.

Made in FIRST QUAL-
ITY only. Made for

those who want QUAL-
ITY. LONGER SERV-
ICE and LOWEST
COST per year of service.

Because of the peculiar
oily nature and flake for-

mation of the pigment,
Dixon's Paint has no equal
in keeping moisture and
gases away from the metal.

Therefore metal properly
painted with it resists cor-

rosion longer than that

painted with any other
paint. That is the reason
why leading railroads
throughout the entire
world use it as standard.

Write for booklet 69-B
and long service records.

Made la JERSEY CrTY. N. J., by the

Joseph Dixon Crucible

|)<^x^ Company dX^><n
""

ESTABLISHED lUT ""

Railroad Equipment Notes.

The Lorain Steel Company has ordered
i5 gondola cars from the Ralston Steel

Car Company.

kado, 10 Pacitk and 10 Santa Fe type
Icicomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
\\'orks.

The Boynton Refining Company has
ordered 25 tank cars from the Pressed
?tiel Car Company.

The Illinois Central has ordered 500

refrigerator cars from the Haskell &
B^.rkcr Car Company.

The Northern Pacific has ordered 40
Mikado locomotives from the American
Locomotive Company.

The Great Northern has ordered 25
eight-wheel (0-8-0) locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Fuji-Minobu Railway (Japan) has
ordered four 2-6-2 type locomotives from
the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The .\tchison. Topeka & Santa Fe has

ordered 1.000 gondola cars from the

American Car & Foundry Company.

The Alapaeff Mining Company (Rus-
sia) has ordered 9 si.x-wheel locomotives

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Philadelphia & Reading has or-

(lered 20 Mallet (2-8-8-2) type locomo-

tives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

The I'ari.s-Orlcans Railway has ordered

50 im-ton Mikado (2-8-2) type locomo-

tives fmm the .American Locomotive
Company.

The Delaware. Lackawanna & Western
has ordered 2 combination library, buffet,

Idunging and baggage cars from the Pull-

man Company.

The Duluth & Iron Range has ordered

50 gondolas from the Pressed Steel Car
Company, 25 lio.x cars from the Standard

.Steel Car Company.

The Canadian Government Railways

have ordered I.O(X) box cars from the

Canadian Car & Foundry Company, and
1.000 from the Eastern Car Company.

The Duluth & Iron Range has ordered

25 flat cars from the American Car &
L'oiindry Company and SO general service

cars from the Western Steel Car Foundry
( 'miiany.

The Philadelphia & Reading will build

a power and engine house at Rutherford,
Pa., to cost $50,000. General contract has
been let to A. L. Carhart, Hale building,

Philadelphia.

The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh
has awarded contracts for new shops at

East Salamanca, N. Y., including machine
and erecting shops, blacksmith shops,
storehouse and a transfer table.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered
the immediate construction of 25 100-ton
cars in its Altoona shops. This equip-
ment will be especially adapted for carry-
ing hea\T gun trucks and armor plate.

The Great Northern, already reported
as having ordered 25 eight-wheel switch-
ing locomotives from the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works, has placed an additional
order with that company for IS more
eight-wheel switching locomotives and 85
Mikado locomotives.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe re-

frigerator cars, an order for 800 of which
was recently placed with the American
Car & Foundry Company, will be
aiuipped with the Bohn Collapsible Tanks
and Ventilators, manufactured by the

White Enamel Refrigerator Company, St.

Paul, Minn.

The Russian Government is reported
ordering 53 narrow-gauge Mallet type

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, and is said to have since placed

an order with that company for 60 ad-
ditional Decapod (2-10-0) type locomo-
tives. Additional Russian orders are ex-
pected to be placed in this country.

The Chicago. Burlington & Quincy has

rdered 25 light Mikado, 20 heavy Mi-

An order for the immediate construc-

tion of 25 all-steel cars of 200,000 lb.

capacity each has been received by the

Mtoona shops of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road. The cars are for the use of the

L'nited States Government, and will be
used to carry heavy gun trucks and armor
plate from the Bethlehem Steel Works
to the seaboard.

The Pennsylvania Lines West ot Pitts-

burgh have ordered 35 Santa Fe (2-10-2)

type locomotives from the American
Locomotive Company. These engines
will have cylinders 30 by 32 inches and
will weigh 420.000 pounds. Orders also

have been placed with the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works for 10 Mallet (0-8-8-0)

type and 25 Santa Fe (2-10-2) type loco-

motives.
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According to press reports negotiations

U'oking to the purchase of more than

$1(X),000,000 worth of locomotives, cars,

rails and other c<iuipmcnt in the United

Slates will be one of the principal pur-

imscs of the Italian war commission now

111 this country. .\ large part of the

-:RX).000,(IOO alrca<ly loaned Dy the United

States to the Italian government also may

he spent for railroad materials.

of any company. The plan will furnish

data valuahle to all of us in future opera-

tion of our properties along the lines of

helpful co-operation, pooling of equip-

ment, etc."

The Canadian Government has ordered

SO locomotives from the American Loco-

motive Company. The contract calls for

30 Mikado (2-8-2) type engines, each

weighing 288.000 lbs. and having cylinders

27 by 30 ins.; 10 Tacilic (4-6-2), weigh-

ing 248.000 lbs., with cylinders 23;< by

28 ins.; 10 Santa Fe (2-10-2) weighing

320,000 lbs., with cylinders 26 by 32 ins.

The Canadian Government, according to

report, also ordered -SO Mikado (2-8-2)

type locomotives from the Canadian Lo-

comotive Company.

The St. Louis & San Francisco has

ordered from the General Railway Signal

("onipany materials for a mechanical in-

terlocking at Parsons, Kan.; Saxby &

Farmer machine, 30 working levers and

2 spare spaces. The General Railway

Signal Company has also received an

order for another machine, from the same

road, to be installed at F'airland, Okla.,

16 levers ; also orders from the Louisville

& Nashville, the Chicago, North Shore

& Milwaukee, the Perc Marquette, the

Denver, Laramie & North Western, and

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

New Chinese Railway.

The Cliiiicsc ministry of lomTnuiiira

tions, says the l-ar East, is completing ar-

rangements for the construction of the

long-proposed railway line to coiuiect

Pekin and Jchol. The road will traverse

the districts of Shunyi, Miyun, Cnpeikow

and Lanpin, and will, of course, open an

important field for commercial develop-

ment. The route has already been laid

out and surveyed. It is estimated that

the construction will take about three

years, and will cost in the neighlx>rhood

of $12,000,000.

Railway Management in War Time.

B. L. Windiell, director of tralVic of

the Union Pacific, has tersely expressed

the functions and authority of the rail-

way committee of five executives who

have charge of the railways as far as the

Government is concerned. The following

is briefly the new phase in regard to the

management of the railways

:

"Under this plan the railroads have

been amalgamated for all purposes and

in effect there is only one nation-wide

transportation system in the United

States. Terminals mean nothing, strife

for Government business is eliminated

and equipment is pooled.

"This committee has power to take en-

gines or cars from the Illinois Central

and send them to the New York Central

Railroad, and vice versa ; it has authority

to order officers and employes from the

Union Pacific System for service else-

where. It can order shipments diverted

from one road to another, without regard

to competitive earnings. Expedition is

the end in view.

"This step was taken by the railroad

officials in a broad gauged and patriotic

way, which eliminates the special interests

Patriotic Literature.

Railroad men tliroughout the country

are lendinK whole-hearted support to cn-

couraRcment of patriotism, loyalty and

faithful service, and among other associ-

ations the National Committee on Pa-

triotic Literature, 461 Fighth .\venuc.

New York City, has issued two booklets,

"Your Flag and .Mine," and "Songs of

Our Country," in editions of one million

each. Copies may be had free on appli-

cation. The books arc illustrated in colors,

and contain words, music and concisely

the story of the .American flag.

The Call to Our Red Cross.

.\ statement on 1)chalf of the War Coun-

cil of the .American Red Cross has been

issued in pamphlet form, and presents

many strong reasons why the Red Cross

should be liberally supported. .\s Presi-

dent Wilson has said : "But a small pro-

portion of our people can have the oppor-

tunity to serve upon the actual field of

battle, but all men, women and children

alike may serve, and serve effectively.

We must and will all immediately concen-

trate our energies and efforts and by con-

tributing freely to this supreme cause,

help win the war."

Workshop Drawings.

Owing to working conditions some con-

sideration should be shown, both in re-

gard to the size of drawings and the fig-

ures and letters should be of fairly good
clearness, as nothing leads to mistakes so

soon as minute ligures and lettering, and
beyond this, pretty pictures are not

wanted. Only really essential lines should

be given, but dimensions should be fully

marked in figures at least '4 in. high,

while one system of fractional division

should be uniformly adopted; rules and
gauges of course, correspond with the

drawings.

Stand behind the men
behind the guns

Buy

A Liberty

Loan Bond
ind

HELP WIN THE WAR

Interest ^z'r

Issued by iIk- Inittd States
' iiivirnmcnt

Denominations — $50,
$100, $500, $1 ,000,
$5,000 $10,000, $50,000

and $100,000

First payment as low as
Cine Dollar

You have until August 30. 1917,

to pay in lull for your bonds.

Ask any Banker, Postmas-

ter, Express Co.Tipany

or Merchant for an

Official .Application Blank and

—

Apply For Your Liberty

Loan Bond Today

A Tribute to the Flag

and

The Safest Investment in

the World.
•\\; not hi- ,on<lucli-d without

monev. It is tin- lirst thing to be pro
viiicd. Ill this war it is the most i-n-
incdijtr hcl|>—the most effective h Ip
that we can give. We must not be
content with a subscription of two
billion (inll.irs we must oversubscribe
this loan as an indication that America
is stirred to the <lepths and aroused
to the summit o( her greatness in the
cause of freedom. Let us not endan-
fcr success by complacent optimism,
et us not satisfy ourselves with the

reflection that some one else will sub-
scribe the rrquircd amount. Let everv
man and «oman in the land make it

his or her business to subscribe to the
Liberty Loin immediately, and if thev
cannot subscribe themselves, let them
induce somebody else to subscribe.
Provide the liiivernment with the
fund* indispensably needed for the
conduct of the war and give notice to
the enemies of the I'nited States that
we have billions to sacrifice in the
cause of liberty.

Buy a Liberty Bond lodav; do not
put it off until tomorrow. Every dol-
lar provided quickly and expendeit
wisely will shorten the war and sive
human life."

A Liberty Lean Bond Is Uncle
Sam's Promise to Pay and He

Is Worth $225,000,000,000.
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Hydraulic
Riveters nxed and roi tabic

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Vdlves.

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Cost Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Engineers, Iron

rounders, Machinists.

100 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Mantifaclun-ri* of Injectura. KJet-t'irs.

KiillHr Washers and Ti-stcrs. Bolltr Chi-cks.

ihpck Valvpa.

Locomotive Electric Headlights

of all descriptions

J^

THE

ATIONAL s[TS

COMPANY
900 SOUTH MICHIGAN tVENUE

"^TW* ASHTOIM
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Gooda That La»t

The Aahton Valve Co.
271 Franklin Strael, Boaton, Mau.

Railw.w Esti.\i.\tes, Design, Quantities

AND Costs, by F. Lavis. Published by

the McGraw-Hill Book Company,

New York. 608 pages, with numer-

ous folders and illustrations. Cloth,

Price, Five Dollars.

F. Lavis, special lecturer on railway en-

gineering, Yale University, presents in one

volume all that is necessary in estimating

the probable cost of a proposed railway,

the design of the general features of a

railway together with a complete analysis

of details not hitherto available in any

single publication. The work is divided

into eleven chapters embracing besides

estimates, costs with typical comparisons,

descriptions of earthworks, tunnels, ma-
sonry, arches and bridges, tracks and

buildings, with details of yards and

stations. The chapter on rolling stock is

of particular interest and shows how
carefully the author has covered the

subject through a long experience and

the careful examination of many records.

The need of such a work is well known
to every construction engineer, and while

much available data has been furnished

in the proceedings of engineering so-

cieties, and particularly by the American

Railway Engineering Association, whose
work embraces much in the way of stand-

ard practice, the work of the association,

however, although of real value, is by no

means complete. The work before us

covers the entire field furnishing data for

the determination of both qualities and

costs to aid, not only in the preparation

of estimates, but also in the determina-

tion of the general features of the de-

sign of railroads.

An appendix is furnished giving forms

of contracts, appraisal of railroads,

timber preservation, general railway sta-

tistics of the United States and various

foreign countries, all of which enhance

the value of the work. The style is clear

and luminous, and the author has a fine

faculty of presenting comparisons of the

various kinds of structures coincident

with the special matter under considera-

tion. The drawings are excellent, and the

letterpress of the high standard of the

McGraw-Hill Company.

Brick Arch Tests.

Bulletin No. 30, issued by the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Company, test department,

shelving the result of tests made by the

locDmotive testing plant at .Mtoona, Pa.,

on locomotives equipped with the brick

arch and also with the brick renewed,

i^ of special interest on account of the

minuteness with which the tests were con-

ducted. The tests covered a wide range

rif steam pressures, and the results showed

ihat the maximum evaporation, when

using highly volatile coal, was increased

15.5 per cent, by the use of the arch, thus

clearly indicating a considerably larger

boiler capacity. The arch increases the

evaporation per pound of coal, and for

ordinary rates of working the increased

evaporation represents an economy in coal

of from 6 to 8 per cent. The cylinder or

indicated horsepower was increased 7.2

per cent., and an increase in the dyna-

mometer horsepower was obtained

amounting to 6.4 per cent. The tests

were conducted under the supervision of

Mr. C, D. Young, engineer of tests, and

approved by Mr. J. T. Wallis, general

superintendent of motive power. We
understand that copies of this pamphlet,

although intended for limited circulation,

can be had on application by persons to

whom the information contained in it

would be of value.

Joseph Dixon.

Elbert Hubbard, the eminent author,

wrote some years ago a biographical

sketch of Joseph Dixon, whose name is

indelibly associated with the Joseph

Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey City,

N. J. The sketch is unique and full of

interest, as all Mr. Hubbard's writings

were, and it is proper and becoming that

the pamphlet should be occasionally re-

printed lest we forget much of what we
owe to Dixon. It may not be generally

known that he made the first machine for

cutting tiles, tlie first matri.\ for casting

type, the first portrait by means of a

camera, and the first locomotive with a

double crank. He helped Fulton to set

his steamboat going, and made a crucible

from graphite for the melting of gold

and silver. Later he melted steel in

crucibles, something that hitherto defied

the worker in metals. This was not all.

His system of grinding lenses with

graphite continues, as well as his mixture

of metals known as Babbitt metal. Be-

fore Dixon's day lead pencils were of

real lead. In his hands graphite came
into use, and to-day its use is universal.

Then he made stove polish, and house-

wives arose and called him blessed. In

1867 he organized the corporation

known as the Joseph Dixon Crucible

Company, and it remains, an ever-expand-

ing monument to the real greatness of

the man. The subsequent history of the

company is furnished in the interesting

publication, and we understand that copies

may be had on application to the main
oflnce of the company, Jersey City, N. J.

Accident Bulletin.

The total number of persons killed in

all classes of accidents during the months
of July, .Nugust and September, 1916. as

shown in reports made by steam railway

companies to the Interstate Commerce
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Commissiuii, was 2,932 and the nuinlicr

of persons injured 54,U03. This inchides

all train-service accidents sustained by

employes while at work, by passengers'

getting on and olT cars, by persons at

highway crossings, by persons doing busi-

ness at stations, etc., as well as by tres-

passers and others; and also 151 persons

killed and 35,885 persons injured in cas- ,

ualties reported as "non-train accidents."

The term "non-train" refers to accidents

in shops, boats or wharves, stations,

freight and engine hou.ses, coal and water

stations, tracks and other structures not

directly connected with the operation of

trains.

Safety on the Baltimore & Ohio.

The illuminated posters that are issued

by the Baltimore & Ohio are really gems

of art, and show how earnestly the com-

pany is carrying on the good work.

Among the most recent is a rural scene

in gorgeous colors, with a shining auto-

mobile full of joy-riders heedless of an

approaching locomotive. A ragged boy

is signalling frantically to the careless

automobilists, who seem bent on their

own destruction. The poster tells its

own story and the extensive circulation

of this fine poster cannot fail to have an

eflfect on the most heedless.

Saving in Coal.

Graphite for .May lias an able article

explanatory i>f the effect of Dixon's

Pioneer Boiler (Graphite in boilers. One-

sixteenth of an inch of scale reduces the

efficiency of a boiler one-eighth. Graph-

ite prevents scale formation, and in cer-

tain water districts renders it easy of

removal. h'lakc graphite is a money

siver. Scale burns up money. A small

plant in Cape May, N. J., saved 143 tons

the first year, and 182 tons the second

year after beginning the systematic use

of graphite.

Railroad's Patriotic Duty.

An official bulletin has been isssued to

all the railroads of the United States by

the Executive Committee of the Ameri-

can Railway Association's special com-

mittee on national defense and contains

much that is of value in obtaining a larger

amount of service out of the present fa-

cilities, and to this end it is urged that

the railroads hold meetings at various

places all over their systems, so that their

officers and employees can discuss the na-

tional situation and by mutual coopera-

tion give tangible response to the earnest

appeal that is made to every one to aid

in the nation's defense by contributing a

maximum eflfort in a unified service.

Much will be required of the railroads,

and the American Railway .Association is

doing a patriotic work in publishing from

time to time bulletins containing sugges-

tions that are particularly valuable in a

national emergency.

Liberty Loan Appeal.

The Treasury Departnieiil has issued

an illuminated circular asking the co-

operation of the industrial classes in the

Liberty Loan during the early days of

June. Meetings will be held all over the

country and a hearty and substantial re-

sponse is expected. The Pennsylvania,

New* Haven and other railroads have

taken the matter up and are making ar-

rangements for payments by the employes

on the installment plan, whereby a small

sum each month may be placed towards

the national loan.

Accounting Machine.

The Remington Company has issued a

circular showing a duplicate payroll as

copied from the records of the auditor of

disbursements of the Erie Railroad, the

work being done by a machine recently

placed upon the market by the Uemington

Typewriter Company, 374 Broadway,

New York. The time books and time

sheets are footed and extended, verified and

audited by a calculating machine which

operates before payrolls are written, ehm-

inating the work of a force of clerks.

The installation in the Erie offices is very

satisfactory.

The Safety Fan.

The Safety Car Heating & Lighting

Company has issued a sixteen-page bul-

letin describing and illustrating a new de-

vice known as the safety fan. The fan

absolutely controls the direction and dis-

tribution of the air blown from an electric

fan. It is of pleasing appearance and of

a size adapted to its use and location in

the car. All interested should secure a

copy of the bulletin from the company's

main office, 2 Rector Street, New York.

Modernizing Locomotives

{Continued from page 179.)

Among the other appliances, often called

locomotive specialties, which produce sav-

ings of various kinds may be mentioned

hollow staybolts. These reveal their own
defects automatically and reduce the time

and labor of inspection. Lateral motion

driving boxes assist in guiding an en-

gine, and in so doing permit the wheel

base to be lengthened if desired and an-

other pair of driving wheels to be in-

troduced with corresponding advantage.

Air operated ash pans and cylinder cocks

have a positive action which renders them

advantageous, just as the force lubri-

cators are advantageous. One is sure that

when put to work they do their work

without fluctuation or uncertainty. Au-
tomatic wedges and radial buffers are

in much the same class. Their action

is positive and sure. They reduce fric-

tion and eliminate a tendency to failure.

The wedges and indeed the radial buflers

give a flexibility to engine movement
which is a highly desirable <|uality and

their reduction of friction, be it small or

great, is all in the direction of saving

fuel and preventing the generated power

from being employed unproductively.

Constant resistance trucks give resist-

ance to bolster displacement with substan-

tion initial resist.ince, and a low form of

construction wliich secures to the engine

maxibium clearance under the engmr
Irames. The articulated tender truck aoe.i

away with any special form of axle box

and pedestal. The box is hinged so that

vertical motion is provided for, and there

lieing no pedestal, the wear of box and

pedestal is eliminated. Wear means fric-

tion, and friction is the useless and detri-

mental consumption of power, and such

trucks running day afted day, produce a

very substantial saving in the aggregate

and yet hold the good features of the

usual form of construction.

The beneticial elTects of the power re-

verse gear have been alluded to before

now in these pages. Not only is the

physical labor of the engineman consid-

erably reduced, but by the use of such

gear he is able to see what he is doing

and his "reaction time" is reduced. In

the study of the science of psychology it

has been found that an appreciable inter-

val of time elapses from the moment a sig-

nal is given until the man responds. When
he sees his work, the hand signal of the

yardman or trainman is not necesasry,

and this interval of time, which is in

reality just so much delay, entirely dis-

appears. Flexible metal conduits for wa-

ter, steam or oil have the eflfect of doing

away with chances of failure incident to

the use of the generally acepted methods,

and the use of connectors between cars

eliminates inspection and coupling time,

lengthens the life of the hose and in-

sures positive, exact and ready connec-

tion for air or steam.

.Ml or any of the appliances enumer-

ated above are applicable to engines, as

they stand to-day, and do not require

the buying of new power to secure the

advantages supplied by each. A locomo-

tive can be rejuvenated, or, as we say,

"modernized," very easily, as all these ap-

pliances are designed so as to be quickly

and easily and cheaply applied to any type

of engine in service to-day. Such an

engine is able to take its place far above

the efficiency average of an engine which

has not been scientifically treated—for that

is what "modernizing" means. It is not

only given a new lease of life, but in its

prolonged existence it is endowed with

new powers for good service, economy,

and is a money earner of greatly increased

power. The time between shoppings is

increased and a sort of mechanical "stay-

ing power" is given to any engine that has

been "modernized." The total amount of

saving is in all cases considerably more
than would be expected.
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The Mount Royal Tunnel
By H. K. WICKSTEED, Chief Engineer, Department of Surveys, Canadian Nonhern Railway

the head of navigation. Immediately

opposite this point and only a short dis-

tance inland there rises to an elevation

c!f 800 feet the isolated peak of Mount
Royal which gives the city its name.
Montreal in time outgrew the narrow

flat along the larger river, and spread

over the intervening higher terrace and
then up the slopes of tlie mountain itself,

The entry of the Canadian Northern

Railway to Montreal was one of its

most important and complex prohlems.

Important because Montreal is the com-
mercial capital, and principal seaport of

up around its terminals until the ques-

tion of grade separation had become an
acute one. The Canadian Pacific, built

3;) years later, had solved the grade

question in advance and in a reasonably
the Dominion

; complex for the same .satisfactory manner, but the smoke and
rtasons as obtain in the case of the entry noise nuisances still remain and with
to othe-- great centres of population—ex- increasing traffic are becoming more and
pensive property, vested interests, sepa- more objectionable as time goes on.

1-1K.-.1 l-.l.l.( I KK II wi.i. \i \ii)\rui:\i (ANAiiA.

ration of grades, physical impedimenta.

cic.

Two other trunk lines already had en-

trances to Montreal. The Grand Trunk
had been built in 60 years ago, and the

Canadian Pacific 30 years ago. Their

The topography of Montreal is pe- uiUil these ln-ianu' tn,, pri-cipitnus to

culiar. It is siluate<l as everyone ahow of fui-ther expansion. It tiuii be-

Itnows, on an island some 35 miles long gin to grow i)arallel to the river and

and 4 or 5 miles wide, at the confluence ultimately to extend aroun<l eacli end

I i the Ottawa and the St. Lawrence of the mountain, more especially the

rivers. The greater river of the two, north eastern end, until today it reaches

problems were comparatively simple and JK-ing navigable much further west than nearly across the island.

had been solved. The (irst had a sur- the smaller, the earlier settlements nat- The two railways already mentioned

face line into the outskirts of the then urally grew upon the St. Lawrence and iiaralleled the river from ihe southwest,

existing city, and the latter had grown tbe nucleus of the city was fornncl at the (irand 'It unk ..n tlu- Hats and the
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Canadian I'acilic along the edge dl tlie

tirrace at a higher level. The latter road

al.so huilt or acquired lines which almost

encircled the mountain and obtained an

e.itrance from the east as well. This

gave it a very commanding position but

the C. P. R. was handicapped by two

separate and independent terminals, with

all the expense of property and expro-

priation and upkeep which such an ar-

rangement entailed.

While the city had grown up stream

and down, and to a certain extent, across

the island, the mountain had blocked ac-

cess to a most desirable area lying due

west from the city's centre, within easy

distance as the crow flies, but reached

I'y travellers only when 3 sides of a par-

allelogram had been traversed. These

lands were in the market at a very mod-

(.rate price. It became evident when the

Canadian Northern sought entrance that

not only would a tunnel provide more

immediately at the foot of the precipitous

r:^e. For another mile the superincum-

bent rock is 4(KI ft. to over 6(XI ft. in

thickness, but it then diminishes rapidly

bnd half a mile from the terminal it is

only SO ft., and lessens gradually to 25

ft. at the eastern portal. The total length

of the tunnel is 3 1-10 miles. The termi-

nal station itself will occupy two city

blocks extending from Cathcart St. to

I.agauchetiere St. in one direction and

from St. Monique to Mansfield Street

in the other.

The choice of the site was dictated to

a certain extent by the topographical

conditions of the vicinity and also by the

fact that nearly one half of the area

required was for sale at a very moderate

fi^;ure in one block, but aside from these

considerations it would be hard to find

a better one in the city. Cathcart St.

is within 200 ft. of St. Catherine St.,

the principal retail thoroughfare in the

be provided with another outlet. .Abso-

lute graile separation will thus be pro-

vided for some 5 miles with no grade

exceeding 0.6 per cent, of iZ ft. per mile,

a result almost unique in urban railway

construction.

As might lie expected the material

through which the tunnel is driven is

nearly all rock. Near the western por-

tal for some 20f) yds., surface clays and

gravels predominate. Then comes the

Trenton limestone lying in almost hori-

zontal and undisturbed Iteds nearly to

the base of the steeper slope of the

Main mountain mass. Next occur some

crystalline rocks and under the moun-

t?in itself there is igneous rock known

to the geologists as essexile. On the

east side the limestone is again met

with, and some exca%'ation in it is neces-

sary to the very end, but the roof is

in a very soft plastic clay for a distance

o' nearly half a mile and \h\< portion

FORM OF DOUBLE AND SINGLE TUNNEL ON THE C.\N.ADL\N NORTHERN AT MO.NTREAL, CANADA.

direct access to the city than any other

route, but it would give easy grades,

avoid property damages, eliminate grade

crossings and permit of high speeds to

the city's very centre. Last, but by no

means least, the Canadian Northern com-

pletely solved the problem of the further

expansion of the city. It was a civic

improvement scheme as well as a rail-

way project and it promised to net to

the owners of the trans-montaine prop-

erty many times the cost of the tunnel.

This was the history of the conception

and the "raison d'etre" of the Mount

Poyal Tunnel.

In detail the tunnel enters the ground

v/here it crosses the C. P. R. belt line

and descends on a grade of 0.6 per cent.

At a point one mile east of the portal

it is 250 ft. below the surface and a shaft

v/as sunk at this point partly with the

idea of making more rapid progress with

the heading, partly with a view of es-

tablishing a station at this point which is

city. Lagauchetiere St. is on the edge

of the terrace and may be considered

the boundary between the upper and

lower, or retail and wholesale divisions.

Dorchester St. runs across the centre of

the area, and fronting it will be the

main facade of the terminal building.

One block further south is Dominion

square, the principal mid-city park, and

on this fronts the Windsor Hotel, one

of Montreal's great hostelries. Lag-

auchetiere St. is on a somewhat lower

level than Dorchester and Cathcart Sts.

and the production of the tunnel grade

just clears it sufficiently to allow of the

legal headroom without materially rais-

ing its surface and at the same time it

is sufficiently high to cross three of the

principal downtown arteries ; St. Antoine,

St. James and Notre Dame Streets, over

head. The grade crossings are thus re-

duced to one, and this on a street of

minor importance, Latour St., which

ends at this jxiint. and will probably

cf the tunnel was the most difficult of

the whole to build. Had these clays oc-

curred in open country such as that at

the west portal the problem would have

been comparatively simple and an open

trench might have been excavated and
subsequently tilled. Unfortunately the

section in question was under a city

street and interference with traffic,

sewers, gas and watermain'. had not only

to be avoided, as far as possible, but

any settlement of the foundations of ad-

joining buildings had to be prevented.

So serious was the danger of this condi-

tion that a shield was used for the entire

distance and the roof was arched in with

concrete blocks moulded on the ground

10 the shajic of the arch and set in place

by specially designed machinery. In

spite of this, some little settlement took

place, but the resulting damage was
small.

The tunnel provides for a double

tiack and this particular portion of it
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was built with a dividing wall of re-

i.iforced concrete. There being only one

shaft which could be used for ventila-

tion, it was at first proposed to carry

tliis dividing wall completely through in

order to facilitate the change of air, but

the operation being electrical with nothing

to cause special fouling, such as by

was designed and built upon the works
with a long projecting arm which reached

over the pile of debris and carried the

shaft with its attached drills back out of

harm's way and replaced it in position

after the shot had been fired. This car-

riage, necessarily, pretty well blocked the

heading and stopped the work of the

MAP SHOWING LOCATIOX OF MOUNT ROY.\L TLXXFI,

smoke. One portal is 100 ft. higher than

the other, and this has a tendency to

induce a current of air from one end

to the other, it was finally decided to

avoid the expense until an actual ex-

periment had been made. The double

arch, therefore, ends with the concrete

biock section. It was thought the rock

section would stand without lining, being

everywhere hard and apparently compact,

but it was found to be much cut up with

very fine seams and after one or two

rock falls had taken place it was finally

<?ecided to coat it throughout with a thin

lining of concrete. This was the more
necessary on account of the overhead

trolley wire, which, of course, had to

be supported from the roof and would

have been rendered inoperative by even

a moderate rock fall. The very large

suburban traffic, which was also antici-

pated, made it advisable that no chances

cf failure or interruption should be

taken.

A bottom heading was started in 1912.

and was carried through from three

faces at once, and for a time from four.

That is to say, from each end for a time

in both directions from the single shaft.

The drills were driven by compressed

air and mounted on a horizontal shaft

held in position by jacking against the

rock wall on either side. When a shot

was fired the shaft and drills had, of

course, to be dismounted and carried

back some distance, and before they could

be put back after the shot was fired, a

considerable quantity of rock debris had

necessarily to be removed from the face

and the shaft, and the drills had to be

carried over this debris, which was a

matter of considerable difficulty and

time.

In order to obviate this loss of time,

a special electrically operated carriage

' mucking'' gang, and in order to obviate

this delay, an endless belt was arranged

which carried the muck back and deliv-

ered it to the dump cars behind.

This machine was designed and built

on the work at the west portal, and was
very successful in its operation. With its

help the rate of progress was brought

though the
. newer rocks of British Co-

lumbia can scarcely be considered as hard
to drill as the trappeanncore of the Mon-
treal Mountain.

The Mount Royal tunnel, as was ex-
pected, was an exceptionally dry tunnel.

Only at one point near the western con-
tact between the mountain core and the
limestone was there any considerable

influ.x of water, but this was easily taken
care of. Inasmuch as over half the head-
ing was driven down grade, this was very
fortunate.

The pumps, air compressors, etc., were
all electrically driven, and the dump cars
hauled by small electric locomotives. The
power was obtained from the Montreal
Light, Heat and Power Company's lines,

not very far from the portal.

Mr. S. P. Brown, formerly connected
with the Pennsylvania's tunnel and with
the Brooklyn Rapid Transit was manag-
ing engineer. Mr. J. C. K. Stuart was
chief assistant. Mr. 'W. C. Lancaster
was the designer and superintendent of

the electrical work, and Mr. Fisher had
charge of the instrumental work of the

alignment and grades.

The tunnel itself may now be said to

be complete, and tracklaying and ballast-

ing is in progress through it.

The excavation of some 250,000 cu. yds.

material on the station site has now com-

.\I.\P .SHOWING LOCATION RAILWAYS
CANADA.

up in the month of May, 1913, to 820 ft.

This was at the time a record for hard

rock tunnelling in America. It has since

been exceeded in the constnutinn of ihe

Roger's pass or Connauglu UimirI iikh-

tioned and described in the .\pril, 1917,

issue of Railway and Loiomotive En-
GiNKKRiNT,, page 109, on the C. P. R., al-

mcnced. This material being required

to pass through the tunnel itself, could

not be started l)efore tlie passageway ex-

iftcd. 'We are indebted to Mr. H. K.

Wicksteed, chief engineer, Department

c f Surveys, Cana<lian Northern Railway,

and Mr. M. H. MacLeod, general man-

af.er and chief engineer of the road.
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Mogul 2-6-0 Switcher for the Baltimore & Ohio
Fitted with Extensive Application of Locomotive Specialties

The Liniii Locomotive Works, Inc.,

have recently supplied the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad with a Mofnil switcher,

which, from all accounts, is giving the

purchasers every satisfaction for switch-

mg service, in what might he called the

transfer work of freight car movement at

the terminal where it is placed, which is

the citj' of Chicago. Mr. F. H. Clark is

General Superintendent of Motive Power
of this railroad.

The use of a pony truck under heavy

six-wheel switching engines is regarded,

on the B. & O., as a move to secure some-

what easier working conditions on the

track. Yard tracks and connections are

not always as well kept up as main line

tracks. It also permits of a boiler havini;

increased capacity.

The engine as it stands has cylinders

22 X 26 ins., gun iron pistons ; piston

valves, 14 ins. in diameter; Baker valve

Rear, and Ragonnet power reverse. The

9,''.- X 13 ins. The engine truck wheels

h:ivc an outside diamter of 26 ins.; jour-

nals, 5 .X 9yi ins. The rigid wheel base

is II ft., the cuKine is 18 ft. 11 ins., and
the engine and tender, 52 ft. 7 ins. The
tender is L'-shaped, with slope back tank

;

number of wheels, 8; diameter, 3i ins.;

journals, 5x9 ins.; tank capacity, 7,000

gallons ; fuel, 9 tons of coal. The weight

in working order, on drivers, is 163,700

lbs. ; on truck it is 18,600 lbs., and the to-

tal engine, 182.300 lbs.; tender loaded,

129,000 lbs. The tractive power is 37,200

lbs., and the factor of adhesion, 4.4.

The frames are 4'4 ins. wide, spaced 43

ins. between centers.

This engine is pretty well supplied with

locomotive specialties, made by the va-

rious well konwn supply firms, who have

developed many of their appliances to a

high degree of excellence, .\mong them
may be mentioned the modern super-

heater, Brick arch, Rverl.Tstins blow-nff

as it is with the arch, and more heat is ex-

tracted from the coal and more water will

be boiled. This constitutes an easily at-

tained and positive saving which is absent

if the brick arch is not there. It is the

more thoroii>;h burning of the fuel which

permits of extra power being produced.

The RaKonnct power reverse gear is

peculiarly useful on a switching engine, as

it not only lightens the physical labor of

the enj;ineman, but it enables him to keep

his head out of the cab window all the

time and so see for himself what he i«

doing. The action of the Baker valve gear

has been described in a previous issue,

and therefore does not now require re-

capitulation. The radial buffer, made by

the Economy Devices Corporation, does

good work on a switcher, where curve

radius is short, as it provides fur a free

movement between engine and tender

with the chafing castings in close contact

:iii<! with a iiiiiiimum ot frictiun. \'erti-

MOGUL SWITCHER FOR THE n.M.TIMORE & OHIO.

F. K. Clark. Gen. Supt. Motive I.oconioti'

boiler is straight top and radial stayed

type, equipped with firebrick arch and

superheater ; diameter, 80 ins. ; thickness

of sheets, 13/16 ins.; working pressure,

185 lbs.; fuel, soft coal; water legs at

bottom 4|X ins., at top 5 ins.

The firebox material is steel, with a

length 8315/16 ins.; width, 66 ins.; depth

front. 76 ms. ; depth back, 74 ins. ; thick-

ness of crown and sides, ^ ins. ; thick-

ness of back, 5/16 in.; thickness of tube

sheet. '/^ in. ; firebrick arch, supported by

4 tubes. 3 ins. in diameter ; grate area.

38.4 sq. ft. The tubes are 30 of the 5'/.

ins. flues, Xo. 9 B. W. G.; 241 of the 2

ins. tubes, .125 in. wire gauge; spaced

with H in. bridge at firebox, length 11 ft.

The heating surface is made up of tubes

and flues, 1,847 sq. ft. Firebox, 164.6 sq.

ft. ; arch tubes, 26.4 sq. ft., and the super-

heater, 395 sq. ft. The driving wheels

have an outside diamter of 52 ins. and the

journals are: main, 10 x 13 ins.; others.

cocks, Damascus brake beams. Economy
Radial buffer, Commonwealth pilot bum-
per, F'ranklin grease cellars, Farlow draft

gear, Franklin pneumatic fire-door. Com-
monwealth tender frame, Andrews tender

truck frames, .-Xshcroft steam gauges,

Hanlon water gauges. Sellers injectors,

Detroit lubricator, Ragonnet power re-

verse gear, Coale safety valves, Hanlon

Sanders, Chambers throttle valve. Baker

valve gear, Franklin water joint, Frank-

lin shoes and wedges, Markel rod ends.

The advantages gained by using some

of these appliances have been mentioned

before now in the pages of R.mlw.ay .and

Loco.MOTivE Engineering. For example,

one of the simplest is the brick arch. It

depends for its efficiency on the principle

that if 1,000 lbs. of coal is burned on a

locomotive grate in the usual way, a cer-

tain definite weight of steam is generated

thereby. If by the use of the arch the

1,000 lbs. can be more thoroughly burned.

cal movemcms are taken care of be-

tween the surfaces in contact, horizontal

movements between two distinct surfaces

and rolling movements between surfaces

spherical in shape. .Adjustment is made
by means of a wedge and all parts are

made of cast steel, and the wearing faces

are specially treated.

Three surfaces are here spoken of. The
first deals with vertical movements, two
are required for horizontal movement, and
another for the rolling movement. In one
type of radial buffer, twin springs are

substituted for the wedge, the chafing

faces being the same for both types. This

design is used where the tender is required

to absorb part of the engine rear-end

movements. .All movements between

engine and tender, whether vertical, hori-

zontal or rolling, are provided for by the

radial and spherical surfaces of the chaf-

ing plates and the engaging surfaces of

what i« calku the floating block, and thus
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the spring function is merely that of keep- room for a man to enter the boiler for
ing the surfaces together under a prede- internal inspection without removing 'he

termined pressure. valve or breaking a steam joint. On
The Chambers throttle valve, used on superheated engines this has been of great

CH.\MDERS THROTTLE V.\LVE IX POSITIOX.

this engine is applicalile to engines using

superheat, as this one does. The fact that

the engine is in transfer service requires

a certain amount of drifting in the day's

work, and this form of valve takes care

of the results of running "shut off" where

a superheated steam appliance is in vogue.

In the first place the Chambers throttle

valve takes steam from the highest point

of the dome and thus avoids syphoning

water into the dry pipe. The valve has a

single seat, but is fully balanced, which

is manifestly easier to grind and keep

properly in repair. The valve does not

require removal for internal boiler in-

spection. The parts are standardized so

as to be interchangeable with those of any

other Chambers valves on the road.

It has been applied to this B. & O.

switch engine. The valve, as applied to

this engine, is illustrated by our engrav-

ings. Some of the principal advantages

to be derived from the use of the Cham-
bers valve arc: Drifting feature, single

seat and separable scat, accessibility to

the boiler for internal inspections without

removal, non-multi|)lication of lost motion,

graduated opening, standardization of

parts, elimination nf valve stem packing.

The stuffing box, as applied to this

engine, is equipped with packing composed
of a brass ring, but experiments have

proved that the stuffing box, as shown in

our illustration, where a cast iron ring

made solid with the shaft, is used in place

of the loose brass ring, requires little or

no attention.

The construction of the valve proper

lends itself to application in the dome
in such a manner as to provide plenty <,f

value, for the reason that after an engine

has run for some time there is enougi)

corrosion on the straps, etc., so that when
the keys are knocked out there is often

enough movement to the dry pipe to

ner obviates the necessity of an additional

man-hole plate for this purpose.

The single valve and seat separable

from the head insures a tight valve. It

is well known that a small leak, which
on a saturated engine gives only a little

trouble, becomes a serious matter on a

^uperheated engine, owing to the steam
passing through the units and increasing

in volume.

While very few records are kept of

throttle valve grindings. Chambers throt-

tles have been known to run for at leas:

two years without any attention lieing

given to the grinding of the valve, and it

is common for engines to run from shop-
ping to shopping without regrinding.

The separate seat just mentioned is

composed of a ring of weathered cast

iron finished all over so that internal

strains are gone, and heat does not affect

the shape of the seat. The ring is so

made as to give clearance all around the

outside so that any distortion in the head
does not affect the ring. It will be seen,

therefore, that the ring presents a perfect

seat to the main valve at all times. .-Ml

cranks and levers that go into the Cham-
bers valve are of the same length, so that

any lost motion that might develop would
not be multiplied by unequal lengths of

cranks.

The Chambers valve is a positive, flex-

ible, drifting valve which lias been recog-

nized by a large number of trunk line

KIC.CI.NT. IN LOCOMOTIVE C.\li.

loosen things at the front end. This

necessitates the taking out of superheater

units in order to regrind. The fact that

internal inspection is possible in this man

roads as a good device for overcoming

this serious and expensive dil'rtculty. The
valve has a small valve in the top of the

main valve, which opens first one-quarter
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indi. and closes last. There is a notch

on the top side of the quadrant and a

dog on the lever engages with it when the

valve is being closed at a point which in-

sures the main valve being closed and the

drifting valve. The steam enters the bal-

ancing chamber and fully balances the

main valve. The shoulder on the valve

stem engages the boss on the under side

of tlie balancing piston, which, in turn.

BWBBaRf .-j-qi
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THROTTLE ROD ARR.\NGE.MEXT—CH.'VMBERS VALVE.

small drifting valve open. This provides

enough steam on a large superheated

engine to drift at the rate of forty to fifty

miles per hour and maintains sufficient

steam in the cylinders to exclude the air,

which, if allowed to enter the cylinder,

would cause trouble. The important fea-

ture in drifting is never to completely stop

the flow of steam to the cylinders. It is

the lirst few revolutions after shutting off

that do the damage. It has been proved

that three or four revolutions are suffi-

cient to form a vacuum and so cause air

to enter. Enginemen who have become

accustomed to handling this valve say

that they operate it automatically and

almost without thought.

The Chambers throttle valve is wholly

balanced with steam through the small

balancing drifting valve in the lop of the

main valve which opens first. Steam

enters into what is known as the balance

chamber exerting an upward pressure in

tlie balancing piston. This steam does the

work of levers, bell-cranks and fulcrums

on other valves. The balance is positive

and by connecting with cranks that main-

tain the same dimensions at all times and

which are equal in length, connecting

with the differential fulcrum lever, the re-

sult is but 30 lbs. on the handle of the

lever to open the valve. In operating,

the first movement of the throttle lever

from the closed position rotates the oper-

ating shaft in the stuffing box with a cor-

responding upward movement of the in-

side crank and an upward movement of

the valve stem, which lifts the balancing

raises the main valve. When the main
valve and the balancing drifting valve are

closed, no steam is in the standpipe or

covering pipe connecting the head and the

stuffing box, thus making it possible to

in the cab and allows for better arrange-

ment of steam gauges, lubricators, etc.,

on the back head.

The throttle rod arrangement shown in

our half-tone illustration is designed to

overcome the differences in expansion be-

tween the boilir and the throttle rod.

The lever and the stuffing box being rig-

idly connected to the boiler, move with

the boiler. The expansion takes place as

the engine is being fired up. The throttle

rod being in the open is not affected. The
Chambers throttle application takes care

of this difference with the use of this ar-

rangement, by having an encased spring

with an initial compression of at le^st

350 lbs. In normal operation the rod can

be considered as being solid. As the en-

gine cools, the contraction in the boiler is

taken care of by the further compression

of this spring. As the engine is again

fired up the valve is kept closed by the

spring exerting a pressure against the

rod, moving the rod correspondingly a

distance equal to the expansion of the

engine.

As the Chambers throttle valve is not

equipped with any form of packing that

could grip the rod, and the use of a uni-

versal joint in the operating shaft of the

stuffing box eliminates the possibility of

binding of this shaft, it can be readily

seen that no power is required to close

the valve, and the compression of the

spring is more than ample to keep the

valve closed, and also to have it inoper-

ative during normal use of the valve. .\s

the possibilities of binding are eliminated

3u*TiHcea« *s5ctw.T

STCFFI.VC IIOX .\RRANGEMENT—CH.^MBERS V.ALVE.

inspect and repair, if necessary, the joint

in the stuffing box which prevents stuflSng

box steam leaks. The removal of the

stuffing box from the back head to the

side of the dome eliminates steam leaks

the valve closes of its own weight It

must be possible, after disconnecting the

throttle rod from the stuffing box, with

the engine cold, to open the valve by pull-

ing on the outside crank and on releasing.
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the valve will close of its own weight.

The Coale safety valve and muffler has

been applied to the engine. The peculiar

design of this valve with the small diam-

eter of guides reduces the friction of the

lower guides, and brings the guiding sur-

faces close to the plane of seat. The ball

socket bearing in the valve is also made
close to the plane of the seat, and spring

buttons having corresponding bearings

which ensure good alignment of the

various and complex working parts.

Some of the principal dimensions are

here appended for reference : Gauge of

track, 4 ft. 8j4 ins. Driving wheel diam-

eter, 52 ins. Fuel, kind, soft coal. Cyl-

inders, diameter, 21 J4 ins.; stroke, 26 ins.

Boiler, diameter, 80 ins.; pressure, 18S

lbs. Firebo.x, length, 83 15/16 ins.; width,

66 ins. Wheel base, rigid, 11 ft; engine,

18 ft. 11 in. Engine and tender, 52 ft. 7

ins. Maximum tractive power, 37,200 lbs.

Factor of adhesion, 4.4. Tubes and flues,

number, 241, 30; diameter, 2 in?., SVa ins.;

length 11 ft. \\'eight in working order,

on drivers, 163,700 lbs.; truck, 18,600 lbs.;

total engine, 182,300 lbs. Tender loaded,

129,000 lbs. Grate area, 38.4 sq. ft. Heat-

ing surfaces, tubes and flues, 1,847 sq. ft.

;

firebox. 164.6 sq. ft. : arch tubes, 26.4 sq.

ft.; total, 2,038 sq ft.; superheater, 395

sq. ft. The engine is doing good work
and has met the approval of those using it.

The Operating Side of a Railroad
By A. J. STONE, Vice-President of the Erie Railroad

{Continued from page 188, June, 1917)

To go into details of "the operating

side of a Railroad" would undoubtedly

be tedious for you, and many of you who
come in contact with the operating work
would find a statement of it rather dry.

However, since that is my assigned sub-

ject I must give it some attention.

Primarily and fundamentally a railroad

is built and operated for the purpose of

moving passengers and commodities from

one place to another in safety, with

promptness, and with profit to the rail-

road. These specifications sound simple,

but the detail of their consummation is

very great. A person taking a trip from

New York to Chicago enters the train in

Xew York and thinks little of the great

machine which is put in motion to get

him to destination. In the first place, he

is one of the pasesngers enjoying the use

of equipment and locomotives to the

value of a half million dollars before ar-

riving at Chicago and the highway over

which he travels has been built at a cost

of. say, two hundred thousand dollars a

mile, thus representing an expenditure of

two hundred million dollars. It ought to

be worth two cents a mile to ride on a

property which cost two hundred thou-

sand dollars a mile, and which if built

for passenger business alone could never

be self-sustaining except at a r^te of sev-

eral times higher than the existing passen-

ger rate. If the railroads depended upon

their profit from passenger service to pay

their fixed charges they would all be

bankrupt. It will be appreciated that in

order to accomplish the one thing of

carrying a passenger between New York

and Chicago in safety and with celerity a

great organization must be employed and

regulated.

Those who contribute to this accom-

plishment are not necessarily engaged on

the train. Starting with the pine forests

of the South, where the ties are manu-
factured and on up to the conductor who
punches your ticket or makes a record

of your pass, there is a wonderful army
who are contributing to the comfort and

safety of your trip. The trackmen who

maintain the track in a safe and com-
fortable condition, the laborers and me-
chanics who build and maintain the cars

and locomotives used, the vast industrial

plants engaged exclusively in the manu-
facture of railroad material, the signal

and interlocking system men who regulate

the safety of movement under the juris-

diction of the train dispatcher and divi-

sion officers, the car inspectors who ex-

amine the equipment as it passes from
terminal to terminal, and the unseen force

of division officials and general officers

who give their constant attention to the

means by which your trip may be success-

fully accomplished, are all necessary fac-

tors in the work.

The movement of freight also involves

the use of this expensive machine and its

extensive organization. One of the dif-

ferences between the movement of pas-

senger and freight is that the passenger

will load and unload himself and will look

out for his own safety on the trip in so

far as assault and robbery is concerned.

The transportation of freight requires in-

itial terminal expense in loading and final

terminal expense in unloading and con-

stant supervision en route, to prevent de-

lay, theft OT miscarriage. The large bulk

of the freight is not moved on any

definite schedule, but with the general

understanding, which is very positive,

that it must be handled promptly and

satisfactorily to meet competitive condi-

tions.

Competition for traffic is very keen and

a railroad, to exist, must obtain its share

of the competitive traffic. In other words,

the local business to and from non-com-

petitive stations would not maintain a

trunk line railroad. There is, therefore,

a keen effort to so handle traffic as to

command the business.

In speaking of "The Operating Side of

a Railroad" those who are in the operat-

ing department are apt to forget that

there is any other side to the railroad

work and that without the results of the

traffic, accounting, financial and con-

struction departments, the operating de-

partment's functions would wither. A

balancing and co-ordination of all of
the departments of a railroad is neces-
sary for the common good and that is

one of the functions of the president of a
railroad. The tendency of the operating
department to handle business in the

cheapest possible way without proper re-

gard to competitive conditions, or perhaps
public necessity, and the tendency of the

traffic department to solicit unprofitable

business and enter into unprofitable ar-

rangements, such as the naming of too
low a rate, agreeing to unwarranted fast

'

time, involving unwarranted expense,
which soon is imitated by competitors to

the disadvantage of all, makes it neces-

sary that these things be regulated by the
president, upon whom in the end falls

the chief responsibility for results. It

may be said, however, that the ability of
the traffic and operating officers can be
gauged to some extent hy the amount of

attention it is necessary for the president

of a railroad to give to the co-ordination

of such matters.

To be successful a traffic officer and
operating officer must each have suf-

ficient insight into the business of the

other to so regulate these matters as to

secure satisfactory results without the

intervention of higher authority. A
proper understanding of the real func-

tions and purpose of a railroad insures

this result.

The operating department of the rail-

roads is subject to the regulations of Con-
gress, the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion and forty-eight State commissions,

in addition to the mayor and council, the

village constable and the justice of the

peace of every city and borough through

which the road passes. To satisfy the ex-

actions of all of these various constituted

authorities is no siiiall task, but has to be

done, and a large part of the negotiations

involving complaints from these sources

is carried on by the division officers with-

out reference to, or without the knowl-

edge of, the general officers. Matters in-

volving the action of higher bodies in

authority, such as the State Commissions,

the Interstate Commerce Commission,
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etc.. arc, of course, handled through tlie

Kcncral orticc with the aid of the legal

dcparlmeiit.

Among the regulations iinposed l>y the

various autliorities are such thin^^ as

these: .\ train or engine crew may not

be held on duty longer than si.xteen liuurs

without eight hours rest; a locomotive

may not be dispatched from a terminal

without complying with all of the re-

<iuircments of the Locomotive Inspection

lUircau of the Interstate Commerce Coni-

missiun and these inspectors are swarm-
ing on railroads. .\ car may not be per-

mitted to leave a terminal if it has missing

a grab iron or uncoupling lever, or with

defective brakes or couplers without vinla-

tion of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion. The coupler of a locomotive or

car may not be less than 31 inches nor

more than 35 inches above the top of the

rail. The piston travel in an air brake

cylinder must be within prescribed limits,

and the hand brake apparatus must be in

perfect coiulition. These are re(|uire-

nients of law, in addition to which there

are requirements of the American Kail-

way Association, the Master Car Builders'

.Association, and the local railroad officials

as to safety in matters pertaining to the

depth of Hanges, worn condition of treads

of wheels, etc. The division officials must

know that each member of an engine and

train crew has had a specified amount ot

rest before going on duty. That respon-

sibility rests with the railroad and not

with the eniploj'ce. although the railroad

has no jurisdiction in the matter of com-
pelling an employee to actually rest when
given the opi>urtunity. In some States the

authorities require the use of electric head

lights. In other States an automatic ar-

rangement is required for use of the fire-

men in opening and closing the fire box

door. The local health authorities insist

upon a certain quality of ice and drinking

water being used, which is very projier in

itself. There are numerous other regula-

tions to which a division officer must con-

form, the virtue of which I am not dis-

paraging. I am simply reciting these e.x-

actions to give you an idea of the nature

of the prol)lem confronting division of-

ficers in keeping within the law.

The various inspectors who are em-

ployed for the purpose of seeing that the

letter of the law is obeyed are recruited

from labor organizations and are neces-

sarily active in order to justify the con-

tinuance of their employment. These

men pay little attention to the spirit of

the law, 1)ut insist upon its exact applica-

tion in accordance with the letter. .\t a

time when the railroads are congested

with traffic, the public is clamoring for

relief and one branch of the Interstate

Commerce Commission is sitting m con-

ference to determine ways and means by

which the traffic can be moved, another

branch from the Locomotive Inspection

Bureau is busy seeing how many locomo-

tives they can put out of service, and

many times because of some mere techni-

cal violation of the letter of the law. In-

stances have come to my notice where a

whole terminal has been tied up for hours

Ijccause certain switch engines, in a tem-

perature away below zero, had trivial

steam leaks which in no manner interfered

with the operation or safety of their per-

formance.

Railroads of tlie Cnited States today

are employing twenty thousand able

bodied men in the train service as full

crew brakemen, all of whom could be

eliminated without in any manner affect-

ing the safe operation of the service.

Think what it means to take twenty thou-

sand able bodied men at this time when
kibor is so scarce and by act of law put

lliem in unproductive employment. If

this country could marshal its unproduc-

tive force of Government mspectors. su-

pervisors and clerks in the various

bureaus, together with the twenty thou-

sand full crew brakemen and devote the

energy of this army to the building of

ships, the manufacture of war material or

employ them in any capacity of produc-

tive efficiency, it would benefit there1>y

to an extent which you can all estimate.

We hear lectures on efficiency and

economy from every quarter, and ef-

licicncy and economy are absolutely neces-

sary and will become more so as time

passes unless an early end of the war is

icacbed. The nations al)road are fighting

our battle with (lermany and it is well

lor this country that they are so engaged

:

otherwise, our battle with Germany might

be fought on our soil. It therefore be-

hooves us to realize and appreciate that

it is our battle which is now in progress

and it is just as important that we furnish

men and amunition. food and supplies to

our allies as it would be to furnish these

things were we fighting Germany alone,

indeed we should feel extremely thankful

that it is fortunate that Germany is

hemmed in by our allies and is not able to

reach our shores. The defeat of Germany
is absolutely necessary to the safety of

this country.

The Germanic forces are estimated

to be twelve million armed men

—

one-eighth of the population of the United

States. Think what it would mean to

organize an army to contend against the

seasoned army of Germany man for man.

To do this the L'nited States would be-

come an armed camp and the agricultural

and industrial work necessary to main-

tain the army would call for the em-
ployment of every woman, child and old

man in the country. .\ realization of

these facts should bring us to a hearty

sense of obligation to co-operate with tha

Government in the work in hand. That

co-operation can best be accomplished

by increasing the efficiency of the rail-

road upon which we are employed—each

in his own way meeting the problems

at hand with loyal, effective and patriotic

effort, and effort that is not spasmodic

but continuous.

Odd Old Names.

In a recent issue we published some
notes about odd names given by train-

men to locomotives and to other things,

but we missed a few names that are

really worth while.

George Richardson, inventor of the well

known safety valve, although a locomotive

engineer himself, had no idea of calling

his safety valve a "pop" until the train-

men conferreil that name upon the device.

The Mason-Fairlie engines, numerous at

one time on the South Park and other

roads, were called "Jim Crows." The old

locomotives with sloping fire boxes were
always called "Fan Tails," and Cushing's

modification ol the Wootten dirt burner
was popularly known as the "mother
hubbard" on account of the position of
the cab.

On many roads the injector was long

called the "refrigerator," a "cooler" or a
"squirt" or the "gun." Tlie vacuum brake
was known as the "wind jamber," the

caboose was called the "dog house," while

the speed recorder to this day retains the

popular name of the "Dutch clock." An
odd form of consolidation engines on the
Missouri Pacific are known as ".Alecks."

Petition from Can. Nor. Employees.

.A large luimber of employees of the

Canadian .\orthcrn presented a memorial
to Premier Korden of the Canadian Gov-
ernment protesting against putting into

effect the nationalization of the Canadian
.Northern and Grand Trunk systems. It

quotes with approval the conclusions of

the minority report, made by .A. H. Smith,
'the only practical .American railway man
on the Royal Commission." In conclu-

sion it contends that if the Canadian
.Vorthern is given some further assistance,

especially to secure equipment, the com-
pany will be able to work out its own sal-

vation.

Increase in Price of Railway Supplies.

Just what it is costing railroads to live

is shown by ligures given out by R. J.

Clancy, of tin- Southern Pacific company,
who finds that in two years costs in some
cases have advanced as much as 488 per

cent. .A few of the increases in cost fol-

low : Locomotives, 75 per cent. : passenger

cars. 50 per cent.: freight cars. 60 to 80
per cent.: spikes, 130 per cent.: boiler

steel. 301 per cent. : white lead. 353 per

cent. : manganese. 488 per cent. : nails, 103

per cent.: rivets, 200 per cent.; boiler

flues, 169 per cent.; couplers, 112 per

cent.: cast iron pipe. 173 per cent.; axles,

227 per cent.; steel tires. 133 per cent.;

bolts, 120 per cent.: fire box steel, 231

per cent.: journal bearings, 121 per cent.,

and bar brass. 165 per cent.
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Pistons, Valves, Rings and Bushings
This tendency to overheating was par-

ticularly noticeable in the pistons, valves,

rings and bushings of the first of the

locomotives equipped with the superheat-

ing appliances. We recall having an op-

portunity of examining the first two loco-

motives equipped with this device on the

Delaware. Lackawanna & Western Rail-

road ten or twelve years ago, and it is

no jest to state that the question of the

composition of the metallic packing and

lubrication was then a burning one.

American mechanical ingenuity has, how-

ever, completely overcome these difficul-

ties, and today there is no more trouble

in controlling the effects of the high

temperature of the superheated steam

engines than there is on those using sat-

urated steam.

Generally speaking, the changes in the

design of the parts has not been revo-

lutionary, but the improvements in the

quality of the metal as well as the purity

of the oil in meeting the high degrees of

temperature have both been particularly

marked. During recent visits to some of

the leading shops in the South, and also

in New England, we found that the use

of common cast iron in bushings and

rings is rapidly disappearing, and the use

of alloys developed from what was

known as gun metal, and which has been

in use in varied degrees of superiority

over cast iron for over a century has

come into general favor. This is partic-

ularly true in regard to the use of Hunt-

Spiller gun iron, which has apparently a

decided preference over special grades of

cast iron which have been extensively

experimented for use in the construction

of the parts to which we have referred.

The arrangement of piston valve rings

or packing rings in most common use is

FIG. 1. THREE RING PISTON P.\CKI\G.

shown in Fig. 1. Piston packing rings of

the design shown in Fig. 2 are also

largely in use and made of the same su-

perior quality of metal to which we have

already referred.

In regard to the number of ports in

the piston valve bushings the tendency

seemed to be towards being an even

number of ports, so that the bridges are

opposite to each otlicr. thereby rcndirinu

the calipering of the bridges each of

accomplishment and ascertaining the

amount of wear. The width of bridges

varies from 17/32 to 1J4 in- The dura-

tion of the bushings in some instances

exceeded a service of over 300,000 miles.

Rectangular ports seemed to have a pref-

erence in popular use over either diago-

nal or diamond-shaped ports. It is con-

sidered good practice to turn the bridges

FIG. PISTON \ ALVE L RING.

1/32 in. smaller in diameter than the rest

of the bushing on the outside, so as to

obviate the possibility of cracking or

burring the edges of the ports when the

bushing is pressed into position. The
mileage of piston-valve packing rings

showed a maximum of 100,000 miles, and

although some figures are as low as one-

half of this estimate, the average showed

that there were about three changes in

rings occurring before it becarhe neces-

sary to make a renewal of the bushing.

Considerable variations there are in the

formation of the rings, what are known
as the "Z" ring having the advantage

that in the event of being broken in

service they are held in place by reason

oi their shape. It may be stated, how-

e\er, that as breakages are so extremely

rare that this form of ring has not so far

been much called for. Fig. 3 shows the

formation of this ring, and it will be seen

at a glance how, in the case of breakage,

it is retained in place. Fig. 3 also shows

the general type of bullring in use. and

in the element of durability of this at-

tachment those made of the Hunt-

S|)iller gun metal excels the cast iron

commonly in use by at least one-third.

The clever devices introduced by the

American Balanced Valve Company in

the arrangement of the rings on their

lialanccd valves also give very favorable

results and are highly spoken of wher-

ever they have been introduced. They

arc made with doulile admission and

double exhaust, witli internal or external

admission.

.\s shown in Fig. 4, the iiacking rings

are ingeniously arranged whereby the

frictional contact of the packing against

the cage is induced by a system of wedges

operated by a pressure of steam admitted

through small openings in the body of

the valve. The action is automatic, sclf-

maintainintr and almost frictionless, as

the weight of the valve and its attach-

ments is carried on the double-ended
valve rod which retains its true center,

with the result that when the throttle is

shut and the engine drifting, there is liter-

ally no pressure on the sides of the cage

whatever. For a clear understanding of

this masterly device, it will be seen in Fig.

4 that the snap rings are numbered "I"

and are put in place under tension. Their
outside walls are straight, and fit against

the straight walls of the follower and
spool. The inner walls of the snap rings

are beveled, forming a cone. Next to the

snap rings are wall rings, "2," the outer

sides of which are beveled to fit the cone

of the snap rings. These are called wall

rings because they form the inner walls

of the snap rings, and are uncut, non-ex-

pansible steel rings. Between these wall

rings, in the center, is placed a double

coned expansible ring, called a wedge
ring, numbered "4," the sides of which
are beveled to fit the inner sides of the

wall rings. This wedge ring is put in

place under tension, and its effort to ex-

pand presses the two wall rings laterally

against the cone sides of the snap ring

numbered "1." This prevents any lateral

wear occurring in all the rings. A wide
ring numbered "3" interlocks into each

snap ring, and completes the packing, and
also performs two important functions,

first, it carries the snap rings across ports

while the engine is drifting, and, second,

it keeps the snap rings parallel and of

equal diameter, so that the wide ring and
the two snap rings form a very flexible

and wide packing ring. All the rings are

free to turn round.

The degree of angle on the cones, it

will be observed, is much greater on the

double tapered wedge ring than on the

snap rings. These angles are so calculated

that while the pressure is underneath all

the rings, the leverage of the double

FIG. 3. I'lSTOX \'AI.\'I-; Z KING.

tapered wedge ring pressing the solid

wall rings against the cones of the snap

rings, is just sufticicnt to prevent the snap

rings from further expansion 1)ut not suf-

ficient to reduce the snap rings in dia-

meter. In brief the pressure of the snap

rings against the valve chamber depends

entirely upon the angles, and it can, there-

fore, be regulated to any desired degree,

and completely prevent an cxcesive degree
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of pressure by the rings against the valve

chamber.

Under these conditions it will be seen

that the rings will remain at the smallest

diameter of the cage, so that it is very

important that the valve be put into a true

cage to begin with, in which case the

cage will retain its exact diameter.

In regard to lubrication the corrugated

surface of the wide ring furnishes means
to retain in the furrowed spaces an ex-

tended space or receptacle for carrying

the lubricant completely around the inner

face of the valve cage or bushing, and has

been found to be an e.\cellent preserva-

tion of constant lubrication. In the il-

lustration, "5" shows a section of the

threaded spool, and "6" the threaded fol-

lower, of which there are two on each

valve—one on each end.

In the matter of cylinder bushings cast

iron is much used in freight locomotives,

some using what is known as steeled cast

iron for the same class of service. The
larger number make use of the improved

gun metal in the cylinder bushings of

passenger locomotives. The thickness of

the bushings vary from % in. to as much
as 15<2 ins., the most popular form being

a straight bushing extending from the

front cylinder head to the back cylinder

head. The steam opening in some cases

has one or two bridges and in others has

only one opening, as shown in Fig. 5.

The period between renewals depending

much on the original thickness of the

bushing an estimate of the service in

mileage is, of course, variable.

The improved gun metal is also largely

used for piston packing rings on the

/ h\y^-

FIG. 4. TYPE OF PISTON VALVE DE-
SIGNED BY THE AMERICAN BAL-

ANCED VALVE COMPANY.

superheated locomotives, cast iron not

being much in evidence even on the

lighter type of engines using saturated

steam, the service in mileage of the supe-

rior Hunt-Spiller gun metal rings being

as high as 70,000 miles while the maxi-

mum service obtained from cast iron

scarcely approached, under the best con-

ditions, 50,000 miles.

Regarding piston heads and bull rings,

cast iron is still much in use although the

more durable metal is gradually sup-

planting it, while some roads are said to

be experimenting with a brass or bronze

wearing face cast on the outer rim of the

piston. .\s far as the respective figures

could be obtained in regard to the ele-

ment of durability, the cast iron did not

approach 60 per cent, in mileage of that

shown by the superior gun metal. Fig. 6

shows the details of a steel plate type

piston with a bull ring increased in width

at the bottom for the purpose of afford-

ing a larger bearing area in cases where
the more extended bearing is required.

-As to the use of the extended piston

fA~^

FIG. 5. CYLINDER BUSHING.

rod. it does not seem to be growing in

favor, but on the contrary is being elimi-

nated in the lighter type of locomotives.

What is known as the Cole type of ex-
tended piston rod is the most common in

use. Its principal feature is a miniature
crosshead at the front of the extended
rod, which rests on a cylindrical bearing
surface located upon the cylinder head.
In the event of the inevitable wear of the

bearing it is easily lined up by inserting

liners between the small crosshead and
its body. The extension guide is self-

centered, and requires no central adjust-

ment. Open-hearth steel is generally

used on these extended rods. They are

in use on a number of the low pressure

cylinders of the Mallet type of locomo-
tive, and may be said to have been found
unnecessary in cylinders less than 20 ins.

in diameter.

In the use of these devices it may be
stated that the use of automatic drifting

valves delivering some steam to the

valves while drifting is quite common in

the case of locomotives equipped with

superheated appliances.

We cannot close this article without
referring however briefly to the service

rendered by the various companies en-

gaged in the manufacture of packing for

piston rods, valve stems, throttle rods,

air pump piston rods and all varieties of

movable rods under pressure. Among
these the products of the Garlock Pack-
ing company. Palmyra, X. Y., seem to

meet every emergency. While the in-

creased degrees of temperature and steam

pressure do not, generally speaking, aflfect

these devices to the same extent as the

more exposed parts that we have referred

to, there has been a call for improvement
in material and a strengthening in parts

which has been met with a degree of

promptitude that has silenced criticism.

The same may be said of the products of

H. G. Hammttt, Troy, N. Y., particu-

larly in regard to the continued use of

the Richardson balanced slide valve, over

twenty thousand of which are now in

service, and also of what is known as the

trojan metallic packing, which in point

of durability is possessed of merits

peculiarly its own. as well as pneumatic

bell ringers, link grinders and other de-

vices perfected under the skillful hand
of Mr. Hammett and his clever staff of

engineering assistants, while the perennial

popularity of the manufactures of the

United States Metallic Packing Company,
of Philadelphia, seems to grow with the

growing years. Not the least noteworthy

of the latter company's products are the

pneumatic sanders which, in spite of new
devices that rise up full of promise, still

vrow in popular favor, and bid fair to

liold their well-earned popularity.

In alluding to these three companies

engaged in some instances in the manu-
facture of railway appliances, adapted for

similar purposes, it would be invidious

to make comparisons because while one

star differeth from another star in glory,

clusters of stars of the first magnitude

that resemble each other so nearly in

brilliance that the unaided eye but dis-

tinguish a surpassing variety, but must
content itself to leave them alone in their

glory. In this regard we have observed

in our journeyings to occasional shops

where they continue to turn out fairly

good metallic packing of their own.

FIG. 6. BOX TYPE PISTON.

seemingly good enough to meet the re-

quirements of the lighter kinds of service,

but in general service and particularly in

the modern, high-powered type of loco-

motives, they cannot, as may be expected,

hope to successfully equal those manufac-
turers who have given a life study to the

needs of a growing service, and who have
perfected devices essential to the manu-
facture of their products that are utterly

beyond the reach of even the best

equipped railroad repair shops because the

supply people do this work and only this,

and they can be relied upon in those things

in which they have concentrated their

attention.
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Heating of Locomotive Feed Water
The Advantages of the Feed Water—Using a By-Product of Locomotive Operation

—

Heat and Temperature—How the Economy Is Accomplished—Not Only

Desirable But an Economic Duty—Waste of Heat and

How Prevented—What Coal Is

In the ordinary conception of a loco-

motive, it is usually thought of as a steam

producer, and the generation of steam

with the least expenditure of coal is the

thing that is desired and striven for. In

examining the beneficial effect of the feed

water heater it is necessary to alter the

viewpoint. Consider the locomotive boiler

as a manufactory of heat, on wheels. The

diagrams we present in this article are

endeavors to properly account for the use

of heat, and not the production of steam.

Heat is not temperature, it is something

quite different, and is measured by an

appropriate unit. The temperature of a

body is the measure of its poM er to com-

municate heat to other bodies. A stove

with a temperature of 300 degs. Fahr. has

the ability to communicate heat to the

passes under and around the brick arch

and into the flues. If we follow the heat

again, and express the total in 100 shovel-

fuls, each containing an equal weight of

coal, we shall find that out of the 100

scoops of coal thrown into the firebox

27 of them pass into and though the steel

of the firebo.x, and the equivalent of 41.5

goes in to the boiler tubes, making about

63.5 in all.

Losses are by sparks, cinders, hot

and unburned gases which go out of the

stack, amount to 22 shovelsful (this is

where the brick arch is of great use, for

without it, 32 shovels would uselessly go

out of the stack) . Coal absorbed as heat by

the tubes is equivalent to 41.5 shovels and

the way this figure is arrived at is shown
in tlie table. Heat measured in shovels

Shovels full of coal vary from 14 to 20
lbs. and the average, 16 lbs., is a fair esti-

mate to follow if the reader desires to go

further into the subject and to find the

weight of coal consumed. In Table No. 2

the heat of steam is accounted for in

shovels and the loss out of 100 shovels is

easily seen. It is so great that every legi-

timate and scientific effort or appliance to

lessen it is fiot only desirable but it is im-

perative that t he locomotive should

have it.

Table No. 2.

Heat in Stcaiii Gkrn in 100 Shoi'els of

Coal

.Shovels

Where heat goes. Used.

Exhaust steam 55*

Air pump and radiation. 8

HEAT DIAGRAM, NO. 1, OF ENGINE WITH FEED WATER HEATER APPLIED.

human hands if they are below that fig- which goes to the firebox and heats the Loss at stack 22

ure, say at 100 degs. Fahr. One can, under sheets is equal to about 27 shovels. Coal —
those circumstances, warm one's hands at dropped in the ashpan is equal to a loss S5 Total

the stove. of 2 shovels, and the coal absorbed in the 7 Useful work

Heat is a measurable quantity, and the superheater equals about 7^ shovels. —
unit employed is the amount required to Th'^ "ial^<^s a total of 100 shovelsful of 92

raise one pound of pure water through one <:<^^^- 8 Keclaimcd by

degree on the Fahrenheit thermometer. Table No. 1.

This unit is the B.T.U. or British Thcr- Hrat of Combustion in 100 Shovels of Total 100 the feed water

mal Unit. The word British is used to Coal heater

denote the fact that this unit is not based ^Vhere heat goes. No. of shovels.
^^^^^^ ^^^^^

on the French metric system. If we have -'^shpan 2.0 g Reclaimed by feed water heater

one pound of water at 212 degs. Fahr. it
Absorbed by tubes 41.5*

"il Amount lost without the feed water heater.

contains 180 B.T.U. (the freezing point Out stack 22.0
In this table the heat of steam measured

of water is 32 degs. Fahr. and 212 minus To superheater /.3
j^^ shovels of coal burned, which goes up

32 is 180)

.

To firebox sheets
• ^^0 the stack is 55, and the way this figure is

In diagram No. 1, we show a stream of Total 100.0 got is shown in the foot note. The air

heat arising from the burning coal on the Note: pump, and general radiation, use up 8

locomotive grate. In it 4,320 lbs. of coal om° .,'iack"as°hm Ind^'uninirncd' gas'eV,''^' shovels and the loss at the stack amounts

is burned in an hour, or 60 lbs. per square smoke, j'liarks, etc 22.0 t to 22. In useful work 7 shovels appear

foot of grate surface. It gives 60,000,OfX) Absorbed by tubes 41.5 and 8 represent the amount reclaimed by

B.T.U. This volume of heat ascends and ^jV.hovel'..
""" ""' ""*" ""'' '*''"" """'''' *" «he feed water heater. The figure given
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in Talilc No. 1 for the superheater, viz.

:

/! j must lie further explained. This heat

taken for drying the steam, 7^j per cent.,

is accurate enough, as far as the figure

t;ofs, liut the steam is endowed witii a

quality (liiglier temperature) whicli en-

ables it to withstand the heavy and inevi-

table losses in cylinder condensation which
steam, saturated or superheated, is com-
pelled to encounter. These qualities of

dryness and increased temperature of

7;,.. per cent, of heat subsequently en-

able the steam so treated to render serv-

ice, equivalent to 25 per cent. gain.

Heat when applied to steam does its

work of drying very readily and directly,

and is like heating a bar of iron in a

blacksmitli's furnace. Heat applied to

water in sufficient quantity to- turn it to

steam does not act in the same way all

through. Up to 212 degs. Fahr. all goes

well with water open to the air, and the

water takes up heat much as the bar of

iron in the blacksmith's shop. At 212

degs. Kahr. a decided change takes place,

and heat seems to be lost and 965.7

B.T.U. disappear into the water before

any steam comes off. This is called latent

haust steam supplies the required basis

for producing the economy of feed water
heating. It is in fact an operation similar

to that performed in many commercial
undertakings. It makes use of a by-product

of locomotive operation (viz., waste

heat), and applies it to a useful purpose.

The gain in heating the feed water, as

far as the engine is concerned, far sur-

passes the loss caused by the operation

of the pump.

The apparatus itself, that is, the feed

water heater, is placed on the front foot

plate close to the smokebox. It there-

fore draws exhaust steam, at its hottest,

from the exhaust passages in the cylin-

ders, and does not interfere with the blast.

The position of the feed water heater

thus well in front, is such that it is insu-

lated and in severe weather it is protected

from snow and cold rain. The apparatus

is a cast iron vessel with two heads, in-

side, one at each end, like the round heads

of a boiler, and having a number of

small, plain, smooth, brass tubes inserted

in it like tubes in a boiler. The feed

water from the tender enters the space

at the end of the flues and is forced

for successfully operating the locomotive.

When the engine is on a long drift or

is standing still, no exhaust steam is avail-

able, but the de\ ice contains an arrange-

ment for turning the exhaust of its own
force pump and that of the W.A B. air

pump into the "prcheater," and as the

amount of water used by the boiler under
these circumstances is less than when it is

working hard iiulling a train, the lesser

amount of hot steam turned into the feed

w-ater heater is found to be adequate.

All through this whole system of water
heating, the exhaust steam and the feed

water do not come together as the steam
contains a certain amount of oil, which
would be injurious if introduced into the

boiler. There is a full and free inter-

change of heat between the two, but there

is no actual contact. The exhaust steam

is condensed a> it parts with its heat to

the feed water, and the water of conden-
sation is drained ofT by a pipe and falls to

the track. The feed water heater is noth-

ing more or less than a condenser as far as

the hot exhaust heat is concerned. It con-

denses the steam and heats the water pass-

ing through till- tubes, and the hot water is

I1E.\T DI.XGRAM NO. 2, OF LOCOMOTIVE WITHOL'T FEED \V.\TKK IIEATEU.

heat. Hoiling water under pressure

requires still more heat than when it

is at 212 degs. Fahr. Steam at, say,

2(X) lbs. pressure is at a temperature

of 3KI.6 degs. Kahr. It therefore con-

tains more British Thermal L'nits than

steam at 212 degs. Fahr. and when super-

heated it contains still more thermal

units, and is dry, so that it can meet the

comparatively cool cylinder walls prac-

tically without condensation.

The function of the feed water heater

is to raise the temperature of the water

which is about to enter the boiler. This

is sometimes called preheating. To do

this some of the heat in the exhaust steam

passing out of the stack is made to give

up what would otherwise be waste heat

and apply it to heating the feed water for

the boiler. A WAB pump modified to

handle water is used to force water

into tile boiler and this takes live steam

:

but the escaping heat contained in the ex-

through them by the action of the pump.
Each of the plain brass tubes contains a

corrugated spirally wound ribbon of flat

brass, and this form of agitator is prob-

ably the best devised anywhere. The
feed water is swirled along by the spiral

form of the agitator and is tumbled over

and over in its course by the minute cor-

rugations, resembling crimps or small

"tucks" in the ribbon of brass. In this

way the thoroughly agitated water is all

forced to meet the radiating surface of

the plain brass pipes, and all the heat

contained in the waste and hot exhaust

steam is readily given up to the feed

water. This by-product (exhaust steam)

is made to contribute its quota to the

economy of the boiler. The exhaust

steam heat is reclaimed in order to heat

the feed water, as much as a broken steel

part is reclaimed when it is welded to-

gether again, and made to take an ef-

fective place amid the useful appliances

used tnr a useful [lurpose. If it was a

condenser lor stationary practice the

condensed steam would be the important

element, but as it is here employed the

heating or cold or cool water is what

gives it a high value as an economical

appliance.

When an injector is used heat in the

form of live steam is drawn from the

boiler and in ''lifting" the water to the

boiler it heats the water. Experiment has

demonstrated that the water so heated,

though bcuclicial, is not in the least an

economy device. The variation one way
or the other is between limits as low as 2

per cent., so that as a feed water heater

the injector is practically a negligible fac-

tor. It gives back to the boiler in the

form of hot water so nearly the same
amount of heat that it abstracted as live

steam that neither debit or credit of the

injector is worth taking into notice as a

heat saver Water is put into the boiler.
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but like some commercial enterprises

which might be maintained without fear

of insolvency, it costs so much to market

the goods that the profits are not high

enough to carry on the business except

for the sole employment of the owner,

who would have to rind his means of live-

lihood elsewhere.

To obtain the greatest theoretical sav-

ing from heating the feed water, it must

be brought up to the temperature of the

saturated steam, and from an operating

standpoint, feed water heating is a pre-

requisite most successful in locomotive

efficiency. The introduction of com-

paratively cold water into the loco-

motive boiler reduces the effectiveness of

the engine, especially on heavy grades,

where generally a drop in pressure results.

often at a critical moment when every

pound of steam that the boiler can pro-

duce is needed. Feed water heating

makes a freer s'e'iming boiler, and conri-

the original pound of water becomes
steam.

It is advisable to use a pump in con-

nection with exhaust steam water heaters

for the following reasons. The amount
of waste heat that can be abstracted from
the exhaust is dependent upon the range

over which the water can be heated. The
upper point of this range is fixed by the

temperature of the exhaust steam, there-

fore the inlet temperature should be as

low^ as possible in order to reclaim the

largest amount of waste heat. The inlet

temperature cannot be below the tempera-

ture of the water in the tank, but it should

not be above it. It is undesirable to raise

the temperature by live steam. In the

case mentioned above, where the rise of

100 deg. by means of live steam would

mean the impossibility of abstracting over

100 B.T.L'. from the exhaust steam for

each pound of feed water which could

be reclaimed.

LXDER SMOKE BOX USED BV THE LOCOMoTU E l-EKI)

WATER HEATER COMPANY.

dcnce takes possession of the fireman.

A very favorable aspect of feed water

heating is its effect upon boiler main-

tenance. The effect of "preheating" is to

lessen the difference between the tempera-

tur of feed water injected and the tem-

perature of the steam evaporated. A
more uniform temperature will effect a

reduction in the strains upon the various

parts. Consider wliat happens when heat

is applied to water. For instance, take a

boiler at a pressure of 200 lbs. and feed

water at 60 deg. Fahr. The first effect is

to raise the temperature of the water

from CO deg. to 3W dcgs., which is the

boiling point of water under 200 lbs. A
pound of this water will require, roughly,

333.4 B.T.L". It is now at the boiling

point, but none of it has actually beeti

turned to -team. Continue the addition

of heat, and it will, evaporate into steam,

and uh.i. X.^:/' I'.T.C. have been :i<U\c<\.

Five principles for feed water heating

which have been confirmed by separate

boards of engineers in England and in

France, cover essentials.

1. The apparatus should have simplic-

ity of construction and facilitate examina-

tion, cleaning and overhauling.

2. The heater should take up as little

room as possible, and be of a minimum
weight.

3. It should give a continuous and cer-

tain supply of hot water.

4. Feed water should be heated by waste

steam.

5. The amount of steam used should

vary with the quantity of water rniuirod

by the l)oiler.

When we consider that only 8 per cent.

of the total heat in the coal is turned into

useful work by so efficient an apparatus as

the feed water heater and tliat without

it a clear 7'/S per cent, is turned into

useful work. Both taken together make a
total of l5'/2 per cent. We may well

pause in our self-congratulation about our
advances in locomotive operation. In the

days when the earth was young, a rank

and luxurious vegetation crowded its

every available foot of surface. Plant life

has the power of taking from the air car-

bon dioxide, and liberating oxygen in the

presence of sunlight and when the leaves

are filled with chlorophyll or green color-

ing matter. These ancient forests, sub-

merged, or overthrown by earth, which
completely excluded the ogygen from
reaching the fallen plant and recombining
with the carbon, in time formed what we
call coal.

This dormant mass dug up and thrown
upon the tender of a locomotive and later

introduced into the firebox finds there the

temperature conditions necessary for the

carbon to combine again with the o.xygen

from which it had been separated for ages

upon ages. In the white hot storm of heat

and flame, it gives up its energy to the

water. The locomotive as used by man is

attended with such a prodigious loss that

the present day locomotive might almost

be described as a crude machine. Science

is only now indicating a way to real effi-

ciency. It therefore appears not only to

be desirable, but a scientific duty to adopt

any and all means which will give us a

better proportion of the energy which

Nature has bestowed with so lavish a

hand. The feed water heater is a step

toward economy and efficiency which
growing needs show us to be imperative

for us to take. It is not simply a mat-

ter of money or first cost. The appalling

waste of coal energj- permits of scientific

locomotive handling, and larger or heavier

trains can be taken over the road. It has

a dividend-paying background to enhance

t!ic brightness of the prospect as it looms

up before us. Feed water heating is not

"robbing Peter to pay Paul." It is a

straightforward advance in locomotive

running which can be easily had and ap-

peals most powerfully to the man who

bends his back, scoop in hand, all the way

up to the motive power officers, the man-

ager and the president who sees the rail-

road as two lines of figures upon which

he must labor to keep the debit total

from encroaching upon the profit column,

in order to make the road a paying con-

cern.

The Regularly Assigned Engine.

There is a fallacy regarding tbe advan-

tages of the regular engine that should

be laid away with some other things that

have outlived their usefulness. The ar-

guments in favor of it were first tolerated,

perhaps on the grounds of a false senti-

ment, but the time has arrived, as we com-

pute time in these days of rapid progress,

when the defense of the old system must

be classed as out of date.
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Pennsylvania Railroad Electric Locomotive
The locomotive, which \vc here illus-

;ratc, was designed to operate on 11.(100

lolts, siiiKle phase, 25 cycle current, taken

from an overhead trolley. The current is

supplied to the primary of a static trans-

former which returns it to the track cir-

cuit and in so doing excites the "sec-

ondary" of the transformer from which

the jihasc converter is operated. This

phase converter changes the single phase

current supplied to it by the transformer

into three phase current for the use of the

motors. These motors, of which there are

I he locomotive has two operating

s|ieeds, with possibilities of operating at

inlirmcdiate speeds from zero to the max-

imum, by means of the rheostat connec-

tions. The lowest of these speeds is 10.3

miles an hour and this is obtained by con-

necting the motors on either truck in cas-

cade with each other and in parallel with

those on the othei truck. The use of this

speed is only for slow movements and

around yards. The other speed of 20.6

miles an hour is obtained by connecting

the motors on both trucks in parallel, and

with large hatches. No lining is provided

for the body of the cab, but the motor-

man's ends arc lined and insulated and

provided with a resilient floor covering,

i'or the prfitection of the motorman the

ends of the cab are also provided with

strong vertical members and are separated

from the main cab by partitions. I be

\ertical members are similar to those used

in Pennsylvania railroad steel passenger

and postal cars. Both sides for the full

length of the upper deck are made in the

form of louvres for ventilation.

.\I.\CHINERV, MOTORS .\.ND GEAR OF PENNSYLV.^NI.^ ELECTRIC LOCO.MOTIVES (F.F.L.)

four, have a rating of 1.200 h. p. each;

and this gives the locomotive a capacity

of 4,800 h. p.

The three phase current taken from

the phase converter is supplied, through

the necessary control switches, to the pri-

maries of these motors, and the secondary

current thus generated in the other wind-

ings of the motors is controlled by the

motorman by means of water rheostats,

which permits close regulation of the trac-

this is the speed at which the locomotive

is designed to operate in road service

when it gives a tractive effort of 87,-

200 lbs.

The cab containing the electrical ma-

chinery is 72 ft. 6 ins. long and 10 ft.

wide over the sheathing. It has two Z-

shaped center girders 26 ins. deep made of

plates and angles covered on top with a

plate 6 ft. l"^ ins. wide, which forms the

jilatform floor to which the electrical ma-

Each truck is a motor-truck receiving

power from two motors through a spring

gear-wheel on each side, the gear-wheel

is mounted on a jack shaft. Each gear-j

wheel is connected to the three drivers bjl

the side rods and the remainder of the

drive and running gear is similar to fhos<

used on ordinary steam locomotives. Th«

spring gear for each truck is of the three

point suspension type, one point being ove;

the pony tnuk and the other two point

I'F.XXSVI.V.WI A RATI. I (F.F.r..) ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES.

tive ctiort developed by the locomotive

during acceleration.

The two motors which are mounted on

each truck-frame are geared to a jack

shaft which gives motion to the driving

wheels by connecting rods, and the springs

in the gears of these jack shafts are so

adjusted as to give the effect of a solid

gear, up to a tractive effort equivalent to

25 per cent, of the weight on drivers.

Therefore, under ordinary conditions the

effect produced by a solid gear is ap-

proximated.

chincry is attached. The side framing is

of the same type as on Pennsylvania Rail-

r.jad passenger cars, consisting of U-

shaped posts bent at the top to support the

lower roof deck and sheathed with % in.

plates. The upper deck extends only over

the central part of the cab for a length of

35 ft. 9 ins., leaving a space at each end

of cab for the pantagraphs.

To permit retnoval and replacing of

electrical machinery the roof of the upper

deck is removable and the turtle back

decks at each end of cab are equipped

over each frame. There are equalizers

over each box. elliptical springs between

the journals and helical springs outside of

the first and third journals.

Brake shoes are provided for one side

of each driver, the brake arrangement be-

ing of the usual steam locomotive type

with two cylinders, each 16 ins. in diam-

eter, and placed between the frames and

between the second and third axles. The
train brake and locomotive brake can each

be operated independently of the other.

.\bove the frames and between the first
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pair of drivers is a sand box with sand

pipes leading to the front of the first pair

of drivers and to the rear of the third

pair of drivers and equipped with Leach

Double "E" Sanders. The gear-wheels

have inward projections, forming the jack

shaft journals. The bearings are solid

bronze forced into a circular opening in

the frame casting.

The center plate is located halfway be-

tween the first and second axle at an ele-

vation of about the height of the top of

the frames. Between the second and third

axles an auxiliary spring support has been

applied for the purpose of equalizing the

loads on the various drivers. This is in-

tended to counterbalance the excess weight

due to the position of the motors between

the pony truck and first pair of drivers.

The contact between the caps over these

springs and the bottom surface of the

cab is a sliding contact.

Each motor-truck includes a pony truck

of the Pennsylvania Railroad type, with

an elliptical spring located on each side of

the axle and supported on T-links. As the

usual T-links alone will not provide suffi-

cient lateral motion, a rocker casting sup-

ported by the elliptical springs has been

added. The combination T-links and

rocker permit sufficient lateral motion for

curves of 275 ft. radius.

The articulation between the motor-

trucks is of a construction similar to a

pedestal attached to the cab center sills.

The lower ends of the pedestal legs are

connected together with a tie-bar. This

permits each truck to rotate without re-

striction about the center of the center

plate. All bearing surfaces in the articu-

lation are plated with manganese steel.

The pulling and pushing strains between

the drawbars carry through the trucks.

and the articulation in a direct plane is

34K' ins. above the rails, the cab is there-

fore entirely relieved of these strains.

The principal characteristics of this lo-

comotive are as follows : Railroad classi-

fication, FFI ; overall length, 76 ft. 614 ins ;

total wheelbase, 63 ft. 11 ins.; driving

wheelbase, 38 ft. 8 ins.; rigid wheelbase.

13 ft. 4 ins.; height from rail to locked

position of pantagraph, 15 ft. 6 ins.; height

from rail to top of cab. 14 ft. 8 ins. ; width

over cab body, 10 ft.; overall width, 10 ft.

lin. ; diameter of driving wheels, 72 ins.;

diameter of pony wheels, 36 ins. ; weight

on drivers. 198 tons; number of driving

axles, 6; weight on each pony truck, 21

tons ; total weight of locomotive, 240 tons

;

voltage of locomotive, 11,000; tractive ef-

fort. 87,200 lbs. ; speed, 20.6 m. p. h.

We understand that the electrical

equipment of this locomotive was supplied

liy the Wcstinghouse Electric & Manu-

facturing Company.

The expression "connected in Cascade"

occurs in this article. A full explanation

of this term, and what it implies, and how
it is made, are set forth clearly and with

detail in the Electrical Department of this

issue, page 232.

Elegant Diner on the Southern
Our illustrations show an outside and

an inside view of a dining car built for

the Southern Railway by the Barney &
Smith Car Company of Dayton, Ohio.

The photographs are illustratiens of a

modern dining car. The cars are 73 ft.

ins. long over end sills and 9 ft. 9% ins.

have ornamental sides, of the metal and
art glass type, and a flat frosted bottom,

so that an unobstructed flood of light

streams down upon the table.

The tops of the windows are filled

with art glass, and the clearstory win-

dows, though less elaborate, carry out a

SOUTHERN RAILWAY STANDARD DIXKR.

wide over side angles. The underframe

for these cars is of the built-up type with

built-up body bolsters and crossbearers.

The outside sheathing is of 3/16 ins. flat

steel plates below the belt rail and 3/32

ins. flat steel sheets above the belt rail,

while the interior finish is composite, us-

ing steel and agasote.

similar design. The mouldings and other

parts of the general design are smooth

and do not afford a place for the lodg-

ment of dust, and what dust does settle

inside, can be easily and quickly wiped

away by the car cleaners.

The car is carried on 2 six-wheel trucks,

and the lighting system is supplied by the

I.NTICUIOK OF SOUTHERN RAH.W.W DIXIN'i; CAU.

The tables arc arranged .so as to seat

four persons on one side of the car, and

two persons at the corresponding tables

on the opposite side. There are, of course,

the centre lights in the clearstory, with

ventilating apparatus as an integral part

of the aiiparatus. Over each table on the

tlat part of the roof are a series of lights,

in which the "box" containing llio lamps

axle lighting system. The finish outside

is plain to the verge of severity, but this

is desirable considering the purpose for

which the car was built and the hard

contlitions of modern service. The car is

altogether a good example of modern

practice, and has given every satisfaction

to huiiders and owners. They have also

given every satisfaction to patrons.
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Air Brake Questions and Answers.

Railway and Loco.motive Engineer-

ing has always had a large circulation

among men who are interested in the

operation and maintenance of the air

brake, and for the benefit of these readers

of this magazine we have always retained

the services of an air brake expert who
contributed articles on air brake subjects

tending to keep the readers in touch with

developments of the art and who arranged

for correct answers to all questions asked.

The subject of air brakes has not by

any means been exhausted, as will be-

come apparent to anyone reading the

articles contributed each month by Mr.

W. V. Turner, the assistant manager of

the Westinghouse Air Brake Company,

but we have described all of the recent

types of brake equipments for steam rail-

road service up to and including the

Electro-Pneumatic brake used by the

Pennsylvania railroad, and believing that

the entire subject of air brakes can lie

made more interesting in question and

answer form, we have decided to de-

vote three full pages to air brake ques-

tions and their answers, beginning with

next month's (the .•Xugust) issue.

We will not discontinue articles on the

same subject, but they will nut be quite

so lengthy as those printed in the past,

and the questions and answers will ap-

pear under three separate headings.

"Locomotive Brake Inspection,'' "Car

r.rake Inspection" and "Train Handling,"

niir page being devoted to each subject,

ill order that these <|ue5tions will at once

be of interest to every railroad man who
is in any way connected with, or inter-

ested in, the operation of the air brake.

These questions will be continued from

nmnth tn month, and will cover every

pliase of inspection and repair work and

outline the most approved methods of

handling the brakes in service and mak-
ing temporary repairs to defective equip-

ment, while the ordinary references to

construction and operation that may be

learned from standard instruction pamph-

lets, will as far as possible, be ignored.

In view of the fact that no air brake

instruction books have been placed on the

market since the air brake inspection has

been governed by federal regulations,

the ijuestions and answers should be of

-pecial interest, and if they are as

favorably received as they should be, at

least 3,000 questions and answers will be

printed, and any air lirake inspector or

repairman who starts with a fair knowl-

edge of the operation of the brake should

be able to qualify as an air brake expert

if he is willing to spend one or two

nights a week in the study of these ques-

tions and their answers. A complete un-

derstanding of them will require no

knowledge of higher mathematics as the

aim will be to make the subject clear

and easily understood instead of sur-

rounding it with technicalities. Those who
desire to have special questions answered

mav feel free to send them in.

Transportation of Troops in War.

The British method of handling their

military forces when the work of embark-

ing them for France is of more than pas-

sing interest here, .\bout four years before

the war, the general managers of the vari-

ous English railways received from the

government each a sealed package with in-

structions not to open the package but to

keep it safely in the company's vault. In

1914 each general manager of specified

roads received from the government an-

other sealed package with instructions to

destroy the former package and read the

one now at hand.

On August 4. 1914. Great Britain de-

clared war on Germany and the railways

of the United Kingdom were taken over

by the government. In one week one

general manager of an expropriated line

dispatched ninety trains containing sol-

diers, militarv baggage and equipment.

The "consist" of each train was specified

in the sealed package and what it was to

carry was also specified. The point of

embarkation was Southampton, and this

port was temporarily closed to all but

military traffic. Trains ran on 12 minute

headway and if a train became 12 minutes

late, it was to be sidetracked and deemed

to have lost its turn, and the troopship

did not wait for it.

Within ten days the whole first line of

the British army ( about 120,000 men ) was

in France. No train missed its turn and

no serious mishap occurred. This preci-

sion of movement was due to the care

with which the minutest detail of the

scheme hail previously been worked out

in times of peace and to the fact that al-

though the government had taken charge

of the railways the men who usually

worked them were left in full and com-
plete command. Each general manager
and his own staff and the old employees

managed the road as before. The infor-

mal committee which e.xisted before the

war was given full powers as the Railway

Executixe t'oininittee. It exercises full

and undisputed control and its nominal
head is a cabinet minister.

This plan puts the action of the Railway
Executive Committee within the purview
of Parliament, and while the case is ur-

gent, and the work onerous, the scheme
retains the democratic principle, which
the English believe to be essential. The
compensation to the owners of the rail-

way is fixed by arbitration, if it cannot
be mutually agreed upon. Government
traffic is carried free, the government tak-

ing the earnings due to ordinary traffic,

and it pays all operating expenses, and at

the same tinu- it guarantees to the stock-

holders the same net revenue that they
had in 1913. Great Britain has twelve
per cent of its population under arms
with almost as many more engaged in the

manufacture of munitions and other nec-
essary services. The government has fin-

anced its allies, maintained its own share
of the burdens of the war, and has han-
dled the railway transportation problem,
without hurry or panic and has been able

to carry on its stupendous work in all de-
partments with an efficiency and precision

which shows tliat the old proverb, "where
there's a will, there's a way." has lost

nothing of its ancient significance.

The Example of the Railroads.

-An extensive revision of the passenger
train service throughout the country is be-

ing made to conform with the recommen-
dations of the Railroad's War Board, to

the end that an increasing capacity m:iy be
obtained for moving coal, food. Govern-
ment materials and troops. The prompti-
tude with which the railroad officials have
met this call is admirable, and it must not
be imagined for a moment that it is in the

line of economy as far as the railroads

are concerned. It is a considerable tinan-

cial loss, .^nd it would be well for the

country in the present emergency if every
enterprise engaged in catering to the needs
of the public could be induced to exercise

the same spirit of self-effacement and con-

tribute willingly whatever is possible to

mitigate the cost of living, which in the

face of an abundant harvest should not

exist. War is not only a curse from with-

out, but also becomes a curse from within.
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And it is to be hoped that the so-called

middleman will be dealt with with a de-

gree of promptitude that will tend to allay

public clamor who are quick to see that

there is a class of men that rises up in

war time, whose object in life it is to fat-

ten on our misfortunes. As we said at

the outset, if the fine spirit shown by our

railroads could be inculcated or compelled

by drastic action into our entire commer-

cial life we would be spared much of the

grievances of the thousand wars of old,

and aid in bringing about the dawn of

the thousand years of peace.

Economy from the Outside.

In these days when economy of all

kinds is the order of the day, though

economy is always in order on a railway,

one railway at a meeting of its mechan-

ical staff looked very carefully into the

matter of reclaiming worn dies. The re-

port of. the mechanical engineer showed

that the road did not have the proper

facilities for cutting the dies when they

became worn so as to be too far from
standard to give satisfactiory results.

The report went on to point out that on

account of the small number of dies

which could be reclaimed and the cost of

machining them, the results would not

warrant the expenditure of about $800 for

the necessary new equipment.

It was therefore suggested, and ap-

proved, that the work of re-cutting and

tempering be done by an outside firm

which was fully equipped for this very

kind of work. The Acme Machinery

Company of Cleveland, Ohio, was the

concern decided upon as one of the most

suitable for taking this work from the

railway, but that the re-grinding of the

dies was to be done in the railway com-
pany's own shops, and that suitable grind-

ers be bought for that part of the work.

Inspectors of tools and machinery were

instructed to select what shops were to

receive the grinders and to decide the

wear limits which were to govern the

various foremen and others in picking out

the dies to be reclaimed. Dies which ex-

ceeded the limits of wear were to be col-

lected and sent to a designated point for

shipment to Cleveland, and so from time

fo time a batch of dies for re-cutting and
tempering' would g" forward to the .\cme

Machinery Company, and were in due time

to be returned ready for service.

The whole matter stood upon a dollar

and cent basis. The railway company,
though economizing in many matters

where reclaiming of parts, appliances and

equipment was concerned, found upon

careful investigation, that in the matter

of cost they could not successfully com-
pete with an outside enterprise, which had

made a specialty of a particular and im-

portant kind of work, and the railway

company instead of doing the work in its

own shops, at a probable loss, availed

itself of outside assistance and saved

money in consequence. Volumes might

be written on this subject, but they are

unnecessary. The procedure, outlined

here, does not differ in essence from a

practice, recognized everywhere as legiti-

mate.

The purchase of some good appliance

for a locomotive such as a brick arch, a

feed water heater, or power-operated re-

verse gear, is a matter which has been

taken up by outside companies and each

appliance is handled with the same facil-

ity and the same element of saving as

that of die reclamation by the Acme firm.

The recognition of the efficacy of outside

assistance, not for the purpose of escaping

necessary work, but upon intelligent in-

vestigation and judgment. If it is found

that the facilities of some outside con-

cern, and the specialization, in a certain

line, has given the outsider a manifest

advantage and a superior and particular

knowledge of special conditions by adopt-

ing which operatin.c or repair costs can be

reduced, it would appear to be the part

of wisdom for a railway company to

avail itself of the advantages which may
be introduced from the outside, to effect

a substantial saving in cost.

Efficiency on the C. & N. W. Ry.

Enthusiastic meetings are being held at

all the leading points on the Chicago &
North Western. Every employee is being

impressed with the importance of econ-

omy, loyalty, patriotism and enthusiasm.

The officials and others are addressing

large meetings, and every one seems to be

terribly in earnest. As the situation is

undoubtedly serious the railroad men
seem determined to meet it, and with the

high prices of material and the scarcity

of skilled labor the task is a heavy one.

The road has had the reputation of being

admirably managed and finely equipped,

and it would be a calamity if there should

be a falling away from this high standard,

and it seems to us that all the road needs

is a reasonable increase in rates to meet

the situation. We are convinced that the

officials generally and the mechanical de-

partment particularly could not do much
more than they are doing. Human in-

genuity and endurance has its limitations.

Railway Accidents in Great Britain.

The list of railway accidents occurring

in Great Britain during the second half of

1916 has recently been published by the

Rriti.sh Board of Trade, and it is grati-

fying to learn while the density of traffic

had never before reached such dimen-

sions, the number of accidents compares

favorably with 1912 and 1913. Eight ac-

cidents in one of which there was no

loss of life is reported. The most seri-

ous accident was the killing of five per-

sons on the Great .Southern and Western

Railway of Ireland. Thirty injuries oc-

curred in a collision on the Glasgow and
Dairy railway. The others were of a

much smaller kind. Indeed, the record

is remarkable in its degree of safety since

the deplorable accident at Gretna Green
in 1915, when 227 lives were lost, mostly

those of soldiers. That sad lesson seemed

to have impressed the railway men, and
it is to be hoped that the lesson will

continue to be remembered.

Running past signals is the character-

istic feature of nearly all of the accidents

described in the report. In some of the

cases there were two engines on the train.

It is a trait in human nature to rely on
the vigilance of others, and hence it is

that one man pays more attention than

two. In any event, the fact is again and

again brought out prominently that the

human element has its limitations in

watchfulness, and until a signal system is

adopted that will automatically stop a

train that passes a signal, this kind of

railway disasters will continue to be re-

corded.

Workmen's Compensation Laws.

About two-thirds of the employees of

this country are now included under com-
pensation laws of one kind or another.

There is, however, no uniform basis for

determining just what employees or

classes of employees shall be admitted. In

eight states workmen's compensation acts

are compulsory upon the employer. In

twenty-four states they may elect to be

included. In fifteen states acceptance by

both employer and employee is presumed
unless either definitely objects. In certain

states contribution to a state insurance is

obligatory. The general power of a state

to enact compensation laws is no longer

open to question, and in the course of

time a .<;cncral law may be adopted.

Change of Offices on the Erie.

The lioadquarters of the stores depart-

ment and the mechanical department of

the Erie Railroad have been removed

from 50 Church street, New York City,

to Meadville, Pa.

This change was made on June 1. .'Vll

communications and periodicals addressed

to the headquarters of these departments

should henceforth be forwarded to the

offices at Meadville, Pa., corner Park
avenue and Center street.

It is believed that the change will

effect much convenience, for Meadville

being near the center of the railroad sys-

tem will be much more convenient than

New ^'ork City for the mechanical and

the stores departments.

The salesman has more to fear from

himself than from all the grouchy, cranky

or unreasonable customers he'll ever meet.
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Air Brake Department
Electric Operation of the Universal Valve—Peed Valve Test

In previous issues an effort has been

made to explain in detail the operation of

the pneumatic portion of the universal

valve, which is a part of the electro-

pneumatic brake for steam road passen-

ger service.

With an electro-pneumatic brake it will

be understood that electric current is used

to apply the brakes simultaneously or uni-

formly or instantly if desired, throughout

a train of ears. The retarding force is ob-

tained from the pneumatic or automatic

in two separate portions without pipe con-

nections and bolted to a bracket which is

a fixture on the car. Choked passages in

the bracket correspond with the size of

brake cylinder that is used on the car and

the same size of universal valve is used

whether a single brake cylinder is em-

ployed or whether two-brake cylinders are

used in both service and emergency or

whether two cylinders are used with one

cylinder for service or both for the

cmcruencv action of the air brSke.

withdrawn from the brake pipe at a faster

rate for an application of the brake than

it can be restored for a release of brakes.

Also, where the same operating mechan-

isin controls both the service and quick

action functions of a valve, undesired

quick action of brakes is very likely to

occur at some stage of the various condi-

tions valves are found in. For this rea-

son, service and emergency functions are

positively separated, any defective action

of the service portion having no effect

*UXIUAR> enAKE LARGE EMERGENCV SERVICE

BESERVOIR^-^PIPE \ RESERVOIR RESERVOIR

BRAKE MAIN RES BY.PASS ANO
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MAGNET CUT.OUT CAP.

BOTH SERVICE AND •

EMERGENCY MAGNETS CUT lit

313 312 343 352 323 3i2 i
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UNIVERSAL VALVE IX ELECTRIC SERVICE OPERATION.

brake and the electric current is used

merely to transmit the intent of the oper-

ator.

It has also been explained that the uni-

versal equipment is what may be termed

a "built up" brake in which any feature

from that of a plain triple valve up to the

highest form of graduated release, safety

and protection features may be embodied

or dispensed with at will, or by the mere
changing of certain portions of the valve.

There is hut one size of universal valve

for all sizes of brake cylinders, it is made

The valve retains all of the features of

the quick action triple valve, operates in

harmony with all previous types of triple

valves, and is designed largely for the

purpose eliminating the undesirable fea-

tures of a triple valve.

It may be well to state at this time, that

it is generally recognized that any car

brake operating valve that will apply on

the same differential in pressure that is

necessary to release it, is not a practical

valve for modern passenger service, for

obviously the brake pipe pressure can be

whatever upon the quick action operation.

There is also a separation in the flow

of air to and from the brake cylinder or

brake cylinders, the equalizing slide valve

and graduating valve controlling the flow

of air from the brake cylinders to the

atmosphere for a release of brakes. The
principal reason for this arrangement is

that by dividing up the work to be done

permits of a smaller equalizing slide valve

with less bearing surface on its seat, hence

less frictional resistance will be encoun-

tered in forcing the equalizing valve to
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release position than if a much greater

surface was in contact.

Almost everyone who has had any in-

terest in air brake operation has heard

of the effects of brake pipe leakage and

a sluggish feed valve, and it is for the

purpose of preventing the consequent

stuck brake, that the universal valve is

designed not to apply with anything less

than a definite 4 or 5 lbs. brake pipe re-

duction.

Conversely the valve is so designed that

an increase of I'/i lbs. pressure in the

brake pipe after an ordinary service ap-

plication will cause the equalizing piston

amount of brake pipe reduction, controlled

by the friction increasing cavities in the

face of the equalizing slide valve, which
are opened to the atmosphere as the equal-

izing piston closes the feed groove. With
the valve operating in graduated release

it can absorb no brake pipe pressure dur-

ing a release of brakes, hence only the

volume contained in the brake pipe proper

need be increased to effect a complete re-

lease of brakes. However, with the valve

operating in direct release as at present, the

small auxiliary reservoir is charged from
the brake pipe during a release of brakes,

that is, it is charging during the release.

volume of air stored in the large emer-

gency reservoir for recharge and a deple-

tion of brake pipe pressure below a pre-

determined figure results in a full

emergency application of the brake. All

previously known safety and protective

features are embodied, and when the valve

is electrically operated, the most perfect

form of quick service is available, or,

rather, constantly in use. Service braking

ratio is limited by the adjustment of a

brake cylinder safety valve and for emer-

gency operation the higher brake cylinder

pressure is held throughout the stop.

To arrange for electric operation, it is

AUXILIARY BRAKE LARGE EMERGENCY SERVICE

nESERV0IR-_.^IPE \ RESERVOIR ___ -RESERVOIR

BRAKE MAIN RES BY-PASS AND

CYLINDER LIMITING VALVE

MAGNET CUT-OUT CAf».

BOTH SERVICE AND
tMERGENCY MAGNETS OUT I
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to move and as it starts the brake will

"bleed" itself off as positively as opening

the bleeder cock in an auxiliary reservoir

will cause a triple valve to move to re-

lease position.

Briefly, the principal improvements upon
triple valve operation are, certainty of ap-

plication, secured through a minimum size

of feed groove which is closed, positively

separating auxiliary reservoir and brake

pi|)e pressures, upon a drop of I'/j lbs. in

brakepipc pressure, below that in the aux-

iliary reservoir. Positivcncss to release,

or bleed itself off, by reducing the pressure

in the auxiliary reservoir as the equaliz-

ing portion starts toward release position.

Will not apply with less than a fixed

The valve gives the maximum possible

rate of rise in brake pipe pressure during

emergency operation. It delivers any per-

cent of emergency braking ratio desired,

this being controlled by the volume of

the small emergency reservoir, or may
be changed to use the large emergency

reservoir pressure in the brake cylinder

or any volume desired. It contains a per-

fect graduation of release made possible

hy the vast difference in volume between

the large emergency and auxiliary reser-

voir. Full emergency braking power is

obtainable at any time during or after

service application. -As stated service and

emergency features are entirely separated.

.Absolute safety is guaranteed by the large

only necessary to remove the blanking

flange and apply what is known as the

electric portion and install a system of

wiring and jumper connections between

the cars. The electric portion is com-

posed of magnet valves and an emergency

switch piston. These magnets and valves

are known as service, emergency and re-

lease, the magnets being energized by

electric current and operate the magnet

valves which arc held to their seats by

combined spring and air pressure.

These magnets are operated from the

brake \ alve of the locomotive, electric con-

tacts arc made at the brake valve through

which these magnets may be energized or

de-energized at will. The automatic and
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' lictric features of tlic brake valve are

mterlucked. that is, the same positiuii of

the brake \alvc handle is used either for

imeuinatic or an electric application and

obviously if for any reason, the electric

current should fail, it will in no wise in-

terfere with the automatic operation.

When the brake valve handle is in run-

niiiy iiosition. all magnets are de-encr-

ni.'ed. When the brake system is charged

and an application of the brake is desired,

the brake valve is placed in service appli-

cation position and before the e(|ualizing

piston can be unseated to discharge brake

pipe pressure, all of the service magnets

are cncrgi/ed by electric current which

may be obtained from any low voltage

source of energy and in turn the arma-

tures are pulled down and the magnet

valves are opened discharging brake pipe

pressure into the brake cylinders at a

service rate. When the brake valve is re-

turned to lap position, the service magnets

are de-energized the magnet valves are

reseated, and the brake pipe reduction

ceases. At this time, the valve handle on

lap position, the release magnets are ener-

gized and the release magnet valves close

the brake cylinder exhaust port. The
normal position of the release magnet

valve being open and the normal position

of the other magnet valves are closed.

If it is desired to release the brake, the

brake valve handle is placed in release

position for a time to correspond w'ith

pneumatic operation which returns all of

the universal valves to their release posi-

tions, but the release magnets are ener-

gized and the brakes remain applied as

with the locomotive brake. When the

valve handle is then returned to running

position, the release magnets are deener-

gized and the brake cylinder exhaust ports

are opened permitting a release of the

brakes. If it is desired to graduate the

brakes off, the handle is alternated be-

tween running position and lap position

and the opening and closing of the brake

cylinder exhaust ports is instantaneous as

well as simultaneous and the brake cylin-

der pressure may be reduced at will and

in absolutely any quantity desired. If

partially released and it is desired to

reapply, the re-application is as instan-

taner>us as the electric current will travel,

that is, the brake pipe reduction for the

application will be started instantly.

An emergency application is made by

placing the brake valve handle in emer-

gency position which operates the

emergency magnets which instantly dis-

charge the brake pipe pressure from the

brake pipe side of the emergency piston

of the universal valve. This movement,

of course, results in the unseating of the

quick action valve and the lirake pipe

pressure is discharged, but the emergency

action is electric. An electric emergency

application is also produced by opening

the conductor's valve or by any brake pipe

opening, for as soon as emergency slide

valve of a universal valve moves quick

action chamber ami quick action closing

chamber pressure (low to the emercgncy

switch piston at the same time they flow

into the quick action piston chamber
which in turn energizes all emergency

magnets. Through the action of the emer-

i;ency switch, a break-in-two of train re-

sults in electric emergency on the portion

of the train attached to the engine and
pneumatic emergency on the cars un-

coupled.

It may be noted that when the brake

11 6 E BR.\KE V.\LVE.

system is charged an electric service or

electric erpergency application results in

an application of all brakes regardless as

to closed angle cocks, but in release the

brakes back of the closed cock cannot be

released, for the reason that the universal

valve must assume release position

through an increase in brake pipe pres-

sure or reduction in auxiliary reservoir

pressure before a release can be effected.

As previously stated, electric current is

merely used to transmit the operator's

intent and its application to air brake

operation is a very simple proposition,

producing a perfect brake, which elimi-

nates the rough handling, shocks and

surges incident to a non-uniform applica-

tion and release of air brakes.

There is one jumper connection be-

tween each of the cars of a train and one

between the tender and first car and one

between the locomotives, if double head-

ing. The current is obtained from the

electric lighting battery boxes, and the

battery switch at the end of the battery

box of the lirst car only, must be ct-t in.

Before the engine couples to the train, the

engineer must close the brake switch in

the cab of the locomotive, and after in-

spectors have made the jumper connec-

tions as well as the car and hose coup-

lings, the usual signal to apply brakes

will be given, after which the engineer

will make the usual amount, or a 25-lb.

brake pipe reduction, after the brake pipe

reduction has taken place, the brake valve

handle is moved to release position and

back to holding position, when the in-

spectors will examine all brakes to see

that all have properly applied and will

remain applied. This will be followed by

the signal to release brakes, when the

engineer will move the brake valve handle

from holding to running position, and

inspectors will examine all brakes to see

that they have properly released. If there

is any failure of the brakes to remain

applied or any disorder that cannot be

quickly remedied, the engineer can open

the switch in the cab, cutting out the

electric connections, and test and operate

the brake pneumatically.

If cars not equipped with electrically

operated brakes are to be attached to the

rear of trains, the engineer must be so

notified and the brake test as outlined

must be modified, that is, when the brake

valve handle is moved to release and

holding positions, the brakes operating

pneumatically only, would release, there-

fore the engineer would be required to

hold the brake valve handle on lap posi-

tion until the pneumatic brakes have been

examined, tlicn move the valve handle to

release and liolding position until the elec-

trically ojieratcd brakes have been ex-

amined, after wliich the brake valve would

be moved to running position for a re-

lease of all brakes.

From this it will be evident that the

manner in which this brake will be oper-

ated in service is to make the required

amount of brake pipe reduction and im-

mediately move the brake valve handle to

relea.se and holding position, in a manner
that is considered good practice in re-

leasing pneumatic brakes, and thereafter

the air may be exhausted from the

brake cylinders of all cars as desired, or

may be immediately increased by placing

the brake valve in service position.

In cleaning or making repairs to one

of the H-6-E brake valves, the drum
above the valve body should be opened.

and the diffircut wires carefully marked,
so that tlure will he no possibility of
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getting them improperly connected when

again assembling the valve. The top wire

in the drum is the emergency switch wire,

the second, the service application wire,

the third, the release magnet line and the

lower, the emergency magnet line. The

two lower wires are disconnected by the

screws at the contact points, the two up-

per wires, by drawing them part way out

of the drum and unwrapping the tape

from the thickest part of the insulation,

where the wires will be found coupled by

special connectors similar to hose coup-

lings. The rotary valve key is not fast-

ened in any manner with lock or jam
nuts, to remove it, it is merely pushed

down out of the body, and when the valve

is assembled it is only necessary to re-

connect the wires, push the two longer

ones back in place and close the drum.

Feed Valve Tests.

The condition of the brake pipe feed

valve of the locomotive is one of the most
important considerations in brake opera-

tion on modern freight and passenger

trains. In one sense the brake pipe feed

valve is the most important unit of the

entire brake system of the locomotive and
cars, for in order to prevent, so far as

possible, undesired operation of brakes,

the feed valve must constantly maintain

the brake pipe pressure at a predetermined

figure while the brake valve handle is in

running position.

We have freiiuently commented upon

the subject of testing and repairing feed

valves, pointing out the impossibility of

fitting a supply valve piston to a worn
piston bushing, or the impossibility of

making a passable fit or obtaining satis-

factory operation from a feed valve with

a worn piston bushing, and have urged

that such feed valve be returned to the

manufacturers for rebushing in order that

it would be possible to maintain feed

valves in service in a condition to at all

times pass a specified test.

This test on the shop test racks is no

doubt as accurate as can be desired, the

Code of Tests in the Manufacturers'

Instruction Book refers entirely to a rack

test, which will indicate that the feed

valve is in first class condition, the 3/64-in.

opening to the atmosphere under the in-

fluence of which the feed valve should

operate within a two-pound limit, is re-

lated to a fixed volume of compressed and

the rate in drop in pounds per minute in

the controlled volume is fixed and un-

changeable. In some manner that is not

as yet altogether (|uitc clear, the same

3/64-in. opening was suggested and used

for a test of the feed valve on a locomo-

tive, that is, if this size of circular opening

was made from the brake pipe to the at-

mosphere from the air hose at tin- rear of

the tender, the feed valve should operate

or show a variation in brake pipe pressure

or this should cause the brake pipe iircs-

sure to fluctuate, but not to exceed the

two-pound variation, this regardless as to

the volume of compressed air in the brake

pipe, which would naturally vary the drop

in pressure in the 1)rake pipe in pounds

per minute, especially where there is only

the volume in the pipe on an engine-

equipped with the ET equipment, and with

locomotives not so equipped, the auxiliary

reservoir volume added to that of the

brake pipe would increase the total vol-

ume as much as 10 times or more. Obvi-

ously the test proved unsatisfactory, feed

valves in first class condition were re-

moved because they failed to respond to

the varying conditions, but the same

valves when placed on shop test racks

passed all tests.

Another consideration that was appar-

ently overlooked was the fact that, if the

fluctuation in pressure was within the two-

pound limit on the test rack, and the feed

valve was placed in service and the limits

of fluctuation did not increase, it would in

tourse of time decrease as the fit of the

supply valve piston in its bushing reduced,

therefore there would be a time when the

feed valve operated perfectly, that is,

maintained the brake pipe pressure at a

constant figure practically up to its capac-

ity, but against the 3/64-in. opening or

larger openings, the air gage would show

no fluctuation in pressure and, according

to the accepted code of tests the feed valve

was no longer in fit condition for service,

whereas the fact of the matter was that

the feed valve was in a practically perfect

condition and more sensitive to respond

to the variation in pressure than the test

,s,'Hge was to record the variation.

When it became apparent that the

Standard Code of Tests applicable to the

shop test rack would not apply to a test

for the feed valve on a locomotive in

service, the writer was using a testing

device with various sized openings,

among them being a 3/64-in, 1/16-in. and

11/64-in. and made a test of the feed

valve, first, with the brake valve in run-

ning position and maximum air pressure

on the locomotive, opening the brake pipe

at the rear of the tender through the

3/64-in. opening, and if the brake pipe

showed a fluctuation within the specified

limits, the feed valve was operating as re-

(|uired, but if no Variation was shown, the

1/16-in. opening was used, and if no

fluctuation was then shown the 11/64-in.

opening was partially opened and in a

gradual manner and if the feed valve main-

tained the pressure constant against the

three different sized openings, at its maxi-

mum, and there was no increase of brake

pipe pressure when the large opening was

suddenly closed, this feed valve was con-

tinued in service, and considered a perfect

feed valve, or at least more sensitive to

respond to the supplying of pressure to the

brake pipe than the test gage was to show
the response.

'I he mi>.take in this test was ai)|)arcntly

in considering that if the feed valve was in

a condition that it would not fluctuate

against the 3/64-in. opening, but would

when the 1/16-in. opening was used, the

supply valve was too loose a fit in the

bushing or if the pressure dropped back

2 lbs. or more when the large opening was

ust'd, that the feed valve was unfit for

further service, and upon a further in-

vestigation it may be found to be a fact,

and that a feed valve should be maintained

in a practically perfect condition where

triple valves are used as car brake operat-

ing valves, in any event the feed valve

should at all times be more sensitive to

respond to a variation in brake pipe pres-

sure than the most sensitive triple valve

in the train. In such cases there will be

no undesired operation of brakes on trains

while the brake valve handle remains in

running position, so long as brake pipe

leakage remains within a reasonable figure.

A code of tests for the feed valve of a

locomotive has now been formulated, and

from present indications it will be satis-

factory, but in the opinion of some air

brakemen may be a trifle too loose on the

condemning limit. This is, to place the

brake valve in running position, and fully

charge the brake pipe to the pressure to be

carried. Attach test device (which should

be a cutout cock with a 1/16-in. orifice

outlet) to the coupling at the end of the

brake pipe, and open the angle cock. Open

the cutout cock in the test device slowly

until the cock is fully open. Feed valve

should maintain the brake pipe pressure

constant, or fluctuating within 2^ lbs. of

its adjustment. If the brake pipe pressure

drop is more than 2J^ lbs., and is main-

tained constant, it is an indication that

the supply valve piston is too loose. If

the fluctuation is more than 2J/2 lbs., it

indicates a dirty and tight condition of the

operating parts of the valve. Feed valves

failing, due to either loose pistons or dirty

condition, should be removed for further

inspection and test on the standard feed

valve test rack.

We would be pleased to print any com-

ments from our readers on this very im-

portant phase of air brake operation.

The Future of Railways in Russia

Sir George liury, vice-president of tlic

Canadian Pacific Railway, since his re-

turn from Russia has expressed himself

very fully in regard to the future of rail-

ways in Russia. He states that there is

no doubt whatever that after the war,

Kussia will have to build several hundred

thousand miles of railway. Canada has

ten times more railway mileage per unit

of population than has Russia. Then,

again, Russia made the mistake of pat-

terning her railway transportation after

that of Europe. Traffic in Russia moves

vast distances in great bulk. The coun-

try lends itself to low grades and easy

curvature. .American enterprise should

succeed licre.
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Liist inoiilh wc stated and discussed thi-

iiasoiis lor care in the inspection of nen-

erators. We pointed out why it was nec-

essary to keep the generator clean and

tree from oil and moisture at all times.

The installation of machines was consid-

ered and a method was shown and il-

lustrated how to test an electric motor or

generator for the condition of the insula-

tion.

We will continue in this article a de-

scription of the procedure to follow, and

the tests to make, in order that the ma-
chine will operate perfectly and without

harm to itself.

As mentioned in the last article the

foundation on which the machine is to be

placed must be solid enough to prevent

vibration. Generally the frame of the ma-
chine rests directly upon a concrete or

iron foundation and the frame is "ground-

ed." That is, the frame is ground poten-

tial and no voltage can exist between the

frame and the ground. Sometimes, how-
ever, it is necessary or advi.sable to in-

sulate frames from ground. In this

case the foundation is capped with a

stout wooden frame bolted to the masonry,

care being taken that the bolts are so

placed that they do not make electrical

contact with the frame which secures the

machine to the wooden cap, otherwise

there would be a continuous metal cir-

cuit between the frame and the ground
and the wooden cap would be of no use.

This wooden cap should be covered with a

waterproof insulating paint or compound
to prevent it from absorbing moisture

and losing its insulating properties.

It is very important, where machines
are insulated from the ground, to have
the insulated platform extend round the

machine of sufficient distance out from it

so that the attendant must mount it be-

fore he can touch any part of the frame of

the electrical apparatus. Suppose the gen-

erator is on an insulating foundation and
is delivering power at a pressure of 2,200

volts. This pressure is high enough to

kill or at least seriously burn any person

who may come in contact with it by com-
pleting a circuit to the ground. The frame
being insulated, could become charged to

the 2,200 volts and nothing would happen,
as there is no circuit. How can the frame
become charged when the wires are all

insulated? Only due to a breakdown of

the insulation. The insulation may be-

come defective by an accumulation of

oil and dirt, undiscovered due to lack of

in.spection. or due to a mechanical injury,

so that the frame is actually at a high and
dangerous voltage. If the attendant, while

standing on the ground should touch the

frame he would receive the full voltage.

However, by standing on the insulating

platform, he does not complete the circuit

and although while touching the machine

his liody is charged to the same high volt-

age, there is no danger.

With the frame grounded it is impos-

sible to charge it up for the reason that any

leakage will pass to the ground and the

machine cannot be operated. One would
assume that the strain on the insulation

of the windings would be decreased where

the machines arc insulated from the

ground and this is so.

When the luachine is mounted and is

ready for operation, the next step is to

check and adjust the brushes. Brushes

should be accurately spaced. The brush

holders are mounted on a rocker ring

which can be moved and thus the brushes

can be properly placed. Two methods
can be used to determine the correct loca-

tion, one the mechanical method, the other

the electrical method. When it is im-

possible to set the brushes by the elec-

FIG. !.

irical method, a mechanical method may
be used.

The proper position of the brushes, on
most machines, is in a plane which passes

through the centers of two diametrically

opposite main pole pieces. This is only
approximate and the brushes should be
set by actual trial, by observing the com-
mutation under load with the brushes in

different positions.

The electrical method will locate the

brushes correctly if due care is exercised.

With all the brushes raised from the com-
mutator and the machine standing still,

if the shunt field be excited to about one-
half its normal strength (that is one-half
of the current flowing through the field

to that which flows when the machine is

operating) and the field current is sud-
denly l)roken there will be a voltage in-

duced in the armature conductor. The
maximum voltages are produced in those

conductors which lie between the main
poles, and the minimum voltages are
found in those voltages nearest to the
centers of the main poles. It will also be
found that the induced voltages at equal

distances to the right and left of the

main pole centers, and are equal in magni-

tude but opposite to each other. This be-

ing the case, if the terminals of a volt-

meter were connected to two of the com-

mutator bars, on opposite sides of the

center line of a main pole, there would be

no deflection when the lield current is

broken if the center line of the main
pole was exactly half way between the

two terminals. If the center line does

not pass half way, but is nearer one ter-

minal than'thc other then there would be

a deflection on the voltmeter. Fig. 1 il-

lustrates this. By keeping the same dis-

tance between the terminals on the com-
mutator and moving the terminals with

this relation around the commutator, the

center line of the pole-pieces can be ex-

actly located. Having determined the

direct location of the brushes, the ma-
chine is ready to be put in operation.

There are certain general rules to be fol-

lowed

—

O) Leave all switches open when the

machine is not running.

(2) .\t all times keep the generator or

motor clean and free from oil and dust,

especially from copper or carbon dust.

In case of high voltage machines, a small

accumulation of dust on the windings may
be the cause of serious "burn-outs." It

is well to have available compressed air

(which should he dry") so that the oper-

ator may blow out the dust from all parts

of the windings of the machine. The air

pressure should not e.xceed 25 lbs. per

square inch. High pressure air may dam-
age the insulation by lifting the wrap-
pings on the windings and the dust in-

stead of being blown out is being blown
inside of the coils.

Series—Parallel and Cascade.

In the article on the new electric loco-

motive for the Pennsylvania Railroad,

reference is made to the operation of the
electric motors in "cascade." We often

read of series and parallel connections of

motors, but the connecting of motors in

cascade is not very common. Let us see just

what is the difference. In the first place,

series and parallel connections, in electric

traction work, apply to direct-current

motors or single-phase alternating current
motors as used on the New Haven loco-

motives. .\s far as we can use the terms,
we may say that the same current which
leaves the power house comes back to the

power house, after having passed through
all the various motors on the way. The
connections of the motors in cascade ap-
ply to three-phase alternating electric

motors, such as those in use on the Nor-
folk & Western locomotives and those for

the new Pennsylvania locomotives. When
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these motors are connected in cascade, the

current which leaves the power house

passes into the first motor only, and re-

turns to the power house by way of the

running rail.

The direct current and also the single-

phase motor has a commutator and is

known as a Series machine—that is, the

armature and the fields are connected in

series—the current flowing from one to

the other. These motors on a locomo-

tive can be grouped in series, where the

current which flows through the armature

and field of the No. 1 motor also flows

through the armature and field of the Xo.

2 motor and so on to the No. 3 motor and

to the No. 4 motor. When these motors

are connected in parallel, they are con-

nected side by side, so to speak, and the

current which flows through the Xo. 1

motor does not pass through the Xo. 2

motor. The arrangement is roughly

analogous to a group of faucets, each

one filling a basin placed underneath, but

in this case to complete the electrical

analogs- the waste water from the basins

would have to return to the source of sup-

pl}- of the faucet system.

In the case of a four-motor locomotive

of the D-C type, there is usually a middle

combination between the series and the

parallel where two of the motors are con-

nected in parallel and the two sets of two

motors each connected in series. These

combinations are shown by Fig. 1. The
first position shows the series, the ne.xt

position shows the series parallel and the

the third position shows the full parallel.

These three combinations give three

speeds, namely •/*, 'i and full speed.

In the case of the three-phase alternat-

ing current locomotive the motors usually

are operated in the parallel position, that

is, each motor is taking its supply as does

the faucet. It is impossible to connect

them in series as in the case of the D-C
or Single-Phase motor, because the

Three-Phase motor has no commutator

and there is no connection between the

field and the armature. The motor con-

sists of two parts, the Stator, or sta-

tionary part, also called the field, and the

Rotor, or rotating part, called the arma-

ture. This stator has coils of wire

placed symmetrically around the inside of

the frame in slots, and these coils are

connected to the electric power supply.

The rotor also has coils and slots. These
coils are connected from three points to

slip, or collector rings. By means of

brushes, connection is made from the slip

rings to rheostats or the resistances. The
principle of the induction motor depends

on Lenz's Law which is as follows: "If

a magnet or field is passed by, near a coil

of wire, there is induced in this coil a

current which exerts a drag on the magnet

or field, tending to pull the same back.

It is this induced current which makes the

motor work .Applied to the induction

motor the field in the stator cannot be

held back by the induced current in the

windings of the rotor. It therefore

moves after, or follows, the rotating field.

The speed of the rotating field is definite

and fixed, depending on the number of

poles and the "frequency" of the supply.

The rotor never keeps up the same speed

of wire, thereis induced in this coil a

"slip" of the motor. The amount of slip

depends on the load carried by the motor.

Pdrdllel Connections

It is greater, the heavier the load. Al-

though the windings around the frame, or

stator, are equally distributed mechanical-

ly, they are grouped electrically into a

certain number of sets, each set termed a

"pole." When the power is connected to

the stator, these poles revolve, electrical-

ly, around the winding, and the speed at

which this electrical rotation takes place

in revolutions per minute, depends on the

number of poles of the motor, and on the

"frequency" of the power supplied. The
electric field, in this case, rotates.

Cascade control, sometimes called

"Tandem" control, requires the use of two

motors and these motors can have the

same number of poles or a different num-

ber of poles—therefore a different number

of speeds and different electrical windings.

These two motors may be connected to-

gether mechanically, that is on the same

axle or on axles connected together by

side rods, or they may be on different

axles. The connections are as follows

:

(See Fig 2.) The primary or stator of

the first motor is connected to the power

supply, and since there is no electrical con-

nection to its rotor, the current there stops,

returning, as we have said, to the power

house by way of the running rail. The
secondary or rotor of this motor, is con-

nected to the primary of the second motor

through the collector rings. The second-

ary of this second motor is closed through
adjustable resistance which in the case of

the P. R. R. locomotive, is the water
rheostats. The induced current from the

rotor of the first machine reaches the

second machine at the stator. The cur-

rent stops there, returning back to the

first rotor by the connecting wires, and
a current in the rotor of the second ma-
chine. If the induced current from Xo.
2 machine went on to a No. 3 machine
the same performance would be repeated.

The synchronous speed of an induction

motor is

:

2 f 60
Revolutions per minute =

P
Where p = the number of poles and f

=lhe frequency of the circuit (cycles

per second;.

In starting under the cascade or con-
catenation, the secondary of the second
motor is connected through the resistance.

Concatenation is a word derived from the

Latin, and means "chained together." As
the locomotive speeds up, the secondary of

the second motor is finally short-circuited.

With two single-speed motors it is possible

to get four speeds. The speed of two
motors in direct concatenation equals

2 f 60

in wliich p, = the number of

Pi + p.-

poles in the Xo. 1 motor, and p.. = the

number of poles in the Xo. 2 motor. If

the motors are connected in differen-

tial concatenation, the speed will be
2 f 60

Let us take an example

:

P. — P=

Suppose the Xo. 1 motor has 12 poles and
No. 2 motor has 4 poles. The frequency

of the supply is 25 cycles. The four speeds

will be as follows

;

25 x 120

( 1 ) Motor X'o. 2 alone :

750 revolutions.

(2) Motor 1 and 2 in i

25 X 120

^ZTi revolutions.

12— 4

(3) Motor Xo. 1 alone= -

iiffercntial ^

25 X 120

250 revolutions.

25x120
(4) Motor 1 and 2 direct^

12 + 4

187.5 revolutions.

The motors are in direct concatenation

when they ttMid to start up in the same

direction, and in ditTerential concatenation

when they tend t^i start in opposite direc-

tions.

In the case of the P. R. R. locomo-

tive where the two motors are of the

same number of poles, the speed is just

one-half, when coimeeted in cascade, as

the <lenominator of the above fractions

woulil be twice that for the single motor.
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Slack Action in Trains

Variation in Braking Rates Owing to Slack Movement

By WALTER V. TURNER. Assistant Manajjer. Wcstinghouse Air Brake Co.

In last month's issue I had occasion to

mention the effects of slack action in

trains, and stated that where

K = the retarding factor in per cent.

1' = the nominal braking ratio, per cent.,

based on.

C = the basic cylinder pressure for P,

pounds per square inch,

p ^ the effective cylinder pressure,

pounds per square inch,

ef := the efficiency factor.

P
R = P ef

C
It was explained that this formula was

used to calculate the retarding effect or

factor of retardation set up by an applica-

tion of the air brake, and was elaborated

to a certain extent, and in an effort to

more clearly set forth the information that

may be derived from the calculation, if (p)

.

(,P) or (ef) be singly or severally raised

or lowered in value (R) will be corre-

spondingly raised or lowered, and vice

versa. Thus it will be seen that if the actual

cylinder pressure (p) be high, due to a

heavy brake pipe reduction having been

made or to short piston travel the retarda-

tion will be correspondingly high; and if

this pressure be low. due to a light brake

pipe reduction, long piston travel, reduced

auxiliary reservoir volume, or leakage, the

retardation rate will also be low.

If the braking ratio (P) be high, as.

for example, 80 per cent, on a freight

train, the retardation set up on the head

end of a train in a certain time will be

twice that with a braking ratio equal to

only 40 per cent., other things being the

same, and finally, if the efficiency factor

(ef) be low, as it is at high speeds, due to

the variation in the co-efficient of shoe

friction, the retardation will be low as

well, and vice versa, for low speeds. 1 hus

if the efficiency factor be 8 per cent, for

a speed of 50 miles per hour, the retarda-

tion set up at the head end of the train

will be approximately half that where the

efficiency factor equals IS per cent, for a

speed of 12 miles per hour.

If the amount of slack movement be-

tween the cars of a train is increased

more time is given for the cars first ex-

periencing brake action, or experiencing

the more severe brake action, to

retard before the other cars close in or

pull away, as the case may be. therefore

the velocity difference between cars will

depend upon the amount of slack in the

train being greater as the slack is greater

though not in direct proportion. It is

easy to see that if there were no slack

or relative movement between the cars of

a train there could be no difference in

velocity set up between them. Carrying

this to the other extreme it can be imag-

ined that the slack could be so excessive

that the last car in the train might be en-

tirely stopped before the slack had closed

in. Thus there will be no shock where

the slack is zero, and there will be no

shock where the slack is sufficient in

amount to permit all cars to come to a

stop before the slack runs in. This upper

limiting of value of slack necessary to

avoid shnck will vary with the liraking

action is longer, and as the rate of retard-

ation is less. It is ob\ious that as the

length of the train is increased, so also is

the total amount of slack.

The foregoing means that in making a

brake applicatinn there is a critical speed

for. maximum shock, due in a measure to

resonance in slack surging and to the

grouping of various vehicles in the train.

Variations in the critical speed or from

this speed at the time of applying brakes,

together with favorable positions and

iLLUiTffaT/NG ffuNNING Of SidCK IN Tf^fflNS

Due TO ScrdflL Bf^AKC Action.
iHccr I

10* B.P n<iducfian

tvith either

A FFT —Sinqk Shoe Bmke.or

. Jl' Pr -acup Brake.
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la Feet. Speed = IZ nf.oH^ff'.iS)
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characteristics (rate of retardation and

time of serial action) and with the initial

speed of the train. Somewhere between

these limiting values of slack there will be

a point at which the maximum shock can

occur, all other factors except the one of

slack remaining constant. This critical

value of slack for maximum shock (the

maximum, of course, being different for

each condition) tends to become greater

as the speed is higher, as the time of serial

amounts of slack accotint for the fact that

severe shocks do not occur with every

brake application in service where they do

appear more or less frequently. However,

the amount of slack is of no moment if

the time of serial action be zero, as with

the electro pneumatic brake, for here the

last brake starts to apply as soon as the

first and all brakes apply as one. As the

time of serial action is increased, the

dangers due to slack action also increase.
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Increased time of serial action means in-

creased opportunity for greater retarda-

tion on the head end of a train before the

slack closes in. thus it is clearly seen that

the time of serial brake action is directly

proportional to the length of the train.

On the attached diagram, curve (A), is

that of brake cylinder pressure on the first

car. It shows that brake cyHnder pressure

begins to rise at about 3.2 seconds after

the brake valve handle is moved to appli-

cation position, and 6.3 seconds later it

passes the 5-pound mark, at which it is

assumed that the brake shoes have been

brought in contact with the wheels. Re-

tardation on the first car then commences

and as time continues the speed of the car

is more and more reduced, as shown by

curve (C). Retardation increases in rate

as cylinder pressure builds up until the

maximum is reached at a little after 6

seconds time. The slope of curve (C)

represents the rate of retardation—as the

slope is steeper the retardation or change

in velocity for a certain time is greater.

Curves (B) and (D) are similar curves

for the last car, the serial time being

shown as 2.8 seconds, that is, the brake

on the last car got into operation 2.8 sec-

onds later than the brake on the first car.

Curve (E) is one representing the relative

or slack movement between the first and

last car, due to the differences in retarda-

tion. This movement is equal to the av-

erage velocity difference between the two

cars multiplied by the time during which

the average difference occurs.

Curves (C), (D) and (E) neglect the

cars intervening between the first and

last and assume a condition equivalent to

the removal of the intervening cars, a sep-

aration of the first and last car equal to

the total slack in the train, and a reten-

tion of the time of serial brake action, as

with all cars in place. This assumption

is not true to actual conditions for the

reason that as each of the intervening cars

close in on the one ahead the action in-

creases the speed of those ahead to a

somewhat higher rate than that shown

by curv.e (C), possibly something like

dotted curve (F). However, as each suc-

cessive car closes in on those ahead the

impact accelerates the increasing mass

ahead less, and more of the sudden chang-

ing of velocity must be done by the col-

liding car so that the retardation of the

first car does not differ materially from

that shown by curve (C). Moreover, as

each successive car collides with those

ahead the velocity difference increases un-

til it is ma.ximum when the last car closes

in. This means that as the shock runs

back the bunch of cars ahead becomes in-

creasingly solid, so far as the draft gears

are concerned, until the last car has a veri-

table stone wall with which to collide, and

finally, as it is not known just what a cer-

tain velocity difference means in the force

of an actual blow' between two cars or one

car and a group of others, an allowance

for discrepancies may be made in the vel-

ocity differences, which it is assumed that

draft gear can care for without apprecia-

ble shock.

If there be 10 feet of slack in the train,

as shown in the diagram, this slack will be

all in in 8 seconds' time or 8 seconds after

the brake valve movement, and the vel-

ocity difference between the head end

(which includes the last car but one) and

the last car is 3.6 miles per hour. After

the impact the train as a whole moves on

with a velocity a trifle higher than that

represented by curve (C) at the instant

of impact, as explained in connection with

curve (F). Curves (C) and (D) are

shown heavy to the instant of impact of

the last car for 10 feet of slack. They

are continued with lighter lines in order

that the influences of other conditions of

slack may be compared. For any actual

case the impact causes curve (D) to drop

down and be merged with curve (C),

which is slightly raised. Dispensing with

this geometrical parlance, this can be

stated otherwise by saying that the front

portion of the train and the rear car move
on with the same velocity after the im-

pact, retarding together.

If the amount of slack in the train be

cut down to three feet and the time of

serial brake action remain unchanged, the

velocity difference is seen to be but two
miles per hour. With 21 feet of slack,

the velocity difference is 3.8 miles per

hour, an amount not materially different

from that for 10 feet of slack. Thus it

is seen that the less the slack in the train

the less the velocity difference between

the head end and the rear and. therefore,

the less the shock. However, after a cer-

tain point, about 9 seconds here, when
curves (C) and (D) become parallel, due

to the cylinder pressure being the same on

head end and rear, the velocity difference

is the same, irrespective of the amount of

slack. The retardation for curves (C)

and (D) is 5.6 per cent. It must be re-

membered that where the speed is such

as to permit the head end to stop before

the rear end runs in, an increase in the

amount of slack tends to decrease the se-

verity of the shock—other things remain-

ing equal—in that njore time is afforded

the rear end for retardation.

Where variable conditions of braking

ratio, piston travel, or cylinder leakage

are scattered indiscriminately through a

train, causing local differences in retarda-

tion to be set up, there can be in general

no violent slack action for the reason that

the amount of slack intervening between

two extreme conditions is probably limited

to that of a few cars. It takes cumulative

slack action to cause shocks, and for that

reason a freight train equipped with the

single capacity brake and made up of al-

ternate empty and loaded cars would han-

dle very smoothly, whereas, with the usual

train make-up. of all loads at one end

and all empties at the other end of the

train, shocks of great severity must be

expected. Obviously it is impracticable to

switch empties and loads into alternate

order in making up trains.

In a future issue I will submit a similar

diagram to the present one for the pur-

pose of comparison. It will represent the

conditions here spoken of.

Peculiarities of the Stephenson Valve Gear
By W. RICHARDSON, Bridgeport, Conn.

In the recent series of articles published

in Railway and Locomotive Engineering

in regard to the various kinds of valve

gear now in use on American locomotives

it was particularly gratifying to note with

what a degree of fulness and exactness

the details of the various devices were

described and how much easier it is for

the young machinist or engineer of to-

day to master the details of the most in-

tricate mechanism than it was in the last

century when only a few unusually skilled

mechanics found means or opportunity to

master the details now within the reach

of all.

In describing the construction and ad-

justment of the Stephenson valve gear,

however, it occurred to me that some ref-

erence might have been made to a feature

that has been the subject of much dis-

cussion and in regard to which no deci-

sive conclusion has yet been brought out.

As is well known, the amount of lead or

valve opening on the gear referred to

increases as the valve stroke is shortened.

That is, assuming that there is at the full

stroke of the valve J^-'"- opening when
the piston is at the end of the stroke,

when the lever is "hooked up" and the

stroke of the valve reduced so that the

supply of steam is shut off at one-third or

even less of the piston stroke, the amoun;

of valve opening at the end of the stroke

is increased more than double the amount

when the valve is running at the full

stroke, with the lever in the extreme end

of the quadrant. This is readily ac-

counted for by the altered position of the

eccentric rods and their corresponding

effect on the position of the rocker. Some
authorities claim that this increase in

valve opening is beneficial, as the engine

is, as a rule, is running at higher veloci-

ties, when the lever is hooked up, and it

is necessary that a quicker and fuller ad-
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mission of steam is necessary to strike

the rapidly moving piston at a point where

it is most desirable. To my mind this is

an error, and is one of the organic weak-

nesses of the Stephenson gearing. I am
the more convinced of this because re-

peated experiments have been made to

overcome this undesirable feature, and the

nearest approach has been made by dis-

torting the adjustment of the gear so

that the amount of valve opening may re-

main constant while the engine is running

forward, while in running backwards

the opening will be increased to an ab-

normal e.xtent by reason of the dis-

tortion.

With the same end in view the crank of

the Walscharts gear has been experimen-

tally removed from its true position,

—

that i> at right angles to the main crank,

with the result that the valve opening may

be increased while the engine was run-

ning in one direction, and reduced while

running in the other. Both experiments

resulted in prnving that the changes were

not in the line of the economical use of

steam, and both have been abandoned,

wliich confirms my opinion that the in-

crease in lead or valve opening under any

condition is a fallacy, and is one of the

reasons that the improved modern valve

gears are in every way superior to the

older types, not only from ready accessi-

bility but with the substantial degree of

security with which they retain their cor-

rect adjustment.

It would be hardly fair, however, to

belittle the Stephenson valve gear, as it

cannot be denied that it has well served

its purpose for over seventy years.

Neither has it entirely outlived its use-

fulness. Its flexibility rendered it easy

of adjustment, but its numerous joints

rendered it easy to become a source of

error, and required constant re-adjust-

ment, and the sooner it disappears alto-

gether the less trouble there will be in

roundhouse repair work.

Air Brake Repair Work Tools Devised and Applied

to Every Requirement
By GEORGE K. DORWART, Denver, Colo.

Valve Cap Nut Joint Face Reamer for

SYx ins., 11 ins., and Compressors.

The accompanying drawing shows the

details of a reamer than may be readily

applied to the valve cap nut joint face of

the 9'A ins., 11 ins., air brake pump, and

also to the cross compound compressors.

If the dimensions are carefully followed

in the construction of the parts the tool

wlil be found admirably adapted for re-

newing the correct facing of the joints of

the appliances referred to, and a few turns

of the cutting tool will make the bearing

of the fittings as good as new. and may be

repeatedly applied, as it is not necessary

that much metal should be removed in re-

:{acing a joint slightly worn. NO. 12. VALVE C.\P NLT FACE REAMER.

Reamer for Facing 95^-ins.

No. 13.

Pump,

-i 3f"JH(4'^7r"4-'4'-i

REAMER FOR FACING 9^ INS. PUMP STEAM HEAD AND REVERSE CH.^MBER
UUSHING. NO. U.

Air Compressor Troubles

By D. B. HUTCHINS, Council Bluff, Iowa

ing the work that is reported does not

always result in the compressor being in

the condition or state of efficiency that

it should be, as an example, we sometimes

have a report to "examine air valves,

Frequently the large capacity air com-

pressors now used on steam locomotives

develop some unusual disorders, that it

is sometimes difficult for the repairman

to locate and remedy. Merely perform-

The drawing. Xo. 13, shows the com-

plete details of a tool adapted for facing

9'/i-ins. pump steam head and also the

reverse chamber bushing. It will be noted

that the dimension relating to the variable

sizes of the cutters must be the duplicate

of the bearing joints on reverse valve

chamber cap. P. C. 1869. It need hardly

be stated that if the cutting tools are

made of good material and properly tem-

pered they will last for an indefinite

period, and produce the exact joints de-

sired without the necessity of complex

lathe work.

pump pounds bad" and the repairman

might examine all of the air valves and

find all of them to be in good condition

and have the proper hft and bearing on

the seats, and look no further, and this

same compressor might pass the required

test, if the steam cylinders and steam

valve mechanism was not properly lubri-
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cated, but after the lubricator is started

feeding, the compressor might stop

and could not again be started. This is

particularly true of the New York Du-

plex compressors when the piston valve

rings are worn to a point where there

is but very little resistance to their move-

ment, so that the weight of the valve and

rod will cause them to drop to their

lower positions in the head or steam chest

when the steam pistons are making an up-

ward stroke. These defective valve rings

also cause the compressor to make short

uneven strokes, and the proper remedy

is to apply properly fitted rings as an in-

crease in the amount of lubrication ag-

gravates the trouble by still further re-

ducing the resistance between the pack-

ing rings and their bushings.

In some cases of this trouble occurring

at a time when proper repairs cannot be

made, a temporary relief may be obtained

by removing the steam chest caps, pulling

down the valve and springing the rings

by pulling them part way out of the

grooves in the pistons, but care should

be exercised in doing this on account of

the possibility of breaking the rings.

Occasionally the lock nut of the steam

valve works loose and results in the com-

pressor stopping because proper port

openings cannot be obtained, sometimes

these nuts cannot be replaced on account

of damaged threads, therefore if the pis-

ton is correctly fitted on the rod the nut

may be entirely removed with but very

little chance of the piston becoming dis-

engaged before the end of the trip.

A bent valve stem in the low pressure

cylinder would likely cause the button of

the valve rod to slip out of the tappet

plate and cause the compressor to stop

with the high pressure piston at the bot-

tom of its stroke. The same trouble oc-

curring in the high pressure side would

cause both pistons to stop at the upper

end of the stroke.

A piston rod nut coming ofiF will neces-

sitate the removal of the top head, but

they can sometimes be replaced if they

come off along the line of road.

The principal troubles of the 8J/2 in.

Westinghouse compressor are due to

gummy intermediate air valves caused by

an excessive amount of lubrication in the

air cylinder. This causes a pounding of

the compressor which may be stopped by

closing the brake valve double heading

cock, draining the main reservoir and re-

moving the intermediate valve caps and

pouring about a pint of kerosene oil into

the cylinders. Better success has been

obtained in this manner than by using a

lye vat as the lye removes all of the lubri-

cation causing the compressor to groan.

This type of compressor sometimes

stops with the high pressure piston at the

lower end of its stroke and is generally

caused by a leaky reversing slide valve.

This may also be cause by a broken or

bent reversing valve rod. The compres-

sor may also be stopped by a badly worn

condition of the steam valve mechanism,

or the pounding or uneven strokes may
be caused bj' badly worn packing rings

in the low pressure air cylinder, when
one-half of the cylinder is lubricated and

the other half dry.

HOME MADE TRAM POINTS.
By T. H. Hahn, Norfolk & Western

R.MLw.w, Bluefield, W. Va.

The annexed drawing shows a set of

tram points made from two '4 in. West-
inghouse drain cocks and an old reversing

valve rod from a 9j^-ins. pump. A piece

of 14 in- iron pipe is used for the slide,

and by using pieces of pipe of various

length the trams can be used for laying

out shoes and wedges, in locating wheel

centers and other points where exactness

is a requisite. In every respect trams

made from this cheap material will be

ScRtw l?-YoN&

I__TwHM-FblNTS

-^^-tlRDE Of RevERSINO

Vhuve RoO&^VJtS-nnOHOUSE.

U Cocks ,,__

MsKtZTrtus.

' (ft.VERSlNoVRLVE.Rbo

H«sotME.B Runts.

found as useful as the much more costly

kind made of finished hard wood with

elaborate attachments which are easily

damaged, whereas the plain pipe will be

found more durable.

The Old and the New.

By C. Reardon, We.st Albany, N. Y.

It was very interesting to note in the

clever description of the Alexandria

shops on the Southern Railway that ap-

peared in the June issue of Railway and
Locomotive Engineering, that there is

still a lingering of the old system in

vogue when each engineer had his own
engine, and spent a good deal of time in

keeping it in order. We hear oc-

casionally of a desire expressed to restore

this ancient order of things, but while

there is a fine sentiment of loyalty on

the part of an engineer who will devote

his own time to the upkeep of his engine,

this sentiment does not weigh heavily

with the average railroad man because

all along the line it has been a hard fight

for all that has been secured in the way

of improved conditions or shorter hours.

not to speak of the method of having

locomotives run by double crews in busy

seasons so that the whole trend of rail-

way operation is against the return to

the older customs. We hear also of en-

gineers having their names emblazoned
on the cabs of locomotives after many
years running the same engine. There is

no harm in this. On the contrary it

shows some appreciation on the part of

the company, but it is to be hoped that

during the unattached periods when the

locomotive is undergoing repairs the en-

gineer is not compelled to go around idle

as in the old days, waiting until his en-

gine is out of the back shop. In these

days of high prices this would be walking

backwards, or at least looking in that di-

rection.

Piece Work.

By E. W. Thomson, Pittsburgh, Pa.

In the excellent article published re-

cently in Railway and Locomotive En-
gineering on the subject of laying out

shoes and wedges, while bej'ond criticism

in the exactness of detail, it did not, I

think, take into consideration the rate of

remuneration allowed to piece workers

in some of the leading railroad shops.

Indeed it must be said that a mechanic

leaving a shop where the older method of

payment by the hour is in vogue and be-

ginning piece work, has his eyes opened on

beholding the rate of speed with which

some operations are performed. Referring

to the laying out of shoes and wedges

about 37 cents per box is allowed, and

testing and filing after planing 11 cents is

about the price. Completing the whole

operation from beginning to end, includ-

ing the correct tramming of the wheels,

about 75 cents to $1.12, according to the

class of engine, is allowed.

With steady work and prompt assist-

ance, good wages may be made at these

rates, but it is usually unexpected changes

of jobs. It may be removing running

Ijoards for which from 63 to 95 cents and

31 cents extra if without a crane. For

replacing the running board, 44 cents is

about the price. Work of this kind is

extremely variable in the difficulty of ac-

complishment, and of course there is no

time allowed for cleaning hands or tools

or collecting new tools. The next opera-

tion may be removing valve bushings.

In this there is considerable variations in

the work of extracting the bushing, but

the figure is fixed at 75 cents per bushing

and 50 cents for replacing which is not

so variable.

Indeed the tendency is to equalize all

operations apart from the unexpected dif-

ficulties that may be encountered and for

which no allowance is made, while on the

other hand, care is taken that even the

most skilled mechanic is not allowed to

earn more than a certain fixed amount.

Probably some of your able correspond-

ents may compare notes on this important

subject.
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Recently Built Freight Engines of the Nevada Northern

On account of the great amount of at-

tention that has recently been given to

very heavy locomotives built for trunk

line service, there is, perhaps, a tendency

to ovcrli.x)k the fact that locomotives of

notable design arc frequently constnictcd

for comparatively short lines, where wheel

loads are limited and special ojierating

conditions must be met. There is no

reason why locomotives for such service

should not show the same high efficiency

as the heaviest type of power, and many
locomotives of moderate weight and ca-

pacity are now being designed and

equipped with this end in view.

Our illustrations show two recent Bald-

win freight locomotives which were built

with these ideas in view. The Mikado,

or 2-8-2 type engine, is used on a road

having comparatively light grades and

curves, while the track is laid with rails

weighing 65-75 lbs. per yard. The loco-

motive develops high hauling and steam-

ing capacity, in consideration of the lim-

ited axle load imposed by these condi-

tions. \\'ith a tractive force of 37,400

lbs. and a ratio of adhesion of 4.16, it is

evident that the weight on drivers is

utilized to advantage ; while, with reason-

ably careful handling, there should be but

little trouble on account of slipping.

ii|ualizing beam fulcrums and truck

spring hangers.

The Consolidation or 2-8-0 type loco-

motive for the Nevada Northern Rail-

way is lighter in total weight than the

Midland Valley 2-8-2 or .Mikado engine,

but it carries practically the same weight

on the drivers. The cylinders are smaller,

but the drivers are less in diameter and

the tractive forces developed by the two

locomotives are nearly equal. Operating

conditions on the Nevada Northern are

such that the required hauling and steam-

ing capacity can be combined in a loco-

motive of the Consolidation type. In the

present instance a wide firebox is used

;

and with driving wheels of comparatively

small diameter, and a high-pitched boiler.

The throat can be made of sufficient

depth to apply an arch with its support-

ing tubes. A comparison of the boiler

dimensions of the two engines here illu-

strated, shows the grate areas to be prac-

tically alike, while the number of tubes

is nearly the same in each case ; but the

longer tubes in the Mikado type engine

provide considerably more heating sur-

face than can be obtained in the boiler of

the Consolidation engine.

The Nevada Northern locomotive has

outside steam pipes, 10-in. piston valves.

Heating .Surface— Fire box, 156 sq. ft.;

tubes, 1,714 s(i. ft.; firebox tubes, 19 sq.

ft.; total, l,8f«' sq ft.; superheater, 423 sq.

ft. ; grate area, 46.2 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels— Diameter, outside, 51

ins.; journals. '.>'. x 10 ins.

Engine Truck Wheels— Diameter, 30

in.
; journals, 6 x 10 ins.

Wheel base— Driving, IS ft.; rigid, 15

ft. : total engine. 24 ft. 1 in. ; total engine

and tender, 58 ft. 7Vi ins.

Weight—On driving wheels, 155,800

lbs.; on truck, 20,500 lbs.; total engine,

176,300 lbs. : total engine and tender

about 320,0U0 lbs.

Tender^Wheels, diameter, 33 ins.

;

journals, 5Vi ins. x 10 ins.; tank capacity,

7,500 U. S. gals. ; fuel, capacity 12 tons

;

service, freight. For the Nevada North-

ern, cylinders, 22 ins. x 28 ins. ; valves,

piston, 12 ins. diam.

Boiler— Diameter, 66 ins.; thickness of

sheets, 11/16 in.; working pressure, 185

lbs. ; fuel, soft coal ; staying, radial.

Fire box—length, 102^8 ins. ; width,

65% ins. ; deptli, front, 67% ins. ; depth,

lack. 56'L' ins. ; thickness of sheets, sides,

5/16 in. ; thickness of sheets, back, 5/16

in. : thickness of sheets, crown. H in.

;

thickness of sheets, tube, yi in.

Water space—Front, sides, back. 45^ ins.

:-80 FOR THE \EV.\I).\ NORTHERN. ' S-J FDR THE MIDL.X.NIJ \ .\ j

The locomotive on the Midland Valley

used Arkansas soft coal as fuel, and has

a wide deep firebox placed back of the

drivers and over the rear truck. The
equipment includes a superheater. Secur-

ity brick arch and Franklin air operated

firedoor. Tlie boiler construction is in

accordance with the regular practice of

the builders, and the firebox staying in-

cludes three rows of Baldwin expansion

stays, which support the forward end of

the crown-sheet. An extended, self-

cleaning front end is applied.

The steam distribution is controlled by

12-in. piston valves, and these are driven

by the Southern valve motion. The Rag-
onnet power reverse mechanism is ap-

plied. The use of a power reverse on
locomotives of moderate size is becom-
ing general and the results arc most sat-

isfactory.

The frames are strongly designed and
braced, and the Commonwealth rear

frame cradle is applied. In the present

case, the rear truck is of the Hodges type,

and the frame cradle is made in one
piece with suitable brackets for the

and ^Baker valve motion. The details of

construction call for little comment, but

are thoroughly modern for an engine of

this type and weight. The tender has

capacity for 7,500 gallons of water and

12 tons of fuel, and is carried on "Stand-

ard" rolled steel wheels.

The leading dimensions of these two

locomotives are given in the tables:

Midland Valley engine : cylinders, 21 x

26 ins. ; valve, piston, 10 ins. diameter.

Boiler—Diameter, 70 ins. ; thickness of

sheets, 11/16 in.; working pressure, 190

lbs. ; fuel, soft coal.

Fire Box—Length, 107 ins. ; width,

62^ ins. ; depth, front, 68 ins. ; depth,

liack, 52y2 ins. ; thickness of sheets, sides,

's in.; thickness of sheets, back, fi in.;

thickness of sheets, crown, }i in. ; thick-

ness of sheets, tube, 14 in.

Water Space—Front, sides and back,

4 ins.

Tubes—Diameter, 51^ and 2 ins. ; mate-

rial. 5i^ ins. steel, 2 ins. iron ; thickness,

BH ins. No. 9 \y. G., 2 ins. No. 11 W. G.

;

number, 5H ins. 25. 2 ins. 168; length,

14 ft.

Tubes—Diameter, 5^8 ins. and 2 ins.

;

material, 5's ins. steel, 2 ins. iron; thick-

ness, 5-}i ins.. No. 9 W. G. ; 2 ins. No. 11

W. G. ; number, 5}i ins., 24; 2 ins. 172;

length, 19 ft. 3 ins.

Heating surface—Fire box, 165 sq. ft.

;

tubes, 2,373 sq. ft. ; firebrick tubes, 29 sq.

ft. ; total, 2,567 sq. ft ; superheater, 562

sq. ft. ; grate area, 46.8 sq. ft.

Driving wheels—Diameter, outside, 57

ins.; journals, main. 9 ins. x 12 ins.; jour-

nals, others. S'/a ins. x 12 ins.

Engine truck wheels—Diameter, front,

33 ins.; journals. SVs x 10 ins.; diameter,

back, 40 ins.; journals, 7Vs x 12 ins.

Wheel base—Driving, 15 ft. ins.; total

engine. 31 ft. 8 ins. ; total engine and

tender. 61 ft. 74^ ins.

Weight—On driving wheels, 155,700

lbs. ; on truck, front, 16.900 lbs. ; on

truck, back. 26,800 lbs. : total engine, 199,-

400 lbs. : total engine and tender, about

320,000 lbs.

Tender -Wheels, diameter, 33 ins.

;

journals. .^ ins. x 9 ins. ; tank capacity,

6,000 gals.; fuel, capacity 10 tons; service,

freight.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. VV. L. Garland, 1738 Commercial

Trust Building, Philadelphia, Pa., in

addition to representing the Safetj- Car

Heating & Lighting Company, will also

represent the Vapor Car Heating Com-
pany, Inc., dating from June 1.

Mr. S. W. Caton, formerly general

car inspector of the Western Maryland,

at Hagerstown, Md., has been promoted

to master car inspector, with headquar-

ters at Hagerstown.

Capt. Elmer K. Wiles, E. O. R. C, has

been called into active service with the

Fifth Reserve Engineers. Pittsburgh. Pa.,

and is now on duty. Captain Wiles was

formerly secretary of the Engineers" So-

ciety of Western Pennsylvania.

Mr. A. L. Brown has been appointed

master mechanic of the Baltimore &
Ohio at Glenwood, Pittsburgh, Pa., suc-

ceeding Mr. F. P. Pfahler.

Mr. W. G. McPherson, formerly gen-

eral roundhouse foreman of the Canadian

Pacific, at Moose Jaw, Sask., has been

appointed division master mechanic at

Regina, Sask., succeeding Mr. S. W. Fal-

kins, transferred.

Mr. Dwight C. Morgan, Jr., has been

appointed mechanical engineer of the

Pittsburgh & Shawmut, with office at

Brookville, Pa.

Mr. F. P. Pfaliler, formerly master

mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio at

Glenwood. Pittsburgh, Pa., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic at Cumberland,

Md., succeeding Mr. R. B. Stout.

Mr. Paul Bischeld has been appointed

district foreman of the Union Pacific, at

Salina, Kans., succeeding Mr. J. A. Brice.

Mr. F. G. Flesher has been appointed

locomotive foreman of the Canadian

Northern, with office, at Lucerne, B. C,

succeeding Mr. T. C. Young, transferred.

Mr. John Lee, formerly locomotive

draftsman at the Winnipeg shops of the

Canadian Pacific shops, has been appoint-

ed shop engineer at that point.

Mr. H. A. Lyddon has been appointed

.superintendent of shops of the Northern

Pacific, with office at South Tacoma,

Wash., succeeding Mr. F. W. Mallott, re-

tired.

Mr. Richard A. Van Houten, formerly

sales agent of the Sellers' Manufacturing

Company at Chicago, has been appointed

manager of the plant at Mayfair, Chi-

cago, in charge of manufacturing opera-

tions.

Mr. Charles H. McCormick, formerly

attached to the sales department of the

Standard Heat & Ventilation Company,

has been appointed special agent of the

.National Railway Appliance Company,

New York.

Mr. Warren B. Young has been ap-

pointed assistant general foreman of the

Central Railroad of New Jersey, with

office at Phillipsburg, N. J.

Mr. Walter H. Bentley, vice-president

of Mudge & Company, Chicago, 111., has

ben elected president of the Locomotive

Specialtj- Company, Railway Exchange

building, Chicago, general distributors of

the Ripken main tfld arm and other rail-

way specialties.

Mr. William S. Morehead has been ap-

pointed assistant general storekeeper of

the Illinois Central, with office at Chi-

cago, 111., with jurisdiction over the

Northern lines. Mr. Morehead succeeds

Mr. William Davidson, who has been

promoted to the position of general store-

keeper of the same road, with offices at

Burnside, Chicago.

Mr. Ernest Baxter has been appointed

general storekeeper of the Wabash, with

office at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding Mr.

A. J. Lewing, assigned to other duties.

The American Steel Export Company,

New York, announces the appointment of

Mr. F. H. Tackaberry as traveling rep-

resentative with the title of general agent.

Mr. Tackaberry has recently been asso-

ciated with the Ordnance Engineering

Corporation of New York, and has oc-

cupied important executive positions in

such organizations as the Industrial

L'nderwriter, Inc., the Locke Steel Belt

Company, etc.

Mr. Charles H. McCormick, formerly

connected with the Standard Heat &
Ventilation Company, has been appointed

special sales agent for the National Rail-

way Appliance Company, at SO East

Forty-second Street, New York.

Mr. Robert Parks, formerly general

manager of the Bettendorf Company, Bet-

tendorf, Iowa, has become connected with

the Canadian Car & Foundry Company.

Mn C. H. Rhodes has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Illinois Steel

Company, succeeding Mr. I. C. Hoot.

Mr. Henry V. Vaughan. M. Can. Soc.

C. E., who was recently appointed to a

high executive position with the Dominion

Bridge Company of Canada, has been ap-

pointed general manager of the company.

Mr. Duggan, the former general manager,

becomes chairman of the board of direc-

tors, an<l also the position of chief en-

gineer of the company. .Mr. Phelps John-

son is president of the company.

Mr. G. H. Likert has been appointed

master mechanic of the Chicago, Rock Is-

land & Pacific, Nebraska division, with

office at Goodland, Kans., succeeding Mr.

M. B. Mcl'artland, resigned to accept a

position with another company.

Mr. Arthur Krohn has been appointed

assistant superintendent of motive power

of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with

office at Parsons, Kan., and Mr. A. E.

Voight, formerly assistant electrical en-

gineer of the same road, has been ap-

pointed electrical engineer, with head-

quarters at Topeka, Kan.

Mr. O. E. Maxwell has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Pennsyl-

\ ania Lines at Fort Wayne, Ind., succeed-

ing Mr. J. H. Hanna, transferred.

Mr. R. M. Conley, formerly locomotive

engineer on the western division of the

Western Pacific, has been promoted to

master mechanic of the eastern division

with office at Elka, Nev., succeeding Mr. J.

Van Cline, resigned, and Mr. J. H. Penny,

formerly road foreman of engines, who
has been promoted to master mechanic at

Oroville, Cal.. and Mr. W. M. Chambers

has been appointed roundhouse foreman

at Portola, Cal.. succeeding Mr. W. Mc-

Farland, resigned.

Mr. W. W. Scott has been appointed

shop superintendent of the Buffalo,

Rochester & Pittsburgh, with office at

Punxsutawney, Pa.

Mr. W. J. Hiner, formerly assistant

purchasing agent of the Cleveland, Cincin-

nati, Chicago & St. Louis, has been ap-

pointed purchasing agent, with office at

Cincinnati, Ohio, succeeding Mr. George

Tozzer, retired.

Mr. E. P. Nash, general foreman of

shops of the Illinois Central, Palestine,

111., has been recommended for a commis-

sion as first lieutenant in the Illinois Cav-

alry Company of the Chicago railway

regiment, the Third Engineers.

Mr. Carl Scholz, formerly manager of

the mining and fuel department of the

Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, has been

appointed mining engineer of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, with headquarters

at Chicago, 111.

Mr. James E. Gorman, who has been

chief executive officer for the receiver of

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, has

been elected president of that road. He

was also elected a director, succeeding

Mr. W. B. Thompson, resigned, and Mr.

E. K. Boisot was elected to succeed Mr.

J. S. .Mexander.

Mr. F. L. DuBosque has been appointed

superintendent of the floating equipment

of the New Jersey division, West Jersey

& Seashore, and the Philadelphia & Cam-

den Ferry Company, by the Penn.sylvania

railroad.

Mr. C. B. Brown, chief engineer at

Manitou, N. B., of the Canadian Govern-

ment railways, has also been appointed

general manager of the Eastern Lines.
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Mr. L. C. Fritch has been appointed

general manager of the Seaboard Air

Lint. Mr. Fritch has had over thirty

years' experience in railroad work, largely

in the engineering department on several

railroads in the Middle West. For the

last three years he was general manager
of the Canadian Northern, which position

he held at the time of his appointment as

noted above.

Mr. T. C. Irvine, formerly vice-presi-

dent of Robert W. Hunt & Co., and in

charge of the Montreal and Toronto

offices of the company, has been recently

given command of the engineers in the

fourth Canadian division. He left To-
ronto with the llrst Canadian contingent

as captain. He was particularly distin-

guished in several battles and received the

D. S. O. for services at the battle of

Langemarck.

Mr. H. H. Maxfield, recently appointed

superintendent of motive power of the

New Jersey division of the Pennsylvania,

has been assigned to duty with the Ninth

Reserve Engineers, with the rank of cap-

tain. First Lieutenant Frank S. Robbins,

assistant master mechanic of the Penn-
sylvania at Pittsburgh, and First Lieu-

tenant George F. HufiF, Jr., have also

been assigned to the Ninth. Captain

Maxfield is to be promoted to lieutenant-

colonel, and Lieutenants Bobbins and

HufT are to be promoted to captains.

Mr. Charles D. Barrett, master me-

chanic of the Pennsylvania, at Sunbury,

Pa., is to be commissioned as a major in

the Ninth Reserve Engineers, and Mr.

B. W. Kline, electrician of the Pennsyl-

vania at Williamsport, Pa., has been

recommended for a commission as cap-

tain in the same regiment.

George J. Bury, vice-president of the

Canadian Pacific Railway at Montreal,

Que., Canada, has recently received tht

honor of knighthood from King George.

Sir George Bury has been connected with

the railway from its earliest years and

began his career as private secretary to

the late Sir William Van Home. His ad-

vancement on the road has been steady

and of a substantial character and Sir

George, in nearing the top of the ladder,

has established a reputation which has been

recognized even beyond the commercial

boundaries and the vast industrial inter-

ests of the railroad of which he is now the

practical head. We congratulate Sir

George on the recognition of this condi-

tion by those who take a large and com-
prehensive view of the economic interests

of the Dominion of Canada.

Mr. S. M. Vauclain, vice-president of

the Baldwin Locomotive Works, has been

appointed chairman of committees of the

Council of National Defense dealing with

the locomotive and railway car needs

of the country, and particularly of the

Allies, the object being to increase the

output of American locomotives and cars

through co-ordination of the efforts of

manufacturers. Mr. .Andrew Fletcher, Committees' report and copies of papers

l)rcsident of the .American Locomotive will be distributed, and members are re-

(cmipany; Mr. H. P. Ayres, vice-presi- quested to send written discussions to

(lent of the H. K. Porter Company, and the secretary on or before September IS,

Mr. Joel Coflin, chairman of the Lima 1917. The annual volume of proceedings

Locomotive Corporation, arc members of will be published ind distributed as

the locomotive ronuiiitirr Ilic commit- formerly.

SIR GF.OKCU-; .1. l:VK\'.

tee on cars consists of Mr. E. F. Carry,

president of the Haskell & Barker Car

Company; Mr. C. S. Gawthrop, vice-

president American Car & Foundry Com-
pany ; Mr. Cline Runnels, vice-president

S. .M. VAUCLAIN.

of the Pullman Company, Mr. R. L. Gor-

don, vice-president of the Standard Steel

Car Company ; Mr. N. S. Recder, vice-

president of the Pressed Steel Car Com-
pany, and Mr. S. P, Rush, president of

the Buckeye Steel Castings Company.

Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Assn.

The executive committee of the Chief

Interchange Car Inspectors' and Car

I'oremen's .Association have decided to

Iiostpone holiling their convention for one

year. The convention was scheduled to

lie held at St. Ixjuis, Mo., from September

J5 to 27. The present officers will

retain their positions for another year.

Western Railway Club.

The following were elected officers of

the Western Railway Club at the an-

nual meeting held last month at the Hotel

.Sherman, Chicago, III. President A. R.

Kipp, mechanical superintendent, Chicago

division. Son Line; first vice-president,

.\. La Mar, master mechanic, Pennsyl-

vania Lines ; second vice-president, G. S.

Goodwin, mechanical engineer, Chicago,

Rock Island &. Pacific; secretary and

treasurer, Joseph W. Taylor.

Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg. Co.

At the annual meeting of the stock-

holders of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, held at the

offices of the company at East Pitts-

burgh on Wednesday, June 13, a vote

was taken on the merger of the West-

inghouse Machine Company with the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

Company and, as was expected, the vote

was unanimously in favor of the merger.

The following directors, whose terms

expire this year, were re-elected for four

years : J. D. Gallery, Paul D. Cravath,

Harrison Nesbit, James N. Wallace.

Summer Session of the University of

Wisconsin.

The nineteenth annual summer session

of the College of Engineering of the

University of Wisconsin will be held at

Madison during the si.x weeks' period be-

ginning June 25, 1917. Special courses

will be given in chemistry, electrical steam
and hydraulic engineering, gas engines,

machine design, mechanical drawing, me-
chanics, shop work and surveying. All

courses given in the university summer
session are open to engineering students.

For information, address F. E. Turneaure,

dean, Madison, Wisconsin.

General Foremen's Association.

The executive committee of the Inter-

national Railway General Foremen's As-

sociation has decided that the annual

convention will be postponed until 1918.

There has been an exhibition at the

freight house of the Santa Fe, State and

Twelfth streets, Chicago, III., two sam-

ple cars constructed at the direction of the

sub-committee on designs and specifica-

tions, of the American Railway Associa-

tion. One was built at the Altoona shops

the otlior bv Pullman.
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Manufacturers Locating in New York.

The Merchants' Association of New
York are doing excellent work in many
directions, and none more commendable
than in the gratuitous advice to the large

number of manufacturers who are at all

times locating in the vicinity of New
York. The metropolitan district contains

twenty important cities and many smaller

communities, and it is a valuable service

to such manufacturers in aiding them to

select the particular location best suited

to their requirements. The idea is not

to induce manufacturers to locate in New
York but to aid those who are coming

to the cit>- or vicinity, and may not be

aware of the good work that the associa-

tion is doing in this direction. A. L.

Smith is manager of the Industrial Bu-

reau and should be addressed at the

Woolworth Building, 233 Broadway, Xew
York.

Decrease of Car Shortage.

The American Railway Association re-

ports that on June 1 there was a net

shortage of empty freight cars on the lines

of the United States and Canada of 105,-

127. These figures compare with a short-

age of 148,627 on May 1. The largest car

shortage in the history of the country oc-

curred in the autumn of 1906, but as the

reports of the American Railway Associa-

tion only began in 1907, the largest car

shortage on record was 137,847 cars re-

ported on February 26 of that year.

War Material in Canada.

A loan of $10,000,000 has been advanced

by the Canadian Pacific for the produc-

tion of war material in Canada. The loan

has been granted to the imperial muni-

tions board, which is entrusted by the

British Government for placing munition

orders in Canada and expediting the

production of the same.

Advance Pay on the Canadian Pacific.

An announcement has been made by the

Canadian Pacific that all employees of that

company in the United States who volun-

teer for service overseas, will receive six

months' pay when they leave on active

service. The employees are also assured

of their old positions on their return

from service. Men who wait to be drafted

will receive no recognition.

Railroad Equipment Notes.

The Illinois Traction System will build

si.\ electric locomotives in its Decatur.

111., shops.

The Baltimore & Ohio, it is said, will

erect two additions to its shops at Zanes-

ville, Ohio.

The Marianna Coal Company has

ordered 1,000 coal cars from the Cambria
Steel Company.

The Sessions-Standard Friction Draft

Gear Company of New York reports re-

ceiving an order for the equipment of

2,000 cars, by the Norfolk & Western

Railway. The type "K" of this friction

gear has been specified.

The man who wins is the man who
works. Who neither labor nor trouble

shirks. Who uses his hands, his head, his

eyes ; the man who wins is the man who
tries.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe will

build a machine and repair shop at EI

Paso, Texas, to cost $10,000.

The Southern Railway has ordered 25

Santa Fe (2-10-2) type locomotives from
the American Locomotive Co.

The Central El Lugareno (Cuba) has

ordered two Mogul type locomotives from

the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Richmond Fredericksburg & Po-

tomac is in the market for 15 caboose cars

and 15 steel underframes for SO-ton flat

The Alan Wood Iron & Steel Company
has ordered three four-wheel (0-4-0) type

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works.

The South African .Railways have

ordered 20 additional l(X)-ton Mountain
(4-8-2) tj'pe locomotives from the Amer-
ican Locomotive Companj-.

The Russian Government has ordered

250 Decapod locomotives from the Amer-
ican Locomotive Company and 250 from

the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Orders for 10,000 four-wheel box cars

for Russia have been placed, 6,500 to be

built by the .^merican Car & Foundry
Company and 3,500 by the Standard Steel

Car Company.

The Monongahela has ordered 6 Con-
solidation (2-8-0) type locomotives from

the American Locomotive Company.
Each will weigh 201,000 pounds; cylind-

ers will be 22^ by 30 inches.

The United States Navy has ordered

11 50-ton steel flat, 2 30-ton box and 5

50-ton steel underframe box cars from

the American Car & Foundry Company,
and 2 flat cars from the Mt. Vernon
Car Manufacturing Company.

The South African Government Rail-

ways have ordered 20 superheater Moun-
tain type locomotives from the American

Locomotive Company. These locomotives

will have 22 by 26-in. cylinders, and a

total weight in working order of 175,-

000 lb.

The Yazoo & Mississippi Valley has let

contract to T. S. Leake Company, Chi-

cago, to construct round house, machine

shop, office building, store house, lav-

atory, lumber shed, cinder pit and turn-

table, at Baton Rouge, La., to cost $150,-

000.

It is understood that Congress will be

asked to authorize the expenditure by

the Government of $150,000,000 to $200,-

000,000 for the purchase of 100,000

freight cars, principally for use in this

country, but also for use on lines of com-

munication in France.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas is to in-

stall a mechanical interlocking plant at

Clinton, Mo., a 24-lever Saxby & Farmer
machine having 18 working levers. The
material will be furnished by the Union

Switch & Signal Company. The distant

signals will be electric, low voltage d. c.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

has awarded the Union Switch & Signal

Company a contract for material for the

installation of automatic block signals,

between Richmond and Fresno, Cal. This

work w'ill include 250 style "S" double

case ground signals, with relays, switch

boxes, etc.

Negotiations are being actively con-

tinued relative to the purchase of 100,000

freight cars for the American railroads

by the United States Government. A
number of important officers of car build-

ing companies have been in conference at

Washington. It is understood that the

proposals to purchase equipment contem-

plate the construction of composite bo.x

and gondola cars, and that the cost will

be about $1,500 per car.

The Pennsylvania has ordered from

the Union Switch & Signal Company
three electro mechanical interlocking ma-

chines, one to be installed at Petersburg,

Pa.; 12 working levers (mechanical) and

19 electrical levers ; one at Tyrone

Forge, with a 12-lever mechanical ma-

chine with an electrical section of 14

working levers, and one at Eldorado,

where the machine will include a four-

lever mechanical frame and an electrical

section consisting of five working levers.

The Imperial Munitions Board of

Canada has authorized the Algoma Steel

Corporation and the Dominion Steel Cor-

poration to roll 50,000 tons of standard

section rails for Canadian railroads that

helped the Dominion government in time

of need by sacrificing rails in service for

export to the war zone. These roads

were unable to secure new rails from

American mills. The rails will be dis-

tributed among the Canadian Pacific, the

Intercolonial, the Grand Trunk and the

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Rail-

roads,
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The Interborough Rapid Transit Com-

pany, New Vork City, has awarded the

Union Switch & Signal Company a scries

of contracts to provide interlocking ami

automatic block signals for the Seventh

Avenue Subway from West Korty-tliird

Street to Wall Street, about three miles;

the fmal part of the West Farms Subway

connection, and the I'clham Hay Park-

way line from I'ark .\venue and Hast

13Sth Street to I'clham Bay Park, about

three miles. The interlocking will be elec-

tro-pneumatic. Electro-pneumatic auto-

matic train stops will be used through-

out. The Seventh .\venue Subway will

have seven interlocking aggregating 105

levers. The Pelham Hay Parkway Line

includes one 19-lcvcr, two 15-lever and

three 11-Iever interlocking machines.

apart and moored to the shore at a

point about 800 feet from the site of the

tank. .

Loading Cars.

Load cars 10 per cent, in excess of

marked capacity, reduce percentage of

cars and locomotives under repairs ; im-

prove methods of "firing" locomotives

defer scrapping light locomotive ; speed

up handling of cars in terminals by

prompt despatch of trains ; load and un-

load promptly ; and enlist co-operation of

shippers, as a war measure, to secure

heavier loading of cars.

Westinghouse Machine Company.

At a meeting of the stockliolders of

the Westinghouse Machine Company,

held at the company's offices at East

Pittsburgh, Wednesday, June 13, the

proposition to merge the Westinghouse

Machine Company with the Westing-

house Electric & Mfg. Company was

carried by a large majority, and the di-

rectors and officers of the Westinghouse

Machine Company empowered to arrange

for the execution of the merger. The

following directors whose terms expire

were re-elected for one year : James D.

Callery, E. M. Herr, H. T. Herr, Will-

iam McConway, John R. McCune, Jos.

W. Marsh, L. A. Osborne, Guy E. Tripp,

H. H. Westinghouse.

Increased Rates on the Long Island.

The Public Service Commission for

the Second District of New York has

granted permission to the Long Island

Railroad to increase its mileage book

rates from 2 cents to 2% cents per mile.

An increased expenditure of $400,000 a

year because of the Adanison eight-

hour law, was set forth by the railroad

as the principal justification for an in-

crease. The commission found that the

company's passenger business had not

yielded a fair return for the past 10

years.

Dunbar Manufacturing Company.

The .\cmc .Supply Company changed its

corporate name last month to the Dunbar

Manufacturing Company. The main office

and sales organization at Chicago will re-

main substantially the same, with the ad-

dition that a new sales office has been

opened at St. Paul, Minn., with Rank &

Cioodell as sales representatives.

General Electric Moves to Nev? Offices.

The New York offices of the General

Electric Company have been moved from

No. 30 Church Street to the Equitable

Life Building, No. 120 Broadway. The

entire twentieth floor of the building has

been especially arranged and furnished

for the General Electric Company. For

nine years these offices have been at No.

30 Church Street, where the company

located its New York offices when it

outgrew the "Edison Building," at No.

44 Broad Street. This building was

originally built for the Edison General

Electric Company which, in 1892, was

combined with the Thomson-Houston

Electric Company to form the General

Electric Company. In the quarter cen-

tury since the General Electric Company

was formed, its business has increased

from about ten millions in gross sales

the first year of its organization to gross

orders of $167,169,000 during the twenty-

fifth year, and its sales offices have natur-

ally increased in number and in impor-

tance. The company's offices in New
York are the largest and most important

among its district offices.

Moving an Oil Tank.

A 120-ton oil tank 90 ft. in diameter

and 30 ft. high was moved 14 miles from

Seattle to Point Wells, Washington, in

30 days by Olson & Nicholson, con-

tractors. Tunnels were driven under the

tank and in them were set six lines of

transverse timber; under them SO ft.

apart two lines of 16 by 18-in. longi-

tudinal track timbers. The tank was

jacked up and lowered to bearing on

60-in. wooden rollers on the track string-

ers, after which the tank was pulled to

the shore by a tackle operated by a cap-

stan and team of horses and loaded on

a pair of barges braced together 16 feet

Trouble has sometimes arisen from not

remembering that heavy and extra heavy

pipe does not vary on its outside diameter

by being enlarged, but that the extra

strength is obtained in making the hole

smaller. Therefore to get the same area

for the flow of gas or liquids the next

larger size of extra heavy pipe should be

used.

Business men who cannot discover,

bring out, provide for, keep up, use and

pay for the highest qualities in people

they employ will soon be far behind in

the modern industrial race.—Gerald Stan-

ley Lee.

DIXON'S
.5«tt„;. PAINT
''

fOllR COLORS ^-v;-

*'''••• ,„v,^,K.^:lBJ''^"••

A Clear Track
ahead, Railway men, when
you protect your metal

work with

DIXON'S
Silica Graphite

PAINT
It has a world-wide repu-

tation of over fifty years.

Made in FIRST QUAL-
ITY only. Made for

those who want QUAL-
ITY, LONGER SERV-
ICE and LOWEST
COST per year of service.

Because of the peculiar

oily nature and flake for-

mation of the pigment,

Dixon's Paint has no equal

in keeping moisture and

gases away from the metal.

Therefore metal properly

painted with it resists cor-

rosion longer than that

painted with any other

paint. That is the reason

why leading railroads
throughout the entire
world use it as standard.

Write for booklet 69-B

and long service records.

Made In JERSEY CrTY. N. J., by the

Joseph Dixon Crucible

^X^Xn Company d>^><n
'" "" ESTABLISHED IIZ?'

"

B-132
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Hydraulic
Riveters rixedand Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,
Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High'Pressure Valves.

Cast iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Cnfineers, Iron

rounders, Machinists.

100 Chtstnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Maniifacturf-rs of InJfOtorB, Ejectors.
Bollor Washers aiirl T.atcro. Boiler Ch<>cks,

fb.M-k Valvca.

Locomotive Electric Headlights

of all descriptions

^
THE

Y}rJ^,.n GENERATOR

ATIONAL SETS
COMPANY

900 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE CHICAGO, III.

ASHTOIM
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goodi That La»t

The A»hton Valve Co.
271 Franklin Street. Botton. M>M.

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.
Laws of Physical Science. By Edwin

F. Northrup, Ph. D. Publishers, J. B.

Lippincott Company, Philadelphia.

Price, $2.00; postage e.xtra.

This unique book contains a full list of

the general propositions or laws of the

various divisions of physical science. The
fundamentals of any science are its prin-

ciples, laws, and theorems. In this case

the attributes dealt with, concern or are

related to physics. In this book the stu-

dent finds guidance by having before him
an epitome of what is now known regarcf-

ing that important branch of the science

which concerns matter and material

things. It interests, not only the general

student, but it reaches the man who de-

sires accurate knowledge, and appeals to

physicists, chemists, engineers and all

those interested in the theory or utility of

natural forces. It is compact, neatly

bound in flexible leather and excellently

printed. A bibliography and index are

included in the 210 pages.

Prof. J. V. Nash says : "Professor

Xorthrup's 'Laws of Physical Science'

will take its place among that select gal-

axy of volumes which never grow old,

and will be as serviceable to generations

yet unborn as it is to the generation of to-

day. As a reference work it is invalu-

able, containing within the compass of

pocket size, information which hitherto

has been widely scattered and practically

inaccessible to the layman."

It may be truthfully said that this is

tlie only book of its kind available. It is

complete, authoritative and as accurate as

human care could make it. Wide experi-

ence as an inevstigator, inventor, practis-

ing electrical specialist, and as an instruc-

tor, has revealed to the author the needs

of all classes of scientific men. The sim-

plicity and directness with which each law

is expressed leaves little or nothing fur-

ther to be desired.

This book will never go out of date.

Prof. Northrup has codified the natural

laws of the physical universe within the

pages of a single volume. Man-made
laws have been compiled in thousands of

volumes. They have been and are mul-

tiplied year by year and the end is not

yet. These laws change from session to

session. It is of more than passing in-

terest tr} note that this is the first attempt

to codify the Laws of Nature and place

them before the reader as they are, the

laws which never change.

Under one cover we and the basic laws

of: Mechanics, Hydrostatics, Hydrodyn-
amiis. Capillarity. Sound, ITeat, Physical

riu-mistry, Electricity, Magnetism, Light.

I >iie may therefore say without straining

I he force of the words, that a full list

I if the general propositions or laws of

-I iencc fills an obvious gap in the litera-

ture of physical science. It is not always

easy for students in one branch of science

to find out or to know the literature on
important principles and facts in an en-
tirely different or even in a closely allied

branch of science, and this book is a most
helpful means for the attainment of such
an end.

An example of the style followed all

through the book may be taken from page
122. It is a paragraph on "The Intensity

of Magnetism," and reads : "The intensity

of magnetism of a magnetizable substance,

M
uniformly magnetized is I = , where

V
V is its volume and !M is its magnetic
moment. (Consult Jeans, Electricity and
Magnetism, pp. 355 to 358.)"

This instance is taken as a sample, the

definition is generally given first, then the

equation containing mathematical state-

ments of the law. and the reference work
where the subject may be followed out in

detail. Mechanical engineers on railways
and others having formulas to deal with
will find this book a great help in their

work.

A Remedy for Car Shortage.

Tliere are many and indeed periodical

outcries about car shortage, and the

P. R. R. has come forward with an at-

tempt at a practical answer to the vexed
question.

Among its other publications the Penn-
sylvania Railroad issued a special Bulletin,

No. 5, last month, containing fourteen

illustrations showing how much of car

space is usually loaded, and how it may
be loaded to full capacity. In brief it may
be said that with united effort one car

could be made to do the work of two.

The Bulletin closes with an earnest appeal

to buyers, brokers and shippers, to club

together to make combinations of orders

so as to fill the car. A united effort in this

direction, and the adoption of a method
combining carload shipments which are

destined to the same point could be made
by the railroad transportation department,

and a very material addition to car space

effected, with a nearer approach to make
full use Oi each car. The Bulletin slates

that if the freight cars on the Pennsylva-

nia system were fully utilized, it would

equal 120,000 additional cars in service.

In order to reach anywhere near the

tlieorefical limit mentioned in this cir-

cular, co-operation of shippers, buyers,

railroad men and others is required, and

this can only be attained by steady and

persistent cfTort and not by spasmodic,

though hearty action in time of war. If

the end is ever gained the practice will

long endure, even after the cause of it

all has passed away.

A pictorial representation is given of

a box car loaded with 550 cases of to-

matoes, and the cases arc arranged in
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three layers, so that less than half of the

height of the car is used. Another draw-

ing shows the same car carrying 1,500

cases. The difference in weight of the

load in each car is in the proportion of

37,400 to 102,000 lbs., which is in a ratio

of not quite one-tifth. In order to fill

the car with eight layers of cases, the

door must be provided for, and this is

done by covering it with a rough sort of

guard made out of boards 1 by 6 in., or

slab wood, not less than \'A in. thick at

the centre, and nailed to the door posts.

This woodwork is, of course, temporary.

A suggested method for the loading of

land fertilizer in bags (weighing 50 tons)

is that instead of laying them in three

layers, and weighing only 21 tons, they

may be piled in eight tiers like the cases

mentioned above, and to put temporary

boards over the side doors and arrange

the bags so that entry will be facili-

tated. Commercial bags of sugar, five

deep, provide for 500 bags, and the weight

thus usually taken as a carload is 48,800

lbs. The P. R. R. full load, accounts

for 1,000 bags, with a total weight of

10.200 lbs., and shows 10 tiers of bags

with appropriate arrangement at the

doors, and the temporary wooden guard

is there also.

Barrels loaded so that 100 barrels

weighing in all 37,280 Ilis., and practically

measuring 19>4 '"s. at the widest part, go

into a car under usual conditions. As

many as 244 similar barrels can be put in

the same car with a total weight of

90,960 lbs. A carload shipment of salt

four tiers high and containing 536 bags

with 53.600 lbs. weight can be replaced

with a carload lot made up of 1,100 bags

of 110,000 lbs. total weight. This is in

the proportion in weight as 134 is to 275,

or about 1 to 22, when reduced to a deci-

mal fraction. A car of 65 barrels of oil

weighing 26.650 lbs. can be replaced by

one carrying 148 barrels of oil at a total

weight of 60,680 lbs.

The final representation is the loading

of cotton bales. Usually SO bales are

carried, and the total weight is 25,000 lbs.

This arrangement, which is one bale

high, can be improved upon so as to

accommodate 108 bales, three tiers high,

and weighing 54,000 lbs. The door board-

ing is similar to that already referred to.

The proposed load arrangement gives the

car more than twice its former capacity,

without causing any excess weight to be

on the trucks and wheels.

There is much efficacy in the full car-

load lot. It uses up a smaller number of

cars to carry a given amount of load.

Not only does it release cars for service

as spoken of in the circular, but in a

sense it adds vastly to the equipment of

any railway, as it reduces the actual work

of the locomotive, for other things being

equal, the fewer the pairs of wheels in a

train the easier that train can be moved.

This translated into terms of work for

the operating official, means that fewer

wheels being equivalent to reduced re-

sistance, another car or two may be added

to the train or less coal will be burncl

to move the load, when no cars are added

l-'ul) carload lots means economy all

round.

Electric Arc Welding.

.\ book in regard to Electric .Vrc Weld-

ing has been published by the Lincoln

I'"lcctric Company, Cleveland, Ohio, fur-

nishing excellent descriptions of various

systems of arc welding. Considerable

space is given to work in railroad shops,

tioiler plate work, electric railroad shops,

commercial and jobbing plants, besides a

mass of general operations. Estimates of

installation and other costs are also given,

and the book altogether is well worthy

the attention of all who are interested in

electric arc welding.

Rock Excavations.

The Clark Book Company, Kew York,

have issued a volume of 824 pages, by H.

P. Gillette, detailing the methods, plant,

tools and costs in excavating, handling

and transporting rock. The book is di-

vided into eighteen chapters, including a

complete description of hand and ma-

chine drilling, chapters on cable drills,

augers, and power plant for operating

drilling machinery and other details.

There are nearly 200 illustrations, and 87

tables. The presswork is excellent, and

in cloth binding costs five dollars.

Iron-Aluminum Alloys.

Bulletin No. 95, issued by the Engineer-

ing Experiment Station of the University

of Illinois, records another series of ex-

periments to determine the magnetic and

allied properties of alloys and iron and

other metals. It is shown that aluminum

like silicon greatly improves the magnetic

properties of the metal, and also that alu-

minum imparts to the metal a greater

toughness than silicon. Copies of the

Bulletin may be obtained by addressing

C. R. Richards. Director, L'rbana, Illinois.

Erie Steam Shovels.

Bulletin S-12, issued by the Ball Engine

Company, Erie, Pa., describes the type B
steam shovel, with -K-yd. bucket, which

is recommended for wide working range,

high lift of dipper and level floor bottom.

.•\mong its features are accessibility of

operating mechanism, low center of grav-

ity, strength, ease and speed of operation,

enabling a maximum of six dippers per

minute of material to be handled. Illus-

trations are given of one shovel excavating

600 yards of shale rock per day, loading

freight cars, and also as locomotive cranes

and pile drivers. Copies may be had on

application to the Ball Engine Company
at Erie, Pa., and they will respond

promptly to the request for their book.

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

Nichols TraDsfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bld^ CHICAGO

STEEL STAMPS
INSPECTORS HAMMERS

Hand Cut STEEL LETTERS & FIGURES
LATHE TOOLS, TIME CHECKS,
Noble Sl W.es(brook Mfg. Co.

9 ASYLUM ST. HARTFORD. CONN.

You Want
That Have

Tool Holders I

Made Good

ARMSTRONG TOOL HOLDERS
WERE AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award at the Pan-

ama-Pacitic International Exposition

THEY ALWAYS MAKE GOOD

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL CO.
"The Tool Holder People"

312 N. Francisco Ave, Chicago, U. S. A.

The Norwalk Iron Works Co.
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Makers of Air and Gas Compressors
For All Purpoaes

S*nd for Catalog

WANTED—Position of chief clerk to

sup't motive power and machinery or

master mechanic by young man with 16

years' experience, now employed in like

position on western trunk line; 16 years

in present position; familiar with Fed-

eral boiler inspection, M. C. B. rules and

have had ijeneral railroad experience;

Protestant; married, 45 years old, good

accountant. Address "Boggs," care

Railway Locomotive Engineering, New
York.
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Heavy Hard-Worked Wheel Lathe
Some time ago the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western Railroad, purchased

and installed in their Scranton, Pa., shops

a 79-in. wheel lathe, made by the Niles-

Bement Pond Company of 111 Broadway,

New York. This lathe, a representation

of which we give, has a capacitj- of about

80 ins. over the bed and will take wheels

up to 76 ins. in diameter at the tread.

The maximum distance between face

well-known time and labor-saving devices,

such as the pneumatic tool clamps, power

traverse and pneumatic clamp for the

right-hand headstock and also the caliper-

ing attachment. The headstocks are

mounted on a heavy bed of deep box
section thoroughly stiffened by means of

box section cross girts at short intervals.

The left hand headstock is bolted rigid-

ly to the bed and carries the driving

over the bed. The motion is engaged
by means of a large friction clutch op-

erated by a lever so that the operator

can traverse the headstock without leav-

ing his working position near the wheels.

The friction clutch is so adjusted so as

to slip when excessive power is applied.

The pneumatic headstock clamp is one
of the most important new features of

the lathe. A quick operating, powerful

.NCH WHEEL LATHE FOR THE DELAWARE, I ACKAWANNA & WESTERN RAILROAD,

plates is 110 ins. and 80 ins. minimum.
Inside or outside journals may be put in

the lathe as the case may be.

The lathe was designed for turning

driving wheels in the shortest possible

time. It is considerably heavier than

any previous lathes built by this com-
pany and embodies several valuable fea-

tures for operation in addition to all the

motor; it contains the driving and speed

change gearing.

The right-hand headstock, is movable
and is adjusted to a sliding fit on the

bed. It is provided with power traverse

of new construction in the shape of an
electric motor. The traverse is operated

by a separate motor which, to save floor

space, is placed in an accessible location

device which enables the operator to in-

stantly clamp the right-hand head-

stock is operated by simply turning an air

valve.

The tool rests are of rigid construction.

They have sufficient in-and-out adjust-

ment on the bed to turn wheels from 40

ins. diameter up to the capacity of the

machine. The tool slides have in^nd-<jut
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adjusltni-nt for srttiiiK the depth of the

cut. The longitudinal traverse is oper-

ated by a large hand-wheel and longi-

ttidinal power feed. The feed screws

have hall thrust hearings and the slide

bases have bronze plates on their upper

surfaces where the tool slides bear. The
tool rests are equipped with patented

pneumatic clamps which enable the opera-

tor to change and clamp the tools in a

few seconds and without the use of

a wrench. There is little chance of

slipping or vibration of the tools under

heavy cuts. The tools are clamped by

means of wedge action which forms a

firm lock independent of the air pressure.

The ieed is positive in action. The range

is from 3/32 ins. to 7/10 ins. a revolu-

tion of the faceplates. There are nine

feeding strokes per revolution, so that

the feed is practically continuous. Feed

ratchets operate in either direction, arc of

the enclosed type, and are furnished to

prevent accident to the operator and also

to keep out chips. .All gears are cither

enclosed or covered with suitable guards

and the main driving shaft is protected

l)y a sheet metal guard.

We show in our illustration the main

driving electric motor. The one for

moving the hcadstock was not in position

when the photograph (from which our

half-tone was made), was taken. Mr.

H. C. Manchester, the superintendent of

motive power and equipment of the D.

L. & W. writes us respecting this ma-

chine ,that "tlic driving wheel lathe

has been in hard service for some years

past and turns driving and trailing wheel

tires, averaging about nine pairs per

working day of ten hours. It is an ex-

ceptionally heavy and rigid machine, ful-

ly capable of taking the heaviest cuts

that modern hinh-speed steel will stand.

Repairs to the machine since placed in

service have been very light, and it is in

first class condition now, after doing

plenty of hard work."

Powerful Pennsylvania Railroad Decapod or 2-10-0

Locomotive Built at the Juniata Shop
In December, of last year, the Penn-

sylvania Railroad turned out for experi-

mental service a very interesting locomo-

tive of the Decapod (2-10-0) type, known
in the Company's classification as I-l-s.

This locomotive, which was designed at

Altoona, Pa., and built at Juniata Shops,

is the first Decapod in the Company's

equipment and weighs in working order

365,000 Il)s.

The boiler is of the same general design

as followed on other recently built Penn-

sylvania Railroad engine designs, the most

notable exception being that the boiler is

built to carry a pressure of 250 lbs.

long. In order to avoid joints as far as

possible, the bottom of the combustion

chamber and the inside throat are flanged

in one piece. The boiler is equipped with

a fire brick arch with four supporting

tubes.

Each of the frames is a single casting

44 ft. 8J4 ins. long with driver brake shaft

bearing cast as part of the frame. All

sections are rectangular and of ample

dimensions and well supported by cross

braces and boiler expansion plates. Steam

is supplied to the cylinders through a

balanced throttle valve and an SVa in. dry

pipe. There are two branch steam pipes

bottom of main rod at its rear end, the

key bolt is put in from the bottom instead

of from the top. This arrangement has

been found to be very satisfactory. To
obtain clearance between the rear end of

the main rod and the side rod knuckle-

pins, a special depressed nut is used.

The driving wheels are 62 ins. diam-

eter. The front and rear wheel tires are

flanged and arc S'A ins. wide. The re-

maining driving wheel tires are flangeless,

those of the main wheel being 8^ ins. wide

and those of the second and fourth wheels

7'/i ins. wide. The locomotive is de-

signed to operate on track having a mini-

A. W. (libbs. Chief .VIech. Eng.

nEC.M-OD OR 310-0 ON THE PE.V.XSVLV.VNI.'i R.\ILRO.\D.
Rd. Builders.

The barrel, which has a minimum internal

diameter of 82 ins., is made up 1% in.

plates, lyi in. rivets in 19/16 in. holes be-

ing used in the longitudinal joints. The
main barrel sheet is made in halves, being

jointed on the horizontal center line. The
hips, which are peculiar to the Belpaire

type of boiler, are flanged integral with

the upper half and a one-piece pressed

dome is used. The rear end of the lower

half of the main barrel is flanged to form

the throat sheet, thus avoiding joints. The
boiler is equipped with an excellent super-

heater having 48 units. There are also

244, 2J4 in flues 228 ins. long between

tube sheets. The rear tube sheet is set far

enough ahead of the fire-bo.x proper to

form a combustion chamber about 3 ft.

each of 6 ins. internal diameter. Twelve
inch piston valves are used and the

cylinders are 30 ins. diameter by 32 ins.

stroke, the cylinder being provided with

renewable bushings >4 in. thick. The
smoke box has a diameter of 88^ ins.

The exhaust nozzle is circular, with four

internal projections. The blower is in the

lower part of the stack and is entirely

separate from the exhaust nozzle.

The piston is rolled steel 3/16 in. smaller

in diameter than the bore of the cylinder

and provided with two cast iron packing

rings. The piston-rod, driving axles,

crank pins, wrist pins and knuckle pins

are hollow and are heat treated. In or-

der to obtain a proper amount of clear-

ance between the top of the rail and the

mum radius of 350 ft. The driving axle

journals are 12 ins. diameter by 16 ins.

long for the main wheels and 11 ins.

diameter by 16 ins. long for the other

wheels. The valve gear is of the usual

Pennsylvania Railroad type, except that

instead of the gear allowing a maximum
cut-oflF of 90 per cent., the cut-off is

limited to 50 per cent. The valve travel

is 6 ins., the lead 3/16 in., steam lap 2 ins.

and exhaust lap '/g in. To insure start-

ing at all points, there are two auxiliary

ports in either end of the valve chamber
which admit live steam to the cylinders.

These ports are each % in. by l^^ ins. and

are open at all times, except when cov-

ered by the valves. The steam lap of

these ports is '4 in,
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In the connections between engine and

tender the old style double safety bars

with slotted holes have been replaced with

a unit safety bar, which is of the same
cross section as the draw bar and Yz in.

longer, the safety bar being connected to

the engine and the tender by the draw
bar pins. This device for which the

P. R. R. hold the shop rights, is handled

by the Economy Devices Company of 30

an arrangement of these parts has been

brought out by the Economy Devices

Corporation.

Check claims have been found more
or less unsatisfactory, owing to the

large amount of slack which is incident

to their use. In fact, a check chain sel-

dom becomes of use in service until the

slack has been pulled out of it, ending
in a severe jerk. This sudden jerk fre-

SHACKLE BAR BETWEEN ENGINE AN
FROM

Church Street, New York. This appara-

tus may be described by saying, first that

The Interstate Commerce Commission

has a standing order concerning the

coupling of engine and tender which

without specifying any sizes requires a

shackle bar and check chains or their

equivalent, and these coupling appliances

must be sufficiently strong. This means

that they must not fail. If they do fail

the inference is obvious—they were not

strong enough and therefore they did not

comply with the law. This might seem at

first sight to be a law built on the prin-

ciple of "Heads, I win—tails, you lose."

This, however, is not the intention.

The Interstate Commerce Commission

has stated what is requisite in the inter-

ests of safety, and has left the details

to be worked out by the experts em-
ployed by the railways to do that work.

At present there is no hard and fast

rule between what is "safe" and what is

not, for the reason that conditions vary

in the railway world. A good workable

average with a sufficient factor of safety

can be and practically has been arrived at.

One of our leading railways has adopted

a section of one square inch for sire of

shackle bar for every 4,500 lbs., of trac-

tive power developed by the engine. One
of the important locomotive building

establishments uses one square inch of

shackle bar section for every 3,(XX) lbs.

tractive effort developed. The other firm

of builders uses a square inch for every

3,000 to 4,500 lbs. of tractive effort put

forth by the engine, the devisor used be

ing dependent upon the size of engine.

In order to quickly and easily meet a

demand for shackle gear which shall not

be dependent on safety or check chains,

D TENDER WHERE PINS ARE PUT IN
\BOVE.

quently causes a breakage of the chain,

and its holding power is at once gone.

The device which is here described does

away with check chains, and makes a

neat compact apparatus, which complies

with the law. When a shackle bar fails,

the check chains are able to do little more
than bring in the light engine. A full

load is not pulled by them. We are in-

formed that the Economy device prevents

an engine failure of this kind and takes

in the bottom chamber of the casting, a
small pointed end passing through and
secured with a cotter to prevent the pin

from jumping or working out. Below
the shackle bar proper is the safety bar,

performing the function of a pair of

safety chains. This safety bar has the
draw pins, just referred to, passing

through it, but with a slightly elongated
hole in the tender end, so that the safety

bar does not "pull," unless the regular

shackle bar above it gives out. The
slack of the safety bar is only }^ of an
inch, so that no very severe jerk is ex-

perienced when emergency demands its

service.

An arrangement has been worked out
which meets the requirements of a case

where the draw pins have to be put in

from below. In that case, the engine and
tender draw castings being provided with

auxiliary pockets for the support of the

ends of the Unit safety bar, or as we have
called it, the shackle bar. The draw-bar
pins extend through the safety bar

pockets, thus acting for both the draw-
bar and the safety bar. On account of

the slight clearance between the holes

and pins in the safety bar, it carries no
strain, unless the draw-bar breaks or

either of the pins fails. Then it becomes
the draw-bar. Failure of the draw-bar
pins only occurs at the draw-bar
pocket, and being securely held in posi-

tion such failure cannot interfere with
their proper action when the safety bar

comes into play. The lowest auxiliary

pocket contains a slotted piece, which is

bent over and bolted to the casting and
the other end is bent down slightly to

VIEW OK SHACKI.K ll.\I< IIETWEEN ENGINE AND TENDEK WIIKKK PINS HAVE
TO HE PUT IN FROM ItEI.OW.

full trains. It relieves railway companies
from a large part of the responsibility

otherwise thrust upon them by law.

The Economy device consists of a
shackle bar, fitting easily on a pin in the

usual way. The pin drops through a pair

of draw castings, one on the engine and
one on the tender. The bearing areas of

the pins in these castings may be bushed
for removal, after wear, and the lower

end of the pin stands on a wide shoulder

prevent its loss if the nuts are lost.

This slotted piece forms the "floor" upon
which the pin stands and the small end,

fitting the slot in the "floor piece," passes

through, and is secured below it by a

cotter.

The makers call the whole device the

Unit Safety I3ar Arrangement, and by it

a single safety bar replaces two slotted

safety bars or chains. This Unit safety

bar offers full resistance when the draw-
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bar breaks. Willi two safety bars or

cliaiiis one only gets the stress, reducing

the "safety factor" to 25 per cent of the

draw-bar strength. This Unit safety bar

being on the center line of the draw-bar,

re<iuires not over one inch slack. The
double safety bars or chains by reason of

their location on each side of the draw-

bar require from six to eight times that

amount for curving. The "safety factor"

of the safety bar is not afTected by the

small amount of slack provided. If the

draw-bar breaks the safety bar slack per-

mits only three-quarters or one inch

separation of engine and tender, whereas

in the case of double safety bars or

chains, even if they should hold, the sep-

aration might be sufficient to produce a

dangerous condition.

For the driver brakes two 18 in. diame-

ter by 13 in. stroke air cylinders are used,

the two cylinders exerting a braking power

of 230.000 lbs. Both of the brake cylin-

(ltr^ arc placed on the vertical center line

ol the locomotive, one of the cylinders

having its axis in a horizontal plane and

the other in a vertical plane.

The locomotive is tilted with a standard

9,000 gallon tender, which has a coal

capacity of 35,000 lbs. When loaded, the

tender weighs 182,000 lbs.

In the following list is given some gen-

eral data relative to this class of locomo-

tive : Number of pairs of driving wheels,

5 ; diameter of driving wheels, 62 ins.

;

size of driving axle journals, 12 ins. and

11 ins. X 36 ins.; length of driving

wheel base, 22 ft. 8 ins. ; total wheel base

of engine, 32 ft. 2 ins. ; total wheel base

of engine and tender, 73 ft. 0-Vi ins.;

number of wheels in engine truck, 2;

diameter of wheels, 33 ins., and the

size of engine truck axle journals, 6^
ins. X 12 ins. ; spread of cylinders, 90

ins.; size of cylinders, 30 ins. x 32 ins.;

travel of valve, 6 ins. ; lap of valve, 2 ins.;

type of valve, IJ ins. piston; type of valve

gear, Walschaerts . type of boiler, Bclpaire

wide firebox . minimum internal diameter

of boiler, 82 ins. ; number of tubes, 244,

48, 192; outside diameter of tubes, 2Vi

ins., S'/i ins., are I'/i ins.; length of tubes

between tube sheets, 228 ins. ; fire area

through tubes, 9.16 sq. ft.; size of fire box,

inside, 80 ins. x 126 ins. ; fire grate area,

70 sq ft. ; external heating surfaces of

tubes, in sq. ft., are 4044 and 2178; heat-

ing surface of lire box, 272 sq. ft. ; total

heating surface of boiler, 6,494 sq. ft;

steam pressure per square inch, 250 lbs.

;

number of wheels under tender, 8 ; diam-

eter of tender w heels, 33 ins. ; size of

tender truck axle journals, 6 x 11 ins.;

ratio of heating surface to grate surface,

91.1 ; ratio of external flue heating sur-

face, to fire box heating surface, 22.87;

tractive power per pound of mean ef-

fective pressure. 464.5 ; height of deck

plate, 78 ins.

Train Line Maintenance
Causes of Failure—A Possible Remedy

At a recent meeting of the Car Fore-

men's Association of Chicago Mr. A. Mc-

Gowan, the supervisor of car works on

the Canadian Northern Railway, read a

paper on "Train Line Maintenance" in

which he gave some interesting facts and

figures concerning hose, and how they

acted in very severe weather. Mr. Mc-

Gowan said in effect : The report of the

Division of Safety of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission for the fiscal year end-

ing June 30, 1916, stated that there were

908,566 freight cars inspected, of which

3.72 per cent, were found defective ; and

27,220 passenger cars, of which 1.82 per

cent, were found defective. The defects

were given in tabular form, and those

directly chargeable to the air brake to-

taled 18,6%, which was far above those

chargeable to any other part of the car.

The number of defects per thousand

cars inspected was 45.06. Of this num-

ber, 20.58 defects per thousand were

chargeable to visible parts of air brakes

Number of defects per 1,000 cars in-

spected: Visible parts of air brakes, 20.58;

couplers and parts, 6.09 ; uncoupling mech-

anism. 4.17; hand holds, 5.00; height of

couplers, 1.08; steps, .62; ladders, .77;

running boards, 2.20; hand brakes, 4.55.

Some of the most frequent defects

in the train line are defective hose

and loose and broken train pipes at

the hose conenction. This percentage

shown on visible parts of the air brake

does not bring out the actual state of de-

fective train lines, because to watch this

matter closely and replace the most de-

fective hose or broken train pipes imme-

diately is part of the work involved.

These defects could not be discovered by

the Interstate Commerce Commission in-

spectors. In attacking this problem, an

attempt to cut down the percentage of

cars which the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission finds defective should be made be-

cause of the air brake, but also on ac-

count of the decrease in the material and

labor involved.

Opinion seems to be that the average

life of hose is about eight months for air

hose, and one season for steam hose. In

western Canada we find the average life

of a steam hose is a little over four

months. This, however, may be looked

upon as a season in certain parts of the

United States, but would not be con-

sidered such in the Xorth.

It is the opinion of people familiar with

the hose question that a hose should last

years if not subjected to mechanical in-

jury. Since it seems that the average life

is only eight months there is then a chance

for increasing the life of hose two years

and four months ; or in other words,

making it last Ayi times as long.

In the United States there were in

1915 in service 2,370,532 freight cars, 55,-

810 passenger cars, 98,752 company ser\'-

ice cars—a total of 2,525,094; and 66,229

locomotives. This means that there were

in use 4,741,064 hose on freight cars, 111.-

620 on passenger cars, 197,504 on company
service cars and 66,229 on locomotives

—

or a total of 5,116,417 hose. This does

not include hose on front ends of locomo-

tives or between engines and tenders.

The renewals of these 5,116.417 hose,

with a life of eight months, would be at

the rate of 7,674,626 per year; while if

the life were three years, they would be

at the rate of only 1,705,472 per year.

This is a saving at which we should aim
in the use of materials only. There are

many other things which, in the aggregate,

probably represent a larger amount of

money, viz., the labor of applying and

taking off. the cost chargeable to train

delays caused by hose or train pipes burst-

ing in transit, capital account tied up in

material, etc.

Hose which costs from 30c. to 60c. or

more per foot, if the life of the hose can

be increased from eight months to 36

months will make a saving in renewals of

5,969,154 air hose per year, which at 55c

each (22 ins. hose) is equal to $3,293,000.

It is claimed that loose or broken train

pipes are even more prevalent than de-

fects of hose, and this is borne out by the

table of statistics. The train line often

breaks just back of the angle cock when

cars are pulled apart.

An inspection of the scrap hose pile

will show very plainly that most of the

defects in hose are at the nipple end.

This is where the great majority of hose

fails. The train pipe breaks just back of

the angle cock. These facts point plainly

to the jerking apart of the cars, while

hose are coupled, as being the main cause

of the defects.

When cars are pulled apart, the hose

bends at the nipple end. The fact that

the bend is there and there is the place

where the great majority of defects de-

velop, proves conclusively that the short

life of hose is mainly chargeable to pull-

ing the cars apart.

When a hose is not coupled and a car

is switched round the yard, the hose con-

stantly swings, and all the strain come*

on the nipple end.

The strain on the hose when cars are

pulled apart without uncoupling, with

train line fully charged, is said to be SCO
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lbs. This not only causes rupture of hose

at the nipple end. but it stretches the hose

and weakens the fabric throughout its en-

tire length. This stretching is responsible

for more hose failures than bending at

the angle cock. The porosity of the hose

is often charged to poor material when,

as a matter of fact, it is really caused by

jerking apart.

In a test of 22,000 pieces of air horse,

82 per cent, were found to be porous, and

the porosity was not localized but ex-

tended all along the hose.

We are accustomed to assume the ton-

nage reduction in the winter is necessary

because of slippery rails, greater radia-

tion of heat, poor lubrication, etc. In-

vestigations on one road have shown that

a great deal of this tonnage reduction is

necessitated because of leaks in the air

line—the impossibility of providing

enough air to operate the brakes on long

trains. This subject of leakage is a very

important one, not only for its eflfect on

the tonnage that may be hauled and the

amount of fuel consumed, but also be-

cause of its effect on the operation of the

compressor pump and to delays which are

caused by air sticking.

Leaks may be classified under the fol-

lowing heads : First, leaks of hose coup-

ler proper; second, leaks in the hose

itself; third, leaks where the hose con-

nects with the coupler; fourth, leaks

where the hose couples to the train pipe.

Leaks in the coupler proper are usually

chargeable to the wear of the materials

and gaskets, or to the coupling being

poorly made. Leakage is also caused by

.snow, frost and ice. Further, when air

hose freezes it often becomes so stiff that

it will not bend at all. This causes the

joint between the two hose to leak when-
ever there is no movement between the

couplings, and also causes leaks at the

joints at the angle cock where the hose

is often pulled loose.

In a report given to the M. C. B. Asso-
ciation, 1915, Mr. F. W. Brazier, of the

New York Central, said that "with a 100-

car train, the leakage should be kept down
to 2 lbs. or less."

He also said that it requires a pound
of coal and 7 lbs. of water to compress

35 lbs. of free air in the compressor. A
100-car train requires 180 cu. ft., and with

a 4-lb, per minute leakage the compressor
has to pump 40 cu. ft. per minute addi-

tional. This is equal to 2.880 cu. ft. per

hour, which requires burning 82 lbs. of

coal per hour and using 574 lbs. of water.

A leakage of 5 or 6 lbs. is not uncommon
and a conservative estimate of the coal

consumed is 860 to 1.720 lbs. On many
trains the leakage in five minutes is equal

to the air necessary to make a full serv-

ice application.

While the question of leakage is the

most important of all, with an 80-cai

train of 10-in. equipment we have a vol-

ume of 275,200 cu. ins. If the conditions

were such that we had a 12-lb. brake-pipe

leakage per minute, we would be losing

130 cu. ft. of free air per minute, which

would be equivalent to the efficiency of

the Syi-in. cross compound pump. If the

leakage was 6 lbs. per minute, we would

be losing 65.5 cu. ft. of free air per minute,

which would be equivalent to the effi-

ciency of the 11-in. pump. It is esti-

mated that the 11-in. pump consumes 200

lbs. of coal per hour. This would re-

quire 4,800 lbs. of coal to operate the

pump 24 hours. Estimating the price of

coal at $2 per ton, it would cost $9.60 to

pump against a 6-lb. leakage on an 80-

car train for 24 hours. If 30 trains were

being handled under the same conditions

for 24 hours, it would cost $288 for fuel

alone. While working under the same

conditions with the Syz-in. cross com-

pound pump, the cost of fuel would be

approximately $100 pumping against leak-

age."

Another report made up by a railroad-

man on leakages, is to the effect that:

"Comparative cost of maintaining 70 lbs.

brake pressure, and 100 lbs. main reser-

voir on a 60-car freight train (engine

boiler pressure 200 lbs.), in one case

aganst a brake pipe leakage of 12 lbs.

per minutes, and in the other a brake pipe

leakage of 5 lbs. per minute. Twelve

pounds per minute brake pipe leakage

equals a loss of 18.20 cu. ft. of free air,

which represents a loss of 1,092 cu. ft. an

hour and 10,920 cu. ft. for ten hours. Five

pounds per minute brake pipe leakage

equals a loss of 7.54 cu. ft. of free air per

minute, 542 cu. ft. an hour, and 4,520 cu.

ft. for ten hours.

".\n engine fitted with an 11-in. com-
pressor would consume about 47 tons of

coal, while supplying a 12 lb. per minute

brake pipe leakage continuously for 1,000

hours. The same engine and compressor

supplying a 5 lb. per minute leakage con-

tinuously for 1,000 hours would consume
approximately 19>2 tons of coal; 47 minus

27-^

19.5 equals 27j^ tons; equals .58 or

47

58 per cent, savings obtained by simply

reducing the brake-pipe leakage from 12

to 5 lbs. per minute.

The difficulties encountered and time

consumed in coupling and uncoupling hose

in winter weather are considerable. Even
at zero weather the hose becomes so hard

as to lose all flexibility, and during coup-

ling and uncoupling it is necessary to bend
hose which in so doing usually cracks the

rubber, thus making it porous. A ham-
mer is commonly used for hitting hose

couplings to make them lock. This tends

to jar hose fittings out of place in frozen

bag at nipple and coupling sleeve, causing

it to leak when the train is in motion,

especially when rounding curves. The
hammering on hose couplings also dam-
ages it to such an extent that it is neces-

sary to remove hose on account of the

gaskets not fitting properly. This same

trouble is experienced on the road on

account of couplings being drawn up by

frozen hose on curves causing brakes to

creep on and making it necessary for

trainmen to hammer the couplings down
in place. Another difficulty is that all

angle cocks are not in proper position to

allow hose couplings to meet in line, con-

sequently, the hose are twisted before they

can be made to lock, and in case they are

pulled apart very often, they do not un-

lock, breaking hose or train pipe.

The time ordinarily consumed in coup-

ling and uncoupling hose on a 40-car

freight train under ordinary conditions at

the different w'inter temperatures for one

man is as follows

;

Zero, uncoupling 45 minutes, coupling

50 minutes ; 5 to 10 below, uncoupling 50

minutes, coupling 55 minutes; 15 to 20

below, uncoupling 55 minutes, coupling,

60 minutes ; 25 to 30 below, uncoupling 65

minutes, coupling 70 minutes ; 35 to 40

below, uncoupling 70 minutes, coupling 75

minutes. Any extra time required for

changing hose, gaskets, etc., depends en-

tirely on conditions. This ordinarily takes

15 to 20 minutes; sometimes it takes an

hour.

The amount of both yard and road de-

tention chargeable to train line trouble,

not to say anything of car and freight de-

lays, is worthy of consideration. One and

one-half hours over each engine division

is considered a good average of road de-

tention to each freight train handled un-

der Northern winter conditions, caused

mainly through hose trouble, creeping on

of brakes and extra time taken for pump-

ing up in releasing. Along with this

comes flat and shelled wheels from creep-

ing brakes ; also there is extra strain on

the draft rigging. A broken train line

means cutting out of car. and not un-

usually 24 hours delay in getting repairs

made.

The opinion has been quite prevalent

that air hose defects could be remedied

by more careful attention, and adherence

to higher specifications in the purchase of

hose. This is not altogether true because

the greater number of hose are scrapped

because of mechanical injury and not

through defective material.

We may point out that among the ap-

pliances for keeping down leaks, con-

sumption of time in coupling hose, stand-

ing the rigors of hard winter weather, and

greatly increasing the life of hose, is the

Robinson Connector. The company, on

applying its apparatus, guarantees the

life of the hose for three years. If a

hose fails in less time tlie Connector Com-
pany replaces the defective hose.

This is a matter well worth while look-

ing into, because the loss of the hose by

being stretched until it l)ecomes porous

or broken by being pulled off when
twisted, does not tell the whole story

of the loss in economy and efficiency.
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Construction and Operation of the Injector
Giffard's Invention—Subse({uent Improvements—Injector Troubles and Their Remedies

When the injector was originally in-

troduced in 1K58 by Giffard, a French en-

gineer, the idea of water heing forced

into a boiler against the same pressure

as the motive steam was received with

ridicule. This did not hinder its adop-

tion or its subsequent improvement. The
explanation in the light of experience,

shows that the velocity with which a Huid

or gas such as air or steam issues from

a vessel is greater for a given pressure,

the lighter the fluid or gas. In discharg-

ing water or steam from a boiler, the

velocity of steam compared to water un-

der the same pressure is, on the average,

twenty-five times as great. At 60 lbs.

pressure steam has a velocity of 2.400

feet fKT second, water 94 feet. This ratio

is nearly maintained almost equally in all

the varying pressures of modern boiler

service. It is not surprising therefore

that the fluid with the excessive velocity

will penetrate the comparatively slow mov-
ing even at the same pressure per square

inch. Of course the mixture of water

and steam in the injector greatly reduces

the velocity, for example, one pound of

steam at 120 lbs. pressure, having a veloc-

ity of 2,850 feet per second, is mixed
with ten pounds of water, the resulting

velocity of the combined jet of water and

condensed steam would be 2.850 -J- 11 ;=

259 feet per second. Water alone at the

same pressure would have a velocity of

133 feet per second, so that the jet of

steam and water has an ample excess of

velocity to overcome the opposing jet of

water alone from the boiler. An addi-

tional velocity of forty to fifty feet per

second is quite sufficient to overcome the

added resistance of valves and piping

necessary for the appliance of the in-

jector.

This is not all. The form of the

nozzles are important. At first the steam

nozzle was simply that of a long, grad-

ually tapering convergent tube. Much of

the energy was lost by the sudden ex-

pansion of the jet of steam. .\t present

nearly all modern injectors have steam

nozzles tapering towards the discharge

end. Tn Giffard's original invention a

regulating spindle was introduced, ar-

ranged in such a way that it could be

moved up and down thus varying the

entrance to the combining tube. In its

original form it gave constant trouble.

Improvements followed, but the regula-

tion of the openings both for steam and
water by hand required a certain amoiiiit

of skill, and witli a view to render the

adjustments automatic, in 1864 Mr. Sell-

ers, of Philadelphia, brought out the self-

regulating injector, which under modified

and improved forms has reached a stable

degree of perfection.

In our own day it may be said that the

uijectors arc all as nearly perfect as hu-

man ingenuity and continued experiment

can approach perfection. Injector fail-

ures are rare occurrences, and it may be

.set down as a fact that injector troubles

'TO BOILER -»

C.IFF.VRD'S ORIGINAL TVPK OF IN-
JECTOR.

are not to be attributed to organic de-

fects.

There is much more likelihood in

troubles arising with the injector con-

nections than there is about the in-

quently the water must \tc lifted the

amount of difTerence between the sur-

face of the water and the injector open-

ing. In order to lift the water, a vacuum
is produced in the pipe leading from

the tank to the injector, by admitting

steam into the injector and allowing it

to pass through into the overflow pipe.

The interior of the injector is so con-

structed that the steam finds its way into

the overflow pipe much more readily

than it docs into the pipe leading to the

tank. The air in the pipe leading to

the tank is induced to mix with the

steam and pass out at the overflow pipe,

while the weight of the atmosphere on

the surface of the water in the tank

forces the water into the vacuum thus

produced. The joints forming the con-

nection between the injector and the

tank should be ot the most secure kind,

as a leak in this pipe will greatly di-

minish, if it does not altogether stop

the operation of the injector. In some
experiments where injectors are placed

below the level of the water in the tank

the improvement in the working of the

injector is of a marked kind.

In all injector troubles the failure of

the water to reach the injector is the

most common, and if there is water in the

tank and the surface be not frozen, as

it may readily be in winter, the trouble

will likely be by reason of a leak in the

suction pipe or by clogging of the strain-

ers. A heated suction pipe also often re-

SELLER'S IMPROVED SELF-ACTING INJECTOR.

jector itself. The pipes leading to

and from the injector should never be

smaller in size than the injector con-

nection. Nearly all injectors used on

locomotives are known as the lifting

type. In order that the injector may
be conveniently reached in the cab of

the locomotive it is usually placed higher

than the water in the tank, and conse-

fuses to supply w-ater in sufficient quantity

for the effective use of the injector. In

cases where the injector lifts the water

and fails to force it into the boiler, the

trouble should be readily evident by the

behavior of the injector. If the steam

should blow back into the tank it will

either be caused by reason of the over-

flow valve being partly closed, thereby
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preventing a ready escape for the com-
bined steam and water which is neces-

sary until the mixture of the two bodies

has accumulated sufficient momentum
to pass through the check valve opening

into the boiler, or it may be caused by

the sticking of the check valve, which,

though rarely the case, sometimes happens
in instances where impurities in the

water tend to form solutions that are

particularly adhesive in their nature, act-

ing like glue in joining the check valve

to the valve seat. A slight tap on the

check will sometimes relieve a sticking

valve.

Some simple remedies there are that

may be temporarily effective as in the

case of clogged strainers or obstructions

in the suction pipe. In such cases tlie

overflow valve should be closed and the

steam blown back through the suction

pipe into the tank. This may clear the

pipe, but the tank and the strainer should

be cleaned as speedily as possible, as the

tendency to accumulate impurities in the

tank is very great, and nearly all strainers

in use in locomotive tanks not only col-

lect impurities but hold them at the en-

trance of the suction pipe where detached

particles sooner or later find tlieir way
through and so increase the chances of

injector troubles.

As is well known, the degree of re-

liability to which the mechanism of the in-

jector has attained has been the result of

very extensive and careful experiments,

the taper openings compressing the mix-

ture of steam and water facilitating and

reducing the current in one direction and

retarding or entirely checking it in an-

other, are not subject to improvement by

changes in their relation to each other,

therefore the repairing of injectors should

be intrusted only to the most proficient

mechanics—specialists familiar with the
parts. Specialists do not spring like

Athene fully armed from the brow of

Jove, but acquire their knowledge by long
and careful practical experience. Parts
furnished by the original constructors are

them liable to distortion by reason of the

force required to loosen the joints. In

such cases it will be found that slightly

heating the joints aids greatly in their

liability to slacken, as brass expands rap-
idly in heating. In many shops a supply

\.\TH.W.S IMPROVED MOMTOK I.\.IECTOR.

usually nearer perfection in detail than
rough and ready substitutes, and the

trained mechanic will prefer their use
when a replacing of worn parts is

necessary. Much may be saved by a sys-

tematic cleaning of injectors, especially

where deposits of carbonate of lime are

formed. Injectors may be readily cleared

of all incrustations by immersing them in

a bath of benzine or diluted muriatic

acid, the mixture being ten or twelve

parts of water to one of acid.

In taking an injector apart it will often

l)c found that the joints have acquired a

degree of tightness which almost renders

of injectors, cleaned, repaired and tested,

is usually kept on hand, so that when
an injector is reported to be defective it

can be disconnected and another put in its

place, thus avoiding delay and allowing
the skilled mechanics to examine the iny

jector under favorable conditions and
with proper tools at hand. The practice

of striking injectors with hammers and
other hardened tools is a very objection-

able one. The blows rarely have the
effect of dislodging any obstruction in the

chambers or tubes of the injectors, while
the fine appearance of the injector is ir-

retrievably destroyed.

Railroad Upholstery

Leather Defined—Wrong Names Used Carelessly or by Design—A Substitute Not
Necessarily of Inferior Quality—Opinion of a Prominent User

One of the interesting features of the

upholstery art as practised on railroads

at the present time, consists in the hand-

ling of leather. This material goes

through several processes before the

railway purchasing agent places an or-

der, and it is to this procedure that we
wish to direct attention. A railroad buys

leather or other upholstering material,

and in so diiing they buy the finished

product of a very important grouji of

manufacturers.

The manufacturers arc com|)elKd by

the nature of case and from the condi-

tions imposed by the raw material, to

furnish different grades of leather, but

their desire is, as it should be, to induce

their customers to buy the best grade and

not necessarily the clicai)est material.

VVe all know from experience that good
leather properly finished can safely be

recommended and guaranteed. Occa-
sif)nally a good hide is defective, but

that is not always the tanner's fault.

The animal from which the hide came
may have been diseased, or the leather

while being tanned may have become
damaged by careless men, or the lime

and acids used in the tanning may not

have been properly washed out of

llie hide, with the result that leather

quickly deteriorates after it has been in

use for a time. These are excep-

tions and any one can .safely guarantee

genuine honest machine-buffed leather,

mipI so-called machine-buffed leather, be-

cause there is no such thing as "second"

niachine-bufifed leather. The only reason

why it should be "second" is because of

the defects in a genuine machine-buffed

leather, but when a tanner calls leather

fnachine-bufifed. when he has taken off

shoe-tipping and hag leather from the

top, he is not selling machine-buffed, he

is only selling split, which is the correct

name for it.

One of these grades is made as fol-

lows : The top is buffed off by hand,

and when finished this makes what is

called hand-buffed leather. The buffing

is waste, but when hand-buffed leather

has been taken off the hide, then all that

is left below is splits, or, as some call

the first cutting, dci-p buff. This deep
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buff is nothing but a split, as all the

grain has been taken off the top, but on
account of its proximity to the grain

the face of the so-called deep buff or first

split is smoother and tiner than the sec-

ond or main split, and will finish and can
be manipulated so that it will almost
look the same as machine-buffed leather.

Next in line is the main split, which is

known to the trade as No. 1 split. Then
comes the second split. This split

is not nearly as strong as the main or
No. 1 split. The tanners today try to

make everything pass as a No. 1 split,

and arc often successful on account of

the immense demand for this quality of

leather. As long as the hide is free

from defects, no matter what the size, it

is frequently described as No. 1 split.

This is the reason why some users

have considerable trouble on account of

split leather tearing like ordinary brown
pasteboard paper. It is the second split

which is causing this trouble, as the main
split is fairly strong and will not tear

if properly manufactured and is of a

uniform thickness.

The second grade is somewhat differ-

ent. It is made as follows: The first

top cut is a buffing extensively used for

welts in the shoe and pocketbook trade.

Below this buffing is genuine machine-
buffed leather. If one compares these

grades he will see how fine and smooth
the grain is.

While not a new subject, railroad up-

holstery is receiving a great deal of con-

sideration from the users of railway and
steam line cars Prices of construction

materials are constantly advancing, and
upholstery is one of tlie top notchers.

The increasing shortage of hides is the

chief cause. Large users of leather are

being forced to other markets for mate-

rial to take its place. Leather substi-

tutes are coming into more general use

every jay.

The upholstery department of the rail-

way business is receiving particular at-

tention. For years mostly all upholster-

ing was of plush. A few years ago
leather was given a trial. To meet the

demand for economy, the leather manu-
facturer was forced to make rock bottom
prices. He soon found that these prices

would not pay for the best leather, and
eventually the car builders were being

supplied with split leather instead of

grain leather. This at first answered the

purpose, but it did not take long for it

to crack and peel. Cane upholstering

was also tried, but. like plush, it was not

vermin-proof, nor sanitary. Dust and
dirt stuck to it.

Leather substitutes have now come to

stay and are proving satisfactory, espe-

cially for smoking cars and cars on roads

using soft coal. A high grade of leather

substitute is stronger than spUt leather

because the latter is merely a sectional

sheet of a hide surfaced with practically

the same coating that is used to coat

let us say, Fabrikoid and similarly treated.

It is uniform in thickness; it comes to

the purchaser in a roll and thus eliminates

waste in cutting it; it is waterproof and
washable, and, in the better grades, it is

guaranteed to be superior to split leather.

The fact that it is waterproof puts it

above other forms of material. While it

will not hold dust like plush or cane, it

naturally gets dirty, but can easily be

cleaned with a wet cloth.

Diiuble-texture artificial leather used
for curtains will stand both the hottest

and the coldest weather. If the rain

happens to beat in at a window, its water-

proof qualities prevent damage, and its

embossing is not hurt by the sun. As it

is not affected by heat, the warmth of

the car in winter does not injure it. High
grade leather substitutes answer the

economy question, they being cheaper

than other guaranteed upholstery.

With the progress that is being made
in the manufacture of leather substitutes

and the fact that the material is cheaper

than most other upholstery, it certainly

looks as if it had made its mark in

the industrial and mercantile world.

Other grades are used for upholstering

household furniture and automobiles, as

well as bookbinding.

Leather cannot be artificially produced

any more than can beef, hides or poultry

can be made by any manufacturing

process. Calling a substance by a specific

name does not ipso facto produce that

substance. Such a name is simply a mis-

nomer. Leather is the skin of an animal,

or any part of such skin or hide, that is

tanned, tawed or otherwise dressed or

prepared for use. Nothing else is leather,

and nothing else can honestly be called

leather. To produce an artificial sub-

stance is to produce a substance in exact

semblance to the natural substance by
art or science, rather than by name, and

producing the same, or nearly the same
results, but leather remains leather, and

the imitation, good and serviceable and

quite satisfactory as it is, should not

have the specific term "leather" applied

to it.

The superintendent of motive power
of the Seaboard Air Line Railway, when
asked his opinion regarding a substi-

tute, wrote us about the kind he was us-

ing. Du Pont Fabricoid, he said

:

"The Seaboard Ail Line has several

coaches, as well as one private car, that

have seats covered with Fabrikoid. This

material has been in service a little over

a year and is giving satisfactory results

in every respect. The Du Pont Fabri-

koid Company guarantees this material

for a period of one year.

"It requires approximately four yards

of covering to upholster one seat and

back complete, and we use a grade of

material which costs approximately $1.15

per yard, as compared to the best grade

of plush at $1.40 per yard, and while we
find that it requires just a little more
labor to apply tlic imitation leather, we
estimate that the first cost is about equal.

"The imitation leather is desirable, due
to the fact that it is sanitary and more
easily kept cUan. and the maintenance

cost is less th.in that of the plush, and
our experience has clearly demonstrated

the fact that car> equipped with imitation

leather seats do not require the amount
of cleaning that those equipped with

plush seats do. In our Southern terri-

tory we have to keep the windows and
ventilators open the greater portion of

the year on account of climatic condi-

tions, and as this section is very sandy

and dry the dust and sand blows in and
penetrates the plush on the seats which is

very hard to eradicate unless compressed

air is available, while with the imitation

leather seats this difficulty is overcome

by simply brushing the dust off the seats,

after which the seats present a very sani-

tary appearance, and my personal ob-

servation has Ijccn that the public is much
more pleased with the appearance of the

imitation leather seats than with the

plush, on account of the sanitary appear-

ance presented."

Government Buying Cars.

Fairfax Harrison, president of the

Southern Railway and chairman of the

railroads' war board, states that if the

Government shall elect to invest the capi-

tal necessary for the acquisition of 50,000

to 75.000 cars, the railroads will be glad

to make use of them on substantially the

same basis as other privately owned cars

are used, namely, a fair payment for mile-

age made by such cars, the railroads to

pay current repairs and the Government

to pay owners' repairs under Master Car

Builders' rules.

Canadian Freight Cars.

The Dominion Government is stated to

have closed a contract with the Canadian

Car & Foundry Company for the manu-

facture at an early date of 5.000 freight

box cars, each car costing about $2,600.

The work will be done at the Fort Wil-

liam plant of the company, which has

been in process of completion for some

time. Montreal officers of the company

have visited the local plant, which is now
being put in readiness so that the cars

may be manufactured, beginning the first

part of September. The Fort William

branch is said to be by far the largest of

plants owned by the company.

Removal.

The General Electric Company has re-

moved its offices from the Hudson Ter-

minal Building, 30 Church St., to the

Equitable Building. 120 Broadway.
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Duplex Locomotive Stoker
Mechanis'm and Method of Operation—The Street Stoker Theory Preserved—Modi-

fied to Gain Several Advantages— If Clogged the Stoker Can Be Made
to Release Itself— Firedoor Unobstructed—Size of Coal

Prepared During Operation

The undoubted success of the Street

stoker and its widespread general use was

due not only to the high efficiency of the

machine but to the flexibility of control

which permitted the rireman to vary the

delivery of coal to the fire-box with the

same facility that he can fire by hand,

and these features of the Street stoker

have been retained in the Duplex type of

stoker, made by the Locomotive Stoker

Co. of Pittsburgh.

DUPLEX STOKER AS APPLIED IN THE CAB OF A
HEAVY LOCOMOTIVE.

The change in the coal situation, which

made the price of screened coal and lump
coal more nearly equal, caused a demand
for a stoker that would successfully

crush lump coal, such as is used in hand
firing. The Duplex Stoker was brought

out for this reason, and it handles the

same size of lump coal as that used in

hand firing, and the stoker is made strong

enough to cru.sh or break up the hardest

lumps.

It is interesting to note the remarkable

success of this stoker, and we are told

that the mechanical features of it appeal

to the mechanical department officials of

our different railroads. The Locomotive

Stoker Co. have received orders for many
of these stokers from roads that never

saw the machine but are convinced by its

simplicity and mechanical perfection. This

is incidentally a feather in the cap of the

technical press, and indicates the advertis-

ing acumen of the

stoker people. Or-

ders have been re-

ceived for more
than five hundred of

these machines from

twenty ditTerent

railroads, and they

are now in service

on the Norfolk &
Western, the Chesa-

peake & Ohio, the

Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy and the

Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul.

The propelling

agent of the Duplex

stoker is the steam

end of a Westing-

house (compressor)

air pump (llj^ ins.).

In its essentials the

stoker consists of a

screw conveyor
placed underneath

the tender shovel

plate. This conveyor

moves the coal to

the crusher. The
crusher is made of

a piece of notched

or rather sharp
ribbed cast steel,

in the shape of a

half funnel, and the

coal as it is urged

forward by the

screw conveyor
comes in contact

with the rough surface of the crusher,

and it is therefore broken up as it goes

toward the small end of the ribbed cone.

The word breaker appears to express

what actually happens, better than calling

the device a crusher.

From this breaking device the coal trav-

els through a short ball joint connection

or pipe which delivers it to the "transfer

hopper," from which two elevator screws,

each encased in a pipe, lifts the coal up to

the "distributing elbows," one on each

side of the lire door. The mechanism of

the elevator screws is such that coal is de-

livered intermittently to the distributing

elbows. The rate at which the

coal delivery takes place can be

governed by the fireman so as to be pro-

portional to the amount of coal required

to meet the work the engine is doing.

The coal is introduced into the firebox,

being blown in by low-pressure jets of

?tearri, and the actual work of distribu-

tion is performed by the jets passing

over suitable deflector plates, projecting

inwardly from the distributing elbows.

These deflector plates can be slightly al-

tered in angle so as to extend the scope of

their action and more effectively scatter

the coal where it is desired to place it.

The Westinghouse air compressor, used

here as the driving power, is modified

so that the stroke of the piston can be

stopped at any desired point and reversed

by means of a rod extending into the

cab. The piston rod in this cylinder ter-

minates in a rod of approximately square

section, and on one vertical face of the

square a set of teeth is cut. On one hori-

zontal side of the bar another set

of teeth is cut. These two sets of teeth

form two toothed racks capable of actu-

ating a vertical shaft and also a horizon-

tal shaft, these shafts having spur gear

to engage each with the appropriate rack.

The horizontally cut teeth actuate the

horizontal shaft which operates the con-

veyor screw, and the vertically cut teeth

mesh wMth spur wheels which turn the

vertical shafts which work the elevating

screws.

The power of the conveyor screw is

applied at the rear of the conveyor

by a shaft lying outside, though

parallel to, the conveyor trough. It

is equipped with the required universal

joint and slip connection and a reversing

gear is applied whereby the conveyor

screw may be stopped or reversed with-

out reference to the elevating screws.

The mechanism to do this consists of a

ratchet wheel mounted on that portion

of the shaft to which is attached the spur

gear driven by the rack.

By means of. or in consequence of the

recinrocat-ng nicitin-i of the rack, this end

of the shaft has its direction of rotation

reversed at each stroke of the engine.

Six sets of pawls arc attached to the driv-

ing head. Three scls of which drive in

the forward direction, the other three sets

remaining neutral. When the reverse is

thrown in tile sonind three sets of pawls
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drive the conveyor shaft in the reverse

direction while the first three sets remain

neutral. The reversal is managed by the

iircman with the rod, of which wc have

.slioken. and which comes up through the

tldor of the deck. The main driving gear

and the transmission shaft at the rear or

i-ngine-cnd of the conveyor trough, are

closely encased to prevent dirt from get-

ting in, and these parts are tightly packed

in soft grease to afford the necessary

lubrication.

When the coal goes through the so-

called crusher it enters the transfer hop-

(icr. which has already been mcntiond. M

connection with the conveyor screw. The
object of starting and stopping the coal

delivery, both in the conveyor and the

"elevators" is obvious, but the reversal

(if any of these screws separately is for

the purpose of locating and backing the

screw out of a temporary blocking or

choking, or clogging due to a piece of iron

or other foreign matter getting into the

mechanism.

The propelling engine for the whole

mechanism runs under a pressure of

alinut 15 to 20 lbs. and the speed of the

driving engine is about 10 to 15 strokes

per minute. The pressure of the steam jets

various adjustments, all in the hands of

the fireman, deals with any and all con-

tingencies which may arise, and permits

a very close degree of manipulation of

the machine liv xUv lireman, so as to fully

cope with the u.irk of the engine, be it

heavy or light The main fire door is not

obstructed by this stoker (called the "Du-

ple.x type I) by the makers). The two ele-

vators terminate each in one of the distrib-

uting elbows, and a separate entrance is cut

into the firebox through the back water

space, so that llie regular liredoor is avail-

able for hand iiring if that became neces-

sary, and this can be done without remov-

VIEW OF CO.AL BRE.\KING ARR.V.NT.E.MENT IN DUPLEX
STOKER

SKELETO.N VIEW OK RICIIT SIDE. TVPE D," DUPLEX STOKER a« gj^Bs^^sssm^

\1EW OK CONVEVOK DRIVE KOR DUPLE.X STOKER R.\CK AND R.\CK HOUSIXT. DISMANTLED

the entrance of this hopper is a vane

operated like the rudder of a ship, and

this vane distributes the entering coal

equally between the two "elevators." or

it deflects the coal more to one side or

more to the other as the fireman requires.

He has a handle for this rudder-like vane

placed comfortably within his reach in

the cab. Whatever division is made of

the entering coal both sides carry their

quota up to the distributing elbow, and

from there it is blown into the firebox.

The elevator screw mechanism is capable

of being stopped or started or reversed

by a device similar to that described in

which blow the coal into the firebox can

be altered. Under normal conditions this

is between 10 to 25 lbs. If it is desired

to throw the coal well up to the front of

tlie firebox, the higher pressure is used.

The lesser pressure naturally does not

throw the coal to the maximum distance.

There are two gauges on the boiler-

head. One of them shows the pressure

of the steam to the stoker engine. The
other with two needles, one indicating

the pressure of the right steam jet. The
other needle indicates the pressure of the

other jet for blowing the coal into the

firebox. The whole mechanism with its

ing any part of the Duplex stoker mechan-

ism. The locomotive stoker company also

make the well-known Street stoker, and in

the Duplex stoker they have added some

features, sucli as breaking up its own coal,

entering the firebox by two separate aper-

tures which leave the fire door unob-

structed, and giving the possibility for

"backing off" an obstruction if such in-

trudes itself, but which practice has

shown does not often take place. The
Duplex stoker is a real and substantial

advance in the art of mechanically firing

an engine and is sure to meet with ap-

proval.
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Electrically -Driven Turntable Tractors
Heavy Tractors Replacing Older Types

Probably one of the most annoying in-

terruptions that can take place at a round

house where the turn table is operated

by hand, is for a heavy engine, ill bal-

anced, to be placed ready to be turned.

If the ordinar)- set of hostlers and help-

ers and wipers cannot turn the engine,

men from the shop must be called away
from their work, and this has a disor-

ganizing effect on the whole staff. Not
only are the men taken away from their

work for a definite time, but a psycho-

logical factor is introduced which helps

to retard things generally. A man taken

from his work at irregular times loses

some interest in his work, and although

he goes back to his work, and takes it

up where he left off, a good deal of his

zest is gone, and this produces a slow-

down, apart from the actual time lost at

the table.

Men taken away from inside work to

"make good" on turning an engine do not,

as a rule, go back as quickly as they can.

A dog running through the yard must

needs be whistled to, and played with. A
round house rat hurrying to its hole will

have a stone thrown at it, and various

minor distractions will take up time use-

lessly. Xone of these things may occupy

sufficient time to justify a rebuke to a

tardy man, but they all count, and in the

aggregate they amount to a palpable loss

of time, and added to the psychological

effect, which produces the slow down,
(this cannot be measured in minutes,)

the loss though wholely invisible to the

timekeeper nevertheless exists, and pro-

duces its effect.

One of the best methods of overcoming

this kind of loss, to say nothing of the

greater speed achieved, even when the

legitimate force have handled the tabic,

is by the use of any good electrically-

driven turntable tractor, such perhaps as

that built by Nichols of Chicago. Our
illustration shows a tractor applied to a

95-foot Chicago & Northwestern turn-

table. In the foreground can be seen the

hinge attaching the tractor frame to the

turntable girder. The beam which runs

nearly parallel with the circular wall of

the pit has a similar hinge on the end
attaching it to the turntable girder near

the end.

As the tractor is in the nature of a

one-wheel locomotive, the wheel and the

two hinges form the three points of sup-
port necessary to stability, the major
portion of the weight being on the cir-

cular rail gives a strong pulling power
to the tractor. It makes no difference,

as far as the pulling power of the device

is concerned, whether the load is bal-

anced or is toward the tractor-end or

away from the tractor-end. The load

should be balanced as nearly as possible,

as otherwise the bearing of the truck

wheels on the circular rail produce a

great drag and require more power to

be e.xerted than would otherwise be

necessary. The tractor is designed so

that it may be counter-weighted if the

loads are heavy enough to slip the trac-

tor wheel.

As to the collecting device for bring-

ing the current from the fixed to the

moving part of the table, a typical as-

sembly is applied to one of the standard

types of tunrtable centers, and consists

of a pipe coming up through the center

and fixed in a suitable position, clear of

the engine. On this are mounted the nec-

ess.iry number of insulated rings. Around
tho pipe turns the swiveling frame which

where formerly they were fairly satis-

factory when operated by hand.

On many roads the turntables have
outgrown the requirements of service,

and the longer and heavier tables have
been installed in their places. About 50

per cent, of the tractors which one firm

has shipped since the first of the year

have been for 100-ft. turntables ; these

turntables having been bought to take

care of new big locomotives that so many
of the roads are now purchasing.

The Erie Railroad has put in five trac-

tors on 100-ft. turntables in the past six

months, two of these being in the process

of installation now, at Croxton and Little

Ferry, the • others being in the West.

Roads like the Southern have also made
a step in this direction and they too have

TURNT.\BLE TR.\CTOR READY FOR HE.WY WORK.

carries the brushes. The feed wires come

up through the pipe and terminate on the

rings. The wires lead away from the

brushes to the tractor itself. The whole

device is a very simple form of slip ring

commutator, and has worked most admir-

ably on almost every type of turntable. In

some special cases a modification to suit

the clearances on the particular table

have had to be resorted to, but these cases

form exceptions.

The whole turntable tractor question

has become more and more a live one

for our large railroads, as their engines

have been successively getting longer

and heavier and have been taxing and

even over-taxing existing turntables. This

means that on old tables it is becoming

increasingly difficult to balance modern

locomotives which have to be turned on

the old method of turning tables by

hand. Ordinary labor is becoming scarce

and often unsatisfactory, so that it is

important to turn the tables by power

purchased five of these tractors for 100-

ft. turntables.

For turning the 95-ft. and 100-ft. turn-

tables an extra heavy type of tractor is

used, which is capable of being counter-

weighted up to a point where it will be

possible to turn the heaviest locomotives

whether balanced or not.

The list of users of the extra heavy

tractors includes five tractors for the

Lehigh Valley Railroad. The Denver &
Rio Grande Railroad has bought some
tractors ; so have the B. & O ; the Caro-

lina, Clinchfield & Ohio; the Central

Railroad of New Jersey; the Chicago &
Alton; the Duluth, Missabe & Northern;

the Hocking Valley Railway ; the Ore-

gon Short Line Railroad; the Philadel-

phia & Reading; the Pittsliurgh & Lake

Eric ; the Queen & Crescent ; the St.

Louis & San Francisco; the Virginian

Railway and the Western Maryland Rail-

way ; most of which are on 100-ft. turn-

tables with the exception of the Chicago
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& North Western, which arc 95-ft. tal)lcs

;

the New York, New Haven & Hartford

has 9S-ft. tallies; the Buffalo, Rochester

& Pittsburgh, two of which arc 105-ft.

tables, and the Western Maryland, two

of which are UO-ft. tables.

The turning mechanism is a one-wheel

traction device running on the circular

rail in the turntable pit and flexibly at-

taclied to tlie end of the turntable girder

at two points, which arc far enough apart

to give a very stable base for the ma-

chinery. The effectiveness of a tractor

depends entirely on the weight on the

circular rail, so that between the standard

tractor and the extra heavy type the ar-

rangement can be made to work efficient-

ly on any table which it may be neces-

sary to turn.

Tlicre has been no time when electric

tractors have been more needed than the

present. The saving of time in the round-

house, if carried tar enough, is as im-

portant to the railroad as the having of

additional locomotives available for serv-

ice ; and anything that can be done to

make the earning power or the service

time of a locomotive greater than it is

now is an important move in the right

direction.

Mechanics of the Chilled Iron Wheel
Millions in Service Prove its Adaptability

The following is a brief abstract of a

joint address delivered before the Railway

Llub of Pittsburgh by Mr. George W.

Lyndon, president, and Mr. F. K. Vial,

consulting engineer, representing the As-

sociation of Manufacturers of Chilled Iron

Wheels. "Tell me,' said a business man to

Mr. Lyndon, "why it is that steel has sup-

planted iron in the rail, wood in the car,

and in multitudinous parts of the car and

track structure, and has never succeeded

in making appreciable inroads on the

cliiUcd iron wlieel?" The reply was that

the material known as chilled iron has

been found by continuous use for sixty-

seven years to be the best adapted for the

service, but its superiority is not entirely

due to the scientific processes which have

been used in making the wheel, but is

principally the result of the material it-

self.

Chilled iron has remained in the fore-

front ever since its introduction in 1850,

and is today the main factor in the na-

tion's commerce, and this is because it

possesses inherent qualities which are nut

found in other metals. Its principal char-

acteristics are ability to carry any load

that can be supported by the steel rail,

without crushing or flowing.

The mechanics of the chilled wheel have

not been investigated except in a very su-

perficial way. The fundamental prop-

erties of chilled iron such as specific grav-

ity, modulus of elasticity for varying ten-

sile strengths, action under repeated

stresses, relation of operating conditions to

temperature stresses, etc., are not estab-

lished. Dollars are spent in the investi-

gation of steel where cents are devoted to

chilled iron. In the face of this neglect

the chilled iron wheel by sheer merit sur-

vived in the struggle for existence. A
belated pause to consider the basis for

this vitality will not be wasted. If the

properties of chilled iron were fully un-

derstood and properly used in the wheel,

a large return on the meager expenditure

for investigation would come to the manu-

facturers in the way of increased profits

and to the railroads in the way of re-

duced costs.

Its economic importance can be realized

when it is borne in mind that there are

25,000,000 such wheels in service, repre-

senting 8,000,000 tons of metal, requiring

ail annual production of 3,000,000 wheels

or approximately 1,000,000 tons of chilled

iron to replace those worn out in service.

It is not our purpose to dwell upon the

economic phase of the sulijcct, for this is

fully established, but rather to offer a few

suggestions that will ultimately lead to a

more intelligent design and classification

of wheels for the service they are to per-

form. Since 1875 wheel loads have in-

creased 500 per cent., axle weights 230

per cent, and wheel weights 75 per cent.

The 11,000-lb. wheel load under the 30,-

tiin car was supposed, at the time of its

introduction, to be the maximum that

could be carried without brc-ikiiig down

the surface metal of the wheel tread and

the top of the rail. This opinion, how-

ever, did not long impede the growth in

wheel loads, for soon the 50-ton car was

introduced with 20,000 lbs. concentrated

on one wheel. It was then considered that

this was the limit in car capacity and that

the chilled iron wheel might not be fully

satisfactory under this burden. Again,

this opinion was exploded, not only by the

successful performance under a half mil-

lion 50-ton cars, but the chilled iron wheel

has passed the experimental stage under

the 70-ton car with a wheel load of 25,000

lbs. The latest increase is the experimen-

tal 85-ton car and 12,000-gaHon capacity

engine tender requiring an axle having a

6J^ X 12 ins. journal and 8!/J-in. wheel

fit, designed to carry 60,000 lbs. or 30,000

lbs. per wheel. It is a matter of interest

to note that in the year of 1890 thirty tons

was considered the maximum car capacity.

We now have a single axle of thirty tons

capacity or 30,000 lbs. per wheel, which

shows the marvelous increase in wheel

burden. Chilled iron wheels have been in

service for the past five years without

structural failure on axles, having an

H-in. wheel fit under ore cars, and in con-

>tant service on 2 per cent, grades.

The question now arises, are we ncaring

the limit for wheel loads? If so. what is

tile (lefcriiiining factor? What margin

still remains for further increases, in bear-

ing power of the metal of wheel and rail

;

in flange strength ; in web and hub. These

are the questions we must answer by con-

sidering each part of the wheel separately.

The bearing power of iron or steel is

largely controlled by the carbon content

and naturally since the tread of the cast

iron wheel contains 3j4 per cent, of car-

bon it has a much greater bearing power

than the rail which contains less than one

per cent, of carbon. A 33-in. chilled iron

wheel will not perceptibly flatten under a

load of 250,000 lbs., which is eight or ten

times the present maximum wheel, load.

Chilled iron wheels are in common use

carrying 100,000 lbs., or more under large

cranes, "unloading bridges," transfer

tables, hydraulic locks, etc. To carry these

loads wide special flat-top rails are neces-

sary.

The ordinary railroad rail with a 12-in.

top radius will develop a permanent set

when the indentation of the wheel into

the rail amounts to .007 inches. If we
assume that the maximum load carried in

rapidly moving service should not cause,

when at rest, an indentation greater than

one-half this amount, the limiting loads

from the rail standpoint are readily cal-

culated by the formula L = 1,500,000

d V D, in which L equals the load, d

equals the indentation into the rail and D
equals the diameter of the wheels. In this

formula the pressure per square inch over

the area of contact between wheel and

rail is taken at 100,000 lbs. per square

inch. The limiting loads for various di-

ameters of wheels are : 42-in. wheels,

34,000 lbs; 36-in. wheels. 31,500 lbs.; 33-in.

wheels, 30,200 lbs. ; 30-in. wheels, 28.800 lbs.

This shows that as far as the bearing

power of chilled iron is concerned there

is indication of nearing the wheel load

limit.

The pressure which the flange must re-

sist in guiding the truck around curves is

equal to three-fourths the wheel load pro-

vided the track is perfect and the cars in

good condition. The pressure is not in-

fluenced by the degree of the curve, vel-

ocity, centrifugal force or the obliquity of

traction, but an allowance must be made
for impacts originating from irregularities

in the track or locked side bearings and

center plates, which added to the curve

pressure will make the total msucimum
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lateral pressure against the flange V/2

times the wheel load, or 18,000 lbs. for the

3P-ton car and 46,500 lbs. for the 85-ton

car.

It is unreasonable to suppose that a

flange designed for an 18,t)00-lb. pressure

will have the same factor of safety for

46,S0O-lb. pressure, in fact the thickness of

flange was developed when flange pressure

did not exceed 8,000 lbs. It is just as

necessary to increase the flange section as

to increase all other sections of the wheel

when increased duty is imposed, and not-

withstanding the fact that the Master Car

Builders' Association in their latest report

stated that no increased flange width was

necessary ; this matter is by no means set-

tled, so far as other associations are con-

cerned, and a movement is again under

way to determine whether the hundreds

of thousands of flanges that are now in

use (which are wider than the present

M. C. B. standard flange) are not entirely

in harmony with present track standards.

When this question is answered, and

also the question of track clearance which

ought to have been answered long ago,

we will then have an opportunity to pre-

sent to the Master Car Builders' .Associa-

tion a flange with a factor of safety pro-

portional to the load carried, which is not

a difficult proposition and which from an

engineering standpoint is demanded.

The University of Illinois has under-

taken a thorough analysis of the prop-

erties of chilled iron and of the stresses

within the wheel originating from all con-

ditions that can arise in service as far as

they can be duplicated in the laboratory.

These include specific gravity, co-efificient

of expansion by heat, modulus of elas-

ticity, tensile and compressive strengths,

stresses in the wheel originating from

pressing on the a.xle, from vertical load,

from side pressure on the flange, from
difference in temperature between tread

and plate, and also to discover the prob-

able difference in temperature between

tread and plate for continuous application

of various brake shoe pressures at vari-

ous velocities. An indication of the mag-

nitude of these stresses already has been

determined, as follows

:

From pressing on an axle having a 7-in.

wheel-fit at 60-ton pressure 18,000 lbs.

compression per square inch is developed

in the single plate ; the greatest tensile

stress is in the hub. If the machine work

is fairly well done these stresses are sym-

metrical, but if irregularly machined the

stresses will be bunched and necessarily

greater than normal ; at times sufficient to

burst the hub. Under a vertical load of

200,000 lbs. the maximum compressive

stress occurs on the radial line between

rail and hub amounting to about 18,000

lbs. in the 725-lb. M. C. B. wheel. The
tensile stresses in the tangential direction

are about 12,000 lbs. These stresses al-

ternate at each revolution of the wheel.

The maximum stresses are in the front

plate. In the back plate the load stresses

are practically nil.

The stresses from vertical load within

the limits of railway practice are practi-

cally negligible.

The greatest stresses, and therefore the

most important are the temperature

stresses ; for example, a 625-lb. wheel was

placed in a brake shoe testing machine and

operated at various velocities under a con-

tinuous shoe pressure of 1,500 lbs., which

corresponds to the retardation required for

a 50-ton car on a 3 per cent, grade when
operated at 5 miles an hour, and on a 2

per cent, grade when operated at 50 miles

an hour. Thermo couples were placed

one-half an inch under the surface of the

tread, under the rim, at the plate inter-

section and in the hub. These couples

were connected by brushes to a collector

ring insulated from the axle so that tem-

peratures could be taken from any part of

the wheel at any time without stopping the

machine. After running the equivalent of

25 miles the maximum stresses developed

near the intersection of plates were found

to be : 5 miles an hour, 10,000 lbs. per

sq. in. ; 10 miles an hour, 12,000 lbs. per

sq. in. ; 20 miles an hour, 15,000 lbs. sq. in.

;

30 miles an hour, 18,000 lbs. per sq. in.

;

40 miles an hour, 21,000 lbs. per sq. in.;

50 miles an hour, 24,000 lbs. per sq. in.

Since the above is a greater retarda-

tion than is required for controlling 30-

ton cars it is evident that if the shoe pres-

sure could be made uniform on all the

wheels of the train there would be no

over-heating of wheels. There are, how-
ever, so many opportunities for irregular-

ities in service that at least 20O per cent,

above the theoretical retardation required

must be taken into consideration when
designing wheels. The test also indicated

the great benefit of thermal or cooling sta-

tions.

When complete data is worked out for

each weight of wheel and the information

published in the university bulletin, this

study will constitute one of the greatest

engineering achievements of modern
times. Making standards for the car

wheel, which ought to be recognized as

the most important part of the car struc-

ture without reference to fundamental

principals, is absolutely unjustifiable. We
may say frankly that the work which has

been done for the past eight years by our

association, in conjunction with commit-

tees of other associations with which we
have had to deal, has not yielded material

results ; nevertheless we have gone along

in our work with universities and with

railway clubs, all for educational pur-

poses, firmly believing that we were on

the right track and that sooner or later

our recommendations will be endorsed.

In these troublous times when the nation's

energy is at the highest state of tension,

surely it may be well for all of us to pause

for a moment and ask ourselves : What
could the railroads do today without the

chilled iron car wheel? It has become

invaluable.

Refrigerator Cars for Fruit Transportation
Carefully Designed Insulating System—Joint Ownership

with Union Pacific Railroad

Not long ago the Union Pacific Rail-

road decided to obtain some refrigerator

cars for the Pacific fruit trade. The Pa-

cific Fruit Express Company is partly

owned, and is operated by the Union Pa-

cific, of which railway Mr. C. E. Fuller

is superintendent of motive power and

machinery. The cars were built by the

American Car and Foundry Co. and em-

body some features of peculiar interest

in connection with this special class of

work. The cars number in all 1,8(X), and

are fitted with the Bcttendorf truck side

frames and the axles are 5x9 ins. The

wheels weigh as much as 675 lbs. each.

The frames of the car consist of one

heavy central I-beam, 18 ins. deep. The
ends from the cast steel bolster outward

being made of two draw steel beams to

take the draw gear. The side sills are

composed of pressed steel shapes and

the needle beams are of steel. The super-

structure of the car is wood- (Oregon

fir) and the whole is substantially put

together.

One of the principal features of the

car is its insulated floor. The lowest

course, made of wood, is treated with

waterproofing compound run in hot, and

on this is placed a layer of heavy, black

paper. A layer of hairfclt half-an-inch

thick rests on the paper, and on the top

are two courses of black paper. A ^^

ins. blind floor is laid on top of the

paper and above this is a space of 1%
ins., containing air, which is, as every-

body knows, a very good insulating me-

dium. On the top of the I)lind floor rests

a 2-incli waterproof lith, and this word

signifies a segment or member of any-

thing, and in this case it refers to, it is

material which is treated with some hot
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waterproofing compound and covered with

a layer of surface roofing paper, and on

this is placed IJj-in. toiiRued-and-grooved

flooriiiK which constitutes the car floor

proper. Previous to laying down tlic car

floor, the edges of the boards were

painted with white lead and oil and a

i'i by 3;4-inch galvanized angle is se-

cured to the top of the sills about the

edge of the car to help complete the ef-

fective insulation of the car.

These Pacific Fruit Kxpress Company
cars use ice for cooling and preserving

the otherwise perishable load. There are

two interior hairfelt courses put in the

side walls, and these have been cut ofT

about ^i ins. above the floor of the car,

and a substantial waterproof lith has

l)een interposed between them and the car

lining. By this . form of insulation the

side walls have been practically brought

down to the floor line. If by chance

any water comes in contact with the side

wall insulation, it would resist any

capillary action of the water, and the ef-

fective insulation of the side walls would

tlius be maintained.

I'loor racks are used, made of 2 by 4

in. stringers and 1^^ by 4 in. transverse

members. These raise the load S% ins.

aliovc the car floor. The ice receptacles

are built on a 3 by 4 ins. frame and the

po.<ts, of this size, arc permanently

framed into the floor and ceiling of the

car. On each side 14 ins. below the ceil-

ing, and 14^ ins. above the floor, a course

(if hairfelt is placed between two layers

of black paper. The hairfelt is securely

cleated and a layer of slightly heavier

black insulating paper is set on this and

then a course of f^ by 3% ins. lining is

put on over this. A course of shiplap

boards and a course of hairfelt is placed

between each pair of posts. The ice re-

ceptacle is practically a basket of 1% by

l;4 ins. square mesh wire, .177 ins. thick

held away from the face and end walls

by IM by 3-in. screen supporting strips.

Bevel hatchways arc used as these facili-

tate the icing of the cars as they permit

the ice men to till the receptacles to the

very top, across the entire width of the

car.

Some of the principal dimensions are as

follows :—LcnRtb over end sheeting 40 ft.

W'A in. Len^tli inide of lining 39 ft.

\OVi ins. Wiiltli over eaves 9 ft. 6 ins.

Height from to[i of rack to ceiling, 7

ft. 5/16 ins. length between ice boxes,

33 ft. 2}i ins. Width over side sheeting,

9 ft. 2H ins. Height from top of rail to

top of brake shaft 13 ft. 10 ins. Height

from top of rail to top of running board

13 ft. Oyi in. Width inside of lining 8 ft.

2^ ins. Height from floor to ceiling 7

ft. 5 5/16 in. Capacity 60,000 lbs. Light

weight of car 50,000 lbs. Truck wheel

base 5 ft. 6 ins. Total wheel base 36 ft.

2 in.

The Brown Power Reverse Gear
Very favorable reports are being made

in regard to the Brown Power Reverse

(iear, recently taken over by the South-

ern Locomotive Valve Gear Co., of Knox-

ville, Tenn., and placed on the market.

Its practical reliability in every position

of the cut-oflf and its ready adaptability

to switch, freight or passenger locomo-

This automatic sleeve valve is connected

by means of a combination lever to the

cro.ss head arm, the movement of the

automatic valve being actuated by the

movement of the control valve admitting

steam or air to the cylinder, which causes

ihe piston to move, thereby causing the

automatic valve to move in the opposite

sleeve valve is very sensitive to any

movement of the piston, therefore it may
be readily seen that should any leak de-

velop on either side of the piston, the

automatic valve would immediately move,

admitting steam to the weak side, thereby

assuring that the piston remain in position

as placed by the engineer at all times.

SECTION VIEW OF BROWN POWER REVERSE GE..\R.

tives place it in a position beyond ex-

periment, and a brief description of its

salient features will be of interest.

This reverse gear is constructed on the

inside admission piston valve type, and

can be used with either steam or air,

same being admitted at the center of

steam chest and the distribution is con-

trolled by inside piston valve, which

operates in an automatic sleeve valve.

direction of that of the piston and re-

turn to the lap position with the control

valve. The entire movement of the gear

is controlled by a reverse lever which is

connected direct with the control valve,

any position can thus be obtained.

It may be stated it is quite im-

possible for this style reverse gear to

creep, as it is steam locked in every

position of the cut-oflf. The automatic

The elimination of soft packing is an-

other fine feature, and the weight of the

gear has been considerably reduced. This

gear weighs practically 400 lbs. ready for

application. The use of power reverse

gear of various kinds, is steadily making

progress on our railway systems, as such

gear possesses many material advantages

and is in line with the scientific advance

which we are making on locomotives.
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British Stop Signal

The Permanent Way Equipment—The Locomotive Apparatus—Warning to

Enginemen and Signalmen—L. & S. W. Type of Tank Engine.

The London and South Western Rail-

way of England had been looking very

seriously into the matter of the Auto-

matic Stop Signal before the war, and

had begun some experiments with the

Prentice wireless system. Another sys-

tem which we here describe had probably

been proceeded with further than the

other before the call to arms temporarily

slowed down many useful forms of en-

quir}', both in this country and in Eng-

land.

In the method of which we here write

the apparatus on the permanent-way

consisted of a bar placed longitudinally

between the rails and electrically insu-

lated. This bar may be pivotted at the

center and have a lateral movement at

the ends, or it may be rigidly fixed as is

deemed expedient. If the former plan

is adopted the bar is kept in the normal

position, parallel to the rails, by springs,

and the amount of lateral deflection of

the ends is determined by stops or

holders. This bar forms part of an elec-

tric circuit which is open when the sig-

nal is clear, and closed when the signal

is at danger. The switch for closing the

circuit is attached to, and is operated by,

the rod controlling the signal arm. The

electric battery may be placed on the

signal post or in any convenient posi-

tion, but the contact bar is always placed

in advance of the signal by an amount

determined by the nature of the traffic,

and the speed of the trains.

The apparatus on the engine consisted

of an electrically insulated flexible con-

tact piece, placed beneath the engine,

which makes a lateral rubbing contact

when the engine passes over it, with the

bar which is in the permanent way.

This contact is made with smoothness

and without shock. In the cab, in prox-

imity to the engineman, is placed, in a

liranch of the brake train pipe, a plug-

cock, or valve, operated by an electro-

magnet, the armature of which with-

draws a stop on a disc fixed to, and con-

trolling the opening of the cock or valve

on the branch of the train pipe. If the

brake used is the vacuum, the opening

of the cock or valve applies the brake.

With the pressure or Westinghousc brake,

the same result is ol)tained, that is, an

application, by allowing the air to escape

from the train pipe. In the former or

vacuum system the end of the branch,

has a reed-pipe interposed which emits

a sound with the inrush of air, and in

the latter an ordinary organ-pipe whistle

is sounded by the escaping air of the

WfstinKhousc brake, in both cases warn-

ing the engineman that the signal is at

danger, and the brakes are being applied.

As an addition, or as an alternative, the

energizing of the electro-magnet may be

used for operating an auxiliary steam

whistle on the engine. When the line is

C.\B APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATIC STOP
SIGNAL. L. & S. W. Ry.

clear, no current passes through the con-

tact of the engine and permanent-way

bar, as the circuit through the latter is

open. When the signal is at danger and

the circuit closed, the contact of the en-

by a track circuit formed inside the sig-

nal which is closed by an engine or train

waiting for the line to be cleared. The
closing of this circuit rings a distinctive

bell in the signal box to remind the

signalman that the train is at that point

and the section is thus blocked. The bell

continues ringing until the train has

passed out of the section.

The uncertainty in using hand detona-

tors during fog is removed by this ap-

paratus. It is very difficultt for engine-

men when two or more trains are pass-

ing the spot where the signalman is so to

speak stationary, to be sure on which line

the detonators were placed. By this new
arrangement the brake and the audible

signal are automatically brought into use,

and the engineman is thus informed that

the signal for the line on which he is

running, is at danger, or is clear, as the

case may be.

The engine which we show in our il-

lustration is a tank engine of 0-4-4 type,

and is equipped with the installation for

automatic signaling here described. The
cylinders are 18% x 26 ins. The spread

of the drivers is 5 ft. 7 ins. The heating

surface is in all 1191.6 sq. ft., made up

of 216 flue tubes giving 1067.7 sq. ft. and

the remainder 123.9 in the firebox, makes

up the total. The grate area is 20 sq. ft.

and the boiler carries a pressure of ISO

lbs. to the square inch. The total length

of the engine over buffers is 36 ft. 3 ins.,

and the total wheel base is 23 ft. 7 ins.

The capacity of the tanks comes to 1,300

imperial gallons and the fuel space is 90

r.ONDO.V AND SOUTH WIISTEKN ICNGINE EQUIPPED WITH STOP SIGNAL
APPARATUS

gine and permanent-way bar allows cur-

rent to pass to the electro-magnet which

is energized and the brake is applied.

The cock or valve remains open till closed

by the engineman.

The warning to signalman is obtained

cu. ft. The total weight of the engine in

working order is 54 (long) torn?, 13 cwt.

The capacity of the tanks for heating the

feed water is 234 sq. ft. The engines

are fitted with duplex feed pumps. The

engine is run in suburban service.
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Intellectual Consent

A good many people say they believe

a thing; so they do, but do not act on

their belief. In fact, not to be profane,

a good deal of Christian doctrine re-

ceives intellectual consent or rather as-

sent, yet this does not cause it to have

any serious effect on the lives of those

who profess belief. All this is on the

assumption that the means to put belief

into practice is obvious and near at hand.

In justice to a large number of our

fellow beings, we must admit that many

believe certain things, yet do not know
how to act on them. As an example, the

statement that tlie locomotive is most

wasteful of fuel-energy may be believed

in, completely, yet the way the locomotive

can be made more efficient, may not read-

ily appear even to the believer. He can

only give his intellectual consent. He
may not be able to practice the economies

he acknowledges should be his.

There are many locomotive appliances

which if properly used produce econo-

mies of various kinds yet until these

specialties had been developed, used,

proved and able to stand the service test,

they were not fully available for railway

use. They have been developed and

tested up to the point where they are

actualities and can be used with advan-

tage, but previously they were practically

only "in the air," and in that rendition

miild only receive an intellectual con-

M-nt as to their efficacy even by those

«lu) were must eager to see them

iTiiught to a usable state uf efficiency.

Now the way for practical adoption is

clear to all. The men who believe in

tlietn can act, and investigation is open

to the man who may not yet be con-

X iiiced.

One thing now fit for practical ap-

plication stands ready for adoption and

that thing is the automatic stop signal.

The necessity for its adoption is patent

to everyone, yet it is not used as is the

vertical plane coupler is used, or the air

l)rakc, tlie dead man's handle on electric

trains, or even the headlight, which latter

does not make locomotive operation any

cheaper or dearer, yet would produce a

commotion here if it were abolished, al-

though it is not used in Great Britain.

I'rof. George M. Stratton pointed out

that tlie term "color blindness" is too

definite and too restricted to embrace

the hosts of men running trains who

can only be described as color weak.

"The color sense," he says, "does not

seem to be intended by Nature to bear

the brunt of elemental action." Dr.

Edward A. Ayres tells us that "if one

thousand men gaze at a garden of flow-

ers, fifty of them will see the colors

falsely." He does not say that the last

fifty will lose all the colors—they are

color weak ; but "if one thousand women
view the flowers, nine hundred-and-

ninety-six will perceive them correctly."

This is the color weak statement for

men. Add to that the men who run

trains, who are really color blind,

and the wonder grows that we get on

as well as we do. Then all the locomo-

tive runners, color blind, color weak and

normal, are eveo'one amenable to the

laws of psychology. Prof. William

James, speaking of .Attention and Free-

will, says, "No object can catch our at-

tention except by the neural (nervous)

machinery. But the amount of attention

which an object receives after it has

caught our mental eye, is another ques-

tion. It often takes effort to keep the

mind upon it." -How easily attention

can be distracted we know, and how
fatally men may give way at a critical

moment, is a matter of common knowl-

edge.

Two farmers in a rural district had

become accustomed to the blast of a

locomotive whistle of a well-known

passenger train, at a certain hour of the

day. "You can set your watch by that

whistle," one often said to the other.

On a particular day a road crossing acci-

dent happened to this train, and both

men were called to give evidence in

court. Both swore to having heard the

whistle on the particular day in question.

It was, however, proved beyond question,

that on that very day the whistle on the

locomotive was out of order, and two

stations back, or about 15 or 20 miles,

before the farmers "heard" the blast,

the cngincman had asked for, and re-

ceived, permission from the train dis-

patcher to run to the terminal without

the use of the whistle. The farmers W-
lieved they had heard a sound which

was absolutely non-existent, and swore

to the accuracy of their impossible state-

ment.

There is hardly any doubt that all

classes of railway men from the rank

and file to the highest executive officers

give an almost unqualified intellectual

consent to the advisability, not to say

necessity, of employing the automatic

stop signal, which does not depend on

nerves, eyes, brain, or of forced atten-

tion, or the direct interpretation of sights

or sounds. There is hardly a man alive,

who is cognizant of the fallibility of even

conscientious and well intentioned men
in railway service who would have the

hardihood to deny the stop signal a place

among the important safety appliances

within the reach of our railroads today,

yet this intellectual consent does not

flower out in action, and stop signal

equipment is not in daily and universal

use. It is fair to suppose from the mass

of evidence in its favor that, at least,

one great reason why it is not uni-

versally adopted, is its first cost,

even though that is not thought to be

excessive. The several rate decisions of

the I. C. C. rather tends to strengthen

the opinion held by many that lack of

funds, restricts many good and useful

applications of things, desirable in them-

selves. The stop signal is a most satis-

factory operating adjunct to railway

working, and in the end the public will

have to understand the benefits in the

way of increased safety it will receive

when the stop signal is used. Safety is

a direct thing which touches the life of

the individual who travels, and that it

is a help as a dividend earner, is for

the man in the street, beside the mark.

It is the public who must eventually give

the imperative call for it, and the public

must be made aware of the necessity for

the thing they ask to be given them.

Some Practical Savings.

.\X a meeting of the mechanical depart-

ment staff of one of our leading railways

a report was presented by a member
showing that by substituting annealed

sheet steel for jacketing on passenger

engines for the planished iron generally

used, a very satisfactory saving might be

effected. The cost of annealed steel as

compared witli that of planished iron

showed a saving which would amount

approximately to $1,200 a year, and con-

siderably more when all freight and

switching engines were included in the

change.

There is no doubt that this piece of
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revised practice points to large possibili-

ties for any railway that hunts for such

opportunities. The chances do not come
unless they are sought, and there is no
royal road to insight which will lead to

the discovery of how money may be

saved. The successful practice must be

carefully looked for and a faithful and

honest judgment must be used after a

possible substitute has been brought to

light. The substitute must be fully as

serviceable and must stand the wear as

well or better than the material to be dis-

carded. The chances of breakages and

failures must be justly appraised and the

first cost must be less than the original

material or it must have staying qualities

or attributes which ensure lasting service,

which are the equivalents to lower first

cost, or the change will not yield the re-

sults expected.

At the meeting, of which we write, the

subject of using journal truing machines

was also discussed. The decision reached

was that the more important shops on the

line were to be equipped with these ma-
chines and that at some other stations

old lathes of proper dimensions which

could be used for this purpose were to be

so employed in the future. It was report-

ed by those having this matter in charge

that during a specified quarter—three

months—there were 1,756 pairs of wheeds
with journals trued up. Another quarter

also accurately recorded showed a saving

of $1,894, which gives approximately an

annual saving of $4,611. This sum is not

the multiple of the quarter's saving by 4,

because conditions change from month to

month, and the supply at anj' one time is

a variable quantity. This figure is the

result of some very careful work.

In the matter of flat wheels, grinding

machines of various kinds were discussed,

and the results of getting the flat spots

ground out at private companies' works
was gone over, and the general amount
of satisfaction to be had in this way was
talked about. A modifying circumstance

had just then arisen on the road in ques-

tion, and that was tlie possibilities dis-

closed by some experiments made at the

railway repair shops, in the matter of

building up and electrically welding metal

at and about the flat spot, and grinding

off the excess. The experiments had not

been brought to a finality, but the indica-

tions were that much good would come of

the experiments. The practice was left as

it was, that is wheels with flat spots were

shipped to outside firms, and the experi-

ments with electric welding were to be

carried out still further, and final de-

cision as to standard practice in this re-

spect was left in abeyance. We are not

able at this writing to give the compara-

tive figures or to slate what the saving

would be, if any, but it is clear to the

least informed railroad man who has

handled and scrapped wheels that the

slid flat spot condemns many and many

an otherwise serviceable wheel to the

scrap heap before it has made a tithe of

the mileage that it should have made, and
w hich the purchase price entitles the buy-

ers to e.xpect it to make.

Car Shortage.

The Railroads' War Board informed

the railroads of the Country that by
making repairs quicker, by a better move-
ment, and by heavier loading, it was in

the range of possibilities to make such a

saving in the use of freight cars that it

would be equivalent to adding to the avail-

able equipment 779,000 cars. Carriers and
shippers have been asked as a patriotic

duty to strive to attain that goal. In re-

sponse to the call the shortage of freight

cars in the United States was reduced in

one month from 148,627 to 105,127 cars,

almost one-third. Some of the sugges-

tions made were to load cars 10 per cent

in excess of marked capacity ; reduce per-

centage of cars and locomotives under

repairs ; improve methods of firing loco-

motives ; defer scrapping light locomo-

tives ; speed up handling of cars in termi-

nals ; load and unload cars promptly ; en-

list co-operation of shippers as a war
measure to secure heavier loading of

cars.

A Possible Contingency.

Among the many possible contingencies

caused by the great war, one is that in

case the Railroad War Board discovers

a shortage of power on one road, they

may pick out suitable power on another

line and transfer engines from one rail-

road to another, much as the responsible

oflicer of a railway may transfer engines

from one division to another.

The fact hardly needs stating that in

case of transfer of engines from one di-

vision to another, the engines can be very

easily repaired, as they are never out of

reach of supplies, owned by the road

where the divisional transfer is made. If

engines should be moved from one road

to another the case would be different,

and we might have to go back to the days

when foreign freight cars, if damaged,

in a particular way could only be repaired

with material of a special type, sent on

from the owning road. This was the

case before the M. C. B. Association in-

augurated standards.

The fact that interchange of engines

does not usually take place, and the pos-

sibility of such transfer, is only contem-

plated as an emergency measure, does not

call for any action of the M. M. Associa-

tion, analogous to the making of the

M. C. B. rule regarding the repairs to

foreign freight cars. It is, however, quite

obvious that in the event of the locomo-

tive interchange emergency overtaking

us, it will be a matter of satisfaction and

a great economy of time, if the engines

moved are more or less equipped with

specialties of the same or similar design.

These are the days when new engines,

although built in perhaps as great num-
bers as the makers can turn them out, are

yet not adequate for home demand, and
when at last the war terminates, it is proba-

ble that the demand for railroad supplies,

from Russia and other European powers
will restrict the domestic supply. These
are the days when existing engines, built

some years ago, must be kept in service

and rehabilitated for modern service by
the application of appliances for the pro-

duction of economical operation. Take
for example so simple a thing as a brick

arch. This appliance has become stand-

ard on so many roads that the inter-

change of engines from one road to an-

other might easily find both roads capa-

ble of making repairs with the stock kept

on each line for its own use. In such a

case little or no delay or trouble would
result. This is practically true of a host

of other economy devices, and the offi-

cials of a road where the interchange

emergency may come, might do well to

study the whole matter, and they might

not only secure better performance lor

their own engines now on their own line,

but be in a position to handle with facil-

ity engines coming to them with similar

equipment, from an outside railway.

Extension of the Age Limit.

In view of the fact that the younger men
of the country will shortly be called into

military service, the management of the

Pennsylvania Railroad has decided to sus-

pend, temporarily, the regulation covering

the age limit for employment. The rule

heretofore in force prohibited the hiring

of new employes, in any branch of the

service, above the age of 45 years. Un-
der the new rule, which has been adopted

to meet war conditions, persons between

the ages of 45 and 70 years may be em-

ployed during the war and for a period

of six months thereafter. Inasmuch as

such employment is not to be considered

permanent, it will not carry with it the

privileges of the Pension Department.

This new arrangement, it is believed,

will offer an opportunity for large num-

bers of those who are beyond military

age, to perform a patriotic service to the

country, in the war emergency, by assist-

ing in the indispensable work of main-

taining railroad operation.

Electric Headlights for Locomotives.

All locomotives used by the Baltimore

and Ohio railroad in road service are to

be equipped with electric headlights. The

new headlights are being installed at the

rate of 75 engines a month, there being

2,500 locomotives to so equip. The work

is being done by the company's forces

under the direction of J. H. Davis, elec-

trical engineer.
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Air Brake Department
Air Brake Questions and Answers—An L p-to-dale Course in Air Brake Study
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been reduced 40 per cent below the maxi-

mum pressure carried.

Brake pipe leakage shall not exceed S

lbs. per minute.

Brake Cylinder Leakage.—With a full

serv'ice application from maximum brake

brake pipe pressure, and with communi-
cation to the brake cylinders closed, the

brakes on the locomotive and tender shall

remain applied not less than S minutes.

(IS) Train Signal System.—The train

signal system, when used, shall be tested

and known to be in safe and suitable con-

ditions for service before each trip.

Locomotive Air Brake Inspection.

1. Q.—How often should the air brake

and signal system of a locomotive be in-

spected ?

A.—At the end or beginning of each

trip or day's work. On double crewed

engines, or engines in continuous service,

an inspection period is provided once in

each 24 hours.

2. Q.—Where is this inspection usually

made at large terminals?

A.—At an inspection pit over which the

engine passes before having the fire

cleaned.

3. Q.—Who generally makes the inspec-

tion of the brake?

A.—Inspectors who make no repairs, but

report the defects found.

4. Q.—How is an inspection started on

an engine equipped with the Westinghouse

E. T. brake?

A.—By obtaining approximately 50 lbs.

air pressure in the brake cylinders leaving

the automatic brake valve in running po-

sition and the independent brake valve in

lap position, and closing the stop cock in

the distributing valve supply pipe.

5. Q.—Why is the inspection started

with the brake cylinder leakage test?

A.—Because it is the test of longest

duration, and during this time other parts

of the equipment are inspected.

6. Q.—How long must the brakes re-

main applied under this condition?

A.—At least 5 minutes.

7. Q.—Why is the independent brake

valve placed on lap instead of slow ap-

plication position ?

A.—For a test of the application cylin-

der and its connections, and to positively

close communication to the brake cylin-

ders.

8. Q.—In what way could compressed

air enter the brake cylinders if the handle

is left in slow appHcation position?

A.—From the application cylinder past

the application piston packing leather and
packing ring, if these parts are defective.

9. Q.—Could compressed air enter the

brake cyhnders even if the independent

brake valve is on lap position?

A.—Yes, through a defective supply pipe

cut out cock.

10. Q.—What would prevent the brakes

Jrom remaining applied for the specified

teriod of time?

A.—Leakage in the brake cylinders or
their connections, which should be lo-

cated and reported.

11- Q.—What would be indicated by the

brakes releasing through the distributing

valve e.xhaust port when the independent
brake valve was placed on lap position?

A.—Leakage in the application cylinder

or its connections.

12. Q.—How would the brake cyhnder
leakage test then be made?

A.—With the independent brake valve
in slow application position.

13. Q.—At what points could applica-

tion cylinder leakage occur?
A.—In the application cylinder pipe, the

application cylinder cover gasket in the

safety valve or its connection, at the dis-

tributing valve reservoir gasket, at the

reservoir studs or at the lower body gasket
or rotary valve of the independent brake
valve.

14. Q.—What would be wrong if the

brake leaked off through the exhaust port
of the distributing valve with the inde-

pendent brake valve in slow application

position?

A.— It would indicate that the exhaust
valve of the distributing valve was leak-

ing.

15. Q.—After closing the stop cock in

the distributing valve supply pipe, and
nothing unusual is noticed, how is the

inspection continued?

A.—By going under the engine at the

pilot, examining the brake cylinders and
pipe connection with a torch to locate

leakage, and for measuring the brake cyl-

inder piston travel.

16. Q.—What would be indicated if

some cylinder leakage could be found, but
the gage did not register very much of

a drop in pressure?

A.—That the gage was not registering

correctly or that the stop cock in the dis-

tributing valve supply pipe was leaking

badly.

17. Q.—How is brake cylinder leakage

to be reported ?

A.—That from the non pressure head,

or past the piston sleeve, as packing leather

leakage, and that from the pressure head
as gasket or pipe connection leakage as

the case may be. If in the pipe connec-
tions it must be reported as brake cylin-

der pipes leaking, stating at what points.

18. Q.—What should be the limits of

brake cylinder piston travel, for engine
truck, driver, and trailer brake cylinders?

A.—From 4 to 6 inches, unless travel

of engine truck and trailer cylinders is

governed by special instructions.

19. Q.—What else should be noticed in

connection with the brake cylinders ?

A.—That all bolts fastening both heads
are in place and tight, that the cylinder

is tight on the frame or bracket and that

cross-heads and pins and cotter keys are

in place.

20. Q.—What should be noticed in con-
nection with the piping, not only of the
brake cylinder connections, but on any

other of the parts of the engine?
A.—That it is free from leakage, se-

curely clamped, and that no section is

badly worn or deteriorated or rubbing
against any part of the running gear of
the engine.

21. Q.—What should be observed in

connection with the brake rigging?
A.—That rods and pins are not badly

worn, that all pins have cotters or split

keys, that the rigging is not binding
against any other part of the locomotive,
that no part of the rigging of either the
engine or tender is less than 21^ inches
above the rail and that the brake shoes
are approximately in line with the tread
of the wheel.

22. Q.— Is there ever any other parts
of the brake equipment under an engine?
A.—\es, sometimes main reservoirs are

located between the frame, which should
be inspected, and drained, in the same
manner as outside reservoirs. Sometimes
there are other sections of piping that
can be reached more easily from under-
neath than from the outside of the engine.

23. Q.—To where is the inspection con-
tinued from the engine brake cylinders?
A.—Along the brake pipe and signal,

and brake cyhnder pipes to between the
engine and tender and from there along
these same pipes to the rear of the tender.

24. Q.—What is to be observed in con-
nection with the air hose or couplings be-
tween the engine and tender?

A.—That they are free from leakage, if

metallic connections, they should be moved
about to disclose any possible leakage, and
if hose connections they should be care-
fully inspected for cracks, loose clamps,
or appearances of a bad condition and it

should be known that hose are not rubbing
against each other.

25. Q.—What part should be inspected,

while following the air pipes to the rear
of the tender?

A.—The tender brake cylinder, in the
same manner as that accorded the other
cylinders.

26. Q.—What should the tender brake
cylinder piston travel be?

A.—From 5 to 8 inches, unless governed
by special instructions.

27. Q.—What must be done if the brake
leaks off before the inspection has pro-

ceeded as far as the tender brake cylin-

der?

A.—The leakage must be located, or the

fact reported, and the brake again applied

and the piston travel measured with full

brake cylinder pressure.

28. Q.—What is to be observed upon
coming from under the rear of the tender?

A.—The condition of the air hose at

the rear of the tender, the location of the

angle cock and signal pipe stop cock, and
an examination for leakage through these

cocks to the atmosphere. In other words,
a certain assurance that no defect of any
kind which would interfere with efficiency

in apparatus or leak exists.

(To lie continued.)
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Train Handling.

1. Q.—What should be observed in the

way of air brake inspection before taking

a locomotive away from the engine house?

A.—That the air pressures are correct

and properly controlled, that the air com-

pressor is in good condition and tlie lubri-

cator is operating, that the brake cylinder

piston travel is correct, that the water has

been drained out of the brake system, that

there is no noticeable leakage from the

system, that the brake shoes are all

brought in proper contact with the wheels

and that the signal system is operative if

the locomotive is so equipped.

2. Q.—Why is brake cylinder leakage of

any consequence, when the distributing

valve will maintain the pressure regardless

of leakage?

A.—Because excessive leakage will cause

a drain on the main reservoir and use up

a certain per cent of the capacity of the

air compressor, which might otherwise

be used to a good advantage for a release

and recharge of brakes.

3. Q.—What would excessive brake cyl-

inder leakage then tend to produce in

descending heavy grades?

A.—A loss of train control.

4. Q.—Why is a standard piston travel

essential, if the braking force remains con-

stant regardless of long travel ?

A.— It might be necessary to make the

quickest possible release of the engine

brake in the event of driving wheels pick-

ing up and sliding, and the longer the

piston travel, the longer the time that will

be required to get the brake released.

5. Q.—Why is this?

A.—On account of the greater volume

of compressed air to be exhausted from

the brake cylinders when the travel is

long.

6. Q.—How is a test for the sensitive-

ness of the feed valve made?
A.—By making a Z'/i or 3 lb. brake pipe

reduction to see that the valve opens

promptly and returns the gage hand to the

original figure of feed vaKx adjustment.

7. Q.—In what position would the in-

dependent brake valve handle be while in-

specting or working about the engine?

A.—In slow application position.

8. Q.—In what way would the brake be

tested with the automatic brake valve?

A.—By making 5 lbs. brake pipe reduc-

tion to see that this operates the distribut-

ing valve, then 15 more pounds to see that

50 lbs. brake cylinder pressure is obtained

for the total reduction.

9. Q.—What governs the amount of

brake cylinder pressure that will obtain

for a given brake pipe reduction?

A.—The proportion of the distributing

valve reservoir pressure chamber to that

of the application chamber and applica-

tion cylinder, when the distributing valve

is sufficiently sensitive.

10. Q.— If the brake pipe pressure is re-

duced 10 lbs., how much will the pressure

chamber lower?

.\— 10 lbs. or a like amount.

11. Q.—What pressure will this produce

in the application cylinder?

A.—Two and one half times 10 or 25

lbs.

12. Q.—What pressure will this produce

in the brake cylinders ?

A.—.\bout 25 lbs. if the distributing

valve is sufficiently sensitive.

\i. Q.—What would cause the brake to

leak off after being applied?

A.—A leak in the application cylinder

or its connections.

14. Q.—Is the safety valve connected

with the application cylinder after a 10

lb, brake pipe reduction and return to

lap?

A.—No, not with the equalizing portion

in service lap position.

15. Q.—After the full service application

of the brake, how should the brake be

released ?

A.—With the independent brake valve.

16. Q.—For what purpose?

.^.^To know that the independent valve

can at all times be used to release the

engine and tender brake. '

17. Q.—What could be wrong if the

brake could not then be released with the

independent brake valve?

A.—The exhaust port of the independent

brake valve could be stopped up or closed

with a metal thread protector, or the ap-

plication cylinder and release pipes might

be wrongly connected.

18. Q.—Why would the brake fail to

release if the pipes were crossed or

wrongly coupled ?

A.—.•\pplication cylinder pressure w'ould

be in the release pipe, and the application

cylinder pipe would be connected with the

exhaust cavity of the equalizing slide

valve.

19. Q.—Would this wrongly connected

piping be an excuse for flattening driving

wheel tires?

A.—Not likely as someone might con-

clude that even if the disorder was not

discovered, the engineer should have

thought fast enough to have closed the

stop cock under the brake valve and re-

leased the brake with the automatic brake

valve.

20. Q.—Why close the stop cock under

the brake valve if the brakes are applied

throughout the train?

A.—It might be undesirable to release

train brakes and the closed stop cock

would prevent it.

21. Q.—Why would the brake then re-

lease promptly on the engine?

A.—Because the release pipe with appli-

cation cylinder pressure would be opened

to the atmosphere through the automatic

brake valve.

22. Q.—In connection with the same
subject, why should the brake pipe feed

valve and the application portion of the

distributing valve be sensitive?

A.—To prevent the development of a

brake cylinder pressure that might not

show on the air gage.

23. Q.—Under what conditions might

this occur?

A.—The feed valve may permit varia-

tions in brake pipe pressure, that might

in turn produce movements of the equaliz-

ing portion of tlu- distributing valve, which

might develop a brake cylinder pressure

insufficient to return the application por-

tion to release position.

24. Q.—What would prevent the return

of the application portion to release posi-

tion?

A.—Frictional resistance of the applica-

tion portion to movement.

25. Q.—Why is this portion more read-

ily moved to application than to release

position ?

A.—On account of less friction when
there is no other than atmospheric pres-

sure on the exhaust slide valve.

26. Q.—What would be the result of

having just sufficient brake cylinder pres-

sure to hold the brake shoes against the

wheels without it being shown on the air

gage?

A.—It would tend to overheat and
loosen driving wheel tires.

27. Q.—Is this of frequent occurrence?

A.—No, but it is by no means unheard

of.

28. Q.—Would this brake action be an

excuse for overheating driving whed
tires?

A.—Not likely, as it will not occur if the

distributing valve is sufficiently sensitive

to respond to variations in pressure.

29. Q.—How is the sensitiveness of the

valve determined?

A.—By an application and release with

the independent brake valve.

30. Q.—In just what manner?
A.—If the pressure can be graduated

out of the brake cylinders in steps of

from 5 to 7 lbs. at a time, the application

portion is in good condition.

31. Q.—Would such an action occur if

there was brake cylinder leakage?

A.—Xo. the pressure would leak out of

the cylinders with the application valve on
lap position.

32. Q.—What pressure should be de-

veloped in the brake cylinders with an
independent brake application?

A.—From 43 to 48 lbs.

33. Q.— Is there any other reason why
an inspection of the brake should be made
by the engineer before taking the engine

away from the enginehouse.

A.—Yes. some air brake disorder might
develop after coupling to a train, and it

would then be of decided advantage for

the engineman to know that the locomo-

tive brake is in good condition.

34. Q.—Is it necessary to make any fur-

ther inspection than already outlined?

A.—Some instructors specify a more
rigid test, but the various slide valve, rcK

tary valve and gasket leakages, and leaks

into and out of, the equalizing reservoir

should be located by the air brake in-

spectors.

(To be continued.)
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Ceir Brake Inspection.

1. Q.—When testing brakes on cars on

shop repair tracks, how should compressed

air be admitted to, and discharged from

the brake pipe?

A.—By means of some device that will

permit of a service rate as well as an

emergency rate of brake pipe reduction,

and by which the brake pipe pressure may
be increased at a slow predetermined rate

for a release test.

2. Q.—If several cars are coupled up

and the brakes are to be tested on all cars

at the same time, what device may be used

to procure the predetermined rate of rise

in brake pipe pressure regardless as to the

number of cars, brake equipments per car

or length and inside diameter of the brake

pipe?

A.—A portable brake test truck.

3. Q.—How should this truck be at-

tached to cars?

A.—It should be attached to both brake

pipe and signal line, by means of the triple

hose fitting. At the opposite end of the

train, angle cock and signal pipe stop

cock should remain open and the hose

couplings should be hung up in the

dummy couplings.

4. Q.—After the air pressure is then

turned into the brake pipe, what should

be done while the brake pipe and reser-

voirs are charging preparatory to the

brake test?

A.—It should be noted that all hand
brakes are released, that all brake pipe

branch stop cocks are open, that all reser-

voir bleeder cocks are closed. It should

be ascertained that all reservoirs and
brake cylinders are securely fastened in

their respective positions on the car, and
an inspection of the brake rigging should

be made.

5. Q.—What should be noticed in con-

nection with the brake rigging?

A.—That brake shoes are of sufficient

thickness, and approximately in line with

the tread of the wheel, that shoes are

clear of the wheels, that the brake rig-

ging is not fouled in any manner, that

all rods and levers will clear timbers or

parts of the underframe by at least one
inch, and that no part of the foundation

brake rigging is less than Zyi ins. above
the rail.

6. Q.—If necessary to renew a brake

shoe, how should the necessary brake rig-

ging slack be obtained?

A.—By turning the automatic slack ad-

juster nut one fourth of a turn to the

right, or in the direction of take up, to

know that the pawl is disengaged from
the ratchet, then turn in the opposite di-

rection until sufficient slack is obtained.

After the shoe is applied, the adjuster

nut should be turned in the direction of

take up until the cross head is within an
inch of its previous position.

7. Q.—How should adjusters be manip-
ulated when cars are equipped with the

PC, or two cylinder equipments?

A.—Slack should be let out with both

adjusters, and after brake shoes are ap-

plied, both cross heads should be left an

even distance from the pressure head of

the brake cylinder.

8. Q.—What should be observed in con-

nection with brake and signal pipes?

A.—That pipes are securely clamped, in

good condition, free from leakage, and
that angle cocks and signal pipe angle fit-

tings are properly located.

9. Q.—What is the proper location of

the brake pipe angle cock?

A.—The location varies and is generally

covered by blue print specifications, on

passenger cars they are located so that

the center line of the angle cock will be

from the center line about 13 inches

of the coupler, and very near the center

line vertically and about this same dis-

stance back of the inside or pulling face

of the knuckle. On freight cars these dis-

tances are about the same.

10. Q.—What else should be observed

in connection with brake pipe angle cocks ?

A.—That handles work freely, and that

they stand at an angle of from IS to 30

degrees from a vertical position.

11. Q.—Should there be anything be-

tween the angle cocks and air hose?

A.—An e.xtension nipple should be used

on the equipment for which they are

specified.

12. Q.—How should the brake and sig-

nal pipes then be tested for leakage?

A.—Soap suds should be applied with a

brush to the car brake operating valve,

pipe joints, cocks, and air hose through-

out.

13. Q.—What should be done after the

system is fully charged and leakage elim-

inated?

A.—The brake should be applied with a

5-lb. brake pipe reduction which should

result in the application of all brakes with

triple valve equipments.

14. Q.—How heavy should the reduc-

tion be if some of the cars have retarded

application types of operating valves?

3.—From 8 to 10 lbs. brake pipe reduc-

tion should be made.

15. Q.—How much reduction should

then be made when all brakes are known
to have applied?

A.—The remainder of a full service

brake application.

16. Q.—What should then be done?
A.—The brake cylinder piston travel

on all cars should be measured and re-

corded, and it should be observed that all

brake shoes are held solidly against th^
wheels, and that none of the brake levers

are fouling on any part of the underframe
of the car.

17. Q.—What will be indicated if one
of the brakes leaks oflf during this inspec-

tion?

A.—Brake cylinder leakage.

18. Q.—Where could this leakage be
found?

A.—Past the brake cylinder packing

leather, from the brake cylinder gasket

or from the high speed reducing valve or

its connections or through a safety valve

if one is used.

19. Q.—What would be indicated if one
of the brakes released through the operat-

ing valve e.xhaust port?

A.—That there was a leak in the aux-
iliary reservoir volume, either to the at-

mosphere, or into the brake cylinder if

the brake released through the exhaust
port only after a light brake pipe reduction.

20. Q.—If all brakes are still properly

applied, what test comes next?

A.—A release test of the brakes.

21. Q.—How is it made?
A.—By increasing the brake pipe pres-

sure at a slow rate provided by the brake

test truck.

22. Q.—What should be done if one of

the brakes fails to release during the re-

lease test?

A.—It should first be known that the

operating valve exhaust port is not ob-

structed, if a retaining valve is used, that

the handle is turned down, then the

bleeder cock in the auxiliary reservoir

should be opened and if the brake re-

leases, the air escaping through the triple

valve exhaust port, the triple valve or

operating valve should be removed and
replaced by one that is known to be in

good condition.

23. Q.—What is indicated by a triple

valve failing to release during the test

and when the brake cylinder exhaust port

is open ?

A.—That the packing ring dividing

brake pipe and reservoir pressure is de-

fective, and that the reservoir has been
charged without obtaining any movement
of the triple valve piston and slide valve.

24. Q.—What would be wrong if it re-

quired an increase of from 4 to 6 lbs.

brake pipe pressure to release one or

more of the triple valves?

A.—Those that failed are not sensitive

enough, there is too much frictional re-

sistance to their movement.
25. Q.—What should be done with such

valves ?

A.—They should be removed and re-

placed with valves in good condition.

26. Q.—If all brakes are found to be
operating correctly during the service

test, should another test be made?
A.—Yes, the brakes should be operated

in quick action and the brake pipe pres-

sure should be slowly increased for a re-

lease.

27. Q.—What else should be observed
during the time the brake is applied to

measure piston travel ?

A.—The high speed reducing or safety

valves open to discharge brake cylinder

air when the proper brake pipe reduction

has been made and that the brake levers

are standing approximately at right

angles to each other.

(To be cnnliitucd.)
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Engines for the Southern Doing Good Work With
the Hanna Automatic Stoker

Runs of 170 Miles Acroinplishrd \\ ithout DilTiculty—Prepared, Run-of-Mine, Wet or

Dry Coal Handled—Satisfaction Experienced By Users.

The Southern Railway and its asso-

ciated lines received not long ago from

the Baldwin Locomotive Works 30 loco-

motives of the Mountain (4-8-2) type

for passenger service, and SS locomotives

of the Santa Ve (2-10-2) type for freight

service. These locomotives considerably

exceed, in weight and hauling capacity,

the designs heretofore used on this road

;

and they constitute a notable group of

modern heavy power.

Of the Mountain type locomotives, 23

are for the Southern Railway proper,

while 5 went to the Cincinnati, New Or-

leans and Texas Pacific, and 2 to the

Alabama Great Southern.

The 2-10-2 type of locomotives replace

Mikados, a large number of which have

been built for the Southern by the Bald-

win Locomotive Works. A comparison

of the leading dimensions of these two

types is as follows—that is the 2-10-2 and

the 2-8-2

:

tom to allow a sufficiently deep water

space under the combustion chamber.

Running gear details include motion

driving boxes on the front axle, long

boxes on the third or main axle, Econ-

omy front truck, and Hodges design of

trailing truck. The swing of the trucks,

and the lateral play between rails and

flanges, are sufficient to permit the en-

gine to traverse curves of 16 degs. The
wheels of the third, or main pair, have

plain tires. Flange lubricators are ap-

plied to the front and rear driving

wheels.

.\s the doors in the front wall of the

cab are necessarily very narrow, a run-

ning board is placed below the cab on

each side, and hand holds are placed on

the outside of the cab below the side

windows, so that the men can easily

reach the main running boards from the

firing deck. To keep within the clear-

ance limits, the bell is placed on the

cured. On the Norfolk & Western
there are 49 in service. There are 5 in

service on the (Thesapeake & Ohio, and
the stoker people are putting in 25 more.

There are 18 on the Erie, 6 on the Vir-

ginian and 10 on the Carolina, Clinch-

held & Ohio.

These engines on the Southern are

going over the road without the fire door

being opened, and without cleaning the

fire. They handle stoker-prepared coal

or run-of-mine. The coal can be wet

without interfering with the operation

of the stoker. This is a matter of con-

venience and comfort for the men
on the engine. The presence of the

stoker does not prevent or restrict boiler

or drawbar inspection. A correspondent

writes us that an engine having this

stoker ran 85 miles, one day in June of

this year, to the cooling station, and only

required six minutes for taking coal and
water and getting away again.

•^
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6 ins.; sides and back, 5 ins. Tubes-
Diameter, 5H and 2J4 ins. ; material, 5%
ins. steel: 214 ins. iron: thickness, Syi
ins. No. 9 W. G., 2^ ins No. 11 W. G.

;

number, SH ins. 50, 2% ins. 259; length,

connection with a fan like sheet blast

emanating from a lower chamber. These

blasts in connection with back corner

channels cut in the face of the distribut-

ing plate cover the entire grate surface

with an even layer of coal.

The stoker is worked by a simple two-

cylinder double acting reversible engine

attached to the left side of the locomo-

tive frame under the fireman's running

board and controlled by a throttle on

the left side of the cab. Connection be-

tween the engine and stoker is made by

means of a chain drive to the vertical

worm jack shaft, and from this shaft

to the locomotive hopper worm shaft,

the other end of which engages through

mitre gears with the tender crusher

drive. This drive is thrown in and out

by a jaw clutch, with a lever on the

deck, so that the device on the engine

can be operated independently of the

tender equipment. Connection with the

tender apparatus is made by a universal

slip shaft, which allows for different

movements of engine and tender.

Concerning the wings to which we
have made reference above, it may be

said that the wing control handles are

set so the wings will travel slowly and

continuously up and down the sides of

the ridge plate, successively changing the

point to which the coal is to be thrown.

If need be the wings can be stopped at

the top so as to make a channel down
the center of the fire box; or the wings

can be stopped at the bottom making a

channel into each back corner; or one

wing cpn be brought to rest at the top

and the other at the bottom, and all the

coal thrown to one back corner, or vice

versa. Other points of delivery can be

selected and coal fed to them as desired.

The engines are doing good work, and

no organic change in the design of en-

gine or of the boiler or fire box is neces-

sary in order to use the Hanna stoker.

It is divided into independent units, and

is composed of individual units, readily

removed for repair and each operating

independently. Should the tender and

locomotive units fail, the locomotive can

be fired by means of sleam blasts, as

they do not get out of order when the

engine is in service. The tenders arc

of the same capacity as those used with

the passenger locomotives, and are sim-

ilar in design, made with water bottom.

Only very slight changes are necessary on

account of the application of stokers.

The following table contains further

particulars of these locomotives.

Cylinders—28 x 32 ins. Valves—Piston.

14 ins. diameter. Boiler—Type, straight

top ; diameter, 88% ins. ; thickness of

sheets. 7/g in.
;
working pressure, 190 lbs.

; Engine Truck Wheels—Diameter, front,
fuel, soft coal; staying, radial. Fire Box 33 ins.; journals, 6 x 12 ins.; diameter,
—Length, 131 J4 ins.; width, 96 ins.; back, 42 ins.

; journals, 8 x 14 ins. Wheel
depth, front 89}^ ins.; back 73'/2 ins.; Base—Driving, 20 ft. 7 ins.; rigid, 20 ft.

thickness of sheets, sides, back and crown 7 ins.; total engine. 38 ft. 8 ins.; total

fi in., tubs ^ in. Water Space—Front, engine and tender, 74 ft. 9}^ ins. Weight

—On driving wheels, 294.400 lbs.; on
truck, front, 26.700 lbs.; on truck, back,
49,500 lbs.; total engine, 370,600 lbs.;

total engine and tender, about 546,000
lbs. Tender—Wheels, diameter, 33 ins.;

VIEW OF CAB OF ENGINE, EQUIPPED WITH THE HANNA MECHANICAL STOKER.

21 ft. Syi ins. Heating surface—Fire box,
269 sq. ft.; combustion chamber, 66 sq.

ft.; tubes, 4,853 sq. ft.; firebrick tubes,

46 sq. ft. ; total, 5,234 sq. ft. ; superheater,

1,341 sq. ft.; grate area, 88 sq. ft. Driving
Wheels—Diameter, outside, 57 ins.; jour-
nals, main 12 x 22 ins., others 11 x 12 ins.

journals, 6 x 11 ins.; tank capacity, 9,000
gals.; fuel capacity, 12 tons; service,

freight.

POWKK r>RIVI.\(; MICCIIANISM OF THIC
HANNA MECHANICAL STOKER.

Electrical Engineering in the War.
E. W. Rice, Jr., president of the Ameri-

can Institute of Electrical Engineers, de-
livered an eloquent address at a meeting
in New York last month, in which he
stated that modern war was largely a
question of mechanics and engineering,

a statement with which all must agree.
It is therefore self-evident that engineer-
ing must take a leading and dominant
position in the war work. Electrical

engineering stands for the latest thing
in engineering development. The activ-

ities of the electrical engineer embrace
practically all other fields of engineering,

lieing, so to speak, the last work in en-

gineering. The electrical engineer, must,
therefore, realize that this is his war in

a very personal and particular sense.

The work must be done collectively. The
victory will be on our side, and the world
will be made a safe place for those who
'urvive, and wc will be able to turn again

to the satisfaction and joy of a useful

and peaceful existence.

Imperial Japanese Navy has. ordered 3

four-wheel (0-4-0) locomotives for the

Kure Naval Yard from the American
Locomotive Co. One engine will weigh
97,000 pounds and will have cylinders 16

by 24 inches.
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The Source of Electrical Energy—Inspection of Motors
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When a gentleman meets a lady on the

street, and mindful of the amenities of

civilized life, raises his hat in greeting, he

performs an act which, as one would say,

comes easily to him. It is not only easy,

as it seems spontaneously to come from

a kindly and deferential spirit but it

comes easily to him from a physical point

of view, and the man would probably tell

you he was hardly conscious of the effort.

Leaving out of count the psychological

aspect of the case, in which the thoughts

inspired in (he pleasant act of recognition

obscured the more remote feelings and

the physical exertion, yet there was never-

theless the physical side to the whole per-

formance. Work, in the mathematical

conception was present, even in the easily

performed act.

As an undoubted proof of this let any

one attempt to produce the motions in-

volved in the greeting, by using an au-

tomaton or lay figure of life size There

would be the raising and bending of the

mechanical arm—the equivalent of the

hand-grasp on the hat, and the upward

movement of arm and hat with a slight

bending or bowing of the head as the

dummy simulated the graces and the

bearing, of the courteous townsman. One

would be surprised at the numbers of lit-

tle wheels, pulleys, cords, springs, weights

with many arrangements and contrivances

necessary to reproduce the seemingly sim-

ple result. All these in some form would

be necessary, for in the last analysis,

work, which is pressure acting through

distance, would have to be produced by

the expenditure of energy in some ap-

propriate form.

The unraveling of a so-called mystery

very often consists of showing that there

is no mystery in it. One of the studies

of physical science about which the

clouds, or at least the shadows, of mys-

tery still cling, is electricity. It is called a

mysterious force, and is relegated by the

average man to the limbo of things we

cannot know. There is no doubt that this

air of so-called mystery is heightened by

the terms employed by electricians, by

which the names of prominent pioneers in

electrical science are employed as indica-

tions of some particular unit. A Farad

is the unit of capacity and is called after

the illustrious Faraday.

One of the most notable achievements

with which Faraday's name is connected

is that of discovering induced electricity.

In its essence it may be proved by a very

simple experiment. On the table lies an

ordinary permanent, horse-shoe magnet,

and if a closed circuit of wire in the form

of an oval or the letter O, be brought to-

ward it, a current of electricity flowing

in one direction is found to be briefly

present in the wire. As the wire is with-

drawn again, a reverse flow of this cur-

rent may be noticed, in the wire. This

is the principle of dynamo. The en-

ergy here transformed, with certain

losses, analagous to friction, is the mus-

cular force of the arm of the man hold-

ing and moving the wire. It is a simple

transformation of energy from one kind

to another. It is moving or kinetic en-

ergy transformed into electrical energy.

There is no mysterj- about it. It is quite

like the energy of burning coal trans-

formed into heat, and that may be fur-

ther changed into the expansive force of

steam and made to push the pistons of an

engine. It may either cause the machine

to progress along the track as a locomo-

tive, or it may whirl the armature of a

forty-foot rotary converter past the pole

pieces of the electrical machine and cut

the "lines of force" radiating from the

poles. In any case it is simply a trans-

formance of energy. The energy of the

hand in the first place which permitted

the flow in one direction on approach,

and its reversal as the coil or circuit was

withdrawn was the source of the energy

turned into electric current. The energy

of the coal abstracted in the firebox of

a locomotive is the cause of its energetic

movement along the track, but the loco-

motive could be moved by muscular

power, if enough of it was applied. The

springs, weights, cords and pulleys, ap-

plied to an automaton, use the power al-

ready put there or applied in order to

imitate a polite greeting, but to do it,

force must be found and utilized.

We do not know how^ it is that the cut-

ting of these lines of force, emanating

from a magnet, produce the flow of cur-

rent, but we can readily comprehend that

it is the motion of a material object

acainst resistance that is the cause of the

phenomenon.

Tyndall speaks of the apparent yis-

cocity of the "electric field," which is

made up of these lines of force. An

experiment performed by him showed

this very clearly. He suspended a shill-

ing between the pole pieces of an electro-

magnet, which could be energized and

de-energized as occasion required. The

shilling was suspended by a light wire

or cord which had been twisted, so that

\mdcr normal conditions the coin would

rotate rapidly as the thread unwound it-

self and the violence of the recoil

would twist the thread a certain number

of turns in the opposite direction before

it came to rest. When the electric cur-

rent was let llijw, the shilling turned

slowly, and it was with apparent difficulty

that the thread unwound. A strong cur-

rent, entirely arrested the motion of the

coin and held the thread motionless, un-

der the strong tortional stress of the

twisted strands.

Some condition in the atmosphere or

space between the magnets, had mani-

festly been introduced by the flow of cur-

rent between the magnets along the

"lines of force," which had not been there

previously. The cutting of these lines by

the slow untwisting cord and partly ar-

rested coin proves the existence of the

new condition though it is invisible to

the eye.

It is the forceable cutting of these lines

of force which "induces" the flow of cur-

rent to which we give that name. En-

ergy in some form, be it the familiar

muscular form or that of radiant heat,

or steam pressure, or gravity or other

force must of necessity be transformed

into electrical energy and the knowledge

of this fact reduces the amount of so-

called mystery which is thought by many
to surround the whole subject.

Inspection of Motors.

Last month we described a method for

locating the brushes in the correct posi-

tion. We also discussed the grounding

and insulating of the frame of the ma-

chine, and we now close with some rules

respecting the inspection and care of

generators.

There are certain general rules to be

followed in connection with electric gen-

erators, the first two being mentioned in

the preceding article, namely : that all

switches should be open when the ma-

chine is not running, and that the gen-

erator or motor should be clean and free

from oil and dust, and should be blown

out periodically by compressed air. In

addition to these, the following should be

included:

( 1 ) Keep small pieces of iron, bolts and

tools away from the frame. Small iron

fragments will be attracted to the pole-

pieces and may become jammed between

the armature and the pole, causing serious

damage. It must be remembered that the

field poles are very strong magnets.

(2) Occasionally give the machine a

thorough inspection, bearing in mind that

the higher the voltage the oftener this

should be done.

(3) See that the bearings are well sup-

plied with oil and that the oil rings are
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free to turn. Most electrical machines

have self-oiling bearings. One of the best

bearings is that using oil rings. A ring

is carried round the shaft and is of such

diameter that it extends some little dis-

tance below the under-side of the shaft

and runs through a pool of oil. The
shaft when rotating turns the rings and
sufficient oil to give perfect lubrication is

carried up on the rings on to the shaft.

The well should be filled to such a height

that the rings will just dip into the oil but

not so high as to throw the oil out along

the shaft. The bearings must be l<ept

clean.

In many cases electrical generators are

driven by belts. The belt on a belt-con-

necting machine should be tight enough to

run slowly without slipping, but the ten-

sion should not be too great, or the bear-

ings will heat. Belts should run with the

inside lapping, not against it, and the

joint of the belt should be dressed smooth
so that there will be no jarring as it

passes over the pulley. A wave motion,

or flapping of the belt, is usually caused

by slippage between the belt and the pulley.

It may, however, be a warning of an ex-

cessive overload on the generator.

Static electricity many times accumu-

lates on belting, especially in dry weather.

At times, this static charge of electricity

may be of sufficiently high potential to

discharge to the ground. If the frame
of the machine is not grounded, these

charges may jump to the armature or field

and thence to the ground, puncturing the

insulation. Sometimes, it is necessary to

place a number of sharp metal points,

which are carefully grounded, close to

the belt so that the static charge will

jump from the belt to the points and so

to the ground harmlessly.

The inspection, care and operation of

electric generators has been taken up in

detail as a great many of the conditions

encountered apply to all types of elec-

trical apparatus. The generator is prac-

tically the same as the motor, and is in

fact constructed similarly.

At times an electric generator may not

give off or develop its normal voltage.

'The failure of the machine to give full

voltage may be due to several causes

:

(1) The speed of the generator may be

below normal. We have noted from

previous articles, that the voltage depends

on the number of the lines of force

which are cut electrically, by the con-

ductors on the armatures, during a given

time. If the speed of the generator is

below normal, there will be fewer lines

of force cut—hence a lower voltage. (2)

JThe switchboard instruments may be in-

correct and the voltage may be higher

than that indicated, or the current may
be greater than is shown by the am-

meter. (All electrical instruments may
get out of calibration, and it is wise to

calibrate all meters occasionally.) (3)

The scries field in the case of a com-

pound machine may be reversed or part

of the shunt field may be reversed or

short-circuited. The voltage depends, as

we have seen, on the speed and the num-
ber of lines of force which are cut. If

the series field is reversed, then the lines

of force radiating from the field poles

will be the difference between the lines

of force which each of the fields (that is

the series and the shunt) would give

separately, rather than the sum. There-

fore, at a given speed there would be a

lesser number of lines of force cut, and
hence there would be a lower voltage.

(4) The brushes may be incorrectly set.

As we have seen in the previous article,

there is one correct position for the

brushes. If they are not located in this

position there is a certain effect produced

on the armature, and the voltage will

vary from the normal.

In the case of a self-excited generator,

it may, when starting, fail to excite itself,

although the generator may have worked
perfectly during the preceding run. What
may be the trouble? It will be gen-

'

. ,J^HNI!
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Diagrams Showing Time of Change in

Slack Action on Trains

By WALTER V. TURNER, AssUtani Manager, Wcstinghouse Air Brake Co.

Last month a diagram showing the

time of change in slack action in trains

of cars was reproduced, and the present

ones are of a similar nature printed for

comparison with the one in last month's

issue.

In tlie one shown as Figure 4, a re-

tardation of 2.7 per cent is eflfective, due

in this case to a lower cylinder pressure,

than was developed in the former dia-

gram, also due to a velocity difference

between the head end and rear and for

the same serial time of 2.8 seconds and

the same total amount of slack of 10 feet,

is proportionately reduced to 1.6 miles

per hour; that is, the less the retardation

used until the slack closes in. the less

severe will be the shock, the amount of

slack and serial time remaining the same.

This lessened rate of retardation may

be due to reduced cylinder pressures, re-

duced braking ratio, or reduced coefficient

of brake shoe friction, due to higher train

speeds, and the reduced cylinder pressure

may be due to lengthened piston travel or

to a light brake pipe reduction.

This explains why it is so necessary

to make light brake pipe reductions in

applying tlie brakes on long trains at

low speeds and why it is necessary to

have piston travel not too short but of

the proper length. This in turn explains

the necessity for having foundation brake

rigging which will not permit a material

increase in piston travel as the cylinder

pressure is increased, because the slack

adjuster, in making the travel proper at

8 inches for full cylinder pressure, throws

back the piston position for the lighter

cylinder pressures; that is, the cylinder

pressures for light brake pipe reductions

are far in excess of what they should be,

due to the shortened piston travel. This

variation or increase in piston travel be-

tween that for the five or ten pounds

pressure necessary to bring the shoes

against the wheels, and the full service

pressure of 50 or 60 lbs., is known as

"false" piston travel.

Figure 5, when compared with Figure 4,

illustrates the effect of the time of serial

brake action on shocks in trains. This

time is here 4.4 seconds, as compared with

2.8 seconds in Figure 4. The retarda-

tion is the same in each case (2.7 per

cent), and also the slack (10 feet), but

the velocity difference is 2.6 miles per

hour instead of 1.6; that is, the severity of

the running of slack is directly propor-

tioned to time of serial brake action. It

is easily seen that in bringing the curves

C and D of Figure 4 closer together, as

compared with Figure 5, by reducing the

time element, the velocity difference, and

therefore, the shock intensity, is reduced.

Remembering that as cars are added to

a train, the time of serial action is cor-

respondingly lengthened, it is readily ap-

preciated that brake apparatus entirely

suitable for trains of short length (the

standard of yesterday) cannot serve the

more severe operating conditions and de-

mands of the lengthened trains of today.

Thus the reduction in serial time for

12 cars from the 4.4 seconds in Fig. 5 to

the 2.8 seconds of Fig. 4 (resulting in a

reduction of velocity difference from 2.6

to 1.6 miles per hour) is due to the in-

troduction in the triple valve of the quick

service feature whereby the brake pipe

reduction is started at the brake valve

and continued locally at each triple valve

lo'sfit^t,^^

FIG. 4

With a certain time of serial action, the lower
the rate of retardation set up the less will be
the velocity difference between head end and
rear when the slack closes* in. This shows why
brake applications on long trains must be started
with a light brake pipe reduction.

in a serial manner through the train, each

triple valve venting a bit of brake pipe

pressure to the brake cylinder and thereby

starting tlie ne.xt triple valve into action

more promptly.

In this problem of serial time the ad-

vantage of a suitably designed foundation

brake gear which will insure a constant

piston travel for all cylinder pressures

now appears. With such a rigging a

brake pipe reduction may be made in a

sufficient amount (7 lbs. should be the

minimum) to guarantee the release of all

triple valves, without creating a brake

cylinder pressure of more tlian 10 or 12

lbs. This results in a very slight retarda-

tion, and the slack closes in with very

small velocity differences and, therefore,

negligible shocks. The slack may not all

he in by the time the second brake pipe

reduction is started, but the triple valves

are then in service lap position and the

drop in pressure required to move the

triple valve pistons alone, instead of the

triple pistons and slide valves together,

as when the first reduction was made, is

comparatively slight. This means that

the time of serial action is greatly re-

duced; and likewise the velocity differ-

ences by the tiine that the small amount

of slack remaining closes in. The final

result is the absence of any noticeable

shocks.

Fig. 6 represents a combination of mixed

conditions in a train. A comparatively

small retardation is set up on the head

end (2.7 per cent here) due in this case

to proper piston travel and a correspond-

ingly light cylinder pressure. Due to

"false" piston travel, and consequent high

cylinder pressure, the retardation on the

rear end is great (a final value of 5.6

per cent). This same condition can, and

does, occur when the cylinder pressures

are uniform, but the braking ratio on the

end is low and that on the rear is high,

as in the case of load carrying mail, bag-

gage, express, or refrigerator cars, and

double heading locomotives on the head

end of passenger trains, or as in the case

of a freight train with loads ahead,

empties behind, and lacking an empty and

load . brake equipment.

This figure >liows that when the 10 feet

of slack has run in, the velocity differ-

ence between the head end and rear is

2.6 miles per hour. The impact decreases

the speed of the last car almost instantly

to some point M, and raises the speed of

the front portion of the train to this same
point. From here the differences in retar-

dation cause the first and last cars to

slow down, as portrayed by curves G and

H respectively. The 10 feet of slack then

runs the other way, due to the fact that

the brakes are acting so much more effec-

tively at the rear end, and a jerk is ex-

perienced with a velocity difference of

2.8 miles per hour. With this condition

a shock is had "going and coming".

If the amount of slack is great enough,

or the time of serial action small enonarh

to permit curves C and D to cross

(which means that the two ends of the

train are running at the same speed at

that instant) as at some point n without

the slack closing in, no buffing impact

will be had and the slack will start to run

the other way, as show-n at s, because the

rear end is running at speeds ever lower

than the head end as time goes on. The
jerk will be correspondingly worse, how-
ever, if the slack is increased, unless the

train be stopped before the slack runs
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has time to run completely out.

Now multiply the situation pictured in

Fig. 6 by a number of times correspond-

ing to the relation it bears in train length

(slack and time of serial action) to the

modern freight train and wonder whj' it

is that delays in transit, repairs to rolling

stock, and loss and damage claims total

the enormous figure that they do on

FIG. 5.

Compare with Fig. 4. Increased time of
serial action due to type of air-brake equipment
or to number of cars in the train means in-
creased velocity difference between the head and
rear ends of the train and shocks of correspond-
ing intensity.

American railroads today. Is it any won-
der that the empty and load freight brake

was developed to overcome that exceed-

ingly bad condition of having loaded cars

on the head end of a train braking at 15

per cent, and the empties at the rear with

a braking ratio of 60 per cent? If the

positions of the empties and loads be re-

versed there would be no jerk, but there

would need be none, for the run in or

buff would buckle the train practically

every time the brakes were applied, due
to both and mass and low braking ratio

of the loads on the rear end. The role

and purpose of the empty and load brake

in making uniform the braking ratio, and
likewise the retardation on the empty and
loaded cars, can therefore be well appre-

ciated by the resulting decrease in rough
handling of trains and damage to lading

:ind equipment

My endeavor is to point out the causes

jf unsatisfactory results in train control;

such as improper or neglected adjust-

ments, deficient maintenance, manner in

which trains are made up, in some cases

inadequate train control, and improper

manipulation on the part of the operator.

What I desire to impress most forcibly

is, that these undesired results are not

inherent in the operation of trains, as

unfortunately seems to be the impression

of some people—for adequate train control

apparatus is obtainable, and realization of

its full value requires only a comprehen-
sion and application of the principles un-
derl>'ing its service.

FIG. 6.

Lack of uniformity in retardation due to
differences in cylinder pressure or in braking
ratio may cause a surging of slack, first in one
direction and then in the other. This shows
why the Empty and Load Brake makes more
certain the smooth handling of long trains.
Uniform piston travel and tight cylinder leathers
contribute to the elimination of surges or slack
action.

Odd Old Names.
By J. Snowden Bell.

Permit me to call your attention to

an error in your article on "Odd Old
Names," appearing in your July issue,

which consists in that statement that

"Cushings modification of the Wootten
dirt burner was popularly known as the

'mother hubbard' on account of the cab."

As a matter of fact, Mr. Gushing never

made any modification of the Wootten
engine, and the position of the cab on
top of waist of boiler (which, by the way,

is, in the opinion of the writer, the

proper position, notwithstanding its re-

cent abandonment and resultant length-

ening of frames) was under the design

of Mr. John E. Wootten long before Mr.

Gushing came to the Philadelphia &
Reading.

I must also differ from the statement

that "The old locomotives with sloping

.fire boxes were always called 'Fan

Tails.' " The first locomotives with

sloping fire boxes were the "Gamel" en-

gines of Ross Winans, commencing about

1852, and the design of fire box was re-

produced ten years or more later by
James Milholland on the Reading road.

His engines were known as "monitors"
or "gun boats." The design was later

adopted in the original class 1 engines

of the Pennsylvania, which were prob-
ably never nick-named.

A few more "odd old names" are the

Phineas Davis engines of the Baltimore
& Ohio, known as "grasshoppers"; Ross
Winans' modification of them, the

"crabs"; his eight coupled engines, the

"mud diggers," and Milholland's six

coupled and leading wheel engines, the

"Pawnees."

[Our esteemed correspondent has our

thanks for his valuable historical data,

but the matter of names or nick-names,

none of them were of universal applica-

tion. Their use was local and accidental.

Even among the best authorities on
names there are variations, as in the case

of the type of locomotive 4-8-2. This

is most generally known as the "Moun-
tain" type, but it is classified by the

Baldwin Locomotive Works as the

To BE. Mnot
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"Sierra" type, and on the .Ww \ork
Central Lines this wheel arrangement is

known as the "Mohawk" type locomo-
tive.

—

Ed.]

Combination Chuck for Boring Metal-
lic Air Pump Piston Rod Packing.

By J. H. Hahn, Bluefield, W. Va.

The accompanying sketches show a
very useful and handy chuck for boring
metallic air pump piston rod packing for

the 9' j-in., and ?'j-in. cross compound
air pumps. The details of sizes furnished

in the sketch A are such as are adapted

for the packing used in 11-in. and 8}^-in.

cross compound pumps, while the dimen-

sions given in B shows a false scat that

is readily applicable to A for boring the

packing for the 9y2-in. pumps. As shown
in the sketch A is threaded to fit the

lathe spindle. The appliance may be

readily constructed of brass, and with

reasonable care will render long service.
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Air Brake Repair Work Tools Devised and Applied

to Every Requirement
By GEORGE K. DORWART. Denver, Colo.

N'o. 14.— .\iR Piston Holder.

The annexed drawing, No. 14, shows

the details of a screw clamp for holding

an air piston when oiling a brake cyl-

inder. It is simple in construction and

easy of application, and effective in serv-

ice, readily holding the piston in any

position that may be desired. As is well

known it is frequently desirable that the

air cylinder should be lubricated in its

entire length, and a device for holding

the piston in any desired position be-

comes an essential requisite, and the

clamp, as shown, has been found well

adapted for the purpose. Mr. Dorwart

desires to acknowledge the design of the

clamp to F. VV. Clark, Denver, Colo.

NO. 14. DET.MLS OF AIR PISTON
HOLDER

No. IS.

—

Tools for Pressing Out, and

Pressing in Pc. No. 31,253.

The accompanying drawing. No. 15,

shows the details of appliances that may
be readily used in pressing out and also

in pressing in Pc. No. 31,253, for West-

inghouse air brake 9;^ ins. steam head.

A illustrates a wrought iron plate for

pressing in Pc. \o. 31.253. B shows

dimensions of a steel pin used in con-

nection with the wrought iron plate in

pressing in Pc. No. 31,253, and C shows

the details of a wrought iron case-

hardened tool for pressing in Pc. No.

31,253. Tools of this design have proved

very serviceable for the purpose intended.

No. 16.

—

Wrench for Removing Pc. No.

1,838, AND No. 1,747 in Plain

Triple Val\t:s.

Drawing No. 16 shows the design and

dimensions of a handy wrench for re-

moving Pc. No. 2,838 and No. 1,747 in

plain triple valves. The application of a

tool of this design is not only efficacious

in the use for which it is intended, but

the need of new tools grows with the

growth of the apparatus, and when the

necessity arises leading experts meet the

problem with a commendable ingenuity.

The presentation in our pages of Mr.

Dcrwart's clever devices has been warmly
received by many of the leading air

brake men, and we have had assurances

that in point of adaptability of applica-

tion and economy in service they are well

suited for the purpose intended.
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pletion of the work in hand, and to an

improvement in the matter of the ar-

rangement of a well-working schedule of

operations.

At the Angus shops of the Canadian

Pacific a fine spirit of co-operation is

maintained between the working mechan-
ics and those who are in charge of the

various departments, and every oppor-

tunity is given for a full and free con-

sultation in regard to what may be pos-

sibly expected within the range of ac-

complishment, and if this spirit were

more general there would be less com-

plaints heard. Indeed, in the matter of

general repairs of locomotives, there is

such a close degree of similarity in the

work to be done that there should be no

difficulty in arranging a system that

would guarantee an almost unbroken

regularity in the time in which all the

operations could be completed.

Detecting Cracks.

By J. R. Dow

In railway shops in France and in many
shops in England they have a method of

locating or detecting cracks in the crank

axles that is well worth regarding. While

undergoing general repairs, and regard-

less of whether or not the axles had

made the mileage theoretically required of

them, or whether they had been in serv-

ice the length of time expected, all grease

and oil is first carefully removed, then

the parts most liable to failure are

thoroughly washed with kerosene, then

carefully dried with clean waste or rags,

thoroughly removing every vestige of

grease. Two pair of wheels are then

placed on the same track at some dis-

tance apart and then rolled one pair

against the other, allowing them to come

in sharp contact at a speed of three or

four mills an hour. The shock thus ad-

ministered has the effect of showing im-

mediately if there is the slightest crack

from crystallization or other cause, an

the crack, if any, is readily located by

the presence of small particles of kero-

sene on the surface that had been secreted

in the cracks. It is claimed that by this

method a defective axle was never missid.

and /lot only the axle, but crank pins

driving journals, and in some instant •

defects in new axles are found that could

not have been discovered in any other

manner.

Mr. R. W. Benson, Sales Manager,

American Flexible Staybolt Company of

New York, was recently taken down with

an attack of apendicitis which came
upon him without warning, l)Ut he was
promptly taken to the hospital at Balti-

more, in which city he was transacting

some business at the time. On our going

to press we are happy to be able to stale

that he is making a very satisfactory

and rapid recovery.

Recent Additions to the Transit System
of London, England
By ROBERT W. A. SALTER

Kew^ Gardens, London

A further addition to the facilities of

London's transit system was effected re-

cently by the completion and opening

of the extended line of the London Elec-

tric Railway to Watford.
1 '"' nv ;• iMFs at present temporarily

_____\
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. G. E. Norris, Jr., has been ap-

pointed general foreman of the Santa Fe

shops at Gushing, Okla.

Mr. T. P. Maroney has been appointed

general foreman of the Rock Island at

Valley Junction, la., succeeding Mr. H.

F. Martyr, promoted.

Mr. F. T. Ruggles has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Rock Island

at Rock Island, 111., succeeding Mr. T.

P. Maroney, promoted.

Mr. .\rthur Krohn has been appointed

assistant superintendent of motive power

of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with

headquarters at Parsons, Kan.

Mr. L. A. Larsen has been appointed

assistant comptroller of the American

Locomotive Company, dating from July

I, with offices in New York.

Mr. A. E. Dales, formerly master me-

chanic of the Canadian Pacific at Ed-

monton, Aha., has been appointed divi-

sion master mechanic at Calgary, Alta.

Mr. W. R. Meeder, formerly master

mechanic of the Chicago & Eastern Illi-

nois, has been appointed master me-

chanic of the Illinois Southern at Sparta,

111.

Mr. A. H. Beirne has been appointed

master mechanic of the western division

of the Santa Fe, with office at Dodge

City, Kans., succeeding Mr. Edward

Norton.

Mr. M. F. Smith, formerly district mas-

ter mechanic of the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul at Dubuque, Iowa, has been

transferred to Milwaukee, Wis., succeed-

ing Mr. A. Young.

Mr. D. J. McCuaig, formerly acting

master mechanic of the Grand Trunk at

Toronto, has been appointed master

mechanic of the Ontario Lines, with

offices at Toronto.

Mr. A. N. Munster, formerly general

storekeeper of the Boston & Maine, at

Boston, Mass., has been appointed pur-

chasing agent, succeeding Mr. B. S.

Henckley, resigned.

Mr. H. R. Voelker, formerly general

foreman of the Pennsylvania Lines at

Bradford, Ohio, has been appointed gen-

eral foreman on the same road, with of-

fice at Louisville, Ky.

Mr. I. I. Hanlin, formerly master me-

chanic of the Seaboard Air Line at

Howells, Ga., has been appointed assistant

superintendent of motive power on the

same road, with office at Portsmouth, Va.

Mr. W. J. Hiner, formerly assistant

purchasing agent of the Cleveland, Cin-

cinnati. Chicago & St. Louis, has been

appointed purchasing agent at Cincinnati,

Ohio, succeeding Mr. George Tezzer, re-

tired.

Mr. P. S. Walter has been appointed

general car inspector of the Pennsyl-

vania Lines west of Pittsburgh, South-

west System, with office at Columbus,

Ohio, succeeding Mr. Charles Thiele,

promoted.

Mr. John McRae, formerly locomotive

foreman of the Canadian Pacific at

North Bend, B. C, has been appointed

locomotive foreman at Swift Current,

Sask., succeeding Mr. S. Hayward,

transferred.

Mr. George Thompson, formerly su-

perintendent of motive power of the

Denver & Salt Lake, has resigned to

accept service with the Oxweld Rail-

road Service Company, with office at

Chicago, 111.

Mr. W. H. Wortman, formerly divi-

sion master mechanic of the Canadian

Pacific at Calgary, .Mta., has been ap-

pointed division master mechanic and

trainmaster at Cranbrook, B. C, suc-

ceeding Mr. G. Moth.

Mr. E. B. Hall, formerly assistant to

the general superintendent of motive

power of the Chicago & North Western,

has been appointed acting assistant

superintendent on the same road, with

office at Milwaukee, Wis.

Mr. F. Williams has been appointed

superintendent and master mechanic of

the Gulf, Florida & Alabama, with office

at Pensacola, Fla., succeeding Mr. J. P.

Lynahan, superintendent, and Mr. B. C.

Doton, master mechanic.

Mr. Frank Rusch, formerly general

master mechanic of the Chicago. Mil-

waukee & St. Paul at Tacoma. Wash.,

has been appointed superintendent of

motive power of the Puget Sound Lines,

with office at Tacoma, Wash.
Mr. B. B. Milner, engineer of motive

power of the New York Central, at New
York, will, in addition to the duties

heretofore performed by him, assume

the duties of chief mechanical engineer,

succeeding Mr. R. B. Kendig. recently

deceased.

Mr. Charles A. Nelson, formerly in the

employ of the Delaware & Hudson Com-
pany, has been appointed junior railway

mechanical engineer in the division of

valuation of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, Eastern district, with office

at Washington, D. C.

Mr. G. H. Bussing, formerly superin-

tendent of motive power of the Mexico

Northwestern, has been promoted to gen-

eral superintendent in charge of the

transportation, maintenance of way and

mechanical departments, with office at

Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua. Mexico.

Mr. Edmund T. Perkins, president of

the E. T. Perkins Engineering Com-
pany, Chicago, has been elected presi-

dent of the American -Association of

Engineers, Mr. W. H. Finley, chief en-

gineer of the Chicago & North Western,

first vice-president, and P. P. Stewart,

chairman of directors.

Mr. E. P. Poole, formerly supervisor

of tool equipment and piece work of the

Baltimore & Olilo at Baltimore, Md.,

has been promoted to assistant superin-

tendent of the Mt. Clare shops, Balti-

more, Md., and Mr. I. S. Temple has

been appointed to succeed Mr. Poole as

supervisor of tool equipment and piece

work at the Mt. Clare shops.

Mr. H. G. Flanders, formerly round-

house foreman of the Santa Fe at Clo-

vis, N. M., has been promoted to the

position of general foreman of shops at

that point, succeeding Mr. H. M. Much-
more, transferred to Slaton, Tex., as

division foreman. Mr. R. B. Hall has

been appointed roundhouse foreman at

Clovis and Mr. H. C. Moore has been

appointed assistant roundhouse foreman
also at Clovis.

Mr. Samuel L. Nicholson, who has

been sales manager of the Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany since 1909. has been promoted to

the position of assistant to vice-presi-

dent, with headquarters at East Pitts-

burgh. Mr. Nicholson has had a wide
experience in electric engineering, both

in construction and sales departments.

In 1898 he became sales representative

of the company to which he is still at-

tached, and gained many friends in New
York. As manager of the industrial

department a high degree of efficiency

was established, and which position he

successfully filled until his selection as

sales manager of the company in 1909.

Mr. George W. Wilden. formerly me-
chanical superintendent of the New York,

New Haven & Hartford, has been ap-

pointed general mechanical superinten-

dent, having general supervision of the

mechanical department on standards

and practices, with direct charge of the

three large shops on the system and
power houses. In the new organization,

which came into eflfect last month,

among other changes in the mechanical

department we note that Mr. A. L. Rals-

ton has been appointed engineer of elec-

tric traction, Mr. C. J. Stewart, me-
chanical superintendent of Lines West;
Mr. Geo. A. Moriarty. mechanical super-

intendent of Lines East. The title of

Mr. H. Gilliam, electrical superinten-

dent, is changed to superintendent of

electric transmission. Mr. G. O. Ham-
mond is appointed assistant general

mechanical superintendent, with head-

quarters at New Haven, among the

master mechanics.
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Railway Curves.

In a lecture before the Liverpool En-

gineering Society recently, Professor S.

VV. Perrott discussed the problems which

arise on railways from the application of

transition curves between circular cur^•es

and straights and between circular curves

of different radii, and considered methods

of setting out such curves and of im-

proving existing curves.

He pointed out that sudden change

from motion in a straight to that in a

circular path is objectionable from the

points of view of safety, of resistance to

hauling, and of comfort of passengers in

trains. The amount of this irregularity

of motion depends on a number of things,

but chiefly on the speed and the sharpness

of the curve. The superelevation of the

outer rail on the curve, which is needed

at its full height for the length of the

curve, renders it necessary to begin cant-

ing the rails some distance back along

the straight, called the "run off," in order

that it may attain its full amount at the

tangent point. The motion due to this

canting of the outer rail on the straight

is not satisfactory. Each coach becomes
tilted up on the side of the outer rail

and the springs become depressed over

the inner rail. But immediately the tan-

gent point is passed the centrifugal force

causes the body of the coach to be thrown

over to the other side, thus making much
greater oscillations possible than those

which could have occurred without any

tilting up on the run off.

To obviate this sudden centrifugal ef-

fect and also the difficulties due to the

run off transition curves have been intro-

duced. A true transition curve should

determine, by slowly increasing its curva-

ture, that the centrifugal force is applied

gradually, so preventing any sudden

oscillation, and that the full supereleva-

tion is gained gradually throughout its

length. The feeling that circular curves

of large radius provide sufficiently good

running to render transition curves un-

necessary is one which should be dissi-

pated. As long as large easy curves are

used only for moderately high speeds the

need for a transition curve is not great;

but the tendency on some of our prin-

cipal railways to insert only curves of

large radius without transition curves on

their main lines is a mistake, as the ap-

proach to any of these curves by trains

at high speeds is necessarily accompanied

by irregularities of motion which would

not occur had it been made on a transi-

tion curve. The difficulty of introducing

a spiral in these cases of curves of wide

radius is not great, as the "shift" at the

worst is only a few inches. Indeed,

speaking broadly, it might be said that it

is only on curves of large radius that

there is any great need for a transition

approach, as these curves are generally

associated with high speeds, whereas the

sharper curves are excluded from lines in-

tended for fast traffic.

Railroad Equipment Notes.

Morris & Co. has ordered 20 tank cars

from the American Car & Foundry Com-
pany.

The Grand Trunk has ordered 1,000

box cars from the American Car & Foun-

dry Company.

building at Portsmouth, Va., 100 by 249

feet, to W. E. Morgan, Savannah, Ga.

The estimated cost is $50,000.

El Paso & Southwestern has ordered

250 gondola cars from the Standard Steel

Car Company.

The Canadian Government Railways

have ordered 1,000 box cars from the

National Steel Car Company.

Swift & Co., Chicago, has ordered 25

8,000-gallon tank cars from the Standard

Car Construction Company.

Kansas City Southern has ordered 7

Mallet type locomotives from the Amer-
ican Locomotive Company.

The Erie has given an order to the

American Car & Foundry Company to re-

pair 250 gondola and 250 box cars.

Philippine Vegetable Oil Company has

ordered 1000 8,000-gallon tank cars from

the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Louisville Gas & Coal Company,

through H. M. Byllesjjy, has ordered 25

hopper cars from the Pullman Company.

Terminal Railroad Association of St.

Louis has ordered 10 six-wheel (0-6-0)

locomotives from the American Locomo-

tive Company.

Chicago Indianapolis & Louisville has

ordered two 142-ton Mikado (2-8-2) type

locomotives from the American Locomo-

tive company.

The Temiskaming & Northern Ontario

has recently ordered 100 40-ton steel

frame box cars from the Canadian Car

& Foundry Company.

The South Buffalo Railway has or-

dered 300 steel hopper cars for the Lacka-

wanna Steel Company from the American

Car & Foundry Company.

The Chicago Short Line, serving indus-

tries in the Calumet district of Chicago,

has purchased land upon which a round-

house and coal pocket will be erected.

The Pennsylvania Lines West of Pitts-

burgh contemplate an expenditure of

about $1,000,000 for enlarging shops at

Columbus, Ohio, and installing new
equipment.

The Seaboard Air Line has awarded

the general contract for a one-story shop

The New York Central has ordered

from the General Railway Signal Com-
pany a mechanical interlocking machine,

60 levers, to take the place of one re-

cently destroyed by a wreck at Dunkirk,

N. Y.

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis is to install at Indianapolis an

electric interiocking machine having 48

working levers and eight spare spaces,

bought of the General Railway Signal

Company.

The United States Government has

placed orders for 300 80-ton Consolida-

tion locomotives for service in France,

150 with the American Locomotive Com-
pany and 150 with the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works.

The Philadelphia & Reading has

awarded contracts covering the rebuild-

ing of the following bridges : No. 3, north

of Conshohocken ; No. 17, south of

Flourtown, and No. 19, south of Oreland,

all on the Plymouth branch.

The Russian government contracts for

5(X) Decapod locomotives divided equally

between the American Locomotive and

the Baldwin Locomotive Works, which

were held up because of the financing,

have now been definitely signed.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has or-

dered from the Union Switch & Signal

Company the materials for the installa-

tion of a. c. automatic block signals on

the New Castle division. There will be

18 style "T-2," top post signals, 110 volt,

60 cycle.

Orders for about 2,000 tons of steel

for various bridges and buildings for the

Pennsylvania Railroad have been distrib-

uted by L. F. Shoemaker & Co., Fort

Pitt Bridge Works, Bethlehem Steel

Bridge Corporation, and Phoenix Bridge

Company.

The British War Office, which ordered

50 Consolidation and 75 Prairie locomo-

tives from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, has just given that company an

additional order for 100 more Consolida-

tion locomotives, at a price, if is said, of

$45,000 each.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has

placed an order with the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works for 100 locomotives for de-

livery in 1918. The order includes 70

Mikado (2-8-2) type engines for freight

service and 30 for passenger service of i.

type not yet determined.
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Signal Lights on the P. R. R.

The new color scheme of signal indi-

cations, by which white lights are now

eliminated, was placed in effect, on all

lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad F.ast

of Filtsburgh, by the end of June. Near-

ly a year of preparatory work had been

required to make the change possible.

Some difliciilty was experienced in ob-

taining deliveries of materials, owing to

existing war conditions.

The decision to eliminate white from

the signal color scheme was reached on

account of the increasing use of white

lights of various kinds in buildings, drive-

ways, roads and streets close by, or ad-

jacent to, the railroad's right-of-way.

Under the new plan, green replaces white

for "clear" or "proceed." "Caution" is

indicated by yellow and red has the same

meaning as heretofore.

In addition to changing the glasses in

all the semaphore signals, the following

devices have been altered to conform to

the new plan of color indication, marker

lights on the rear of passenger and freight

trains ; switch lamps and targets ; markers

for track tanks; "slow" signs; "resume

speed" signs; and hand lamps at inter-

locking and block signal stations.

No changes have been made in those

short portions of the line operated by

electric power which are protected by

"position light" signals, the longest line

of which is the electrified section from

Philadelphia to Paoli, Pa. On these elec-

trically operated lines, the signals are

composed of electric lights.

Helping Employes to Greater

Efficiency.

.\bove is the title of a neat pamphlet

issued by the International Correspond-

ence Schools of Scranton, Pa. After read-

ing and studying the pamphlet we have

come to the conclusion that the publication

ought to be in the hands of every person

with the least ambition to get along in

the world who is engaged in an industrial

occupation. Every employer of labor is

annoyed with individuals who are con-

stantly complaining that they do not re-

ceive fair play because others who entered

the service after them have progressed

more rapidly. There may be exceptions,

but it is safe to say that the men who

lag behind their fellows never receive the

treatment their conduct deserves. To

those who believe they are falling behind

through no fault of their own we urgently

commend a careful study of "Helping

Employees to Greater Efficiency," which

can be obtained from the International

Correspondence Schools of Scranton, Pa.,

for the asking.

The Piston.

Every person familiar with the opera-

tion of steam engines knows that the pis-

ton is the heart of the engine. .\n in-

jury befalling the piston, which might not

be serious to some other part, renders the

whole engine useless. The engine may be

of first class design, ana may embody the

least possible metal most judiciously dis-

tributed ; the valve gear may be perfect in

operation, and possessed of the most en-

during qualities, but if the piston is not

perfect in its operation as a piston, the

usefulness of the whole engine is propor-

tionately impaired.

The office of the piston is to furnish a

steam-tight barrier that shall move with

the least possible amount of friction. If

the cylinder and piston could be made per-

fectly round and true, the piston could be

fitted just loose enough to move freely,

and no packing whatever would be re-

quired. The only friction in such an ar-

rangement would be that due to the

weight of the piston and rod in a horizon-

tal engine, and no friction at all would

be perceptible in a vertical cylinder. But

first the defects in practice, and second

the wear of the metal in use, render

packing necessary ; hence a piston consists

of two principal members ; the piston body

and the packing. The friction of the

packing depends upon the pressure ex-

erted against the rings to produce a

steam-tight joint against the cylinder

w-alls, and is independent of the amount

of wearing surface presented to the rings.

Of all the details pertaining to steam

engines, there is none in which simplicity,

durability and certainty are so much de-

manded as in the piston; and it may be

settled as a fact that the simplest form of

piston will prove the most efficient.

Music in the Air Brake.

James C. Darby, a Chicago motorman

on the Wilson avenue express, has cre-

ated a sensation by playing tunes on the

air brake. He discovered that the harsh

sound of an air brake could be converted

into a concord of sweet sounds by the ap-

plication of the index finger over the ex-

haust. The harder he pushes the shriller

the notes become, and by an artistic man-

ipulation a warbled melody appropriate

to the surroundings comes to the de-

lighted passengers. He expects with a

little more practice to reach the high notes

in "The Star-Spangled Banner," and so

aid recruiting.

Some men are always looking for a

new brand of mistakes to make. Do not

imitate them.

Rolling Stock of Spanish Railroads.

-According to statistics recently made
public, the railroads of Spain possessed

at the beginning of 1916 the following

rolling stock : 2,683 locomotives, with a

capacit)' of 1,634,520 horsepower; 6.390

passenger cars to accommodate 270.722

persons ; and 59.454 freight and cattle

cari with a capacity of 593.540 tons.

DIXON'S
PAINT.^!*WtTf.

A Clear Track
ahead, Railway men, when
you protect your metal

work with

DIXON'S
Silica Graphite

PAINT
It has a world-wide repu-

tation of over fifty years.

Made in FIRST QUAL-
ITY only. Made for

those who want QUAL-
ITY, LONGER SERV-
ICE and LOWEST
COST per year of service.

Because of the peculiar

oily nature and flake for-

mation of the pigment,

Dixon's Paint has no equal

in keeping moisture and
gases away from the metal.

Therefore metal properly

painted with it resists cor-

rosion longer than that

painted with any other

paint. That is the reason

why leading railroads
throughout the entire
world use it as standard.

Write for booklet 69-B
and long service records.

M«d« iB JERSEY CITY. N. J, by llw

Joseph Dixon Crucible

^><xXn Company d><xXn
ESTABLISHED IS27
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Hydraulic
Riveters nxed and Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

=«ini Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
CnglReers, Iron

FouRders, Machinists.

too Chtstnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manafactareni of Injectors. -Ejectors.

Boiler Washers and Teaters. Boiler Checks,
Checlt Valvea.

Locomotive Electric Headlights

of all descriptions

f^
THE

^jzf""^ GfNfRATOR

ATIONAL SETS

COMPANY
900 SOUTH MICHIfitN HEKUE CHICteO. III.

ASHTOIM
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Good* That Lait

The Athlon Valve Co.
271 Franklin StrMt, Boaton, Maaa.

Locomotive Vau-es and Valve Gears.

By Jacob H. Yoder, M. E., Super-

visor of Apprentices, Pa. R. R. Co.,

Altoona, Pa., and George B. Wharen,

M. E., Instructor Mechanical En-

gineering, University of Pennsyl-

vania. Published by D. Van Nos-

trand Company, New York. 272

pages with 275 illustrations. Price

three dollars.

Of all the books published on the sub-

ject of locomotive valve gears this is the

most complete. Coming as it does fresh

from the hands of two engineering ex-

perts engaged in the instruction of young
railway men, with full facilities for the

use of a mass of data on the subject, it

is not surprising that there is a degree of

fulness in the work hitherto unapproached.

While the matter and style is primarily

adapted for the use of the practical shop

man. there is much information that is of

benefit to the draftsman and designing

engineer. The arrangement of the work
is excellent. It is divided into seven chap-

ters embracing "Locomotive Valves and

Valve Gears" ; "The Stephenson Valve

Gear" ; "The Walschaerts \'alve Gear"

;

"The Baker, Southern. Joy, Young,

Gooch and Allen Valve Gears"; "Effects

of Altering the Valve and Its Events"

;

"Locomotive Valve Setting" ; ",The Steam
Engine Indicator." A perfectly arranged

index completes the work. In these days

of aiming towards a higher degree of ef-

ficiency the book should meet with much
popular favor, as it is one of the most
important contributions to the locomotive

engineering literature of our time, and

reflects great credit on the accomplished

authors and the enterprising pubHshers.

The paper, letter-press, illustrations and
binding are all in the best class and style

of the bookmaker's art.

OXY-ACETVLENE WeLDIXC PRACTICE. By
Robert J. Kehl, M.E, Published by

the American Technical Society, Chi-

cago. 102 pages, with illustrations.

Price One Dollar.

This book is a valuable contribution to

the literature of oxy-acetylene welding by

an experienced engineer who has devoted

much of his time to the subject of welding.

The illustrations are of particular interest

as furnishing complete details from the

simplest operations to the more intricate

details of complicated work, so that the

work is not only adapted for the use of

engineers, but will be found to be useful

to those who are more advanced in the

welder's art. The style is clear and en-

k'aging, and the book as a whole admir-

ably meets the requirements of the pur-

Ijose for which it is intended. The book
will lie found to be in every way an up-

to-date work on the subject of which it

treats, and is well worth careful

study.

Headlights and Turbo-Generators for

Steam Locomotives.

Bulletin No. 42,014, entitled "Headlights

for Tubo-Generators of Steam Locomo-
tives," has just been prepared for dis-

tribution by the General Electric Com-
pany. A new turbo-generator set has

been designed to meet the rigid require-

ments of locomotive headlight service, and

represents the most advanced develop-

ment along practical lines. Three years

have been spent in perfecting and testing

the appliance, which consists of an 18-

inch, silver plated, copper reflector,

equipped with a simple focusing device

mounted on a suitable table and enclosed

in a steel casing of standard design. The
reflector has a 254-inch focal length,

which is sufficiently long for accurate

focusing of the largest headlight lamps.

All of the necessary accessories are fur-

nished in accordance with the require-

ments of existing headlight practice, and
the 12-page bulletin, copies of which may
be had on application, furnishes diagrams
showing the assembly of the complete

apparatus.

The Embrittling Action of Sodium
Hydroxide on Soft Steel.

Bulletin Xo. 94, issued by the Engineer-
ing Experiment Station of the University

of Illinois, contains the record of investi-

gations by S. W. Parr on the above sub-

ject and extends to 56 pages with numer-
ous drawings and photograph reproduc-
tions. While it is commonly believed

that the alkali works into the metal eat-

ing out what is technically known as the

amorphous inter-crystalline cement which,
being thermodynamically less stable than
the crystals, would be first attacked. This
is presumed to cause a brittleness akin to

that caused by burning or overheating and
fracture would be intercrystalline. Some
claim that the action of sodium hydroxide

causes a crystallization by which a coales-

cence of the smaller crystals with larger

crystals is effected. This effect would also

be the same as that caused by overheating.

It would be impossible in our brief space

to present even a summary of Mr. Parr's

extensive experiments and intricate de-

ductions. Copies of the bulletin may be

had from the university. Price, 30 cents.

The Stroh Steel-Hardening Process.

A finely illustrated catalogue printed in

toned paper has been issued by the Stroh

Steel-Hardening Process Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., showing the history of the

process whereby the casting of the finest

alloy steel together with ordinary ioft

steel in one solid piece has revolutionized

many parts of modern machinery particu-

larly in years that are subject to sudden

fluctuations. Since the introduction of the

Stroh process the parts wear more than
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ten tinu-s as long as previously made

parts did, and arc still serviceable.

The gears constructed by the Stroh alloy

process are composed of soft steel in

those parts where machining is to be done

and of "wear proof" Stroh alloy in the

wearing parts. There are no inserts

or bushings to come loose. But as

already stated, the two kinds of steel

form one solid casting, combining the

double qualities of resistance to wear on

the outer surface of the teeth with soft

steel of low cost, ease of machining, and

give toughness and resistance to frac-

tur.; under shock. Applications for copies

of this interesting catalogue may be made

to the company's office at Pittsburg, Pa.

fcctcd by long experiment and furnish

positive frictionless grinding, and require

no lubrication. For complete details send

for a copy of the bulletin to the com-

pany's main office, Qiicago, 111.

Electric Thermostatic Control of Steam

Heating.

The Gold Car Heating & Lighting Com-

pany, 17 Battery Place, New York, has

issued an illustrated 16-page Bulletin, giv-

ing full details of the company's electric

thermostatic control of steam heating for

all passenger train cars. The system has

been in successful operation on many of

the leading railroads, and has been per-

fected by recent improvements in details.

The apparatus automatically maintains an

equitable temperature in every car

throughout the train, and needs no man-

ual control, reducing the consumption of

steam, and lessening the number and

weight of parts. It is adapated either for

steam or vapor systems, and consists of

a thermostat usually placed on the wall

at the middle of the car, and one or more

electro-magnetic inlet valves placed on

the cross over pipes underneath the seats

to the number of circuits to be controlled.

The lowering of the temperature from

whatever cause will affect the thermostat

so that the valve is opened and the warm-

ing of the car to a predetermined point

will operate to close the valve. The illus-

trations are particularly interesting as

showing the mechanical details of the ap-

pliance. Copies of the descriptive Bulle-

tin may be had on application.

Employment of Women and Juveniles.

Bulletin No. 22i issued by the Bureau

of Labor Statistics of the United States

Department of Labor relates the e.xtent to

whicli women and juveniles have replaced

men in industry in Great Britain during

the war. Nearly one million women have

been drawn into the various governmen-

tal, industrial and commercial activities

directly replacing men, the greater num-

ber of them performing operations never

before considered possible for them to do.

The system of through shifts of eight

hours each appears to yield better results

than one shift of thirteen to fourteen

hours or two shifts of twelve hours. Great

stress is laid on the need of recreation

for children employed of which there are

in Great Britain over half a million, with

the probability that it is now greater. The

Bulletin is well worth the perusal of all

engaged in labor problems at the present

time.

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

Gas and Gasoline Driven Air

Compressors.

Bulletin 34-Y issued by the Chicago

Pneumatic Tool Company, is a finely il-

lustrated publication of 24 pages giving

full descriptions of two of the company's

best known compressors. These are the

gas and gasoline driven machines, desig-

nated as class N-SG, and class N-SGL,

respectively, many hundreds of which are

in service all over the world. They are

especially designed to meet the require-

ments of shops and all construction pro-

jects where ease of management, depend-

ability, and economy of operation are de-

sired. An attractive feature is the low

first cost which is made possible by the

increasing quantity of production. A fine

feature is the use of what is known as

the Simplate valves, which have been per-

Staybolts.

The Flannery Bolt Company's bi-

monthly Digest issued last month contains

a specially interesting article on boiler

shop practice with illustrations of several

special devices that have been developed

by boiler experts in some of the leading

railroad shops, and are of valuable service

in the installation of the Tate Flexible

Staybolt. The use of the flexible stayboUs

on foreign equipment is reported as mak-

ing it difficult for the company to keep

pace with the growing demand, and or-

ders should be sent in at least three

months ahead to enable the company to

meet the expectations of customers. It

is gratifying to observe from a report of

prices that increase is not so large as

might be expected under the present ab-

normal conditions. Copies of the Digest

may be had in applying to the Pittsburgh

office of the company.

Pistons, Valves and Bushings.

The severe climatic changes experi-

enced in different parts of North Amer-

ica from Canada to the Gulf has its

effect on the w^orking parts of the lo-

comotive when running on the road,

which experience has taught the railroad

man to guard against, and while it has

been largely overcome by the marked

improvements of recent years, and the

close comparison of results, it should

never be for a moment forgotten that

bearings are all more apt to become

heated in midsummer than in midwinter,

and, of course, it involves a closer watch

on the important matter of a thorough

and systematic lubrication.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

GEO. r. NICHOLS A. BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bld|. CHICAGO

STEEL STAMPS
INSPECTORS HAMMERS

Hand Cut STEEL LETTERS & FIGURES
LATHE TOOLS, TIME CHECKS,
Noble Sl Westbrook Mfg. Co.

9 ASYLUM ST. HARTFORD, CONN.

he Armstrong

^Automatic Drift Drill

m SKIFI AKD KAXXES COMBINED.

The handle or drlTer I* alwaji
ready to etrike a blow u the
aprin« automaticallj throws it

back into potition.

LEAVXS ONE HAND FKEE TO
SAVE THE TOOL.

Special Circular Mailed on Request.

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL COMPANY
lit M. Francisco Ave.. CHICAGO, V. 8. A.

The Norwalk Iron Works Co.
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Matters of Air and Gas Compressors
For All Purposes

Stnd for Catalog

WANTED—Position of chief clerk to

sup't motive power and machinery or

master mechanic by young man with 16

years' experience, now employed in like

position on western trunk line; 16 years

in present position; familiar with Fed-

eral boiler inspection, M. C. B. rules and

have had general railroad experience:

Protestant; married, 45 years old, good

accountant. Address "Boggs," care

Railway Locomotive Engineering, New
York.
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Nice and the Riviera on the P. L & M. Ry.
The Riviera, meaning the shore, is us- this month is a view taken in the neigh- about 160 feet in our measure,

ually taken to refer to the Mediterran- borhood of Nice. It is that of a viaduct Nearby is Gatticres, with clusters of
ean coast of France. One of the most over the Wolf river or as it is in French houses on rising-ground ; Saint-Jeannet,

SCENE NEAR NICE ON THE PARIS, LYONS AND MIIIITEKRANEAN R.Xir.WAV OX THE RIVIERA IN FRANCE.

beautiful cities on this coast is the fam- the Loup, a little river that falls from at the foot of a gigantic rock called

ous city of Nice, with its numerous and the lofty mountain side, and passes under "Baou" in the local dialect ; La Gaude,

interesting environs. Our frontispiece the hridgi: which is 56 mclcrs iiinh or a village renowned for its wines and
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\'cncc, a winter aivl summer resort, rcc-

omiiieoOrd for people whom the sea-side

doys not suit! There is also Saint- Paul-

dii-V'ar, a small, (piaint old town still sur-

rounded hy ramparts, and Tourrettcs-sur-

Loup. a fortified village perched above

precipices, with scenery suggestive of

.\frica, amidst beds of molasse that look

like molten lava ; the I^up, the little river

that comes foaming through weird glens

to pass under the viaduct, may be seen,

with the village of Gourdon standing far

above it, like an eagle's nest, at an alti-

tude of 8(X) meters, and Le Bar. with

ruins of a feudal castle.

.^mong the many sights in the new

town are the Casino and the Place Mas-

sena, where all the trams start ; gardens

lying between the Place and the sea con-

taining the Fountain of the Tritons, a

monument oflFcrcd by Nice to I'rancc, the

Quai du Midi, connected with the port

by the Quai Rauba-Capeu ; Promenade-

Jetty; the famous Promenade des .An-

glais, which, after following the windings

nf the Raie des Anges, is continued to the

Race-Course : .Avenue de la Gare, the busi-

est thoroughfare, and the most commer-
cial : Boulevard V'ictor-Hugo and Boule-

vard Dubouchage ; .Avenue Massena, Ave-

nue Fclix-Faure: Square Massena, with

a statue of Marshal Massena bv Carrier-

Bclleusc also a statue of Gambetta.— In

the old town is the Place Garibaldi, with

a statue of the celebrated general ; the

Church of Saint-.\ugustin ; Lascaris Pal-

ace, Cathedral of Saintc-Reparate. in the

Italian style; the Palace of Justice and

the Chapelle dc la Misericorde.

Nice is a famous winter resort and the

Fetes du Cirnival, held just before Lent;

and the Springtime Carnival. Nice is

reached In,' the Paris. Lyons and Medi-

terranean Railway, commonly spoken of

as the P. L. M. Nice is the point of de-

parture not only for the splendid trains

of this Line but for automobile tourists

for the route through the .Mps.

"Spellerizing" as Applied to Pipe

Details of the Process—Its Significance and Utility

The form and chemical composition

of matter are well known to have dis-

tinct properties. Carbon in the form
of coke and the same material in the

form of a diamond are very different.

The diamond, due to the tremendous
pressure to which it has been subjected,

is practically pure carbon, bearing no
outward resemblance to carbon in the

form of coke, coal or charcoal. Metals

undergo changes almost as remarkable

as this if subjected while hot to certain

heat treatment and mechanical manipu-
lations.

Commercially pure iron is produced

greatest danger from corrosion occurs

in the smaller sizes, owing to their thin

walls. The larger sizes, with thick walls,

are made from heavy plates of such

uniform quality that corrosion does not

seriously aflfect them.

To overcome the tendency to corro-

sion in the smaller sizes a process has

been evolved, known as "Spellerizing."

This is technically defined as follows:

"Spellerizing is a process of treating

metal which consists in subjecting the

heated bloom to the action of rolls

having regularly shaped projections on

their working surfaces, then subjecting

-As a matter of fact, the process of

Spellerizing metal may be considered

analogous to the kneading of dough
from which bread is made. Dough is

kneaded to produce a smooth, uniform

texture; to facilitate the escape of con-

fined gases, which would form air holes

and other irregularities, and to make an

even grain and a smooth surface. Much
the same results are obtained by Speller-

izing steel. In a general way. this illus-

trates the principle on which the Spel-

lerizing process is based: that is, the

aim is to make the metal uniform, so

that corrosion will be uniform, and not

W KOIGHT IRON PIPE .MTER IMMERSION IX RUXXIXG MIXE \V.\TER. COMP.AR-^TIVE LO.SS BY CORROSION:
SPELLERIZED STEEL PIPE, 73 PER CEXT; WROUGHT IROX, 100 PER CEXT.

in several forms: puddled iron, knobbled

charcoal iron, ingot iron and soft weld-

ing steel have much the same chemical

composition as commercial products but

may differ considerably in physical

properties and durability according to

the treatment given in process of manu-
facture. L'niformity. both as to chem-
ical composition, density and character

of structure, and finish have been proved

to be the most important factors gov-

erning corrosion in pipe. The actual

chemical composition of the iron or

steel is of comparatively little impor-

tance, provided it is not unduly variable

in the same piece.

In so far as pipe is concerned, the

the bloom while hot to the action of

smooth faced rolls and repeating the

operation, whereby the surface of the

metal is worked so as to produce a

uniformly dense texture better adapted

to resist corrosion." Spellerizing works
the surface metal to the interior, and

interior metal to the surface.

Inasmuch as this process is entirely

mechanical and does not depend upon
skilled labor beyond attending to the

machinery involved, uniform treatment

i^; assured. The Spellerizing process is

applicable to the smaller sizes of pipe,

say. 4 ins. and under, although it is pos-

sible in special cases to Spellerize pipe

of a few sizes larger.

in the form of pitting, for pitting in pipe

represents the presence of weak spots.

There are several factors such as

contact with other materials which are

electro-negative to iron, such as carbon

or oxide of iron, or electrolysis which is

due to stray currents which will cause

local failures no matter how carefully

the steel is made. Pipe has been made
by this process for ten years in increas-

ing amounts, and it is significant to note

that official records of the .American

Iron and Steel Institute show that dur-

ing this period steel tubes and pipe have
increased from 74.3 per cent, of the

total production in 1906 to 87.9 per cent,

in 1916.
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Mr. H. J. Macintire, Professor of

Mechanical Engineering, Washington
University, in an article relative to

corrosion about the power plant, says:

''In the case of ordinary steel pipe mill

scale is always present, and this like-

wise is electro-negative to the iron. If

this scale is evenly distributed, as in

Spellerized steel, the self-corrosion on

its account will be slight; but if it is

segregated, then local electrolysis and
pitting of the material w-ill result."

An authoritative technical paper says on

the subject: "The consensus of opinion is

that modern steel pipe, particularly if

spots that are affected. While the cor-

rosion was about the same, there was a

pitting in the iron that was not found
in the steel, and the steel was corroded
more uniformly. From the tests made,

tlie steel pipe appears to be better for

such conditions.

Why Hot Water Pipes Freeze More
Quickly Than Cold.

It is a constant observation that during

a sudden cold snap hot water pipes burst,

while the cold water usually freezes up
tight without rupture of the pipes car-

rying it. A French experimenter has re-

to use the M.C.B. operating lever without

removing it from the car or making any
change whatever. There are a number
of improved uncoupling devices on the

market which are giving very satisfactory

results, but many necessitate the remov-
ing the entire M.C.B. uncoupling arrange-

ment.

The rigging here mentioned is applicable

to any car having the M.C.B. operating

lever now using the old style chain and
clevises, and it does not necessitate the

making of any change. Simply removing
the chains and clevises, hooking the re-

claim release rigging member into the

SPELLERIZED MILD STEEL PIPE IMMERSED IX RUNXIXG MINE \V.\TER. COMP.\RATI\E LOSS BV CORROSION:
WROUGHT IRON, 100 PER CEXT.; SPELLERIZED STEEL, 73 PER CENT.

Spellerized, is as durable as wrought
iron, and is, besides, cheaper, stronger

and more ductile and more uniform in

composition." Prof. H. M. Howe be-

lieves that pipe steel made in 1906

by this roll-knobbling process tested

against pipe steel made in 1897 resulted

not only in a somewhat greater loss of

weight by corrosion of the latter, but a

decidedly deeper pitting of the 1897

steel in six months than occurred 'in

the 1906 steel in thirteen months. In

comparison with wrought iron it was
found that the two materials lost prac-

tically the same weight by corrosion,

yet the steel had the advantage of uni-

form corrosion since the "wrought iron

skelp pitted in seven months much
deeper than the steel did in thirteen

months."

New Spellerized steel pipe and new
wrought iron pipe were considered the

two best forms by the master mechanic
of a large Western Pennsylvania coal

mine. They were submerged in run-

ning mine water side by side, but insu-

lated from each other. The uniform
corrosion of specially worked pipe steel,

as compared with irregular 'corrosion

and pitting of wrought iron pipe, re-

sulted in the wrought iron pipe showing
corrosion at 100 per cent., as against

7Z per cent, for the Spellerized pipe.

There is very little, if any, difference

between the corrosion of the wrought
iron pipe and the corrosion of the steel

pipe. If anything, the wrought iron is

pitted a little deeper; that is, the pitting

of the steel pipe is probably more gen-
eral all over the surface, but the pitting

of the wrought iron pipe is deeper in

cently looked into the cause of this. He
finds that the hot water invariably falls

to several degrees below zero Centri-

grade before beginning to solidify, and
that the ice then formed is perfectly solid

and transparent. Ordinary cold water,

on the other hand, begins to congeal as

soon as the "freezing point" is reached;

that ice is filled with air bubbles, and
presents a soft and mushy appearance.

The explanation is that the air and
other impurities in ordinary water fur-

nish nuclei of crystalization. Ice forma-

tion thus begins sooner and proceeds

more slowly than if these were absent;

and the ice formed is more mobile, so

that pressure is not so severe. Hot
water, however, is to a large extent free

of gas particles, which have passed off

during the process of heating, so this ef-

fect is not observed. Freezing does not

take place gradually, but all at once, with

sumewhat of an explosive effect; and

there is no cushion of gas bubbles to

take up the shock. That this explana-

tion is correct is indicated by the fact

that when a current of air is forced

through the hot water just before freez-

ing, it behaves in every detail just like

cold water.

New Railroad Device for Couplers.

.'\ new device which seems likely to

reduce maintenance outlay for railroads

has lately been brought out by a Chicago

supply firm. The reclaim release rigging

was designed to enable railroads to do

away with the chain and clevises on car

couplers, which for years have been the

source of a great deal of trouble and ex-

pense, and at the same time to allow them

knuckle lock, and hooking the small eye

at the top, which is left open sufficiently

to pass over the operating lever. The eye

is then closed with a hammer, leaving no
nuts or cotter pins to become lost or dis-

connected, thus making a one-piece con-

nection from the operating lever to the

knuckle lock.

The release rigging member is so made
that it hangs in and out of the balanced

position so that a coupler with a stiff

knuckle lock can hold tlie knuckle lock up,

and as the operating lever falls to normal
position, the release rigging member will

swerve sideways, allowing the operating

lever to fall to normal position out of the

way of the trainmen.

The cost of this device is practically

the same as the chain and clevises, and can

be used in repair work to substitute lost

clevises, as it is entirely interchangeable

with them. Its being easily and quickly

applied and is of few parts. It is made
by the Reliable Railway Equipment Co.

The Railroads' War Board reports that

the present work is centered largely

in the organization and training of

women for employment by the railroads.

We cannot tell how long the war will last

nor how many men we may lose by the

draft. We want to be ready. The
women wc are training are in many in-

stances relatives of our employees. They
have taken up railroad work eagerly and

energetically. Their contribution to the

industrial welfare of the country will be

of tremendous benefit to women. Many
women have extraordinary energy and

power of constructive work.
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Varied Types

Chicago, B
Since the latter part of 1910, the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy system has

placed in service 281 Baldwin engines of

the Mikado (2-8-2) and Santa Fc (2-10-2)

types. The Mikados, which total 223 in

number, are divided into two classes, 85

having cylinders 27 x 30 ins., and 140

having cylinders 28 x 32 ins. The remain-

ing 56 engines are of the 2-10-2 t>'pe, and

they all have 30 x 32 in. cylinders. It is

interesting to note that, while these loco-

motives were built on a number of diflfer-

ent orders, all the engines of each class

are similar in leading dimensions and are

of the same hauling capacity. In the

development of the locomotives, there has

been a constant endeavor to improve the

efficiency of the design and to standardize

the details. This use of interchangeable

parts was also carried out, where prac-

ticable, in 15 heavy Pacific (4-6-2) type

of locomotives which were built in 1915,

for passenger service.

Our half-tone illustrations show the

of Freight Locomotives for the

urhngton & Quincy Railroad
a test conducted by the railroad company

shortly after the 2-10-2 type was intro-

duced, the fact that the use of the light

parts materially reduced the stresses on

bridges, and track was clearly demon-

strated. The piston heads are of rolled

steel, and the rods are of nikrome steel,

hollow-bored. The main and side rods,

and the stub straps, cross-head pins and

main crank pins, are also of nikrome steel.

Vanadium steel is used for the driving

axles, and these, together with the main

crank-pins, are hollow-bored. The cross-

heads are of the Laird t>'pe, with cast steel

bodies and bronze shoes. This crosshead

design has been carefully worked out

with the view to provide ample strength

with minimum weight. A simple design

of Walschaerts valve motion is used, in

combination with the Ragonnet power re-

verse mechanism. The piston valves are

double ported, and are 15 ins. in diameter.

The details of the frames and running

gear require no special comment. The

drivers, the ratio of adhesion is practi-

cally 4. The boiler is similar to that

used on the 2-10-2 type as far as shell

diameter, number and diameter of tubes

and width of firebox is concerned. The
boiler barrel and the firebox, however,

are shorter in the Mikado type, and this

accounts for the smaller heating surface

and grate area.

As far as design and materials are con-

cerned, the machinery of these engines is

closely similar to that used on the Santa

Fe or 2-10-2 type. With 64-in. wheels

the Mikados have good speed capacity, and

can, if desired, be used in fast freight ser-

vice ; while their high tractive force and

ample boiler power enables them to also

handle heavy drags over long, hard pulls,

and up grades. These engines are equipped

with the Security arch and the Street

stoker.

The lighter Mikados develop a tractive

force of 52,200 lbs., and with an average

weight of 54.000 lbs. per pair of drivers,

F. A. Torrey, Genl. Supt. Motive Powc

latest designs of the 2-10-2 and the 2-8-2

type of locomotives. Ten of these 2-10-2,

fifteen of the lighter Mikados, and 25

heavy Mikados, have recently been built.

Particular interest centers in the Santa

Fe or 2-10-2 t\pe engines, which develop

a tractive force of 71,500 lbs. and carry

287,700 lbs. on the driving wheels. The

Burlington road has made a special study

of this t}T)e of engine and, in co-operation

with the builders, has developed a design

which is admirably fitted for the require-

ments of service and the engine is giving

excellent results.

The majority of these 2-10-2 tjT^e of

locomotives, including those most re-

cently built, are equipped with lightweight

reciprocating and revolving parts made of

special materials. This reduces the weight

of the reciprocating parts, and conse-

quently brings down the weight of the

counterbalance, with beneficial effects.

We have dealt with this phase of the ques-

tion in another column of this issue. In

wheels of the third, or main pair, have

plain tires ; and the rear truck is of the

Hodges pattern. Witli a wheel diameter

of 60 ins., these locomotives can make
good time without resorting to excessively

high rotative speeds. The boiler is built

with a straight top. but a gusset ring, with

the slope on the bottom, is placed imme-
diately ahead of the firebox, in order to

provide a sufficiently deep water space

under the combustion chamber. The fire-

box has a deep throat, and is equipped

with a Security sectional arch. These

engines are all stoker fired, that illus-

trated being fitted with a Duplex stoker,

while the Street tj-pe C stoker is applied

to the others. Descriptions of both these

stokers recently appeared in Railw.^y &
LocoMOTH'E Engineering. The Duplex in

August. 1917, and the Street Stoker in

March, 1917.

The heavy Mikado t>-pe locomotives

exert a tractive force of 60,000 lbs., and

with a weight of 239,200 lbs. on the

Baldwin Loco. Wks., BuiMcrs.

can safely be used where track and bridge

conditions would not permit the running

of the heavier engines. The wheel diam-

eter is the same as that used on the large

Mikados, or 2-8-2 engines, and in design

the two classes are generally similar.

Light weight reciprocating and revolving

parts are a prominent feature. The cross-

heads interchange with those of the Pa-

cific 2-6-2 t>-pe locomotives to which pre-

vious reference has been made. It should

also be noted that the boilers of the Pa-

cific type engines and the light Mikados,

are of the same dimensions. These Mi-

kados are hand-fired, and the tenders are

equipped with coal pushers. The brick

arch is supported on angle irons which

are studded to the side sheets.

These three groups of locomotives con-

stitute a notable addition to the motive

power equipment of the Burlington sys-

tem. Their principal dimensions are given

in the tables. The first is the light weight

Mikado engine, or the 2-8-2 type:
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Gauge, 4 ft. 8% ins. ; cylinders, 27 ins.

by 30 ins. ; valves, piston, 14 ins. diameter.

Boiler—Type, wagon-top ; diameter, 78

ins.; thickness of sheets, H ins. and 13/16

ins. ; working pressure, 180 lbs. ; fuel, soft

coal ; staying, radial.

Fire Box—Material, steel; length, 108j^

ins.; width, 78)4 ins.; depth, front, 85^
ins. ; depth, back, 72 ins. ; thickness of

sheets, sides, back, crown and tube, ^ ins.

Water Space—Front, 6 ins. ; sides and

back, 6 ins. to 4 ins.

The Santa Fe or 2-10-2 type locomo-

tive here illustrated is as follows

:

Cylinders, 30 ins. by 32 ins.; valves,

piston, 15 ins. diameter.

Boiler—Type, straight top ; diameter,

881/2 ins. ; thickness of sheets, ^ ins.

;

working pressure, 175 lbs.; fuel, soft coal.

Fire Box—Material, steel; length, 131^
ins. ; width, 96 ins. ; depth, front, 89j^ ins.

;

depth, back, 75 ins. ; thickness of sheets,

sides, }i ins. ; back, f^ ins., and crown,

"^ ins.; tube, ^ ins.

The heavy Mikado engines, or 2-8-2

type, are as follows

:

Cylinders, 28 ins. by 32 ins. ; valves,

piston, 14 ins. diameter.

Boiler—Ty-pe, straight top ; diameter,

88}4 ins.; thickness of sheets, % ins.;

working pressure, 180 lbs. ; fuel, soft coal.

Fire Box—Material, steel; length, 116J^

ins.; width, 96 ins. depth, front, 91}^ ins.;

back, 76J4 ; thickness of sheets, sides,

back, and crown, 5^ in. ; tube, ^ in.

Tubes—Diameter, 5}4 and 254 ins.

;

HEA\ V MIK.\DO OR 2-i

F. A. Torrey, Genl. Supt. Motive Power.
TVPE FOR THE C. B. & Q. SYSTEM.

Tubes—Diameter, 5}4 ins. and 2% ins.

;

material, 5^4 ins, steel ; 2]4 ins. iron

;

thickness, S'/i ins.. No. 9 W. G. ; 2% ins.,

No. 11 W. G. ; number 5}^ ins., 34; 2!4

ins., 200; length, 18 ft. 6 ins.

Heating Surface—Fire box, 222 sq. ft.

;

combustion chamber, 59 sq. ft. ; tubes,

3,072 sq. ft. ; total, 3,353 sq. ft. ; super-

heater, 769 sq. ft.
;
grate area, 58.8 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels—Diameter, outside, 64

ins.; journals, main, 11 ins. by 12 ins.

Engine Truck Wheels—Diameter, front,

37;4 ins. ; diameter, back, 42;/2 ins.

Tubes—Diameter, 5H ins. and 2'/^ ins.

;

material, Syi ins., steel ; 2^4 ins., iron

;

thickness, S'A ins.. No. 9 W.G. ; 2% ins..

No. 11 W. G; number, Syi ins., 45; 2^
ins., 264; length, 22 ft. 7^^ ins.

Heating Surface—Fire box, 272 sq. ft.

;

combustion chamber, 68 sq. ft. ; tubes,

4,966 sq. ft. ; firebrick tubes, 43 sq. ft.

;

total, 5,349 sq. ft. ; superheater, 1,262 sq.

ft. ; grate area amounts to 88 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels—diam., outside, 60 ins.

Engine Truck Wheels—Diameter, front,

33 ins. : diameter, back. 42^4 ins.

material, Byi ins., steel ; 2'/i ins., iron

thickness, 554 ins.. No. 9 W.G. ; 254 ins..

No. 11 W. G. ; number, Syi ins., 45; 2%
ins., 264; length. 18 ft. 7;4 ins.

Heating Surface—Fire box, 277 sq. ft.

;

combustion chamber, 69 sq. ft. ; tubes,

4,080 sq. ft.; firebrick tubes, 39 sq. ft.;

total, 4,465 sq. ft.; superheater, 1.031 sq.

ft. ; grate area, 78 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels—diam., outside, 64 ins.

Engine Truck Wheels—Diameter, front

3754 ins. ; back, 4254 ins.

Wheel Base—Driving, 16 ft. 9 ins.

;

LlGHl ;.l

F. A. Torrey, Genl. Supt. .Motii

J 1 VFK FOK THE <Tlir.\(i(), BfRI-INGH >.\ i
Power

k.\II.K<i.

B.ild«

Wheel Base—Driving, 16 ft. 9 ins.

;

rigid, 16 ft. 9 ins. ; total engine, 33 ft. 954

ins. ; total engine and tender, 63 ft. 5 ins.

Weight—On driving wheels, 216,000

lbs. ; on truck, front, 22,700 lbs. ; on truck,

back, 34,600 lbs. ; total engine, 273,300 lbs.

;

total engine and tender, about 466,000 lbs.

Tender—Wheels, diameter 33 ins. ; tank

capacity, 10,000 gals. ; fuel capacity, 19

tons ; service, freight.

Wheel Base—Driving, 20 ft. 9 ins.

;

rigid, 20 ft. 9 ins. ; total engine, 40 ft. 1 in.

;

total engine and tender, 75 ft. 2"/^ ins.

Weight—On driving wheels, 287,700

lbs.; on truck, front, 30,000 lbs.; back,

44,600 lbs. ; total engine, 362,300 lbs. ; total

for engine and tender, about 556,000 lbs. •

Tender—Wheels, diameter, 33 ins.

;

tank capacity, 10,000 U. S. gals.; fuel,

20.8 tons ; service, freight.

rigid, 16 ft. 9 ins. ; total engine, 35 ft.

9 ins.; total engine and tender 69 ft. 11J4

ins.

Weight—On driving wheels, 239,200

lbs.; on truck, front, 27,600 lbs.; back,

47,900 lbs. ; total engine, 314,700 lbs. ; total

engine and tender, 508,400 lbs.

Tender—Wheels, diameter 33 ins.;

tank capacity 10,000 U. S. gals.; fuel ca-

pacity, 20 tons ; service, freight.
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Some Aspects of Counterbalancing
Difficulties Involved in Balancing the Reciprocating Parts—No Perfect Balance is

Possible—At Best a Matter of Compromise

The proper balancing of locomotive

driving wheels is an important matter,

but it is not as easy as one might at lirst

sight expect. An idle pulley on a shaft

or even a car wheel running along the

track and actuated by the movement of

the vehicle, docs not present any very

serious obstacle to perfect balancing.

Twenty pounds put on the top of the

wheel can be balanced by twenty pounds

attached at the bottom, the two weights

being at opposite ends of a diameter.

Twenty pounds added at the right quar-

ter can be balanced by a like amount at

the left quarter, again at the ends of a

diameter. These weights if spread out at

treated alloy steel is put to nowadays is

the making of reciprocating parts for lo-

comotives. Many designs were used in

former days with built-up pistons,

wrought-iron crossheads, etc. These were

adopted largely owing to their low first

cost, and the matter of weight was re-

garded as of secondary importance. To
reduce weight actually increased the

cost, paradoxical as that may appear.

In 18% cost was the first consideration

and weight second. In 1914 the reverse

was the case.

One, if not the principal cause of this,

came from a demand of an outside de-

partment, not the mechanical. The de-

its piston at the beginning of the stroke.

The pressure on the crank-pin, let us

say, is west and on the counterbalance is

east, when both begin to move, and it is

possible then to balance the horizontal

weight or trust of the reciprocating parts

very closely. But they each move in a

circle and soon got out of line with one
another as movement goes on. At the

point where the crank-pin is at its low-

est position and the counterbalance at its

highest, practically little or no balance of

the reciprocating parts can be had, and

the upward swing of the counterbalance

tends to raise the wheel off the rail.

This nii^iht be called by such a name as

EFFECT OF A HE.WY ILL-BALANCED LOCO.MOTIVE ON R.\ILROAD TRACK,

the same distance from the center, say at

the rim, and touching one another, ap-

proximate to a heavy tire, and the bal-

ance is perfect.

In the driving-wheel balance the case

is different, as reciprocating parts have

to be balanced by weights which revolve,

and the reciprocating parts travel back

and forth in a horizontal direction. No
perfect balance is therefore possible, but

an approximation to it is within reach

if the designer be cognizant of the factors

in the problem and have a rational theory

of how they can best be dealt with.

One of the important uses which heat-

structive action of badly-balanced en-

gines on track and bridges, when carefully

considered, altered the point of view

and modified subsequent action. The
"hammer blow" of an ill-balanced driv-

ing wheel produces a dangerous condi-

tion and it actually became a choice as

to whether it would, in tlie end, be

cheaper to reduce the hammer blow of

wheel on rail by the use of lighter re-

ciprocating parts, than to increase the

weight of the rails. The question was
of practical importance and demanded a

solution.

Consider one side of a locomotive, with

"dynamic abatement," if one so desired,

because it is the opposite of "d>'namic

augment."

At the point where the piston had

reached the back of the cylinder, and the

counterbalance was as fully forward as

it could get, the practical and approxi-

mate balance of the reciprocating parts

again occurred. Both moved in opposite

directions and in the same line. This

state of affairs was but momentary, and

the rotation of the wheel soon put the

whole out of balance again. The balance

shaded up and down, like the dawn, the

day and the darkness of the night, with
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no abrupt change between any phase of

motion, so that when the crank-pin was

uppermost, and the counterbalance at its

lowest point, the rail received a heavy

blow which had nothing to do with the

static load, or the weight carried on each

driving journals. This blow when meas-

ured in pounds has been called the "dy-

namic augment," and the condition of

the track in our illustration shows its

intensit}'.

This dynamic augment, or as many
prefer to call it, the "hammer blow," of

the wheel is caused entirely by the action

of the counterweight when it can do

nothing to balance the reciprocating

parts. It is, therefore, for the moment

an unmixed evil. The absence of the

counterbalance would not correct this, be-

cause it would put on the crank-pin side

of the wheel exactly similar conditions

when the crank came to its lowest posi-

tion.

The whole question of balancing a lo-

comotive is a matter of compromise.

The balancing and unbalancing of the re-

ciprocating parts goes in waves, from

maximum to minimum and up to maxi-

mum again; never theoretically quite cor-

rect, but always reducing shock to the

mechanism. It waxes and wanes ; it

grows and fades without any definite

line of demarcation, like the ebb and

flow of the tide.

We have said that the absence of the

counterbalance (that is, its entire re-

moval), if that were possible, at the point,

and for the moment when it is useless

as far as the reciprocating parts are con-

cerned, would be theoretically a good

thing. It cannot be done, however, for

crank-pin and reciprocating parts would

take its place. Ten pounds balance ten

pounds no more effectively than five

pounds balance five pounds, though the

strains in the connections may be less.

These considerations show the method of

reasoning employed to produce the bet-

ter present-day solution of the problem

than that which went before.

If at higher cost, and by careful design,

or the use of more satisfactory material,

or good workmanship, a reduction of the

weight of the reciprocating parts can be

had, without imperiling the working

strength of the parts, it is a most desirable

thing to do. Balancing a driving wheel is

at best a compromise, and by reducing the

ten pounds we have spoken of, to five

pounds, we do not alter the efficacy of

the balance, but the margin of compromise

becomes less and the liability to error

sinks in proportion. We do not then re-

quire so heavy a counterbalance.

With just as strong though lighter re-

ciprocating parts, the counterbalance

weight may be made less, and at the

moment when it is at a certain point it

becomes, as we have said, an unmixed

evil; its destructive action on the track

has been brought down by reason of its

reduced weight. This is the secret of at-

tacking the problem from the reciprocat-

ing-parts-end, and reducing the counter-

balance as a consequence of its having

less to do. The benefit to the track is

great and the wear of the tires where

the wheel strikes its hammer blow is also

reduced, so that the call for conservation

of track and bridges turns out to be a

benefit all round.

In glancing over the report of the com-

mittee of the American Raihvay Master

Mechanics' Reports on Counterbalancing

for the year of 1914 and 1915, one or

two striking passages are worth consid-

ering. "Centrifugal and reciprocating

forces are usually figured at a speed in

miles per hour equal to the diameter of

the wheels in inches, which may be con-

sidered as a maximum for good prac-

tice." Thus a wheel 56 ins. in diameter

would give what is called "diameter

speed," if the engine of which it was part

is run at 56 miles per hour. At any

speed the reciprocating parts tend to con-

tinue their motion at the end of the

stroke, and at the diameter speed they

give a force of about 40 times their own
weight. As an example, let us take au-

thentic figures from the records of a

prominent railway not hitherto published

and whose name is purposely suppressed.

In these engines, which were of the 2-10-2

type, the piston and piston-rod. the valve

motion link, the cross-head and pin, and

the half of the main rod, weighed in all

about 1,675 lbs. when made of nikrome

steel. The same articles made of ordi-

nary open-hearth steel, weighed 1,800 lbs.

Now 40 times the weight of each showed

that the open-hearth steel parts exerted

a force of 5,000 lbs. greater than the ni-

krome steel parts did. That is 2.5 tons,

which certainly could be eliminated, and

one can easily see that the blow struck on

the rail can be very heavy. As such an en-

gine moves along the track it is light at

one point and heavy at another, the va-

riations being spaced along the track at

the distance of the full circumference of

the driving wheels. The engine of which

we write carried about 353,600 lbs. on

the drivers, and nearly the one two hun-

dred and twelfth part of this weight was

that of the reciprocating parts when made
of nikrome steel.

An example of an engine of the 4-6-2

type has been given by a well-known

writer, where he tells us that the piston

and the piston-rod were 900 lbs. weight,

and a crosshead of 560 lbs., with a main

rod of 970 lbs. Something over the half

of this rod, with the other weights, rep-

resented that at 60 miles an hour a force

of 40 tons. The excess weight in each

driver required to balance two-thirds of

these reciprocating parts (which is right

for those, other than the main driver)

caused a dynamic augment of 50 per cent

of the static weight on each wheel. Such

an engine might have about 93.000 lbs.

on the drivers, and under the circum-

stances this engine would appear to

weigh 139,500 lbs. at about every 19 ft.

along the road, and only 93,000 (as far

as the drivers were concerned) at other

points. It does not require exceptional

powers of imagination for anyone to per-

ceive the importance of reducing the

weight of the reciprocating parts of a
locomotive, by selecting suitable alloy

steels, and bringing the design of parts

up to the highest point of efficiency with-

out sacrificing strength or durability. At
the moment that the counterweight

strikes its heaviest blow on the track, it

is useless as a balance for the reciprocat-

ing parts, and it is, for that reason most
desirable, and in fact necessary to re-

duce it. This can be done by reducing

the weight of the reciprocating parts, so

that when the counterbalance does bal-

ance, it may have as little to do as is

possible.

One way of accomplishing this most
desirable result is by the careful selec-

tion of a suitable alloy steel, and sub-

jecting it to the most efficacious heat

treatment known to the metallurgical

and mechanical fraternit}-, and also be-

stowing upon it the greatest care in its

forging, working and machining. To
this must be added the most painstaking

and resourceful designing of parts

backed by the intelligence born of ex-

perience and results of tests, so that no
uncertainty or guesswork may creep in

to vitiate the good effects of care in se-

lection, treatment and workmanship.

"Eternal viligalnce is the price of safety"

here as in the world outside.

Some railroads have used a seismo-

graph or earthquake-recording apparatus

to measure the vibrations which are sure

to be produced on a working locomotive.

This instrument gives the amount of the

vibrations, and it tells the story of the

variation of these minute movements, so

that it is possible to know how far one

may go in his legitimate efforts to reduce

the rough riding of the machine. It can-

not altogether be eliminated, that is hot

possible, but a very great degree of im-

provement may be had by a study of the

whole question and the application of

what remedies are possible, among these

the selection and working of the steel

are of the utmost importance.

.\lmost the only way now left open to

the designer is that of reducing the weight

of the reciprocating parts, because by so

doing the revolving counterbalance has

less to do, and its superfluous weight can

with great benefit be dispensed with. To
do this properly is not easy.

Next month, if nothing unforeseen pre-

vents it, we will discuss the matter of

alloy steel, and endeavor to point out

some of the reasons for its preference

in the work of reducing the weight of

reciprocating parts, and the reasons for

its specific suitability for this work.
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Superheating Slide Valve Engines
Difficulty in Luljiicalioii—Variety of Designs—Sizes of Piston Valves

Mr. H. R. Stafford recently wrote a

paper which was reproduced in the pub-

lication of the Locomotive Club of

Schentttady, N. Y. The following is a

brief synopsis of the paper: In order to

pay the interest on the first cost and up-

keep of locomotives in these days of close

economy it is necessary to take advantage

of everything which will decrease the

cost of operation. We have for some

time been superheating new power on

American roads and have about com-

pleted the conversion of the more mod-

ern existing power. Coming to engines

built from six to sixteen years ago, we

find many with slide valve cylinders still

in main line service and good for many

years yet, if advantage can be made of

superheated steam.

Many roads have experimented with

superheated steam on slide valve en-

gines, but none of these tests have met

with marked success. The difficulty of

successfully lubricating slide valves un-

der high temperature has caused a gen-

eral abandonment of this idea. It is now

generally recognized that superheated

steam can only be used successfully with

piston valves. In applying new piston

valves to slide valve locomotives it is

usually necessary to cut the frame some-

where in front of the front pedestal and

to apply new front sections. This ex-

pense in addition to the labor of fitting

and lining up new cylinders makes the

work almost prohibitive in the eyes of

many railways managers.

It very often happens that these en-

gines cannot be spared from service, nor

can shop room be had. A good time

to apply the superheater is when new

flue sheets are required, when this work

can be accomplished without any addi-

tional detention of the engine.

This application of piston valves to

slide valve seats dates back to the earli-

est applications of piston valves to loco-

motives. When the piston valve was

still a new and untried device, railroads

were cautious about building engines with

cylinders specially designed for piston

valves. They preferred to construct

them in such a way that in the event of

the failure of the piston valve, slide

valves could be readily substituted. One

of the first locomotive designers to ad-

vocate the use of piston valves was Mr.

John Player. In order to get the device

tried he got permission of his S. M. P.

to apply "cages" to the slide valve cylin-

ders, in which piston valves were fitted,

to one engine of an order. The various

designs of piston valve "cages," which

were brought out about this time, gave

all sorts of trouble, although the valves

themselves were generally successful

The most trouble was experienced in

making the joints on the valve seat and

on the steam chest seat, at the same time.

The piston valve, however, rapidly be-

came popular and the piston valve cyl-

inder was soon adopted.

When the subject of applying piston

valves to slide valve cylinders again

came to the front in connection with the

superheating of existing engines, the

Economy Devices Corporation, after in-

vestigating as many of the early designs

as possible and studying the history of

their failures, evolved and put on the

market their Universal Valve Chest. By

means of a .separate inner cage jointed

rin the valve seat and an outer chamber

surrounding the above and fitted to the

steam chest seat, the former trouble with

the joint wires was eliminated. At that

time the general use of outside steam

pipes was not anticipated and steam was

admitted through inside pipes to the ex-

isting induction ports at the ends of the

valve seats.

It soon became apparent that the fear

of cracks developing in the saddle pas-

sages, due to the use of highly super-

heated steam, was holdine back the ap-

plication of this device in many cases.

This condition led to the development of

another type. In this type of chest a

single casting is used, held to the valve

seat by the steam chest studs, and the

steam chest joint proper was thus elimi-

nated. By an ingenious arrangement of

joint wires any slight leakage of steam

from the ports is avoided, thus eliminat-

ing the "fog," which had often been seen

issuing from the steam chest casings of

slide valve engines. Steam is admitted

through the ordinary outside steam

pipes directly to the top of the chest, the

old induction passages in the cylinder

saddles becoming merely insulating

spaces. The valve stem is offset, say, 1)4

ins. below the center of the valve. This

is to bring it into alinement with the

existing valve rod when the old valve

gear is used. In case new valve gear is

applied the stem can be made central with

the valve. Another ingenious feature is

the method of applying the heads, to

permit the removal of the valve and

bushing, without interrupting the regular

spacing of the steam chest studs. The
wire joint on the head is set well into

the chest, inside the line of the steam

chest studs. Holes are cored through

the heads, permitting the introduction of

the steam chest studs in their normal

location.

Valve sizes are made dependent upon

the length of steam port in the existing

valve seat. It is obvious that there is no

need to provide greater valve capacity

than the existing passages in the cylinder

can accommodate. The shape of the

steam port passages in the valve chest

is such that every square inch of area in

the valve bushing ports is made effective,

instead of only a fraction of this area,

as in the case of the ordinary design of

oiston valve cylinder. There are no re-

stricted passages or obstructions to cause

eddy currents. The castings are made
smooth and free from fins by the exer-

cise of a little care. Actual tests in com-
petition with engines of the same class

superheated and with new piston valve

cylinders and large valves have proved

the value of this arrangement. Various

sizes and weights of valves as standard-

ized for this arrangement are made. At-

tention must be called to the great sav-

ing in wear and tear due to the use of

valves weighing from 58 to 73 lbs., in-

stead of from 150 to 225 lbs.

It was feared at the start that the field

for application of the Superheater to

locomotives without increasing the size

of the cylinders would be somewhat re-

stricted, due to the fact that larger cyl-

inders could be profitably used with

superheated steam, thereby taking advan-

tage of the greater expansibility of this

medium. It was found, however, that in

most cases it was inadvisable to increase

the piston thrust, on account of the ma-
chiner>- not being designed for so great

an overload. Enlarging cylinders re-

sulted in broken frames, main rods,

crank pins, etc. The success of this de-

vice is best proved by the fact that al-

though introduced but a little over two

years ago it is at present in use on 42

railroads in the United States, Canada
and South and Central America. There

are approximately 450 engines in service

at the present time. Four roads have in

excess of 200 engines in service, or with

chests ready to apply at the first shop-

ping.

In order to hasten the completion of

the work of superheating these engines

without waiting until new flue sheets are

required, several roads have been trying

a novel experiment, made possible by the

perfection of the oxy-acetylene welding

process. The circular section of both

front and back tube sheets containing the

tube holes is cut out with the torch. New
circular plates, with holes drilled to suit

the arrangement of superheater tubes

and flues, are then welded in place. By
building up sufficient material at the joint,

the tube sheets are made more rigid at

this point than at the bend of the flange,

thus guarding against failure. An ex-

ample of the remarkable showing often

made by the old slide valve engines when
converted to superheat in the manner
described above, the Delaware & Hudson
ten-wheelers may be cited. Engine No.

559 is used to handle the "boat train" to
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Lake George. On tour days a week this

train is unusually heavy, often consisting

of ten cars. With the saturated steam

engines it was necessary to double-head

two 4-6-0 t>-pe engines on this train four

days a week. When engine No. 559 or

other engines of the same class were

superheated they handled this train on

schedule seven days a week, regardless

of the number of cars.

The amount of the saving thus eflfected

is at once apparent. In addition to the

usual economy in coal incident to the

use of superheated steam, this engine

saves the expense of an extra engine

and crew four days a week, as well as

practically all the coal burned by the ex-

tra engine. A point which makes this

engine popular with all concerned is that,

owing to economy in the use of water,

one stop on a bad grade where trouble

had always been experienced in starting,

is now eliminated.

An example of a particularly success-

ful application of the Universal Valve

Chest to engines in freight service is

the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
consolidation freight engines. The cylin-

ders are 26 x 30 ins. with steam ports

24 ins. long. These locomotives were

extremely unpopular when operated with

saturated steam. Two firemen were re-

quired and mileage was extremely low

between shoppings. They were first su-

perheated with slide valves, but although

the performance was improved, mechani-

cal troubles increased. At present the

entire lot are being equipped with these

valve chests. Those in service are the

most popular freight engines on the divi-

sion, and are fired with ease by one man.
All valve troubles have ceased and the

milage records made by these engines to-

day are extremely good.

It is a well-known fact that the cost

of a new horse-power obtained by super-

heating an existing engine is less than

one-third of the cost of a new horse-

power obtained by the purchase of new
engines ; therefore, it would seem to be

the part of wisdom to do all that can be

done in the way of superheating existing

engines before considering the purchase

of new, except when necessary to handle

extra heavy or rush periods of work.

Nowadays the scientific aspect of how
to produce economy is to the fore.

Handling Superheater Engines
By F. W. CORCORAN, Locomotive Inspector, Southern Pacific Company*

The increase in the number of super-

heater locomotives being put into use by

the Southern Pacific is having a marked
effect on eflforts being made to reduce fuel

consumption and to enable enginemen and

ethers to have a thorough understanding

of the requirements necessary to econom-
' ically operate these locomotives. The
rules enumerated by the author, Mr. F.

W. Corcoran, are as follows

:

First, the lubricator should be open and

working properly five minutes before

starting on a trip, to insure that the

valves and cylinders are properly lubri-

cated when starting. The main steam

throttle on the boiler to the lubricator

should be wide open. The booster valve

must be open at all times while the en-

gine is running, both when working steam

and drifting. Enginemen should, as often

as possible, note the working of the lu-

bricator while on the road, because there

is no moisture in superheated steam to

assist in lubricating valves and cylinders,

as is the case with a saturated steam

locomotive. The oil used should be of

sufficient quantity and regularly fed. the

amount to be used depending entirely on

conditions. Piston speed and water con-

ditions are to be considered, although

enginemen should endeavor to use the

amount allowed to make the trip. Weather

conditions afTcct the proper working of

the lubricator ; at times a cold wind blow-

ing into the cab will nearly stop the lubri-

cator feeds.

Second, the water level in the boiler

should be regulated so there will be no

water carried over into the superheater

units.

Third, while working steam and when

arriving at a point where a stop is to be

made, the throttle should be left slightly

open, and when speed will permit, the

•R»print<-<1 (rr.tr "The Bullelin." AuRust I,

1917, Souihrrn Pacific Co., San Francisco. Cal

xalves should be given a long travel which
will reduce steam chest pressure and al-

low the superheater damper to close. When
the damper is closed, saturated steam

only is admitted to the steam chests and
the cylinders which are cooling, this soon

reduces the temperature below the flash-

point of the oil. Enginemen should bear

in ibind the importance of keeping some
steam in the cylinders while the tem-

perature of the steam is above the flash-

paint of the oil. The practice of shutting

oft at high speed and leaving the valves

in short cut-oflf is very injurious to both

valve and cylinder rings and causes the

lubricant to bum.

Fourth, arriving at the top of a grade

from where the engine is to drift, the

throttle should be left slightly open for

about ten minutes to allow the tempera-

ture in the cylinders to be reduced, then

the lever should be put in full gear be-

fore the throttle is closed. Where by-

pass valves are used the reverse lever

should not be put in full gear, but should

be adjusted according to the piston speed,

at high speed to a longer cut-ofT, but

never in full gear.

Fifth, engine oil should never be used

on piston or valve rods. When no oil

is used on piston rods direct, the rod

serves as an indicator and when it shows

a lack of lubrication the cylinders are in

the same condition. Enginemen should

watch this closely and the lubricator

should be handled accordingly. Ry feed-

ing the cylinders about the same amount

of oil as the valves get. the best results

are obtained.

Sixth, when long runs are made work-

ing short cut-oflF, it is advisable to change

the cut-ofT about every twenty miles. The
proper way to do this is to close the

throttle nearly shut and let the reverse

lever down as far as possible where it

can be left for about twenty seconds.

By this the valves are given a long travel

and the valve rings are lubricated by the

oil which adheres to the valve bushing.

Seventh, the temperature obtained in

the steam chest of a superheater locomo-

tive, working under ordinary conditions is

approximately 690 degs. Fahr. At this

high temperature proper lubrication is

necessary or damage will result to valves

and cylinders.

Traveling Engineers' Association.

The Executive Committee of the Travel-

ing Engineers' Association has decided

that owing to war conditions the associa-

tion will not hold its annual convention

this year. The Executive Committee will

meet as usual to transact such business as

may be brought before it, and the annual

report will be issued, containing informa-

tion in regard to what has happened in the

association during the year. The reports

and papers will be printed in full, and new
subjects will be selected and committees

appointed to report on the same ne.xt year,

when, it is hoped, peace will have been

established.

Higher Wages for Canadian

Enginemen.
As the result of negotiations of several

months' duration a new wage-contract

schedule went into effect last month by

agreement of representatives of the Cana-

dian Government Railways, the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Engineers, and the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen. It

provides for a pay increase ranging from

9^ to 31 per cent. Back pay of each

month's earnings, according to the in-

crease, is also granted from April 1,

1917. .\n ciKht-hour day is also guar-

anteed. Special high rates are assigned

to the men employed on the new heavy

freight engine types such as the "Santa

Fe" and "Mikado."
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Elegant Parlor Cars on the Spokane, Portland

& Seattle Railway

The Spokane, Portland & Seattle Rail-

way recently bought from the Barney &
Smith Car Company a number of parlor

cars for use on their day trains.

The photogr;iph, from which our en-

jiraving is made, shows an 18-chair par-

lor car, with smoking room at one cml.

These cars were 73 ft. 2 in. over ciul

posts and 10 ft. wide over side sill

angles. The underframes are of tin-

built-up type with steel superstructure

framing. The outside sheathing is of

steel plates 'A in. thick, with special roller

beveled surface, while the inside tinisli is

also of steel.

The cars are plain as far as interior

decoration is concerned, yet there is an

elegance which depends entirely on the

high class of the design. Electric lamps

placed in the clearstory furnish the arti-

ficial light, and art glass is used in the

interior doors and in the clearstory win-

dows. The seats are rattan chairs with

cushioned backs and arms. A series of

electric lamps in cup-like shades arc

placed above the row of chairs so that

reading is made easier and pleasantcr

than if the central clusters alone were

relied upon.

The outside of the car is made of sheet

steel and the trucks are the six-wheel

type. The wheels are 37 ins. in diameter

and the spread of the wheels is 5 ft. 3

ins., making a truck wheel base of 10 ft.

6 ins. The body bolster of the car is 8 ft.

back of the end. The heavy centre sill

is of I-beam built-up section sloping

down from a point about 11 ft. 4 ins. back

of the end sill and reaching a ma.ximum

depth of 2 ft. 6H ins. The body bolster.

also of built-up section, is lls^ ins. deep

at the center. Heavy triangular needle

beams are used, running fr- '-
•

'-•f-

for operating the axle light is boxed in,

so that the belt drive and the electric

r-.r.- ' - - - tf-ctc'l from dust, etc. .M-

INTERIUR OF PARLOR CAR O.N THE SPOK.\XE, PORTLAND & SE.XTTLE.

sills to the outside of the longitudinal together the cars present a neat, comfort-

sills. They are placed at intervals along able and serviceable appearance and have
the main center sills. The mechanism given every satisfaction on the S. P. & S.

Efficient and Economical Railway Car Lighting
The matter of railway car lighting was

the subject of a paper recently read by

Mr. Geo. Hulse. chief engineer of the

Safety Car Heating and Lighting Com-
pany. He said, among other things, the

proper lighting of railways cars has al-

ways brought out special problems, both

as to the methods of producing the energy

for lighting, and in the application of the

light sources to get proper illumination.

As methods of lighting have been im-

proved, new methods have been applied to

cars with such modifications as the spe-

cial conditions make necessary. Oil light-

ing superseded candles, gas displaced oil

lighting, but at present the field is divided

between gas and electricity.

Practically all cars using gas light em-
ploy oil gas as the illuminant. As the

storage space available is limited, it is

necessary to carry the gas under pressure

and also to have a gas of comparatively

high illuminating value. Coal gas, of low

candle-power primarily, loses at least 50

per cent, of its illuminating value when
compressed to a point high enough to give

sufficient storage. Oil gas has not only

a much higher candle power uncom-
pressed, but when compressed to ten at-

mospheres, loses only 10 per cent, of its

illuminating power.

Oil gas is made by the distillation of

petroleum in cast iron or clay retorts, or

in steel generators filled with fire brick

checker work. .\ fi.xed gas is formed
which has for its principal ingredients

methane and heavy illuminants with a

very small amount of hydrogen. This is

practically the Pintsch gas of commerce.
.\fter passing through proper washing and

purifying apparatus, the gas is compressed

to 12 atmospheres and is carried to the

railroad yards by suitable pipe lines. The
car equipment consists of steel holders,

two filling valves, a pressure gauge, a

regulator for reducing the pressure to that

at which the lamps operate, the pipe line

for carrying the gas from the holders to

the lamps, and the lamps or burners. .All

fittings for both the low and high-pressure

piping are especially designed. The pres-

sure regulator is placed under the car

near the holds so that the amount of high-

pressure piping is small and none of it is

inside the car. The pressure regulator

reduces the gas to the proper pressure and
maintains this pressure constant.

One of the early and completely suc-

cessful applications of the inverted man-
tle was to car lighting.
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In this country two sizes o£ mantle

are used, one which gives 28 candle-

power, with a gas consumption of 0.8 cu.

ft per hour, the gas pressure being 1 lb.

per sq. in. The other size of mantle,

which is used for center lamps gives 90

candle-power, with a gas consumption of

2 cu. ft. per hour at 2 lbs. pressure per

sq. in.

The mantles used are of a special form

and composition to withstand the hard

usage of railway service, and they give

three months average life in service.

There are upward of 85 gas plants for

the manufacture of oil gas in the United

States and Canada.

The holders are made exact size and

the contents of a holder can always be

determined by multiplying its capacity by

the gauge pressure in atmospheres. This

feature, besides furnishing a means of

measuring the amount of gas supplied, is

important for reckoning the "hours of

lighting" would be ideal if it were not for

car interchange.

Cars using oil gas are dependent upon

stationary plants, but this has not been

found to be a disadvantage, principally

because the time required to charge a

car is very short. It can be done, if neces-

sary, at a division station stop.

Three methods of electric lighting for

railway cars are in use: 1, The head-end

system ; 2, straight storage : 3. axle-driven

generators. In the head-end system use

is made of a generator driven by a steam

engine at the head of the train, either in

the baggage car or on the locomotive

Electrical energy for the lighting is car-

ried back from the generator to the cars

The generator of a head-end system is

usually installed in the baggage car, and

is driven by a steam turbine, steam for its

operation being brought from the the loco-

motive through suitable hose connections.

.\s the steam supply is cut ofl when the

locomotive is detached from the train

it is necessary to have a storage battery

on one or more cars to keep the light

going.

The head-end system gives efficient and

economical results, but its great disad-

vantage is that light can only be used

when a car is in a train with a generator

equipment. If the cars are cauioDcd with

batteries to supply light during such times

as the locomotive is disconnected, the

proper arrangements for charging the bat-

teries entail a sacrifice of simplicity and

economy.

In the straight storage system each car

is equipped with a set of storage bat-

teries of sufficient capacity to supply the

lamps for the desired trip. As ordinarily

applied, the equipment consists of lamps,

storage batterio>i and charging receptacles,

with necessary wiring. At terminal yards

the batteries are charged from a station-

ary power plant. The lamps operate di-

rectly from the batteries, a no voltage

regulator being used. This system of

"lighting" which a holder contains and

the fact that the charging of the batteries

consumes time must be considered.

Cars are not alwajs available in oni

place long enough to receive the proper

charge. The cost of equipping a railroad

yard with the proper charging lines is

also considerable.

In another system the car-axle is used

to drive a generator which supplies the

lamps in the car, and for charging a stor-

age battery which supplies energy to the

lamps when the car is running below a

certain speed.

The equipment consists of a generator

mounted on either the car body or the

truck with some form of driving system

between the car-axle and the generator;

a storage battery to maintain the light

when the speed of the generator falls be-

low that at which it gives the proper volt-

age ; regulating apparatus to govern the

output of the generator at varying speeds

;

to give the proper charge to the storage

battery, and to maintain constant voltage

at the lamps ; and some means of keeping

the polarity of the battery-charging cur-

rent constant, when the direction of the

movement of the car is reversed.

Various systems have been devised to

meet these conditions and a large number

are in successful operation. The best

practice is exemplified by an equipment in

which the generator is mounted on the

car underframe, the generator controlled

for output at varying speeds by a carbon

pile rheostat in its field circuit, which give

a constant current-output until the bat-

tery approaches full charge, when the con-

trol is automatically changed to constant

voltage, thereby preventing an overcharge

of the battery. The voltage at the lamps

is kept constant by an automatic carbon

pile rheostat placed between the battery

and the lamps.

Of the three different systems of elec-

tric car lighting, the axle-driven generator

system is the one most used. This sys-

tem renders the car independent of a sta-

tionary plant and, in spite of its seeming

complexity, it is the only one of the three

systems capable of general application to

cars.

Adequate and proper illumination of

passenger cars of various types presents

difficulties not met with in some other

lines of illuminating. Car construction

limits, to a considerable extent, the posi-

tion of the lighting fixtures, which, in

combination with the seating arrange-

ments makes ideal illumination conditions

hard to realize. It is practically impos-

sible to have the lighting fixtures out of

the range of vision, and very carefully de-

vised screening of the light is necessary.

In addition to this the constant motion

of the car makes it necessary to have a

greater amount of illumination than is re-

quired in places where this condition does

not exist.

There has been a tendency to sacrifice

proper illumination results in favor of

the appearance of the lighting fixtures,

and also to look for an appearance of light

in the car, rather than for proper illumina-

tion; but these mistakes are rapidly being

corrected.

Aside from the general illumination

necessary, the principal use of artificial il-

lumination in a coach is for reading, and
the lighting system should be so designed

as to give proper illumination on the

reading plane, which is 45 degs. to the

horizontal and at right angles to the cen-

ter line of the car.

Owing to car design and construction,

two methods of lighting are available, as

regards the placing of the lamps. They
may be hung from the roof in a single

row down the center line of the car, or

a row may be placed on each side deck,

directly over the seats. .'\n elaborate

series of tests made a short time ago
demonstrated that equally good illumina-

tion can be obtained with either type of

installation. Practical considerations, how-
ever, make for center lighting on account

of the fewer number of fixtures required

and the lesser number of lamps and re-

flectors to maintain. Another considera-

tion is that, with side lighting, shadows
are likely to be cast by a passenger's head
which interfere with the proper illumina-

tion of his own or another's paper. This

occurs with center lighting only when
people are standing in the aisles.

The following are some of the results

obtained in the test:

The reflector is a prismatic one, having

a prismatic bowl under it to give the re-

quired light distribution. The prismatic

reflector is covered on the outside by an

opal-glass envelope, adding to the appear-

ance and serving to keep the prismatic

glass clean. This arrangement gives very

uniform lighting; the illumination of the

aisle and window sittings being practically

equal.

A test with a similar type of fixture

using the SO-watt train lighting electric

lamps showed illumifiation to be consider-

ably lower than in the preceding test and

less uniform, tlicre being more difference

between the aisle and the window sittings.

Another test with center lighting, using

prismatic open-mouth reflectors, showed

the type of unit and the results obtained.

A still further test showed results with

side lighting with medium density opal

reflectors, and this test compares very

closely with center lamp test, using the

same class of reflector.

These tests show that by using units

best adapted for car-lighting gave an il-

lumination of about 2.5 foot-candles ob-

tained on the reading plane by spacing the

center units 6 ft. apart and using lamps

with an output of aproximatcly 390 lumens

per lamp. The same results can be ob-

tained in side lighting by placing the units

6 ft. apart, and using lamps with an out-

put of 220 lumens per lamp. This allows
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a depreciation of 40 per cent, in the ef-

ficiency of the ligliting system before tlic

illumination drops to 1.5 foot-candles.

The word "lumen" is described as the

unit of light, and is equal to the quantity

of light falling on an area of one square

foot, all points of which are one fool

distant from a point taken as the light

source being of one candle power in-

tensity in all directions; or, if a source of

light giving one mean spherical candle

power, be placed in the center of a hollow

sphere of one foot radius, the light flux

falling on one square foot surface of this

sphere will be one lumen. To reduce the

spherical candle power of a light source

to lumens, multiply the mean spherical

candle power by 12.57.

Direct lighting with a reflector of me-

dium or heavy density is most satisfactory

for a coach, as the walls and ceilings can-

not be kept in proper condition to reflect

any appreciable amount of the light which

falls on them. The direct system with a

reflector which properly screens the light

also affords, with the darker ceilings and

walls, spaces of low illumination for the

eye to rest upon.

Dining-car lighting is in a class apart

from that of other classes of cars, and it

is in the dining car that most of the

novelties in lighting are used. Obviously

the table is the must important item in

the car, and a high illumination must be

concentrated on each table, although a

fairly high general illumination is neces-

sary so that the car will present a bright

appearance. Installations with high in-

tensity on the tables and low general il-

lumination have not been satisfactory.

Good general illumination can be obtained

from center fixtures. For table illumina-

tion, fixtures should be mounted over each

table, and no more satisfactory t>'pe of

unit has been developed than that which

uses a concentrating reflector and redirect-

ing plate under it to give the proper dis-

tribution of light on the table.

Sleeping cars require lighting for gen-

eral illumination, for reading or working

at the tables in the sections, and for il-

lumination of the berths after they are

made up. General illumination is obtained

by center lamps placed close to the ceiling

to prevent interference with the upper

berth. Small units placed in the corner

of each section provide additional local

illumination for reading and to light the

made-up berth. The staterooms of a

sleeping car and of a compartment car

are lighted in the same way. Smoking

rooms have a center lamp for general il-

lumination and bracket lamps back of the

fixed seats to afford proper lighting for

reading. The pasageways are lighted by

ceiling fixtures, using either an open-

mouth rctlcctor, or a fixture with reflector

and directing plate set flush with the

ceiling. The proper lighting of the berth

section of the car after all the berths

are made up is best accomplished by a

bracket lamp placed on the bulk-head fac-

ing the aisle ; this allows all the center

lamps to be extinguished, and affords suf-

ficient light for i>assing through the car.

Parlor and smoking cars presents a dif-

ficult problem, as the seats are arranged

so that the occupant faces the center of

the car. The best results are obtained by

the use of a few center lamps for general

illumination, and bracket lamps placed on

the side of the car back of the chairs for

reading light. These cases are practically

all the methods which have to be used.

Ventilated Box Cars for the Atlantic Coast

The photograph from which our en-

graving was made shows a ventilated

box car built for the Atlantic Coast

Line Railroad. These cars have steel

underframe and steel end frame; they

are lined throughout with wood and in-

sulating paper, and have two vciitilatnrs

Line Railroad
bottom end ventilators on each end, the

latter being patented and furnished by the

Wine Railway Appliance Company. The

cars are entirely sealed inside, and lined

both inside and out, on the upper side of the

roof ceiling and on top of the sub-floor

with weatherproof insulating paper. The

sters, the Return Roller Frictionless side

bearings, the Buffalo brake beams and the

Atlas brake beam safety guards. The

painting material for the under frames,

sides and ends was furnished by the H. E.

& D. G. Yarnall Company, of Philadelphia,

Pa., wooden sills and frames were painted

.\TL.\N'TIC COAST LINE RAILW.'iY. VENTILATED CAR FOR FRUIT AND PERI? I

in each end and also a solid and a ven-

tilating door in each side. The Barney

& Smith Car Company, builders of these

cars, will soon complete an order for

1,200 box cars.

These cars are known as the Atlantic

Coast Despatch type of box car, they

being equipped with malleable top and

cars are equipped with steel under-frames

and steel end frames, also with Murphy
X L A roofing, the Jones Peerless car

door fixtures, the Wine end-ventilators,

the Farlow-Westinghouse draft gear, the

Sharon couplers, the Westinghouse air

brakes, the Bettendorf cast steel truck-

side frames, the Buckeye cast steel bol-

by the Spiriiine Chemical Company's

product. The cars are equipped with

United States Standard Safety .A.ppli-

ances, and the undfr frame, especially

the center sills, were designed to meet

M. C. B. recommendations for strength

requirements. These cars carry perishable

freight and are giving ever)- satisfaction.
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So-Called Car Shortage

There is really no such thing as car

shortage in the sense that there are not

or cannot be got sufficient cars to move
the traffic. The so-called car shortage

is caused very largely, if not entirely, by

the lack of facilities for unloading cars

that have completed a paying trip. Years

ago the late James J. Hill pointed out

that the lack of terminal facilities was

one of the greatest handicaps on Ameri-

can railroads. Very little, comparatively,

has been done to improve conditions since

Mr. Hill's time.

Lack of terminals, lack of sidings, lack

of modern appliances on many roads, and

lack of modern appliances for handling

freight by shippers and receivers, have

all to be added together, if one is to get

a fairly correct view of where most of

the trouble lies.

This is one of the peculiar cases where

legitimate expenditure ought not only be

permitted by Government, but in the in-

terests of the people, the spending of

large sums of money by the railroads for

these desirable ends might well be facili-

tated by Government. The whole ques-

tion is important and the needs of the

railway and the country in this direction

are growing year by year.

According to record, there was in May
last a so-called shortage of 150,000 cars

and at the same time there was about

2,500,000 cars in the United Sutes. A
little better handling, that is, faster and

better loading and unloading, a quickened

movement by the railroads, which they

are endeavoring to do, by applying special-

ties to locomotives which reduce their

standing time at terminal stations, if car-

ried out would let it be possible to make
up the deficiency complained of.

Since November, 1916, about 989 en-

gines have been placed in service and
about 44,000 cars, in the same period.

There are said to be on order since April

of this year about 2,200 locomotives and

about 104,917 cars. If these engines and

cars are delivered by January, 1918, we
will have with those put in service since

November, 1917, a total of about 149,000

cars with an average capacity of 50 tons

each, and a total of about 3,200 locomo-

tives with probably an average tractive

power of 54,000 lbs. or over, by which

the alleged car shortage will disappear

in the early months of 1918, and unless

a slackening of performance takes place,

the regular increase of the country's busi-

ness should be adequately met.

Ingenuity and Utility.

It is the aim of the inventor to make
everything in the machine line as simple

as possible, and the desire of the pur-

chaser is that it should be so made, and

yet a review of the world's experience

shows that in nearly every case the most

successful machines of any class, if not

the most complicated, are far from being

the most simple.

The period is not yet beyond record

when time was kept by the hour-glass

and sun-dial, with which no clock or

watch of the present day can compare in

simplicity. The time was when a knife

was the machine for paring apples. The
latest and best machine has bands and
pulleys, and cams, and cranks.

The first steam engine was the sim-

plest ever built and free from all ob-

jectionable features. The best one is the

most complicated, has all the objection-

able features, and some of them four

times repeated. The poorest turning

lathe ever built was the most simple; the

best one ever built the most complicated

;

and so with nearly all machines and tools.

The hour-glass was not discarded be-

cause it was simple, nor the clock re-

placed because it was complicated, but

because it performed functions and meets

requirements that the hour-glass failed to

meet. The knife as an apple parer per-

formed its functions well enough, but was
too slow. The latest power apple paring

machines do all that could be done with

the knife and at the rate of SO bushels

an hour.

The primitive lathe, with two pointed

spikes driven through blocks of wood
for centers, a spring pole, string and

pedal for a motive power, was simple

compared to a modern engine lathe, but

was restricted in the scope or quantity

of work, as was the case with the orig-

inal of the whole category of machine

tools, textile machinery and all mechan-

ical appliances.

Call to mind the simplicity of the Hero
engine as depicted by modern artists. A
boiler set on a peg, two pieces of pipe

with openings in the sides, and, aside

from a boiler feeder, the engine is com-
plete. Devoid of the steam pipe nuisance

;

no gland to pack, no crosshead to oil, no

connecting rod which many have tried to

avoid, no crank to use up power ; in fact

none of the things that are objectionable

in the present day engine; unfortunately

it had none of the present engine's merits.

To make the engine useful it had to be

separate from the boiler, which added

the steam pipe nuisance. To get power

the engine had to run fast; to utilize

the power it had to be geared down.

High speed against atmospheric resist-

ance and friction wasted a large per cent,

of the power, and friction wore out va-

rious parts, and wear called for repairs.

It was the high speed problem carried to

an extreme. The Hero engine properly

constructed by later mechanicians failed

to perform all the functions required of

an engine. The stationary engine, though

every feature about it except the shaft

and driving pulley, are objectionable, is

not only tolerated, but even admired for

the duty it performs.

While this review shows that the com-

plicated machines have replaced the sim-

ple ones, a deeper study will show that

it is only because they perform more
functions, and when each function is

separated from all others, the mechan-
ism which performs that function success-

fully is the best which is the most simple.

Malicious Mischief.

One of the commonest forms of ma-
licious mischief in this country is that

of boys, and even young men, placing

upon railway tracks small obstructions

such as stones, pieces of wood, splice

bars, etc., to see how they will make the

locomotive jump. Such acts are not
usually dangerous, but they might cause
serious damage, and the laws against

them ought be to severely enforced. If

the Draconian laws in force in Great
Britain against such offenses prevailed

here, amusements of this kind would not
be so common as they are. A press des-
patch recently reported a case where a
boy for fun placed a tie on the rails of

a well known railway. The boy was ar-

rested, and when brought before a magis-
trate was told that he was subject to

penal servitude for life for the offense.

Owing to the culprit's youth the judge
sent him to jail for a couple of vipriths,

and at the end of that time to be gi'ti a

good flogging with a birch rod.

We once knew of a case in Missouri

when a farmer tried to sell a worn-out
horse to a railroad company by driving

the animal into a cattle guard when a

train was approaching. The engineer

happened to see the animal in time to

stop and thereby spoiled that form of

sale. Some of the enterprising farmer's

friends were joking about the case and
word of it reached the ears of a station

master, who reported it to headquarters.

This led to the arrest of the farmer, who
was prosecuted for endangering trains

and passed three months in jail.

Up in the Air.

The highest place in the world regu-

larly inhabited is the Buddhist monas-

tery, Halne in Tibet, which is about

16,000 feet above sea level. The next is

Galera, a railway station in Peru, which

is located at a height of 15,635 feet above

sea level. Near it at the same height

is a railway terminal 3,547 feet in length.

The elevation of the city of Potosi in

Bolivia is 13,330 feet. Cuzco, Peru, is

11,350 feet in the air; La Paz, Bolivia,

is 10,883 above sea level, and Leadville,

the highest town in the United States,

stands at an altitude of 10,025 feet.

The first patent granted by the U. S.

Government bore date July 31, 1790, and

was issued to George Hopkins on a proc-

ess of working polash and pendash. It

was signed by George Washington.
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Running Repairs on Steam Locomotives
Readjusting the Main and Connecting Rods

Almost every detail of the modern
locomotive has become a subject of regu-

lation by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, and it is interesting to revert to

these regulations occasionally, and while

it will be found that in many of the finer

details they may be improved upon it is

well that they should be borne in mind.

In the heated season it is a fact that the

main and connecting rods require more
attention than in the cooler seasons, and

referring to a few of the regulations that

came into force last year, we find that

autogenous welding of broken or cracked

main or side rods is not permitted. In

regard to side motion of rods on crank

pins, it shall not exceed one-fourth of

an inch. The bore of main rod bearings

on locomotives in road service shall not

exceed pin diameters more than three-

thirty-seconds inch at front or back end.

The total lost motion at both ends shall

not exceed five-thirty-seconds inch. The
bore of side rod bearings shall not ex-

ceed pin diameters more than five-

thirty-seconds inch on main pin, nor

rt1>.-^'lhan three-thirty-seconds on other

pits.

In yard service the bore of main rod

bearings shall not exceed pin diameters

more than one-eighth inch at front end

or five-thirty-seconds at back end. The
bore of side rod bearings shall not ex-

ceed pin diameter more than three-six-

teenths inch. Oil and grease cups shall

be securely attached to rods, and grease

cup plugs shall be equipped with suitable

fastenings.

It will be admitted that these regula-

tions allow considerable latitude and

longitude in these important connections,

and it would not be good practice to

allow locomotive rods to run in this loose

condition. The rapidity with which the

bearings of the rods are worn renders

it necessary that they should receive

careful and constant attention. Begin-

ning with the main rod, its tendency to

increase in length is very great, since

every time the keys are driven for the

purpose of tightening the brasses the

length of the rod is increased. By the

length of the rod it will be understood

that the distance between the centers of

the brasses is referred to. When the

locomotive is new, or newly repaired, it

is usual to mark the points on the guides

at which the piston touches the cylinder

head. The distance between these strik-

ing points may be a quarter to half an

inch more than the stroke of the piston,

and the rod should be so adjusted that

the space in excess of the stroke will be

divided evenly so that there will he an

equal amount of clearance at each end

of the stroke. If there be anv variation

it is safer that the lesser space should be

in the back end of the cylinder, as the

lengthening of the rod already referred

to will tend to equalize the amount of

clearance. The exact spacing between the

working point of the crosshcad and the

striking point should be maintained as

nearly as possible. Apart from the dan-

ger of the piston colliding with the cyl-

inder head, a variable space imparts an

irregularity to the exhaust which may
not be a serious loss in power, but is

certainly no kind of gain.

In refitting the brasses in the front end

of the main rod they should be left at

least one thirty-second of an inch open

when fitted to the wrist-pin. This leaves

some allowance for driving the key as the

brasses wear. In attaching the front end

of the main rod care should be taken to

closely littcd, and frequently refitted, as

the incessant shocks to which it is sub-

jected rapidly wear the bearing parts.

In regard to the inevitable wear of the

sides of the main rod and other brasses,

the life of the brasses may be prolonged

by soldering semi-circular strips to the

sides of the brasses. These should be

held in place by four or five pins of

brass or copper, for which holes may
readily be drilled through the reinforcing

patches into the brass itself a depth of over

a quarter of an inch, care being taken that

the pins fit snugly in the holes. When
these side patches are attached to the

brasses the opportunity should be taken

to close the brasses sufficiently together

so that they may be bored out, the

patches being also faced off to the proper

size .1 the crank pin bearing. It may

FIG. 1. ROD BR.KSS WITH DOVET.ML PIECES FOR \VE.\R.

note that the rod is not loosely attached

to the wrist-pin but should be keyed

snugly to a sufficient degree of tightness

so that the rod may be moved without

any apparent looseness. A loose bearing

in the front end of the main rod is a

sure beginner of trouble and often leads

to serious fractures. The danger of the

bearing heating is not great, except in

the case of driving the key too tightly,

as the movement of the bearing is only a

small part of a revolution.

In closing and refitting the brasses on

the back end of the main rod care should

be taken to retain the square adjustment

of the brasses to each other, so that when

they are returned to the strap they do

not require the pinching pressure of the

key to bear equally. The key should be

driven in the strap before connecting

the rod to the strap and it should be

noted that the brasses revolve readily

but not loosely, around the crank pin.

No lost motion is required in the ad-

justment of the main rod. It should be

be added that the patchwork, like the

mending of a worn garment, has not the

durability of the original, but it is pre-

ferable to allowing the rapid reduction

of the brasses to go on without applying

some remedy.

A more substantial method of patch-

ing rod brasses than by soldering is

shown in Fig. 1. A represents a sec-

tional or end view of the brass, which,

it will be noted, has been reduced in the

lathe and a dovetail groove cut into the

metal. B shows the patch which is cut

in a circular, form and divided into two

pieces at CC. The patches, when fitted

to the proper size by templet or other-

wise, are readliy put in place on the

brass and held in position by copper wire

driven into holes drilled through the

patch and a short distance into the brass.

Coming to the refitting of the connect-

ing rods, the brasses should be left so as

to move more freely than the fitting of

the back end of the main rod already

described. The vertical vibrations inci-
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dental to the action of the springs, the

oscillations arising from variations in the

track, and the ever-changing tractive ef-

fort essential to variable velocities all

combine to render a certain amount of

easiness in the joints of the connecting

rods a mechanical necessitj'.

In this connection it may be mentioned
that few roads are retaining strap ended
side rods, which were at one time con-

sidered a necessity-. Simple bushings in

solid-ended rods are used instead, par-

of the corresponding crank pin. A devi-

ation from this point is a serious draw-
back but can be readily rectified by the

skilful mechanic. If the deviation is

particularly marked a slight bending of

the rod near the fitted end may be read-

ily accomplished by the use of a screw
press, or a slight variation may be over-

come by a careful refitting of the brasses

by removing a small quantity of the brass

at the part of the bearing required to

allow the rod to point centrally.
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FIG. 2. SroE RODS FOR PAOFIC TYPE (4-6-3) LOCOMOTIVE.

ticularly on both pair of four-coupled

locomotives and all but the main pins

of multiple coupled locomotives. Some
roads are even using bushings for the

main crank pin also as shown in Fig. 2.

In readjusting the older type of con-

necting rods the wedges should be set up

and the wheel centers should be trammed,

and variations, if any, should be recti-

fied, and the rods fitted while the crank

pins are either in the forward or back-

ward center. With the crank pins on the

top at one side and exactly plumb, the

crank pins at the other side will be on

the dead center. In addition to the care-

ful fitting of the brasses already alluded

to, it is also important to have the

rod with attached brasses, and liners,

if necessar>-, the proper length. It is

better that the rod should be fitted tightly

between the crank pins than loosely, es-

pecially if the boiler is cool. The ex-

pansion of the frames when the engine

is heated is small, but a rod fitted

loosely, or, more properly speaking, a

rod that may be a little short imposes

a great strain on the bolts in the straps,

while a rod that is snugly fitted will

convey the strain directly to the crank

pins.

When the rod is attached it should not

be difficult to move either end of the

rod slightly sidewise by tapping the rod

with a piece of hardwood, taking care to

avoid the pernicious practice of striking

the rods with a soft hammer that is soft

only in name. Rods that arc battered

and bruised by hammer blows are not

only unsightly but arc a sure indication

of unskilled and careless workmanship.

A point that is well worth remem-
bering is the testing of the rod when
one end is attached in order to show
whether it points exactly to the center

When the front end of the rod is

connected it should also be observed
when the strap of the other connection

is pushed over the butt end of the rod

for the purpose of driving in the bolts

whether there is any twist on the rod or
not. If any obliquitv- in the alignment
of the rod and strap is visible, the brass

at the end should be refitted and a per-

fect adjustment and alignment secured

before driving the bolts in their places.

It will occur to the thoughtful me-

IKJ. 3. M.JlRKEL'S DESin.Y Ol 1J.\CK

END OF MAIN ROD.

chanic that both ends of the rod should

be tested in this way, as one end of the

rod is as likely to be in error as the

other.

In testing the movement or degree of

slackness of the rods time need not be

wasted testing the rods in other than

the central positions. It is only when
;it the dead centers that the connecting

rods arc free from the great strain of

moving the engine, and are necessarily

pulling in one direction or the other, and
should not be expected to be moved

easily except when the strain is re-

moved. In brief, no exact idea of their

adjustment can be got at any other point

except at the centers, and it is safe to

presume that if the rods pass the centers

easily there is hardly any possibility of

difficulty at any other point.

When the brasses are closed in refit-

ting it should be seen that the opening
for the oil way is sufficiently enlarged
so as to insure a clear space for the

oil readily reaching the crank pin with-

out a projecting impediment of a portion

of the brass overlapping the oil hole. An
obstruction of this kind becomes a ready
receptable for the collection of dust or

other matter, and a stoppage of lubrica-

tion with serious results speedily fol-

lows.

The growing tendency of increasing the

size of the crank pins in locomotives

and fitting the conecting rods with mas-
sive bushings of the best material is a

good one. The degree of perfection to

which the machines used in the location

or quartering of the crank pins is such

that the correct relation of the parts is

assured, and with the correct adjust-

ment and maintenance of the wheel cen-

ters in their exact position the adjust-

ment of the connecting rods becomes a

matter of simple attachment.

It may be added that a recent improve-
ment in main rods was introduced by
Charles Markel, Clinton, Iowa, that is

meeting with considerable popular favor.

As shown in the illustration Fig. 3, the

rod is of the solid end type. The brass

is a round turned-up brass, and cannot

work up and down in the rod opening as

the round surface that the brass fits in

on the retaining block prevents this. The
two halves of this brass are held in the

rod opening by two cast steel retaining

blocks which are counterbored to hold

the two half brasses from working side-

ways. When the wedge or key requires

lining down all that is necessary is to

take out the key bolt, slip the key out

sideways, which allows the block to be

moved back admitting liners to be put

in place to bring the key down to the

bottom of the rod opening. The front

end of the rod is also fitted up with

round turned-up brass, which has one

filler block and key. The rod is either

right or left and one pattern only is

required.

The subject of lubrication has been so

recently and so fully discussed in our

pages that little need be added further

than to emphasize the fact that this im-

portant matter requires constant atten-

tion. The addition of graphite has been

found to be an admirable aid in retaining

that degree of coolness which is essen-

tial to safety, especially when the rods

are newly fitted or readjusted, and no

engineer should be without a supply of

this fine aid to perfect lubrication of the

running parts of a locomotive.
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The Man WUl Fail First.

Recently a collision occurred on a trol-

ley line in Connecticut near Branford.

About eighteen people are reported to

have been killed and about forty injured.

The colli.>;ion happened on a sliort tangent

between two curves, and the newspaper

account places the blame on the surviving

motorman, who is said to have admitted

that he was drowsy and passed the siding

where he should have waited, before he

realized where he was. The other car

was on schedule time, and appears to

have been where it had a right to be.

We are not concerned in condemning a

trolley line, nor do we wish to excessively

blame the man who caused the tragedy.

We have often tried to raise our voice in

protest against the transportation super-

stition that all men will act alike, and act

correctly, under similar circumstances.

This fallacy is old and well established,

but it rests on no more reason or au-

thority than the superstition that asserts

that a locomotive ought not to be turned

out of the shop on Friday. .Ml evidence

is against it. Men act differently when
urged by exactly the same cause. Given

a good machine and a conscientious man,

the chances are largely in favor of the

theory that the man will fail first.

We all know the dulling effect on the

brain of hot, humid weather. We know

th.it certain physical effects produce ab-

normal mental action. We know how the

whole psychological phenomena, which

wc are cognizant of, show man to be

peculiarly liable to temporary mental

aberration or failure. How often this ab-

normality is present we do not know,

for much of it escapes being marked out

for us by disaster. A man forgets to

mail a letter his wife gave him, no seri-

ous results follow, and as we say, noth-

ing happens, but who shall say that as far

as the psychology of the case is con-

cerned, that it was in any way different

from the lapse which produced a railroad

wreck. You may lose a nickel, or you

may lose a hundred dollars and yet you
may have been no more guilty of care-

lessness or neglect as far as mental make-
up is concerned, in the one case than in

the other. "Consequential damage" as

the M.C.B. Association code says, is un-

related to the cause.

It is this consequential damage that the

traveling public is subject to, and suffers

grievously by. It is the death-dealing

wreck that hurts, and casts a black

shadow on all our boasted achievements

in transportation. The man who causes a

disaster will no doubt be punished, per-

haps his family will suffer with him, but

is it not time to acknowledge that such

treatment of the guilty man utterly fails

either to reform him or to adequately

protect the public? As well might we
throw a stream of water into the smoke
of a burning building, while leaving the

fire to burn with fury on the floor below.

The truth has come home to many rail-

road men, both of the operating and the

executive departments, and these men see

that some trustworthy mechanical means
for forcing the imperatively-demanded

right action, at the right time, is the

prime, indispensable, crying need, if the

danger of mental temporary lapse, with

its deplorable consequences, is ever to be

minimized or brought within the limits

of control. The men who run our loco-

motives and man our trolley lines are not

mere laborers, they are trained and skilled

in their work. There is a high grade of

intelligence possessed by these men and

they have a conscientious appreciation of

their work and its responsibilities. There
is good material to work with, yet it is

in the ranks of such men that psycho-

logical failure is to be found, and we are

on occasion compelled owing to such fail-

ures to nail down the coffin lid over the

faces of men and women who had a right

to live.

Looking back at the origin of the hu-

man species as revealed by the doctrine

of organic evolution, we find that man's

place in nature required him to hunt,

select or build a habitation, mate and

rear offspring and to battle with the ele-

ments. He was fitted for all this, phys-

ically. The rapid development of brain

power and. some think, of moral obliga-

tion also, far outran his primal equipment,

and he is now compelled to live a life

which Nature had not contemplated or

prepared him for. It may be his en-

deavor to do these new things has taxed

eyesight, brain-action and the power of

concentrated attention on things which do

not intrinsically interest, or entertain the

mind. It may be that such considera-

tions may give the key to the mystery of

temporary mental failure, though they do

not yet unlock the door. If we admit

that many human activities such as run-

ning an engine, or operating a trolley

car or an electric train are in a sense

"new" to human nature, is it not but

elemental wisdow to carry forward the

work of providing adequate mechanical

protection for the conscientious but fal-

lible man ? With every wish and intention

to succeed, this man may find that his

mind has wandered or he has become
drowsy or tired when the exactions of

his task stand there, unrelaxed. imperi-

ous, like some dumb force, blindly obey-

ing the laws of their being as they "work
out their fatal will, unswerved, unswerv-

ing, and know not that they are."

Hot Couplings and Bearings.

.As is alluded to in an article on the

adjustment of connecting rods published

in this issue of Railway and Locomotive
Engineering, the Federal regulations are

somewhat la.x in regard to the amount of

lost motion in the bearings of locomo-
tives. The article probably approaches
the ideal, which is said to elude and ever

will elude the seeker after perfection, but

by aiming at the moon it is said that we
may get to the top of the tree.

In summer in addition to the greater

heat of the atmosphere there is also a

marked increase in the amount of dust

incident to all vehicular traffic. The par-

ticles of grit and other substances of an

abrasive kind are apt to get in between
the rubbing surfaces of the bearings.

These cause cutting and heating of the

bearings, and may be impossible to dis-

cover and remove without taking the

bearing apart. A liberal supply of oil

should be used, and if water pipes are

attached water should be poured upon
the heated parts. If the trouble is

in a driving box. it should be examined
to see if the wedge is jammed in the

driving box. The slight expansion of the

box and wedges, owing to the increased

degree of temperature, may be sufficient

to bind the box in the wedges, in which

case the wedge should be slightly loos-

ened, care being taken not to loosen the

wedge too much, which may lead to

frame breakages and other troubles, and
also remembering to set the wedge up

again in its proper place when the box

has been sufficiently cooled. If lubrica-

tion and cold water and wedge-loosening

do not have a permanent effect in cool-
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ing the box, a remedy may be found in

relieving the bearing of some of the load

resting upon the box. Hard wood wedges

should be carried on the locomotive suit-

ably formed so as to be readily driven

in the space between the frame and spring

saddle. A slight raising of the saddle

will considerably diminish the weight on

the bearing.

In the case of overheating the rod

brasses the trouble may be more easily

handled, but there is an added difficulty

in the readiness with which babbitt metal

will melt in the brasses before any evi-

dences of heating may be observed by the

locomotive engineer. Under such con-

ditions it is generally advisable to keep

the engine running until the babbitt is all

melted out. Any attempt at cooling while

the babbitt is in the melted state rarely

fails to close up the oil holes and adds

to the work to be done. A loosening of

the rod and judicious lubrication gener-

ally have the desired effect, especially if

graphite is added to the oil.

In regard to the heating of eccentric

straps it should be remembered not to

suddenly cool a heated cast iron eccen-

tric strap with water. The tendency to

crack the eccentric strap is very great.

The best method is to slacken the bolts

joining the two halves of the eccentric

strap together and insert one or more

tin liners. Lubricate well and do not

move the reverse lever until the eccentric

strap is fairly cooled. In conclusion it

may be added that, as a rule, it is easier

to keep well than to make well.

"The Men Be Pleased"

At a meeting of the mechanical depart-

ment staff of a prominent railroad, the

subject of making some alterations in ac-

cordance with suggestions made by a

committee of enginemen was taken up.

It seems that the vice president of the

road had authorized the mechanical de-

partment to accede to the wishes of the

men. The method of going about the

work was something as follows :
One

engine of a certain type, agreeable to men

and officials, was chosen for experiment

before others of the same class were

altered.

Briefly stated, the recommendations

were that the straight-air valve was to

be placed in a more convenient position

in the cab, that the piping was to be

changed to suit this new position of

the valve and to accommodate it without

other extensive altemtions. The reach-

rod was to be nff-set. and new cast-

ings were to be made for the support of

the reverse lever quadrant, so as to give

more room in the cab. To so alter the

cab as to give additional space for cloth-

ing, lunch pails, etc., and also to provide

sufficient protection against severe weath-

er in the winter, when backing up.

A meeting of certain officials was ar-

ranged for, and this committee was to

select an engine of the specified type

and to have drawings and blue prints

prepared. As soon as one engine had

been fitted according to these plans, the

joint committee of enginemen and officials

was to inspect the modified engine, and

if it was found to be quite satisfac-

tory, the rest of the class were to be

fitted up, as agreed.

There was nothing of a very expens-

ive or troublesome nature in the modifica-

tions asked for by the men. They knew
what they wanted and the company

showed good judgment in treating the

whole matter in a pleasant and business-

like way. It is hardly to be doubted but

that the move was one in the right di-

rection for men and railway. Many poor

arrangements of cab accessories are due

more to carelessness or lack of thought

by the designers or builders, and the

men who have to "live and work'' with

these things are likely to be able to form

a correct idea of what they need. The
company may not have been respons-

ible for the poor arrangement, yet never-

theless, the re-location of awkwardly

placed fittings may actually be a good

investment for them.

In this connection, and in a sense re-

lated to it, is the up-keep work booked

by enginemen at the end of each run.

The mere repair work is good as it in-

sures better working machines, but it has

a subtle, moral effect as well. It gives

ensrinemen confidence in the appreciation

of their judgment by the men in charge

of repairs, but it speaks, if one may say

so. in an inaudible voice of the policy

of the company, so that when it asks

for economical operation it shows itself

ready and willing to supply the means.

The Age Limit.

The revulsion of feeling against refus-

ing employment to men who had reached

forty-five years of age is one of the hope-

ful signs of the times. How the idea

came of condemning a man in the prime

of life to involuntary idleness is strange.

Youth is more pliable, more subservient,

more tractable, but age has experience,

steadiness, and a wider and clearer mental

vision, and to lose unnecessarily any pe-

riod of a life of ripened efficiency is

nothing more or less than an economic

crime. A man in good health at forty-

five should be capable of twenty-five years

more at least of constantly improving

mental and fairly sustained mechanical

activity. If the war has done nothing else

it has cleared the mental vision of the

employers of labor of the fallacy com-

plained of.

The so-called age limit is being abol-

ished, and it is high time, and if in periods

of emergency men of sixty or seventy

or even older are being looked for and

readily engaged, the same condition

should have existed always. Not only so

but the dispiriting effect on men reaching

middle life was of the most pernicious

kind. Humanity accommodates itself to

any condition, and men who should have

looked hopefully towards the future,

yielded, we may be sure reluctantly to the

mevitable and took not what they wished

for and what they were capable of doing

but what they could get.

The highly objectionable features of

the age limit fallacy have now proved

themselves the worthless figments of the

mind, that they are. This is not the

time to engage the feeble minded, the

decrepit and the discards of commercial

life. Necessity has demanded strong,

vigorous, and practised men in all walks

of life, and employers have been com-
pelled to respond by a call for men who
they had idly or wantonly forced out,

in the insane worship of the "young

man" craze.

The railroad companies have been as

far wrong in this regard as any other

branch of human activity. They merely

followed the fashion. Now the companies

are looking for men of experience and

holding on to them, and it may be fairly

said that the middle-aged railway man's

opportunity has come, and it is up to

himself to show whether he will rise to

the occasion, and take his full share of

the world's work, and continue to look

forward and not backward. If the sup-

pleness of physical activity cannot be ful-

ly maintained, it can be more than com-

pensated for by a garnered experience, by

clean living and right thinking, and that

attribute of self-reliance which relieves

those in authority of much of the care

incidental to the management of the

young and the inexperienced.

It is in ourselves whether we are satis-

fied with what we have done and fold our

arms and become reminiscent or whether

ne are determined to "rise on stepping

stones of our dead selves to nobler

things." Again, in the words of Kipling

if we are content to rest on the past

then

—

"The lamp of our youtli will be utterly

out; but we shall subsist on the smell

of it,

.And whatever we do, we shall fold our

hands and suck" our gums and think

well of it.

Yes, we shall be perfectly pleased with

our work, and that is the perfectest

Hell of it!"

Pennsylvania's War Gardens.

A special bulletin just published by the

Pennsylvania railroad publicity depart-

ment shows that nearly 1,200 war gardens

are being cultivated on vacant land, the

property of the company east of Pitts-

burgh, by the railroads' employees. The

value of the crops raised, it is said, will

exceed a quarter of a milli«n dollars.
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Air Brake Department
Inspection and Testing the E. T. Locomotive Brake in Passenger Service—Must Con-

form to the Rules of the Interstate Commerce Commission

In order to make the scries oi' (iiics-

tioiis and answers that refer to locomo-
tive brake inspection more comprehen-
sive, it may be well to outline in a gen-

eral way, the manner in which the

brakes may be properly inspected and
tested in the shortest possible time. As-
suming a passenger locomotive of ordi-

nary construction, it is well to proceed

in the following manner:

Start the inspection with approxi-

mately 45 lbs. pressure in the brake

cylinders, the independent brake valve

in lap position and the automatic valve

in running position. Then start brake

cylinder leakage test by closing the stop

cock in the distributing valve supply

pipe.

Beginning under the engine at the

pilot, examine all brake cylinders and
pipe connections with a torch, for leak-

age, measure piston travel, see that all

cylinders and cylinder bolts are securely

tightened and that no part of foundation

brake rigging is less than 2% ins. above

the rail. Report brake shoes that are

not approximately in line with the tread

of the wheel, note that all piping is

properly clamped and free from leakage,

drain any main reservoir under engine

and note last date of hydrostatic test,

see that it is securely fastened, test air

hose between engine and tender follow-

ing air pipes to the rear of tender, giving

the tender brake cylinder the same at-

tention as accorded driving brake

cylinders.

From the rear of the tender, go to dis-

tributing valve side of engine, testing

this valve for leakage from exhaust port

or gaskets, test main, equalizing and dis-

tributing valve reservoirs for leakage

and see that all are securely tightened,

drain right main reservoir, noting last

date of hydrostatic test, and follow

brake and signal pipes to pilot. Test air

hose and piping betjveen hose and stop

cocks on pilot, pass to left main reser-

voir testing it and related piping for

leakage, and open drain cock.

Examine air compressor, as will be

specified in the questions and answers,

also the waste pipe from the compres-
sor governor. When this operation has

been completed close reservoir drain

cock, blow dirt out of hose couplings at

rear of tender and attach a test gage and
device with various sized openings first

to the signal hose, and test signal

whistle with both a 1/16 in. and 3/64 in.

opening, and if necessary with one
larger sized opening, as will be ex-

plained. The feed valve is then to be

tested with both a 3/64 in. and a 1/16 in.

circular opening and with one larger

sized opening for a capacity test.

.\fter feed valve test has been com-
pleted, close orifices and carefully note

figure of feed valve adjustment and im-

mediately enter the cab to compare test

gage with engine gages. This may be

varied if two inspectors are used on the

same engine or if special apparatus is

used whereby a test gage may be

brought into the cab window of the

locomotive.

Place automatic brake valve handle on

lap position and close the air pump
throttle, test all piping in cab, signal

valve, brake valve gaskets and exhaust

ports for leakage, see that all valves are

tight on brackets, note last date of brake

cleaning, air compressor and air gage
tests and test air pump governor and
operating pipe for leakage.

Note the drop in air pressure, as

shown by the gages during the interval

the brake valve remained on lap posi-

tion and the pump throttle was closed.

Leakage in the main reservoir and pipe

connections must not exceed 2 lbs. per

minute, if it does another test of 3 min-

utes duration must be made after the

pressure has reduced 60 per cent below
the maximum carried. Leakage from
the brake pipe volume must not exceed

3 lbs. per minute.

At this time 5 minutes or more will

have elapsed since the inspection was
started no pressure remaining in the

brake cylinders, brake must remain ap-

plied for a period of not less than 5

minutes with communication to the

brake cylinders closed.

Open air pump throttle, move brake

valve to running position, and open the

stop cock in the distributing valve sup-

ply pipe.

When air pressures have been re-

stored to the maximum, move automatic

brake valve to service position, making
a 5-lb. brake pipe reduction, which
should apply the brakes, unless the dis-

tributing valve is of a special type.

During this time note that the equaliz-

ing discharge valve of the brake valve

responds to a light reduction in equal-

izing reservoir pressure and closes oflF

tightly when the reduction ceases and
that the compressor governor is sensi-

tive enough to permit the compressor
to start promptly when the brake
applies.

From lap position, again move the

brake valve to service position, making
5 lbs. more brake pipe reduction, which
should result in 25 lbs. brake cylinder

pressure for the total 10 lbs. reduction.

Make 10 lbs. more to see that 50 lbs.

cylinder pressure is obtained for 20

lbs. reduction in brake pipe pressure.

Make 20 lbs. more brake pipe reduction

and note that brake cylinder pressure

does not exceed 68 lbs., and follow with

another reduction that will bring brake

pipe pressure to a lower figure than

brake cylinder pressure to see that there

is no back leakage from the brake cyl-

inders into the brake pipe, which would

then unseat the equalizing discharge

valve of the brake valve.

Release brake with the independent

brake valve, application cylinder pres-

sure should be practically exhausted in

from 2 to 3 seconds' time.

Move automatic brake valve to release

position, until pressure chamber of the

distributing valve is charged to 125 or

130 lbs. During this time main reser-

voir, equalizing reservoir and brake

pipe pressure will register the same if

air gages are correct, as determined by
the test gage when entering the cab,

after the feed valve test.

When pressure chamber is sufficiently

overcharged make another reduction

with the automatic brake valve just suf-

ficient to apply the brake, and with the

brake pipe pressure still above 110 lbs.,

return brake valve to running position.

The brake should remain applied.

With the automatic brake valve reduce

brake pipe pressure to 110 lbs., then di-

rect from 110 to 90 lbs. and the equalizing

reservoir reduction must take place in

from 5'/. to 6 seconds time. Any varia-

tion in this rate of reduction must be re-

ported.

Return automatic brake valve handle

to holding position, the feed valve must
prompt!}' return the brake pipe pressure

to 110 lbs., and the brake must remain

applied (standard equipment). Test the

release pipe liranch between the brake

valves for leakage.

Move the automatic brake valve to

running position, and after brake has
completely released, move independent
brake valve to slow application posi-

tion, 40 lbs. brake cylinder pressure

should be obtained in from 6 to 8 sec-

onds' time.

Graduate the brake oflf by alternating

the valve handle between lap and run-

ning position, and if the distributing

valve is sufficiently sensitive brake cyl-
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inder pressure can be exhausted in steps

of from 5 to 7 lbs. at a time.

After the brake has again fully re-

leased, move the independent brake

valve to quick application position, 40

lbs. brake cylinder pressure should be

obtained in from 2 to 4 seconds' time

and the final pressure should be the

same as shown by the test gage during

the signal whistle test.

The brake cylinders and brake cyl-

inder operating devices are out of date

for attention 6 months after the dates

shown by stencil marks on their parts,

or on metal tags attached to the brake

pipe near the automatic brake valve in

the cab, or an a form displayed under

glass in the cab.

Air gages and air compressors are

out of date for test 3 months after the

dates shown inside the glass of the gage

or from the date shown on the form in

the cab of the locomotive.

Main reservoirs are out of date for

hydrostatic test 12 months after dates

shown or for a hammer test 18 months
alter dates shown.

Driver brake, truck brake or trailer

brake cylinder piston travel must be be-

tween the limits of 4 and 6 inches.

Tender brake piston travel should not

exceed 8 inches and must not under any

circumstances exceed 9 inches.

Main reservoirs of locomotives

MUST be drained of water after or just

before each trip.

Lubricating swabs should be main-

tained on the piston rods of all air com-
pressors.

When operating the various stop

cocks and angle cocks they must be

opened and closed slowly.

Test gages must be tested at least

once each week, by a dead-weight tester

or by an accurate test gauge.

Locomotive Air Brake Inspection.

(Continued from page 263, Ausust, 1917.)

29. Q.—What is the proper location of

the angle cock at the rear of the tender?

A.—It varies with different construc-

tions of tenders, but generally the angle

cock is from 13 to 14"^ inches from the

center line of the coupler and from 12 to

14^ inches back of the inside face of coup-

ler and usually within an inch of the hori-

zontal line of center of coupler. This lo-

cation is always covered by prints show-

ing the construction of the tender.

30. Q.—Where should the angle fitting

at the rear of the signal pipe be located?

A.— Its center line should be several

inches lower than the angle cock and a

little over 2 inches nearer the coupler.

31. Q,—How should an inspection be

continued from the rear of the tender?

A.—To the right, or distributing valve

side of the engine, testing the distributing

valve, its gaskets, distributing valve,

equalizing and main reservoirs and all

pipe connections for leakage. Particular

attention should be given to see that all

bolts, nuts and reservoir hangers are se-

curely tightened, and that there is no
vibration.

32. Q.—What other attention should the

right main reservoir receive at this time?

A.—It should be drained of any accu-

mulation of water, and examined for sten-

cil marks indicating the last date of hydro-

static test.

33. Q.—From this point, to where
should the inspection be continued?

A.—.\long the reservoir, brake and
signal pipes to the front of the engine,

giving the same attention as specified

for the brake cylinder pipes.

34. Q.—What attention is to be given

the air hose on the pilot?

A.—The same as those between the

engine and tender; they are to be tested

for leakage by opening the stop cocks

if dummy couplings are used; or if none
on the pilot, a gage or test coupler must
be attached and the hose and piping be-

tween them and the stop cocks tested.

35. Q.—What parts are next to be

tested?

A.—The left main reservoir and its

related piping, the last date of test noted

and the drain cock opened and left open

to keep the compressor in operation.

36. Q.—How often must a hydrostatic

test of the main reservoirs be made?
A.—At least once each 12 months.

37. Q.—How often must the hammer
test be made?
A.—Once every 18 months.

38. Q.—What if it happens to be a

new reservoir and has no stencil marks?

A.—The date may be shown on a

form in the cab, or by a metal tag at-

tached to the return or connecting pipe;

otherwise the reservoir is out of date

for test, as reservoirs must be tested

before being placed in service.

39. Q.—What inspection should be

given the air compressor?

A.—To see that there is no leakage

from the pipe connections, stuffing

boxes, or from gaskets, air valve caps

or cages, and that the compressor is

not groaning, pounding, blowing or

overheating.

40. Q.—What else must be observed?

A.—That the air strainers are clean

and that air is drawn in on both strokes

ol the piston, and that the compressor

is tight on the bracket and that the

bracket is tight on the boiler.

41. Q.—What causes blows at the

steam exhaust of the compressors?

A.—Usually a poor fit of packing

rings, worn out rings or worn cylinders,

of the steam end. or of the steam valve

mechanism.

42. Q.—What is the result if these

blows receive no attention or are not

corrected?

A.—They usually result in the stop-

ping of the compressor in service and
sometimes in an engine failure.

43. Q.—What is the effect of gummy
and sticky air valves, especially in the

cross compound compressors?
A.—They cause a pound that soon

loosens the pump on the bracket and
results in breaking off bracket studs in

the boiler.

44. Q.—How can the condition of the

air cylinder packing rings be ascertained

in a general way?
A.—By noting the volume of free air

that is drawn into the cylinders; with

good rings air will be drawn in freely,

and with poor rings very little w'ill be

drawn in when the main reservoir pres-

sure is high.

45. Q.—What is the effect of leaky

discharge or intermediate air valves?

A.—They reduce the amount of free

air that is drawn into the cylinder, re-

ducing the capacity of the compressor
and the leak}- valves tend to cause over-

heating of the air cylinders.

46. Q.—What indicates back leakage

through these valves?

A.—Uneven strokes of the com-

pressor, the piston moving slowly in

the direction of the defective valve, and

more rapidly away from it.

47. Q.—What is wrong if air blows

back out of the air strainer when the

compressor is working?

A.—One of the receiving valves is

leaking or off its seat.

48. Q.—W^hat is done at the comple-

tion of the compressor inspection?

A.—The main reservoir drain cock is

closed, and an air gage or test coupler

attached to the signal pipe hose at the

rear of the tender.

49. Q.—What is to be done before

attaching a gage or coupler to the signal

or brake hose at the rear of the tender?

A.—The hose couplings are to be

blown out by opening the cocks a trifle.

50. Q.—For what purpose?

A.—To prevent dirt from being blown

into the test gage.

51. Q.—How frequently should a test

gage be tested and known to register

correctly?

A.— It should be tested on a dead

weight tester at least once each week.

52. Q.—Is the signal equipment or

the brake feed valve to be tested first?

.•\.—The signal whistle, with a 1/16

and 3/64-in. orifice.

53. Q.—What would likely be wrong
if the whistle would sound when the

gage was attached but the whistle could

not be operated with a 1/16-in. opening?

A.—The diaphragm stem of the signal

valve would he too loose in its bushing.

(To be continued.)
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Train Handling.

(Continued from page 264, August. 1917.)

35. Q.—How would the brake valve be

handled in coupling to a string of un-

charged cars if a hurried movement was to

be made before the brake test?

A.—By making one or two heavy appli-

cations with the automatic brake valve

and leaving the valve handle on lap posi-

tion while the hose connections arc made.

36. Q.—For what purpose?

A.—To have a reduced pressure in the

pressure chamber of the distributing

valve reservoir or in any auxiliary reser-

voir on the engine or tender, so that there

will be no brake sticking.

37. Q.— Is there any other advantage

in this?

A.—This will prevent a full applica-

tion of the engine brakes when the hose

are coupled and thus avoid an additional

waste of main reservoir pressure

through the brake cylinders, and the

maximum main reservoir pressure will

be accumulated for the charging of the

train.

38. Q.—What position of the brake

valve will then be used to charge the

train?

A.—Full release position.

39. Q.—When should the brake valve

handle thereafter be brought to running

position?

A.—When the brake pipe pressure is

about up to the adjustment of the feed

valve.

40. Q.—Why do the compressors stop

if the brake valve handle is brought to

running position before the auxiliary

reservoirs are charged?

.^.—Because the auxiliary reservoirs

absorb brake pipe pressure at a faster

rate than at which the main reservoir

pressure can flow through the feed valve

into the brake pipe.

41. Q.—How does this cause the com-

pressors to stop?

A.—The difference between main res-

ervoir and brake pipe pressure will ex-

ceed the tension of the regulating spring

of the excess pressure governor top, and

the diaphragm valve of this governor

top will become unseated and stop the

compressors.

42. Q.—How long will the compres-

sors remain shut down?
A.—Until the main reservoir pressure

reduces, through expansion into the

brake pipe, to a figure within 20 lbs. of

the pressure in the brake pipe.

43. Q.—How is it ascertained that the

train is about charged?

A.—By the slowing down of the com-
pressors and the positions of the air

gage hands.

44. Q.—How is a test for brake pipe

leakage made?
A.—By noting the fall of the brake

pipe gage hand after an application of

the brakes has been made.

45. Q.— If the brake valve is placed in

lap position and the gage hand of the

brake pipe falls, how does the action of

the brakes indicate whether the fall in

pressure is due to brake pipe leakage or

an uncharged train?

A.—If it is due to brake pipe leakage

the brakes will apply and brake pipe pres-

sure will continue to fall, but if some of

the auxiliary reservoirs are still un-

charged, the brakes will only apply on
the cars with the charged reservoirs and

brake pipe pressure will cease to fall when
equalization has taken place.

46. Q.—.'\fter waiting a reasonable

length of time for the reservoirs to be-

come charged, what could be wrong if

the compressors stopped every time the

brake valve handle was brought to run-

ning position?

.'\.—That brake pipe leakage was in

excess of the capacity of the feed valve.

47. Q.—What would be done if the

train crew was to state that there was
no unusual leakage in the brake pipe?

A.—A test of the capacity of the brake

pipe feed valve would be made.
48. Q.—How may this be done?

-A.—By closing the brake valve cut out

cock and open the brake pipe of the

engine to the atmosphere; then with

maximum air pressure in the main reser-

voir and brake pipe above the cut out

cock, open the cut out cock and note the

fall of main reservoir pressure.

49. Q.—With the main reservoir ca-

pacity usually found on modern loco-

motives, that is, from 60,000 to 80,000

cubic inches, with the brake pipe feed

valve in good condition and no restric-

tions in the brake pipe, how long will it

require for the pressure in the main

reservoir to reduce 20 lbs. under this

condition?

A.—It should reduce from 90 to 70

lbs. in from 30 to 40 seconds, and in

passenger service from 130 to 110 lbs.

in from 15 to 20 seconds' time.

50. Q.—What would you think wrong

if the governor would not hold the com-

pressors shut down during this test;

that is, with the brake pipe open to the

atmosphere?

A.—That there was some restriction

in the brake pipe or brake valve of the

locomotive, and that because of it, feed

valve pipe pressure was being main-

tained.

51. Q.— Is there anything else that

could cause the compressors to stop

besides brake pipe leakage in excess of

the capacity of the feed valve?

A.—Yes, a defect of the excess pres-

sure top of the pump governor.

52. Q.—What would you do if the

feed valve was working at its maximum
capacity during this test; that is. ex-

panding the main reservoir pressure into

the brake pipe in the specified length of

time?
.•\.—Examine the piping of the loco-

motive for leakage, and insist that the

leaks in the brake pipe be tightened to a

degree that the feed valve will be able

to maintain the pressure in the brake

pipe.

53. Q —What would be done if it re-

quired approximately one minute for the

main reservoir pressure to reduce from

9 to 70 lbs., with the size of reservoirs

specified ?

A.—The engine would be taken back

to the shop unless specific instructions

forbid this.

54. Q.—Why not clean the feed valv«

when indications are that it is defective?

A.—The trouble is not likely to be in

the fted valve, and even if it usually

requires a drill press to remove obstruc-

tions from the feed valve and sometimes

necessitates the removal of the supply

valve piston bushing.

55. Q.—Why not proceed with the

brake valve in release position?

A.—The train might be parted en

route, and with large capacity compres-

sors the pressure on the engine may be

held to a standard with the angle cock at

the rear end of the train open to the

atmosphere, so that with the engine

brake released with the independent

brake valve, the carrying of the brake

valve in release position might result

in a portion of the train being left along

the road.

56. Q.—Is there any other reason why
a train should not be run over the road

with brake pipe leakage that is in excess

of the capacity of the feed valve?

.\.—Yes. with excessive brake pipe

leakage the control of the train is taken

away from the engineer.

57. Q.—In what manner?
A.—If instructions call for a specified

amount of brake pipe reduction for a

stop, and brake pipe leakage continues

the reduction, instructions are not being

followed and the brakes are not under

the control of the engineer.

58. Q.—How should an attempt to re-

lease brakes be made in the event of

brakes sticking?

.•\.—By a quick movement of the

brake valve to release and back to run-

ning position.

59. Q.—Why a quick movement?
A.—To "kick off" any brakes that may

have applied through an inequality of

pressure, without overcharging the aux-

iliary reservoirs at the head end of the

train.

60. Q.—Should a few of these move-

ments to release be made just before

ascending a grade to insure that brakes

are released?

A.—Under no circumstances, except

in actual cases of brakes sticking.

61. Q.—What would several of these

movements to release likely accomplish?

A.—.An overcharge of the auxiliary

reservoirs at the heads end.

(To be continued)
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Car Brake Inspection.

(Continued from page 265, August, 1917.)

28. Q.—How much brake pipe reduction

is required to open a brake cylinder pres-

sure regulating device that is set at 60

lbs.?

A.—About 24 lbs. if the brake cylinder

piston travel is correct.

29. Q.—How can sufficient brake cylin-

der pressure be obtained to open the re-

ducing valves or safety valves, if but 75

or 80 lbs. brake pipe pressure is available?

A.—By screwing a pipe plug in the

operating valve exhaust port, and making

two or more brake pipe reductions, fully

recharging between reductions.

30. Q.—What should be done if it is

found that the slack adjuster has taken

up slack almost to the extreme end of its

travel, and that the brake shoes are prac-

tically of full thickness?

A.—The slack adjuster screw should be

run back until the cross head is very

near the pressure head of the brake cylin-

der, then the piston travel should be ad-

justed by means of the truck levers.

31. Q.—What levers should be used fot

the adjustment?

A.—The dead truck levers on four

wheel trucks, if this will shorten the

travel sufficiently and still leave the truck,

piston and cylinder levers standing ap-

proximately at right angles when the

brake is applied, or with a 6-wheel truck

the slack should be taken up by means

of the turnbuckle nearest the middle of

the car.

32. Q.—How is piston travel adjusted

with clasp type of foundation brake gear?

A.—A blue print or standard tracing of

the rigging should be used to obtain

proper lengths of rods and levers, and

when these are correct, any necessary ad-

justments can thereafter be made with

the automatic adjuster.

33. Q.—Why is it not necessary to make

any changes in the brake rods when slack

adjusters are in use?

A.—Because all rods and levers are

of such length that, with a new set of

brake shoes and the slack adjuster

crosshead up to the pressure head of

the brake cylinder, an entire set of

shoes can be worn out without the aid

of any hand adjustment.

34. Q.—What could be wrong if the

adjuster would not do this, or would at

times take up an amount of slack that

would hold the brake shoes against the

wheels when the car is standing with

the brake released?

A.— It would indicate that some im-

proper adjustment had been made in

the rigging or that the car was too high

leveraged : that is, that the valve of the

cylinder had been multiplied too many
times in developing the desired brake

shoe pressure.

35. Q.— If the brake rigging of a car

is in good condition and new brake

shoes have been applied, what should

be observed in connection with the

operation of the slack adjuster?

A.—That the adjuster is in an opera-

tive condition, and that the pipe leading

to it is free from leakage.

36. Q.—How is this determined?

A.—By allowing enough brake slack

for the piston to travel about SVz inches

when the brake is applied; then make a

chalk mark across the adjuster nut and

casing and test the pipe connections.

The brake piston having passed the pipe

connection port in the cylinder will have

filled the adjuster pipe with air pressure,

and when the brake is released the chalk

mark being broken will indicate that

the adjuster screw has been moved to

take up brake slack.

37. Q.—Should any other chalk mark
be made?

A.—.\fter the piston travel has been

properly adjusted by means of the ad-

juster screw, a chalk mark may be made
across the adjuster body and the cross-

head, which will thereafter show the dis-

tance the crosshead has traveled since

the last adjustment.

38. Q.—To what distance should pis-

ton travel be taken up, by hand, or with

the adjuster nut?

A.—To a standing travel of 65/2 ins.

for single shoe gear and to 7^ ins. for

clasp brake rigging.

39. Q.—When applying brake shoes

on the average car with single shoe

gear, how can the approximately correct

travel be obtained if there is no air pres-

sure available?

A.—By moving the crosshead toward

the brake cylinder a distance equal to

34 in. for each brake shoe applied to a

6-wheel truck, and 1 in. for each shoe

applied to a 4-wheel truck, but this

should always be checked up after the

engine couples to the train or air pres-

sure can be obtained.

40. Q.—What attention should be

given to air pipes on the inside of the

car?

A.—Brake pipe branches and the con-

ductor's valve should be tested, also the

signal pipe branch and discharge valve,

for leakage. The discharge valve cord

should be pulled to know that a strong

flow of air issues.

41.—What should be observed in con-

nection with the cords to the discharge

and conductors' valves?

A.—That they are properly located

and that the conductor's valve especially

may be operated from any part of the

car.

42. Q.—If the car is equipped with a

brake cylinder pressure retaining valve,

how should it be tested?

A.—The valve handle should be

turned up after the brake has been ap-

plied, and if the brake shoes can be

moved on the wheels within a period of

three minutes from the time the triple

valve moves to release position, there

is some leakage in the retaining valve,

piping or the brake cylinder that should

be repaired.

43. Q.—How can this leakage be

found if the brake leaks off very

quickly?

A.—By having one inspector make
several brake applications and releases

while another inspector is testing the

retaining valve and its pipe connection.

44. Q.—After a passenger train is

made up, at a terminal, and the brake

pipe has been charged from the yard

test plant and the plant hose removed,

what are the positions of the angle and

signal pipe stop cocks at the ends of

the train?

A.—They are closed at both ends.

45. Q.—Why are signal stop cocks

closed?

A.—To retain the pressure in the sig-

nal pipes.

46. Q.—Why is this desirable?

A.—It will then not be required to

charge the signal pipes from the loco-

motive, and this will be found to be of

advantage in hurried movements.

47. Q.—What should be done with the

hose couplings at the rear end of the

train?

.A.—They should be hung up in the

dummy couplings provided for the pur-

pose.

48. Q.—If the train is being made up

in sections and from the rear, what is

a good practice after coupling the brake

pipe and signal hose?

A.—To see that there is a flow of

air from the rear angle cock and signal

stop cock after every coupling has been

affected.

49. Q.—For what particular purpose?

A.—To avoid the possibility of leav-

ing an angle or stop cock closed.

50. Q.—What will be the position of

all the brake pipe branch stop cocks?

A,—Open with the handle cross ways

of the line of pipe.

51. Q._How will the handles of the

reservoir train cocks stand?

.\.—In line with the cock.

52. Q.—Is this ever- varied?

A.—Yes, the handles are sometimes

put on wrong and in some of the older

styles of M-\n. cocks the handle stands

in line with the cock when the cock

is open.

53. Q.—What should be done if the

handle is observed to be cross ways

with the cock?

A.—It should be turned in line with

the cock for an instant to see that the

reservoir is charged.

54. Q.—How can the position of the

cock be ascertained if there is no air

pressure in the system?

A.—By running a piece of wire into

the opening of the cock,

(To be continued.)
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Notable Design of Eight Coupled Switcher for the

Diiluth, Missabe & Northern Railway
Tilt' Seddon Boiler Feed Arrangement Used

Among the heavy switching locomo-

tives of notable design that have recently

been constructed, there are four built by

the UaUlwin Locomotive Works for the

Duluth, Missabe & Northern Railway.

These engines are of the 0-8-0 type, and

they develop a tractive force of 49,700

lbs., the weight on drivers being 216,000

lbs. The ratio of adhesion is 4.34. The
result of this is a locomotive of large

hauling capacity, with sufficient weight

on drivers to enable full tractive force

to be developed under ordinary rail con-

ditions.

The boiler used in this design is of

liberal dimensions, and is equipped with

a superheater, brick arch and power

operated tire-door. The firebox throat is

immediately above the rear pair of

driving-wheels, and the tubes have a

of a power reverse mechanism is becom-

ing common on large switchers, and in

this case the Kagonnet gear is applied.

The pistons have rolled steel heads, with

bull-rings bolted on. The piston rods

are of heat treated carbon steel.

The equalization system divides he-

twcen the second and third pairs of

driving-wheels, and the engine is cross-

equalized in front so that the equivalent

of a three-point suspension system is

obtained. Each main frame is cast in

one piece of 40 per cent, carbon steel.

The transverse braces include a heavy

cross tie which is bolted to the rear

driving pedestals, and supports the front

end of the firebox through a vertical ex-

pansion plate. The pedestal shoes and

wedges are of cast iron, with bronze

faces fused on. The driving tires are

67J4 ins.; thickness of sheets, sides, back

and crown, ii in.; tube, yi in.

Water Space—Front, 5 ins.; sides and

back, 4}i ins.

Tubes—Diameter, Syi ins. and 2 ins.;

thickness. 5;-i ins.. No. 9 W. G.; 2 ins.,

No. 11 W. G. There are 34 tubes 5H
ins. and 225. 2 ins; length. 15 ft.

Heating Surface—Fire bo.x, 180 sq. ft.;

tubes, 2,487 sq. ft.; firebrick tubes, 23 sq.

ft.; total, 2,690 sq. ft.; superheater, 621

sq. ft.; grate area, 48.2 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels— Diameter, outside,

51 ins.; journals, main, 11 x 12 ins.

Wheel Base—Driving, 15 ft.; rigid, IS

ft.; total engine, 15 ft.; total engine and
tender, 50 ft. 9 ins.

Weight—On driving wheels, 216,000

,lbs.; total engine, 216.000 lbs.; total en-

gine and tender, about 350,000 lbs.

Ht.WV S\\lH.lli-.R lUK IHE ULLUTIl, MISSABE & XORTIIERX.

C. W. Seddon, Supt. Motive Power.

length of 15 ft. The boiler barrel is com-

posed of two rings, and the first of these

is conical, so that ample steam space is

provided. Three rows of Baldwin ex-

pansion stays support the forward end of

the firebox crown, and flexible bolts are

used in the breakage zones in the throat,

sides and back. The large boiler tubes

are welded at the firebox end. In ac-

cordance with the practice of the Mis-

sabe road, the Seddon boiler feed ar-

rangement is used. This device is the

invention of C. W. Seddon, superintend-

ent of motive power of the road. The

feed is discharged into a specially de-

signed pan, in which a considerable

amount of scale forming material is de-

posited. This arrangement reduces the

expense of boiler maintenance on the

Missabe road, and cleaner boilers have

been the rule since it began to be used,

which is about eight years ago.

The steam distribution is controlled by

12-in. piston valves; and the valve mo-

tion is of the Walschaerts type. The use

all flanged, and flange oilers are applied

to the front and rear w-heels.

The tender trucks are of the arch bar

type, and the wheels are of rolled steel.

The tank has a water-bottom, the slop-

ing back, so often found on tenders for

switching engines, but the sloping back is

not being used in this case. The tank,

however, is designed so that the engine-

men have a good view of the track when

they are backing up.

This is a most substantially built

locomotive, suitable for severe service

but incorporating refinements which im-

prove its efficiency and economy. Fur-

ther particulars are given in the table

which w-e here append for reference:

General — Cylinders. 24 x 28 ins.;

valves, piston, 12 ins. diameter.

Boiler—Diameter, 76 ins.; thickness of

sheets, H in. and 13/16 in.; working

pressure, 185 lbs.; fuel, soft coal; stay-

ing, radial.

Fire Box—Length, 96'/^ ins.; width,

72'4 ins.; depth, front, 73y2 ins.; back,

Baldwin Loco. Wks., Builders.

Tender — Wheels, diameter, 33 ins.;

journals, 5^4 x 10 ins.; tank capacity,

7,000 U. S. gals.; fuel capacity. 14 tons.

Saving in Coal.

The railroad systems in the Eastern

department have cut out 8,598,696 miles

of passenger train service, thus saving

716,113 tons of coal per year. The Penn-

sylvania system eliminated 3.300.000 miles

of train service, thus saving 186.876 tons

of coal. The Xew York Central plans

to save 126,000 tons of coal. The Erie

has cut out 1,600.000 passenger train

miles; the Baltimore & Ohio. 1,168,596;

the Chesapeake & Ohio, 850.000.

Eclipse Yoke Changes Hands.

The .\nierican Steel Foundries, Chicago,

has purchased the Eclipse Cast Steel

Coupler Yoke from the National Car

Equipment Company. The Eclipse Yoke

requires neither keys nor rivets, and is

in use on a large number of roads.
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Heavy Mountain or 4-8-2 Type of Locomotive

for the New York Central Lines

The American Locomotive Company
have recently built a number of 4-8-2

or Mountain type locomotives for the

New York Central lines. The engines

are built very much on the lines fol-

lowed by the builders in supplying power

to the N. Y. C. previous to this. The
cylinders are 28 ins. diameter by 28 ins.

stroke, and the tractive power developed

with a steam pressure of 185 lbs. per

square inch is 50,000 lbs. The factor of

adhesion is 4.68. This is the weight on

the driving wheels, 234.000 lbs. divided

by the tractive effort, 50,000 lbs. The
wheels are 69 ins. in diameter, and the

connecting rod drives on the second

wheel. W'alschaerts valve motion is

used, and it is neatly applied so that

while readily accessible it is not con-

spicuously in evidence. Ragonnet reverse

gear is used.

The weight of the whole machine, in-

cluding the tender, is 509,000, and of this

Ragonnet Reverse Gear Applied

and tender 509,600 lbs. ; boiler, type coni-

cal connection, first ring, outside diameter

is 81 7/16 ins.; working pressure. 185 lbs.

Firebox tj'pe wide, length 114;4 ins., width

84J4 ins. ; combustion chamber, width 40Ji
ins. ; thickness of crown, ^s ins. ; tube, J4

in. ; sides, ^ in. ; back, ^ in. ; water space

front, sides and back, 5 ins. ; depth (top

of grate to center of lowest tube), 22^
ins.; crown staying 1% ins., radial; tubes,

knobbled char, iron, number 216, diam-

eter 2J4 ins.; flues, cold drawn seam,

steel 45, diameter Syi ins; thickness

tubes, No. 11; flues, No. 9; tube, length,

21 ft. 6 ins. ; spacing, Ji in. ; heating sur-

face, tubes and flues, 4,110 sq. ft; heat-

ing surface, firebox, 292 sq. ft. ; heating

surface, arch tubes, 28 sq. ft. ; heating

surface, total, 4,430 sq. ft. ; superheater

surface, 1,212 sq. ft.; grate area, 66.8

sq. ft.

\\ heels, driving diameter outside tire,

69 ins. ; center diameter, 62 ins. ; wheels.

bottom, as is in use on many roads.

Valves, type, 14 ins.; piston travel, 7

ins.; steam lap, lH ins.; valve, ex.,

clearance, }i in. ; valves, setting, lead,

3/16 in.

English Channel Tunnel Project.

New York capitalists have made in-

quiries recently regarding the construc-

tion of a tunnel under the English chan-

nel. The experience gained in driving

the tunnels under the Hudson and East

rivers would not be neglected in a ven-

ture such as has been proposed by states-

men of England and France. The latest

advices from London are to the effect

that the tunnel will surely be built after

the war is over, but that it will not be

practicable to begin this work at the pres-

ent time. Estimates of the cost run from

$80,000,000 to $100,000,000. The project

has been frequently discussed.

John Ho
MOUNTAIN OR

rd, Supt. Motive Power.

4-8-2 TYPE ENGINE FOR THE NEW YORK CENTR.AL LINES
.\m. Loco. Co., Builder

the engine truck gets 52,500 lbs., the

trailing truck or carrying wheels claim

56.500 lbs., and the weight on the driving

wheels 234,000 lbs. This leaves about

166,500 lbs. for the tender. The tender

has a water bottom, and will contain

about 8,000 gallons of water and 14 tons

of bituminous coal, for which the fire-

box and boiler are designed. The rear

truck or carrying wheels under the cab

are equalized with the rear drivers and

the fulcrum holes in the equalizing lever

are arranged in a set of three so that

by altering the fulcrum pin more or less

weight may be put on the driving wheels

as occasion demands. Some of the prin-

cipal dimensions are here appended for

reference : Track gauge, 4 ft. 8'/j ins.

;

piston type valve used ; wheel base driv-

ing 18 ft, rigid 18 ft., total 38 ft. 11 ins.;

wheel base total, engine and tender, 72

ft. 9 ins.

Weight in working order 343,000 lbs.,

on drivers 234,000 lbs., on trailer 56,500

lbs., on engine truck 52,500 lbs., engine

driving material, main, cast steel; others,

cast steel also ; wheels, engine truck,

diameter, 33 ins.; kind, solid steel;

wheels, trailing truck, diameter, 45 ins.

;

kind, cast steel, tired ; wheels, tender

truck, diameter, 36 ins.; kind, forged

steel; axles, driving journals main, llj^

ins. X 18 ins.; other, 11 ins. x 13 ins.;

axles, engine truck journals, 6^ ins. x

12 ins.; axles, trailing truck journals, 9

ins. X 14 ins.; axles, tender truck jour-

nals, 5^ ins. x 10 ins.; boxes, driving,

main, cast steel ; others, cast steel ; brake,

driver, New York; truck. New York;
brake tender. New York; brake pump,

2 No. S-B Duplex, reservoir, 1—24J^
ins. X 42 ins., 1—2454 ins. x 66 ins.,

1

—

iS'/2 ins. X 60 ins.; engine truck,

W'oodard ; trailing truck, radial.

Exhaust pipe single nozzles 7H ins.

;

grate, style, rocking; piston, rod diameter,

4'/2 ins. ; piston packing, 1 side snap, 1

side dunbar; smoke stack, diameter, 20

ins. ; top above rail, IS ft. J4 '"• ; tender

frame, cast steel ; tank, style, water

Thames River Bridge.

The sub-structure of the new Thames
river bridge being built by the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

Company, at New London, has been

completed. The war demands has de-

layed the completion of the bridge, pref-

erence being given to government con-

tracts. Since 1908 the old I'hames river

bridge has been operated as a single

track structure, owing to the increase in

weight of train equipment. The bridge

was constructed in 1888, and has long

been the "pinching" point in the system

;

the draw span of 503 feet was at that

time the largest in the world. The old

bridge is 2,400 tons, and the new one

5,225 tons. The new bridge will be of

the bascule or lift span type. A four-

track super-structure is provided for.

The new liridgc will be a five-span

structure, 1,387 feet in length. It is con-

fidentially expected that the needed sup-

ply of steel material will be delivered

during the present year.
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Electrical Department
The Comniutatur— Atmospheric Electricity— Electrical Condensers, Etc.

The Commutator.
(Continued from fani- 209. .luj^ust. 1917.)

The commutator is made up of a scries

of copper bars with sheet mica a few

mils in thickness between each bar.

Sometimes trouble is experienced from

the burning out of this mica insulation

between the segments. This is most com-

monly caused by allowing the mica to

become oil-soaked. When burning oc-

curs, the cflfect can usually be removed

by scraping the burned mica and tilling

the space with a solution of sodium sili-

cate, commonly known as water-glass.

A great many of the machines at the

present day have the commutator "under-

cut." Under-cutting consists in the re-

moving of the mica between the bars be-

low the surface of the copper, to a depth

of about 1/16 of an inch. The commu-
tator eventually wears down, due to the

friction between the brushes and the

commutator, and in certain cases to light

sparking, and in the end the mica becomes

fiUsh ; if it is not worn down equally with

the copper it will become higher. This

case of "high mica" will start sparking,

which burns away the copper and aggra-

vates the difficulty. By prompt action

serious damage can be prevented by cut-

ting down the mica.

Sparking at the commutator is a com-

mon occurrence, especially in the case of

older machines which are not fitted with

inter-poles. It will not be out of place

to mention some of the causes for spark-

ing at the brushes. (1) The machine

may be overloaded. (2) The brushes

may not be set exactly at the point of

commutation. A position can always be

found where there is no perceptible spark-

ing, and at this point the brushes should

be set and secured. (3) The brushes

may be wedged in the holders or have

reached the end of their travel. (4)

They may not be fitted to the circum-

ference of the commutator. (5 They

may not bear on the commutator with

sufficient pressure. (6) The commutator

may be rough, and, if so, it should be

smoothed off. (7) A commutator bar

may be loose or may project above the

others. It will then be necessary to true

up the commutator by turning in a lathe.

(8) The commutator may be dirty and

oily. (9) Trouble may be caused by

high mica. (10") The carbon brushes may
be of an unsuitable grade, in which case

another grade should be tried.

The above is a brief statement of the

more common causes of sparking; but

sparking may be due to an open circuit

or loosened connection in the armature.

This trouble is indicated by a bright

spark which appears to pass completely

around the commutator, and may be

recognized by the scarring of the com-

mutator at the point of open circuit.

Atmospheric Electricity.

Some nitircsting observations on at-

mospheric electricity have recently been

brought out, which deal with thunder

and lightning. Experiments have been

made at Cambridge, England, with a view

of measuring the energy of a lightning

ilash. Many such experiments have been

made before now, but they have generally

been attended by results fatal to the ex-

perimenters. We are happy to say that

110 mishap has been experienced by Mr.

C. E. Wilson, in his work according to

the London Daily Mail of recent date.

The energy expended in a single dis-

charge of hghtning was found to be

about 600,000 ton-meters, which is a force

capable of raising a weight of 1,000 tons

to a height of 2,000 feet, in the air. This

force is e.xerted practically instantaneous-

ly, as far as human beings are concerned.

To bring these figures to a more compre-

hensive level one may say that such a

force is comparable to the discharge of

a broadside from some capital ship.

The dreadnaught in the British navy,

H. M. S. Queen Elizabeth, known to the

sailors as "Big Lizzie" has eight guns on

a side, each 15 ins. in diameter, and a dis-

charge from these eight guns is capable

of exerting a force of 210,000 ton-meters

at the muzzle. A meter is 39.37 ins. so

that this force of 210.000 ton-meters

equals, in our figures, 688,975 foot-tons.

It would take three broadsides from "Big

Lizzie" to equal the discharge force of

the lightning flash, as measured at Cam-
bridge. A further concrete idea of the

power exerted by these guns may be had,

when fired in broadside, by remembering

that perhaps 10 or 12 feet is an approx-

imate estimate of the distance through

which the whole ship is moved sideways

in the water even when the inertia of the

ship is thus exerted in recoil.

Sir Joseph Thomson stated in a recent

lecture before the Royal Institution, that

thunder is due to wave of high pressure

which is produced along the course of

the flash. It is therefore probable that

the air through which the electric flash

bores, is driven back and away from the

path of the electric current, and that the

area of disturbance is greater than most

of us suspect. It is as if a snow plow

was forced through a deep fall of snow,

and in making a path, banked up the

snow in a high ridge close to where the

plow passed, but that the yielding mate-

rial uas iurccd back over an area reach-

ing some distance away from where the

plow had moved.

To make the analogy complete we
would have to suppose that the snow pos-

sessed the mobile and elastic power

of air and that it at once rushed back

to till the space made by the plow, and

that it did this so suddenly and so quickly

as to produce an exceedingly loud sound,

when the impinging sides came together

in the center of the gap. As a lightning

flash has considerable length, from cloud

to earth, or from cloud to cloud, the

length of some of the flashes measured

by Mr. Wilson were six miles long, it fol-

lows, that the rumbling or rushing sound

we sometimes hear, is due to the com-
paratively slow moving waves of sound,

about 11,000 ft. per second, reaching the

ear successively or rather continuously al-

though produced, in the first place, by a

practically instantaneous flash. What we
hear first is the earth-end or last part of

the flash which terminated the discharge

and later we heard the sound from the

upper end. What happened last we hear

first, and the beginning of the disturb-

ance, being farthest away, we hear last.

The sharp smack or violent crash is no

doubt caused by the resonance or the

reflecting quality of the earth.

The nature of thunderstorms has re-

cently been made clear by the discovery

that whenever a drop of water splits up

while it is suspended in air. the water of

the drop is positively electrified and the

air around it negatively electrified. When
big drops of water are broken up, in the

air. into small drops, then an electrical

effect is produced, and this has been

noticed with sprays of water and at

waterfalls.

What happens in a thunderstorm is

that, first, a current of moisture-laden air

is carried up from below into a cooler

stratum. As it rises it cools and the

moisture condenses into drops and then

begins to fall, when it breaks up into

smaller drops. .\s it breaks up, the air

about the drops is negatively charged and

the drops are positively charged. Finally

there is a condition in a thundercloud in

which the upper stratum is composed of

tiny drops of water negatively charged

and the lower, of larger drops, positively

charged. Discharges begin in the cloud,

or if there is a wind which separates the

two parts of the cloud, negatively and

positively charged, between the cloud and

the earth.

The electrical effect may be increased

by drops jostling each other. Incidental-

ly, the theory that gunfire may affect elec-
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trical tension in the air is demolished.

Sir J. J. Thomson calculated that all

the energy of a lightning flash, that is, the

equivalent of twenty-four rounds from

the 15 in. gun could be obtained from the

electrical charge of the hydrogen mole-

cules in a quarter of a cubic inch of that

gas, if we could extract and utilize the

force.

Electrical Condensers

What is known as a Leyden jar is one

form of electrical condenser. The word

condenser as here used does not carry

the same meaning as it would if we were

speaking of a steam engine. In the case

of the steam condenser we refer to an

apparatus which cools steam down to the

dew-point and it becomes water. That is

a physical change of vapor. In applying

the word condenser to electricity we mean

an apparatus capable of carrying an over-

charge of electricit>'. It is capable of

holding more electricit)' than it could of

itself take up. The tin foil sheets on

the Leyden jar accumulate or condense a

much greater quantity than they could

receive or induce.

The Leyden jar is really a glass bottle

coated inside and out with a layer of

tin foil, a wooden stopper with a short

metal rod passing through it and ter-

minating in a chain, connecting with the

inside coating of tin foil. The discovery

of the Leyden jar was accidental, as were

many other discoveries in the arts which

have become most useful to mankind. It

is said that Musschenbroek and his pupil

Cuneus were attempting to collect the

supposed electric "fluid."' They used a

bottle partly tilled with water, and held

in the hand. A nail was fitted through

the stopper to bring the so-called "fluid"

from an electric machine to the water.

The water in this case served as the inner

coating of the jar, and the hand holding

the bottle was the outer coating. On
touching the nail the operator received an

electric shock. Cuneus was himself prac-

tically a living "discharging tongs." It is

said that this accidental discovery created

a very great sensation in the scientific

world in Europe and America.

Benjamin Franklin later on proved

that the seat of the charges is really on

the surface of the glass, and not on the

sheets of tin foil. He showed this to be

the case beyond doubt by placing a jar

on an insulating stand. The inner metal-

lic coat was then taken out, and next the

jar was removed out of the outer coating.

Neither of the tin foil coatings was found

to be electrified while the glass was away
from them, but on returning the jar to in

former position it was found to be in ;i

state of electric tension. The charges

had in the meantime remained on the

outer and inner surfaces of the glass of

the jar.

The Leyden jar is an example of the

principle of induction. A body charge'd

with positive electricity will induce a neg-

ative charge on the nearby surface of

another and adjacent body, the amount
cf this inductive effect depending on the

nature and kind of medium separating

them. Suppose we connect the outer piece

of tin foil with a positive source of elec-

tricity, and the inner piece of tin foil

with the ground. The positively charged

side covered with tin foil will induce a

negative charge on the inner sheet of tin

foil, and repel positive electricity into the

ground. The negative charge so induced

will in its turn induce a certain amount of

positive electricity on the positive piece,

thus drawing a greater supply from the

source of electricity. The increased posi-

tive charge acts upon the negative, and

increases by induction the negative

charge. The thinner the sheet of insulat-

ing glass between the pieces of tin foil

the more readily this inductive action goes

on. and the larger the pieces of tin foil

nre, the greater amount of electricity they

can carry.

The glass by its inductive capacity per-

mits both sheets of tin foil to collect or

accumulate or, as electricians say, to con-

dense a very heavy charge of electricitv-.

much greater, in fact, than they them-

selves could take up. If we disconnect

the sheets of tin foil, the one from the

source of electricity and the other from

the earth, we find that the charges are

not "free," but are really bound upon the

sheets of tin foil. One attracting the

other "holds" them where they are.

On applying one end of the discharging

tongs to a sheet of tin foil, and approach-

ing the connection-end of the other piece

of foil with the disengaged end of the

tongs, a sharp crackling spark is seen

and heard, as the positive and negative

charges come together and neutralize each

other. If one end of the discharging tongs

is brought in contact with one piece of

foil and the operator touches the other

piece of foil with his hand, an electric

shock will be felt over the body of the

operator and a spark will be seen as his

hand approaches close to the tin foil sheet.

In this experiment, and by taking this

view of the Leyden jar here implied, it

makes clear the idea which electricians

have when they speak of the jar as one
member of a family of condensers. The
accumulation of electricity and the inter-

action of positive and negative charges

when held on the sheets of tin foil, con-

stitute the condenser action and not the

physical change of state which accompa-

nies the condensation of the vapor of

water. The condensation of electricity

implies <;rimcthing of an over-charge like

a bag of wool, filled, shaken together

and pressed down so as to hold more
than that implied in simply filling the

bag. Electrical condensation is like an
area painted over and over again so that

the surface carries more paint than that

required simply to give it color.

Cost of Maintaining Electric Locomo-
tives.

Electric locomotives on the Norfolk &
Western Ry., according to that company's
report for the six months ended De-
cember 31, 1916, proved much more ex-

pensive to maintain and operate than

steam locomotives. The average cost of

repairs, power and lubricants for electric

locomotive equipment per 100 locomotive

miles was $62.90, while that of repairs,

fuel, stores and lubricants for steam lo-

comotive equipment was only $25.21.

Repairs were respectively $32.69 and
$12.70. Power and lubricants for the

electric locomotives cost $30.21 per 100

locomotive miles, as against $12.51 for

fuel, stores and lubricants for steam lo-

comotives.

A table in the report divides the steam
equipment by divisions and by classes of

locomotive (passenger and freight). On
the Pocahontas Division, which is the one
electrified, repairs to freight and to pas-

senger steam locomotives cost respect-

ively $14.60 and $8.53, while fuel, stores

and lubricants cost $15.86 and $6.01,

making totals respectively of $30.46 and
$14.54.

Semi-Magnetic Dynamic Braking
Control for Crane Hoist Service.

The General Electric Company has re-

cently brought out an automatic device,

which can be added to their standard

Type B drum controller, and thus make
a very serviceable semi-magnetic dy-

namic braking control for crane hoist

service.

The additional equipment consists of:

A panel for wall mounting which con-

tains a D-C contactor and current limit

relay; an extra resistance which is in-

serted in the circuit during the accelera-

tion and deceleration period.

A dynamic braking, manually operated,

drum type controller is more severe on

the commutator of a direct current series

motor than is a plain reversing manual

controller, because, when lowering, the

motor is connected similarly to a shunt

wound motor, and docs not have the in-

herent protection of the series field. In

many installations, where the service is

severe, a semi-magnetic equipment will

materially assist commutation. This

equipment is useful also where the serv-

ice is not quite severe enough to justify

the expense of a full magnetic equipment.

Westinghouse Booster Rotary

Converter.

Synchronous booster rotary converters

are well adapted for any application for

which a relatively wide, automatic or non-

automatic variation in direct voltage is

necessary. They are desirable for light-

ing systems where considerable voltage

variation is required for the compensation

of drop in long feeders, and in parallel

with storage batteries.
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Slack Action and Impact Between Cars

in Passenger Trains
By WALTER V. TURNER, Manager of Engineering. Westinghousc Air Drake Co.

The attached diagram will in a meas-

ure illustrate the significance of the use

of tlie electro-pneumatic brake for elimi-

nating shocks in trains, for with this

brake there is no time of serial action

for any length of train, all brakes in the

entire train applying at the same in-

stant. Irrespective of the condition of

slack or rate of retardation, there can

be no slack action, for all cars retard

alike. This means that a brake of any

eflfectivcness can be used without any

loss of time in applying it, and without

fear of the running of slack in the train

and resultant rough handling. This pre-

supposes, of course, that the braking

ratio and piston travel are uniform

throughout the train, a condition which

ii is reasonable to require.

Previous diagrams in this connection

show a delay of 3.5 seconds from the

movement of the brake valve handle be-

for the brake on the first car becomes

effective, and a further delay of 2.8 sec-

onds before the brake on the last car

accomplishes anything. These delays

are due to the time required for air to

flow from the brake pipe, for the triple

valve parts to move and for air to flow

from the auxiliary reservoir to the brake

cylinder. This diagram shows for the old

electric brake or the electro pneumatic

Vlt tltCf9-fll€V^< «*»•« f^'t.tj

but g mfiia /* ef acmhp^

—»*w "" ***' "^ """' "

Cut showing the time of serial action to Zero
by employing the Electro-pneumatic brake en-
tirely. The slack action for any rate of retarda-
tion. The slack action for any rate of retarda-
tion and for any amount of slack that is neces-
sary in order to have the braking ratio and
piston travel uniform through the train.

The best brake—the entire train considered

—

is the one which, in affording the best means of

retardation, creates the least velocity differences
between the various vehicles in a train.

(.AMUE) a delay of only 2.3 seconds

from the operation of the brake valve to

the application of all brakes in the train.

This application is effected by simul-

taneously reducing with an electro-

magnet the brake pipe pressure locally

on each car. The delay, or dead time,

is due to the movement of the triple

valve parts in sequence, and the flow of

air from the auxiliary reservoir to the

cylinders. The newly evolved electro-

pneumatic brake, however, cuts down
this dead time to one-half second by
eliminating the necessity for the move-

9i

A»«A«j/-i t-p^f
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draft gear. A net time of 0.03 has been

assumed as the total period of impact;

by net time of impact is meant the time

of impact neglecting the part played by

the draft gear, which has been suffi-

ciently allowed for in determining the

net velocity differences; or, in other

words, the "net" time for impact if

started from some point in the last

stages of draft gear action. In estab-

lishing this impact curve it is assumed

that the average force of impact (Fa)

for the net impact period is equal to 76

per cent of the maximum force (Fm).

This factor conforms to the results of a

very elaborate series of scientific tests.

The correction curve of Fig. 8 pro-

vides- for determining the impact when
the two colliding vehicles are of unequal

mass. To employ it. assume that both

cars agree in weight with the heavier

and find this force of blow in the regular

way; then, by noting the weight of the

lighter in percentage of the heavier, find

from the correction curve the impact in

per centage of the maximum blow first

found. For instance, suppose the net

velocity difference between an 80,000-lb.

car and one weighing 100,000 lbs. to be

one mile per hour. The blow for the

two 100,000-lb. cars would be 100,000 lbs.

The lighter car is 80 per cent of the

other in weight; therefore, the blow be-

tween the two, as shown by the correc-

tion curve, is about 88 per cent of that

for the two cars weighing as much as

the heavier, or 88,000 lbs. If a car col-

lides with a string of 10 or more cars

"solid" equal to the first in weight, the

force of impact is double that obtaining

when one of these cars collides with an-

other only with the same velocity dif-

ference. By "solid" is meant the re-

moval of all slack between the cars due

to the couplers being solid, so that the

bunch acts as one continuous vehicle.

In case two "solid" groups of cars col-

lide, a proportionately modified allow-

ance must be made for the draft gear

capacity to absorb shocks.

As a significant check on the arbi-

trary deduction made for determining

the net yelocity difference in Fig. 8, note

that the curves in the upper chart of

Fig. 9, if continued, would pass through

the base line at approximately one mile

per hour. Reading from the lower chart

it is seen that for a velocity difference of

three miles per hour (net difference of

two, according to the above basis) a

200,000-lb. car gives 375,000 lbs. almost

•400,000 lbs. as the force of impact. Ac-

cording to Fig. 8, the impact would be

400,000 lbs. Considering this matter

carefully, it is not amazing that trains

are wrecked by brake applications and

that even passenger trains are frequently

parted through rapid changes in slack be-

tween the cars of the train.

Care and Maintenance of the Locomotive

Electric Headlight

Of the many safety devices connected

with the modern locomotive, the head-

light and the electrical apparatus for its

operation seem to get very little attention

in current literature.

In the following I will endeavor to give

the results of twelve months close ob-

servation of headlights, some of the

troubles and ills they are subject to, and

the methods used in making adjustments.

I have from 28 to 30 equipments con-

stantly under observation, both in freight

and passenger service, and they are prob-

ably representative of conditions apply-

ing elsewhere. The machines are all of

the Pyle-National manufacture. Type C,

and Type E, and the part numbers used

are the ones taken from that company's

part book.

I. The Lamp.

The most frequent cause of trouble is

due to careless and haphazard lamp ad-

justment. The arc lamp is the life of the

whole system, and if out of adjustment

would be better off the engine altogether.

Very few of the men who run locomo-

tives seem to give enough attention to a

proper understanding of the few and

simple details of adjustment, which are

required to get K"od and efficient service

from the lamps. The lamp consists, es-

sentially, of a magnet coil and plunger,

connected by a scries of levers to the

carbon, for the purpose of separating it

from the copper electrode, thereby strik-

ing an electric arc from which we get

the light.

The spring. No. 93. when properly ad-

justed, is solely for the purpose of coun-

By JAMES DOUGALL, M. E. No. 1077

terbalancing this mechanical system, and

has no connection with the quantity and

quality of the light obtained. Too often,

as soon as something goes wrong with the

light, the engineer or lireman sets to work

DKT.AII.S OF ARC I..\MP lOR PYI.E NA-
TinNAI, TVPK E, F.I.KI TRIC

IIIC.\l>l,|i;ilT.

to remedy matters by tightening up on

No. 93, thereby preventing the operation

of the magnet, very little or no separation

of the carbon and the copper electrode is

possible, an excessive rush of current is

sent through the whole system ;in(i ulti-

mately we have a burnt magnet coil or

fused electrodes and still no light.

Out of 325 headlight inspections, 32

cases were that of too tight No. 93, or

almost 10 per cent., sometimes, but very

rarely, spring too loose. It should be just

tight enough to counterbalance the sys-

tem of levers and no more. The carbon

clutch, No. 44, is probably the next most

common source of trouble. If this piece

sticks on the slide on which it works it

has enough leverage to prevent movement

of the magnet plunger, and we have a

condition similar to that produced by a

too tight No. 93. Therefore, when the

arc does not form as it ought, we should

try this part and see that it is free.

The clutch action on the carbon de-

pends on the condition of the edges of

the hole in No. 44, through which the

carbon passes. Quite fre(|uenfly the front

upper and tlie back lower edges are worn

off and the clutch docs not take hold of

the carbon till the plunger and levers have

moved l(in far, thereby preventing the

prnpcr (ipniing for an arc. This condition

can only be remedied by installing a new

No. 44 or turning the old one over so as

to present new edges to engage with the

carbon. During the year I have used

some 16 new pieces, and turned about as

many, so that about 10 per cent, of the

troubles were due to this cause.

IT. CoNNhXTIONS.

While llic wiring itself is usually well

protected and installed in conduit, the

various connections and binding posts

cannot be given too much attention.

They are subject to great vibration, great
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extremes of heat and cold, oil and many
otiier enemies of good electrical contact.

The connections at the arc lamp seem
purticularly liable to come loose, and

when this happens, great heat is generated

and the connection is soon destroyed.

.\t the same time the wires may fall out

and come together, making a short cir-

cuit, and damage the dynamo. Therefore,

it should be part of the duty of the head-

light man to check over the connections

at the lamp and at the generator after

lAcry trip. Care being taken that the

« ires are not cut by the binding screws

being forced in too tightly.

Two other points where poor contacts

are very common are the connection made
by the copper electrode with its holder,

and the connection made by the carbon

I'lanip on its slide. Both these places

sliould be frequently cleaned and the

-tnall contact springs on the carbon clamp

bent out so as to make good connection

with the slide, always leaving a free

movement for the carbon.

The electrode should be scraped after

every trip as there is a hard scale formed

on it by the heat of the arc, and this scale

is non-conductor. Often when a lamp is

reported as chattering persistently I find

a dirty and pitted slide, and the trouble

goes when this is cleaned up. Both of

these troubles have been removed in late

types of equipment, but I presume many
engineers are getting along with old style

lamps. The improvements in the carbon

holder and in the electrode and holder

are applicable to any type of Pyle-Xational

lamp.

III. Adjustments.

While making adjustments 'round the

lamp the current should be shut off, as I

have found cases where short circuits have

been formed between the different parts

of the lamp and between the lamp and re-

flector causing trouble. If at any time it

is desired to test whether current is com-

ing to the lamp or not, always use a

piece of carbon to cause a short circuit

between the two binding posts, never use

a screwdriver or any metallic article, as

the metal may fuse and stick, or the re-

sulting flash may give a serious burn.

Although the system is low voltage, and
the electrical shock in no way to be

feared, as a measure of safety, do not try

experiments, as there is quite a develop-

ment of power when the machine is

shorted momentarily, and you may be un-

pleasantly surprised at the amount of

burning that can take place.

While a good arc will always give some

light, our labor will be in vain if the re-

flector is in bad condition. To get a

good beam that ran be controlled and

focussed on the track where it belongs,

we must have a perfect reflector, both as

to its surface and as to its shape. While

the surface of the reflector may be dull,

we still have a fair light if the shape is

correct. If there are irregularities in the

surface we have beams of light widely

dilTused, and one cannot produce any

light on the track with any amount of

manipulation. Great care should be taken

m handling the reflector at all times so

that it is never dinged, as even a small

bulge will cut down the light very con-

siderably.

When it is necessary to clean the sur-

face of the reflector, remove the lamp and
reflector from the cage and lay it on its

back on a flat bench, the edge of the base

and the center stud of the bowl giving

the whole a solid support. The electrode

should be removed. Blow—not wipe-
all dust from the surface, as this dust is

sure to be gritty. Put about two table-

spoonsful of coal oil in the bottom of the

bowl ; into this put one tablespoonful of

lampblack, taking care that the black is

shaken from the original package so as

to avoid any grit. With a piece of clean

waste, free from hard substances, mix the

oil and black and rub up the surface,

making the lines of rubbing run from the

center of the bowl to the edge, never

with a circular motion. When you have
gone over the surface two or three times

throw away the first piece of waste and

TLRBOGEXERATOR, TYPE E, FOR TYLE
N.\TION.\L HE.\DLIGHT.

clean off the surplus oil and black with

a second piece, but do not try for any

polish yet. Now shake some dry lamp-

black all over the surface of the bowl,

and finally clean it out with a third hand-

ful of waste, and you will be surprised

at the result.

Use three pieces of waste for every re-

flector so as to avoid any possible grit,

as it is almost impossible to lay a piece

of oily waste down without gathering

some foreign substance. One small grit

will do irreparable damage to the nickel-

ed surface. In rubbing use plenty of

force, but always keep the lines of rubbing

from the center to the edge of the bowl.

Focussing the lamp can only be prop-

erly done on the track, and care should

be taken when the lamp is dismounted

for cleaning that the base is not moved
on the .slide, and the vertical adjustment

left as set by the engineer. .\ very slight

movement will make a very great difTcr-

ence in the resulting light.

In the dynamo we have very few

sources of trouble to watch, perhaps the

most iniporlant ones being worn brushes

and brush holders and high mica in the

commulat'^r.

It is Kooil policy to renew the brushes

as soon as they are worn to f4 in. in

length. \\ hen they arc shorter than this

the spring tension is too light and they

are liabk- to chatter and cause sparking

and buriiiiiK They will wear in the

holders anil yet out of position on the

commutator. The trouble of adjusting

spring tension, etc., will more than off-

set the Cost of new brushes. To save

lime, or lor some other reason, the pig-

tails, or short wire connections from the

brushes to the holders, have been cut

off. This is very poor policy as the con-

tact made by the brush in the holder is

not at all sufficient to carry the current

generated without heating. Vou should

always be sure that the brush is shaped

correctly where it bears on the com-

mutator, and that the copper wire is

well fastened by the screws provided for

it on the holders. The tension of the

brush springs is set when the machine

leaves the factory and should not require

re-setting except in special cases. It,

however, should be just enough to en-

sure a good contact, and any excess over

this will only serve to wear out brushes

and copper.

The mica separating the copper segments

of the commutator from each other is

usually harder than the copper, in time

this will be found to be higher than the

bars, and it must be cut down if we are

to have a good and continuous connection

with the brushes. This can be done very

well with a four-in. slim taper, three

cornered, file with the tip broken off,

working this along the mica till you

feel the file cutting copper on both sides.

The file will give the proper depth of

groove and it leaves very little polishing

to be done. After filing down all the

mica, the commutator has to be polished

with a piece of sandpaper. No. 00. held

on it while the machine is running. Al-

ways use sandpaper and never emery, as

particles of emery will set in the copper

and in the brushes and cause continual

trouble. If you ever find that the com-

mutator is out of true, it must be faced

off in a lathe and the mica cut down and

polished ; no amount of cleaning up a

commutator out of true will get any re-

sults. When the commutator takes on

a brown and polished surface it is in the

best of condition, and should run a long

time without being touched. I have a

number that are in this condition and

have been running daily for over a year

without trouble.

TlTIBINES.

We have a rule that requires the open-

ing and examining of all the turbines at

least every thirty days, and a report i^

made of the speed they are running and

their general condition. This is a very
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necessary precaution and should be in

force everjwhere. The turbine in both

the Type C and Type E machines is run-

ning at a high speed, and the valves will

change enough in that time to give a

marked increase in speed. In the Type

E machines I find about 1/64 in. in that

time, of wear in the valve, besides some

pitting and scoring of the valve faces;

in the Type C scoring is certain to take

place, owing to the design of the valves

and the direction of the steam flow. Good

valves and seats are absolutely necessary

if we are going to have a steady light

and good regulation of the voltage. In

the Type C valves I correct this scoring

by filing off the plunger, No. 38, and re-

newing the false seats. No. 35 B, always

taking care that the valves seat them-

selves before the governor weights are

at more than a right angle with the face

of the wheel. I find the average travel

of the sleeve on the shaft when everything

is as it should be to be about 3/16 in.

The governor screws in both types of

machines once properly set will remain

right indefinitely. I have only had to re-

adjust 3 sets out of 300, and they had

been tampered with. I find that Type C
machines give the best results when run-

ning 1750 to 1800 R. P. M. without load.

In the Type E governor valve, the

most important adjustment to watch is

the travel of the valve. This should be

1/16 in. plus or minus. For making this

measurement I got up a plunger type of

depth guage consisting of a 'A-'m. copper

sleeve with a 3/16-in. plunger fitting fairly

tightly in it, this plunger being graduated

in 32nds. I use this guage as follows

:

Remove the governor valve cap, insert

the guage so that the sleeve will bear on

the upper edges of the valve seat, press

the plunger down on the tip of the valve,

which will be open full. Remove the

guage and mark the plunger at the top

of the sleeve with a lead pencil. Now
take out the valve seat and the valve

cage and valve, and by holding them in

the left hand close the valve to its seat.

Reinsert the guage, pushing the sleeve

down against the edge of the scat as be-

fore when the plunger will rise and indi-

cate at the top the amount of travel the

valve has. This little tool is handy to

use, and it enables one to watch the vari-

ation of the valve with little trouble.

Where I find the Type E valves pitted

and scored, I grind them in in the usual

manner with compound and take the

measurement afterwards. The Type E
machines give the best results when run-

ning at 2750 to 2800 R. P. M., although

I have one machine which has been run-

ning a year at 2650 without any trouble.

I find a decided improvement in the con-

dition of the inside of the turbine is made

by pouring a small quantity of valve oil

into the case once a month, as it seems

to form a film over the metal parts and

prevents the formation of scale and rust.

Oiling, Etc.

While the engineers and firemen seem

to understand fairly well the importance

of oil and grease on other parts of the

engines under their charge they seem

quite indifferent to the fact that the

headlight turbine needs a little attention

in this line, too. I have had machines

come in with the oil cups filled v^-ith pin

dope, hard oil, grease and sometimes

plugged up entirely and having every

inaication of having had no oil for a long

time. Then the engineer wonders why
his machine suddenly slows down and

tries to run away or seems to be

about to break up. One trouble

I encountered with the type C oil

cup is that it will fill up with con-

densed steam. This trouble I have over-

come by hai'ing all the cups tapped in

the bottom with a ^-in. pipe plug and

drain out the surplus water after every

trip.

In the type E machine this does not

'
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occur and by filling the oil cup three

times and letting the oil run down into

the bearing they will get enough oil to

keep in good condition. The best oil is

none too good and I use superheater

valve oil altogether and get every satis-

faction from it. The inside bearing on

both machines requires little oil, maybe
1 spoonful a month, and should not be

allowed to slop over, as the extra oil

will get in the armature and may destroy

the insulation of the machine.

Altogether the headlight equipments of

the type I have seen are a particularly

rugged and efficient apparatus and given

reasonable and regular care with a little

common sense in their handling will give

good and economical service. Never

start a machine suddenly, give it time to

warm up and get rid of the water which

will accumulate while it is standing, give

it oil regularly, and keep it fairly clean

inside and out, and you will have little to

worry about. Of the various troubles I

have encountered 90 per cent, were due

to neglect and carelessness and 1 per cent,

to defects in the machine, so it would
seem that any information that will lead

to a better understanding of the head-

light and its generator by those who have

charge of them will be of service.

Locking Stuffing Box Nuts.

By J. H. Hahn, Bluefield, y.\.

Considerable trouble is often experi-

enced by the stuffing box nuts working off

on low pressure steam cylinder and high

pressure air cylinder of the 8yi-\n. cross

compound pumps, when the metal is soft,

or when fibrous piston rod packing is used,

and gland nuts and stuffing boxes are fre-

quently more or less damaged.
The sketch I am sending you shows a

simple and effective method of locking

these nuts. The center piece is drilled and
tapped for J^-in. set bolts, as shown.
The bolts are 5 ins. long, and are pro-

vided with lock nuts. When metallic

piston and packing is used, the swab
holder or shield will prevent the nuts

from working off.

Wooden Valve Instead of Rubber.

By W. E. Thomson, Lincoln, Neb.

Being unable to secure a hard rubber

valve about seven months ago for use on
a large wash-out pump, to meet the

emergency a piece of hard maple, thor-

oughly dried and turned up and faced so

that it would just slip into a metal band,

was used. When this was thoroughly

soaked in water, the piece of wood ex-

panded tightly into the band, and was
thus used in place of the hard rubber.

After seven months of service it was dis-

covered that there was actually less wear
on the wooden valve than was found on

the rubber valves. This wash-out pump
is now fitted with an entire set of

wooden valves, and is giving excellent

service.

Railroads Moving the Army.

Fairfax Harrison, chairman of the rail-

roads' war board, announces that plans

for the largest troop movement ever

scheduled in the history of the United

States have already been perfected at the

request of the Government. The move-

ment will start on Sept. S, and between

that date and Sept 9, 200.000 men are to

be entrained. This represents about 30

per cent, of the new army. One field

army of W.tKIO men requires 6,229 cars,

comprising 366 trains hauled by 366 loco-

motives. It is expected that a second

movement of approximately 200,000 men

will begin on Sept. 19, continuing for

four days llicreaftcr, and a third move-

ment of the s.imc size on Oct. 3.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. A. 1^. llirt' has ticfn apixiinted gen-

eral manager of the Illinois Central, with

liea(U|narters at Chicago, 111.

Mr. A. (i. Nutting has been appointed

supervisor of signals on the Northern Pa-

lilic, with lieadciuarters at Livingston,

Mont., succeeding Mr. F. A. Allen.

Mr. Amos C. Davis, general foreman

of the Altooi\a erecting shop of the Penn-

sylvania, lias been appointed general fore-

man of the East .\ltoona enginehouse.

Mr. H. Ci. Flanders, formerly round-

house foreman of the Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe at Clovis, N. M., has been

promoted to general foreman at that point.

Mr. Harry S. Schum, formerly general

foreman of the East Altoona enginehouse

of the Pennsylvania, has been appoiuteil

master mechanic of the Altoona machine

shops.

Mr. David A. Munro, formerly manager

of the J. N. Jones Manufacturing Com-

pany, has been appointed to take charge of

the Railway Specialties Corporation, -New

Vork.

Mr. J. R. Dwyer has been appointed

fuel supervisor on the Louisiana division

of the Texas & Pacific, with office at

Alexandria, La., succeeding Mr. D. H.

Varnell.

Mr. Leon A. Starkweather, formerl\

motive power inspector of the Pennsyl-

vania, has been appointed assistant masui

mechanic of the New York division oi

the same road,

Mr. F. P. McDonald has been appointt '

master mechanic of the Stockton divisio

of the Southern Pacific, with office :>•

Stockton, Cal., succeeding Mr. A. I

'

Williams, promoted.

Mr. G. E. Cessford, formerly district

master mechanic of the Chicago, Milwau-

kee & St. Paul, at Deer Lodge, Mont., has

been transferred to Tacoma, Wash., suc-

ceeding Mr. T. I. Hamilton.

Mr. A. D. Bruce, in charge of purchases

and supplies for the Vapor Car Heating

Company, has been elected secretary and

comptroller of the company, succeeding

Mr. Arthur P. Harper, resigned.

Mr. George C. Christy, formerly gen-

eral foreman of the McComb shops of

the Illinois Central, has been appointed

master mechanic at Vicksburg, Miss., suc-

ceeding Mr. C. Listrom, deceased.

Mr. Joseph Slutzker, formerly assistant

master mechanic of the Altoona machine

shops of the Pennsylvania, has been pro-

moted to assistant engineer of motive

power of the Western Pennsylvania divi-

sion.

Mr. M. F. Smith, formerly district mas-

ter mechanic of the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul at Dubuque, la., has been trans-

ferred to Milwaukee, Wis., succeeding

Mr. A. Young, resigned to enter military

service.

Mr. Samuel S. Parslow, who has been

attached to the mechanical valuation de-

partment of the Great Northern for the

last two years, has been appointed shop

superintendent on tlie same road at Great

I'alls. Mont.

Mr. H. H. Maxlield, superintendent of

motive power of the New Jersey division

of tlie Pennsylvania, has been commis-

sioned lieutenant-colonel of the Ninth V.n-

gineers of the National Army, while Mr.

C. D. Barrett, master mechanic of the

t.iKUT. c(ii.. II. n. .\i.\.\iii;i.ii, MX I II
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Williamsport division at Sunbury, Pa.,

and Mr. C. S. Gaskill. master mechanic

of the Baltimore division at Orangeville,

Md., hold commissions as majors, and Mr.

F. S. Robbins, assistant master mechanic

of the Pittsburgh division at Pittsburgh,

Pa., is commissioned as a captain. These

officers have been furloughed by the rail-

road company, and to fill their places the

following appointments have been made

:

Mr. F. G. Grimshaw, assistant engineer of

electrical equipment, Philadelphia ter-

minal division, has been promoted to su-

perintendent of motive power, New Jersey

division ; Mr. R. G. Bennett, assistant en-

gineer of motive power, central division,

succeeds Mr. Barrett at Sunbury: Mr.

G. H. Watkins, assistant engineer of mo-
tive power. Western Pennsylvania divi-

sion, succeeds Mr. Gaskill at Orangeville

;

and Mr. J. H. Thomas, assistant general

foreman, I'ltcairn shop, succeeds Mr.

Robbins at Pittsburgh.

Mr. G. A. Cooper, formerly representa-

tive in the railroad department of the

United States (iraphite Company at Chi-

cago, III., has been appointed advertising

manager of the company, with headquar-

ters at Saginaw, Mich.

Mr. H. L. Needham, formerly general

foreman of the locomotive department of

the Illinois Central at Twenty-seventh

street, Chicago, has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic of the Springfield division,

with office at Clinton, III.

Mr. D. B. Mugan, formerly in charge of

the electrical department of the Illinois

Central at New Orleans, La., has been

appointed resident manager of the Edison

Storage Battery Supply Company, with

office at New Orleans.

Mr. W. E. Dunham, formerly super-

visor of motive power and machinery of

the Chicago & North Western at Winona,

Minn., has been appointed assistant to the

general superintendent of motive power,

with office at Chicago, 111.

Mr. W. H. Bradley, formerly master

mechanic on the Chicago & North West-

ern at Clinton, Iowa, has been appointed

•.-^^istant to the general superintendent of

b^otive power, with office at Chicago, 111.,

••ccceding Mr. E. C. Hall.

-Mr. F. A. Griffin, formerly master me-

chanic of the Erie at Port Jervis, N. Y.,

lias been appointed general inspector of

' I lines East, with headquarters at New
rk, and Mr. M. S. Jackson, formerly

nial inspector at Cleveland, Ohio, suc-

. (Is Mr. Griffin.

Mr. E. P. Howell, formerly erecting

p foreman of the Atlantic Coast Line

Waycross, Ga., has been appointed gen-

eral foreman at that point, and Mr. F,. S.

Myer has been appointed gang foreman

of the Waycross shops, succeeding Mr.

H. C. Spicer, who succeeds Mr. Howell.

Mr. M. G. Lodge has been elected presi-

dent of the Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool

Company, Cincinnati, Ohio ; Mr. J. W.
Carrel, vice president and general man-
ager, and Mr. L. A. Hall, secretary and

treasurer. The policy and organization

01 the company will be the same as here-

tofore.

Mr. L. O. Cameron, formerly manager
of sales in the southern district for the

Pressed Steel Car Company, has trans-

ferred liis headquarters to the Munsey
building, Washington, D. C, and will here-

after represent the Pressed Steel Car

Company, and also the Oxweld Railroad

Service Company.
Mr. F. R. Cooper, formerly superin-

tendent of motor power of the Kansas
City Southern, and until recently con-

nected with the Breakless Staybolt Com-
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pany of Pittsburgh, has resigned his posi-

tion with the latter company to become

sales manager of the Gold Car Heating &
Lighting Company, with offices at New
York.

Mr. William Anderson, formerly master

mechanic of the Chicago & Northwestern

at Boone, la., has been appointed super-

visor of motive power and machinery on

the same road, with headquarters at

Winona, Minn., succeeding Mr. W. E.

Dunham. Mr. L. Chapman, formerly

master mechanic at Belle Plaine, la., suc-

ceeds Mr. Anderson.

Mr. T. J. Hamilton, formerly district

master mechanic of the Chicago, Milwau-

kee & St. Paul, at Tacoma, Wash., has

been appointed assistant superintendent of

the Missoula division, with office at

Avery, Idaho, and Mr. G. E. Cessford,

formerly district master mechanic at Deer

Lodge, Mont., has been transferred to

Tacoma, succeeding Mr. Hamilton.

Mr. J. T. Wallis, general superintendent

of motive power of the Pennsylvania, has

also been appointed to the same office on

the New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk

;

Mr. A. H. Rudd, signal engineer ; Mr.

C. D. Young, superintendent of motive

power. This action follows the appoint-

ment of Mr. Elisha Lee, genera! manager

cf the Pennsylvania, to be general man-

ager of the New York, Philadelphia &
Norfolk, also officials in other departments

have had their jurisdiction extended.

Mr. John M. Daniels, Freeport, Pa.,

and Mr. Eugene F. Dawson, Columbus,

Ohio, has been awarded the Frank

Thomson scholarships for 1917. Mr.

Dawson will enter the Engineering de-

partment of the Ohio State University,

and Mr. Daniels will enter the University

of Pennsylvania, also in the engineering

department. The purpcjse of the scholar-

ship is to enable sons of railway men of

the Pennsylvania system to obtain tech-

nical education and fit themselves for the

service of the railroad.

Railroad Equipment Notes.

The Chicago & Northwestern has plans

to build a tank shop 50 by 375 feet at its

Chicago shops.

American Electro-Chemical Society

Meeting.

The thirty-second general meeting of

the American Electro-Chemical Society

will beheld in Pittsburgh October 3 to 6.

A special feature of the meeting will be

a series of papers and discussions on

I'".lectro-Chemical War Supplies, and the

part the lilectro-Chemical industry will

play in the present struggle. On Thurs-

day, October 3, will be held a regular

meeting of the society in the morning,

with optional excursions to industrial

plants in the afternoon. In the evening

an illustrated lecture on a semi-technical

subject will be given. On Friday, Octo-

ber 4, a symposium on Electro-Chemical

War Supplies will be held in the morning,

followed by excursions to industrial plants

in the afternoon.

The Norfolk & Western shops at

Roanoke, Va., are building 10 Mallet en-

gines of the 2-8-8-2 type.

The Georgia, Florida & Alabama will

build shops, etc., at Pensacola, I'la., at an

estimated cost of $50,000.

The Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo has

ordered si.x switching locomotives from

the Canadian Locomotive Company.

The Central Railway of Brazil has or-

dered two consolidation (2-8-0) type lo-

comotives from the Baldwin Locomotive

W orks.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has contracted

for the construction of an 8-stall addition

to its roundhouse at Richmond, Va., Ful-

ton yards.

The Temiskaming & Northern Ontario

recently ordered 100 40-ton steel frame

box cars from the Canadian Car & I''oun-

dry Company.

-According to report, the Hudson Bay

Company has given an order to American

car builders for 1,200 steel gondola cars,

to be shipped to the Dutch East Indies.

The i\Iark Manufacturing Company,

Chicago, has ordered 18 70-ton capacity

steel gondola cars of special construction

from the .'\merican Car & Foundry Com-
pany.

The Southern Pacific Company is re-

liabilitating a portion of one of its car

shops at Sacramento, Cal., which was

lately injured by fire. The work will cost

approximately $30,000.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has

awarded a contract to the Roberts &
Schaefer Company, Chicago, for a com-

plete tandem four-pit cinder handling

plant for installation at Hazclton, Ohio.

The Great Northern, in addition to the

repair shops now being constructed for it

at Superior, Wis., by Westinghouse,

( hurch, Kerr & Company, has let contract

to the same firm for a power plant to cost

$35,000.

The Chicago & North Western has

awarded the general contract for the

erection of the power house, machine shop

and blacksmith shop at the Chase yards,

Milwaukee, Wis., to the Walsh Construc-

tion Company, Chicago.

Clinton, III., to consist of a new coaling

station and addition to the roundhouse to

cost $38,000 and a new reinforced con-

crete power house to cost $20,000.

The Russian Government is about to

place orders for an additional 10,000 1,200-

pood (43,200 lb.) capacity four-wheel box
cars. This is the second lot of 10,000 cars

on this order on which 40,000 cars have
been authorized. It is understood that

Canadian car builders may receive this

lot.

The United States Government has

placed orders with the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works for 764 locomotives in addi-

tion to the 150 that company now has on
order, and the ISO which will be built by
the .American Locomotive Company. The
locomotives are for service with the forces

in F'rance, and will be given preference

over all other work.

The United States Government, it is

understood, contemplates placing an or-

der shortly for 17,000 cars for French
railways, as a part of an extensive pro-

gram of military railroad construction in

that country. The orders will be divided

between four or five of the leading manu-
facturers. The cars will be four-wheel,

flat bottom, low side gondolas, of 12

metric tons capacity.

The United States Government has dis-

tributed among several mills, orders for

150,000 tons of either Bessemer or open

hearth rails for lines in France inci-

dental to an extensive program of mili-

tary railroad building in that country.

The United States Steel Corporation re-

ceived about 90,000 tons of these orders,

and 60,000 tons was divided between

three independent manufacturers.

Illinois Central has prepared plans for

improvements to its engine terminal at

Over 100 of the locomotives used in the

construction of the Panama Canal have

been disposed of by Governor Harding,

of the Canal Zone, according to reports

to Secretary of War Baker. Ten loco-

motives have been transferred to the

.Alaska engineering commission ; two

were sold to the Chile Exploration Com-
pany, and 95 were sold to the A. B. Shaw
Company, which does a contracting busi-

ness in New York.

The United States Government is ask-

ing for bids on about $2,000,000 worth of

machine tools for use in France, and the

Pennsylvania Railroad, acting in behalf

of the United States Government, is ask-

ing for bids on seven vertical boring

and turning mills, two vertical turret

lathes, one horizontal boring and drilling

machine, and a car wheel boring mill,

which are rc(|uircd for the use of the

regiment of engineers which it recently

helped to raise.
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Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Are We Capable of SELF-GovEKSMtNi '

By Frank W. Noxon, Sccniary,

Railway Business Association. I'rice,

$1.50 . New York. Harper & Bros.,

1917.

A thoughtless man who takes up this

book may feel something like the happy

individual who entered a restaurant and

was drearily spoken to by a sad-faced

waitress. "Tea or Coffee?" incjuircd the

sad-faced one. "Don't tell me," the man

replied brightly, "please don't tell mc—
let me guess." If you read the l>ook you

won't guess so readily as you expect. Mr.

Noxon, in the opening chapters, like

Dickens, gives you, "the whole science

of government, or how not to do it."

The author says: "We have asked

whether the American people are 'cap-

able' of self-government—whether they

can work out mechanism, methods, per-

sonnel and conditions under which it

will be possible for government to avoid

the mistakes which in the past have

turned republics into dependencies, into

empires, or into deserted ruins. We now

study the business men of 1916 as a body.

We seek an answer, not by attempting

judgment upon the wisdom or folly of

enactments or policies from some sup-

posed business point of view, or from

our own personal point of view, but by

narrating the mode by which those enact-

ments and policies were adopted. By

what means did the body of .American

business men develop standards? How-

were those standards debated with the

rest of the public and brought into har-

mony with the general conscience and

aspiration? Through what media did

the business body as a whole exert in-

fluence upon enactment and policy of

government?" Going on further in the

study of the question he says

:

"One reason was that politics and

business in the past had mingled in ways

that evoked a demand for their divorce-

ment. Politicians had been vigilant to

disarm suspicion that they were black-

mailers or venal tools, as some of their

predecessors were accused of having

been. Every business man, banker and

railroader had stood charged with serv-

ing a special interest. There was no

such thing as 'representative business,'

which could deal openly with representa-

tive government." Some straightforward

answers to these questions are given in

the book.

The desire of some for an increase in

the capacity of the Erie canal is given as

a typical desire for "pork." The actual

increase in the amount paid in Civil war

pensions, 35 years after the war, was

$138,462,130. This may be taken as an

example of "how not to do it."

In his chapter on "the voice of all

business" there is shown the beginning

ol a regenerative scheme, and in "the

miracle of bank legislation," the work of

approximating to the Canadian and Scot-

tish plans is put in as evidence of the

progressive and practical form in which

the voice of all business is nut only being

htard, but is being carefully listened to.

Men cannot be made to think by act of

Congress, though their thinking ability

may be stimulated thereby.

The conception of railway regulation,

as possible without government ownership,

grew up, and though somewhat restrictive

in form, as we now know it, there is no

doubt that in time it will include regulation

for legitimate profit as it now holds

down the rate increase idea. The regu-

lation will in the future be more and

more "business steering," not done by

the holder of the tiller at the stern, but

by the man on the "look out," who views

the seas, the passing ships, the rocks and

breakers, and can perceive the light-

house beam even in a partial fog.

The whole record of progress is good,

as given by our author. We need not

light-heartedly guess about the tea or the

coffee. We have a reason why we

ask for one or the other, and are ad-

vanced enough to know when we get it,

and which it is. "The regulation of

trade" followed similar lines to those

which brought the whole "regulation"

idea to the front, in the first place. The

republic is approaching a point where

the "common people" have something to

do with the government, and professional

politicians have discovered that a king

has arisen who may not know Joseph.

We believe that leadership is a real want

today. Leadership that shall be strong,

intelligent and definite. Mr. Noxon, how-

ever, does not seek the role of leader;

though he has facts and figures in abund-

ance and is possessed of that rare faculty

of interpreting those facts, and of seeing

the set of the current by noting tenden-

cies which are like the straws on the

surface of the stream.

The chapter on "organized labor and

the law" gives the reader some facts he

has probably never heard of before. The

book is, in a sense, a revealer of secrets

—

open secrets which ought to be "common

knowledge." The country, like the ship

that found herself, is beginning to see

the advantage of all men working together,

and of doing something toward a common

end. The book is worth reading by the

every-day railroad man who wants to see

where we are going, and to know why.

It is not technical, and what is said of

economics, finance and politics can be

easily understood. There is a fine vein

of humor throughout, and there is not

a dull or dry page in the volume. There

are facts given, plain facts, unadorned,

save by the novel and picturesque han-

dling of them by the author. This does not
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itnply that his view is taken through rose-

tinted spectacles or through smoked
glasses, which obscure or distort. Mr.
Xoxon does not think we have "got

there" yet, but the trail is blazed. Time,
thought and team-play will win the game.
Read it if you want to know how to as-

sist. The last pages practically ask "what
are you doing to help gain the top of

the grade and haul the load?" The author

does not give Republican facts or Demo-
cratic facts—or labor facts, or capital-

istic facts he gives just facts! Read, un-

derstand and answer intelligently and be

comforted.

Proceeci.ncs of the 24th Annual Con-
vention OF THE Air Br.\ke Associ-

.\TioN. 253 pages, numerous illustra-

tions. Edited by F. M. Nellis, secre-

tary, 165 Broadway, New York.

Price $3.00.

The proceedings of the 24th annual

convention of the Air Brake Association,

held in Memphis, Tenn., May 1-4, 1917,

appear in a handsome volume. The sec-

retary's report shows an increase in

membership and funds, the former show-
ing 1,035 members in good standing, and
the latter a balance in the treasury of

$2,189.31. The high price of publishing

tlie annual volume was complained of and
its omission suggested on account of the

increased price of material, but it would
be detrimental to the interests of the asso-

i iation 10 discontinue the publication even

temporarily, [n the June issue of R.mlway
.\.\i) LncoMoTivE Engineering we pre-

sented a condensed report of the proceed-

ings, embracing a variety of important

subjects all setting forth the perfection

of air brake appliances. It is to the credit

of the members that at a time when so

many associations are postponing hold-

ing their conventions, that the Air Brake

convention is looked upon as a vital part

of the solution of the problems in air

brake construction and operation that it

cannot safely be dispensed with, and

whether in the tumult of war or the

piping times of peace this branch of the

air brake men's work will go on. The
Volume should be in the hands of every

lirake man.

Statistics of Steam Railways in the

United States

I'loni the report just published by the

Interstate Commerce Commission, it ap-

pears that there were at the close of

the last fiscal year 259,210.86 miles of

slcam railway line operated, including

11.856.42 miles used under trackage rights.

The aKgrcgatc mileage of railway tracks

r)f all kinds, including yards and sidings,

was .394,944.26 miles. The increase in

mileage for one year was 3,802.75 miles.

The number of steam locomotives was

63,578, other than steam, 284. Passen-

ger cars, 54,664; freight service, 2,326,-

987; company service, 96,508. The aver-

age number of employees in service was
1,654,075. Of the capital stock outstand-

ing for the roads 40.96 per cent paid no

dividends. The average rate of divi-

dends paid on all stocks was 4.71. The
capital invested amounted to $17,525,576,-

908. During the year the number of

passengers carried was 1,005,683,174, with

an average of 34 miles for each passen-

ger. The average receipts per passenger

per mile was 2.06 cents. Number of tons

of freight carried, 2,225,943,388, with an

average of 170 miles per ton. The aver-

age receipts per ton per mile was 0.716

cents. The net revenue amounted to $3,-

472,641,941, and the operating expenses

$2,277,292,278. The net increase of in-

come during the year amounted to $181,-

084,474.

Ripken Main Rod Arm.

The Locomotive Specialty Company,
Railway Exchange, Chicago, of which

Walter H. Bentley is president, has is-

sued a finely illustrated bulletin de-

scriptive of the Ripken main rod arm.

The device consists of an arm fastened

near the forward end of the main rod,

and takes advantage of the oscillation of

the main rod, as well as the crosshead

movement in actuating the combination

lever, and replaces the usual crosshead

connection in outside valve gears now in

general use. Its use has the effect of

removing the retarding effect which the

combination lever has on the main gear

action when actuated by the crosshead.

It gives an increased port opening more

rapidly, and retains it longer, thereby

giving the steam a better opportunity to

more fully follow the piston, and thereby

gives a longer maximum cutoff. The

amount of lead is not affected, the effect

being simply a quicker opening of the

valve, a larger and longer maintained

port opening. It has a noticeable im-

provement in train acceleration, and as-

sists in a uniform maintenance of speed.

It is especially adapted for use on the

Walschaerts or Baker valve gear, and

has already met the warm approval of

eminent engineering authorities. Copies

of the descriptive bulletin may be had

on application.

Internal Combustion Locomotives.

Record No. 85. issued by the Baldwin

Locomotive Works, presents details of

various changes and improvements that

have been made since the introduction of

Baldwin gasoline locomotives several

years ago. Following steam locomotive

design where practicable, an efficient gas-

oline locomotive has been developed, and

its special fitness has been demonstrated

in contracting operations, plantations,

quarries, brick yards and other industries,

and also in liwht switching in railroad

yards. These arc well adapted to locali-

ties where water is scarce, or where coal

or electricity is very expensive. There
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arc about 30 illust rations in the Record,

showing a variety of standard sizes. The

industrial gasoline locomotives range in

weight from 3Vj to 9 tons. The switch-

ing locomotives are 23 tons, and special

designs may be contracted for to suit any

traffic. A view is shown of the heavier

type of design used at Chicago on the

Eric, and which has proved eminently

satisfactory for switching purposes, as is

also an illustration of a lighter type.

350 of which were built for the Russian

government. The Record is unusually

interesting, and copies may be had by

applying to the company's main office,

Philadelphia.

alone has no direct influence in stimulat--

ing the inclination to work, while pay-

ment by the i)iecc does have such influ-

ence. Thus, in one factory 17 girls drill-

ing fuses and working on the piece-rate

basis, in one week increased their output

by 24 per cent on the day-shift and by 40

per cent on the night-shift over their out-

jiut when working on a time-wage basis.

Resuscitation.

The Department of the Interior has

just issued a chart on the subject of re-

suscitation from gas asphyxiation, drown-

ing and electric shock. The chart shows

the Schaefcr, or prone, pressure method

of artificial respiration, which is the lat-

est and most approved method advocated

by eminent authorities. Copies of the

chart will be sent free of charge to all

persons requesting it. It is suitable for

posting in fire stations, engine houses,

and all industrial establishments where

there is danger of accidents of the kind

referred to.

Reactions.

The last quarterly issue of this pub-

lication issued by the Goldschmidt Thermit

Company, Equitable Buildins, New York,

is of particular interest to railroad men,

showing, as it does, more than a dozen

illustrations of locomotive repairs.

Among the most notable is the repair of

a large cast steel locomotive tender frame

in which no less than ten welds were

made on the badly damaged frame, the

result being that the frame was made as

good as new at a comparatively small

cost, not speaking of the saving of time

in comparison with procuring a new

frame. The welding of complete new

sections in locomotive frames are shown,

and, indeed, there seems to be no limit

to the possibilities of the successful use

of thermit in the repairing of the largest

kinds of engine fractures. Copies of the

publication may be had on application.

Graphite.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company's

publication for August sets forth with

much force the growing popularity of

Dixon's pencils, now manufactured in

17 varieties or degrees of hardness. They

are especially serviceable in the hands of

engineers and draftsmen. Not only are

they the smoothest but the longest wear-

ing and most uniformly graded. Sam-

ples may be had free, and, speaking from

experience, we will use none other ex-

cept under compulsion. We have not

quite arrived at FalstafT's stalwart decla-

ration that he would do nothing under

compulsion, but in the matter of pencils

we are making a high, heroic effort to

have some on hand all the time. Send

for a sample to the company's office,

Dept. 190 J, Jersey City, N. J., and be

convinced.

Industrial Efficiency in British Muni-

tions Factories.

Bulletin 2.50 of the Department of La-

bor, published at the request of the Coun-

cil of National Defense, is of especial

interest in its reference to wages. It

shows that the absence of sickness, physi-

cal and mental.and efficiency of workers

are influenced by the earnings, and that

output, which has been closely investi-

gated as an indication of fatigue, may be

influenced by the wage system in force.

Generally speaking, payment by time

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.

Outdoor Metering Outfits.

The Outdoor Metering Outfits, de-

scribed in Bulletin No. 46.251-B, which

has just been issued by the General Elec-

tric Company, are admirably adapted for

use in outdoor substations for measuring

the amount of power supplied to the

various feeders. These outfits are com-

pact in design and are especially built for

outdoor metering service. They are of-

fered as thoroughly reliable and accurate

units. The transformer elements are

modifications of standard sv\'itchboard

transformers thus maintaining the Gen-

eral Electric Company's standard of op-

eration. The low installation cost; the

low maintenance cost ; the accessibility

for inspecting and testing; as well as the

safety of construction are special fea-

tures mentioned in this bulletin.

Storage Batteries.

Bulletin 60S issued by the Edison Stor-

age Battery Company, Orange, N. J., de-

scribes the use of Edison storage battery

locomotives that are used in coal and

metal mining, and in general industrial

service. There are a number of photo-

graphs of locomotives in actual service,

with complete general data and dimen-

sions of Edison type A storage batteries

used on the locomotives. There is also a

description of the Edison electric safety

lamp, which has been in use for several

years and grown in favor wherever it is

in service.
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Completion of the Quebec Bridge

The completion of the hugh cantilever or connection span last year, it is very smoothly, and two hoists were taken in

bridge at Quebec took place on Thursday probable that no lives would have beeh 28 minutes, leaving the span 18 ft. yet

the 20th of September, 1917. It is the forfeited in the great work. to go. The last hoist was made success-

largest bridge of its kind in the world, The hoisting operation began Monday fully, and the work proceeded without a

and to Canada belongs the distinction of the 17th. The span, which weighs 5,000 hitch.

having pursued this work with unfalter- tons, was lifted by hydraulic jacks 150 In our November, 1916, issue, page

p
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One of our illustrations shows the con-

necting span being placed ready for hoist-

ing. Tugs worked at each end of the

span, and two others at the ends of long

cables are to be seen up-strcatn hold-

ing the floating bridge against the flow

of the river, and thereby taking this

strain off the working tugs engaged in

placing the bridge.

On looking at the photographs repro-

duced here, one may see the lifting links

of rods, which are perforated at inter-

vals, according to the "lift" of the jacks.

There were eight jacks at each end, and

from each end of the cantilevers there

hung down a swinging built-up girder.

These two girders were to hold the span

when the jacks were being lowered, and

the lifting links were also going down to

be connected up for another lift. The

smaller illustration shows very clearly tlie

lifting rods and the hanging girders used

to sustain the span when the jacks were

being re-adjusted.

The work of connecting up the central

span, which has now been successfully

accomplished, ended the critical part of

the operation. .An eflfort last year to

put a similar span in place resulted in

disaster. One of the link pin castings

broke, causing 14 deaths. In our October,

1916, issue, page 325, we gave an account

of the 1907 failure, a new design of fas-

tening was used this year.

The successful completion of this bridge

will mean the fulfilment of practically a

64-year engineering dream. In 1853

bridge plans were prepared, and in 1892

the cantilever form was determined. A
structure 3,239 ft. from shore to shore

was fmally approved, to stand 150 ft.

above the river. It was estimated that

the I'mished bridge would cost 17 millions

of dollars, but the difTicultics encountered

C. p. R. have also a bridge over the river

at Montreal, and now this broad stream

is spanned again at Quebec by the largest

cantilever bridge in the world. It will

be some months yet before trains can pass

over the structure. The running time be-

tween Halifax and Winnipeg will then

CENTRAL SPAN. CLEAR OF BARGES, READY FOR THE LIFT.

antl now happily overcome, will probably

cause the actual outlay to exceed this

figure. The St. Lawrence is crossed at

Montreal by the Grand Trunk bridge

—

the Victoria bridge, as it is called. The

be reduced half a day. Eight railways

will have running rights over the bridge.

Painting of the bridge, it is estimated,

will take three years and will cost $35,000.

—"Finis Coronal Opus."

The Composition of Alloy Steel an Important

Factor in Counterbalancing Locomotives

Microscopic Structure of Alloy Steel—The Function of Nickel, Chromium or Vanadium

—The Eutectic Alloy—The Reduction of Reciprocating Weights on

Locomotives—The Essentials in the Problem.

The composition of steel is interesting

and especially so when viewed under the

microscope. This instrument reveals

many so-called secrets when applied to

alloy steel. Years ago, railway axles in

England were made of as pure iron as

could be manufactured. Lowmoor and

Bowling iron giving perhaps the best re-

sults. Iron a.xles made from this mate-

rial were highly satisfactory for the load

they had to support, and the work they

had to do. Axles if made of this material

today, would be too bulky for modern

use, but in their own day they gave good

service. They never broke, their failure

took another form, they bent, and this

state or condition revealed itself by the

heating of the journals and the wobbling

of the wheels.

The object today is to get an alloy steel

which will not break or deform under

the heavier stresses that the working parts

are now subject to, and a further requisite

has been forced upon the consideration

of the mechanical engineer and the loco-

motive designer, which has in a way,

nothing to do with the working stresses

which all moving machinery is subject to.

This is the matter of counterbalancing

locomotives as exactly as may be, for the

sake of bridges and track.

Steel when viewed under a microscope

shows that it is composed of minute par-

ticles or grains, and that the contact of

these grains with one another is more or

less imperfect. The grains are not all

of the same hardness nor are they all of

the same size. Many of these grains are

comparatively soft and others are "glass"

hard. The addition of nickel (with proper

heat treatment—which means temperature,

careful annealing and quenching) has the

eflfect of reducing the size of the grains

and of permitting their mutual contacts

to be better. We would say such steel

was fine and close grained. Nickel has

also the property of causing the distril)u-

tion of carbon to be more even and better

throughout the mass than without the

nickel.

The cracking of iron axles and other

parts of a working machine is simply

caused by the grains, which being in im-

perfect contact, move with reference to

one another or "work" on one another, if

you like the phrase. This movement is

infinitesimal, but it is there, and by re-

peated and reversed stresses it develops,

and finally we have what is called a "frac-

ture in detail," and eventually a rupture

of the axle or other working part. The
tendency of this "working" of the particles

causes them to become more "free" and

in time to assume the crystalline form

owing to this so-called freedom of the par-

ticles. We often say steel has "crystal-
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lized." This term is only an approxima-

tion of the truth. The comparative free-

dom of the particles gives them room to

form more perfect crystals. The object

of introducing nickel is to counteract this

so-called crystallization, by causing smaller

grains to be formed, with better indi-

vidual contact, or as we might speak of it,

as possessing more "holding" power, and

therefore less liability to crystallize, or to

open and crack. The better distribution

of the carbon throughout the mass makes

the steel more homogeneous, and of course

that means having fewer irregularities in

structure, so that one part is approxi-

mately as good as another.

So much for nickel, but there are other

desirable things that nickel cannot do and

which are very necessary to have done.

Now, even with nickel and its ability to

make smaller grains, and give each a bet-

ter contact, it lacks completeness. It

does not do these things perfectly. .\n

axle, let us say, subject to many, many

of tin and bismuth. Th.s word eutectic

is derived from the Greek, and signifies

"eu," well, or satisfactory or advantage-

ous, and "tektein" meaning to produce.

So that an eutectic alloy is one that is ad-

vantageous or satisfactory to work with

in the arts. It is for us a well-built alloy.

Thus it is correctly said of pure cast iron,

that it is not a carbide of iron, but an

eutectic alloy of carbon and iron and
graphite. Now the strong point or the ad-

vantageous point for us, is that any true

eutectoid gives to such an alloy a lower

melting temperature than either of the

constituents would give if taken each by

Itself. Applying this to steel, it is not

satisfactory as in the case of other alloys.

The presence of chromium protects the

steel from having this comparatively low

melting temperature, so that the danger of

having some of the internal grains become
hot enough to be overheated, due to the

lieavy internal stresses which come upon
them, though the surface is cool enough

a compound of sulphur and iron, and this

sulphide of iron has a low melting point.

Therefore, when the piece is heated, it

melts and destroys the ability of the metal

to resist strains. This is why steel is said

to be "hot short." Sulphur has a further

injurious effect. It produces excessive

shrinkage and internal microscopic checks

or cracks. To coin a new phrase, perhaps

applicable here as far as meaning is con-

cerned, is to say that chromium (and also

vanadium) tends to make the steel "hot

long." In dealing with these ingredients

of alloy steel, it is customary to state the

amount of carbon as say 40 point. This

means that carbon, in quantity amounting

to 40 one-hundredths of 1 per cent., is in

the steel. It ought strictly be written as

0.40 per cent. A distinction, more or less

arbitrary, is drawn between mild steel

and hard steel. Mild steel is practically

that which contains up to 60 point carbon,

or really 0.60, which is sixty one-hun-

dredths of 1 per cent, of carbon. Steels

LOCOMOTIVE MAIN ROD. DOTTED LINE SHOWS OPEN HEARTH STEEL ROD WEIGHING 965 LBS. FULL LINE SHOWS NIKROME
STEEL ROD WEIGHING 810 LBS. OR A SAVING OF 155 LBS. THAT IS 16 PER CENT.

heavy and rapidly reversed stresses will

probably have some "slip" among the par-

ticles, not much of course, but it is pos-

sible for the "slip" to take place, so that

although the metal may feel cool to the

touch on the surface, it may have in its

interior enough "working" or movement
of the particles, one against the other, to

produce a good deal of internal heat and
may even overheat the molecules or grains

of the steel where the action of the

stresses is most severe. Chromium comes
in here and plays its part, and a very
important part it is.

Before going further with this subject

it is necessary to say a word about the

melting point of two or more metallic

substances. For example, a mixture of
tin and bismuth, in equal proportions,
melts at 2fi6 degs. Fahr. Tin alone melts
at 442 degs. Fahr., and bismuth alone
melts at 504 degs. Fahr. The melting
point of the compound is far below the

temperature required to fuse either one
alone. The compound having this lower
meltine point, is called an eutectic alloy

to touch, is warded off. Chromium de-

feats, to an appreciable extent, the con-

sequences of the eutectic condition

which wc regard as an advantage

in other alloys. The nickel and the

chromium together add to the value of

the steel and even in compression the

alloy steel having these ingredients and
therefore close grained, can withstand the

the pushing together of its minute parti-

cles better than it could if they were not

present, because the contact being good

to begin with, and the metal dense, the

particles do not yield to pressure as they

would if chromium and nickel were not

in it.

The steel has its compression value

raised, vanadium protects the steel from

the evil effects of various oxides, while

titanium is a true deoxidizer. The dan-

ger due to the presence of sulphur or

phosphorus is that they form sulphides

and phosphides. These organize foreign

bodies inside the metal and either weaken
it or render it more brittle. Sulphur with

iron, produces sulphide of iron, which is

which contain less than this amount are

generally spoken of as mild steels and

those which go above that figure in carbon

content, are referred to as high carbon

steels. 1

We have now, let us say, a nickel-chro-

mium steel, where the arrangement of its

various minute particles is as good as wc

know how to get, and that wc have given

it the proper kind and amount of heat

treatment, which is another way of saying

that it has been carefully and intelligently

heated, cooled and quenched. We have,

therefore, a good steel, strong in tension

and compression, able to stand vibrations

(f load and the rapid reversal of stresses,

wliidi arc almost equal to the effect of

blows. If such a steel is used for the work-

ing parts of a locomotive, the designer

finds that he lias :i material at command
which requires only a minimum of metal,

to give the same strength for service.

which formerly other and more bulky and

heavier metals had usually been called

upon to perform. .The effect of introduc-

ing chromium is that it increases the ten-
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sile strength of tlic steel, it also makes the

steel harder, and it raises the elastic limit.

Further than tliis it produces the valuable

etTect uf increasing the ability of the steel

to resist shock, and to withstand the re-

sults of alternating stresses. It has the

efTect of facilitating or enhancing the good

results of heat treatment, more than does

any other element.

In the matter of case-hardening the

presence of chromium aids in the absorp-

tion of carbon, giving the outer surface

a tiner grained, harder and better wear-

ing e.xterior. VVIien rolled or forged,

chromium under 0.50 per cent gives to

the steel a quality which does not appre-

ciably affect the physical properties of

steel if it happens to contain 0.25 per cent,

of carbon, but the heat treatment may,

for steel as low as 0.20 per cent., have a

very marked influence in the physical re-

sults obtained.

Nickel in steel raises the elastic ratio,

which is the numerical relation between

elastic limit and the tensile strength.

Nickel adds to the ductility of the steel,

its toughness, and its power of resistance

to abrasion, or to shock, and it helps the

good effects of heat treatment, and it re-

tards corrosion.

When manganese is introduced into

steel, it slightly increases the elastic limit,

if acting alone. In combination with

nickel and chromium, it also increases the

elastic limit and slightly toughens the

steel, and in addition it performs the part

of a purifier in the ladle. It assists, when

the steel is rolled, by eliminating the hot

short condition, by combining with, and

so absorbing, the sulphur. This applies to

manganese, in quantity up to 1.0 per cent.

Steel containing more than this is brittle

up to 2.0 per cent., and if the content of

manganese goes above 2.0 per cent, it

makes the steel extremely tough.

Carbon steel in its natural state contains

from 0.40 to 0.50 per cent, and this gives

a tensile strength of about 70,000 lbs. and

an elastic limit of 40,000 lbs. It also

gives an elongation of about 22 per cent,

and a reduction of area of about 50 per

cent. Heat treatment will increase the

tensile strength about 10,000 lbs. if the

steel be oil-quenched and drawn, but it

will reduce the elongation and bring down
the reduction of area. As a general thing

increasing the carbon content of steel

raises only the tensile strength, and in-

duces brittleness.

A significant remark was made by the

late L. R. Pomeroy, in an individual pa-

per read before the American Railway

Master Mechanics' Association, in 1916,

on "Alloy Steel in Locomotive Design."

In dealing with the eflfects of heat treat-

ment he said : "The effects of heat treat-

ment are so great that a certain steel may
be given a very wide range of properties,

depending on treatment, and any desired

set of properties within that range may be

obtained solely by var>-ing the heat treat-

ment The principal varient is the degree

of the second heating. The lower this is,

the stronger and stiller the steel, and the

higher, the weaker and more ductile it is."

l''rom the brief survey of some of the

attributes of alloy steel here presented, it

is evident that the whole science of mix-

ing metals and especially the compound-

ing of steel with other substances is yet

in its very earliest stages. We know, how-

ever, that we have made a good start in

the production of a most useful built-up

metal,—that of heat treated alloy steel.

The proper proportions, or should one

say, the most advantageous quantities

for our purpose, of steel with chromium

and nickel, may be got by the empirical

method ; try and test, and note results, and

then having got the best alloy we can, we
are able to still further add to its value

in a truly marvelous way, by judicious

heat treatment. In fact the results of

heat treatment are probably much wider

and more varied in scope than we yet

know, or have any adequate idea of. The
object striven for in attempting to deal

with this high grade alloy, for railroad

use, is to cut down weight when appHed

to the reciprocating parts of locomotive

machinery, while retaining maximum
strength. This is attainable by good de-

sign, by correct alloying, by heat treat-

ment, and by careful and thorough work-

ing of the metal. These involve two

things, and they are requisites up to the

very limits of essentials. These essential

requisites are intelligent and scientific de-

sign, and careful and painstaking work-

manship. Excellence in both these direc-

tions will never exceed the ideal of com-
pleteness. The rewards to be gained by

the solution of this engineering problem

are well worth any effort. Economy in

operation, and the conservation of track,

roadbed and bridges are some of the

things within the reach of the mechanical

engineer.

Our illustration shows a connecting-rod

of a locomotive. The full lines are the

Xikrome steel rod, and the dotted lines,

the open-hearth steel size of the same
rod. This rod is used on a large Pacific

type of engine. 'ITie open-hearth steel

rod weighs 965 lbs., and the Nikrome
steel rod weighs 810 lbs., making a sav-

ing, when Nikrome steel is used, of 155

lbs., or about 16 per cent.

It should, however, be stated that it is

not always possible to obtain as large a

saving as this by the use of Nikrome
steel, and a similar large saving should

not be expected on side rods or rods in

which the heads are comparatively large

in proportion to the body, as the saving

on the head of any rod is not as great

as in the body of that rod. However, the

saving is substantial and very fully illus-

trates what can be done.

The steady pressure of existing con-

ditions and the experimental science

view that is today coloring all our en-

deavors in the railroad world, are forcing

the pace. These are compelling the alert,

designing engineer to a realization of the

necessities of our needs, and are indicating

the way to meet each case with achieved

advantage. Good alloy steel, intelligent

design, and persistent and careful work-

manship have come to the front as never

before. They are now necessities that

must be met and handled so as to produce

the successful solution of the whole com-
plex problem.

Facts Concerning Air and Water.

It is said that the atmosphere, which

is the aeriform envelope encircling the

earth, is about 45 miles deep. Calcula-

tions as to this figure are not entirely

satisfactory, and often rest on mere as-

sumptions. It exerts a pressure on the

earth equal to a weight of 14.7 lbs. per

square inch at the sea level. The air is

principally a mixture of nitrogen and

oxygen in the proportions of 76.90 by

weight of nitrogen to 23.10 of oxygen, or

by measure 79.10 of nitrogen to 20.90 of

oxygen. Oxygen is the element that sus-

tains life and combustion. Nitrogen acts

as a dilutant to oxygen.

Water is the most important compound
in nature. It is an essential part of every

body possessing corporeal vitality. Water
is formed by the union of two volumes

of hydrogen and one of oxygen. Its

chemical symbol is H.O.

Water exists in three conditions, solid

as ice, liquid as water, and in the gaseous

as vapor or steam. Water freezes at 32

degs. Fahr., boils at 212 degs. Fahr., and

evaporates at all temperatures. The

U. S. gallon contains 231 cu. ins., weighs

8.34 lbs., and is 815 times heavier than

an equal bulk of air. When water is

evaporated into steam at the pressure of

the atmosphere, the steam occupies 1,644

times the bulk of the water. It is also

the most universal solvent in nature. It

enters into combination with nearly all

substances containing o.xygen.

At 180 lbs. steam gauge pressure the

temperature of boiling point of water is

379.3 degs. Fahr. At that pressure its

steam volume is 150 times the volume of

the water from which it was evaporated.

The speed of steam, escaping at 100 lbs.

gauge pressure into the atmosphere, is

1,957 feet per second. A cubic foot of

water contains /'/z gallons at 62 degs.

Fahr., and weighs 62;'2 lbs. About nine-

elevenths of the earth's surface is cov-

ered by water leaving nearly 36 million

square miles of land. Readers of Loco-

motive Encineeri.nc are found dotted all

over that land. L'nder the pressure of

the atmosphere 14.7 lbs. to the square

inch water boils at 212 degs. Fahr., as

may be readily demonstrated at 100 degs.

C. At higher altitudes the boiling point

lowers about 1 deg. Fahr. for every 510

feet of elevation.
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Shay Geared Locomotive Used as a Switcher

Comparative Tests Against an 0-6-0 Switcher

In order to demonstrate some of the

service possibilities of a Shay geared

engine, the builders, the Lima Locomotive

Works, Inc., of Lima, Ohio, tried one

at their own grounds not long ago, and

at the same time made a comparative

test with an 0-6-0 switcher loaned to

them by a neighboring railroad for that

purpose. The Shay engine was not used

fof transfer work or where a long haul,

necessitating some speed, had to be made.

The Lima engine showed to the greatest

advantage when put to "spot" cars, and

where the trains so handled were heavy

and the start had to be powerful, as the

distance to be covered between stops was

necessarily short.

The Shay geared engines took sharp

cun-es and turn-outs on which rod-

connected engines would be at a great

disadvantage. Their pulling capacity,

m. p. h. was 22,500 lbs. The total heating

surface measures 795 sq. ft.

Tests of both types of engines were
made by the Lima Locomotive Works,
Inc., April 14, 1917. The company,

however, build both Shay and rod-en-

gines. These tests were made with

an 0-6-0 type of engine and a Shay

engine of equal tractive effort. Two
series of runs were made with the en-

gines, operated at maximum tractive ef-

fort by experienced enginemen. The
purpose of Test No. 1 was to obtain

comparative rates of acceleration of the

two engines when working under exactly

similar conditions of road and track. The
purpose of Test Xo. 2 was to determine

the time required by the two engines to

"spot" a given loaded car at definite

points. A dead locomotive was used as

the "load" in all the tests.

of the run. In getting up to a speed
of 12 miles an hour, an average rate for

switching, shows that the Shay locomo-
tive requires 22 per cent, less time than
the rod-connected locomotive does.

Messrs. A. J. Townsend and H. W.
Snyder conducted these tests.

In the spotting test, which revealed the

comparative value and performance of the

Shay engine, and the six-wheel switcher,

it is evident that the geared is the better

machine for the purpose. For this test,

runs were made over a 700-ft. length of

track. The engine was run for 200 ft.

and stopped, then started and run for

200 ft. further, reversed and run back

300 ft. The time was noted at the start,

when stopped, when reversed, and when
passing the 300-ft. stake on the return.

The average of these three consecutive

runs appears in the final result.

SHAY LOCOMOTfVE USED AS A SWITCHER FOR SPOTTING CARS.

W. E. Woodard, VicePrest. in Charge of Engineering. Lima Locomotive Works, Inc., liuilders.

low wheel-loads and short curving radius A complete record of acceleration test This test shows that the Shay locomo-

permitted of track lay-outs best suited to or Test No. 1 showed that these runs five started and stopped in a space of

industrial needs. These Shay engines ac- were made over a 500-foot length of 200 ft. in 13 per cent. less time than the

celerated more quickly and spotted cars track from a standing start up to running rod-locomotive. Then, starting again, re-

more readily than rod-connected engines speed. The front bumper of the engine versing at 200 ft. and running back 300

could. They therefore gave more serv- was opposite the first stake at the start, ft., the Shay locomotive took 11 per cent.

ice with less maintenance than rod-con- and the time at which the cab passed less time than the rod-locomotive. From

nected engines can be expected to give. each stake was noted. The average time the first until it had run 700 ft., including

The Shay engines experimented with - - ,_. ,^ -vv\c^ inn 7^ Aonu cnn t,uj vT . ^ . imnnn iKc Tom standmg start up to 100 ft. 200 ft. 300 ft. 400 ft. 500 ft.

^tLf::Lfe,:;,LTZ^^^^ Time required by Shay (seconds) 11/. 18 23/. 28/. 32^.

placed cylind™b;. 2 Lsa^^^^^ Time required by direct (seconds) _1^ 23'A .28^ 33^ 37^4

52-in. wheel base, though the total wheel
, , o. ion/ -vi,/r/ ioi/w i,ir/w i->i/<y

base measured 28 ft. 10 ins. The sharp-
T.me saved by Shay 28% 22/,% 18/4% 14/4% 12^%

est curve that it was thought advisable to ^f three consecutive runs was used in one stop and one reverse, the Shay loco-

lay down for these geared engines had a making up the final result. motive required about 11 per cent, less

radius of 100 ft. The driving, and in jy^j^ {gsj clearly shows the Shay lo- time.

fact all the wheels, for all are drivers, comotive to have a higher initial accel- In all cases the Shay locomotive

are 32 ins. in diameter, with a 19 to 42 cration than the rod-locomotive. It will spotted locations more accurately than

gear ratio. That is 19 for the pinion get up to the same speed in less time, the rod-locomotive.

and 42 for the geared wheel. The The actual time saved varies from 13 to From the foregoing some advantages

tractive power developed at about 4 28 per cent., depending upon the length have been claimed for the geared locomo-
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tivc, and in;iy be stated as follows : Shay

KCiircd engines used in industrial service

do practically 10 per cent, more work

than rod-engines of equal weight. Their

first cost is '/j less than rod-engine and

tender of equal tractive eflfort. and J 5 less

than a .<addle-tank engine. They can go

anywhere that a box car can go, thus

making the box car (instead of the en-

gine) the limiting factor of curvature.

They permit layout of tracks, etc., to be

made from a manufacturing standpoint

instead of being governed by the engine's

limitations, and local characteristics. All

the weight is carried on the driving

wheels, and is widely distributed, as all

the wheels are driving wheels. This per-

mits the use of light rail and operation

on more or less soft, marshy ground. No
counterbalance is used in llic driving

wheels. Geared locomotives produce no

more effect on the track than would a car

of equal wheel load. There arc 12 to 18

power impulses to each revolution of the

drivers, and this produces an even, steady

pull. Fuel and water consumption are

said to be extremely low.

The value of an industrial or switching

locomotive doing special work depends

upon its ability to accurately spot the re-

quired car at a given point in a minimum

time, also its ability quickly to accelerate

loads. The tests referred to above show

the Shay engines to be 11 per cent, quicker

and more accurate at spotting cars and

to average 22 per cent, less time in at-

taining a speed of 12 miles an hour.

Weight, Relative

i

Approx- Work
imate. as Switcher.

Shay 50tons loaded 110

0-6-0 type, with

tender 50 tons engine

and tender 100

0-6-0 type saddle

tank 54 tons loaded 100

In a report covering the investigation

of the comparative efficiencies of the di-

rect locomotive and the Shay geared 1(j-

comotive in switching service, we arc

told that the investigation was under-

taken to determine the diflfcrence in time

required to handle the same amount of

switching with a direct locomotive and

a Shay geared locomotive of the same

tractive power. These interesting and

valualile tests were conducted at the

plant of the Lima Locomotive Works in

.April of this year. The engines tested

were a direct locomotive of the 0-6-0

type loaned by courtecy of a railroad con-

senting to the test, and a standard Shay lo-

comotive of equal tractive power being

used in yard service. Our illustrations

show these two engines coupled to an en-

gine and tender weighing about 332,000

lbs., which was the "load" used for the

test. Stakes were driven along the track

for time observations, the distance be-

tween stakes being 100 ft.

The two series of test runs were made and one reverse, the Shay locomotive

with the engines operated at maximum again required about 11 per cent, less

tractive power run by experienced engine- time. In all cases the Shay locomotive

men. In each test trial runs were made spotted the locations more accurately

with both engines before records were than did the direct locomotive. It may

From standing start up to 100 ft. 200 ft. 300 ft. 400 ft. 500 ft.

Time required by Shay locomotive,

(seconds) U'/i 18 23!^ 2&'^ 32^
Time required by direct (seconds) 16 23'A 28^ 33J4 37J4

Time saved by Shay locomotive 28% 22!/^% I8J4% \4%% 12)^%

taken to enable each engineman to obtain

the maximum power out of his engine

under the required conditions of the test.

The test runs were made over a

500-ft. length of track from a standing

start up to running speed. The front

bumper of the switch engine was oppo-

site Stake No. 1 at the start, and the time

at which the cab passed each stake was

noted. After making the trial runs, the

average time of three consecutive runs

was taken as the final result.

The second test runs were made
over a 700-ft. length of track. The

engine was started at Stake No. 3, run

for 2(X) ft., and stopped at Stake No. S.

Then it was immediately started and ran

200 ft. to Stake No. 7, when it was re-

versed and run back. Time was noted

at the start, when stopped, .when re-

versed and at Stake .\'o. 4; 300 ft. from

the reversing position, with the engine

running. After making the trial trips, the

average time of three consecutive runs

was taken for a final result.

The results of the first test showed the

space time curves. These were plotted

directly from the time observations.

Then from these curves the velocity in

miles per hour was calculated, and the re-

sulting curves were plotted.

It is evident that the Shay locomotive

picked up the load faster than did the

direct locomotive, .\fter going about 200

It. both locomotives attained a speed of

be truthfully said that the value of a

switching locomotive depends upon its

ability to quickly accelerate loads, and Its

ability to accurately spot the load at given

points in a minimum time.

The first test clearly shows that the

Shay locomotive had a higher initial ac-

celeration than the direct locomotive,

and therefore got up to a given speed in

less time. The actual amount of time

saved varied from 13 to 28 per cent., ac-

cording to the length of the run. The
Shay locomotive required about 22 per

cent, less time than the direct locomotive.

The results of the second test show

that in short-haul switching, and in spot-

ting cars the Shay locomotive effected a

saving in time of about 10 per cent.

Therefore in the same time it can handle

a correspondingly greater amount of

work with the same train crew. Where
both accuracy and speed in spotting the

cars are necessary, such as occurs about

industrial plants and in other circum-

stances, the Shay engine saved time as it

can be quickly stopped at the right place,

while the direct locomotive will often

run past the point a short distance and

have to be backed up.

-Another investigation was undertaken

to determine the effect which the general

design of the boiler had upon the water

line in the boiler with the Shay locomotive

operating on steep grades.

In order to prevent water being drawn

I.IM.A "SH.\Y" SWITCHER COIPLED TO CAMBRI.V
THE "LOAD."

*: INDI.ANA J82 USED AS

about 12 miles an hour, and from that

point they both increased in speed at the

same rate. A comparison of the values

for space and time is tabulated above.

It is also evident that the Shay locomo-

tives started and stopped in a space of

200 ft. in 13 per cent, less time than did

the direct locomotive. Then, starting

again, reversing at 2(X) ft. and running

back 300 ft., the Shay locomotive took

11 per cent, less time than did the direct

locomotive. From the first start until it

had run 700 ft., which includes the stop

into tlie cylinders of Shay locomotives

operating under these conditions, a de-

sign was prepared giving the maximum
possible amount of steam space under the

dome. The water lines of boilers of dif-

ferent proportions under the same service

conditions were investigated, and the re-

sults compared so as to get a boiler of

suitable design.

The first design tested was a wagon-top
boiler, with a short taper course, the

dome slightly ahead of the firebox

crown, which is a new design for the
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60-ton Shay locomotive. The next was a were that the dome should be placed as

wagon-top boiler, with about the same near to the firebox crown sheet as the

height over the crown sheet and the radial stays will permit, and that the

taper course a little longer, but with the vertical height between the roof sheet

dome directly over the firebox, which and crown sheet should be made as large

was formerly used on the 60-ton loco- as possible, to be consistent with the di-

motive. The last was an extended wagon- ameter of the boiler and the number of

top boiler, with a smaller height over the tubrs required. Also that the general

crown and the taper course in front, but style of boiler, with a possible replace-

with the dome considerably ahead of the ment of the two front courses, by a

firebox, which is used on the 70-ton lo- sinele course, is advantageous and
comotive. should be adopted.

The amount of water in the boiler was The principal dimensions of the rod-

assumed for the purposes of this investi- engine, with tender which was loaned

gation to remain constant for up and for the test, are as follows: The engine

CoMP.ARisoN OF 50-ToN' Sh.av .\n'd Direct Locomotives of Equ.\l Tr.nctive Power.

Rela- Relative

Weight, tive Work
Approximate. Price, as Switcher.

Shay SO tons loaded 100 110

0-6-0 type with tender 90 tons engine and tender 157 100

0-6-0 saddle tank 54 tons loaded 120 100

where, as there arc difficulties yet which
must be overcome.

down grade and on the level, and two

different grades were considered, one 6

per cent, and the other 12 per cent. The
lowest reading on the gauge glass was

taken as 3 ins. above the highest point

of the crown sheet in accordance with

the Interstate Commerce Commission
rules. As the lowest water level at the

gauge glass occurs when the locomotive is

heading down grade, the water line while

on a down grade was readily determined

for each boiler for both a 6 per cent.

and a 12 per cent, grade. Then, assum-

ing a constant quantity of water for each

grade, the location of the water line for

the up grade and on the level, was cal-

culated.

The difference in the gauge glass read-

ings on the level and on the grades

varies but little for the three types of

boilers. From this it is evident that the

shape of the front course of the shell

does not materially affect the location of

the water line, and therefore need not be

considered. Since, when on a grade the

-Shay locomotive must operate both back-

ward and forward, it is evident that the

most satisfactory location for the dome
would be directly over the intersection

of the water line for the up and down
grades. This point occurs at approxi-

mately the same distance ahead of the

firebox for all three boilers. This point

also varies but little in going from the

6 per cent, to the 12 per cent, grade,

moving a little nearer the firebox and

higher as the grade increases. From
this it will be seen that theoretically the

dome should be placed over the front of

the firebox. In view of these facts it is

evident that, with the dome properly

placed, the steam space at the dome is

directly proportional to the height of the

roof sheet above the crown sheet.

The conclusions which may be drawn,

and in fact wtre drawn, by Mr. A. J.

Townscnd, who made the investig.ition,

used was a six-wheel switcher built in

1501, has 18x24 ins. cylinders, 56 ins.

boiler; heating surface, 1495.8 sq. ft.;

grate area, 15.3 sq. ft.; steam pressure,

160 lbs.; driving wheels, 51 ins. outside

diameter (with new tires) ; wheel base, 10

ft. 6 ins. ; weight, 100,400 lbs.

Concrete Railway Ties.

.\ leading paper published on the other

side of the water, in speaking of con-

crete railway ties, says that one of the

difficulties in the way of their more ex-

tensive adoption is the attachment of the

rail to the sleeper, and another difficulty

is a tendency for the concrete tie to

crack and disintegrate. In view of the

high price of timber and the demands
for its use in other directions the present

is evidently a favorable time for further

trial of the concrete, or the steel and

concrete tie, if satisfactory forms can

be invented which do not involve the use

cif very much iron or steel for rein-

forcement.

In this country the Pennsylvania Lines

have now over 4,000 concrete ties in use,

and the P. R. R. and other railways have

carried out trials of a good many differ-

ent types. In England the South-Eastcrn

and Chatham, the Midland and Great

.Xorthern Joint Committee, the Great

Central, the Great Eastern, the London

and South-Westcrn, and the London and

Xorth-Western have tried such ties, or

are arranging to do so. One of the most

extensive systems to use them is the

Italian Railway Administration, which in

1906 placed an order for 300.000 of them.

The French Railways in Indo-China have

been using them extensively for years.

Trials have also been made on railways

in I'rance, Spain, Sweden, Bavaria and

India, but it cannot be said that as

yet they have been made standard any-

Increased Railway Rates in Australia.

The Australian railways have for a
number of years had to meet increased
charges without increasing the freight and
passenger rates. The percentage of net
earnings fell from 3.85 per cent, in 1914
to 2.88 in 1915, and the State Minister
has issued an order increasing the rail-

way rates arid fares. A British railway
expert made a special investigation, and
his report was adopted. The State of
Victoria is the first to benefit by the new
rates. The mileage of the Australia rail-

ways is over 20,000. No expense was
incurred in revaluation. It was not an in-
crease of expense that was desired, but
an increase in income.

Improvements on Danish Railways.

The reports of Danish engineers deal-
mg with projected improvements of the
railway and ferry communications, the
construction of new railways, harbors,
and quays in Denmark, have just been
presented, and it is expected that work
on the proposed improvements will short-
ly be begun. The carrying out of the pro-
jects will involve an expenditure of 22
million dollars, and the work will cover
a period of sixteen years.

Signal Engineers.

The United States Civil Service Com-
mission annciMiucs an open competitive

examination for senior signal engineer.

Grade 2, for men only. Vacancies in the

Interstate Commission under the act pro-

viding for the valuation of the property

of common carriers, at salaries ranging

from $1,800 to $2,000 a year. Applicants

should apply for Form 2439 to the LTnited

States Civil Service Commission. Wash-
ington, D. C.

Car Handling.

It is generally conceded that the

methods of today, both for the handling

of railroad cars for reloading and in the

movement of commodities urgently re-

quired at any ^ivcn point for any given

purpose as moved today, are likely to pro-

duce perhaps nut a return to the old plan

of pooling, as was permitted by law, but

a way will be found to take advantage of

those methods now employed for handling

cars and the luisincss of the railroads

which have proved efficient. So, in the

times which arc to come plans will be

considered for the development of the

railroads, far reaching in effect and which

will have an important bearing on the

value of the outstanding securities of the

carriers and also on future issues of se-

curities made by them.
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Construction and Operation ol Locomotive SafetyValves

Variations and Improvements in Designs—Methods of Repair and Adjustment

In common with many of the devices

used on the mudern locomotive, the safety

valve may properly be said to have

reached a degree of perfection in con-

struction and operation that little further

improvement may be expected. To the

inexperienced it might seem a simple

problem to fit a movable plug in an orilice

to be held in place by a spring adjusted

to a desired pressure, and easy, and to

some extent ciTective as this is, it has

its mechanical draw-backs, particularly in

the vibration or chattering at the open-

ing and closing of the plug or valve, with

the effect of damaging the valve and

valve seat, not to speak of the disagree-

able succession of noises incident to the

chattering referred to. Not only so, but

it was soon discovered that the lift of

the valve did not increase sufticiently to

FIG. 1. THE CROSBY ORIGINAL ENCXSED
LOCOMOTIVE POP SAFETY VALVE.

relieve the boiler under all circumstances,

but that the pressure might continue to

increase while the valve is in operation,

and would also continue to blow after the

pressure of the steam had fallen below the

point of opening. This is largely owing

to the unavoidable friction of its parts.

Hence the importance of improving . the

device.

With the advent of high-powered loco-

motives it became necessary to effect im-

jirovements on the safety valve. .-Vmong

the earlier improvements the Crosby lo-

comotive pop safety valve, Fig. 1 shows

the original design of this device. The
valve proper rests upon two flat annular

seats VV and WW on the same plane,

and is held down by the steel spiral

spring S. The tension of the spring is

obtained by screwing down the threaded

bolt L. The area contained between the

seats W and V is what the steam pressure

acts upon ordinarily to overcome the re-

sistance of the spring. The area con-

tained within the smaller seat WW is

not acted upon until the valve opens.

When the pressure under the valve is

within about one pound of the maximum
pressure required, the valve opens slightly,

tlie steam p.nssing the outer seat into the

encasing cylinder, and thence into the air.

The steam also enters through the inner

seat into what is known as the well of

the valve when there are passages EE
f(ir the escape of the steam from the well

into the air when the valve is open.

When the pressure in the boiler attains

the maximum point, the valve rises higher

and steam is admitted into the well

faster than it can escape through the pas-

sages in the arms, and its pressure rapidly

accumulates under the inner seat. This

pressure, thus acting upon an additional

area, overcomes the increasing resistance

of the spring, and forces the valve wide

open, thereby rapidly relieving the pres-

sure in the boiler. When the pressure is

lessened, the flow of steam into the well

also is lessened, and the pressure therein

diminishing, the valve gradually settles

down. This action continues until the

area of the opening into the well is less

than the area of the apertures in the arms,

and the valve promptly closes.

It will thus be seen that the organic

principle of the device is the designing of

the under-side of the valve, so that the

effective area may be considerably aug-

mented, thereby increasing the load on

the spring, and with it the lift when the

valve begins to open a little. The process

of building up the pressure of the steam

on a larger area until the full boiler pres-

sure is acting over the whole area of the

valve. This building up process is al-

most instantaneous. Latter improvements

provided the valve with an overhanging

knife-edged lip, which descends to a face

at a lower level than the main seating of

the valve. At the same time the direction

of the steam flow is changed from hori-

zontal to approximately vertical by the

lip, and so the reaction of the steam flow

further assists in lifting the valve.

By the use of what is known as the

screwed ring, the amount of initial blow

may be regulated by varying the outer

curved face of the discharge passage.

Lowering the ring increases the area of

the annular passage outside the inner

seat, and so delays the lift of the valve.

In the improved Crosby Pop valve, as

shown in Fig. 2, the difference between

the opening and closing pressures can be

adjusted so as to be very small indeed.

The full open blowing and the prompt

closing is always effected without any

chattering or hammering.

Modifications of this clever design have

been made by drilling a number of holes

in the overhanging lip, or by reducing

the depth of the knife-edge, or by making

a communication between the annular

cavity and a channel in the face, thus per-

mitting escape to the atmosphere. The
latter may be provided with a throttling

arrangement whereby the "pop" may be

regulated.

Fig. 3 shows the Ashton Master

Mechanics' standard locomotive muffled

safety valve where there is an ingenuous

FIG. 2. CROSBY IMPROVED LOCOMO-
TIVE SAFETY VALVE.

combination of these three modifications

or improvements referred to. One of

the leading features on the construction

of the .^shton safety valve is the means

provided for pop regulation. The pop,

or blow-back, is controlled by patented

regulators, which extend through the top

and outside of the valve body, whereby

they arc always readily accessible. This

regulating requires no special wrenches,

and does not make use of adjustable rings

or sleeves, which are apt to become in-

operative from binding or corrosion.

There is also no outside casing to move
for pop adjustment that may be damaged

by wrenches. In the Ashton valve also

the knife edge lip wing valve is an ex-

clusive form of construction, which in-

sures tlie most steady and invariable pop.
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The knife edge lip wears down propor-

tionately to the valve seat, thus main-

taining the outlet of the main pop cham-

ber in the same relative proportion to the

inlet. This obviates the necessitj- of fre-

quent adjustment.

Fig. 4 shows what is known as the

Ashton Master Mechanics' standard loco-

motive open pop safety valve. The prin-

cipal features are the same as the muf-

fled type. In both types the pop may be

regulated by slackening the check-nut on

either or both of the top regulators

marked 2 and 3, and screw down for in-

creased pop, or contrary for less pop. The

device has been found to be very reliable

and effective.

As we stated at the outset, all of the

manufacturers of safety valves have

reached a high degree of perfection in

their products, .\mong these the Coale

"Type F'' improved muffled safety valve

FIG. 3. THE .XSHTO.X MASTER MECHANICS'
STANDARD LOCOMOTIVE MUFFLED

SAFETY VALVE.

with a new form of adjusting ring, shown

in Fig. S. is at once of substantial con-

struction and efficient operation.

The Star muffled safety valve has also

reached a degree of merit peculiarly its

own in the simplicity and neatness of de-

sign, as shown in Fig. 6, and is among
the leading products of the Star Brass

Manufacturing Company.

The amount of steam discharge from

safety valves of given size can be closely

estimated by the use of Napier's rule tor

the flow of steam, as follows : Flow of

steam per second ; absolute pressure in

pounds per square inch, multiplied by

area in square inches of discharge open-

ing, divided by 70. Multiplied by 3,600

gives flow in pounds of steam per hour.

The safety valves should be located at

the highest point on the boiler, where

clearance limits will permit, in vertical

treme pressures. A special high pressure

valve should be used in place of one of

the safety valves, and the other valve or

valves should be removed and replaced

with caps or plugs during the test. The
safety valves should be thoroughly over-

hauled and put in good condition when-
ever the locomotive is at the shop for

general repairs. Standard gauges should

be used in order that important dimen-

sions may be maintained as originally de-

signed.

Regarding the best method of deter-

mining the capacity of safety valves the

most satisfactory is by actual test in a

testing plant, with safety valves fully

equipped with springs, as in actual road

service. It is also advisable that it should

be positively known that safety valves

will prevent undue rise in pressure under

extreme conditions, they should be sub-

jected to a road test. Constructing engi-

FIG. 4. THE ASHTON MASTER MECHANICS-
STANDARD LOCOMOTHE OPEN POP

SAFETY VALVE.

position, avoiding the use of piping, long

nipples and ells between the safety valves

and the boiler. When the safety valves

are located on an independent dome, the

opening from the boiler into the dome,

and the area between the supporting ribs

in the dome, should not be less than the

inlet area of the valves. In a hydrostatic

test of the boiler the screwing down of

the safety valves should not be practiced.

Valves with springs designed for certain

pressures should not be subjected to ex-

5. TYPE "f" tOALE IMPROVED
MUFFLED SAFETY VALVE.

STAR IMPROVED MUFFLED
SAFETY \ALVE.

neers have established the following for-

mula for determining the size of valve

required, assuming that the valves have a

45 degree seat

:

D—The total of the actual diameters of

the inner edge of the seats of valves

required.

H—Total heating surface of boiler in

square feet, superheating surface

not to be included.

L—Vertical lift of valve in inches.

P—Absolute boiler pressure in pounds

per square inch.

H
D = .036 X • ' Icnce the following

LXP
example:

.036 X 2878

= 5.2 ins. diameter.

.1 X200
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This would require two valves 3 ins.

in diameter.

Every locomotive should be equipped

with not less than two, and not mure than

three safety valves. In the case of three

safety valves, the third valve should be

adjusted at from three to live pounds

above the opening point at which the sec-

ond valve is adjusted. Bronze alloys are

rccummendcd by the best authorities in

the manufacture of valves and valve seats.

The occasional refitting and readjust-

ment of the safety valves are operations

that are to be anticipated as arising among

the necessities of locomotive service. Im-

purities in the water are apt to be caught

between the valve and valve seat on the

occasion of the shutting of the valves.

The springs vary in their tension on ac-

count of the heating and cooling to which

they are subjected, the tendency being

that after a few weeks' service the point

of pressure at which the valves will open

and allow the steam to blow off will de-

crease, rendering a readjustment neces-

sary. Coincident with a contemplated

change in the tension of the safety valve

springs, it is well to be assured that the

steam gauge has not also undergone some

change in the recording of the steam pres-

sure. One is as likely to run into error

as the other, and the brief time taken in

testing a steam gauge is time w'cll spent

preparatory to the readjustment of the

safety valve springs.

In the older types of safety valves there

are usually two small holes drilled in the

upper surface of the valve, into which a

two-pronged fork, with handle, used

like a boring brace, can be readily applied

and the grinding readily proceeded with

as in the case of a check or angle valve,

care being taken that the valve should be

lifted at short intervals. Drying and pol-

ishing will readily show the nature and

extent of the bearing. If much grinding

is required to fit the joint, the tendency

to form a shoulder on the scat or valve

is very great, especially when the coarser

kind of emery is used, but protuberances

may be readily removed by liling or scrap-

ing without the necessity of reducing the

shoulder that may arise in the lathe.

In adjusting the safety valves care

should be taken that the valve stem does

not press against the sides of the hole in

the spring cap. The holes in the caps

should be large enough to admit of some

slight variation from the exact center

without the possibility of the stem rub-

bing against the sides, any pressure of

this kind readily affecting the opening and

closing of the valves. In adjusting the

pressure of the springs on the safety

valves, as already stated, the valves should

not be both set at exactly the same pres-

sure. A variation not exceeding five

pounds—many roads make it two or three

pounds—is advisable, as it is not neces-

sary that both valves should open unless

in cases of rapid increase of steam pres-

sure. All steam escaping from safety

valves is a waste of energy, and on the

opening of the first valve, set to the lower

pressure, the engine men know to put the

injector in operation, or institute some

other method of utilizing the overplus en-

ergy, or diminishing the fuel consumption,

which is always a vital, as well as a burn-

ing question in the economical use of

steam as a motive power.

In the setting of the valves at a

varied pressure, it is also an item of

economy to set the best working valve,

if there be a variation in their working,

at the highest pressure. It will be readily

noted that both valves rarely close with

the same degree of rapidity, and the quick

closing valve is, of course, the more eco-

nomical.

It may be stated that in the cases of

the valves being of the latest and most

improved type, and where they are ad-

justable by a head bolt, it is good prac-

tice that the valve and valve seat be

ground separately, the valve being ground

on a perfectly flat surface of iron or steel;

. the parts should be cleaned with water

and put together and the valve will gen-

erally be found to be tight.

Lack of space prevents from alluding

to the types of safety valves in use in

foreign countries, but it may be truly

said that in this as in nearly every other

mechanical device, the best have been con-

ceived and perfected in the atmosphere

of American enterprise. The old world

is conservative in the introduction of new-

means and methods. The intellectual eyes

of the new world are constantly looking

for something new. Here is encourage-

ment towards the ideal and hence prog-

ress. We may not yet rest upon our

laurels : much lies before us.

Brick Arch Tests on the Texas & Pacific Railway

Comparative Tables—Importance of the Pyrometer

A short time ago the American Arch

Company, of 30 Church street. New
York, undertook some exceedingly inter-

esting investigations on the Texas & Pa-

cific Railway. The primary object of

these tests was to ascertain the firebox

temperatures at diflterent points, with a

view of determining whether or not the

Gaines fire brick wall caused a localiza-

tion of temperatures sufficient to injure

the firebox sheets. Advantage was taken,

however, of this opportunity to obtain data

on boiler performance and combustion

conditions. The temperatures at different

points in the firebox were taken by means

of pyrometers furnished by the University

of Illinois; and all temperature observa-

tions were made by Prof. J. M. Snod-

grass, of that institution.

Two series of standing tests were run.

Four of them were made with the Gaines

wall standing fn its place, and four tests

with the Gaines wall removed and the

air ducts closed. The rate of firing in

the standing tests approximated to the

severest road conditions, and the en-

deavor was made to run all tests at the

same rate by keeping constant the front

end draft.

As a check on the standing tests, one

road test was run with Engine 511, be-

tween Longview Junction and Marshall,

with the Gaines wall in place; and a simi-

lar test was run with Engine 500 without

the Gaines wall. In both tests, the loco-

motives were handled by the regular

crews and no attempt was made to con-

trol their operation of the locomotives.

Table No. 1 gives some general infor-

mation on these tests. The first was run

for an hour; but for fear that tlie pyrome-

eter might not stand up under the condi-

tions imposed, subsequent tests were run

for thirty minutes each. Each test was

run with a "flying" start—that is, the lo-

comotive was operated under the test con-

ditions for fifteen or twenty minutes be-

fore any test readings were taken. This

was done in order to get all the brick-

work in the firebox heated to maximum
temperature. The location of Pyrometer

No. I is shown in the last column of

Table No. I. The table also indicates the

positions in which the temperature read-

ings were made during the tests. These
locations are serially shown in Fig. I*

Table No. 2 shows the average tempera-

tures and draft during the standing tests.

During these tests readings were taken

with a Radiation Pyrometer through the

opening in the fire door, as a check on

the temperatures secured by the L & N
Pyrometer placed within the firebox. It

will be noted that the temperatures se-

cured with the Radiation Pyrometer run

fairly uniform throughout the tests, al-

though they were higher in the road test

than in the standing test. This may have

been due to the pulsating effect of the

exhaust, tending to lift the mass of the

flame higher up and in a more direct line

with the Radiation Pvrometer. While
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TABLE NO. 1

Genera! Informatio

Engine No.

Length
of Test.
Minutes

the front end draft was nearly constant a drop of 86 degs. Fahr. between the fire With the Gaines wall in place, 4,000 lbs.

throughout the tests, it will be noted that side and water side of the sheet. As the of oil were burned per hour without
with the same draft, more fuel oil was tensile strength of boiler plate increases smoke. Without the wall, considerable
consumed without the Gaines wall than with temperature up to about 600 degs. smoke was made at this rate of firing.

The air supply was ample—the gas analy-

sis indicating 43 per cent, excess of air

at the highest rates of firing. Indications
Location of are given by these tests that with a corn-
Pyrometer f

'

No. 1 bustion chamber firebo.x of this t>'pe an
^ air opening of 1 sq. in. per gallon of oil

C burned per hour is sufficient. With the

^ Gaines wall in place, combustion condi-
D tions are almost perfect. It may be safely

B' stated that with firing carried out with

Q, ordinary intelligence, these locomotives

can be driven to their maximum capacity

without making smoke and with high

boiler efficiency.

The matter of boiler performance, which

one might almost call a by-product of this

series of tests, shows that on the Texas

& Pacific the Gaines brick wall and com-

511
511
sn
511
511
511
511
511
511

500

Standing
Standing
Standing
Standing
Standing
Standing
Standing
Standing
Road

Road
Running

74
Running

With
With
With
With

Without
Without
Without
Without
With

Without

with it. As the amount of oil consumed

has a direct bearing on the temperatures,

the temperatures obtained without the

wall would probably have been a little

lower if the amount of oil could have been

kept constant.

The conclusions reached in this series

of tests may be briefly stated as follows

:

Firebox temperatures were in no case

found to be excessively high, but on the

other hand they were lower than would

be expected under normal conditions.

Firebox temperatures with the Gaines

wall were higher in the back end and

dropped gradually toward the flue sheet.

Firebox temperatures without the Gaines

wall were more uniform from the door to

the combustion chamber, with a decided

drop in the combustion chamber. The
firebox temperatures above the wall were

higher without, than with the wall in

place. This is contrary to what many
would expect to be the case.

The maximum temperature obtained

was 2,300 degs. Fahr. in the rear of the

firebox with the Gaines wall. The aver-

age temperature was about 2,000 degs.

Fahr. Under maximum temperature con-

ditions and with clean sheets, the tem-

perature of the fire side of the sheet

would be about 512 degs—there being a

temperature drop of 130 degs. Fahr. be-

Fahr., the maximum temperatures at-

tained were not high enough to damage
the sheet when kept free from scale and
mud.

l^MPERN

''YROMETER LOCATIONS A.B.C.D WITH GAINES WALl..
A',B',C;d WITHOUT -

FIREBOX USED IN T. & P. TESTS, SHOWING POSITION OF PYROMETERS.
WALL, DOTTED LINE.

There was no localization or "building

up" of temperatures above the wall. Re-

moval of the wall caused a decrease of

13.5 per cent, in evaporation and boiler

TABLE NO. 2

Average Tempcralure and Draft—Standing Test—Engine 511

Firebox Temperature F°
,

«
, Draft

Ra<liation Front Inches of Water
L. & N. L. & N. Pyrometer ryrometcr End ,

*

Pyrometer / ^ ^ Through Tcnp. Fire Front
Test No. Location Average Maximum Door F" Pan End I-

3 A 2,315 2,330 595 3.8 8.4
7 A' 2,000 2,040 2,000 645 4.1 8.9
2 n 2,050 2,140 2,045 3.0 7.8
6 B' 1,940 2,055 2.040 615 3.8 8.5
1 C 1,855 1,875 2,315 2.9 8.0
8 C 1.960 2,020 2.015 625 3.9 8.3

4 D 1,580 1,645 2.025 590 3.8 8.5
5 D' 1,710 1.730 2,030 580 3.7 8.0

Koad Test—Fngincs 500 and 511

Engine 511, with Uaines Walt 2.110 570 3.3 6.9
Engine SO), without Gaines Wall ?,175 600 4.1 7.3
Pyrometer Locatiors A. I), C and D are with Gaines WalL
Pyrometer Locations A'. W, C and D' are without Gaines WaU.
* Pounds of oil burned on trip l.ongview to Marshall.

Pounds
Oil

Burned
cr Hour
3,952
4,164
4,no4
4.008
3.139
4.261
3.607
4.135

tween the fire side and water side of the efficiency. This was accompanied by an

sheet. Under average tetnperature condi- average increase of 30 degs Fahr. in the

tions, the temperature of the fire side of front end temperatures, and a noticeable

the sheet would be 468 degs. Fahr,, with increase in the amount of smoke made.

bustion chamber rendered good service.

Table No. 3 shows the average boiler

pressure and steam temperatures, with

and without the wall. It is apparent that

the removal of llic wall had practically

no effect on the amount of superheat ob-

tained, the slight rise being due to the

increase in the amount of oil fired.

Table No. 4 shows the rate of com-

bustion and evaporation, with and with-

out the wall. With the wall in place, an

average of 3.67.S lbs. of oil per hour was

fired, resulting in an apparent evapora-

tion of 47,968 lbs. of water per hour.

With the wall removed and the same
front end draft, the average amount of

oil fired per hour increased to 4,142 lbs.,

while the water apparently evaporated de-

creased to 46,842 lbs. The average evapo-

ration per pound of oil with wall in place

was 13.05 lbs.; without the wall, 11.30 lbs.

This is a difference of 13.5 per cent, in

favor of the wall.

The combustion chamber does not here

enter into consideration. As the wall is
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only a part of the combustion chamber
installation, this 13.5 per cent, is not a

true measure of the efTiciciicy of the

Gaines Combustion ChambiT, aiul it

of smoke in all the tests run with the

Gaines wall in place.

It has been suggested that the Gaines

wall installation restricts the flow of gas
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mizer opening is not over S ins. above the

floor of the pan. The burner must be kept

horizontal and in alignment with the cen-

ter of the channel.

The report, which is one of the

most complete we have seen, is signed

by Mr. J. T. Anthony, assistant to the

president of the American Arch Com-
pany, and by Mr. G. M. Bean, sales engi-

neer of the same company. These two

names appended to the report bring with

them the endorsation of the Arch com-

pany; but the sanction to make public the

results of their labors on the important

railway which caused the tests to be made,

shows that the Te.xas & Pacific Railway,

of which Mr. A. P. Prendergast is me-

chanical superintendent, is satisfied with

the accuracy of the work done. This

road, therefore, has added its name to

the growing list of those who desire a

knowledge of the tested and tried truth,

and who believe in applying the scientific

method to finding physical nature's meth-

New Design of Landis Threading Machine

for the Larger Type of Hollow Stay bolts

It is gratifying to observe with what a

marked degree of promptness and accu-

racy the leading machine manufacturers

meet the requirements of the constantly

increasing demand for new devices to

solve the complex problems of machine

construction. The accompanying repro-

duced photograph shows a Landis thread-

ing machine which was designed and built

for a large shipbuilding plant for thread-

ing hollow staybolt tubes. The tubes vary

from six to eight feet in length and from

2f4 ins. to 3y2 ins. in diameter.

The machine is equipped with an auxil-

iary bed which is attached to the main
bed of the machine. This extension bed

supports an auxiliary carriage fitted with

threaded grips employed in timing the

threads on the ends of the tubes and also

chasers fit in the threads already cut on

the master stay tube. Grip the other end

of the master tube with the threaded

grips in the au.xiliary carriage. These

grips should be sufficiently loose so that

they can adjust themselves endwise with

the thread on the master tube. After the

master tube is gripped in the extension

carriage these threaded grips should be

securely gripped in the auxiliary carriage

vise jaws. Then throw in the leadscrew

nut of the main carriage and grip the

tubes in the regular vise of the main car-

riage. The chasers, the leadscrew and the

threads on the staybolt tubes then will

be all timed. Remove the master stay

tube and place the tubes which have al-

ready been threaded on one end in the

threaded grips of the au.xiliary carriage

LANDIS THREADIiNG MACHINE FOR LARGE .STAYBOLTS.

ods, and of using them in the practical

work of a busv raiUvav line.

American Engineers at the Front.

An Associated Press dispatch states

that an American regiment of engineers

has taken over the operation of an im-

portant line of French strategic railways

and are hauling ammunition and other

supplies to the French army. Bullets

have been showered upon the moving
trains hut so far none of the enginemen
or trainmen have been injured. The
regiment is known as an operating unit

in contradistinction to those engineers

enlisted as construction units.

Watchful Waiting.

I never see a man trying to beat a

train to a crossing that I don't wish the

guards in the asylum tended more to

business.

in supporting the tubes. The machine is

furnished with a leadscrew attachment

which insures a high degree of accuracy

and a perfect start of the thread, also a

pitch indicator which shows the correct

position for engaging the leadscrew nut.

The illustration shows the machine ar-

ranged for an A. C. constant speed motor

with mechanical speed change box and
silent chain and sprocket drive. The
photograph was taken prior to mounting
the motor in position.

The method of threading the hollow

staybolt tubes on this machine is as fol-

lows: Thread one end of all the tubes

which are to be threaded, by gripping

them in the vise of the regular carriage.

Then take a master tube which has both

ends threaded and with threads continu-

ous. Place the master tube in the ma-
chine, close down the chasers in the

threaded portion on one end, that is, make
the grooves or serrated surfaces of the

and engage the leadscrew nut when the

pitch indicator on the main carriage

shows the correct position for engaging

this nut. The operation of threading the

second end on all the tubes can then pro-

ceed and the threads on both ends of the

tube will then be continuous. The ma-
chine employs the Landis AU-Steel Rotary

Die Head and long life chasers which in-

sure a high production of accurate

threads.

Extending the Age Limit.

The New York, New Haven and Hart-

ford Railway Company has taken steps

to employ both younger and older men
in the Operating Department than have

hcen accepted heretofore. The old age

limits were 21 years to 35 years. Under
the new plan the limits for firemen will

be 18 to 45 years, for trainmen, 18 to

."iO years ; and for other employees, 18 to

CO years.
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Pacitic and Santa Fe Type Locomotives for the St.

Louis-San Francisco Railway
Comparisun Between the iNevv and Older Types of Locomotives

The St. Louis-San Francisco Ky. has

recently received 40 locomotives from Hie
Baldwin Locomotive Works. Of tlicsc,

li-ii arc of the Pacific type for express

passenger service, and 30 are of the Santa

Fe (2-10-2) type for heavy freight ser-

vice. In many respects, the two typo

are similar in construction : and iiitcr-

changealile details are used where prac-

ticable. Thirty additional locomotives vi

the 2-10-2 type are now under construc-

tion.

This is the third design of Pacific type

locomotive thus far built by The Baldwin

Locomotive Works for the I'risco, and a

comparison of its leading dimensions witli

those of the two preceding classes shows

an interesting progress in weight and

capacity. Such a comparison is as

follows :-

and a smoke suppressing device is applied,

wiih live steam jets on each side. The
locomotives are fired by Street stokers,

this being one of the lew cases where

stokers have, thus far, been applied to

passenger locomotives.

The valve gear is of the Baker type, and

is controlled by the Ragonnet power re-

verse mechanism. An interesting detail

is the pistons, which have rolled steel

heads of dished section, with bull rings

and packing rings of lluntSpiller metal.

The piston rods are e.xtended, and are

hollow throughout their length.

The frames are heavy, as the main sec-

tions have a uniform width oi (I'/z ins.

This is also the depth over the pedestals.

The frames are braced transversely at

each pair of pedestals, and also by the

guide yoke, valve motion liearer, and a

The Santa Te, or 2-10-2 type of locomo-

tives, develop a tractive force of 71,500

lbs., and carries 2V6,000 lbs. on the driving-

wheels ; so that the ratio of adhesion is

4.14. The total number of engines to be

built, si.xty in all, makes this one of the

most important orders for the 2-10-2 type

thus far placed by any railroad.

The boiler, in this case, has a Jacobs-

Shupert firebox with combustion chamber,

whicli extends forward into the barrel

;

so that notwithstanding the long driving

wheel-base and the fact that the firebox

is entirely back of the drivers, the tube

length is only 22 ft. The first barrel ring

has a slope on the top center line, and
the third ring is sloped on the bottom

;

while the mud ring has a slope of 24 ins.

from front to back. .Advantage has been

taken of the space between the mud-ring

PACIFIC -Ib-a TYPE LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE .ST. I.Ol IS SAN FRANCISCO RAILWAY.
P. T. DunloiJ. Gen. .Supt. Motive Powir Baldwin Locomotive Wks.. Builders.

^ ,.
^Date 1904 1910 .

'*"^ ,„ . and the rear frame cradle, to applv a
Cyiindcrs JO in. x 26 in. 26 in. x 28 in. .'b'^ in. x 28 in.

, , ,, , , •,,•,',
Drivers 69 in. 69 in. 73 in. large double-hopper ash-pan with a liberal

Steam pressilrt- 200 lbs. 160 lbs. 200 lbs. Tmnnnt n( air nnpnin<r T itp thp n^icscn-
Grate area 4J.3 sq. ft. 51 sq. ft. 63.5 sq. ft.

amount ot air-opening. Like tne passen-

Water heating surface 2.863 sq. ft. 2.852 sq. ft. 4,200 sq. ft. ger locomotives, these engines are equip-
Superheating surface 590 sq. ft. 996 sq. ft.

, ., ,
' , . ,

Weight on drivers 1 14,890 lbs. 134,900 lbs. 190,000 lbs. (est.) ped with arches. Street stokers and smoke
Weisht, total engine 190.970 lbs. 220,650 lbs. 296.000 lbs. (est.) consumers A steam erate shaker is alsft
Tractive force 25.600 lbs. 37,300 lbs. 45,800 lbs.

consumers. A steam grate snaKer is aiso

The new Pacific type locomotives carry broad cast steel tie placed between the applied. The superheater is of large size,

wheel loads which are close to the maxi- main and rear pairs of drivers. A large as it consists of 45 elements with a super-

mum now in use. and the design is well steel casting placed between the cylinders heating surface of 1,233 sq. ft.

proportioned for through service where and leading driving pedestals, holds the The machinery and running gear details

excessive bursts of speed are not re- frames at this point and also supports the are similar to those of the passenger loco-

quired, but where trains are heavy and driving brake shaft. The Commonwealth motives. The piston valves are inter-

schedules are difficult. rear frame cradle is applied. changeable; and as the frame width and

The boiler is of the wagon-top type. Careful attention has been given to the driving journals are of the same dimen-

equipped with the Jacobs-Shupert fire- arrangement of running boards, steps, sions, the driving boxes and shoes and

box. The first barrel ring is tapered, hand-rails and cab fittings. The steam wedges interchange. The same is true

providing a long wagon-top with a liberal turret is placed outside the cab. and is of the rear trucks. The driving brake,

amount of steam space. The dome is fitted with valves for the injectors, air in- the Santa Fe or 2-10-2 type, is divided

placed on the third ring, while the safety pumps, headlight dynamo, steam heat, between the third and fourth pairs .'f

valves and the whistle are over the fire- stoker engine, flange oiler on leading driv- driving wheels. The front cylinders are

box. The back-head, throat, and roof crs, blower, and power reverse. The bolted to the guide yoke, while the rear

are sloping, and the mud ring is sloped last-named device can, in this case, be cylinders are placed in a horizontal posi-

at a fairly steep angle. With this con- operated by steam if necessary. A speed tion just back of the main drivers. These

struction, it has been necessary to use recorder is applied, and the equipment of cylinders are bolted to a crosstie which is

several channel sections of tapering width, ihe locomotive throughout is unusually lipped over the frames between the third

The brick arch is supported on four tubes, complete. and fourth, and also between the fourth
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and lifth pairs of wheels. As in the case

of the passenger locomotives, the frame

bracing is unusually strong, and care-

fully designed.

No relief or by-pass valves are used on

the cylinders of these locomotives, but

automatic drifting valves are applied.

The equipment details include rail washers

at each end.

The tenders of the freight and passen-

ger locomotives are of the same capacity.

and arc closely similar in design. The

tender frame is a one-piece steel casting,

furnished by the Commonwealth Steel

Company. The principal dimensions of

both types are given in the tables. Begin-

ning with the Pacific or 4-6-2 type, we

have : Cylinders, 29 ins. x 30 ins., and

valves, piston, 13 ins. in diam.

Boiler.—Type, wagon-top : diameter, 86

ins.; thicknes.s of sheets, 25/32; working

pressure, 200 lbs. ; fuel, soft coal : firebo.x,

Jacobs-Shupert.

Fire Box.—Length, 115^ ins.; width.

95H ins.; depth, front, 97^ ins.; depth,

back. 65^ ins. ; thickness of sheets, sides,

5/l(i in ; thickiu'is of sliects. hack, 3^ in.;

journals, 6 in. x 11 ins.; tank capacity,

10,000 gals. ; fuel, 18 tons ; service, freight.

The Santa Fe or 2-10-2 type is built

with the following dimensions: cylinders,

26^2 X 28 ins. ; valves, piston, 13 ins.

diam.

Boiler.—Type, Wagon-top; diameter,

76; J ins. ; thickness of sheets, fij in. ; work-

ing pressure, 200 lbs.; fuel, soft coal;

staying, Jacobs-Shupert.

Fire Box.— Material, steel ; length,

llS-9/16 ins.; width, 79 ins.; depth, front,

90'/4 ins. ; depth, back, 74J^ ins. ; thickness

of sheets, sides, 5/16 in. ; thickness of

sheets, back, % in. ; thickness of sheets,

crown, 5/16 in. ; thickness of sheets, tulie,

Vz in.

Water Space.—Front and back, 5 ins.

;

sides, 4 ins.

Tubes.—Diameter, S'/i ins. and 2' ^ ins.;

material, steel ; thickness, 5^/2 ins.. No. 9

W. G., 2;-i ins.. No. 10 W. G. ; number,

5y2 ins., 38; 2]4 ins., 225; length, 21 ft.

Heating Surface.—Fire box, 251 sq. ft.

;

lubes, 3916 sq. ft. ; firebrick tubes, 33 sq.

ft.; total, 4200 sq. ft; superheater, 996

sq. ft. ; grate area, 63.5 sq. ft.

and ceilings can be maintained in better

reflecting condition.

Postal cars require greater illumination

than those of any other class, as the work
done in them requires constant and ardu-

ous use of the worker's eyes. An investi-

gation was conducted some years ago by

one of the large railroads. Various types

of installation were tested, and determina-

tions were made of the amount of light

necessary for the postal clerks to work.

From the results obtained by these tests

the committee issued specifications for

lighting which must be met in every pos-

tal car.

Postal cars are generally divided into

three sections : the letter distributing

cases, the bag distributing racks, and the

storage space. The distributing cases re-

quire high illumination on the vertical

plane of the box labels, and on a hori-

zontal plane for reading the addresses on

the mail. The bag distributing racks re-

quire high illumination on the horizontal

plane, for the labels on the bag racks. The
storage end requires a fair general illumi-

nation.

1". T. Duiilop,

S.ANTA FE 2-10-2 TYPI

thickness of sheets, crown 5/16 in,; thick-

ness of tube, Yz in.

Water Space.—Front and back, 5 ins.

;

sides, 4 ins.;

Tubes.—Diameter, 5>2 and 2J4 ins.

;

material, steel; thickness, 5'/z ins., No. 9

W. G., 2yi ins., No. 10 W. G.; number,
Sy: ins., 45; 2%. ins,, 259; length, 22 ins.

Heating Surface.—Fire box, 239 sq. ft.

;

combustion chamber, 82 sq. ft. ; tubes,

4761 sq. ft.; firebrick tubes, 43 sq. ft.;

total, 5125 sq. ft.; superheater, 1233 sq. ft.;

grate area, 76.2 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels.—Diameter, outside, 60

ins.; journals, main, 12 ins. x 13J^ ins.;

others, 11 ins. x ]3]A ins.

Engine Truck Wheels.— Diameter, front,

33 ins.; journals, 6'/t x 12 ins.; diameter,

back, 42 ins.; journals, O'/z x 14 ins.

Wheel Base.—Driving, 21 ft.; rigid, 21

ft.; total engine, 39 ft., 2 ins.; total en

gine and tender, 76 ft., A'/z ins.

Weight.—On driving wheels, 296,000

lbs.; on truck, front, 26,000 lbs.; on truck,

back, 58,000 lbs. ; total engine, 380,000 lbs.

;

total engine and tender, 570,000 lbs.

Tender—Wheels, diameter, 33 ins.

;

l.\li ITINI-, |.-( TliK ,sr. l.( Ills .S.W I--1.;.\\(LS( I K'.MI.WAW
ll.il.Uvin l.oi-^

iJriving Wheels.—diameter, outside, 73

ins.; journals, main, 12 ins. x 13K ins,;

journals, others, 11 ins. x 13J^ ins.

Engine Truck Wheels.—Diameter, front,

.U ins.; journals, 614 ins. x 12 ins.; di-

ameter, back, 42 ins.; journals, 9', ins. x

14 ins.

Wheel Base—Driving, 13 ft.; rigid, 13

ft.; total engine, 33 ft. 11 ins.; total en-

gine and tender, 71 ft., 7 ins.

Weight, Estimated.—On driving wlieels,

190,700 lbs.; on truck, front, 45.300 lbs.;

on truck, back, 60,000 lbs. ; total engine,

296,000 lbs.; total engine and tender,

487,000 lbs.

Tender.—Wheels, diameter, 33 ins.

;

journals, 6 ins. x 11 ins.; tank capacity,

10,000 U. S. gals,; fuel capacity, 18 tons;

service, passenger.

Facts Regarding Car Lighting.

The conditions in purlur cars arc similar

to that in the passenscr coach, and the

same type of installation is used, although

indirect lighting can be better used in

parlor cars owing to the fact that the walls

.\ private car is a combination of sev-

eral types of cars and the lighting is ac-

complished in the different sections some-
what as it is in the class of car to which
that section corresponds. The observa-

tion room resembles somewhat the parlor

smoker, and general illumination is ob-

tained by center lighting, with liracket

lamps behind tlie chairs for local lighting.

Local lighting is provided for tlie gauges

and speed indicating devices with which
most business and private cars are

equipped. The dining room of a private

car is lighted by a single unit placed di-

rectly over and throwing a high illumina-

tion on the table. The staterooms are

lighted with center lamps, with local

lighting for the mirrors. Berth lamps are

provided wlicn required and at the beds

special reading lamps are provided.

.MI cars having vestibules have lamps
over each step. A flush type metal re-

ficctor is generally used. Much remains
to he done licforc the lighting of railway

cars will be all that can be desired, but

efl'ort is still being expended to obtain

proper and adequate illumination.
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Locomotive and Power House Oils.

A mechanical department meeting held

on one of our leading railways, discussed

the matter of using locomotive and power

house engine oils ; the consensus of opin-

ion was that a considerable saving could

be effected by a modification of the prac-

tice which obtained up to the time on the

road.

It was decided, after going into the

matter pretty thoroughly, that the use of

engine oil be discontinued on the road, and

that car oil and valve oil be used ex-

clusively, and that for yard engines, which

had been fitted witli grease cellars, only a

certain grade of pin-grease be used. The
use of this pin-grease for road full service

was discussed, but it was thought advisable

to make further investigation into the sub-

ject, before going to that length, but the

possibility of economy and satisfaction in

its use was distinctly contemplated.

Power house engine oil, it was decided,

might be discontinued with advantage, but

gas-engine oil and air-compressor oil was
to be used. The latter to take the place

of power-house engine oil. It had been

determined by test that gas-engine oil was
a fit lubricant for air-compressor and
power-house purposes. The net result of

these deliberations brought about an ar-

rangement whereby two kinds of oil, i. e.,

power house engine oil and air compres-

sor oil, were "cut out," and only gas

engine oil was to be employed. The super-

intendent of stores was notified of this de-

cision.

The matter of lubricators naturally came
up for discussion, and the subject was
very closely canvassed. It was decided to

t(iuip seven hundred and thirty-four loco-

motives with bull's-eye lubricators in-

stead of those of the tubular type. Such
r.n equipment, involving considerable out-

lay—probably $1,000 a month—would con-

sume a good deal of time to effect. Five-

teed lubricators were barred from future

purchases for superheater engines, and the

feeling and the resulting vote, brought

three-feed lubricators to the fore for this

class of locomotives. To do this work,

connections had to be made directly into

the steam pipe, thus eliminating the steam

chest connections. New engines, with

superheaters, of course, were hereafter to

be treated in this way. As far as the work
I'.ad gone when the mechanical department

meeting was held, two hundred and

si.xty-seven engines on the east end, and

forty-three on the west end—a total of

.ilO—had then been equipped with the

Bull's-eye type of lubricator. Further tests

on the grease and other allied questions

were set down to be reported on at the

ne.xt meeting.

As far as the elimination of what is

called "chance" is concerned, the methods
adopted on this road appear to be very sat-

isfactory. The meeting does not rely

wholly on the. opinion of any one, however
important his rank, but looks at the re-

sults of whatever tests or investigations

have been made, and the whole subject is

weighed, after a full and free interchange

of views, in the dollar-and-cent scales, and
the probable savings to be effected are

scrutinized. There is no leap in the dark,

but a staking out of the course to be pur-

sued, and every one concerned is then ex-

pected to adhere to that course. What
would be known in the field of sport as

"team-play" becomes the natural result,

and this is practically the scientific pursuit

of economy with good judgment, prudence,

and a large measure of thrift.

Railroads' War Board Reports.

The circulars that are issued by the

American Railway Association show a

vast increase, particularly in freight

service. .An enlargement of capacity of

nearly 800,000 cars has been added with-

out purchasing new cars. While this is

particularly gratifying, the question natu-

rally arises—why could something in this

direction not have been accomplished

before? Doubtless the interchange of

cars being now a matter of national con-

trol has greatly facilitated the progress

of events, but it occurs to us that the

methods formerly in vogue in allowing

cars to settle down with their loads and
wait for prolonged periods until the con-

signees were "good and ready" to empty

them had a great deal to do with the al-

leged car shortage. The demurrage

charges were neither here nor there. The
railroad companies were reluctant to

make complaints against their customers

lest they might take wing and fly away.

Qf course, the shippers and receivers

took advantage of the easy-going meth-

ods. The stress of war has changed all

this, and we are all on the alert now.

It is to be hoped that when the cruel

war is over this lesson, and other lessons,

will have been so well learned that they

will not be forgotten in a hurry.

It is needless to point out what has

been pointed out before, that in our

country, by reason of its vast extent and

by reason of its Federal Government, and

its historic evolution, the problem of pub-

lic ownership, of railroads, and, not less,

the problem of pubhc operation, are sur-

charged with difficulties. The first

trouble would be to acquire the effective

control of the railroads, even if desired.

Almost all of the railroads are incorpo-

rated by the different States. There is

no authority to compel the States to sur-

render State charters in favor of State

ownership. Neither is there authority to

equip railroads so chartered with the

power of eminent domain in every State

of the Union. Even if the National Gov-

ernment, in spite of every difficulty, were

to succeed in absorbing the railroads of

the entire L'nion, every State would lose

all the income which it now collects from
the railroads by taxation, because United

States property is not subject to taxa-

tion in any State. An economic and

social problem would arise that would

greatly magnify the embarrassments.

Again, if we contemplate for a moment
the new kind of political machine that

could and would be speedily erected out

of the Government ownership of rail-

roads, it must give the boldest pause.

There is no countrj' in the world where
the public ownership of railroads has

been tried where the service both in re-

gard to low cost and efficient operation

is for a moment to be compared to the

American system of open competition,

and all it needs is an efficient government

control, and that may be reasonably ex-

pected in the near future.

Economical Use of Compressed Air.

While the wise spirit of economy is in

our midst we take it upon us to state

that in the use of compressed air in rail-

road repair shops we have observed a

tendency to extravagance, a disregard of

the quantity of air used for any opera-

tion, as if its cost were a negligible quan-

tity. The general impression seems to be

that air is cheap. This is true as far as

ordinary atmosphere is concerned. .\s

a motive power, the air quiescent or

moving in currents costs nothing. But
when it comes to forcing the atmosphere

into smaller bulk in order to increase its-
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pressure the cost is much greater than is

generally imagined.

The equivalent, or even greater in

steam pressure, must be first used in

compressing the air. The action of com-

plex machinery under the best conditions

involves considerable loss in friction.

To this must be added the loss in heat

and in steam pressure caused by exhaust-

ing at considerable pressure. This is in-

creased as the compression of the air ap-

proaches the limit of capacity of the en-

closing apparatus. The loss by leakage

is also considerable, and much of each of

these losses cannot be avoided.

An important loss, however, often oc-

curs in the filling of a larger portion of

the air hoist cyUnder that does not rep-

resent any portion of the lift. It can be

readily seen that if the piston is raised

a considerable distance before it begins

to lift the desired load the space in the

cylinder must necessarily be filled with

air at a high pressure before any work

begins to be accomplished. All lifting

should begin, if possible, with the piston

at the end of the cylinder.

Many of these hoists are now placed

in a horizontal position, and by a clever

arrangement of pulleys furnish a multi-

plying point very suitable for light work.

At the same time close attention should

be given to the economical use of com-

pressed air. Its cost is much greater

than steam. The real advantage in the

use of compressed air being that it re-

mains cool, so that attached appliances

can be handled with a degree of safety

impossible in the use of steam.

Oil Burner Firebox Furnace.

Some general recommendations incident

to the results of test with and without the

Gaines brick wall and combustion cham-

ber, which were recently conducted by

the American ."Krch Company, of New
York, on two Te.xas & Pacific locomotives.

are of interest. We therefore reproduce

them without comment.

The flame channel from burner to flash-

wall should be narrow and deep, as the

radiation from the heated brick lining

ha-tens the vaporization and shortens the

flame length.

As much furnace volume as possible

should be secured. Dropping the fire pan

below the mud ring accomplishes this,

and at the same time allows a maximum
firebox heating surface to be exposed.

A short arch spanning the flame chan-

nel and extending back about one-third of

the distance from the burner-wall to the

flash-wall, should be used to carry the

gases and air that arc admitted around the

burner back to the rear of the pan.

The radiated heat from this arch on the

upper part of the oil stream will hasten

the completion of the combustion and

shorten the flame.

As a general rule, the air openings

should be proportioned so as to provide

one square inch of opening for each gallon

of oil burned per hour, the maximum rate

of firing to govern the total opening.

The principal source of air supply should

be through openings in the back two-

thirds of the pan. It is preferable that the

openings be well distributed over this area

in a number of small openings, rather than

through one or two large openings. About

30 per cent, of the total air supply should

be admitted around the burner, below and

at the sides of the burner, rather than

over the burner.

In smaller types of fireboxes, the tube-

supported arch is desirable. It should be

located as low over the flame as possible,

in order that a long arch may be used

without restricting the opening between

arch and crown sheet.

Burners should be located not more than

5 ins. from the floor of the fire pan. Per-

fect alignment with the flame channel

should be maintained at all times. It is

desirable to use as small a burner as will

fire the engine at the maximum rates.

The smaller the burner, the more readily

it can be adjusted at the lower rates of

firing.

Burner operating connections and valves

should be so arranged as to give the fire-

man a fine regulation of the fire at all

times—as slight regulation of the flow of

oil through the burner has a very marked
effect on the results obtained.

It is believed by the Arch Co., that

the use of the short arch above the burner

will result in material reduction in smoke
under road conditions, for the following

reason :

Smoke is caused by the precipitation of

carbon, due to the breaking-down of the

hydrocarbon constituents of the oil, before

the oil gets thoroughly mixed with the

oxygen furnished by the air. This break-

ing-down of the hydrocarbons is due

entirely to temperature; and if breaking-

down temperature is reached before the

oil is mixed with oxygen, carbon will be

precipitated in a form very diflicult to

burn—and smoke will be the result.

The use of the short arch above the

burner and the introduction of at least

30 per cent, of the air around the burner,

will tend to give an efficient mixing of air

and oil, which will tend to prevent the

formation of smoke.

Theoretically, it would be advantageous

to bring all the air in around the burner;

but this is not practical, for the reason

that it is impossible to get an efficient

mixing of the oil with such a large supply

of air.

The tool machinist is very often selected

from the most efficient men in the shop,

and, naturally he turns his attention

to labor saving devices, but they do not

all come from the tool room.

The development of tools is an interest-

ing subject. What is known as the lathe,

grew out of the potter's wheel. The lathe

developed slowly. At the beginning of

the last century it was a man-driven tool.

.\ belt was used that acted by up and

down movements and was connected with

a flexible piece of wood fastened to the

roof of the shop. The piece of wood was
known as a lathe. Its function was to

draw the belt up and the workman's to

draw it down. In this way the revolving

head to which the work was attached,

made irregular revolutions. The first real

improvement was the slide rest. It ap-

peared in England about 1810, but had been

used previously in a small way by watch-

makers in Switzerland, Untilthe slide rest

was invented, the power was furnished by

one man and the work was produced by

the skill of his hand. Now there are lathes

that would require the power of 600 men

to operate. This is merely one illustra-

tion of tool development.

Show the Fireman Your Orders.

Nearly all railroad companies require

the locomotive engineer to show his run-

ning orders to the firemen, which is a

very good practice. If you are ordered

to side track at Auburn for No. 21, the

fireman begins in time to figure on that

in the care of his fire. If he has a good

steamer, he will let the fire burn low in

approaching the meeting point to avoid

waste of steam through the safety valves.

If the engine is a poor steamer, the fireman

will scheme to keep the steam up at the

meeting point, so that when the engineer

pulls out the fireman has a head of steam

ready for the work. It sometimes happens,

too, that the engineer forgets the orders

relating to the meeting point and the fire-

man will nearly always direct his atten-

tion to that serious mistake. The old say-

ing that two heads are better than one is

never better exemplified than in knowl-

edge of train orders.

Labor Saving Devices.

In railroad shops the best devices are

usually the invention of workmen, and not

by men appointed to work up labor sav-

ing methods. There is a spirit among
the American workmen moving them to

introduce methods that will reduce labor,

surpassing that of any other country.

The Quebec Bridge.

There is s.iim-tliiii!; almut the engineer-

ing profession which often forces men,

even of pronounced ability to "cut and

try" as their work progresses, and per-

haps the Quebec Bridge is a good ex-

ample of this kind. The first failure,

which was the fall of one of the canti-

lever arms, has liccn traced to the imper-

fect proportioning uf the lacing bars of

the compression members. The second

failure occurred by the breaking of one

of the steel castings on the end of the

central span. I>y which it was being lifted

to place. The new design was intended

to prevent slip and avoid the danger of

breakage and it was successful.
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Air Brake Department
Traill lirake lns|)e«'tion — Locomotive Air Brake Inspection— Questions and Answers

Train Brake Inspection—Passenger

Service.

In inoiicni passenger train service,

brakes are usually tested I'runi a yard test

plant belure tiie outbound locomotive is

coupled, except at division terminals,

wliirc only a change ot engines is made or

where but sliglu'changes in the make up of

the train are necessary.

lirielly, a terminal test of brakc> con-

.visls chictly uf coupling up brake and sig-

nal liosc throughout the train opening all

angle cocks and stop cocks in brake and

signal pipes with the exception of those

at the rear or opposite end of the train

from which the yard plant or locomotive

is coupled, to inspect the entire train for

leakage and to see that all hand brakes

arc released and that all stop cocks in tlie

branch pipe leading to the car brake

o)ierating valves are open and that the

bleeder cocks of alt reservoirs are closed.

It must also be known that all conductors

valves are closed and free from leakage,

that car discharge valves are free from

leakage and that retaining valve handles,

if retaining valves are used, are turned

down.

After this part of the inspection has

been llnished, a 25-lb. application of the

brake should be made and the brake on

every car inspected to note that the brake

cylinder piston travel is within the speci-

fied limits, that all brake shoes are against

the wheels and that the signal system is

cliarged.

When this has been ascertained, a signal

to release brakes should be given and

another inspection must be made to see

tliat all brakes have properly released, and

that all brake shoes are clear of the wheels.

When a road engine is coupled, a pro-

ceed signal is given, for the purpose of

knowing that the coupling has been ef-

fected, after this the brake and signal

hose are coupled.

Under no circumstances is it permissible

for a train to leave a terminal until a test

of brakes has been made, and in no case

must the train be started until one of the

trainmen or inspectors has personally

notified the engineman of the condition of

brakes, the number of cars in the train and

the number of operative brakes in the

train. Conductor and engineman are both

held responsible for securing this informa-

tion. The signal for the application of

brakes for test is to be given after the re-

quired air pressure has equalized through-

out the train, this to be decided by the

ensincman, and the signal may be given

by hand, lamp, flag, or communicating

signal or by a verbal request, and when
a full service or 25-lb. application of the

brake has been made the trainmen or in-

spectors are to examine every brake be-

ginning with the tender brake to the rear

of the train to see that all are properly

applied, and the brakes shall remain ap-

plied until this has been ascertained. If

the brakes arc found to be in proper con-

dition, the inspector or trainman shall

signal for a release of brakes, which must

be four blasts of the signal whistle, and
must be transmitted from the car dis-

charge valve cord of the REAR car

of the train. The test of brakes is not

completed until after the brakes have been

re-examined to know that all have re-

leased without the use of the release valves

or bleeder cocks.

A terminal test of brakes must be made
whenever there is a change in the make-up
of a train.

When a train has been parted or an an-

gle cock has been closed for any reason

whatever, a road test of brakes must be

made before the train is permitted to

move.

.\ road test consists of signalling for

an application of brakes, and an inspector

or trainman at the rear, seeing the brakes

on rear portion of train apply, will sig-

nal for a release of brakes, and if the

release occurs in the proper manner, it

will indicate that no angle cocks have been

left closed and that, so far as the brake

system is concerned, the train is ready

to proceed.

A running test of brakes must be made
by the engineman upon the first oppor-

tunity after leaving a terminal and be-

fore descending a heavy grade.

When making up trains from several

tracks, it is permissible to make terminal

tests of brakes in sections, and after the

train is assembled complete, only a road

test will be necessary provided all cars

have previously been subjected to the

terminal test.

Under no circumstances may a locomo-
tive with an inoperative driver brake leave

a terminal. If a driver brake becomes in-

operative en route, engine may proceed
lo the next available terminal where re-

pairs can be made.

A train should never leave a terminal

with an inoperative brake.

It is permissible to operate trains with

cars with brakes inoperative, provided
that C5 per cent, or more of the brakes

are operative.

A non-air car must never be the first

car in a train.

A car with an inoperative hand brake

must never be the rear car of a train.

Regardless of percent of brakes opera-

tive, no two cars with brakes cut out may
be placed in consecutive order in a train.

The word "car" means all cars, or anv

dead cukimc that may be in a train.

The tender of a locomotive is counted

as one car, in figuring the percentage of

operative brakes.

On a double brake equipment, if one

of the brakes is inoperative, the car is

counted as having the brake inoperative

or as a "non-air" car.

When a train is composed of 6 cars or

less, it is not permissible to have an

inoperative brake, or more than 2 in-

operative brakes with less than 14 cars

in the train.

Locomotive Air Brake Inspection.

A-1 Equipment.

To outline a complete system of air

brake inspection for locomotives equipped

with the New York L. T., the Westing-

house A 1, or the combined automatic

and straight air brake, would be largely

a repetition of what has been printed with

reference to the inspection of the E. T.

brake.

Brake cylinders, brake valves, pressure

regulating de\'ices are tested in the same
general way on all locomotives, the prin-

cipal difTerences in the tests are en-

countered in the " brake cylinder leakage

test. This may be made in several diflPer-

ent ways with the L. T. equipment, but

preferably with the straight air brake

valve on lap position with either this or
the combined automatic and straight air

brake. The brake cylinder pressure thus

developed will be that governed by the

adjustment of the reducing valve and it

should be understood that the Federal

Regulations are minimum requirements

and are in no wise intended to prevent

a more severe test than specified or that

any work may not be performed more
frequently, or in other words, if the

brakes remain applied for a period of

five minutes time from an original 43 or

45 lb. brake cylinder pressure, the test

is more severe or the brake certainly

will remain applied for this length of time
from an original 50 lb. cylinder pressure.

Where a large number of engines are
handled at a given point, a brake cylinder

leakage test for the .\-l equipment is

somewhat difficult, as the requirements
specify that communication to the brake
cylinders must be closed. Some consider-

able time is required to make the test

by closing the triple valve exhaust ports
and making the test with the brake valve
handle in running position, hence a test

that may be made is to make a 15 lb.

brake pipe reduction to start the brake
cylinder leakage test, and if the brake re-

mains applied for a period of 5 minutes
time and the brake pipe leakage is not
in excess of 10 lbs., the spirit of the law
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will kave been complied with as the total

brake cylinder volume will not have e.x-

ceeded that produced "by a full service

(25 lb.) brake pipe reduction."

If however, the brake pipe leakage is

in excess of the 10 lbs. in 5 minutes, or

if the brake leaks off during this test, the

test is void and must be made, preferably

in the engine house, by attaching an air

gage to the exhaust port of the triple

valve, making a full service reduction and

returning the brake valve handle to run-

ning position, after which the brakes must

remain applied for a period of 5 minutes

time.

With this brake, a 5 lb. brake pipe re-

duction should result in a movement of

all triple valves to application position,

the proper amount of brake pipe reduc-

tion, brake cylinder piston travel consid-

ered, should result in the opening of the

high speed reducing valves, all of which

will be brought out in the questions and

answers.

Locomotive Air Brake Inspection.

(Continued from page 297, Sept., 1917.)

54. Q.—What else might cause this?

A.—A bad condition of the rubber

diaphragm of the signal valve.

55. Q.—What pressure should be

shown on the gage?
A.—From 43 to 48 lbs.

56. Q.—Why not some definite figure?

A.—Because some allowance must be

made for variations in gages and slight

differences in adjustment.

57. Q.—What is wrong if the first

blast of the whistle is unusually long
with the pressure above 50 lbs. and re-

ducing slowly?

A.—The reducing valve is out of

order.

58. Q.—Could a signal system become
overcharged in any other manner ex-

cept by a defective reducing valve?

A.—Yes, by an application of the

automatic brake while the independent
brake valve is in application position,

or through a defective application por-

tion of the distributing valve while the

independent brake is applied.

59. Q.—Could a defective condition of

the distributing valve affect the signal

system at this time?

A.—No, as the stop cock in the dis-

tributing valve supply pipe is closed and
main reservoir pressure could not enter

the application cylinder and signal sys-

tem through the brake cylinders.

60. Q-—What might be wrong if the

signal line pressure was but 25 lbs. and
the brake cylinder gage hand showed
45 lbs. when the brake was applied for

the brake cylinder leakage test?

A.—It would indicate that the wrong
spring, or one with about 20 lbs, tension,

was used in the non-return check valve

of the signal system, or that the small

gage was out of order.

61. Q.—What should be observed
when operating the whistle with a test

gage?

A.—That the blasts of the whistle are

of the proper length, and that the pres-

sure is promptl}- restored after a reduc-

tion.

62. Q.—When the reducing valve is in

good condition, what varies the length

of the blasts obtained with the 1/16

opening?

A.—Principally the amount of air that

passes through the choke fitting of the

non-return check valve and the fit of

the diaphragm stem of the signal valve.

63. O.—What importance should be

attached to the length of the blast ob-

tained?

It should be taken as an indication of

the condition of the signal valve.

64. Q.—For what reason?

A.—Because the fact that the whistle

can be operated with a 1/16-in. opening
i.i not an assurance that the whistle will

operate when the engine is coupled to

a 14 or 15-car passenger train.

65. Q.—How can a more accurate and
reliable test of the signal equipment be

made?
A.—W'ith the 3/64-in. orifice, allowing

ample time to elapse between the open-

ings of the orifice, and if the signal valve

and all parts are in first class condition,

the signal whistle can be operated with

ihis opening.

66. Q.—Why do the last few pounds
feed up very slowly in the signal pipe?

A.—Because the supply is from a

pressure controlled by the reducing

valve, and when the pressures are very
nearly equal, the rate of feed up is

slow.

62. Q.—What if the charging of the

'ignal pipes from to maximum pressure

s very slow?

A.—It indicates that the flow of air

through the signal line non-return check

valve choke fitting is obstructed.

68. Q.—Would anything else cause a

slow charging of the signal line?

A.—A very bad leak in the signal pipes

which should be discovered?

69. Q.—What might be wrong if the

signal whistle operated correctly on a

short train but would not on a long train,

with the signal valve in good condition?

A.—The opening through the signal line

choke fitting may be enlarged.

70. Q.—How would this prevent the

operation of the whistle?

A.—By tending to destroy the violence

of the reduction made at the car dis-

charge valve.

71. Q.—How is a test made to discover

an enlarged opening through the choke
fitting?

A.—By using a test gage with different

sized openings through a disc, with say an
II-64-in^ orifice, it should be possible to

bring the hand of the test gage to the pin.

72. Q.— Is it necessary to use any ap-

paratus for detecting an enlarged choke
fitting in the signal system ?

A.—No, with a little practice and obser-

vation, it can be detected by merely open-
ing the signal pipe stop cock and holding

the hand over the hose coupling to note the

amount of air escaping.

73. Q.—Where do the enlarged fittings

come from?

A..—Sometimes a choke from the dead
engine fixture with a 1-8-in. opening is

used, sometimes they are enlarged inten-

tionally, and if the opening is not greater

than % in. the effect is not so noticeable.

74. Q.—How many blasts of the whistle

should be used for a test ?

A.—Four blasts, in a given period of

time if a 1-16-in. opening is used for

testing the signal system.

75. Q.—How is a feed valve tested?

A.—By using a 3-64-in. a 1-16-in. and
preferably one larger opening in the form •

of orifice disc openings.

76. Q.—What should be the result of

opening the brake pipe to the atmosphere
through three different sized openings one
after the other?

A.—It should result in operating the

feed valve and the pressure should be
maintained constant at the figure of feed
valve adjustment.

77. Q.—\\ hat should be done if the feed
valve permitted the pressure to drop back
when the hnki pipe was opened to the

atmosphere through a small opening?
A.—If the drop was more than lyi or

2 lbs. below the adjustment of the feed

valve, it should be replaced by one known
to be in good condition.

78. Q.—If there is a noticeable opera-
tion when either of the two openings men-
tioned are used, how much of a movement
of the test gage hand is permissible?

A.—The pressure must not vary or
rtuctuate over two pounds.

79. Q.—Why not?

A.—The feed valve must be more sensi-

tive to open and supply brake pipe leakage
than any triple valve in the train is sensi-

tive to respond to variations in the pres-

sure in the brake pipe.

80. Q.—What will be the probable re-

sult if the feed valve is not more sensi-

tive?

A.—A triple valve may move to appli-

cation position when the feed valve is

closed and fail to move to release position

when the feed valve again opens, which
might result in a stuck brake or a slid flat

wheel.

81. Q.—From a brake operating point of
view, what unit must be maintained in

(he most sensitive condition?

A.—The brake pipe feed valve.

82. Q.—What is generally wrong if the
feed valve lUictiiation is more than two
pounds?

A.—The supply valve piston is generally
too neat a tit. or is packed too near an
air tight fit in the bushing by oil or dirt.

(To be continued.

\
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Train Handling.

(CoHliiiu.il from ^I^'.• 298, S.-pt.. 1917.)

62. Q.—What is meant by an over-

charged auxiliary reservoir?

A.—One that contains a higher pres-

sure than the feed valve of the locomo-

tive is adjusted to carry.

63. Q.—What would this result in?

.A.

—

.\n application of the brakes and

likely in the stalling of the train.

64. Q.—What should be observed if

the compressor stops for an unusual

length of time?

A.—The position of the air gage

hands.

65. Q.—What would be indicated if

the compressor stopped and the gage

hands were more than 20 lbs. apart and

the brake pipe pressure somewhat be-

low the adjustment of the feed valve?

A.—That there was a development of

excessive brake pipe leakage or that the

stoppage was due to an irregularity of

the feed valve.

66. Q.—What if the valve handle was

moved to release position and the com-

pressor did not start?

A.— It would indicate that the feed

valve piston had stuck shut, or that for

some reason the brake pipe and feed

valve pipe pressure was not being main-

tained.

67. Q.—VV'hy would the compressor

fail to start if the feed valve piston was

stuck with the communication to the

brake pipe closed and there was no other

disorder?

A.—Because with the brake valve in

release position the feed valve pipe re-

ceives no pressure from the main reser-

voir.

68. Q.—How does this affect the gov-

ernor?

A.—The main reservoir pressure

under the diaphragms of the excess

pressure top exceeds the feed valve pipe

pressure and spring pressure on top of

the diaphragms.

69. Q.—How can the compressor be

kept in operation?

A.—By moving the brake valve slight-

ly away from release toward running

position.

70. Q.—How will this movement start

the compressors even if the feed valve

is stuck shut?

A.—In this position the brake valve

rotary valve will be in a position to sup-

ply the feed valve pipe with air pressure

and maintain the pressure above the

diaphragms of the excess pressure gov-

ernor top.

71. Q.—How will the pressure in the

brake pipe be regulated?

A.—By a little observation a point

may be found for the brake valve handle

where the brake pipe pressure will be

maintained without moving the brake

valve to full release position.

72. Q.—Suppose that by moving the

brake valve to full release position main

reservoir had lowered and brake pres-

sure increased until the gage hands were

less than 20 lbs. apart and the com-
pressors would not start.

A.—That would indicate that the gov-

ernor was at fault, or that the com-
pressor had broken down.

73. Q.—What would it indicate with

two compressors on the locomotive?

A.—That the governor was at fault,

as it is not likely that both compressors

would fail at one or the same time.

74. Q.—What would you first do in

an effort to start the compressor?

A.—Move the brake valve handle to

lap position.

75. Q.—For what purpose?

A.—To eliminate the excess pressure

governor top from the disorder.

76. Q.—How would this do so?

.\.—By cutting off the flow of air

through the operating pipe of the excess

pressure and increasing the pressure in

the excess pressure pipe.

77. Q.—How does the movement to

lap position increase the pressure above

tlie diaphragms of the excess pressure

governor top?

A.—By a suitable port through the

rotary valve of the brake valve.

78. Q.—What would you then do if

the compressors started when the brake

valve was placed on lap position, but

stopped every time the valve handle was

brought back to running position, the

gage hands still being less than 20 lbs.

apart?

A.—Hold the brake valve handle on

lap position long enough to place a

blind joint in the excess pressure oper-

ating pipe.

79. Q.—What if the compressor would

not start with the brake valve handle

in any position and less than standard

pressure on the engine?

.\.—Either the maximum governor

top would be at fault or the com-

pressor broken.

80. Q.—If the governor top is at fault,

how can it usually be detected?

A.—By a blow of air from the vent

port in the neck of the governor.

81. Q.—What would this indicate?

A.—That the diaphragm valve was

unseated.

82. Q.—What if no air pressure es-

caped at the vent port?

A.—The vent port might be stopped

up or the governor piston stuck in the

cylinder.

83. Q.—How would you ascertain

whether the governor or compressor

was at fault?

A.—By slacking off the union con-

nection in the steam pipe between the

governor and compressor.

84. Q.—Why.
.\.—To see whether the compressor was

receiving a full supply of steam.

85. Q.—If you found that there was in-

sufficient steam issuing for the operation

of the compressor, what would be done?

A.—Make an examination of the gov-

ernor and try to jar the governor piston

loose.

86. Q.— If the governor piston was

stuck in the bushing and would open by

jarring the governor, what should be

done?

A.—The air pipes to the governor should

be disconnected and the tops removed and

the pipes again connected.

87. y.—For what purpose?

A.—To prevent a recurrence of the

sticking of the piston until proper repairs

can be made.

88. Q.— If you found that the compres-

sor received an ample supply of steam,

what would you be sure of before deciding

that it was broken?

A.—That it it was well lubricated and

that steam could be exhausted from the

cylinders?

89. Q.—How would you determine

whether steam could be exhausted

through the exhaust pipe?

A.—By slacking off or disconnecting the

exhaust pipe at the pump.

90. Q.—Is this liable to happen out on

the road?

A.—No' but it sometimes does when an

engine comes out of the shop or if there

is any train heating apparatus connected

with the exhaust pipe.

91. Q.—If you found a compressor

broken down, would you attempt to make

any repairs?

A.—\ot on the main line of a railroad,

especially with the large capacity types of

compressors.

92. Q.—What would be done?

A.—The conductor would notify the

proper authority and the train would pro-

ceed under the instructions given.

9. Q.—What generally causes the cross

compound compressors to stop or break

down ?

A.— It very seldom happens, and if it

does it is usually due to worn out or

broken packing rings in the main piston

valve.

94. Q.—Is there any trouble with pistons

pulling off of the rods or rods breaking

in these compressors?

A.—No.
95. Q.—What usually stops the single

acting compressors?

A.—Lack of lubrication in the steam

cylinder, worn out or broken steam valve

mechanism or pistons pulling off of rods

and some times bent reversing valve rods.

96. Q.—Is there a great deal of im-

portance attached to what should be done

in the event of a broken down compres-

sor?

A. No.

97. Q.—Why not?

A.—Because no one is expected to work

on them along the road, and it is not

necessary for an engineer to know exactly

what is wrong with it.

(To be continued.)
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Car Brake Inspection.

(^CoKtinucd from page 299, Sept., 1917.)

55. Q._Are angle cocks in the brake

pipe ever found to be closed when the

handles stand in line with the pipe?

A.—Yes, some cases are known where

mistakes have been made in applying

handles and where the bushings in cocks

have turned.

56. Q._Ho\v is this indicated during

a brake test?

A.—The brakes fail to apply or re-

lease at the opposite end of the train

from the wrongly applied handle.

57. Q._When the road engine backs

against a made-up passenger train and

couples, what is the first thing to be

observed?

.\. That the engine starts forward

and stretches the train.

58. Q.—For what purpose?

A.—To see that the coupling has been

properly made.

59. Q._If the train is charged when

the engine couples, which angle cock is

first to be opened after the hose are

coupled ?

A.—The one at the rear of the tender.

60. Q.—Why?
A.—So that no brake appUcation will

occur on the train.

61. Q.—How should the angle cock

handle be turned?

A.—Very slowly in line with the pipe.

62. Q.—Why should all angle cocks be

turned slowly at all times?

A.—To prevent quick action applications

of the brakes.

63. Q._What effect has quick action or

emergency applications on the founda-

tion brake rigging of cars and locomotive

tenders ?

A.—It tends to fracture rods, levers

and hangers, distort brake beams and re-

sult in shoes being out of line with the

tread of the wheel, and gradually paves

the way for a failure of the brake rigging.

64. Q.—What effect have these applica-

tions on the triple valves?

A.—They result in the fracture, bending

and breaking of emergency and quick ac-

tion valves, and cause a quantity of dirt

and foreign matter to pass from the brake

pipe into the brake cylinders.

65. Q._\Vhat effect has this on the

brake cylinder packing leather?

A.— It results in a premature destruc-

tion of the leather.

66. Q.—How docs the number of times

a leather must pass through a brake cyl-

inder to wear it out compare with the

number of brake applications that arc

made on a car, on an average, during a

year's time.

A.—The number of times the leather

must pass through the cylinder to become

worn out, is equal to the average number

of brake applications that occur on a car

in 22 years' time.

67. Q.—What does this indicate?

A.—That packing leathers are subjected

to unfair usage.

(,8. Q.—When connecting the signal line

hose, how are the stop cocks opened in

turn?

A.—In the reverse order to the angle

cocks, that is, the one farthest from the

locomotive first.

69. Q.—Why is this?

A.—In order that but one blast of the

signal whistle of the locomotive will re-

sult from opening the stop cocks.

70. Q._Why is this desirable?

A.—Because one blast of the whistle is

no signal.

71. Q._How many blasts would result

if the cock on the tender was first opened?

A.—Two blasts through two different

reductions in signal pipe pressure.

72. Q._What signal would this be?

A.—To start ahead.

73. Q._Why is it essential that cocks

should be opened in the specified order?

A.—So that should it become neces-

sary to renew a signal hose gasket, or dis-

connect a signal hose coupling, very near

leaving time a proceed signal will not be

transmitted.

74. Q.—How could this result in an in-

jury to an inspector or trainman?

.\._The engineman might think that a

shifting movement or the cutting off of a

car was desired and start the train.

75. Q._Have any accidents ever result-

ed from a failure to observe this?

A.—Yes, and inspectors have been in-

jured, and in some instances, fatally.

76. Q.—After the engine has been prop-

erly coupled and the hose connected and

cocks opened, what should be done?

A.—The engineman should be notified

that brakes are ready for test.

77. Q._who decides when the brake

system is sufficiently charged for the

brake test?

A.—The engineer.

7g. Q._What will he then do?

A.—Make a full service application of

the brake.

79. Q.—How much brake pipe reduc-

tion?

A.—Either 25 or 30 lbs., depending upon

the type of brake equipment in use and

the instructions covering the amount of

reduction.

80. Q.—What is then to be done?

A.—All brakes in the train arc to be

examined to see that they are properly

applied.

81. Q.—What should ])e the length of

brake cylinder piston travel on the cars?

A.—From 6 to 7'A inches.

82. Q.—Which brake is first examined?

A.—The one on the tender.

83. Q.—What follows after all brakes

arc known to be properly applied?

A.—The signal to release brakes.

84. Q,—What is this?

A,—Four blasts of the signal whistle.

85. Q.—How made?

A.—By pulls on the cord of the car

discharge valve of the rear car.

86. Q.—Must this signal be transmitted

from the rear car?

A.—Yes, in all cases for a signal to

release brakes during a brake test.

87. Q._How long should the discharge

valve be held open?

A.—For one second, on short trains and

about 2 seconds on long trains.

88. Q.—How long a time should inter-

vene between blasts on a short train?

A.—From 2 to 3 seconds.

89. Q.—On trains of 10 cars or more?

A.—About 4 seconds, or allow the dis-

charge valve to remain closed between

pulls for a space of 2^ times the length

of time it is held open.

90. Q.—What inspection follows the

release signal?

A.—An examination of all of the

brakes, to see that the brake piston has

receded into the cylinder and that the

brake shoes are free from contact with

the wheels.

91. Q.—Which is the last brake to be

examined?

A.—The one on the tender.

92. Q.—What v/ould be observed if the

tender brake had not released?

A.—Whether the engine was equipped

with the ET brake or a combined auto-

matic and straight air brake.

93. Q._What would be indicated if the

engine had the ET equipment?

A.—That the engineer had the inde-

pendent brake applied.

94. Q._What if there was a triple valve

on the tender?

A.—If it was combined brake, it would

indicate that the engineman had the

straight air brake applied.

95. Q._-What if the tender brake was

of the ordinary triple valve type with no

straight brake on the locomotive?

A.—It would indicate that the tender

brake was defective or that the auxiliary

reservoir had been overcharged.

96. Q._What should be done?

A.—The engineman should be notified

that the tender brake had not released.

97. Q._After all brakes have been

known to have released properl.v, what

should be done?

A.—Both the engineman and conductor

must be notified of the condition of the

brakes, the number of operative brakes

and the number of cars in the train.

98. Q,—Is this an absolute rule?

A.—Yes, under no circumstances will a

train be permitted to leave a terminal

until the brakes have been tested and the

engineman and conductor notified that

test is complete.

99. Q._What different kinds of brake

tests are made?

A.—A terminal test, a road test and a

running test by the proper and usual

methods.

(Til he conl'mued.)
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Electrical Department
The Importance of the Transformer—Faraday's Experiments Led to the Transforming

of Electric Enerfrv of One Voltage to That of Another Voltage

—

••Step Down" and ••Step Up*" Transformers

The transformer is one of the most

important pieces of electrical apparatus

that \vc know. It is used extensively

throughout the world. There are tliou-

sands and thousands of them in use,

ranging in power from a small fraction

of a kilowatt to thousands of kilowatts.

Without a doubt the transformer, more
than any other type of electrical appara-

tus, has been responsible for the rapid

growth of the electrical art. Prior to

its commercial discovery all of the elec-

tricity used was of the direct current

kind. Direct current was generated by

engine-driven dynamos or generators

and was distributed to the cables lead-

ing to trolley wires, house liglits. etc.

Direct current dynamos or generators,

as we know, have commutators. A com-

mutator is made up of a large number
of copper segments with thin slieets

of mica placed between each segment.

The number of segments between two

adjacent brush holders determines the

maximum voltage or pressure which

can be obtained from the machine.

This is true as the voltage between two

adjacent segments of the commutator

cannot exceed, say, 10 volts.

Most of the D. C. generators were

therefore only capable of giving about

500 volts, with some delivering 600

volts. Five hundred to six hundred

volts is a very low voltage for distribu-

tion, although at the time it was first

used it was thought to be quite a high

voltage. As the demand for electric

power increased it was realized that

the voltage must be increased to make
up for the losses in the conductors or

that the size of the conductors be in-

creased. To increase the size of the

conductors means the use of more cop-

per and hence a larger investment ami

higher overhead charges. The ideal

solution would simply be to increase

the voltage, but this was impossible

with the design of the D. C. generator

employed.

During this period George Westing-

house, the founder of the extensive

Westinghouse interests, was advocat-

ing the use of alternating current be-

cause that system made possible the

transmission of electric power to dis-

tances beyond the range of direct cur-

rent.

Alternating current generators do not

have commutators, so that the voltage

could be greatly increased and the elec-

tricitv transmitted over smaller wires

to greater distances. This higher volt-

age could then be "transformed" or

brought down to a working voltage for

lights and other uses by means of this

apparatus called a transformer.

When in its crude form Westing-

house saw the possibilities of this

progressive step and he realized that,

for the electrical industry to grow and

scientifically develop, the alternating

current system must be perfected, and

it is due to his energy, his forethought

and his belief in the electrical science of

the future. He saw in his mind's eye

the good work to be done by the trans-

former and what extensive use could be

made of it, and he practically commer-

cialized the transformer, using the prin-

ciple which had been discovered and

demonstrated by Faraday.

Faraday, as we have said, in a previ-

ous issue, discovered the principle of

induction and demonstrated how a cur-

rent could be induced in a closed coil

of wire if another coil carrying electric

current was brought near to it and

drawn away again. This same principle

of induction applies to the transformer.

Let us examine Faraday's experiment.

He took a ring of iron I, Fig. 1, and

wound on it two sets of turns P and S.

He found that, when current was made
and broken on, say, the turns P, that

a current of electricity at a certain volt-

age was induced in the turns of wire

marked S in Fig. 1. The making and

breaking of the current in turns P
caused a change in the number of lines

of force, and it is this change, as we
have previously seen, which induces in

the iron ring a magnetic flux. This

magnetic flux (or the lines of force)

cuts the wires S and induces a current.

.\lternating current varies from maxi-

mum to minimum .several times a sec-

ond so that, if the turns P were con-

nected to an alternating current source

of power supply, there would be an

alternating voltage and alternating cur-

rent induced in the turns S, and this

would be available for lighting or other

forms of power.

We have mentioned above that the

function of the transformer is to trans-

form electrical energy at one voltage

to electrical energy at another voltage.

The transformer shown by Faraday's

experiment is composed of two sep-

arate sets or coils of insulated wire

wound on an iron core. The ratio of

the electrical voltages between these

coils is equal to the ratio of the num-
ber of turns of wire in each coil. For
instance, if there were 10 turns in coil

P and 5 turns in coil S, Fig. 1, and
220 volts of alternating current was
connected to the coil P, then the volt-

age across the terftiinals of coil S would
be in the ratio of 10 : S or equal to

110 volts.

Electrical power is represented by
kilowatts, or the product of volts and
current. We have just seen that the

voltage changes from 220 to 110. What
does the current do? Does it reduce

one half, or does it remain the same, or

does it increase to double? If there

were no losses in the transformer, i. e.,

if the transformer was 100 per cent,

efficient, the current would have to dou-

ble when the voltage was transformed

to one-half in order to keep the prod-

uct the same. No machine or appara-

tus is of 100 per cent, efficiency, but

the transformer, having no rotating ma-
chinery or moving parts, is of high effi-

ciency approximating 98 per cent. In

the case, therefore, of the transformer

with ratio of 10 turns to 5 turns, if 100

amperes were flowing into the 10 turns,

98

then there would be of 200 am-
100

peres in the 5 turns, or 196 amperes, 4

amperes not being available on account

of losses in the transformer; or if there

were 200 amperes in the 5 turns, then

the current flowing into the 10 turns

100

would be 100 X . or 102 amperes.

98

the other 2 amperes being required to

make up the losses which necessarily

take place in the transformer.

In most cases transformers are used

to reduce a high-voltage supply of en-

ergy into low-voltage energy that is

safer and more convenient for operat-

ing lamps, motors and other devices.
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With the transmission of power to

long distances at voltages as high as

120.000 volts, transformers are used to

increase the voltage generated by the

electric generators up to the transmis

sion voltage. The former devices which

reduce voltage are called "step-down"

transformers and the latter, which in-

crease voltage, are known as "step-up"

transformers. In practice the arrange-

ment represented in Fig. 1 would not

be satisfactorj', as there would be a

large magnetic leakage. By magnetic

leakage we mean that many of the lines

of force created by the current flowing

in coil P radiate away from the iron

core, and do not cut the turns of the

coil S. The energy expended in form-

ing these lines of force is therefore lost

as far as use is concerned and the trans-

former would be of low efficiency com-

pared with those of modern design. To
avoid this magnetic leakage, the pri-

mary, say coil P. and secondary, say

coil S, are placed close together, in

many cases being wound one upon tin-

other, or subdivided and placed side by

side alternately and carefully insulated

The object of this procedure is to re-

duce the magnetic leakage to a mini-

mum. Arranging the coils and the iron

in this form, practically all the flux (or

lines of force) produced by tl.e primary

coil must pass through the secondary.

In the case of power transformers

there are two general types of con-

struction which reduce the magnetic

leakage to a minimum, namely, "core"

transformers and "shell" transformers.

The names apply to the position of the

iron in reference to the coils. When
the coils are outside of the iron, the;

iron forms the core and the transformer

is of the core type construction. When
the iron is on the outside of the coils

the transformer is known as the shell

type of construction, as the iron form^

a kind of shell around the coils.

In the core type there are two diflfcr-

ent arrangements of primary and sec

ondary coils. They may be arranged

concentrically with reference to one

another or they may be arranged in

groups of high-voltage and low-voltage

coils stacked alternately one upon the

other. The construction is shown in

Fig. 2. The iron core is marked 2a.

It is not solid, but it made up of thin

iron laminations, and the pieces a, b, c.

Fig. 2, are laid alternatively so that

when pinned at w, v, x and y the whole

is like a solid mass. It might be well

to point out that the iron laminations b

are not put into place until after the

coils are placed over the laminations

a and c.

As we mentioned above, there are

two arrangements of primary and sec-

ondary coils. When the coils are ar-

ranged concentrically the low-voltage

coils are generally wound in cylindrical

form, usually in one layer. The ar-

rangement is shown by 2b, Fig. 2. This

is satisfactory for moderate voltages up

to, say, 7,000 volts, but for higher volt-

ages the high voltage coils are thin

discs stacked one upon the other. The
arrangement is illustrated at 2c.

The electric transformer can be

placed in any convenient place outside

or inside a building, and not having any

oil insulated water-cooled, oil insulated

self-cooled, and air-blast transformers.

2a

Low Voltage

Coil

VHigh Voltage

2b

Low Tension
Coil

— High Voltage

Colls

moving parts to wear or get out of

order, the attention it requires is ex-

ceedingly small. It does its work silent-

ly and efficiently.

In our next article we hope to de-

scribe the construction of the "shell-type"

transformer, and shoVv how the type is

mounted in the iron cases for protection.

We will also explain what is meant by

The New Electric Locomotive on the

Pennsylvania.

The electric locomotive built at the

Pennsylvania's Altoona shops and
used in hauling heavy trains around the

Horseshoe Curve and over the Alle-

gheny Mountains, when the main line be-

tween Altoona and Connemaugh is elec-

trified, was given its first trial trip last

month on the electrified portion of the
main line between Overbrook and Paoli.

The tests were continued for several days.
The locomotive was designed for great
power at low speed, having a rating af
4,800 horsepower. The freight train,

which was drawn by the electric locomo-
tive, consisted of an idle steam engine, 68
loaded freight cars and a cabin car. The
actual work of electrifying the section ef

the main line referred to has not yet been
authorized by the company.

Electrification Work on the St. Paul.

Work upon electrification through the

Cascade Mountains on the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul Railway is now in

full swing, and it will be only a short

time before the St. Paul's second great

electrified zone will be in operation. This
is the intelligence brought to Chicago by
C. A. Goodnow, vice-president of the

railway, who had just returned from the

West. Mr. Goodnow, who had charge
of the first electrification through the

Rockies, is also directing the new under-
taking through the Cascades, Washington.

Electric Drive for Battleships.

Contracts totaling approximately $2,-

000,000 have been placed recently with the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company by the New York Shipbuilding

Company for furnishing the necessary

electrical equipments for the propulsion

of the new super-dreadnaughts Colorado
and Washington.

The equipments to be furnished are

practically of the same design as that con-

tracted for by the Navy Department for

the U. S. S. Tennessee, now building at

the New York navy yard. The four pro-

pellers, as in tlie case of the Tennessee,

instead of being mechanically connected

to driving engines or turbines, are to be

driven by individual motors. The current

for the motors will be furnished by two

turbine generators.

The Texas Company's Booklet.

The Texas Company has issued a hand-

some booklet describing and illustrating

the collectiiig and transporting of oil. Each

page is illustrated with views of refineries

aiul other details, particularly in Texaco,

I'anama. The company supplies arilroads,

steamboats and other transportation and

miscellaneous industries.
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Poorly Designed Foundation Brake Rigging and Slid

Flat Wheels
By WALTER V. TURNER, Manager of Engineering, Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

The relation between impacts, due to

slack action in trains, and slid tiat wheels

is not as apparent as it should be if due

appreciation is given to causes for acute

and chronic suflfcring of our railroads

from this form of damage to equipment.

Wheels slide because the fulcrum (or

pivot about which the wheel moves with

relation to the rail) at the point of rail

contact fails; that is, the demand on the

rail in the way of thrust exceeds the ad-

hesion or static friction between the

wheel and the rail. A buff or jerk in

the direction of motion of the train in-

creases the car velocity and the rotative

speed of the wheels, and a certain thrust

of the wheels is required of the rail to

increase tlieir angular velocity. If the

brakes are applied this rail thrust due to

impact is augmented by the thrust set up

by brake shoe friction. The sum of the

two thrusts must not exceed the adhesion

if the wheels are not to be slid. If this

total does exceed the adhesion, the car

is said to be "knocked off its feet." An
impact opposite to the direction of train

movement neutralizes the rail thrust due

to braking, but may carry the thrust

beyond in the other direction up to the

limiting value of adhesion, with like re-

sult, only the impact required to do this

must be correspondingly greater than

the first. In other words, the total rail

thrust is equal to the algebraic sum of

the thrust set up by the impact and that

caused by braking.

The impact "knocking the car oflF its

feet" lasts a very short time only, and the

rail thrust brought into play by this im-

pact lasts only as long, but brakeshoe

friction in this very short inter\al of

time has jumped up in value, becoming

static in nature where it was kinetic be-

fore, and the wheel-rail friction has

dropped in value, becoming kinetic

where it was static or rolling before, and

the wheels may continue to slide. The
continued sliding of the wheels depends

upon these changes in values of shoe-

wheel and wheel-rail friction being suffi-

cient to make the former greater than the

latter. This will, in turn, of course de-

pend on the relation of the shoe pressure

to the weight on the wheel and the con-

dition of the surfaces of the shoe and

rail. Where wheel sliding does persist

—

and it is only too often— it may be said

that the impact has broken the relation

of the wheel to the rail and brake shoe

friction continues the wheels sliding. .\s

a numerical illustration, a freight car

weighing 50.000 lbs. has an adhesion of

3.125 pounds per pair of wheels if the

adhesion factor is 25 per cent. A brake

pressure of 29 lbs. gives 690 lbs. brake

shoe friction per pair of wheels for a

braking ratio of 60 per cent, based on 50

lbs., cylinder pressure and an efficiency

factor of 15 per cent. An impact of 200,-

WO lbs. will bring the total rail thrust up

to the above adhesion limit. A greater

braking force, a greater impact (which is

not unusual in service), or a reduced ad-

hesion will result in the breaking of the

adhesion between the wheel and the rail

through the impact. If the brake shoe

friction at this instant exceeds the wheel-

rail friction, the wheels will continue to

slide. This will be true if the rail fric-

tion drops to 1,250 lbs. (10%) and the

shoe friction doubles to 1,380 lbs. (effi-

ciency factor rising to 30%) due to the

respective changes from static to kinetic

friction, and conversely, under the same

conditions an impact in the opposite di-

rection must exceed 300,(KK) lbs. to break

the adhesion between the wheel and the

brake shoes, etc., which transmits and
multiplies the pressure of air in the brake

cylinder into brake shoe pressure on the

wheels of the car. It is the connection

between brake cylinder and wheel which

converts lluid pressure at the former

point into mechanical force at the latter.

The first and essential requisite of

foundation brake rigging is that it be de-

signed with due regard to the strength,

rigidity and arrangement which will al-

ways maintain the proper volume propor-

tions between the brake cylinder and the

auxiliary reservoir; that is to say, it must

always provide a piston travel constant as

nearly as possible under all variations in

cylinder pressure. Also, it should not ap-

ply to the wheels, unbalanced lateral pres-

sures so great as to force the journals

out from under their bearings, causing

journal troubles, and to excessive binding

between journal boxes and pedestal jaws.

DIAGRAM SHOWING LOWHLNG BRAKE SHOES CAISIXG "FALSE" PI.STOX TRAVEL.

rail or to change this static friction to

kinetic. This impact computation is

based on two 700 lb. wheels on a 500 lb.

axle, having a combined moment of in-

ertia of 143.

From the foregoing it can be seen that

shocks in long trains must be subdued or

eliminated if slid flat w^hcels and the host

of other troubles are not to be had.

No discussion on the matter of train

control can in any sense be complete with-

out some reference being made to that

part of the brake installation known as

the foundation brake rigging and a vol-

ume might be written on the subject.

As a chain is no stronger than its weak-

est link, and measures to increase the effi-

ciency of that chain should patently start

with the weakest link, so it is also true

that the advantages of improved types of

air controlling devices can be realized

only in minor degree unless improvements

be made in that link : namely, the founda-

tion brake gear, which today is the link

weakest in efficiency in the whole air

brake system. The term link takes on a

double meaning when one appreciates the

"connecting" role of the foundation brake

rigging for it is that mechanical system of

levers, rods, pins, hangers, brake beams.

thereby permitting a shifting of weight

from one pair of wheels to another, due

to irregularities in the track surface, and

causing wheel sliding. Suitable truck de-

sign cannot be dissociated from these re-

quirements for adequate brake rigging.

The single-shoe-per-wheel type of foun-

dation brake rigging, in such prevalent

use meets none of these requirements,

but is a sinner of the first order in its

disregard for them. In the diagram of

the single shoe per wheel rigging, the

positions of rods, levers, truck frames and

shoes are shown in full lines for a posi-

tion where about a 5 lb. brake cylinder

pressure just about brings the shoes in

contact with the wheels. The dotted lines

show the positions of the parts after an

appreciable braking force is exerted, such

as for a full service application of brakes.

The difference in piston travel which this

variation in cylinder pressure produces, is

represented by the distance RS on the

center line of the cylinder. This is false

piston travel. The pulling down of the

truck frame and other parts, from the

full line to the dotted line positions is

caused by the brake shoes being hung

at some point on the wheel considerably

lower than the center line of the wheel
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(horizontal) and being hung from the

truck frame, which is separated from the

journal boxes and the wheels by the usual

truck springs. The braking force being

applied along the pull rod OH, gives a

tangential component OA at the brake

shoe, which, permitted by the just men-

tioned spring suspension, pulls the shoe

down into the dotted position, and this

cumulative effect on each wheel results

in the false piston travel RS. The op-

eration of the automatic slack adjuster

returns point S and. of course, point R
towards point T until distance TS equals

the setting of the slack adjuster. This

reduces distance RT and therefore the

brake shoe clearance for release position,

until in many instances RT actually be-

comes zero. Point T represents the posi-

tion of the piston in release and point R
that piston position where the shoes first

come 1n contact with the wheels, that

is, there is a very much reduced shoe

clearance or none whatever with the sin-

gle shoe t\pe of brake rigging and shoe

dragging means highly increased train re-

sistances with a corresponding reduction

in motive power capacity, increase in fuel

and water (or electric power) consump-
tion, and shocks due to the necessity for

"taking slack" in order to get a train

under way.

The point very difficult for many to

grasp, when this action of the automatic

adjuster is explained, and they immedi-

ately suggest dispensing with the adjuster

altogether, is without the adjuster point

S might go out so far that the brake pis-

ton might strike the non-pressure head of

the brake cylinder, and this it would do

unless careful and repeated manual ad-

justments were made—adjustments al-

most impossible to accomplish in the

minor degree required under present con-

ditions. Moreover such adjustments

would merely duplicate in a laborious way
the work of the present slack adjuster

and this remedy would provide no better-

ment whatever. The only fault the auto-

matic slack adjuster has is that of re-

vealing the evils of false piston travel

and the necessity for striking at the fun-

damental cause in order to effect a cure.

Also, in this same connection, it is well

to mention that the slack adjuster should .

take up about 1/32 of an inch only for

each operation instead of the full dis-

tance that the piston travels beyond the

adjuster setting, otherwise where the full

overtravel is taken up with one adjuster

operation, an unusually high cylinder

pressure, such as obtained in emergency,

would cause the shoes to grip the wheels

with the air exhausted from the cylinder,

to such an extent that the car could not

be moved at all.

The distance RT representing the pis-

ton travel for light brake pipe reductions,

and as before pointed out, short piston

travel means correspondingly high

cylinder pressures and therefore severe

shocks in trains, due to serial brake ac-

tion in long trains. When high pressures

are desired, heavier brake pipe reductions

can readily be made, but if flexibility is to

be had it is indispensable that the brake

installation permit obtaining light cylinder

pressures as well as hea\-y ones.

British Railway Improved Rolling Stock
By W. PARKER, President Railway Club, London, England

.Among British railroads the Midland compartments and four seats in the third.

Railway, which is of normal British 4 ft. The body is framed in oak with ma-
S'A ins. gauge, has always held a leading hogany outside panels and mouldings.

place in regard to its passenger coaches,

and in the provision of comfortable travel

for the democracy. As long ago as 1872

third class carriages were included on all

trains and in 1875 second-class carriages

were abolished. The latter arrangement

has since been copied by a number of

other British railways, but on the Mid-

land line it followed the introduction in

1874 of Pullman cars. The Midland Rail-

way was the first transport company to

introduce these cars into England.

In 1914 just before the outbreak of war

the Midland Railway decided to build a

number of main line carriages in which

the Midland clerestory roof familiar to

American trarelers between Liverpool

and St. Pancras (London), gave place to

the newer semi-elliptical st>'le. The stock

is composed of three tj'pes, i. e., a com-

posite brake, a third-class and a third-

class brake, each having lavatory accom-

modation.

Special features are the square side

construction of the guards and luggage

compartment. This latter is in order to

obtain "look-outs" for the guard along

the side of his train, the width over

which does not exceed the loading gauge.

The body sides of the passenger compart-

ment sections follow the now well known
contour of 9 ft. wide main line carriages

—this will clearly be seen on close ex-

amination of the end view. The section

width allows of three comfortable seats

a side with arm rests in the first-class

and first-class compartments are finished

in walnut and upholstered in blue cloth,

while the third-class compartments are

finished in mahogany with terra-cotta

plush upholstery.

All ceilings and partitions, above the

net racks, are lined with hard compressed

asbestos millboard and painted dead white

and the passenger compartments have

frames showing places of interest' served

by the Midland Railway.

Each first-class compartment is pro-

compartments have rugs, and the corri-

dors leading to them are carpeted. The
carriages are heated by a direct steam

system, under the control of passengers,

a heater being placed imder one seat in

each compartment and also in the lava-

tories to prevent the water being frozen

in severe weather ; the usual valves are

fitted with the object of effecting the li-

beration of water from condensation with

the minimum waste of steam. Electric

lighting with individual control of the

lights is installed throughout.

In order to minimize the danger of

telescoping in the event of collision, the

1 ^ TK OF I'.V.SSK.VGKU CO.Arir, MIDLAND RAILWAY, ENGLAND.

vidcd with two hassocks which adds to

the comfort of passengers, especially

ladies. The first-class corridors are

moulded and panelled in walnut, and the

third-class with mahogany, while all in-

terior wood-work fittings are polished.

Floors throughout are covered with

linoleum except the lavatories, these be-

ing laid with cement ; while the first-class

ends and gangways arc constructed of

steel, and liuffers of a specially strong

design are lilted, the latter having oval

faces, the vertical face being quite

straight, thus obviating the tendency of

buffers to mount each other, as in the

case of curved faces. The buffer guides

are fitted willi inner pkingcrs at the back

of which arc auxiliary rubber springs for
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the purpose of absorbing severe shock.

All floor, roof and partition boards and

the interior panelling arc (irc-proofcd.

In each brake compartment an emerg-

ency outfit, consisting of tools, fire buck-

ets and extinguishers, ladders, etc., is

provided. All the interior metal fittings,

in both first and third-class compart-

ments, are oxidized bronze.

The chief dimensions, etc., are as fol-

lows: Length of body, 54 ft.; length

first-class compartment, 7 ft. 3 ins.

;

length third class, 6 ft. 3 ins.; length

bogie centers, 37 ft.; length bogie wheel-

base, 10 ft. ; width of body inside, 8 ft.

AH ins.; width of body outside (pas-

senger compartments), 9 ft.; width of

body outside (guards and luggage), 8

ft. 6 ins.; width of corridor, 2 ft. 15/16

in.; width over footboards, 9 ft.; height

above rails. 12 ft. SVi ins.; height to top

\IK\V OF STEKI. E.\I) PASSENGER ( ( ).\i II.

.MIDL.\ND K.MLWAY, E.NGLANR.

of cornice, 10 ft. 8 ins.; height center of

buflfers, 3 ft. 5% ins.; weight in running

order, 29 tons.

Kindness in Shop Management.

I'.v C. Richardson. Bridgei"ort, Conn.

In the last issue of Railway and Lo-

comotive Engineering an editorial made

excellent reference to the fact that the

age limit at which a man may look for

employment at railroad work, with some

hope of success, had been extended. The

war has contril)utcd to this result, and it

is to be hoped that when the war is over

there will be no lapse into older methods.

Nearly all the marked improvements of

methods of management that have oc-

curred during the present century have

the abiding quality. This is particularly

true of the treatment of working men
generally, and more particularly of the

higher officials towards those in subordi-

nate positions. In the olden days it

seemed that after some capable mechanic

had been selected from among the others

to take charge of a certain section of the

work he was not to be altogether trusted.

It would have been a lowering of the

dignity of the higher official if his ap-

pointee had been allowed a full oppor-

tunity to supervise the part of the work

that was allotted to him. In many cases

the result was that the promise of hope,

so far as the capabilities of the subordi-

nate were concerned, was unfulfilled.

Like a recruit forever at drill, he was

simply marking time when he should

have been marching bravely onwards.

Usually, when the "old man" came on

his unwelcome rounds the day's disasters

could be seen in his morning's face. A
word of encouragement never fell from

such a man. Importance sat upon his

dark brow. He and he alone was in-

fallible, or he seemed to think that he

was, and in this delusion he lived and

moved, and had his perverted being.

Higher education has .done away with

this class of railroad man. A better

spirit is manifesting itself everywhere,

and is begetting a feeling of self-respect

and self-reliance. Men know better than

l.efore what their duties are. Officials

realize more fully than they ever realized

before what their duties are, and what

respect they owe to those upon whom

they depend to aid them in the work to

be done.

Any system that leads towards har-

monious action, and at the same time

leaves opportunities for the development

of the latent qualities of the earnest,

conscientious mechanic, is the system that

should be encouraged. The spirit en-

gendered by the adoption of such systems

is one of the most cheering signs of the

time in which we live.

Begging Expert Information.

A certain, generally recognized eti-

quette prevents most people from asking

professional advice from doctors and

lawyers without expecting to pay for it;

hut the same people will ask for real

professional advice from an engineer and

feel aggrieved if he mentions payment

or sends in a bill for services rendered.

The real trouble is that engineers are

r.ot in the habit of selling their services,

and people do not recognize that the in-

formation possessed by a trained en-

gineer has been acquired with fully as

much labor and trouble as that under-

gone by any oth^r professional man in

learning his business. It is time the pop-

ular belief concerning this practice of

acquiring knowledge without paying for

it were stopped.

If a competent mechanical engineer

was consulted before any machine or de-

vice was placed on the market or offered

for sale, there would be fewer failures

and disappointments and it would pay

well for such expert service. Men who

want to use the brains and training of

skille<l mechanics without paying for the

same, would resent an impeachment of

"sponging" on anybody. Yet to the ex-

pert depending upon making his living

by using his brains and training, they are

despicable dead-beats.

There is another class of men or a

few of the same class, who seem to think

that a mechanical paper exists for no

other purpose than to do their expert

designing free. They will ask questions

in mathematics which any fair scholar

in their place could work out in a few-

minutes. They want you to design en-

gines for certain work, vaUe gear for

certain engines, and boilers for a dozen

different purposes each stating many
local peculiarities that materially affect

the case, and where sound judgment of

a first class mechanic is necessary to

insure success.

One of this class once wrote to us,

asking for the proper horse power, size

of boiler, size of screw, with many other

particulars of an engine and its attach-

ments to drive a boat 25 feet long at ten

miles per hour. Now we know enough

about locomotives to get along, but our

knowledge of steamboats is limited and
we do not pretend to be competent to

advise about them So we wrote to our

correspondent, advising him to employ a

competent engineer to work out his prob-

lem and offered to recommend a mechan-
ical engineer who was competent to do

the work satisfactorily. We received a

postal card in reply which reads : "The
reason you don't answer wright is be-

coss you don't no, you editors ain't so

smart as you pretend." This remark

caused us a bad shock but we are get-

ting over it.

This is the age of the specialist. Every

man of ordinary intelligence can learn

to be an expert on one particular line

of work even if it is opening oysters.

By exchanging information we can all

obtain expert service in everything. An
expert engineer will verify your plans or

point out their weak points in a few

minutes and perhaps save you thousands

of dollars. But don't expect his services

lor nothing, nor that he will charge you

by the hour. He has to receive some-

thing for the time and labor spent in

laboring to educate himself.

Public Employment.

Bulletin 220 of the Bureau of Labor

Statistics reports the proceedings of the

fourth annual meeting of the American

.Association of Public Employment offices,

which was held recently in Buffalo, N. Y'.

The purpose of the association is to study

the administrative details of the employ-

ment bureaus and seek to improve meth-

ods and secure uniformity and co-opera-

tion among the employment offices in the

count r v.
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Remarkable Experiences With Pipe Material That

Will Bend But Not Break
AniDiig the striking improvements in

the manufacture of metals in recent years

there are none more remarkable than the

advance that has been made in material

for pipe. A few years ago it would be

lenyth of pipe when the casing hit the bot-

tt)ni of the well. The thread protector was
fnrced over the threads and up over the

pipe approximately 12 or 13 ins. and the

pipe was bent backward and inward. As

wc have 285 lbs., and the temperature of

the steam at this pressure is 381.6 degs.

Fahr., and it contains 1198.34 B. T. U.

One British Thermal L'nit is the quantity

of heat required to raise one pound of

impossible to obtain pipe that would with-

stand the uiuisual strains involved in

present day service. Some of these unu-

sual experiences would scarcely be be-

lieved if they were not verified by a "cloud

uf witnesses." These incidents, while in

a sense may be unusual, they are valuable

as showing the progress made in metal-

lurgical science, and are of interest to all

who are interested in the improvement of

mechanical appliances.

A volume might be made of these ex-

periences, all showing the inherent quali-

ties or "punishability" of pipe, the result

for the most part of unusual accidents.

Indeed it would be impossible to duplicate

ihe circumstances under which many of

these unlooked for tests occurred.

In our various illustrations Fig. 1

>hows a piece of 5 3/16 ins. steel casin.ii

that was originally about 18 ft. long, and

was stuck in an oil well. About 170 qts.

of nitroglycerine had been placed in the

well and was suddenly shot off with the

idea of blowing this piece out. and at the

same time "shooting" the well. Instead

FIG. 1.

will be noted, however, the material shows

no fracture. This happened in the Okla-

lioma oil field.

Fig. 3 shows a "3 in 1" section of casing.

There was a string 1,440 ft. long of 8^ in.

24 lb. steel casing ; the elevator let go and

tile string of pipe weighing something over

34.000 lbs., dropped 200 feet to a bottom of

limestone. The three sections on the

bottom were telescoped—one inside an<l

one outside. It will be seen that there was

nr) failure in the weld, and tlie three

lengths telescoped without a crack. The

exterior apparently shows a straight

length of casing. The particular piece

l.ere given was machined to show the three

separate sections as telescoped. The cir-

cumstances are substantially the same as

those in Fig. 2, but the results are very

(iififerent. This incident occurred in the

Ohio field, and such experiences might be

niultiidied from numerous sources as well

as from files of the research department

of the Xational Tube Company.

pure water through one degree rjii the

Fahrenheit thermometer.

It takes about S'< times the quantity

of heat to evaporate a pound of water

from the boiling point that it takes to

raise the temperature from the freezing

to the boiling point. Water has the

greatest capacity for receiving heat of

any liquid. The amount of heat needed

to raise the temperature of one pound of

water 1 deg. Fahr., or one B. T. U., will

raise the temperature of 1 lb. of steel

Wyi degs. Fahr. Thirty pounds of water

e\aporated per hour froir a temperature

of 100 degs. Fahr. to steam of 70 lbs.

gauge pressure is generally taken as one

horse power of work.

Railroad Men Financially Patriotic.

Reports from ninety-five railroad com-

panies state that 165,000 employees sub-

scribed for $17,045,266 of the Liberty

Loan bonds. Some roads have not made
linal reports, Imt indications arc that the

of shooting it out. however, the casing was

reduced in length from 18 ft. to approxi-

mately 6 ft. It was drawn to the surface

after great difficulty and was crushed.

twisted and distorted, but no fracture was
shown.

The incident reproduced in l-'ig. 2 oc-

curred when a string of 340 ft. of 10 ins.

32.515 lbs .South Penn. oil well casing fell

236 ft. when an elevator let go. The pic-

ture shows what happened to the lower

Boiling Water.

When water is boilcl and turned to

>leam under pressure, as it is in the

boiler of a locomotive, it requires more
heat than if it was only in contact with

the atmosphere. F'or example, when the

steam gauge shows 200 lbs., ileducting

15 lbs. for the pressure of the atmosphere, tary service.

FIG. i.

total subscriptions to (he bonds by rail

way officers and employees will amount

to approximate!) $200,000,000, the bulk of

which is in small amounts of $50 and

$100 lionds. Railroad men arc financially

as well as personally patriotic. The rail-

loads will reinstate their employees in

idd positions after lhc> return from niili-
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. W. O. Cray has been appointed

foreman of the Santa Fe shops at Tulsa,

Okla.

Mr. C. G. Saucrl)crg has been appointed

roundhouse foreman on the Santa Fe.

with oDice at Chanute, Kans.

Mr. Benjamin Starkey has been ap-

pointed tool foreman of the Chicago &
North Western, at Kaukauna, Wis.

Mr. II. H. Willard has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, at Madison, Wis.

Mr. R. W. Kurnett has been appointed

master car builder of the Delaware &
Hudson, with office at Albany, N. Y.

Mr. H. A. Fmpie has been appointed

general fuel agent of the Delaware &
Hudson, with headquarters at Albany,

N. Y.

Mr. E. Lindsay has been appointed as-

sistant master mechanic of the Atlantic,

Quebec & Western, with office at New
Carlisle, Que.

Mr. R. Crosby, formerly car inspector

of the Canadian Northern, at Blue River,

Sask., has been appointed car foreman at

Moose Jaw, Sask.

Mr. William Nelson has been appointed

mechanical engineer of the Minneapolis,

St. Paul & Sault Ste., Maine, succeeding

Mr. H. C. Bayless.

Mr. E. K. Cope, formerly road foreman

of engines on the Buffalo, Rochester &
Pittsburgh, at Dubois, Pa., has been ap-

pointed master mechanic at that point.

Mr. A. L. Moler has been appointed

master mechanic of the Saratoga and

Champlain division of the Delaware &
Hudson, with office at Colome, N. Y.

Mr. A. Sfeylmeier, formerly assistant

boiler foreman at the West .-Mbany shops

of the New York Central, has been ap-

pointed general foreman boiler maker at

that place.

Mr. W. Small, formerly acting foreman

of the Canadian Pacific, at Revelstoke.

B. C, has been appointed locomotive fore-

man at Kamloops. P.. C. succeeding Mr.

J. W. Jackson.

Mr. A. B. Ogilvie has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Grand

Trunk, with jurisdiction over Thirty-first

and Thirty-second districts, including the

Ottawa terminal.

Mr. G. 11. Wilson, formerly assistant

master mechanic, has been appointed

master mechanic of the Montreal shops

of the Grand Trunk, succeeding Mr, .\.

A. Mavcr, resigned.

Mr. H. C. Huckins, formerly general

foreman of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois,

at Saloin. 111., has been appointed general

foreman of the Illinois Southern, witli

office at Sparta, 111.

Mr. T. L. Keed, formerly master

mechanic of the Seaboard Air Line, at

Hamlet, N. C, has been appointed master

mechanic of the Georgia division of the

same road at Howells, Ga.

Mr. J. W. Watson, formerly assistant

master mechanic of the Seaboard Air

Line, at Andrews, S. C, has been ap-

pointed master mechanic on the same road,

with office at Hamlet. N. C.

Mr. A. McDonald, formerly foreman of

the erecting shop at Strafford, Ont., on

the Grand Trunk, has been appointed

assistant master mechanic at the Montreal

shops of the Grand Trunk.

Mr. W. H. Sample, formerly master

mechanic of the Grand Trunk, at Mon-
treal, Que., has been appointed superin-

tendent of motive power on the same road,

with headquarters at Montreal.

Mr. H. B. Brown, formerly general

fuel inspector of the Illinois Central, at

Chicago, has been appointed superintend-

ent of the fuel department of the Lehigh

Valley, at South Bethlehem, Pa.

Mr. E. R. Battley, formerly general

foreman of motive power on the Grand

Trunk, at Deering, Me., has been appoint-

ed master mechanic of the Eastern lines

of the same road, with office at Montreal.

Mr. C. Pence, formerly car foreman of

the Rock Island, at Valley Junction, la.,

has been appointed general car foreman,

with office at Horton, Kans., succeeding

Mr. J. Deans, transferred to Trenton. Mo.

Mr. W. H. Bradley, formerly master

mechanic of the Chicago & North West-

ern, at Clinton, la., has been appointed

assistant to the general superintendent of

motive power, with office at Chicago. 111.

Mr. W. J. Amor has been appointed

superintendent of car shops and yards

of the western lines, Canadian govern-

ment railways, with offices at Transcona.

Man., succeeding Mr. J. L. Hodgson, de-

ceased.

Mr. J. O. Haberman has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Santa Fe, at

.Mbuquerque. N. M., succeeding Mr. .^.

11. Bierne, who has been appointed master

mechanic on the same road, with office at

Dodge City, Kans.

Mr. J. W. Jackson, formerly locomotive

foreman of the Canadian Pacific, at Kam-
loops, B. C, has been appointed acting

division master mechanic of the Cran-

brook division, British Columbia district,

with office at Cranbrook, B. C.

Mr. Joseph Greiser, formerly general

foreman in the motive power department

of the Delaware, Lackawanna &- Western

at Scranton. Pa., has been appointed su-

perintendent of shops, with jurisdiction

over the Scranton locomotive shops.

Mr. Heber L. Harvey, formerly road

foreman of engines on the Wisconsin

division of the Chicago & North West-

em, has been appointed master mechanic

of the Iowa and Minnesota division, with

headquarters at Belle Plaine, Iowa.

Mr. .Albert Ganzut, formerly electrician

on the Kansas City Terminal Railway,

has resigned from that position, and is

now traveling electric inspector of the

First district of the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific, with headquarters at Chicago.

Mr. J. H. Jowett has been elected vice-

president of the Ingersoll-Rand Company,

and Mr. L. D. .\lbin, formerly assistant

general sales manager, is appointed gen-

eral sales manager, both with headquar-

ters at the company's offices, 11 Broadway,

New York.

Mr. A. Fuller has been appointed fore-

man at tlic West .-Mbany shops of the New-

York Central, succeeding Mr. D. Brewer,

and Mr. E. Iverson, formerly machine

shop foreman of the West Albany shops,

has been appointed assistant-general fore-

man of shops.

Mr. F. R. Corper, formerly superin-

tendent of motive power of the Kansas

City Southern, and latterly with the

Breakless Staybolt Company at Pitts-

burgh, Pa., has been appointed sales man-

ager of tlie Gold Car Heating & Lighting

Companj-, with offices at New York.

Ml F. F. Gaines, superintendent of

motive power of the Central of Georgia,

at Savannah. Ga., has been granted leave

of absence on account of ill health, and

Mr. William H. Fetner, general master

mechanic, at Savannah, has been appoint-

ed acting superintendent of motive power.

Mr. Leiand T. Johnson has been ap-

pointed special representative of the .-\car

Manufacturing Company. 30 Church

street. New ^"ork, manufacturers of the

blue signal safety device, with head-

quarters at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago,

and Mr P.urt E. Dana, New- York sales-

man, with office at 30 Church street. New
York.

Mr. W. P. Hinton. hitherto traffic man-

ager of tlic Grand Trunk Pacific railway,

has bet-ii appointed vice-president and

general manager of that railway to suc-

ceed Morley Donaldson, who has retired

on account of ill health. Mr. Hinton was

at one time connected with the old

Canada-.\tlantic Railway with headquar-

ters at Ottawa.

Mr. P. Topping and Mr. E. Wells,

formerly assistant engineers of the St.

Louis-San Francisco, at St. Louis, Mo..

have received commissions as captain and

first lieutenant, respectively, in the En-

gineers' Reserve Corps. Captain Topping
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has been assigned to the Fifth Engineers.

United States Army, and Lieutenant

Wells has been detailed to Ft. Leaven-

worth, Kan.

Mr, L. S. Stoker, formerly foreman

electrician of the Pullman Company at

Pittsburgh, Pa., has been transferred to

the Chicago Central district, with head-

quarters at Chicago, and Mr. P. U.

Bahner, formerly foreman electrician at

Washington, 1). C, has been transferred

to Pittsburgh, .succeeding Mr. Stoker.

Mr. W. Wells, formerly division master

mechanic on the Algoma district of the

Schreiber, and Mr. T. Sudbury, Ont., has

been appointed master mechanic at

Schreiber, and Mr. T. Hambly, formerly

acting master mechanic at North Bay.

has been appointed division master

mechanic at Sudbury, and Mr, C. Gribl)in

has been appointed master mechanic at

North Bay.

Mr. W. D. Roliii, for the last fifteen

years superintendent nf motive power ut

the Grand Trunk, has been appointed

vice-president in charge of motive power,

car equipment and machinery, with head-

quarters at Montreal, Que. Mr, Robb
began his railway career as an apprentice

machinist on the Grand Trunk in 1871,

and has occupied nearly every position

in the motive power department.

Mr. B. H. Davis, formerly assistant

master mechanic of the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western, at Scranton, Pa., has

been appointed master mechanic of Scran-

ton, Syracuse & Ctica and Bangor &
Portland divisions, and Mr, Charlfes W.
McGuirk, formerly general foreman in

the mntive power department at Scranton,

division of the Northwest district of the

Baltimore & Ohio, at Dayton, and Mr.

.M. P, Hoban has been appointed road

foreman of engines at Dayton, and Mr.

( ). K. Stevens has been appointed road

fiirenian of engines, at Lima. Ohio.

<:. (). HAM.MONI).

has been appointed assi.4tant master

mechanic, succeeding Mr, Davis,

Mr. W, D. Johnston, formerly master

mechanic of the Cincinnati. Hamilton &
Dayton, at Dayton, Ohio, lias been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Toledo

i,I,ciKi;K \v. wii.uix.

Mr. G. W, Wildin, formerly general

mechanical superintendent of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, having

been appointed general manager of the

road, Mr. G. O. Hammond, formerly as-

sistant general mechanical superintendent

has been promoted to general mechanical

superintendent. Mr, W, L. Bean, who

lias been acting as assistant to the presi-

dent of the road, has been appointed

assistant to the general mechanical super-

intendent. Mr. Wildin, whose career as

a railroad man has been frequently re-

ferred to in our pages, is from Illinois.

Twenty-five years ago he graduated from

the Kansas .Agricultural College with the

(Ifgree of Bachelor of Science, and took

a position as mechanical draftsman in

the Topeka shops of the Santa Fe, Later

lie was machinist, fireman and locomotive

engineer. F'rom mechanical engineer in

llie Mexican Central in 1901, he was

similarly engaged for three years on the

Jersey Central, then four years as mechaii-

iial superintendent on the F.rie. For the

'

i^t ten years he has been practically the

ad of the mechanical department of

I lie road of which he is now general maii-

,it;er. His successor as general mechanical

siiiicrintendent, Mr. G. O. Hammond, is

a New York man, a graduate of Stevens

Institute, where he received the degree nf

mechanical engineer. He entered ibc

service of the F.rie as special apprentice

machinist in 1898, foreman of the

Meadville shops in 1903, then ma-

chinery inspector and chief draftsman,

1905, and assistant mechanical superin-

tendent, 1909. In 1913 he had a similar

appointment on the New Haven, and

latterly assistant general mechanical sup-

erintendent until promoted to his present

position, Mr, W. L. Bean has also had

a wide railroad experience. Graduating

as mechanical engineer from the Univer-

sity of Minnesota in 1902, he entered rail-

way service with tlie Northern Pacific

as special apprentice, and on the Santa

Fe he served successively as erecting shop

foreman, locomotive inspector at Baldwin

Locomotive Works, machine shop foreman

at La Junta, Colo., division foreman at

Pelen, N. M., motive power assistant at

Topeka, chief engineer of the O.xweld

Railroad Service Company, at Chicago, and
in 1916 he came to the New Haven, where
he has heen acting as assistant to th-^

president, until his appointment as above.

Mr. William L. .\llison, vice-president

of the American .Vrch Company, is now
in active service at Camp Grant, Rock-

("rd. III,, with the rank of major of in-

fantry. Major Allison is from North
1,'arolina, of Revolutionary stock, and is

.1 graduate of the Davis Military school,

'>f Winston-,Salem, N, C, He was several

\ears in the employ of the Baldwin Lo-
comotive Works, and in 1904 he became
mechanical engineer of the Santa Fe. In

1909 he held a similar position with the

I'ranklin Railway Supply Company. Lat-

terly he became general sales manager of

the American ."Xrch. Company, and be-

came vice-president of the company in

1914.

Sir Erie Geddes, recently appointed

first lord of the Admiralty, began his in-

dustrial career at the age of 17 on the

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, where he re-

mained for three years. He was born in

India of Scottish parents. On returning

to India at the age of 21 he superintended

the construction of a railroad. In 1903

SIU ICKK CKUDE.S, K. C. B.

he entered the service of tlie North East-

ern Railway of England, and rose rapidly

to the position of deputy general man-

ager. At the outbreak of the war he

helped to organize the railroads in France,

and was appointed director general of
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traiisportalioii, then deputy director (jen-

rral of munitions, and latterly head ^^\ the

navy, as above stated. It may be nmrd

that llu- latter oftice pays no salary, but

Sir Kric still retains his position as

ile|iuty manaKer of the North Eastorn

Uailway. He is said to be a master in

MiaK"i'aliiiii. In his new pusilinn lu- i-

nmlertakins! the reorganization ami ;i<l-

ininislratittn of the entire civil and active

liliuK departments of the British navy,

lie was kniKhted by King George in Wl'i

lie is now in his -list year.

Tlie First Lord of the Admiralty is a

cabinet ollicer. He is usually a civilian,

but is assisted by four sea Lords, and two

civil lords and parliamentary secretaries.

The name Admiralty is derived from the

fact tliat, it is now composed of the "Com-

missioners for executing the otbce of Lord

High .'\dniiral of tlie United Kingdom."

The board thus composed is the admiralty

board. There is no such man, nor has

there been since 1708, as Lord High Ad-

miral, and as at present constituted, his

oflice is said to be in commission, with

the cabinet minister in parliament as I'lrst

Lord.

Mr. J. \i. Diven has been appointed

master mechanic of the Philadelphia

Terminal division of the Peimsylvania at

I'hiladclphia. Mr. James Young, Jr., lias

been appointed assistant engineer of mo-

tive power, New Jersey division. Mr.

J. H. b'ulmer, formerly master mechanic

at Mt. Carbon shop, has been appointed

inspector in the oflice of the superintend-

ent of motive power, Eastern rcnnsyl-

vania division, with offices at Altoona. .Mr.

C. J. Hallwell becomes master mecluuiic

at Mt. Carbon shop. Mr. V. E. Marsh.

formerly assistant master mechanic at

the .Mtoona shops, has been appnintid

master mechanic of the Xcw York. I'liil-

adelphia & Xorfolk, at Cape CharK s, \a.

Mr. Frank S. Gannon has been elected

President of the Savannah & .Atlanta

Railway Company. Mr. Gannon has had

an extensive and valuable experience in

the management of railway properties, a

fact which cannot fail to prove of ad-

vantage to him in his new position, of his

(inalilications for which there can be no

(|uestion.

Meginning bis railroad experience with

the b'ric, he has been closelv i<lentilied

with the Baltimore S: Ohio, the New
N ork Railways, the Southern Railwax

,

and was for some time President of the

Staten Island Railway. He was at one

time President nf the Norfolk & South-

ern, and is now President of the .Mon-

tana, Wyoming & Southern. For some

tmie he has been actively practicing his

profession as consulting expert in rail-

road management. The Savannah and

.Atlanta Railway is a consolidation of the

Savannah Northwestern and Savannah &
.Atlanta roads. It is practically a con-

tinuation of the Georgia Railroad from

Cammack, 145 miles north of Savannah

and completes a new through line to the

'.ea for the Chicago, Burlington iJi ^uincy,

Louisville & Nashville and N. C, & St.

Louis.

Master Mechanics' Scholarships in

the Stevens Institute.

1 he .\nierican Railwa> .\la>ter Mechan-

ics" Association has four perpetual schol-

arships in the Stevens Institute of Tech-

nology, and we are under the impression

that the scholarships are not so well

known to the persons for whose benelit

they are inteiuled as they ought to be.

A circular issued in 1891 reads: Can-

didates for Scholarships in Stevens In-

stitute of Technology must be sons of

Tuembers. or of honorary members or of

deceased members. The students must

have worked for at least one year in a

recognized machine shop, and they are rc-

(|uired to take the course of mechanical

engineering. The rules of the school

require applicants for admission to be

o\cr seventeen years of age.

Candidates for the Stevens Institute

Scholarships are required to apply to the

Secretarv of the .Association, who will

supply them with certificates if they arc

found eligible.

Candidates will be examined on the

following subjects:

.Aritlimetic.—The preparation should be

especially thorough upon tlie properties of

numbers, the operations of common and

decimal fractions, the methods of finding

the greatest common divisor, the extrac-

tion of the roots of numbers.

.Algebra.—Simple equations, theory of

radicals, equations of the second degree,

arithmetical geometrical progression, per-

mutations by binomial theorem, inter-

mediate co-efticients, logarithms and sines.

Geometry.— .All plane, solid and spher-

ical geometry.

-Analytical and Plane Trigonometry.

—

The fundamental formul.e and their dem-

onstration.

English Grammar.—Practical acquaint-

ance with the parts of speech, their rela-

tions, agreements and government; the

proper use of tenses and moods ; the con-

struction and arrangement of sentences.

Composition.—.An essay on some topic

assigned at time of examination. Legible

handwriting, correct spelling and punctu-

ation.

L'niversal History.—The questions relate

to the great events, their causes and

ctYects. A conspicuous place is given to

the history of the United States.

Rhetoric.—.All subjects which are con-

tained in the text books on rhetoric. Text

book— Hart's Rhetoric.

French.—Translation from Knapp's

Modern French Reading.

Physics.—What is contained in Des-

thanel's Natural Philosophy.

If there is more than one candidate, the

applicant who passes the In'ghest exami-

nation will be chosen.

Officers of Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Se\cr.il cbangi s have been made in the

orKani/atioii of the Baldwin l.ucu-

motivc Works atiil the Standard Steel

Works Company. While William L.

Austin continues to be chairman of the

board of the Baldwin Locomotive Works,

and Alba B. Johnson, president; Samuel

L. \auclain, formerly vice-president, be-

comes senior vice-president. Grafton

(ireenougb, formerly sales manager, is

now vice-president in charge of sales;

J. P. Sykes, formerly general superintend-

ent, becomes vice-president in charge of

manufaclure, and James McNaughtou,

formerly vice-president of the American

Locomotive Company, becomes consulting

vice-pre-ident.

The orticcrs of the Standard Steel

Works Company are as follows; William

liurnham, heretofore president, has been

elected chairman of the board, and other

officers have been elected as follows:

.\lba B. Johnson, president; Samuel M.

N'auclain, senior vice-president ; Robert

Radford, vice-president and treasurer;

.A. A. Stevenson, vice-president and en-

gineer; Wm. H. Pugh, Jr., secretary;

T. I.. Rogers, assistant treasurer, and

(). C. Skimier, works manager.

P. R. R. Men in the Army.

Thus far. 2,540 employees of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, Lines East of Pitts-

burRli, have entered the .Army and Navy

of I he United States as volunteers, and

have been granted furloughs from the

railroad service. Of this number, 75

have been appointed Commissioned Offi-

cers and 30 are Student Officers in vari-

ous Ofl'icers' Training Camps. The

remainder, numbering 2.442, are enlisted

men in the Army and Navy. The Com-

missioned Officers include one Colonel,

one Lieutenant Colonel, two Majors, 21

Captains, 23 First Lieutenants, 22 Second

Lieutenants, three Ensigns and one Pay

Clerk.

Track Supply Association.

At the annual meeting of the Track

Supply Association, the following officers

were elected : President, E. T. llowsen.

Chicago; vice-president. J. J. Cozzens,

L'nion Switch & Signal Company, New
York; secretary-treasurer, W". C. Kidd,

Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.

:

directors. F. A. Darby. Frictionless Rail

Company, Boston; E. Coleman, .Ameri-

can Hoist & Derrick Company, St. Paul,

Minn.

Government Freight Cars.

Supplementing present Government

control of the railroads, the National

Council of Defense has completed plans

to buy 100.000 freight cars to be actually

owned i)y the Government and operated

on all the railroads of the country. The

cost of this Government owned equip-

ment will be $150,000,000.
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What It Costs to Stop a Freight Train.

L'nder the old-fashioned methods of

operating railroads, and not so long ago

either, everyone with any authority,

from the president to the section fore-

man, thought it perfectly proper to hold

up a freight train to suit his personal

convenience, but with a more accurate

knowledge of costs a great change has

taken place in this respect. Investiga-

tions have demonstrated that to stop the

average heavy freight train from a speed

of 15 miles an hour, and to again to

bring it up to the same speed, means the

expenditure of from 300 to 750 lbs. of

coal, and this again means that if many
avoidable stops are made a material per-

centage of profits is wasted. As a eon-

sequence schedules on well managed
roads are now arranged so that there shall

be as little interference with the move-

ment of freight trains as possible, even if

some passenger trains have to be incon-

venienced in the process.

Initial Strata

An engineer can hardly pass an occa-

sional hour in a machine shop watching the

operations of workmen without noticing

that many of the men act on the impres-

sion that the more tightly a thing is

screwed up the safer it is. It is there-

fore desirable to point out that very tight

screwing is seldom necessary and that

often the over-tightening of connections

may be a source of danger. In some
cases a certain amount of initial strain

is necessary to prevent settling, but the

requirements of different classes of work
should be carefully considered and no

haphazard method of tightening every-

thing be adopted. It is highly important

that this matter should be thoroughly

understood by the general run of ar-

tisans, for it is not to be supposed that

overseers and foremen can watch every

move in tightening a nut, nor should it

be necessary for them to do so.

Our experience is that half-trained

workmen are the most likely to display

v.'ant of judgment in the tightening of

bolts. We have known of a railroad

bridge that was severely damaged by the

over-tightening of bolts. The tightening

of the bolts had been done by a set of

inexperienced workinen who thought the

tighter the nuts, the more likely were they

to hold. When three heavy locomotives

were run upon the bridge as a test so

many of the nuts Hew off that the bridge

nearly collapsed.

If the pull upon a bolt is at right an-

gles to its length, there is not the slight-

est use for heavy initial strain ; it merely

needs to be screwed up sufficiently to

keep the parts in close contact, there

being no tendency to displace the bolt or

nut longitudinally ; but if the pull upon
the bolt is longitudinal, some stress is

necessary to prevent knocking, as the

amount of this can easily be determined

in each particular case. Let us consider

tor a moment the action of initial stress

upon a bolt longitudinally strained such

as the bolts holding the bearing cap of a

steam engine. If in such a case the nuts

were only screwed up to touch the metal,

then when tension comes upon the bolt it

is slightly elongated, thus removing the

parts joined. On the cessation of the ten-

lion these parts come together again.

This being constantly repeated, knocking

will be set up, causing injury to the parts

concerned.

If the amount of initial tension upon

the bolt is equal to that which can be

brought upon it in the course of work, it

is evident that in that case the parts held

by it will not be separated, as the bolt

will be further extended unless the work-

ing stress exceeds the initial stress al-

ready upon the bolt. The amount of ten-

sion that can be put upon a bolt with an

ordinary wrench is very great. Suppose

that an inch nut is being tightened up

with a 15-inch wrench, then the pitch of

the thread being % inch, and the circle

described by the end of the wrench is

47 inches, the force applied to it is multi-

plied by 376, so 24 pounds pressure on

the end of the wrench could put tons of

tension on the bolt, which is more than

it should be subjected to. .^t a strain

of about eight tons per sectional square'

inch the elastic limit of wrought iron is

reached, and it begins to stretch perma-

nently, hence if this point is approached

by the initial tension the bolts will grad-

ually yield and want constant tightening,

whereas if the initial force is kept well

within the elastic limit they will remain

in adjustment for an indefinite time.

New Bridge Over Niagara River.

.\ new steel arch bridge about 560 ft.

span, is to take the place of the Niagara

cantilever bridge of the Michigan Cen-

tral at Niagara Falls. The present canti-

lever bridge is famous as being the first

of its kind in this country, being built in

1883-84. Each of the two cantilevers is

.i95 ft. long, with 195 ft, anchor arm, 175

ft. river arm, and 25 ft. tower arm. The
suspended span is 120 ft., making a total

length of 910 ft. The height is 240 ft.

from the water to the rail. Tlic trusses

are 28 ft. from center to center, and the

deck carries a double track. It was

strengthened in 190O to adapt it to the

increased loading. The new bridge will

carry three tracks. It will have a clear

span of 560 ft. with a rise of about 132

ft. from the hinges to the bottom chord.

The time set for the completion of the

new bridge is indefinite owing to the

difficulty of securing a full line of

material. The work is under the direc-

tion of J. F. Deimling, chief engineer of

the Michigan Central.

Firth of Forth Tunnel,

The engineering supplement of the

London Times, dealing with the project

of a tunnel to connect Fifeshire with

Edinburgh, says

:

"It was suggested at a meeting of the

Mining Institute of Scotland that a tun-

nel should be constructed under the

Firth of Forth, connecting Fifeshire with

Edinburgh. It was not proposed that

such a scheme should be undertaken

solely as a commercial venture, or even

for the purpose of naval and military

strategy. .X tunnel would cater for

goods and passenger traffic, and would

also be useful by providing an alterna-

tive crossing in the event of the Forth

bridge being damaged.

"The principal argument in favor of

constructing a tunnel is, however, that

the work could be largely done in the

form of coal mining, the coal being ex-

cavated and marketed, and the borings

directed from the respective sides so as

lo meet ultimately and constitute a pas-

sage for traffic.

"For a number of years miners on

both sides of the Forth have been work-

ing the same seams of coal. On the

north side the seams are worked from

the Low Valley Field Colliery, about

five miles west of Dunfermline, and on

the south side from the Lowthians pits.

In each case the excavations are going

under the firth, and as at this point the

estuary is only two miles in width, it

would be only a question of time, if the

work were directed properly, when the

two sets of men would meet about half-

way across. Already, an inspector of

mines has stated that there are excava-

tions two miles in length, projecting un-

der the firth, though these could not be

utilized as part of a tunnel.

"There might be difficulties in haulage

and ventilation, but it is believed that

these could be overcome. A boring could

l)C made at first capable of taking an

ordinary 7-ton railway wagon. At the

side of this boring there could be erected

a single screening unit, so that the coal

excavated could be screened and put into

wagons for direct conveyance to the

markets. So far as operations umler the

I'orth have been carried on, the condi-

tions as to gas and dust have been found

to be such that a tunneling scheme could

be undertaken with perfect safety. The
work could be carried out economically,

because the coal obtained would always

more than pay for the cost of labor, ma-
terials and supervision."

Mr. Arthur S. Lewis, formerly with the

Chicago-Clcvelanci Car Roofing Company,

has been appointed assistant to the presi-

dent of the Flint & Chester Company,

New York. Mr. Lewis will have charge

of sales to railroads and otlicr large

corporations.
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Railroad Ki|uipment Notes

Tlic ICrie is in llic niarki-t lor W iiiulcr-

framcs for passi-nncr cars.

The Southern Kailway is in tlu- market

for about 4,000 freight cars.

The Illinois Central will shortly lictjin

enlargement of its shops at Jackson,

Tenn.

The X'irginian Kailway is reported as

about to place onlers for 1,000 55-ton steel

hopper cars.

The Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo has

ordered S caboose cars from the Ameri-

can Car & Foundry Company.

The New York Central has reserved

space with the American Locomotive

Company for about 250 additional locomo-

tives.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has award-

ed a contract for the construction of new

shop buildings at its Greenville yards,

Jersey City, N. J.

The Erie Railroad is reported planning

for improvements in its roundhouse and

shop buildings at Salamanca, N. V. To

cost about $15,000.

The Inland Steel Company has ordered

72 50-ton general service cars and 35 50-

ton hopper cars from the Bettendorf Com-

pany, Bettendorf, la.

The United States Government has or-

dered 500 30-lon steel underframe ballast

cars for service in France. Contract was

awarded the Rodger Ballast Car Com-

pany.

The New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford has ordered live electric locomotives

from the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-

facturing Company, and it is understood

will soon buy IS more.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has had plans

prepared for a new engine house and shop

building to be erected at Raleigh, W. \'a.

The structures will be 58 by 140 ft., and

30 by 70 ft., respectively.

The Canadian Car & Foundry Company

is negotiating with the Russian authori-

ties for a large portion of the big Rus-

sian order which will shortly be distri1>-

uted to the Canadian companies, totaling

10.000 four-wheel cars.

The .American Railroad of Porto Rico

has ordered 3 compound Consolidation lo-

comotives from the .American Locomotive

Company. These locomotives will have

14 and 20 by 20-in. cylinders, and a maxi-

mum tractive effort of 15,000 lbs.

.According to an annnuncenunt by

\\ illiam Sproule. presi<lent of the South-

ern Pacific, 65 new locomotives, costing

over $2,500,000, are on order for the Pa-

cific System Lines. Ten of the locomo-

tives are to be built at the company's

shops.

The Union Pacific is to install a me-

chanical interlocking at Laramie, VVyo., a

32-lever Saxby & l'"armer machine, with

24 working levers and eight spare spaces.

The material will be furnished by the

I ieneral Railway Signal Company.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has

ordered from the General Railway Signal

Company an electric interlocking plant

for Bragdon, Colo. ; a 32-lever, Model 2

unit lever type machine, with 23 working

levers. The material will be installed by

the railroad forces.

Xew York, New Haven & Hartford's

forces are now at work on a new 18-stall

brick, concrete and hollow tile round-

house at Cedar Hill yard, just east of

Xew Haven. The roundhouse will be

about 98 ft. wide, 488 ft. long and will

cost about $141,000.

The Central of Georgia will extend its

automatic block signal territory in the

vicinity of Macon, Ga. Seventeen 1-arm

and one 2-arm style "S" double-case, low-

voltage, ground signals and other mate-

rial have been ordered from the Union

Switch & Signal Company.

The Pennsylvania Lines West of Pitts-

burgh have awarded contracts for the

construction of new reinforced concrete

shops at its Irvington works, near Indian-

apolis, Ind. The structures will consist

of a 30-stall roundhouse, machine and re-

paid shops and power plant.

Inquiry for about 10,000 additional cars

for the United States Government has

come out. The former order for 6,000

cars, which was increased to 9,000, has

been further enlarged by the placing of

500 small cars with the Pressed Steel Car

Company, and 500 convertible ballast cars

with the .\merican Car & Foundry Com-
pany.

The .\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has

awarded a contract to the Cresmer Manu-
facturing Company, Riverside, Cal., for

the erection of buildings at its car shops

at San Bernardino, including a one-story

refrigerator car repair shed, 46 by 1,200

pIXON'S
.««*1 PAINT

•'OUR COLORS 'A^-

A Clear Track
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you protect your metal

work with

DIXON'S
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oily nature and flake for-

mation of the pigment,

Dixon's Paint has no equal

in keeping moisture and
gases away from the metal.

Therefore metal properly

painted with it resists cor-

rosion longer than that

painted with any other

paint. That is the reason

why leading railroads
throughout the entire
world use it as standard.

Write for booklet 69-B
and long service records.

Mad* JERSEY CITY, N. J., by th«

Joseph Dixon Crucible

^X^<N Company dX^^
"*"
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"*'
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Hydraulic
Riveters nxcdand Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,
Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
CnfiReers, Iron

rounders, Machinists.

100 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

MuniiriictiircrB of Injectors. E]ector»,
Hollt-r W««licr« and T.«t<TH. Boiler CbeeliB.

lliock Valvei.

Locomotive Electric Headlights

of all descriptions

THE

ATIONAL SETS

COMPANY
900 SOUTH MICHietN AVENUE CNIOGO, ill.

ASHTOISJ
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goods That La«t

The Athton Valve Co.
271 Franklin Siract, Bo«ton, Mau.

ft.; a one-story blacksmith shop, SO by
385 ft., and a one-story car repair shop,

46 by 310 ft. The cost of these improve-
ments will approximate $60,000.

The Pennsylvania Railroad's purchasing

department is said to have closed for

practically all of the equipment required

for locomotive shops in France to be built

for the United States Government. Quick
deliveries were required. It is understood
that the Niles-Bement Pond Company,
Manning, Maxwell, Moore, Inc., the Gis-

holt Machine Company, and the Warner
& Swasey Company received a large

share of the orders, while the entire crane

order went to the Cleveland Crane & En-
gineering Company, Cleveland, which
agreed to complete the contract for 18

cranes in approximately 90 days. Ship-

ment of the first cranes will be made
September 15, or 25 days after receipt of

the order. Several of the cranes are of

(i5-ton capacity and 80-ft. span.

Meeting of American Gear Manufac-
turers.

I he .\merican Gear Manufacturers'

Association held its semi-annual session

in Chicago, Thursday, Friday and Satur-

day, September 13, 14 and 15, at the

Fdgewater Beach Hotel. The Associa-

tion numbers among its members prac-

tically all of the prominent gear manu-
facturers in the country. The Chicago

session was the largest of any yet con-

vened. Pittsburgh was the scene of the

last meeting—held in May.
.Among others, a paper by B. S. Water-

man, Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Company,
on "Inspection of Gearing" was read

;

aiso another by H. E. Eberhardt of the

Newark Gear Cutting Machine Company,
on "Spur Gearing by the Rotary or Disc

Cutting Process," and another by F.

Schneider of Van Dorn, Dutton & Co.,

Cleveland, on "Spur Gears by the Shapcr

Method." All papers read at the con-

vention were instructive and promoted
much discussion. The members returned

I'onic feeling much had been accomplished

I if benefit to the industry—especially now
that tiie country is at war and united

iiiuk-rstaiuling and effort necessary.

Railway Signal Association.

\1 the twenty-second annual meeting

i>f the Railway Signal Association, held

al .Atlantic City, N. J., on Sept. 18 and

19, President C. A. Dunham opened the

proceedings with a stirring address in

the course of which he referred to the

war conditions as afTecting the signal

department very materially. Many had

joined the army and the best wishes of

the members went with tlicni. Their

hanics will he ki-]il i.n Ihr mil witlloul

(!urs.

Secretary C. C. Rosenberg repoiled a

luemhcrship of 1,281, an increase nf 13

during the year. These include 703

senior, 226 junior and 344 associate, and
representative votes are cast by 70 rail-

roads, operating about 173,000 miles of

road and 186,000 signal blades. The
various committees reported many new
revisions of designs. In the discussion

on glasses the committee recommended
that the motive power department should
be brought into the movement to reduce
the great variety of glasses. Nearly all

of the proposed changes in apparatus
and appliances will be submitted to the

members by letter ballot.

The election of officers of the Associ-
ation for the ensuing year r«6ulted in

the unanimous choice of the following:

President, William H. Elliott (N. Y. C.) ;

second vice-president, C. J. Kelloway (A.
C. L.) ; secretary and treasurer, C. C.

Rosenberg, Bethlehem, Pa.

A Splendid Start

Women have made a splendid start in

various branches of railroad work to make
up war-time deficiencies of men, accord-
ing to reports of the New York Central
Ranlroad, where the company has or-

dered the employment and training of

feminine workers wherever possible in

all departments.

A gang of thirty women, under direc-

tion of a woman bookkeeper, is employed
by the New York Central at Collinwood,
Ohio, in sorting 3,000 tons of scrap, nuts,

steel plates, spikes, bolts, brake shoes—
practically every part of a superannuated
engine or a broken-down car. These
women examine and sort every piece of
scrap; they do the work as well as men
and appear to like it.

Interborough Rapid Transit Company.
With respect to war measures, the Com-

pany has not adopted any general policy

covering the enlistment or drafting of em-
ployes, except that members of families

of such employes will be given the pref-

erence in filling vacancies thus created,

whether male or female, in all cases where
the work is suitable and the applicants

competent. On account of the necessities

and importance of the service, there may
be a general exemption of railroad em-
ployes, both electrical and steam, but to

the extent tliat this does not occur it is

the intention to substitute dependent

members of employes' families to the

greatest possible extent in filling such

vacancies.

American Locomotive Extensions.
'

The American Locomotive Company
has purchased the land and buildings of

the ficnrico Iron Works Corporation at

UichniDiid, Va.. suitable, with improve-

ments which are being installed, fur mak-
ing locomotive gray iron castings. The
American I.dci iiinlivr Company has on

hand iiurillnl orders uniounting to nearly

?.'<0,000,000.
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Books, Bulletin;?, Catalogues, Etc.

Accident Bulletin.

The interstate Commerce Coinmissioii

lias ju.st issued for the Government Print-

ing Office, Accident Bulletin N'o. 62,

containing the detailsof railway accidents

in the L'niteil States during the last three

months of 1916. These are compiled

from monthly returns, and in point of

completeness approach a degree of reli-

ability that grows with the growing years.

In the condensed summary it is shown

that from accidents of all kinds there

were 2,391 fatalities, and 50.467 injuries.

Of these, trespassers, non-trespassers and

emplo>'ees not on duty, furnished l,69()

fatalities. The most notable feature is

the reduction of fatalities among what

may lie called the trespasser class, being

about 500 less than the previous three

montlis. Almost all of the fatalities, as

may be expected, come under the head-

ing of train-service accidents. Collisions

and derailments furnish only 16 per cent,

of the total, so that the fact still remains

apparent that the list of deaths and in-

juries on railways is largely attributable

to the contributory negligence of the

victims. The total number of passen-

gers killed during the period referred,

was 60. and injured 1,834. Among these,

.28 passengers were killed getting off or

on trains.

Graphite.

.\n especially interesting article in the

latest issue of the Joseph Dixon Cruci-

ble Company's house organ, is a de-

scription and illustration of the Sweeley

(iraphife Lubricators for air cylinders of

locomotive air pumps. The maiuifactur-

ers claim that 14 months of continuous

service feeding Dixon No. 1 Flake Graph-

ite into air cylinder of air pump, without

the aid of a drop of oil, has shown conclu-

sively that this method of lubricating air

I)ump cylinders is far superior tn any

method heretofore tried. Careful experi-

ments were made to determine the exact

amount of graphite required to give

ample hibrication and at the same time

to guard against too much material being

fed into the air system. It was found

that Yi or., of No. 1 Flake Graphite, fed

into a Westinghouse 9' j in. |)ump duriiiK

12 to 14 hours' period that pump was in

service would give best results. The
maintenance of the air cylinders of air

pumps is the particular part of the pnnip

that makes the pump go to shop for over-

hauling and repairs. It is indicated that

this .system of lubrication will extend

length of time between overhauling of

pump at least 100 per cent. The same de-

sign of feeding mechanism used in the

Sweeley locomotive cylinder graphite

lubricator and the stationary engine t>pc

is used in this air pump lubricator. The
inventor is Mr. E. H. Sweeley of Rich-

mond Hill, \. V. See Kailw.w s.mi I.o-

HiMOTIVE E.NGINEERING for JuUC, 1917,

page 188. This device is being manu-
factured and distributed by the Nathan

.Manufacturing Co., of Flushing. I.. I.

Ventilated Commutating Pole Motor.

The General Klectric Company has just

i-sued bulletin No. 444l7-.\, describing in

detail the GE-258 N'entilated Commutat-
ing Pole Railway Motor which has been

developed to help sidve the problem of

electric railways in rapid and economical

city transportation by the use of light

weight cars. In general details of design

:ind construction, the GE-2.i8 Motor
follows G-E railway motor practice,

incorporating the special features an<l

manufacturing processes of standard

ventilated motors, while light weight,

compactness, and rigidity are obtained to

a considerable degree by the use of ball

bearings for the armature shaft. It also

possesses to the fullest extent the charac-

teristics of reliability and low cost of

maintenance said to be inherent in Gen-

eral Electric railway motors. The GE-
258 Motor is manufactured in two forms,

one suitable for 24-in. wheels and maxi-
mum of 4-in. axle diameter; the other,

for 30-inch wheels and a maximum of

4'/2-in. axle. The motors are designed

to use a maximum gear ratio which will

siivc the car speeds neces.sary to maintain

usual citv .schedules.

The Utilization of Pyrite.

The possible recovery and utilization of

pyrite occurring with bituminous coal, is

suggested in circular 5 of the Engineer-

ing Experiment Station of the L'niversity

of Illinois, by Prof. E. A. Holbrook. The
circular referred to presents a discussion

of the composition of pyrite. It con-

tains 50 per cent of pure sulphur, and

in bituminous coal in certain districts as

much as 6 per cent of pyrite is found in-

crusted in flakes or irregular particles in

the coal. .\ clean pyrite product is worth
six to seven times as much as coal. The
market at present is active, as the demand
for sulphuric acid is very great. Tlic

supply formerly from Spain has ceased,

while the extent of the uses for the min-
eral has increased. The circular presents

a description of the machinery required

in a preparation plant, and a statement

of the methods to he employed. Copies
of this publication may be had by address-
ing the Engineering Experiment Station,

l^rbana. Illinois.

.A price mark looks all right on al-

most anything except a man.
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Extensive Improvements on the Southern Railway

The operations in connection with the proaches completion it is gratifying to through what is known as the Piedmont
double tracking of the Southern Railway know that the advantages already arising section of the South, -long the eastern
line between Washington and Atlanta is from the improved facilities surpass the slope of the Blue Ridge and Alleghany

r)Oim.K TKACK CO.NCKETE VIADUCT OVER THE DAN RIVER AT DANVIM.E. VA.

the largest and most progressive railroad expectations of the enterprising promot- Mountains. That portion of the road be-

construction movement that has ever been ers. The distance between Washington, tween Washington and Chai lotte, 380

undertaken in the South, and as it ap- D. C, and Atlanta, Ga., is 6^9 miles, partly miles, has been double tracked and in
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operation for some time. In this part,

the most notable work is the concrete

double track viaduct across the Dan Kiver

at Danville, Va. The structure as shown

in our fronti.spiece illustration, consists of

36 spans each 26 feet in length ; 35 piers

and two abutments of reinforced con-

crete throughout ; length, 936 feet ; height

above normal water level, 40 ft; width,

42 ft. ; two tracks and two seven foot

sidewalks with reinforc<'d concrete hand-

rails. The masonry and reinforcing in-

cludes 14,900 sq. yds. reinforced concrete

ma.'ionry, and 685 tons reinforcing steel.

While the bridge is the most monu-

mental work of its kind in the new
improvements on the Soutlicrn Railway,

other engineering problems of muci) mag-

nitude have been successfully solved,

among others the moving of the entire

Southern Railway station at Danville

from its former location to its perma-

nent new location, a distance of over

fifty feet across a street. The station is

a two story brick structure weighing

about 1,100 tons, and its removal intact

to its proper place alongside the new
double track line was speedily and suc-

cessfully accomplished, keeping the sta-

tion in perfect condition.

The reducing of many grades and

cutting out of numerous curves made
much of the work particularly hea\x es"

pecially in the vicinity of Mount Airy and

Toccoa, Ga., which is one of the most

mountainous sections through vhich the

main line from Washington to Atlanta

passes. The result of the operations at

once places the Southern Railway among
the leading railways in America, while

we can bear personal testimony to the

superiority of the motive power and
rolling stock equipment which is unsur-

passed both in elcgar.ce of finish and in

power.

Santa Fe and Mikado Type Locomotives for the

Union Pacific System
The Baldwin Locomotive Works is till-

ing an order for 27 Santa Fe or 2-10-2

type locomotives for the Union Pacific

System. The order is divided. The

Union Pacific Railroad receives fifteen

engines, the Los Angeles & Salt Lake

Railroads—six engines and the Utah Rail-

way—six engines. The Los Angeles en-

gines are oil burners, while the others use

coal as fuel. All are of the same hauling

capacity, and differ in minor details only,

the equipment being modified to fit them

for service on their respective roads.

These locomotives develop a tractive

force of 70.450 lbs., and with 2X5,500 lbs.

ft. The middle barrel ring has a slope

on the bottom, to provide a sufficiently

deep water-space under the combustion

chamber. All seams in the firebox and

combustion chamber arc welded, with the

exception of that uniting the back sheet

with the crown and sides. The seam

around the fire-door opening is also

welded. The use of flexible staybolts is

confined to the probable breaking zones,

and to the six front rows of stays over

the combustion chamber crown. In the

case of the three upper rows of flexible

stays on each side, bosses are welded to

the outride sheet in order to provide a

rods are of open-hearth steel, heat treated

and hollow-bored. The same material is

used for the crank-pins, and driving and
trailing axles. The axles are hollow-

bored. Long driving boxes are applied to-

the main axle, and lateral motion boxes

to the front axle. The latter are used in

connection with the Econjmy constant re-

sistance leading truck.

The frames are annealed vanadium steel

castings, S'/z ins. wide, and spaced 42 ins.

between centers. They are braced trans-

versely between adjacent driving-wheels,

and also at the third, fourth and fifth

pairs of driving pedestals. The pedestal

_afSi
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The bearing between the equalizer frame

of the truck and the locomotive frame is

made with a spherical surface, to provide

sufficient flexibility.

The driving-brake system divides be-

tween the third and fourth pairs of

wheels. The rear cylinders are placed in

a horizontal position back of the main
pair of wheels, while the front cyhnders

are placed vertically and are bolted to the

cyhnder saddle casting. The arrangement

is such that all the shoes bear on the

backs of their respective wheels.

The tender is carried on forged steel

wheels, and is of the Vanderbilt type, with

equalized trucks and one-piece, cast steel

frame. The principal dimensions are

here given for reference :

Type.—2-10-2, gauge, 4 ft. 8^ ins.;

cylinders, 29!4 ins. .x 30 ins. ; valves, pis-

ton, 15 ins. diam.

Boiler.—Type, straight top; diameter,

88 ins.; thickness of sheets, ^ in. and 1

in. ; working pressure. 200 lbs. ; fuel, coal

;

staying, radial.

Fire Box.—Material, steel ; length, 126

ins.; width, 96 ins.; depth, front, 935^

journals, 6 ins. x 11 ins.; tank capacity,

10,000 U. S. gals. ; fuel, capacity, 17 tons.

;

service, freight.

The Mikado or 2-8-2 engines, which

are included in the same order and were

built by the Baldwin Works, are much
the same as the Santa Fe type or 2-10-2

engines just described. They are equipped

with the one-piece cast steel tender frame.

There are fifty-one of these engines in

the order of which the Baldwin works

have delivered twenty.

These Mikado locomotives develop a

tractive force of 51,075 lbs. and in addi-

tion to working freight traffic are ex-

tensively 'used in passenger service on

the mountain divisions of the Union

Pacific. They are equipped with super-

heater, brick-arch supported on studs,

Ragonnet reverse gear type A, Common-
wealth rear frame cradle, and Delta

trailing truck. The driving and trailing

truck a-xles are heat-treated and hollow-

bored. The valve gear is of the Wal-

schaerts type, and the valves are set with

a lead of li ins. The engine shown in

the photograph is hand-fired, but similar

tubes, 3974 sq. ft; total, 4216 sq. ft.;

superheater, 912 sq. ft.
;
grate area, 70 sq.

ft.

Driving Wheels.—Diameter, outside, 63

ins.; diameter, center, 56 ins.; journals,

main, 11 ins. x 12 ins.; journals, others,

9 ins. X 12 ins.

Engine Truck Wheels.—Diameter, front,

30 ins.
;

journals, 6^4 ins. x 14 ins.

;

diameter, back, 45 ins,; journals, 8 ins.

x 14 ins.

Wheel Base.—Driving, 16 ft. 6 ins.;

rigid, 16 ft. 6 ins. ; total engine, 35 ft. 2

ins.; total engine and tender, 69 ft. 9J/^

ins.

Weight.—On driving wheels, 219,400

lbs. ; on truck, front, 24,500 lbs. ; on truck,

back, 38,900 lbs. ; total engine, 282,800 lbs.

;

total engine and tender about 450,000 lbs.

Tender.—Tank capacity, 9,000 U. S.

gal. ; fuel capacity, 14 tons.

Some of the specialties with which these

engines are equipped are the lateral mo-
tion front driving bo.x made by the Econ-

omy Devices Corporation and also their

lateral motion truck. The Commonwealth
cradle and trailing truck, the equalized

UNION P.^lCIFIC

C. E. Kuller. .Suiieriiitendcnt of Rolling Stock and Machinei

!-8-2 RECE.NTLV PUT INTO SERVICE
Baldwin Locomotive Works, Builders.

ins.; depth, back, 75^ ins.; thickness of

sheets, sides, back and crown, J^ ins.

;

thickness of sheets, tube, '/z in.

Tubes.—Diameter, S'/z ins. and 2J4 ins.

;

material, iron; thickness, S'/z ins., 0.150

ins., 2% ins., 0.125 ins.; number, Svi ins.,

45; 2% ins., 260; length, 22 ft.

Heating Surface.—Fire box, 249 sq. ft.

;

combustion chamber, 99 sq. ft. ; tubes,

4,774 sq. ft. ; firebrick tubes, 30 sq. ft.

;

total, 5,152 sq. ft.; superheater, 1,262 sq.

ft. ; grate area, 84 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels.—Diameter, outside, 63

ins.; journals, main, 12 ins. x 18 ins.;

journals, others, 10 ins. x 12 ins.

Engine Truck Wheels.—Diameter, front,

30 ins.; journals, O'A ins. x 14 ins.; diam-

eter, back, 45 ins. : jour. 9 ins. x 14 ins.

Wheel base.—Driving, 22 ft. 6 ins.

;

rigid, 22 ft. 6 ins. ; total engine, 41 ft. 5

Ins.; total engine and tender, 77 ft. 6 ins.

Weight—On driving wheels, 285,500

lbs. ; on truck, front. 23,600 lbs. ; on truck,

back. 48,500 lbs.; total, engine, 357,600

lbs. ; total engine and tender, 552,200 lbs.

Tender.—Wheels, diameter, 33 ins.

;

locomotives, now in order, will be

equipped with the type C of Street, and

oihers will have the Duplex stokers.

Some of the principle dimensions of

these engines are as follows

:

Cylinders, 26 ins. x 28 ins. ; valves,

piston, IS ins. diam.

Boiler.—Type, straight; diameter, 82

ins.; thickness of sheets, J4 ins.; working

pressure, 200 lbs. ; fuel, coal ; staying,

radial.

Fire Box.—Material, steel ; dength,

1205^ ins.; width, 84 Ins.; depth, front,

87^4 ins.; depth, back, 73}^ ins.; thickness

of sheets, sides, ^i ins.; thickness of

sheets, back, J^ ins. ; thickness of sheets,

crown, ^ ins. ; thickness of sheets, tube,

'/z ins.

Water Space.—Front, sides and back,

5 ins.

Tubes.—Diameter, 5}i ins. and 2 ins.

material, 5ii ins., steel ; 2 ins., iron ; thick-

ness, 5% ins., 0.1.50 ins., 2 ins., 0.125 ins.;

number, 5V!( ins.. ,36; 2 ins., 275; length,

20 ft. 6 ins.

Heating Surface.— Fire box, 242 sq. ft.;

tender truck and the one-piece cast steel

frame for the tender, are used. The new

M. C. B. type D coupler, made by the

National Malleable Castings Co., has

been adopted for these engines. The

Buckeye cast steel coupler yoke is em-

ployed, and so arc the Franklin adjustable

driving box wedges. Tlie Economy radial

buffer and also the Pyles Headlight and

two cross-compound air pumps, all find a

place on this 2-10-2 engine. The N. Y.

Air Brake is part of the equipment, and

a steel pilot completes the outfit.

The engines have so far given every

satisfaction, and a dynamometer test is

being made with a Westinghouse car in

order to determine the tonnage rating for

the future. Ten of these engines have al-

ready been delivered and twenty more are

to follow. The engines have been care-

fully designed and their general ajipear-

ance is good. They look compact, strong,

and well proportioned, and altogether

give a pleasing appearance, which is not

generally thought of in the designing of

heavy steam power.
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Combusiion and Smoke Abatement'
What Smoke Really Is—How It Is Formed—How It Can Be Rediued—Function of

the Arch—Good Effects of the Gaines Wall and the Combustion Chamber
The formation of smoke is due primar-

ily to the decomposition of the volatile

hydrocarbons contained in all bituminous,

semi-bituminous and lignitic coals; though

the presence of coal-dust that is fed into

the firebox of a locomotive and, being

caught up by the draft, is whirled out

through the flues unburncd, adds to the

smoke emission. As the name indicates,

the volatile hydrocarbons are compounds
of carbon and hydrogen, and are of a

very complex character. The heavier

compounds are driven oflf in the form of

tar, in a semi-liquid or solid state; while

the lighter hydrocarbons are driven off

in a gaseous state. The distillation be-

gins at a temperature of about 400 degs.

Fahr., and is completed at a tem-

perature of 1600 degs. Fahr. The de-

composition of the volatile matter by the

action of heat takes place very readily at

temperatures above 1400 degs. Fahr.

The e.xact composition of tlie hydrocar-

bons when first distilled from the coal

at the different temperatures is not

known, as they break down very readily

under the influence of heat and are so

unstable that it is impossible to collect

samples for analysis.

The indications are, however, that the

heavy hydrocarbons when first driven off

contain (by weight) about 85 per cent,

carbon, 10 per cent, hydrogen, and 5 per

cent, oxygen. Under the influence of

heat, these hydrocarbons break down in-

to carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. The
lighter hydrocarbons of the methane
(CH.) series, and lighter unsaturated

hydrocarbons. The hydrogen, a colorless

gas, is highly inflammable and burns read-

ily if there is a supply of o.xygen above

the fuel bed. The lighter hydrocarbons also

burn readily, if the oxygen supply is suf-

ficient. If it is insufficient, the hydrocar-

bon is broken down by the heat, into car-

bon and hydrogen ; the hydrogen either

combining with the oxygen that may be

present, to form water, H.O, or escaping

unburned, through the flues.

Carbon does not exist in a gaseous

state at temperatures with which we are

familiar in furnace practice :—To us it

is practically always a solid, so that when
the various hydrocarbons are decomposed,

carbon is precipitated as a solid in the

form of soot ; and these incandescent par-

ticles, floating in the flame, give to it the

familiar luminous appearance. We are

apt to think of this carbon as being set

free and deposited in the form of atoms,

but such is not the case. We have no
knowledge of the atom existing as a

•Abstract of a paper read before the Smoke
Prevention Association by Mr. J. T. Anthony.

unit, separate and distinct. The small

particles of soot with which we have to

deal are probably made up of a large

number of carbon molecules. The very

smallest soot particle that exists is this

molecule, which consists of a number of

carbon atoms (probably twelve), held to-

gether by some kind of bond or attrac-

tive force of an electrical nature. As a
result, the soot particles (which are the

primary source of all smoke) have a very

tenacious structure ; and are extremely

difficult to break down, when once

formed.

In order to burn them completely, it is

necessary to supply a number of o.xygen

molecules, sufficient to combine with each

carbon atom ; to bring them into contact

with the carbon atoms at a temperature

liigh enough to produce combustion ; and
to provide sufficient time for combustion

to take place. These conditions are sim-

ilar to those met with in burning the

"fixed carbon" on the grate, but are more
difficult to fulfill. A piece of coke, or

carbon, burning on the grate is held more
or less in place by its weight, or contact

with the adjacent parts of the bed, until

it is consumed ; and combustion is ac-

celerated by the high temperature pre-

vailing in the fuel bed and by the violent

scrubbing action of the oxygen (in the

air) rushing through the fuel bed.

The particle of soot (resulting from the

breaking down of the hydrocarbons) is

well on its way to the flues at the in-

stant of its formation. It is not brought

into violent mechanical contact with a

supply of oxygen, but floats along in an

atmosphere that has been robbed of much
of its oxygen in passing through the fuel

bed. The temperatures prevailing in the

upper part of the firebox are generally

sufficiently high to insure ignition and

combustion ; but under ordinary condi-

tions, the time available for combustion

varies from 1-5 to 1-10 of a second,

and this is actually insufficient. The
small quantity of oxygen above the fuel

bed ; the difficulty of bringing the oxygen

in contact with the soot, due to ineffec-

tive mixing and the interference of the

large volumes of inert and non-combusti-

ble gases, and the short time available

for combustion ; make the burning of soot

and the elimination of smoke in locomo-

tive operation a difficult matter. With

the conditions that prevail in the loco-

motive firebox, it is easier to prevent the

formation of soot (or smoke) than to

burn it when once formed. The pre-

cipitation of soot can be prevented only

by having an excess of heated air (or

oxygen) above the fuel bed, and bring-

ing this heated oxygen in intimate con-

tact with the volatile hydrocarbons at the

instant they are distilled from the coal.

Research work done by the United
States Bureau of Mines indicates that the

hydrocarbons are decomposed when they

have traveled but a few inches from the

top of the fuel bed ; and if the precipita-

tion of carbon is to be prevented, the air

(or oxygen) must be introduced at the

top of the fuel bed and intimately mixed
with the issuing hydrocarbons. The chief

function of the brick arch used by many
railroads in abating smoke is that of a

gas mixer. By baffling the gases and com-
pelling them to pass through a relatively

restricted area above th5 arch, an intimate

mixture of the volatile combustible with

the oxygen is insured. While the mix-
ing of the gases at the end of the arch

does not take place soon enough to en-

tirely eliminate smoke, it has the effect

of reducing the smoke emission, as shown
by various elaborate tests.

Turning to Fig. 1 a firebox without an

arch is shown, with a characteristic fire,

i. e., with a bank of green coal under the

fire door, the fire gradually thinning

down toward the front, where the strong

draft may possibly have pulled a hole in

it Under such conditions, the bank of

green coal under the door is expelling

large volumes rich in hydrocarbons.

These hydrocarbon gases passing up along

the top zone of the firebo.x, are decom-
posed by the heat, causing the formation

of soot, which either escapes at the front

end as smoke, or is deposited on the heat-

ing surfaces and so retards the flow of

heat to the w'ater. At the same time, a

large excess of air rushing through the

thin portion of the fire at the front is

passing directly into the lower flues;

without in any way aiding the combustion

of the hydrocarbons which are distilled in

the back of the box, and this condi-

tion very often causes leaky flues or fail-

ures.

Such conditions as here pictured are not

at all uncommon in locomotive fireboxes

unequipped with the arch. Front end gas

analyses often show a large excess of

oxygen, due to the blast of air through

the lower flues : in combination with high

carbon monoxide, CO, hydropen and

hydrocarbon contents due to incomplete

combustion of the volatile hydrocarbons,

arising from the bank of coal under the

door.

Fig. 2 illustrates the action of the arch

under similar conditions. Here, any ex-

cess air coming through the thin portion

of the fire on the front of the grates,

is heated, deflected and forced backward
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and over the end of the arch, where it is

mixed with the gaseous combustibles

arising from the green coal under the

door. With the ordinary type of firebox,

the combustion chamber space and the

flameway are insufficient to give all the

particles of soot and combustible gas,

time to burn before reaching the flue

sheet; but such a mixing as the arch af-

fords results in a material reduction of

the hydrocarbons. This facilitates the

mixture of the oxygen and the hydrocar-

bons from the time they leave the top of

the fuel bed, the arch mechanically accel-

erates this mixture.

Fig. 4 illustrates the action of tlie

arch on streams of cold air entering

through the fire door and holes in

the fire. Air thus admitted is made
to mingle with the products of combus-

many cases the soot and tar escaping as

smoke may contain from 10 to 15 per

cent, of the heat value of the coal. Tests

conducted by the United States Bureau of

Mines (and set forth in their Technical

Paper 137) showed that when burning

Penn gas coal, as high as 32 per cent, of

the combustible arising from the fuel bed
is accounted for in the soot and tar which
are the source of the smoke.

FIG. I. B.^NK UNDER DOOR AND HOLE AT FRONT. FIG. 2. EVEN FIRE. HEAVY BANK UNDER DOOR.

the smoke, and under moderate rates of

firing will result in the almost complete

burning of the combustible gases.

The arch, however, is not sufficient

alone to eliminate smoke when the method
of firing illustrated here, is followed. A
heavy bank of green coal restricts the

flow of air at the point where it is most
needed and at the time when it is most

required, with the result that most of the

tion and the combustible gases, thereby

aiding combustion, and being brought to

the temperature of other gases, they are

prevented from causing uneven tempera-

tures or violent temperature fluctuations

at the flue sheet. It is evident from the

foregoing that the arch is not in itself

sufficient to prevent smoke. Intelligent

firing is also necessary. Smokeless firing

and intelligent firing are practically syn-

Table No. 1 ( from bulletin mentioned

above) shows the composition of gases

arising from the fuel bed and the per-

centage of the sooi and tar therein con-

tained. It is evident from these figures

that the fuel bed acts chiefly as a gas

producer, and a large part of the latent

heat contained in the coal is generated by
the burning of combustible gases in the

combustion space provided above the fuel

FIG, .!. r.VK.V FIKK WITH BKICK ARCH. FIG. (, MR KXTERING DOOR AM) r.\' HOLE IN FRONT.

hydrocarbons arc broken down and the

carbon precipitated before being brought

into contact with the oxygen entering

through the front grates.

Fig. 3 illustrates the light level fire

which should be carried, if smoke is to be

reduced to the minimum. With the fuel

bed in this condition and a "scatter" type

of firing being followed, a uniform air

supply is obtained throughout the fuel

bed, as well as a uniform distillation of

onymous terms, although there an; condi-

tions under which smokeless firing is im-

possible, regardless of the care and in-

telligence exercised by the fireman.

In some quarters, however, there has

Ijcen prevalent an idea that smoke is

merely a nuisance; and that the emission

of dark clouds of smoke does not signify

riny appreciable heat loss. As a matter

of fact, the emission of smoke not only

indicates bad furnace conditions, but in

bed. As a specific example, the second

case shown in Tabic No 1, where 47J4

lbs. of coal are burned per square foot of

grate per hour, with the fuel bed 6

ins. thick.

Table No. 2 shows (in pounds per

cubic foot of gas) the weights of the

different gases leaving the fuel bed, heat

value per pound and B. T. U.'s per cubic

foot of gas. As shown, the gas has a

lolal heat value of 156.6 B. T. U.'s per
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cubic foot; of which 70.7 B. T. U.'s (or

4.S per cent.) arc developed in the fuel

bed. and 85.0 B. T. U.'s (or 55 per cent, of

the total heat contained in the coal) are

developed by the burning of the com-

bustible gases above the fuel bed.

The tar and soot mentioned in this

Flues of this length, when used in con-

junction with a firebox of ample grate

area and long combu-stion chamber, re-

sult in a boiler design that gives both

high efficiency and capacity.

For coal-burning service, a mod-

ification of the oil burner design, Fig. 5,
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and also the total average quantity of

cinders and fuel-dust emitted in smoke, by

25 per cent. It further decreased the

amount of carbon contained in cinders

and fuel-dust per ton of coal consumed,

by 24 per cent., and it decreased the

amount of ash contained in same, 28 per

cent. It decreased th; volume of air in-

termingled with gases of combustion dis-

charged through stack, by 15 per cent.,

and the arch increased the volume of CO,
discharged through stack by 6 per cent.

It decreased the volume of CO discharged

through stack by 10 per cent., and in-

creased evaporation per pound of coal by

7 per cent.

These tests were run with coal frorri

Macoupin County, 111., of the following

composition : Fixed Carbon, 37.47 per

cent. ; Volatile matter, 38.41 per cent.

;

Moisture, 9.89 per cent. ; Ash, 12.23 per

cent. ; B. T. U. per pound of dry coal,

12,884.

Both of the above tests w-ere run with

a 0-6-0 type switching locomotive, with

a narrow firebox 40 ins. wide by 106 ins.

long, with 29 sq. ft. of grate area. Air

inlet through ashpan was 5.7 sq. ft., or 20

per cent., of the grate area. The arch

was 66 ins. long, and was supported on
two arch tubes. The Final Conclusions

of the above test report, also state that

"the presence of the brick arch in the

locomotive firebox increases efficiency

and decreases fuel consumption, decreases

the loss of heat units in smoke and ash
smoke, also use of incorrect methods of

discharged and reduces the visible smoke.
Also the use of incorrect methods of

tiring, as indicated by the results of the

tests in which inexperienced firemen were
employed, reduces efficiency, increases

fuel consumption and fuel losses and it

also increases smoke discharges."

Tests recently conducted on a Mikado
type locomotive show smoke reductions
varj^ing from 50 per cent, at low and
medium rates of firing to 31 per cent.

The locomotive used was hand fired, with
high volatile Penn gas coal screened
over a l;4 ins. mesh screen; the coal
having the following composition : Fixed
Carbon, 54.00 per cent; Volatile matter,

31.00 per cent.; Moisture, .92 per cent.;

Ash, 14.08 per cent. ; B. T. U. per pound,
of dry coal, 13,088.

This locomotive had 70 sq. ft. of grate

area ; a barrel combustion chamber 42 ins.

long; a 76 ins. arch supported on four

3 ins. arch tubes; an air opening through
ashpan of 7.80 sq. ft. (or 11 per cent, of

the grate area) and air openings in grate

of 20.21 sq. ft. (or 28.8 per cent, of the

grate area). In these tests the increase

in evaporation, due to the arch, varied
from 8;-< to 15;^ per cent. These three

tests are probably the most thorough and
reliable that have ever been conducted for

the specific purpose of determining the
effect of a brick arch on locomotive smoke
abatement; and the test results were a
reduction in smoke of from 30 to 50 per
cent, corroborated by the practical ex-
perience of railroad men throughout the
country. The principal measures taken
by railroads today to meet smoke ordin-
ances, consist of issuing firing instruc-

tions and equipping locomotives with
brick arches. While it is generally recog-
nized that the brick arch will reduce the

smoke emission from a locomotive, the

reason therefore has been explained as
well as may be in the paper of which this

is a very full abstract.

Mittens for Hot Firebrick

The function and uses of the firebrick

arch have been very fully described before

now. The origin of the fireclay for mak-

ing the bricks has been connected with the

formation of coal, and the aid that the

brick arch itself rendered in securing

thorough combustion in the firebox is

now well known. Asbestos mittens, which

have been made at the Renovo shops of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, are used for

handling hot firebrick.

The removal of firebricks from the fire-

box of a locomotive for any cause is a

matter requiring considerable time, as the

engine has usually to cool down sufficiently

to permit a man going into the firebox,

and even then the brick is so hot that

in his hurry and probable discomfort,

some rough handling or the dropping the

heated brick may happen, with consequent

loss to the company. It is not too much
to say that another serious loss of bricks,

charged against locomotive operation, is

often due to the handling in transit and

before the bricks are put in the firebox.

This may not be the result of careless or

wilful misuse of the brick, but to the

difficulty of doing the work with sufficient

care, or of getting new brick owing to

Government shipments taking priority.

In order to reduce the loss owing to

broken brick, the P. R. R. devised the

asbestos mitten, an illustration of which

we arc able to give through the courtesy

of the railway. The mittens are made for

about 35 cents a pair and are good for

handling bricks in about fifteen engines

before they wear out. At this rate the

quick handling of brick, per engine, re-

quires approximately the expenditure of
about Z'/i cents.

When the fire has been knocked out of
a locomotive and steam blown down to

probably about half gauge pressure, the

.\SBKSTOS MITTEN FOR HANDLING
HOT ARCH BRICK P. R. R.

blower is turned on and a man enters the

box and is able to stand the intense heat

for a short time owing to the friendly

stream of cold air which enters from
below the grates and through the door,

by the action of the blower. The as-

bestos mittens permit the work to be

done quickly and the man comes out of
the hot firebox in a short time, and the
bricks have been handled, not dislodged

and flung out
The back and palm of the mitten is

made of canvas, and the palm is rein-

forced by a sheet of asbestos, covered
again by a layer of canvas. It is needless

to say that the men who use these mittens

regard them with favor on account of the

comfort and facility they give while the

work is being done, and the company
find them satisfactory as a means of

shortening the time an engine is out of

service, and the substantial reduction in

the number of good bricks which would
otherwise be broken. The elimination of

breakages makes for economy. This is a
very important point.

Washing Coal for Fuel Economy.

It has been repeatedly demonstrated that

no one form of plant will treat all grades

of coal equally well. Each plant must be
arranged for the pit or pits from which
the supply is derived. In most cases the

ash can be brought down under 4 per

cent, on the clean coal, although there are

variations, some coal being cleaner than

others when dealt with in bulk. The
pyrites separation necessitates the crush-

ing of the hand-picked material to sepa-

rate the stone and shale, but otherwise the

separation would be done on the jigs, the

pyrites being a heavy substance, is easily

separated from the coal, but the work
has to be closely supervised to maintain

an even sulphur content in the cleaned

coal.
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Locomotive Boiler Attachments
Their Adjustment, Repair and Inspection

It will be readily noticeable that among
tlie locomotive boiler attachments the

check valves have the most common tend-

ency to become leaky, and it is good
practice that when the boiler is beins

washed out, or other convenient opportun-

ity, the check valves should be examined
and the caps removed, and the passages

in the checks thoroughly cleared of scale

or otlier impurities that are apt to be-

come located in the check valves, and if

allowed to remain, not only will the joints

begin to leak, but they will materially af-

fest the working of the injectors. Should
the check valves require regrinding, a

finely powdered grindstone and soap

mixed till it has the consistency of paste

will bo found more adaptable to the opera-

tion than emery and oil. The hardness
of emery renders it very apt to cut into

the softer metals. Even with pulverized

sandstone of the finest kind it is nec-

essary, after a few half turns, to lift the

parts away from each other slightly in

order that the wet material may continue

tc flow freely between the valve and valve

seat. In the event of the bearing parts

being cut, it is well to reduce the surface

to as nearly a fit as possible by smooth
filing before be.ninning the grinding op-

eration. When the two surfaces are

apparently ground to a fit, they should

be thoro' ghly dried with cotton waste,

and then rubbed together tightly until the

surfaces are polished. Should any un-
polished part remain, the grinding should

be repeated, and the re-polishing con-

FIG. 1. SECTIONAL VIEW OF BORDO
BLOW-OFF PLUG VALVE.

tinued until a complete fit is made. In

many of the leading railroad shops the

check valves are tested before being re-

attached to the boiler.

The same remarks apply in a general

way tj blow-off cocks and other boiler

mountings. In the case of the blow-off

cock it is advisable to remove the cock

from the boiler, and in the absence of

any specially designed grinding appliance,

the plug may be held in the vise by the

upper end, and the shell may be ground on
the plug, taking care as usual to lift the

shell a little from bearing on the plug,
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•or preferably immediately after the hydro-

static test has been made, the dome cap

.and throttle standpipe must be removed,

so that the interior of the boiler can be

.inspected as well as conditions will permit.

After any defective parts found have been

repaired, the boiler must be fired up and

the steam pressure raised to not less than

.the allowed working pressure, and the

boiler and appurtenances carefully exam-

ined. All cocks, valves, seams, bolts and

jivets must be tight under this pressure,

and all defects disclosed must be repaired.

All rigid staybolts must be tested at least

once each month, and immediately after

•each hydrostatic test, by tapping each bolt

with a hammer and noting from the sound

of vibration of the sheet whether or not

the bolt is broken. This test can also be

made with the boiler full of water, pro-

viding it has a pressure of not less than

fifty pounds.

Flexible staybolts, with caps, must be

tested at least once every 18 months, by

having the cap removed. Flexible stay-

bolts without caps must be tested each

month, same as rigid staybolts.

Steam gauges must be tested at least

FIGS. 4-5. REFI.E.X WATER GAUGE. EDNA
BRASS MFG. COMPANY.

once every three months, or when any ir-

regularity is reported The test is to be

made by removing the steam gauge from

the boiler and mounting it. together with

an accurate test gauge, on fittings provided

for that purpose, whereby a pressure ap-

plied to the steam gauge can be compared
with that applied to the test gauge.

Safety valves must be tested once every

three months, by having the boiler fired

up and the fire forced to see that the

safety valves lift at the desired pressure

and relieve the boiler from any accumu-
lation more than S per cent above the al-

lowed steam working pressure.

Water glasses, valves and gauge cocks

must be tested each trip by being opened
and closed to see that the water level is

properly registered. They must also be

kept clean and free from scale by being

cleaned once each month. Injectors must
be tested before each trip by being actually

operated.

These tests are to be made as described

above, the calculation of the factor of

s.ifety, of course, depending upon the rail-

road company. The other tests can be

made by the inspector personally, or can

be made by any one designated for the

purpose by the railroad company, the in-

spector to be an actual witness of the

tests."

A Giant Gondola for the Virginian

Heavy Gondola Carrying Coal and Rough Freight—Built for Weighty Service— Can Be

Dumped by Being Turned Upside Down—Heavy Six-Wheel Truck—Steel Wheels

Four experimental gondola cars for the

"Virginian Railway of 120 tons each have

been built as a starter for the carrying

of coal from the mines to tidewater, at

which point they are dumped by special

.apparatus. The floors of these cars are

not designed to let any of the load pass

through. The cars are so constructed

The weight of the load between the

bolsters is carried to the sides through

four built-up sections surrounding the

centre sills at each end. By thus suspend-

ing the floor plates from the under side

of the built-up girders, and exposing the

centre sill in the loading space, several

hundred cubic feet has been gained in the

space is occupied by an oak filler block,

securely held in place.

The central depression of the car floor

is 30 ft. long. The sides and ends of the

car are composed of J4-'n- plates. The
sides are further strengthened against any

tendency to bulge, by the use of five 3-in.

cross-tie sections, weighing 9 lbs. a foot,

VIRGINIAN.

IIE.WV GO.NDOI.A CAR FOR EXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES, ON THE VIRGINIAN.

that the side construction will carry the

bulk of the load, while the centre of the

•car, composed of an H-section, is prin-

cipally reserved for pulling and buffing.

The H-section is 12-ins. deep, and weighs

84.5 lbs. a foot. It approaches to within

about 24 ins. of the plane of the bolsters

at each end. It is here fastened to a

lieavy centre plate and draw casting, which

takes the National radial draw gear.

loading space, which adds materially to

the carrying capacity of the car. The
floor plates between the transverse girders,

are made stiff by the use of heavy angles.

The plates are made out of 54-'" stuff,

principally to resist the effects of cor-

rosion, and, of course, for strength as

well. To prevent the lodgment of coal

back of the upper flange of the center sill

girder, during the dumping operation, the

and two simil;\r sections are put in a

transverse position to stiffen the end walls

of the car. Additional rigidity is secured

by the interior gusset plates which are

used. A heavy bulb-angle is run round

the top and a proportional angle is placed

at the bottom. A further purpose of the

exterior cross-tie side post is to m:ikc a

bearing in the cradle of the dumping ap-

paratus, by which the contents of the
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car are most thoroughly unloaded.

The trucks which carry the car are

INTEKIUK UF VIRt;i.\IAN GONDOL.V

two in number, each having six wheels.

The trucks are of the Lewis pattern, the

frame being hinged over the centre wheel.

In this car the .American Steel Foundries

Company furnished the truck and Davis

steel wheels are used. The truck bolster

is made in the form of a spider, spanning

the central axle and transmitting the load

to each of four points. Each corner of

the bolster is carried on helical springs

and on the apex of each is a Stuki roller

side bearing. The journal boxes are of

the well known McCord type, made of

pressed steel. The Davis steel wheels are

33 ins. in diameter, and are mounted on

M. C. B. standard axles designed to carry

50,000 lbs. each, with 6x11 ins. journals.

The wheel base of the truck is 9 ft. and

each truck weighs 16,350 lbs.

There is one feature of the trucks not

generally used. It is an extension cast-

ing projecting over the axle nearest the

end of the car. The purpose of this is to

inHuence the radical draw gear, in ac-

cordance with the curving of the truck

un the track. This extension is titted with

a spring connection to the truck frames so

that nothing in the way of breakage

strains are introduced.

The radial draw gear is pivoted close

to the center plate and gear housing, the

draw gear being placed immediately above

the center plate. The latter arc machined

so as to secure a uniform bearing. The
couplers have shanks 6 by 8 ins. and are

provided with lugs on the head$ and

guard arms to prevent excessive side

motion. The lateral play allowed on the

carry iron is 7'yi ins. on either side of

the center line.

The principal dimensions and weights

are given in the following table

:

ft. 3' J ins. Depth, at ends, 7 ft 4Ji ins.

Depth, at middle, 8 ft. 7^j ins. Height

from tup uf rail, 11 ft. l!j ins. Length

over faces of couplers, 53 It. 7 ins. Dis-

tance between truck centers, 37 It. 4}i ins.

Wheel-base of each truck, 9 ft. Weight
of each truck, 16,350 lbs. Weight of car,

inclu<linK trucks, 73.900 lbs. Capacity, full

level. i.'Hi cu. ft. Capacity, full level,

218,000 lbs. Permissible overload, 10 per

cent. Load per axle, with 10 per cent

overloaded added, 53,283 lbs. Weight of

each wheel is about 665 lbs.

The tare weight of the car is 73,900 lbs.

This includes the weight of both trucks.

When to this is added the full car capacity

of 218,000 lbs., we have 291.9(X) lbs. Tak-

ing 10 per cent, of 218,000 we get in all

313.700 111? This is carried on six axles,

LEWIS IWTTKRX TRITK U.~F.I) LWDER \ IRGl-M.JiN GONDOL.\.

Length of body, inside, 50 ft. Width, or 52.283 lbs. for each. This gives a wheel

inside. 9 ft. »' i ins. Width, over all, 10 lo:id of 26.141 lbs. per wheel

United States Rolling Stock for France
The first locomotive for American war

service railroads in France was completed

in 20 working days, and engines of this

type are now being turned out at the rate

of about 30 per day. Nearly 680 of these

locomotives and over 9,000 standard-gauge

freight cars are on order. Other narrow-

gauge rolling stock for transportation

along the battle front are also on order,

and additional orders for both narrow

and standard-gauge equipment are likely

to be placed in the future.

The first order for war locomotives was

placed with the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, Inc., of Philadelphia on July 18,

and the first engine completed on August 9.

This was nothwithstanding the fact that the

boiler was constructed specially for this

type of engine and was fitted with a

superheater. In other respects the loco-

motive is similar to locomotives built by

the Baldwin Works, Inc., for the British

Government It is not as powerful a type

as that used on many roads in the L'nited

States, but on a road where the heaviest

engines haul a train of about 90 loaded

freight cars, this war locomotive is ex-

pected to take 60 loaded tars. Like all

the rest of this equipment, it is painted a

battleship gray and bears the letters "U. S.

A.," designating the L'nited States .\rmy.

The locomotive weighs 166,400 lbs., with

a tender of about 275.000 lbs.

.\ modern army requires an adequate

Wiih ihe entrance of the United States

into the war, the government became a

purchaser of railway locomotives, cars and

supplies. Last July an order was placed

with the Baldwin Locomotive Works for

150 standard-gauge freight locomotives,

all of which were to be completed by Oc-

\V.\R LOCOMOTIVE BUILT IN THE V. S. FOR FR.^XCE.

system of railways for moving troops and

supplies to the front, and for distributing

ammunition to the batteries on the firing

line. The present war has rleraonstrated

that success or failure depends veo'

largely upon the extent to which trans-

portation facilities are provided.

tober 1. that is in 75 days. .A similar order

was placed with the -American Locomotive

Company.

In general design these locomotives are

similar to a large number which have been

built for service in France. This fact

simplified the preliminary work, and rapid
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progress was made in the construction o£

the locomotives.

The first locomotive was erected at

Eddystone, and the photograph which is

here reproduced was taken in the yard im-

mediately outside of the shop. It gives a

good idea of what our iron war horse looks

like at the present time.

The locomotives comprised in this order

are of the consoHdation (or 2-4-0) type,

having four pairs of driving-wheels and

a two-wheel leading truck. This tjpe was

introduced in the United States, for heavy

freight service, in 1866, and is used in

large numbers on all railroads. The design

fellows American practice, except as to

the couplings and buffers, which are made

tf suit French standards. American ma-

terials are used, conforming to specifica-

tions issued by the American Society for

Testing Materials. The maximum width

of the locomotive over all is limited to 9

ft, to correspond as nearly as possible

Bituminous coal is the fuel. The cab is

built of steel plate, and follows English

practice in design. Steam heat equipment

is applied, for use when hauling passenger

trains. The tender is of the eight-wheel

tjpe, and follows closely .American design.

Subsequent to placing the initial order

for 150 consolidation (or 2-4-0) type of

locomotives, the Government has ordered

additional locomotives of similar construc-

tion. In addition an order for light tank

locomotives of the 2-6-2 tj'pe, with a track

gauge of 60 cms. (1 ft. llj^ in.) has been

placed. An order has also been given

by the Government for gasoline loco-

motives. These locomotives are self-con-

tained and consume no fuel while stand-

ing idle.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works has

completed in its many years of existence,

up to the present time, a total of over

46,200 locomotives. At the present the

company is employing appro.ximately

FIRST r AR ECILT HERE FijR SERVICE OF THE UNITED STATES .\R.MY
SERVI.VG IN FR.\XCE.

with British and French loading gauges.

Westinghouse air brakes are applied with

fittings modified to suit French standards.

These locomotives are suitable for mak-
ing long runs and handling heavy supply

and troop trains. They are designed to

traverse curves of 350 ft. radius and to

operate on rough track. As the rails at

the battle front are often covered with

greasy mud, a pipe system is applied at

each end of the locomotive, for washing

the rails with a copious flow of hot water

and steam. The equipment also includes

z water-lifting valve, by means of which

the tender tank can be filled from streams

or ponds alongside the track. One might,

to use military language, call this an emer-

gency kit for the engine.

The locomotives use superheated steam,

and the superheater is furnished by the

Locomotive Superheater Company of New
York. This device effects a saving in fuel

and water consumption, and increases the

capacity of the locomotive. The steam

chest valves are of the piston type, and

are driven by Walschaerts valve gear.

20,000 men in its two plants at Phila-

delphia and Eddystone. Preference is

now being given to Government orders.

Some of the principal dimensions of

the first locomotive here follow

:

Cylinders—21 ins. by 28 ins.

\'alves—Type, piston ; diameter, 10 ins.

Boiler—Diameter, 70 ins. ; working

pressure, 190 lbs.

Firebox—Length, 122 15/16 ins. ; width,

38^ ins.

Tubes—Diameter, 5M ins. and 2 ins.

;

number, 5^ ins., 26 ins., 2 ins., 165 ins.;

length, 13 ft. 9 ins.

Heating Surface—Firebox, 181 sq. ft.

;

tubes, 1,681 sq. ft.; total, 1,862 sq. ft.;

superheater, 420 sq. ft. ; grate area, 32.7

sq. ft.

Driving Wheels—Diameter, 56 ins.

;

journals, 9!^ ins. by 10 ins.

Wheel Base—Driving, 15 ft. 6 ins.;

total engine, 23 ft. 8 ins. ; total engine and
fender, 57 ft. A'A ins. Weight—On driv-

ing wheels, 150,000 lbs.; total engine, 166,-

400 lbs.; total engine and tender. 275,000

lbs. Tank Capacity—Water, 5,400 U. S.

gals. ; coal, 9 tons. Tractive Force

—

35,600 lbs Engine truck wheels 33 ins.

The freight cars for the American lines

in France have about three times the

capacity of the former standard gauge
freight cars used until recently by the

French railway. They have the same
coupling, equipment, etc., as the French
rolling stock, so as to be interchangeable

with it. The iron railing which runs

the length of the car over the top is used
to carry a tarpaulin to protect the con-

tents of the car from the weather. The
inside length of the car is 36 ft., and its

capacity 32 tons.

The cubical volume of this car is 1,386

cu. ft, and its tare weight is 32,800 lbs.

It is stencilled, in addition to the designa-

tion above referred to, 9-17, which gives

its date of construction as September
1917. It is made of wood with angle-iron

corners and side frames. It has the M. C.

B. journal boxes, four-wheel arch-bar

trucks and air-brakes. It is what is known
here as a high side gondola, fitted with
side spring buffers in accordance with
European practice. The semi-circular

steel member in the centre of the car,

upon which the tarpaulin-bar rests, not
only acts as a curved brace from side to

side, but it prevents the bar sagging
when under the weight of the heavy tar-

paulin cover. This bar can be swung
down to one side, out of the way, when
the car is loaded with rough freight. One
can say with the French mothers, wives
and children of the poilus, as one of
"our" trains moves to the front in

P'rance : "\'ive I'armee."

Canadian Headlight Order.

The Canadian Board of Railway Com-
missioners, some months ago. passed a
general order regarding locomotive head-
lights. It is in substance as follows:

"Every railway is required to equip its

locomotives, used between sunset and
sunrise, with headlights which will enable

men in the cab of a locomotive with nor-

mal vision, under normal weather condi-

tions, to see a dark object the' size of a

man, for a distance of 1,000 ft or more,
ahead of the locomotive ; such headlight

to be maintained in good condition."

Engines habitually used to run back-

ward, are to lie similarly equipped.

On yard engines a reduction is permit-

ted, if the railways so desire it. which
will bring down the effect of the light so

that it will be sufficient to show a dark
object the size of a man 300 ft. distant

from the locomotive, under normal
weather conditions.

This order goes into effect about now
and must be fully complied with, and all

engines completely equipped by January

1, 1921. Every such railway company fail-

ing to comply with the requirements of

the provisions of these regulations will

be liable to a penalty of $100 for each

such failure. It means what it says.
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The Automatic Straight Air Brake

Relies on Sensitive Diaphrajjin Action—Self-Revealing if Front Angle Cock Is Shut-

Rapidity of Acti(»n— Kliniinates the "Run in" of Slack—Interchangeable

With Existing Brake Devices—A Fuel Saver.

A new system of air brake mechanism

has recently been brought out, which, if

expectations are fulfilled, is destined to

put a very eflective mechanism in the

hands of the operating locomotive engine-

man, and one which probably ranks as a

coal saver and an appliance which will

help to increase the capacity of the pres-

ent-day locomotive—a thing which is of

the utmost importance, especially in war

times. The system, which is thoroughly

workable with the Westinghouse and New
York Air Brake apparatus, has been

placed on the market by the Automatic

Straight Air Brake Company, of New
York, N. Y.

One of the salient features of the new
apparatus is that it is first and foremost

a triple valve especially modified to meet

and overcome several adverse conditions

which have hitherto prevailed. Its action

depends on a diaphragm made of ex-

tremely thin copper sheets, and there is no

slide valve movement. The diaphragm

action in this as in the other like cases,

is exceedingly sensitive. In fact, it has

been truly said that for mechanical move-

ments a properly made diaphragm ex-

ceeds in sensitiveness that of human
touch, and that it gives a definite, though

extremely small, opening when desired, to

the valve it operates, and this is accom-

plished quickly, positively and with a pre-

cision which leaves human manipulation

far behind indeed.

If for any reason, either through mali-

cious action or pure forgetfulness, the

angle cock at the back of the tender is

purposely shut, or carelessly left in the

shut position, the brake itself automatic-

ally apprises the engineman that something

is wrong. On one large railroad an em-

ployee dfevised and patented a mechanism

to reveal the fact, before starting, that

the angle cock had been closed. It was

humorously christened by the men on the

road, and went by the name of the

"Tramp Detector." In a long air pipe,

fitted with numerous, though easy bends,

and filled with an easily compressible

fluid like air, and that fed in only at one

end, occupies a certain time in equalizing

the pressure front and back, and all this

time the pressure is unequally depleted by

such leaks as there may be, and with a

shut angle cock, no additional air can en-

ter, the result of the leaks and the in-

evitable surge of air throughout the pipes

and the other parts of the mechanism pro-

duces a brake action such that the train

cannot be moved until the brakes are re-

leased, and this necessitates the discovery

of the closed angle cock and it must be

opened or the train will resist motion un-

til all is set right.

In the matter of rapidity of action we
may quote some figures given in a record

of tests made at the company's test rack

by Mr. Geo. L. Fowler, a consulting en-

gineer in New York, whose accuracy of

measurement and observational faculties

are of the highest order. In test No. 4 a

20-lb. reduction was made in a 100-car

train, with a total length of train pipe

of 4,600 ft. The brake on the last car

applied 13.6 seconds after the first and

pulse. An emergency (Test No. 7)

showed that the brakes applied in 62
seconds after the first car. Taking the

4,600 ft. length of train as before, we have

the impulse going back at the rate of about

7'/i miles a minute, while the impulse of

sound in air goes away from a speaker

I2yi miles a minute, so that in this spe-

cial emergency test the brake acted so

quickly as to be more than half as fast as

the eflfect of prompt action to a powerful

shout.

Another advantage of this brake is that

a constant brake cylinder pressure can

DIAGRAMATIC REPRESENTATION OF AUTO.MATIC STRAIGHT AIR BRAKE.

released in 28.6 seconds after the first car.

This means that the reduction of air

pressure of 20 lbs. produced its effect on

the first car and the effect was apparent

4,600 ft. away in 13.6 seconds thereafter.

The fall of pressure with its effect, there-

fore, moved back 4,600 ft. in 13.6 seconds

or at the rate of about 19 seconds to the

mile. That is 3J4 miles per minute and

an idea of the rapidity of this action may
be had when we remember that sound in

air has a velocity of 1,100 ft. per second,

or 12^ miles per minute. In this case

the high velocity of sound in air was less

than 4 times as fast as this brake im-

be maintained while a train of usual

length is passing down a long grade. This

can be done without a stop or any release

for recharging. All leaks are supplied

and the pressure is maintained at any

desired figure so that when the brakes

are on, they stay on and so possess the im-

portant advantage of immunity from

brake slackening, release or other form of

failure. This is effectually guarded, that

danger and disaster need not menace the

occupants of the cab ; while this brake is

held on graduated release; other brakes

use recharging. The mechanism used to

accomplish this is simple, or to speak
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more correctly, it is a detour, or round

about path, for the air, but the sensitive

diaphragms obviate the chance of failure

and do what has hitherto been done by

the intervention of an outside piece of

apparatus.

If it be so desired the A. S. A. triple

valve on a train can be set before starting

so that a predetermined number of them

(say 50 out of 100) may be set so that

in train operation the rear 50 cars will

release, but the front 50 cars will hold

and the brake remain in service, while the

rest are completely released. This logi-

cally brings us to consider a verj- impor-

tant feature of the A. S. A. brake, namely,

the abihty of the mechanism to maintain

any desired brake cylinder pressure re-

gardless of piston travel, and normal

leakage.

In other cases about equal volumes of

compressed air are so fed into the brake

cylinders that if one has a piston travel

which gives it a unit volume, and an-

other takes twice the volume of air or,

say, two volume units, it is manifest that

the pressure in the two-unit cylinders will

be less than that in the one-unit cylin-

der. In the A. S. A. system the feeding

in is on the pressure system and not on

the volume plan, so that whether it takes

in volume much or little, the amount of

air fed in is such that the brake cylinder

pressure is brought up to the same figure.

It is as if the brake to be efficient had

said to itself "D—n the volumes required,

I only stop feeding when the pressures

all through the train are equal." This

mode of mechanical reasoning puts a sim-

ilar push on each piston and as all are

of the same area the same effect is pro-

duced on each, whether one has walked

out a few inches nearer the dead end of

its cylinder than the other. If ten men
each honestly pull 50 lbs. on a rope, the

total strain on the rope will be 500 lbs.

and it is a foregone conclusion that they

cannot all stand together on the same

spot, but distribute themselves along the

rope, as closely as they can. It is abso-

lutely impossible to find in a 100-car train

that the piston travel is much of an im-

provement on the position of the men at

the rope. The brake action, with the

diaphragms is so rapid that it out-dis-

tances the "run in" of the slack and fore-

stalls its action. The A. S. A. brake

beats the slack action to it, when it comes

to speed, and it prevents those mishaps

and breaks-in-two which frequently give

a great deal of trouble on the road.

In the matter of emergency, the A. S. A.

brake makes this long word mean exactly

what it says. The emergency is truly for

use in an emergency. It is all the time

as if the brake mechanism held this as a

reserve or "up its sleeve." In a case

where it is possible for an engineman to

fritter away his air, he may find at a

pinch that he requires it at once. The

frittering away of the air may be due to

nervousness, to imperfect knowledge of

the conditions ahead, or it may be due to

oversight, to carelessness or want of time,

but there it is and a trainload of people,

unknowingly face death, but the emer-

gency brake is also there, it has not been

frittered away and is not "rattled." So
when disaster, at close range, stares an

engineman in the face, the emergency

brake acts promptly and pushes with the

full, hitherto unbroken, unused force which

it accumulated when all was going well.

The A. S. A. brake makes claims as a

coal saver, because a release can be made

on any train at any speed, without a full

stop being necessary. The conservation

of momentum has thus a large effect on

fuel saving. The varieties of undesired

emergency action, spoken of in the 1913

Air Brake Proceedings, are eliminated

and the constantly encountered dragging

brakes, which add a useless pull to the

hard worked locomotive, are here done

away, and a substantial coal economy

substituted in their stead. In these, as

in other matters, the Automatic Straight

Air Brake appears to be an economy de-

vice, which, if all its claims are well

founded, should put the apparatus in the

same high class, of which we have fre-

quently spoken, which gives to old loco-

motives a new leaseof life, increases their

capacity, and helps to solve for us the

National transportation problem which

daily presses for an adequate solution.

Superheaters for Steam Shovels.

The steam shovel is of that type of

power plant which, due to restrictions of

space and weight, steam has to be gen-

erated under conditions that are highly

unfavorable to the attainment of good

furnace and boiler efficiency. The prim-

ary reason for the limitations is to be

found in the size to which grate area and

boiler evaporating surfaces are restricted,

making it necessary to operate these pow-

er plants with a highly forced draft and

with a considerable overload on the evap-

orating surfaces of the boiler. All of this

makes for comparative inefficiency of op-

eration, and this inefficiency makes itself

felt in a higher fuel and w^ter consump-

tion, particularly since refinements such

as feed water heating, condensing,

etc., which tend to increase general plant

efficiency, cannot be conveniently resorted

to in the majority of these small power

plants.

The engineering problems resulting from

these conditions have for years had the

attention of the designers of that type of

movable power plant which is to be found

in the largest quantities, and that is the

locomotive. Its efficiency has undergone

a tremendous increase since the introduc-

tion of highly superheated steam, as is

evidenced by the fact that about 22,000

superheater locomotives are now in opera-

tion in the United States alone. Atten-

tion must be called to the fact that the

design and load conditions of a locomotive

boiler, the same as those of a steam shovel

or other movable power plant boiler, lend

themselves particularly well to an in-

crease of efficiency by the installation of

properly designed superheaters.

In the operation of locomotives, the

saving in steam by weight has often been

tound to be 35 per cent, and more, and it

can be easily imagined how much the

reduction of the amount of fuel, caused
by the reduction in steam consumption,

can relieve a grate that is overcrowded.

The stack losses increase very fast with

the amount of coal fired per square foot

of grate aria in boilers with small grates,

and it is evident that a reduction in the

amount of coal fired per square foot per

hour greatly reduced this loss. This is

one of the reasons why a reduction of

steam consumption through superheating

is accompanied by a correspondingly

large saving in coal.

Oiling Air Pumps.

Oiling an air pump from the running
board involves more or less danger, and
in the interest of Safety First, Mr. S. M.
Dickerson, Ft. Worth, Texas, an engineer

on the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Lines,

designed a folding step, which, securely

attached under the air pump, renders the

operation of oiling the pump at once easy

and secure. The opened step projects

about half way to the ground, and when
folded is out of the way. The Safety

Committee approved of the device, and
it is being applied to nearly all of the

locomotives on the road.

Du Pont Products.

A handy little booklet has just been is-

sued, containing a list of all the products

manufactured by the E. L. du Pont de
Nemours and associated companies,

namely Du Pont Chemical Works, Du
Pont Fabrikoid Company, the Arlington

Company, and Harrisons, Inc. The book-

let will be of interest as well as of value

to many mercantile and industrial men,
and while it does not indicate the multi-

plex uses to which the products may be

put, it affords lists that are full of sug-

gestions as to the magnitude of the prod-

ucts, among which may be mentioned

the largest white lead output in the

United States and the largest sulphuric

acid producers. A copy will be sent to

any address upon application to the main
office, Wilmerding, Pa.

Co-operation.

In a recent address to the Traffic Club

of Philadelphia, Mr. George D. Dixon,

vice-president in charge of traffic on the

Pennsylvania Railroad, said, among

other things, substantially as follows: He
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believed that "we have been brouglit up.

ill this country, in a school of pohtical

and social economy, which taught the

principle of "each one for himself," as the

underlying basis of the push, hustle and

initiative which were to bring success.

\Vc placed competition upon a pedestal

and worshiped it

!

"Until very lately, whenever the peo-

ple of any .\merican community were dis-

satisfied with, let ui say for e.xample, their

gas company, the standard remedy imme-

diately proposed was to have another gas

company to compete with the first one,

and it was generally believed that, in

some mysterious way, a multiplicity of

competing and mutually hostile public

service enterprises were a certain bless-

ing to any community fortunate enough

to possess them.

In brief, the orthodox doctrine of yes-

terday taught that the ideal condition was

to have as many corporations as possible

fighting each other for the public's busi-

ness, and the public fighting all the cor-

porations."

The war is showing us that the seller

and the buyer of transportation are not

enemies, but are really friends, and those

who have stirred up enmity between

them, and have prospered by keeping

such enmity alive, have wronged both,

and are indeed the apostles of a false

creed.

Christian doctrine requires us to love

our enemies, but it can hardly now re-

fer to more than the beginning of the

good fellowship and co-operation of

which Mr. Dixon speaks, whatever it

may grow into as time goes on. At any

rate, the aim embodied in this idea is in

the right direction, and a larger measure

of attainment may be ours in the fullness

of time.

Many instances of railroad co-opera-

tion might be given, in which destructive

competition has been replaced by help-

fulness. At one time the burning of a

trestle bridge, or the failure of a turn-

table on one line, would have been hailed

with feelings of open satisfaction by

those on a rival line, as an occurrence

which would seriously hamper, if it did

not entirely hinder, a competitor. Nowa-

days facilities to carry on traffic would

be offered by any decent railway in the

country. A breakdown of the telegraph

system of one line would similarly and

generously be treated by the line more

favorably situated. Newspapers invari-

ably assist each other in case disaster

suddenly comes upon one, and this help

is offered without reference to the polici-

cal bias or social leanings of the un-

fortunate sheet

Co-operation is more and more be-

coming a recognized feature in the every-

day life of any community. The point to

be here noted is that the principle of co-

operation, while it is antagonistic to de-

structive competition, does not bring all

to the same dead level, but tends to raise

the standard of endeavor. Vou do not win

the race because your co-contestant has

fallen, but because you can run faster or

better than he can. Vou do not gain by

default, you succeed by better or swifter

performance. One may say this is success-

ful competition, so it is in a sense, but

the old, hard, and cruel view of your

winning, has given place to one of re-

ward for the best service, while you ad-

mit the right of others to an equal chance.

If two men push a stone, the combined

effort of two is greater than that of one

alone. If the two fight to see who shall

push the stone, energy is unproductively

lost in the fight, and the victor, even sup-

posing him to be the stronger of the two,

when freed of the fight, only can apply

one-man power to the stone, which would

have been more quickly carried back and

to a greater distance by the two working

together, and the rights to the territory

uncovered by the moved stone, could be

amicably settled by arbitration and not

by the fortuitous results of an uncertain

and exhausting combat, which is after all,

but another form of useless and destruc-

tive competition. This may be a new

view to many, but the principle of co-

operation is older than histoo'.

This principle, many believe, is the one

without which mankind could not have

rrsen from the lower animals and have be-

come, as he surely has. the cave man, the

savage, the barbarian and finally the

gentle and civilized being he is ( leaving

out for the moment the calamitous and

insensate backward rush of three nations

from civilized standards.) Co-operation is

a primal law— it is one of the funda-

mental laws of Nature. Mr. P. Chal-

mers Mitchell, a scientist, honored

alike by degrees from the universities

of Pennsylvania, Oxford, and Amster-

dam, a fellow of the leading zoological

societies in several parts of the world,

and himself an acknowledged authority

says : "I could adduce from the writings

of Darwin himself, and from those of

later naturalists, a thousand instances tak-

en from the animal kingdom in which suc-

cess has come about by means analogous

with the cultivation of all the peaceful

arts, the raising of intelligence and height-

ening of emotions of love and pity."

In much the same vein P. Kropotkin,

the noted Russian writer and man of sci-

ence, in his book on Mutual Aid, says

:

" 'Don't compete ! competition is always in-

jurious to the species, and you have plenty

of resources to avoid it' ! That is the

tendency of Nature, not always realized in

full, but always present. That is the

watchword which comes to us from the

bush, the forest, the river and the ocean.

That is what Nature teaches us ; and that

is what all those animals which have at-

tained the highest position in their respec-

tive classes have done. That is what
man—the most primitive man—has been

doing ; and that is why man has reached

the position upon which we stand now."

Mutual help or co-operation, is not some
new theory or dogma. "Unbridled indi-

vidualism is a modern growth, but is not

characteristic of primitive mankind."

How this co-operation idea affects rail-

roads as they are, is a subject which can

only be briefly touched on. but it affords

an opportunity for thought, to those who
are willing and anxious to think. A ques-

tion often asked is, if railways want en-

gines and cars why do they not buy
them? Mr. Dixon answers this enquiry

by pointing out two causes. He says

speaking principally of locomotives : "In
the first place, we haven't the money. In

the second place, if we had it, we couldn't

get enought cars or locomotives to do
appreciable good, for a very long time.

The proper occasion to have allowed rail-

roads more money, was several years ago,

before the war started. Then we could

have bought equipment, enlarged yards

and terminals, and provided the additional

facilities that were plainly required. But
the time I speak of was before we
.Americans had been taught what co-

operation was ; and the railroads did not

get the money.

I do not believe the general public real-

izes the situation that exists in regard to

new locomotives, and how it happens that

engines two years ago sold for S25,000

recently commanded $70,000 each. The
truth of the matter is that it has now
become almost impossible to buy new en-

gines at any price, from any of our

-American works. The reason is that

the military exigencies of ourselves

and our Allies require that all, or prac-

tically all, of the locomotives that can

be turned out in the United States shall

be sent abroad to carry troops and sup-

plies to the battlefields in France."

We can only point out, as we have pre-

viously done, that the Nation's hope of

dealing with this problem is to use all the

various appliances for cheapening the cost

of operation or increasing the capacity of

those locomotives now doing business.

These appliances are of proved value,

good at any time, but doubly efficient in

time of need, and the fact that this is a

time of need is brought home to us by Mr.

Dixon when he says that he regards the

difficulty of buying new engines and cars

for use in this country as the most seri-

ous condition that the United States has

ever been called on to face. It is a severe

economic stress, and the co-operation idea,

old as the hills, is our one way of escape.

Make use of the appliances that will ap-

proximately make half-a-dozen engines

have the capacity of ten. Help by co-

operation and give this "new-old" doc-

trine a regular road test, when conditions

are arduous.
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Some Advantages of Peripheral Drive
The use of cold saws in the shop are

many and various. There are, roughly

speaking, two kinds of saws which may
be distinguished by reference to the

method of drive. They are the central or

arbor driven saws and the saws which are

actuated by what is called the peripheral

drive. In this case the sawteeth are the

only things actually on the periphery, but

the word is here extended so as to mean
the slots or driving holes, with which the

toothed procket wheel engages, and these

slots are cut in the face of the saw, a

few inches from its cutting edge, and the

saw is loosely spoken of as having a per-

ipheral drive in order to distinguish it

from the saw driven from its center.

As a good many arbor driven saws are

held by two friction collars, in addition

to the key usually on the shaft, they

should be taken into consideration, in in-

vestigating the relative strength of the

drives. Assuming that the collars are 4 ins.

in diameter, and the cutting force of 1,000

lbs. If so applied, it would be as follows

:

2 X 1.000

. r= 222.22

9

The 18-in. peripherially driven saw, here

taken as an example, has the center of the

slots on a radius of 6.875 ins. which would

give a cutting force of

placed as near the edge of the blade as

it is possible to do, the sprocket wheel,

which drives the blade, has the effect of

drawing the blade through the work in-

stead of forcing it from the center. In

most cases the sprocket drive is applied

COLD S.WV DRIVEX XE.\R THK
PERIPHERY.

directly below and in front of the cutting

point of the blade, which does away with

the tendency for the blade to buckle or

bend in rapid cutting. This permits the

use of thinner blades with a certain saving

blade, it is possible to utilize considerably

more of the saw radius than on an arbor

driven blade of the same diameter. That
means that a saw of this kind can be

made to cut close in to the the arbor.

In comparing the power of the two
types of saws, we find that the saw which

we use as an example—the Higley saw,

taken without interest or prejudice, exerts

3 2/5 times the power that the other kind

of saw uses. We have taken 1,000 lbs.

driving force at random, as the arithmetic

part of the problem thereby becomes easy.

Both types waste power, but the per-

ipherally driven saw wastes the lesser

quantity of the two.

Reverting to Wooden Cars.

As an emergency exists which makes
it almost impossible to get a sufficient

quantity of steel plate to meet the demand
for car deliveries, attention is being di-

rected toward cars of wooden construc-

tion. They cannot be built as light and
durable as steel cars, but when rolling

stock is in such abnormal demand, there

maj' be advantages in reverting for the

meantime to the use of wooden cars,

which could be delivered in a compar-

atively short time, and could be earning

substantial revenue while waiting for the

steel material.

il.I) .S.\WS I.V A .SIKlP. EACH IIAVIXC, TIIF. I I N I I'l 1 1 N A I. HKIVE.

6.875 X 1,000

= 763.88 lbs.

9

In regard to the advantages of the peri-

pherally driven saw it might be said that

as the radial slots in the saw-blades are

of power and less waste of stock in cut-

ting, as the "kerf." or part cutout is

comparatively thin. Another advantage

which is claimed by the saw makers, is

that because there is no large center col-

lar needed to preserve the rigidity of the

The Baltimore & Ohio railroad arc in-

stalling electric headlights on all of its

locomotives, over 2,500 in number, at the

rate of from 75 to lOO engines a month.

The rate of installation will increase as

the work goes on.
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Efficiency of Grate Area.

When the size of a locomotive grate

is spoken of, the number of square feet

of grate surface is usually given. Say

it is 50 sq. ft. Now, as a matter of fact,

no vital information is contained in this

statement, any more than if a man told

you that the side of his apartment house

had a wall area of 3,000 sq. ft. and ex-

pected you to form a good idea of the

number of windows that were on that side

of the house.

In the case of the locomotive grate, the

square feet making up the area of the

grate may have much or little air open-

ing between the fingers, and the air

opening is the thing that counts. It is

the thing that a man must base his

estimate of the grate on.. Theoretically

if fuel could be burned without ash pan

or grate it would be so much the better,

but this is out of the question except

for oil fuel and for pulverized coal.

These forms of fire producing material

require no mechanical support and the

combustion is well nigh ideal, so that ash

is practicallv non-existent or is reduced to

a minimum.

Burning coal cannot be managed this

way, and grate and ashpan are neces-

sary. An investigation of the whole

question was made by a committee of the

Fuel Association some time ago and it

turned out that for burning bituminous

coal, sixty-two varieties of grates were

examined. The full, clear air opening,

stated in percentage of grate area,

showed a minimum of 25.8 in one design

of interlocking finger grates, and a maxi-

mum of 49.6 in a design of the herring-

bone type ; the average being 37.2, which

is not high.

This average represents, as all aver-

ages do, a number of sets below that

figure and some above, so that it is fair

to suppose that the passage of air to the

tuci bed is obstructed by the portion ot

the grate required to carry the coal. The

committee, commenting on this point,

said:

"The item of greatest importance from

a combustion standpoint is that of the

percentage of air opening. Theoretical-

ly the best grate from the standpoint of

resistance to the passage of air to the

fire would be one of minimum material

with the greatest possible percentage of

air opening equally distributed over the

entire surface. Whether in practice this

principle gives the most eflicient grate is

a thing the committee has not been able

to determine."

The thought naturally comes up here,

viz.: The advisability of stating this per-

centage when the grate area is given.

I'or example, suppose the grate area t

be 58 sq. ft. and the percentage of air

opening to be one-quarter of this. The

grate area could be written down with

a shilling mark, or a hyphen with dots

as follows: 58/25 or again, 58-25 or

again, 58:25. In any one of these sys-

tems of notation the air opening and the

size of the grate would be indicated at

the same time.

A grate designed by Mr. Geo. Hatch of

the Locomotive Pulverized Fuel Co.,

which company does not use a grate,

gives an air opening close to half the area

of the grate, and the Ilulson grate gives

an unobstructed air opening of 55 per

cent., which is about the largest opening

for air evenly distributed over the sur-

face of the grate of any we know.

The class of coal burned on any grate

is practically the prominent feature of

the style of grate and of the air openings

through it. The Hulson people recom-

mend "a grate with a H-'m- opening, the

top of the finger five-eighths of an inch,

which gives 55 per cent, air space.

Where fuel would permit of it, this

opening could be made as much as an

inch wide and still maintain the H-in.

finger. However, S5 per cent, air space

is as much as can readily be accommo-

dated through ashpan opening."

The ashpan is another obstruction, but

it is stated that about 15 per cent, of the

air opening through the grates has been

found to give very satisfactory results.

This, if true, is very fortunate for de-

signers, as otherwise they might be com-

pelled to cut down the ashpan dimen-

sions to unworkable limits. The per-

centage of air opening through the grate

should be stated, if the real value of the

grate area is to be appraised by the one

asking for i>r reading the dimensions.

The air supply to the fire is vital and alt

grates of the same size do not have

equal value. The fire-bed will obstruct

the flow of air in any case, but to give

the area without stating approximately

how much of it is effective is very much
like asking a man how many stones he

can carry, and leaving the weight and

size of the stones entirely to conjecture.

Caveat Emptor.

In glancing over the pages of our maga-

zine from month to month, one cannot fail

to be impressed with the evidences of the

good work done by mechanical invention,

new appliances and apparatus. "What
was good enough for my father is good

enough for me" is false doctrine, and

never had any legitimate place in the mind

of a growing, thinking, progressive man.

It was the watchword of the lazy, the

always-tired, and the let-it-go-at-that, fra-

ternity. Men of that stamp may hold

their jobs, but they do not earn their

money.

Progress is one of the eternal laws of

Nature. The doctrine of organic evolu-

tion proves it. It took the horse some-

where about three billion years to get

from the little four-toed animal, the size

of a dog. to the high stepping steed of

today. The animal was not individually

conscious of the change, but its remains

prove that the evolutionary progress had

gone on. The Westinghouse airbrake

began as a cylinder full of compressed

air, supplied to brake cylinders as re-

quired. Today it is a most efficient appa-

ratus and it has passed through the

stages of a continuous evolution in the

life of one man. The difference which

exists between what man can make, and

what Nature does, is only a matter of

time. Man shortens the period required

in the process, though the principle in

each case is practically the same.

In the railroad world we have got past

that old legal maxim, "Caveat Emptor"

—

let the purchaser beware. We have, and

we are now doing far better than that.

Everj'where we find among the railway

supply people a marked ability in inven-

tion and in subsequent design, but we find

not only a readiness, but an eagerness to

have their product tested and proved to

be what tliey say it is, to the entire satis-

faction of the purchaser. We see evi-

dences of a desire to get at the worst

conditions and meet them. Reputable

supply firms are ready to let road service

conditions, hard as they are, do their

worst, but sellers of railroad appliances

do not grumble even if their devices fall

into unsympathetic and even careless
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hands. The devices must make good, or

they are not offered for sale.

In the recent tests whicK we gave an

account of, made by the Lima Locomo-

tive Works, they did not seek to coddle

their engine. It took its chance and suc-

ceeded. The tests made by American

Arch Co. on the T. & P., did not look for

preferential treatment, the arch stood

the test, without favor, and made good.

The feed water device either saves hard

cash by utilizing the waste heat of the

engine, or its advocates do not look for

consideration. The pulverized fuel for

locomotives is a substantial advantage on

hard worked road engines, and the worth

of the whole thing rests on what it does,

not on what its friends say of it—there

is none of the caveat emptor about all

this. There is a frankness in this test

idea that would effectually silence a man
from Missouri.

In this kind of treatment of the things

offered for sale to a railroad, there is the

intelligent hastening of the evolution of

the primary idea. A good example is the

improved Ragonnet reverse fear, ex-

plained elsewhere in this issue. Weak
points if discovered in any appliance

when the service test is applied, are at

once remedied or improved, and no time

is lost in dreaming of ideal conditions.

The whole record of progress makes a

continuous line, and this process is slowly

and surely developing the scientific view

of locomotive operation, and this view is

the only one that can survive, or can suc-

ceed in re-making the locomotive, and'

taking it out of the class of crude, imper-

fect and wasteful railroad appliances—

albeit, the most important of all—and

placing it in the class to which it right-

fully belongs, viz. : a clean-cut instrument

of precision and of economical work.

The Way Up.

A glance at our items of personal in-

terest will show the most casual observer

that nearly all of the men who have

risen to the highest positions began at

the lowest, and while many of them had

the advantage of a good education, in no

case did that early grounding relieve

them of the drudgery of mechanical toil

on the path to preferment. The habits

of the student, however, remained with

them. They were not done with books

when they left the school ; they still re-

mained students. It is the men who
read that run the world. The railroad

men of today have many advantages com-
paratively unknown and undreamed of in

the earlier days of railroading. There

are now standard text books on every

engineering subject. These are con-

stantly being added to, while the en-

gineering press keeps the willing reader

informed up to the present hour.

Not only so, but in railroading, the

clubs that have been established form

not only an excellent medium for the in-

terchange of opinion, but to the young,

and others not so young, they give an

opportunity of high companionship, like

an embattled army, where the high spir-

ited and the chivalrous may exhibit their

heroic qualities, and spread a spirit of

contagion that brings out the nobler at-

tributes in others that otherwise might

stagnate in the weeds of sloth.

None of us know all that is known in

railroading or railroad science, but we
can all contribute something to the gen-

eral fund of information, and it is this

spontaneous and general expression of

opinion at the railroad club meetings that

gives the high educational value to these

institutions, apart from the enduring

friendships that may have their origin

in such communion.

It is not boasting to state that our own
work in this educational field of human
endeavor has met with a degree of popu-

lar approval that is very gratifying.

Thousands of the readers of .Railway

AND Locomotive Engineering have tes-

tified to the helpfulness that- they have

received from our pages. Many of these

friendly voices come from the far ends

of the earth, and while we may never see

them face to face, their kindly encour-

agement induces us to hope that we will

continue to meet their expectations—be

even more worthy of their approval, as

time goes on.

A scientific spirit is beginning to per-

vade the whole railroad world, which

is evidenced in the number and the im-

portance of the tests that have been and

are being conducted. Engineering depart-

ments of universities vie with prominent

supply firms in testing the value of ap-

pliances and methods, with the truth ever

in view, lead where it may. It is the

facts so elicited from Nature that our

future progress must be built upon. The
man who reads, and the student, comes

to these facts with mind prepared to

understand and take them in. He makes

his own advance, and in doing so helps

those around him to understand and

make use of the science of railroading.

Fitting the Exhaust Pipe.

The proper adjustment of the exhaust

pipe in its relation to the smoke-stack is

of importance in the proper firing of the

locomotive. The dimensions of both ex-

haust pipe and smoke-stack are the work

of the constructing engineer, but the ad-

justment is in the hands of the mechanics.

Not only should the exhaust pipe point

exactly to the center of the smoke-stack,

l)Ut it should be set perfectly plumb when

the engine is level. In new work the ex-

haust pipe should first be placed in proper

position and the smoke-stack adjusted

so as to be exactly over the center of the

exhaust pipe. It will be noted that the

volume of the exhaust in locomotive is

not always alike and whether the draft

on the fire is indirect by a compact volume

of steam filling the smoke-stack and pro-

ducing a vacuum into which the air rushes

like water following a pump plunger, or

whether the exhausted steam is merely a

limited jet occupying only a portion of the

circle of the smoke-stack, and so inducing

draft largely by friction of the particles

of air, it is in either case of the utmost

importance that the blast or jet should

be in the exact center.

If the exhausted steam expands in its

upward passage in sufficient volume to fill

the stack at its base, a low pressure of

exhaust steam will produce a strong'

.vacuum which will be equally felt on every

part of the fire. On the other hand, if

the exhaust steam strikes unevenly on the

stack, leaving a portion of the stack un-

touched by the expanding jet of steam, the

effect on the fire is of the most pernicious

kind. The evil is increased if a portion

of the exhaust jet strikes outside of the

stack. This is often the case where low
nozzles are used, and also in the case of

double nozzles.

Sometimes the form of the exhaust pipe

is the cause of much trouble. Exhaust
pipes that have a bend in them in order

to bring the nozzles in line with the center

of the stack invariably affect the steam-

ing qualities of the engine injuriously. A
straight exhaust pipe will cause the jet to

retain a straight direction, whereas ex-

haust pipes of a bending form, even if

straight for some distance at the nozzle,

have the effect of causing the exhaust

steam to flare or spread. These defects

are sometimes so radical that the outside

of the smoke stack will bear witness to

the unevenness of the exhaust. The rapid

condensation of the exhaust steam into

water will show itself on one side of the

stack, and when this is the case an uneven

condition of the fire and consequent lack

of good firing qualities may be looked for.

Indeed, the proper adjustment of the

exhaust pipe, as well as its form, may be

looked upon as of vital importance in loco-

motive construction, and on investigating

the causes of defective steaming qualities

it is well to begin by testing the alignment

of the smoke-stack and'exhaust pipe.

Variety in Machine Tools.

It is generally conceded that the lathe

is the mo.st popular of machine tools.

More lathes are built than any other

machine tool, the next being drilling ma-

chines. The superiority of the milling

machine over the planer, or shaper is also

evident from its ability to manufacture

parts in large quantities. Planers have

their place in the machine shop, and will

always be used for jobbing and repair

work, and for planing the working sur-

faces of machines that must be highly ac-

curate. TIic shaper and slotter have also

their required places. In brief, the de-t

velopmcnt of any type of machine does

;

not result in displacing another. It often

makes a broader market for all.
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Air Brake Department
Improved Triple Valve Test Rack—Questions and Answers

Westinghouse Improved No. 3 T Triple

Valve Test Rack.

The photoi^raphic view is of the new

type of triple valve test rack, which re-

places the standard Tack which was intro-

duced in 1904, and has very creditably

fulhlled the purpose for which it was in-

tus, a triple valve may be thoroughly

tested in somewhat less time, and the

present rack may be converted to this

standard at a reasonable cost.

The chief factors considered in ascer-

taining the condition of a triple valve

with this rack are: (1) Whether the

quiring repairs that are inevitable.

.\fter observing the condition of triple

valves, or the workmanship that has been

done on triple valves, that could still be

passed over a standard rack and meet the

specified requirements so far as the

standard code of tests was concerned, it

IMPROVED WESTINGHOL'SE TRIPLE V.\LVE TEST RACK.

tended, but with the gradual advance-

ment that has taken place in train operat-

ing conditions, it has been necessary to

make certain modifications to produce a

more accurate triple valve test than can

be obtained with the present standard

rack. With this rack there is less appara-

valve meets with the necessary initial re-

quirements from a manufacturing stand-

point, (2) Whether after operation in

service it is still in condition for future

periods of service, and (3) Under what

conditions of performance it should be

removed from service as immediately re-

is apparent to any air brake man that

there is something radically wrong, that

is, a repairman so disposed could pass

most any kind of a triple valve over the

rack.

The present rack provides for a fric-

tion test that is accurate, a packing ring
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leakage test that is made with a differ-

ential encountered in service and is made
with the packing ring at a point in the

piston bushing where the maximum wear

occurs. There are also more accurate

means provided for making the service

port capacitj- and sensitiveness to emer-

gencj' tests. Space will not permit of a

detailed description of the tests that are

to be conducted and it is unnecessary as

a complete code accompanies an installa-

tion of the rack. From an air brake op-

erating point of view, we trust that this

rack will be adopted and installed at all

points where triple valves are repaired,

cleaned and tested, as the rack itself has

stood a continuous test for the past year

and proved satisfactory in every detail,

condemning the defective valves that

could ordinarily be passed over the

standard rack. In the next issue an ef-

fort will be made to go into the subject

in detail without the necessity of giving

the complete code of tests.

Locomotive Air Brake Inspection.

{Continued from page 331, Oct., 1917.)

83. Q.—What is wrong if the feed valve

fails to operate, but permits a drop in

pressure when the different sized openings

to the brake pipe are used?

A.—It indicates that the supply valve

piston is too loose a fit in the bushing, and

that main reservoir pressure is passing

the piston at the same rate that it is

passing through the regulating valve seat

and out of the orifice disc, and as a result

no movement of the piston can be obtained.

84. Q.—Is there any reason why the

feed valve would not show any fluctuation

when the 3-64-in.. 1-16-in. and a larger

opening was used, but the pressure in the

brake pipe remained constant?

A.—Yes, the feed valve might be in per-

fect condition and more sensitive to re-

spond to lowering of brake pipe pressure

than the air gage was to record it.

85. Q. What may then be considered as

a perfect feed valve?

A.—One that will permit of no lower-

ing of brake pipe pressure or will main-

tain it practically constant almost up to

its capacity.

86. Q.—Are there many feed valves

found that may be considered practically

perfect?

A.—No, they do not remain in this con-

dition very long, until they start a fluctu-

ation on a predetermined rate of drop in

brake pipe pressure or until they manifest

a tendency to permit the brake pipe pres-

sure to drop during the test.

87. Q.—What is wrong if the brake

pipe pressure gradually increases above

110 lbs. or the figure of feed valve adjust-

ment?

A.—The (upply valve or the regulating

valve of the feed valve are leaking or the

feed valve gasket may be leaking, other-

wise there is a leak from the main reser-

voir into the brake pipe from some other

point

88. Q.—Where could these leaks be

from?

A.—From the rotary valve of the auto-

matic brake valve, through the brake

valve body gaskets? It may be through

the double heading cock, if located in the

reservoir pipe, through a dead engine fix-

ture if one is used, or from a water scoop

operating reservoir when they are used on
the tender.

89. Q.—How can it be determined

whether the leakage is through the feed

valve or feed valve gasket, through the

rotary valve, or past a double heading

cock in the reservoir pipe, the double head-

ing cock having a brake pipe connection?

A.—By placing the automatic brake

\alve in lap position, which will eliminate

the feed valve and gasket. Then closing

ihe double heading cock will ehminate the

leaky rotary valve, but if the brake pipe,

pressure continues to increase it indicates

a leaky double heading cock.

90. Q.—Where is the inspection con-

tinued to from the rear of the tender?

A.—To the cab of the engine.

91. Q.—What is the last thing to be

observed before removing the test gage?

A.—The figure of feed valve adjust-

ment or the pressure in the brake pipe.

92. Q.—For what purpose?

A.—So that a comparison of the gages

may be made without returning to the

test gage.

93. Q.—What is then the first thing to

be noticed when entering the cab?

A.—The brake pipe and equalizing

reservoir gage hands.

94. Q.—For what purpose ?

.^.—To see that they correspond with

the test gage before any change in pres-

sure is likely to take place.

95. Q.—What is ne.xt to be done?

A.—The air pump throttle is closed

and the automatic brake valve handle

placed on lap position.

96. Q.—What test will then be made?
A.—The main reservoir and brake

pipe leakage test.

97. Q.^What are the limits of leakage

from the brake pipe for general condi-

tions?

A.—Three pounds per minute.

98. Q.—From the main reservoir and

related piping?

A.—The same, three pounds per

minute should not be exceeded.

99. Q.—What would be wrong if the

leakage from the main reservoir showed

in excess of 3 lbs. per minute during a

period of 3 minutes and no leakage could

be found?

A.— It would indicate that the tempera-

ture of the compressed air in the main

reservoir had been very high and that

the consequent loss in pressure was due
lo a reduction in temperature.

100. Q.—What should then be done?
A.—Another test should be made when

the pressure had been reduced to 60 per
cent, of the maximum or 85 lbs. from
an original 140 lbs.

101. Q.—What if the leakage is then
still in excess of 3 lbs. per minute?
A.—The source of leakage must be dis-

covered or the fact reported.

102. Q.—What if the compressor does
not shut down tightly during the main
reservoir leakage test?

-^-—The test is void and the air pump
throttle valve should be reported as leak-

ing, and that the main reservoir leakage
test has not been made.

103. Q.—What should the inspector be
doing while the three minutes time for

the main reservoir leakage test is elaps-

ing?

A.—He should test all of the piping
in the cab, the brake valves and signal

valve and feed valve and reducing valve
for leakage past cap nuts or gaskets and
examine the brake valve exhaust ports

for leakage.

104. Q.—Where is the e.xhaust port of
the independent bi-ake valve?

A.—Under the body of the valve.

105. Q.—Where does the independent
brake valve exhaust the . application

cylinder pressure when both brake valves

are in running position after an applica-

tion of the brake?

A.—Through the direct exhaust port of

the automatic brake valve.

106. Q.—What eise is to be tested

above the running board?

A.—The pump governor and pipes

leading to it, and any other piping above

the running board.

107. Q.—What else in the cab is to be

noticed while the leakage tests are being

conducted ?

A.—The last date of air gage test, the

last date of cleaning of brake equipment.

108. Q.—What other date is to be

noted ?

A.—The last date of air compressor

test.

109. Q.—What if there are no tags

or stencil marks indicating this?

A.—If this information is not shown

on a form displayed under glass in the

cab, the parts arc out of date for clean-

ing or test.

110. Q.—When a tag is used to in-

dicate the last date of brake cylinder

and brake cylinder operating valve clean-

ing and test where it is located ?

A.—It is attached to the brake pipe

near the automatic brake valve.

111. Q.—When is an air compressor

out of date for test?

.•\.—Three months after the last date

shown, by metal tag on steam pipe or on

a form in the cab.

(To be continued.)
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Train Handling.

iCoHlinued from page 332, Oct., 1917.)

98. Q.—From the foregoing, why is it

of advantage to know that the relief port

of the governor is open, and the gov-

ernor sensitive before starting on a trip?

A.— It will very materially assist in

locating the cause, should the compres-
sor stop in service.

99. Q.—After a brake test has been
made on a freight train, and the proper
pressures have accumulated, when is the

first application of the brakes made?
A.—When the train starts descending

the first grade.

100. Q.—What if this is a mountain
grade, and some distance from the

terminal?

A.—A brake test must be made, ac-

cording to the instructions for that par-

ticular division, before descending the

grade.

101. Q.—For what purpose?

A.—To know that no angle cocks have
been closed in the brake pipe, and that the

required percentage of brakes are in good
condition.

102. Q.—What determines this percent-

age and the required efficiency of the

brakes ?

A.—Largely the length and per cent, of

grade.

103. Q.—What per cent, of operative

brakes are required by the Federal Regu-
lations ?

A.—Eighty-five per cent, or more.

104. Q.—How is this interpreted?

A.—That with 100 cars, 85 brakes must
be operative and in good condition, and
all brakes in an operative condition must
be used.

105. Q.—Is it permissible to have the

brake cut out on the car next to the

engine?

A.—No.
106. Q.—Why not?

A.—Because it might prevent a quick

action application of the brakes in a case

of emergency.

107. Q.—In what manner?
A.—The length of piping then between

the brake valve, or distributing valve and
the first triple valve in the train, may be
sufficient to destroy the rapidity of re-

duction necessary to insure quick ac-

tion.

108. Q.—How does the length of inter-

vening pipe destroy the violence of the

brake pipe reduction?

A.—The initiation and propagation of

quick action, depends upon a certain rate

and continuation of drop in brake pipe

pressure, which is accomplished by open-
ings of certain size to correspond with
the volume of compressed air in the

brake pipe, and with the brake on the

first car cut out, and no brake pipe vent-

ing device on the tender of the loco-

motive, the required rate of reduction

may not be obtained when desired.

109. Q.—What other rule in cutting

out brakes is this frictional resistance to

the flow of compressed air responsible

for?

A.—That no two cars may have the

brakes cut out successively.

110. Q.—What do you understand by
this?

A.—That when it is necessary to cut

out the brakes on two cars in any portion

of the train, at least one operative brake
must be between them.

111. Q.—What governs the amount of
brake pipe reduction that is to be made
for the initial reduction for a stop?

A.— It is principally governed by the

speed of the train, condition of track,

the length of the train and the type of

brake equipment on the train.

112. Q.—What causes shocks to trains

during brake applications?

A.—Differences in speed between the

various cars in the train.

113. Q.—What permits this diflerence

in speed?

A.—Slack in the couplings.

114. Q.—,\bout how much slack is

there in a 100 car train?

A.—.\bout 50 feet.

115. Q.—What is the chief considera-

tion in stopping a freight train on an
appro.ximately level track?

A.—To stop the train without shock or

damage regardless as to the distance re-

quired.

116. Q.—What is the secret of smooth
train handling?

A.—Ability to control the slack action.

117. Q.—From a viewpoint of smooth
handling only, what would be the ideal

stop with a train?

A.—To close the engine throttle and
leave the train drift to a standstill.

118. Q.—What would be the next best?

A.—To gently catch up the slack with

a very light application of the inde-

pendent brake and allow the engine to

stop the train.

119. Q.—Why is it contrarj' to instruc-

tion to use the independent brake in

stopping a train?

A.—Because an engineer who did not

thoroughly understand the art of train

braking would likely do more damage to

the train than if it was entirely ignored.

120. Q.—What is the independent

brake valve intended for?

A.—Handljng the brakes on the loc-

motive alone.

121. Q.—The automatic brake valve?

A.—For handling the locomotive and
train brakes.

122. Q—What is the effect of a heavy
application of the independent brake

when coupled to a train on which the

brakes are released?

A.—A quick change in the speed at

which the engine ii running and a heavy
run in from the rear which tends to

wreck the train.

123. Q.—Allowing a train to drift to

a stop, or stopping with the independent
brake valve would no doubt stop a train

on a level track, but is this considered
train braking?

A.—No.
124. Q.—Why not?

A.—Because each car in a train is

equipped with an air brake that is in-

tended to be used in stopping the train.

125. Q.—What is the best kind of an
application that can be used in stopping

a freight train on a level track?

A.—.\s a general thing, the very

lightest possible brake pipe reduction that

will apply all of the brakes in the train.

126. Q.—What if the train is running
at a high rate of speed?

A.—Make the same light reduction,

and follow with another just sufficient to

bring the speed of the train down to 18

or 20 miles per hour, the release and re-

charge for making the final light reduc-

tion to stop the train.

127. Q.—How far from the stopping

point should the light reduction be

made?
A.—Fa"- enough away to permit the

light reduction in itself to bring the train

to a stop.

128. Q.—Should a further reduction be

made?
A.—Yes, when the speed is down to a

point where the train will stop within an
engine length.

129. Q.—What is the purpose of this

final reduction if not to assist in shorten-

ing the stop?

A.—To hold the slack in on the front

cars to prevent a run out when the

brakes on the rear are as effective as the

light initial reduction will make them.

130. Q.—What is the idea of this brake

valve movement?
A.—To bring the train to a stop while

the brake pipe exhaust of the automatic

brake valve is discharging air from the

brake pipe and building up braking force

at the head end of the train.

131. Q.—How will the actual stop then

be made if the train is running at a

low speed to begin with?

A.—With one application, but two re-

ductions, the last reduction to have no
bearings whatever upon the length of the

stop.

132. Q.—What is the object is making
a ver>- light initial reduction for the stop?

A.—Not to build up enough braking

force in any part of the train to part it,

133. Q.—Explain more fully?

A.—The heavier the brake pipe reduc-

tion, the greater or higher the brake

cj'linder pressure that will result and the

higher the brake cylinder pressure the

greater the retarding effect of the brake.

(To be continued.)
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Car Brake Inspection.

{Continued from page 333, Ocf., 1917.)

100. Q.—What is a road test?

A.—A test made during which a man
stationed at the rear of the train notes

that brakes apply and release properly at

the rear of the train to indicate that no

angle cocks in the train have been left

closed.

101. Q.—When are such tests made?
A.—After a train has been parted, or

after an angle cock has been closed for

any reason whatever, or sometimes after

a train is made up in sections and a

terminal test has been made on the differ-

ent sections.

102. Q.—\\hat is the meaning of four

blasts of the signal whistle when the

train is standing?

A.—To release brakes, if brakes are

applied, or to apply brakes if they are re-

leased.

103. Q.—If the train is running?

A.—To reduce speed.

1(M. Q.—What is the meaning of five

blasts of the whistle?

A.—If the train is standing, to call in

the flagman ; if the train is running, to

increase speed.

105. Q.—Of three blasts of the whistle?

A.—When standing, to back up; when
running, to stop at the next station.

106. Q.—Of two blasts of the whistle?

A.—When train is standing to start;

when train is running to stop at once.

107. Q.—How is a hand signal to re-

lease brakes given?

A.—By holding the hand, a flag or

lantern at arm's length above the head.

108. Q.—How is the signal to apply

brakes given by hand?

A.—By swinging the hand, flag or

lamp, horizontally above the head.

109. Q.—When shall the engineer ap-

ply the brakes for a terminal test of

brakes ?

A.—Upon a request from the train-

man or inspector, or upon a signal from

them after the required pressure has been

obtained.

110. Q.—What is this required pres-

sure?

A.—The maximum carried in the brake

pipe as regulated by the feed valve of

the locomotive.

111. Q.—Is this ever varied?

A.—Sometimes at division or inter-

mediate terminals the rule may be varied

by special instructions.

112. Q.—.\fter the engine is coupled

to the train and the brake application for

the test has been made, what would be

done if one of the brakes in the train

did not apply?

A.—It would depend somewhat upon

the length of time the locomotive has

been coupled, that is, if the reservoirs

on the car have had time to become
charged.

113. Q.—If they have had ample time?
A.—The stop cock in the brake pipe

branch to the triple valve would be ex-

amined to see that it is open and the

bleeder cocks in the reservoirs to see

that they are closed.

114. Q.—What if found to be in their

proper positions?

A.—The bleeder cock would be opened
to see whether the auxiliary reservoir is

charged.

115. Q.—How can you be sure whether
the brake pipe branch cut out is open re-

gardless of the position of the handle?

A.—By the groove cut in the top of

the key which runs in the same direction

as the opening through the key.

116. Q.—What if there was no air

pressure in the auxiliary reservoir?

A.—It would indicate stoppage in the

brake pipe or air strainer or in the feed

groove of the triple valve.

117. Q.—What if the reservoir was ap-

parently fully charged?

A.—It would indicate that the triple

valve was defective or that the air pres-

sure had leaked through a defective

brake cylinder or connection.

118. Q.—Could a brake get into a con-

dition where it would apply with a short

train and fail to apply when made up in

a long train?

A.—Yes.
119. Q.—Would such a brake be cut

out if the fault was in the brake

cylinder, that if the packing leather

would not set out properly with a slow

entering of pressure into the cylinder?

A.—No.
120. Q.—Why not?

A.—The brake would be operative in

cases of emergency.

121. Q.—In figuring up the percentage

of operative brakes how would this brake

be considered?

A.—As inoperative.

122. Q.—Should a passenger train

ever leave a terminal with an inop-

erative brake?

A.—Not without orders to do so from

the division superintendent.

123. Q.—Why not?

A.—Because in such an event the

brake on the train as a whole is defec-

tive.

124. Q.—How is such a conclusion ar-

rived at?

A.—All of the brake apparatus from

the air compressor strainer to the rear

angle cock is one complete brake, and

any part not properly performing its

functions constitutes a defective brake

and in the last analysis it would be con-

sidered as such.

125. Q.—Is there a practical reason

why a train should not be permitted to

leave an originating terminal with an

inoperative brake?

A.—In passenger service, brakes may

become inoperative enroute or it might
be necessary to cut out a brake, and this

might result in having less than the per-
centage of operative brakes required by
the Federal Regulations.

126. Q.—Under just what condition?
A.—If the train was composed of 6

cars or less.

127. Q.—What if the train is on the
road and it is necessary to cut out a
brake or enough brakes so that less than
the required 85 per cent, are operative
what must be done?
A.—The division superintendent must

be notified, who will issue specific instruc-
tions as to the manner in which the
brakes will be operated and under what
conditions the train will proceed.

128. Q.—What does the word "car"
mean in reference to percentage of op-
erative brakes?

A. It means a car or a dead engine
in a train or the tender of a steam
locomotive.

129. Q.—What is the tender brake
then counted as in figuring the percent-
age of operative brakes?

A.—As one car.

130. Q.—The locomotive?

A.—It is not counted in any way.

131. Q.—Particularly, why not?
A.—Because it is against the law to

operate an engine either in road or yard
service with a defective driver brake.

132. Q.—How is the percentage of

operative brakes figured?

A.—By dividing the number of op-

erative brakes by the total number of the

brakes in the train.

133. Q.—Or in other words?
A.—By the number of cars in the

train, the tender counted as a car.

134. Q.—As an example, with 6 cars in

the train, should it become necessary to

cut out one brake what would be the per-

centage of operative brakes?

A.—5^6;=.833 or 83 per cent operative,

which is less than tl;at required by law,

and the train could not proceed.

135. Q.—How can a table be arranged

to show this?

A.

—

Maximum number
of cars allowed

without operative

Cars in train. air brakes.

6 cars or less

7 cars to 13 cars, inclusive 1

14 " " 19 " " 2
20 " "26 " " 3

27 " "33 " " 4

34 " "39 " " 5

40 " "46 " " 6

47 " "53 " " 7

136. Q.—What other care must be ex-

ercised in cutting out brakes?

A.—To see that no two cars with air

brakes cut out shall be placed in con-

secutive order in the train.

(To he continued.)
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Improved Ragonnet Power Gear
A new and what is said to be a more

efficient form of the Ragonnet Reverse

gear has lately been brought out by the

Economy Devices Corporation of New
York. The gear first put upon the mar-

ket was known by the letter A. The

pew type which is spoken of as type 15,

has some very satisfactory improve-

ments on the original form.

The first engines on which type B gear

was used, were the Eric Pacific, or 4-6-2

type of locomotives, delivered by the

American Locomotive Company several

months ago, and the second lot were some

Atlantic Coast Line engines. There are a

large number of engines now on order at

the American and the Baldwin Works for

various roads, which will use the type

aligning, being centered in the bore of

the cylinder by the front head of which

it is a part. The piston rod is lf4 >ns.

in diameter, enabling the VVestinghuuse

piston rod packing suitable fur an 11 in.

pump to be used. .-Ml pins in the reach

rod and connecting rod, are case-hard-

ened and tliey work in hardened steel

bushings. The jaws of the reacn rod and

connecting rod are interchangeable and

enable these rods to be readily adjusted as

to length. The cab lever is small and

compact, occupying very little room and

is pleasing in appearance.

The connection between the valve and

the rocker is effected by means of slid-

ing blocks and pins. By an ingenious

arrangemeni of these details, it is impos-

present in type A is eliminated from the

newer design. A larger cylinder is used

on type B, which provides stronger hold-

ing power than was formerly employed.

This is in order to meet the requirements

produced by the growing size of modern
power and the exacting conditions of

modern service. The pins and bushings

used, are case-hardened to resist undue

wear and the jaws are adjustable all

round. Nuts are not used inside the

valve chamber, and are not there to work

loose or come off. This defect is hard to

find and difficult to reach when nuts are

present. Their ab.sencc in this design is

therefore a decided advantage, and the

pins that arc used, cannot come out. The
small hand lever in the cab has been im-

R.AGONNKT REVERSE GEAR. (TYPE li) ECOXOMY DEVICES CORP., NEW YORK.

B gear, and some of them are about

ready to be delivered.

This type of gear consists of a plain

10-inch cylinder with a specially finished

bore. The ports are drilled instead ot

being cored as in the type A, thus getting

rid of any trouble with core sand.

The mechanism is controlled by a slide

valve which is considerably longer than

the distance between its steam edges. The

admission of steam to the ports is effected

through drilled holes. The valve itself

has a large wearing surface but a small

unbalanced area, and therefore moves

with little friction on its seat. The valve

is actuated by a rocker which passes

through a guide, tightness being secured

by means of a rocker joint ring.

The floating lever is fulcrumed on the

upper arm of the rocker and is of such

proportions that a very slight movement

of the crosshead will produce a relatively

large displacement of the valve, from its

central position. The guide is of the well

known bored out type, similar to that used

on stationary Corliss engines. It is self-

sible for any part to become disconnected

or to work loose witliin the valve chest,

as the valve and locker must be assem-

bled within the valve chest before it is

applied to the cylinder. The piston is

packed with three rings of "Ragonay"

packing specially made to give equally

good service in steam or air. A handy

nut lock is used on the follower nuts,

one single plate sufficing for all bolts.

The mechanism can only be put together

in one way, which allows it to be de-

scribed by the trite phrase, that it is "fool

proof."

Some of the advantages claimed for

type B, reverse gear are easily stated and

are not extravagant. One of them is that

the apparatus is extremely sensitive to

slight changes in the position of the cab

lever, and that it gives prompt action to

resist the pull and push transmitted

through the reach rod when the engine

is running. There is a very considerable

reduction in the number of parts em-

ployed in this new gear, which makes the

whole affair simple. One stuffing box,

proved by the substitution of a compact

compression coil spring. There is in type B
an improved form of piston packing.

Other minor improvements have been in-

troduced, here and there, which contribute

to easier maintenance, and have in view

the important function of safeguarding

against engine failures.

The whole design may be considered

as an improvement on the one that pre-

ceded it. The designer has had the

actual service conditions before him as

he worked out these later details, and

these conditions gave evidence of their

existence in the performance of reversing

gear, type A ; so that by bringing the re-

sults of this experience to bear on the

later type, he has been able to improve the

old gear good as it was for something

better and, as is well known, in the heavi-

er class of locomotives the installation of

a power reverse gear has become a neces-

sity that it would be idle to entertain the

idea of dispensing with and its service

in future is thereby secured beyond any

reasonable doubt.
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Electrical Department
Transformers, Air Blast and Oil Cooled—Two Types, the "Core" and the "Shell"

Type—Details of Their Construction and Use—Regenerative Braking

In the preceding issue we discussed the

elementary design of the transformer. We
showed that the function of the trans-

former is to transform electrical energy

at one voltage into electrical energy at

another voltage. The simple transformer

as experimented with, by Faraday, con-

sisted of a ring of iron with two separate

sets of coils of wire wound on it. We
pointed out that due to elimination of

rotating parts the transformer was of

very high efficiency, appro.ximating 98 per

-cent. As pointed out, there are two gen-

eral types of transformer construction,

namely, the "core" and the "shell" types

;

the name applying to the position of the

iion ring in reference to the coils. The
construction of the core type was shown

snd e.xplained and we will now proceed

to explain the construction of the shell

type.

The shell type coils are wound in single

sections with square or rectangular wire.

That is, they are wound like a roll of

tape around an opening rectangular in

shape, which Fig. 1 illustrates. After

winding they are clamped, and so held to

an e.xact size during the process of dip-

ping and drying. The copper wire which

is either square or ribbon-shaped, is in-

sulated by a paper or cloth and must be

treated so as to become a part of the coil,

so to speak. The treatment consists in

•dipping in a vat of varnish and drying in

ovens. The varnish is a special one, made
free from any substance which would be

injurious to the insulation and it is

specially suited to withstand electrical

pressure or voltage as well as heat. The
coils are first dried, then dipped in var-

nish and drained and then again dried,

this cycle being repeated until the surface

is thoroughly coated with varnish. It

usually takes as many as six dippings. By
this process the whole insulation is thor-

oughly impregnated, the turns are liound

together and the insulation strengthened.

The coils are assembled side by side

in groups and the groups bound together

to make the transformer. We know that

electric current flowing through copper

wire, or any kind of wire for that matter,

produces heat. In order to get the most

out of the copper used, the transformer

rhould be worked at a high temperature

but of course not sufficient to exceed the

safe limit. It is therefore necessary to

j:et rid of the heat in the transformer

coils, and to do this, the coils when
grouped together side by side arc not

placed one directly against the other.

Strips are inserted between the coiU, so

placed that ducts are formed and the

heat can be carried away by air or oil

flowing in the ducts, the amount of heat

taken off depending on the method em-

ployed for cooling. Enough of these ven-

tilating ducts must be provided to insure

a uniform temperature, and must be cor-

rectly located so that hot spots will not

exist. If a part of the coil is not properly

cooled it will be overheated and cause a

burnout.

The spacing strips may be straight (the

type used in air blast transformers) or

they may be wavy in form, as used in

the insulated transformers and shown in

Fig. 2. These strips vary in thickness

depending on the size and type of the

transformer. An average thickness would

be approximately ^/^ in.

The iron, consisting of punchings of

silicon steel less than .02 in. thick

in the shell type of transformer, is

WIRES AND DUCTS FOR OIL COOLED
TR.WSFOR.MERS.

built around the group of coils enclos-

ing them entirely, for the distance A B
in Fig. 1. When completed, the trans-

former has the appearance shown in Fig.

3, the iron forming a shell around the

main body of the assembled coils, only

the ends projecting. The coil of pipe

shown above the transformer is used for

cooling purposes only, and will be ex-

plained fully when the different types of

transformers are taken up.

The type of transformers in general

use is the Air Blast Transformer, the

Oil Insulated Self-Cooled (CISC) and
the Oil Insulated Water Cooled (O I W
C) transformers.

The air blast transformer is mounted
in a housing, which is provided with

dampers for governing the inflow of cool-

ing air as the actual duct area is in

excess of the actual area required for

the cooling of the transformer. For this

reason the dampers arc provided and
when several transformers are receiving

air from the same cooling air chamber

the supply of air passing through each
transformer can be regulated.

The air entering the transformer at

the bottom, divides into two separate

paths, one flowing upward through the

coil ducts and the other through the

ducts betweent the coils and the iron

core. A longitudinal section of a West-
inghouse air blast transformer is shown
in Fig. 4. The damper is shown as well
as the air passages.

The selection of a place for installing

air blast transformers is of great im-
portance. They should be installed in a
room free from dirt and dust. The air

duct or chamber for conducting the cold
air should be of ample size. Precaution
must be taken to prevent water from
dripping roofs or from steam pipes from
dropping on or entering the transformer.
One of the most important things to

attend to is to see that the transformers
are dry before being put into service.

They are dry when leaving the manu-
facturers and precautions are taken to

have them dry on reaching their destina-

tion. Accidents sometimes occur by which
the coils become damp or even wet.

Whenever there is reason to suppose
that a transformer has been exposed to

moisture either in transit or in storage
or otherwise, it must not be put into

service until the moisture has been dried

out thoroughly. Moisture, as we know,
does not go well with electricity and un-
less got rid of will cause serious burnouts.

In general there are three methods which
may be followed in drying a transformer.

1st—By internal heat. 2nd—By external

heat. 3rd—By a combination of the two.

To dry by internal heat is to create heat
in the copper wires themselves and thus

drive all moisture out of the insulation

around these wires. No better way to

generate heat can be found than by the

electric current flowing through the wires

themselves. This is the method adopted.

The actual procedure is to short-circuit

the low voltage winding and impress on
the high voltage winding sufficient voltage

to pass the desired current through the

coils. When the low tension leads are

connected directly together, the resistance

is so low that a very small voltage, 1 to

2 per cent of the normal high tension

voltage, impressed on the high voltage

winding will cause a flow of current

sufficient to produce heat enough to dry

out the coils. A current of from 1/5 to

y^ of the full load current is ample. When
the drying is going on, the dampers should

be wide open so as to allow a full circula-

tion of air.
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The second method is to apply heat ex-

ternally to the windings.^ The best way
of accomplishing this is to set the trans-

former (damper open) over a box having

a top opening the exact size of the open-

ing in the transformer. Heat is generated

in the box by the passage of an electric

current through resistance grids and the

box should be provided with a side open-

ing so that air will be drawn in over the

hot resistances and up through the trans-

former. The transformer practically

forms a chimney for a circulation of hot

air. There may be conditions where

electric current is not available for heat-

ing the resistances, and heat must be

generated by direct combustion of gas,

FIG. 3. DRYING TRANSFORMER.

coal, or wood. It is very important if

heat is generated in this manner that

none of the products of combustion enter

the box, as these gases are very injurious

to the insulation.

There is no way of definitely knowing

when the transformer is perfectly dry,

but measurements of the insulation resist-

ance is good indication. At a given

temperature, the higher the resistance the

dryer the transformer must be. The
measurement of the insulation resistance

is simple and the same method of test is

used in connection with motors and gen-

erators. This method was. described fully

in our June issue and may be referred to

by turning to page 200.

Regenerative Braking

Considerable energy is available (ex-

pressed in foot-pounds or horsepower) on

a down grade. For instance, with a 3,250-

ton train down the 2.36 per cent grade

between certain points, the horsepower

available can be calculated as follows

:

For each 1 per cent grade, the downpull

along the grade is 20 lbs. per ton, so that

on the 2.36 per cent grade there will be

47.2 lbs. per ton minus the friction of the

train, which we will assume as 7 lbs. per

ton. There is then a net amount of 40.2

lbs. per ton, which, with a 3,520-ton train,

made up of 3.250 tons trailing load and a

270-ton locomotive, gives 141,504 lbs. The

speed in feet per minute at 14 miles per

hour is 1,232, so that the horsepower to

be dissipated at the brakcshocs, as heat

or as available for regeneration is

:

141,504 X 1,232 -^ 33,000 = 5,285

horsepower.

Regeneration is then the taking of the

power available on account of the train

descending a grade and which nominally

is dissipated as heat at the brakeshocs,

and using this power to return to the elec-

.trical conductor as electric'al energy which

helps to supply power to some other train

operating against a grade, thus requiring

less power to be taken from the main

power station than would be the case

without the regeneration. Returning elec-

tric power to the conductor or line, as we

term it. means that electric power is ac-

tually generated on the locomotive and

the horsepower developed on the down
grade is converted into watts.

If electric power is shut down from the

overhead wire the locomotive is, for the

time being, turned into a moving generat-

ing station. The generation of electricity

goes on whether the turning of the wheels

is effected by an outside steam engine, as

at the powerhouse, or by the movement

of a turbine, or by the drivers being

turned by the engine and train rolling

down the grade, but in any case this turn-

ing of tlie wlieels requires some form of

force to be applied.

The logical procedure is to make use of

the electric motors, which normally sup-

ply the motive power for the propulsion

of the train, for generating the electric

current to be put into the line, and this is

exactly what is done. The motors are

connected on locomotives to the axles by

gearing, side rods or a combination of

both, so that these motors revolve at all

times with the revolution of the drivers.

Just how these motors are turned into

generators, and how it is possible to re-

turn power to this overhead line, and

what takes place in the motor, are ex-

tremely interesting matters.

As the train tops the hill and a few cars

have passed beyond this crest, the engine-

man shuts off the master controller,

changes over to the regeneration position

by a simple movement of a handle and

then by bringing the master controller on

again the locomotive begins to regenerate

and picks up car by car as each comes

over the crown and begins to descend the

2.3 per cent grade.

In dealing with direct-current and sin-

gle-phase series motors, we may say that

the motors used on these two systems are

of the series-commutating type, this type

of motor having the proper characteristics

for general railway work. The series

motor gets its name from the arrange-

ment of connections between the arma-

ture and the field, these two parts of the

motor being connected in series, so that

the same current which flows through

the armature also passes through the field

coils.

In order to regenerate on either of

these two systems, the voltage (which is

analogous to pressure in a pipe), gen-

erated by the motors, must be greater

than the voltage or pressure on the elec-

trical conductor, and this pressure gen-

erated must be under control. The con-

ditions to be met are similar to the case

of a water pipe under, say 100 lbs. pres-

sure. In order to force water into this

pipe at 100 lbs. pressure, a greater pres-

sure must be used to overcome the pres-

sure in the pipe. The motors must

therefore become, for the time being, elec-

tric generators. Generators are based

upon the discovery by Faraday, in 1831,

that an electric current and voltage are

generated in conductors by moving them

in a magnetic field. Moving the con-

ductor in a magnetic field causes the con-

ductor to cut what is known as "lines of

force" and the voltage obtained depends

upon the number of these lines of force

cut in a given time. It is seen then that

the stronger the field ; that is, the more

the lines of force, the higher will be the

voltage at the same rate of cutting, or

with the same lines of force, if the con-

ductor cut them in a shorter time ; i. e.,

at a greater rate, the voltage will also be

greater. This point is here referred to,

to make clear the arrangement followed

on the systems of regeneration.

In the case of the motors, the arma-

tures arc driven by gearing or side-rods

or both, and we have a magnetic field

which can be produced by current flow-

ing through the field coils mounted on

the pole pieces. It is then only a ques-

tion of combining and controlling these

features and we have the generator. It

would be impossible to regenerate with

the armature and field of the motor con-

nected in series.

In the D.C. operation, the field can be

excited from a separate source of power

such as a storage battery, but better, from

a motor-generator set. The motor-gen-

erator set would probably consist of two

machines coupled together, one of which

is a motor and the other a generator.

The motor would be connected to the line

voltage, or, as we would say, the trolley

wire, and would run probably all the time

either with the locomotive hauling or re-

generating. The generator would supply

the proper amount of current for excit-

ing the field of the motors when in the

regenerating position. If four or more

motors are mounted on the locomotives,

a wide variation of speed during regenera-

tion can be obtained by combining the

motors in the parallel and series combina-
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tion. During acceleration of the locomo-

tive, the motors are operated in com-

bination, starting, say, in the case of the

four-motor equipment, with the four mo-

tors in series, then transferring to two

motors in parallel, and two of these

parallel sets in series, and finally, to the

four motors in parallel. Three running

speeds are thus possible with these com-

binations, say, 8 miles an hour with the

four motors in series, 16 miles an hour

with the second arrangement, and 32

miles an hour with the four motors in

parallel. These combinations work equally

well in the reverse direction when re-

generating.

At the highest speed, say, 32 miles an

hour, if regeneration is commenced, the

motors will be used as four in parallel,

and as the train speed decreases, at a

speed as outlined below, the combination

would be changed . over into two in

parallel and two sets in series, and with

the further reduction of speed, motors

would be connected four in series. The
reason for changing the combination is

apparent from the following: As the train

is reducing in speed the control must be

such that more current is passed through

the fields of the motors which are gen-

erating so as to keep the voltage up above

the line voltage. The operation of the

motors connected in series to give the

pfoper voltage is analogous to a double-

acting pump or compressor where the air

pressure or water pressure obtained from

the first piston passes into a high pres-

sure cylinder, where it is increased to a

much higher pressure by the movement

of the second piston. It is not possible

to carry this regeneration down to ^ero

speed and air-brakes are required to com-

plete the stop.

Regeneration must not be confused with

what is known as "dynamic braking"

—

with direct current equipments of small

sizes. If two series motors with fields

reversed are connected together on them-

selves, either directly or through resist-

ance, one of these motors will pick up

as a generator, the other as a motor run-

ning backwards, and the car will be

brought to a standstill. The voltages gen-

erated in this way are very low, since the

resistance of the circuits is very low, and,

moreover, the current circulates between

these two motors and does not in any

way return to the power supply ; as with

this arrangement there is no connections

to the line or trolley wire. With regen-

eration proper the energy of the moving

train which would otherwise cause it to

"run away" on a steep down grade is

changed into electric energy and given

back to the overhead wire and to the

power-house. It is new energy dcvcloiicd

by the moving train going down hill. The

train cannot run away because part of

the motion is, by the arrangement of mo-

tors, split into slow-train motion and elec-

tric current. The work of pushing a train

up grade gives it the potential energy of

position, just as a stone carried to the

top of a mountain acquires the potential

energy of position with reference to the

valley below.

Anticipating and Preventing Failure.

In dealing with the important and ever-

present reality of safety among employes,

a very considerable amount of opinion

and theory have been committed to paper.

One which strikes the eye readily enough

is from the pen of Mr. W. E. Watters,

secretary of the central safety committee

of the National Malleable Castings Com-
pany. A transcript of his remarks are

given in Safety Engineering. When
speaking of sailJhg on a sea of safety,

he says : "Many accidents are caused by

mind wandering, and we ask our men to

try a new sail—^the sail known as atti-

tude. We ask them to feel kindly toward

every movement that we suggest that is

for their betterment and for the com-

pany's interest. Soon, by taking this at-

titude, we find that their old experiences

pass away and their craft sails on into

our executive class. We try to deeply im-

press upon their minds that the cause of

most accidents is mind wandering. We
say to our men : 'If you are tying your

shoe, be sure and think shoe.' In other

words, we ask them to think, think, think.

"We never like the foreman who takes

a wily attitude. We know positively that

this attitude deprives him of power. You
know and I know that people have no

confidence in a crafty man. We seek

among our foremen a quality known as

faithfulness."

Here is an interesting psychological

problem raised at once. We agree with

Mr. Watters, but how are men to be in-

duced to think, and how is mind wan-

dering to be prevented? "Think," as Mr.

Watters uses it here, probably means at-

tention, and as Prof. C. E. Seashore

points out that voluntary attention is

seldom more than a precarious makeshift

in the ordinary work and experiences of

daily life; it is too rare and costly. Vol-

untary attention is one of the highest

achievements of man. Attention that

serves the steady flow of consciousness

must be spontaneous and semi-automatic.

When work becomes largely automatic

it ceases to be monotonous. The endeavor

to avert or, one may say, to do away with

the necessity for close attention is every-

where present in safety appliances. Gear-

wheels, circular saws and other moving

parts of machinery are covered for the

purpose of preventing any injury being

inflicted upon a man who is not paying

attention to the danger he is close to.

Mind wandering is another name for

want of attention to the matter in hand,

if one may call it so. The mind has a

curious faculty of selecting, among all the

varied impressions it receives, that which

interests it most, and that is entirely apart

from any good it may do, or any intrinsic

importance it may have.

If this faculty of concentrated attention

from which all irrelevant considerations

have been rigidly excluded, is rare—and
there seems to be plenty of evidence that

it is quite rare—then the only alternative

in the endeavor to secure safety, is to

put it bej'ond the power of wandering
mind, of slackened attention, to produce
the condition we call dangerous. A man
must be treated as a partially defective

machine, and he must be positively pre-

vented from failing.

In train operation the same kind of

mind is on the footplate as is in the fac-

tory or the , repair shop, and the prin-

ciple of prevention of failure is ^s nec-

essary on the line as in the shop. The
covering of moving parts brings about
immunity from accident in operating the

machine, and the automatic stop is the

form this safety appliance must take on
the railroad. One is as logically neces-

sary as the other. Man fails inadvertently

and not by design or wish. The old argu-

ment that the automatic stop signal on
the road would tend to make a man rely

on it, and so become careless, is faulty

reasoning. A man should not have a

loaded revolver lying loose in his house.

If the weapon must be kept nearby, the

charge should be withdrawn, because the

danger does not lie in the revolver, loaded

or unloaded ; the danger is wholly in the

man's mental make-up. He may mistake

the condition of the small-bore and injure

himself or others. The weapon is dan-

gerous only because of the man. By
withdrawing the cartridge he saves him-
self from the results of a fatal mistake.

He can't fire an empty repeater, even

by the impulse of angry intention. He
is safe only because he can't fail.

Grand Trunk Adpots Eight-Hour Law.

The Grand Trunk Railway of Canada
has agreed to grant the enginemen and

firemen on all its lines the benefit of the

"eight-hour law" pay now in force in the

United States. The employees on the

company's lines in the United States al-

ready enjoy the rates provided by this

law.

The Frank Thomson Scholarships.

The Penn.sylvania railroad publishes an

announcement that the Frank Thomson
scholarships for the four-year collegiate

term beginning with 1918-19 has now two

vacancies, one to be awarded to a son of

a living or deceased employee of the lines

east of Pittsburgh, and the other simi-

larly applied to on the lines west. The

examination hoard of the college entrance

of New York City will conduct the ex-

aminations. Eight scholarships are simul-

taneously maintained.
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Evil Effects of False Brake Cylinder Piston Travel

A Correctly Designed Type of Clasp Brake Gear is Essential for Modern Etjuipment

Passenger Cars.

By WALTER V. TURNER, Manauer of EnftineeriitK, Wesiinghouse Air Brake Co.

attctn|its Ut avoidBrake cylinder piston travel, where tlic

single shoe tj'pe of brake gear permits

it to vary, is a function of the time or

duration of the brake application, as

well as of the cylinder pressure, .^s ex-

plained last month, a condition of four

inches false piston travel represents more

nearly what the variation in travel with

cylinder pressure would be for an actual

brake application, for the v'ston travel

will not lengthen out immediately after

the brake application. It takes a certain

period of time for the jolting of the cars

and trucks to assist the brake shoes to

pull down on the wheel treads, and

thereby lengthen the piston travel, which

is significant, because the shocks occur

in the early stages of a brake application.

It is necessary to make at least a 6 or 7

lb. brake pipe reduction in order to in-

sure that all triple valves apply and that

sufficient differential may be set up to

release them when desired. In the at-

tempt to apply brakes lightly and avoid

shocks, insufficient reductions are made,

with the inevitable result of stuck brakes.

To sum up all of these things:

on" brakes

shocks.

Delays due to hot journals, stuck

per wheel nr "clasp" type. The attached

diagram, comparing a single shoe with

clasp brake type of gear, proves that the

clasp brake should be employed when-

ever it is necessary to e.xceed a braking

ratio of 100 per cent, for either emer-

gency or service applications of the brake.

And if the point is taken as here estab-

lished for the failure of the single shoe

brake to he "equal to the job" the need

T"*^'"^'' i?HC^ ^°'' ''^*^ clasp brake on account of the

^«S Hy* "["^""^--
vJS overloaded brake shoe will have been

~^i2r L/'TXiJw**' cared for long before it arises. This

^ IL_i' \«—» applies to passenger service only, for in

freight service, where a comparatively

low braking ratio is used, the absolute

value of the brake shoe pressures may,

nevertheless, be such as to warrant the

use of two shoes per wheel in order to

divide the load and reduce the brake shoe

costs.

For two reasons the foregoing list of

troubles, occurring in passenger service,

do not occur in freight service : First,

the braking ratio is limited to 80 per cent,

and, second, the type of truck generally

used does not permit relative movement

brakes, flat wheels, and damage

from shocks.

(3) Unwarranted expense in:

In modern heavy passenger train serv-

ice, the single shoe type of foundation

brake gear with inherent false piston

travel is responsible for

:

(1) Rough handling of trains in:

Starting. (Violent taking of slack

necessary to get train under way.)

Slowing down.

Stopping.

Excessive fuel and water consump-

tion.

Reduced capacity of engine.

Slid flat wheels due to shocks, stuck

brakes and shifting of weight from

one pair of wheels to another.

Hot journals.

Burned brake shoes and brake

heads.

A suitably designed clasp brake for a six-wheel truck.
Proper trucV construction must contribute with suitable clasp bnake design in the elimination of false piston travel

(2) Inability "to make the time" because

of:

Hard pulling train, due to brake

shoes dragging and stuck brakes.

Long drawn out stops, "dribbling

Obviously, the way to cure these

troubles is not to dally with the effects,

but to strike back at the underlying

causes by applying a suitable designed

foundation brake gear of the two-shoe

between the truck frame and wheel. In

a further summing up, it may be said

that a well designed clasp brake rigging,

such as that shown here, eliminates the

single shoe brake evils as above sched-
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uled as no other device can possibly do.

A more direct comparison may be drawn
up between the single shoe and the clasp

tjpes of brake gear by saying that with

the clasp brake it is possible to have:

Shorter stops in emergency, due to

reduced brake shoe dut>'.

Reduced brake shoe wear.

Reduced brake shoe maintenance.

No brake shoe dragging—reduced

train resistance.

Longer trains handled with less

loss of time, using same motive

power equipment.

Fewer delays.

Smoother stops.

More accurate stops.

Fewer slid flat wheels from shocks

and stuck brakes, and the transfer

of load from one pair of wheels to

another.

Fewer stuck brakes.

Fewer hot journal bearings.

In order to have some measure of re-

lief from the evils attendant upon the use

of the single shoe brake gear, pending the

accumulation of funds required in order

to meet the sometimes very great ex-

pense of remodeling trucks to provide

for a suitable clasp rigging, a device has

been designed which makes the auxiliary'

reservoir volume a function of the piston

travel. The brake application starts with

an auxiliary of very much reduced size,

which keeps down the brake cylinder

pressure for light brake pipe reductions.

The continued outward movement of the

brake piston cuts in, at predetermined
points, additional auxiliary volumes,
finally giving full service pressure when
the proper brake pipe reduction has been
made. This provides even greater flexi-

bilitj' of brake operation than can be ob-

tained with the clasp brake, but, of

course, all of the troubles and losses due
to brake shoes dragging on the wheels
still remain. This device also arranges
for the use of the first small auxiliary

reservoir for all reapplications of the

brake after a partial release, thereby cut-

ting down the build-up in pressure on
that retained in the cylinder and making
smooth handling of long trains at low
speeds much more certain.

The Lubrication of Locomotives
The Utility of Mixed Lubricants—The Importance of Feeders-

Good Lubrication a Saver of FueL

By E. STANDIFORD, Youngstown, Ohio.

Various kinds and qualities of oil are

used for lubricating the various parts of

the locomotive, such as axle boxes, con-

necting rods and valves. Rape oil alone

or mixed with a small quantity of mineral

oil is much used. Tallow is not used as

much as formerly, although it is a good

lubricant for axle boxes when running

warm, but if there is no tendency to heat-

ing it should not be used, as it will thicken

the oil, causing it to flow too slowly, es-

pecially in cold weather. For use in sight-

feed lubricators for the cylinders and

slide valves a thick mineral oil is com-
monly used. It stands the heat well, and

is free from the corrosive effect peculiar

to tallow which was formerly used for

these parts. Feeders or wicks to fit in the

siphon pipes are usually made with plaited

wire and with a loop at the end for strands

of worsted to be held in. For the rotating

parts, such as coupling rods, short feeders,

known as plug feeders, are required, the

worsted bearing reaching to the top of the

pipe, so as to leave a small space to catch

the oil when it is thrown about by the

movement of the engine. A piece of cane

or cork should be screwed in the hole in

the oil cup to prevent the oil being thrown

out, and these materials being porous, the

air will be admitted to replace the oil as

it is used. A spring button may be fitted

into the oil hole, with a small hole drilled

through the button admitting the air.

For the axle boxes, slide-bar cups, and

other stationary oil vessels, tail feeders

are used. The worsted in these is re-

fjuired to be long enough to reach to the

bottom of the oil recess and the oil will

find its way through the feeder to the

bearing by capillary attraction. The num-
ber of strands of worsted required for

the feeder must be determined by the

thickness of the oil used. If the feeder

is found to siphon too large a quantity of

oil, more strands should be added, and

the number of strands lessened if a suf-

ficient quantity of oil is not reaching the

bearing.

Some feeders ready made, also some
pieces of cane or cork, should always be

kept by enginemen. An engineer when
getting his engine ready for the day's

work should see that all lubricator and oil

cup covers are secure. If they are left

loose they are liable to work out when
running and be lost. If any part is found

not to take much oil it should be inspected

at once ; the feeders cleaned or renewed,

or the oil cup cleaned out as required.

Tail feeders should be adjusted and gland

swabs or mops seen to be properly in their

places.

Mops for the glands are made of

worsted or lamp cotton, plaited and tied

into a ring to fit the gland nuts. The
ends of the cotton or worsted after being

tied should not be left hanging around

the rod ; mops with straggling tails con-

duct half the oil to the ground, conse-

((uently wasting it.

The parts with plug feeders should be

oiled before leaving the shed, as the en-

gine cannot always be placed in the right

position when standing with a train. The
horn-blocks require a little oil, especially

on a line with many curves, and the en-

gine will ride easier with horn-blocks

greased. The slide bar and gland cups

should be the last to be filled up, so as

to save going around to them when the

engine is moving. The pins in the link

motion require a little oil in the holes

made for the purpose ; neglect to oil these

small but important parts is likely to

cause them to get hot and seize.

It is difficult to fix a rule as to how
many drops of oil per mile any particular

part should use, owing to the fact that

different kinds and qualities of oils are

used by different companies, also that

engines work under greatly dissimilar

conditions. .An engineer should make
himself well acquainted with the charac-

ter of the material he is supplied with

so as to know just how to deal with it.

When an engine is running its first

trips when new or after coming out of

the repair shops, it is tlie best plan to be

rather generous with tlie lubricator until

everything is in good order, for once a

bearing gets hot it. is often a source of

trouble and anxiety for some tiinc after.

Some engineers are in the habit of putting

cylinder oil in the axleboxes ; this is a

practice that is not at all advisable, espe-

cially in cold weather : in warm weather

a little of it helps to check the oil from

being used too quickly, but if a large

quantity of mineral oil is put into the

axleboxes it will not siphon through the

feeders until the axlebox begins to grow
warm. If an engineer finds that some
one else has been running his engine and

has served the axle boxes with thick oil,

the best way is to clean the feeders and

mix the thick oil with a lilicral supply of

paraffin oil, which will have the effect of

helping it to pass through the feeders,

and also have the effect of softening the

pads, which may liave become hardened.

In conclusion, it may be said that a

wcll-lubricalrd cneine should be lighter

on coal than one marked light on oil

consumption. This fact requires no ex-

tended experiments.
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Water Sprinkler Valve.

By J. H. Hahn, Hi.itFiti.». \V. Va.

The accompaiiyi'iR sketch shows a cold

water sprinkK-r or s(|uirt hose valve of

the siphon type, and is more substantial

and safi-r than those that arc Kcncrally in

use. The valve A is located in the steam

line from the turret in a convenient loca-

tion in the cab, and the valve B is located

The Perkint Safety Switch

Consi<lcrablc nitt-rest is being manifested

among railroad nicn generally and in the

South particularly, in the Perkins Safety

Switch. As will be seen by our illustra-

tions, the device eliminates the older types

of frog and split switch which, as is well

known, have been regarded as the cause of

some deplorable accidents on railroads.

DETAILS Ol^ WATER SPRINKLER VALVE.

in the water line to the sprinkler hose.

The nozzle D is held in position by a

collar and nut C, and the nozzle should

project 1/16 in. outside of the valve body

as shown at D. The sprinkler hose to be

attached to the pipe at E. The sprinkler

valve is attached directly to the injector

THE PERKINS UNBROKEN JLMN LINE

feed water pipe, and no dimensions are

necessary, as local conditions will suggest

the size of pipe. However yj in. pipe has

proven very satisfactory. .\ good valve

of the same type may also be made by

using a 3j in, T and by using nipples and

bushings the nozzle may be reduced to %
in. pipe. The sprinkler valves may be

applied to the feed pipe without drilling

and tapping by welding the nipple in the

feed pipe by the welding process.

It will be observed that when the switch

is set for the siding the movable rail has

passed over the top of the fixed rail, and

forms a perfect junction with the suc-

ceeding rail thereby forming an even un-

broken line rail from one end of the

switch to the other, thereby providing

safety from broken, worn or damaged

frogs, at all times, as the movable rail

never touches the main line rail except

when a train is going into a side track.

Its installation is easy and economical,

and by reason of its simplicity of con-

struction is said to be much cheaper than

other kinds of switches. In saying this,

however, account must be taken of the

fact that the Perkins switch has some

rods, levers and working parts which

must be made to work freely in the win-

ter and kept in good repair during the

entire year.

Our illustrations show a view of the

Southern railway yards at the John Street

crossing in .\tlanta, Ga., where the device

was installed some months ago and has

given every satisfaction.

We have had the opportunity of exam-

ining a working model of the device, and

it seemed to us that it contained some

very valuable features. The main line,

when the switch is set for it. forms an

unbroken and solid track, while the eleva-

tion of the frog rail where it lies on top

of the main line track rail, is such as to

preclude high speed while the main line

passing through the switch can sustain

any main line speed that the rest of the

track will carry.

Performance of P. & R. Mallets.

In the June, 1917, issue of Raii.w.w and

Loc<).MciTi\K Kncineehing, page 180, we

gave an account of the construction and

design of some Mallet or 2-8-8-2 tyi)c of

locomotives liuilt by the lialdwin Loco-

motive Works for the Philadelphia &

Reading Railway, of which Mr. J. A-

Seiders is superintendent of motive power

and rolling equipment. The engines are

among the largest of this type and are

able to develop a tractive effort of 98,400

lbs. The weight of the engine itself is

478,.=^) lbs., and with the tender makes

634,820 lbs.

The engines, of which the P. & K.

have six, were designed to operate on the

Frackville incline above Pottsvillc, Pa.,

which has a ruling grade of 3.3 per cent

and curves of 16 degs., and the engines

handle from 35 to 38 light 50-ton capacity

coal cars, going up, and the same num-

ber of loaded cars coming down. They

have been operating very successfully up

to the present time in this service, haul-

ing 35 to 40 per cent heavier trains than

the large Mikados previously used, at the

same time the work is now made easier

on both engine and track.

It was necessary to work out a very

compact design, on account of the neces-

sity of keeping within the tunnel clear-

ances of 15 ft. in height by 11 ft. in width.

Two-wheel swing bolster trucks are used

front and back, as the engines are run

backward for a large part of the time.

The grates are 9 ft. wide by 12 ft. long,

or 108 sq. ft., and the machines are fired

ver>- satisfactorily fired by Street stok-

ers of the C type, using an equal mixture

SWITCH SET FOR SIDE TRACK SERVICE

of anthracite buckwheat and bituminous

coals to make the mixture.

Increase of Wages

.\iinounccnient has liecn made that an-

other increase in wages for shop em-

ployees aggregating nearly $2,000,000 a

year has just been promulgated by the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

Comi)any. .Ml employees observing shop

hours, except munition workers, will re-

ceive an additional bonus of 10 per cent.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. F. W. Scliultz has been appointed

master mechanic of the Kansas City,

Mexico & Orient of Texas at San .\ngelo,

Texas, succeeding Mr. T. C. Kyle.

Mr. E. S. McMillan has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Grand

Trunk, Montreal Terminals, succeeding

Mr. F. H. Holland, assigned to other

duties.

Mr. H. R. Voelker, formerly foreman

in the shops of the Pennsylvania Lines

West, at Bradford, Ohio, has been ap-

pointed general foreman in the shops at

Louisville, Ky.

Mr. R. J. Williams has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the

Pere Marquette, with headquarters at

Detroit, Mich., succeeding Mr. W. L.

Kellogg resigned.

Mr. R. C. Manning has been appointed

assistant to Mr. W. D. Robb, vice-presi-

dent of the Grand Trunk Railway Sys-

tem, in charge of motive power, car

equipment and machinery.

Mr. H. F. Bardwell has been appointed

New York district manager for the

Vanadium-.^lloys Steel Company, of

Pittsburgh and Latrobe, Pa., with offices

at 30 Church street. New York.

Mr. Charles Manley has been appointed

superintendent of machinery of the Mis-

souri & North Arkansas, with jurisdic-

tion over all mechanical and car depart-

ments, with office at Harrison, .Vrk.

Mr. E. Kennedy, formerly assistant

general manager of the West Albany

shops of the New York Central, is now
connected with Manning, Maxwell &
Moore, with headquarters at Chicago, 111.

Mr. A. G. Shaver has been retained as

consulting engineer by the A. G. A. Rail-

way Light & Signal Company, Elizabeth,

N. J. Mr. Shaver's headquarters will be

room 857, Peoples Gas Building, Chicago.

Mr. M. B. McPartland has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Denver

& Salt Lake, with jurisdiction over the

motive power and car departments, with

headquarters at Utah Junction, Denver,

Colo.

Mr. H. W. Brewer, formerly erecting

shop foreman at the West Albany shops

of the New York Central, has resigned

to become general foreman of the DuBois

shops of the Buffalo, Rochester and Pitts-

burgh.

Mr. G. H. Walters, formerly engineer

of tests in the stores department of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, at Mil-

v/aukee. Wis., has been appointed assist-

ant purchasing agent, vith office at

Chicago, III.

Mr. E. V. Williams, formerly general

foreman of the shops of the New York

Central, at West Albany, has been op-

pointed superintendent of shops of the

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh his office

is situated at the town of Du Bois, Pa.

Mr. Edmund Barany, machine designer

of the Singer Manufacturing Company,

Elizabeth, N. J., has assumed the duties

of mechanical engineer and assistant to

general superintendent of the Cleveland

Twist Drill Company.

Mr. L. F. Wilson, vice-president of the

Bird-Archer Company, Chicago, has been

called into active service with the Second

division of the regular army at Chica-

mauga Park, Ga., with the rank of major

in the quartermaster corps.

Air. H. E. Byram has been elected

president of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, succeeding Mr. A. 1. Earling,

who became chairman of the board. Mr.

Byram was formerly president of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy.

Mr. W. J. Bennett, formerly assistant

superintendent of motive power of the

Denver & Rio Grande, at Denver, Colo.,

has been appointed superintendent of

motive power and car departments, suc-

ceeding Mr. J. F. Enright, deceased.

Mr. L. S. Kinnard, formerly master

mechanic of the Pennsylvania Lines, at

Logansport, Ind., has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the

Chicago & Eastern Illinois, with offices

at Chicago, succeeding Mr. J. E. Epler.

Mr. Victor U. Powell has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of Chicago Ter-

minal and Illinois division of the Illinois

Central, with office at Burnside Shops,

Chicago, succeeding Mr. Henry C. Eich,

resigned to accept service with another

company.

Mr. C. W. Burkett has been appointed

assistant master mechanic of the Monon-
gahela division of the Pennsylvania, with

offices at South Pittsburg, Pa., succeed-

ing Mr. E. H. Newbury, transferred to

shop inspector in the office of the super-

intendent of motive power at Pittsburgh.

Mr. H. C. May, formerly superintendent

of motive power of the Lehigh Valley, at

South Bethlehem, Pa., has been appointed

to a similar position on the Chicago,

Indianapolis & Louisville, with head-

quarters at Lafayette, Ind.. succeeding

Mr. C. P. Burgman, assigned to other

duties.

Mr. F. N. Hibbits, formerly superin-

tendent of motive power of the Lehigh

Valley, and for the last two years assist-

ant general superintendent of the Bald-

win Locomotive Works, has been reap-

pointed to his previous position on the

I^high Valley, succeeding Mr. H. C. May,

resigned, to accept service with another

company.

Mr. A. ,'\. Hemingway, formerly car

repair foreman of the Delaware & Hud-
son, at Colonic, N. Y., has been appointed

divisional car foreman of the Saratoga

division, with headquarters at Colonie,

and Mr. J. E. O'Neil has been appointed

divisional car foreman of the Susque-

hanna division, with headquarters at

Oneonta, N. Y.

Mr. John J. Harty, vice-president and

general manager of the Canadian Loco-

motive Company, Kingston, Ont., has been

elected president of the company. He is

also a director of the Dominion Foundries

& Steel Company and is a son of William

Harty, who was, some years ago, presi-

dent of the Canadian Locomotive Com-
pany and is still one of its largest stock-

holders.

Mr. H. E. Giiiford, Jr., has been ap-

pointed northwestern representative of

the A. G. A. Railway Light & Signal

Company, Elizabeth, N. J. Mr. Gififord

has been connected with the signal busi-

ness for about 12 years, in which time he

has gained a varied experience both in

railway and supply work. His headquar-

ters will be room 857, Peoples Gas Build-

ing, Chicago.

Mr. O. C. Wright, formerly assistant

engineer of motive power of the Penn-

sylvania Lines West at Pittsburgh, Pa.,

has been appointed master mechanic on

the Southwestern System at Logansport,

Ind., and Mr. E. B. De Vilbiss, formerly

assistant engineer of motive power at

Toledo, Ohio, has been transferred to the

general office at Pittsburgh, Pa., succeed-

ing Mr. Wright.

Mr. Francis M. Waring, formerly act-

ing engineer of tests of the Pennsylvania,

at .-Mtoona, Pa., has been appointed en-

fzineer of tests. Mr. Waring is a graduate

of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and

entered the employ of the Pennslyvania

in 1900, in the mechanical department,

and in 1912 he was appointed foreman in

the physical laboratory, and more recently

acting engineer of tests.

Mr. W. P. Kenney, road foreman of

engines on the Missouri, Kansas and

Texas, has been transferred from Green-

ville, Tex., to Muskogee, Okla., as general

foreman. Mr. W. M. Rieman has been

appointed general foreman at Greenville,

and Mr. W. II. Gallagher has been ap-

pointed trainmaster and road foreman,

succeeding Mr. Fred Rutledge, trans-

ferred to Mc.Mester, Okla.

Mr. C. M. Starke, formerly master

mechanic of the Illinois Central at Mc-

Comb, Miss., has been ap[)ointcd assistant

superintendent of motive power of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with head-

quarters at Parsons, Kans. Mr. Starke

served as machinist apprentice on the

Illinois Central, and was master mechanic

at Water Valley on that road when he

received his present appointment.

Mr. E. W. Smith, formerly assistant en-

gineer of motive power of the Pennsyl-

vania at .Mtoona, Pa., has been appointed
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master mechanic, with office at Harris-

hurg, succeeding Mr. C. L. Mcllvaine,

promoted, and Mr. C. O. Keagy, formerly

general foreman of the West I'hiladcl-

phia shops, has lieeii appointed master

mechanic of the Middle division of the

main line, with oflice at .Mtoona, Pa.

Mr. Frank B. Archibald, for the past

five years eastern manager of the Na-

tional Lock Washer Company, has been

elected vice-president ; Mr. J. Howard
Horn, eastern representative for the past

seven years, has been appointed sales

manager. On or about December 1, of-

fices will be opened in Philadelphia, Pa.,

and St. Louis, Mo., these in addition to

present ofliccs in Chicago and Detroit,

Mich.

Mr. H. C. Eich, formerly master

mechanic of the Chicago Terminal of the

Illinois Central, has been appointed super-

intendent of motive power of the Chicago

Great Western, with offices at Oclwein,

la. Mr. Eich served his apprenticeship as

a machinist in the Chicago shops of the

Illinois Central, and rose rapidly to the

position of master mechanic, first serv-

ing in that capacity at East St. Louis, and

later at Memphis, Tenn.

Mr. A. C. Adams, formerly master

mechanic of the Seaboard Air Line, at

Raleigh, N. C, has been appointed sup-

erintendent of shops of the New York,

New Haven & Hartford,, at Rcadville,

Mass., and Mr. J. C. Breckenfcld, form-

erly inspector of tools and machinery on

the New York. Xcw Haven & Hartford,

has been appointed assistant superintend-

ent of locomotive shops at Rcadville, and

Mr. John Reid, formerly general foreman

at New Haven, has been appointed in-

spector of tools and machinery, succeed-

ing Mr. Breckenfeld.

Mr. Harry M. Spcrry has been appoint-

ed publicity representative of the Lhiioii

Switch & Signal Company; General Rail-

way Signal Company ; Federal Signal

Company, and Hall Switch & Signal

Company, with headquarters at 120 Broad-

way, New York. Mr. Sperry has had a

wide experience as a signal engineer,

having prepared plans and methods of

signalling for the subways in New York
and vicinity. In this, his chosen sphere of

activity, he is unrivalled. He was
elected President of the National Rail-

way Appliance Association, last year.

Mr. Herbert G. Morgan has been ap-

pointed signal engineer of the Illinois

Central, with headquarters at Chicago,

111. Mr. Morgan is a graduate of Purdue
Universit}', and was engaged for some
years with the Bell Telephone Company,
and in 1907 entered the drafting room of

the Illinois Central. In 1909 he was
chief draftsman in the signal department
of the Chicago & Northwestern. In 1910

he was appointed assistant engineer for

the General Railway Signal Company, at

Rochester, N. Y. In 1913 he was again
ill the signal department of the Illinois

Central as office engineer, and latterly in

the valuation department a* pilot signal

(iiginccr until his recent appointment.

Mr. John M. Henry, formerly assistant

.superintendent of the New York division

of the Pennsylvania at Jersey City, N. J.,

has been appointed assistant general su-

perintendent of motive power of the lines

east of Pittsburgh, with headquarters at

Altoona, Pa. Mr. Henry is a graduate of

Purdue University and entered the service

of the Pennsylvania as a special ap-

prentice at .Mtoona in 1889. In 1901 he

was made motive power inspector. Lat-

terly he became assistant engineer of mo-
tive power of the Erie division, master
mechanic at Elmira, and later at Olean,

Snnbury and West Philadelphia. In 1913

he was superintendent of motive power
at Pittsburgh, Pa. In 1917 he was trans-

ferred as assistant superintendent of the

.\'ew York division, and has been now
promoted as above.

Mr. William W. Atterbury, vice-presi-

dent, in charge of operation of the Penn-

\VILI.I.\M W. .\TTF.RnURV

sylvania Lines, has been appointed direc-

tor-general of transportation for the

troops in France, with the rank of briga-

dier-general in the national army. Mr.
.'\tterbury is from Indiana and graduated
from Y'ale University, and entered the

service of the Pennsylvania in 1886 as an
apprentice in the Altoona shops. He
served as assistant road foreman of en-

gines on various divisions of the road. In

1892 he was promoted to assistant engi-

neer of motive power on the northwest

system of the road, and in 1893 to master
mechanic at Fort Wayne, Ind. In 1896

he was appointed superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Pennsylvania Lines

Last, and in 1901 to general superintend-

ent of motive power, and in 1903 he was
advanced to manager, and in 1909 was
elected vice-president in charge of trans-

portation.

Traveling EiiKineera' Association.

A meeting of the Executive Committee

of the Traveling Engineers' .\ssociation

was held in Chicago on October 9. It was

decided to publish the reports of the

Committees, which were prepared for the

last annual meeting, which was postponed

on account of war conditions.' Subjects

were selected for consideration by the

.Association for the next meeting, to be

held in September, 1918, at Chicago, III.

On motion, the services of the Associa-

tion were offered to Mr. Willard, chair-

man of the Railroad Department of the

National Board of Defense.

In the course of the meeting. President

J. R. Scott made some very interesting

remarks, which were principally related to

the duties of the members during war

time, as the traveling engineer from his

past experience as a locomotive engineer,

can prove very valuable to the railways,

especially in the effort to reduce the cost

of fuel. A great many engineers and

firemen who are of military age, have

responded to the call of our Country

—

many regiments composed of railroad

employes are now in France ready to

take places where needed. This patriotic

response to our Nation's call has neces-

sitated the promotion of senior firemen

and the employment of a great many
inexperienced men, who will have to be

educated—and in all instances increased

supervision will be necessary to bring

them to the highest standard of eflficiency.

]' is important that they understand what

we want and why we want it. On ac-

count of the scarcity of fuel, a poorer

quality may have to be used and these

men must be taught how to use each

scoop of coal so that every unit of heat

possible will be generated.

Association of Manufacturers of Chilled

Car Wheels

.•\t the annual meeting of the above

association, held in New York, October 9,

1917, the following officers were elected

:

President and treasurer, George W.
Lyndon ; vice-presidents, E. F. Carry and

J. A. Kilpatrick ; secretary, George F.

Griffin ; consulting engineer, F. K. Vial.

Board of Directors : J. M. "Buick, vice-

president, American Car & Foundry Co.

;

J. A. Kilpatrick, president, .Mbany Car

Wheel Co. ; W. S. Atwood, chief en-

gineer, Canadian Car & Fdy. Co. ; Charles

A. Lindstrom, assistant to president.

Central Car Wheel Co. ; F. K. Vial, chief

engineer. Griffin Wheel Co. ; E. F. Carry,

president, Haskell & Baker Car Co.; A.

G. Wellington, president, Maryland Car

Wheel Works ; W. C. .\rthurs, president,

Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Co.
; J. D. Rhodes,

president. National Car Wheel Co. ; F. B.

Cooley, president. New York Car Wheel
Co. ; A. J. Miller, general manager ; Ra-

mapo Foundry & Wheel Works ; William

F. Cutler, vice-president, Southern Wheel
Co.
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In the course of an able address de-

livered by the president, Mr. George W.
Lyndon, he stated that "the recognition

of a standard 850 lb. chilled iron wheel

by the Master Car Builders' Association

will dispel the illusions of our competi-

tors with respect to the limit of the carry-

ing capacity of chilled iron. It is now a

well established fact that the load that

can be carried on a chilled iron wheel is

only measured by the ability of the rail

to support it. Many 3-in., 950 lb. chilled

iron wheels are running under heavy

engine tenders of 12,000 gallons capacity,

and are giving such a good account of

themselves that no other type of wheel

is considered by the users. We deal not

only with the Master Car Builders' As-

sociation, but are in close association

with the American Railway Association,

the American Railway Engineering Asso-

ciation, the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, the Bureau of Standards, the

American Society of Testing Materials,

the American Foundrymen's Association,

and the State universities. All this work
through associations, railways and uni-

versities is educational, and must be

beneficial to our association in determin-

ing standards through the Master Car

Builders' Association.

"We are not influenced by commercial

considerations in asking for heavier

wheels. We know the increased

weights are necessary. Who knows
what the result of the work of the Uni-

versity of Illinois may be? Perhaps the

analyses of the stresses within the wheel

may suggest a redistribution of the

metal, and we may be able to decrease

weights, which we will be ready to do

with as great interest as we are now
anxious to increase them. With the

flange improvement settled to our satis-

faction and extra weight added to with-

stand heat stresses, the chilled iron wheel

will have a future record as wonderful

as it has maintained during the past 67

years of universal use."

Annual Report of the Westinghouse
Air Brake Company.

The annual report of the Westinghouse

Air Brake Company and Subsidiary Com-
panies for the fiscal year ending July 31,

1917, was submitted to the stockholders

at the general office of the company, Wil-

merding. Pa., on October 18. An in-

teresting item in the report is the allusion

to the munition contracts, which have

been satisfactorily completed, and as there

has been an enormous increase in facilities

for doing this class of work by companies

normally engaged in the manufacture of

munitions, and at the same time the de-

mand for brake apparatus to equip cars

aad locomotives urgently needed for

the transportation of troops and supplies,

every possible effort on the part of the

Westinghouse Company has been made to

meet the demand for air brake material

and hence the company has disposed of

its munitions plants. This action does

not imply any unwillingness on the part

of the Brake Company to put all its facil-

ities at the service of the Government on

any terms that the Government may nom-
inate, but in preventing delay in the im-

mediate increase of transportation facil-

ities, the company is doing more for the

successful conduct of the war than can

possibl3- otherwise be done.

Saving Cars on the Pennsylvania.

The Pennsylvania railroad has estab-

lished a system of car saving at several

of the leading points along the road. An
increase of nearly 24 per cent, has been

brought about in the average number of

tons of less-than-carload freight loaded

per car since what is known as the "Ship-

ping Day" plan went into effect. The
purpose of the plan is to concentrate less-

than-carload freight, as far as practicable,

into full carloads at the point of origin,

and thus avoid the delays, the waste ot

space, and the liability to loss, damage
and errors, resulting from the older sys-

tem, which involved double handling of

the freight in order to make up full car-

loads at freight transfer stations. When
the new system is in complete operation,

it will save on the Pennsylvania Lines

East, the use of upward of 1,000 cars per

day, which will be available for render-

ing increased service of other forms to

the Government and the shipping public.

New Railway Supply Agency.

We take pleasure in stating that Mr.

Oscar F. Ostby, well known in railroad

and railroad supply circles, has opened an

ofiice in the Grand Central Terminal,

New York. He has a good line of gen-

eral railway supplies, and is the official

representative of the Grip Nut Company,
of Chicago, and of the Glazier Manu-
facturing Company, of Rochester, N. Y.

This latter company makes oil headlights,

reflectors and cases complete, and is pre-

pared to furnish cases and reflectors for

electric or acetyline headlights. The
manufacture of reflectors requires very

exact and intelligent work and the com-
pany which Mr. Ostby now represents,

has achieved an enviable reputation for

this specialty. Mr. Ostby's ofiice is in

room No. 2736, in the Grand Central, and
he is prepared to receive visitors and
friends on the first of November, of this

year.

Reducing Passenger Traffic.

The keen appreciation of the public

in the railroad situation is manifested by

the aid that is being given in relieving

the congestion of the freight department.

Since May 1, the railroads have been

enabled to reduce their passenger ser-

vice by approximately 25,000,000 miles.

Thousands of their train crews and loco-

motives have been released for use in

the freight service, thereby facilitating

the movement of troops, coal, food prod-:

ucts and supplies needed by the Govern-
ment. The shippers are also responding

willingly to the effort to make one car

do the work formerly requiring two, and
there is scarcely a murmur of complaint.

National Railway Appliance Exhibition.

An announcement has been made that

the National Railway Appliances Associa-

tion will hold its tenth annual exhibition

at the Coliseum and Annex, Chicago,

March 18-21, 1918. Apphcations for space

should be filed in the oflice of the secre-

tary-treasurer, 122 Michigan avenue. As
formerly, it is expected that the meetings
of the American Railway Engineering

Association, the Railway Signal Associa-

tion, and the Association of Railway Tel-

egraph Superintendents will be held

during the same week that the exhibition

is held.

War Board for Canadian Railways

A Railways War Board composed of

the representatives of the Canadian Pa-
cific, the Grand Trunk and the Govern-
ment Railways (shortly to embrace the

Canadian Northern) is under considera-

tion by the Canadian Government. The
board would work toward co-ordination

of effort to prevent freight congestion

and to facilitate the expeditious handling

of traffic during the war. Co-ordination

with United States lines is also proposed.

The standardization of the size of rails

on various railroads is likewise being con-

sidered.

Macleod Company's Extensions.

The Macleod Company, Cincinnati,

Ohio, has been compelled, on account of

their rapidly expanding business in Sand
Blast Equipment and Metallurgical

Furnaces, to enlarge their plant and have

increased their capital to $100,000,000.

The company has been established for

over twenty years. In that time they

have supplied very many of the indus-

tries in America and other countries.

Car Builders Wanted

The following orders have been re-

ceived at Altoona, Pa., from the War De-

partment: "P'ive hundred car builders or

car repairmen for work in French rail-

way shops, must be recruited in your dis-

trict at once."

McCord Purchases Property.

McCord & Co. have purchased three

and one-half acres of land at West Pull-

man, 111., from the Illinois Central. A
portion of the property is improved with

a plant that has been used by the McCord
company as a steel foundry for the manu-

facture of journal boxes.
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Railroad Ecjuipment Notes

The Marion & l-'astcrn, Marion, III., is

in the market for 1,000 steel coal cars.

The HanRor & .\roostook has ordered

100 box cars from the Laconia Car Com-
pany.

The Chilean Government is in the mar-

ket for a number of Mikado (2-8-2) type

locomotives.

The Russian Government is expected

to place orders for 1,500 locomotives, the

United States acting for Russia.

The Lehigh Valley is planning tn build

a brick boiler house and machine shop at

BuflFalo, N. Y., at a cost of $50,400,

The British Government is reported ne-

gotiating for 70 tcTi-wheel (4-6-0) loco-

motives for the l-lgyptian State Railways.

The Central of Georgia, which is in the

market for 500 underframes for ventilated

box cars, will build this equipment in its

own shops.

The Illinois Central, according to re-

port, is preparing specifications and will

issue inquiries soon for about 4,000

freight cars.

Rliss Dallet & Co. have ordered one

26-ton six-wheel (0-6-0) locomotive from

the .American Locomotive Company. The

cylinders will be 11 by 16 inches.

The Illinois Central has placed an order

with the Pullman Company for 45 pas-

senger cars, including 25 coaches, IS bag-

gage and 5 combination baggage and mail

cars.

The Shantung Railway has ordered 2

80-ton Consolidation (2-8-0) type loco-

motives from the .American Locomotive

Company. The cylinders will be 20'/2 by

26 inches.

The Chicago Great Western has let a

contract to T. S. Leake & Company, Chi-

cago, for an 11 -stall roundhouse at

Clarion, Iowa, division headquarters on

its Omaha line.

The Union Miniere Du Haut Katanga

of Central Africa has ordered four 24-

ton six-wheel (0-6-0) locomotives from

the American Locomotive Company. The

cylinders will be 10 by 16 inches.

The Spokane, Portland & Seattle will

add eight stalls to its roundhouse at Van-

couver, Wash., which, including improve-

ments to its shop at the same terminal,

will involve an expense of about $16,000.

The Union Pacific system is inquiring

for several thousand freight cars, includ-

ing 1,000 liopper bottom gondola, 1,(XX)

drop bottom gondola, l,0(X) single deck

stock, 500 flat, 200 tank, 50 caboose cars

and 1,000 logging trucks.

The Illinois Central has awarded con-

tract to G. A. Johnson & Son, 1335 North

Clark street, Chicago, to construct a trans-

fer table, repair mill building and erect

a concrete and brick coach yard build-

ing at Memphis, Tenn., to cost about

$10,000.

The Arnold Company, of Chicago, i^ lu

supervise construction of the railroad

shop plant for the Vicksburg, Shreveport

& Pacific, at Monroe, La. This report

should be corrected to state that the .Xr-

nold Company are the engineers and con-

structors for the complete plant, handling

the entire proposition.

The Illinois Central reported as con-

templating the purchase of 100 locomo-

tives, is buying approximately that num-
ber, including 50 Mikado (2-8-2) type, 25

switching (0-6-0) and 4 Santa Fe

(2-10-2) type. The same office issues in-

quiries for 13 or more locomotives for

the Central of Georgia, making a total

of 90 to 100 engines.

The Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific

will erect various buildings at Monroe,

La., to include ; Blacksmith shop, 60 by

120 feet ; seven-stall addition to round-

house, 97 feet deep ; machine shop, 97 by

120 feet, saw-tooth roof ; all of concrete

and timber. The estimated total cost is

$100,000. The Arnold Company, of Chi-

cago, is to supervise construction.

The United States Government has just

placed orders for 4,800 narrow gauge

freight cars for army use in France. Con-

tracts for 1,000 cars each were taken by

the Pressed Steel Car Company, accord-

ing to report, the Standard Steel Car

Company and the Ralston Steel Car Com-
pany, while the American Car & Foundry

Company received an order for 1.8(K) cars.

The National Tube Company has re-

vived a former inquiry for steel freight

cars and is now getting prices on 50 70-

ton hopper, 50 70-ton hopper coke, 245

70-ton gondola, 30 50-ton dump car

bodies, 15 70-ton flat and 10 100-ton skelp

cars for the Lake Terminal, Lorain, Ohio

;

30 70-ton hopper, 4 70-ton gondola and

12 70-ton flat cars for the McKeesport

Connecting, McKeesport, Pa., and 40 70-

ton hopper and 14 70-ton gondola cars

for the Benwood & Wheeling Connect-

ing, Wheeling, W. Va.

pIXONS
.?W.¥l PAINT
'"fOljR COLORS •>0^

'"» nixoN cvfCiWJ'
^

A Clear Track
ahead, Railway men, when
you protect your metal
work with

DIXON'S
Silica Graphite

PAINT
It has a world-wide repu-

tation of over fifty years.

Made in FIRST QUAL-
ITY only. Made for

those who want QUAL-
ITY, LONGER SERV-
ICE and LOWEST
COST per year of service.

Because of the peculiar

oily nature and flake for-

mation of the pigment,
Dixon's Paint has no equal

in keeping moisture and
gases away from the metal.

Therefore metal properly

painted with it resists cor-

rosion longer than that

painted with any other

paint. That is the reason

why leading railroads
throughout the entire
world use it as standard.

Write for booklet 69-B
and long service records.

Made in JERSEY CITY. N. J., by the

Joseph Dixon Crucible

D>^>^ Company ^K^Kn
ESTABLISHED 1»27

'"*"
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Hydraulic
Riveters Pixed and portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

Th« Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Cnaincers, Iron

rounders, riachinists.

100 Chastnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

MnnurartiinrB or lnji-ctur». EJecti.rs.

Holler Wii!ilier» ntiil T.-.itiT». Boiler Ibnct^.
Check Valven.

Locomotive Electric Headlights

of all descriptions

Vr^^iT _ TURBO

^ ^^ GENERATOR

ATIONAL SETS

COMPANY
900 SOUTH MKHICAN tVENUE CHICtGO. ILL.

ASHTOIV
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goods That Last

The Aihton Valve Co.
271 Franklin Street, Boaton, Maw.

Co-operation in the Regulation of

Railroads.

How the States can co-operate in the

efficient national regulation of railroads,

was the subject of an address by Mr.

Samuel Rea, President of the Pennsyl-

vania railroad system, before the members
of the National association of railroad

commissioners, at Washington, D. C,
October 17. The address now appears in

pamphlet form, extending to 30 pages,

and presents in a clear and forcible

manner the admirable progress already

made in transportation by the co-opera-

tion of the railroads. The abolition of

useless reports was advocated and some
amazing statistics presented. It appears

that no less than 151 tons of printed re-

ports had to be presented to the Federal

Commission before a consideration of a

5 per cent increase in rates could be

considered. Over 3,000,000 official separ-

ate reports from 2.385 railroads were

presented. Mr. Rea insisted that this

was 2.300 too much, and when he turned

to his own company, the Pennsylvania,

where there are 115 separate active trans-

portation companies he admitted that this

if just 114 too many. Obsolete merger

I.iws came in for a severe scorching. Out
nf this miserable tangle, Mr. Rea believes

tliat a practical valuation is possible, and

that a simplification of accounting, elim-

ination of unnecessary reports, prompt

according of reasonable rates, legalizing

of pooling traffic, encouragement of

mercer^ to promote efficiency and relief

from obsolete laws are all within the

range of possibility.

It would be hazardous to venture an

npininn a^; to whether this deplorable

sfRte of affairs is one of the evils that

must be exnccted in a democracy, or

^"hether it is an outcrrowth of the sudden

dcvclonment of a vast continent that will

remedy itself in the years that are to be.

but surely the co-operation that Mr. Rea
"T eloauentlv pleads for could he attempt-

<-d. and it is to be hoped that when we

see the end of this world war. the hieh

spirit of patriotism that the railroad men

have shown will not pass into a memory
but will abide, and that the seeds sown in

sr'If-tarrifire will blossom info the ful-

ness of unimagined fruition.

Baldwin Record No. 86.

The P,aldvv!n Loeotnotivc Works new

Record of 40 paces, illustrate and describe

.36 tvnes of locomotives built at the com-

pany's works for industrial and contract-

ors' service. They represent the most

modern practice. The locomotives arc

sjierJallv adanfed for service in and about

sleel mills, blast furnaces and smelters.

Some of the designs are particularly in-

teresting on account of the unusually

narrow gauge and uneven and sharp

curves, involving a gauge of 2 ft. The
Marshall type of valve gear appears on
some of the types rendering the parts

easily accesiblc for oiling and inspection.

Nearly all of them are suitable where
fire risks must be eliminated. The reser-

voir of these firelcss engines is charged

with steam and hot water from a station-

ary plant, and the pressure is considerably

reduced before it is used in the cylinders.

As the storage pressure gradually falls,

a certain amount of the heated water
becomes converted into steam. When
the pressure in the reservoir approaches

the cylinder working pressure, the loco-

motive should be recharged. This is done
by admitting steam through a perforated

pipe in the bottom of the reservoir. Quite

a number of the types are of the standard

4 ft. 8^ ins. gauge. Among others a

compact four-coupled 21-ton type for the

French War Office. This locomotive will

haul 200 tons on a straight level track,

also haul four cars weighing about 80
tons up on average grades of .4 of one
per cent, for a distance of 6.2 miles with-

out recharging the reservoir.

Storage Affects Coal.

The subject treated in Bulletin No. 97,

issued by the Experimental Engineering

Station of the University of Illinois, Ur-
bana, 111., is of fundamental importance,

as a number of causes render it neces-

sary that large quantities of coal should

be stored from time to time. Extensive

experiments show that fresh-mined coal

is very active. Certain constituents have

a marked affinity for oxygen, with which

they enter into combination at ordinary

temperatures. The extent of this reac-

tion depends on the variety and fineness

of the coal, but the actual loss of heat

value resulting from storage is small.

Certain gases are set free, the tendency to

absorb oxygen from the air is a marked

characteristic, and is accompanied by the

generation of a small amount of heat,

occasioning some small loss. There is a

small increase in weight in the coal, with

a correspondingly small amount of heat

loss. Bituminous coal can be stocked

without appreciable loss of heat provided

that the temperature is not allowed to

rise above ISO deg. Fahr. Any method of

storage must check the absorption of

oxygen, so that the generation of heat

shall not proceed faster than the loss of

heat due to absorption or radiation.

Underwater storage prevents loss of heat

values. Drv storage is safe if the fine

material is screened out at the storage

yard and lump only, preferably sized, is

stocked. The most serious part of the

problem relates to spontaneous heating.
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The Bulletin treats at length on pyrites,

sulphates and oxidization, and is illus-

trated with designs of bins and screens.

.\ limited number of copies is available

for free distribution.

Locomotive Tests.

The Iowa State College has been con-

ducting a scries of locomotive tests with

Iowa and Illinois coals, and the results

are published in Bulletin 44 of the En-

gineering e.xperiment station. There are

40 pages of matter interspersed with

numerous illustrations and graphic tabu-

lations of coal efficiencies by runj. The

superiority of the Iowa coal was evi-

denced, but at the end of a run the Iowa

coal left a clinker more difficult to re-

move than that from Illinois coal. Rail-

way companies are interested in knowing

just where lies the economical limit of

haul between any two coal fields, that is—

how far they can haul the locomotive

coal from one mine until it becomes

cheaper to use that from the next. In

this regard the work of engineering ex-

periment is of much value. The cost of

mining and loading coal varies between

mines. The cost of freight per ton per

mile also varies on different branch lines,

and if data were available covering the

entire country, considerable saving could

be effected. As it is, much has been done

in this direction, and the report before us

is an admirable example of what might

be accomplished. The Bulletins are pub-

lished tri-monthly by the Iowa State

College of Agriculture and Mechanics

Arts.

Locomotive Superheater Bulletin.

Bulletin No. 2, issued by the Locomo-

tive Superheater Company furnishes a

complete order list of superheater parts.

There are 44 illustrations embracing all

of the parts that are essential to the

appliance, besides a chart of assembled

superheater. Details are furnished of the

name, number required, information re-

quired on requisition for ordering—such

as builder's number of engine, railroad

company's number of engine, classifica-

tion and type of engine, forged or

cast steel return bends, and other de-

tails. The use of the Bulletin will

greatly facilitate the correct ordering

of parts, as without its use it would

be difficult indeed to avoid errors

where there are a variety of locomotives

equipped with the superheater. Copies

may be had from the company's offices,

30 Church Street. New York, or Peo-

ples Gas Building, Chicago.

Staybolts.

The Flanncry Bolt Company's latest

Digest has an interesting article regard-

ing the number of locomotives built in

.America for the Russian Government.

The orders approach 2,000 for the last

ten months. .Ml are equipped with the

Tate flexible staybolts, covering the na-

tural breaking zone of the rigid stay,

requiring on an average of SCO holts to

each boiler, comprising adjustable button

head crown stays, flush bolts, and water

space stays. .Additional articles of interest

refer to the proper method of alignment

of the bolt showing that it is necessary

to connect the bolt at right angles with

the flat sheets of the firebox and radial

to the curved portion of the crown sheet,

and allow the outer sheet connections to

come where they will, according to the

layout of staybolt pitches for the fire-

box sheets, the need of suitable rigging,

tools and appliances, whether it be a

large or small installation is also pointed

out, as much depends on the proper man-
ner of applying each .part so that the best

results may be obtained. Copies of the

Digest may be had on application to the

Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

The Railroad Train's Load.

The following amusing poem was con-

tributed by Mr. B. .\. Worthington, pres-

ident of the Chicago & .\lton, to one of

the railroad publications while disclaim-

ing authorship

:

.\ ton one mile and an engine mile, and a

tractive haul as well,

.\ loaded car and an empty car—then his

eyes began to swell

;

.A commercial mile, a net mile, and a

gross ton mile, oh, dear

!

Tons and miles and trains and cars, it

surely is most queer.

If we get five cents for hauling a crab

from Boston's quaint old streets

To Friscotown, by the Golden Horn, what

are the net receipts?

How much for coal, for wear and tear,

for all the trainmen's pay?

How much dead weight does the engine

haul if the crab dies on the way?

How many grades to the lineal mile, how-

many ties in a section?

The engine loss and the waste of wood?

Oh, is there any connection?

Oil, tallow and waste, the water supply

and fuel for locomo's.

Repairs and renewals of engines and cars.

goodness only knows.

How many tons to a pint of oil, how-

many ton miles to boot,

.\nd ton miles to a ton of coal, as the

engine goes toot-toot?

What is the total tractive power?

easy as A B C,

C square into S into eighty-five,

vided by D equals T.

It's
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Development and Manufacture of Journal Box Packings

Many engineers are of opinion that an

all wool packing for journal boxes gives

the best results. This is owing to the fact

that when purchased from waste dealers.

the product least liable to variations has

been the threads obtained from the mak-
ers of the best kinds of carpets. Such

threads do possess a better average of

abandoned as a packing for one contain-

ing wool than the reverse. Cotton is

much more easily obtainable as it exists

in larger quantitfes. In regard to the

comparative costs of railway lubrication

the data available have not been suffi-

ciently segragated to show what is actually

chargea1)le to packing. On this point

taken the standardizing the grades and

methods of manufacture, and the appli-

cation of lubricants, and real progress

began to be made. The lubricants were

purified and specially adapted to the high-

est service, and in the matter of packing

it was soon discovered that neither wool

nor cotton possesses all of the desirable

the properties desirable in a packing than

any other, the long coarse wool and the

method of spinning giving a natural

resilience. The demand for these threads

is great, and the price high, and there

is not sufficient available to fill the require-

ments of the railroads.

Others are of opinion that an all cot-

ton packing gives best results, but tlie

fact is that cotton has more often been

railroad men ha\e not reached an agree-

ment.

Twenty years ago the Franklin Mfg. Co.

built a plant with the express object of

centralizing the development and manu-

facture of journal box packings. Service

conditions had become more severe, and

large, indirect losses due to hot boxes

and consequent delays, became apparent.

The (ialena-Signal Oil Co. had under-

().\ P.XCKINC

(|ualities to the proper and adeciuatc de-

gree, and each has some to a greater de-

gree than the other. Cotton threads lack

resilience, but the packing absorbs a large

percentage of oil compared with wool.

It has, however, good capillary properties,

and the threads arc usually long and

strong. The al)sorption property of wool

is low. and it- capillarity poorer than

. otton. On tile otlier hand, threads of
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the right type have fair rcsihciicy. and

readily part with their oil to the journal

surface. Hence it is reasonable t^i sup-

pose that a mixture of the two. in cor-

rect proportions, will produce a better

average result than either aloni-. The

cotton carries the oil and keeps the wool

threads well supplied, and each functions

in its OHM province. In addition, the

ferred to, form the bulk of the material,

which, carefully cleaned and sifted and

mi.xed in varying proportions according

to the nature of the service, is then ready

for the mechanical process of spreading,

mixing and fleecing which has been per-

fected by machines specially constructed

for the purpose. A thorough mixing of

tbr raw materials lirst arranged

mixing improves some of the properties

previously low ; for instance, separating

the cotton threads prevents their retain-

ing the utilizable oil between threads

which is noticeable in pure cotton.

It should be known that when the idea

of manufacturing what may properly be

called scientific packing came into active

operation, through General Charles Miller

recognizing the importance of the subject

and under his supervision experiments

were made with a variety of materials hav -

ing resilient and absorbing qualities

Resilient fibres of vegetable origin such

as Louisiana moss, cocoa fibre, Tampico

and various lake grasses, while they do

not add to the absorbent or capillary

action of a packing increase the resili-

ency of the moss, and aid in tlu

power of expansion which keeps the

packing in contact with the journal

Hence the best and most economical

packing for journal boxes consists briell.\

of wool threads, cotton threads and ru

silient fibres.

The mills in New England and the

.^tlantic States furnish the chief mate-

rials, especially the long, strong threads,

commercially 90 to 100 per cent, wool,

occurring in carpet mills, and almost free

from foreign materials. Other materials,

such as merinos, tapestry and dress goods,

as well as old carpets, can be used if prop-

erly sorted and treated. These, together

with what is known as cotton rips—long

coarse cotton thread used in cotton car-

pets and upholstering, together with

various vegetable substances alreath- re-

c .-si'I.wi.m; lii;i'art.\ii:.\ 1

.

making large "composts" of each element

—wool, cotton and fibre. The material is

taken from the waste bales, hand-picked,

spread out and distributed on the com-

post, thus thoroughly blending the mate-

rial from the different bales. .^ mix of

about twenty pounds is then made by

hand-pulling from the composts, weigh-

iti'' and sprcadin" it cvenlv and rcyu-

surely follow instructions issued by the

' department head.

The I'ranklin Mfg. Co. has also de-

veloped and standardized certain mixes

whicli cover all classes of service. Some
of these possess the desirable properties

to a le.^s extent than others, allowing a

graduation in the price paid, and meet-

ing less exacting conditions. The per-

centage of mixtuies of material is speci- -

fied, for example, 15 per cent, resilient

fibre, 45 per cent, cotton, 40 per cent.

wool. Probably the best known packing

in the country is that known as Perfec-

tion Packing. It has been in use for a

number of years and has bceti adopted

as a staiKlard by large steam and electric

roads, and is universally regarded as a

standard railroad specialty. In addition

to wool and cotton in equal quantities of

35 per cent, with 15 per cent, fibre there

is 15 per cent, of asbestos, the presence

of which is readily distinguished by the

white flakes distributed through the ma-
terial. Extensive service tests have es-

tablished the superiority of this packing.

A report on one large electric road shows

special records kept of twenty-eight cars

using Perfection Packing lor all motor

and axle bearings. .-Ml ran 10,(XX) miles

without a single hot box. .\t this stage

the packing was changed according to

the regular custom of the road, but

would be treated in the reclaiming plant,

and the packing saved used for trailer

journal boxes. Other special records

show runs up to 18,000 miles. It may be

stated, however, that a knowledge of all

items in the operating conditions is neces-

sary in order to recommend one mixture

over another, and as may be expected,

smiiu- inixttiffs listed under .'Ue heading

i
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the brass which would cause heating.

The brass may not tit the journal, or the

packing may be loose and moved away

from the journal and become dry, or the

journal may be rough due to the presence

of some abrasive or cutting matter in the

waste. The bearing area may be too

small. If the packing is oily and properly

lubricating an uncut journal, the trouble

must be in the brass. A new brass

should be inserted if the lining has

melted or is becoming loose. In repack-

ing a bo.x the old packing should be re-

moved, and a piece of fresh packing,

wrung moderately dry, and placed in a

twisted form in the e.xtreme back of the

box. The remainder of the box should

be packed firmly under the journal with

loose waste, as far out as the collar. .\

small portion of tlie packing should be

finallv laced in the front of the box in a

separate piece, and should not extend

more than one-half inch above the bottom

of the journal collar. Care should be

taken that no loose threads be allowed to

hang over the front edge of the box. In

handling brasses or packing or other ma-

terial, care should be taken not to lay the

material on the ground.

It should be noted that the packing

must not extend above the center line of

the journal in order to avoid the tendency

of the packing to be drawn between the

brass and journal. In regard to the

amount of oil necessary a good test is to

twist several threads of the packing and

if oil appears it is an indication that there

is enough oil to lubricate the bearing. Too
much oil makes the packing less resilient,

besides causing waste of oil without any

advantage in the way of lubrication. 1

1

it should be necessary to apply water to a

heated journal, the weight of the car

should be taken off the journal. Waste
should be placed along the sides and un-

der the journal, and the water poured into

the box instead of upon the journal. In

this way the water is partially warmed be-

fore it comes to the journal and the jour-

nal is cooled gradually.

In applying a new brass a block of hard

wQod should be placed between the top

of the wheel and the sills of the car. The
lifting jack should be placed on a block

of wood across the ends of the ties. A
small block of wood placed between the

top of the jack and the box will keep the

jack from slipping. The jack should be

raised sufficiently to relieve any weight

on the brass so that it may be readily re-

moved and the new brass applied, taking

particular care that both brass and bear-

ing are perfectly clean.

Successful Introduction of Pulverized Fuel on the

Central Railway of Brazil
.•\bout two years ago a director of

the Central Railway of Brazil, Dr. Miguel

Arrojado Lisboa, noticed in one of the

technical papers that the use of pulverized

fuel for locomotives was being developed

in this country, and through Dr. J. J.

daSilva Freire, sub-director and locomo-

tive superintendent of this railway, he ar-

ranged for the Iatter"s assistant, Dr. Joa-

quim de Assis Ribeiro, chief of traction,

to come to the United States to make a

personal investigation. Dr. Ribeiro came

in November. 1915, remained about three

investigation of the use of pulverized fuel

for locomotives and stationary boilers.

This he did as the result of Dr. Ribeiro's

report. Dr. Freire remained here about

three and a half months, during which

time he not only completed his investi-

gations, but also recommended to the

Central Railway of Brazil their adopting

the use of pulverized fuel.

As the result of the entire investigation

carefully made by these highly competent

engineers, the Central Railway of Brazil

decided to install a 15-ton per hour ca-

chase of 12 locomotives to burn Brazilian

coal, and for the purchase of the rights

to burn pulverized coal in locomotives, as

done in the United States. An order was

placed by that railway with the American

Locomotive Company for 12 passenger lo-

comotives, ten-wheel (4-6-0 type), to be

equipped with pulverized fuel burning ap-

paratus as designed and furnished by the

International Pulverized Fuel Corpora-

tion, the foreign agency of the Locomotive

Pulverized Fuel Company of New York,

and of both of wliich conrerv^ At- J K.

BR.\Zir,IAN CENTKAI. LOrOMOTIVF, r.i.M :] 1'1M:I) I'dU lU-RNlNC PHr.VERIZED FUEL.

months, for the purpose of investigating

the use of .-\mcrican and English im-

ported and r^razilian national coals in pul-

verized form, as well as in gas producers.

On his return, he made an elaborate re-

port on the subject, which was issued in

printed form by the director, in June of

1916. About May 1, 1916, Dr. Freire came
to the United States on various impor-

tant missions for the Central Railway of

Brazil and for the Brazilian Govern-

ment. Mis activities included a further

pacity fucl-prcjiaring and coaling plant

and a stationary boiler e(|uipment at Barra

do Pirahy, which is really an cnginchouse

and shop terminal about 65 miles north

of Rio.

.Vrticle 75, of Section XXI, of the Bra-

zilian Budget law for 1917, authorized the

President of the Republic to spend with

the Central Railway of Brazil about $480,-

000 for the acquisition of the necessary

material to construct a mill for the pul-

verization of domestic coal ; for the pur-

Mublfeld is president. The contract en-

tered into witli tlic Brazilian Government

covered the ecuiipping of two hundred and

fifty locomotives with the company's pul-

verized fuel burning appliance during the

next five years, and also includes the

equipping of stationary boilers and indus-

trial furnaces. All the apparatus for the

complete installation of the pulverizing

plant was shipped by the company from

the United States to Brazil, and with the

stati(jnary Imiler and locnmotivc equip-
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ment was installed and put il^to operation

by the representative, .Mr. A. N. Adam-

son.

The operation of this 15-ton per hour

rapacity plant was commenced on .-Vugust

UR.\ZILI.\N CO.M. GRINDING PL.\NT IN
COl'R.'^K OF KRFXTION.

22. 1916. The first fuel to be pulverized

was some imported American slack which

was very fine in size and equivalent to an-

thracite slush, and which, after ijulveriz-

ing, ran between 85 and 90 per cent.,

through 200 mesh, with very little mois-

ture.

The first locomotive to be put in reg-

ular service was the No. 273. which made

its inaugural trip on .\ugust 27. This trip

was made by Dr. .\ssis Ribeiro. and sev-

eral engineers also rode on the engine.

The train left Barra at 10:52 A. M., run-

ning to Entre Rios, a distance of 55 miles,

with a tonnage of 500, freight. Time 3

hours and 5 minutes, the same schedule

as the passenger train makes with a ton-

nage of 300. The average steam pressure

was 172 lbs. and the maximum was 175 lbs.

On the return trip the engine hauled 612

tons of freight. Time 4 hours and 6 min-

utes, but it was more or less held up at

passing points. The pulverized fuel

equipment worked perfectly, and gave no

trouble at all. Dr. .-Vssis Ribeiro ex-

pressed himself as very much pleased witli

the locomotive performance, and recom-

mended at once that the use of pulverized

fuel be extended. Dr. Ribeiro's original

and later recommendations came not as a

result of any snap judgment, but from a

very painstaking and thorough technical

and practical investigation and the railway

operating results have now fully justified

his original opinions and later cnnrlu-

sions.

.\ test was made with engine No. 273

burning what may be called National fuel,

that is, Brazilian coal, taken from the Sao

Jeronymous mine, Rio Grande do Sul,

which is a mine that Dr. L. Paes Leme is

interested in. This mining development is

being rapidly advanced by Dr. Luiz Paes

Leme, who also visited the L'nited States

in 1916 for the purpose of investigating

the most efficacious utilization of this Bra-

zilian fuel. The analysis of this coal is;

\ olatile matter 33.04 per cent.

Fixed carbon 46.96 per cent.

Ash 20.00 per cent.

On this trip Dr. .\ssis Ribeiro and Dr.

Paes Leme were interested and observant

travelers. The train made the passenger

schedule between stations, but was held up

at all points from 10 minutes to 1 hour.

The steam pressure was maintained all

the time, with a dean stack ; the ash and

slaK in the firebox appeared to be of about

the same physical condition as that of an-

thracite coal, the ash J)eing a gray-white,

the slag, though not fully run together,

was, on this occasion, more like drops,

or shot.

The return trip with 300 tons (passen-

ger loading) proved to be entirely satis-

factory, the engine making the time from

Entre Rios to Barra in 1 hour and 55

minutes, the total stops amounting to 17

minutes, which is 10 minutes faster than

best passenger schedule with only two

stops. Dr. Assis Ribeiro, the chief of

traction of the Brazilian Central, ex-

I)rcsscd himself as being very much

pleased with the performance, and he and

all cither local offiials have been convinced

of Brazil : "The first official experience

with national coal pulverized, was realized

yesterday, September 9, on the Central

Railway of Brazil, with the special train

that transported Dr. Wenceslao Braz,

President of the Republic of Brazil, and

his staff. Locomotive No. 2S2 was at-

tached to the president's special train at

Barra do Pirahy and pulled it to Cruzeiro,

a distance of 147 kilometers, or about 90

miles, the time being 3 hours. This trip

gave very excellent results, as was veri-

fied in the long stretch between Barra do

Pirahy and Cruzeiro. During a greater

part of the trip the president remained on

the locomotive, assisting in the feeding of

the furnace with pulverized national coal

reduced in the plant recently constructed

for that purpose at Barra do Pirahy, the

coal having come from the Sao Jerony-

mous mine, and being of the same analysis

as that given above. The President of the

Republic showed himself very much im-

pressed with the calorific value of the coal

and the ease and regularity with which

the steam pressure was maintained by

the locomotive throughout the trip, and

without any smoke. The tonnage of the

train was 210. the same weight was hauled

back on the return trip. The total coal

used being about 4 tons. The running

time going was 3 hours, the return, 3

hours and 25 minutes. The president sent

a telegram to the Minister of Public

Works, as follows : "The fuel problems of

our country have been solved." He also

sent a telegram of congratulation to Dr.

Assis Ribeiro. The president and the di-

rector expressed themselves as being en-

INTKKIOR Ol- MILL FOR CRINDIXG CO.\L TO THE POWDKR FOK.M.

that pulverized fuel is successful, and es-

pecially so with native coal.

The Journal do Coiiimcrcio of Rio de

Janeiro on September 10, 1917, gave the

following account of the special trip, made

in honor of the President of the Republic

tirely satisfied, and were also highly

pleased at the demonstration, and spoke

most approvingly of the simplicity of the

machinery and the control exercised over

the fire, all of which was demonstrated

while thev were on the locomotive."
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The outcome of this trip were the fol-

lowing telegrams and these were also pub-

lished in the Journal do Commercio of

Rio of September 10. 1917:

"To the Minister of Railways, Dr. Ta-

vares de Lyra, from the President of the

Republic : From Barra do Pirahy to Var-

gem Alegre, I traveled on 10-wheel loco-

motive No. 282, fitted for the use of pul-

verized fuel. This trip was made with a

speed of 65 kilometers per hour, having a

train of 210 tons behind it. I take great

pleasure in giving you this communica-

tion, which I am certain will be received

by all Brazilians interested in the solution

of one of our most important national

problems.

"Wenceslao Braz, President."

Dr. Augiar Moreira, director of the

Central Railway of Brazil, who accom-

panied the President of the Republic to

the station of Cruzeiro, sent to Dr. Assis

Ribeiro, of that road, the following tele-

gram:

"In the name of his excellency the

President of the Republic, who traveled

on locomotive Xo. 282 between Barra and

Vargem Alegre, which pulled his special

train, and on my own account. I congratu-

late you for the brilliant success of your

efforts m the solution of the problem of

trying national coal, pulverized. Extend

to your aids who operate the plant m\

congratulations. ".\ugiar Moreira."

The foregoing account and the tele-

grams which w-e have been able to pub-

lish give a good idea of the importance

which this method of using slack coal and

what was originally a by-product of the

mine, is to those interested in fuel mat-

ters in Brazil. The subject as taken up

by the President of the Republic assume^

almost national importance, and has in

this way created a favorable impression

concerning .American methods, which ex-

tends to L'nited States articles of com-

merce. It cannot but help to have a bene-

ficial effect on all kinds of trade between

that country and ours.

The report of Mr. .\. L. M. Gottschalk,

U. S. consul-general at Rio Janeiro, made

to the United States Department of Com-
merce, is worthy of attention. It says,

among other things, something as fol-

lows : The Central Railroad of Brazil in-

augurated a series of experiments with

its new coal-pulverizing plant at Barra

do Pirahy, which has caused considerable

interest and comment in engineering cir-

cles here generally. The plant was fur-

nished by an ,'Vmerican firm, it was in-

stalled here by one of its engineers, and

is said to have cost (with the locomotives

and license rights) between $500,000 and

$750,000. United States currency. The
pulverizer is described as being similar in

construction to a cement plant. The coal,

freed of its moisture, goes into a hopper

and is pulverized so that 80 per cent, of

it can pass through a 200-mcsh screen.

It is then put on the locomotive by means

of a conveyer screw and blast, thus bring-

ing the ignitable powder to the locomo-

tive furnace, where combustion takes

place. The recent experiments were con-

ducted under the direction of Dr. Assis

Ribeiro, a well known Brazilian engineer,

who is assistant director in charge of

traction for the Central Railroad. The
experiments were an unqualified success.

It is now proposed to continue the ex-

periments, first with domestic coal and

If the continuation of the experiments

alluded to above should make available

for railroad purposes the domestic coal

supply of Brazil, there is an enormous
field of possibilities open to railroading

here. For a long time the problem of

all the railroads, but notably that of the

Central, has been one of fuel, and many
of the best judges of these matters now
believe that this problem is on the high

road to solution.

The opinion of the consul-general in

which he expresses the belief that the dif-

iNTiikioK oi' < AU oi- i!i<.\ziM.\.\ K.\Gi.\ K I'.sixc I'ownr.RKii co.vr..

,\nicrican coal mixed, and then finally

with Brazilian coal, from the Jacuhy dis-

trict. The Jacuhy River, in the State of

Rio Grande, waters a district that is said

to be rich in the peculiar, and until now
somewhat problematically useful, coal of

Brazil
—

"problematically useful," because

it is a coal that does not burn econom-

ically in the usual lump form. It is, how-

ever, believed that once pulverized, this

coal will give results quite equal to the

lignite that is burned in the United States

in pulverized form, and should prove to

be exceedingly adaptable to the needs of

railroads.

licult railway fuel problem is on the high

road to satisfactory solution will mean a

future growth to Brazil, and railroad

building and railway supplies and equip-

ment are likely to be called for in large

quantities. The door appears to be open-

ing and we hope our friends will not let

this exceptional chance slip past them.

Removal.

The Falls Hollow Staybolt Com-

pany has removed its Chicago office from

the Fisher 1)uildin.j; to 654 Railway Ex-

change building. Mr. J. E. Chisholm,

ales engincir.
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Consolidation and Pacific Type Locomotives for the

Southern Pacific Lines

At the present time there is a sharp

demand for locomotives for use in this

country. The government have pre-

empted all the resources and energies of

the regular builders, and great as their

capacities are. the locomotive builders are

not able to supply a single engine for use

on the railways of the United States. In

gine and tender in working order, and

taken together is 351,200 lbs. The driv-

ing wheel base is 15 ft. 8 ins., the total

wheel base is 24 ft. 4 ins. and the full

wheel base of engine and tender is 56

fl. 3H ins. The ratios and some general

data follows:

Ratios—Weight uti drivers-j-tractive ef-

V'alves^kind, piston ; diameter, 12

ins.; greatest travel, 6 ins.; inside lap 1

in.; exhaust clearance, 1/16 in.; lead in

full gear. i/i2 n\.

Wheels.— Driving, diameter over tires,

57 ins. : driving, thickness of tires, i%
ins. ; driving joi-rnals, main, diameter and

length, 10 ins. x 12 ins.; driving journals.

coN"soi.ii).\TU).\ i:.\i;i.\i-; 1'>k riii; ^'li tiikr.x f.vcikic C(

Geo. McCoriiiick. C.inl. S. M. P. I'. Co.. Builders.

this dilemma, those roads which have

equipment suitable for building, have

turned their attention to it. .•Kmong the

prominent roads to build for themselves is

the Southern Pacific Company, of which

Mr. George McCormick is general super-

intendent of motive power.

The engines turned out of the company's

shops at Sacramento, Cal., up to date, are

fort, 4.26; total weight -^tractive effort,

4.79; tractive effort .x diameter drivers -;-

equivalent heating surface,* 692; equiva-

lent heating surface*H-grate area, 75.6;

firebox heating surface-=-equivalent heat-

ing surface,* per cent., 4.70; weight on

drivers-i-equivalent heating surface,* 51.7;

total weight-^equivalent heating surface,*

58.2; volume both cvlinders. 13.2 cu. ft.;

others, diameter and length, 9 ins. x 12

ins. ; engine truck wheels, diameter, 30

ins. : engine truck, journals, 6 ins. x 10 ins.

Boiler.—Style, straight ; working pres-

sure, 210 lbs. per sq. in.; outside diameter

of first ring, 80 ins. ; firebox, length and

width, 108 ins. x 66 ins. ; firebox, water

space, front, sides and back, 5 ins. ; tubes,

numlier and outside diameter. 250, 2 ins.

;

P.VCIFIC TYPE LOC(1MOTIVE FOR THE SOUTHERN P.\CIFIC CO.
Geo. McCormick. Genl. .S. M. P.

nine consolidation (2-8-0) ; and two Paci-

fic type engines 4-6-2. The 2-8-0 en-

gines are for freight service and develop

a tractive effort of 45,470 lbs. They weigh

in working order 217,800 lbs., of which

the weight on the drivers is 193.700 lbs.

The amount on the engine truck is there-

fore 24,100 lbs. The total weight of en-

S. P. Co Builders.

equivalent heating surface*-=-volume cylin-

ders, 283.6; grate area-4-volume cyUnders,

3.75.

*Equivalent heating surface equals total

evaporative heating surface plus 1.5 times

the superheating surface.

Cylinders.—kind, simple ; diameter and

stroke, 22 in. x 30 ins.

flues, number and outside diameter, 36,

5H ins. ; tubes and flues length, 15 ft.,

ins. ; heating surface, tubes and flues,

2,708 sq. ft.; heating surface, firebox, 176

sq. ft.: heating surface, total, 2.884 sq. ft;

superheater heating surface, 574 sq. ft;

equivalent heating surface,* 3,745 sq. ft.

;

grate area, 49.5 ft ; fuel, oil.
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Tender.—Tank, Vanderbilt style ; frame,

built-up type, steel frame; weight, 133,400

lbs.; wheels, diameter, 33 ins.; journals,

diameter and length, S'/z ins, x 10 ins.

;

water capacity, 7,000 gallons; oil capacity,

2,940 gallons.

Among the specialties applied to this

locomotive are the Westinghouse ET
brake equipment with S'A ins. air com-

pressor; the "Viloco" air bell ringer; the

M. C. B. Climax coupler ; the Franklin

driving box lubricators ; the Nathan No.

11 Simplex injectors, reversible boiler

checks, feed water strainers and No. 5

Bull's Eye lubricator; the Consolidated

safety valves : the Leach type double out-

side Sander ; the Tate flexible staybolts

;

the Crosby steam gauges ; the superheater

made by the Locomotive Superheater Co.

of New York, and the Klinger Reflex

water gauge.

The Pacific or 4-6-2 type of engine is

used in passenger service, burns oil, and

develops a tractive effort of 31,420 lbs.

The weight of this engine in working

order is 234.200 lbs. The weight on the

driving wheels is 150.400 lbs., this puts

38,000 lbs. on the engine truck, and the

trailing truck carries 45,800 lbs. The
weight of the engine and tender in full

working order and taken together, 372,-

300 lbs. The wheel base of engine and

tender, 63 ft. 'A in. That of the engine

alone is 3 ft. 4 ins. and the driving wheel

base itself measures 13 ft. 4 ins. The
ratios and some general dimensions are

given below

:

Ratios.—Weight on drivers-f-tractive

effort, 4.79; total weight-^tractive effort,

7.46; tractive effort x diameter of drivers

H-equivalent heatirig surface,* 677.2; equi-

valent heating iurface*-=-grate area, 72.1

;

firebox heating surface-=-equivalent heat-

ing surface*, per cent, 4.88; weight on

drivers-Hequivalent heating surface,*

42.14; total weight-^equivalent heating

surface,* 65.6; volume both cylinders,

12.32 cu. ft.; equivalent heating surface*

-i-volume cylinders, 289.7 ; grate area-h

volume cylinders, 4.02.

*Equivalent heating surface equals total

evaporative heating surface plus 1.5 times

the superheating surface.

Cylinder.—kind, simple; diameter and

stroke, 22 ins. x 28 ins.

Valves.-—kind, piston ; diameter, 12

ins. ; greatest travel, 6 ins. ; inside lap,

1 in. ; exhaust clearance, 1/16 in. ; lead in

full gear, 3/32 m.

Wheels.—Driving, diameter over tires,

77 ins. ; driving, thickness of tires, Syi

ins.; driving journals, main, diameter and

length, 10 ins. x 32 ins.; driving journals,

others, diameters and length, 9 ins. x 12

ins. ; engine truck wheels, diameter, 33

ins.; engine truck, journals, 6 ins. x 10

ins. ; trailing truck wheels, diameter, 45

ins. ; trailing truck journals, 8 ins. x 14 ins.

Boiler.—Style, straight; working pres-

sure, 210 lbs. per sq. in. ; outside diame-

ter of first ring, 70 ins. ; firebox. length

and width, inside, 108 ins. x 66 ins. ; fire-

box, water space, front, sides and back,

5 ins. ; tubes, number and outside diame-

ter, 182, 2 ins. ; flues, number and outside

diameter, 24, 5% ins. ; tubes and flues,

length. 20 ft. -ns. ; heating surface, tubes

and flues. 2.571 sq. ft. ; heating surface,

firebox, 174 sq. ft.; heating surface, total,

2,745 sq. ft. ; superheating surface, 550 sq.

ft. ; equivalent heating surface, 3,570 sq. ft.

;

grate area, 49.5 sq. ft.

Tender.—Tank, Vanderbilt type ; frame,

buih-up type, steel frame; weight. 138,100

lbs.; wheels, diameter, 33 ins.; journals,

diameter and length, S'A ins. x 10 ms.

;

water capacity, 7,C00 gallons; oil capacity,

2.940 gallons.

Among the .specialties applied to this

locomotive are the Westinghouse ET
brake equipment «ith 8j/2-in. air compres-

sor, "Viloco" air bell ringer, M. C. B.

CHmax couplers, Franklin driving box lu-

bricators, Nathan No. 11 Simplex injec-

tors, reversible boiler checks, feed water

strainers and No. 5 Bull's Eye lubricator,

Consolidated safety valves. Leach type

double outside sander. Tate flexible stay-

bolts, Crosby steam gauges, the Locomo-
tive superheater and the Klinger water

gauge.

There is one feature wliich is not given

much attention lo, by railway men, and

that is what may be called the aesthetic

side of locomotive design. It is essential

that a locomotive shall be a practical

working machine, and as useful as it can

be. This is essential and nobody quarrels

with this idea, nevertheless the designs

thus far got out by the Soutliern Pacific

officials have so far succeeded that the

neat and pleasing lines have not been

completely obscured by the purely utili-

tarian. The S. P. engines are decidedly

"good looking" and the officials of the

road must he congratulated on this aspect

of their unique design.

Locomotive Design and Construction from a

Maintenance Standpoint

Greater Service Than Ever Before Called For, and Being Successfully Mel

At a recent meeting of the Canadian

Railway Club, held at Montreal, Que., Mr.

W. H. Winterrowd, assistant to the chief

mechanical engineer, Canadian Pacific

Railway, read a paper bearing the above

mentioned title. He spoke substantially

as follows: It is a question if there has

ever existed an enginehouse foreman who

has not, at some time or other, had the

feeling that if some part of a locomotive

had been designed a little differently, he

could make repairs quicker, easier, and at

less expense. While in many instances

he may have been justified in this fcchng

there are other cases influenced by other

factors. The type and size of a locomo-

tive have an important bearing on certain

details of design. Bridges, turntables, en-

ginehouses, repair shops, terminal and

water facilities must enter into the calcu-

lation. Today, under changed conditions,

the railroads are being called upon to ren-

der greater service than ever before. But

little new equipment is available other

than that which the railroads may build in

their own shops. Repair shops are being

worked fully. Skilled railway mechanics

are scarce. Material of all kinds is diffi-

cult to obtain. All of which means that

maximum service must be obtained from

every bit of existing equipment. It is,

therefore, essential to consider every legit-

imate means whereby the "out of service

period" of a locomotive may be decreased

and the "in service period" increased. All

new locomotives should be constructed to

give maximum service with minimum
maintenance. All locomotives being re-

built, or modernized, should be turned out

of the shops prepared to give similar re-

sults. Any improvement that can he made

to any locomotive, new, modernized, or

under repairs, which will result in in-

creased service, increased efficiency, or de-

creased maintenance, will help to increase

the capacity of the railroads.

It seems hardly necessary to state that

a well designed boiler of ample capacity

is easier and cheaper to maintain than

one of smaller capacity, wliich has to be

continually forced. Within its limits of

weight and size a boiler should be de-

signed to have a capacity as large as pos-

sible consistent with other governing fac-

tors. In this connection the values of the

superheater, the brick arch, and the feed

water heater are unquestionable. These

values have been practically demonstrated

from the standpoint of economy as well as

locomotive capacity. The maintenance of

locomotive boilers is an important factor,

the greatest difficulties being leaky flues,

leaky mud rings, broken staybolts and

cracks in lircbox sheets. Knowing that

firebox heating surface does a great deal

more work per square foot than flue heat-
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ing surface, li.iilcr capacity does not de-

pend upon long tlues, and short Hues arc

the easier to maintain.

Flue location and spacing should be

carefully considered so as to permit easy

maintenance, proper distribution of

stresses with a minimum amount of stay-

ing, and also to f.icilitatc washing DUt.

particularly in liail water districts. Many
failures are frequently the result of

crowding in too many flues, placing them

too close to the heel of the flue sheet

flange, and the use of too small a bridge.

The line sheet flange radius should be

carefully considered in relation to the flue

layout. Too small a radius with flues

located close to the heel will not give as

much flexibility as may be desired and

will make the top flues difficult to main-

tain. Continued expanding of the flues

will cause the sheet to flow, often result-

ing in flange cracks. The bead on the flues

adjacent to the flanges should always rest

on the flat surface of the sheet and never

on the curved inside surface of the heel.

With two and one-quarter inch, or greater

diameter flues it is best that the width of

bridges be not less than three-quarters of

an inch.

Assuming that these points have been

taken into consideration, it is important

to see that the shop layer-out and driller

follow the design. There have been cases

where a layer-out has located flues incor-

rectly and also added one or more. It is

also important that flue sheet holes be

drilled the proper diameter as it is almost

impossible to keep flues tight in holes

that are too large. The radii of door and

back head sheet flanges should be studied

in relation to the staybolt stresses. A
moderately large back head sheet radius

will reduce the stress in outer rows of

bolts by transferring a portion of the load

to the wrapper sheet. Too small a door

opening radius will frequently result in

cracking of the sheet at this point as pro-

vision is insufficient for expansion. Mud
ring corners of ample radius will be easy

to construct and maintain. Trouble due

to small radius has, in many instances,

been overcome by electric or acetylene

welding the bottom edges of the sheets at

this point to the mud ring. Flexible stay-

bolts reduce staybolt breakage. A careful

investigation will indicate the zones of

maximum staybolt stress and sheet move-

ment. In these zones the flexible bolts

will give good results and reduce staybolt

renewals. Washout plugs should be so

located that all points of the firebox and

barrel can be easily reached with standard

washout equipment.

Grates should have sufficient air space,

be free as possible from dead spots, and

be easy to remove. Where certain kinds

of fuel are used, properly designed dump
grates may be a means of reducing the

time the engine is on the ash pit. In con-

nection with the barrel of the boiler,

points which may be mentioned are. throt-

tle and dome arrangement which will per-

mit interior inspection of the boiler with-

out the removal oi the standpipe; also

the elimination of all small studs. Expan-

sion slides, instead of an expansion sheet,

under the front of the mud ring, will

eliminate the maintenance of a consider-

able number of bolts and rivets. Proper

consideration of ' all other expansion

sheets will further reduce maintenance of

many bolts and rivets and tend to elimi-

nate the many resulting troubles as well.

Frames should be of ample cross sec-

tion and well braced to hold them rigid.

Maximum cross section may be of little

avail unless accompanied by suflicient and

properly located bracing. In this connec-

tion, it hardly seems necessary to men-

tion the advantages of a valve gear out-

side the frames. The outside gear has

made possible better frame bracing, to say

nothing of the advantages of easier in-

spection and maintenance of the gear it-

self. As far as possilde, bolt holes in

frames should not be located where

stresses are greatest. Where cylinder de-

sign will permit, a one-piece frame with

a top tie splice seems desirable. Where
large cylinders prevent the above arrange-

ment, a one-piece frame with ample

depth under the cylinders, and having no

reduction in thickness, will give excellent

service. The advantages of outside steam

pipes are self evident from the standpoint

of both construction and maintenance.

Cylinders should have saddle faces well

bolted together to prevent working. All

other things being equal a double row of

bolts is better insurance than a single

row. Weakening grooves cut in covers

will reduce repairs to a minimum in case

of failure.

All bearing pressures should be as low

as consistent with good practice in order

to reduce wear and resultant replacement.

.•\mple pin length is desireable in order to

obtain lateral stability. .Arrangement of

motion and design of back steam chest

and back cylinder covers should be surh

that both valve stem and piston rod pack-

ing will be easily accessible. Fillets on

pins, axles, etc., should be of ample radius.

Small fillets are frequently the cause of

failure. Where possibl- a pi-ton rod of

sufficient length to permit piston ring re-

newals without the removal of the rod

from the cross head will reduce main-

tenance cost. Rod 1 olts and wedges may
be dispensed with by the use of solid

bushes. Rods should be designed and ar-

ranged so that it may 1 e possible to re-

move them with a minimum of labor. Tie
Canadian Pacific Railway has found t'-at

knuckle pins with a small extension on

the threaded end through which a st-ong

flat cotter can be placed have been excel-

lent insurance against the usual conse-

quences of loose nuts. Selection of high

grade, close grained, cast iron for cylin-

der and valve bushes, piston heads and

rings, and in some cases rod bushes, is

more than warranted in view of the in-

creased mileage obtainable and the cor-

responding decrease in maintenance. If

conditions permit the consideration of

heat treated, or- alloy steels, unbalanced

forces may be very materially reduced by

the use of light reciprocating parts. The
reduction of such forces will in turn tend

to reduce maintenance of pins, bushings,

etc.

Locomotives should be equalized so as

to secure the most efficient guiding pjwer
from both leading and trailer trucks, or

wheels. In general, the best results seem
to be obtained by dividing the equalizing

system so that the division between the

front and back systems is as directly un-

der the centre of gravity of the locomo-

tive as wheel base and other conditions

will permit. The spring gear and equaliz-

ing system should receive particular at-

tention when being erected and also when
being repaired. The tops of the driving

boxes should be milled out squarely and

in a plane parallel with the journal bear-

ings. The equalizer and saddles should be

fitted to their seats squarely with the pin

holes so that the engine will ride squarely

on her springs and track properly. The
same will apply to the trailer truck equal-

izers and spring rigging. Trailer trucks

that do not carry the back of the engine

level are responsible for much avoidable

tire wear.

A driver brake main fulcrum shaft in

two pieces of equal length, the outer ends

supported in bushed bearings integral

with the main frames and the central por-

tion supported by a sleeve, will give more
even distribution of braking power and

maximum accessibility for repairs and ad-

justments. Brake cylinders should be

placed vertically, in order to reduce pack-

ing wear and pro\-ide accessibility. Brake

shoe heads and hangers should be so con-

.'tructed and hung that shoes will swi'g

clear of wheels when pressure is released

and permit easy application of new shoes.

Safety hangers should be provided to sup-

port and prevent sagging of brake rods.

The ratio of brake cylinder to brake shoe

pressure should be kept as low as con-

sistent, and should not exceed commonly
accepted ratios. This will insure that

false travel will be kept to a minimum.

The importance in fixing up piping, of

strong clamping and provision for ex-

pansion cannot be overemphasized. Pip-

ing should be as short as condi-

tions will allow. Piping should be so

placed that there is no obstruction of

washout plugs, arch tube covers, pads,

etc. Where pipes pass through the front

of the cab. provision should be made for

clearance or for sleeve protection to pre-

vent wearing or cutting. The Canadian

Pacific Railway has found it a decided

maintenance economy to place lubricator

piping from cab to cylinders, etc.. in a

slightly larger wrought iron pipe where

the feeds pass beneath the jacket and lag-
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ging. By this means the feed pipes can

be removed or applied without the neces-

sit>' of removing any outside covering.

Air brake and steam piping should drain

themselves and contain no traps in which

water can accumulate and freeze. It is

desirable that pipes from the sand dome
be as nearly vertical as possible, the bct-

tom ends being securely clamped in align-

ment with the rail.

Ash pans should be as simple as can be,

and the sides should have sufficient slope

to prevent the accumulation of ash under

the grates. Swing doors can be sus-

pended so that their own weight helps to

keep them closed. This results in less

strain on the door operating rigging.

Easy inspection and maintenance results

from placing main reservoirs in an acces-

sible location. Where this is impossible

and drain cocks are hard to reach, an ex-

tension handle, the end of which is easily

accessible, makes the reservoir easy to

drain.

Removable liners on engine and tender

truck pedestals make it easy to take up

wear and reduce pedestal renewals. To
prevent rapid wear between wheel hub

liner face and driving box, sufficient pro-

vision for lubrication should be made.

Shoes and wedges should be so designed

that wear can be easily reduced and

wedges kept in their proper place with a

minimum of labor. Pilots made of

scrap hoiler dues cost less to maintain

than those of wood. All oiling points

should be made accessible. Handholds or

small steps, properly placed, in order to

make some oil holes accessible, will soon

pay for themselves. Lubricator chokes

should he placed in proper position and

;.s near to the c\linder. or steam chest, as

they can be got. The location of the lu-

bricator in the cab where the feeds may
easily be seen and adjusted will result in

better lubrication. When located close to

the front of the cab, or where the light

is poor, proper adjustment is exceedingly

difficult. Four pane cab side windows are

easier and cheaper to maintain than those

containing one large pane. Boiler jacket-

ing should be applied in sections so that

panels can be removed with a minimum
of labor.

The foregoing are but a few of the mul-

titudinous details which merit most care-

ful thought. But little mention has been

made of the possibilities of simplified de-

sign by the use of cast steel. It is felt

that with the development of the cast

steel industry and the production of cast-

ings which are practically equivalent to

wrought iron that locomotive construc-
tion in the future may be greatly simpli-

fied. We are today using castings that

ten years ago would have been deemed
impossible to cast. For example, one-piece

locomotive frames are now under consid-

eration and will, we hope, soon be in

service. These consist of the two main
frames and all cross braces cast in one
i)iece. This is an indication of the degree
of simplification that may be obtained.

The maintenance of such parts has in

turn been made possible by the develop-
ment of the art of electric and acetylene

welding and the advancement of the steel

industry.

Good and far reaching results can be
obtained by inviting criticism and sugges-

tions from those directly responsible for

construction and maintenance. In con-
clusion, simplicity co-related with efficien-

cy should be one of the keynotes of loco-

motive design. This principle, which in

other words is simply good judgment, will

make for that degree of efficiency which
will be reflected, not only in reduced main-
tenance costs, but also in the increased

capacity of the locomotive as a whole.

Development of Locomotive Wheel Flange Lubricator
Introduction of the Device—Variety in Designs and Quality of Lubricants

In these days of strict economy it is

well that the lesser details of the modern

locomotive should be occasionally referred

to, to the end that the best results may
be obtained, and while it is true that the

number and variety of devices applied to

motive power and rolling stock have in-

creased, and the proper attention to all of

them entails an added amount of work

to the enginemeu. wliich it is no easy

matter to maintain. It goes without say-

ing that the flange oiler in order to be of

real service, must be properly maintained.

By its use it is claimed that a saving of

75 per cent, in wear on tender and car

wheels has been attained, not only so but

the rail wear, particularly on curves, has

been greatly reduced by the use of the

flange oiler.

Like many other excellent devices its

adoption svas slow and it is not yet in

such general use as it should be. One of

the causes of the delay in coming into

more popularity is the fact that it is said

to require too much attention, and that it

was not altogether fool proof. On some

roads it is part of the work of one of the

roundhouse men to examine the flange

cilcr, and it is reported that the average

time occupied in the inspection does not

exceed thirty seconds, so that the atten-

tion required. If systematically applied,

approaches a negligible quantity. It has

also been demonstrated that the success

of the device depends much on the kind

of oil used. That known as the Kern
River oil in California seems to meet the

requirements of the service in an eminent

dci;ree. That is a very heavy kind of

oil. and in that section of the country it

is also used for fuel. The merit of this

oil for use in the flange oiler consists in

FLANGE LUBRICATOR.
PACIFrC.

CANADIAN'

a certain mi.xturc of asphaltum in the oil,

and this heavy base forms a paste and is

not separated by coming in contact with

the steam, and does not spread over tne

tread of the rail as some oils do.

Regarding the introduction of the de-

vice it may be stated that in a crude form
it was used on the Denver & Rio Grande
as long ago as 1882 or 1883. Grease in-

serted in a piece of hose and attached to

the frame was a simple contrivance, but

the result was that the engine and coach

v/heels ran about thirteen months, where
previously they were operated only for

about seven months. Elsewhere it took the

form of a piece of waste attached to the

frame, with a piece of wire in position so

that it would come in contact with the

driving wheel flange. When the engineer

was oiling around he would drop some oil

into the waste, and a small portion of the

oil would reach the flange. The crudeness

of this method was wasteful in the use of

oil, but some benefit was derived. The
next advance w.ns a tin can, mounted on a

bracket attadied to the engine frame.

From this can a pipe w-ith a wick in the

er.d was projected to a position over the

rlriviuK wheel flange, .\fter tb,e cm had

been filled with black oil, the wicking was

supposed to form a circuit between the oil

in the can and the driving, wheel flange.

Tiiis helped the flange, but had the draw-

back of reaching the rail, and so induced

slipping.

In 1904 the development reached a

higher standard, and a more perfected

arrangement of the flange oiler. What
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was known as the Hydrostatic flange oiler

appeared. It worked on the condensation

displacement principle. By putting this

development through a refining process

the successful working of the flange oiler

had became an accomplished fact.

In 1910 the master mechanics' commit-

tee on subjects considered the flange oiler

of such importance that they appointed a

committee to propare a paper on tlic oil-

ing of locomotive wheel flanges and the

saving that coulil be accomplished by the

use of the flange oiler. Much was accom-
plished at that time, and the matter was
carried over for still further discussion.

The reports, as may be imagined, con-

tained variable results, but all agreed on

a considerable saving both in tires and

in rails. Many instances are on record

where the tendency of the locomotives,

particularly switching engines, had ob-

tained an unenviable record of leaving

the rails at certain curves, and the re-

wherc they have a majority of their loco-

motives on one division equipped witn

flange oilers, the rail wear was reduced

so much, due to the use of flange oilers,

that the supervisor reduced his regular

order of three miles of new rails for

renewals to one mile, reducing the cost

of renewal of rails on curves to a corre-

sponding ratio. As is well known that

where there is excessive wheel flange

wear there is also excessive rail wear,

and the remedy for one is the remedy

for the other, and it would be a paying

investment for the railroads if they

equipped their engines with flange oilers

for the saving of the rails only. And not

only so but the flange oiler is also an im-

portant factor in fuel ecomony. The

cause of flange wear is friction. The m'orc

friction there is between the wheel flanges

and the rail the more train resistance is

developed, and the higher this train re-

sistance becomes the greater is the fuel

gent line would not require the flange

lubricator as much as those with a large

amount of curved line. The resistance

due to flange friction on the ordinary

piece of road, is not a large percentage

of the resistance of the train. Iiul on roads

with numerous curves, there can be a

great reduction in resistance of the train

by the use of the flange oiler, and there-

fore a considerable saving on wear as well

as on fuel consumption. In regard to the

exact adjustment and quantity of lubri-

cant and in the various devices, it may
be added that the enterprising manufac-

turers all furnish descriptive pamphlets

giving complete details as to the proper

handling and ca^e of each particular de-

vice.

Boston-St. Louis Train.

Through train service has been estab-

lished between Boston and St. Louis by

COLLI.WS WI'ICEL FL.\NL.li LLl!KIC.\TOR.
THE COLLINS METALLIC P.\CKIXG COMPANY.

Cu.NTKUL V.\LVE OF FOKL IC FEEU FL.\.N'GE OILLK
DETROIT LUBRICATOR CO.MPANV.

ports showed ihat the previous trouble

had been entirely eliminated by the use

of the flange oiler.

Some of the data is well worthy of

repetition ; for example on one road ten

heavy consolidation freight engines, be-

fore flange oilers were applied, could make
on an average of 23,033 miles, when
flanges were reduced to the limit. These

engines in the same service with flange

oilers attached made an average of 44,000

miles, when it was necessary to turn tires

for tread wear only. Another instance

of four heavy Pacific type locomotives

without flange oilers could make about

39,770 miles, when flanges were reduced

to the limit. These same engines in the

same service with flange oilers applied

made on an average of 91,850 miles, or

an increase of 125 per cent., due to flange

lubrication, the tires being turned for

tread wear only. Those reports could

be added to indefinitely.

Referring to rail wear it may be men-
tioned that on one large railway system

consumption to haul a given amount of

tonnage.

Coming to the matter of selecting

flange oilers it may be said briefly that

all of the different types of lubricators

have met with more or less success, but

the hydrostatic oil lubricators, in which
asphaltum oil is used, are the most popu-
lar. The Canadian Pacific has a special

device of its own, very successful, and
it may be also noted that what is

known as the Collins stick graphite lubri-

cator, consisting of an arrangement in

which a square s-tick of graphite is placed

in a case supported by a bracket on the

frame, and the end of the graphite comes
in contact with the flange of the drivers

by the action of a spring. It is very

effective. Among others also the De-
troit Lubricator Company has perfected

an appliance, automatic in action, and
readily adjustable to meet the variable

requirements of the service.

In conclusion it may be stated that

roads with a considerable amount of tan-

the New Haven and Pennsylvania rail-

roads. The Hell Gate bridge route

through New York, and the Hudson and
East River tunnels are being utilized,

and New England for the first time ia

history, is directly connected with the

middle west by an all-rail route through

the Metropolis. One train is being op-

erated daily in each direction. The west-

bound train occupies 33 hours and 5

minutes, the east-bound 35 hours and 31

minutes.

Car Shops Reopened

The Delaware & Hudson is about to

reopen its car shops at Green Island,

New York, near Troy, which have been

idle for seven years. The company is

now trying to get the 100 men needed to

organize a force to repair freight cars at

these shops. The hours of labor have

been shortened and a considerable in-

crease in the scale of wages has been

established ; the equipment is of the best

and the location ideal.
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Automatic Signals and the Automatic Stop

Three Essentials of the Automatic Signal—The D. C Signal System—Growth of the A. C.

System—The Position Light Signal on the P. R. R.—^The Speed Control System

—

The Automatic Stop—Use in Averting Accidents.

In a recently read paper by Mr. L. E.

Jones, signal engineer of the San Fran-

cisco-Oakland Terminal Railways Co.,

he said to the assembled members of the

Pacific Railway club, that the idea of the

automatic block signal is to automatical-

ly indicate the presence of a train on a

given section of track, known as the

block. Continuing, he spoke substantially

as follows

:

On double track, where train move-

ments on the same track are in the same

direction, the track is divided into a num-
ber of blocks and the signals so arranged

as to provide a space interval between

trains corresponding to a given time in-

terval. On single track, train move-

ments are in both directions ; a space in-

terval should be provided for trains fol-

lowing each other, the same as on double

track and the signal should be so con-

trolled through the block sections as to

prevent two opposing trains from occu-

pying single track between passing sid-

ings.

Three things are essential to the suc-

cessful use of any automatic block sys-

tem for high speed service. 1st: The ap-

paratus used to detect the presence of a

train in the block must be absolutely re-

liable. 2nd : Distinct and positive indi-

cations must be given to keep the motor-

man or engineman informed at all times

as to the condition of the track. 3rd

:

The indications must be obeyed and the

train controlled according to the mean-

ing of indications received. The first

essential involves the use of track cir-

cuits, the fundamental and most impor-

tant part of all modern signal systems.

The second essential involves the use of

various schemes of giving signal indica-

tions, and the third, the necessity of en-

forcing prompt obedience to signals and

the means of accomplishing the same.

In applying the track circuit to auto-

matic signaHng on electric railways, many
difficulties have been encountered. An
attempt was first made in 1900 to apply

the D. C. track circuit, to signaling on

the Boston Elevated, a road using D. C.

propulsion. In the track circuit scheme

of signaling the track is divided into sec-

tions, each section insulated and electri-

cally independent of every other section.

The rails are used as conductors, and in

the D. C. circuit, energy is fed from a low

voltage battery at one end of the section,

through the rails to a relay at the other.

When the section is unoccupied the cur-

rent fed through the rails energizes the

relay, picks up its armature and holds it

up. When a train occupies the section

the a.xles and wheels offer a path of very

low resistance to the current, and the re-

lay is shunted out. That is, insufficient

energy will reach the relay to hold the

armature up. Contact points are attached

to the armature to open and close the

signal control circuits.

The running rails of an electric road

are used as a return for the propulsion

current, and it was necessary to give up

one of these rails for use as a block rail.

The block rail was insulated from the

elevated structure and at each end of a

section and acted as one side of the track

circuit, while the return rail, which was
left continuous throughout its length,

acted as the other side. The simple D. C.

track circuit was a failure for the reason

that the fluctuation of the propulsion cur-

rent in the return-rail interfered with the

operation of the low voltage relay. The
trouble was partly overcome by polarizing

the relay against the flow of return cur-

rent into its coils but this scheme had its

limitations and was not considered ade-

quate.

A track circuit which was absolutely

immune to the effects of propulsion cur-

rent was necessary to make automatic sig-

naling a success on electric railways and

such a track circuit was invented by Mr.

J. B. Struble. He conceived the idea of a

selective relaj', one which would respond

to an alternating current but would be

absolutely immune to the effects of a D.

C. propulsion current. The first trial of

the alternating current track-circuit was

made in 1903 between Sausalito and San
.\nseImo on what is now known as the

Northw'cstcrn Pacific Railroad. This cir-

cuit involved the use of a block rail and

insulated sections similar to the ones first

used on the Boston Elevated except that

alternating current at very low voltage

was used to operate the relay. The cir-

cuit is known as the single-rail track cir-

cuit presumably because one of the run-

ning rails is given up entirely for signal-

ing purposes. Many installations using

apparatus similar to that used at Sausali-

to followed rapidly but the giving up of

one of the running rails for signaling pur-

poses was a serious handicap in some

cases.

The invention of the impcdence bond

and its application to the double rail-

track circuit in 1907 did away with the

necessity of having to give up one of the

running rails, made possible the lengthen-

ing of track circuits and resulted in other

important improvements. This scheme in-

cluded the use of an A. C. track relay

fed from a transformer over the rails as

on the Sausalito installation but the track

circuit was completely isolated, insulated

joints being placed at the ends of the

block in both running rails. The function
of the impedence bond is to make the
rails electrically continuous for the re-

turn of propulsion current and at the
same time electrically separated for sig-

naling current. In other words the im-
pedence bond permits the free passage of
propulsion current around the insulated

joints which divide the track into block
sections and at the same time impedes or
checks back the flow of the A. C. signal-

ing current from one rail to the other.

The impedence bond was first designed
for applications to track circuits on roads
using D. C. propulsion but it has since

been used with equal advantage on roads
employing A. C. propulsion.

In 1906 when the New York, New
Haven & Hartford began the electrifica-

tion of that part of its system between
New York and New Haven, it became
necessary to devise a track circuit to op-
erate under new conditions. An 11,000

volt 25 cycle propulsion current was used,

and to differentiate between the propul-

sion current and the signaling current a

60 cycle signaling current was adopted.
The principal problem on this insulation

v.'as to devise a relay which would re-

spond to a signalling current of 60 cycle

frequency and at the same time be im-

mune, not only to the effects of the 25

cycle propulsion current, but also to D. C.

current, which came to the rails as a leak-

age from adjacent trolley lines. The fre-

quency relay working on the induction

motor principle was devised and its oper-

ation has been thoroughly successful. The
track circuit using the impedence bond is

known as the double or two-rail track

circuit and it is now employed in block-

ing all electric railways using track cir-

cuits greater than 800 ft. in length.

While the rail track circuit is well

adapted to short sections as in yards and
interlocking plants or where two or more
tracks parallel each other, or where the

return rail is reinforced by a negative

feeder, its length is limited under the best

conditions usually met with to about 1,500

ft. The two-rail circuit will operate on

medium length sections, under very un-

favorable conditions as regards ballast,

resistance, propulsion, return drop, etc.

Where good conditions prevail, end feed

two-rail circuits will operate very success-

fully up to 12,000 ft. in length, while cen-
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tre feed circuits of 25,000 ft. are being

successfully used.

A. C. signaling on electric railways has

resulted in sd many advantages in the

way of safety and economy that it is fast

replacing D. C. systems on steam rail-

ways. The controlling of signaling de-

vices through track circuit relays and the

display of indications to keep the motor-
man or engincman informed as to the

condition of tlie track is comparatively

simple, until it becomes necessary to sig-

nal for the maximum amount of mixed
traffic that it is possible to operate over

the track.

Three fundamental signal indications

are essential to the operation of high-

speed trains in any system of signaling.

They are, lirst. Stop; second. Proceed
with caution ; third, Proceed. These fun-

damental indications are sufficient to take

care of ordinary conditions, but on some
roads, where traffic is dense, with some
trains operating at high speeds, while

others must operate at low speeds, the

track capacity may be considerably in-

creased by the use of supplementary indi-

cations, as follows : First, Proceed at low

speed : second. Reduce to minimum speed
;

third. Proceed at medium speed. The
above mentioned indications in standard

signaling are conveyed to the motorman
(or engincman) by means of visual sig-

nals which are given either by semaphores
in combination with colored lights alone,

or by position light signals. The sema-

phore schetne is the oldest and is familiar

to most railroad men.

The colored light for day and night in-

dications came. into use first in the sub-

ways of Xew York, Boston and Philadel-

phia, and was later applied to interurban

and trunk lines. The three-position

colored light signal consists of three

colored lenses, red for stop
;
yellow for

caution, and green for proceed. The
lenses vary in size up to 10 ins. in diame-

ter, are illuminated by incandescent lights,

and, where exposed to sunlight, are

hooded. The indications displayed by

colored light signals under the most un-

favorable conditions of sunlight can be

seen clearly at a distance of from 2,000

to 2.500 ft.

The colored light signal is small and it

is extremely simple. Its freedom from

moving parts and its instantaneous action

make it very desirable from an operative

standpoint. The chief objection to it is

the difficulty in obtaining three absolutely

distinctive colors and, unless the siunals

are mounted very low, the close indica-

tion is not satisfactory ; however, the fact

that the signal is being made satisfactory

for high speed service on heavy trunk

lines is proved by its use on such lines as

the electrified divisions of the Chicago.

Milwaukee & St. Paul: The New York,

New Haven & Hartford railroad have

made a trial installation and other trunk

lines are considering its use.

The position light signal invented joint-

ly by Mr. .•\. H. Rudd, signal engineer of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, and Dr.

Churchill of the Corning Glass Works,

came into use on an electrified division

uf the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1915, and

according to various reports made since

that time it has been thoroughly success-

ful. In this scheme, a three-position sig-

tial consists of three rows of uncolored

lenses, arranged with one row horizontal,

one row diagonal (at 45 degs.) and one

row vertical, to correspond to the posi-

tions of the blade in the semaphore

scheme. The illumination of the horizon-

tal row of lights indicates stop ; that of

the diagonal (45 dcg.) row caution, and

that of the vertical row, proceed. The
row of lights against a dark back ground

presents a beam of light that can be seen

at a greater distance in the day light than

a semaphore and according to the results

of ballots cast among the cnginemen on

the Pennsylvania Railroad the indications

are greatly preferred to those displayed

by the former semaphore signaling.

The colored light" cab signal has been

in use on European railways for a number
of years, but has only recently come into

use in this country. It consists of small

colored lights in the engineman's cab, red

being used for stop ; yellow for caution,

and green for proceed. The train is

equipped with a contact shoe which makes
contact with a short section of an auxil-

iary rail. The circuits are so controlled

that when the contact shoe passes over

the auxiliary rail, the proper signal will

be displayed in the cab.

The ideal way to secure maximum track

capacity for trains which move in the

same direction on the same track would

be to have a device on each train which

would measure the safe braking distance

of that train to the rear end of the pre-

ceding train and cause the train to be so

controlled that the space interval equal

to exactly this braking distance would be

maintained at all speeds. In using auto-

matic block signals to approach the ideal

condition of maximum traffic, the braking

distance at the various speeds, the grade

and curvature of track, station stops, train

length, time required for motorman to

adjust his vision to the signal and time

required for the signal indication to

change, must all be taken into considera-

tion. The original opinion was that a

block signal indicating stop while a train

occupied the block would prevent a fol-

lowing train from passing the stop signal,

provided a caution signal could be given

a sufficient distance away to enable a stop

to be made. Now in order to make full

use of the track, the caution signal must

be placed just as close to the stop signal

as safe braking distance will permit. A
caution signal under these conditions re-

quires prompt action on the part of the

motorman or engincman and at high

speeds a very narrow margin of safety

will result. This narrow margin of safety

was found to be too dangerous and ex-

pensive on the elevated and underground
railways of boston and Xew York, where
the demand of the traffic first made high

speed, and signalling to approach maxi-

mum traffic necessary, .\utomatic stops

were adopted and have been used success-

fully on the Boston elevated for about 16

years, .\fter five years' use of the auto-

matic stop on the Interborough and on the

Hudson & .Manhattan Railroads. It was
adopted in the Pennsylvania tunnels and
in the London tubes. The automatic stop

in all these installations consists of a

small arm, electro-pneumatically con-

trolled, which when set to stop a train

engages a small valve arm on the under
part of the train.

In applying the simple automatic stop

to automatic signaling an overlap equal

to the safe l)raking distance of the heavi-

est train at maximum speed must be pro-

vided. That is, a danger signal must not

only control through one block, but in

addition the control must overlap into the

next block a distance equal to safe brak-

ing distance. This of course causes the

sacrifice of track equal to the braking

distance which would not he necessary if

the train could otherwise be controlled

according to signals. A system of signal-

ing which eliminates the overlap by the

use of an automatic speed control has

been devised and placed in service on the

subway lines of the Xew York Municipal

Railways. The principal features of the

system are : .\n automatic visual and
audible signal in the motorman's cab. An
automatic speed control. An automatic

stop.

The system requires that a train ap-

proaching an occupied block or a danger

point be brought to a certain predeter-

mined speed. The speed must be reduced

in accordance with the determined brak-

ing power until the required ininimum

speed is reached, after which the minimum
speed can he maintained. The indications

are given by two lights, a green light in-

dicating "proceed" when the next two
blocks ahead are clear and a yellow light

indicating "caution" when the next block

ahead is clear and the second block oc-

cupied. -\n audible signal in the cab is so

connected that it sounds sufficiently in ad-

vance of tlie automatic speed control ap-

plication of the brakes to permit the mo-
torman or engincman to control his train

so as to avoid this automatic application.

An indication is also given in the cab to

show the maximum allowable speed and

the distance within which, succeeding the

giving of a caution signal, the train must

be reduced to the prescribed speed. When
an absolute stop is required, as at an in-

terlocking plant, the emergency brakes

are applied if a train should attempt to

pass without receiving the proper sig^nals

The speed control does not interfere with

the operation of the train so long as the
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motorman runs according to the indica-

tions of the cab signal; but if he fails to

obey the caution signal the brakes will be

automatically applied at such distance

from the danger zone as to reduce the

train to a safe minimum speed before

reaching it. In other words a train ap-

proaching a danger point will have its

brakes applied at varying distances back

of that danger point, dependent upon the

speed.

The system makes use of stationary

contact ramps and a mechanical and elec-

trical device in the cab ; the device being

controlled through standard A. C. track

circuits, with all circuits operating on the

closed circuit principle. In order to secure

predetermined braking distances, a weigh-

ing device had to be placed at the car

doors. This device weighs passengers in

and out and automatically adjusts the

braking equipment so that the braking

distance is uniform regardless of the

weight of the train. This system promises

to more nearly approach the ideal for

maximum traffic than any yet devised and

its two years of use in the New York
Subways is reported to be very satisfac-

tory. It is doubtful whether the system

would be successful on outside roads

where snow and ice are encountered un-

less the electrical contact feature of the

ramp can l)e replaced with an inductive

coupling of some sort.

To my knowledge there are only two

roads in this country using the overhead

automatic stop to any extent. These are

the Washington Water Power Railway

Company operating into Spokane and the

San Francisco-Oakland Terminal Rail-

ways. The stops were used on the Wash-
ington Water Power Company to enforce

the obedience to signals on a dangerous

piece of single track, maximum traffic not

being a consideration. The signal equip-

ment is of the standard A. C. semaphore

type. Each signal being provided with an

auxiliary arm mechanically connected to

and moving in unison with the semaphore

blade. When the blade is in the danger

position, the auxiliary arm is in position

to be struck by a glass tube mounted on

the top of the motor car of a train at-

tempting to pass the signal. The glass

tube when broken discharges the train line

pressure into the atmosphere and results

in the application of the brakes. Two ex-

tra glass tul)cs are carried on each motor

car and after a train has been automati-

cally stopped, the broken tube must be

replaced before the brakes can be re-

leased. A strict accounting is made of all

broken tubes and the system is very effec-

tive in enforcing the obedience to signals.

In case a signal is out of order and at

stop through error, the auxiliary arm may

be rai-sed up by means of a keying device

and the signal passed, by orders from

the dispatcher. .Automatic block signals

equipped with automatic stops were in-

stalled on three and one-half miles of the

S. F.-O. T. Rys. double track Pier Line

in 1910. Some kind of an automatic stop

was considered necessary for the safe op-

eration of trains under the headway and

at the speeds demanded, heavy fogs being

encountered making it sometimes difficult

to see more than a few feet ahead.

The signal system as adopted in 1910

was reconstructed and added to last year

when the tracks were moved from the

trestle structure to a solid fill but the sys-

tem is essentially the same as originally

adopted. It consists of standard A. C.

equipment, single rail track circuits, three-

position semaphore signals supplemented

by the automatic stop equipment. An
au.xiliary arm is attached to the signal

blade and when the blade is in the danger

position the auxiliary arm is in position

to engage the arm of a valve on the roof

of each car.

The action of the stop valve is essen-

tially as follows : When a train running

in the normal direction of traffic under-

takes to pass a danger signal, the valve is

tripped by- the stop arm on the signal, ap-

plies the brakes and is automatically re-

stored to its normal position after the

required stop has been made, whereas if

a train is running against the normal di-

rection of traffic, which is sometimes

necessary, the valve if tripped in the

against traffic directions, remains down,

without applying the brakes and is re-

stored to its normal position by a reduc-

tion in train line pressure, which is made
when the train stops to reverse direction.

In case a signal is out of order or it is

desired to use a cross-over, it becomes

necessary to pass a signal in the danger

position, provision being made for this by

means of a keying device. By inserting a

key in the lock located at the base of the

signal pole, the trainman unlocks the stop

arm and is enabled to raise it. The key

cannot be taken out of the lock until the

stop arm is returned to the danger posi-

tion thereby insuring its return after a

train has passed under the signal. The

system provides for the movement of

trains under a 45-second headway at the

average running speed of 36 miles an

hour.

In arranging the signal spacing to pro-

vide the required headway, 350 ft.

was allowed for the average train

length, 4!/ seconds time for the motor-

man to adjust his vision to the signal and

10 seconds for the signal to change from

the stop to clear position. Trains run-

ning at speeds of 36 miles an hour under

a 4S-second headway arc spaced approxi-

mately 2,026 ft. apart, which requires a

signal spacing of 420 ft. The full block

overlap with the automatic stop used pro-

vides a braking distance of 420 ft. while

the actual braking distance of a loaded

7-car train operating at 36 miles an hour

ranges from 300 to 350 ft. when the auto-

matic stop is applied. Time element re-

lays were used In connection with the

automatic signals near the Pier Terminal
to permit a closer train spacing of trains

approaching or leaving the terminal at

low speed. Their function is to cut off

the overlap, but first to cause the train to

reduce speed to 10 miles an hour before

closing up on a preceding train. The
satisfactory results obtained by the use of

automatic stops on the block signals dur-

ing six years of constant use caused their

application to the interlocking signals of

the terminal last year when it was recon-

structed. The terminal is located entirely

on trestle structure where the customary
derails cannot be used, therefore auto-

matic stops to check against the disobedi-

ence of signals are very desirable.

The terminal stops have been in use

now for about a year, and have made a

good record of performances, saving at

least one serious accident by applying the

brakes to a train on which the motorman
had a lapse of mind, overlooked a signal

and was headed toward a heavily loaded

train at a speed of about 25 miles per

hour. Automatic stops serve but one pur-

pose, and that is to enforce the obedience

to signals.

If motormen (or enginemen) were 100

per cent, efficient at all times, automatic

stops would not be necessary, but no hu-

man being is 100 per cent, efficient at all

times. Why spend so much energy in

perfecting the apparatus to detect the

presence of trains and then trust to luck

that the human element will not fail ?

After all, the obedience to signals is the

most important thing to be considered,

and the fact that automatic stops are ex-

tensively and successfully used for certain

classes of railway service, especially since

the speed control device promises to in-

crease, rather than decrease,, the track

capacity where it is applied.

Goggles.

The best form of goggles for use by

chippers is that in which the glass is

held securely in a metal frame under

tension, so that when fractured, the pieces

of glass are gripped together by the

frame. Rubber frames will sometimes be

broken by heavy chips and destroy the

protection entirely. Colored glasses for

welding operators have not always been

adapted to the temperature involved and

accidents to eyes have resulted from the

wrong color of glass being employed.

Too much care cannot be exercised in

adapting goggles to each line of work.

It is understood that the Xorth-West-

ern Railway of India is to use oil fuel

in future, a decision arrived at after

some lengthy experiments. Large oil

tanks have been installed at Kiamari con-

nected to a pipe line from Karachi. The

supply is said to be abundant and the

quality unusually free from impurities so

common in man> mineral oils.
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Large Type of Locomotives for the Wabash Railway

Marked Increase in Weight and Tractive Power

Twenty-tive large 2-10-2 type locomu- |icr hour, this cngiiii- working at maximum Iraihng truck spring yoke bracket, and

lives have recently been delivered to the capacity requires 2,954 x 20.8 or 61,443 the trailing truck radius bar fulcrum.

\\ abash Railway by the American Loco- lbs. of steam per hour. The firebox, com- Other interesting features are the

motive Company. These new engines arc bustion chamber, and firebox water tubes. Locomotive Superheater Company's su-

being operated on the Decatur Division will evaporate 55 lbs. of steam per sq. ft. perheatcr. Security brick arch, The

from St. Louis to Chicago. The ruling of heating surface. The tubes with 2^4- Duplex stoker, lateral motion box on

grade northbound, the direction of the in. diameter, 23 ft. long, ii in. spaces will front drivers, long main driving box,

heaviest traffic, is 0.4 per cent, and the c\aporatc 8.03 lbs. of steam per sq. ft. of Woodard engine truck, Cole trailing truck,

stretch of the longest single grade is four heating surface. The flues, 5j^^-in. Woodard throttle, Loulder solid back end

miles. The average northbound train for diameter, 23 ft. long, % in. spaces, will main rod, radial buffer, O'Connor lire-

tlie new 2-10-2 type engines is 5.000 tons e\aporate 9.18 lbs. of steam per sq. ft. of door flange, and vanadium frames. Some

as against 3,500 previously handled by heating surface. The total evaporation of the principal dimensions are here given

Mikado engines. The new 2-10-2 type en- of each engine, therefore, equals : for reference as follows :

gines have cylinders 29x32 ins., a total
j.-jrcbox and combustion chamber heating surface 346 sq. ft.

weight of engine and tender of 591,900
j.-jrebox water tubes heating surface 33 sq. ft.

lbs. and a tractive power of 69,700 lbs.
*

The Mikados formerly used had cylinders Total 379sq. ft. X 55 = 20,845

26 X 30 ins., a total weight of engine and
^^^g^_ heating surface 3.410 sq. ft. X 8.03 = 27,382

tender of 423,800 lbs. and a tractive power
j.-j^^^^ heating surface 1.581 sq. ft. v 9.18 = 14.514

of 50,360 lbs. Thus with an increase in

weight of 39.6 per cent., an increase in
Total 62.791

tractive power of 38.4 per cent, and an

increase in train load of 42.8 per cent. The total evaporation obtained is 62,791 ; I-'uel, bit. coal ; cylinder, type, pistoa

were obtained. divided by the total evaporation required valve, diameter 29 ins., stroke 32 ins.

;

Generally, an increase in weight will is 61,443, which equals a 102 per cent, tractive power, simple, 69,700 lbs.; factor

give a proportionately greater increase in boiler. of adhesion, simple, 4.5 ; wheel base driv-

power. In this case, the percentage in- A particularly interesting feature is the ing, 22 ft. 10 ins.; rigid, 16 ft. 9 ins.;

creases in weight and tractive power are American Locomotive Company's latest total, 42 ft. 4 ins. ; wheel base total, engine

E. F. Needha

2-10-2 TYPE LOCOMOTIVE FOR HIE \\.\i:.\.SII R.\IL\V.\Y.

n, Supt. Loco. & Car Dept. . Locomotive Company. BuiMors.

approximately the same, because of the

particular attention which was given to

the boiler. It is of the extended wagon
top type. At the first course the barrel

measures 87 9/16 ins. in diameter outside,

while the outside diameter of the largest

course is 98 ins. The barrel is fitted with

253 tubes, 2}4 ins. in diameter, and 48

flues, S'/i ins. in diameter and 23 ft. long.

A combustion chamber 61 ins. long is in-

cluded. The firebox is 120j^ ins. long

and 96Vi ins. wide. A total heating sur-

face of 5,370 sq. ft. and a superheating

surface of 1,129 sq. ft. are obtained. The
total length of boiler is 45 ft. 11^^ ins.

According to the boiler ratios employed

by the American Locomotive Company a

29-in. cylinder with 195 lbs. pressure of

superheated steam has a cylinder horse-

power of 2,954. Since each horsepower

requires 20.8 lbs. of superheated steam

type of Mcllin reverse gear. This gear

has a positive lock obtained by a friction

clamping device which joins the cross-

head of the motor between the regular

guide and a hinged bar (guide) on the

opposite side of the crosshead. The
clamping is actuated by a spring giving a

clamping pressure on each side of the

crosshead of about eight times the cross-

head working capacity. The clamping is

relieved by means of a small pressure cyl-

inder situated in the rear of the spring.

Pressure enters this small cylinder from

either end of the reversing cylinder

throujih an automatic shifting valve. The
clamping is again obtained by the exhaust

of the pressure on the spring at the com-

pletion of the motion.

A Commonwealth Steel Company's

cradle casting is used. This casting com-

bines the two rear frame slabs, foot plate,

and tender, 78 ft. 4'4 ins. ; weight in

working order, 395,000 lbs. ; on drivers,

314,000 lbs. ; weight on trailer, 52,500 lbs.

:

on engine truck, 28.500 lbs. ; weight, engine

and tender, 591,900 lbs.; boiler, type ex-

tension wagon top, O. D. first ring, 87

9/16 ins. ; boiler working pressure, 195 lbs.

Firebox, type, wide, length 120^ ins.,

width 96^4 ins.; combustion chamber, 61

ins. ; thickness of crown }i ins. ; tubs H
ins., sides 3^ ins., back % ins.; water

space, front, sides and back( 6 ins.; depth

(top of grate to center of lowest tube),

27}^ ins.; Crown staying, 1 in. radial;

tubes, material, spellerized steel, No. 253,

diameter. 2'^ ins.; flues, material, cold

drawn seamless steel, No. 48, diameter,.

S'A ins.; thickness, tubes No. 11, flues

No. 9; tube, length 23 ft., spacing Ji ins.;

heating surface, tubes and flues, 4,991 sq.

ft. ; firebox, 346 sq. ft. ; arch tubes, 33 sq.
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ft.
; total. 5,370 sq. ft. ; superheater sur-

face, 1,129 sq. ft.; grate area, 80 2 sq. ft.

Wheels, driving diameter, outside tire,

64 ins., center diameter 56 ins. ; wheels,

driving material, main, cast steel, others,

cast steel ; wheels, engine truck, diameter,

33 ins., kind, rolled steel; trailing truck,

diameter, 44 ins., kind, cast steel; tender

truck, diameter, 33 ins., kind, rolled steel

;

axles, driving journals main, 12x20 ins.,

others. 10x19 ins. and 10x13 ins.; en-

gine truck journals, 6>S x 12 ins.; trailing

truck journals, 9 x 14 ins.; tender truck

journals, 6x11 ins.; boxes, driving, main,

cast steel, others cast steel; brake, driver,

American ; tender, Westinghouse. 2-3^2

ins. cross ; air signal, Westinghouse,

1-24K' X 120 ins.; pump, compound;
reservoir, l-24''< x 72 ins.

Engine truck, Woodard ; trailing truck.

Cole; exhaust pipe, single, nozzles, 6%,
6J4, 6^i ins.; grate, style, Rocking; piston,

rod diameter, 5 ins.
;
piston packing, snap

rings ; smoke stack, diameter, 19 ins. ; top

above rail. 15 ft. 9 ins.; tender frame, cast

steel : tank, style, water bottom ; capacity.

10,000 gallons ; capacity fuel, 18 tons

;

valves, type, 14 ins.
; piston travel, 7 ins.

;

steam lap, 1 3/16 ins. ; extra lap clearance,

% ins. ; setting, ]i ins.

Various Small Economies.

A regular meetiiig of one of our prom-

inent railways at which the mechanical

department had been convened, took up,

the subject of using pressed sleel shapes

lor car repairs. Those connected with

the work, admitted that the then em-

ployed methods of, and facilities for,

handling these parts and the getting of

•dies to and from the hydraulic press,

were crude and ineffective, but that the

improvements which had been made lifted

the whole transaction in each case, to the

level of a commercial proposition. In

other words lo do this work and to it

properly saved money.

It was stated that up to a given date,

a saving of $1,350.00 had been effected,

and if all the parts, for which the rail-

road had dies, had been made of pressed

steel shapes, at least $1,500.00 would have

been the monetary reward. A saving of

over $2,500.00 had been brought about by

the use of pressed steel boiler fronts and

doors instead of employing cast iron.

More dies for car parts were under way

and a still larger saving was con-

templated. This railway has had enough

experience to see the advantage to them,

of the manufacture by themselves, of

pressed steel shapes, and the amount they

gain in this way justifies them in expend-

ing the price of an efficient hydraulic

press and of installing the same. The

saving also encouraged them in purchas-

ing a crane for handling th« dies, and

now a full set of dies has been made in

the shops to enable them to replace all

the car parts with pressed steel shapes.

The making of Prosser flue expanders

was also discussed at this meeting. A
3;4-inch turret lathe was bought for this

purpose, and it was expected to work on

air-hammer tools, machine punches, rivet

set, machine punch dies, grease plugs,

bushings, etc. It was anticipated that the

saving produced by the railway doing this

miscellaneous work for itself, will prob-

ably reach the sum of $2,135.00 for the

year. It must be remembered that the

outlay for the hydraulic press, spoken of

above, and also the turret lathe, when
paid for, is a charge wiped off the books,

but the yearly saving effected, goes on in-

definitely, so that in the long run the ends

of economy are effectively and perma-

nently served.

At this meeting two Prosser flue ex-

panders were shown. The sections of

these expanders had been drop forged,

ready for use. They had been tested and

tried, and had proved to be very satisfac-

tory. A neighboring railway, it appeared,

was using Crescent steel for this work,

and had experienced every satisfaction.

This and other sieels recommended by

supply firms were decided upon for test,

so that reliable data could be placed be-

fore the meeting at a subsequent date,

and information would be accumulated in

such a form as to guide the formation of

a rational opinion as what was best to

use. Difficulty had been experienced in

getting suitable material for this and

other work and it was determined to ob-

tain samples and subject them to test be-

fore a final decision was arrived at.

Tool holders was given some thought

at this meeting as a result of the fact

which was brought out by one of the

members, that owing to the advanced

price of high speed tool steel, it had be-

come necessary that something be done

to economize. The proposal was made

and agreed to, that where small tools

were used, holders be supplied, so that

tlie scrap ends of the high-speed tool

steel, used in larger machines might l)e

made available. This scrap high-speed

steel was to be forged down into small

bars, and these could be cut iiito suitable

lengths as required. The company had

already eftected some economy in dealing

with wheel lathe tools and those used in

other heavy machines.

In this matter, the company had welded

a holding end to the high speed tool

steel, and this end was made out of scrap

tire steel, electrically welded to the work-

ing short end of the high-speed steel

tool. It was decided to experiment with

the tool holders, and the home-made

bars of scrap high-speed tool steel, and

report progress at the next meeting.

Some very satisfactory economies are

thus brought about in railway repair

shops, as the proposals here spoken of,

are gone into without prejudice and

stand on their merits as veritable savings.

While the constant pursuit of better and

cheaper ways of doing work, does not

put any heavier burden on the men and
the company reaps a substantial benefit.

The meetings are productive of good,
not only by bringing out a kindly and
good-natured rivalry in the thinking out
of ways and means, but the men get to

know one another with mutual profit and
with corresponding benefit to the depart-

ment and railway they all serve.

Early Railroads.

It is amazing to find how little the more
intelligent class of railroad men in the

United States know about the genesis of

our great railroad system. Most of them
believe that railway construction began
in England about 1830, and that the

United States followed that example
about the same time.

The fact is that crude forms of rail-

roads were used in connection with coal

mines for two hundred years before the

Stephensons introduced steam locomotives

on the Liverpool and Manchester Railway,

from which event most historians date the

beginning of railway history.

As early as 1630 an inventor named
Beaumont introduced wooden ways, con-

sisting of cross sleepers placed about two

feet apart upon which were spiked wooden
rails about six feet long, for carrying coal

from the pits. Four-wheel wagons or

cars were placed on this crude tramway

and carried their loads at less expense

than could be done on the system of

highways then prevalent in the British

Isles. This was a very crude beginning,

but it persisted and prepared the way
for the steam operated railway.

The first real improvement made on

the wooden railway was to cover the

rails with iron plates to lessen the wear

of the iron wheels. These plates were

applied by "platelayers," and the track-

men of the British Isles are to-day

known by that appellation. The next

move was to put cast-iron rails in place

of the wooden ones, which in the course

of time gave place to wrought iron and

then to steel.

A decided improvement was effected in

1789 by William Jessop, who built a

railway in Leicestershire. Before his' day

the rails were made with a flange to keep

the wheels on the track. Jessop made

the rail heads plain and put a (lange upon

the car wheels.

Shutting Off Valves.

Do not leave a valve just cracked as

this will surely lead to scoring, and, with

steam at 180 to 20O pounds, it will be

ruined in a short time with the attendant

waste and loss of time. The injector

primer, the air pump throttle, and the

drain cock to the water glass are great

offenders in this respect, probably costing

the railroads many times their value in

needless grinding simply because they are

i!ip| |irn|)cily h.imllcd.
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Pioneering a By-Product of Enterprise.

In glancing o\er the consular reports

published by the Government a railroad

man would naturally be struck with the

evidence that tlie trade door for this

country by which it might easily enter

Brazil is certainly opening. The coal

fields of that republic have not yielded a

uniformly suitable fuel for locomotives

as they may now be made to yield, through

the legitimately self-seeking interest of the

Loco. Pulv. Fuel Co. and its Brazilian

agents. These companies succeeded very

satisfactorily in dealing with a native

Brazilian coal found in the Jacuhy dis-

trict (Rio Grande du Sol). This coal

does not burn economically in the lump

form. For this reason many of the

smaller railroads have burned wood.

There is no doubt that coal is a very

desirable form oi locomotive fuel, but in

Brazil although it is easily get-at-able, it

did not produce the effect necessary to

put it in the directly usable class. It was

like an invention which is mechanically

possible, but not commercially feasible. It

is there, but it does not pay to use it.

In adding to their business, the Loco.

Pulverized Fuel Co.. through its foreign

agency, the International Pulverized Fuel

Corporation, made this coal commercially

attractive, of which we give a full account

of in another column in this issue and

this fact will probably lead to an exten-

tion of the present lines of railway and
l>ring others into being. In this way the

enterprise of an American firm may be

found to have done, as a by-product of

their enterprise, the necessary pioneer

work from which they and others may
jeap much operating and financial benefit.

Our merchants have been often beaten

by foreign competition. At this time,

when it is possible to see the future

establishment of railway lines in Brazil

and the rehabilitation and improvement
and extension of existing lines: the door
for the entry of all kinds of railway sup-
plies, appears to be ajar and the latch

string held out to us, and it only requires

a vigorous well directed and business-

like push to swing the door full open.

Our locomotive specialties which have
achieved such good results at home,
can be made to give the same measure of

dollar and cent success to the railways in

Brazil, if they are once successfully mar-
keted.

Superheaters ?ie as good there as here,

so are Westinghouse Air Brakes, so are

Economy Devices of all kinds, and Brick
arches. Pulverized fuel has proved its

success, and the field for feed water
heaters is yet untrodden. Car couplers

are required, trucks, wheels, electric de-

vices, headlights, valves, staybolts, valve

near, tubes, steel cars, pipes, cast iron and
steel, and the hundred and one .ippliances

that we now practically consider as al-

most indispensable, ought to be brought
forward and the merits and practical

advantages explained and demonstrated
to a people who are highly and technically

trained and only require to be told and
shown, to manifest a ready appreciation.

The technical press has its friends and
readers in the South American countries,

and it stands ready and willing to do its

part in helping these people to a work-
ing knowledge of what we do. and are,

from an engineering standpoint, in this

country. A favorable impression has

been created by the work of our fel-

low laborers with the pulverized coal,

it only remains for us to go in and,

in a friendly spirit, make legitimate

use of the feelings that are entertained to-

ward us. Pulverized coal is no secret

now, and while we may have commercial

rivalry from Great Britain and her vast

self governing dependencies, it may be

rivalry indeed but competition will be fair

and honest and square. There is another

nation, however, which does not respect

treaties, and overrides patent rights with-

out scruple, and respects not the place

legitimately won by another. We must

look to our own laurels if we would keep

them.

The cold, clear, light of applied science,

in the hands of competent men, has

illumined the darkness which partly en-

shrouded a Brazilian economic problem.

and the people fully appreciate the work
done. Is it not our duty to fearlessly go

forward on the path so ably blazed by our
pioneer friends of the powdery and dust-

like coal, which has in it all the potency

of Nature's gift to man. in the days when
the earth was young?

Smelling Danger Ahead.

There are many curious expressions in

current use. which while they put forth an
idea with considerable accuracy, are not

strictly to be taken with the formal mean-
ing of the words. Such an expression

used to indicate an indefinable certainty,

is the phrase. "I felt it in my bones."

Bone is not found at the surface of the

body and moreover bone- is not affected by

feeling of any kind. Such an expres-

sion as we have used at the head "f this

article may appear as one of the figurative

sentences to which we have made allus-

sion, but it is not one of this kind. It is

an accurate statement of a particular

occurrence. Some time ago a con-

temporary printed the everyday life of a

locomotive runner, and in it the engine-

man says :

—

"The sense of smell also comes in

play. I was running a special tea and silk

train with orders to make tlie best time

possible. I was making 45 miles an hour,

around curves, and it was a very foggy

morning. My nostrils commenced to tell

me that a train was close ahead. I could

smell the smoke, which is cognizable a

long distance in such weather. I got my
train under control : and suddenly out of a

bank of fog I came upon the rear end of a

slow moving extra freight. I followed

this train into a water station. 3 miles,

without the crew in the caboose knowing
I was near." Here is an actual case, and

the authority for it, is the man who did

it. There is no question that it took place,

exactly as described.

The morning was foggy and it is fair

to presume that the signals were ob-

scured, or one or more of them had been

passed without conscious observation.

Most psychologistr are agreed that the

sense of smell is of practically no interest

in their science, as almost nothing is

known about it. The engineman giving

the testimony before us now, was probably

a rpan with what might be called an alert

mind, an all lound vigorous man. in fact

an exception. He smelt smoke, and de-

duced from that, with Sherlock Holmes
reasoning, that the cause of the smell was

engine smoke, the smoke must come from

a working engine, and that engine was on

a train in front of him. Facts subse-

quently coming to light, proved the cor-

rectness of his forecast.

This brings us to the use of senses in

directly informing the brain of conditions

around us. and does not take into account

the slim use of the reasoning faculties.
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and the ability to put two and two to-

gether, however simple the process. Prof.

George, M. Stratton. formerly prefessor

of experimental psychology at Johns Hop-
kins University, referring to the difference

between the color value, and the space

quality of what we see, such as the night

and day indications of railway signals,

makes out a good case for the position in-

dication of the semaphore blade, and

throws some doubt on the value of colors,

by tracing back to remote ancestral usage,

the facihty with which position reacts

through the eye and the uncertainty with

which color pushes its impression in.

He says :
—"The sense of space is of

one blood with habits and instincts deep

within the individual and the race, it

is not easily thrown into disorder. Our
power to notice differences of form and

position is one which, through the com-

mon needs of life, has developed wonder-

ful stability and strength. The recogni-

tion of places, noting the form and tracks

of animals, the shaping of tools, and

countless other matters depend upon and

encourage an interest in the spacial char-

acter of things, an interest which informs

and guides not only us, but uncivilized

man and the higher animals as well. Com-
pare with this power, the general stead-

iness and fidelity of which is thus guar-

anteed by long iinbit and long inheritance,

our color sense seems only an upstart and

an idler."

We have now before us two pieces of

testimony, each of a different character.

One from an active engineman, the other

from a student of psychology. The en-

gineman was debarred from the sight of a

signal, we believe, owing to the state of

the weather. He successfully called into

play a hitherto unused sense, that of

smell. The student of psychology casts

doubt on the color observation as

an unerring guide and upholds the ob-

servation of position. The one was

throw back as it were to elemental or

race habit. W'here he could not see. he

smelt, as primitive man, or as an animal

would do. Prof. Stratton goes also back

to the race habit of uncivilized man or

animal and shows what each looks for and

desires to see. In each case, though cir-

cumstances are widely apart, engineman

and professor does and wishes for what a

savage or an animal would do, under

similar circumstances. There is a lesson

in these facts for the thoughtful man.

aside from any momentary amusement or

love of the sensational or the bizarre. The

lesson for us. or rather one might say,

the powerful suggestion for thought is,

whether our mode of procedure is in ac-

cordance with the known trend of Na-

ture, or not.

Have our signal systems been devised

so that the safe thing to do is the natural

thing to do? Arc we absolutely right in

the develoiimcnt of a system the observa-

tion and interpretation of which, Nature
may permit a serious lapse? There is

no question but that the signal system we
have is good, though is it possible to de-

vise one more perfect ? With what merits

our present system possesses, whole rail-

way systems in this country have not

made the first move to adopt any system.

It may seem like idle talk to speculate

upon that which may or may not seem to

be a defect in our present system, when
no system is employed by many railway

managers. The appeal is here intended

first for those who fully believe in, and
practice the art of signaling—that method
of imparting foreknowledge, to the man
who urgently needs it, the engineman on
fluty, but the appeal is also intended most
strongly for the user of no system at all,

so that he may be aroused to the posi-

tion he is in, and may see the danger-

ously illogical method under which his

trains are run. when information as to

the track ahead ii denied to the man who
would look for it, if it was there.

The best method of conveying the in-

formation, how far easy or otherwise,

how natural or non-natural it may appear

to some? These are matters for judicious

and thoughtful debate by those qualified

to discuss them, but the man who has

not been affected by the stark-staring,

unshaded, glaring, prominence of the idea

that a signal system is now part of a

railway as much as the track, has not only

automatically ruled himself out of the

consideration of such facts and views as

we have mentioned, but he takes the lives

of trusting travelers in the hollow of his

hand, without a just appreciation of the

grave and ever-present responsibility he

has so thoughtlessly assumed, and the

threatening consequences of this mental

lethargy hang above him, by a thread, like

Damocles' sword in boding air that trem-

bles menacingly over his official life.

Tractive ESEort and Horse Power.

The tractive power of a locomotive is

easily calculated and relialilc. The horse-

power is elusive because variable. Oc-

casionally a layman, as distinguished from

a railroad man, asks about the horse-

power of a locomotive, and the railroad

man is at a standstill, for while that

particular unit of measurement is easily

applicable to stationary engines, it is not

entirely satisfactory when applied to loco-

motives which instead of exerting any

fixed rate of power continuously works

under conditions varying almost every

minute, from those exerting the full maxi-

mum power or pull to those requiring little

or no effort, as when the engine is drift-

ing or doing light work.

U the work of the locomotive were con-

tinuous, on a perfectly level track at a

fixed speed with a certain load, the rated

horsepower would be of some value. The

rated tractive power is simpler, as it indi-

cates correctly the pull at the start. Ex-
periments have shown that it takes about

16 lbs. of tractive effort to start one ton on
a level track, and as the speed increases

the tractive force necessarily dimin-
ishes to as low as 6 lbs. per ton. When
fully loaded, steam is admitted to the

cylinder nearly the full stroke of the pis-

ton, and the consequent large use of steam
is very great, and it is exhausted at a high

pressure. As the speed and momentum
increases the supply of steam is cut off

at less than one-third of the stroke, and
the amount of steam used is reduced to

a minimum, so that while the speed is in-

creased the power exerted is diminished.

This is in accordance with a well known
law of physics. At curves or grades, a

greater power is brought into action. In

the early days of the locomotive, when
steam pressures were low and slide valve

gear was constant, the indicated horse-

power had a more stable value, because

the power exerted was almost constant.

Under certain conditions and at certain

speeds it may still be calculated. Several

years ago an Atlantic type passenger

locomotive, while running 70 miles per

hour, developed 2,000 horsepower, which

at that time was the greatest power de-

veloped, the heavy freight engines of that

time having fallen far short of that per-

formance because of their slow move-

ment. However, with the introduction of

superheating appliances and the conse-

quent development of the present day

locomotive, it is not now uncommon to

find locomotives developing several times

that amount. But in the majority of

cases the amount of tonnage which ought

to be assigned to a locomotive is more

easily grasped by the mind when referred

to the starting effort and capacity at 6

or 8 miles an hour rather than upon its

power at higher speeds.

In calculating the drawbar pull or

tractive effort of a locomotive at starting

speeds the following is the formula in gen-

eral use: Multiply 85 per cent of the

boiler pressure in pounds per square inch

by the square of the diameter of the

cylinders in inches, and multiply this

amount by the length of the stroke in

inches, dividing the product by the

diameter of the driving wheels in inches.

For example, supposing the boiler pres-

sure is 200 lbs. per square inch, diameter

of cylinder 27 ins., length of stroke 30

ins. Then 170 X 729 X 30 ^ 63 =
59,000 lbs. tractive power.

It may be added that while much more

could be said on the subject, it has been

found that the tractive power of a loco-

motive is more readily applicable than

the horse power, and an approved ratio

between the two calculations is about 1.'^

to 1 so tliat a tractive cff'Tt nf 54,000

lbs. would be about 3,000 horse power,

at a particular speed.
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Air Brake Department
Improved Triple Valve Test Rack—Questions and Answers

December, 1917.

Improved Triple Valve Test Rack.

Last month's issue contains a plioto-

graphic view of the improved Westing-

house 3-T triple valve test rack, with a

few remarks relative to the necessity for

an improved test rack. It will Ijc ob-

served that the differential valve has

been eliminated and that instead the re-

sistance of the triple valve piston and

slide valve is ascertained with a friction

measuring device.

It will be understood that the two most

important conditions of a triple valve are

differential between the brake pipe and

au.xiliary reservoir pressure, while with

the new rack the piston and ring are

blocked in their correct position in a

manner to preclude the possibility of

damage and the ring is tested under a

6-lb. differential or more nearly that ob-

tained in actual service or under service

conditions. Valves in a defective condi-

tion as regards workmanship can pass

the former test, as it is possible to make

the packing ring temporarily tight by the

use of a lubricant, also, the ring may be

respect to frictional resistance of the too narrow in the groove, and on ac-

triple valve piston and slide valve to

movement, and leakage past the triple

valve piston packing ring. The friction,

or resistance to movement, may arise

either from the surface of the slide valve

on its seat or from the piston and pack-

ing ring, and it is well understood that

the present standard test rack does not

distinguish between the two. although it

is important that such distinction be

made, since the friction of the piston ring

depends upon the character of the work-

manship done and is therefore con-

trollable, while that of the slide valve on

its seat is inherent in design and un-

controllable. Owing to the impossibility

of differentiating between these two fac-

tors, valves may be condemned when they

should not be, as for example, when

count of the low differential used in the

test it may pass, where if the differential

were equal to the service condition or

that provided by the new rack, the seal

made with the lubricant would be broken

and the actual condition of the ring would

be manifested. Briefly, the new test pro-

vides a maximum useful life for the valve

in service. In other words, the test con-

tains one set of limits for passing valves

into service and another for condemning

valves out of service, and this feature is

absolutely necessary if valves that are

passed are not to be condemned after a

week or so of service. The former set

of limits accurately determines the fit-

ness of new and repaired valves to be

placed in service. This test is necessarily

as severe as it is commercially practicable

accurately determine the condition of the

quick service port, as a "blow down"
test is the most positive and reliable

method for determining the capacity of

any port.

In the old code, the service port ca-

pacity test, is to determine whether the

service port is of the proper capacity to

expand the auxiliary reservoir volume

into the brake cylinder pressure at the

required rate, and in the new code of

tests this has been divided into two sep-

arate tests, termed service stability and

emergency tests. The purpose of the first

is to determine whether the valve pos-

sesses a safe margin from uridesired quick

action and the second is to determine

whether the factor of safety is such that

the valve can be depended upon to oper-

ate in emergency when desired. Service

Stability and Emergency tests are re-

markably simple, direct and efficient, both

being conducted in practically the same

manner. The brake pipe pressure is re-

duced at predetermined ratts depending

upon the valve under test. In one case

the valve must not move to emergency

position before brake pipe pressure has

reduced 20 lbs. in the other, it must move
to emergency position before 20 lbs. re-

duction has been made. This method of

test is familiar to those who have oper-

ated the Control valve and Universal

there is a high slide valve friction in to make it, although the degree of sever- vake test racks,

combination with low piston friction and

an "air tight" ring. Such a triple valve

would apply and release in service inde-

.pendent of what the slide valve friction

may be within the limits made possible

by the design of the valve; or the valves

may be passed when they should be con-

demned, as an example, if there is a low

slide valve friction and high piston fric-

tion, the piston friction would cause the

valve to fail to apply under service con-

ditions or a valve might pass the test.

ity does not exceed that intended in the

old tests. The set of limits for condemn-

ing valves out of service, as might be

inferred, applies to valves removed from

service for test as to condition. The re-

quirements of this test are as lenient as

possible, being limited only by the re-

quirements of service, hence the margin

between these two sets is as large as

possible ; therefore a new or repaired

valve that will pass the test provided

for it is assured of a maximum useful

having a combination of low friction and lite in service.

excessive ring leakage, but if the slide

valve resistance increased when placed in

service, which is ver>' likely to happen

in a very short time, the valve would

fail to apply.

Such a test has been omitted in the new

code or with the new rack, a resistance

test being made by means of a friction

indicator before the triple valve is placed

on the stand for test, the indicator being

a simple device which measures the re-

sistance in pounds required to move the

triple valve and piston to the applied and

release positions in the bushings.

It will not be necessary to outline the

former codes of tests for packing ring

leakage, suffice to say that it was made

(or is being made) with but about 1% lbs.

This test also contains a third specifica-

tion, by means of which it can be deter-

mined whether the valve removed from

service under suspicion as to condition

has deteriorated beyond the actual point

where it cannot be expected to operate

satisfactorily under the characteristic con-

ditions of service.

Another change is made in the old

quick service port capacity test, which

required that proper allowance be made
for the variance of slide valve friction

varying strength of graduating spring,

and since this was not actually provided

for there were three variables involved

instead of one. With the present test,

this is made in an entirely different man-

ner, and by virtue of its nature it will

This rack has been in the course of

development for several years, and em-

bodies improvements which have been

found by experience and sound analysis

to be desirable, and while the old type of

test rack has been the best that could be

provided up to the present time, any air

brake repairman is aware of the fact that

a great deal of unnecessary time and

labor has been spent in repairing and

testing triple valves, solely for the reaiion

that accurate tests could not be obtained,

but at the present time there is no rea-

son why racks cannot be modified and

reliable tests be obtained.

Locomotive Air Brake Inspection.

(Continued from page 365, Nov. 1917.)

112. Q.—When are air gages out of date

for test?

A.—Three months after the last date

shown on the proper form in the cab or

on a paper tag under the glass of the

gage.

113. Q.—When are the brake cylinders

out of date for cleaning and testing?

A.—Six months from the time shown

on the tag attached to the brake pipe

near the automatic brake valve, or from

the date shown on a form in the cab.
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114. Q.—When are distributing valves

or triple valves out of date for test?

A.—At the end of six months.

115. Q.—When are triple valves and

high speed reducing valves out of date?

A.—At the end of six months.

116. Q.—When are feed valves and re-

ducing valves out of date?

A.—There is no time for cleaning them

as they are to be maintained in a con-

dition to properly perform their func-

tions at all times.

117. Q.—When are brake valves to be

cleaned ?

A.—Whenever required, from any de-

fective action of the equalizing piston

or from hard handling and are always to

be maintained in a condition to operate

properly in all of their positions.

118. Q.—What action is taken if there

are no dates on a form in the cab show-

ing the last date of compressor test and

if there is no tag on the steam pipe?

A. The compressor is reported out of

date for test.

119. Q.—What if the tag under the

automatic brake valve is attached to the

reservoir pipe or the gage pipe tee?

A.—The tag is improperly applied and

the brake equipment is out of date for

cleaning and test.

120. Q.—What mformation must be

stenciled on the brake cleaning tag?

A.—The date of day and month, and

the initial of the shop at which the work

was performed, and the letters A. B. to

indicate the work.

121. Q.—What particular kind of sten-

cils must be used for this purpose?

A.— Stencils that will make letters and

figures not less than •',< of an inch high.

122. Q.—What if the letters are small-

er than H in.?

A.— It is a violation of the Federal

Regulations and must be reported.

123. Q.— If inspecting an engine and

no form was found in the cab, and no

tag attached to the brake pipe near the

automatic brake valve, what would you

observe before reporting the brake

equipment out of date?

A.—Examine the brake cylinders and

operating valves to see whether the dates

w-re stenciled on these parts.

124. 0-—I" 'his permissible?

A.—Yes, this information may be

shown on a form under glass, or by a

tag attached to the brake pipe near' the

.-iutomatic lirake valve or be legibly sten-

ciled on the various parts.

125. Q.—What if the glass of the form

in the cab is broken or missing?

.\.— It must be reported, as the Regu-

lations specify "displayed under glass."

126. Q.—What attention is to be given

the pump governor at this time?

A.—It is inspected for leakage, and it

must be noticed that the vent port is open,

and that there is no unusual waste of air

or steam from the waste port.

127. Q.—What is the cause of leakage

from the vent port after the compressor

has been shut down for some time?

A.—A leaky diaphragm valve.

128. Q.—What would be the effect of

the vent port being closed tightly or

stopped up?

A.—If the governor piston packing ring

was a good fit the governor would not be
sensitive to open after a reduction in main
leservoir pressure.

129. Q.—Why not?

A.—The pressure above the governor
piston would tend to remain bottled up
after the diaphragm valve has closed, and
thus hold the .steam valve closed at a
time when the compressor should be in

operation.

130. Q.—What i.-- the cause of a leak of

air from the waste port?

A.—A leaky governor piston packing
ring.

131. Q.—What is the cause of steam
leaking from the waste port when the

pump is running?

A.— .\ defective joint between the back
of the governor steam valve and the gov-
ernor cylinder.

132. Q.—What is the cause when the

pump is shut down or just at the point

of shutting down ?

A.— It is due to a badly worn steam
valve stem or to a poor fit of the steam
viave stem through the governor cylin-

der.

133. Q.—What v.-ould be the effect of a

closed or stopped up waste port?

A.—The governor could not stop the

compressor.

134. Q.—Why r.ot?

A.—Steam Dressure equal to that car-

ried on the boiler would accumulate under
the governor piston, and it would require

a higher air pressure to move the govern-
or piston and close the steam valve.

135. Q.—What is the effect of a steam

leak from the wp.ste port?

A.—It tends to drain away the oil

that is passing from the hil)ricator to the

steam cylinders of the compressor, and
sometimes results in a stopping of the

compressor in service.

136. Q.—How can such a comparatively

small waste of steam drain auay enough
oil to cause a dry air compressor?

A.—The oil tends to follow the swiftest

moving jet of steam and with the gov-

ernor steam valvo closed or partly closed,

the flow through the steam pipe almost

stopped allows ihe oil to follow the flow

of steam through the leak.

137. Q.—Docs this same thing apply to

a compressor steam pipe leak .'

A.—Yes, if the leak is between the lubri-

cator connection and the compressor.

138. Q.—.\fter the leakage tests have

been made and the pipes and valves in

the cab tested for leakage, and last dates

of cleaning and test noted, what should be
observed?

A.—The brake cylinder hand of the

small air gage.

139. Q.—Which hand is this?

A.—The red one.

140. Q.—What are the names of the
black hands of the gages?

A.—Brake pipe on the small gage and
equalizing reservoir hand on the large

gage.

141. Q.—Why are they named in this

way ?

A.—Because tl^ey show tliesc pres-

sures.

142. Q.—What would you think wrong,
if the black hand of the small gage was
indicating brake cylinder pressure and the
led hand brake pipe pressure?

A.—That the gage pipes were wrongly
connected.

143. Q.—Would you report this as a

disorder?

A.—Yes. the red hand is supposed to

register brake cylinder pressure.

144. Q.—Why do you notice the brake
cylinder gage hand after completing the

leakage tests?

A.—To see if the brakes are still ap-

plied.

145. Q.—Will five minutes time have
elapsed since the closing af the distribut-

ing valve supply pipe cock?

A.—Yes it will require at least S min-
utes time to inspect the brake apparatus
under the runnmg board and make the

leakage tests in the cab.

146. Q.—Why should the leakage tests

be made with the distributing valve supply

pipe cock closed, or before it is again

opened ?

A.—So that while the brake valve

handle is on lap position, brake pipe leak-

age cannot operate the distributing valve

and cause a flow of air from the main
reservoir into the brake cylinders and thus

interfere with the main reservoir leakage

test.

147. Q.—If the brake has leaked off be-

fore the 5 minutes has elapsed, what
sliould be done?

A.— If the source of leakage has not

been discovered during the inspection and
test of the brake cylinders and piping,

the brake should be reported as having

leaked off within 5 minutes time.

148. Q.—What should then be done in

following the regular course of inspec-

tion?

.'\.—Both brak^i valves should be placed

in running position, the pump throttle

should bo opi-nod and the stop cock in the

distributing valve supply pipe should be

opened.

149. Q.—What parts now remain to be

inspected and tested?

A.—The brake valves and air gages.

( Ti> hr rnntimicd.)
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Train Handling.

(Conliiiutd fnim /-,)-,• 3()6, .\ ov., 1917.)

134. Q.—.About how much of a brake

pipe reduction from the brake valve

would be required to run through and

apply all of the operative brakes in a

100 car train if alt were type H triple

valves?

.•\.— It would require about 12 lbs. to

obtain any material braking force at the

rear end of the train.

135. Q.—How much if about one half

were K triple valves?

.\.—.About 7 or 8 lbs.

136. Q.— If all were K triple valves?

.\.— .\ five pound reduction will run

through a 100 car train.

137. Q.—What is the most important

observation to be made with reference to

slack action on the initial brake pipe re-

duction of the first brake application on

any train?

.A.—To note in which direction the

slack runs.

138. Q.—What do you conclude if it

runs out or to the rear?

A.—That the greater percentage of

braking ratio or what is generally

termed braking power is at the rear end.

139. Q.—Why is there generally a run

in of slack when the brake is first ap-

plied?

A.—Because the brake pipe reduction

is effective on the cars at the head ena

of the train first.

140. Q.—What do you conclude if the

slack runs in on the first reduction and

there is no run out following tliis?

A.—That the greater percentage of

braking force is on the cars at the head

end of the train.

141. Q.—What is meant by the term

percentage of braking power?
A.—The pounds pressure on the brake

shoes as compared with the weight of

the car and its load.

142. Q.—What is meant by nominal

percentage of braking power?
A.—The calculated brake shoe pres-

sure as compared with the weight of the

car when empty.

143. Q.—What is the actual percentage

of brakinu ratio on a car?

.\.—The actual retarding force ob-

ohtained between the shoe and the wheel

as compared with the actual weight of

the wheel on the rail.

144. Q.—What is meant by the term

coefficient of. friction?

A.—The actual pull of the shoe tend-

ing to stop the rotation of the wheel, or

in other words the pull in pounds ob-

tained on the brake l)eam hanger.

145. Q.—How does this frictional force

vary ?

A.—With a constant pressure on the

shoe, it can increase only with a decrease

in the speed of the wheel, but it de-

creases with an increase in the force

pressing the shoe against the wheel, and
with an increase in the length of time

the shoe is held against the wheel and
with an increase .in the speed of the

wheel.

146. Q.—Does this mean that the brak-

ing force is less when a higher pressure

is applied to the brake shoe?

A.—No, but it means that a lower co

efficient of friction is obtained when the

brake shoe pressure is increased under
ordinary conditions of service braking.

147. Q.—What causes this?

.A.—Generally the higher temperature

as a result of the higher shoe pressure.

148. Q.—Does this hold good for all

temperatures from the l)eginning to the

end of the brake application in all classes

of service?

.\.^N'o, in high speed train service, the

maximum coefficient of friction obtain-

able is not reached until a high tempera-

lure is reached at the contact of the shoe

and the wheel.

149. Q.—With two 100.000 capacity cars,

one empty and the other loaded, about

how much more percentage of braking

power has one car than the other, the

same brake shoe pressure being applied

in both cases?

.•\.— .About 400 per cent.

150. Q.—Why?
-A.—Because The weight of the load on

such cars is 3 or 4 times the weight of the

car when it is empty.

151. Q.—If such cars are braked at 60

per cent of tlicir light weight, what is the

jicr cent of braking power when loaded ?

.A.—From 15 to 17 per cent.

152. Q.— If two of such cars, one loaded

the other empty, are started off at the

same rate of speed, and the brake applied

with the maximum force, about how much
further would the loaded car run than the

empty before it could be stopped?

A.— .At least 4 times as far.

158. Q.—What does this indicate in de-

scending grades?

.A.—That the empty car in descending

the grade may be stopped in a certain

distance from a full application of the

brake, while the loaded car might not be

stopped until after it has passed the foot

of the grade.

154. Q.—Considering the piston travel

of the brake cylinder of a car, does the

difference in travel create a difference in

retarding effect and what is termed the

percenta.gc of braking power?
A.—Yes.

155. Q.—Which has the greater retard-

ing eft'ect. the long or short travel?

A.—The short travel.

156. Q.—Why?
.A.—Because a higher brake cylinder

pressure will be obtained for the same
number of pounds brake pipe reduction.

157. Q.— How is the higher cylinder

pressure obtained ?

A.—Through the short travel having

less brake cylinder volume for the auxil-

iary reservoir pressure to expand into.

158. Q.—Considering all the difficulties

encountered in obtaining uniform action

of the brakes in a train, what is the most

(iifficult make up of train to handle with-

out serious shock when operating on a

level track?

A.—One of mixed loads and empties,

with the empties behind the loads.

159. g.—Why?
A.—Because of the change of slack

that Would take place as the result of the

differences in percentage of braking forces

that would be obtained between the empty

and loaded cars.

160. Q.—Which way would the slack be

expected to run under the influence of a

brake application?

A.—Out or to the rear.

161. Q.—Knowing from the make up

of the train that the harshest run of slack

will be toward the rear, what can be done

to minimize the effect of the run out?

A.—The initial reduction could be made
before closing the engine throttle.

162. Q.—What is the object?

A.—To keep the train stretched as much
as possible so the slack cannot run out

hard.

163. Q.— From an air brake point of

view, could the train be made up in a

manner to facilite smoother handling than

would ordinarily be obtained ?

A.— Yes, In placing a certain per cent

of the empty cars ahead of the loads.

164. Q.—How would this assist in mak-

ing a smoother stop?

A.—There would be less empty cars at

the rear to run the slack out.

165. Q.—Is there another reason?

A.—Yes. the empty cars placed at the

bead end would assist very materially in

holding the loads against the empty cars

at the rear.

166. Q.—Just why is a heavy brake pipe

reduction recommended when the train is

within an engine length or about 40 ft.

from the point at which the train will

stop?

A.—To obtain all of the braking power
possible on the loaded cars as the train

stopi and to have the head end stop before

the influence of reduction becomes fully

effective on the brakes of the rear cars of

the train.

167. Q.—Can this method be used with

any make up of freight train?

A.—Yes, if th; worst make up of train

can be handled successfully in this man-
ner, it will naturally serve for a better

make up of train under ordinary condi-

tions, and no trouble of any kind need be

anticipated from that source.

(To be continued.)
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Car Brake Inspection.

(.Continued from page 367, .Vol., 1917.)

137. Q.—If a car has two independent

sets of brakes, how is the car considered

if one of the brakes is cut out?
.^.— It must be counted as a non-air

' car or the car is considered to have an
entirely inoperative brake in figuring the

percentage.

138. Q.—Does it make any difference

whether this car has two independent

sets of brakes one controlling a single

truck, or whether it is a unison brake,

that is, either cylinder operating the

brakes on both car trucks ?

A.—No, in either event the car is con-

sidered as having an inoperative brake.

' 139. Q.—Could such a car, or one with

the universal equipment and the stop

cock in the brake cylinder pipe closed, be

the first one in a train?

A.—According to the letter of the law

it could not, but it could still be the

first car in the train and comply with the

spirit of the law, provided the proper

percentage of brakes are still operative.

140. Q.—What is to be done with the

first car in the train if it is a non-air

car?

-A.—The defect must be repaired or the

car shifted to some other portion of

the train, but not ne.xt to another car

with an inoperative brake.

141. Q.— Is a car with an inoperative

air brake ever placed on the rear of a

passenger train ?

A.—No such cars must be shifted into

the train, if it is absolutely necessary to

move them before repairs can be made.

142. Q.—If such a car is on the rear

end of a freight t'-ain, must the air brake

hose be connected.

A.— In all cases, unless the hose con-

nections cannot be made.

143.Q.—What if the air pipe is burstcd

at the rear of the front angle cock of

this rear car?

.\.—The hose are to be conneclcd and

the angle cock on the rear car left closed

and the other opened.

144. Q.— For what purpose?

A.—So that if the rear car breaks

loose, the brake on the train will apply.

145. Q.—What is usually done if it be-

comes necessary to place a non-air car

on the rear of a freight train?

.A.

—

A trainman is designated to ride

the car.

146. Q.—Why is this?

A.—To operate the hand brake in case

the car becomes uncoupled.

147. Q.—Would a car with an inop-

erative hand brake ever be the rear car

of a train?

.\.—As a general proposition a car

with an inoperative hand brake is never

permitted to l)e in service, but the rear

car of a train must never be without an

operative hand l)rake, regardless as to

the condition of the air brake.

148. Q.— If, during the terminal test of

brakes on a passenger train, it is found

that another application of the brake is

necessary, how may the signal to apply

l)rakes be given?

A.—With the communicating signal, or

a hand signal.

149. Q.— If all brakes applied propcrlj',

and the signal to release was given and

the brakes did not release?

-\.—The engineer may not have re-

ceived the signal, or may have received

the wrong number of blasts.

150. Q.—What would be done if no air

pressure was found in the signal pipes?

A.—The train signal line would be in-

spected for uncoupled hose, or closed

stop cocks.

151. Q.—What would be done if no dis-

order of this kind could be found?

-A.—The signal hose between the tender

of the engine and the lirst car would be

disconnected to see that there was air

pressure flowing back from the engine.

152. Q.—If there was none?

.A.—The signal pipe stop cock on the

pilot of the engine would be examined

to see that it was closed, if it was, tlie

Hngineman would be notified that the sig-

nal equipment of the locomotive was de-

fective.

153. Q.—Could the train be permitted

to proceed without a signal whistle?

.A.—At the present time it is being per-

mitted, however, the Federal Regulations

specify that when an engine is equipped

with the train signal apparatus, it must

be known to be tested, and in a safe and

suitable condition for service before each

trip.

154. Q.—What would be wrong if there

was a strong rtow of air from the car

discharge valve oi the rear car and the

whistle did not sound?

A.—It would indicate a defect nn the

locomotive.

155. Q.—What would be done?'

.\.—The Engineman would be requested

to release brakes, and be notified that the

train signal system was inoperative, the

Conductor would also be notified of the

fact after it has been ascertained that

all brakes have released properly the train

would be ready to proceed.

156. Q.—What would be wrong if the

whistle could lie operated from the for-

ward portion of the train but not from

the rear portion, there being air pressure

throughout?

A.—That the train signal valve of the

locomotive was defective.

157. Q.—What would be done if the

proper blasts w..'re received and the En-

gincman moved the brake valve to release

position and the brakes did not release

on the rear cars?

A.—The angle cocks would lie ex-

amined to sec that none were closed be-

tween the cars that did release and the

cars that failed lo release.

158. Q.—How could brakes apply on the

rear cars if the angle cocks were closed

at some point in the train?

A.—Through brake pipe leakage.

159. Q.—What would be done if the

brakes released on all cars except one in

the train?

A.—The brake on that one car would
hi examined.

160. Q.—Whjt would first l)e looked
for?

A.—A set hand brake or if the car is

equipped with a pressure retaining valve
to see whether if was turned up to retain

air pressure in the brake cylinaer.

161. Q.—What else would be examined?
A.—The brake rigging to see that it is

not fouled in any manner.

162. Q.—What then?

A.—Another signal would be given to

apply and then to release brakes, and it

would be noted whether any air pressure
escaped from the triple valve exhaust port

01 the retaining valve when the signal

to release was given.

163. Q.—What would be indicated if air

pressure escaped from the triple valve

exhaust port?

.\.—Tliat the release spring of the

brake cylinder was too weak to return

the brake cylinder piston to its release

position, or that the brake levers had
fouled.

164. Q.—What should be done in a

case of this kind'

A.— If the brake shoes are sufficiently

free on the wheels, the car may proceed
until proper repairs can lie made, but such

things are usually manifested before a car

is made up in a train.

165. Q.—What should be done if the

brake failed to release or brake cylinder

pressure failed to escape on the second

ai'plication and release?

A.—The brake must be cut out or re-

pairs made.

166. Q.—Wliat it the rociuired percent-

age of operative brakes will not then be

obtained ?

A.—The car must be cut out or enough

cars added to make up the percentage or

the defective brake must be repaired.

167. Q.—What would such an action

inrlicate ?

.\.—Defective triple valve r>r defective

car brake operating valve.

168. Q.—Could it not be due to an over-

cl-.argc of the brake pipe from the loco-

motive or through a graduated release

type of brake graduating?

.\.— It niij;ht but the F.ngii'iMu-in wmild

be in a position lo know whether such

was the rase and would make the brake

ap|)Iication .iccor lingly and in either event

it would be remembered that .-ill of tbc

other brakes in the train released and

naturally tlic one failing shciuld .ilso liave

released if not defective.

('/•,) /., conlmucl.)
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Mikado or 2-8-2 Type Locomotive for the

Fort Smilli & Western Railroad
Our illustration tliis month >liuws

one of two .Mikado or 2-8-2 t>'pc of loco-

motives, recently built by The Baldwin

Locomotive Works for freight serviic on

the Fort Smith & Western Railroad.

This line is laid with rails weighing 75

lbs. to the yard, and the wheel loading

of the new locomotives is conservative

for rails of this weight. These locomo-

tives exert a tractive force of 37,400 lbs.,

and with 1S4,(XK) 11)S. on the driving

wheels, the ratio of adhesion is 4.12.

The Mikado type is well fitted for ser-

vice on a line of this character, as the

wheel base is flexible, and liberal steam-

ing capacity can be provided without

using heavy wheel loads The present

engines are similar to three which were

constructed by the same builders for this

road in 1916. An excellent opportunity

was thus afforded to fit the new engines

for the special conditions to be met.

The boiler is of the straight-top type,

and is litted with a 24-clement super-

boxes and spring saddles are also of cast

steel. Flange oilers are applied to the

leading drivers. Some further interest-

ing features include the Hodges design of

trailing truck, and a radial buffer between

the engine and tender.

As compared with the tenders of the

previous locomotives, referred to above,

the tank capacity has been increased from

6,000 to 7.000 gallons. The height of the

tender has not been increased, but the

tank has been lengthened to provide ad-

ditional capacity. The new tenders arc

carried on 850-lb. chilled wheels, and

have equalized pedestal trucks and 10-

inch channel frames.

The locomotives are excellent e.xamples

of medium weight power, equipped with

modern appliances and designed to de-

velop maximum efficiency. Further par-

ticulars are given in the table of dimen-

sions, as follows

:

Engines—Cylinders, 22 ins. x 28 ins

;

valves, piston. 13 ins. diam.

Liigine Truck Wheels—Diameter,

front, 33 ins. : journals, 5^j ins. x 10 ins.

;

<liamcter, back, 40 ins. ;
journals, 7'/i ins.

X 12 ins.

Wheel Base—Driving, 15 ft. ; rigid, IS

ft. ; total engine, 31 ft. 8 ins. ; total engine

and tender, 63 ft, S'/i ins.

Weight, 1-^stimated—On driving wheels,

154,0(X) lbs.: on truck, front, \H.-W lbs.;

on truck, back, 26,500 lbs. ; total engine,

199,000 lbs. ; total engine and tender, 330,-

000 lbs.

Tender—Wheels, number, 8 ; wheels,

diameter, 33 ins. ;
journals, 5^^ ins. x 10

ins. ; tank capacity, 7,000 U. S. gals. ; fuel

capacity, 14 tons; service, freight.

Electric Welding.

Reporting on electric welding, Mr.

Hugh -Montgomery, superintendent of mo-

tive power and rolling stock, Rutland

Railroad, states that they had a number
of failures when they first started to use

electricit>- lor wcldinj..'. Init the> kf]it at it.

HE.WV 2-8-2 LOCOMOTIVE FOR TIIF. FORT SMITH & WESTERN.
J. Mil npbell. Mast. Mech. Loco. Wks.. Builders.

heater and a brick-arch supported on

four tubes, each 3 ins. in diameter. The
front end of the firebox crown sheet is

supported on two rows of Baldwin ex-

pansion stays, and 300 flexible stays are

placed in the breakage zones. Labor sav-

ing devices include a power operated fire-

door and a coal pusher on the tender.

The ash-pan, as specified by the railroad

company, is supported from the engine

frames instead of from the mud ring.

The cylinders are equipped with by-

pass valves of the Sheedy t>T)e, and there

is a separate valve in the cab for admit-

ting a small quantity of steam while the

engine is drifting. The piston valves are

13 ins. in diameter, and are driven by the

Southern valve motion. The Ragonnet

power reverse mechanism is applied.

Flanged tires are used on all the wheels

and the driving wheel centers are of cast

steel with brass hubliners. The driving-

Boiler—Type, straight; diameter, 66

ins.; thickness of sheets, 11/16 ins.; work-

ing pressure, 185 lbs. ; fuel, soft coal

;

staying, radial.

Fire liox— Material, steel : length, 102^
ins. ; width, 65"s ins. ; depth, front, 67^2

ins. ; depth, back, 56|-j ins. ; thickness of

sheets, sides, 5/16 in. ; thickness of sheets,

back, 5/16 in. ; thickness of sheets, crown,

H in. ; thickness of sheets, tube, yi in.

Water Space—Front, 4 ins. ; sides and

back, S'A ins.

Tubes—Diameter, Sf^ ins ; and 2 ins.

;

material, steel; thickness, 5-^8 ins. No. 9

W. G,. 2 ins. No. 12 W. G. : number, sH
ins. 24, 2 ins. 172; length, 19 ft. 3 ins.

Heating Surface— Fire box, 165 sq. ft.;

tubes, 2,373 sq. ft. ; firebrick tubes, 28 sq.

ft. ; total, 2,566 sq. ft. ; superheater, 562

sq. ft. ; grate area, 46.8 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels—Diameter, outside, 57

ins. ; journals, main. 9 ins. x 12 ins.

the failures being due to the lack of

knottdedge as to how to handle the appa-

ratus properly. They are now able to re-

pair anything that breaks, if it is possible

to do so by welding. On flues alone there

is a great saving. The resultant delay

when brick arches have to be removed to

caulk the flues has been all done away
with. Last winler was a very severe one

in the North, but the mileage of the loco-

motives was increased on account of doing

away with the leaking flue troubles. The
saving in this alone, of dumping fires and

taking out arches to caulk flues, would

pay in a short time to install an electric

welding machine in every engine house.

.\ great deal of work also that was for-

merly done by blacksmiths is being done

by the electric welder, saving much in

material and time. They are also !)uilding

up all worn parts of valve motive gear,

guides and crossheads and other parts.
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Electrical Department
Electrical Transformers—Three Different Styles—Pennsylvania Electric Locomotive

—

Chicao;o. Milwaukee and St. Paul Extension, Etc.

We have learned in the preceding ar-

ticles that there are two general tjpes of

transformers, namely, the "core" and the

"shell" types. Both of these types were

described and the construction explained

in detail. We learned that in the case

of the shell type transformer, spacing

strips were placed between the coils, so

that ducts are formed for the circulation

of air or oil for the purpose of cooling

the transformer coil, which become
heated by the passage of electric current

through the copper conductors making up

the coils.

There are three styles of transformers

in general use, namely, the Air Blast, the

Oil Insulated Self-Cooled (O. I. S. C),
and the Oil Insulated Water-Cooled

(O. I. W, C). Last month we described

the Air Blast transformer, and outlined

why it was necessarj' to have the trans-

former perfectly dry and free from mois-

ture, before connecting it to the source of

electric power. There are three methods

which may he followed in drying a trans-

former and these were covered in detail.

The length of time required for thor-

oughly drying depends largely upon the

condition of the transformer. Unless

the transformer is in very bad shape, a

\. eek's run should be sufficient. Precau-

tions must be taken not to raise the trans-

former to such a temperature that the

heat will affect the insulating materials

used on the copper conductors. The tem-

perature should not exceed a temperature

of 95 degs. Cent., which corresponds to

203 degs. Fahr. To keep a check on this

temperature, thermometers should be

placed well in between the coils near the

FIG. 1. METHOD OF IX.STALLINr, .MR
1!L.\ST TRANSFORMERS.

top of the transformer and screened from
the air currents so that the maximum
temperature will be indicated.

Air blast transformers should be so in-

stalled that there is sufficient air for cool-

ing. A method in general use is shown
in Fig, 1. The transformers arc set

above, and form the top of an air cham-
ber. The chamber allows an easy inspec-

tion of the coils of the transformer, since

the whole underside of each transformer

is open, and also gives easy access to the

leads entering and leaving the transformer

at the bottom. The chambers are usuallv

I'll CORRIC.VTED T.AXK.

approximately 7 ft. high and are con-

structed air tight, so that the air which

is blown in, can only leave the chamber
through the air ducts in the transformers.

A convenient location for the blowers,

supplying air to the chamucr, is shown in

Fig. 1. The air is discharged directly

downwards into the chamber. It is very

important that the blowers are of the

proper size.

Air blast transformers, properly in-

stalled, will operate successfully for years.

Certain care is necessary, however. Dam-
pers, used in regulating the amount of

air, should be examined every day. Tlie

temperature of the outlet air should be

noted at frequent intervals. This tem-

perature is an indication of whether the

transformer is receiving its proper supply

of air. If the outlet air is more than 15

degs. Cent, higher than the inlet air, when
operating under normal conditions, an

immediate inspection should be made.

The air taken for cooling purposes

should be clean and dry. Even with

careful screening of the air going to the

blowers, dirt will be carried into the

chamber and will collect in the transform-

ers. It is therefore necessary to clean

the air ducts at frequent intervals of at

least once a month, depending on the

amount of dirt and dust in the air. The
best way to clean out the dirt is by blow-

ing dry compressed air of 20 lbs. pres-

sure approximately, into the bottom of the

ducts.

The other type of transformer is the

Oil Insulated. There are two sub-divi-

sions of the Oil Insulated transformers

—

namely, the self-cooled (O I S C), and

the Water Cooled (O I W C).

In the case of the oil insulated trans-

former, the windings, assembled with the

iron core, and all complete, is placed in a

tank filled With some transformer oil.

This oil surrounds the transformer and

also fills all the ducts. The heat found in

the coils, heats up the oil in the ducts

and a circulation of oil takes place,

through the ducts. The heat of the coils

is taken up by the oil and dissipated. A
continuous circulation of oil exists so

that cool oil is entering the ducts at the

bottom, which becomes warm and passes

out at the top.

As far as the construction of the trans-

former and the circulation of oil is con-

cerned, the oil insulated transformers are

all similar. It is only the method used

for cooling the oil, which distinguishes

the self-cooled (O I S C) from the water

cooled (O I W C).

In the case of the self-cooled trans-

former no attendance is needed. The

nc. R.\niATOR T^•|•^ twk

transformer can be connected to the

power supply and practically forgotten.

There arc mo moving parts to get out of
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order, and there can l)e no dirt nor mois-

ture reacii the inside of the tank. Self-

cooled transformers are made in many
sizes ranging from I or 2 up to 5000 K.W.

In the self-cooled transformer the lieat

of the oil is carried to the tank and radi-

ates its heat into the air. In the .'.mall

sizes, the tanks are made stnuoth and no

special provisions are made to facilitate

a more rapid dissipation of the heat. .-Vs

larger sizes are encountered, a greater

radiating surface is required to dissii)ate

the heat than is possible with a smooth

tank, so that the sides of the tanks are

heavily corrugated, affording a maximum
radiating surface. .\ tank so constructed

is shown in Fig. 2.

.\s the capacity increases it is still

necessary to increase this radiating sur-

face and the Weslinghouse company lias

developed and built what is known as the

"radiator type tank." The tanks arc

FIG. 4. DRYING TR.\\.SFi iK -i i.K

made of heavy boiler-iron plate welded

together. The cooling radiators are se-

curely litted to the tank, and connect to

the main tank by an opening at the top,

and bottom. .\ tank of this type is shown

by Fig. 3. With the radiator tank type

a maximum cooling effect is obtained and

self-cooled transformers of 5000 K.W. ca-

pacity have been built.

With the development of the electrical

industry there is an increasing demand

for transformers of greater capacity.

Beyond a certain size the cost of con-

struction of a self-cooling transformer is

excessively great, and other means of

cooling must be provided.

W^ater has been used for cooling in

many instances and this principle has

licen applied to the transformer. The

heat generated in the coils and trans-

ferred to the oil is not dissipated by a

radiator, but is absorbed by water circu-

lating in several coils of pipe located at

the top of the transformer tank and sur-

roiuidcd by the oil. The location of these

pipes is shown by Fig. 4. .\ steady

stream of cold water circulates in the

pipes which are made of high grade

tubing with all the joints brazed or

welded. The heated oil rises to the top

and is cooled, and returns downward
along the side of the tank.

Pennsylvania Electric Locomotive.

L'nusual interest has been manifested in

railway engineering and operating circles

in the recent tests near Philadelphia of the

lirst of a standard type of electric loco-

motive for main line freight service built

by the Pennsylvania railroad and the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

(.ompany, and which was fully described

and illustrated in the July issue of K.ml-

WAY .\ND Locomotive Engineering. This

locomotive is the most powerful electric

engine ever built, and exceeds by 50 per

cent, the locomotives which heretofore

have held that distinction. In the tests

referred to it has been shown that while

the nominal one hour rating is 4,800 h. p.,

appro;iimately 87,000 lbs. tractive effort

at a speed of 20.8 miles per hour, the

locomotive is capable of exerting a start-

ing tractive effort of 130,000 lbs., or

equivalent of 7,000 h. p. The continuous

capacity at a speed of 20.85 miles per hour

enables a trailing load of 2.300 tons to be

liauled up a 1 per cent, grade; 4,100

tons up a .5 grade; or 11,000 tons on level

tangent track. In service between .-M-

tcona and Johnstown it operates trains

with one locomotive at the head and one

liushing. Two of these engines will

handle 3,S00 tons west-bound, where the

ruling grade is 2 per cent, and 6,300 tons

east-bound, with a ruling grade of 1.33

per cent. The speed chosen is considered

lo be about the maximum desirable for

the operation contemplated, being gov-

erned by the size of trains as well as

characteristics of profile and alignment.

The cab, 72 ft. 6 ins. long, is mounted

on two pivoted trucks which are articu-

lated in a unique manner. The total

weight of the locomotive is 240 tons. The

voltage of the locomotive is 11,000.

Electrification on the Chicago, Milwau-

kee & St. Paul Railroad.

Reports that the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul Railroad was proceeding with

its electrification, not because that method

of operating had proved satisfactory or

economical, but because they had gone so

far and could not stop, is officially denied.

It is claimed that electrification has not

only proved to be highly efficient, but eco-

nomical and satisfactory in every way. It

has solved the problem of reliance and

cheap mountain operation, especially in

the winter, and has demonstrated that the

cost of repairs is much less than steam

operation, while the capacity of the elec-

tric engines, both as regards speed and

tonnage, is practically double that of steam

locomotives. Electric engines placed in

service in December, 1915, arc still doing

full service and have never had a general

overhauhng.

It has been decided to rush the electrifi-

cation of its Cascade Mountain section,

running from Othello, Washington, to Se-

attle and Tacoma. The present urgent

necessity for conserving the nation's fuel

resources is the reason for the speeding

up of tliis work. Hundreds of thousands

of barrels of fuel oil will be saved an-

nually, since under electrification the

railroad will use power generated by the

water falls of the Cascade Mountains;

and to save this fuel as soon as possible

contracts tor the locomotives and the

power transforming apparatus have been

divided between the Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Manufacturing Company and the

General Electric Company, so that the

great resources of these two large com-

panies will be available for the most rapid

completion of this undertaking. This sec-

tion of the railroad is 211 miles long and

is in addition to the 440 miles already

operated electrically over the Bitter Root,

Rocky and Belt Mountains, between

.\very, Idaho and Harlowton, Montana.

The Stop Signal.

This month we have the pleasure of

printing as a digest—though it is practi-

cally word for word—the paper on the

stop signal read by Mr. L. E. Jones, sig-

nal engineer of the San Francisco-Oak-

land Terminal Railway. In this paper,

Mr. Jones explains some systems of sig-

naling and he makes a few remarks on

the general idea of the automatic stop

signal. The paper throughout is a calm

and dispassionate review of facts and the

conclusions drawn are without bias and

are quite logical.

In the course of his remarks Mr. Jones

comments on the fact that no man is 100

per cent, efficient all the time. He records

the fact that an accident was averted by

the automatic stop. The man in charge

of the train had suffered from a tempo-

rary lapse of mind. The automatic stop

is, therefore, not a luxury, and it should

be looked at as a necessity. It is not a

refinement of signaling put on by those

who have money to spend on frills. It is

an imperative demand of to-day. It can

only be diregarded at the price of deadly

risk. No one denies that mental lapses

occur, yet why do we still trust to luck

and seem to believe that because a signal

system is good that therefore it will be

obeyed. What we require now is to lift

the difficult science of train operation

from the didn't-know-it-was-loaded level

and bring it up to the exalted position it

should occupy in the United States of

.America, to-day. Not mere preference

invites, duty calls, and the general adop-

tion of the device is inevitable.
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Train Lengths and Volume of Air Required for

Brake Operation

By WALTER V. TURNER, Manager of Engineering, Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

Particular mention has been made of

the air volume limit, in the capacity of the

single capacity brake to control modern

freight trains. .\s equipment, both freight

and passenger, has become heavier and

trains longer, the volume of air required

for the control of these trains has in-

creased proportionately and the difficulty

in supplying it in greater proportion. So

it may be said that the ability to run long

trains depends almost entirely upon the

devices which permit the supply of air to

reach the brakes on the rear end. The
difficultj- always comes in releasing and

recharging the brake system, for it is ever

a simple matter to make the reduction

necessary to apply brakes ; in other words,

it is easy to allow pressure to escape, but

always difficult to build it up.

In answer to the suggestion mat a

larger brake pipe be introduced, it can

be said that, while a larger brake pipe

would facilitate the transmission of air

and utilize to advantage the increased

air compressor and main reservoir capac-

ity on the locomotive, it would be im-

possible to increase the size of the brake

pipe materially without disorganizing the

whole air brake service as much as the

introduction of the 6-foot gauge would

disrupt our transportation service in gen-

eral. There could be no satisfactory in-

terchange of equipment during the transi-

tion period, and the advantages of the

enlarged brake pipe would not appear

until practically every car in the train

was so equipped. To obtain adciiuate

main reservoir capacity for the present

size of brake pipe requires the utilization

of ever\- available space on the modern

locomotive. To increase this capacity in

order to realize the advantages of a larg-

er brake pipe would be to present se-

rious difficulties in the way of locomotive

design. It is relevant to consider the 50

per cent reduction in air consumption on a

train when equipped with the empty and

load freight brake, in connection with

the subject of increased brake pipe ca-

pacity.

Modern passenger brake equipment is

so designed that the pressure restored to

the brake pipe serves to release the brakes

only until the last stages of recharging

are reached. With the old equipment,

which serves admirably for short trains

of vehicles with small air requirements,

the brake pipe recharged each brake im-

of air as fast as it was supplied, with the

result that the head end was released and

almost recharged before the rear end

brakes started to release. Modern brake

equipments employ a supplementary stor-

age reservoir, which is used for recharg-

ing the auxiliary reservoir during a re-

lease of brakes and for obtaining high

brake cylinder pressure in emergency

applications.

With the modern freight brake equip-

ments, both empty and load and single

capacit}-, the high pressure in the head

end of the brake pipe, when releasing the

brakes, causes the release of the head

brakes to be retarded, so that the rear

brakes, starting to release at a later time,

application ot the brakes on an entire

train in .^ seconds with the new electro-

pneumatic brake, as compared with the

10 and even 17 seconds with preceding

equipment, will prove to be a boon to the

operating officers of that very important

railway system. As retardation does not

cease, or full acceleration take place,

until all the air is e.xhausted from the

brake cylinder, this saving of from 5 to 12

seconds time, and even more when re-

tardation is taking place, means much
to snappy movements of trains. It is

well to mention that graduated release

flexibility has not been iriipaired in this

shortened time for a complete release.

In the attached formulas for calcula-

complete their release in practically the ,ions of train stops and control of trains

on grades, it will be noted that the speed

does not appear in the gradient formula.

same time that is required for the head
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This is because no more retarding force

is needed to hold a train down a grade

at a speed of 40 miles per hour, than at

10 miles per hour, but it is more difficult

to get this retarding force at 40 miles

than at 10 miles per hour, because brake

shoe friction is much less at the higher

speed, due to the higher velocity of wheel

surfaces and the greater brake shoe heat-

ing, therefore the allowance for speed

must appear in the value of the coefficient

of brake shoe friction used.

it has been summed up that the loco-

motive capacity, length of sidings, station

platform lengths (for electric traction

service), train control and draft gear ca-

pacity determine and limit the number
of cars that can be satisfactorily operated

in one train. The relation of train con-

trol to length of train has been enlarged

upon, and investigation reveals the fact

that the air brake art has kept al)reast of

—and, indeed, practically in advance of

—

developments in all the many other phases

of railroad activity.

It is well that tliis lias been so,

for the other developments would

brakes to release. This prevents the

head cars from fully releasing ahead of,

and running away from, the rear cars

when a release of brakes is made, before have been impossible of full realization

the train is brought to a standstill. .\ otherwise. .\ concrete example is seen

retarded recharge for the head lirakes in the case where the empty and load

permits the brake pipe air to pass back freight brake is responsible for the post-

to operate the rear brakes in a manner ponement for 25 years of doulile tracking

very essential to the successful operation a single track line. The importance of

of long freight trains. The importance reduced time of serial lirakc action has

of the ability to release and recharge the been made clear, it is hoped, and the part

brake system promptly can only be appre- played in this by the development of the

ciatcd by those who have had to contend first type of automatic brake to those

with delay reports occasioned by control types employing the quick service feature,

mediately after it released, or after re- equipment used on trains of length and and finally. U) the perfected elcctro-pneu-

leasing it. As train lengths and air size beyond its capacity. matic brake, which has reduced the time

consumption per vehicle became greater, Where seconds are golden in tlie opcr- element and therefore the shock to zero

the head end equipments had more and ation of trains, as on the New York sub- for trains of any length, and for any rate

more the tcnrkncy to bleed the brake pipe way system, the prompt release of a full of retardation set up to the limit of the
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adhesion of the wheel to the rail, and

which is a time saver of the fir^t order in

the way of getting the brakes "ii and get-

ting them oflf. Increased weights of

vehicles and increased velocit>- differences

between these vehicles in the ever in-

creasing train lengths of today, make it

imperative that modem types of brake

apparatus be utilized to realize more fully

the opportunities at hand for increasing

the efficiency of railroad operation.

I have also dwelt upon the extreme

necessity of employing a foundation brake

rigging which will permit the full reali-

zation of locomotive capacity and eco-

nomical performance of the locomotive as

enhanced in all of the features embodied

in modern brake apparatus and the

smooth handling of trains with a mini-

mum of expense and delay, in short, the

best brake is one which, in setting up the

maximum retardation, creates the least

velocity differences between vehicles in a

train, and which has the greatest flex-

ibility in providing any degree of re-

tardation from the very minimum to the

maximum.

Weights Carried by Chilled Iron Wheels
No Limit Beyond the Track—New Design for New Conditions—Actual

Experience Relied on
Chief Engineer. Griffin Wheel Company, Chicago,By F. K. VIAL

I have seen an article in connection

with a description of the 120-ton capacity

gondola car for the Virginian Railway.

The axle load, according to this article,

is determined as follows :

Normal capacity 218,000 lbs.

10 per cent, overload 21,800 "

Weight of car 73,900 "

Total carried on 6 a.xles 313,700 "

Load per axle 52,283 "

Wheel load 26,141 "

The above are the figures indicated by

the stencilling on the car. The original

calculation, of course, would be as fol-

lows :

Axle capacity 50,000 lbs.

Weight of axle 975 "

Weight of 2 wheels 1,700 "

Total axle load 52,675 "

Total wheel load 26,337 "

In regard to the safe load for chilled

iron wheels, I may say that there is no

indication at the present time of having

reached, or even approached, the maxi-

mum wheel load as far as chilled iron is

concerned. In fact, rtow that the stresses

within the wheil are being better under-

stood the newly designed wheels for the

heaviest loads are likely to give less trou-

ble in service than the older designs under

light equipment, in which the relation be-

tween the service and the factor of safety

were entirely unknown. The wheel loads

under the Virginian 120-ton car are not

the maximum contemplated by railroads

at the present time. This is indicated by

an axle of 60.000-lb. capacity used by the

Pennsylvania and Union Pacific Rail-

roads. In comparison with the a.\lc used

under the Virginian Railway car we have

the following data

:

Axle capacity. 50,000 lbs. 60,000 lbs.

Size of journal 6x11 ins. 6^2x12 ins.

Diam. of wheel-

seat, 7-5/8 ins. 8-1/8 ins.

Diam. at Center 6-7/16 ins. 6-7/8 ins.

Wgt. of finished

axle, 975 lbs. 1,100 lbs.

Corresponding

wheel load. 26.300 lbs. 31,000 lbs.

The question now arises, is the chilled

iron wheel capable of carrying 31,500

lbs., which from all indications at the

present time is tl:e maximum which the

bearing power of the rail will permit? It

the chilled iron wheel is unequal to the

burden, there must be an indication in

some part of the wheel of a tendency to

yield on account of the magnitude of

stresses developed in service. If we ex-

amine the bearing power of chilled iron,

we find that there is no indication what-

ever of a limiting value anywhere within

the realm of possible railway practice.

Under heavy concentrated loads that

sometimes occur under turntables, swing

bridges, etc., loads of 100,000 lbs. or more
per wheel are sometimes encountered, and

in every case of e.xcessive loading, it is

the rail which fails on account of

insufficient bearing power, and not the

wheel.

As far as the plate of the wheel is

concerned, it certainly is an extremely

simple matter to design any factor ot

safety required. There is no difficulty in

the design of the hub that will take care

of all pressures which originate from axle

fit. The maximum flange pressures are

easily calculated and there is no difficulty

whatever in providing a section of flange

that will safely take care of maximum
thrust. The only possible failure in chilled

iron is the tremendous amount of heat

developed on the tread, when maximum
shoe pressures are constantly applied on

heavy descending grades, but where the

l)raking power is uniformly distributed to

all wheels within the train, the amount of

!icat developed is not sufficient to injure

the metal at the tread of the wheel. We
have had extended experience with chilled

iron wheels under engine tenders having

26.000 lb. wheel loads, which are quite

frequent under modern engine tenders.

The experimental stage has been passed,

and there is no hesitancy whatever in the

use of chilled iron wheels under the max-
imum load which the rail can carry, pro-

vided the design corresponds with the

stresses which it is known that the service

will develop.

III.

It is an error to assume, however, that

maximum loads can be carried without

any consideration whatever of modified

designs in order to meet new condition.

The -Master Car Builders have recently

adopted the 850 lbs. chilled iron wheel as

standard for the 50,000 lbs. capacity axle,

which is used under cars of 70-ton capacity

—4 axles per car. This is the same ser-

vice as that contemplated in the Virginian

120-ton car having six axles. These de-

signs of chilled iron wheels, of which we
here write, were adopted only after the

observation of chilled iron wheels under

even greater loads during the past \\vq or

six years. Lai.ije quantities of 850 lbs.

wheels have been in service under ore

cars, in which the axle fit was 8 ins. This

corresponds to a gross load of 240,000

lbs. for four axles.

As far as I am able to see from ex-

perience and from many tests of chilled

iron, there is no load-limit for the chilled

iron wheel, assuming always that the de-

sign has been intelligently made.

Motive Power Condition.

By W. A. JEX, Bucyrus, Ohio

The railroads have been well organized

and there is a general co-ordination

which has resulted in the movement of

both freight and passenger business in

a volume hitherto unheard of, but it

should be generally known that in order

to accomplish this great end, sacrifices

have been necessary. Engines that have

given first-class service for a period ex-

tending over 12 to 24 months are in need

of overhauling; the failure of which will

result in decreased efficiency. Cars have

been kept in service until the majority of

them are in a condition that requires con-

tinuous repairs in order to keep them in

service, and even with this attention, are

in danger of breaking down and requir-

ing a general rebuilding. Road beds have

been given only such attention as would

keep them serviceable and safe. Shops

have been unable to get the normal num-

ber of locomotives overhauled due to a

decrease in the number of skilled

mechanics and the inability of the rail-
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roads to compete with manufacturers in

the matter of wages. Notwithstanding

this condition, the railroads have been

responding to the Nation's call and are

giving the country a service that cannot

be criticized from the standpoint of effi-

ciency.

Fifty per cent, more locomotives are

in need of general repairs than one jear

ago. Shops are crowded with work and

are inadequate to accommodate the loco-

motives now due for shopping. Due to

the unprecedented high cost of operation.

the railroads have been compelled to

practice economy where other industries

simply added such increases to the sell-

ing price of their commodities. The time

has come when the railroads must be

given the privilege of adding this in-

creased cost to the price of transporta-

tion or the nation will suffer the conse-

quences. Let us give the railroads the

opportunity to go into the open market

in the matter of labor by so adjusting the

freight rates that transportation com-

panies can pay at least the same as the

manufacturer.

Locomotive Piston Packing.

.\ new design of locomotive piston

packing has been tried on a locomotive on

the Chesapeake & Ohio railway, and the

results are said to be of the most satisfac-

tory kind. In running 10,000 miles the

packing has not been changed in any way.

It is the invention of Mr. Albert C. Brig-

noni. machinist, Covington, Ky., and it

will be observed from the accompanying

illustration that the cylinder head has the

usual inner casing, and has the gland or

outer casing bolted with tap bolts there-

to. The packing in the gland is a com-

bination with a vibrating cup seated in

the gland, the bore of the vibrating cup

terminating in an inclined shoulder, a split

brass ring abutting and fitting against the

inclined shoulder of the vibrating cup, and

having internal annular lubricant receiv-

ing grooves, and an external ring receiv-

ing groove, a split soft metal ring fitted

within the ring receiving groove and

lireaking joint with the brass ring. There

is also a secondary split ring abutting

the brass ring and the soft ring, and

breaking joint with both and haviiii; an

inclined inner face. There is also a terti-

ary split ring abutting the inclined face

of the secondary ring and breaking joint

with the secondary ring, the secondary

and tertiary rings being arranged between

the vibrating cup and piston and engaging

lioth, the tertiary ring having a V-sbapcd

groove in its inner edge and a spring

prcsscr follower having a correspondingly

shaped projection fitting on the groove.

It will thus be seen that in this arrange-

ment of packing, the beveled surface^ hold

the packing rings firmly against the piston

rod. and that the packing ring having a

scries of circumferential grooves, and

which is made of brass, and which retains

a certain amount of lubricant, has the ef- with other types. The steel pilots are

feet of reducing friction and assist the easily repaired when bent, in case of

wreck, or other mishap. One of the de-

signs embraces the requirements for both

road and switch engines, a long step

being placed at either side, to meet switch

engine requirements, when a road engine

is used in yard switching.

BRIGNONI'S LOCOMOTIVE PISTON
P.-^CKING.

usual swab cup in maintaining lubrica-

tion.

Steel Pilot.

The cast steel pilot manufactured by

the Commonwealth Steel Company, has

now been in use on a number of rail-

roads for several years. It can be quickly

applied, removed, raised or lowered. One
means provided for raising or lowering it

is what may be called a rack. Bolts are

passed through, slotted holes in the pilot;

this construction permits the alteration in

height to be had with little effort. These
racks on the backs of the pilots are made
to fit corresponding racks on the pilot

beams, or on separate brackets fastened to

the pilot beams. The pilot meets all Gov-

ernment requirements.

These adjustable pilots are cast in one

piece, and can readily be made to meet

Homestead Valves.

There is no secret about it. The design

of the Homestead Blow-off Valves is to

prevent leaks. This valve is so made

that when it is closed it is at the same

time forced firmly to its seat. This ac-

tion is secured by means of a traveling

cam, through which the stem passes. The

cam is prevented from turning with the

stem by means of the lugs, which move

vertically in slots. Supposing the valve

to be open, the cam will be in the lower

part of its chamber and the plug will be

free to be easily moved. A quarter of a

turn in the closing direction causes the

cam to rise and take a bearing on the

upper surface of the chamber, and the

only effect of further effort to turn the

stem in that direction is to force the plug

more firmly to the seat. A slight motion

in the other direction immediately re-

leases the cam and the plug turns easily.

It is stopped at its proper open position

by the contact of the fingers of the cam at

the other end of its travel.

The Homestead valve is a taper plug

valve, and the whole idea of its design

is that if loose, it can most easily be

turned; when tight it can be secured so

as not to leak as if by a tap of a ham-

mer. This tap of the hammer is never

given, because it is not necessary. The

same and better tightening effect is pro-

C.XST ST1:EL I.OCO.MOTIVK PII.OT M.MH! in O.N'E I'llXK.

the requirements of new or old locomo- duced by the sloping cams, as they work

lives They are strong, simple and dur- on each other. The Homestead valve ,s

able and practicallv eliminate the familiar a thoroughly practical valve. It does

ilem'-"pilot repairs.- These steel pilots what is claimed for it and m reducing

last itidefinitely, and in time make quite a wear and stopping leaks it makes for

saving in maintenance cost as compared economy.
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The Theory of the Clasp Brake
Recjuisite for Safe. Fast Train Operation—The Laws of Friction—What the

Brake Is and What It Does—its Economies and Advantages

Clasp

The key to the sale and eliicieiit opera-

tion of railway trains is the ability to stop.

This is particularly true in regard to fast

passenger service. A railway train capable

of being run at high speed, yet with de-

fective stopping facilities would not only

be dangerous for traffic, but would be a

menace to the safety of all on the train.

The form of brakes now used gives the

train the power of deceleration much su-

perior to the acceleration provided by a

modern, powerful high speed locomntive.

To be able to run fast is good, but to be

able to stop quickly is better.

The air brake in its evolution has not

only reached a higli state of efficiency, but

it has thrown a side light on the subject

of friction, which we have been able to

get in no other way. The VVestinghouse-

Galton tests made in England in 1878 on

brake friction brought out the fact that it

was possible to apply to a rapidly revolv-

ing wheel a brake shoe pressure that

would have skidded the wheel if it had

been revolving slowly. Thus, one of

Moran's laws, that the coefficient of kin-

etic friction is independent of the velocity,

was disproved and the new knowledge

thus gained paved the way for the inven-

tion of the high speed brake. The theory

involved is that the skidding or sliding

of the wheel on the rail fuses a portion of

the tread and the fused material actually

acts as a lubricant on the rubbing surfaces

and reduces the retarding power of wheel

on rail.

.\nothcr step forward has been taken by

the introduction of the clasp brake, which

is the use of two brake shoes to each

wheel instead of one. It is well known
that the energy of a moving train must

be disposed of in some satisfactory man-

ner if the train is to be brought to a halt.

This is done at the brake shoes by trans-

forming motion into heat. Those who
have followed the subject know that the

generation of heat at the tread of a mov-

ing; wheel, when the brake is applied, is

believed to be one of the harsh causes

which operates to damage the wheel-tread

and shorten the life of the wheel. We
must stop a train quickly and safely in any

case. To do this we must be able to free-

ly generate brake-shoe heat, and yet re-

duce the destructive action of the rapid

Rcneration of the heat that we arc com-

pelled to have. We must not impair the

train-stop|)ing quality of the shoe. It rc-

(|uires thought on the subject of design to

avoid inefficient train-stopping, and as pro-

drctive thought to prevent the rapid ac-

cumulation of wheel destroying heat.

.\ way out of the difficulty has been

found by the use of the clasp brake. Here

with two shoes on each wheel the total

brake shoe pressure is equally divided,

and while the work of retarding the train

remains the same, the wear of shoes is re-

duced one-half for each shoe, and the

generation of heat is divided in the same
proportion. No excessive wear or dele-

terious heat action on the tread is brought

about, yet the train stops as effectively as

it did with one brake shoe per wheel.

We have seen that it is distinctly ad-

vantageous to increase from one to two
brake shoes on a car wheel. If it was pos-

sible to put three brake shoes to a wheel,

one on each side and one on top, there

would be a further advantage. It is not

easy to do this, and it is not desirable,

but from that conception of the principle

we may legitimately reason that the ad-

dition of four, five, six or more shoes, if

such were not hampered by physical con-

ditions, would be all right. By this rea-

soning we are able to comprehend the fact

that a large number of shoes if applied

would make a sort of approximation to

the band brake, such as is used on auto-

mobiles. Everyone realizes the power of

the strong, gripping band brake on a

motor car. The band brake may mentally

be resolved into a series of closely packed

brake shoes all round the drum. The
original expenditure of money for an ad-

ditional set of brake shoes is compensated

for by less wear on each shoe and less

heat generation for each shoe, and conse-

quently increased ability to more quickly

radiate what has been generated. In this

way the possible destruction of the wheel

is delayed.

.•\nother form in which economy is evi-

denced is that of using more effectively

the brake equipment which may be on

hand. Suppose a passenger coach to weigh

about 118.000 lbs. The braking propor-

tion of this weight is taken at 90 per cent,

of the light-weight of the car. This on

four axles gives each a load of 26,550 lbs.,

or 106,200 lbs. as a total. The push on

the piston rod of a I6-in. air brake cylin-

der at 60 lbs. pressure at the point of

auxiliary and brake-cylinder equalization

is 12,063 lbs., and this gives a total lever-

age of about 8 to 1. Total leverage is de-

fined as the number of times brake cylin-

der pressure is divided into the total

brake power. Proper leverage propor-

tion insures proper brake shoe clearance

from the wheel when the brakes are off

and good braking when they are on. If

106.200 lbs. be the allowable total braking

pressure, and it be distributed equally

among eight brake shoes, each brake

beam, of which there are four, will have

26,550 lbs., and on the eight shoes on the

four beams each shoe will carry half this

amount, viz., 13,275 lbs. per shoe, be-

cause the pressure on the shoe at each

end of a brake beam is the same.

If, n<iw, eight brake beams and sixteen

shoes are put in service, the new resultant

pressure on each shoe will only be 6,637

lbs. per shoe, half of what it was before.

The push from a 16-in. brake cylinder at

60 lbs. is 12,063 lbs., and by a system of

levers this is made to reach the proper

pressure at the brake shoe. If the pres-

sure at the brake shoe has dropped from

13,275 lbs. to 6,637 lbs. by the use of two

shoes where there was one before it is

manifest that a smaller brake cylinder

(perhaps of a series in stock on a rail-

way and used on older cars), is available,

and this smaller cylinder can be used with

a proportional economy of air and so re-

duce tlie work of the air pump and the

coal burned to operate it, and at the same

time no reduction in brake efficiency will

have marred the result of the change. If

higher brake shoe pressure is desired,

owing to the greater weight of newer

cars, it can be had by the use of larger

brake cylinders, or an alteration of the

levers, with advantage. The whole case

resolves itself into a question of higher

brake shoe pressure gained by the use of

the same brake-cylinders as were former-

ly found to be small, or the same brake

shoe pressure may be secured by the use

of smaller brake cylinders. The brake

leverage affords another opportunity to do

either of these things.

Each railway judging its own most

economical course has here a double

choice, enabling it to eliminate the pur-

chase of new material, yet with an un-

doubted advantage to match against the

growing needs of fast train service with

heavier cars.

An incidental economy that comes with

the use of the ciasp brake is the chance

to use comparatively light brake beams

cr even to adopt the beamless system. A
further very satisfactory economy which

I educes trouble on the road, is found in

the fact that the clasp brake has no ten-

dency to displace journal bearings and

therefore does not tend to produce a hot

box on the road. The single shoe brake,

1>y reason of its constant push on one side

tends to shove the journal out from under

the wedge, and it has been known to so

far displace a brass as to leave it tilted

on one ediie and bearing on one narrow-

area, while the rest of the brass dug down

into the packing and lay partly on one

side of the journal, and so gradually be-

came hot enough to cause delay.
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A further incidental advantage probably

appreciated by the traveling public, is the

fact that the tendency of the truck frame

to tilt under the action of the clasp

brake is largely reduced if not entirely

eliminated.

The single shoe brake hung outside of

each wheel, when under brake strain, is

carried down at the front end of the truck

and up at the back end. When the train

stops the effort of the truck frame to

right itself, an-i become level again, pro-

duces a most unpleasant shock to the oc-

cupants of the car, to say nothing of the

jerking or the jarring effect on the truck

frame. The single shoe system tends to

tilt the truck frame and rotate it about

a point in the center of the frame. It

thus compresses one, and relieves the

other spring on each end, with an un-

pleasant jerk at the moment when the car

stops. With the clasp brake the tendency

is to rotate the truck-frame about two

points each above the center of the wheels,

and beyond the springs. This very satis-

factorily reduces the tendency of the truck

frame to tilt, leaves the springs with little

to do in the "ay of readjustment, and

does away with the shock to passengers.

The truck frame encounters no sudden

strain and normal action can only have a

beneficial effect on the life of the frame.

The whole question of the use of the

clasp brake opens up a fascinating and

useful field of inquiry. Its comfort and

economies make it well worth careful

study by the progressive railroad man.

He will be rewarded for his thought ot

what the clasp brake is capable of doing

by finding a new agency to apply to the

Iietterment of the service of his company.

At the same time he will not be forced

to make any very serious demand upon

the treasurv of his road.

Government Control in England.

On the day that war was declared

(^.Xugust 4th, 1914> the railways of Eng-

land, Wales and Scotland—not Ireland

—

were taken over by the Government The
managers opened sealed instructions

which had previously been sent to them

and proceeded to carry them out It h.i'l

been provided in the Act of 1871 that full

compensation should be paid to the own-
ers for any loss incurred. The Govern-

ment, however, did not at the beginning

announce any terms with the companies.

This was left for a later date. Govern-

ment control, it is important to note, did

not mean Government ownership. The
lines remained the property of the com-
panies. They retained the management of

their own concerns, subject to the instnu-

tiqns of the Executive Committee, and tin-

whole machinery of administration went

on as before. The sole purpose at the be-

ginning was to facilitate the movements
of troops. But as the war developed, as

economy liecame more and more essential,

the scope of the Railway Executive Com-
mittee, now in supreme control, became
greatly extended.

Among the most important economies

in handling traffic was, first, the establish-

ment of the "common user," of railway

companies' open goods wagons. Under
the old system the wagon received loaded

by one company from another had to be

promptly returned to the owning line,

even though there was no freight for it

on its return. Under the "common user"

arrangement it became available for load-

ing in any direction, thus reducing the

haulage of empty vehicles to a minimum.

This system of pooling luggage cars or as

we would call it, interchange, came into

force on January 2, 1917. The pool did

not include the very large number of priv-

was able to turn out many tons of paper

which had been stored for office use and
to put this on the market at a time when
paper was scarcest.

Cast Steel Ash Pans.

One of the original devices of the

Commonwealth Steel Company, which has

now been in service several years, is the

complete cast steel ash pan designed for

single and double hoppers. These ash

pans do away with the frequent and ex-

pensive renewals and repairs character-

istic of other types, as they are so de-

signed that they do not burn out ; conse-

quently they last almost indefinitely.

They also prevent live coals from being

scattered on the roadway, and causing

fires. The pans do not warp; and this

OXE-PIECE CAST STEEL ASH P.>\X.

ately owned wagons, estimated from 600,-

000 to 700,000, which are a distinct feature

of British railways; but the benefits of

the pool were soon seen to be so real that

steps were at once taken to supervise the

control of the private wagons also.

A minor economy introduced early in

the war was an agreement by the railways

to accept each other's "paid" and "to

pay" stamps and labels on parcel traffic.

This saved very much labor, and it led to

a further development in January, 1917,

when the Railway Executive Committee

announced that from a given date "the

carriage charges for all descriptions of

traffic for conveyance by passenger train

or other similar service must be paid by

the sender at the forwarding station." The

whole system of bills and accounts for

passenger goods traffic was thus swept

away. Some reformers even proposed

that the railways should go further, and

insist upon the prepayment of all small

traffic by goods trains. Still another step

was a decision that claimants for the loss

or damage of goods traffic should be dealt

with by the company on which the claim

was made without any division, such as

had formerly taken place of the amount

paid between the companies concerned in

the route over which the traffic had been

conveyed.

The saving in printed matter was so ex-

tensive that at least one large company

insures a tight door that retains the

coals. The\' have only a few parts, com-

pared with many pieces, with washers,

rivets, bolts, etc., which compose the

built up types. This steel type is a help

in safeguarding forests from fires. It prac-

tically eliminates maintenance costs, and

it will outlast several of the other types.

It has been extensively tested under the

severest conditions, and in every instance

has been found not only reliable, but in

point of first cost is less expensive than

the older types of ash pans.

A Call for Skilled Workmen.

.\ call has been issued by the Chief Sig-

nal Officers of the War Department for

certain classes of skilled workmen, and

we have been askf il to direct the attention

of our readers to the fact that the Air

Service is in need of picked men who will

be gladly wckomcd and given special

training, according to their vocations on

airplane motors, trucks, airdrome con-

struction and other work. Among others,

machinists, blacksmiths, draftsmen, tool

makers, pattern makers, coppersmiths, and

metal makers generally are specified. The

applicants must be physically sound, and

from 18 to 40 years of age. Full partic-

ulars may be had on application to the

Volunteer Bureau. 119 D Street, N. E.

Washington, D. C.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. William Kelly, (.iriiurly assi>taiit

superintendent of motive power of the

Great iNortliern at Spokane. Wash., has

been transferred to St. I'aul, Minn.

Mr. J. J. Byrne has been appointed east-

ern representative of the Locomotive

Stoker Company of Pittsbnrgh, Pa., with

oflice at 30 Cliurcli street. New York.

Mr. A. J. Mitchell, formerly engineer

of tests of the Spokane, Portland & Seat-

tle has been appointed general superin-

tendent, with office at Portland, Ore.

Mr. B. H. Davis has been appointed

master mechanic of the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western, with office at Scranton,

Pa., succeeding Mr. F. H. Reagan, re-

signed.

Mr. W. B. Perkins has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Santa Fe, with

office at Belen, N. M., succeeding Mr. J. V.

Stevens, resigned to join the army avia-

tion service.

Mr. M. J. Flanigan, formerly general

master mechanic of the Central district of

the Great Northern, at Great Falls, Mont.,

has been promoted to superintendent at

Whitel'ish, Mont.

Mr. T. M. Price, formerly assistant mas-

ter mechanic of the Seaboard Air Line at

.Andrews, S. C, has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic at Hamlet, N. C, succeed-

ing Mr. T. L. Reed.

Mr. J. J. Modyman has been appointed

division foreman of the Santa Fe shops at

Deming, N. M., and Mr. J. W. Wilcox

has been appointed roundhouse foreman at

.Mbuquerque, N. M.
Mr. M. K. Walsh has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Wheeling

division of the Baltimore & Ohio, with

office at Benwood Junction, W. Va., suc-

ceeding Mr. W. F. Ross, deceased.

Mr. W. S. Spieth has been appointed

manager of the Davis Wheel Depart-

ment of the American Steel Foundries,

with office at Chicago, succeeding Mr. F.

A. Lorenz, Jr., who resigned to go into

another field.

Mr. S. J. Hungerford, formerly super-

intendent of rolling stock of the Canadian

Northern, has been appointed general

manager of the eastern lines, with office

at Toronto, Ont., succeeding Mr. L. C.

Fritch, resigned.

Mr. C. H. Creager, formerly road fore-

man of engines of the Baltimore & Ohio,

at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Illinois

division, with office at Flora, 111., succeed-

ing Mr. F. Hodapp, promoted.

Mr. John J. Harty, formerly vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the Canadian

Locomotive Company, Kingston, Ont., has

been elected president of the company.

Mr. Harty is also director of the Domin-

ion Foundries & Steel Company.

Mr. George !•'. Kcmpf, formerly air

brake superintendent of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, has been appointed

master mechanic at Dubuque, la., suc-

ceeding Mr. M. M. Smith, transferred as

master mechanic to Milwaukee, Wis.

Mr. O. B. Schoenky, formerly super-

intendent of shops of the Southern Pacific

at Los .-Xngeles, Cal., has been appointed

master mechanic of the Tucson division

of the same road, with office at Tucson

Ariz., succeeding Mr. W. C. Petersen.

Mr. W. H. Farrady, formerly assistant

purchasing agent of the Pennsylvania, has

been granted leave of absence to join

the American expeditionary force in

France. He will be attached to the rail-

way military forces under Brigadier Gen-

eral W. W. Atterbury.

Mr. E. W. Smith, formerly assistant en-

gineer of motive power of the Pennsyl-

vania, has been appointed master mechanic

with office at Harrisbury, Pa., succeeding

Mr. C. L. Mcllvaine, appointed superin-

tendent of motive power, northern divi-

sion, with headquarters at Buffalo, N. Y".

Mr. M. M. Meatyard has been ap-

pointed examiner and instructor of the

operating department and rules and ma-

chinery for enginemen on the Chicago &
Alton, and Mr. James J. Butler has been

appointed assistant to the general man-

ager, both with offices at Bloomington, 111.

Mr. U. P. Meredith, formerly master

mechanic of the Maryland and Delaware

divisions of the Philadelphia, Baltimore

& Washington, has resigned to accept the

position of engineer in charge of me-

chanical maintenance and shop methods

with the E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.,

Wilmington, Del.

Mr. H. A. Macbeth, formerly master

mechanic of the New York, Chicago &
St. Louis at Conneaut, Ohio, has been

appointed superintendent of motive power

on the same road with headquarters at

Cleveland, Ohio, and Mr. T. W. Coe has

been appointed master mechanic at Con-

neaut, succeeding Mr. Macbeth.

Mr. Edward Lawless, formerly general

foreman of the locomotive department of

the Illinois Central at Freeport, 111., has

l)een promoted to master mechanic, with

the same headquarters, and Mr. E. C.

Roddie, formerly district foreman at New
Orleans, La., has been promoted to master

mechanic, with office at McComb, Miss.

Mr. Clement F. Street, inventor of the

locomotive stoker bearing his name, and

vice-president of the Locomotive Stoker

Company, has extended his engineering

activities and announces that his services

are available as consulting engineer, with

office at 30 Church street, New Y'ork. Mr.

Street has had a wide experience in de-

signing anil testing railway mechanical

appliances.

Mr. U. F. Gillen, of the Grand Trunk,

has been selected as the head of Can-

ada's Railroad War Board, and Mr.

W. A. Kingsland, of the Canadian North-

ern, as head of the Car Service Commit-
tee, 'ihe members of the executive

committee in active charge comprise

Lord Shaughnessy, Canadian Pacific;

Mr. Howard C. Kelley, Grand Trunk;
Sir William Mackenzie, Canadian North-

ern, and Mr. Alfred H. Smith, president

New York Central. The main office is

in Montreal, with sub-committees in each

province.

Mr. F. Hodapp, formerly road fore-

man of engines of the Baltimore & Ohio,

has been appointed supervisor of loco-

motive operation of the Southwest dis-

trict witli headquarters at Cincinnati,

Ohio ; Mr. B. F. Crolley, formerly super-

intendent of locomotive operation at Cin-

cinnati, has been appointed supervisor of

locomotive operation of the Northwest

district with headquarters also at Cincin-

nati ; Mr. T. B. Burgess has been ap-

pointed supervisor of locomotive opera-

tion of the West X'irginia district, with

headquarters at Wheeling, W. Va., and

Mr. J. M. Mendall has been appointed

road foreman of engines at Cincinnati.

Mr. A. C. Deverell succeeds Mr. R. D.

Hawkins, who is a member of the mission

to Russia, as superintendent of motive

power of the Great Northern, with offices

at St. Paul, Minn. Mr. William Kelly

and Mr. Henry Y'oerg have been ap-

pointed assistant superintendents of mo-

tive power, with headquarters at St. Paul,

and Mr. R. Wood succeeds Mr. Y'oerg as

mechanicical enriineer at St. Paul. Mr.

J. J. Dowling has been appointed master

mechanic of the Central district, with

headquarters at Great Falls, Mont., and

Mr. T. J. Clark has been appointed gen-

eral master mechanic of the Western

district, with headquaters at Spokane

Wash.

Mr. Charles Lee .Mcllvaine has been

appointed superintendent of motive power

of the Northern division of the Pennsyl-

vania, witli headquarters at Bufltalo, N. Y.

Mr. Mcllvaine is a graduate of the

Mechanical department of the University

of Pennsylvania and entered the service

of the Pennsylvania Railroad as appren-

tice in the Wilmington shops in 1899, and

was transferred to .\ltoona in 1901. In

1905 he became assistant master mechanic

at Pavonia shops, Camden, N. J. He was

transferred to other points on the sys-

tem, and for several years served as mas-

ter mechanic of the New Y'ork, Philadel-

phia & Norfolk Railroad, and returned
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to the Pennsylvania in -May, 1917, as mas-

ter mechanic of the Philadelphia division,

which position he held when promoted as

stated above.

Mr. Robert S. Parsons, assistant to the

president and chief engineer of the

Erie, has been appointed assistant to

the president and general manager of

the Erie, and affiliated lines, and will

continue to have charge of maintenance

and construction. Mr Parsons is a

graduate of Rutgers College. He be-

gan his railroad career in the engineer-

ing department of the Erie in 1895, and

was appointed division engineer of the

New York, Susquehanna & Western in

1899. In 1903 he was engineer of

maintenance of way of the Erie and in

1906 was general superintendent. In

1913 he was appointed general manager

of the lines east of Buffalo. In 1914 he

was general manager of the Erie Lines

west, and in 1916 chief engineer, and

latterly assistant to the president and

chief engineer, until appointed as above

announced.

New York Railroad Club.

"The Woman in Railroad Work" was

the subject of a paper presented before

the members of The New York Kailroad

Club, on November 16, by Mr. Stuart

Brady, special agent of the Philadelphia,

Baltimore & Washington Railroad. Mr.

•Brady evidently had made a very compre-

hensive study of the subject, and submitted

lists showing to what extent Britain has

developed along the line of female labor

in relation to railroad and other work,

and while we in America could not hope

to succeed at once in adopting means

and methods that it has taken many years

elsewhere to accomplish, still there is no

reason why women should not be respon-

sible for the whole domestic condition of

the railroads, including the cleaning of

cars, selling of tickets, dispensing of in-

formation, marking of bulletin boards,

performing of minor, semi-important and
important clerical duties of all so-called

indoor departments. The technical, me-
chanical and working side, Mr. Brady
claimed, was another question. It is on

the technical side that most study will

have to be made. If the parts to be han-

dled are not too heavy, or the work does

not require too much physical strength, a

woman can do the work as well as a man
and frequently she can do certain manual

operations with greater case and dexterity.

Britain has spent much time and eflfort on

the problem of woman in mechanical

labor. America is coming to it, and it is

more than likely that trained, skilled, dis-

ciplined women will be in greater evidence

in railroad work in the near future and
it is also more than likely that they will

retain the positions for which they show
particular adaptability after the war is

over.

Railroad Mileage.

The mileage of American railroads ag-

gregates 270,000, and forms forty per cent,

of the railways of the entire world. Rus-

sia conies ne.xt with 50,000 miles. The

other countries and their respective mile-

age in order being Germany, 40,000; India,

35,000; France, 32,000; Canada, 30,000;

.\ustria-Hungary, 29,000; Great Britain,

25,000; Argentina, 21,000; Australia, 20,-

000; Mexico, 16,000; Brazil, 16,000; Italy,

11,000; British South Africa, 11,000;

Spain, 10,000; Sweden, 9,000; Japan (in-

cluding Korea), 7,000; China, 6,000; Bel-

gium, 6,000, and Chile, 4,000.

Of the world's railways outside the

United States slightly more than one-half

are government owned or controlled ; of

the telegraphs outside this country ap-

proximately two-thirds are government

owned and operated.

that would otherwise prevail in respect to

railway men. The change is comraend-

alile in every way.

Decrease in Running Repairs.

It is reported that in addition to in-

creasing transportation efficiency through

intensive loading, the railroads are also

waging a vigorous campaign to reduce

the number of cars and locomotives un-

der repair. The July report just issued

shows that the average number of

freight locomotives in shop or awaiting

repairs was 4,122 against 4,460 in the

same month last year. Freight cars un-

der repair in July numbered 135,831,

which was 8,647 less than in July, 1916

This in the face of an increase of traffic

speaks well for economy. Some speak

gloomily of the future, but, as usual, the

future will provide for itself.

Economy in Powdered Fuel.

Careful attention is being called to

powdered coal as an excellent form in

which to use lignites or low grade coal

generally. Experiments made by the

General Electric Company show that coal

can be pulverized more cheaply than it

can be gasified. The first cost of a plant

for drying and pulverizing is less than for

a producer gas plant. When thoroughly

mixed with a blast of air in correct pro-

portions powdered coal is practically a

gaseous fuel, and has most of the ad-

vantages of eas or oil fuel under steam

boilers.

Extending the Age Limit on the New
Haven.

On the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford Railroad the age limits of employing

new men were 21 years to 35 years. Un-

der the new plan the limits for firemen

will be 18 to 45 years; for trainmen, 18 to

SO years, and for other employes, 18 to

60 years. The new limits take in men
not subject to the draft act, and will tend

to reduce to a minimum applications for

exemption due to industrial occupation

Superheated Engines in South Africa.

Recent reports state that the use of

superheated steam in locomotive boilers

in South Africa have been considerably

extended of late with marked economy in

the consumption of fuel. Between Pre-

toria and Johannesburg, with a tenth-

class locomotive, as a result of two trials,

there was an average consumption of

29.3 lbs. uf coal per 100 ton miles. A
new engine with a feedwater heater added

gave an average consumption of 29.9 lbs.

of coal per 100 ton miles. By using super-

heated steam on an exactly similar kind of

locomotive, and on the same section of

line, the average consumption of coal was

reduced to 22.2 lbs. of coal per 100 ton

miles. Similar tests were made in the

Orange Free State. On the same section

of line, and under similar conditions, the

old tenth-class of engine consumed 23.2

lbs. of coal per 100 ton miles, whilst the

superheater engine of similar class con-

sumed only 13.9 lbs. It is estimated that

by using superheated steam an increased

efficiency of 20 per cent, is obtained. Ex-

perience also shows that a boiler pressure

of 200 lbs. per jquare inch in a well-de-

signed boiler does not add to repairing

costs, as was formerly urged by many
locomotive engineers.

Objection to Bells and Whistles.

The Hamilton, Ontario, City Council

has been complaining of the ringing of

bells and whistling by locomotives on the

Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo railway.

The company claims that the enginemen

are only obeying the Dominion regula-

tions, and that if less noise is desired an

amendment to the laws will have to be

made. In this event the city would be

liable for damages if an accident hap-

pened through the failure of a locomo-

tive engineman to give the usual warnings.

The authorities can choose either horn

of the dilemma.

Concrete Railway Ties.

It appears tliat the difficulties in the

way of a more extensive adoption of con-

crete ties arc the attachment of the rail

to the tie and the tendency of the con-

crete to crack and disintegrate. The
present is a favorable time for further

trial of the concrete, or the steel and

concrete tie, as the high price of timber

lias increased the cost of wcwden ties.

The Pennsylvania has over 4.000 concrete

ties in use, and other railways have a

very considerable number of different

kinds in service. The Italian, Swiss and

I'"rem-h railways use them extensively, but

they have not yet become standard any-

where.
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Railroad Equipment Notes

1 111- l'ciiii>>lv;iiiia Railroad is reported

ill tile iiiarki-i lUr material aii'l specialties

fur I.IKK) 70-lon coal cars.

The Italian Government is reported

lilacing an order for 20,000 tons of rails

with the Lackawanna Steel Company.

The Egyptian State Railways have or-

dered 70 ten-wheel (4-6-0) type locomo-

tives from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.

The Louisville & Nashville will soon

commence the construction of a new

roundhouse and shop at Paris, Tenn,, to

cost about $60,000.

ll ii reported that the United States

( iovirnmcnt has placed order for 10,000

or 15,000 more cars for the use of the

army in l^'rance, raising the total number

i>( cars which it has purchased to between

50.000 and 60,000.

The Great Northern has ordered from

the General Railway Signal Company,

Rochester, N. Y., 200 type 2.\ auiom^itic

block signals with the necessary batteries,

relays, wires and other apparatus. Th'-sc

signals are to be installed by the railroad

company's forces.

The New Y'ork Central has had plans

prepared for the construction of a new

power plant at Curtiss street, Buffalo,

N. Y., to cost about $30,000.

The Lehigh Valley has awarded the con-

tract for a one story brick and steel power

plant addition to be 50 by 120 feet, to the

G. W. Rogers Company, New Y'ork.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

has ordered 10 electric locomotives from

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-

ing Company and 7 from the General

Electric Company.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Ec is

building additional repair shops at Ottawa,

Kan., at a cost of about $60,000. Swan-

son Bros. Contracting Company, Topeka,

Kan., has the contract for the work.

The Western Pacific has ordered 1,500

steel underframe box cars from the Mt.

Vernon Car Manufacturing Company, and

400 composite 50-ton general service cars

from the Western Steel Car & Foundry

Company.

The Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, ac-

cording to report, will expend $150,000

for improvements at Temple, Texas, to

include additional brick machine and

boiler shops, freight depot, transfer wharf

and freighthouse.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has

ordered from the General Railway Signal

Company the materials for an electric

interlocking plant at Kelker, Colo. ; 28-

lever machine model 2, with 21 working

levers and 7 spare spaces.

The .Atlantic Coast Line has let con-

tract to rebuild its round house and engine

repair shops at Wilmington, N. C, which

collapsed some time ago. The work will

be done by Rhodes & Underwood, of

Wilmington, at a cost of about $10,000.

The Pennsylvania has begun work near

Punxsutawney, Pa., on the construction oi

a new engine terminal, a 16-stall round-

house and auxiliary facilities. The work

includes changing the course of a high-

way from the east to the west side of the

tracks for a distance of over one mile

and ten miles of additional yard track

will be constructed. It is expected that

the work will be finished by January next.

The Illinois Central has ordered 500

50-ton composite gondola cars from the

Haskell & Barker Car Company, and 500

of the same type from the Pullman

Company, and has also issued orders for

300 flat cars, had previously put out in-

quiries for 1,000 hopper cars, and will be

in the market for additional cars, includ-

ing 1,500 general service, 300 to 1,000

stock, 500 refrigerator and 25 caboose.

Some of these may be built in the com-

pany's own shops.

The United States Government is re-

ported ordering 300 large freight locomo-

tives from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works. These locomotives, it is said, arc

a portion of 2,000 for which the govern-

ment now is arranging. Official state-

ments are quoted to the effect that to

date 353 locomotives have been con-

structed under contract for the United

States and foreign governments. Con-

tracts for 2,490 locomotives have been

let, which, with those constructed, will

consume the full capacity of all plants to

the middle of 1918.

It was reported last month that the

United States war purchasing board has

approved the request made by the Rus-

sian purchasing board, for 30,000 four-

wheeled freight cars for Russian rail-

roads, contracts being awarded to Ameri-

can builders on practically the same divi-

sions. A former request for 10,000 freight

cars was approved some time ago. Of

these 10,000 cars, all shipped knocked

down, about 6,000 have been, it is said,

landed in Russia, the other 4,000 being

held up at some Pacific port, awaiting

transportation.

DIXON'S
i^^ii^ PAINT
^"" i.ixov cwcrBi^

^°"

rBSKVCITT.

Long Time
Protection
is given to signal appa-

ratus and all exposed
metal or woodwork by

DIXON'S
Silica-Graphite

PAINT
the Longest Service paint.

Nature's combination of

flake silica-graphite,
mixed with pure boiled

linseed oil, is the ideal

combination which forms

a firm elastic coat that

will not crack or peel off.

This prevents access to

agents that will corrode

and injure the metal.

Dixon's Silica-Graphite

Paint is used throughout

the world by railnjad

engineers.

Write for Booklet No.

69-B and long service

records.

Made in JERSEY CITY, N. J., by the

Joseph Dixon CrucibleV^ Company ^>^<n
'""

ESTABLISHED 1827
'""
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Hydraulic
Riveters fixed and portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Engineers, Iron

founders, Machinists.

100 Chtstnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Mnniifartiir.r» of InJ.-ctor8. EJccti.rs.

Bi.ll..r Wa-hi-n. and T.-ttlnrs. Boiler Ch.-ck3,
ChPCk ValT<?i.

Locomotive Electric Headlights

of all descriptions

i^

THE

^^Jf-~ GENIRATOR

ATIONAL sfTS

COMPANY
900 SOUTH MICHIMN AVENUE CHIUEO. ILL.

ASHTOINJ
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goods That La«t

The Achton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street. Boston. Mau

Year Book of the Bureau of Mines.

The Bureau ol Mines has issued its

annual report and it is interesting to ob-

serve the marked increase in activity in

mining since the last report was issued.

In 1915 the production of coal amounted
to 531,618.487 tons. In 1916 the amount
v\as 597,500,000 tons. A statement is ad-

vanced that if this coal had been used

with the highest efficiency, it is probable

that 25 per cent, of the amount would
liave been saved. The proper method of

burning fuel is by no means a simple pro-

cess, and the misconceptions that have re-

sulted from a rather casual study of the

phenomenon has led engineers to con-

struct uneconomical and ineffective de-

vices. The clearing away of these miscon-

ceptions can only be done by a knowledge

of the actual facts, and for that reason

the Bureau of Mines has been making
a careful study of the combustion pro-

cess. The variety of coal-burning equip-

ments now existing is the result of ill

advised experimentation rather than

knowledge, and the engineer has been

unable to find quantitative figures that

would enable him to design a furnace for

a given fuel with the same assurance ot

success that he lias in the design of a

bridge or other like structure. Studies of

this kind are beyond the possibility of

private investigation, and it is proper that

the government should make liberal pro-

vision for this laudable work.

•A limited number of copies of the book
will be distributed free. When these are

exhausted the price will be 30 cents. The
work is issued at the Government Print-

ing Office, Washington, D. C.

Locomotive Hand-Book.

The .\merican Locomotive Company
has just issued a hand-book containing

195 pages of matter, furnishing a mass of

data that has been found to be useful in

the designing of locomotives. The loco-

motives range in size from the four-wheel

lank engine (0-4-0 T type), having a

tDtal weight of 14..S00 lbs. and a tractive

rffort of 2.6.30 U.S., to the 2-10-10-2 type

Mallet engine, having a total weight, en-

k'inc and tender, of 875,000 lbs., a tractive

power of 147,200 lbs., working compound,

and of 176.600 lbs., working simple. An
experience extending over 82 years of

continuous locomotive building and the

construction of over 55,000 locomotives,

lias given ample opportunities for furnish-

ing data that is at once reliable in point of

ri. curacy and complete in point of detail.

\t the present time the company operates

srveii separate plants covering over 3ii6

ai res with an annual output of 3.000 loco-

motives and furnishing employment for

..ver 20,000 men.

It would be impossible in our limited

space to furnish even a selected list of

the subjects treated of in the work, suffice

it to say that every part of the modern
locomotive is touched on in a way that is

the result of wide experience and con-

densed into the briefest and clearest mode
of record. A series of tables, easily

understood, are adapted to the varying

types and dimensions of locomotives. The
constants used are such as could only be

gathered from a wide experience and a

systematic method of observation, and by

their use, lengthy and involved calcula-

tions are avoided. The services of special

authorities have been engaged on special

subjects, and comparisons between .Ameri-

can and foreign methods of experiment

and calculation are given, and summaries

are appended, showing in many instances

the need of fuller information on many
important subjects. For example it is

clearly demonstraied that the resistance of

passenger cars has in the past been over-

estimated ; while the decrease in available

power of a locomotive at high speeds, due

to the decrease in mean effective pressure

in combination with the energy absorbed

in moving the engine and tender, general-

ly has been under-estimated. The im-

portance of the use of superheated steam

is pointed out, the increase in volume and

the decrease of condensation in the cylin-

ders being conservatively estimated as

saving 23 per cent, showing that a boiler

may be proportioned with 23 per cent, less

evaporating heating surface for super-

heated steam than for saturated steam.

Diagrams and drawings are used where

necessary, and the hand-book is altogether

a valuable contribution to railroad litera-

ture. It has been compiled witli rare skill

and ability. Copies may be had from the

company's main office, 30 Church street.

New York. Price 75 cents.

Conservation in Use of Coal.

The Committee on Coal Conservation

has issued Bulletin No. 2. It points out

briefly and clearly the conditions that

make it imperative to every owner or

manager of a power plant to examine into

the cost of the power his establishment

uses, and the increase in efficiency that is

possible. It may not be generally known

that in the proper covering of boiler sur-

faces and steam pipes as much as 80 per

cent, of saving may be made. Railways

have made substantial progress in firing

locomotives. Manufacturing plants can

show great results in the aggregate. The

Government has gathered a great deal of

information about the use of coat and has

an abundanre of expert advice to give

regarding means nf economy. In many

instances stale agencies have data and

suggestions which arc to be had for the
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asking. I'ull information and lists of pub-

lications may be liad from the Committee

on Coal Conservation by addressing the

Ueneral Secretary, Riggs Building, Wash-

ington, D. C.

Heating Locomotive Feedwater.

An illustrated bulletin describing the

advantages of locomotive feedwater heat-

ing has been issued by the Locomotive

Feedwater Heater Company, 30 Cliurch

street, New York. Charts showing the

results of repeated experiments demon-

strate clearly that a considerable amount

of saving can be made by using waste

heat in applying it to the feed water. The

idea is not new, but the method of appli-

cation is new, and like many other prom-

ising innovations, it bids fair to reach a

complete fullilment in the .atmosphere of

.•\merican engineering enterprise. Copies

of the bulletin may be had on application

to the company's office.

Western Electric Year Book.

The Western Electric 1918 Year Book

is being distributed, and extends to 1,160

pages, presenting full details of electrical

supplies and will be found very useful to

buyers in placing their orders for winter

stocks. The previous editions of the book

attained much popularity, and were espe-

cially notable in furnishing manufacturers'

list prices for the benefit of all who pre-

ferred to make their purchases with the

added advantage of buying at the manu-
facturers' discount price, or who desire

an independent means of checking in-

voices. Copies may be had from the

Western Electric Company, Chicago, III.

Dixon's Pencils.

The Xovember issue of Grafhitc con-

tains a cluster of testimonials to the sur-

passing merits of Dixon's pencils, The
Eldorado, so-called, seems to be a prime

favorite with draftsmen. Opinions from
all sorts and conditions of men agree that

they surpass anything made in Germany
or anywhere else. We have given similar

testimony before, and again take pleasure

in joining in the universal chorus. Since

we felt their velvet touch our fountain

pen lies unheeded. The line of least re-

sistance may be found in Dixon's pencils.

Send for a sample from the Joseph Dixon
Crucible Company, Jersey City, N. J., and

be convinced.

Ragonnet Power Reverse Gear.

Bulletin No. 115. issued by the Econ-
omy Devices Corporation, 30 Church
street, describes and illustrates the type

"B" Ragonnet power reverse gear. The
gear has several marked improvements,
and was fully described in the November
issue of Railw.w .^^D Locomotive En-

GiNEERiNX. As is wcll kuowu, even with

tlic best types of valve gear, a power re-

verse gear is a growing necessity on the

heavy high powered locomotives of the

present day, and its universal adoption in

the best class of locomotives will be rap-

idly established. Copies of the bulletin

will be sent to all interested.

Roll of Honor.

.\ Roll of Honor has been published by

the General Electric Company containing

the names of nearly twenty-live hundred

employees formerly in the company's

service and who have joined the United

States Army or Navy. The list includes

those who joined the forces allied with

this country. A large number of them
already hold commissions.

Women in Railroad Service.

.\ special Bulletin issued by the New
York, New Haven & Hartford announces

that the company has taken a new step

along the lines of employing women in

railroad service by opening a school in

the South Station, Boston, where teleg-

raphy, ticket and freight accounting are

being taught free. The school is having

a rapid enrollment. The pupils, as they

become proficient, are assured positions

with the company. The experiment ap-

pears to the railroad officers to be an

excellent one. The plan is well worthy of

imitation.

Poor's Manual.

.\ new edition of Poor's intermediate

Manual of Railroads has just been issued.

It extends to 1,200 pages and furnishes

revised statements of the leading railway

companies and in its chosen sphere of

furnishing reliable financial reports it is

the only work of its kind. Published by

Poor's Manual Company, New York.

Price $7.50.

Railroad War Bulletins.

Official war bulletins showing some of

the feats accomplished by the .\merican

railroads during the five months of the

war are of marked importance as show-

ing their possibilities under united man-

agement. They have hauled 116,000 car-

loads of freight to national camps ; have

handled 17.000 carloads of freight for the

Shipping Board ; have moved 750,000 car-

loads more of coal than in 1916, while the

general freight traffic was 50 per cent

heavier than in 1915. They have trans-

ported 1,200.000 soldiers to training

camps. They will move 75,000 carloads

of supplies a month to these camps.

Is Grease Better Than Oil?

\ machine shop foreman allowed a

grease salesman to put a couple of new-

cups on a line shaft, and tlie foreman for-

got all about it The salesman came back in

two months. He examined the cups and
found there was a httle over one-lourth

inch of grease gone. He sold the firm

cups and grease for the entire line-shaft-

ing and they proved a great money-saver.

Since then they have tried grease in a

number ot places, such as the step in the

lathe, bearings on the self-feed rip saws

and even planers, and have never had one

burn out Now they are testing it out on a

rod or dowel machine. On the line-shaft

they use the copper pin in grease cups.

Smoke.

Smoke is a mixture of various gases

colored by particles of solid carbon. Since

this carbon is passing away unconsumed,

its heat value is lost, and it also becomes

a pubhc nuisance. When carbon is given

off from the coal so quickly that oxygen

is not being supplied in at least equal

volume (double the volume is better)

some of the carbon forms smoke. In

order to prevent as much as possible the

formation of smoke, the fire should be

built up to the required thickness before

starting with train, and that thickness

maintained by firing light and often.

Removal.

The New York sales offices of the Edi-

son Storage Battery Company have been

located at 209 West Seventy-sixth street,

.New York, near the old offices of the

company, at 206 West Seventy-sixth street

The rapidly growing business of the com-
pany has necessitated the removal to

larger quarters. Mr. John Kelly is man-
ager in charge as formerly.

The Norwalk Iron Works Co.
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Makers of Air and Gas Compressors
For All Purposes

Send for Cataloe

The Armstrong

/ Automatic Drift Drill

ra DBXFT AND HAUKEB COHBUfZD.

Tie handle or driver 1» always
ready to ttrike a blow aa the

spring automatically throwa It

back into poaltloo.

LEAVES ONE HAND FREE TO
SAVE THE TOOL.

Special Oircular Hailed on Request.

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL COMPANY
312 N. Francisco Ave.. CHICAGO. V. S. A.
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